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Preface

We base ourselves on the idea that in orderfor a program to be capable of learning something it must

first be capable of being told it.

We shall therefore say that a program has common sense if it automatically deduces for itself a

sufficiently wide class of immediate consequences of anything it is told and what it already knows.

—John McCarthy, 1958

This volume contains the papers presented at the Fifth International Conference on Principles of Knowledge Repre

sentation and Reasoning. The KR conferences have established themselves as the leading forum for timely, in-depth

presentation of progress in the theory and principles underlying the representation and computational manipulation of

knowledge.

KR '96 continues the tradition of high standards for accepted papers established by the preceding four conferences. We

received 187 extended abstracts from 24 countries and 6 of the 7 continents (missing only Antartica). The 55 papers we

were able to include in the conference come from 13 countries and 5 continents.

Many areas traditionally attracting strong KR interest, including description logics, nonmonotonic reasoning, action and

time, remain well represented in KR '96, with the newer topic of spatial reasoning growing to join them. Continued

interest in complexity is demonstrated by two sessions of submitted papers and the invited plenary talk by Georg

Gottlob. Our attempt to expand the conference beyond the traditional extremely formal papers was rewarded this year

by enough accepted papers to have two non-traditional sessions, one on "Reports on Implementations," which includes

a report on a system that has been in use for 5 years at Ford Motor Company, and one on "Psychological and Philo

sophical Connections."

KR '96 marks the 40th anniversary of the 1956 Dartmouth Summer Research Project on Artificial Intelligence. It is

therefore fitting that our opening invited plenary speaker is John McCarthy, who co-organized that meeting, who gave

the field of AI its name, and whose seminal "Advice Taker" paper, from which are taken the opening quotes of this

preface, exerted a huge and continuing influence on KR&R. It is also fitting that the situation calculus, introduced by

McCarthy in a memorandum first distributed in 1963, and frequently reprinted together with the Advice Taker paper,

has attracted so much renewed interest that there is a session in this conference devoted to it.

Luigia Carlucci Aiello

Program Co-Chair

Jon Doyle

Conference Chair

Stuart C. Shapiro

Program Co-Chair
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Abstract

Our focus in this paper is on natural exoge

nous actions (Pinto [23]), namely those which

occur in response to known laws of physics,

like a ball bouncing at times determined by

Newtonian equations of motion. The prop

erty of such actions that we wish to capture

is that they must occur at their predicted

times, provided no earlier actions (natural

or agent initiated) prevent them from occur

ring. Because several such actions may occur

simultaneously, we need a theory of concur

rency. Because such actions may be modeled

by equations of motion, we need to repre

sent continuous time. This paper shows how

to gracefully accommodate all these features

within the situation calculus, without sacri

ficing the simple solution to the frame prob

lem of Reiter [25]. One nice consequence of

this approach is a situation calculus speci

fication of deductive planning, with continu

ous time and true concurrency, and where the

agent can incorporate external natural event

occurrences into her plans.

1 Introduction

For the past several years, the Cognitive Robotics

Group at the University of Toronto has been explor

ing the feasibility of the situation calculus (McCarthy

[19]) as a theoretical and computational foundation for

modeling autonomous agents dwelling in dynamic en

vironments. It is a challenging research problem to

capture, in a single formal and computational frame

work, the full range of characteristics associated with

such settings: the frame, ramification and qualifica

tion problems, exogenous and natural events, chance

events and the unpredictability of action effects, com

plex actions and procedures and the ability of an agent

to perform such actions, time, concurrency, hypothet

ical and counterfactual reasoning about action occur-

http://www.cs.toronto.edu/~cogrobo/

rences and time, perceptual actions and their effects

on an agent's mental state, the complex relationships

among reasoning, perception and action, planning, be

lief revision in the presence of conflicting observations,

etc. The principal objective of this project is to pro

vide just such a general theory of actions and time,

and, as noted above, our formal foundation for this

has been the situation calculus.

While we remain far from achieving these long-range

objectives, we have had some modest success in this

undertaking. Starting with a solution to the frame

problem for deterministic, simple actions (Reiter [25]),

we have defined and implemented a novel situation

calculus-based logic programming language for defin

ing complex agent behaviors (Levesque et al. [14]),

and experimented with it in a robotics application

(Lesperance et al. [12]), and for software agents

(Marcu et al. [18]). Scherl and Levesque [28]

have given a situation calculus account of sensing

(knowledge-producing) actions, and Bacchus, Halpern

and Levesque have extended this to include noisy sen

sors [2]. Lin [15] has extended Reiter's treatment

for deterministic primitive actions to nondeterminis-

tic ones. Levesque [13] has given a situation calculus

account of planning for agents which can sense their

environments. Shapiro, Lesperance and Levesque [31]

have formalized agent goals and rational actions in the

situation calculus. Pinto [23] has proposed a situation

calculus-based account of concurrency, natural actions

and continuous time.

These initial results have encouraged us in our belief

that the situation calculus is well suited to the general

problem of providing a formal and computational ac

count of complex dynamic domains and agent behav

iors. This paper is a further step in the direction of

appropriately enriching the situation calculus for this

purpose. Specifically, we suitably modify, and build

on, the earlier work mentioned above by Pinto [23]

and also by Ternovskaia [32] . This we do by providing

an axiomatization of the situation calculus to include

concurrency, continuous time and two kinds of actions:

(1) Those under the control of an autonomous agent
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with the "free will" to perform any of these actions

at any time, provided their preconditions are met. (2)

Natural actions - those under nature's control - which

must occur at their predetermined times provided no

other actions (natural or agent initiated) occur ear

lier to prevent them from occurring. Towards that

end, we begin by proposing an axiomatization of the

concurrent, temporal situation calculus. With these

axioms in hand, we define the legal situations, which

are those that respect the property of natural actions

that they must occur at their predicted times, unless

something happens to prevent them. We then prove

some intuitively desirable properties of these legal sit

uations, for example, that worlds which lack agents

with "free will" evolve deterministically, and we es

tablish regression-based methods for verifying that a

given situation is legal (the projection problem). One

nice consequence of this approach is a situation cal

culus theory of deductive planning, with continuous

time and true concurrency, and where the agent can

incorporate external natural event occurrences into her

plans.

2 Formal Preliminaries

2.1 The Language of the Situation Calculus

We begin by expanding the situation calculus ontology

beyond that of Lin and Reiter [16] and Reiter [26].

The situation calculus is a sorted second order lan

guage with the following sorts, function and predicate

symbols:

1. There is a sort action of simple actions. Con

ceptually, all simple actions are instantaneous,

and every function symbol of sort action takes

a parameter (in the last argument position) de

noting the time of the action's occurrence. So,

startjmeeting{person, t) might be the instanta

neous action of person starting a meeting at time

t. This will make the notion of concurrent ac

tions relatively unproblematic, which is not the

case when actions have durations, and therefore

may overlap in complicated ways (Gelfond, Lifs-

chitz and Rabinov [7]).

2. A sort time ranging over the reals.

3. A function symbol time: time(a) denotes the oc

currence time of the simple action a.

4. A function symbol start: start(s) denotes the

start time of the situation s.

5. A new sort concurrent; these are sets of simple

actions. We do not axiomatize sets, but instead

rely on the standard interpretation of sets and

their operations (union, intersection, etc) and re

lations (membership, subset, etc). This is in the

same spirit as our treatment of the sort time; we

do not axiomatize the reals for this purpose, but

instead rely on the standard interpretation of the

reals and their operations (addition, multiplica

tion etc) and relations (<, <, etc). To distinguish

the sorts action and concurrent, we use variables

a, a',. . . and c,d ,. .. respectively.

6. As in the sequential situation calculus, we have a

sort situation, but now ranging over sequences of

concurrent actions.

7. A binary function symbol do : concurrent x

situation —> situation, and a constant So denot

ing the initial situation.

8. The sequential situation calculus has a distin

guished predicate symbol Poss; Poss(a, s) means

that simple action a can be executed in the situ

ation s. We extend Poss to concurrent actions,

and will write Poss(c,s) to mean that the con

current action c is possible in situation s.

9. The sequential situation calculus has a distin

guished predicate symbol <. s < s' means that

one can get from situation s to situation s' by a

sequence of executable (possible) simple actions.

We extend < to concurrent actions, so that s < s'

will mean that one can get from situation s to sit

uation s' by a sequence of executable (possible)

concurrent actions.

10. Finally, there are predicate symbols natural,

coherent, legal and Intp, to be described later.

2.2 Foundational Axioms for the Concurrent,

Temporal Situation Calculus

Lin and Reiter [16] and Reiter [26] provide founda

tional axioms for the sequential situation calculus.

These need to be generalized to the concurrent, tem

poral setting, which we now do. Our assumption that

all simple actions are instantaneous makes this gener

alization relatively unproblematic.

We begin by postulating a second order induction ax

iom:

(VP).P(So) A (Vc,s)[F(s) D P(do{c,s))) m

D (Vs)P(s). w

We need the following unique names axioms for situa

tions:

So/do^s),1 (2)

do(c, s) = do(c', s')Dc = c' As = s'. (3)

The time of an action occurrence is the value of that

action's temporal argument. So, for each action func

tion A(x , t) of our situation calculus language, we need

an axiom:

time{A{x,t)) = t, (4)

'in what follows, lower case Roman characters will de

note variables in formulas, unless otherwise noted. In ad

dition, free variables will always be implicitly universally

prenex quantified.
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as, for example, in

time(startjmeeting(person, t)) = t.

Following Lin and Shoham [17], Pinto [23] and oth

ers we treat concurrent actions as sets, possibly infi

nite, of simple actions. As we'll see later, the pos

sibility of infinitely many actions occurring concur

rently must be taken seriously, so that the obvious

notation ai||a2|| ■ • ■ ||an cannot accommodate this pos

sibility. Because concurrent actions are sets of simple

actions, we can use the notation a € c to mean that

simple action a is one of the actions of the concurrent

action c.

We require that concurrent actions be coherent, which

is to say, there is at least one action in the collection,

and that all of the (instantaneous) actions in the col

lection occur at the same time:

cohercnt(c) —

(3a)a G c A (30(Vo')K e c D time{a') = t]. ^

We can now extend the function time from simple ac

tions to concurrent ones, and we can define the func

tion start, as follows:

coherent(c) D

[time(c) = t - (3a)(a G c A time{a) = t)] (6)

Astart(do(c,s)) = time{c).

Notice that we do not define the start time of So; this

is arbitrary, and may (or may not) be specified to be

any real number, depending on the application.

Not every action is executable in every situation. Ac

cordingly, we introduce a binary predicate Poss(c,s),

meaning that it is possible to execute concurrent ac

tion c in situation s. What can we say in general about

the preconditions of concurrent actions? At the very

least, we need the following:

Poss(a,s) D Poss({a},s), (7)

Poss(c, s) D coherent(c) A (Va)[a € c D Poss(a, s)].

(8)

As we shall see in Section 3.3, the converse of (8) need

not hold.

Finally, we need to reconsider the relation < on situa

tions as axiomatized for the sequential, non-temporal

situation calculus in Lin and Reiter [16] and Reiter

[26]. The intended interpretation of s < s' is that

situation s' is reachable from situation s by some se

quence of one or more concurrent actions, each con

current action of which is possible in that situation

resulting from executing the actions preceding it in

the sequence. Consider the situation

do({collide(Bi, B?, 4), endJunch(Bill, 4)},

do({start.meeting(Susan, 6)}, So)),

in which the time of the second action precedes that of

the first. Intuitively, we do not want to consider such

an action sequence possible, and we amend the foun

dational axioms for < in the sequential, non-temporal

case accordingly:

-* < S0, (9)

s < do(c,s') = Poss(c,s') A s < s' A , >

start(s') < time(c). ^lU>

Here, s < s' is an abbreviation for s < s' V s = s'.

Now, s < s' means that one can get to s' from s by a

sequence of possible concurrent actions, and moreover,

the times of those action occurrences must be nonde-

creasing. Notice that we are overloading the predicate

<; it is used to order situations as well as real numbers

in the temporal domain. It will always be clear from

context which usage we mean. Finally, notice that the

constraint start(s') < time(c) in axiom (10) permits

action sequences in which the time of an action may

be the same as the time of a preceding action, without

requiring that these actions occur concurrently. For

example,

do({collide(Bi,B2A),endJunch(Bill, 4)},

do({start-meeting(Susan, 4)}, So)),

might be a perfectly good situation accessible from

S0. This situation is defined by a sequence of two con

current actions, each of which has the same occurrence

time. We allow for this possibility because often an ac

tion occurrence serves as an enabling condition for the

simultaneous occurrence of another action. For exam

ple, cutting a weighted string at time t enables the ac

tion start-falling(t). Both actions occur at the same

time, but conceptually, the falling event happens "af

ter" the cutting. Accordingly, we want to allow the sit

uation do({start-falling(t)},do({cutjstring(t)}, S0)).

The axioms (1) - (10) are the foundational axioms for

the concurrent, temporal situation calculus.

3 Axiomatizing Concurrent Worlds

Most actions (picking up a block, going from one loca

tion to another) take time. What use, then, is a theory

of actions in which all actions are instantaneous? As

observed by Pinto [23] and Ternovskaia [32], the trick

for making this work in the situation calculus is to

conceive of such actions as processes, represented by

fluents, and to introduce durationless actions which

initiate and terminate these processes. For example,

in a blocks world, we might have instantaneous ac

tions startjpickup(x,t) and endjpickup(x,t), and the

process of picking up x is represented by the fluent

picking.up(x, t, s). start jpickup(x, t) causes the fluent

pickingjup to be true, end.pickup(x, t) causes it to be

false. In those situations s in which picking.up(x, t, s)

is true, we can describe those properties of the world,

for example the position of the agent's hand as a func

tion of t, which must be true during the evolution of

the process pickingjup-
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3.1 Successor State Axioms

Reiter [25], building on the ideas of Pednault [21] and

of Haas [9] and Schubert [29], proposes a solution to

the frame problem for deterministic, nonconcurrent ac

tions in the absence of state constraints. This provides

a systematic way of obtaining so-called successor state

axioms from the effect axioms. We have to generalize

these successor state axioms slightly, to take concur

rency into account. This is quite straightforward, fol

lowing the proposals of Pinto in his Ph.D. thesis [23]

and Ternovskaia [32]. So, we will write formulas like:

Poss(c,s) D \picking.up(x,do(c,s)) =

(3t)start.pickup(x, t) G c V

picking-up(x,s) A ->(3t)end.pickup(x, t) G c].

A more interesting example is due to James Allen [1].

Imagine a door with a spring latch. The door can

be unlocked by turning the latch, but the agent must

keep the latch turned, for if not, the spring loaded

mechanism returns the latch to its locked position. To

open the door, the agent must turn the latch, and

keep it turned while she pushes on the door. The

concurrent latch turning and door pushing causes the

door to open. Neither action by itself will open the

door. This is easy to do in the situation calculus if

we view the action of turning and holding the latch

open, which intuitively would have a duration, as a

composite of two instantaneous actions, turnJatch(t)

and releaseJatch(t), whose effects are to make the

fluent locked(s) false and true respectively. In the

same spirit, we treat the action of pushing on a door,

which also would intuitively have a duration, as a

composite of two instantaneous actions start.push(t)

and end.push(t) , whose effects are to make the fluent

pushing(s) true and false respectively. The appropri

ate successor state axiom for open is:

Poss(c,s) D [open(do(c, s)) =

(3t)[turnJatch(t) G c A start.push(t) £ c] V

pushing(s) A (3t)turnJatch(t) G c V

->locked{s) A (3t)start.push(t) G c V open(s)].

Those for pushing and locked are:

Poss(c,s) D \pushing{do(c, s)) = (3t)start.push(t) G c

Vpushing(s) A ~>{3t)endjpush(t) G c],

Poss(c,s) D [locked(do(c, s)) = (3t)releaseJatch(t) G c

\/locked(s) A ->(3t)turnJatch(t) G c].

Another interesting example is due to Rob Miller.2

Turning on the hot water faucet causes hot water to

run (denoted by the fluent hot(s)); similarly for turn

ing on the cold. Both the hot and cold water faucets

share a common spout, so if only the hot water is run

ning, you will burn your hand. This example is of

interest because the occurrence of the action of turn

ing on the cold water faucet cancels the effect of a

co-occurrence of turning on the hot.

Poss(c,s) D [hot(do(c, s)) = (3t)turnonHot(t) G c V

hot(s) A -i(3t)turnoffHot(t) G c].

Poss{c,s) D [cold{do{c, s)) = [3t)turnonCold(t) G cV

cold(s) A ->{3t)turnoffCold{t) G c].

The following successor state axiom captures the con

ditions for burning oneself:

Poss(c, s) D [burn(do(c, s)) =

-icold(s) A (3t) turnonHot(t) G c A

->(3t)turnonCold{t) G c

V-ihot(s) A cold(s) A (3t)turnonHot(t) G c A

(3t)turnoffCold(t) G c

Vhot(s) A cold(s) A ->(3t)tumoffHot(t) G c A

(3t)turnoffCold{t) G c

Vburn(s)].

3.2 Action Precondition Axioms

The approach of Reiter [25] to axiomatizing dynamic

worlds in the situation calculus relies on a collection of

action precondition axioms, one for each action type,

and we also rely on such axioms here. These spec

ify necessary and sufficient conditions under which the

action is possible. For example, in a blocks world, we

might have the following action precondition axiom for

the action pickup(x), by a one-handed robot:

Poss(pickup(x),s) = [(Vy)-<holding(y,s)] A

clear (x, s) A -<heavy(x, s).

In general, an action precondition axiom will have the

syntactic form:

Poss(A{x , t), s) = $(£, t, s). (11)

Here, $(x, t, s) is any first order formula with free vari

ables among x, t and s whose only term of sort situa

tion is s.

3.3 The Precondition Interaction Problem

Our approach to axiomatizing actions appeals to ac

tion precondition axioms for specifying the precondi

tions of simple actions. These have the syntactic form

(11). As pointed out by Pelavin [22] and Pinto [23], in

the case of action preconditions for concurrent actions,

the converse of (8) need not hold. Two simple actions

may each be possible, their action preconditions may

be jointly consistent, yet intuitively they should not be

concurrently possible. Pinto calls this the precondition

interaction problem. Here is a simple example, after a

similar example of Pelavin [22]:

Poss(start.moveJeft(t),s) = ->moving{s).

2Personal communication. Poss{startjmove.right{t),s) = -^moving(s).
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Intuitively,

Poss({start.moveJeft(t), start-movejright(t)} , s)

should be false. With reasonable successor state ax

ioms, we should be able to derive something like:

Poss({start-moveJeft(t), start-movejright(t)} , s) D

movingjright{

do({start.moveJeft(t), start.movejright(t)}, s)),

and

Poss({start-.moveJeft(t), startjmove.right(t)} , s) D

movingJeft(

do({start.moveJeft(t), start-movejright(t)} , s)).

So, in the presence of a reasonable state constraint like:

->[moving.right(s) A movingJeft(s)],

we could derive

-'Poss({start.moveJeft(t), start-move.right(t)} , s).

These are complicated issues which need to be looked

at more closely; see Pinto [23] for a more extensive

discussion. We shall ignore them here, except to note

that the ideas in the rest of this paper require no com

mitment, one way or another, to the form of a solution

to the precondition interaction problem.

3.4 Infinitely Many Actions Can Co-Occur

Nothing prevents one from writing:

Poss(A(x, t), s) = t = 1,

in which case A(x, 1) can co-occur, for all x. So if x

ranges over the natural numbers (or the reals, or ...)

we get lots of possible co-occurrences.

4 Natural Actions

Our focus in this paper is on natural exogenous actions

(Pinto [23]), namely those which occur in response to

known laws of physics, like a ball bouncing at times

determined by Newtonian equations of motion. These

laws of physics will be embodied in the action precon

dition axioms, in the style of Pinto's PhD thesis [23],

but in a somewhat more natural form:

Poss{bounce{t),s) = is-falling(s) A {height(s) +

vel(s)[t - start{s)] - \/2g[t - start(s)}2 = 0}.

Here, height(s) and vel(s) are the height and velocity,

respectively, of the ball at the start of situation s.

Notice that the truth of Poss(bounce(t),s) does not

mean that the bounce action must occur in situation s,

or even that the bounce action must eventually occur.

It simply means that the bounce is physically possible

at time t in situation s; a catch action occurring before

( should prevent the bounce action.

We introduce a predicate symbol natural, with which

the axiomatizer can declare suitable actions to be nat

ural, as, for example, natural(bounce(t)) .

4.1 Natural Actions and Legal Situations

In the space of all possible situations, we want to single

out the legal situations, i.e. those which respect the

property of natural actions that they must occur at

their predicted times, provided no earlier actions (nat

ural or agent initiated) prevent them from occurring.

We capture these legal situations with the following

definition:

legal(s) = [So < s A

(Va, c, s').natural(a) A Poss(a, s') A do(c, s') < s D

a € c V time(c) < time(a)].

(12)

This definition may initially be a bit difficult to under

stand; the following provides a more intuitive inductive

characterization of the legal situations.

Lemma 1 The foundational axioms imply that the

definition (12) is equivalent to the conjunction of the

following two sentences:

legal(So)-

legal(do(c, s)) = [legal(s) A Poss(c,s) A

start(s) < time(c) A

(Va),natural (a) A Poss(a, s) D

a £ c V time(c) < time(a)].

Proof:

=> Straightforward.

4= Use the induction axiom (1), with the definition

(12) as induction hypothesis.

4.2 An Example: Enabling Actions

In the discussion following the presentation of axiom

(10), we noted the possibility of situations containing

two or more concurrent actions with the same occur

rence times. We now provide an example where this

is a desirable feature of our axiomatization. Consider

a scenario in which an agent is holding an object. At

some time she releases the object, enabling it to start

falling. The start-falling action is a natural action,

which is to say, it must occur immediately after the

release action. For simplicity, assume that once the

object starts to fall, it continues falling forever.

start(So) = 0, holding(So), -ifalling(So).

natural(a) = (3t)a = start-falling(t),

Poss(release(t),s) = holding(s) A start(s) < t,

Poss(start-falling(t),s) = ->holding{s) A

-ifalling(s) A start(s) < t,

Poss{c,s) D [falling(do(c,s)) =

(3<) start.f alling(t) 6cV falling(s)],

Poss(c,s) D [holding(do(c, s)) = (3t)catch(t) € c V

holding(s) A ->(3t)release(t) € c].

Then, the following is a legal situation:

do({start.falling(l)}, do({release(l)} , So)).

The following is not a legal situation:

do({start-falling(2)},do({release(l)},So)).
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4.3 Zeno's Paradox

Legal situations admit infinitely many distinct action

occurrences over a finite time interval. Consider the

natural action A:

Poss(A(t),s) = t = (l + start(s))/2,

with start(So) = 0. Then for any n > 1, the situa

tion do([A{l/2), . . . ,A(1 - l/2n)],Sb) is legal.3 This

means that if B is another action, natural or not, with

Poss(B(t),s) = t = 1, then B(l) never gets to be

part of any legal situation; it never happens! This

is arguably the right intuition, given the idealization

of physical reality involved in the axiomatization of A.

There does not appear to be any simple way to prevent

Zeno's paradox from arising in temporal axiomatiza-

tions like ours. Of course, this is not really a paradox,

in the sense that such examples do not introduce any

inconsistencies into the axiomatization. See E. Davis

[4] for a deeper discussion of these issues.

4.4 The Natural World Condition

This is the sentence:

(Va)natural(a). (NWC)

The Natural World Condition restricts the domain of

discourse to natural actions only.

Lemma 2 The following is a consequence of the foun

dational axioms and the definition (12):

legal(do(c, s)) A legal{do{c'', s)) A NWC Dc = c'.

Proof:

Suppose, for fixed c, d, s, that legal(do(c,s)),

legal(do(c',s)), and NWC. Then, by Lemma 1,

Poss(c,s), and Poss(d , s), and therefore, by (8),

coherence) and coherent(c').

1. First we prove a € c D a € c'. Suppose, to

the contrary, that there is some a, with a 6 c,

but a £ c'. By NWC, natural(a). Since

Poss(c,s), we have Poss(ct,a) by (8). Hence,

since legal(do(c' , s)) , we conclude, with the help

of Lemma 1, that

time(c') < time(a). (13)

Since coherent(d), d is nonempty by (5), so there

exists 0 such that 0 6 d. Since Poss(c',s), by

(8), we conclude Poss(0,s). Since natural(0),

we conclude, by Lemma 1, that

0 e c V time(c) < time(0). (14)

But, since coherent(c) and coherent(d), we have

time(a) = time(c) and time(0) = time(d),

3do([ai, . . . , On], s) abbreviates the situation reached

from s by performing the actions oi, . . . ,a„ in sequence.

and these, together with (13), imply time(0) <

time(c). This, together with (14), implies 0 G c.

Since coherence), time(0) = ta'me(c), which con

tradicts time(0) < time(c).

2. The proof that a 6 d D a € c is entirely symmet

ric to the previous one.

Combining 1 and 2, we conclude c = d.

□

Intuitively, the above lemma tells us that natural

worlds are deterministic: If there is a legal successor

situation, it is unique. The following theorem extends

Lemma 2 to histories: When there are only natural

actions, the world evolves in a unique way, if it evolves

at all.

Theorem 1 The foundational axioms and the defini

tion (12) entail the following:

legal(s)Alegal(s')ANWC D S0 < s < s'vS0 < s' < s.

Proof:

The proof is by induction on s, using the induction ax

iom (1). The case s = So is immediate, so assume the

result for s, and suppose legal(do(c, s)) A legal(s') A

NWC. We must prove 50 < do(c, s) < s' V S0 <

s' < do(c,s). Since legal(do(c,s)), then by Lemma 1,

legal(s) and Poss(c,s). Hence, by the induction hy

pothesis, we conclude So < s < s' V So < s' < s.

Case 1: So < s < s'.

Case 1.1: s = s'. Then, because Poss(c,s), s' <

do(c,s) by axiom (10), so, So < s' < do(c,s).

Case 1.2: s < s'.

We require the following two results, each of which is

provable by induction on s'.

(Vs,s').s < s' D (3c)do(c,s) < s', (15)

(Vs, s').legal(s') A s < s' D legal(s). (16)

Now, by (15), do(d,s) < s' for some d. Moreover,

because legal(s'), we have, by (16), legal(do(d ,s)).

Since also legal(do(c,s)), then by Lemma 2, c = d,

and we conclude that So < do(c, s) < s'.

Case 2: S0 < s' < s.

Since Poss(c,s), then by axiom (10), s' < do(c,s),

and by the transitivity of < (provable by induction),

we conclude So < s' < do(c, s).

4.5 Least Natural Time Points

The following definition plays a central role in theoriz

ing about natural actions:

lntp(s, t) —

(3a)[natural(a) A Poss(a, s) A time(a) = t] A

(Va)[natural(a) A Poss(a,s) D time(a) > t].

(17)
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Intuitively, the least natural time point is the earliest

time during situation s at which a natural action can

occur.

Remark 1 (17) entails the following:

lntp{s, t) A lntp{s, t')Dt = t'.

So, when it exists, the least natural time point is

unique. The least natural time point need not exist, for

example, when (Va).natural(a) = (3x,t)a = B(x,t),

where x ranges over the nonzero natural numbers, and

Poss(B(x,t),s) = t = start(s) + 1/x.

Lemma 3 Our situation calculus axioms entail:

natural(a) A legal(do(c, s))Aa£cD lntp(s, time(a)).

Proof:

Assume that natural(a), legal (do(c, s)) and a € c, for

fixed a, c, s. Since legal(do(c, s)), we know, by Lemma

1, that Poss(c, s), and therefore, by (8) that Poss(a, s)

and coherence). We must prove lntp(s,time(a)).

By the definition of Intp, it is sufficient to prove

(Va').natural (a1) A Poss(a',s) D time(a') > time(a).

So, for fixed a', assume natural(a') A Poss(a',s). We

prove time(a') > time(a). Since legal(do(c,s)), we

know, by Lemma 1, that

a' e c V time(c) < time(a'). (18)

Moreover, since coherent{c) and since a € c, we con

clude from (5) that time(a) = time(c). (18) gives two

cases:

Case 1: time(c) < time(a'). Since time(a) =

time(c), we have time(a') > time(a).

Case 2: a' £ c. Since coherent(c), we infer time(a') =

time(c). Since time(a) = tzme(c), then time(a') =

time(a).

□

So, whenever do(c,s) is legal, c's natural actions all

co-occur at the least natural time point of s. All the

actions that must co-occur first, according to the "laws

of motion", actually do co-occur.

In the case of a domain closure assumption on natural

actions, we can give an explicit formula for lntp(s,t).

So, suppose we have the following domain closure ax

iom:

natural(a) = (3x,t)a = Ai(2,t) V • • • V

(3z,t)a = An(z,t), ^

together with the associated declarations (4):

time(Ai(x, t)) = t,

: (20)

time(An(z, t)) = t.

Lemma 4 (17), (19) and (20) entail the following:

lntp(s, t) -

[(3x)Poss{Ai(x,t),s) V • • • V (3z)Poss(An(z,t),s)] A

(Vf,«')[-PossUi(^<'),s) 3 t' > t] A ■•■ A

{Vz,t')[Poss(An(z,t'),s) Dt'> <].

The Least Natural Time Point Condition

In view of the possibility of "pathological" axiomati-

zations, for which the least natural time point may not

exist (see comments following Remark 1), we introduce

the following sentence:

(tis).(3a)[natural(a) A Poss(a,s)\ D

(3t)lntp(s,t). (LNTPC)

Normally, it will be the responsibility of the axioma-

tizer to prove, usually by induction, that his axioms

entail LNTPC.

Theorem 2 Our situation calculus axioms entail:

LNTPC D

legal(do(c, s)) = {legal(s) A Poss(c, s) A

start(s) < time(c) A

[(Va) .natural (a) A time(a) < time(c) D

[a € c = Poss(a, s) A lntp(s, time(a))]]}.

Proof:

=>

Assume LNTPC, and for fixed c, s, legal(do(c,s)).

By Lemma 1, we conclude legal(s), Poss(c,s) and

start(s) < time(c). So we must prove:

(V'a), natural (a) A time(a) < time(c) D

[a G c = Poss(a, s) A lntp(s, time(a))}.

So, for fixed a, assume natural(a) Atime(a) < time(c);

we prove: a € c = Poss(a, s) A lntp(s, time(a)).

1. Assume a 6 c; we prove Poss(a,s) A

lntp(s,time(a)). Since Poss(c,s), we know

Poss(a,s) by (8). By Lemma 3, we know

lntp(s, time{a)).

2. Assume Poss(a, s)Alntp(s, time{a))\ we prove a 6

c. Since legal(do(c,s)), then by Lemma 1: a €

cV time(c) < time(a). Since time(a) < time(c),

we conclude a G c.

Assume LNTPC, and for fixed c, s, legal(s),

Poss(c,s), start(s) < time{c), and

(V'a), natural (a) A ttme(a) < time(c) D

[a € c = Poss(a,s) A lntp(s,time(a))]. ' '

By Lemma 1, we must prove: (Va').naturaZ(a') A

Poss(a',s) D a' € c V (ime(c) < time(a').

So, for fixed a', assume natural(a') A Poss(a',s) A

time(a') < time(c). We must prove that a' G

c. By (21), it is sufficient to prove Poss(a',s) A

lntp(s,time(a')). We already know that Poss(a' ,s),

so we must prove lntp(s,time(a')). By LNTPC, we

have lntp(s,r) for some r, so there is an a such that

natural(a) A Poss(a, s) A time(a) = r. We prove that

time(a') = time(a), from which the desired conclusion

lntp(s,time(a')) follows. Now, because Poss(a',s)

and natural{a'), we have time(a') > time(a). There

fore, because time(a') < time(c), time(a) < time(c),
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so by (21), a G c. Since Poss(c,s), by (8) and (5),

time(a) = tirne(c). Since time(a') > time(a) =

time(c), and since also time(a') < time(c), we con

clude time(a') = time(a). Hence, we have proved

a' G c.

Theorem 3 Our situation calculus axioms entail the

following:

LNTPC A NWC D

legal(do(c, s)) = {legal(s) A Poss(c, s) A

start(s) < time(c) A

(Va)[a G c = Poss(a, s) A lntp(s, time(a))]}.

Proof:

The direction follows immediately from Theorem 2.

To prove the => direction, assume that LNTPC and

NWC, and, for fixed c and s, that legal(do(c, s)). We

must prove: (Va).a G c = Poss(a,s)Alntp(s,time(a)).

By Lemma 1, we have Poss(c,s), and

(Va).Poss(a, s) D a G c V time{c) < time(a). (22)

1. Suppose a G c. Since Poss(c,s), then by (8)

we know that Poss(a,s). It remains to prove

lntp(s,time(a)). This follows immediately from

Lemma 3.

2. Assume Poss(a,s) A lntp(s,time(a)). We must

prove a G c. Since Poss(c,s), then by (8),

coherent(c) and hence c is nonempty. So, there

exists a such that a G c. Since Poss(c, s), then by

(8), we know that Poss(a,s) and coherent(c), so

by (5), time(a) = <ime(c). Since lntp{s, time{a)),

we have that time(a) = time{c) > time(a). So,

by (22), we conclude a G c.

□

This theorem informs us that for natural worlds satis

fying LNTPC, we obtain the next legal situation from

the current one by assembling into c all the possible

actions occurring at the least natural time point of

the current situation, provided this collection of natu

ral actions is possible, and the least natural time point

is greater than or equal to the start time of the cur

rent situation. Intuitively, this is as it should be for

natural worlds. Theorem 3 provides the theoretical

foundation for a situation calculus-based simulator for

physical systems (Kelley [10]).

The Concurrent Natural Actions Assumption

This is the following sentence:

coherent(c) A (Va)[a G c D natural(a) A Poss(a, s)]

Z>Poss(c,s). (CNAA)

This says that a coherent collection of natural actions

is possible if each individual action in the collection

is possible. In other words, the precondition interac

tion problem does not arise for co-occurring natural

actions. This seems to be an assumption about the

accuracy with which the physics of the world has been

modeled by "equations of motion", in the sense that

if these equations predict a co-occurrence, then this

co-occurrence really happens in the physical world, so

that in our situation calculus model of that world, this

co-occurrence should be possible.

Using this and (8), we obtain the following:

Lemma 5 Our situation calculus axioms entail:

CNAA A (Va)[a G c D natural(a)] D

Poss(c,s) = coherent(c) A (Va)[o G c D Poss(a,s)].

Corollary 1 Our situation calculus axioms entail:

LNTPC A NWC A CNAA D

legal{do{c, s)) = {legal(s) A (3a)a G c A

start(s) < time(c) A

(Vo)[a G c = Poss(a,s) A lntp(s,time(a))]}.

Proof:

By Theorem 3, it is sufficient to prove that

LNTPC A NWC A CNAA D

(3a)a G c A start(s) < time(c) A

(Va)[a G c = Poss(a, s) A lntp(s, time(a))]

Poss(c, s) A start(s) < time(c) A

(Va)[a G c = Poss(a, s) A lntp(s, time(a))].

So, assume LNTPC A NWC A CNAA. The <= di

rection is straightforward, using Lemma 5, and the

definition (5) of coherent. To prove the =>■ direction,

assume, for fixed a, c, and s, that (3a)a G c, and

(Va)[a G c = Poss(a,s) A lntp(s,time(a))]. It is suf

ficient to prove Poss(c,s). By Lemma 5 and NWC,

it is sufficient to prove coherence) A (Va)[a G c D

Poss(a,s)]. The second conjunct follows from NWC,

so we must prove coherent(c), which is equivalent, by

(5), to (3a)a G c A (3*)(Va)[a G c D time{a) = t].

The first conjunct is given by assumption, so we are

left with proving (3<)(Va)[a G c D time(a) = t].

Suppose, for the purposes of deriving a contradiction,

that (V<)(3a).a G c A time(a) jt t. By assumption,

(3a)a G c, so, for fixed a, suppose a G c. Then we

must have (3a).a G cAtime(a) ^ time{a), so for some

fixed a', we have a' G c A time(a') ^ time(a). Be

cause a G c and a' G c, we infer lntp(s,time(a))

and lntp(s, time(a')), so by Remark 1, time(a') =

time(a), contradiction.

5 Some Consequences of this

Approach

5.1 Planning with Concurrent and Natural

Actions

The classical specification of the planning task is by

Green [8], and concerns a single agent in complete con

trol of all actions that can be performed in the world
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being modeled. A ground situation term a is a plan

for G iff

Axioms \= So < a A G(a).

Here, Axioms provide the relevant background theory.

In view of the approach of this paper, we can now

generalize Green's definition to the case of a single

agent with the "free will" to perform a repertoire of

actions under her control, and a complementary set

of natural actions under nature's control: A ground

situation term a is a plan for G iff

Axioms f= legal(a) A G(o).

Here, Axioms includes the foundational axioms and

the associated definitions of this paper. It will also

include action precondition and successor state ax

ioms for the actions under consideration, unique names

axioms for actions, and axioms specifying the initial

world situation.

This means we now have a situation calculus specifica

tion of deductive planning, with continuous time and

true concurrency, and where the agent can incorporate

external natural event occurrences into her plans.

With the exception of Levesque's work on planning for

agents with perceptual actions [13], this appears to be

the first significant generalization of Green's classical

formulation of deductive planning.

5.2 Regression

Lemma 1 provides a basis for establishing legality by

regression (Waldinger [33], Pednault [21], Reiter [25]).

When LNTPC holds, Theorem 2 provides a better

regression mechanism, and when also NWC is true,

we can use Theorem 3.

While our focus in the previous section was on spec

ifying what counts as a plan for agents in concurrent

worlds with natural actions, we note that a regression-

style planning algorithm could be based on Theorem

2, at least in the case when LNTPC holds.

5.3 Example

We consider a generalization of an example that Pinto

used in his Ph.D. thesis [23], which involves two nat

ural actions and an agent's "free will". Two perfectly

elastic balls, Bi and B2, are rolling parallel to each

other on a frictionless floor, between two parallel walls.

Their motions are orthogonal to the walls, so we can

expect them to bounce indefinitely between the two

walls, unless the agent catches one or both of them,

which he is free to do. Take the first wall to be the

y-axis, the second wall to be distance W > 0 to the

right of the first wall, and the balls start their motion

towards the right, beginning at the first wall. Initially,

B2 has twice the velocity of B\ .

Initial Situation

W > 0, pos(Bi,S0) = pos(B2,S0) = 0, vel(Br,S0) > 0,

vel(B2,S0) = 2*vel(B!,S0), start{S0) = 0, Bx # B2,

natural(a) = (3t).a = bounce(Bi,t)Va = bounce (B2,t).

Action Precondition Axioms

Poss(bounce(b,t),s) =

[6 = Bi V b = B2] A vel(b, s)/0A

[vel(b, s)>0Dt = start(s) + ^fiffi] A

[vel(b,s)< 0 D t = start(s) -

Poss(catch(b,t),s) =

vel(b, s) ^ 0 A -<Poss(bounce(b, t),s).

Successor State Axioms

Poss(c, s) D pos(b, do(c, s)) = pos(b, s) +

vel(b,s) * (time(c) — start(s)).

Poss(c, s) D vel(b, do(c, s)) =

if (3t)catch(b, t) G c then 0

else if (3t)bounce(b, t) G c then - vel(b, s)

else vel(b, s).

Least Natural Time Points

Using Lemma 4, and induction, we can show that:

lntp(s,t) = Poss(bounce(B2,t), s) V

Poss(bounce(Bi,t), s) A (Vt')-iPoss(bounce(B2,t'), s).

It follows that LNTPC holds. Notice that we have

not proved that (Vs)(3t)lntp(s, t). In fact, this is false;

A {catch(Bi,t),catch(B2lt)} concurrent action could

intervene in some situation. This would prevent any

bounce action from occurring in the resulting situation,

so this resulting situation would have no least natural

time point.

For n = 1,2,... define rn = g^fey- The n

are the times at which ball B2 will bounce, assuming

no catch(B2,t) actions occur. Then the following se

quence of concurrent actions leads to a legal situation,

provided the two actions in the concurrent actions are

jointly possible:

{ bounce(B2 , ti ) } , { bounce(B\ ,r2), bounce(B2 ,r2)},

{bounce(B2 , T3)}, {bounce(Bi , T\ ) , bounce(B2 , T4 ) } ,

{catch(B2, [r4 -I- r5]/2)}, {bounce(Bi, t6)},

{bounce(Bi,Ts)}, {catch(Bi,Tg)}.

This could be proved by regression, using Theorem 2,

but doing so by hand would be too tedious here.

Notice that the following action, performed in

S0 may, or may not lead to a legal situation:

{catch(Bi, t\/2), catch(B2, ri/2}. That depends on

whether or not the two catch actions are jointly pos

sible. If the agent is a one-handed robot, then any

axiomatization of the agent's abilities will include

(Vc,s).Poss(c,s) D

-i(3x, j/,t).i/yA catch(x, t ) G c A catch(y, t) G c.
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This is another instance of Pinto's precondition in

teraction problem. Notice that all the results of this

paper are independent of any assumptions about this

problem.

5.4 Discrete Time

Nothing in the previous discussion requires time to

be continuous. We consider here the consequences of

relaxing this assumption. Specifically, we imagine the

time line to be the integers (positive and negative), so

that the sort time now ranges over these. Notice that

Zeno's paradox cannot arise in this setting. When time

is discrete, we have the following:

Lemma 6 Suppose:

1. The time line ranges over the integers.

2. The domain closure axiom (19) holds for natural

actions.

3. Each natural action Ai(x, t) has an action pre

condition axiom logically equivalent to one of the

form:

Poss(Ai(x,t),s) = $i(x,t,s)Astart(s) < t, (23)

where $i(x,t,s) is a first order formula with free

variables among x,t,s.

Then the least natural time point condition is satisfied:

Our situation calculus axioms entail LNTPC.

Proof: (Slightly informal)

Suppose that M is model of our axioms in which the

time sort ranges over the integers, and let a be a vari

able assignment such that

M, a \= natural(a) A Poss(a, s).

We prove that M,a [= (3t)lntp(s,t). By axiom (4),

domain closure (19), and the assumption (23),

M,a (= start(s) < time(a).

So, for any natural action a, time(a) is bounded

from below in M. by start(s). Since time is dis

crete, there is a least t > start(s) for which M,a |=

(3a).natural(a) A Poss(a,s) A time(a) = t. Hence,

M \= LNTPC.

□

The above lemma is actually more general than it ini

tially appears to be. To begin, without some kind of

domain closure assumption on natural actions, it is

impossible to prove the legality of any situation. Sec

ondly, it is quite natural to impose the temporal con

straint start(s) < t on action precondition axioms, as

in (23), or, as we did in the bouncing balls example,

omit this constraint from the axioms when it is known

from the problem description that the time variable t

necessarily satisfies this constraint.

6 Discussion and Conclusions

By basing it on the language A of Gelfond and Lif-

schitz [6], Baral and Gelfond [3] provide a seman

tic account of concurrency which, although not for

mulated in the situation calculus, has many similari

ties with ours. The principal difference is that Baral

and Gelfond focus exclusively on concurrency, so their

ontology does not include time or natural actions.

Moreover, Ac, their action representation language, is

propositional; while it would be possible to translate

Ac theories into the situation calculus, the resulting

sentences would be in the monadic situation calculus,

and therefore would be less general than the logical

theories to which our approach applies.

There have been a few earlier papers on formalizing

natural actions and continuous time. Shanahan's ap

proach [30] is embedded in the event calculus (Kowal-

ski and Sergot [11]); Sandewall [27] relies on a tem

poral logic. Accordingly, these proposals are difficult

to compare with ours, based as it is on the situation

calculus. Below, we provide a comparison along one

dimension: abductive planning, which seems to be re

quired by these proposals, and the deductive planning

approach of the situation calculus.

The approaches of Pinto [23] and Pinto and Reiter [24],

and of Miller and Shanahan [20] come closest to that

of this paper in that they also rely on the situation

calculus. These all differ from us in proposing some

thing like an "actual" path in the tree of situations,

corresponding to the way in which the world actually

evolves. Both proposals suffer from what might be

called the "premature minimization problem", which

amounts to the assumption that all action occurrences

(natural as well as those under the free will of an agent)

are either specified as part of the axiomatization, or are

inferable from it. Closure, in the form of the minimiza

tion of action occurrences, is enforced by suitably cir

cumscribing these axioms. This means that any agent

initiated action not deducible from the axioms is as

sumed not to have happened. Therefore, if A is an

action which the agent could have, but did not initi

ate according to the axioms, then the "actual" path of

world actions will not include A. In other words, hy

pothetical world evolutions, in which all possible agent

initiated actions are permitted, are excluded from the

minimized axioms. The only legal situations (in the

sense of this paper) under these approaches are those

on the actual path. Now one of the great advantages

of the situation calculus is that all possible world his

tories are explicitly available in the language, as ob

ject language terms.4 It is precisely this feature which

permits a deductive approach to hypothetical reason

ing about possible world futures. This, in turn, pro-

4That is the role of the function symbol do. Like cons in

LISP, it creates sequences, in this case terms representing

world histories, i.e. sequences of actions.
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vides for a deductive account for planning. Unfortu

nately, by prematurely minimizing action occurrences,

the above approaches preclude a deductive approach

to hypothetical reasoning and planning; analogous ver

sions of the definition of planning of Section 5.1 cannot

be given. Instead, an abductive account must be used.

Intuitively, one can see why this must be so. Since, af

ter circumscribing the axioms, there is just one actual

path, the possibility of other actual paths can be con

sidered only by hypothetically postulating other free

will action occurrences, closing the axioms with re

spect to these hypothetical occurrences, and testing

whether the resulting axioms are satisfiable and entail

the goal condition.

This phenomenon of planning by abduction is quite

widespread; it is used, for example, in the event calcu

lus [5] and in Allen's temporal logic [1]. In fact, it is

the only way to do planning in logics which do not pro

vide for branching futures. Unfortunately, abductive

planning suffers from a number of drawbacks, when

compared with the deductive approach:

1. It is a metalevel task; the planner must leave the

object language to generate a candidate collection

of atoms of the form occurs{A, T), test the con

sistency of these atoms with respect to the object

level axiomatization of the domain, then return to

the object level to prove the goal sentence relative

to the enlarged axiom set.

2. Because of the above consistency test, abductive

plans are not even recursively enumerable for first

order axiomatizations, in contrast to the deduc

tive case.

3. Even if we ignore the noncomputability of the con

sistency test, from a computational point of view

there are at least two theorem proving tasks for

abductive planners: the consistency test (which

normally must be performed several times), to

gether with the goal-entailment proof.

4. It is not difficult to imagine settings where a robot

agent needs to establish that a plan does not ex

ist. In the deductive case, this amounts to estab

lishing that Axioms |= ->(3s)G(s), and, at least

formally, is no more problematic than the plan

ning problem. For abductive planners, it is not at

all obvious what such a proof might look like, or

how it could be constructed; the robot must show,

again at the metalevel, that there is no finite set

of atoms of the form occurs(A, T), consistent with

the background axioms, which entails the goal.

5. As observed by Pelavin [22], for concurrent ac

tions, abductive planning can yield incorrect plans

in the presence of partial world descriptions.

Pelavin [22] addresses the formalization of concurrent

actions by extending the ontology of Allen's linear time

logic [1] to include histories to represent branching fu

tures, and suitable modal operators semantically char

acterized with respect to these histories. This allows a

deductive account of planning within a temporal logic,

but at the expense of a rather complicated logic.
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Abstract

Actions depend crucially on what an agent

knows and does not know. For example,

an action may have a precondition that re

quires knowing the referent of a term, which

is generally referred to as knowing who or

knowing what. Alternatively, executing a

sense action may be the result of realizing

that the referent of a term is not known

yet. The latter requires an agent to reason

about all it knows about the world. This con

cept, also called only knowing, has been stud

ied using possible-world semantics, yet only

in the static case. One of the best under

stood action formalisms is the situation cal

culus. Moreover, it also comes equipped with

a possible-world model of knowledge, which

has led to deep insights into the relationship

between action and knowledge. Adding only

knowing to the situation calculus, which is

the topic of this paper, turns out to be much

more problematic than in the case of adding

knowledge. It requires a reconstruction of

the situation calculus itself by first develop

ing a possible-world model of action and then

interpreting situations explicitly as possible

worlds. The properties of the situation cal

culus, which normally need to be stipulated

axiomatically, are shown to be valid formulas

in our model. More importantly, only know

ing is fully integrated into the action formal

ism.

1 Introduction

Actions depend crucially on what an agent knows and

does not know. For example, an action may have a

precondition that requires knowing the referent of a

term, which is generally referred to as knowing who or

knowing what. Alternatively, executing a sense action

may be the result of realizing that the referent of a

term is not known yet. For instance, consider a robot

in an office environment. The action goto(Room-A)

is possible only if the robots knows Room.A. Logi

cally, this means that the robot has to know a standard

name for Room.A. In practice, this could mean know

ing its coordinates in a metric occupancy map of the

environment.1 A complex action like visit.alLrooms,

translating into a sequence of goto's, would require, in

addition, knowing all rooms. Now suppose the robot is

put in an unknown office floor and is told that there are

two rooms, A and B (perhaps by supplying a topolog

ical map of the floor). Initially the metric coordinates

of A and B are unknown, that is, actions like goto(A)

or visit-alLrooms would fail. Let us assume the robot

can perform sense.room(x), which returns the loca

tion of x on the occupancy map.2 A knowledge level

specification of how to determine the standard names

of all the rooms would be: While there is a room x

which you do not know yet, sense.roomfir/ After that

the robot knows all the rooms, that is, goto(A) and

visit-alLrooms are now possible.

Such high level specifications require a model that in

tegrates both action and knowledge in an appropri

ate way. Perhaps the best developed model of this

kind is due to Moore [Moo85a], which was later ex

tended by Scherl and Levesque [SL93]. They analyze

knowledge and action by axiomatizing possible-world

semantics, a well understood model of knowledge and

belief [Kri63, Hin62, HM92], within the situation cal

culus [McC63], which has received renewed attention

recently (e.g., [Rei91, Pin94, BHL95]). Let us focus at

this point on representing knowledge in the situation

calculus. (A full account of the language is given in

Section 4.) First, the language allows us to express

what is true at a given situation. For example, in or-

1 Occupancy maps are a favorite method of spatial rep

resentations in robotics [Mor88, BBC95].

2In practice, this might require exploring the environ

ment, constructing an occupancy map on the fly [BBC95].

Having finally found the room with the help of the topo

logical information, the corresponding coordinates on the

occupancy map are returned.
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der to say that a = (VxRoom(x) = (x = A) holds in

situation s we would write a[s] = (VxRoomJ'(x,s) =

(x = Af'(s)), where Room*' and A^l(s) are so-called

fluents. Knowledge is introduced by importing from

possible-world semantics the idea of epistemic alterna

tives for a given situation, that is, an agent considers

a number of situations possible. An agent then knows

a formula just in case it is true in all these situations.

To formalize this idea, a special two-place fluent K

(which we also call AT-fluent) is introduced. K(s',s)

means that the situation s' is (epistemically) accessible

from s. Knowing a at s, which we denote as (Ka)[s],

can then be expressed as Vs'K(s',s) D ct[s'].

Let us assume the language includes standard names,

that is, knowing what A is amounts to knowing

(A — n) for some standard name n. In the above

example, if a is all the information the robot has

about situation s, it should be able to conclude that

K(3xRoom(x) A ->KRoom(x))[s],3 that is, it knows

that there is a room which is yet unknown. However,

this does not follow from (Kq)[s] even if the /C-fluent

allows full introspection4 simply because it is not ruled

out that (A = n) indeed holds at all situations acces

sible from s. In order to get the right conclusion we

need to use the assumption that a is all that is known

(or only known). Levesque [Lev90] gave only know

ing a very simple possible-world interpretation. In a

nutshell, a is only known if it is known and, in ad

dition, any world that satisfies a is itself accessible.

Superficially it seems this would be easy to capture in

the situation calculus using Vs'A'(s/,s) = a[s'] (*) as

the definition. This fails, however, because Levesque's

approach requires that there are "enough" worlds in

the model to choose from (in essence, one world for

each maximally consistent set of first-order sentences).

Given (*), it is still possible that all situations as

sign the same standard name to A. There does not

seem to be an easy fix to the problem. One might

be tempted to stipulate the existence of enough sit

uations by adding an infinite number of appropriate

axioms. However, that could never match the un

countable number of worlds in Levesque's case and it

is unclear what logic would result, never mind proving

properties about it. (In Section 4, it will become clear

that (*) has even more problems because it may force

situations to be accessible that have different action

histories.)

Our solution to the problem is to move away from

merely emulating possible-world semantics in the sit

uation calculus. Instead, we will adopt Levesque's

possible-world model directly, enrich it with a model of

action, and then interpret the situation calculus with

respect to that semantics. In particular, situation vari-

3short for Vs'K(s',s) D 3xRoom(x,s')A

^s"K{s",s') D Room(x,s")).

4This is the case if A" is a transitive and Euclidean re

lation [HM92].

ables will be allowed to range over all possible worlds.

Since the model has enough worlds, a definition very

close to (*) will give us the desired concept of only

knowing as part of the situation calculus. The main

technical results are: (a) our semantic reconstruction

of the situation calculus is faithful in that the usual

properties come out as valid formulas in our model

and (b) Levesque's logic of only knowing is completely

embedded in a precise sense in this version of the sit

uation calculus.

In related work, del Val and Shoham [dVS94], as far

as we know, provide the only other approach to only

knowing in the situation calculus. They do not use a

/sT-fluent but axiomatize belief directly using a func

tion bel whose argument is a term denoting a prepo

sitional formula. In their approach a is only known

at a situation if any sentence that is known at that

situation is also known at any other situation where a

is known. In addition they need to assume that any

consistent formula is known at some situation. While

they obtain reasonable properties for only knowing this

way, the approach is limited since it applies only to

propositional beliefs and no beliefs about beliefs are

allowed. It is not at all clear how to generalize this

framework to the full first-order case with nested be

liefs and quantifying-in as considered in this paper.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec

tion 2, we introduce Levesque's logic of only knowing.

Section 3 adds a theory of action to the underlying

possible-world semantics. In Section 4, we introduce

a variant of the situation calculus which is interpreted

with respect to the model of knowledge and action de

veloped in the previous section. Section 5 ends the

paper with a brief summary and pointers to future

work.

2 The Logic OL

The language £ is a modal first-order dialect with

equality and function symbols plus a countably infi

nite set of standard names J\T = {#1,#2,...}. We

denote the set of all variables by V. Terms are defined

as usual. Similarly, the formulas of C are constructed

in the standard way from the atomic formulas, the

connectives -> and V, the quantifier V,5 and the modal

operators K and O, where Kq should be read as "the

agent knows a" and Oar as "the agent only knows a."

Sentences are formulas without free variables. A for

mula is called objective if it does not contain any modal

operators.

Notation: Sequences of terms or variables are often

written in vector notation. For example, a sequence

of variables {xi , . . . , xt) is abbreviated as x. Also V£

'Other logical connectives like A, D , and = and the

quantifier 3 are used freely and are defined in the usual

way.
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stands for Vxi . . . Vx*.

The semantics of objective formulas is determined by

worlds, which are ordinary first-order structures with

the restriction that all worlds have as their domain

of discourse the set of standard names N, which is a

simple way of guaranteeing that standard names have

their desired meaning.6 Formally, a world w maps

every n-ary predicate symbol into an n-ary relation

over Afn , and every n-ary function symbol into an n-

ary function from Afn into N. Since we later modify

the meaning of a world, we also use the term valuation

for this basic form.

A variable map u is a mapping from the variables into

A/*. Given ai/,a variable x, and n £ M, v% is the same

variable map as u except that x is mapped into n.

Given a world w and a variable map v, the denotation

of an arbitrary term t is defined as

Inlu,^ = n, where n is a standard name.

\x\w,v = v{x)t where x is a variable.

\f(h, ■ ■ -,tn)\w,v = H(nlt...,nn), where H = w(f)

and n,- = |<i|u,,i/.

For sequences of terms t = (t\, . . . ,tt) we often write

\i\WiV instead of (|<i|u,,„, . . ., |i*U,i/)-

While the truth of objective formulas is determined by

worlds, the meaning of formulas of the form Ka and

Oa is defined relative to a set of worlds e. We assume

that the real world is always part of e. Ka holds if a

is true in all worlds of e. Oa holds if Ka holds and, in

addition, every world that satisfies a is also a member

of e. This way e minimizes what is known besides a.

e is also called an epistemic state and a pair (e,w) is

referred to as a state.

The semantic rules which determine the truth of a for

mula a at a given world w, epistemic state e, and

variable map v (denoted as e, w, v [= a), are defined as

follows.

e,w,v\=?(t)

e, w,v (=<i = <2

e,w,u\= ->a

e, w, v

e, w, v

=> n 6 w[P] and n = |<|u,,„,

where P(i) is atomic.

=> \tl\w,v = \t2\w,g

=> e, w, v f= a or e, w, v |= /?

=>■ e, w, i/* ^ a for all n G M

^ for all w',

if w' G e, then e, w' , i/\=a

e,w,i/\=Oa <=> for all w' ,

w' € e iff e, w',u\=a

A formula a is valid ( |=0La) iff e,u>,i/^=a for all

worlds u), all sets of worlds e containing w, and all

variable maps v? We sometimes write e, w ^= a if a is

aV /3

Vxa

e, u), v |= Ka

6See [Lev84] for more details.

7In contrast to Levesque, we require knowledge instead

of belief, that is, the real world is always a member of the

worlds considered possible. Also, Levesque used maximal

sets to define validity, a complication we ignore here for

a sentence and w ^ a if a is an objective sentence.

For a detailed discussion of OL, we refer the reader

to [Lev90]. Here we only note that the operator K

has the usual properties of the logic 55 [HC68, HM92]

whose characteristic axioms are:

K: K(a D 0) D (Ka D K/J)

T: Ka D a

4: Ka D KKa

5: -.Ka D K^Ka

In addition, the Barcan formula VxKa D KVxa is also

valid since we are assuming a fixed universe of dis

course [HC68]. While K is very well understood, this

is less the case for O except perhaps when O is applied

to an objective sentence. For consider an atomic sen

tence p. It is easy to see that the only epistemic state

e where Op is satisfied is e = {w \ w \=p}, that is, the

set of all worlds where p is true. It is the "iff' in the

semantic rule of O, which has the effect of maximizing

e. As a result, the only objective sentences known at

e are the logical consequences of p, which most people

agree captures that "p is all that is known" very well.

The story of O becomes much more complicated when

allowing arbitrary formulas in the scope of O. The in

terested reader is referred to [Lev90], which includes

a complete axiomatization of O in the propositional

case. Its axiomatization in the first-order case is still

an open problem [HL95]. Fortunately, the ideas pre

sented in this paper will not require the reader to con

template O when applied to nonobjective formulas.

3 Actions and Possible Worlds

So far, a model of OL presents a static view of the

world and the agent's knowledge. We now want to

extend the semantics by adding actions that are able

to change the world and what the agent knows about

it. Many of the following ontological decisions as far

as actions and their effects on worlds go directly reflect

those that are usually made in the situation calculus.

Before going into the technical details let us look at

the approach and underlying assumptions informally.

First, we distinguish between physical actions such as

dropping a ball and sense actions like reading the com

bination of a safe from a piece of paper. While the for

mer change the state of the world as well as the agent's

knowledge, the latter can be thought of as leaving the

world as is and changing only the agent's epistemic

state.8

Performing a physical action from a possible-world

perspective merely means that we move from the cur

rent world to a new world which reflects the effects of

the action. As far as the agent's knowledge goes, we

simplicity.

8 In Moore [Moo85a], physical and sense actions were

called uninformative and informative actions, respectively.
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make the assumption, as is usually done in the situa

tion calculus as well, that the agent has perfect control

over all the actions and hence has perfect knowledge

about their effects. Now recall that the intuition be

hind the worlds in the agent's epistemic state is that,

as far as the agent is concerned, any of them could

be the real world. Hence it seems natural to assume

that the new epistemic state that results from a phys

ical action is obtained by "mentally" performing the

action in each of the worlds of the old state.

To see how sense actions work, let us assume the agent

wants to sense the truth value of an atomic formula P.

After the action nothing should have changed except

that the agent now knows whether P is true or not. In

other words, the agent should remove all those worlds

from its epistemic state which conflict with the actual

truth value of P. Similarly, sensing the referent of a

term leaves the agent in a state where it knows the

standard name of the term.

As in the situation calculus, we assume that all actions

have names and they can be applied to domain objects

such as drop(ball). We assume a countably infinite

set of action symbols of every arity partitioned into

physical and sense action symbols. We assume that

sense actions have the form A* for every sentence and

closed term <j> in C. Given an n-ary action symbol A

and standard names m,. ..nt, A(n\, . . . , n*) is called

a primitive action. We identify the set of all actions

with the set of all primitive actions, which we denote

by A. In other words, primitive actions will be like

standard names in that they uniquely identify actions.

Before formalizing actions in possible worlds, we need

to address another assumption usually made in the sit

uation calculus, namely that performing an action al

ways leads to a new world/situation never seen before.

Given that worlds so far are defined extensionally, this

would not work for sense actions which we said do

not change what is true in a world. To overcome this

difficulty, we add more structure to worlds by adding

to them an action log which keeps track of the initial

world and all the primitive actions which have since

led to the world at hand. So even if an action A does

not change the truth value of any atomic formula, we

will get a new world simply because the action log gets

updated by A. Formally a world is now a tuple (u>, A),

where u> is a valuation (or world in the old sense) and

A is an action log of the following kind.

Definition 1 The set of action logs A is defined as

the smallest set which contains

1. (w) for every valuation u.

2. IfX is in A, then so is X\A, where A 6 A and X\A

is X with A appended to the end of the sequence.

Intuitively, an action log uiAi . . .An means that start

ing at a world with valuation w, the actions Ai,...,A„

have been performed, in that order.9

Let W to be set of all worlds in this new sense. A

world (w,A) is called an initial world if A = (w). In

other words, initial worlds are the starting points for

all actions to come. They will serve as the denotation

of the initial situation So once we add the situation

calculus to our language. Given an initial world w

and a set of initial worlds e with w G e, (e, w) is called

an initial state.

Although we in general allow states that contain

worlds with action logs whose sequences of actions

differ, we are really only interested in states which

evolve from initial states by applying actions to them.

These states will have the property that the worlds

contained in them all have the same action sequence

in their action logs. Similarly, we allow worlds w =

(w, (uj'Ai . . . An)), where the valuation u> does not

match what is predicted by the action log. Again,

we are really only interested in worlds evolving from

initial worlds, and these will always have matching val

uations and action logs by design.

From now on we will use the term world only in sense

just defined. Whenever we need to refer to the seman

tics of OL of the previous section, we will from now

on only use the term valuation. As we will see later, it

is sometimes useful to convert worlds into valuations

by stripping off their action logs or to turn valuations

into initial worlds.

Definition 2 For any valuation w let w] — (w, (w))

be the corresponding initial world. Also, for a set of

valuations e , let e \ = {w] \ w £ e} .

Similarly for any world w = (w,A), let w I = w and

for any set of worlds e, let e j = {wl \ w 6 e} be the

corresponding set of valuations.

To model how an action changes the state of a world

we introduce an action execution function Do, which

determines what the world looks like after an action is

performed, and an action precondition function poss,

which tells us when it is possible to execute an action.

poss : A x W —► {0, 1}.

Do.AxW —► W.

Do is required to satisfy the following properties.

Let Do(A, (u, A)) = (w', A'}. Then

1. A' = X\A and

2. if A is a sense action or poss(A, w) = 0,

then w' = w.

The first restriction simply states that performing an

action in a world leads to a new world with a correctly

9 Interestingly, a similar concept was recently proposed

independently in [BHL95].
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updated action log. The second makes sure that a

sense action or an action whose execution is impossible

does not change what is true in the world.10

We also need to specify how the epistemic state of an

agent changes when performing an action in a world

w. For that purpose we introduce a function

Do" : A x 2W x W —► 2W,

which distinguishes between physical and sense ac

tions. In the case of a physical action A and an epis

temic state e, Doe is completely determined by Do

since the action is simply performed locally in every

world of e:

Doe(A,e,w) = {to* | 3w" G e and to* = Do(A,w")}

Let us now consider the case of a sense action A1*1,

where d> is a sentence in £. Performing A* at e means

that the agent senses the truth value of <j>. In other

words, after doing A*, the agent should know whether

<j> was true at e and w. Should the sense action be

impossible to execute, then Doe will not change the

epistemic state except that we record the action in the

action log.

Doe(A*,e,io) =

{to* | 3w" G e,w* = Do(A+,vr)

and el,w"[ \=<f> iff el,w[\=<j>.}

if poss{A't', w) = 1

{w* | 3w** G e and

to* = Do{A^,w")} otherwise.

Note that £>o(j4*, u>") only has the effect of updat

ing the action log by A*. In effect, the agent learns

not only the truth value of d> but also that she has

performed A* by using to* instead of to**.

Similarly, if d> is a closed term, that is, A* senses the

referent of <f>, we obtain:

Doe(A'l',e,w) =
>

{u>* | 3w" G e, to* = Do{A*, to")

and for all n G N,w** [ ^= (<j> = n)

iff wl\=(<t> = n).}

if poas(A+,w) = 1

{to* I 3to" G e and

to* = Do(A*,w**)} otherwise.

We are now ready to define what we mean by an action

model.

Definition3 M = (e,w, Do, poss) is called an ac

tion model if (e,to) is an initial state, and Do and

poss are action execution and precondition functions,

respectively.

10 If an action is impossible, an alternative approach

would be to leave Do undefined in that case. While this

might be considered more intuitive, we have opted for a

totally defined Do, since it leads to a simpler model. One

reading of our model would be that the (failed) attempt

to execute the action is nevertheless recorded in the action

log.

The following definitions will be useful in the next sec

tion when we introduce the language of the situation

calculus to talk about action models.

Definition 4 A world to' is reachable from a world

w iff w = to' or to' = Do(A, w*) for some primitive

action A and world w* , and w* is reachable from to.

We say that a state (e',w') is reachable from a state

(e, to) iff either e' = e and w' = w or there is a (e* , to*)

and a primitive action A such e' = Doe(A, e* , to*),

to* = Do(A,w), and (e*,ui*) is reachable from (e,w).

Sometimes we only care about e' being reachable.

Hence we say that e' is reachable from (e, to) iff there

is a world w' such that (e1, to') is reachable from (e, w).

Definition 5 Given an action model M and worlds

to' and w, w' is strongly reachable from w iff there

is a world to* and a primitive action A such thai w' =

Do(A,w*), poss(A,w) = 1, and either to = to* or to*

is strongly reachable from to.

In other words, while reachability merely means that

we can get from one state to another by performing a

finite number of primitive actions, strong reachability

requires, in addition, that each action is indeed exe

cutable.

Definition 6 Ttoo worlds to and to' are called com

parable (w\ fa W2) iff their actions logs are identical

except possibly for the first element of the logs (the ini

tial worlds).

4 OLS = OL plus situations

At this point, we can model what effect actions have

on a given world and epistemic state, but the agent

itself cannot reason about it. In order to do so we in

troduce the language of the situation calculus as the

meta language to talk and reason about the dynamics

of the system. Note that, in contrast to the usual use

of the situation calculus where properties of situations

and actions are stipulated as proper axioms of a first

order theory, our approach is completely semantic in

that the meaning of situations and actions is entirely

determined by the action models defined in the previ

ous section.

Syntax: The language £, extends C by adding the

usual situation calculus constructs (plus a few others).

As is customary in the situation calculus, C, is a sorted

language with three sorts: actions, situations, and ob

jects. The latter are just the standard names in £.

The variables V of £ are now precisely those of type

object , and we introduce new variables for both actions

and situations. Object, situation and action terms are

defined as follows:

Definition 7
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1. The set of all object terms is the set of all terms

inherited from C.

2. The set of action terms is the set of all action

variables together with the set of all A{t\, ...,<„),

where A is an action symbol and the the <, are

object terms.

3. The set of situation terms is the smallest set such

that

(a) Every situation variable is a situation term.

(b) The special constant So is a situation term.

(c) If u is a situation term, A an action sym

bol, and t are terms of type object, then

do(A(i),c?) is a situation term.

In addition to the functions and predicates of C, whose

arguments are restricted to be of type object, we intro

duce for every n-ary predicate P and function symbol

/ fluent counterparts P" and of arity n + 1 , whose

last argument is of type situation. Equality is extended

to have arguments of all types with the restriction that

both arguments have to be of the same type. We in

troduce special predicates Poss(a,s), a < s', K(s',s),

and Comp(s,s'). The first three have their usual situ

ation calculus connotations. Poss(a,s) expresses that

it is possible to perform the action a in situation s.

8 < s' tells us that s' is strongly reachable from s, that

is, a sequence of actions, which are all possible, leads

from s to s'. Finally, K(s' ,s) is the A'-fluent denoting

epistemic alternatives as discussed already in the in

troduction. Comp is new and determines whether two

situations are comparable in the sense of being reach

able from (possibly different) initial situations by the

same sequence of actions. Comp will be needed when

we model only knowing in OLS.

In addition to the quantifiers in C we introduce a new

universal quantifier V, which may be applied only to

situation variables. (We also allow the regular V to

apply to situation variables.) The purpose of V is to

allow us to restrict quantification to those situations

reachable from So-

Given these constructs, the formulas of C, are obtained

in the usual way.

Semantics: The semantics is defined over action

models. As far as formulas of C are concerned, the

semantics is the same as for OL except that we need

to adapt it to our new notion of a world. Regarding

situation and action terms we do not extend the uni

verse of discourse to give meaning to them. Instead

we use their natural counterparts in the action mod

els, namely primitive actions and worlds, directly to

define their denotation.

First we extend variable maps u to take care of all vari

ables of the extended language, that is, a variable map

v is redefined to apply to object, action, and situation

variables such that.

1. u{x) G M for each object variable x.

2. v{a) G A for each action variable a.

3. v{s) G W for each situation variable s.

Given a world w = (w,A) and a variable map v, the

denotation of object terms, i.e. terms of £, is given

by \t\u>,v as defined in Section 2. However, we will

continue to write \t\Wi„ instead of \t\Ui„.

The denotation of an arbitrary action term ta is de

fined as follows:

. . \ v{ta) if ta is a variable

A(\t\w<*) iita = A(t).

Note that t consists solely of object terms and hence

obtains its denotation in the usual way.

The denotation of an arbitrary situation term t, is

defined as follows:

{f(ij) if i, is a variable

(u>', (w'» if i, = So and w = (w,w'|A).

Do\\ta\w,i/> Mw,v) if <a = do(ta,cr).

Note the way So obtains its denotation. It is always

the initial world corresponding to the first element of

the action log. This way every world reachable from

the same initial world w assigns So the value w.

To define the semantics of formulas of C,, let M =

(ej,wj, Do, poss) be an an action model, w = (w, A) a

world, e a set of worlds, and v a variable map. To say

that a is true at e,w, and v with respect to M, we

write e, w, v \=M a. We begin with the semantic rules

for the formulas in C, which are essentially those from

Section 2, except for O:

e, w, v \=M P(i)

e,w,v\=Mtx = t2

e,w,v\=M -iq

e, w, v \=M a V 0

e,w,v\=MMxa

e,w,u\=MKa

e,w, v\=M Oa

n G u[P] and n = \t\WiV,

where P(i) is atomic and

t are object terms.

\h\w,i> = Ihlw.u, where

<i and <2 are obj. terms.

e,w,i/\£a

e, to, v \=M a or e, w, u \=M /?

e, w, i/* \=M a for all n G Af

for all w', if w' G e, then

e, w', v \=M a

for all w' , if w' « w, then

w' G e iff e, w',i>\=M a

Note the change in the definition of O. We now only

take into account worlds w' that have the same action

log as w (w' fa w). To see why this restriction is nec

essary, consider, for example, an initial state epistemic

state e and let p be atomic. When should we say that

e only knows p? Clearly, this should be the case when

e consists of precisely all initial worlds that satisfy p.

Any other world, which is not an initial world, yet also

satisfies p, should not even be considered. After all, we
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are interested in what is known now, that is, before any

action has taken place. In general, then, given a state

(e, w) which resulted from some initial state by per

forming a sequence of actions A, O should take into

account only comparable worlds, that is, worlds that

are at the "right" level in (action) history. 11

What is left to specify is the semantics of the newly

introduced primitives and quantification over actions

and situations. Let ta,ta> and t,,t,i be action and

situation terms, respectively.

Equality between actions and situations is defined in

the obvious way.

e,w,u\=Mta = ta> <=> \ta\Will and \ta> |W|V are

identical primitive actions.

e, w, v \=M t, = t,i ■<=> \ts\w,v and |<,/U,j/ are

identical worlds.

The predicate Poss determines whether an action is

possible at a situation. Hence it should receive its

meaning from poss.

e,w,v\=M Poss(ta,ts) <=>

poss(\ta\Wtl/) \t,\w,„) = 1.

Comp determines whether two situations are compa

rable.

e,w,v\=M Comp(t3,tst) •<=>■ \ts\Wi „ « |<, '!«,,„.

Fluents are completely determined by looking up the

denotation/truth value of their counterparts in the ac

tion model using the situation as the index to find the

corresponding world.

\fJ%U)\*,u = \f(?)\\tt\^lV

e, w, v \=M Pf'(t, t.) e, |ff |„t„ v t=M P(t)

The predicate < corresponds precisely to the notion of

strong reachability.

e,w,v\=Mt, < t,' «J=> |<»<|u,,„ is strongly reach

able from |<, !«;,(/•

The interpretation of the if-fluent is defined relative

to the initial state and all states reachable from there.

e, w, v ^M K(t,i, t,) <J=> for some (e',w') reach

able from (ei,wj), \t,i\WiV G e' and |<j'|u,,v «

Let a and s be action and situation variables, respec

tively. The meaning of Va and Vs is as expected. Note

that Vrs means reachability relative to So, that is, from

w's perspective, one looks at all worlds that come be

fore and after w.

11 The definition of O is simpler in the case of OL be

cause, in a sense, there are only initial worlds in the model

theory to start with.

e, w, v \=M Vaa for all A € A, e, w, vaA \=M a

e, w, v \=M Vsa for all w £ W, e, w, \=M a

e,w,v\=MVsa <=> for all w' reachable from

\S0\W,V, e,w,u^,\=M a

This concludes the discussion of the semantic rules and

all that is left is the definition of validity, which is the

usual. A formula a of C, is valid ( \= a) iff for all

action models M = (e, w, Do, poss) and for all variable

maps v, e, w, v \=M a.

In the rest of this section we will discuss various prop

erties of the logic.

OL as part of OLS

As one would expect, when restricted to the language

£ , OLS coincides with OL.

Theorem 1 For any a € C, ^ol0 *ff Na-

Proof : The result follows from the fact that every

model of a in OL can easily be mapped into a model

of a in OLS and vice versa. Let a E C.

1. For any valuation w, set of valuations e, and vari

able map v, e, w, v ^= a iff e \, w\, v [=-M a, where

M = (e t, w f, Do, poss) for arbitrary Do and poss.

2. For any action model M = (e,w, Do, poss) and

variable map u, e, w, v \=M a iff el, w I, v\=a.

The proof proceeds by a straightforward induction on

the structure of a (omitted). From this the theorem

follows immediately. I

The proof of the theorem demonstrates that, given an

action model M = (e,w,Do,poss), valid formulas in

C are only about the initial states of action models. In

this case, it is completely immaterial what the action

execution and precondition functions are.

Lemma 4.1 Let ,M = {e,w, Do, poss) and M! =

(e , w , Do' , poss1) , that is, M and M' have the same

initial stale and differ only in the action execution and

precondition functions. Then for any a £ C and vari

able map u, e, w, u \=M a iff e, w, v \=M' a.

Similarly, any two states reachable from the initial

state that differ only in the action logs but not in the

valuations satisfy precisely the same formulas in C.

Lemma 4.2 Let M = (e,w,Do,poss). Let (ei,w\)

and (62,1^2) be two states reachable from (e,w) such

that e\ I = e?l and w\ J. = u>2 [ ■ Then for any a G C

and variable map v , e\ , w\, v \= a iff e2, u>2, V (=a.

While perhaps reassuring, the fact that we have recre

ated OL as part of OLS is neither surprising nor ter

ribly interesting in its own right. The main purpose
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of OLS, after all, is to be able to investigate states

other than initial states, where we need the language

of the situation calculus to do so. In this respect, hav

ing OL as part of OLS turns out to be useful from a

technical point of view when we prove our main result

about a strong correspondence between properties of

OL and properties of arbitrary states reachable from

initial states.

However, before going into that, let us turn to the

foundational axioms that are associated with the usual

proof theoretic accounts of the situation calculus and

show that these are valid in OLS.

Foundational axioms of the situation calculus

Here we consider the foundational axioms as proposed,

for exam pie, in [LR94].

Theorem 2 The following sentences are valid in

OLS.

1. VsVa(5o ^ do(a, s)).

2. Vs-.(« < S0).

3. VaiVa2VsiVs2[rfo(ai, «i) = do(a2,s2) D

(ai = a2 Asi = s2)].

4- Let s < s' be an abbreviation for s < s' V s = s' .

Then Vs(s < do(a, s') = (Poss(a, s')As< s').

5. The following 2nd order sentence is the equivalent

of Reiter's induction axiom for situations quanti

fying over predicates P. Note that s is restricted

to reachable worlds only.

VP[P(50) A [fsVa(P(s) D P(do(a, *)))] D VsP(s)]

Proof:

1. To prove that ^=VsVa(So ^ ^°(a>s))> assume,

to the contrary, that there is an action model

M = (e,w, Do, poss), a world w' £ W and a prim

itive action A € A such that e, w, v^a r=M $o =

do(a, s). We know that ISoU.i/ = w = (w, (w)) for

some valuation w. Let w' = (w',A) for some ac

tion log A. Then \do(a, s)\Wi„ = id* = (w'.AI^i).

Hence, no matter what the effect of A is, the ac

tion log of w* differs from that of w. Hence the

two cannot be the same worlds.

2. Assume, to the contrary, that e, w, i/^, \=M s < So

for some M = (e, w, Do, poss) and w' € W. Thus,

by the definition of <, |SoL,i/ = w is strongly

reachable from w' , that is, w = Do(A,w*) for

some w* , contradicting (1.).

3. To prove the validity of the unique names ax

iom for actions, let M. = (e, w, Do, poss) and u

a variable map. Let u' = t/VV^}^ for actions

Ai and A2 and worlds u>\ and w2 and let w[ =

Do{v'{ay), u'(si)) and w'2 = Do(v'(a2),v'(s2)).

Now let e,w,u' \=M do(a\,s\) = do(a2,s2), that

is, w[ — w'2. Thus w\ and w'2 agree on their ac

tion logs and, in particular, on the last action in

the log, which implies that f'(ai) = u'{a2). Also,

since w\ and w2 agree on the entire action log,

they both resulted from the same initial world

by the same actions executed in the same order.

Since actions are deterministic, all intermediate

worlds starting from the initial world are identi

cal. Hence f'(si) = v'(s2).

4. Follows immediately from the definition of strong

reachability.

5. The validity of the induction axiom follows by a

simple induction over the worlds reachable from

the denotation of So. I

Does the induction axiom hold if we replace V by the

unrestricted V? The answer is no. For example, let

M = (e,w, Do, poss0) be an action model such that

no actions are possible, that is posso(A, w) = 0 for

all A and w. Let P be any property which holds at

So- Then P holds trivially at every reachable world.

However, if P is falsifiable, then there exists an ini

tial world where P is false. Also, induction makes no

sense in the first place when talking about all situa

tions, meaning all worlds, since there are uncountably

many of them. Reiter [Rei95] already noticed that the

A'-fluent bodes ill for the induction axiom since it is

incompatible with epistemic alternatives to So which

cannot be reached by an action. Here we have a clear

picture: while induction must be given up as far as

all situations are concerned, it can be salvaged when

restricted to reachable situations.

Properties of arbitrary reachable states

While the situation calculus and, thereby, OLS allow

us to form statements that mention an arbitrary num

ber of different situations, this full generality is hardly

ever used. In fact, often one wants to represent and

reason about what holds at one particular situation.

For example, when planning in the situation calculus,

one may need to reason about what is true or what

is known after performing an action in a given state

in order to pick the next appropriate action. In the

situation calculus, a principled way to talk about a

particular situation s is to take a first-order formula

a that does not mention situations and translate it

into a formula a[s] which expresses in an appropri

ate way using fluents involving s that a holds at s.

A simple example is an atomic formula P(a), where

P(a)[s] = Pf'(a,s). Here we generalize this approach

and consider arbitrary formulas of C including those

involving the modal operators K and O. The main re

sult will be that a formula of the form a[s] is valid

in OLS precisely when a is valid in OL. The main

benefit is that all the results about OL, in particular,
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reasoning about only knowing, can be imported into

the situation calculus.

First, however, we turn to the translation from a

formula a in £ into a situation calculus formula

involving a situation s. The translation proceeds,

roughly, by replacing every term and atomic formula

by its fluent counterpart and replacing the opera

tors K and O by expressions involving the -fluent.

As for K, the translation is the usual situation cal

culus way of expressing knowledge. For example,

KP(#l)[s] turns into Vs'K(s',s) D P"(#l,s'). Sim

ilarly, and in a way completely analogous to the se

mantic rule for O in OLS, OP(#l)[s] translates into

Vs'Comp(s',s) D [K(s',s) = P/'(#l,*')]. In general:

Definition 8 Given any term or formula <j> in C, the

corresponding term or formula <j>[s] in Cs, where s is

any situation term, is defined as follows.

x[s] = x if x is a variable

n[s] = n if n is a standard name

f(tu--,tn){s) = f"(ti,...,tn,s)

if f(i) is a term in C

P(t1,...,tn)[s] = P"{t1,...,tn,s)

if P(i) is an atomic formula in C

(U = t2)[s] = (h[s) = t2[s))

(-<a)[s] = ->a[s]

a V /?)[«] = a[s]V/3[s]

3xa) = 3xa[s]

(Ka)[s] = WK{s',s) D a[s']

(Oct)[s] = WComp(s',s) D (K(s',s) = a[s'])

Before we get to the main result relating the validity

of a in OL to the validity of a[s] in OLS, we need the

following lemmas.

Lemma 4.3 Let M = (e, w, Do, poss), (e', w') a state

reachable from (e, w), v a variable map, s a situation

term, and w" a world such that w" = \s\WiV and w" as

w'. Then for any object term t and any a G C,

1. \t[s)\w,v = \t\w",v

2. e,w,v\=M a[s] iff e', w", u \=M a.

Proof:

1. There are three cases to consider:

a) t = x (variable).

kMU,* = \x\w,u = v(x) = \x\m",v

b) t = n (standard name).

ln[s]U,i' = \n\w,v = n = |n|u,«>v.

c) t = /(u).

l/(«)WU,v = |//'(ti,«)U,1, = |/(5)U»,,.

2. By induction on the structure of a. For an

atomic formula P(i) we have e,w,v^=M P(i)[s] iff

e,w,v\=M P"(t,s) iff e,\s\Wi„,v^M P{i) (by defini

tion) iff e, w", v \=M P(i) iff e', w", v P(t) (since

the epistemic state plays no role here).

In the case of an atomic formula u = v we get

e,w,u\=M (u - v)[s] iff e, w, v \=M u[s] = t[s] iff

= \v\w",u (by (1.)) iff e', w", u\=Mu = v.

The cases for ->, V, and V follow immediately by induc

tion.

e,w,v\=MKa[s] iff e, w, v \=M Vs'AT(s', s) D a[s'] iff

Vtu* G W,e,w,^.\=M K(s',s)Da[s'} iff Vtt/' G

W, if w* £ e', then e, w, u'^. \=M a[s'] iff Vw* G

e', e', w*,u^. ^M a (by induction, since \s'\WiV — w' as

w') iff Vw* G c' , e' ,w* ,v^=M a (since a mentions no

situations) iff e' ,w,v ^=M Ka.

e, w, v \=M Oa[s]

iff e,w,v\=MVs'Comp{s',s)D(K(s',s) = ct[s'} iff

Vw* G W, if w' as \s\Wtl/ then e, w, i/^'. ^ K(s', s) =

a[s'] iff Vw* as tt;, G e' iff e, tu, a[s'] iff

Vtu* « «),u)' G e' iff e', tu", f \=M a (by induction) iff

e',w, u\=MOa. |

Lemma 4.4 ie< M = (e, to, £)o, posso), toAere

posso(^4,to) = 0 /or a// actions A and worlds w. In

other words, no action is possible at any world. Then

for any state (e',w') reachable from (e,w), e[ = e' [

and w[ = w' [.

Proof: By induction on the number of actions needed

to reach (e', w'). If no actions are necessary, the lemma

holds trivially since e = e' and w — w'. Assume

the lemma holds for states reachable in n actions.

Let (e',w') be reachable in n + 1 actions. The e' =

Doe(A,e",w") and w' = Do(A,w"), where (e",w") is

reachable in n actions. Since posso(A,w) = 0 for all

w, we immediately get from the definitions of Do and

Doe that w'l= w" [ and e' I = e" |. Finally w" I = w

and e" 1 = e follows by induction. I

Theorem 3 For any formula a G C and closed situ

ation term s, (= a iff ^=a[s].

Proof: To prove the "only if" direction, assume (=o

and let M = {e,w, Do, poss) be an action model. We

need to show that e, w, v \=M a[s] for an arbitrary vari

able map v. Let w" = \s\Wi„ and (e', u/) a state reach

able from (e,w) such that w' as w* . (Such (e',w')

obviously exists.) Since f= a and with the help of

Lemmas 4.1, 4.2, and 4.4, it is not hard to show that

e', w', v \=M a. Hence, by Lemma 4.3, e, w, u\=a[s].

For the converse, assume |=a[s]. Let M. =

(e, w, Do, poss). We need to show that e, w, v \=M a for

an arbitrary v. Consider M' = (e,w, Do, posso) with

posso(A,w*) = 0 for all A and w' and let w' = \s\Wt„.

Since s is a closed term, w' is reachable from the de

notation of So, which is w. In particular, (e',u/) is

(

(
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reachable from (e,w) for some e' in M! . (Note that

reachability is independent of actions being possible or

not.) Since ^=«[s], we have e, w, v \=M' a[s]. Then,

by Lemma 4.3, e' ,w',u^M' a and, by Lemma 4.4,

e'J. = ej and w { = w[. Hence, by Lemma 4.2,

e, w, v \=-M' a and finally, by Lemma 4.1, e, to, u \=M a.

I

Together with Theorem 1 we immediately obtain the

following:

Corollary 4.5 For any formula a G C and closed sit

uation term s, (=OLa iff Na[sl-

As said earlier, this result allows us to import every

thing we know about OL when analyzing statements of

the form a[s]. For example, we can infer immediately

that knowledge at situations reachable from So has

all the properties of S5. Perhaps more importantly,

it allows us to use results of OL to determine what

an agent knows about the world in situation s given

that he or she only knows KB[s], where KB[s] should

be thought of as the agent's knowledge base at s. In

particular, Levesque has shown that if KB is objec

tive, then determining whether an arbitrary sentence

is known reduces to first-order reasoning alone, that

is, no modal machinery is necessary or, equivalently,

we do not have to deal at all with the /T-fluent, which

is reassuring [Lev90].12

We end this discussion with a brief example demon

strating that OLS models the kind of reasoning nec

essary to deal with scenarios like those outlined in the

introduction.

Example 4.1

Consider the sentence a — VxRoom(x) = (x — B),

where B is not a standard name, and suppose this is

all the agent knows about the world in the initial sit

uation So- From Theorem 3 and the properties of OL

we obtain:

f= (Oa)[50] D (K3xRoom{x) A ->KRoom(x))[S0]

Let AB be the sense action that determines the stan

dard name of room B and assume B refers to #18

in the real world. After doing the sensing the agent

should not only know that B = #18 but also that it

now knows all the rooms, since there is only one. This

is indeed what the logic predicts:

H5 = #18)APoss(J4B,S0)A(Oa)[S0] D

(K(B = tl8))[do(AB,S0)].

(= (B = #18) A Poss(AB , So) A (Oa)[50] D

(KVxRoom(x) D KRoom(x))[do(AB , S0)].

12 Note that, while our version of OL is slightly different

from Levesque's, these particular results carry over without

modification.

Knowledge and Action

In this final subsection we analyze in more detail the

interaction between knowledge and action in OLS. In

particular, we show that Moore's axioms [Moo85a]13

which determine how the /("-fluent changes in response

to physical and sense actions are valid in OLS.

We begin with the corresponding result for physical

actions, which states that the situations epistemically

accessible after performing the action are exactly those

situations that result from performing the action in

those situations that were accessible before the action

was executed.

Theorem 4 Let A be a primitive physical action.

Then

\=VSlVs2K(s2, do(A, »!)) = [3s3K(s3, Sl) A

s2 = do(A,s3)].

Proof : Let AM = (e, w, Do, poss) be an action

model. It suffices to show that for any worlds w\, w2,

and variable map v, e, w, \=M K(s2,do(A,Si)) iff

e. Kiwi \=M 3s3K(s3, si) A s2 = do(A, s3).

To prove the "only if direc

tion, let e,w,i/^\'w\ K(s2,do(A,si)). Then there

is an e2 reachable from (e, w) such that w2 € e2 and

w2 « \do(A, s\)\WtV = Do^, tui). This implies that

w2 = Do{A,w3) for some w3 6 e3, where e3 is reach

able from (e,w). Since w2 w Do{A,w\), we also have

wi « w3. Thus there is an e3 reachable from (e,u>)

and a w3 G e3 such that w3 « wi and w2 = Do(A, w3),

that is, e, w, v'w\\J3 \=M 3s3K(s3, sj)As2 = do(A, s3).

Conversely, let e, w, \=M 3s3K(s3, si) A s2 =

do(A,s3). Then there is an e3 reachable from (e,u>)

and a w3 G e3 such that w3 « wi and w2 = Do(A, w3).

Thus there is an e2 reachable from (e, w) with w2 G e2.

Since w2 = Do(A, w3) and u»i « w3, we also have w2 «

Do{A,Wx). Hence, e,w,^\'w\ \=M K(s2,do(A,si)). I

Note that the equivalence holds independent of

whether A is possible or not. This is because we de

fined Do(A, w) in such a way that it behaves like a

noop in case A is impossible to execute.

As for sense actions, we obtain the following:

Theorem 5 Let A* and AT be sense actions, where

<j> is an objective sentence and r a closed term in C.

Then

1. f=VrsiVs2Poss(>l*,si) D K(s2,do(At',s1)) =

(3s3K(s3,S!) As2 = do(A*,s3)A

<£[S2] = ^0(^,5!)]).

2. \=Y-Slys2Poss{AT,si) D K{s2,do(AT,Sl)) =

(3s3K(s3,si) A s2 = do(AT,s3)A

(T[s2) = T[do(A*,s1)])).

13 Here we use the notation of [SL93].
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Proof : Here we only prove the case for sensing the

value of an objective sentence <f>. The case of sensing

the referent of a term is handled analogously.

Let M. = (e,w,Do,poss). Let {e\,wi) be an

arbitrary state reachable from (e, w) and w2 any

world. Let e, w, \=M Poss{A* , that is,

poss(A^, wi) = 1. Let (e',u/) be the state re

sulting from (ei,wi) by performing A*, that is,

e' = Doe(>i*,ei,u)i) = {w' | 3u>** 6 euw* =

Do{A* ,w") and el,w**l\=<j> iff e|,io|(=^.} and

u/ = DoiA+^i). Then

e.w.«'i11i*,N'M^(»2.*»(-A*.»i)) iff ">2 6 c' iffu»2 =

Do{A*, w3) for some io3 € ei and (d , w3, \=M <j>

iff ei.ifli.i/Ji&M) iff ^2 = DoC^.u*) for

some w3 G ei and {e,w,i^,\^a \=M 4>[s3] iff

^X'.&S?, MH) iff «»a = ItyA'.u*) for

some w3 G ci and (c, u>, CS?3Sf, #*a] iff

[since IU3 and u;i agree in their valuations with W2 and

Do{A't' ,w\), respectively, and since <j> is objective] iff

«.«». "«,!?„ \=M3s3K(s3,s1)As2 = do{A*, s3)A<j>[s2} =

4>[do{A*,ai)]. I

The intuitive reading of (1.) is that after sensing the

truth value of <f> in a situation reachable from So , every

epistemically accessible situation will have the same

truth value for <f> as the current (actual) situation. In

other words, the truth value of <j> becomes known.

Note that the theorem has two important restric

tions. For one, we only consider situations si that

are reachable from So- For another, the sentence

whose truth value is being sensed must be objec

tive. The first restriction is necessary because sensing

is done always with respect to a world which could

qualify as the real world. For a given action model

M = (e, u), Do, poss), these are only the worlds reach

able from w. The second restriction is a little more

subtle. Let <j> = p A ->Kp for some atomic p and

let M — (e,w, Do, poss) such that p is not known

in the initial state (e,w), but p is true in the ini

tial real world (w), that is, e, w, v \=M <t>[So]. Ignor

ing the fact that actions update the action log of

worlds, sensing <j> has essentially the effect of remov

ing from e all the worlds that falsify p. The result

ing state (e',w') = (Doe(A't',e,w), Do(A't',w)), how

ever, does not know <j> since p is now known to be

true. In particular, e, w, v ^M -><j)[do(A't' , So)]. And

this is how it should be since what we know about

our knowledge about the world changes nonmonotoni-

cally when we gain more information about the world.

Finally, in contrast to Theorem 4, the assumption

that the sense action is possible makes a difference

now. In fact, if A* (and similarly for AT) is not

possible, we get essentially a version of Theorem 4,

that is, VsiVs2->Poss(A't>,si)D K{si,do(A,si)) =

3s3K(s3, s\) A S2 = do(A, s3) is valid. This is because

we have chosen our model of action in such a way that

an impossible sense action acts like a (physical) noop

action.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we integrated Levesque's logic of only

knowing into the situation calculus, thereby providing

a richer framework for reasoning about knowledge and

action. In doing so, it was necessary to reconstruct the

situation calculus by developing a model theory of ac

tion based on possible-world semantics and explicitly

interpreting situations as possible worlds.

Much more needs to be done, though. It seems that we

have only scratched the surface in analyzing OLS and

realizing the full potential of this approach. While a

complete axiomatization may be far off given the prob

lems already encountered in OL, the approach offers

other interesting avenues of investigation. For exam

ple, Lin and Reiter [LR94] define a notion of database

progression in the situation calculus, which is some

times not first-order definable. In a forthcoming pa

per [Lak9x], we show that our model theory of the sit

uation calculus allows us to define a notion of database

progression which is always first-order definable. Also,

we have not even touched upon the fact that autoepis-

temic logic [Moo85b] is completely characterizable in

terms of only knowing, as shown in [Lev90]. Hence

we obtain a way to integrate nonmonotonic reasoning

with a theory of action. Actually, using belief rather

than knowledge would seem more appropriate in this

context. Again, it is not hard to modify our framework

to deal with belief.
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Abstract

The situation calculus is showing tremendous

promise as a formal framework for modeling

the dynamical worlds encountered in real life.

We take advantage of the results of [Rei96]

to show that the situation calculus is a pow

erful and practical modeling language. The

paper provides a brief overview of the concur

rent temporal situation calculus and how it

is used to specify physical behavior. It then

presents the Dagstuhl steam boiler problem

as an example of a complex physical sys

tem of interest in the real world. The prob

lem was the focus of the Dagstuhl meeting,

"Methods for Semantics and Specification",

whose goal was to develop criteria by which

to compare advantages and drawbacks of for

mal methods for practical applications. The

paper presents the situation calculus specifi

cation of the focus of the problem, the steam

boiler controller. It then discusses the theo

retical foundation of a PROLOG technology

simulator, which, together with the specifi

cation, form an implementation of the con

troller. The paper concludes with an evalua

tion of the situation calculus solution to the

problem, using the criteria which emanated

from the Dagstuhl meeting.

1 Introduction

The situation calculus language ([MH69]) has received

much attention from the Cognitive Robotics Group

at the University of Toronto in recent years. The

language is showing tremendous promise as a formal

framework for modeling the dynamical worlds encoun

tered in real life.

The challenges facing such a framework are numer

ous. For example, it must facilitate the representa

tion of time, continuous processes, actions performed

by agents with "free will", actions performed by Na

ture, non-deterministic actions of chance, knowledge-

producing actions and the mental state of agents, con

current or simultaneous actions, etc. The framework

must also be conducive to various types of reasoning,

including prediction, planning, diagnosis, and hypo

thetical reasoning. A single formal theory of action

and time that satisfies these conditions is the ongoing

objective of the Cognitive Robotics Group.

Encouraging progress towards this long-range objec

tive using the situation calculus as the framework has

been achieved [Rei91, Pin94, LRL+96, LLL+96, SL93].

This paper concentrates specifically on the results of

[Rei96] which make it possible to formally model the

behavior of physical systems as complex as a steam

boiler controller. These physical systems (the toilet

of [Kel96] is another example) involve time, continu

ous processes, and simultaneous natural actions (those

dictated by the laws of physics). The situation cal

culus of [Rei96] provides a knowledge representation

framework that is conducive to the specification and

simulation of such systems, while explicitly embodying

a solution to the frame and qualification problems.

As a specification language, the situation calculus

boasts many desirable properties. For example, a sit

uation calculus model of a physical system is a truly

logical specification of that system. Hence, items of

interest, such as behaviors of parameters, are logical

consequences of the specification. This feature of the

situation calculus is clearly conducive to formal veri

fication. Furthermore, the foundational axioms of the

situation calculus provide a firm theoretical founda

tion for a situation calculus-based PROLOG simula

tor of situation calculus specifications. The behavioral

properties of a situation calculus specification can be

obtained automatically by directly executing the spec

ification on the simulator. Hence, a specification in sit

uation calculus form is also an implementation whose

behavioral properties are automatically formally veri

fied against the specification.

To illustrate that the situation calculus is a practical

modeling language, we have formalized the controller
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specification for the Dagstuhl steam boiler [Abr94].

The original text from which the specification is de

rived was written by LtCol. J. C. Bauer for the In

stitute for Risk Research of the University of Water

loo, and submitted as a competition problem to be

solved by the participants of the International Soft

ware Safety Symposium organized by the Institute for

Risk Research. The Dagstuhl steam boiler problem,

solved in this paper, stems from that original text.

The problem was the focus of the Dagstuhl meet

ing, "Methods for Semantics and Specification" , whose

goal was to develop criteria by which to compare ad

vantages and drawbacks of formal methods for prac

tical applications. Hence, the problem is ideal for ex

hibiting the features of the situation calculus. In this

paper, I present an evaluation of the situation calcu

lus solution to the problem, using the criteria which

emanated from the Dagstuhl meeting [ABL95].

2 Situation Calculus Ontology

The situation calculus is designed to formalize the be

havior of dynamically changing worlds. Intuitively

there are two facets to the ontology itself: 1) distin

guishing between different courses of action, and 2) de

termining the state of the world after different courses

of action. There are two additional facets of the situ

ation calculus: 3) axioms which specify which courses

of action can happen, and 4) axioms which specify the

results of courses of action.

2.1 Naming Courses of Action

The mechanism for all change in such worlds is one

or more agents, perhaps including Nature, performing

named, instantaneous, actions. Situations are histo

ries of concurrent action occurrences, each denoting a

different possible evolution of the world. A concurrent

action is a set of simultaneous simple actions. The con

stant symbol So denotes the initial situation in which

no actions have yet occurred. Other than So, all sit

uations have names of the form, do(a,o~), intuitively

meaning the result of doing action a in situation a.

Actions are denoted by functions, with time t being

the last parameter. For example, consider the situa

tion

do({stopJalking(T2)},

do({begin.walking(Ti), beginJ,alking(T\)} , So) ,

which denotes the world history in which an agent

begins walking and talking at time T\, and then

stops talking at time T2. The agent would not

be talking in this situation, but she would still be

walking. The first concurrent action performed is

{beginjwalking(T\), beginJalking(Ti)}, which is the

set consisting of two simple actions begin.walking{T\) ,

and begin.talking{T\). Given any situation, the order

of action occurrences is obtained by scanning the sit

uation from right to left. So, this situation denotes a

world history corresponding to the action sequence

[{begin.walking(T\) , beginJLalking{T\ )},

{stopJLalking{T2)}\.

2.2 The State of the World

The state of a world resulting from a certain course of

action is determined by the values of fluents.

Relational fluents are denoted by predicate symbols

taking a situation term as their last argument. These

relations represent what is true about the world after

carrying out the course of action specified by their sit

uation argument. For example, the fluent, happy(p,s)

might mean that person p is happy in s. Note that

technically a situation is not a state, but a history of

action occurrences; so in this context, we should take

"p is true in s" to mean, "p is true after carrying out,

in order, all and only the actions specified by s" .

Functional fluents are functions whose value varies

from one situation to another. For example,

const.position(ball , s) might denote the real-valued

constant position of a ball in situation s.

Continuous processes are represented using functional

fluents. The important idea, due to Pinto [Pin94], is

that although a continuous process involves continuous

change in the values of one or more parameters, the

values of the parameters can be modeled by equations

which do not change in a particular situation. We say

that the behavior of the parameter is constant. Unlike

the QSIM-style qualitative reasoners (e.g. [Kui86]),

which abstract change over points and intervals from

the continous change of a parameter, a situation calcu

lus treatment abstracts behavior from the continuous

change. This treatment of continuous processes is in

the spirit of Sandewall's work [San89]. This work in

troduces the idea of using differential equations to rep

resent the behavior of parameters, and using logic to

specify which differential equations model the behav

ior of a parameter during the different phases of the

evolution of a dynamical system. In contrast to the

situation calculus, Sandewall's logic is non-monotonic.

Consider a ball's position, which varies with time in

s. The position(ball , s) fluent has as its value a func

tion of time. Also consider the function, val(f,t),

which takes as arguments a function of time, /, and

a time, t, and whose value is the value of / at /. We

take /(<) to be an abbreviation for val(f,t), and we

could write1 position(ball,s)(t) = xq — \/2gt2, mean

ing that the value of the position function of the ball

at time t in situation s is xo — \/2gt2. The posi

tion function in a certain situation might be defined

In this paper, lower case Roman characters denote vari

ables. Also, free variables are implicitly universally prenex

quantified.
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on the entire real line, as it is in this case, but it

is only relevant to the model on some half-open in

terval: [start (s), oo), or [start(s),start(do(c,s))) for

some c, where start(do(c,s)) is denned to be time(c),

and time(c) denotes the time at which c occurs.

In the situation calculus, all change must be the result

of some action occurrence, and functional fluents are

consistent with this. In the case of the ball, although

the ball's position varies in s, its position follows a

single function in s. The behavior represented by the

position{x, s) fluent remains unchanged until some ac

tion (perhaps catch(x,t)) takes place to change it.

2.3 Specifying Which Courses of Action Can

Happen

Precondition axioms determine the conditions under

which an action is possible. A formalization of a world

includes one precondition axiom for each action. For

example, the precondition axiom for the bounce(ball, t)

action states that the ball bounces if it is falling and

it is at the floor.

Consider the function, -ft(f), which takes a function

of time, /, as its argument and has as its value the

function which is the time rate of change of /. We

write -^(position(ball , s))(t) < 0 to say that the value

of the time rate of change of the position function of

the ball at time t in s is less than 0. In other words,

the ball is falling at time t. Hence, the precondition

axiom for the bounce(ball,t) action is

Poss(bounce(ball,t),s) =

t > start(s) A position(ball , s)(t) = 0 A

^-{position(ball,s))(t) < 0 (1)

at

where Poss(a,s) means that action a is possible in

situation s.

Natural actions, such as bounce(ball,t), are a special

case: when a natural action can possibly occur at time

t, it does occur, unless some other action (perhaps

catch(ball,t)) occurs sooner. In worlds where no agent

has "free will", all actions are natural. Intuitively, an

agent has "free will" if it is impossible to predict what

actions the agent will perform, or, at least, when the

agent will perform some action. Nature is taken to be

characterized by all of the scientific laws that scientists

strive to know, and to the extent that those laws exist

and do not change, Nature has no "free will".

In worlds where all actions are natural, if certain con

ditions are met, it is possible to simulate the evolution

of the world. Simulation is possible when in every sit

uation it is possible to determine whether and when

actions will occur. In effect, the world evolves deter-

ministically according to the laws of Nature (e.g. New

ton's laws). When this is the case, there is only one

legal path through the tree of situations.

2.4 The Results of Courses of Action

The ways in which the values of fluents are affected by

action occurrences are determined by successor state

axioms. A formalization of a world includes one suc

cessor state axiom for each fluent. The axiom specifies

all individual conditions under which the fluent will

change, and how the fluent changes under those con

ditions.

Consider a world where a ball can bounce, and it can

be caught, and no other actions can affect it. The

successor state axiom for the position(ball , s) fluent

would state that if the concurrent action c is possible

in s, then the value of position(ball, do(c, s)) depends

upon what simple actions are in c. If c contains a

6ounce and not a catch, the ball's velocity reverses. If

c contains a catch, the ball's position becomes constant

where it is caught. If c contains neither a bounce nor

a catch, the behavior of the ball's position remains

unchanged.

The axiom is

Poss(c, s) D position(ball , do(c, s)) = / =

[(3t')bounce(ball,t') G c A catch(ball,t') <£ c A

time(c) = to A

(V<)/(<) = 0 - ^-(position{ball, s)){t'){t - t0) -

at

l/2</(i - to)2]

V

[(3t')catch{ball,t') € cA

(Vt)/(<) = position{ball, s)(t')]

V

[{Vt)bounce(ball,t) £ c A catch{ball ,t) $ c A

/ — position(ball, s)] (2)

where the surface on which the ball bounces is taken

to be at position 0, and g > 0 is the acceleration due

to gravity. Successor state axioms such as this embody

Reiter's [Rei91] solution to the frame problem.

3 The Dagstuhl Steam Boiler

In this section, we attempt merely to introduce the

Dagstuhl steam boiler problem in enough detail for

the purposes of this paper, rather than reproduce the

specification. See [Abr94] for the complete specifica

tion.

The Dagstuhl steam boiler system consists of the fol

lowing units:

• the steam boiler with a water level which is kept

preferably within the normal operating range, but

certainly must be kept within the safe range,

• a device to measure the quantity of water in the

steam boiler (denoted by waterJevel),
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• four pumps which are either off or on to provide

the steam boiler with water (we use pump(i) to

denote the ith pump),

• one controller to supervise each pump (four

in all), reporting on its water flow (we use

pump.control(i) to denote the ith pump con

troller),

• a device to measure the quantity of steam exiting

the steam boiler (denoted by steam.rate),

• an operator desk, from which a STOP message

can be sent to the controller,

• a message transmission system used for all com

munication between the controller and the steam

boiler components.

We attempt to keep our notation consistent with the

original problem description, [Abr94]. Messages are

denoted by functions and constants with upper case

names. Mandatory messages must be present in every

transmission. There are roughly four classes of mes

sages:

Control messages : The controller sends messages

to the physical units to direct their actions, and

the physical units send messages to the controller

to indicate the actual state of the steam boiler.

The control messages sent by the controller to the

physical units are

• VALVE: sent in initialization mode to re

quest the opening and then the closure of the

valve for evacuation of water from the steam-

boiler,

• OPEN.PUMP{n): sent to activate

pump(n),

• CLOSE.PUMP(n): sent to deactivate

pump(n).

The control messages sent by the physical units

to the controller are

• PUMPSTATE(n,b): sent to indicate that

the state of pump(n) is 6, which may be 0 or

1, meaning open or closed, mandatory,

• PUMP.CNTLSTATE(n,b): sent to indi

cate that the flow of water from pump(n) is

6, which may be 0 or 1, meaning there is flow

or there is no flow, mandatory,

• LEVEL{y): sent to indicate that the level of

water in the boiler is v, mandatory,

• STEAM (v): sent to indicate that steam is

exiting the boiler at rate v, mandatory.

Fault Detection and Repair messages : When

the controller infers that a component is defec

tive (a pump claims to be operating, but there is

no water flow, for example), the controller sends

a fault detection message. When the a defective

component has been repaired, a repair message is

sent to the controller.

The controller sends the following fault detection

messages:

• PUMP-FAIL.DETN(n): sent (until ac

knowledgement is received) to indicate that

the controller has detected the failure of

pump(n).

• PUMP.CNTL.FAIL.DETN(n):

sent (until acknowledgement is received) to

indicate that the controller has detected the

failure of pumpjcontrol{n),

• LEVEL.FAIL: sent (until acknowledge

ment is received) to indicate that the con

troller has detected the failure of the water

level measuring unit,

• STEAM-FAIL: sent (until acknowledge

ment is received) to indicate that the con

troller has detected the failure of the unit

that measures the rate of steam exiting the

boiler.

The controller receives the following repair mes

sages:

• PUMP.REPD(n): sent (until acknowledge

ment is received) to indicate that pump(n)

has been repaired,

• PUMP.CNTL.REPD(n): sent (until ac

knowledgement is received) to indicate that

pump.control(n) has been repaired,

• LEVEL.REPD: sent (until acknowledge

ment is received) to indicate that the water

level measuring unit has been repaired,

• STEAM-REPD: sent (until acknowledge

ment is received) to indicate that the unit

that measures the rate of steam exiting the

boiler has been repaired.

Acknowledgement messages : The physical units

send the controller a corresponding acknowl

edgement message for each fault detection mes

sage. For example, PUMP.FAIL-ACK(n) is

sent to the controller to acknowledge the re

ceipt of a PUMP-FAIL.DETN{n) message.

Similarly, the controller sends the physical

units a corresponding acknowledgement mes

sage for each repair message. For example,

PUMP-REPD.ACK(n) is sent to the physical

units to acknowledge a PUMP-REPD(n) mes

sage.

Other messages : There are also messages that have

somewhat administrative purposes.

The controller sends the following administrative

messages to the physical units:

• PROGRAM.READY: sent (until acknowl

edgement is received) in initialization mode

to indicate that the controller is ready to as

sume control of the steam boiler,

• MODE(m): sent to to indicate that the pro

gram's current mode of operation is m (see
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below for the modes of operation), manda

tory,

• EMERGENCYSTOP: sent to immedi

ately transfer control of the steam boiler to

the operators.

The physical units send the following administra

tive messages to the controller:

• STOP: when the controller receives this

message three times in a row, the program

goes into emergency.stop mode,

• STEAM.BOILER-WAITING: sent in

initialization mode to trigger the start of the

program,

• PHYSIC'AL.V NITS'.READY:

sent in initialization mode to acknowledge

a PROGRAMMEADY message.

A solution to the steam boiler problem is an imple

mentation of a controller program that will keep the

water level in the boiler within the normal operat

ing range by receiving and sending messages through

the message system. If for some reason the water

level threatens to go outside of the safe operating

range, the controller should immediately transmit an

EMERGENCYSTOP message, and halt.

The operation of the program is cyclic. Every five

seconds, the program receives the incoming messages

from the steam boiler components. It then computes

the set of messages that should be sent out to the com

ponents, and transmits those messages. In each cycle,

all messages are assumed to be received or transmitted

simultaneously.

Components of the steam boiler can become defective.

Defective components determine (for the most part)

the operation mode of the controller. The operation

modes and their corresponding conditions (mostly)

are:

initialization : the steam boiler is not yet operating;

normal : no component is defective;

degraded : any component except the water level

monitor is defective;

rescue : the water level monitor is defective, but the

steam monitor is not. In rescue mode, the con

troller estimates upper and lower bounds on the

water level, based on the dynamics of the boiler.

If the controller calculates that either bound will

be outside the safe operating range at the next cy

cle, then the water level is considered to be outside

the safe range.

emergency.stop : the water level and steam monitors

are both defective, or the water level is threaten

ing to go outside the safe range.

When the program detects that a component is faulty,

it sends an appropriate message to the operator desk.

After the component is repaired, an appropriate mes

sage is sent to the controller to inform it of the repair.

4 The Situation Calculus Language

The instantiation of McCarthy's [MH69] situation cal

culus language used in this paper to formalize the

steam boiler controller is due to Reiter [Rei96], largely

influenced by Pinto's [Pin94] work on concurrency and

continuous processes. The language has the following

ontology:

• a sort situation, and a distinguished situation con

stant symbol So.

• a sort time ranging over the reals.

• a sort action of simple actions. All actions are in

stantaneous, and are denoted by a family of func

tions that take a parameter in the last argument

position denoting the time of the action's occur

rence. Variables a, a', etc. are used for simple

actions.

• a sort concurrent of concurrent actions which are

sets of simple actions. Variables c, c', etc. are

used for concurrent actions.

• a function symbol time : action —t where

time(a) denotes the time of the action a.

• a function symbol start : situation —> 3?, where

start(s) denotes the start time of the situation s.

• a function symbol do : action x situation —>

situation.

• The predicate symbol Poss, where Poss(a,s)

means that the simple action a is possible in sit

uation s (and similarly for any concurrent action

c).

• The predicate symbol <, where s < s' means that

s' is reachable from s through the execution of

a sequence of possible actions (simple or concur

rent).

• The foundational axioms for the concurrent tem

poral situation calculus, provided in [Rei96],

which are generalizations of those provided in

[LR94] and [Rei93] for the nonconcurrent situa

tion calculus. These axioms include unique names

axioms for situations, a definition for <, a co

herency criterion for concurrent actions, and an

induction axiom.

4.1 Axiomatizing Application Domains

Levesque et al. [LRL+96] list the general types of ax

ioms required to formalize an application domain in

the situation calculus. In particular, our axiomatiza-

tion consists of the following axioms:
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• For each simple action A, a single action precon

dition axiom of the form

Poss(A(x, t), s) = start(s) < t A t, s)

where t, s) is any first order formula with free

variables among x, t, and s whose only term of

sort situation is s.

• For each fluent / (except for defined fluents, which

are defined in terms of other fluents), a single suc

cessor state axiom. The form of a successor state

axiom for a relational fluent is

Poss(c,s) D f(x,do(c,s)) =

{x, c, s) V /(£, s) A -17J (x , c, s)

where 7*(£, c,s) and fj(x,c,s) denote the con

ditions under which c, if performed in s, results

in f(x,do(c,s)) becoming true and false, respec

tively.

For a functional fluent, the form of the successor

state axiom is

Poss(c, s) D f(x, do(c, s)) = y =

is (*> f. c. s) v y = /(*> s) A ^y')u (f> y'> c> s)

Here, fj(x,y,c,s) is a first order formula whose

free variables are among x, y, c, s. In the case of

Successor State Axiom 2, -fpo»ition(x, f,c,s) is

[(3t')bounce(ball,t') € c Acatch(ball,t') £ cA

time(c) = toA

(V<)/(<) = 0 - ft{position{ball, s))(t')(t - <0)~

l/2g(t - <0)2]

V

[{3t')catch(ball,t') € cA

(V*)/(t) = position(ball,s){t')]

• Unique names axioms for the primitive actions.

• Axioms describing the initial situation.

• The foundational axioms mentioned in the previ

ous section.

5 Formalizing the Steam Boiler

Specification

The first step in implementing a steam boiler controller

with the situation calculus is to reconcile the inher

ently procedural operation of a steam boiler controller

with the inherently declarative nature of the situation

calculus.

The issue is the following. The axiomatizer cannot

completely specify what the behavior of the controller

will be after it is put into service, because the infor

mation comprising the incoming messages that will be

received at run-time is not available to her at the time

of specification. She cannot write down, for example,

that at time t, the controller will receive message m,

and do x.

Knowledge-producing actions are required to handle

this issue properly (see, for example, [LLL+96, SL93]).

The receipt of a message would be represented by the

execution of a knowledge-producing action. The ax

iomatizer would be able to write down that at time i,

the controller will receive a message, and if the mes

sage is mi, the controller will do x\, but if the message

is rri2, the controller will do X2, etc.

In order to keep the particular implementation pre

sented in this paper as simple as possible, we do not

use knowledge producing actions. We deal with the is

sue of incoming messages non-logically, and in order to

not completely betray one of the main benefits of the

situation calculus approach to the steam boiler prob

lem, namely, that the the approach is logical, we must

be careful about these non-logical properties.

We define a predicate input(m,t), which asserts that

message m is ready to be received by the controller at

time t. We handle incoming messages with a PRO

LOG assert statement, which updates the definition

of the input(m,t) predicate as messages are received.

When executing a specification that is continually up

dated in this way, using the assert statement, the

logical consequences actually used by the controller

are all and only those logical consequences that would

be used by the controller if all knowledge about future

incoming messages were known and specified before

the controller is put into service.

The general operation of the situation calculus imple

mentation is as follows:

1. Every five seconds, a set of messages are received

from the steam boiler. For each of these messages,

m, Poss(receive(m,t),s) is now true at the cur

rent time t in the current situation s.

2. The concurrent action consisting of the complete

set of receive(m,t) actions is performed, and the

values of the fluents are affected accordingly.

3. The new values of the fluents make more actions

possible immediately. Since all the actions are

natural, any action that is possible (and not pre

vented by an earlier action) is carried out.

4. The first actions to become possible are those that

change the mode of operation of the controller, if

any.

5. After the mode has stabilized, a complex action

consisting of a set of transmit(m,t) actions will

be possible, and carried out.

6. The situation resulting from transmitting mes

sages is stable, and the next actions to be possible

are the actions to receive the messages in the next

cycle.

In the following sections, we show what such a specifi

cation looks like. Rather than present the entire speci

fication, we present enough of the specification to show
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the reader how such a specification can be constructed.

5.1 Actions

The following actions are sufficient to model the steam

boiler:

• receive(m, <): receive message m at time t

• transmit(m,t): transmit message m at time t

• switchJo.mode(m,t): switch to operation mode

m at time t.

These are all natural actions.

5.2 Fluents

The fluents described in this section comprise a suf

ficient notion of the state of the system. The names

of fluents are chosen to be consistent with the original

steam boiler specification. The various quantities (e.g.

the water throughput of a pump) are considered to be

within an upper and lower bound, and each bound has

three values associated with it: a claimed value, which

is the corresponding sensor reading, a calculated value,

which is calculated by the controller using its knowl

edge of the dynamics of the boiler, and a best estimate,

which is the same as the claimed value if the sensor is

not defective, and the same as the calculated value if

the sensor is defective. Note that the upper and lower

bounds on a quantity are both equal to the sensor

reading of that quantity if the corresponding sensor is

not defective.

morfe(s) = z : the controller's mode of operation is z,

one of {initialization, normal, degraded, rescue,

emergency.stop)

curjreceive-time(s) = z : the controller will next re

ceive messages a t time z

waiting-begin.flow(n, a) — z : z is the number of

transmissions received since pump n was turned

on, and pump controller n has not yet confirmed

the flow starting (if the pump has not been turned

on, z = —1)

waitingstop.flow(n, s) = z : z is the number of

transmissions received since pump n was turned

off, and pump controller n has not yet confirmed

the flow ceasing (if the pump has not been turned

off, z = -1)

q(s) = z : the last transmission contained a message

claiming the quantity of water in the boiler was z

v(s) = z : the last transmission contained a message

claiming the quantity of steam exiting the boiler

was z

qcl(s) = z : z, a function of time, is the calculated

lower bound on the quantity of water in the boiler

qc2(s) = z : z, a function of time, is the calculated

upper bound on the quantity of water in the boiler

pal(s) = z : z is the best estimate of the lower bound

on the (constant) throughput of the pumps.

pa2(s) — z : z is the best estimate of the upper bound

on the (constant) throughput of the pumps.

pcl(s) = z : z is the calculated lower bound on the

(constant) throughput of the pumps.

pc2(s) = z : z is the calculated upper bound on the

(constant) throughput of the pumps.

vcl(s) = z : z, a function of time, is the calculated

minimum rate of steam leaving the boiler

vc2(s) — z : z, a function of time, is the calculated up

per bound on the rate of steam leaving the boiler

qal(s) = z : z is the best estimate of the lower bound

on the quantity of water in the boiler at the start

of s

qa2(s) = z : z is the best estimate of the upper bound

on the quantity of water in the boiler at the start

of s

val(s) = z : z is the best estimate of the lower bound

on the rate of steam leaving the boiler at the start

of s

va2(s) — z : z is the best estimate of the upper bound

on the rate of steam leaving the boiler at the start

of 8

transmitted(m, s) : message m was transmitted at

the start of s

received(m, t, s) : message m was received at time t

in s

transmission.error(s) : a transmission error oc

curred at the start of s (e.g. a mandatory message

was missing from a transmission)

defective(x,s) : component x is defective

steamJboilerjwaiting(s) : the steam boiler is waiting

for the controller to indicate it is ready to come

on-line

program-ready(s) : the program is ready to come on

line

physical.unitsjready(s) : the steam boiler is ready

for control to begin

pumpjstate{n,b,s) : pump(n) has been shut off (6 =

0), or turned on (6 = 1)

pumpjcontrol.state(n,b,s) : the last transmission

contained a message claiming that water from

pump(n) was (6 = 1) or was not (6 = 0) flow

ing

valve.open(s) : the valve to let water drain out of the

steam boiler is open

waiting.ack(m,s) : the controller is waiting for ac

knowledgement message m

sendjack(x, s) : the controller should send acknowl

edgement message m in the next transmission
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5.3 Initial Situation

The situation is So when the controller is turned on:

mode(So) = initialization, q(So) = 0, pal(So)(t) = 0,

pa2(S0)(t) = 0, v(S0){t) = 0, -*defective{x,SQ), etc.

5.4 Precondition Axioms

In practice, it is possible to receive a message when

that message arrives, and we know that messages will

arrive approximately every five seconds. The PRO

LOG simulator that executes the situation calculus

specification is responsible for controlling the timing

of the transmit/receive cycle.

To ensure the program detects the absence of a trans

mission, we invent a message, tick, which is guar

anteed to be received every five seconds. The value

of the transmission.error(s) fluent is determined by

considering what messages were received with each

tick. The theorem prover (we use PROLOG) updates

the definition of the input(m,t) predicate (using the

PROLOG assert statement) as messages arrive. The

input(m,t) predicate asserts that message m is ready

to be received at time t.

The following axiom characterizes when messages are

actually received (rather than only ready to be re

ceived):

Poss(receive(m,t),s) =

t > start(s) At = curreceiveMme(s) A (3)

[input(m, t) V m = tick]

The precondition axiom for the transmit(m,t) action

is such that messages are transmitted exactly when

they are appropriate for proper operation of the con

troller. The axiom ensures that the controller's mode

has stabilized before any messages are transmitted. If

the controller is in emergencystop mode, only the

message MODE(emergencystop) should be trans

mitted. Also, is not possible to transmit a message

that was just transmitted. These conditions are dic

tated by the following defined fluent:

transmit.cond(m,t,s) =

t > start(s) A mode(s) ^ emergency.stop A

-i[(3t')-*Poss(switchJo.mode(m' ,t'),s)] A

->transmitted{m, s)

In addition, the decision to switch the pumps on or off

is characterized by the following defined fluent:

need-pumps(s) =

mode(s) ^ initialization A

[[qal(s) <NiA qa2(s) < V

[qal(s) < Ni ANi < qa2(s) Aqa2(s) < N2]],

where N\ and N2 are the upper and lower limits, re

spectively, of the normal operating range for the wa

ter level in the boiler. Control strategies other than

this one are possible; however, this one is proposed in

[Abr94] as a reasonable candidate.

Given these two defined fluents, the precondition ax

iom for the transmit(m,t) action is:

Poss(transmit(m,t),s) =

m = MODE(emergencystop) At> start(s) A

mode(s) = emergencystop A -<transmitted(m, s)

V

m = MODE(mode(s)) Atransmit.cond(m,t, s)

V

m = PROGRAMMEADY A

transmit-cond(m, s, t) A

mode(s) = initialization A program.ready(s)

V

m = VALVE A transmit-cond(m, s, t) A

mode(s) = initialization A

steam-boiler-waiting(s) A

[->valve.open(s) A q(s) > N2 V

valve.open(s) A q(s) > Ni]

V

(3n)m = OPEN-PUMP{n) A

transmit.cond(m, s, t) A

needj)umps(s) A

[n=lVn = 2Vn = 3Vn = 4]A

-<defective(pump(n), s) A pumpstate(n, 0, s)

V

(3n)m = PUMP.FAILJ)ETN(n) A

waiting.ack{PUMP.FAIL-ACK{n), s) A

transmit.cond(m, s, t) A defective(pump(n),s)

V...

V

m = STEAM-REPDJlCK A

transmit-Cond{m, s, t) A

send.ack(STEAM JIEPD.ACK) (4)

The precondition axiom for the switch.to.mode(m,t)

fluent governs the mode state changes of the con

troller. The axiom says, for example, that the con

troller switches to mode normal if nothing is defective,

and either the mode is initialization and the physical

units are ready, or the mode is rescue, or the mode is

degraded.

Poss(switch.to.mode(m,t),s) =

t > start(s) A

[m = normal A -<defective(x, s) A

[mode(s) = initialization A

physical-units.ready{s) V

mode(s) = rescue V mode(s) — degraded]
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V

m = degraded A

[mode(s) = normal V mode(s) — rescue] A

[(3x)defective(x, s)] A

[(Vi)de/ec<tt;e(x, s) D x ^ waterJevel]

V

m = rescue A

[mode(s) = degraded V morfe(s) = norma/]

Adefective(waterJevel, s)

V

m = emergencystop A

[mode = initialization A

[de/edit>e(steam_ra<e, s) V

defective(waterJevel, s)] V

transmission_error(s) V waterJevel.risk(s) V

mode(s) = rescue A [de/ectit;e(s<eam_rate, s) V

(En)de/ec<«t;e(pump_coTi<ro/(n), s)]]] (5)

5.5 Successor State Axioms

We present just the most interesting, representative

successor state axioms.

The successor state axiom for the mode(s) = m fluent

is straightforward. The only action that can affect the

mode of the program is a switchJo.mode(m, t) action:

Poss(c,s) D mode(do(c,s)) = m =

switchJo.mode(m,time(c)) GcV (6)

stot<c/iJo-mode(m',iime(c)) £ c A mode(s) = m

The successor state axiom for defective(x,s) charac

terizes the conditions under which a component is con

sidered defective. It says, among other things, that

pump(n) is defective if it changes state spontaneously,

or if an OPEN.PUMP(n) or CLOSEJ>UMP(n)

message were sent in the previous cycle, but the flow

has not yet started or stopped, respectively.

Poss(c,s) D defective(x,do(c, s)) =

(3n)x = pump(n) A

[[[{3b)receive(PUMPSTATE(n,b),time{c)) 6 c

A(3a)pump.state(n, a, s) A a ^ b] V

pumpMate{n, 0, s) A

waitingJ>egin.flow[n, s) = 1 V

pump.state(n, 1, s) A

waiting.stop.flow(n, s) = 1] V

receive(PUMPJSTATE(n,b),time(c)) $ cA

defective(x, s)]

V... (7)

5.6 Defined Fluents

Defined fluents are fluents that are defined in terms of

other fluents. We could write down a successor state

axiom for any defined fluent. It would be a compila

tion of the successor state axioms of the fluents in the

definition of the defined fluent that have a situation

argument of the form do(c,s). However, the result

ing successor state axiom would be larger and more

complicated than the defined fluent.

The defined fluent qa2(s) = z means that z is the best

estimate of the upper bound on the quantity of water

in the boiler. If the water level detection equipment

is not defective, the program accepts the value given

by that equipment as the best estimate; otherwise, it

uses the value calculated by qc2(s)(t) at the time of

the action which started the situation. The formula

for qal is similar to this one for qa2:

qa2(do(c, s)) = z =

defective(waterJevel, s) Az = qc2(s)(time(c)) V

->defective(waterJevel, s) A z = q(do(c, s)) (8)

6 The Situation Calculus Simulator

In this section we discuss a PROLOG technology sim

ulator. The simulator can simulate a concurrent sit

uation calculus specification like the steam boiler for

malization presented in the previous section.

6.1 The PROLOG Simulator

A situation calculus model defines a tree of situations

emanating from the distinguished situation So- Some

of the situations in the tree correspond to legal sit

uations, and some do not. A legal situation is con

sistent with the laws of Nature, in that a natural ac

tion must occur at the time dictated by natural laws

governing the behavior of the system, unless the ac

tion is prevented from occurring by an earlier action.

Reiter [Rei96] defines the legal(s) predicate to formal

ize this principle:

legal(s) =

So < s A

(Va, c, s').natural(a) A Poss(a, s') A (9)

do(c, s') < s D a € c V time(c) < time{a).

Here, < is the ordering relation defined by the founda

tional axioms mentioned earlier. The legal predicate

is instrumental in the implementation of a simulator,

as will become clear.

A domain of discourse in which all actions are nat

ural is said to comply with Reiter's [Rei96] Natural

World Condition (NWC). This condition assures a

deterministic simulation.
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Another concept crucial to the implementation of a

simulator is the notion of Reiter's [Rei96] Least Natu

ral Time Points:

lntp(s,t) = (10)

(3a)[natural(a) A Poss(a, s) A time(a) = t] A

(Va)[natural(a) A Poss(a, s) 3 time(a) > <].

Informally, the least natural time point is the earliest

time at which any natural action can possibly occur in

a situation. The Least Natural Time Point Condition

(LNTPC) is the following:

(Vs).(3a)[natural(a) A Poss(a,s)] D (3t)lntp(s,t). (11)

This condition states that every situation in which

there is a possible natural action has a least natural

time point. An example of a world where this condi

tion fails is one in which we have (Va).natural(a) =

(3x,t)a — B(x,t), where x ranges over the non

zero natural numbers, and Poss(B(x,t), s) = t =

start(s) + 1/x.

Reiter [Rei96] puts this all together with his founda

tional axioms for the concurrent temporal situation

calculus and proves:

LNTPC A NWC D legal(do(c, a)) =

{legal(s) A Poss(c, s) A star<(s) < time(c) A

(Va)[a e c = Poss(a,s) Mntp(s,time(a))]}(l2)

Formula 12 is the engine for the simulator. The sim

ulator is a PROLOG procedure that takes a situation

term s as an argument (initially So), prints its argu

ment, constructs a set of actions c such that

(Va)[a £c= Poss(a,s) Alntp(s,time(a))],

and recursively calls itself with do(c,s). In so doing,

the simulator follows the path of legal situations (there

is only one path of legal situations when all actions are

natural), simulating the evolution of the system.

Here is the PROLOG code:

simulate(S) :-

nl.nl, print(S) ,

setof (A,lntp(S,A) ,C) ,

simulate(do(C,S) ) .

lntp(S.A):-

natural(A) ) ,

poss(A.S) ,

time(A.T) ,

not (

natural (A_prime) ,

poss(A_prime,S) ,

time(A_prime ,T_prime) ,

T>T_prime

).

The version of this code for use with the steam

boiler controller needs to add information about in

coming messages as the simulation proceeds, so the

simulate(S) procedure becomes:

simulate(S) : -

setof (A,lntp(S,A) ,C),

transmit_messages(C) ,

simulate(do(C,S))

i

read(Transmission) ,

receive_messages(Transmission) ,

simulate(S) .

The transmit_messages(C) procedure actually trans

mits any messages, m, from transmit(m,t) ac

tions that are present in the concurrent action, C.

When no more natural actions are possible (when

the setof (A,lntp(S,A) ,C) procedure fails), the con

troller process is blocked by the read(Transmission)

procedure until a transmission arrives from the steam

boiler. Upon receiving a new set of messages, more

natural actions are enabled, and control of the steam

boiler continues.

6.2 Translating a Model to PROLOG

Clark's completion semantics for logic programming

([Cla78]) admit a translation from the situation calcu

lus axioms to PROLOG clauses. The procedure is to

simply make the implication in the axioms go only one

way, and write down the clausal form. For example,

the PROLOG equivalent of Axiom 6 is

mode(do(C,S) ,M) :-

poss(C.S) ,

(member(switch_to_mode(M,T) ,C) ,

not member(switch_to_mode(M_prime,T) ,C) ,

mode(S.M)) .

6.3 Simulation

The situation calculus steam boiler controller is capa

ble of controlling the FZI simulation ([Lot95]) of the

Dagstuhl steam boiler. The following situation term

(read from bottom to top) denotes the course of action

associated with initialization and startup. After the

level of water drops below 400, the pumps are turned

on. At time 20 water is flowing at the pump con

trollers, and the level of water in the boiler is rising

due to the influx of water.

do([receive(level(443.0) ,20) ,

receive(steam(12.0) ,20) ,

receive(PUMP_STATE(l,l),20),. . . ,

receive(PUMP_CONTROL_STATE(l,l) ,20)] ,

do ( [transmit (MODE(NORMAL), IS)] ,

do( [receive (level (375 . 5) , 15) ,

receive (steam(7 . 0) , 15) ,

receive(PUMP_STATE(l,l),15),. . . ,

receive(PUMP_C0NTR0L_STATE(1.0) ,15)] ,

do( [transmit (MODE(NORMAL) ,5) ,

transmit (0PEN_PUMP(1) , 10) .... ,
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transmit (0PEN_PUHP(4) , 10)] ,

do ( [receive (level (398.0) , 10) ,

receive(steam(2.0) , 10) ,

receive (PUMP_STATE( 1,0), 10) .....

receive(PUHP_C0NTR0L_STATE(l,0),10)] ,

do ( [transmit (MODE(NORMAL) ,6)] ,

do( [switch_to_mode(normal ,5)] ,

do([receive(PHYSICAL_UNITS_READY,5) ,

receive(level(400.0) ,5) ,

receive(steam(0 .0) ,5) ,

receive(PUMP_STATE(l,0),B), . . . ,

receive(PUMP_CONTROL_STATE(l,0) ,5)] ,

do([transmit(PROGRAM_READY,0) ,

transmit (MODE(INITIALIZATION) ,0) ,

do( [receive(STEAM_BOILER_WAITING,0)] ,s0) . . . )

7 Evaluation of the Solution

In this section, we attempt to apply the evaluation cri

teria given in [ABL95] to this formalization and simu

lation. These criteria were formulated by participants

at the Dagstuhl meeting to evaluate various solutions

to the steam boiler problem and to compare the spe

cific merits and drawbacks of the formal methods used

in those solutions. We paraphrase the criteria in the

following subsections.

7.1 Formality and Rigor

Is the requirements specification of the solution formal

and rigorous, and can the functional and architectural

designs be formally and rigorously verified against the

specification ?

The situation calculus solution is especially strong in

this regard, since the specification (at least implicitly)

constitutes a functional and architectural design, and

it is an implementation, executable on a provably cor

rect simulator.

Other solutions to the problem are based on logical

formalisms, but those formalisms are separate from

the actual implementation. For example, LeBke and

Merz ([LM95]) use Lamport's Temporal Logic of Ac

tions (TLA) [Lam94] in their solution, leaving the im

plementation language open. They consider this a fea

ture, since the implementation language can be chosen

to suite a variety of machine architectures. Rischel et

al ([RCM+95]) use a specification language that has a

real-time interval logic semantics for the specification,

and they use C code for the implementation.

7.2 Practicality

Has the solution actually been implemented and can it

control the FZI simulation [Lot95] of the steam boiler?

The situation calculus solution is also strong in this re

gard, since an elementary change in syntax of the spec

ification produces a working implementation. Many

of the other solutions produced working implementa

tions.

7.3 Readability and Ease of Use

What level of specialized knowledge is required to read

and work with the formalism? How much effort did

the solution to the problem require?

The situation calculus is essentially a standard first-

order predicate calculus language. Hence, it is con

ceivable that anyone familiar with the predicate calcu

lus would be able to read the language, even without

any prior situation calculus experience.

On the other hand, the situation calculus steam boiler

solution is at the implementation level. Other than

the general form of a situation calculus specification,

the situation calculus has not yet been associated with

any well defined methodology involving higher-level

abstraction, stepwise refinement, or modularization.

This is in contrast to the many of the other solutions,

whose formalisms have been designed, at least in part,

with ease of use and readability as a primary concern,

often as part of a specification methodology.

One such methodology is GrafTab ([SI95]), which uses

graphs to describe the flow of the system states, and

tables to specify the state condition and actions in the

states. A GrafTab solution consists of four distinct

documents.

Although readability and ease of use are not the pri

mary design goals of the situation calculus, modeling

methodologies and software programs to aid in the

development of situation calculus specifications might

well receive the attention of researchers in the future.
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Abstract

The so-called Possible Models Approach

(PMA) is a minimal change semantics for

database updates. In this paper we give a

sound and complete decision procedure for

the PMA which is based on normal forming.

We prove complexity results in particular for

the case of updates restricted to conjunctions

or disjunctions of literals. Finally, we sketch

how integrity constraints can be taken into

account.

1 INTRODUCTION

The Possible Models Approach (PMA for short) of

Winslett (1988, 1990, 1995) is one of the most popular

and successful semantical approaches in the domain of

database updates. From the formal point of view, the

PMA has a beautiful mathematical structure, with a

notion of minimal change based on a simple closeness

criterion between interpretations. Nevertheless, it has

been criticized as being inadequate in particular in ap

plications where integrity constraints appear.

The aim of this paper is twofold: first, we show a new

way to correctly handle integrity constraints. Second

we give a decision procedure for the PMA. Its core is a

set of rewrite rules that allows us to transform formulas

to formulas of classical logic. In this way theorems

can be proved in a two-step procedure: first put the

formula in normal form, and then apply a decision

procedure for classical logic.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in section

2 we review the PMA, and in section 3 we reformulate

it in conditional logic. In section 4 we present the

decision procedure and give examples. Then we prove

termination (section 5) and correctness (section 6) of

the algorithm, and give complexity results (section 7).

Finally, in section 8 we sketch how integrity constraints

can be integrated into our presentation of the PMA.

2 THE PMA

2.1 The Original Semantics

We present the PMA semantics as described in

(Winslett 1988, 1990, 1995).

We suppose a standard language of classical logic built

from a set of atoms ATM = {p, q, r, . . .} with the clas

sical connectives A, V, ->, T, _L. Formulas are denoted

by A, B,C, We consider A -> B and A «4 B to be

abreviations of ->A V B and (A B) A (B -»• A).

We view interpretations as subsets of the set of atoms

ATM. Given a formula A, \A\ = {w C ATM : w (= A)

is the set of interpretations satisfying A.

Definition 1 Given two interpretations w,v C ATM,

the distance between w and v is the symmetric differ

ence

w—v = (w — v) U {v — w)

In other words, w—v is the set of atoms whose inter

pretation differs: w—v = {p : either p £ w and p v,

or p £ w and p £ v). E.g. for w = {p,q,r} and

v = {p, r, <} we have w—v = {q,t}.

The update of an interpretation w by a set of interpre

tations U is the set of those elements of U which are

closest, i.e. whose distance to w is minimal.

Definition 2 Let w C ATM and U C 2A™.

W-kU =

{u £ U : there is no u' £ U such that w—v! C w—«}

E.g. w*9 = 0, i.e. updating with the empty set (which

is the interpretation of a contradiction) results in the

empty set, and 0 * {{p}, {q}, {p, q}} = {{p},{?}}.
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Slightly abusing notation we define the update of a set

of interpretations.

Definition 3 Let U, V C 2A™.

U*V = |J w*V

In the PMA, the update KB*A of a database KB by

a formula A is identified with the set of interpretations

\KB\*\A\.

Now under the standard notion of semantical conse

quence we have

KB ★ A |= C iff \KB\ * |>4| C \C\

2.2 Two Criticisms

The first criticism concerns the interpretation of dis

junction in the PMA, and the second one the imple

mentation of integrity constraints.

Suppose we are given the database KB = {->p, -<q}.

Its update by p V q is

|{-p, * \p v ?| = {0} * {{P}, {?}, {p, ?}}

= {{p}> {<?}}= l{pv</,-pv-?}|

Thus the result of updating KB by the inclusive or

is the exclusive or. There are several counterexamples

where such an exclusive interpretation of the inclusive

or is inadequate, and the PMA has been criticized for

that (Eiter et al. 1992).

Second, suppose we are given a finite set of integrity

constraints IC (that is confused with the conjunction

of its elements). We must define an update opera

tion *ic which takes into account such integrity con

straints. It has often been proposed (see e.g. (Katsuno

and Mendelzon 1991)) to define such an operation by

KB-kic A — KB-k(AhlC). This amounts to selecting

the closest A A /C-interpretations.

By means of the following counterexample it has been

shown by Ginsberg (see e.g. (Lifschitz 1990)) that such

a proposal is problematic in particular if* is the PMA

update operator: let up\ mean 'switch 1 is up', up2

'switch 2 is up', and / 'the light is on'. Suppose there

is a circuit such that the light is on exactly when both

switches are in the same position. Hence

IC = (upi f4 up2) +4 I

Let KB = {upi,up2,l}. Then one would expect that

KB * (->upi A IC) As well, we would expect

KB * (~>upi A IC) (= up2, i.e. the second switch does

not move. It turns out that neither is the case in the

PMA.

We respond to these criticisms in section 8. In partic

ular we shall propose a new, more sophisticated way

of implementing integrity constraints.

2.3 The Existing Decision Procedures

Several decision procedures have been proposed for

the PMA. The first one has been given in (Chou and

Winslett 1991, 1994, Winslett 1995). Others can be

found in (Del Val 1992) and (Grahne and Mendelzon

1995).

In the approaches of Chou and Winslett and of Grahne

and Mendelzon, the algorithm directly manipulates

models of the database KB. This amounts to enumer

ating the models of the database and updating each

model.

As noted in (Del Val 1992), such procedures might be

adequate in situations of almost complete information,

in which there are only a few models. They clearly run

into difficulties in cases where information is usually

incomplete, as it is the case in many applications such

as robotics and more generally commonsense reason

ing. In such contexts, the number of models can be

exponential w.r.t. the size of the database.

The approach of Del Val manipulates partial models

of the database KB. His procedure enumerates the

minimal models and updates each of them. Although

he claims it to be a syntactical characterization of the

PMA, it has a strong model-based flavour: in the basic

mechanism, with the database and the update formula

in disjunctive normal form, his algorithm uses a func

tion Diff(.,.) computing the difference between two

conjunctions of literals, which is basically the symmet

ric difference function — of the semantics.

All these methods are in terms of an update operator

(involving a database and an update) and not in terms

of a conditional operator (involving an update and a

goal). This leads to procedures operating on models

of the database, and makes their complexity exponen

tial in the size of the database. Our procedure for

the PMA will avoid at least that type of exponential

complexity. The price to pay for that is exponential

increase in the size of the update formula. This comes

with putting the update in disjunctive normal form

(which can be viewed as working with partial mod

els of the update). Nevertheless, as databases tend to

be big and updates to be small, our procedure should

be preferrable in practical applications. As well, we

shall give complexity results that are not in the above
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papers for the cases of updates by conjunctions or dis

junctions of literals.

3 A REFORMULATION IN

CONDITIONAL LOGIC

In this section we give an equivalent presentation of

the PMA in terms of conditionals. This has been done

before in (Farinas and Herzig 1988) for the case where

updates are restricted to literals, and in (Farinas and

Herzig 1994c, 1997) for the general case. In both pa

pers, the PMA has been characterized axiomatically.

In the more general setting of update operations satis

fying the postulates of Katsuno and Mendelzon (1991)

this has been done in (Grahne 1991, Eiter and Gottlob

1992, Ryan and Schobbens 1996, 1997).

The reason for such a presentation of the PMA is

that our decision procedure introduces formulas with

nested conditional operators (which cannot be ex

pressed equivalently with update operators). As well,

it becomes clear that the PMA is a particular case of

Burgess's (1981) semantics for conditional logics.

The semantical apparatus is the same as before, based

on the update w * U of an interpretation w by a set of

interpretations U . But at the syntactical level, instead

of re-using the update operator * we introduce a con

ditional operator >. The conditional A > C is read

as a hypothetical update: "if the current database is

updated with A then C follows" .

We have a standard language of conditional logic re

sulting from the addition of a conditional operator > to

the language of classical logic. In the formula A > C,

A is called the hypothesis and C the consequence. Note

that nested conditional operators as in (p > q) > r

are allowed. We call a formula classical if no condi

tional operator occurs in it. We stipulate that -i binds

stronger than >, which in turn binds stronger than

the rest of the connectives and associates to the right.

E.g. p > -*q > r V t is (p > ((-19) > r)) V t.

We need a function atm which associates to every for

mula the set of atoms appearing in it.

Definition 4 Let A be a formula.

atm(A) = {p € ATM : p occurs in A}

E.g. atm(±.) = 0, and atm(p -4 (rA q)) = {p,q,r}.

Now we inductively define the extension |.| of a for

mula, which is a set of interpretations.

Definition 5 Let A and C be formulas.

\A > C\ = {w C ATM: w*\A\ C |C|}

For the other connectives, \.\ is defined as in classical

logic.

As usual, semantical consequence KB \= C is defined

by \KB\ C \C\.

Remark In this way, the PMA is a particular case of

Burgess's (1981) relational semantics, in the sense that

its semantics corresponds to a unique "big" model.

In that model, every classical interpretation is iden

tified with some world. To see that, it is sufficient to

prove that every relation R(w) = {(wi,u>2) : u>i—w C

u>2—w} is a partial preorder, i.e. a reflexive and tran

sitive relation. Note that the PMA-semantics is not

an instance of Lewis's sphere models, because the pre

order R(w ) is only partial and not total.

Finally we formally link the two presentations of the

PMA by the so-called Ramsey Test (Gardenfors 1988,

Grahne 1991):

Proposition 1 Let KB, A and C be classical. Then

KB*A\=C iffKB\=A>C.

Proof (KB* A) (= C means |A'S|*|^| C \C\. This is

equivalent to w * \A\ C \C\ for every w G \KB\. But

this is nothing else than w G \A > C\ for every w G

\KB\, which means KB |= A > C in our conditional

logic presentation.

4 THE DECISION PROCEDURE

In this section we show that every formula can be

rewritten to a classical formula. This gives us the de

cision procedure.

First of all we recall some notions: as usual, a literal

is an atom or the negation of an atom. Literals are

denoted by L, L' , L\, ... Note that T and ± are not

literals. Clauses are disjunctions of literals, and cubes

are conjunctions of literals. E.g. pV qV~<p is a clause,

and p A ->r A t is a cube.

A classical formula is in negation normal form (NNF

for short) if it is constructed from literals, T and -L

with conjunction and disjunction. In other words, for

a formula in NNF, negations only govern atoms. A

classical formula is in disjunctive normal form (DNF

for short) if it is either T or 1, or a non-tautological

disjunction of consistent cubes (i.e. every cube does

not contain both an atom and its negation). E.g. pAq

and p Vg are in DNF, and neither pV->p nor pA-L nor

pV 1 nor (p A q A ->p) V r are in DNF.

Lemma 1 For every classtcal formula C there is a

classical formula C such that C f+ C , atm(C) =

atm{C), and C is in DNF.
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A key notion will be that of interference:

Definition 6 A and B interfere iff atm(A) f*l

atm(B) £ 0.

Hence two formulas interfere if they have some atom

in common. E.g. pVg and r A (-<q V t) interfere, and

p V q and r At don't.

Next we state a useful property of classical logic saying

that for every formula of classical logic, we can always

'factor out' some A which does not interfere with the

rest of the formula.

Lemma 2 Let C be a classical formula with atm(C) ^

0. Then there is a classical formula C such that C f+

C, atm{C) = atm{C), and

• C is of the form (A A B) V (-<A A B') V B" ,

• A and B, A and B' , and A and B" do not inter

fere.

Proof One can apply the following algorithm: First

put the hypothesis in DNF. Whenever there is a cube

containing both p and ->p as conjuncts, replace that

cube by ±. Choose some atom p occurring in the DNF.

(There is at least one because atm(C) ^ 0.) As by the

definition of the DNF there is no cube with p occurring

both positively and negatively in it, factoring p and ->p

we can put the formula into the form

(pAfl)VhpAfl')VB"

such that p does not occur in B, B' and B" any longer

(note that B, B' , and B" might be T or J.). Hence p

and B, p and B' , and p and B" do not interfere.

4.1 The Normal Forming Algorithm

Here comes the normal forming algorithm which

rewrites every conditional with classical hypothesis

and consequence into a classical formula. This algo

rithm will be iterated in the decision procedure.

A,B, ... denote general formulas, L,L\,... literals,

and p,q, . . . atoms.

procedure eliminate-cond

input: a conditional A > C such that A and C are

classical

output: a formula G that is classical

1. put A in DNF and C in NNF

2. apply the following rewrite rules:

a. if n > 2 then

(L,A . .Ai„)>C'^L1>(. .>(L„>C) ...)

b. if n > 2 then

(L,V vZ.„)>C'-~

((l,V..Vt,)AC>(i,>C'A...Ai,>C)

c. if card(a<m(j4')) > 2, A' is neither a clause nor

a cube, and A' can be transformed by factoring 1

into (p A B) V (-.p A B') V B" with p and S, p and

B' , and p and B" not interfering and atm(A') =

atm{{p A B) V (-.p A B') V B"), then

A'>c'~

(PA(BvB")>C'A(BvB'vB")>(BvB"v-.p>C'))V

(-.pA(B'vfl")>C'A(BvB'vB")>(B'vB"vp>C'))

d. if c&rd(atm(A')) > 2, A' is neither a clause nor

a cube, and A' can be transformed by factoring

into (LAB)V B' with L and B, and L and B'

not interfering and atm(A') = atm((L A B) V J3')

then

A'>C'~

(LA(BvB')>C')v(-.LAB'>C'A(Bvfl')>(B'vt>C'))

3. apply the following rewrite rules:

a. T>C~C

b. 1 > C — T

c. L > (Ci A C2) — L > Ci A I > C2

d. Z, > (Ci V C2) ~» L > Ci V L > Ci

e. L > L ~» T

f. p > ->p ~» _L

g. -.p > p~* J.

h. if a<m(L) ^ atm(V) then L > L' — L'

i. L> T~ T

j. L > 1— 1

k. A' A T ~* A'

1. TA/t'-^'

m. A' A±~» 1

n. lAA'-^i'

'v. Lemma 2
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Remarks In step 1, if atm(A') = 0 then A' is replaced

by either T or J., and if atm(A') = {p} then A' is

replaced by either p or -ip. In step 2. a, the hypothesis

is a single cube, and as we are in DNF, the cube is

consistent. In step 2.b, the hypothesis is a clause, and

as we are in DNF, the clause is non-tautological.

Iterating step 2 we eliminate all conditionals A' > C

with classical hypothesis such that that A' is "com

plex", i.e. such that hypotheses are of the form T, _L,

L\ A . . . A L„, or L\ V . . . V Ln. This means that at the

end of step 2 we have atm(A') < 1. Note that in step

2.c, as atm(A') > 2, factoring out some p is always pos

sible by Lemma 2. Moreover, as card(a<m(^')) > 2,

we must have card(atm(B) U atm(B') U atm(B")) > 1.

(Note also that nested conditionals are introduced

here.) Step 2.d is a simplification of step 2.c for the

case where either B or B' is ±.

Iterating step 3. a and 3.b we eliminate all condition

als A' > C with a classical hypothesis A' such that

ca.Td(atm(A')) < 1. Iterating steps 3.c - d we distribute

the literal hypotheses until every conditional with a

classical hypothesis is of the form L > L', where L

and V are literals. Steps 3.k - n correspond to stan

dard simplification rules of classical logic.

Iterating step 3.a - n we eliminate all conditionals

A' > C with a classical hypothesis A' such that

c&id(atm{A')) < 2.

4.2 The Decision Procedure

Now it is easy to build a procedure from the normal

forming algorithm which decides whether a given for

mula is valid in the PMA. The story goes as follows:

procedure decide

input: a formula F

output: { valid, non-valid }

1 . while there is a conditional operator occurring in

F do

(a) choose some conditional A > C with A and

C classical

(b) apply the normal forming algorithm to A >

C resulting in some G

(c) in the formula F , replace A > C by G

2. apply some decision procedure for classical logic

to F

3. if F is classically valid then return valid, else

return non-valid

Remark In practice we want to know whether a for

mula C follows from the update of a classical database

KB by a classical formula A. In this case there is a

slightly better procedure: first, rewrite the conditional

A > C into an equivalent classical formula G by the

normal forming algorithm. Then use a decision proce

dure for classical logic to check whether KB ^ G.

4.3 Examples

Example Let A = p ->■ (q A ->p) > (q A ->p). First,

the conditional (q A ->p) > (q A -ip) is chosen and is

rewritten in step 2.a of eliminate-cond to q > ->p >

(q A-.p).

Then from p -¥ q > ->p > (q A ->p) , the conditional

->p > (q A ->p) is chosen and rewritten to ->p > q A

-<p > ->p in step 3.c. In step 3.e, this is rewritten to

->p > q A T and then in step 3.h to q A T.

Now the resulting p -+ q > (?AT) is first put into DNF

in step 1 and becomes p —► q > q, and then q > q is

chosen and rewritten to T.

Finally, the classical formula resulting from the normal

forming is p —¥ T, i.e. T, and the decision procedure

returns valid.

Example Let A = p V (->p A q A r)) > ->q. The hy

pothesis is already in DNF. In step 2.c we factor out

the atom p and replace the hypothesis ((p A T) V (-7) A

}Ar)V(l)) > ->q by

(pA(Tvl)>-iijA(Tv((7Ar)VJ.)>(TvXV-ip>-iq))v

(-ipA((9Ar)VX)>-.gA(Tv(gAr)v±)>((qAr)vXVp>i9))

After eliminating T and A. by classical equivalences,

we iteratedly eliminate T and L with steps 3.a and

3.b and get

(pA-.q)V(-.pA(gAr)>-.gA((9Ar)Vp>ig))

Then we obtain (p A ^q) V (->p A (q A r) > -<q A ((? A

r) V ->?)) by 2.h, and finally (p A ->q) V (-<p A q > r >

~,?A((9Ar) V->g)) by 3. a. Now steps 3.h and 3. f apply

and eliminate the remaining conditional operators. We

end up with the classical formula (p A ->q) V (-ip A L A

((q A r) V ~<q)), which is equivalent to p A ->q.

5 TERMINATION

Theorem 1 (Termination) The decision procedure

terminates for every input formula F.
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Proof If there is no conditional in F then we are done.

Else a conditional A > C with A and C classical is

chosen and the normal forming procedure eliminate-

cond is applied to it.

In step 1 , termination of the transformations in DNF

and NNF is a property of classical logic. Note that the

number of atoms remains the same.

In step 2, all the hypotheses of the conditionals coming

from a rewrite step are less complex than the original

hypothesis (contain strictly less atoms). Precisely, to

each formula F we associate a sequence {c»}ig]N sucn

that c, is the number of conditionals A' > C' in F

with ca.Td(attn(A')) — i. Under the lexigraphic order

ing this parameter decreases by every rewrite rule of

step 2. Note that due to Lemma 2, step 2 is appli

cable whenever there is a conditional A' > C with

ca.Td(atm(A')) > 1. Note also that factoring out does

not increase the number of atoms.

In step 3, after the application of a rewrite rule the

hypotheses have the same complexity as before and

the consequences of the conditonals are less complex

(in particular when L > (B A C) and L > (B V C) are

replaced). Precisely, to each formula F we associate a

sequence {ci}j€jsj such that c, is the number of con

ditionals A' > C in F with i symbols in C. Under

the lexicographic ordering this parameter decreases by

every rewrite rule of step 3.

6 CORRECTNESS

Correctness of both the normal forming algorithm and

the decision procedure follows from the fact that ev

ery replacement in the normal forming algorithm cor

responds to a valid equivalence of the PMA.

First we tackle the simple things.

6.1 Correctness of the Rewrite Steps 3.a - n,

2.a, 2.b

Lemma 3 The following equivalences are valid in the

PMA.

1. T > C++C

2. 1X7 4-+T

3. L>(flAC).H .L> BM>C

I L>(BVC)<+L>BVL>C

5. L > I <-> T

7. -.L>iHl

8. L> L' <*L' if atm(L) £ atm(L')

9. A > T T

10. L > 1 ^ 1

11. (Li A . . . A Ln) > C Li > (. . . > (Ln > C) . . .)

if L\ A . . . A L„ is consistent

12. [Li V... VL„) > C<->

((Z-! V . . . V Ln) A C) V (Li > C A . . . A Ln > C)

if L\ V . . . V L„ is non-tautological

Proof We only prove the validity of the last equiva

lence, the others are similar.

Let w C ATM be any classical interpretation, and let

Li V ... V In be non-tautological, i.e. there are no

Li,Lj such that L, = ->L,-.

There are two cases:

i. id € \Li V . . . V L„\.

Then w* \Li V . . . V Ln\ = {«;}.

Now suppose w e |(Li V ... V L„) > C\. By

the truth condition, w 6 |C| as well. Hence w €

\(Li V . . . V Ln) A C\ and as well

w € |((IiV. . .VLn)AC)V(L! > CA. . .AL„ > C)\

The other way round, suppose

w 6 |((LiV. . .VLn)AC)V(Li > CA. . .AL„ > C)\

If w G \(Li V . . . V Ln) A C\ then w € \C\ and

we are done. Else we must have w £ \L{ > C\

for every L,-. As w £ \L\ V . . . V Ln\, there must

be some Lj such that w € \Lj\. Then by the

truth condition, w 6 \C\ as well, and consequently

we \(Li V . . . V Ln) > C\.

ii. w & \Li V...VL„|.

Then as there are no L, , Lj such that Li = ->Lj ,

it follows from the definition of a distance that

w*\Li V ...VL„| = tu*|Li|U...Utu*|I„|.

Suppose w * \L\ V . . . V L„\ C \C\. This means

that C \C\ for every L,-. Hence w <E\L\ >

C A ... A In > C\ and as well

w e |((IiV. . .VL„)AC)V(Li > CA. . .AL„ > C)|

6. L > -I « 1 The other way round, suppose
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w G [((Z-iV. . .VLn)AC)V(L! > CA. . .ALn > C)\

As w 0 \L\ V. . .V L„\, we must have w G |L,- > C|

for every L,-. The truth condition warrants that

tf*|ij| C |C| for every As we have said above,

we also have w*\L\V . . .VL„| Q \C\, which means

w€ |(Li V...VI„) > C|.

6.2 Some Semantical Properties

Before establishing the correctness of step 2.c, we first

prove several more involved properties of the PMA se

mantics. They concern the interaction between the

notion of minimal change of the PMA and the classi

cal connectives.

Proposition 2 Let v G w * |A|.

1. w G \A\ iff w-v = 0 iff w * \A\ = {w}.

£. iv—v C ctfm(A).

5. Ifw <£ \A\ then (w-v) n atm(A) ^ 0.

^. For every B such that A and B do not interfere,

(w-v) CI atm(B) = 0.

Proof

(1.) follows from the definition of distance.

To prove (2.) suppose the contrary: then the distance

between w and v would not be minimal (contradicting

that v £ w * \A\).

(3.) follows from (1), and (4.) follows from (2).

Proposition 3 Suppose A and B do not interfere.

1. If we \A\ then w*\AAB\ = w*\B\.

2. Ifw<£ \A\ then w*\B\ C w * \(A A B1) V B\.

3. w*\AAB\ = (w*\A\)*\B\

Proof

1. First, w*\AAB\ = u>*|j4|*|B| by (3) of Proposition

3. By (1) of Proposition 2, w* \A\ = {w}, hence

u;*|^|*|fl| = {w}*\B\ = w*\B\.

2. Suppose v G w * \B\. We prove that there is no

v' G w * \A A B'\ closer to w than v, establishing

thus that v G w * \(A A B') V B\. As w £ \A\,

we must have (w—v') fl atm(A) ^ 0 by (3.) of

Proposition 2. On the other hand, as A and B

do not interfere, (w—v) fl atm(A) — 0. Hence

we can never have w—v' C w—v, and therefore

t> G w*\(AAB') Vfl|.

3. This follows from (4.) of Proposition 2.

Proposition 4 Suppose A and B do not interfere,

and w G \A\. Then

w * \(A A B) V B'\ = w* \B V B'|

Proof w * | ( j4 A B) V S' | is the set of those elements of

w*\AAB\l)w*\B'\ whose distance to w is minimal. (To

see that, suppose v G and v £ w*\(A AB) V B'\.

The latter means that there isat)'Gif*|^4AJ3| such

that w—v' C w—v.) As w G |^4| and and B do not

interfere, by (1.) of Proposition 3 this set is equal to

the minimal elements of w * \B\ U it; * \B'\. But the

latter is nothing else than w * \B V B'\.

Proposition 5 Suppose A and B as well as A and B'

do not interfere, and w £ \ A\. Then

t»*|(AAfl)VJB'| = (((w*\BVB'\)-\B'\)*\A\)l)(w-k\B'\)

Proof From the right to the left: If t; G w * \B'\,

then as w £ \A\ and A and B' do not interfere, t; G

w * \(A A B) V B'| follows from (6) of Proposition 3.

Hence suppose t; G (w * \B V B'\ - \B'\) * \A\. This

means that there is some vg G w ★ \B V B'\ such that

v G vB * |A| and £ Thus t)B G w * |B|,

and there is no us< G f * closer to w. In other

words, for every vb> we have w—vb1 Q atm(B'), and

there is some atom p G w—vb' such that p 0 w—vb-

Hence (and this is the crucial step) as A and B' do

not interfere, by (4) of Proposition 2 we have also that

p £ w-v. This means v G w * |B| * and moreover

there is no vb< G v such that w—vb1 C if— v. As

A and B do not interfere, by (3) of Proposition 3 we

have v G w * \A A B\, and thus t; G w * \(A A B) V B'\

because there is no vb1 G v ★ |B'| closer to w.

From the left to the right: Suppose v G u> * \(A A B) V

B'\. Then either G w * \B'\ and we are done, or

v G ti> * | A A B|, and there is no o' G tn * which is

closer to w than t>. In the latter case v G id* |5| * |A|

because A and B do not interfere. This means that

there is some vb G w * |B V 5'| such that dGdb* \A\

and vB g |fl'|. Hence v G (w* \B V B'\ - \B'\) * \A\.

6.3 Correctness of Rewrite Step 3.c

Proposition 6 Suppose A and B, A and B' and A

and B" do not interfere. Then the following formulas

are valid in the PMA.

1. A->.{{AAB)vB')>C*+{BVB')>C

2. ((AAB)vB')>C++(B'>CA(BvB')>(B'v(i4>C)))
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3. ((MAfl)V(^AB>B")>C«.

{A/\(Bv(iAAB')VB")>C)V(-,Aa({AkB)vB'vB")>C

4- ({AAB)VB'))>C++.

{AA{BVB')>C)V(->AaB'>CA(BvB')>(B'v{A>C)))

Proof

(1.) and (2.) are the syntactical counterpart of Propo

sition 4.

Let us prove (3.): First, {(AAB) V(-iAaB')V B") > C

is equivalent to

((AAB)V(-iAAB')VB")>CAA.V.({AAB)V(->AAB')vB")>CAiA

Then the equivalence follows with (1.). To establish

(4.), (1.) and (2.) are applied in the same manner as

in the proof of (3.).

Lemma 4 Suppose A and B, A and B' , and A and

B" do not interfere. Then the equivalence

((/1AB)V(-i/1AB')VB")>C*+

(.4A(BvB")>CA(BvB'vB")>(BvB"v-.,4>C)) V

(-.i4A(B'vB")>CA(flvB'vB")>(B'vB"V/l>C))

is valid in the PMA.

Proof Apply the equivalence (3.) of Proposition 6 and

then twice (4.).

6.4 Correctness of the Decision Procedure

Theorem 2 (Correctness) Let F be a formula. If

F is valid in the PMA then the decision procedure re

turns valid, and else it returns non-valid.

Proof First, by the Termination Theorem 1, the deci

sion procedure terminates.

Now all the steps in the normal forming algorithm

eliminate-cond replace formulas by equivalent ones:

for step 1 this is ensured by Lemma 1 . For the rewrite

rules of step 2.a - n, the equivalence is warranted by

Lemma 4 and Lemma 2. Steps 2.a and 2.b and step 3.a

- d are covered by Lemma 3. Hence each time the nor

mal forming algorithm is applied, it returns a classical

formula that is equivalent to its input formula.

As the number of conditional operators decreases with

each call of eliminate-cond, by iteration a classical

formula is obtained that is equivalent to the original

formula. Finally, the decision procedure for classical

logic establishes the result.

7 COMPLEXITY

It has been proved by Eiter and Gottlob (1992) that

the theoretical complexity of all the known update for

malisms is strictly higher than that of classical logic.

Precisely, they have shown that deciding in the PMA

if a counterfactual p > q is true over a database KB

is ^-complete, and that n^-hardness holds even if

KB C ATM en\d q is an atom with q G KB (Eiter and

Gottlob 1992, Theorem 6.4).

Clearly, our decision procedure is exponential in the

size of the update formula. Nevertheless, it is only co-

NP-complete in the size of the database (the size of the

update formula p being less or equal some constant p) .

This is exactly the worst case complexity of the PMA

given by Eiter and Gottlob (1992) in their Theorem

8.1 (see also their Table 3).

A considerably simpler normal form can be obtained

when the hypotheses are restricted to clauses or con

junctions of literals. Thus we improve considerably

the complexity bound for the general case as given in

(Eiter and Gottlob 1992), answering at the same time

an open question from the latter.

In the case of conjunctions of literals, normal forming

can be done in linear time:

Theorem 3 // every hypothesis of a formula F is a

cube, then normal forming is in 0{n), where n is the

number of symbols in F.

The case of clauses is slightly more complex than

that of cubes. Here normal forming can be done in

quadratic time:

Theorem 4 // every hypothesis of a formula F is a

clause or a cube, then normal forming is in 0(n2),

where n is the number of symbols in F.

As a corollary we get that in this case the complexity

of the decision problem for the PMA is the same as

that for classical logic.

Corollary 1 For the class of formulas where every

hypothesis is a clause or a cube, the validity problem

is co-NP-complete.

8 UPDATES UNDER INTEGRITY

CONSTRAINTS

One story to learn from Lifschitz's counterexample of

section 2.2 is that there are aspects of the domain

structure which cannot be expressed by classical in

tegrity constraints. In (Farinas and Herzig 1994a,
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1994b, 1996) (see also (Giunchiglia 1995)), we have

argued for the use of information about dependences

between formulas in change operations, and we have

studied the formal properties of the appropriate de

pendence notion.

Dependence is a sort of weak causal connection. Our

reading of 'q depends on p' is that updates concerning

p may change the truth value of q. In the example, I

depends on upi, but up2 does not depend on upi: for

the update of any database by upi or ->up\ , the truth

value of up2 remains unchanged.

Formally, we suppose given a dependence function

DEP mapping atoms to sets of atoms such that p G

DEP(p) for all atoms p. We shall suppose in the sequel

that DEP{p) is finite for every p. E.g. DEP(upx) =

{/}, DEP(up2) = {/}, and DEP(l) = {upuup2}. De

pendence can be extended to general formulas by stip-

ulating DEP(A) = \Jpiatm{A) DEP(p).

Now we must define an update operation *ic,dep such

that for every update A:

• atoms that are independent of A 'survive': if p £

DEP(A) and KB (= p then we want KB*ic,dep

A \= p, and

• atoms that depend on A are a priori retracted: if

p G DEP(A) then we want KB */c,de/> A )fc p

and KB *ic,dep A £ ->p.

E.g. in our example we want KB*jc,dep """Pi N uP2

because up2 £ DEP(up\). On the other hand, a priori

neither / nor ->l will follow from KB *ic,dep ~"«pi

because / G DEP(up\). Now a way to obtain that I

follows from the updated database is to simply add IC

to it.

Therefore, we define an update operation *ic,DEP un

der a set of integrity constraints and a dependence

function DEP as follows:

KB*ic,dep A = ( \f (KB * B)) A IC A A

B^CTX(A)

where * is the PMA update operation, and the func

tion CTX is defined by

CTX(A) = {Li A . . . A Ln : U = p, or L, = -.p,}

if DEP(A) = {pi,...,p„}. E.g. CTX(uPl) = {uPl A

/, upi A ->/, ->upi A /, ->up\ A ->/}. Equivalently, we have

KB*ic,dep A= \f ((KB*B)AICAA)

B£CTX{A)

We reformulate with conditionals and get

KB*ic,dep A\=C

iff VbcctxwWB *B)AICAA\=C

iff KB*B \=(IC AA)^C

for every B G CTX(A)

iff KB -+(B> ((IC A A) C)

for every B G CTX(A)

In this way we have defined a new update opera

tion, and a first thing to do is to relate it to the

PMA: suppose IC = 0 and DEP(p) = {p} for all

p G ATM. It turns out that KB *ic,dep A = KB*A

for every A that is a cube. The behaviour is differ

ent if A is a clause: e.g. {->p, ->q} *ic,dep (p V q) =

{{?'?}> {?}' {?}}' whereas we have seen in section 2.2

that {-ip, -></} * (p V q) = {{p}, {?}}• Note that (as we

have already mentioned there) the PMA has been crit

icized for that exclusive interpretation of the inclusive

or.

In our example, we have to check the validity of four

formulas. We only give the case of KB —t (up\ A I) >

((/CA-.upi)-+-i/).

First, the conditional (upi A I) > ((IC A -iupi) —¥ ->/)

is rewritten in step 2. a of the normal forming algo

rithm to upi > I > ((IC A ->wpi) ->■ -■/). Then, the

conditional / > ((IC A ->upi) —> ->/) is rewritten ap

plying several times steps 3.c and 3.d to (/ > ((upi «->

up?) f+ /) A I > -<upi) —>/>->/. The first conditional

(I > ((upi ++ UP2) /) is rewritten in several steps to

(upi upo). 2 The second one / > (~<upi) is rewritten

to ->upi, and the third one / > -1/ to JL. Finally we ob

tain the classical formula ((upi up2) A ->upi) —► 1,

which is equivalent to up\ V up2-

Now we still have to rewrite / > (up\Vup2) to upiVup2,

and to check whether KB —► (upi V up2) is classically

valid, which is the case.

Similarly, the three other updates are performed. It

turns out that KB*ic,dep (= I, i-e. our approach

treats the counterexample correctly.

Generally, if card(D£P(,4)) = n we must do 2" PMA-

updates. Clearly, such a method is interesting only if

knowledge is represented in a way such that there are

very few dependences. On the other hand, a very ad

vantageous feature of our approach is that updates are

limited to conjunctions of literals. As we have seen in

Theorem 3, normal forming can be done in linear time

in this case. Therefore, if we suppose that there is

2 Remember that we have kept f+ and —► here for reasons

of readability. In the algorithm, it is supposed that only

A, V and -> appear in formulas.
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some constant k such that card(DEP(p)) < k for all

p G ATM, (which is the case in particular if our lan

guage is finite) then the complexity of deciding updates

under integrity constraints and dependences becomes

that of deciding the validity of a classical formula.

9 DISCUSSION

Although the theoretical complexity of the validity

problem in the PMA is strictly higher than that for

classical logic, in practical applications updates are of

ten conjunctions or disjunctions of literals, for which

we have given better complexity results.

In particular, we have shown how integrity constraints

and dependences can be represented in our approach in

a way such that the only updates involved are conjunc

tions of literals. We have pointed out that if moreover

the dependences are bounded then the complexity of

the decision problem for the PMA is the same as that

for classical logic.

In a conditional language the updates are hypothetical

and the database is not progressed (in Reiter's sense).

It is an open problem how the updated database can

be effectively constructed. Another open problem is

whether our method can be extended to other ap

proaches such as Dalal's (1988).
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Abstract

In formal theories for reasoning about ac

tions, the qualification problem denotes the

problem to account for the many conditions

which, albeit being unlikely to occur, may

prevent the successful execution of an ac

tion. By a simple counter-example in the

spirit of the well-known Yale Shooting sce

nario, we show that the common straightfor

ward approach of globally minimizing such

abnormal disqualifications is inadequate as

it lacks an appropriate notion of causality.

To overcome this difficulty, we propose to in

corporate causality by treating the proposi

tion that an action is qualified as a fluent

which is initially assumed away by default

but otherwise potentially indirectly affected

by the execution of actions. Our formal ac

count of the qualification problem includes

the proliferation of explanations for surpris

ing disqualifications and also accommodates

so-called miraculous disqualifications. We

moreover sketch a version of the fluent calcu

lus which involves default rules to address ab

normal disqualifications of actions, and which

is provably correct wrt. our formal character

ization of the qualification problem.

1 INTRODUCTION

A fundamental requirement for autonomous intelligent

agents is the ability to reason about causality, which

enables the agent to understand the world to an extent

sufficient for acting intelligently on the basis of his or

her knowledge as to the effects of actions. The qual

ification problem [McCarthy, 1977] in formal theories

for reasoning about actions arises from the fact that

generally the successful execution of actions depends

on many more conditions than we are usually aware

*On leave from FG Intellektik, TH Darmstadt.

of. The reason for this unawareness is that most condi

tions are so likely to be satisfied that they are assumed

away in case there is no evidence to the contrary.

A standard example to illustrate this is when we in

tend to start our car's engine, then we usually do not

make sure that no potato in the tail pipe prevents

us from doing so, despite the fact that a clogged tail

pipe necessarily renders this action impossible. While

this prima facie ignorance is rational as it is generally

impossible to verify all possible preconditions,2 they

cannot be completely disregarded in a sound formal

model. Yet a proposition like "there is no potato in

the tail pipe" should not be treated as a strict precon

dition in the formal specification of the action "start

the engine" lest the reasoning agent always has to ver

ify this condition before assuming that the action can

be successfully executed. Moreover, it is often diffi

cult if not impossible to even think of all conceivable

disqualifications in advance [McCarthy, 1977].

Allowing to assume away all so-called abnormal dis

qualifications by default naturally implies that if fur

ther knowledge hints at any such unexpected disqual

ification, then the previous conclusion that the action

in question be qualified needs to be withdrawn. Thus

the entire process is intrinsically nonmonotonic. As

a consequence, McCarthy's proposal was to employ

circumscription with the aim of minimizing abnormal

disqualifications [McCarthy, 1977; McCarthy, 1980;

McCarthy, 1986]. Little has been achieved since then

towards formally integrating this concept into a spe

cific action formalism, or towards an assessment of its

range of applicability. In fact, a surprisingly simple ex

ample illustrates that the straightforward global min

imization of abnormal disqualifications is inadequate.

The example shows some similarities to the problem—

According to [Ginsberg and Smith, 1988b], this exam

ple is due to McCarthy.

2 Aside from the fact that besides a clear tail pipe there

are lots of other disqualifying, albeit unlikely, obstacles,

how can we ensure that after checking the tail pipe it does

not become clogged during us walking to the front door

and taking a seat, prior to trying to start the engine?
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first illustrated with the Yale Shooting domain [Hanks

and McDermott, 1987]—which occurs when neglecting

causality in tackling the frame problem.

Imagine the following scenario: We can put a potato

into the tail pipe whenever no abnormal disqualifica

tion prevents us from doing so (e.g., the potato surpris

ingly turns out to be too heavy); likewise we can start

the engine except in case of an abnormal disqualifica

tion (like a potato in the tail pipe). Now, what would

we predict as to the outcome of first trying to place a

potato in the tail pipe and, then, trying to start the

engine? Clearly, since nothing hints at an abnormal

disqualification of the first action, we should expect

this one to be successful. Then its effect (viz. a potato

in the tail pipe) implies that the second action will be

unqualified.

But what happens if abnormal disqualifications are

globally minimized in this scenario? One minimal

model is obviously obtained by considering the put-

potato action qualified and the start-engine action un

qualified, as expected. However, if instead the first

action is assumed unqualified, then this in turn avoids

the necessity of assuming a disqualification of the sec

ond. For if put-potato is not qualified, then it fails

to produce what otherwise causes the disqualification

of start-engine. Hence, in so doing we can construct

a second minimal model for our scenario—which is

clearly unintended.

The reason for the existence of the second, counter

intuitive model is that global minimization does not

allow to distinguish disqualifications which can be ex

plained from the standpoint of causality. Successfully

introducing a potato into the tail pipe produces an

effect which causes the fact that the second action,

starting the engine, is unqualified. That is to say, while

an abnormal disqualification of put-potato comes out

of the blue in the unintended minimal model, an ab

normal disqualification of start-engine, as claimed in

the first minimal model, is easily explicable. One even

tends to not call abnormal this situation since being

unable to start the engine after having clogged the tail

pipe is, after all, what one would normally expect. The

reader might notice the similarities to the Yale Shoot

ing problem: A gun that becomes magically unloaded

while waiting deserves being called abnormal, whereas

causality explains the death of the turkey if being shot

at with a loaded gun [Hanks and McDermott, 1987].

The only existing alternative to global minimization

of abnormalities as an approach to the qualification

problem is based on chronological ignorance [Shoham,

1987; Shoham, 1988]. The basic idea there is to as

sume away by default abnormal, disqualifying circum

stances, and simultaneously to prefer minimization of

abnormalities at earlier timepoints. While this method

treats our example scenario correctly, it is inherently

incapable of handling non-deterministic actions, or

non-deterministic information in general, as has al

ready been argued elsewhere. A detailed account of

this approach is given in the concluding discussion,

Section 5.

Given the inadequacy of global minimization and the

limited expressiveness of chronological ignorance, we

propose a formal account of the qualification prob

lem which incorporates a suitable concept of causal

ity. We accomplish this by taking the proposition that

an action is abnormally disqualified as a fluent, i.e.,

a proposition that may change its truth value in the

course of time.3 This proposition is assumed false,

by default, initially, and by virtue of being fluent,

it may be affected by the execution of an action and

otherwise is subject to the general law of persistence.

This helps to distinguish action disqualifications which

are (indirectly) caused by actions that have been ob

served. As this method requires an appropriate treat

ment of indirect effects, we will adopt the approach

to the ramification problem proposed in [Thielscher,

1997], where indirect effects are obtained according

to so-called causal relationships among fluents. As a

side gain, this enables us to account for implicit strict

preconditions of actions, which are not part of an ac

tion specification but derive from certain domain con

straints. This is sometimes considered part of the qual

ification problem, e.g. in [Ginsberg and Smith, 1988b;

Lin and Reiter, 1994J.

Aside from providing means to assume away abnor

mal disqualifications by default while properly taking

into account possible causes for these disqualifications,

the successful treatment of the qualification problem

should include the proliferation of explanations in case

an action has been—unexpectedly—observed unqual

ified. It may of course happen, though, that we are

still unable to perform an action even if we have ex

plicitly excluded, to the best of our knowledge, any

imaginable preventing cause. However surprising this

might be, it just shows us that we have only partial

knowledge of the world. We call miraculous a disqual

ification which cannot be explained even if abnormal

circumstances are granted. Consequently, miraculous

disqualifications are to be minimized with higher prior

ity than abnormal disqualifications which admit an ex

planation. Another characteristics of miraculous dis

qualifications is that they may occur or vanish even if,

from our perspective, the situation has not changed.

Again this is due to our lack of omniscience. The for

mal account of the qualification problem presented in

this paper addresses both finding explanations for un

expectedly observed disqualifications and accounting

for miraculous disqualifications.

We moreover sketch, on the basis of the fluent cal

culus [Holldobler and Schneeberger, 1990; Thielscher,

3Throughout the paper, by "(dis-)qualified" we mean

"physically (im-)possible." The refinement that actions

may be unqualified as to producing a certain effect will

be discussed at the end, in Section 5.
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1997], an action calculus which includes a proper treat

ment of abnormal disqualifications. Since the quali

fication problem requires some sort of nonmonotonic

feature, we employ default rules in the sense of [Reiter,

1980] to formalize the initial normality assumptions

as well as the assumption that miraculous disqualifi

cations do not occur. The resulting action calculus

is provably correct wrt. our formal characterization of

the qualification problem.

2 ACTIONS AND RAMIFICATIONS

2.1 A BASIC THEORY OF ACTIONS

The basic entities of action scenarios are states, each

of which is a snapshot of the underlying dynamic sys

tem, i.e., the part of the world being modeled, at a

particular instant. Formally, a state is determined by

an assignment of truth values to a fixed set of propo-

sitional constants.4

Definition 1 Let T be a finite set of symbols called

fluent names. A fluent literal is either a fluent name

/ G T or its negation, denoted by /. A set of fluent

literals^ is inconsistent iff it contains some / G T along

with /. A state is a maximal consistent set of fluent

literals. ■

Notice that formally any combination of truth val

ues denotes a state, which, however, might be con

sidered impossible due to specific dependencies among

the fluents (see below). Throughout the paper we as

sume the following notational conventions: If I is a

fluent literal, then |^| denotes its affirmative compo

nent, that is, |/| = |7| = / where / G T. This

notation extends to sets of fluent literals S as follows:

|5| = {\t\ : t € S}. E.g., for each state 5 we have

|5| = T. Furthermore, if I = / is a negative fluent

literal then I should be interpreted as /.

The elements of an underlying set of fluent names can

be considered atoms for constructing (propositional)

formulas to allow for statements about states. Each

fluent literal and T (tautology) and ± (contradic

tion) are fluent formulas, and if F and G are fluent

formulas then so are FAG, F V G, F D G, and

F = G.b The notion of fluent formulas being true in

a state 5 is based on defining a literal I to be true if

and only if I G S. Fluent formulas provide means to

distinguish states that cannot occur due to specific de

pendencies among particular fluents. Formulas which

have to be satisfied in all states that are possible in a

domain are also called domain constraints.

4 The calculus described in Section 4 employs a more ex

pressive language, which involves non-propositional fluents.

5As negation can be expressed through negative literals,

we omit the standard connective " -> " . This is just for the

sake of readability as it avoids too many different forms of

negation.

Example 1 A basic version of the Potato In Tail

Pipe scenario shall be formalized with the fluent names

T — {pot, clog, runs, heavy} to state whether, respec

tively, there is a potato in the tail pipe, the tail pipe

is clogged, the engine is running, and the potato is too

heavy. The fluent formula

pot D clog (1)

then expresses the fact that the tail pipe is clogged

whenever it houses a potato. Taken as domain con-

straint, this formula is true, for instance, in the state

{pot, clog, runs, heavy}. m

The second basic entity in theories of actions are the

actions themselves, whose execution causes state tran

sitions. Since stress shall lie on the qualification prob

lem rather than on sophisticated methods of specifying

the direct effects of actions, we employ a suitably sim

ple, STRiPS-style [Fikes and Nilsson, 1971] notion of

action specification. Each action law consists of

• A condition C, which is a set of fluent literals all

of which must be contained in the state at hand

in order to apply the action law.

• A (direct) effect E, which is a set of fluent literals,

too, all of which hold in the resulting state after

having applied the action law.

It is assumed that |C| = \E\, that is, condition and

effect refer to the very same set of fluent names. This

is just for the sake of simplicity, for it enables us to ob

tain the state resulting from the direct effect by simply

removing set C from the state at hand and adding

set E to it. This assumption does not impose a re

striction of expressiveness since we allow several laws

for a single action, and since any (unrestricted) action

law can be replaced by an equivalent set of action laws

which obey the assumption.

Definition 2 Let T be a set of fluent names, and

let A be a finite set of symbols, called action names,

such that T C\ A = {}. An action law is a triple

(C, a, E) where C and E are consistent sets of fluent

literals such that |C| = \E\, and a G A.

If 5 is a state, then an action law a = (C, a, E) is

applicable in S iff CCS. The application of a to 5

yields the state (S\C)UE. ■

Obviously, S being a state, C and E being consis

tent, and |C| = \E\ guarantee (S\C)liE to be a

state again—not necessarily, however, one which sat

isfies the underlying domain constraints.

Example 1 (continued) We define the action

names start (starting the engine) and put-p (putting

a potato into the tail pipe), which are accompanied by

these action laws:

({runs}, start, {runs})

({pot}, put-p, {pot})
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In words, starting the engine is possible if it is not run

ning and causes it to do so; similarly, a potato may be

added to the tail pipe. The second law, say, is appli

cable in the state S — {pot, clog, runs, heavy} since

{pot} C S. Its application yields (S\ {pot}) U {pot} ,

i.e., {pot, clog, runs, heavy} , which constitutes a state

but does not satisfy our constraint, pot D clog. ■

The example illustrates that a state obtained through

the application of an action law may violate the un

derlying domain constraints since only direct effects

have been specified: Putting a potato into the tail

pipe has the indirect effect that the latter becomes

clogged. The problem of accommodating additional,

indirect effects is commonly referred to as the ramifi

cation problem [Ginsberg and Smith, 1988a]. Prior to

discussing a suitable solution, observe that according

to Definition 2 it is possible to construct a set of ac

tion laws which, given a state, contains more than one

applicable law for a single action name. This can be

used to formalize non-deterministic actions.

Example 2 Suppose we park our car in a neigh

borhood that is known for its suffering from a tail

pipe marauder.6 We therefore must expect that af

ter waiting for a certain amount of time, a potato may

have randomly been introduced into our car's tail pipe.

This is formally captured by giving a non-deterministic

specification of an action with the name wait. Let

T = {pot , clog , runs} and A = {wait, start}. Per

forming a wait action either has no effect at all, or

else it causes pot become true provided there is not

already a potato in the tail pipe. Accordingly, we em

ploy the following two action laws:

({}, wait, {} ) and {{pot}, wait, {pot}) (3)

Both of them are applicable, for instance, in the state

{pot, clog, runs}, which suggests two possible out

comes, viz. {pot, clog, runs} and {pot, clog, runs} m

2.2 THE RAMIFICATION PROBLEM

In [Thielscher, 1997] we propose to address the rami

fication problem by regarding the collection of fluent

literals resulting from the computation of the direct

effects merely as an intermediate state, which requires

additional computation accounting for possible indi

rect effects. More specifically, a single indirect effect

is obtained according to a directed causal relation be

tween two particular fluents.

Definition 3 Let T be a set of fluent names.

A causal relationship is an expression of the form

e causes g it $ where $ is a fluent formula and

e and g are fluent literals. ■

8This example has been suggested by Erik Sandewall

(personal communication).

The intended reading is the following: Under condi

tion the (previously obtained, direct or indirect)

effect e triggers the indirect effect g. E.g., the causal

relationship pot causes clog it T will be used be

low to state that the effect pot always gives rise to

the additional effect clog. Causal relationships op

erate on pairs (S,E), where S denotes the current

state and E contains all direct and indirect effects

computed so far:

Definition 4 Let (5, E) be a pair consisting of a

state S and a set of fluent literals E, then a causal

relationship e causes g it $ is applicable to (S,E)

iff $ A g is true in S and e G E. Its application

yields the pair (S', E') where 5' = (5 \ {g}) U {g}

and E' = (E \{g})U{g}. m

In words, a causal relationship is applicable if the as

sociated condition <$ holds, the particular indirect ef

fect g is currently false, and its cause e is among the

current effects. If 72. is a set of causal relationships,

then by (5, E) (S', E') we denote the existence of

an element in H whose application to (S, E) yields

(S',E'). Notice that if 5 is a state and E is con

sistent, then (S, E) (S1, E') implies that S' is

a state and E' is consistent, too. We adopt a stan

dard notation in writing (5, E) ^ti(S',E') to indi

cate that there are causal relationships in "R. whose

successive application to (5, E) yields (S',E').

Example 1 (continued) The following two causal

relationships state respectively that the effect pot al

ways gives rise to the indirect effect clog, and that the

effect clog (as a result of clearing the tail pipe, say)

always gives rise to the indirect effect pot :7

pot causes clog it T

clog causes pot it T

Recall, now, the state {pot , clog , runs , heavy} and ac

tion put-p. Applying the second action law in (2)

yields the state S = {pot , clog , runs , heavy} along

with the effect E = {pot}. Given the pair (S,E),

the first causal relationship in (4) is applicable on ac

count of both T A clog being true in 5 and pot G E.

The application of this relationship yields the pair

{(S \ {clog}) U {clog}, (E \ {clog}) U {clog}), i.e.,

( {pot, clog, runs, heavy} , {pot, clog} ) (5)

Now, suppose given a set of fluent literals S as the re

sult of having computed the direct effects of an action

via Definition 2. State S may violate the domain con

straints. We then compute additional, indirect effects

7See [Thielscher, 1997] on how a suitable set of causal

relationships can be automatically extracted from domain

constraints given additional knowledge as to which fluents

may possibly affect each other.
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by (non-deterministically) selecting and (serially) ap

plying causal relationships. If this eventually results

in a state satisfying the domain constraints, then this

state is considered a successor state.

Definition 5 Let T and A be sets of fluent and

action names, respectively, C a set of action laws, V

a set of domain constraints, and H a set of causal

relationships. Furthermore, let 5 be a state satisfy

ing V and a € A. A state S' is a successor state

of S and a iff there exists an applicable (wrt. S )

action law (C, a, E) G C such that

1. ((5 \ C) U E, E) ~n (S',E') for some E' , and

2. S' satisfies V. ■

Recall, for instance, the state-effect pair in (5). By

virtue of satisfying our domain constraint, pot D clog,

its first component constitutes a successor state of

{pot , clog , runs , heavy} and put-p. The analogue

holds for the Tail Pipe Marauder scenario (Example 2):

There are two successor states of {pot, clog, runs} and

wait, viz. {pot, clog, runs} and {pot, clog, runs}.

Based on Definition 5, a set of causal laws along with a

set of domain constraints and a set of causal relation

ships determines a causal model £ which maps any

pair of an action name and a state to a set of states as

follows: £(a,S) := {S' : S' successor of 5 and a}.

It is important to realize that neither uniqueness nor

the existence of a successor state is guaranteed in gen

eral; that is, E(a, S) may contain several elements or

may be empty. The former characterizes actions with

non-deterministic behavior even though these actions

might be deterministic as regards their direct effects.

If no successor exists although an applicable action law

can be found, then this indicates that the action un

der consideration has implicit preconditions which are

not met. While causal relationships account for these

qualifications, which derive from domain constraints

(see [Thielscher, 1997] for details), notice, however,

that implicit preconditions still are strict and as such

not part of the qualification problem dealing with the

necessity of assuming away abnormal disqualifications.

3 ABNORMAL

DISQUALIFICATIONS

We now take the action theory introduced in the pre

ceding section as the basis for our formal account of

the qualification problem. The general objective is

to appropriately interpret a given formal scenario de

scription and to draw reasonable conclusions about it.

Any such description involves general action laws in

conjunction with causal relationships, plus specific ob

servations as to both the values of certain fluents and,

especially, the non-executability of certain actions in

particular situations. The term "reasonable conclu

sions" appeals to what common sense suggests as to

how the given observations are to be interpreted. For

mally, a domain description (or domain, for short)

consists of sets T and A of fluent and action names;

sets C, V, and TZ, of action laws, domain constraints,

and causal relationships, respectively; and a set O of

so-called observations:

Definition 6 Let T and A be sets of fluent and

action names, respectively. An observation is an ex

pression of one of the following forms:

F alter [ai,...,an] (6)

a disqualified after [a\,...,an] (7)

where F is a fluent formula and a,a\ a„ are ac

tion names ( n > 0). ■

Intuitively, observation (6) indicates that if the se

quence of actions [a\ , . . . , a„] were performed in the

initial state, then F would hold in the resulting state.

Likewise, (7) indicates that after performing the se

quence of actions \a\ an], action a would be un

qualified. For instance, these are possible observations

in the context of Example 1:

pot A runs after []

start disqualified after [put-p]

In the remainder of this section, we develop formal

notions of interpretations and models for domain de

scriptions, and we introduce a suitable preference re

lation among models to allow for assuming away, by

default, abnormal disqualifications. This model prefer

ence criterion induces a nonmonotonic entailment rela

tion. Together these concepts constitute our proposal

how to formalize the qualification problem.

3.1 PERSISTENCE OF ACTION

QUALIFICATIONS

The unintended model which occurs in the Put Potato

In Tail Pipe scenario when globally minimizing abnor

mal disqualifications illustrates the necessity of distin

guishing disqualifications that admit a causal expla

nation. We have already argued that this can be ac

complished by considering the proposition whether an

action is or is not abnormally disqualified as poten

tially being affected by the execution of other actions

and otherwise being subject to the general law of per

sistence. In other words, this proposition is taken as

a fluent. According to the general assumption that

the world is 'normal' unless there is information to

the contrary, this fluent is assumed initially false by

default. Restricting the assumption of normality to

the initial state enables us to consider it normal, as

intended, when an action occurs whose effects suggest

an action disqualification which, under general circum

stances, would be abnormal. Formally, let, for each
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action name a, disq(a) be a fluent name. The in

tended meaning is that if disq(a) holds in some state,

then action a is not disqualified for some abnormal

reason—which shall imply that a be qualified if and

only if all strict preconditions are satisfied.8

Abnormal disqualifications indicate abnormal circum

stances. These may be described by fluents which, too,

are to be assumed false by default. Example fluents

of this kind might be clog and pot , as one normally

assumes that the tail pipe is not clogged, let alone the

possibility of its housing a potato. Fluents denoting

abnormal circumstances can be combined in domain

constraints to describe the conditions for an action be

ing abnormally disqualified. In particular, it is often

desirable to equate a fluent disq(a) with a disjunc

tion consisting of all (to the best of the agent's knowl

edge) the causes for an abnormal disqualification of a.

This does not only allow to derive an action disqual

ification from the occurrence of one of its causes, it

also supports the proliferation of explanations for ab

normal disqualifications that have been observed (see

Section 3.2.2, below).

To make all this precise, let T and A be the sets

of fluent and action names, respectively, of a domain

description. From now on we always assume deter

mined a certain subset Tab Q T of fluents that will

be considered initially false by default. It is moreover

assumed that disq(a) € Tab for each action name

a G A. A typical domain constraint, then, is of the

form

disq(a) = \/ fi (8)

• €/.

for some index set J„ such that each /,■ € Tab ■ That

is, each of the 'abnormality' fluents /,• is a poten

tial cause of an abnormal disqualification of action a.9

These domain constraints may give rise to indirect ef

fects, namely, a change of the truth value of an element

in the disjunction might also affect the truth value of

disq(a).

Example 1 (continued) Let the set Tab consist of

the fluents pot, clog, heavy, along with disq(start)

and disq(ptit-p) . Suppose further that the set of do

main constraints includes

disq(start) = clog ^

disq(put-p) = heavy

8 For the moment we neglect the possibility of miracu

lous disqualifications, which will be discussed later, in Sec

tion 3.3.

'Instead of explicitly providing the "only-if" part in (8),

i.e., disq(a) D Vie/./'i tMS could be implicitly obtained

through circumscribing [McCarthy, 1980] the predicate

disq in a given set of domain constraints; c.f. [Lifschitz,

1987], where this idea is applied to strict preconditions of

actions.

aside from pot D clog. The additional domain con

straints are accompanied by these causal relationships:

clog causes disq(start) if T

clog causes disq(start) if T . .

heavy causes disq(put-p) if T

heavy causes disq(put-p) if T

in conjunction with the ones shown in (4). Sup

pose, now, action put-p is performed in the state

S = {pot, clog, runs, heavy, disq(start), disq(put-p)} .

The application of the corresponding action law in (2)

yields the state-effect pair

( {pot, clog, runs, heavy, disq(start), disq(put-p)} ,

{pot} )

The first component does not satisfy pot D clog, but

we can apply the first causal relationship in (4), viz.

pot causes clog if T, yielding

( {pot, clog, runs, heavy, disq(start), disq(put-p)} ,

{pot, clog} )

While now the aforementioned domain constraint is

satisfied, the first fluent formula in (9) is no longer

so. Yet we can further apply the appropriate causal

relationship in (10), viz. clog causes disq(start) if T,

which results in

( {pot, clog, runs, heavy, disq(start), disq(put-p)} , ,\

{pot, clog, disq(start)} )

This pair's first component satisfies all domain con

straints and, thus, constitutes a successor state. Notice

that action start is declared abnormally disqualified

in the resulting state. This disqualification occurs as

an indirect effect of having performed put-p. On the

other hand, executing this action did not affect the

fluent disq(put-p), which thus remains false according

to the law of persistence. ■

3.2 ASSUMING QUALIFICATION BY

DEFAULT

The intention of distinguishing a set of 'abnormali

ty' fluents Tab is to prefer among all suitable in

terpretations of domain descriptions those in which

they are initially false. This would enable us to as

sume away abnormal circumstances whenever that is

reasonable. Prior to discussing preference, however,

we need to formalize the general notions of inter

pretation and model. Clearly, they both ought to

respect the causal model E underlying the domain

in question. Each interpretation (and model) con

tains a partial function Res which maps finite action

sequences to states with the intended meaning that

Res([cti, . . . , an]) would be the result of executing the

action sequence [ai an] in the initial state (which

itself is determined by fles([]) ).
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Definition 7 Let £ be the causal model determined

by a domain description with domain constraints V.

A pair (Res, E) is an interpretation for this domain

iff Res is a partial mapping from finite sequences of

action names to states such that the following holds:

1. iics([]) is denned and satisfies V.

2. For any finite sequence \a\ a„_i,an] of ac

tion names (n > 0), Res([a\, . . . ,an-\,an]) is

defined iff

(a) Res([a\ <*n-i]) is defined;

(b) disq(an) e Res([ai a„-i]); and

(c) E(an,AM([a1,...,an_1]))#{}

If it is defined, then Res([ai, . . . , an_i, an]) is a

successor of Res([a\, . . . , a„_i])) and a„. ■

If Res([ai, . . . , an]) is defined, we also say that the

action sequence [ai,...,a„] is qualified. Then Def

inition 7 states that [ai,...,an-i,an] is qualified if

so is [ai, . . . ,a„_i], if the state Aea([ax, . . . ,an_i])

does not imply an abnormal disqualification of a„ —

which is indicated by fluent disq(an) being false in

this state—, and if all strict preconditions of a„ are

met—which implies the existence of a successor state

of a„ and Res([ai a„_i]) . Notice that all defined

function values of Res necessarily satisfy the under

lying domain constraints if iZe5([]) does.

Based on the given a set of observations, an interpre

tation for a domain is considered a model iff all the

observations hold in that interpretation.

Definition 8 Let £ be the causal model of a do

main description with observations O. An interpre

tation (Res, E) is a model of O iff each observation

in O holds in (#es,E), where

1. F alter [ai,...,a„] is said to hold in (iZes.E)

iff Res([a\, . . . ,an]) is defined and F is true in

Res([ai,...,a„]);

2. a disqualified alter [<n, a„] is said to hold

in (Res, E) iff Res([ai, . . . ,a„]) is defined but

Res([a\, . . . , an, a]) is not. ■

Example 1 (continued) Let E be the causal model

determined by the action laws (2), the domain con

straints (1) and (9), and the causal relationships (4)

and (10). Suppose given the observation

runs after [] (12)

and consider, say, these two initial states:

^esi([]) = {pot, clog, runs, heavy,

disq(start), disq(put-p)}

Res2([]) — {pot, clog, runs, heavy,

disq(start), disq(put-p)}

The corresponding interpretations10 (i?esi,E) and

(Res2,E) satisfy (12), hence are models. Notice, how

ever, that no 'abnormality' fluent is true in itcsi([]),

as opposed to /ies2([]). Since disq(start) holds in

T,(put-p, Resi([]) (c.f. (11)), the model (Resi,T,) en

tails that the engine cannot be ignited after putting

a potato into the tail pipe. In contrast, the model

(iJes2,E) is the formal counterpart of the counter

intuitive conclusion where the action put-p is assumed

to be abnormally disqualified in the first place. ■

While an interpretation must satisfy the given obser

vations in order to constitute a model, this criterion

alone does not suffice to assume away abnormal dis

qualifications. Obviously, the addition of observations

can only decrease the set of models, never produce

new ones. Consequently, if one defines an entailment

relation stating that an observation is entailed by a

set of observations if the former holds in all models of

the latter, then this relation is monotone. Under the

name restricted monotonicity , in [Lifschitz, 1993] this

property is claimed generally desirable in theories of

actions. Yet this is no longer appropriate when be

ing confronted with the qualification problem because

additional observations, such as detecting a potato in

the tail pipe, may force us to withdraw previous (de

fault) conclusions, like the conclusion that we are able

to start the engine. We achieve this formally by a

preference relation among the set of models, with the

intention to select those which initially minimize truth

of fluents in Tab to the largest possible extent. When

talking about entailment, attention is then restricted

to models which are preferred in this sense. The follow

ing definition constitutes the core of our formal char

acterization of the qualification problem:

Definition 9 Let T D Ta\, be the underlying set

of fluent names and O the set of observations of a

domain description with causal model E. An inter

pretation M' = (Res' ,12) is less abnormal than an

interpretation M = (Res,T,), written M' •< M , iff

Res'([])nrah £ Res([])nrab.

A model M of O is preferred iff there is no model M'

of O such that M' -< M . An observation o is en

tailed, written O |~e o, iff o holds in each preferred

model of O. ■

In words, the less fluents in Tab occur affirmatively in

the initial state in a model the better. Obviously, the

induced entailment relation, |~s , is nonmonotonic as

the addition of observations may change the set of pre

ferred models entirely. In the sequel, we illustrate how

this formal account of the qualification problem sat

isfies all the requirements which we demanded in the

introduction.

10Notice that if all actions in a domain are deterministic

(that is, each E(a, S) is singleton or empty), then an inter

pretation (Res, E) is uniquely characterized by its initial

state, Res([]) .
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3.2.1 How To Assume Away Disqualifications

The fundamental issue with the qualification problem

is to assume away abnormal disqualifications by de

fault. This, however, should concern only those dis

qualifications which do not admit a causal explanation.

Our key example, in particular, is now treated in the

expected way. Namely, any potential abnormal dis

qualification preventing us from putting a potato into

the tail pipe is assumed away, for there is no evidence

to the contrary. Likewise, any abnormal disqualifica

tion preventing us from starting the engine is assumed

away as regards the initial state, whereas an abnormal

disqualification of this very action after the insertion

of a potato follows from the causal model without the

necessity of granting abnormal circumstances.

Example 1 (continued) Recall from (13) the two

models Mi = (iiesi.E) and M2 = (fles2,£) of (12).

Clearly, we have Mi -< M2 due to i?esi([])nj7ai = {}

and Aes2([]) ("I Tab = {heavy , disq(put-p)} . Since

each 'abnormality' fluent is false in the initial state

in Mi , the latter obviously constitutes the unique pre

ferred model. Whatever holds in Mi is thus entailed

by the domain. In particular, we have seen in (11)

that disq(start) € Res i([put-p]) . This implies that

[put-p, start] is not qualified in Mi, which in turn

sanctions the entailment of

start disqualified after [put-p]

This constitutes the intended solution: The first ac

tion, put-p, is qualified by default and, as a conse

quence, action start is unqualified afterwards. ■

3.2.2 How To Explain Disqualifications

Aside from assuming away abnormal disqualifications

of actions by default, one naturally seeks conceivable

explanations in case a disqualifications has been—

unexpectedly—observed without an apparent cause.

Each preferred model that contains an abnormal dis

qualification also includes, provided the underlying do

main constraints support this, a particular explana

tion. For otherwise the domain constraints would be

violated in the state in which the disqualification oc

curs, as the following example illustrates.

Example 3 We extend the set of fluent names of

Example 1 by no-gas, low-batt, and engine-problem,

each of which shall belong to the subset Tab . These

fluent names are combined in this domain constraint:

disq(start) = clog V no-gas V low-batt V engine-problem

which shall replace the first formula in (9). Now sup

pose we are in a state where the engine is not run

ning and where we also know that the tail pipe is not

clogged nor is the tank empty, but nonetheless we en

counter difficulties with starting the engine. The cor

responding observations, i.e.,

runs after []

clog A no-gas after []

start disqualified after []

admit two preferred models: Each model (Res,T,)

must satisfy disq(start) G #es([]) since [start] is

unqualified, according to the third observation, al

though the only strict precondition of start, viz.

runs, is initially true according to the first observa

tion. Given disq(start) € i£es([]), the above domain

constraint requires an additional 'abnormality' fluent

be initially true in any model. The second observa

tion excludes both clog and no-gas. Hence, a pre

ferred model satisfies either low-batt £ Res([]) or else

engine-problem 6 iZes([]). This in turn sanctions the

entailment of the observation

low-batt V engine-problem after [] (14)

That is, problems with the battery or problems with

the engine explain the observed abnormal disqualifica

tion of start. ■

3.2.3 How To Deal With Non-Determinism

The failure of the chronological ignorance approach

to the qualification problem [Shoham, 1987; Shoham,

1988] in case of non-deterministic actions demon

strates a crucial difficulty with combining both abnor

mal disqualifications and non-determinism. The prob

lem occurs whenever non-deterministic information

provides sufficient evidence for an abnormal disquali

fication without, by virtue of being non-deterministic,

necessitating it. Any formalism by which abnormal

circumstances are negated whenever they do not prov-

ably hold, ignores uncertain evidence and, in so doing,

supports unsound conclusions. As the Tail Pipe Ma

rauder example will illustrate, our formal characteri

zation of the qualification problem does not interfere

with non-deterministic information and treats the lat

ter in the appropriate, namely, the cautious way.

Example 2 (continued) Suppose given the obser

vation

runs after []

Since it is consistent with the observation to consider

initially false all members of Tab > any preferred model

(iJes,E) must satisfy

ites([]) = {pot, clog, runs, disq(wait), disq(start)}

The action wait being non-deterministic (c.f. (3)),

we know that either Res([wait]) = Res([]) or else

Res([wait]) = {pot, clog, runs, disq(wait), disq(start)}

holds in preferred models. Therefore, nothing definite

follows about the status of the tail pipe, hence of the

qualification of start, after performing [watt]. Conse

quently, the observation runs after [wait, start], say,

is not entailed, as intended. ■
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3.3 MIRACULOUS DISQUALIFICATIONS

Thus far our theory supports generating explanations

for surprising disqualifications by selecting among the

conceivable reasons for this abnormality. Yet whenever

the domain description renders invalid each of these

explanations, then that goes beyond the capacity of

the theory. Suppose given, as an example, the two

observations

start disqualified after []

runs after [wait, start]

where wait is assumed to have no effects at all on

the underlying fluents. No however (a priori) 'unlike

ly' model exists which simultaneously satisfies both of

the observations. The reason is that any abnormality

explaining the first disqualification necessarily trans

fers to the state after waiting, which contradicts the

following success of performing start. Nonetheless,

such situations, where the available explanations are

insufficient to account for surprising disqualifications,

are well conceivable and just prove our lack of omni

science.

We therefore need to extend our formalism to allow

for observed yet inexplicable, in the above sense, action

disqualifications. To this end, the formal notions of in

terpretation and model are enhanced by a component

accommodating these so-called miraculous disqualifi

cations. As we have seen, a miraculous disqualifica

tion may appear or disappear even though the truth

values of the fluents suggest identical states. This

is why any such disqualification is to be associated

with the sequence of actions after whose execution it

occurs, rather than with the respective state. For

mally, the new component, denoted by T, consists

of non-empty action sequences indicating the follow

ing: Whenever [ai, . . . , an_i, a„ ] G T ( n > 0 ), then

action a„ is disqualified in the state resulting from

performing [a\ , . . . , an] even if all strict preconditions

of a„ and also disq(an) hold in that state. The fol

lowing extends Definition 7 accordingly.

Definition 10 Let E be the causal model de

termined by a domain description with domain con

straints D. A triple (Res,Y,,t) is an interpretation

for this domain iff T is a set of non-empty, finite se

quences of action names and Res is a partial mapping

from finite sequences of action names to states such

that the following holds:

1. ites([]) is defined and satisfies V.

2. For any finite sequence [a\, . . . , an_i, a„] of ac

tion names (n > 0), Res([ai, . . . , a„_i, a„]) is

defined iff

(a) Res([ai On-i]) is defined;

(b) disq(an) G Res([<n a„_i]);

(c) £(an,fle«([ai,...,an_i])) ^ {}; and

(d) [au...,an-l,an] gT.

If it is defined, then Res([ai, . . . , an_i, a„]) is a

successor of Res([a\, . . . ,an-\])) and an. u

The additional clause, 2(d), states that a sequence of

actions can only be qualified if it is not miraculously

disqualified. As before, a model of a set of observations

is an interpretation in which all the observations hold

(c.f. Definition 8).

Example 4 The domain discussed in Example 1 is

extended by the action name wait in conjunction with

the action law ({}, wait, {}). Furthermore, suppose

given the aforementioned observations (15). While no

model (.Res, E,T) with T = {} exists for this do

main, as argued above, both these observations hold

in the interpretation (Res,E,T) where Res([]) is

{pot, clog, runs, heavy, disq(start), disq(put-p)} (16)

and T = {[start]} . This interpretation thus consti

tutes a model. ■

Clearly, miraculous disqualifications, too, are to be

minimized to the largest possible extent. Moreover,

miraculous disqualifications are meant as means to ac

count for abnormal disqualifications which do not ad

mit an explanation even by granting abnormal circum

stances. As such, miraculous disqualifications need to

be minimized with higher priority. As opposed to ex

plicable disqualifications, miraculous ones can well be

minimized globally, that is, without worrying about

causality—would they admit a causal explanation they

would not be miraculous. We thus arrive at the fol

lowing extension of our preference criterion:

Definition 11 Let T D Tai be the underlying set

of fluent names and O the set of observations of a

domain description with causal model E. An inter

pretation M' = (Res', E,T') is less abnormal than

an interpretation M = (Res,E,T), written M' -< M,

iff

1. either T' £ T,

2. or T' = T and Res'([]) D Tah % Res([]) n?ah.

The notions of preferred model and entailment in Def

inition 9 modify accordingly. ■

Example 4 (continued) We have seen that the do

main considered above does not admit a model with

out miraculous disqualifications. It follows that the

above model M = (Res, E,T) —where iJes([]) is as

in (16) and T = {[s<ort]} —is preferred, for it de

clares a single action sequence miraculously disquali

fied and negates each 'abnormality' fluent in the ini

tial state. As a matter of fact, M is the only pre

ferred model since any model (Res' , E, T') must sat

isfy [start] € T' and also runs G .ftes'([]) (the lat

ter is due to [wait, start] being qualified according

to (15)). ■
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4 FLUENT CALCULUS AND THE

QUALIFICATION PROBLEM

Finally, we briefly sketch a suitable action calculus

which is capable of handling abnormal action disqual

ifications. Our encoding employs the representation

technique underlying the fluent calculus [Holldobler

and Schneeberger, 1990; Thielscher, 1997]. As opposed

to the situation calculus [McCarthy and Hayes, 1969;

Reiter, 1991], the fluent calculus employs structured

state terms, each of which consists in a collection of

all fluent literals that are true in the state being rep

resented. To this end, fluent literals are reified, i.e.,

formally represented as terms. An example state term

is in-pipe(potato) o heavy(potaio) o clog 11 where the

bar denoting negative fluent expressions is formally

a unary function and where o denotes a special bi

nary function symbol which obeys the laws of asso

ciativity and commutativity. It has first been argued

in [Holldobler and Schneeberger, 1990] that this rep

resentation technique avoids extra axioms (e.g., frame

axioms [McCarthy and Hayes, 1969]) to encode the

general law of persistence: The effects of actions are

modeled by manipulating state terms through removal

and addition of sub-terms. Then all sub-terms which

are not affected by these operations remain in the state

term, hence continue to be true.

Our solution to the qualification problem in the fluent

calculus builds on the integration of causal relation

ships into this calculus [Thielscher, 1997]. While the

fluent calculus provides monotonic solutions to both

the frame problem as well as the ramification problem,

the qualification problem, as we have seen, necessitates

some kind of nonmonotonicity. In particular, we em

ploy for each 'abnormality' fluent name /aj G Tah the

default rule [Reiter, 1980]

: Vs[Initial(s) D -iffo/rfs(/a&(:ri, . . . , x„), s)]

Vs [ Initial(s) D ->Holds(fat(xi, . . . , x„), s) ]

This rule should be read as: Provided it is consis

tent, conclude that if s represents the initial state

then an instance fab(ti, ■ ■ ■ ,tn) is false in «. In ad

dition, miraculous disqualifications are assumed away,

whenever possible, by applying defaults of the form

: ->Miracle(a*) , . .

— —.—r— ( a action sequence)^Miracle(a*) v H '

Since miraculous disqualifications are to be minimized

with higher priority, we employ the concepts of Pri

oritized Default Logic [Brewka, 1994]. The report

[Thielscher, 1996] contains full details as well as a for

mal proof of the adequacy of this extension with regard

to the theory developed in Section 3.

11 As opposed to the formal language used in the preced

ing sections, our action calculus supports non-propositional

fluents, such as in-pipe, whose arguments are chosen from

a set of entities, such as potato.

5 DISCUSSION

We have proposed a formal characterization of the

qualification problem from the perspective that requir

ing global minimization of abnormal disqualifications

is obviously inadequate. Our theory may be summa

rized as follows. Any domain description is supposed

to contain a distinguished set of fluents Ta\, , each of

which describes abnormal circumstances and thus is to

be assumed false by default. This assumption, how

ever, needs to be restricted to the initial state, so that

these fluents are subject to the general law of persis

tence but are also potentially (directly or indirectly)

affected by the execution of actions. Among these 'ab

normality' fluents are propositions, denoted disq(a),

which state that an action a is abnormally disqual

ified. Domain constraints relating these fluents with

possible causes of an abnormal disqualification sup

port the proliferation of explanations in case an ab

normal disqualification—surprisingly—occurs. In ad

dition, miraculous disqualifications accommodate sit

uations in which a suitable explanation cannot be pro

vided. The default assumption of 'normality' is for

mally represented by a model preference criterion (Def

inition 11), which induces a nonmonotonic entailment

relation among observations.

Using a suitably simple action language, the focus in

this paper has been on the qualification problem. The

underlying principles of our theory, however, are suffi

ciently fundamental and general to not depend on this

specific language. Thus these principles could equally

well be employed in other, more elaborated formal the

ories of actions like, e.g., [Gelfond and Lifschitz, 1993;

Sandewall, 1994; Thielscher, 1995], in view of the qual

ification problem. Likewise, existing action calculi may

be enhanced on this basis in order that they become

capable of dealing with abnormal action disqualifica

tions. As an example, we have sketched a way to em

bed the fluent calculus in an appropriate nonmono

tonic theory. The adequacy of the resulting framework

has been established by relating it to our formal char

acterization of the qualification problem. This adds

another item to the list of ontological aspects which

the fluent calculus is capable of dealing with, such

as non-deterministic and concurrent actions [Born-

scheuer and Thielscher, 1997], indirect effects of ac

tions [Thielscher, 1997], and continuous change [Her

rmann and Thielscher, 1996].

Besides the proposal pursued in this paper, the only

existing alternative to global minimization of abnor

malities as a solution to the qualification problem is

the concept of chronological ignorance [Shoham, 1987;

Shoham, 1988]. Roughly speaking, the crucial idea

there is to assume away, by default, abnormal circum

stances which do not provably hold, and simultane

ously to prefer minimization of abnormalities at earlier

timepoints. This approach treats our introductory key

example correctly. The interesting, albeit informal,
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reason for coming to the desired conclusion in this and

similar cases is a certain respect of causality hidden

in this method: By minimizing chronologically, one

tends to minimize causes rather than effects—which is

the right thing to do—simply because in general causes

precede effects. On the other hand, it has already been

shown elsewhere (e.g., [Kautz, 1986; Sandewall, 1993;

Stein and Morgenstern, 1994]) that the applicability of

chronological minimization is intrinsically restricted to

domains which do not include non-deterministic infor

mation. The Tail Pipe Marauder scenario of Exam

ple 2 constitutes a simple domain which does not fall

into that category. Given that non-deterministically

there might or might not be a potato in the tail pipe,

chronological ignorance sanctions the prediction that

nonetheless starting the engine will be successful. For

it cannot be proved that this action has an abnormal

disqualification—which thus is assumed away. While

the qualification problem means to assume away ab

normal circumstances whenever they do not provably

hold, the Tail Pipe Marauder domain illustrates that

this approach is in general too optimistic if the execu

tion of a non-deterministic action renders quite pos

sible such circumstances. In contrast, our character

ization of the qualification problem accounts for this

as the minimization procedure applied to abnormal or

miraculous disqualifications does not interfere with the

results of non-deterministic actions.

Our approach to the qualification problem shares

with Motivated Action Theory [Stein and Morgen

stern, 1994] the insight that an appropriate notion of

causality is necessary when assuming away abnormal

ities. In the latter framework, occurrences of actions

and events are assumed away by default while consid

ering the possibility that they are caused (or, in other

words, motivated, hence the name). This minimizing

unmotivated events and our minimizing non-caused

abnormal disqualifications are somehow complemen

tary while based on similar principles. Of course, the

formal realizations are quite different. An unsatisfac

tory property of Motivated Action Theory is that the

preference criterion, that is, motivation, depends on

the syntactical structure of the formulas representing

causal knowledge. As a consequence, logical equiv

alent formalizations may induce different preference

criteria, of which only one is the desired. Moreover,

the formal concept of motivation becomes rather com

plicated in case of disjunctive (i.e., non-deterministic)

information, which entails difficulties with assessing its

range of applicability.

Throughout the paper, we have taken action disquali

fications as rendering physically impossible the execu

tion of the respective action. A desirable refinement

is to consider actions be disqualified as to producing

a certain effect (c.f. [Gelfond et al, 1991], e.g.). This

is accomplished with a simple, straightforward exten

sion of our theory. In addition to the fluents disq(a),

we introduce fluents of the form disq(a,£), whose in

tended reading is "action a fails to produce effect £."

These fluents, too, belong to the set !Fab and may

be related to other 'abnormality' fluents by means of

domain constraints, like in

disq(shoot , alive) = bad-sight V bad-shooter V bad-gun

Suppose, then, (C, a, E) is the action law to be ap

plied to some state S. The effect which a actu

ally manages to produce if performed in S is for

mally given by E* := E \ {t : disq(a,e) € 5}. Let

C" := C\ {/,?:/€ E \ E*}, which guarantees that

\C'\ = \E'\, then (S\C')\JE' is taken as the interme

diate state which is subject to the following ramifica

tion process. The notion of a successor state modifies

accordingly while all further concepts, viz. interpre

tations, models, and the preference criterion, remain

unaltered.

Finally, it needs to be mentioned that we gave empha

sis only to the representational aspect of the qualifi

cation problem, as opposed to the computational as

pect. That the latter is of equal importance has been

pointed out, e.g., in [Elkan, 1995]. Our analysis has

revealed some hitherto unnoticed problems with the

representational aspect and, to state the obvious, the

computational aspect cannot be pursued without an

appropriate representation of the problem. Named the

computational part of the qualification problem, the

challenge is to find a computational model that en

ables the reasoning agent to assume that an action be

qualified without even thinking of all possible disqual

ifying causes—unless some piece of knowledge hints at

their presence. In principle, the special fluents disq(a)

employed in our theory serve this purpose: By as

suming disq(a), one jumps to the conclusion that a

be qualified provided all strict preconditions are met.

Still, on the other hand, in order that this assumption

be justified, its consistency as regards the underlying

domain constraints must be guaranteed. In a stan

dard reasoning system, this in turn involves consider

ation (and exclusion) of all the potential disqualifying,

abnormal circumstances. A solution to the computa

tional part of the qualification problem thus requires

a different computational model, presumably based on

some parallel architecture, by which all related domain

constraints are ignored unless they are explicitly 'ac

tivated' by some piece of information. Although this

aspect was not among the topics of this paper, the

foundations have been laid.
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Abstract

This paper describes a logic-based formal

ism which combines techniques for reason

ing about actions with standard mathemati

cal techniques for modelling dynamic systems

using the differential calculus. The formal

ism inherits a robust solution to the frame

problem which can handle concurrency, non-

determinism, domain constraints and narra

tive. It also incorporates a mechanism for

reasoning about the boundary conditions as

sociated with systems of differential equa

tions defined over various intervals. This

mechanism overcomes a number of draw

backs of previous systems.

1 INTRODUCTION

Solutions to the frame problem now exist which can

handle a variety of phenomena, such as narrative,

concurrent action and non-deterministic action (see

(Shanahan 1997) for a general discussion). However,

the topic of continuous change has received relatively

little attention in the Reasoning about Action litera

ture. In particular, a satisfactory general framework

has yet to be developed which reconciles logic-based

techniques for reasoning about action with the stan

dard mathematical approach to modelling dynamic

systems, using differential calculus.

Some previous logic-based approaches to reasoning

about action do allow limited types of mathematical

expressions involving continuously varying parameters

to be embedded within domain descriptions. For ex

ample, Shanahan (1990) presents a logic programming

approach to representing continuous change, based on

the event calculus of Kowalski and Sergot (1986). Fur

ther work along these lines has been done by Van

Belleghem et al. (1994), whose treatment allows a

wider class of mathematical expressions, by Shanahan

(1995), where a full predicate calculus version using

circumscription is presented, and by Herrmann and

Thielscher (1996), whose notion of a process generalises

Shanahan 's notion of a trajectory. However, none of

these frameworks incorporates the notion of a deriva

tive function. Hence any differential equations repre

senting the domain have to be solved before they can

be added to the model.

In contrast, Sandewall (1989a, 1989b) presents an ap

proach to continuous change which combines logic

and differential equations. Sandewall identifies the

need to incorporate mechanisms within such frame

works to deal with the boundary conditions usually

associated with sets of such equations. He advocates

a default reasoning method, based on Shoham's no

tion of chronological minimisation (Shoham 1988), to

generate new boundary conditions when an action or

event transforms one mathematical model into an

other. However, as shown by Rayner (1991), Sande-

wall's approach leaves open the possibility of anoma

lous models. Miller (1996) introduces techniques for

incorporating differential equations within a circum

scribed situation calculus. He avoids Rayner's anoma

lous models through the use of a (minimised) Breaks

predicate, which describes when actions cause discon

tinuities in particular parameters.

This paper draws on the techniques of (Miller 1996) in

order to construct an event calculus resembling that

of (Shanahan 1997, Ch. 16), but which allows continu

ous change to be described using arbitrary systems of

differential equations. Unlike existing versions of the

situation calculus which can handle continuous change,

such as (Miller 1996) and (Reiter 1996), this calculus

inherits the ability to handle domain constraints, con

current actions, and actions with non-deterministic ef

fects from the event calculus (Shanahan 1997, Ch. 16).
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2 TWO EXAMPLES

Both the examples below help to illustrate how ar

bitrary systems of simultaneous differential equations

can be incorporated within an axiomatic description

of a given domain. The first, adapted from (Shana

han 1996), concerns the movement of a mobile robot,

which will stop whenever it bumps against an object

(in this case, a wall). It thus shows how the formalism

represents actions (events) which are "triggered" when

certain conditions occur. The second is a modifica

tion of the "water tanks" example from (Miller 1996).

It shows how the formalism supports reasoning about

concurrently performed actions (a tap is opened, and

some water is simultaneously scooped from a tank).

A key feature of both these examples is that, as is

usual in the mathematical modelling of dynamic sys

tems, the continuously changing aspects of the domain

are represented as a system of (possibly simultaneous

or coupled) differential equations, together with one

or more sets of boundary conditions (or initial condi

tions). In such models, the complete set of boundary

conditions may not be listed - some conditions are im

plicit in the accompanying physical description of the

domain, or are "common sense".

In this section we concentrate on showing how both

examples can be modelled "conventionally" using dif

ferential calculus, highlighting some of the reasoning

processes involved in obtaining explicit mathemati

cal expressions for parameters' behaviours over time.

In both cases we go into some mathematical detail,

primarily in order to analyse why and how specific

values are assigned to arbitrary constants of integra

tion during the mathematical modelling process. This

analysis is central to the understanding of the rest of

the paper. As we shall see, these value assignments

are based partly on "common sense", and it was in

complete modelling of this implicit assignment process

which lead to problems with anomalous models in the

work of Sandewall (1989a, 1989b).

In both examples, dashes (') are used to refer to deriva

tives of parameters - for example, P' refers to the first

derivative with respect to time of P.

bumps against any object. We will represent the fol

lowing scenario. At time 0 the robot is stationary at

the point (0,0), facing east, and has angular velocity

0. At time T\ it starts moving forward (east) at speed

5+. At time T? it also starts to turn in a anticlockwise

direction with angular speed A+ . Some time later it

bumps into the only other object in the domain - a

wall (of "infinite length") running east-west, at a dis

tance Dw due north from the origin.

\\W\W WallW\\\\\

]Tb T

Dw

(0, 0^ Rohot's path

fx

By idealising the robot as a moving point and the

wall as a fixed line, a mathematical model of this do

main can be formulated in a simple way, using the

parameters (real-valued functions of time) Bearing,

NSP ("North-South-Position"), and EWP ("East-

West- Position"). We can write down the following

mathematical constraints between these parameters

using the "constants" S (forward speed) and A (angu

lar speed), whose values are determined directly and

instantaneously by the robot's actions, or by the event

of bumping into the wall.

EWP'(t) = S.cos(Bearing{t))

NSP'(1) = S.sm(Bearing(i))

Bearing' (t) — A

(1)

(2)

(3)

Let Tb be the time that the robot bumps against

the wall. We know that EWP(0) = NSP{0) =

Bearing(0) = 0, that NSP(TB) = Dw , and that, be

cause of the robot's actions and the effect of bumping

into the wall,

for 0 < t < T, :

for Ti < t < T2 :

for T2<t < TB :

for TD < t :

A = 0 and 5 = 0 (4)

A = 0 and 5 = S+ (5)

A = A+ and 5=5+ (6)

A = 0 and 5 = 0 (7)

2.1 THE MOBILE ROBOT EXAMPLE

The robot in this example can start (and stop) moving

at any constant speed in the direction it is facing (its

"bearing"). It can also (continuously) vary its bear

ing by turning at, any constant angular velocity, pos

sibly while moving. It can therefore follow any path

consisting of a series of circle fragments and straight

lines. It has sensors which will cause it to stop if it

The formalism described in this paper allows us to

include equations (l)-(3) directly in the domain-

dependent axiomatisation, rather than first having to

solve them to determine an explicit or stratified set of

expressions for EWP, NSP and Bearing, as in (Shana

han 1990) and related approaches. It also allows us

to infer (4)-(7) from more general knowledge, both

about the effects and timings of the robot's actions,

and about the general hypothetical circumstances un
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der which the robot will bump into the wall.

It is important to note, however, that from a strictly

mathematical point of view, expressions (l)-(7) do not

contain enough information to uniquely determine the

position of the robot at a given time T (even when

considered together with information about the values

of each parameter at time 0). An assumption also

has to be made that EWP, NSP and Bearing are

continuous at times T\, To and Tb- The simultaneous

solution to (l)-(3) for any given value of S and A

(obtained by integrating (3), substituting the answer

in (1) and (2), and integrating again) is

EWP(t) = I sm(At + Ci) + C2

NSP(t) = =f cos(At + Ci) + C3

Bearing(t) = At + C\

where C\, Co and C3 are arbitrary constants of inte

gration. In the time interval [0,Ti] (when S = A = 0),

the values of these constants can be computed using

knowledge about the initial values of the three parame

ters, but in the intervals (Ti,T2], (T2,TB] and (TB,oo),

C\, Ci and C3 can only be given specific numerical val

ues by making continuity assumptions. Fortunately,

it is "common sense" that the robot cannot instanta

neously shift its own position or bearing. However, it

is not difficult to imagine another scenario where some

external action (such as giving the robot a good shove

from behind) does cause an instantaneous shift in po

sition (at least at the level of detail at which we wish

to model the domain).

The formalism described below provides a general pur

pose default reasoning mechanism which allows us to

infer the extra common sense information that the pa

rameters EWP, NSP and Bearing are continuous at

times T\ , To and Tjg (when particular actions or events

cause discontinuities in some or all of their deriva

tives, or in other unrelated parameters), without for

bidding, in principle, the existence of other actions or

events that could potentially cause discontinuities in

the robot's position or orientation. Putting all this to

gether, it allows us to infer the explicit values of EWP,

NSP and Bearing at any time t, and (assuming that

Dw < ^jpF. so that the robot doesn't turn in a full

circle and miss the wall) it allows us to infer that

TB = T2 + arccos(l -

The formalism is "elaboration tolerant" in the sense

that, at some later date, we can represent new knowl

edge about other effects of the robot's actions, or

about other occurrences of actions or events at specific

times, simply by adding to the existing set of domain-

dependent axioms.

2.2 THE WATER TANK EXAMPLE

This example involves an open-top water tank. In the

bottom of the tank are two taps, TapC and TapD,

both of which (when open) discharge water out of the

tank at a rate proportional to the level of water in

it (i.e. at a rate proportional to the water pressure at

the bottom of the tank). Initially, both taps are closed,

and the level of water in the tank is L. At time T\,

half the water is (instantaneously) scooped out of the

tank, and, simultaneously, TapC is opened. At time

To, TapD is also opened.

TapC

T

L

TapD

 

A mathematical model of this domain can be formu

lated using three parameters. Level(t) is the func

tion representing the level of water in the tank, and

FlowC(t) and FloivD(t) represent the water flow

through TapC and TapD respectively. Let K be the

constant of proportionality between the level of water

and the flow through either of the taps when open.

The following equations are each applicable in the cir

cumstances indicated

Always: Level'(t) = (8)

-(FlowC(t) + FlowD(t))

TapC closed: FlowC(t) = 0 (9)

TapC open: FlowC(t) = K.Level(t) (10)

TapD closed: FlowD(t) = 0 (11)

TapD open: FlowD(t) = K.Level(t) (12)

In the interval [0,7~i] the relevant equations are (8),

(9) and (11). Their simultaneous solution is

Level(t) = C4

FlowC(t) = 0

FlowD(t) = 0

(SI)

(S2)

(S3)
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where C\ is an arbitrary constant of integration. In

fact, since we have also been given the initial condition

Level(0) = L, we know that C4 = L.

At time T\, TapC is opened, so that in the interval

(Ti,T2] the equations to solve are (8), (10) and (11).

Their simultaneous solution is

Level(t) = C5.e~Kt

FlowC(t) = C5.Ke~Kt

FlowD(t) = 0

where C5 is an arbitrary constant of integration. We

also know that the water level in the tank is instanta

neously decreased from L to y at T\ by a "scoop" ac

tion. Hence, with a little algebra, it is easy to see that

C5 = keKT' ■ So the overall solution for t G (Ti,T2] is

Level't) = ke-KU-^) (S4)

FlowC{t) = ife-Kl*-™ (S5)

FlowD{t) = 0 (S6)

In the interval (T2,oo), both TapC and TapD are

open, and the equations to solve are (8), (10) and (12).

Their simultaneous solution is

Level{t) = C6.e-2Kt

FlowC(t) = C6.Ke-7Kt

FlowD(l) = C6.Ke--'a

where again is an arbitrary real valued constant.

What value should C$ take? Everyday knowledge

about taps and tanks tells us that Level(t) is con

tinuous at T2. In other words, we know that by itself

the action of turning on TapD will only cause wa

ter to disappear from the tank gradually, not instan

taneously. (Although, at the level of physical detail

we have chosen to incorporate in our mathematical

model, the action of scooping water from the tank

does cause the water level to drop instantaneously.)

Hence C% = ^eK^T,+T^ , and the overall solution for

t G (72,oo) is

Level't) = LeK(Ti+T,-2t) (S7)

FlowC(t) = 4£eK(Ti+T>-2') (S8)

FlowD(t) = ^eK<7'>+T>-2t> (S9)

Notice that, if instead we had wished to keep FlowD

and its derivatives continuous at To, we could have

made the assignment Ce = 0. Alternatively, if we

had wished to keep the first derivatives Level' and

FlowC continuous, we could have made the assign

ment Ce = jehi>Tl+T:'K The important general point

here is that in many mathematical models, it is possi

ble to trade discontinuities in some parameters for dis

continuities in others, using alternative assignments of

values to (arbitrary) constants of integration. It is only

common sense, or extra knowledge about the physical

reality of the domain being modelled, that allows us

to pick the right assignments from the different sets of

possibilities.

The formalism described below allows us to include

equations (8)— (12), along with their conditions of ap

plicability, directly in the domain-dependent axioma-

tisation. The default reasoning method it incorporates

allows us to infer that there is a discontinuity in Level

at T\ (an instantaneous change from the value L to

the value y caused by the action of scooping water

from the tank), but that Level is continuous at T2

(although its derivatives are not). In doing so, it cor

rectly eliminates the anomalous models of the domain

(which would otherwise be sanctioned by (8)—( 12)) in

which all (or half) the remaining water in the tank

instantaneously disappears at T2, thus illegally "trad

ing" the discontinuity in FlowD (or the discontinu

ities in Level' and FlowC) at T2 for discontinuities

in Level and FlowC. Hence it allows us to correctly

infer the values of Level, FlowC, FlowD and their

derivatives at any time t.

3 AN EXTENDED EVENT

CALCULUS

The event calculus presented in this section is writ

ten in a sorted predicate calculus, with sorts as sum

marised in the following table.

NAME OF SORT SYMBOL VARIABLES

Actions A a, ai,a2, . . .

Fluents T fjufi,...

Times T

Parameters V P,Pl,P2, • • •

Reals n r, rur2,...

Domain objects X X,Xi,X2, . . .

Models will be considered only in which terms of sort

1Z and T are interpreted as real and non-negative real

numbers respectively. The sorting of the predicate

symbols1 in the language can be understood from their

'As mentioned previously, this formalism builds on sev

eral previous axiomatisations. However, some predicate

and function names have been changed for the sake of

clarity. InitialisedTrue and InilialisedFalse correspond

to Initiallyp and Initiallyn in (Shanahan 1997), and

BreaksTo and Value arc analogous to InstantEffect and

Function in (Miller 1996).
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arguments in the axioms below, in which all variables

are assumed to be universally quantified with max

imum scope unless otherwise stated. The function

symbols Value : V x T *-* H and S : V >-+ V are

also introduced. The term Value(S(P), T) represents

the numerical value of the first derivative of parameter

P at time T.

The six core event calculus axioms (EC1)-(EC6) be

low, which do not directly concern continuous change,

are domain-independent, i.e. included in every theory.

For the sake of generality, this part of the axiomati-

sation includes a mechanism, inspired by Kartha and

Lifschitz's work (1994) and Sandewall's notion of oc

clusion (Sandewall 1994), for dynamically adding flu

ents to (and removing fluents from) the "frame" (i.e.

the set of fluents subject to the "commonsense law of

inertia"). It was first introduced into the event cal

culus by Shanahan (1995). At time 0, exactly those

fluents which have been initialised true or initialised

false belong to the frame. These mechanisms are use

ful, for example, in dealing with domain constraints

and non-deterministic actions (Shanahan 1995). How

ever, in the example domains used in this paper, all

fluents are permanently subject to the commonsense

law of inertia, so that the (universally quantified) sen

tences [InitialisedTrue(f) V InitialisedFalse(f)] and

->Releases{a, f,t) may safely be assumed or added to

the axiomatisation. Hence axioms (EC1)-(EC6) sim

ply express the following: (1) Fluents which initially

hold, or which have been initiated by an occurrence of

an action, continue to hold until an occurrence of an

action which terminates them. (2) Fluents which do

not initially hold, or which have been terminated by

an occurrence of an action, continue not to hold until

an occurrence of an action which initiates them.

HoldsAt(fJ) <- (EC1)

[InitialisedTrue{f) A -^Clipped(0, /,<)]

->HoldsAt(f,t) <r- (EC2)

[InitialisedFalse(f) A -^Declipped{0, /,<)]

HoldsAt(f,t2) <- (EC3)

[Happens(a,i\) A Initiates(a, f,t\)

Mi <h A -iClipped(tuf,to)}

^HoldsAt(f,t2) <- (EC4)

[Happens(a,li) A Terminates(a, f,t\) A

t\ < U A -iDeclipped(ti,f,t.2)]

Clipped(ti,f,t2) (EC5)

3a,t[Happens(a,t) A t\ < t < t2 A

[Terminates(a, f, t) V Releases(a, /,<)]]

Declipped(t1,f,t2) 44 (EC6)

3a,l[Happens(a,t) A <i < t < t2 A

[Iniliates(a, f, t) V Releases(a, /,<)]]

This basic event calculus can be extended to deal with

continuous change as follows. To respect the conven

tion that actions take effect immediately after they

occur, it is necessary to axiomatise the mathematical

constraint that, at every time-point (including those

at which actions occur), the function associated with

each parameter is left-hand continuous:

LeftContinuous(p,t) (EC7)

To describe instantaneous changes in the values of pa

rameters at times when actions occur, and discontinu

ities in their corresponding functions of time, the pred

icates BreaksTo and Breaks are introduced. Both are

minimised. BreaksTo(A, P, T, R) should be read as 'at

time T, an occurrence of action A will cause parameter

P to instantaneously take on value R\ More precisely,

Axiom (EC10) below states that if A also happens at

time T, then R is the value of the right-hand limit of

P at T. BreaksTo is used, for example, to describe

the effects of a "scoop" action on the parameter Level

in the water tank example. Breaks(A, P, T) can be

read as 'at time T, action A potentially causes a dis

continuity in parameter P\ The following domain-

independent axioms make direct use of BreaksTo and

Breaks. Axioms (EC8) and (EC9) can be likened to

'frame axioms' for parameters. Axiom (EC12) states

the relationship between BreaksTo and Breaks, and

Axiom (EC12) states that if an action potentially

causes a discontinuity in a given parameter, it also

potentially causes discontinuities in its higher deriva

tives.

^[Happens(a,1) A Breaks(a, p, t)] (EC8)

—> Continuous(p,t)

-i[Happens(a,t ) A Breaks(a, S(p), <)] (EC9)

—> Differentiable(p,t)

[BreaksTo(a,p,t,r) A Happens(a, t)] (EC10)

-> Right Limit (p, t, r)
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BreaksTo(a,p, t,r) -+ Breaks(a, p, t) (ECU)

Breaks(a, p, t) -+ Breaks{a, S(p),t) (EC12)

For any given time point T, it is useful to be able to

refer to the next point after T at which an action oc

curs, if there is such a point. Axioms (EC13), (EC14)

and (EC15) state that if any action occurs at any time

point after T, then the term Next(T) refers to the least

such time point. (Such points are somewhat analogous

to the "least natural time points" discussed in (Reiter

1996).)

t<Next{t) (EC13)

[<<<i A ti<Next{t)] -» ->Happens(a,ti) (EC14)

[Happens(autx) A t<tx] (EC15)

—> 3a.Happens(a, Next(t))

Finally, the standard mathematical definitions of

Continuous, Differentiable, LeftContinuous and

RightLimit are straightforwardly axiomatised using

the function symbols Value and <$:

Continuous(p,t) (Al)

Vr3<iV<2[[|< - <2| < ti A 0 < r]

-» \Value(p,t) - Value(p,t2)\ < r]

Differentiable(pJ) «-> (A2)

Vr3<iV<2[[0 < \t - U\ < ti A 0 < r] -»

LeftContinuous(p,t) (A3)

Vr3<iV<2[[<2 < t A (< - i2) < <i A 0 < r] -4

|Va/ue(p,<) - Va/ue(p,<2)| < r]

RightLimit (p,t,r) (A4)

Vri3tiVt2[[< < <2 A (i2 - 0 < ti A 0 < rj]

-)• |Va/ue(p,<2) - r| < n]

4 DOMAIN-DEPENDENT AXIOMS

4.1 AN AXIOMATISATION OF THE

ROBOT EXAMPLE

rameterised action symbols are needed, ChangeSpeed :

71 >-> A and StartTurn :7t>-tA, where, for example,

ChangeSpeed(S) signifies the action of "changing the

forward speed to S" . We can describe the properties

that these actions actions initiate and terminate using

the parameterised fluent symbols Moving : Ti T

and Turning : TI >-¥ f , as follows

Initiates(ChangeSpeed(r), Moving(r),t) (Rl)

Initiates(StartTurn(r),Turning(r),t) (R2)

Terminates(ChangeSpeed(r\), Moving(r2), t) (R3)

<- ri^r2

Terminates(StartTurn(ri),Turning(r2), t) (R4)

The following axioms express the fact that a

CliangeSpeed action can cause discontinuities in the

first derivatives of the parameters NSP and EWP,

whereas a StartTurn action can cause discontinuities

in the first derivatives of all three parameters in the

domain:

Breaks(ChangeSpeed(r),S(NSP),t) (R5)

Breaks{StartTurn(r),S(NSP),t) (R6)

Breaks(ChangeSpeed(r), S(EWP), t) (R7)

Breaks(StartTurn(r),S(EWP),t) (R8)

Breaks{SlartTurn(r), S(Bearing), t) (R9)

The constraints (l)-(3) of Section 2 can now be ax

iomatised as follows:

Value(5(EWP),t) = r. cos(Value{Bearing,t)) (RIO)

4- HoldsAt{Moving(r),t)

Value(S(NSP),t) = r.s\n{Value(Bearing,t)) (Rll)

t- HoldsAt(Moving(r),t)

Value(S(Bearing),t) = r (R12)

<- HoldsAt(Turning(r),t)

Happens can be used to state that the robot changes

speed at time T\, starts to turn at time T2, and stops

moving whenever it hits the wall:

Happens(CliangeSpeed(S+),Ti) (R13)

Happens(StartTurn(A+),T2) (R14)

[Happens(ChangeSpeed(0),t) (R15)

A Happens(StarlTurn{0),t)] «-

[Value{NSP,t) = Dw

A Value(S(NSP),t)>0]

The robot described in Section 2 can start to move

forward or start to turn at any speed, so that two pa-

Finally, axioms are needed stating various initial
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conditions, and expressing uniqueness-of-names prop- Breaks(TurnOnD,S(Level),t) (19)

erties (using the "UNA[. . .]" notation from (Baker Breaks{TurnOnD,S(FlowC),t) (T10)

1991)) for all action, fluent and parameter symbols. «- HoldsAt(OpenC,t)

[IniiialisedTrue [Moving (0)) A (R16)

InitialisedTrue(Tuvning(0))]

[InitialisedFalse{Moving[r)) A (R17)

InitialisedFalse(Turning(r))] <— r^O

Value(NSP, 0) = 0 A Value(EWP, 0) =0 (R18)

A Value(Bearing, 0) = 0

UNAfOianjeSpeed, 5<ar<Tbrn] (R19)

UNA[A/ot;my,7brnmflf] (R20)

WA[Bearing, NSP, EWP, 8] (R21)

4.2 AN AXIOMATISATION OF THE

WATER TANK EXAMPLE

The following constant symbols will be used to axioma-

tise the water tanks example. TurnOnC , TurnOnD

and Scoop of sort A, OpenC and OpenD of sort T ,

and Level, FlowC and FlowD of sort V. The (direct)

effects of turning on either tap can be described as fol

lows:

Initiates[TurnOnC, OpenC, t) (Tl)

Initiates(TurnOnD, OpenD, t) (T2)

The action of scooping water from the tank has no ef

fect on the fluents in the domain, but instantaneously

effects the parameter Level. If the level in the tank

is greater than or equal to |, a Scoop action reduces

the level by \. For the purpose of illustration, we will

further suppose that if the level in the tank is less than

y, a scoop action removes all the water from the tank:

BreaksTo{Scoop, Level, t, Value(LevelJ) - |) (T3)

<- Value(Level,t)> \

BreaksTo(Scoop, Level, t,0) ' (T4)

<- Value(Level,t) < y

As well as causing a discontinuity in FlowC, the action

TurnOnC causes a discontinuity in the first derivative

Level', and, if TapD is open, in the first derivative

FlowD1 . The effects of TurnOnD are analogous:

Breaks(TurnOnC, FlowC, t) (T5)

Breaks(TurnOnC, S(Level) , t) (T6)

Breaks(TurnOnC,S(FlowD),t) (T7)

<- HoldsAt(OpenDj)

Breaks(TurnOnD, FlowD, t) (T8)

Constraints (8)—(12) of Section 2 are axiomatised as

follows:

Value(S(Level),t) = (Til)

-(Value(FlowC,t) + Value(FlowD,t))

HoldsAt(OpenC, t) -> (T12)

Value(FlowC,t) = K.Value(Level,t)

-. HoldsAl(OpenC, t) -> Value(FlowC, t)=0 (T13)

HoldsAt(OpenD, t) -> (T14)

Value(FlowD,t) = K.Value(Level,t)

--HoldsAt[OpenD,t) -+ Value(FlowD,t) = 0 (T15)

The action occurrences are:

Happens(Scoop,T\) (T16)

Happens(TurnOnC,Ti) (T17)

Happens(TurnOnD,T2) (T18)

Finally, the initial conditions and uniqueness-of-names

axioms are:

InitialisedFalse(OpenC) (T19)

InitialisedFalse(OpenD) (T20)

Value( Level, 0) = L (T21)

UN\[TurnOnC, TurnOnD, Scoop] (T22)

UNA[OpenC, OpenD) (T23)

UNA[Level, FlowC, FlowD, S] (T24)

5 THE CIRCUMSCRIPTION

POLICY CIRCcec

By themselves, the axioms in Section 4.1 are not suf

ficient to infer the robot's trajectory. In general, a de

fault reasoning mechanism will also be required which

models various default assumptions about such do

mains. The circumscription policy used here is in

spired by a solution to the frame problem described by

Kartha and Lifschitz (1995), which is related to Sande-

wall's idea of filter preferential entailment (Sandewall

1989b). This has been adapted for use with the event

calculus, and extended so that it also models the as

sumptions that by default a given action does not oc

cur at a given time point, and that by default a given

action occurrence does not result in a discontinuity

for a given parameter. Given a collection of domain-

dependent axioms V similar to those in the previous
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section, the circumscription policy is:

CIRC[Nar(V) ; Happens]

A CIRC[Eff(T>) ; Initiates, Terminates, Releases]

A CIRC[(Inst(V) A (ECU) A (EC12)) ;

Breaks ; BreaksTo]

A Con(V) A Una{V) A [(EC1) A ... A (EC15)]

We will abbreviate this to CIRCCec[D]- In

CIRCcec[V], the term "Nar(D)n stands for (the con

junction of) those domain-specific axioms describing

the "narrative" (e.g. Happens facts and statements

about the initial values of fluents or parameters),

ttEff(Vy stands for those axioms describing the ef

fects of actions on fluents (using Initiates, Terminates

and Releases), "Inst(D)n stands for those axioms de

scribing the instantaneous effects of actions on param

eters (using Breaks and BreaksTo), "Con(V)" stands

for axioms describing mathematical constraints be

tween parameters during different circumstances (e.g.

when a tap is open, its flow is proportional to the wa

ter level in the tank), and "[/na(Z>)" stands for the

uniqueness-of-names axioms. So, if VR is the set of

axioms describing the robot,

Nar{VR) = [(R13) A ... A (R18)]

£//(2>fl) = [(Rl)A...A(R4)]

Insl(VR) = [(R5)A...A(R9)]

Con(VR) = [(RIO) A...A(R12)]

Una(VR) = [(R19)A...A(R21)]

and if T>t is the set of axioms describing the water

tank example,

Nar(VT) = [(T16) A... A(T21)]

£//(2>t) = [(T1)A(T2)]

Inst(VT) = [(T3) A . . . A (T10)]

Con(VT) = [(Til) A...A(T15)]

Una(VT) = [(T22) A . . . A (T24)]

Whenever Nar(V), Eff(V) and Inst(T>) are of a cer

tain general form, we can prove general properties of

CIRCcec[D] which allow its consequences to be com

puted using classical deduction. The three proposi

tions below are applicable to a wide class of domains

which includes both VR and T>t- (Strictly speaking,

to fit the conditions of the propositions, some of the

domain-dependent axioms in VR and T>t must be re

written in a slightly different form. For example, (T3)

is re-written as

BreaksTo(a,p,t,r) «—

[Value(Level , t) > j A a = Scoop

r\p=Level A r = Value(Level, t) — ^]

(T3')

and similar syntactic transformations are applied

to the other clauses partially defining Initiates,

Terminates, Happens, Breaks or BreaksTo.)

Proposition 1 Let 5 be the conjunction of (ECU)

and (EC12) with the following sentences:

Breaks(a,p,l) «— $i(a,p,t) (SI)

Breaks(a,p,t) <— <t>fc(a,p, t) (Sk)

BreaksTo(a,p,t,r) <- $fc+1(a,p,<, r) (Sk+1)

BreaksTo(a,p,t,r) <— $m(a,p, t,r) (Sm)

where a, p and t are the only variables which ap

pear free in the formulae 4>i(a,p, t), . . . ,$it(a,p,t),

where a, p, t and r are the only variables

which appear free in the formulae $*+i(a,p, t,r),

. . , ,$m(a,p,t,r), and where none of 9\(a,p,t),...,

$k(a,p,t) or $k+l(a,p,t,r),...,Qm(a,p,t,r) men

tion the predicates Breaks or BreaksTo. Then

CIRC[S ; Breaks ; BreaksTo] entails the following

sentence 5comp:

Breaks(a,p,t) <->

[3pi[p = S{pi) A Breaks(a,put)]V

*l(a,p,t) V...V *fc(a,p,0 V

3r[<t>k+i(a,p,t,r) V...V *m(a,p,t, r)}]

Proof: (Notation: Let x be the tuple of free variables

in the formula 4>(i). Then in the following proof, $

refers to the predicate expression \x.$(x) (see (Lifs-

chitz 1995) for definition). Hence, given a model At

and an appropriately sorted tuple of domain objects

X, the statement \ € A/[<£] signifies that Af,v|f-$(z)

for all variable assignments v such that v(x) = \.)

The if half of 5comp follows directly from 5. It remains

to prove the only-if half. Suppose there is some model

M of 5 which does not satisfy the only-if half of SCOmp-

Then there must be some (a, p, r) € M[Breaks] such

that:

(i) there is no p' such that p = A/[rfJ(p') and

(a,p', t) e M[Breaks J

(ii) for all i<k, (a,p,r) <£ M[*~l

(iii) for all k < i < m, there is no it such that

(a,p,T, tt) 6 M{¥i]
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Furthermore, since M is a model of S, it follows that

for each parameter p" such that p = M[ J ]"(/>") for

some n > 1:

(iv) (a,p",r) <£ M[ Breaks]

(v) for all i<k, (a,p",r) $ A/[$~]

(vi) for all k < i < m, there is no n such that

(a,p",r, x)eM[Ti]

(Otherwise, we could put p' = A/[J]"-1(p") and (i)

would not be satisfied.) Hence we can construct a

smaller model than M by removing (a,p, r) from

Ml Breaks]. In order to satisfy (E13), this neces

sitates the additional removal of all tuples of the form

{a,p, t, ;r) from MlBreaksTo]. More precisely, let M'

be an interpretation obtained from M in the following

way:

• M' agrees with M on the interpretation of all

predicate, constant and function symbols except

Breaks and BreaksTo.

• {q',p',t') G M'l Breaks] if and only if

(q',p',t') G Ml Breaks] and (a',p',r') ^

("./>. t).

• (a',p',T',n) G M'lBreaksTo] if and only if

{a',p',T',n) G MlBreaksTo] and (o'.p'.r') ^

(<*./>, r).

It is easily verified that M' is also a model of S.

Since Af'lBreaks] is a strict subset of MlBreaks],

M' is preferable to M according to the circumscrip

tion policy. Therefore M cannot be a model of

CIRC[S ; Breaks ; BreaksTo], and the proposition

holds. □

Proposition 2 Let S be the conjunction of the fol

lowing sentences:

Happens(aJ) <- $i(a,<) (SI)

Happens(a,t) <— <J>„(a,<) (Sn)

where a and £ are the only variables which (possibly)

appear free in the formulae $i(a, <),..., $„(a, <), and

where none of <I>i (a, t), . . . , <!>„(«, /) mention the pred

icate Happens. Then CIRC[S ; Happens] entails the

following sentence:

Happens(a,t) <-» [<I>i(a.O V...V $„(a,<)]

Proof: The proposition follows directly from Propo

sition 3.1.1 in (Lifschitz 1995). □

Proposition 3 Let S be the conjunction of the fol

lowing sentences:

Iniiiates(a,f,t) <- OiK/,0 (SI)

Initiates(a, f,t) <- **(a,/,<) (Sk)

Terminates(a, f, t) «- **+i(a,/,0 (Sk+1)

Terminates(a, f, t) <- *m(a,/,<) (Sm)

Releases(a, f,t) «- *m+i(a,/,t) (Sm+1)

Releases(a, f,t) <—
*»(«,/.<)

(Sn)

where a, / and t are the only variables which (possibly)

appear free in the formulae 4>i (a, /,t), $„(a, /,(),

and where none of $i(a, /,<),.. . ,<I>„(a,/, <) mention

the predicates Initiates, Terminates or Releases.

Then CIRC[S ; Initiates, Terminates, Releases] en

tails the following three sentences:

Initiates(a, f,t) <-> [*i(a,/,<) V...V <J>k(a,/,<)]

Terminates(a, f,t) f+

[**+1(o,/,i) V...V *m(a,/,0]

Releases(a,f,t) f+ [*m+i(a, /, f) V...V *n(a,/,t)]

Proof: The proposition follows directly from Propo

sitions 3.1.1 and 7.1.1 in (Lifschitz 1995). □

Using these results, it is not hard to generate classi

cal derivations of sentences of the form HoldsAt(F,T),

Happens(A,T) and Value(P, T) = R as required. For

example, an outline derivation of the sentence

Happens(CliangeSpeed(0),T2+ ^:arccos(l — A+§+ w))

from CIRCcec[Dr] is given in Appendix B of the

longer version of this paper (Miller & Shanahan 1996).

6 SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

A logical formalism for representing both discrete and

continuous change has been presented which over

comes a number of drawbacks in existing logic-based

formalisms. It permits the use of arbitrary formulae of

the differential calculus without giving rise to anoma

lous models. In addition, it incorporates a solution

to the frame problem which is robust in the presence

of narrative, concurrent actions, non-deterministic ac

tions, and domain constraints.

It is important to incorporate the notion of a deriva

tive function in any comprehensive formalism for mod
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elling domains with continuous change. Differential

calculus is the primary tool for mathematical mod

elling in mainstream science and engineering. When a

reasonably complex dynamic system is represented as

a set of differential equations it is often not possible

to obtain an analytical solution. Instead, numerical

methods may be used, and the present formalism is

a step towards integrating such computational tech

niques with systems for automated reasoning about

actions. Furthermore, the information about the con

tinuously varying aspects of a domain may be incom

plete, in which case it may be more appropriate to

use computational methods from Qualitative Reason

ing (Weld 1990) (Kuipers 1994). Again, the notion of

a derivative function is fundamental to the semantics

of such systems.

The mechanisms incorporated in the formalism for rea

soning about boundary conditions, using the predi

cates Breaks and BreaksTo, are similar to those intro

duced in (Miller 1996). However, whereas the discus

sion in (Miller 1996) was restricted to a particular case

study, Propositions 1, 2 and 3 have allowed the effects

of the circumscription policy CIRCcbc to be charac

terised for a wide class of domains. Moreover, they

allow the use of standard, first-order proof-theoretic

techniques (as opposed to the model-theoretic argu

ments of (Miller 1996), (Sandewall 1989a) or (Sande-

wall 1989b)) to ascertain logical consequences of a

given domain description. Indeed, the overall struc

ture of the example derivation given in (Miller &:

Shanahan 1996) points towards a particular approach

to designing algorithms for temporal projection, which

would be sound with respect to the logical specifica

tion presented here. Such algorithms would compute

forward in time in alternating "steps", each step being

either a single time point identified by the Next func

tion (see Section 3), or an open interval between such

time points.

A great deal of work has already been done on al

gorithms which perform this kind of computation in

the Qualitative Reasoning community (Weld 1990)

(Kuipers 1994). In the terminology of qualitative

reasoning, time points identified by the Next func

tion may often coincide with distinguished or landmark

time-points with respect to some continuously vary

ing parameter. Algorithms for reasoning about land

mark time-points and the associated landmark values

of particular parameters are embedded in, for example,

QSIM (Kuipers 1986), and in systems based on Qual

itative Process Theory (Forbus 1984). Furthermore,

qualitative process theory incorporates the ability to

handle actions (Forbus 1989). Although some effort

has been made to reconcile logic-based work in Rea

soning about Action with that in Qualitative Reason

ing (Crawford & Etherington 1992) (van Belleghem et

al 1994), the two fields have yet to be properly inte

grated. Attempts to axiomatise qualitative reasoning

are valuable here (Davis 1992), and it is hoped that the

present paper can serve to further work in this vein.

Of course, the emphasis in Qualitative Reasoning is

on reasoning with incomplete or qualitative informa

tion about relationships between parameters. In the

present formalism, such information would manifest

itself in the use of the inequality predicate and exis-

tentially quantified numerical variables in constraints

between parameters, or in the use of appropriately

defined "qualitative predicates". This is discussed

further in Appendix A. Domain dependent qualita

tive constraints would appear in axioms analogous to

(R10)-(R12) in the "Con" part of the theory (see Sec

tion 5). The fact that Con(V) is outside the scope

of any circumscription indicates that the minimisa

tion policy is equally applicable to either qualitative

or quantitative domain descriptions. It is therefore

hoped that, as well as integrating the notions of dis

crete and continuous change, the present formalism is

a step towards providing a unifying conceptual frame

work for qualitative, semi-qualitative and quantitative

reasoning about continuous change. But further work

needs to be done in order to substantiate this claim.
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APPENDIX A - REPRESENTING

QUALITATVE INFORMATION

ABOUT PARAMETER BEHAVIOUR

This appendix outlines some preliminary ideas for in

corporating qualitative information about parameter

behaviour in domain descriptions, along the lines of

(Kuipers 1986) and (Kuipers 1994). The discussion

here is speculative - a more thorough investigation is

needed to fully integrate the notions and ontologies of

QR with those of action based logical formalisms.

Kuipers lists seven qualitative relationships between

parameters as being particularly important as regards

the qualitative description of a system's behaviour.

These relationships are add, mult, minus, d/dt, con
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stant, M+ (monotonically increasing) and M~ (mono-

tonically decreasing). These notions can be included

in the present framework by appropriately extending

the axiom set (A1)-(A4):

Add{pup2,p3,t) O (Ql)

Value{pi , l) + Value(p2 , t) = Value(p3, t)

Mult(puP2,p3,t) (Q2)

Value{p\ , t).Value(p2, t) = Value(p3, t)

Minus(pup2,t) 4-> (Q3)

Value{p\ , t) = —Value(p2,t)

Derivative(p\ ,p2,t) (Q4)

Value(S(pi ), i) = Value(p2, t)

Constant{p,t) Value(5(p),t) = 0 (Q5)

space" for Level can be described by the sentence

0 < Top

where Top is an extra constant symbol of sort H. In the

terminology of QSIM, this quantity space gives rise to

15 possible qualitative values for the parameter Level,

each of the form (qmag,qdir), where qmag is chosen

from the set {(—oo,0),0, (0, Top), Top, (Top, oo)}, and

qdir is chosen from the set {Inc, Std, Dec) ("increas

ing", "steady" or "decreasing"). Qualitative values

can be represented as fluents within the present frame

work by incorporating (6) domain independent axioms

of the following form:

HoldsAt(QV(p,((rur2), Inc)), t) (Q8)

[r, < Value(p, t) < r2 A Value(S(p), t) > 0]

HoldsAl{QV(p,{r,Inc)),t) (Q9)

[Value(p, t) = rA Value(S(p), t) > 0]

MonInc(pi,p2,t) *-> (Q6)

[[Value(S(Pl),t)>0 Value(S(p2), t) > 0] A

[Value{S{Pl), t) <0<* Value(S(p2), t) <0]]

MonDec(pi,p2,t) (Q7)

[[Value{6(Pl), t) >0« Value (S{p2),t) < 0] A

[Value(S{Pl),t)<0 <->• Value (S{p2),t) >0]]

With such extra definitions, it is easy to include qual

itative constraints in domain descriptions. For exam

ple, in the water tank example we might replace axiom

(T12) with the sentence

HoldsAt{OpenC,l) MonInc(FlowC, Level, t)

to reflect the fact that, although we know that the flow

through tap C decreases as the water level decreases,

we do not know the exact mathematical relationship

between the two parameters in this circumstance.

Another notion central to QR is that of a landmark

value (w.r.t. a particular parameter). A landmark-

value, or simply "landmark", is a particular "quali

tatively important" value for some parameter, typi

cally where the first derivative changes sign. Symbolic

names may be used for landmarks, since their exact

numerical values may be unknown. In the present con

text, landmarks can be represented by extra constant

or function symbols, along with suitable sets of order

ing declarations. For example, qualitatively important

values for the parameter Level in the water tank exam

ple are 0 and the top of the tank. Hence the "quantity

The fluent QV(Level, ((0, Top), Inc)) is not included

in the "frame". Conceptually, its truth value at any

instant of time is instead determined by the values of

Level and S(Level). With such notation, axiom (T21)

stating the initial value of Level could be replaced with

an assertion such as

HoldsAt{QV (Level, ((0, Top), Std)), 0)

or

3x. HoldsAt(QV[Level, ((0, Top), x)), 0)

Similarly, we could describe when triggered events

such as as an "overflow" occur with axioms of the form

Happens(Overflow, t) <—

HoldsAt{QV(Level, (Top, Inc)),i)

Computationally, for domains involving both discrete

and continuous change a hybrid system seems feasible,

in which an event calculus style mechanism (perhaps

using logic programming) determines the instanta

neous changes in system configuration at times (iden

tified by the Next function) when actions (events) oc

cur, and where a QSIM style algorithm determines the

possible evolutions of the continuously varying aspects

of the domain between such time points. The interac

tion between these two components would be in both

directions - actions could impose new and remove ex

isting qualitative constraints between parameters, and

achievement of landmark values by particular param

eters could trigger particular action occurrences.
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Abstract

We focus on the ramification problem in the

setting of the situation calculus. Our analysis

is restricted to theories (or domains) consist

ing of effect propositions and (ramification)

constraints. For these domains, we first iden

tify the class of models we are interested in

characterizing. In the case of finite domains,

we provide a set of second order formulas

defining the models we are interested in, and

show how sometimes such formulas can be re

duced to a first order theory. When a domain

(in the situation calculus) "corresponds" to

a domain description in the high level ac

tion description language AH, we show that

these two formalizations yield the same con

clusions.

1 INTRODUCTION

The "frame problem" —how to represent succinctly

what remains unchanged as a result of performing

an action— has long been a challenge for many

researchers in Artificial Intelligence. Several solu

tions have been proposed (see e.g. [Pednault, 1989;

Baker, 1991; Reiter, 1991; Gelfond and Lifschitz, 1992;

Kartha and Lifschitz, 1995]), some of these propos

als have been formally compared [Kartha, 1993], and

there is the feeling that at least for domains without

ramification constraints the frame problem is solved.

In this paper we address the frame problem in presence

of ramification constraints. We also assume that ac

tions may not be executable, e.g. because their effects

violate some constraint. Our analysis is restricted to

domains consisting of effect propositions and ramifica

tion constraints.

The path we follow is the following. We first identify

the "intended models" we want to characterize (Sec

tion 2). We thus introduce the notion of model which

is "minimally abnormal" and in which "actions are

maximally executable". Second, (Section 3), we try to

provide a syntactic characterization for these classes of

models. In the case of finite domains, we provide two

second order formulas each defining one of the classes

of models we are interested in. As a third step, we

see under which circumstances we can reduce the sec

ond order formulas to first order equivalent ones (Sec

tion 4). Finally (Section 5), we show that the class

of intended models of a domain in the situation cal

culus entails exactly the same conclusions entailed by

the corresponding domain description in a high level

action language like A [Gelfond and Lifschitz, 1992],

Alio [Kartha and Lifschitz, 1994] or All [Giunchiglia

et ai, 1996].

The novelties and motivations of each of the above four

steps are the following. Definitions similar to our def

inition of "minimally abnormal model" have already

been proposed in the literature [Lin and Shoham, 1991;

Lin and Reiter, 1994]. One difference is that Lin,

Reiter and Shoham restrict their attention to lan

guages with prepositional fluents. On the other hand,

nonpropositional fluents allow for more natural for

mulations of many scenarios and their treatment is

not as straightforward as it could be expected (see

e.g. [Giunchiglia et ai, 1995]). The definition of model

with maximally executable actions (as far as we know)

has never been proposed in the literature. Singling out

these two characterizations is important for the goal of

building "provably correct theories of actions" in the

spirit of [Lin and Shoham, 1991].

The closest work to our second order characteri

zation of the class of minimally abnormal models

seems [Kartha and Lifschitz, 1995]. Both approaches

are based on the "theory update" view of [Winslett,

1988]. One difference is that the set of domains

we consider is wider. In particular, we allow for
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nonpropositional fluents and arbitrary formulas (and

not just atomic) in the post-condition part of effect

propositions. Another difference is that in [Kartha

and Lifschitz, 1995], a Nested Abnormality Theory

(NAT) [Lifschitz, 1995] is used, while we propose

a direct encoding in second order logic. Though

the former seems more elegant, it requires at least

one more second order quantifier (which have to be

eliminated if we want to find a first order reduc

tion). Another approach for such a characterization,

is Baker's [Baker, 1991] (but see also [Kartha, 1994;

Kartha, 1996]). The biggest drawback that we see in

Baker's approach is the presence of higher order cir

cumscription for the existence of situations. For these

reasons, the approaches of [Kartha and Lifschitz, 1995]

and [Baker, 1991] do not seem to allow for first order

reductions as straightforward as ours. The second or

der characterization of the class of models in which

actions are maximally executable (as far as we know)

has never been proposed for the set of domains we

consider.

The reduction to first order seems to be of partic

ular interest from the perspective of implementing

these theories. Recently, there seems to be a grow

ing interest in implementing nonmonotonic reasoning

systems (see e.g. [IJCAI, 1995; ECAI, 1996]). As

far as circumscription is involved, a lot of efforts

are put in mechanizing systems for the elimination

of second order quantifiers (see for example [Gab-

bay and Ohlbach, 1992; Kartha and Lifschitz, 1995;

Doherty et ai, ]). Having a direct encoding in first

order logic eliminates the need for this complex step.

Furthermore, the set of domains for which the reduc

tion is possible is fairly big. For example, it includes

the domains for which Lin and Reiter [Reiter, 1991;

Lin and Reiter, 1994] propose a simple solution for the

characterization of a class of minimally abnormal mod

els. For such a characterization, Lin and Reiter impose

certain consistency conditions and a second order for

mula ensuring a "tree structure" for the universe of

situations. Our solution does need neither of them.

Furthermore the reduction to first order is possible for

any domain without terms denoting objects, e.g. the

domain corresponding to Example 3 of [Kartha and

Lifschitz, 1995]. That example involves a "ternary

state constraint" (in the sense of Section 3.1 of [Pinto,

1995]). Thus for that domain it is not possible to com

pute the successor state axiom following the methods

developed in [Pinto, 1995].

Finally, the last step is interesting in two ways. First,

it supports our definition of "intended model" . When

for a domain D there is a corresponding domain de

scription V in ATI, the consequences of V are exactly

those entailed by the class of intended models of D.

Second, we give a sound and complete translation of

any domain description in AR into first order logic.

This translation is also applicable to domain descrip

tions which do not have a counter-part in the domains

we consider in Section 3. For example, it is applicable

to domain descriptions in which some of the fluents are

not inertial (or not in the "frame" [Lifschitz, 1990]) or

can nondeterministically change their values.

2 A SEMANTIC SOLUTION

In this paper, all free variables in a formula are consid

ered implicitly universally quantified from the outside.

We also assume that bound variables are renamed in

such a way that any two quantifiers one in the scope of

the other bind distinct variables. By 4>(z) we indicate

a formula whose free variables are in z.

We are using a many sorted language with sorts

for situations (situation), actions (action), objects

(object) and values (vaiue). We denote the vari

ables for situations, actions, values and tuples of ob

jects with s, s',s",si, . . ., a,ai, . . ., v,w, vi, wi, . . . and

y,x,xi,X2, . . . respectively. As usual, we assume that

the sorts be pairwise disjoint and that for each sort S,

an equality symbol =s belongs to the language. We

usually drop the S and simply write = for =5.

The only symbols (other than equality) involving the

sort situation are:

• a set of fluent symbols, denoted with F, Fi , F2, . . .

Formally, a fluent symbol F is a function symbol

F: object" x situation -» vaiue,

• the binary function do: action x situation -¥ sit

uation,

• the constants ± and So, for the undefined and

initial situation respectively.

The domains we consider are characterized by a set of

1. ramiGcation constraints, (or constraints) of the

form

T(«) (1)

where s is the only situation term occurring in T,

and

2. effect propositions, of the form

do(a, 8) = s'As' ^ 1 D Vz($(x, a, s) D *(x, a, «'))

(2)

where s [resp. s'] is the only situation term oc

curring in $ [resp. 9].
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Formally, a domain consists of the formula

So ? 1, (3)

effect propositions and constraints. Equation (3) is

required for ruling out from the class of models those

structures whose situation universe is a singleton (and

thus in which all the ground situation terms are equal

to the undefined situation).

A domain D is propositional if the constraint

-iu = T = v = F (4)

belongs to D. When considering propositional do

mains, we abbreviate any atomic formula

F(x,0 = T.

with F(x,0- m writing domains, we usually omit (3)

and, in the cases of propositional domains, we omit

also (4). With these conventions, the "murder mys

tery" [Baker, 1991] can be formalized by the proposi

tional domain:

do(a, s) = s' A s' ^ _L D (a = Load D Loaded{s')),

do(a, s) = s' A s' ^ 1 D

(a = Shoot A Loaded(s) D -<Alive(s')),

do(a, s) = s' A s' / ± D (a = Shoot D ->Loaded(s1)),

Walking(s) D Alive(s),

Load ^ Wait, Load / Shoot, Wait ^ Shoot.

(5)

In the above domain, the first three formulas are effect

propositions. All the other formulas are constraints.

Given (5), we are interested in characterizing the mod

els satisfying, e.g.

-iAlive(do(Shoot, do( Wait, do(Load, So)))) (6)

(i.e. the person is not alive after we load the gun, wait

and then shoot), and

do{Shoot, do( Wait, do(Load, S0))) ^ 1 (7)

(i.e. it is possible to load the gun, wait and finally

shoot).

The intended models of a domain are those which are

"minimally abnormal" and in which "actions are max

imally executable", in the sense made precise by the

following two definitions.

In the following, we indicate the interpretation of a

symbol A" in a structure M with M[K]. We also ex

tend the signature of the language by adding to it, for

every element A; in a universe of M, a new object con

stant k* of the appropriate sort. The interpretation of

the new symbols is defined by M[A;*] = fc.

Definition 1 A model M of a domain D is minimally

abnormal if there does not exist a model M' of D such

that

1. M and M' have the same universes.

2. M and M' differ only in the interpretation of flu

ent symbols.

3. There is a ground situation term £ and a ground

action term a such that

• For any ground fluent F(x,£),

M'[F(x,t)] = M[F(X,Ol

• M'[do{a,0] = M[do(a,0] t M[±J.

• For any ground fluent F(x, do(a,£)), either

M'[F(x, do(a,0)] = M[F(X, do(a,0)l

or

M'[F(x,do(a,0)] = M[F(x,OY

• There exists a ground fluent F(x,do(a,£))

such that

M'[F(x,do(a,0)] * M[F(X,do(a,0)].

However, the class of minimally abnormal model of do

main (5) does entail neither (6) nor (7). In fact, such

a class includes also models in which (7) is not satis

fied. As a consequence, in these models, the effects of

shooting are canceled.

Definition 2 Let M be a model of a domain D. We

say that actions are maximally executable in M if M

satisfies

s = ± D do{a, s) = _L, (8)

and there does not exist a model M' of D satisfying (8)

such that

1. M and M' have the same universes for actions,

objects and values. The universe for situations in

M is a subset of the universe for situations in M'.

2. M and M' differ only in the interpretation of the

fluent symbols and the function do.

3. There is a ground situation term £ and a ground

action term a such that

• For any ground fluent F(x,£),

M'lF(x,0] = MlF(x,Z)].

• M'[do(a,0] ± M[do{a,0\ = M{±].

We say that a model M of a domain D is an intended

model if M is minimally abnormal and actions are

maximally executable in M. Of course, each intended

model of domain (5) satisfies both (6) and (7).
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3 A SECOND ORDER SOLUTION

We assume to have also function variables for flu

ent symbols. For each fluent symbol F, we denote

with F' a fluent variable with the same domain as

F. We also assume that Fi F„ are all the flu

ent symbols in the language and that the domain

D consists of a finite number of propositions. By

Adt(s) [ADVx(*(x>a>s) D ¥(*,<*,*')). resp.] we

mean the conjunction of the constraints [of the right

hand side of the effect propositions, resp.] in D.

4>[ti/zi, . . . ,tm/zm] is the expression obtained via si

multaneous substitution of ti for Zi (1 < t < m) in

<j>.

We begin with a second order characterization of the

class of minimally abnormal models.

do(a, s) = s' A s' # J. D ->3F{ ...F'n{

ADT(s)[s'/8,F{/F1,...,FUFn] A

ADVx($(x,a,s) D 9(x,a,s'){F{/Fu...,FUFn})A

Ai<i<n(Vxi(Fl(*i,»') = flfo.OV

Fl(xi,s')=Fi(xi,s))) A

y^^iBxiFKxus^^Fiixus'))).

(9)

Theorem 1 Let M be a model of a domain D. M is

minimally abnormal iff M satisfies (9).

Intuitively, (9) imposes to consider only those models

M in which, for each action a and situation £ such

that

M\= do{a,0?L,

it is not possible to find fluent symbols F[,...,F'n

• satisfying the conditions imposed by the con

straints and the effect propositions (second and

third lines of (9)); and

• for each tuple of objects xu

M \=Fl(Xi,do(a,0) = Fi(Xi,do(a,0)y

F;(Xi,do(a^)) = Fi(xi,0,

with 1 < * < n (third and fourth line of (9)); and

• for at least one tuple of objects X) either

M \= F[(x,do(a,0) ± F1(X,do(a,0),

or

M f= F±(x, do(a,0)?F2(X,do(a,0),

or

M (= F^(X,do(a,0) * Fn(X,do(a,0)

(last line of (9)).

The class of models in which actions are maximally

executable is characterized by the following formula.

do(a,s) =i'D(8' = l = (j = lV -.3FJ ...F^(

ADT(S)[S7S,F1'/F1,...,F^/Fn]A

AD Vx(*(a:, o, a) D *(*, a, s'^Fi/F, , . . . , ^/Fn])))).

(10)

Theorem 2 Let M be a model of a domain D. Ac

tions are maximally executable in M iff M satisfies

(10).

It can also be proved that a model M of a domain D

satisfies (10) if and only if M satisfies (8) and

do(a,s) =s'As' = lD(s = lV -.3F/ . . .F^(

/\D?(s)[s'/s,FUF1,...,FUFn)A

/\DVx(*(x,a,s) D 9(x,a,S'){F{/F1,...,FUFn]))).

4 REDUCTION TO FIRST ORDER

In general, it is not possible to reduce (9) to an equiv

alent first order formula. The following example is

from [Lin and Reiter, 1994].

Example 1 Let P and R be ternary fluent symbols

and A an action constant. Consider the propositional

domain consisting of the effect proposition

do(a,s) = s'As' ^ ± D (o = AAP(x,y,s) D R(x,y,s')),

and of the constraints

R(x,x, s),

R(x,y,s) D R(y,x,s),

R(x, y, s) A R(y, z, s) D R(x, z, s).

It is not possible to characterize the set of minimally

abnormal models of D with a first order theory. Oth

erwise, such a theory, together with the first order for

mula

do(A,S0) ±A^R(x,y,S0)

would entail the transitive closure of P(x,y,So) (which

is not first order definable).

However, there are some special cases in which

both (9) and (10) have first order equivalent formu

las.

We say that a formula is solitary in F(x, s')1 if it has

the form

3yVx(t>(y,x,a,s,s')

where

'This terminology is suggested by a vague analogy with

the corresponding concept in [Lifechitz, 1985].
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• y and x are tuples (eventually empty) of object

variables, and

• for each occurrence in <j>(y,x,a,s,s') of a fluent

G(x,0. if f is s' then G(x,Q is F(x,s').

For example, the first, second and third proposi

tions in (5) are solitary in Loaded(s'), Alive(s') and

Loaded(s') respectively.

We say that a formula is separabie in s' if it is a com

bination of conjunctions and disjunctions of solitary

formulas in some fluent F(x,s').

The formula ( Walking(s') = F V Alive(s') = T) is sep

arable in s'.

Theorem 3 Let D be a domain such that for each

constraint (1) and effect proposition (2), T(s) and

Vx($(x, a, s) D $ (x,a,s')) are separable in s and s'

respectively. Then both (9) and (10) have a first order

equivalent formula.

Consider e.g. (9). In the hypotheses of Theorem 3, we

can rewrite

3F' F' (

AD?(s)[S'/S,F{/F1,...,FUFn} A

AD V*(#(x, a, s) D 9(x, a, OPi/fi , • • ■ , FUFn])A

hi<i<nWxi(Fl(xi,8') = Fi(xi,8')V

F!(xi,s') = Fi(xi,s))) A

yi<i<n(3xiF;(xi,s')^Fi(xi,s'))).

in a form

3F[...F^3y\J /\ Vxj<Mz/,*>><w')! (H)

by first order manipulation. Furthermore, we can as

sume that each occurrence in 4>ij {y, Xj , a, s, s') of a flu

ent with a fluent variable has the form Fj(xj,s').

Then, (11) can be rewritten as

3y \/ A 3F;VXjs"(s" = s' D ^(y.^.o,*,*')^"/*'])

i l<j<n

which can be reduced to a first order formula using the

equivalence (see e.g. [Enderton, 1972])

^ Vxs3v<j)(x,v,s) = 3FVxs<j>(x,v,s)[F(x,s)/v].

There are two important classes of domains meeting

the conditions of Theorem 3 and thus for which we can

find first order formulas equivalent to (9) and (10).

To the first class belong the propositional domains in

which the constraints are without situation terms and

the effect propositions have one of the following two

forms

do(a, s) = s'As7lD Vx(P{x, a, s) D F(x, s')),

do(a, s) = s' A s' ^ ± D Vz(Q(a, x, s) D ->F(x, «')).

For example, the propositional domain (5) without the

constraint Walking(s) D Alive(s), belongs to this set.

These are essentially the domains for which Reiter [Re-

iter, 1991] proposes a method for the generation of

"successor state axioms" .

To the second class belong the domains in which each

proposition does not contain object terms. For ex

ample, the domain (5) belongs to this set. For such

domains, (9) is equivalent to

do(a, s) = s' A s' ^ ± D —>3vi . . . u„(

TOOfa/Fx (») vn/Fn(s)] A

AD(*(o,«) 3 *(a,s')[v1/Fl(s'),...,vn/Fn{s')])A

Al<i<n{Vi = Fi{8,)VVi=Fi(8)) A

(12)

while (13) is equivalent to:

do(a, s) = s' D (s' = J. = (s = XV ->3ui . . . v„(

/\DT(s)[vl/F1(s),...,vn/Fn(s)]A

AD(*(o,*) D *(a,s')[vl/F1(s'),...,vn/Fn(s')})))).

(13)

For example, in the case of domain (5), (12) and (13)

become2

do{a,s) = s' As' ^ 1 D

Res(a, Loaded(s'), Alive(s'), Alive(s'),s)

and

do(a,s) = J. = s = J. V ->3viV2V3Res°(a,vi,V2,V3,s)

respectively.

The predicate Res0 (a, v\,V2,V3, s) is defined by the for

mula

(o = Load D v\ = T) A

(a - Shoot A Loaded(s) = TD«2 = F)A

(a = Shoot D vi = F) A

("3=TDD2 = T),

while Res(a,vi,V2,V3,s) is defined by:

-3w\U)2W3{Res°(a,wi,wv, u>3,s) A

(u>i = v\ V u>i = Loaded(s)) A

(u>2 = V2 V u>2 = Alive{s)) A

(u)3 = V3 V W3 = Walking(s)) A

(u>i Vi V w2 # V2 V u;3 ^ v3)).

2Notice that we do not need to consider the constraints

in the last line of (5) since without occurrences of fluents.
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The following example is Example 3 in [Kartha and

Lifschitz, 1995].

Example 2 Consider a table divided into three loca

tions F, G and H. A block can be in exactly one

of these three locations. There is an action A, which

when performed when the block is in location F moves

it out of that location. Hence, after the action is per

formed, the block is in location G or H, but we do not

know which.

This scenario is formalized by the following proposi-

tional domain:

do{a, i) = «,A«'/lD(o = ilA F(s) D ->F{s')),

F(s)VG(s)VH(s),

-.F(s) V-.G(s),

->F(s) V (s),

-.G(s) V-.#(s).

This domain admits a first order reduction a-priori

computable. Furthermore, because of the ternary con

straint, the methods developed in [Pinto, 1995] for the

generation of successor state axioms are not applicable.

5 RELATIONS WITH ATI

ATI [Giunchiglia et al, 1996] is an "(high level) action

description language" in the spirit of A from [Gelfond

and Lifschitz, 1992]. Preliminary reports on ATI ap

peared in [Kartha and Lifschitz, 1994] and [Giunchiglia

et al, 1995]. Differently from these two previous re

ports, [Giunchiglia et al, 1996] incorporates the idea

from [Lifschitz, 1996] of distinguishing between the

"action description" and "action query" components

of an action language. Intuitively, an action descrip

tion language is for describing the scenario, i.e. its

possible states and the effects of executing actions in

states. An action query language is for asking queries

about the scenario. A typical query is whether a cer

tain condition is true after executing a given sequence

of actions. The sum of an action description and an

action query language defines an action language.

In this section we first review the syntax (Section 5.1)

and semantics (Section 5.2) of ATI. In Section 5.3

we introduce a query language that can be used, to

gether with ATZ, to address temporal projection prob

lems. These first three subsections are directly derived

from [Giunchiglia et al, 1996]. In Section 5.4, we pro

vide a correct and complete translation of any domain

description V of ATI in a domain DF in the situa

tion calculus. Finally, in Section 5.6, we show that

the models of Dp are exactly the intended models of

the straightforward translation of V in the situation

calculus.

5.1 SYNTAX OF ATI

ATI is a family of "action description languages" . An

ATI language is characterized by

• a nonempty set of fluent symbols (or fluent

names),

• a function, associating with every fluent name F

a nonempty set RngF of symbols that is called the

range of F,

• a subset of fluent names, which are said to be

inertia!,

• a nonempty set of symbols, that are called action

names, or actions.

A vaiue is a symbol that belongs to the range of a

fluent.

An atomic formula has the form (F is V), where F

is a fluent symbol, and V € RngF. A formula is a

prepositional combination of atomic formulas. In the

following, True stands for some fixed tautology and

False for -> True. We also say that a fluent F is propo-

sitional if RngF = {F, T}. For a prepositional fluent

F, we abbreviate the atomic formula

FisT

by F.

There are three types of propositions in an ATI lan

guage: determinate effect propositions, indeterminate

effect propositions, and constraints. A determinate ef

fect proposition is an expression of the form

A causes C if P, (14)

where A is an action, and C and P are formulas. An

indeterminate effect proposition is an expression of the

form

A possibly changes F if P, (15)

where A is an action, F an inertial fluent symbol and

P a formula. In effect propositions (14), (15), the part

if P

is dropped if P is True.

Finally, if C is a formula then a constraint has the

form

always C. (16)

An action description is a set of propositions.
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For example, the "murder mystery" can be formalized

in ATZ as follows (all the fluents are propositional and

inertial):

Load causes Loaded,

Shoot causes ->Alive if Loaded,

Shoot causes -^Loaded,

always Walking D Alive.

(17)

5.2 SEMANTICS OF ATI

The semantics of an action description is defined in

terms of a transition system. A transition system is

characterized by a set of states, and a transition func

tion mapping a state a and an action A into a set of

states —the states resulting from the execution of A

in a.

A valuation is a function that associates to each flu

ent symbol F an element of RngF. A valuation a is

extended to atomic formulas as follows

a(F is V)

__ JT, if

- \F, ol

a(F) = V,

otherwise.

and to arbitrary formulas according to the truth tables

of propositional logic.

Consider an action description A. A valuation a is

said to be a state if, for every constraint (16) in A,

cr(C) = T. The action description (17) has six states,

corresponding to the six possible valuations satisfying

the constraint Walking D Alive.

The transition function Res associated to each action

description is defined in two steps.

First, Res0 (A, a) is defined to be the set of states a'

such that, for each determinate effect proposition (14)

in A, a'{C) = T whenever a(P) = T. Then, Res(A,a)

is defined to be the set of states a' such that for any

state a" in Res0(A,a), NewA{a,a") is not a proper

subset of NewA(<7,a')- Ncwa(o;o-') is the set of for

mulas

F is ct'(F)

such that

• F is inertial and a'(F) ^ a(F), or

• for some indeterminate effect proposition (15) in

A, a{P) = T.

5.3 TEMPORAL PROJECTION IN ATI

The specification of a temporal projection problem in

cludes an action description and a set of "initial condi

tions" that have to be satisfied by the initial situation.

An initial condition is specified by a proposition of the

form

initially C (18)

where C is a formula in the syntax of ATI. We will use

the term domain description to mean a set of proposi

tions consisting of an action description union a set of

initial conditions. (Thus an action description is also

a domain description.)

Given a domain description, a temporal projection

problem consists in the check of whether a certain

condition is true after executing a given sequence of

actions starting from the initial situation. To specify

such a condition we introduce value propositions as

expressions of the form

C after A\ ; . . . ; An (19)

where C is a formula and A\, . . . ,An (n > 0) are action

names.

A history for an action description A is a finite se

quence

a0,Ai,o-1,...,An,(jn (20)

(n > 0) such that cto is a state and

<Tj 6 Res(Ai,ai-i) (1 < i < n).

A history (20) satisfies an initial condition (18) if ero

satisfies C. Given an action description A and a set 1

of initial conditions, we say that (19) is a consequence

of the domain description AUl if, for any history (20)

satisfying all the initial conditions in I, an (C) = T.

For example, the domain description (17) entails

-<Alive after Load; Wait; Shoot.

If we add the initial condition

initially Loaded (21)

then, (17) together with (21) entails also

->Alive after Wait; Shoot.

5.4 TRANSLATION OF ATI INTO FIRST

ORDER LOGIC

We restrict our attention to finite domain descriptions,

that is to domain descriptions with finitely many flu

ent symbols, values, actions and propositions. We also

assume that F\ , . . . , Fm [Fm+i ,...,Fn, resp.] are the

inertial [not inertial, resp.] fluent symbols, listed ac

cording to a fixed enumeration.

We will translate each finite domain description V into

a many sorted first order theory Dp in the language

LF.
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5.4.1 Definition of the language Lp

As in Section 2, the language Lp will be many sorted.

We have sorts for situations (situation), actions (ac

tion) and values (vaiue). We adopt the same conven

tions used in Section 2.

For the constants, we assume that all the values of V,

all actions of V, and the situation constants So and ±

are declared as constants of the appropriate sort. The

function symbols are:

• for each fluent symbol F;, a unary function F,:

situation -> vaiue,

• the function do: action x situation —> situation.

Finally, the predicate constants are:

• Statef whose arguments are an n-tuple of values,

• Res°F whose arguments are an action, an n-tuple

of values, and a situation,

• ReSf whose arguments are an action, an n-tuple

of values, and a situation.

Each predicate is meant to capture the corresponding

concept of ATI semantics.

5.4.2 Unique Name Assumptions

For each two distinct action names A, and Aj,

Ai^Aj. (22)

For each fluent symbol F; and for each pair V, , of

distinct values in Rng(Fi),

VjjtVk. (23)

Finally,

So # -L. (24)

5.4.3 Definition of StateF, Res°F and ResF

For any formula C of V

• with Cv we indicate the formula of Lp obtained

replacing each fluent symbol F{ with the variable

Vi in C,

• for any situation term £, with Q we indicate the

formula of Lf obtained replacing each fluent sym

bol Fj with the term Fj(£) in C.

The next three equations define the predicates Statef,

Res°F and Resp, respectively. Statef(vi,. . -,vn) is de

fined to be equivalent to:

A ( V Vt = V)A f\ Cv. (25)

!<»<" veRngiFt) always cev

Proposition 1 Let M be a structure of Lp satisfying

(23) and (25). A set {(Fj, V<) | 1 < t < nj is state of

ViffM^ StateF(Vu...,Vn).

Proposition 1 trivially follows from the fact that in a

model equality is interpreted as identity.

Res°F(a, vi , . . . , vn, s) is defined equivalent to:

StateF(vi,...,vn)r\ ^

A/i causes c if P€i>((0 = ^ ^ ^ Cv).

Given a structure M of Lp, we say that a ground

situation term £ situates a valuation a of V if

M[FM)\ = M[(r(F)] (1 < i < n).

If £ is a ground situation term situating a in M then,

for any formula P of P, a(P) = T iff M |= Pt, (this

can be proved by induction on the structure of the

formula).

Proposition 2 Let A be an action and a a valuation

ofV. Let M be a structure of Lp satisfying (22)-(26)

and £ a ground situation term situating o in M. a' 6

Res°(A,a) iff M \= Res°F (A.a'fFx), . . . ,a'(Fn),t).

The thesis follows from Proposition 1 and the unique

ness of names both for actions and values within each

range associated to a fluent.

ResF(a, v\ , . . . , v„, s) is defined equivalent to:

Res°F(a,vi,.. .,vn,s)r\

-i3wi •■■ w„(Res°F (a, w\, ...,wn, s) A

/\l<i<m(Wi = ViVWi = Fi(s)) A

A ((a = AAP,)DVi=Wi)).

A possibly changes F< if P 6 V

(27)

Proposition 3 Let A be an action and a a valuation

ofV. Let M be a structure of Lp satisfying (22) -(27)

and £ a ground situation term situating a in M . a' £

Res(A,a) iff M \= ResF(A,o-'(F1), . . . ,o-'(Fn),0-

The proof is based on the following fact about AH.

a' G Res(A,o) iff a' G Res°(A,a) and there is not a

valuation a" G Res°(A,a) such that:
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• cr"(F) = a'(F) for each fluent symbol F such that

for some indeterminate effect proposition (15) in

V, o(P) = T;

• for each inertial fluent symbol F, either a"(F) =

a'(F) or o"(F) = a(F)\ and

• there exists at least one inertial fluent symbol F

such that a"(F) # a'(F).

5.4.4 Model conditions

Each initial condition has to be satisfied:

A °So- (28)

initially cex>

Also the constraints have to be satisfied:

StateP{Fl(8),...,Fn(8)). (29)

If an action A is executable in a state a, the resulting

states shall belong to Res{A,a):

do{a,s)^±D ,30>

ResF(a,Fi(do{a,s)),...,Fn(do(a,s)),s).

Normally, actions are executable:

do(a, s) = J. =s = -LV

-i3vi ... vnRes°F (a, vn, s).

5.5 CORRECTNESS AND

COMPLETENESS OF THE

TRANSLATION

Let V be a finite domain description. The translation

of V in first order logic is the first order theory Dp

consisting of (22)-(31).

For any string of actions A\ ...A„ (n > 0) we abbre

viate the term do{An, do{An-\, . . . , do(Ax,S0) . . .))

with do{A\ . . . An,So).

Theorem 4 Let Dp be the translation of a finite do

main description V in first order logic. A value propo

sition C after A is a consequence of V iff Dp entails

do(I,S0) / ID Cdo(A,s0y

Notice that, domains

• having at least one model in the action language

A [Gelfond and Lifschitz, 1992], or

• without "releases" propositions in the action lan

guage Alio [Kartha and Lifschitz, 1994], or

• without dependent fluents in the action language

AIZD [Giunchiglia and Lifschitz, 1995],

can be regarded as ATI domains. Hence, the above

translation and results can be applied also to them.

5.6 MODELS OF THE TRANSLATION

Consider a finite domain description V. Let Dp the

translation of V in first order logic. Define D to be the

domain (in the language Lp of Dp, see Section 5.4.1)

consisting of:

• the formulas (22)-(24); and

• the effect propositions

do(A, s) = s' A s' ^ 1 D {P. D Cf)

for each proposition (14) in V; and

• the constraints

C.

for each proposition (16) in P, and

V *i« = V

veRngiFi)

for each fluent symbol Fj.

Theorem 5 Let V be a finite domain description such

that

• all the fluent symbols are inertial, and

• V consists only of determinate effect propositions

and constraints.

A structure M of Lp is a model of Dp iff M is an

intended model of D.

To check the above theorem, it is enough to

1. unfold the definitions of Statep, ResF and Resp

in (29), (30) and (31), and

2. compare the result with D union (12) and (13)

(we remind that these two last formulas charac

terize the set of intended models for domains with

out object terms): the two theories are logically

equivalent.
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As a trivial consequence of Theorem 4 and Theorem 5

we have the following Corollary.

Corollary 1 In the hypotheses of Theorem 5, a value

proposition C after A is a consequence of V iff the

class of intended models of D entails do(A,So) / ID

Cdo(A,sa)-
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Abstract

In this paper, we extend PMON, a logic

for reasoning about action and change, with

causal rules which are used to specify the

indirect effects of actions. The extension,

called PMON(RCs), has the advantage of us

ing explicit time, includes actions with dura

tions, nondeterministic actions, allows par

tial specification of the timing and order of

actions and has been assessed correct for at

least the K-IA class of action scenarios with

in the Features and Fluents framework. Most

importantly, the circumscription policy used

is easily shown to be reducible to the first-

order case which insures that standard the

orem proving techniques and their optimiza

tions may be used to compute entailment. In

addition, we show how the occlusion concept

previously used to deal with duration and

nondeterministic actions proves to be equal

ly versatile in representing causal constraints

and delayed effects of actions. We also dis

cuss related work and consider the strong

correspondence between our work and recent

work by Lin, who uses a Cause predicate to

specify indirect effects similar to our use of

Occlude in PMON, and a minimization poli

cy related to that used in PMON.

1 Introduction

Sandewall [17] has recently proposed a systematic ap

proach to the representation of knowledge about dy

namical systems that includes a framework in which

to assess the range and applicability of existing and

new logics of action and change. As part of the frame

work, several logics of action and change are intro

duced and assessed correct for particular classes of

Patrick Doherty

Department of Computer

and Information Science

Linkoping University

S-58183 Linkoping, Sweden

patdo@ida.liu.se

action scenario descriptions. The most general class

K — IA and one of it's associated entailment relations,

PMON, permits scenarios with nondeterministic ac

tions, actions with duration, partial specifications at

any state in the scenario, context dependency, and in

complete specification of the timing and order of ac

tions. Doherty [2, 1] provides a syntactic characteriza

tion of PMON in terms of circumscription and classical

logic and shows that for the K-IA class, the circum

scription axiom can be reduced to a lst-order formula.

Although PMON is assessed correct for a broad class

of action scenarios, it is restricted to actions that do

not permit indirect effects. It deals with the simple

frame problem and not ramification.

Inspired by the use of the frame construct in Kartha

and Lifschitz [8], Doherty and Peppas [4] have extend

ed PMON with the frame construct to deal with var

ious types of ramification. Lifschitz and Kartha capi

talize on the frame concept discussed in Lifschitz [10]

which is used in this case to specify causal dependen

cies between direct and indirect effects of actions. In

addition, they use both a release construct and a filter

ing method, analogous to the occlusion construct and

filtering method first proposed by Sandewall [16, 17]

for dealing with postdiction, actions with duration

and nondeterminism. The novelty of Kartha and Lif-

schitz's approach is a tripartite division of fluents into

frame, frame released, and non-frame fluents which is

used to deal with certain types of causally directed

ramification. In Doherty and Peppas[4], we consid

ered the relation between PMON(R) and ARo. We

show that PMON(R) subsumes ATZo in several dif

ferent respects, while ATZq has more expressibility in

other respects. The extension, PMON(R), is also char

acterized in terms of a circumscription axiom, but in

contrast to the case for PMON, it can not in the gen

eral case be reduced to a first-order formula.

Recently, causal minimization techniques have again

become increasingly more popular. These techniques
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are based on introducing explicit causal predicates

or causal rules to specify the indirect effects of

actions([ll], [12], [15], [20]). In this paper, we will

show how the base logic PMON can be extended with

causal rules with little change to the existing formal

ism. In fact, causal rules in this context are really

nothing more than macros in a surface language which

when translated into the base language of PMON take

advantage of the already existing predicate Occlude.

As stated previously,the Occlude predicate has already

been proven to be quite versatile in specifying ac

tions with duration and indeterminate effects of ac

tions. One of the benefits of using this approach for

specifying indirect effects of actions is that the origi

nal circumscription policy for the base logic PMON is

virtually left intact. Consequently, the extended ver

sion which we will call PMON(RCs), inherits the nice

feature of allowing the reduction of any circumscribed

action theory to a logically equivalent first-order the

ory provided the axiomatization of the chosen flow of

time is first-order definable.

In Doherty and Peppas [4], we showed how the re

lease predicate used by Lifschitz and Kartha had the

same function as Occlude in regard to simple forms

of nondeterministic actions. What is even more strik

ing when investigating PMON(RCs) is the comparison

with Lin's recent proposals for dealing with indirect

effects of actions and indeterminate actions ([11, 12]).

In fact, the Cause predicate and minimization poli

cy used by Lin are virtually analogous with the use

of the Occlude predicate and the minimization policy

used in both the original PMON [17, 2], and the minor

extension made in PMON(RCs).

There are a number of factors which make a formal

comparison between the two approaches difficult. In

particular, we use a linear time structure, whereas

Lin uses the situation calculus, although we should

mention that we initiated a study of the proper for

mal tools needed to do such comparisons in Doherty

and Peppas[4]. In addition, Lin also deals with ac

tions which may fail and the qualification problem.

We have not yet extended our formalism to deal with

these issues. Finally, much of Lin's work deals with

the automatic generation of successor state axioms as

a means for computing entailment in the situation cal

culus framework. Although we are currently working

on implementations of PMON and its various exten

sions, formally we have only gone as far as providing

an algorithm for automatic reduction of any circum

scribed action theory within our framework to the log

ically equivalent first-order case.

In the rest of the paper, we will do the following: (1)

Briefly introduce the base version of PMON. (2) Ex

tend it with causal and acausal constraints resulting

in PMON(RCs). (3) Show that any circumscribed ac

tion scenario in PMON(RCs) is reducible to the first-

order case. (4) Compare PMON(RCs) with a num

ber of recent proposals in the literature, in particular

Lin's, Thielscher's and Sandewall's approaches. (5)

Conclude with a discussion.

2 Action Scenario Descriptions

Many reasoning problems involving action and change

can be conveniently represented in terms of (ac

tion)scenario descriptions . Scenario descriptions can

be described as partial specifications of an initial and

other states of a system, combined with descriptions of

some of the actions that have occurred together with

their timing. The "Yale Shooting" or "Stanford Mur

der Mystery" problems are well known examples of

scenario descriptions. Scenario descriptions can be de

scribed directly in terms of a logical language, or for

convenience, described first in a higher level macro lan

guage which is then compiled into a logical language.

In our framework, we will represent action scenarios in

a surface language C(SV), which will then be trans

lated into a standard logical language C(TC). All for

mal reasoning will be done using C{!FC) together with

appropriate circumscription policies for modeling var

ious inertia policies. Detailed descriptions of both lan

guages and the translation process may be found in

[1,2]. In the following sections, we will provide suffi

cient detail to follow the examples in this paper.

2.1 The Language C{SV)

The formal syntax for specifying scenario descriptions

is defined in terms of the surface language C(SV),

consisting of action occurrence statements, action law

schemas, and observation statements, labeled with the

symbols "ac", "acs", and "obs", respectively. The well

known Stanford Murder Mystery scenario is shown be

low using the C(SV) syntax:1

Example 1

obsO t0 = 0 A ti = 10

obsl [to]alive

obs2 [ti]->aftt;e

ocl [2,6]Ftre

1Note that obsO is not strictly necessary. It is used here

simply to show that observation statements may contain

arbitrary temporal constraints associated with a particular

scenario.
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acsl [t\,t2]Fire ~> {[t\)loaded -t

[ti, t2](alive :=FA loaded := F)

Given a scenario description T, consisting of state

ments in the surface language C(SV), these statements

are translated into formulas in the many sorted first-

order language C(TC) via a two-step process. In the

first step, action schemas in T are instantiated with

each action occurrence statement of the same name,

resulting in what are called schedule statements (Each

schedule statement is labeled with the symbol "scd").

The resulting schedule statements replace the action

schemas and action occurrence statements. The re

sult of the first step is an expanded (action) scenario

description, T', consisting of both schedule and obser

vation statements. The expanded scenario description

associated with Example 1 is shown below:

Example 2

obsO t0 = 0 A ti = 10

obsl [t0]alive

obs2 [ti]-io/iue

scdl {[2]loaded -»

[2, 6](alive := F A loaded := F)

In the second step of the translation process, macro-

translation definitions are used to translate statements

in T' into formulas in £(T£). Before applying this

step to the example, we must first define C(J-C).

2.2 The Language C[TC)

C(TC) is a many-sorted first-order language. For the

purposes of this paper, we assume two sorts: a sort T

for time and a sort T for propositional fluents. In other

work [6], an additional sort is used for actions. The

language includes the predicate symbols Holds and

Occlude , of type Tx J, and the predicate symbols

< and < (interpreted as the usual "less than" and

"less than or equal to" relations on natural numbers) of

type T x T, the equality predicate =, and the function

symbols +, and - (interpreted as the usual "plus"

and "minus" functions on natural numbers) of type

TxT->T.

The numerals 0,1,2,... and the symbols to,ti,...,

will be used to denote constants of type T and the

symbols to,t\,... will be used to denote variables of

type 7". We define the set of temporal terms to be the

closure of the temporal variables and temporal con

stants of the language under the operators 4- and — .

A propositional fluent is a function of time with the

boolean truth values as range. The symbols fx, /a, . . ■

will be used to denote variables of type T. We assume

an appropriate set of function symbols of proper arity

for fluent names (e.g. alive, at). If F is a fluent name

then a restricted fluent term is defined as a term with

form F(ui, . . . ,un), where ui, . . . ,un are terms of sort

object, where object is restricted to be either a variable

or a constant term. Restricted fluent terms of arity 0

are called fluent constants. We define the set of fluent

terms to be the union of fluent variables and restricted

fluent terms.

An atomic formula is defined as any formula of the

form Holds(t, f) or Occlude(t, f), where t is a tempo

ral term and f is a fluent term. The set of formulas

of C(FL) is defined as the closure of the atomic for

mulas under the boolean connectives (i.e. ->, A, V, -*,

and the universal and existential quantifiers (i.e.

V, 3). In what follows, t < t' < t", t < t' < t",

t < t' < t" and t < t' < t", stand for t < t' At' < t",

t < t' A t' < t", t < t' A t' < t" and t < t' A t' < t",

respectively.

The intended interpretation for T is linear discrete

time where T is considered isomorphic to the natural

numbers. Since there is no axiomatization for time in

terpreted as the natural numbers, we either assume an

interpreted language, settle for something less such as

"integer-like, discrete flow of time with a first moment"

which is axiomatizable [14], or assume a sound, but in

complete axiomatization of the flow of time. In prac

tice, we will normally be using a specialized temporal

constraint module for reasoning about time which is

normally sound, but incomplete.

2.3 From C{SD) to C(FL)

As stated in Section 2.1, the second step of the trans

lation process uses macro-translation definitions to

translate statements in T' into formulas in C(FL). We

need a few preliminary definitions which will prove use

ful both here and in the definition of causal constraints

in a later section. A fluent formula is any boolean com

bination of restricted fluent terms from C(FL). An el

ementary scenario formula is of the form [t]^, where t

is a temporal term in C(FL) and 7 is a fluent formula.

A scenario formula is any boolean combination of ele

mentary scenario formulas. Let 7 and S denote fluent

formulas and e denote a restricted fluent term (possi

bly negated). Let C be any of the logical connectives

A, V, or — The following list of macro-translation

definitions should suffice to provide the general idea:
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Any elementary scenario formula can be reduced to a

boolean combination of elementary scenario formulas

of the form [t]e.

[s, t]S d=f Vz.s < x < t -> [x}5

[a, t)S d= Vi.a < x < t -> [x}5

[t]e d=f Holds{t,e)

[s,t]e :=T =' Holds(t,e)

AV«i(s < ti < t -> Occlude(ti,e))

def[5,t]€:=F =J Holds(t,^e)

AVtx(s < h < t -> Occlude(tx,e))

Holds(t,^e) "= ^Holds(t,t).

The translation of T' in Example 2 into C(FL) using

the translation rules is shown below:

Example 3

obsO t0 = 0 A ti = 10

06s 1 Holds(to, alive)

obs2 -<Holds(ti, alive)

scdl Holds(2, loaded) ->

[-<Holds(6, alive) A -iHolds(6, loaded) A

V*(2 < t < 6 -> Occlude(t, alive)) A

V*(2 < t < 6 Occ/ude(t,/oa<ie(i))]

Note that although the labels are not part of the lan

guage of C(FL), they are retained. The labels are di

rectly correlated with the partitioning of formulas used

in the circumscription policy described in the next sec

tion. The following notation

Tc = Tobs U Tscd U Tuna U Tt,

is used for a scenario description in C(FL), where

Tobs and Tscd contain the observation and schedule

statements in the scenario, Tt contains the axiomati-

zation for the flow of time (when provided), and Tuna

contains the appropriate unique name axioms for the

sorts T and T. In the rest of the paper, we will use

the convention of suppressing Tuna and Tt, assuming

they are provided with every theory. In addition, we

will use the notation Tx , where X is an acronym such

as OBS, for a finite set of formulas or their conjunc

tion in contexts where this makes sense.

3 PMON Circumscription

In this section, we will describe the intuition behind

the use of occlusion, introduce a Nochange Axiom,

describe the filtered minimization technique, provide

a circumscription policy which uses occlusion, the

Nochange Axiom, and filtering, and show that any the

ory in the K - 1A class of action scenarios is reducible

to a first-order theory.

3.1 Occlusion

As we already mentioned in the introduction, the use

of the occlusion concept and its representation in terms

of the predicate Occlude has already proven to be

quite versatile in providing solutions to a number of

open problems associated with the representation of

action and change. Although related to the use of

an abnormality predicate together with an inertia as

sumption, there are some differences. The main dif

ference is perspective. Occlude is used to provide a

fine-grained means of excluding particular fluents at

particular points in time from being subject to what

are normally very strong inertia assumptions. In fact,

in retrospect much of the progress made in solving a

number of problems stemming from the original Yale

Shooting Scenario has been the gradual relaxation of

strict inertia in dealing with non-determinism, post-

diction and in the current case, indirect effects and

delayed effects of actions. It is the fine-grained use of

Occlude together with the filtered minimization tech

nique, where Occlude is minimized in only parts of

theories, that contributes to the simplicity of the solu

tions. Filtering minimizes the need for complex min

imization strategies. In fact, most of the time, the

minimization policy involves little more than applying

predicate completion to Occlude relative to part of a

theory.

Recall the scenario description described in Sec

tion 2.3. Associated with each action type in a scenario

is a subset of fluents that are potentially influenced by

the action (those fluents in the right side of a rule).

If the action has duration, then during its execution,

it is not known in general what value the influenced

fluents have. Since the action performance can poten

tially change the value of these fluents at any time,

all that can generally be asserted is that at the end of

the duration the fluent is assigned a specific value. To

specify such behavior, the Occlude predicate is used

in the definition of reassignment expressions which in

turn are used as part of the definition of an action

schema. Occlude serves the purpose of excluding cer

tain features at certain time-points from the global

inertia policy which we will soon introduce. In order

to specify actions with durations and indeterminate ef

fects of actions properly, it should be clear that fluents

directly set by an action should be occluded during the

execution of the action. In Lifschitz's recent terminol
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ogy, occluded fluents are simply frame-released fluents.

The predicate Occlude takes a time-point and a flu

ent as arguments. The definition for a reassignment

expression [ti,t2]<5 := T used in an action occurrence

statement is2

Holds(t2,S) A V*(*i < t < t2 -> Occlude(t,S)).

Referring to our previous example, it can be observed

that the occlusion specification is automatically gener

ated by the translation process from C(SD) to C(FL).

Occlusion specifies what fluents may change at what

points in time. The Nochange Axiom described next

specifies when a fluent is not permitted to change val

ue.

3.2 The PMON Circumscription Policy

Let Tncg denote the following Nochange Axiom,

Vf,t(Holds{t,f)®Holds{t+l,f) -> Occlude{t+l, /)),

(1)

where the connective ffi is an abbreviation for the

exclusive-or connective. The axiom states that if a

fluent / is not occluded at t + 1 then it can not change

value from t to t + 1. This axiom, together with the

observation axioms will be used to filter potential his

tories of action scenarios.

Filtered preferential entailment is a technique origi

nally introduced by Sandewall [16] for dealing with

postdiction. The technique is based on distinguishing

between different types of formulas in a scenario de

scription and applying minimization to only part of

the scenario, or different minimization policies to dif

ferent parts of the scenario. In this particular case,

we will distinguish between schedule statements Tscd

and the rest of the scenario. The idea is minimize the

Occlude predicate relative to the schedule statements

and then filter the result with the observation formu

las, Fobs and the nochange axiom Vncg- The mini

mization policy generates potential histories where the

potential for change is minimized. The potential his

tories are then filtered with the observations, which

must hold in any valid history, and with the nochange

axiom which filters out any spurious change not ex

plicitly axiomatized by the actions. More formally,

instead of using the policy,

Tatcg A TCA (2)

Circsoi^NCG A Tc(Occlude); Occlude),

where Circso denote standard second-order circum

scription, PMON circumscription is defined using the

JFor [ti,£j]£ := F, simply negate the Holds predicate.

policy,

Tncg A Tc A CircSo(FscD(Occlude); Occlude). (3)

Observe that the circumscription policy is surprisingly

simple, yet at the same time assessed correct for the

broad ontological class K-IA. One simply minimizes

the Occlude (frame-released) predicate while leaving

Holds fixed in that part of the theory containing the

action occurrences and then filters the result with the

nochange (inertia) axiom and the observation axioms.

Although Circso (Fscd (Occlude); Occlude)

is a second-order formula, it can be shown that it is

equivalent to a first-order formula using two results

by Lifschitz [9], and the fact that Occ/ude-atoms only

occur positively in Tscd, or through the use of pred

icate completion. Details may be found in [2, 1]. In

the following sections, we will show that this condition

is satisfied even after PMON is extended for ramifica

tion.

4 Extending PMON for Ramification

Details regarding the work described so far can be

found in previous publications by our group. We will

now proceed to the main topic of this paper, that of ex

tending PMON to PMON(RCs) in order to deal with

indirect effects of actions. The ramification problem

states that it is unreasonable to explicitly specify all

the effects of an action in the action specification itself.

One would rather prefer to state the direct effects of

actions in the action specification and use the deduc

tive machinery to derive the indirect effects of actions

using the direct effects of actions together with general

knowledge of dependencies among fluents, specified as

domain constraints. The dependencies specified using

domain constraints do not necessarily have to be based

solely on notions of physical causality.

The idea is that there is a certain tiered precedence for

change where change for fluents in a certain class are

dependent on changes of fluents in another class but

not vice-versa. Which fluents have precedence over

others is of course a domain dependent call and that

information must be provided in some manner, for ex

ample, either explicitly in terms of causal rules, or per

haps implicitly in terms of partitioning fluents in class

es such as framed, frame-released and non-framed as is

the case with [8], and using a particular minimization

policy. A particular domain policy might be based on

physical causality, where the precedence is for causes

to have a stronger inertia quota than their dependen

cies. On the other hand, when explaining effects, one

might reverse the precedence. A good example is the
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domain constraint light = switch! V switch! where

causal flow is in the right-left direction, but one might

equally well reverse the precedence for actions which

turn a light on instead.

One of the difficulties in dealing with the ramifica

tion problem is the fact that a tension exists between

solving the standard frame problem which requires

minimizing change across the board, and attacking

the ramification problem which requires relaxing min

imization of change just enough to permit change for

indirect effects, but only indirect effects that have a

justification for changing. As mentioned above, it is

still an open issue as to what policies such justifications

should be based on. Physical causality is simply one

of several reasons one might set up dependencies be

tween fluents. Sandewall [19] and Thielscher [20] have

recently begun analyzing different policies for justify

ing dependencies between fluents.

The basis of our solution is a straightforward encod

ing of relaxing minimization of change "just enough"

for the indirect effects of actions. This will be done

by introducing causal rules in C(SD) which pro

vide a means of expressing the directionality of de

pendencies between fluents and defining their trans

lations into C(FL) in terms of the Occlude predi

cate, which excludes the indirect effects from the non-

change constraint in the nochange axiom Tncg- We

will begin by distinguishing between two types of do

main constraints, causal constraints and acausal con

straints, and then specifying both their representations

in C(SD) and translations into C(FL), in terms of the

Occlude predicate.

4.1 Causal and Acausal Constraints

In order to express causal constraints, we begin by

defining causal relation expressions in C(SD).

Definition 1 A causa/ relation is an expression in

C{SD) with the following form,

where both t and s are temporal terms in £(FL), t < s,

and S and 7 are fluent formulas. □

The intended meaning of a causal relation is "if the

fluent formula 5 is true at time-point t, then the fluent

formula 7 must be true at time-point s, and a change in

7 due to this rule is legal w.r.t the nochange premise" .

Definition 2 A causal constraint is an expression in

C(SD) with the following form,

Q(a -> [t]5 » [s]j) or Q([t)S » [s]7),

where a is a scenario formula in which for any temporal

term t' in a,t' < t , and Q is a sequence of quantifiers

binding free variables of sorts T, T- □

We call a the precondition for the causal constraint.

The use of preconditions permits the representation of

context dependent dependencies among fluents. Note

also, that because the formalism uses explicit time

and both t and s may refer to different time-points,

it is straightforward to represent delayed effects of ac

tions using causal constraints. We will demonstrate

this in the examples which follow in the next section.

Causal constraints will be labeled with the prefix esc

in scenario descriptions in C(SD). The following ex

pressions provide examples of conditionalized and non-

conditionalized causal constraints:

esc Vt([t]underwater -¥ ([t]breathing > [t + to]-,alive)}

esc Vt([t]-<alive 3> [t]-<walking),

Acausal constraints describe relations between fluents

without encoding any preference for dependency order

ing. In a sense, a special class of acausal constraints is

not really necessary. Technically, they could be defined

as observations in a scenario which are observed at all

time-points, but conceptually there is a difference.

Definition 3 An acausal constraint is an expression

in C(SD) which is an arbitrary quantified scenario for

mula. □

Acausal constraints will be labeled with the prefix

"acc" in C(SD). We call an acausal constraint where

all fluents have the same temporal term, a static do

main constraint, while those with several terms will

be called transition constraints. The following expres

sions provide examples of static and transition acausal

constraints, respectively:

acc Vt([t]-<black V [t]-*white)

acc Vt([t]->alive -¥ [t + l]->a/tue).

4.2 Translation into C(FL)

In the previous section, we defined a number of dif

ferent domain constraint types in the surface language

. We will now provide a translation into C(FL) and

show that our informal intuitions regarding dependen

cy preferences among constraints are formally encod

ed into C(FL). Note that the only new symbol in

troduced when defining our domain expressions is the

symbol 3>. The following macro-translation definition

provides the proper translation for this relation.
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Definition 4

[*]*>M7 "= KM* ->[»h) A (4)

(([t-lHA[i!^[5]I(7))],(5)

where < < s and X(7) denotes the occlusion of all

restricted fluent terms in 7 at s.3 □

This intermediate formula is then translated into

C{FL) in a manner similar to that described in the

example in Section 2.3.

Example 4 The following causal constraint expres

sion specified in C(SD),

esc Vt[t](->alive » ->walking)4,

is translated into the following C{FL) formula,

esc Vt{

(-iHolds(t, alive) —> -^Holds(t, walking)) A

(Holds(t — I, alive) A ->Holds{t, alive) —>

Occlude(t, walking)).}

a

The intuition behind the translation in Definition 4 is

as follows: the first part of Definition 4, (4), represents

the actual causal dependency. [t]S —> [s]7 forces 7

to be true if S is true. The second part (5) simply

justifies the changes caused by the first part, but only

in the appropriate causal direction, ([t - 1]->5 A [t]S) —>

[8]Occlude(-y), states that a change in 7 caused by the

rule is legal w.r.t the nochange axiom.

4.3 PMON(RCs) Circumscription

The language of scenario descriptions C(SD) has been

extended for causal and acausal constraints and ad

ditional macro-translation definitions have been intro

duced which permit the translation of scenario descrip

tions with domain constraints into C(FL). The final

step will be to extend the circumscription policy used

in PMON to accommodate these new changes.

Let Tacc and Tcsc denote the translations of the

acausal and causal constraints into C'FL), respective

ly. An action scenario To is now defined as Tc =

Tfil U VChg where,

Tf/l = Tjvcc U Toss U Tacc U Tuna U IV

3For example, if 7 is «iCej, C is a logical connective,

then [s]X(7) is Occlude(s,e\) A Occlude(s, ej).

4In the rest of the paper [t]{8 » 7) will often be used

instead of [t]5 > [1)7.

The new circumscription policy is defined as

Tfil A Circso (Tchg (Occlude) ; Occlude) , (6)

Note that since Vchg contains no negative occur

rences of Occlude, and all other predicates are fixed,

any action scenario in PMON(RCs) is provably re

ducible to a logically equivalent first-order theory. The

first-order reduction applies to the extended scenarios

without change.

5 Examples

In this section, we will consider two examples from

the literature, the latter slightly modified from the

original. These examples should help in acquiring

both a conceptual and technical understanding of

PMON(RCs).

Example 5 The walking turkey problem is a well-

known ramification scenario and relatively straightfor

ward to encode and solve using causal constraints. We

will require one causal constraint stating that dead

turkeys do not walk. One ramification of shooting

a turkey is that it no longer walks and our theory

should entail this indirect effect. The following action

scenario description in C(SD) describes the walking

turkey problem:

obs 1 [0]walking

acl [2, A]Shoot

acsl [s, t]Shoot ~» [s, t]alive := F

cscl V£[t]->a/t't;e » -^walking

The corresponding translation into C(FL) is,

obsl Holds(0, walking)

scdl ->Holds(A, alive) A Vt(2 < t < 4 -*

Occlude(t, alive))

cscl Vt[(-<Holds(t, alive) —> -*Holds(t, walking)) A

(Holds(t — I, alive) A ->Holds(t, alive) ->

Occlude(t, walking))]

The scenario is partitioned as:

r>/£ = Tncg U Tobs U Tacc U Tuna U Tt, where

Fobs = {obsl},TuNA = {alive ^ walking},TACc = {}•

Tchg = Tscd A Tcsc 1 where

Tscd = {scdl},Tcsc = {cscl}.
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Circumscribing Occlude in Tchg results in the follow

ing definition which can be generated using either our

algorithm [5], or standard predicate completion:

Vt, f(Occlude{t, f) <-> ((/ = alive A 2 < t < 4) V

(/ = walking A

Holds(t — 1, alive) A

-^Holds(t, alive))))

For readability, we list the complete translation of the

scenario in C(FL), with the definition of Occlude de

rived via circumscription:

V/, t(Holds{t, f) 0 Holds{t + 1, /) ->

Occlude(t + 1, /)) A

Holds(0, walking) A

alive ^ walking A

-i/fo/ds(4, aZtue) A

V*[(-\Ho/cfs(r,a/it;e) -> ->Holds(t, walking)) A

Vt, f(Occlude{t, f) <-> ((/ = aZiue A 2 < < < 4) V

(/ = walking A Holds{t — 1, aZive) A

-<Holds(t, alive))))

There are two classes of preferred models for this sce

nario due to the fact that the shoot action has duration

and its effects may occur at time point 3 or 4:

[0, 2]aZiue A walking

[3, coJ-iaZtve A ->walking

and

[0, Z]alive A walking

[4, oo] ->alive A -^walking

Example 6 The extended stuffy room problem is

based on the original problem due to Winslett [21].

We extend it by introducing a box which requires the

use of chained causal rules, and by encoding a delayed

effect of an action by using one of the causal rules.

In this scenario, there are two causal constraints. The

first asserts that ductl is blocked if something is put on

top of it (Zoc2). The second asserts that the room gets

stuffy two time-points after both ducts are blocked.

Between time-points 2 and 5 a box is moved to location

Zoc2. The action scenario is represented in C(SD) as:

obs [0](6Zocfced(cZuctl) A -^blocked{duct2) A

at(box, loci) A ->stuffy)

ac [2, 5]move(box, locl,loc2)

acs Vi,Zl,Z2([s,t]mot;e(x,Zl,Z2)~»

[s, t]at{x, 11) := F A [s, t]at{x, 12) := T)

cscl Vr-, x[t]{at{x, loc2) » blocked{duct2))

csc2 Vt([t]{blocked{ductl) A blocked(duct2)) »

[t + 2]stuffy)

Translating into C(FL) and circumscribing, results in

the following theory:

Holds(Q, blocked{ductl)) A

^Holds{0, blocked(duct2)) A

HoZds(0,at(6oi,Zocl)) A

-iHolds(0, stuffy) A

->Holds(5, at(box, loci)) A

/foZ<Zs(5,at(6ox,Zoc2)) A

Vt, x(Holds(t, at(x, loc2))

Holds{t, blocked(duct2))) A

Vt(Holds(t, blocked(ductl)) A

Holds{t,blocked{duct2)) ->

Holds(t + 2, stuffy)) A

V/, t(Holds(t, f) 0 Holds(t + 1, /) ->

OccZude(t + l,/))A

Vi,/(

Occlude(t,f)

(2 < t < 5 A / = at(box, loci)) V

(2 < t < 5 A / = at(box, loc2)) V

Vx(^Holds(t - l,or(i,Zoc2)) A

Holds{t,at(x,loc2)) A

/ = blocked{duct2)) V

(->[Holds(t - 3, blocked(ductl)) A

Holds(t - 3,blocked(duct2))\ A

Holds(t - 2,blocked{ductl)) A

Holds(t - 2,blocked(duct2)) A

/ = stuffy)

)

In addition, the unique name axioms are included, but

not listed here. The theory correctly entails that if

something is placed on top of tZucr2 while ductl is

blocked, then the room will become stuffy two time-

points later. In the current axiomatization, the room

would remain stuffy forever even after one of the ducts

became free. This is because the nochange axiom pre

vents the room from becoming unstuffy without rea

son. In the current theory, there is no axiom which

states otherwise. A rule stating that the room is stuffy

only when both ducts are blocked can be added with-
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out difficulty:

cacZ Vt{[t]->{blocked{ductl) A blocked{duct2)) »

[t + 2]^stuffy).

This example demonstrates both the use of casual

chaining and how causal constraints can be used to

specify delayed effects of actions. □

6 Causal constraints and Stratification

Causal cycles without delay cause spontaneous or non-

grounded change, as the example below illustrates.

Example 7

obsl [0]->a

cscl V«[t](a » a) (7)

Unfortunately, this allows a model where a holds at

time-point 1, without any outside cause. Where in

tuitively we would assume that ->a persists, because

there is no reason for it not to, the causal rule intro

duces unsupported occlusion, blocking this preferred

entailments

Lin solves this problem by demanding that the causal

constraints are stratified, the following definition is

from Lin [11], it has been slightly changed for our ter

minology.

Definition 5 The csc's are stratified if there are no

fluents F0, F\, Fn such that F0 -4 Fi ->• ... -* F„ -¥

F0, where for any fluents F and F', F' -+ F if there is

a causal relation such that F' appears in the left hand

side of the » sign, and F appears in the right hand

side of the causal relation. □

Lin requires this definition, not only to rule out non-

grounded change, but to avoid cycles or recursion in

his causal rules, which prevents the use of Clark's com

pletion when reducing 2nd-order theories. Note that

we are never in this position because the translation

of causal constraints in our formalism only generates

positive occurrences of Occlude and the use of restrict

ed fluent terms prevents any recursion in Occlude even

if negative occurrences were generated.

One way to view stratification is to think in terms of

positive and negative recursion. Positive recursion oc

curs when Fq has the same sign at the beginning and

end of a chain like that in Definition 5. A typical pos

itive recursion is shown in Example 7. On the other

hand, Negative recursion occurs when Fo has different

signs at the beginning and end of a chain. The rules

a 3> (3,P ^ ->a together provide an example of neg

ative recursion. The current stratification definition

can be viewed as a means of ruling out both types of

recursion.

Although one might have a difficult time finding an

example where negative recursion makes sense with

causal rules, allowing it in our formalism does not

cause any technical problems. For example, the first

part of the translation of Vf[£](a » ->a) is Vr([t]a -»

[t]->a which is equivalent to Vt[t]-ia and the lhs of the

second part of the translation is always false, so no

additional occlusion assertions are generated.

As shown in the example, positive recursion when al

lowed, may result in unintuitive and unintended mod

els, where a causal constraint in some sense triggers

itself. On the other hand, if we restrict ourselves to

causal rules which may generate positive recursive cy

cles, but where the cause occurs strictly before the ef

fect, then the presence of positive cycles is technically

unproblematic.

Consequently, PMON(RCs), does not require a strat

ification definition as restrictive as the one above, but

the set of non-delayed causal constraints (constraints

in which t = a in Definition 2) must not contain posi

tive recursion.

The requirement that we exclude all types of non-

delayed positive recursive causal constraints when us

ing our approach is unfortunate because this would

rule out using a number of useful domain constraints

in both directions such as alive ->dead. If we encode

this formula using causal constraints in an attempt to

permit precedence in both directions the result would

be positive non-delayed cycles, which we have already

stated generate unintuitive models. Let's take another

example. Suppose we would like to encode the con

straint lamp o switchi V switcri2, so it may be used

in the causal direction (right-to-left) and for explana

tion in the other direction (left-to-right) using causal

rules. The following rules would be needed:

cscl Vt[i](Ja » (swi V sw2))

csc2 VE[r](iZa » -<(swi V sw2))

csc3 Vt[t]({swi V sw2) » la)

cscA Vt[r](-i(su>i V sw2) » ->/a),

Unfortunately, these are positive recursive and would

not do the job. In other words, it is very difficult

to use the causal rule approach in general when we

are dealing with constraints without causal interpre

tations. Sandewall [19] discusses this in detail. This

is obviously a limiting feature of the current approach

and approaches like ours.
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7 Related work

7.1 Lin

Previously, we mentioned that if one disregards failed

actions and qualification when comparing Lin's recent

proposals for dealing with indirect effects of actions

and indeterminate actions([ll]), then there are strik

ing similarities between these proposals and the orig

inal and extended versions of PMON. In fact, the

Cause predicate and minimization policy used by Lin

are virtually analogous with the use of the Occlude

predicate and minimization policy used in both the

original PMON and its extension PMON(RCs). As

suming familiarity with [11], let's briefly compare the

two frameworks. We'll begin with syntax and then

discuss minimization policy.

Compare Lin's frame axiom:

Poss(a, s) -* { -<(3v)Caused(p,v,do(a,s)) -¥

[Holds(p,do(a,s)) Holds(p,s)]},

which is equivalent to

Poss(a, s) -¥ { [Holds(p, do(a, s)) © Holds(p, s)}

-4 (3v)Caused(p,v, do(a, s))}

with the nochange axiom in PMON:

Vf,t(Holds(t,f)®Holds(t+l,f) -> Occlude{t+l, /)).

Poss(a, s) has to do with failed actions so this can be

disregarded.

In Lin's example, a typical causal domain constraint

is represented as,

up(Ll, s) A up(L2, s) —» Caused(open, true, s)

An additional rule is used to transfer change in the

Caused context back to the Holds context:

Caused{p, true, s) -» Holds(p,s),

which can be used to rewrite the previous causal con

straint to the equivalent,

Vs ([up(Ll, s) A up(L2, s) —► Holds(open, s)] A

[up(Ll, s) A up(L2, a) —> Caused(open, true, s)]),

which would be quite similar to our representation of

a causal constraint as,

Vf ([[t}up(Ll) A [t]up(L2) -> [tjopen] A

[[t- l]-.(up(Ll) AtiP(L2))A

[t}(up(Ll) Aup(L2))

[t] Occlude(open) } .

Lin describes his minimization method as follows:

1. Start with a theory T that includes all the effect

axioms and state constraints.

2. Minimize Caused in T. Let T" be the resulting

theory.

3. Add to T' the frame axiom(lO). Let T" be the

resulting theory.

4. Maximize Poss in T" to obtain the final action

theory.

Again, we can disregard step 4 in the comparison,

which leaves us with steps 1-3. Disregarding what we

place in parentheses for the moment, PMON's original

minimization policy is,

1. Start with a theory T that includes all the sched

ule axioms Tscd, (and state constraints rc4C).

2. Minimize Occlude in T. Let T" be the resulting

theory.

3. Add to T" the nochange axiom Tncg and obser

vations Fobs- Let T" be the resulting theory.

To acquire the extended minimization policy for

PMON(RCs), simply remove the parentheses in step

1.

One difference between Lin's approach and ours (and

we are sure there may be more) is that Lin keeps flu

ents Caused as long as the constraint is active, while

we only Occlude when the actual change of value takes

place. The nochange axiom takes care of the continued

behavior.

7.2 Thielscher

Another interesting approach to ramification is sug

gested by Thielscher [20]. He regards the direct effects

obtained after firing an action merely as a preliminary

approximation to the resulting situation which is then

computed by performing additional post-processing

steps that generate indirect effects relative to domain

constraints specified as causal rules. For each action,

there is a state representing the direct effects of the ac

tion followed by a sequence of states representing the

progression towards a state that is legal w.r.t the do

main constraints5. In order to "fire" causal rules in the

right order and direction, additional knowledge about

the directionality of causation (influence relationships)

has to be specified. These influence relationships to

gether with the domain constraints are compiled into

sIn the rest of this section we will call sequences like

these ramification sequences
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causal relations, which are then used to progress be

tween states in the ramification sequence.

Thielscher does not require stratified theories, this is

possible since each application of a causal relation

leads to a new state, so non-grounded change is ruled

out by definition.

Thielscher's approach, although very promising, has a

number of limitations as regards expressiveness. For

example, all actions must be deterministic and non-

deterministic domain constraints sometimes lead to

unintuitive results. For example the causal constraint

light » swi V sw2 if represented in Thielscher's ap

proach using the causal rules, ->Si : / ~» 52 and

-1S2 ■ I ~» «ii and these are applied sequentially, then

it appears that turning on the light would not result

in any states where both switches would be on. It also

appears that causal rules leading to negative recursion

could lead to a situation where no stable state is gen

erated, although this problem may be dealt with using

the logic programming technique which implements his

formal specification.

7.3 Sandewall

In [19], Sandewall presents the transition cascade se

mantics which is an extension of previous work with

the Features and Fluents framework. His approach

to providing an underlying semantics for dealing with

various types of ramification has some similarities with

Thielscher's approach. Like Thielscher he considers

the direct effects of an action as an approximation to

the actual resulting situation. Actions are specified

using an action invocation relation D(E, r, r\), where

E is an action, r is the state where the action E is in

voked, and ri is the new state where the instrumental

part of the action has been executed. After the action

has been fired, a binary, non-reflexive causal transition

relation C is used to construct a ramification sequence

ri, r2, rt where C{ri,i+\ ) for every i between 1 and

k — 1, and r* is a stable state, is considered as the

result state of the action E in situation r. The set

of result states is denoted N(E,r). The idea is that

result states contain both direct and indirect effects of

an action occurrence.

The concept of respectful action systems is also intro

duced where any fluent in a ramification sequence may

only change value once. This constraint, in effect, rules

out negative recursion, but only with respect to each

action. No action may lead to a ramification sequence

where a fluent changes value more than once. Domain

constraints may still contain negative recursion, but

these cycles cannot be reached.

Sandewall's work is relatively new, but we believe

the extended underlying semantics he proposes will

be a useful tool for assessing the correctness of

PMON(RCs) and determining what classes of action

scenarios the logic can be shown correct. His current

analysis of existing proposals should also provide a di

rect means of comparing our work with these other

approaches.

8 Conclusion

We feel that PMON and it's extension PMON(RCs)

have a number of advantages over other formalisms for

specifying action scenarios. They use explicit time in

terms of a linear metric time structure which allows

one to specify actions with duration, delayed effects of

actions, and the incomplete specification of timing and

order of actions in a straightforward manner. We've

argued that there is a simple and intuitive surface lan

guage for describing scenarios and that for this partic

ular class of scenario descriptions, we can reduce the

circumscribed scenarios to the first-order case algorith-

mically.

On the other hand, we have not claimed that this logic

is suitable for all classes of problems, nor that it has

solved the frame and ramification problems in total,

whatever they may be defined as being for the mo

ment. For future work, we would like to assess just

what class of scenarios this particular logic functions

properly for, using the Features and Fluents frame

work. Finally, we hope that the comparisons we have

made with other formalisms contribute towards pro

gressing in a forward direction by building not only on

our own work, but also on the work of others.
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Abstract

The paper analyzes and compares methods

for ramification, or for update, which are

based on minimization of change while re

specting static domain constraints. The main

results are:

• An underlying semantics for propagation

oriented ramification, called causal prop

agation semantics

• Comparative assessments of a number of

previously proposed entailment methods

for ramification, in particular, methods

based on minimization of change after

partitioning of the state variables (flu

ents). This includes the methods previ

ously proposed by del Val and Shoham,

by Kartha and Lifschitz, and by our

group.

• Assessment of two ranges of sound appli

cability for one of those entailment meth

ods, MSCC, relative to causal propaga

tion semantics.

• Identification of an essential feature for

minimization-based approaches to rami

fication, namely changeset-partitioning.

1 TOPIC AND APPROACH

1.1 THE RAMIFICATION PROBLEM

The ramification problem for reasoning about actions

and change has been described as follows by Ginsberg

and Smith, [6]:

The difficulty is that it is unreasonable

to explicitly record all of the consequences

of an action, even the immediate ones. For

example [...] For any given action there are

essentially an infinite number of possible con

sequences that depend upon the details of the

situation in which the action occurs.

More concretely, the difference between ramification

and the simpler case of strict inertia is that strict in

ertia assumes action laws to specify all the effects of

the action explicitly, whereas in ramification the ac

tion law only needs to specify some of the effects; the

others are to be deduced. On the other hand, the logic

cannot do magic; those other effects must also be de

clared somehow. One can think of two specific reasons

why ramification is useful:

1. In order to avoid duplication of the same in

formation on the consequent side of several ac

tion laws. Suppose, for a trivial example, that

both alive(x) and dead(x) occur as state variables.

Under strict inertia, every action that causes a

change in alive(x) must also specify the corre

sponding change in dead(x).

2. In order to avoid configuration-dependent action

laws. Suppose the scenario world consists of a

number of interconnected objects, where a change

in one of them may cause changes in neighboring

objects, and different scenarios in the same world

contain different configurations. If the same ac

tion law is going to be used in all scenarios, it

must apply regardless of the choice of configura

tion, and then it is not possible to represent the

secondary changes explicitly in the action law.

We shall refer to these as the redundancy reason and

the propagation reason for ramification, respectively.

1.2 CURRENT APPROACHES

Most solutions which have been proposed for the ram

ification problem require action laws to specify the

most significant effects of the action, and to rely on

domain constraints for specifying additional changes

that are due to the action. However, the imposition of

domain constraints alone is not sufficient. Two courses

have been taken. Minimization based approaches as

sume that the total set of changes in state variables

that result from the action, consists of those changes

that are explicitly stated in the action law, and a min
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imal set of other changes while satisfying the domain

constraints. Causation oriented approaches require in

stead that some information is available about how

changes in one state variable may "cause" changes in

another state variable, and accept those models which

satisfy action laws and domain constraints, where

only correctly "caused" changes are present. Domain-

constraint and influence information are sometimes in

tegrated, sometimes separated.

The update problem is in principle the same problem:

given a world state before an action, some information

about the world state after the action, and certain gen

eral restrictions on permissible world states, which are

the possible or preferred world states resulting from

the action? The main difference is one of presenta

tion: the ramification problem is presented in the con

text of reasoning about actions and change, where the

actions themselves as well as their timing and sequenc

ing is explicit in the logical language being used. For

the update problem, by contrast, one only considers

one update, and leaves aside the question of timing

and sequencing of the multiple actions.

Within the general frameworks of minimization based

and causation oriented approaches, there are a num

ber of different specific proposals which have been ad

vanced by different authors, and which differ in their

details. So far, these methods have only been moti

vated on the basis of (1) intuitive and informal reasons

why a particular method is the "natural" one, and (2)

selected test examples where competing methods do

not give intended results.

In earlier articles [17, 18] we have argued that this kind

of evidence is not sufficient, and that proposed meth

ods for nonmonotonic common-sense reasoning should

be assessed with respect to an underlying semantics

which formally defines the intended conclusions for a

class of scenario descriptions. We have also performed

such assessment of the range of applicability for about

one dozen entailment methods dealing with strict in

ertia, that is, persistence without ramification. Yi, in

[25], has generalized the underlying semantics to al

lowing concurrent actions, and has extended the as

sessment of range of applicability to one method for

this case.

1.3 VARIETIES OF ASSESSMENT IN THE

CASE OF RAMIFICATION

The present paper describes the first assessment re

sults for current approaches to ramification. It turns

out that the assessment methodology has to be revised

in this case, for the following reasons. In the case of

strict inertia, it was possible to obtain the range for

completeness, that is, the range where the set of se

lected models equals the set of intended models. Ram

ification appears to be more difficult, and with the un

derlying semantics proposed below we have only been

able to obtain certain results on the range of sound

ness, that is, the range where the set of selected models

contains the set of intended models.

For many practical purposes, soundness is good

enough. Methods which are sound but not complete

involve of course a certain loss of information, but in

formation is lost anyway in several other ways in any

practical system. However, if we merely have sound

ness, then it is also of interest to know something about

how well or how badly the set of selected models ap

proximates the set of intended models.

For this reason, we propose to complement the sound

ness assessment with a comparative assessment where

entailment methods are compared pairwise with re

spect to the extent of the model sets that they se

lect. The present paper begins with an overview of

minimization based entailment methods for ramifica

tion. Then follow the results on comparative assess

ment, then the proposed underlying semantics which is

called causal propagation semantics, and finally some

results on assessment of range of sound applicability

wrt causal propagation semantics. This ordering is

natural since the comparative assessment is technically

easier to follow, and since it has been performed for a

larger number of entailment methods.

The comparative assessment results are based on a

more extensive departmental technical report [20] con

taining the full formal machinery and the full proofs.

The formal aspects have previously been summarized

in [19], although the main topic of that article was

different from the present one.

2 PROS AND CONS OF CURRENT

APPROACHES

2.1 PLAIN MINIMIZATION OF CHANGE

The original method, plain minimization of change, is

originally due to Winslett [24], at least in the context

of the A.I. literature. The idea is simple: identify a

set of static domain constraints, that is, restrictions

on the possible states of the world. For a given action,

the effects specified by the action law are obligatory;

a minimal set of additional changes is selected so that

the domain constraints are satisfied.

It was observed already by Winslett that plain mini

mization of change sometimes obtains unintended re

sults. She suggested to solve this by imposing a pri

ority ordering on the state variables, but this line of

research has apparently not been pursued since. The

following approaches have been developed instead.
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2.2 CATEGORIZATION OF STATE

VARIABLES

Categorization of state variables is a fairly simple mod

ification of plain minimization of change: instead of

establishing certain changes in the world, and then

minimizing changes across all (other) state variables,

one divides the state variables into two or more classes

which are treated differently with respect to minimiza

tion.

One instance of this concept was the introduction of

occlusion by Sandewall [15, 17], also represented by

the causal explanation predicate of Persson and Staflin

[13], the persists predicate in [14], the release operation

of Kartha and Lifschitz [8] and the persists predicate

of del Val and Shoham in [4]. In the simplest case, one

separates the state variables into two classes A and B,

where the action laws specifying the effects of an action

only specify changes in class A, whereas domain con

straints are allowed to refer to state variables in both

classes. Then, change is minimized for state variables

in class B, whereas those in class A are allowed to vary

freely to the extent permitted by the action laws.

Another categorization method is to single out some

state variables as dependent on others, and to stip

ulate that minimization of change does not apply to

dependent state variables. The definitions of the de

pendencies are part of the domain constraints. This

approach was first proposed by Lifschitz as a distinc

tion between frame and no-frame fluents [10].

2.3 CAUSATION ORIENTED

APPROACHES

Plain minimization of change is symmetric: a con

straint of the form a —► 6, if imposed on a state where a

is true and b is false, can be satisfied either by making

a false, or by making b true. This does not always cor

respond to the intentions in the application at hand,

since sometimes the influence applies only one way.

The distinction between dependent and independent

state variables is often sufficient for dealing with this

problem. However, Thielscher [23] has shown an exam

ple, involving relays, where the distinction between de

pendent and independent variables is not sufficient. In

his paper, and in concurrent papers by other authors

[12, 11], a "causal" approach is proposed. The basic

idea is to express causal dependencies, which say that

change in one state variable necessitates or enables a

change in another state variable. Similar methods have

been proposed earlier by Cordier and Siegel [2, 3] and

by Brewka and Hertzberg [1]. Recently, Gustafsson

and Doherty [7] have showed how a causation oriented

approach can be reduced to a categorization approach

without change minimization.

The fundamental limitation of current causal ap

proaches is that they assume the explicitly stated ef

fects of the action to be the first ones in a causal chain,

and that indirect effects are downstream in that chain.

For a counterexample, consider the case of a lamp

la which is turned on independently by two different

switches: la *-> sw\ V SW2- la, stoj, and su>2 are the

only state variables, and there is no other domain con

straint. The action of "turning on the lamp" is defined

simply by stating that la becomes true. Presumably,

ramification shall allow us to conclude that either sw\

or su)2 has become true as well, since those are the

only ways of turning on the lamp. However, a causal

approach will observe that the causal link is from the

switches to the lamp, and not vice versa, so it will not

deal correctly with this example.

I submit that this is not an odd example: is is often

desirable to specify actions in terms of their ultimate

and main effects, rather than in terms of the specifics

of how to perform them. Reasoning from main effect

to instrumental operations, and from there to other

effects of the same operations is therefore an important

part of the ramification problem.

2.4 APPROACHES ADDRESSED HERE

The present paper is restricted to an analysis of ap

proaches involving minimization, either plain or under

categorization of state variables. Our first assessment

results for a causation oriented approach have been

reported in [21], but they do not fit into the present

conference paper. Anyway, the semantics that is pro

posed and used here is distinctly causation-oriented.

3 UNDERLYING SEMANTICS

The purpose of the underlying semantics is to define

the set of intended models, and thereby the set of in

tended conclusions, in a precise, simple, and intuitively

convincing fashion. We shall begin with a naive vari

ant of underlying semantics, and then refine it twice.

3.1 STATE-TRANSITION SEMANTICS

The following basic concepts are used. Let R be the

set of possible states of the world, formed as the Carte

sian product of the finite range sets of a finite number

of state variables. Also, let E be the set of possible

actions, and let the main next-state function N(£7, r)

be a function from E x R to non-empty subsets of R.

The function N is intended to indicate the set of possi

ble result states if the action E is performed when the

world is in state r. The assumption N(£, r) ^ 0 ex

presses that every action E can always be executed in

every starting state r. (The symbol E is derived from

"event"; we consider actions and events to be closely

related).

The assumption of a finite number of state variables is

motivated as long as one can assume a fixed and finite
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number of objects within each scenario, although dif

ferent scenarios may involve different object sets. This

means that each scenario is essentially propositional in

character, even though a first-order syntax is used in

the logical formulae.

Now, consider a chronicle (= scenario description) con

sisting of a specification of the object set, action laws,

schedule, and observations, where the action laws spec

ify a next-state function N using some appropriate no

tation, and where time is assumed to be taken as the

non-negative integers. Like in previous publications,

we understand the "schedule" to specify the actions

and their (absolute or relative) time of occurrence,

and the "observations" to specify the values of cer

tain state variables (= fluents) at some points in time,

before, during, or after the actions. An interpretation

for such a chronicle shall be chosen as a history over

time, that is, a mapping from timepoints to states. As

signments of values to constant symbols etc. are also

needed, but are of marginal importance for the present

purpose.

The set of intended models for a chronicle is defined

using an ego-world game, as follows. First, the obser

vations are removed from the chronicle, so that only

the action laws and the schedule remain. The following

process is performed using the observation-free chron

icle: Start with time as zero and the world in an arbi

trary state. At each point in time, perform the move

of the "ego" or agent, and the move of the world. The

move of the ego is dictated by the schedule, and con

sists of selecting the action that is indicated by the

schedule for the current point in time, or no action if

nothing is specified. The move of the world is as fol

lows: if the state of the world at the current time t

is r, and the ego has just chosen the action E, then

select some r' which is a member of N(E,r), make it

the state of the world at time t + 1, and increase the

current time by 1. If no move is required, assign the

state r to the next timepoint t + 1 sis well.

The described procedure will non-deterministically

generate a set of possible histories of the world. The

given definition applies trivially if all actions are spec

ified explicitly by the schedule. Less trivial cases arise

if actions are specified in other ways, for example as a

disjunction between actions ("either action A or B is

performed"), or with an imprecisely specified timing.

However, those are technical details, and the general

idea remains the same.

Among the world histories that are generated by the

ego-world game, one then selects a subset consisting of

those histories where all the observations are satisfied.

That subset is the set of intended models for the given

chronicle. In this case, which is the simplest one of all,

the set of intended models will of course be exactly the

set of models for the chronicle, using a conventional

concept of models. We proceed to less trivial cases,

where the characteristic aspects of the frame problem

enter the picture.

3.2 PARTIAL-STATE TRANSITION

SEMANTICS

The purpose of the partial-state transition semantics is

to capture the basic assumption of inertia ( "no change

except as the explicit result of an action") while retain

ing the general flavor of the state-transition semantics.

We use R, E, and N, like before, but we also introduce

an occlusion function X(£\ r) which is a function from

E x R to subsets of the set of state variables. The

occlusion function is intended to specify, for a given

action E and starting state r, the set of those state

variables whose new value after the action is going to

be explicitly stated in the action law.

In the particular case of strict inertia, then, it must be

the case that any state variable which is not a mem

ber of X.(E, r) has the same value in r and in all the

members of N(E, r). (Thus, it would be correct to se

lect X(£, r) as a the set of all state variables, but it

is intended that smaller sets shall be chosen whenever

possible).

The functions N and X together determine the action

laws down to the level of semantic equivalence: if these

two functions are given, then the action law for an

action E shall be constructed so that for each r €

R, it specifies what N(£J,r) says about the possible

new values of the state variables in X(£, r), and it

shall not say anything about the new values of other

state variables. (Notice, however, that the new values

of state variables in X(2?, r) may equally well depend

on the values of state variables outside X(£\ r) in the

starting state r of the action).

Since we are only interested in the set of new states

that are permitted by the action law, and not in its

actual syntactic form, it is not necessary to introduce

any assumptions about the choice of logical language

or about the exact structure of action laws. Using

a much simpler approach, we shall introduce a de

rived function N', the stated next-state function which

is obtained from the combination of N and X, and

which is used for defining and analyzing the nonmono

tonic entailment methods. This function N' is ob

tained in the following manner. For every result state

r' G N(E,r), identify the set of all states which agree

with r' for all state variables in X(£', r), but which

have arbitrary values elsewhere. Construct N'(E,r)

as the union of all those sets. It follows immediately

that N'(£» D N(£,r).

One might represent N'(£\ r) equivalently as the set

of partial states which are restrictions of members of

N(E,r) to the state variables in X(£',r). This is the

reason for the name "partial-state transition seman

tics" .

The function N' that is obtained in this way is a di
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rect counterpart of the usual, logical formulation of

an action law, although we have turned the situation

around in one important respect when it comes to ram

ification later on. Usually, one formulates the action

law as a partial description of the effects of the ac

tion, and then proceeds to asking "what other effects

should one also be able to infer?" Here, instead, we

start with the function N that defines all the effects,

and then proceed to the function N' that corresponds

to the description of the action.

Notice that N' is uniquely determined by N and X.

We do not write X as an index on N because we are

going to need another index below, and double indices

are cumbersome. Notice, also, that N(£', r) = 0 «-+

N'(E, r) = 0. In other words, our assumption of the

universal applicability of actions is preserved in the

transformations from N to N'.

4 SEMANTICS-LEVEL VS.

LOGIC-LEVEL ANALYSIS

Generally speaking, our task is to analyze logics of

actions and change, either by relating them to an un

derlying semantics, or by relating two such logics to

each other. In principle, this should require one to

go through the usual routine of defining the syntax

of logic formulae, interpretations, etc. In the present

case, however, it is possible to do the essential parts of

the analysis on the semantic level, and to rely on ear

lier results for the relation to the conventional parts of

the logic.

4.1 RAMIFICATION ON THE SEMANTIC

LEVEL

On the semantic level, we view ramification or update

as follows. Let Rc be a subset of R consisting of those

states [called admitted states] that satisfy the static

domain constraints, and assume from N that

r€Re — N(£,r)CRe. (1)

Given N, X, and Rc, and having derived N', our task

is to obtain from N' the best possible approximation

to N, and ideally to obtain back N itself.

The first step must be to make full use of Rc, the set

of legal world states. Clearly, we only require N and

its approximation to agree when the second argument

is a member of Rc, and since we have assumed that

N(£, r) C Rc in such cases, we obtain at once

reRc-»N(£,r)CN'(£,r)nRc. (2)

If it happens to be the case that equality is obtained

here, then no minimization (or other additional mea

sures) are required at all. The use of N'(£, r) f~l Rc

as an approximation of N(i?, r) will be called straight

ramification. Then, in logical terms, one can take the

action law (characterizing the new values of the state

variables occuring in Rc, after the action E has been

performed from the starting state r), add the domain

constraints, and draw the conclusions using the well-

understood methods for strict inertia.

One may think that straight ramification is too sim

ple, and that it will not work in practice. However, it

does have the advantage of soundness: it may not draw

all intended conclusions, but at least it does not draw

any unintended conclusions. In terms of the two ra

tionale for ramification that were mentioned initially,

it would seem intuitively that straight ramification

should be appropriate for redundancy-motivated ram

ification, but probably not for propagation-motivated

ramification.

4.2 RAMIFICATION ON THE LOGIC

LEVEL

When the ramification problem is posed on the level of

the concrete logic, one encounters a host of difficulties:

the choice of logical language, dealing with the vari

ous parts of the scenario description, the relationship

between the next-state functions and the correspond

ing action laws, the problem of non-initial observations

which lead to postdiction problems, etc. Fortunately,

however, all of these problems have been adequately

handled already in the context of strict inertia, and

can be considered as routine matters. We refer to [18]

for all the necessary details. Therefore, we can proceed

entirely on the semantic level here.

5 MEASURE SYSTEMS

We proceed now to the analysis of cases where straight

ramification is not sufficient. For our analysis of the

commonly used, minimization-based approaches, we

introduce the following uniform framework. A measure

system is a threetuple

(3)

where Q is a domain of quantities, d is a difference

function R x R —► Q, -< is a strict partial order on

Q, and where q -ft, d(r, r) for all r and q. Notice that

even d(r, r') = d(r', r) is not required, which is why we

call this a "difference" and not a "distance" . We shall

say that r' is less remote than r" from r if d(r, r') -<

d(r,r").

If m is a measure system (Q,</, -<), then N'm shall be

the function such that

N'm(£,r)CN'(£,r)nRc (4)

and where N'm(E, r) consists exactly of those members

of N'(E, r) D Re which are minimally remote from r

according to the measure system m. Formally, for any

member r' of N' (E,r), there must not be any other

member r" of N [E, r) n Rc which is less remote than
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r' from r, and any r' G W(E, r) n Re having that

property must be a member of N'm(E, r).

This concept of measure system makes it straightfor

ward to define a number of current minimization meth

ods. For example, the simple case where one partitions

state variables into "occluded" and "unoccluded" ones,

and minimizes the set of changes in the unoccluded

state variables, is obtained by denning Q as the power

set of the set of state variables, d(r, r') as the set of un

occluded state variables where r and r' assign different

values, and -< as the strict subset relation.

It is easily verified that the approximation for arbi

trary m satisfies all the Katsuno-Mendelzon postulates

[9] Ul through U8, except U2. The appropriateness

of U2 has already been cast in doubt by del Val and

Shoham in [4], where they observed that U2 is not

well chosen in the case of nondeterministic actions.

6 COMPARATIVE ASSESSMENTS

With the given definitions, a measure system m is cor

rect for a main next-state function N and occlusion

function X iff N(£', r) = N'm(E, r) for every action E

and every r G Rc- The range of applicability of a mea

sure system m is the set of main next-state functions

N where m is correct.

If one can not find a correct measure system for a

given application, then presumably one prefers a mea

sure system that is sound in the sense that it does

not allow any unwarranted conclusions. In our frame

work, the measure system m is sound for a main

next-state function N and occlusion function X iff

N(E,r) C N'm(E, r) for every action E and every

r G Rc

It is evident that no measure system is correct for all

N, and that straight ramification is the only measure

system that is sound for all N. (The latter follows by

choosing N(2J, r) so that it equals N'{E, r) n Rc, so

that no minimization is desired).

We shall compare different minimization methods with

respect to how restrictive they are: a minimization

method based on measure system m is more restrictive

than one based on measure system m' iff N'm(E, r) C

N'm,(E,r) for all E and for all r G Rc Thus, a more

restrictive method is one which obtains a smaller set

of preferred models, and thereby a larger set of con

clusions, and a smaller set of pairs (N, X) for which it

is sound. Clearly, straight ramification is the unique

least restrictive method.

The following methods are of particular interest.

MSC: Minimal secondary change. State variables

are divided into two categories: occluded ones specified

by X, and secondary ones which are the rest. Ac

tion laws specify the possible new values for occluded

state variables. For given E and r, one selects those

members of N'(E, r) D Rc which minimize the set of

secondary state variables that change compared to r.

This is the method proposed by del Val and Shoham

in [4].

MSCC: Minimal secondary change with

changeset-partitioning. Similar to MSC for deter

ministic actions, but differs for nondeterministic ac

tions. In MSCC, one divides N'(E,r) n Rc into par

titions each consisting of those proposed new states

which are equal with respect to occluded state vari

ables. In each of the partitions, one selects the subset

of those members which are minimally remote from

r, using the same criterion as for MSC. Then one

forms the union of those closest subsets. It follows

at once that MSCC is less restrictive than MSC, al

though more restrictive than straight ramification.

The intuition behind this modification is as follows.

Consider an action which is nondeterministic already

from the point of view of the action law, that is, the

action law specifies several alternative outcomes of the

action. Then one would like to minimize changes for

each of the outcomes separately. For example, the ac

tion of playing a game on a gambling machine may

result in different states in the machine; let us say just

win and lose for simplicity. Suppose that the action

law only specifies this outcome, and there is astatic do

main constraint specifying that win is accompanied by

money-falling-out. Then MSC will always prefer lose

over win because it minimizes the set of side-effects.

MSCC, by comparison, considers win and lose to be

equally preferred. This method was first proposed by

Sandewall in [16], page 77.

MRC: Minimal remanent change. State variables

are divided into three disjoint categories: occluded, re

manent, and dependent ones. The occluded state vari

ables are those whose new values are specified in the

action laws, like before. Changes in remanent state

variables are minimized, whereas changes in depen

dent state variables are disregarded for the purpose

of minimization. This is essentially the method AHo

proposed by Kartha and Lifschitz in [8] , if one iden

tifies "occluded" with "frame released", "remanent"

with "frame unreleased" , and "dependent" with "non-

frame" state variables. It is also used in PMON(R)

proposed by Doherty and Peppas in [5].

MRCC: Minimal remanent change with

changeset-partitioning. MRCC uses the same

threeway partitioning as in MRC, but minimizes

changes separately for each outcome in occluded state

variables, like in MSCC.

The intuition behind the three-way partitioning is as

follows: even if one chooses to divide the state vari

ables into two categories, one where change is mini

mized and one where it is not, there may still be two

distinct reasons why a state variable is in the latter
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category. On one hand, there are those state vari

ables where the outcome or set of possible outcomes

is already specified in the action law, so that further

minimization is not needed and often not desired (be

cause it may remove some of the intended outcomes of

nondeterministic actions). On the other hand, there

are those state variables which are functionally depen

dent on some of the others, and where the dependency

is specified by the static domain constraints. In our

formulation of the problem, the first subgroup is in

dicated by X, since X is used in two ways: it defines

N' from N, and it is part of the definition of mini

mization. The other subgroup can not be included in

X - the formal account in [20] introduces the required

notation.

One might think that since the dependent state vari

ables are functionally determined by the others, it

would not hurt to bring them along in the mini

mization. The problem is, as was shown already by

Winslett in the 'Aunt Agatha' scenario, that there may

be undesired tradeoffs so that an unintended model

containing a change in a remanent state variable may

be be accepted because it contains a smaller set of

changes in dependent variables. In such scenarios it

is necessary to exclude dependent state variables from

minimization.

Finally, the list should also include the classical

method:

MC: Minimization of change. No partitioning of

the state variables. One selects the subset of W(E, r)n

Re consisting of those members minimizing the set of

state variables where the value differs from r. This is

the method originally proposed by Winslett [24].

It is straightforward to define these methods in terms

of measure systems. The definitions can be obtained

from [20].

Writing m < m' when m is more restrictive than m' ,

and SR for straight ramification, we have proved the

following inclusion results:

Theorem 1

MC < MSCC < SR (5)

MSC < MSCC < SR (6)

MRC < MRCC < SR (7)

The proofs are found in our technical report [20].

There does not seem to be any similar result relating

e.g. MSCC and MRCC.

These results suggest at once that unless there are spe

cific reasons to the contrary, one ought to prefer meth

ods with changeset-partitioning over methods without,

that is, MSCC over MSC and MRCC over MRC. This

is because one will then obtain a method with a larger

range of sound applicability. In other words, although

possibly one will fail to obtain some intended conclu

sions, at least there is a smaller possibility that the

system actually infers non-intended conclusions.

The methods with changeset-partitioning also have an

other advantage, namely that they are monotone with

respect to the set of occluded features, X. The precise

result is as follows.

Theorem 2 //MSCC is incorrect for a certain choice

of N and X, and X.'(E, r) C X.(E, r) for every choice

of E and r, then MSCC is incorrect for N and X' as

well.

The proof is found in [20]. The same theorem holds for

MRCC as long as the set of dependent state variables

is held fixed.

Therefore, it is meaningful to ask for a smallest choice

of action laws, in the spirit of the initial quotation

from Ginsberg and Smith: a choice of action laws

that minimizes the set of state variables where the

laws specify the new values after the action has been

performed, and still the inference mechanism obtains

the intended conclusions. The corresponding meth

ods without changeset-partitioning do not have that

monotonicity property.

7 CAUSAL PROPAGATION

SEMANTICS

We now proceed to the underlying semantics which is

the necessary prerequisite for the analysis of range of

(sound) applicability. The purpose of the underlying

semantics is to define the set of intended models, and

thereby the set of intended conclusions, in a precise,

simple, and intuitively convincing fashion. In the case

of underlying semantics for ramification, we consider

it particularly important to capture the propagation-

oriented reason for ramification. We propose to use

the following causal propagation semantics, which is

obtained through a second modification of the basic

state transition semantics described above.

The domain R of world states and the domain E of

actions are defined like before. A binary non-reflexive

causal transition relation C between states is intro

duced; if C(r, r') then r' is said to be the successor of

r. A state r is called stable iff it does not have any

successor. The set Re of admitted states is chosen as a

subset of R all of whose members are stable with re

spect to C. (It may or may not be chosen to contain

all the stable states).

Furthermore, we assume an action invocation relation

G(E, r, r') where E € E is an action, r is the state

where the action E is invoked, and r' is the new state

where the instrumental part of the action has been

executed. For every E and r there must be at least

one r' such that G(E, r, r'), that is, every action is
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always invokable.

An action system is a tuple (R, E, C, Rc, G), and is in

tended as follows. For any state r £ Rc, consider a

state ri such that G(E, r, ri), and a sequence of states

ri,r2, ...rt

where C(r,-, r<+i) for every i between 1 and jfc — 1, and

rjfc is a stable state. Such a sequence is called a transi

tion chain, and rt is considered as a result state of the

action E in the sitution r.

We intend, of course, that it shall be possible to char

acterize the result states in terms of E and r, but

without referring explicitly to the details of the inter

mediate states. The following assumptions (or some

thing similar) are needed in order to make this work

as intended.

Definition 1 If three states r, ri, and ri+i are given,

we say that the pair rj,r,+i respects r iff

n(f)?ri+1(f)-*ri(f)=r(f),

for any state variable f that is defined in R. Then, an

action system (R, E, C, Rc, G) is said to be respectful

iff, for every r 6 Rc, every E € E, r is respected by

every pairrj,r,+i in every transition chain, and the

last element of the chain is a member ofRc. □

This condition amounts to a "write-once" or "single-

assignment" property: if the action E is performed

from state r, the world may go through a sequence of

states, but in each step from one state to the next,

there cannot be changes in state variables which have

already changed previously in the sequence, nor can

there be any additional change in a state variable

that changed in the invocation transition from r to

r\. This condition is also analogous to Lin's definition

of a stratified system in [11].

As a consequence of these definitions, we obtain that

if (R, E, C, Rc, G) is a respectful action system, if r €

Rc, E G E, and G(E,r,r') holds for some r', then

all the transition chains that emerge from (E, r) are

finite and cycle-free. The set of result states will be

denoted N(E, r), using the same notation as in the

state-transition semantics. Thus, the main next-state

function N(E,r) which was previously taken as given,

is here taken as derived from the elementary relations

G and C in the action system. Also, N(E,r) ^ 0.

Respectful action systems are intended to capture the

basic intuitions of actions with indirect effects which

are due to causation, as follows. Suppose the world is

in a stable state r, and an action E is invoked. The

immediate effect of this is to set the world in a new

state, which is not necessarily stable. If it is not, then

one allows the world to go through the necessary se

quence of state transitions, until it reaches a stable

state. That whole sequence of state transitions is to

gether viewed as the action, and the resulting admitted

state is viewed as the result state of the action.

The assumption of sequentiality of actions within a

chronicle is then taken to mean that the agent or "ego"

abstains from invoking any new action before the pre

vious action has reached a stable state. The exact in

terpretation of the state transitions may vary: as spon

taneous transitions in the physical world, or as more or

less logical conclusions about a world where all changes

happen (or are modelled as happening) concurrently.

One may even include the case where additional in

terventions by the agent (viewed as a controller) are

necessary along the path from the starting state to the

result state of the action.

For example, in the lamp scenario that was men

tioned in section 2.3, if the state variables represent

the first switch, the second switch, and the lamp, re

spectively, the invocation relation G will contain ar

gument sequences such as (£i,FFF, TFF) for turning

on the first switch; the causal transition relation will

contain the argument sequence (TFF, TFT) expressing

that if the first switch is on, then the lamp goes on as

well. The action E2 which is instrumentally defined as

turning on either of the two switches is true for both

G(£,2,FFF,TFF) and G(E2, FFF, FTF).

The idea with ramification, now, is that one does not

wish to specify all the effects of an action in the ac

tion law; one wishes to restrict the action law to the

most important effects, and other effects should be de-

ducible if needed. In other words, the action law shall

not specify all components of the result state, and not

even all the components that change, but only some

of them. Other changes are deduced using information

about the relations C and G.

Causal propagation semantics is not applicable to all

kinds of ramification. For example, it would be com

pletely unnatural in the context of physical movement,

where the displacement of one object may cause an

other object to move as well. We are currently working

on other semantics for systems involving coupled con

tinuous change.

Notice that it is not necessary to let the action

law characterize the invocation relation G. Alterna

tively, the action law may characterize some of the

later changes along the chain, namely, if the indirect

changes are considered to be the most important ones

in terms of describing the action. For example, the ac

tion law for E2 in the second-previous paragraph may

specify the change in the state variable indicating that

"the lamp is lit" , leaving the "upstream" change of one

or the other of the switches to be inferred. In general,

the non-explicit effects of the action may be a combi

nation of changes that are causationally "downstream"

as well as "upstream" of the explicit ones.
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8 SOUNDNESS ASSESSMENTS

FOR MSCC

After having related the various minimization methods

to each other, we proceed now to a first analysis of how

they relate to the underlying semantics.

The general problem is viewed as follows. Let the fol

lowing be given:

• A respectful action system (R, E, C, Rc, G). Its

corresponding main next-state function will be

written N, as before.

• An occlusion function, X.

• A measure system m = (Q, d, ■<).

Informally, it is still the case that X indicates what

are the state variables whose new values are indicated

in the action law. The functions N and X together

define the stated next-state function N', as described

above. The measure system is said to be correct for

the action system and the occlusion function iff

N'm(E,r) = N(E,r)

for every E and r. Likewise, the measure system is said

to be sound for the action system and the occlusion

function iff

N'm(E,r)DN(E,r)

for every E and r. Notice how the entities in this

equation have been derived: N from the action system

alone, N' from N and X, and N'm from N' and m.

In particular, given one of the specific measure systems

and entailment methods that were described above, for

example MRCC, a particular partitioning of the state

variables is said to be correct for the action system,

the occlusion function, and the method at hand iff

the corresponding measure system is correct for them.

Soundness is defined similarly.

The corresponding assessment problem for an entail

ment method is defined as the following question:

what are the requirements on the combination of a

respectful action system, an occlusion function, and a

partitioning whereby the given entailment method is

correct (or sound)?

8.1 OCCLUSION OF INVOCATION-

CHANGED STATE VARIABLES

We consider separately the case where action laws de

scribe invocations, and the case where they describe

downstream effects.

Definition 2

A respectful action system (R, E, C, Rc, G) is said to

have fixed control iff there is some subset Fe of the

set F of state variables, such that

G(E, r, r') — dom(r - r') C Fc

and

C(r, r') — dom(r - r') n Fc = 0

The set Fc is called the control set. □

Here and henceforth the following conventions are

used: — denotes set subtraction, mappings are viewed

as sets of argument/value pairs, and dom(r) maps a

mapping (in this case, a partial state) to its domain.

Members of the control set will be called controlled

state variables; the others will be called obtained state

variables.

This definition means that invocation transitions can

only influence state variables in the control set, and

causal transitions can never influence state variables

in the control set. Thielscher's relay example in [22]

is an example of a system which does not have fixed

control.

Definition 3 Given a state domain R, a state r" is

said to be a hybrid between two states r and r' with

respect to a set F C F of state variables iff

(1) for every state variable f,

r"(/) = r(/)V /'(/) = r'(/),

(2) iff € F then r'(/) = r"(/), and

(3) r" is different from both r and r*. O

Definition 4 A respectful action system is said to be

hybrid free with respect to a set F of state variables

iff no two members r and r' of Rc have a hybrid with

respect to F which is also a member ofRc. O

It follows that if an action system is hybrid free with

respect to a set F, then it is hybrid free with respect

to any superset of F. (Any hybrid with respect to the

superset would be a hybrid with respect to F). We

immediately obtain:

Theorem 3 MSCC is sound for the combination of

a respectful action system (R, E, C, Rc, G) and an oc

clusion function X if the following conditions are sat

isfied:

1. The action system has fixed control with a control

set Fe

2. The action system is hybrid free with respect to Fc

3. IfG(E, r, r0 then dom(r - r') C X(E, r)

Proof. We are to prove that NmSCC(.E, r) D

N(E,r). Suppose the opposite is the case, that is,

for some E and r there is some r* 6 N(£, r) which is

not a member of N{llscc(£', r). Since it is a member of

N(£, r), r* must be a member of N'(£, r) and of Rc,

so its non-membership of Nmscc(^> r) must be due to

the existence of some r'£N(£,r)nRe which is less

remote than r* from r.
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By the definition of MSCC, r' must agree with r* in

all occluded state variables. By assumptions 1 and 3,

r* agrees with r in all non-occluded controlled state

variables, so r' must do so as well. Therefore, r* and

r' agree in all state variables in Fc . But r' differs from

r in a subset of the state variables where r* differs

from r. Therefore, either r' is a hybrid between r

and r* with respect to Fe, or r' = r. The former

case is inconsistent with assumption 2 given that r1 G

Rc. The latter, bizarre case requires that r and r* are

equal in all controlled state variables, which means

that N(£', r) = {r} and r* = r, making it impossible

for any r' to be less remote from r than r* is. □

8.2 OCCLUSION OF NON-INVOKED

STATE VARIABLES

We proceed now to the case where action laws char

acterize other changes of state variables than those

involved in the invocation.

Definition 5 A respectful ac

tion system (R, E, C, Re, G) is unary controlled iff

G{E'', r, r') implies that dom(r — r') is a singleton, for

any E, r, and r' . □

Note that this property is realistic for low-level actions

in engineered systems, where controlled state variables

represent the actuators.

Definition 6 Consider the combination of a respect

ful action system (R, E, C, Rc, G) having fixed control,

and an occlusion function X. A state r' G Rc is

called a shortcut for (E, r) in this combination, where

r € Rc, if and only if there is some r" G N(E,r) such

that

(1) for every state variable f,

r'(/) = r(/)Vr'(/) = r"(/),

(2) r' equals r in all controlled state variables, and

(3) r' equals r" for all state variables in X(£, r). O

Example 7 The following is an example of a short

cut. Consider an electric circuit consisting of a num

ber of switches, lamps, and relays, where the switches

and only them are controlled. In the current state r

of the circuit, changing a particular switch s will turn

on a lamp I which is presently off; there may also be

other effects. Let r" be the resulting state. An action

E is defined so that X(i?, r) = {/} and r" is a member

of N(i?, r), that is, the action is defined in terms of

the effect of turning on the lamp, and not in terms of

changing the switch. However, there is also a sequence

of other actions where different switches are changed

in succession, and which ends up in a state r' where

all switches are in the same position as in the present

state r, the lamp I is on anyway, and only a subset of

the changes from r to r" occur in r' . □

It would seem that the property of having a shortcut

is not a particularly natural one for an action system

to have. However, there is an important special case,

namely for the combination of an action system and

an occlusion function where an action possibly has a

null stated effect, that is, there is some r" G N(E, r)

for which r and r" are equal for all occluded state

variables. In this case, r itself is a shortcut for {E,r).

We immediately obtain:

Theorem 4 MSCC is sound for the combination of

a respectful action system (R,E, C, RC,G) and an oc

clusion function X if the following conditions are sat

isfied:

1. The action system has fixed control with a control

set Fc.

2. The action system is hybrid free with respect to Fc.

3. X.(E, r) is disjoint from Fe for every E and r G Rc

4. The action system is unary controlled.

5. The combination of the action system and the oc

clusion function does not have any shortcut.

Proof. We are to prove that NMscc(^'r) 2

N(E,r). Suppose the opposite is the case, that is,

for some E and r there is some r* G N(£', r) which is

not a member of N'MSCC(1?, r). Since it is a member of

N(£, r), r* must be a member of N(E, r) and of Rc,

so its non-membership of N^sccC^ r) must be due to

the existence of some r' G N (E, r) PI Re which is less

remote than r* from r.

Consider the causation chain leading up to r* , and its

first element n . Because of the unary control property,

r and r\ will differ in exactly one state variable; this

state variable is a controlled one because of assump

tion 1, and it is not occluded because of assumption 3.

There are two possibilities with respect to r':

(1) r' equals rj in all controlled state variables. Then

r' is a hybrid between r and r* , violating assumption

2.

(2) r' equals r in all controlled state variables. Since

r is a member of N'(E,r), it must agree with some

member r" of N(£', r) in all occluded state variables.

Therefore, r' is a shortcut for (E,r), which violates

assumption 5. □

The results of these theorems do not apply in general

for MSC because of interference between primary out

comes of the action. Generalization of these results

to MRCC encounters technical complications in the

generalization of the "hybrid" concept.

These assessments may be compared with the previ

ous results on assessment of entailment methods with

respect to the assumption of strict inertia. Those as

sessments [18] made use of the concept of minimal
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change-compatible, which in the present context may

be equivalently defined as follows: An action system

is minimal-change-compatible iff it is not the case,

for any r, E, r', and r", that r' G N(E,r), r" G

N(£, r), and r" is a hybrid between r and r' with re

spect to 0. We showed in [18] that PCMF (prototypi

cal minimization of change with filtering) is correct for

all minimal-change-compatible chronicles with single-

timestep actions. We observe that if an action system

is hybrid free with respect to 0, then it is both minimal-

change-compatible and hybrid free with respect to an

arbitrary set F.

8.3 EXAMPLES

The soundness property means that the entailment

method MSCC does not miss any intended models,

but it still allows for the possibility of including some

unintended models. The following two examples il

lustrate how unintended models may be included in

iWc^.r).

Example 8 For the first example, suppose R is se

lected as {T, F} x {1,2} x {1,2}, where the first com

ponent is controlled and always occluded, and the other

two are secondary. Suppose further that the causal

transition function C is true for the following pairs:

C(T11,T12), C(T22,T2l),

C(F12,F11), C(F21,F22)

and that T12,T21,F11,F22 are in Re. The invocation

relation G is supposed to contain

G(£,i,Fll,Tll), G(£i,F22,T22)

as well as some suitable transitions when the con

trolled state variable is initially T. It is clear

that N(£i,Fll) = {T12} and N'MSCC(£,,F11) =

{T12,T2l}, so soundness but not correctness is ob

tained, a

The problem here, of course, is that the entailment

method MRCC is based on a notion of minimal change

which does not use any of the causal transition infor

mation from C.

Example 9 The following example illustrates another

possibility for the introduction of unintended models.

Suppose now that R is selected as {T, F} x {T, F} x

{1,2}, where the first two components are controlled

and the third one is obtained. Suppose further that the

transition function C satisfies

C(TF1,TF2),

and that FF1,FT1,TF2,TT1 are in Rc. The invocation

relation G is supposed to contain

G^.FFi.TFl), G(£i,FTl,TTl)

as well as some suitable invocation transitions for the

other members ofRc. Then N(£i,FFl) = {TF2}. In

this case X(i?i,FFl) needs only contain the first state

variable, so both the second and the third state variable

can be selected as secondary. Using MSCC with that

assumption one obtains N^)(£'i,FFl) = {TF2,TTl}, so

again soundness but not correctness is obtained. □

In this case, the unintended model entered because

X(£,r) is only required to be a subset of the con

trolled state variables. This opens the door for admit

ting some model which satisfies the action laws with

respect to occluded variables, but which also includes

some change in a controlled, non-occluded variable (in

this case, the second state variable), provided that it

thereby obtains a smaller set of changes in remanent

state variables.

The source of incompleteness that was illustrated here

can be removed by requiring that all controlled state

variables must be occluded, that is, their new value

must be stated in the action law. This means effec

tively that the action law must not merely specify the

new values for some state variables that change their

value, but also specify explicitly and un-overridably

that some state variables do not change their value

in the current action. An additional possibility is to

introduce a fourth category for those state variables

which must not change as the result of an action.

9 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We published our main results on underlying semantics

and assessment of range of applicability for strict iner

tia in 1993-94. It has been surprisingly difficult to find

a natural extension to the case of ramification, and the

causal propagation semantics proposed here is the first

real advancement. At the same time, we observe that

only soundness assessments have been obtained so far,

and we think it is likely that soundness assessments

will continue to predominate. Therefore, there will be

a continuing need for comparative assessments, pro

viding information on the relative size of the selected

model sets for different entailment methods.

The main concrete results in the present article are

therefore:

• The causal propagation semantics

• The comparative assessments of a number of en

tailment methods

• The soundness assessment of one of the entailment

methods, MSCC

• The observation of the usefulness of changeset-

partitioning in minimization-based approaches.
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Abstract

AI planning systems have traditionally oper

ated as stand-alone blackboxes, taking a de

scription of a domain and a set of goals, and

automatically synthesizing a plan for achiev

ing those goals. Such designs severely restrict

the influence that users can have on the re

sultant plans. This paper describes an Ad

visable Planner framework that marries an

advice-taking interface to AI planning tech

nology. The framework is designed to enable

users to interact with planning systems at

high levels of abstraction in order to influence

the plan generation process in terms that are

meaningful to them. Advice consists of task-

specific constraints on both the desired solu

tion and the refinement decisions that under

lie the planning process. The paper empha

sizes strategic advice, which expresses recom

mendations on how goals and actions are to

be accomplished. The main contributions are

a formal language and semantics for strate

gic advice, and a sound and complete HTN-

style algorithm for generating plans that sat

isfy advice.

1 Introduction

Artificial Intelligence (AI) planning technology pro

vides powerful tools for solving problems that involve

the coordination of actions in the pursuit of speci

fied goals. The AI community has produced several

planning systems whose demonstrations on realistic

problems attest to the value of automated planning

techniques. Nevertheless, there has been limited suc

cess in transitioning this technology to user communi

ties. A major reason for the lack of technology transfer

lies with the difficulty of using planning systems. AI

planners have traditionally been designed to operate

as 'blackboxes': they take a description of a domain

and a set of goals and automatically synthesize a plan

for achieving the goals. This design has several draw

backs. First, it explicitly limits the amount of influ

ence that a user can have on the generated plans. Sec

ond, it requires complete and accurate formalizations

of the domain, since the system is expected to operate

without user intervention. Providing such comprehen

sive domain information is time-consuming and expen

sive, and represents a significant investment for each

new application.

Recent trends toward mixed-initiative styles of plan

ning have led to support for certain low-level interac

tions on the part of humans, such as ordering goals for

expansion, selecting operators to apply, and choosing

instantiations for planning variables [3, 16]. While a

step in the right direction, these interactions are too

fine-grained for most users, who want to be involved

with the planning process at a higher, more strategic

level.

This paper describes an effort to make AI planning

technology more accessible and controllable via the

paradigm of advice-taking. An advisable planner (AP)

will accept a variety of instructions and advice from

a user and employ those directives to guide plan con

struction. Advice can encompass a broad range of con

structs, including partial sketches of plans for achiev

ing a set of goals, specific subgoals to be used in pur

suit of the overall objectives, and proscriptions and

prescriptions on the use of specific objects and actions

in certain contexts. Such advice will enable users to in

teract with a planning system at high levels of abstrac

tion in order to guide and influence the planning pro

cess, with the planning system performing the time-

consuming work of filling in necessary low-level details.

As such, the AP model of planning embodies a shift

in perspective on how planning systems should be de

signed: an Advisable Planner is a tool for enhancing

the skills of domain users, not a replacement for them.

Within our model, advice differs from the forms of

knowledge traditionally used to represent a plan

ning domain (operator schemas, world models, etc.).

Rather than expressing general properties of the do
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main, advice encodes session-specific recommenda

tions on the application of traditional planning knowl

edge. As such, advice is an adjunct to the underlying

domain knowledge rather than an extension to it. As

will be seen, advice serves as a filter on the set of

solutions to a given planning problem, thus enabling

customizations to suit the needs of individual users.

To illustrate the utility of advice, we present exam

ples from a travel planning domain. A typical HTN

planner would allow a user to sketch a high-level out

line of a trip, specifying information such as which

locations to visit at what times and for what overall

cost. The planner would then fill in the appropriate

details. Most individuals, however, want to influence

their itineraries to a much greater extent, specifying

details such as the modes of transportation for var

ious legs, individual carriers to use, accommodation

requirements, and restrictions on costs for various as

pects of the trip. Our theory of advice enables user

customization of generated plans in this way.

This paper lays the foundations for the Advisable

Planner. Here we emphasize strategic advice, which

expresses recommendations on how goals and actions

are to be accomplished. Section 2 presents an over

all framework for an advisable planner. Section 3

describes strategic advice and its uses. Section 4

presents the formal model of HTN planning that un

derlies our theory of advice. Section 5 defines a formal

language for representing strategic advice, while Sec

tion 6 defines satisfaction for advice. Section 7 defines

a sound and complete HTN-style algorithm for gen

erating plans that satisfy strategic advice. Section 8

discusses related work.

2 The Advisable Planner

This section outlines our vision for an advisable plan

ner (AP), describing both the overall architecture and

the principal classes of advice that an AP should sup

port. As such, it establishes a conceptual framework in

which to ground the more technical work that follows.

2.1 AP Framework

The Advisable Planner model consists of an advice-

taking interface layered on top of a core planning sys

tem. Advice-taking augments the capabilities of the

underlying planning system in the sense that the sys

tem does not require advice for its operation. Rather,

advice simply influences the set of solutions that the

system will provide for a given task. Overall, the AP

contains two distinct phases: the advice translation

phase, and the problem-solving phase.

Advice translation involves mapping from user-

supplied advice into appropriate internal representa

tions for the planner. The translation process involves

User Advice

II

Parsing

, v

Normalized Advice

II

Compilation

Advice Constraints

Figure 1 : Phases of Advice Representation and Trans

lation

several stages (see Figure 1). User advice, specified in

some natural (or pseudo-natural) language, is parsed

into an intermediate normalized representation. The

normal form provides a planner-independent represen

tation of the advice, thus enabling a clean semantic

definition and portability amongst different planners.

Advice compilation is the planner-dependent transla

tion from normalized advice to internal constraints de

fined in terms of planner-specific operators, goals, and

individuals. These constraints will be used to direct

the plan construction process.

The problem-solving phase takes the compiled advice

representations, and generates only solutions that sat

isfy the advice (referred to as advice enforcement).

Planning proceeds in a mixed-initiative style whereby

the user can make planning-time requests to modify

current plans or previously stated advice. The AP

may request additional domain information from the

user during planning to aid in resolving detected trade

offs in the plan, to recover from planning failures, or

to clarify user-supplied advice.

This paper focuses on the presentation of a basic the

ory of strategic advice and accompanying algorithms

for advice enforcement, ignoring the many complex is

sues related to advice parsing. In particular, we as

sume the provision of normalized advice in a language

shared with the underlying planning system. For ex

position reasons though, we generally use natural-

language style presentations of advice.

2.2 Advice Categories

Many kinds of advice can be fruitfully employed for

generative planning. Task advice designates specific

goals to be achieved and actions to be performed, thus

amounting to partial specification of a solution to a

planning task. A plan sketch constitutes a form of

task advice, as do directives such as Do Task-1 before

Task-2 and Include Task-5 in the plan. Evaluational

advice encompasses constraints on some metric defined

for the overall plan, such as resource usage, execution

time, or solution quality. The directive Spend less than

$800 on all accommodations is an example.
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This paper focuses on strategic advice, which expresses

constraints on how to solve tasks, in terms of both

specific approaches to pursue and entities to employ.

Strategic advice comes in two forms: role and method.

Role advice constrains the use of domain entities in

solving tasks, while method advice constrains the type

of approach used. As will be seen, strategic advice

designates not only properties of the resultant partially

ordered set of actions that is generally viewed as 'the

plan', but also the underlying justifications for that

solution. For this reason, advice enforcement requires

explicit representation of those justification structures.

Our model of advice does not encompass control of

problem-solving [2, 14], such as the order in which to

expand goals or instantiate variables. While control

is an important issue for automated planning systems,

effective control of the planning process requires deep

insight into the mechanics of the planning system it

self. As such, it is not a responsibility that should be

borne by the user (who generally will not be an expert

in AI planning) and thus is not an appropriate topic

for user advice.

3 Strategic Advice

Strategic advice is formulated in terms of prescriptions

and restrictions on roles, fillers, and activities. Activ

ities represent abstract operations relative to the un

derlying planning domain, and are defined in terms of

features and roles. A feature designates a character

istic of interest for an activity. For travel planning,

there may be transport activities, vacation activities,

bike activities, and accommodation activities; each of

these characteristics could be modeled as a feature. A

given activity can have multiple features; for example,

an activity corresponding to a bike tour could have the

features Vacation, Bike, and Inexpensive. Roles corre

spond to capacities in which domain individuals are to

be used in an activity. For instance, transport activi

ties could have roles such as Origin, Destination, and

Carrier. Fillers are specifications of objects to be used

in certain roles; they may name explicit individuals,

or consist simply of a set of required and prohibited

attributes.

As described later, activities, roles, and fillers are

grounded in planning constructs such as goals, oper

ators, variables, and bindings. The benefit of the ac

tivities/roles framework is that it provides users with

a simpler, more abstract model for expressing advice

than do the low-level planning constructs.

3.1 Role Advice

Role advice either prescribes or restricts the use of

domain entities for filling certain capacities in the

plan. Role advice is characterized by the tem

plate: <Use/Don't Use> <object> in <role> lor

<target-activity>.

In general, role advice consists of one or more object-

role specifications (called a role-fill), a target activity,

and a polarity indicating whether the advice is pre

scribing or prohibiting the role-fill. The following di

rectives provide examples of role advice:

Stay in 3-star ensuite hotels while vacationing

in Scotland.

Layovers longer than 90 minutes are unaccept

able for domestic flights.

The first directive imposes requirements on accommo

dations during vacations in a given area. The second

prohibits flights with long layovers. Here, we use nat

ural language renderings of advice to aid understand-

ability, but it is easy to map to our structured model.

For the first example, the target activity is defined as

operations with feature Vacation, and with role Lo

cation filled by Scotland. The advice dictates that the

filler for the role Accommodation be a 3-star hotel with

ensuite facilities.

3.2 Method Advice

Method advice imposes restrictions on the ap

proaches that can be used in solving a goal or

class of goals. It is characterized by the tem

plate: <Use/Don't use> <advised-activity> for

<target-activity>. Thus, method advice consists

of target and advised activities, along with a polarity

expressing prescription or proscription. For example:

Find a package bike tour starting in Athens for

the vacation in Greece.

Don't fly between cities less than 200 miles

apart.

The first piece of method advice declares that the ap

proach used for a particular portion of the trip should

have certain features (i.e., Bike, Package) and role con

straints (i.e., start location is Athens). The second

specifies restrictions on the approach to be taken for

solving a class of transport goals.

3.3 Observations

Advice can be either abstract or grounded. The former

constitutes recommendations that apply to a class of

goals and operations; the latter provides recommen

dations relative to a specific goal or activity. For in

stance, the advice Use TWA for transatlantic flights is

abstract, relating to travel for a class of destinations;

in contrast, the advice Use TWA to fly to London relates

to a specific city (and hence, a specific travel goal).

Ascertaining whether a piece of advice is satisfied re

quires more than an examination of the final set of

partially-ordered actions that are generally viewed as
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'the plan'. As an illustration, consider the advice Stay

in 3-star ensuite hotels while vacationing in Scotland, in

the context of a trip that includes both business and

holiday travel. A final plan for this trip would con

sist of a set of actions at the level of movements to

destinations, stays in accommodations, and tours of

various sights. Direct examination of a particular ac

commodation action in the final plan will not reveal its

purpose (business or pleasure); hence, it is not possible

to verify that the supplied advice has been followed.

In general, verification of advice satisfaction requires

examination of the overall problem-solving context in

which planning decisions were made.

3.4 Parsing Issues

The examples above illustrate that a range of differ

ent surface forms can be mapped into the advice tem

plates. As noted earlier, the advice parser is respon

sible for this mapping. While a discussion of advice

parsing is beyond the scope of this paper, we briefly

mention some relevant issues.

Advice parsing will generally involve domain-specific

interpretation of words to extract role-fills and activ

ities, and to identify use prescription or prohibition.

For example, interpretation of Stay in 3-star hotels in

Scotland as advice requires an understanding that Stay

corresponds to a use prescription.

Roles may not be named explicitly in advice. In the

advice Use JAL to fly to Japanese destinations, the role

Destination is explicit but the role Carrier is not. In

many cases, inference can be used to extract implicit

roles. For instance, since JAL is an air carrier, its

role could be deduced by identifying variables of the

appropriate type in air-travel operators.

Surface-level advice such as Travel first-class on trains

can be interpreted in multiple ways. The most basic

interpretation is as a directive to employ a particular

approach for tasks that involve train travel (should the

need for such transportation arise). A more complex

interpretation would further attribute an implicit goal

to use trains (say, rather than driving). The former

corresponds to strategic advice, the latter to a com

bination of strategic and task advice. The intended

interpretation is impossible to ascertain without addi

tional information. Because our focus here is on strate

gic advice, we ignore any such implicit task designa

tions.

4 Planning Model

Our definition of advice satisfaction requires a model

for the underlying planning framework. We employ

a Hierarchical Task Network (HTN) model, based

loosely on that in [4].

4.1 HTN Planning

The cornerstones of HTN planning are task networks

and operator schemas. Informally, a task network is

a partially-ordered set of tasks (goals and actions)1

to be achieved, along with conditions on the world

state before and after tasks are executed. Operator

schemas specify methods for reducing an individual

goal to some new set of subgoals and actions, under ap

propriate conditions. HTN planning consists of taking

a description of an initial world state, an initial task

network, and a set of operator schemas for goal refine

ment, and then repeatedly applying operator schemas

until no further reductions are possible. Each such re

finement may contribute additional task-ordering and

world constraints to the successive HTNs.

Formally, we define a task network r = (T,L,W),

where T is a set of tasks, L is a set of ordering con

straints on tasks, and W is a set of world constraints.

Tasks can be either primitive or nonprimitive, with the

former having no possible further refinements. We say

that a task network is primitive when it contains only

primitive tasks. In this document, we use the terms

task network and plan interchangeably; partial plan is

used to designate a nonprimitive task network.

An HTN planning problem V = (0,tq,Sq) is mod

eled as a set of operator schemas O, an initial task

network tq, and a set of propositions So denoting the

initial world state. An operator schema is character

ized by its purpose Purpose(0) (i.e., the goals to which

it can be applied), the preconditions for applying the

schema Preconds(0), and the task network Tasks(0)

to which a goal matching the purpose can be reduced

by applying the schema. The world state, goals, pur

pose, and preconditions are modeled using a first-order

language C = ( Vars, Preds, Consts). A solution to an

HTN problem is a refinement of the original task net

work that contains only primitive tasks, provided that

all constraints in the task network can be resolved. We

call the resultant resolved task network a completed

task network.

To enable representations of strategic advice, an

HTN domain is extended to include declarations of

feature and role information for operator schemas.

Such declarations constitute metalevel information

about the domain and generally are not captured

in standard planning models. We use the notation

Features(0) to designate the features of an opera

tor schema; role information is captured by a role-

resolution function Role Var{0, R) that maps an op

erator schema and a role to the variable that imple

ments the role in the schema (if one exists). Ad

vice is represented in a metalanguage defined over

C' — ( Vars, Preds, Consts, Features, Roles).

'We adopt an action-oriented rather than state-based

interpretation of goals, as is consistent with HTN planning.
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An AP problem AV generalizes an HTN problem to

include a set of advice A; that is, AV — (O, To, So, A).

Informally, a plan is a solution to an AP problem iff

it is a solution to the underlying HTN problem and

further satisfies the advice in A (as formalized in Sec

tion 6). Thus, advice acts as a filter on the set of

acceptable solutions to a given planning problem.

4.2 Plan Refinement Structures

As noted above, advice imposes restrictions not only

on the completed plan but also on the task refinement

process by which the plan is derived. For this reason, a

model of advice satisfaction must reference the overall

context in which plan refinement decisions were made.

We define the (partial) plan refinement structure for a

(partial) plan (similar to the hierarchical task network

for a plan in [8]) to be * = (V,Af,V) where V is the

set of task networks produced, Af is the set of nodes

in any of the task networks, and V defines a directed

acyclic graph of the refinement relations from a node

to each of its descendants.

Each node in a plan refinement structure has at

tributes defined by its associated task network. One

key attribute for processing advice is the partial world

model State(n), which captures the relations that nec

essarily hold prior to the execution of the node's task

[1]. Additional node attributes include the goal/task

for the node Goal(n), the operator schema that has

been used to expand that node OprSchema(n), and

the operator bindings for the expansion <r(n). Desc(n)

designates a node and its descendants.

5 Advice Representation Language

In this section, we define a formal language in which to

represent strategic advice, and show how instances of

the advice templates map into these representations.

For simplicity, we assume a common language of fea

tures, roles, and relations for the representations of

normalized advice and the planning domain, thus ob

viating the need for a translation step between them.

Representations for advice are constructed from role

restrictions and generalized activities.

Role Restrictions A role restriction (R, F[x]) con

sists of a role identifier R from the set of role symbols

Roles, and a filler F[x] represented as a propositional

formula defined over variable x. This formula is com

posed from the language C of the underlying planning

domain.

Generalized Activities A generalized activity is a

pair < T, H. > consisting of a set of required and pro

hibited operator features T = T* U T~ , and a set of

role restrictions H. A generalized activity does not

necessarily map to an instance of any particular oper

ator. In particular, a generalized activity may include

role restrictions that span multiple levels of task re

finement (i.e., operator application). As such, a gen

eralized activity represents an abstract specification of

a plan wedge.

Role and Method Advice As described in Section 3,

role advice consists of one or more role-fill descrip

tions, a target activity, and a polarity (prescribing

positive or negative use). Similarly, method advice

is characterized as an advised activity, a target activ

ity, and a polarity. A piece of role advice with role-fill

p and target activity aa is translated into the rep

resentation (ROLE* p c*g) if the advice is positive,

and (ROLET p etc) if negative. Similarly, a piece of

method advice with advised activity a\f and target

activity aa is represented as (METHOD* ctM <*<?) if

the advice is positive, and (METHOD' qm Qa) if neg

ative.

6 Advice Satisfaction

We now proceed with the definition of satisfaction for

advice, which is grounded in plan refinement struc

tures for primitive task networks. Overall, we say that

a plan refinement structure satisfies a piece of advice

if each node in the structure satisfies the advice. Sat

isfaction of advice by a node is defined below, building

on definitions for satisfaction for role restrictions and

matches for generalized activities.

Here, we adopt certain notational conventions. We

write v : c £ a to indicate that variable v is bound

to the value c in the substitution a. Instantiations

of an operator schema O or formula <j> for bindings in

a are written as 0° and 4>" . The notation <j> is used

to represent the logical complement of a formula <j>.

Finally, we define Opr(n) = OprSchema(n)ff^n\

Satisfaction of a role restriction p by a node requires

that the variable that models the role for the node's

operator be bound to a term that satisfies the fill con

straints in p.

Definition 1 (Role Restriction: Node) Let n be

a node in a plan refinement structure with O =

OprSchema(n), and let p be a role restriction

[R,F[x]). Then:

• n violates p iff RoleVar(0, R) = v is defined, v :

c G o~(n), and State(n) )fc F[c],

• n directly satisfies p iff RoleVar(0, R) — v is de

fined, v : c £ o-(n) and State(n) |= F[c].

Note that a node n may neither directly satisfy nor

violate a role restriction. Such a situation arises when
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there is no variable in O = OprSchema(n) that models

the designated role (i.e., Role Var(0, R) is undefined).

Building on the above definition, we define satisfaction

of a role restriction by a plan wedge. We distinguish

two categories of satisfaction, strong or weak, corre

sponding to the cases where some descendant node

does or does not directly satisfy the role restriction.

Definition 2 (Role Restriction: Wedge) Let

n be a node in a plan refinement structure with plan

wedge Wn- Then Wn weakly satisfies the role restric

tion p iff no node in Desc(n) violates p. Also, Wn

strongly satisfies p iff there is some node in Desc(n)

that directly satisfies p, and no node that violates p.

A node is said to match a generalized activity if its op

erator schema satisfies the feature requirements and

its plan wedge satisfies the role restrictions for the

activity. Intuitively, a generalized activity describes

conditions for an actual operation; hence, the strong

version of satisfaction for role restrictions is imposed

(thus ensuring that the specified roles are defined and

properly filled).

Definition 3 (Match: Feature Set)

An operator schema O matches a set of feature spec

ifications T = T+ U T~ iff T+ C Features(O) and

T~ D Features(O) = 0. A goal g matches T iff there

is some operator schema O € O that matches T for

which Purpose(O) matches g.

Definition 4 (Match: Generalized Activity)

A node n in a plan refinement structure matches a

generalized activity {T U T~ , H) iff OprSchema(n)

satisfies U/-- and Wn strongly satisfies every role

restriction in H.

Satisfaction of positive role advice by a plan struc

ture node requires that either the node not match the

target activity, or the advised role restrictions are sat

isfied by that node or one of its descendants. Here, we

require only weak satisfaction for the advised role con

straints, which better matches the intuitive character

of role advice. For negative role advice, no descendant

of a node matching the target activity should directly

satisfy the role restriction.

Definition 5 (Role Advice) A node n in a plan

structure weakly (strongly) satisfies (ROLE+ p cxq) iff

either n does not match aa, or Wn weakly (strongly)

satisfies p. Also, n satisfies (ROLE- p aa) iffn does

not match ag, or no n' G Desc(n) directly satisfies p.

The weak and strong versions of satisfaction for posi

tive role advice are equivalent when the roles in the ad

vice are necessarily defined for the wedge underneath

the node matching the target activity. This condition

often holds. For instance, consider the advice Use TWA

for transatlantic flights. All plans for such flights will

involve one or more operators that contain the roles

Destination and Carrier. We refer to this condition of

guaranteed existence in the expansion as role compre

hensiveness.

Definition 6 (Role Comprehensiveness) A role

R is comprehensive with respect to a goal g iff

every expansion of g contains a node n such that

RoleVar(OprSchema(n), R) is defined.

Proposition 1 Let n be a node in a plan refinement

structure with plan wedge Wn- If role R is comprehen

sive with respect to Goal(n) then Wn weakly satisfies

a role restriction p iff it strongly satisfies p.

Role comprehensiveness guarantees the duality of

ROLE~ and ROLE*, as captured by the following

proposition. This result is significant in that it enables

positive and negative role advice to be processed in a

uniform manner when role comprehensiveness holds.

Proposition 2 // role R is comprehensive with re

spect to goals that match the feature set of aa then

(ROLE- (R, F[x]) oc) is satisfied precisely when

(ROLE+ (R,F[x]} aG) is satisfied.

Satisfaction for negative method advice is straightfor

ward: it requires that no descendant of a node match

ing the target activity matches the advised activity.

Definition 7 (Method Advice: Negative) A

plan structure node n satisfies (METHOD- om ocg)

iffn does not match aa, or there is no planning node

n' 6 Desc(n) that matches cum.

Satisfaction for positive method advice presents a more

complex case. Consider an approach that requires

only that any node matching the target activity have

some descendant node that matches the advised ac

tivity. Such a semantics is unsuitable for advice such

as Fly between locations further than 200 miles apart;

given this advice, a traveler would be unhappy with a

plan in which he or she did not fly both legs of a trip

from Boston through Chicago to Seattle. At the other

extreme, the advice should not necessarily apply 'ev

erywhere': consider a trip that includes a destination

D that is both inaccessible by air and more than 200

miles from any other location to be visited. In this

case, it should be acceptable to generate a plan that

involves driving to D.

We adopt the middle ground for satisfaction of pos

itive method advice: given a node that matches the

target activity, it requires both the existence of some

descendant node that matches the advised activity and

a restriction that operators matching the advised ac

tivity are applied to the 'maximum extent possible'.

We believe that this definition best matches user in

tent for method advice.
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Definition 8 (Method Advice: Positive) A plan

structure node n satisfies (METHOD"*" a\f <*g) iff n

does not match ciq, or the following conditions hold:

• there is some node n' 6 Desc(n) that matches qm

(Existence),

• no descendant of n that does not match au could

be replaced by a node that does (Prescription).

It is not the case that a node

satisfies (METHOD- qm qg) iff it does not satisfy

(METHOD* ccm eta)- For example, a node can fail to

satisfy the positive version in situations where there

are multiple descendant nodes for which an operator

matching the advised activity could be applied, and

some but not all are used. In this case, the negative

version of the advice is also unsatisfied.

Advice satisfaction for a plan refinement structure is

defined as follows.

Definition 9 (Advice Satisfaction) A plan struc

ture node satisfies the set of advice A iff it satisfies

each piece of advice in A. A plan structure it satisfies

A iff each node in it satisfies A.

We note that our definitions of satisfaction for both

role and method advice are nondirectional in that the

conditions of the target activity and the role or method

prescriptions mutually constrain each other. For ex

ample, consider the advice Don't drive in cities with

more than 300,000 people. In a partial itinerary that

includes a visit to a city with more than 300,000 peo

ple, this advice prohibits the use of a personal automo

bile for local transport. In addition, it would restrict

the choice of cities to visit for time periods in which a

rental car has already been secured.

7 Advice Enforcement

Strategic advice acts as a filter on the set of solutions

to a planning problem. As such, it is straightforward

to define an algorithm that generates advice-satisfying

plans: use a Generate-and-Test scheme with a system

atic plan-generation engine and a filter that validates

the advice satisfaction conditions. Such an approach is

impractical for nontrivial domains because of the size

of the underlying search space. Instead, an algorithm

is required in which advice informs the search process.

The challenge is to define techniques in which advice

influences local planning decisions (the choices for vari

able instantiations, operator selections, etc.), in order

to minimize backtracking that results from unsatis

fied advice. Such backtracking will necessarily arise:

since the definition of advice satisfaction refers to a

completed plan refinement structure, planning choices

must be made before their correctness with respect to

advice satisfaction can be determined.

Here, we define an HTN-style planning algorithm

called PSA (Plan-generation with Strategic Advice)

that enforces advice. The PSA algorithm is proven

sound in that it produces only plans that satisfy strate

gic advice, and complete in that it will find such a plan

if one exists (given certain assumptions).

In essence, PSA works by adding advice constraints

to nodes in a task network. Advice constraints are

determined by considering the operator choices and

world state for an HTN node, along with the context

of the current partial plan refinement structure. Ad

vice constraints are operationalized to a combination

of restrictions on the use of operators, and planning

constraints formulated exclusively in the language of

the basic domain. With this reduction, advice can

be enforced using the operator applicability and con

straint testing procedures of the underlying planner.

This approach makes it possible for advice process

ing to be layered on top of the core planning system,

yielding a modular and portable implementation. Fur

thermore, the PSA algorithm can be readily adapted

to any operator-based goal-refinement framework, in

cluding both generative planners and reactive plan ex

ecution systems (such as PRS [12]).

The remainder of this section describes PSA. It begins

with the presentation of a high-level description of the

HTN algorithm that underlies PSA. An overview of

PSA is provided next, followed by a detailed descrip

tion of the algorithm.

7.1 HTN Algorithm

Standard HTN planning can be characterized as a re

cursive algorithm on task networks. When the network

contains only primitive tasks, the algorithm returns a

completion of the task network if one is defined, else

the algorithm fails. When the network contains non-

primitive nodes, one is expanded by selecting an op

erator schema that matches the unsolved goal on the

node and whose preconditions are satisfiable, applying

it to generate an expanded task network, then recur

sively invoking the algorithm on the new network.

Figure 2 outlines a traditional HTN algorithm (based

loosely on [4]). It assumes the following standard

planning capabilities. The function Completer) pro

duces a completion of the task network r if one ex

ists (i.e., resolves all conflicts and instantiates vari

ables). The function Select0pr(O,n,T) nondetermin-

istically chooses an instantiation of an operator schema

from the set O that can be applied to the goal for

node n in task network r. This function first iden

tifies the schemas in O whose purpose matches the

goal for n, using the function Match(gx,g2). Any

one of those schemas whose preconditions are sat

isfied for the relevant bindings, as computed by

Satisfied(Preconds(0)a ,n,r), can be returned. The

function Reduce(n, O" , r) refines a task network by ex
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Solve(V = (O,S0,t0), r = {T,L,W))

If t is primitive

Return Complete(r) if defined,

Else FAIL

Else for a nondeterministically selected nonprimitive node n £ T

/* Nondeterministically select an applicable operator */

O" <- SekctOpr(0,n,T)

/* Apply the selected operator */

r1 <- Solve(V, Reduce(n, O", r))

Return r'

SelectOpr(0,n,T)

*i «- {( Oi,ffi) | 0< € O,o-,- = Match(Goal(n), Purpose(Oi)) and <t, ^1}

*2 «- {( Oi,<j'i) j ( Oi,*i) G *i, a'i = Satisfied(Preconds(Oi)"' , n, r) and <r< ^1}

Return Of' for some nondeterministically chosen (0,, cr-) € $2

Figure 2: Traditional HTN Algorithm

panding a node n by the (possibly partially) instanti

ated plot of the operator O, adding ordering and world

constraints as appropriate.

7.2 The PSA Algorithm

The PSA algorithm, presented in Figures 3 and 4, ex

tends the standard HTN algorithm in a few key ways

to support advice. These extensions consist of a mod

ified operator selection process, validation of positive

method advice for plan wedges, and the propagation of

advice-processing information across refinement levels.

7.2.1 Overview

Before discussing the algorithm in detail, we consider

the stages that a given piece of advice passes through,

namely activation and enforcement.

The definition of advice satisfaction by a plan refine

ment structure requires that each piece of advice be

satisfied by every node in the structure. For a given

node, many pieces of advice are trivially satisfied in

the sense that they do not match the context specified

by the target activity of the advice. We say that a

piece of advice is triggered by a planning node when it

matches the target activity feature set for the advice.

Triggered advice is generally not directly enforceable;

matches for the advised feature set (for method ad

vice) and all roles must be found before any actions

can be taken. Such matching may involve operator

applications distributed over multiple refinement (and

abstraction) levels. We say that a piece of triggered

advice has been fully- activated when all such matches

have been made; otherwise, we say that the advice is

partially-activated.

Enforcement of fully-activated advice draws on a com

bination of techniques. For role advice, enforcement

reduces to the addition of planning constraints to the

applicability conditions of operators. Method advice

additionally restricts the set of candidate operators

for a goal based on information about operator fea

tures. Finally, positive method advice requires a post-

planning verification of the existence condition.

Because both the matching required for activation and

the resultant enforcement constraints can span mul

tiple refinement levels, PSA employs an approach in

which each node in an HTN has an associated set of

partially-activated advice and advice constraints. This

information is propagated downward in the plan refine

ment structure as appropriate.

7.2.2 Notation

The PSA algorithm uses the following notation.

denotes a formula representing the advised role con

straints for the advice a; if there are no such con

straints, <j>* is simply TRUE. d*a is defined similarly

but for the target role constraints. In cases where

the advice is unambiguous, we simply write <j>A and

<f>T . Role constraint formulas are defined in terms of

a particular role, which will map to some variable in

a planning operator. The process of identifying this

planning variable is referred to as role resolution. We

use a placeholder variable labeled by the advice and

the type of role (target or advised) to represent the

planning variable within unresolved role constraint for

mulas, e.g., 4a[x*\.

The functions Featuresa{cl) and Featuresr(a) return

the advised and target feature set, respectively, of

the advice a. The functions MethodAdvice+(I),

MethodAdvice- (I), RoleAdvice(I) take a set of acti

vated (either fully or partially) advice / and return

the subsets of positive method, negative method, and

role advice, respectively.
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SolveAP(AV = (O, S0,t0,A), t = (T, L, W))

If r is primitive

Return Complete(r) if defined,

Else FAIL

Else for a nondeterministically selected nonprimitive node N = (n, I,C) GT

/* Hondetenninistically select an applicable operator with its Advice constraints */

{Oa, 1, C) - SelectOprA{0, N, r, A)

/* Apply the selected operator and pass along advice info */

r* SolveAP(AV, ReduceA({nJ ,C'),0" ,t)

If O" and r' are not well-defined then FAIL

/* Test Method constraints for this wedge */

If for each a G Method'Advice*(f — /)

there is some n' € Desc(n) for which Wn' matches a

Return r7

Else FAIL

Figure 3: Algorithm for Plan-generation with Strategic Advice (PSA)

7.2.3 PSA Details

PSA diverges from standard HTN planning most sig

nificantly in the operator selection process. As defined

in Figure 4, the function SelectOprA(0 , (n, I, C), r, A)

extends SelectOpr(0, n, r) both to relativize operator

selection and application to triggered advice and to

propagate relevant activated advice and advice con

straints. SelectOprA begins likes its nonadvice coun

terpart, filtering those operators whose purpose does

not match the goal of the node under consideration.

It also ends similarly, selecting an unfiltered operator

whose applicability conditions are satisfied; however,

those conditions have been extended to incorporate

additional constraints generated by advice processing.

The bulk of the function involves this advice process

ing for the operators that match the goal of the cur

rent node: advice triggering, extraction of advice con

straints, and role resolution.

Advice processing begins by identifying for each

relevant operator 0< any advice that it trig

gers. Triggering amounts to matching the tar

get activity feature set, as computed by the test

HasFeatures(Oi, Featuresr (a)).

The extraction of advice constraints differs for the

cases of role advice, positive method advice, and neg

ative method advice. For role advice, the extracted

advice constraint is simply the disjunction <j>T V <f>A.

Method advice presents a more complex case because

it posits higher-order constraints defined over opera

tors and domain objects. As a result, it is not possible

to map them to planning constraints in C that can

be directly processed by the underlying planner (as is

the case with role advice). Instead, constraints defined

over a mixture of operators and domain objects must

be managed explicitly at a higher level. We adopt a

case analysis approach in which satisfaction is consid

ered in turn for the different kinds of constraints (on

operators and on domain objects).

Consider first negative method advice. Any operator

that does not match the feature set of the advised

activity requires no additional constraints. For an op

erator that does match, either the target role-fill con

straints 4>T or the advised role-fill constraints <j>A must

fail. Thus, </>T V <j>A is added to the applicability con

ditions of the operator.

Positive method advice requires a different approach:

either the target activity must not match, or the exis

tence and prescription clauses must both be satisfied.

For an operator that matches the feature set of the

advised activity, we require that the advised role con

straints <f>A be satisfied. For an operator that does not

match the advised feature set, if there is some unfil

tered operator that does match, then the target ac

tivity must not match. The constraint <j>T guarantees

this condition.2

Advice constraints are defined over roles; before they

can be enforced, the roles must be resolved. The func

tion ResolveRoles(0, A) performs role resolution; it re

places any role variable in the set of constraints A

with the variable that models that role in the opera

tor schema (if one exists). Resolved constraints (com

puted by Resolved(C)) are added to the applicabil

ity constraints of the associated operator. Unresolved

constraints (computed by Unresolved{C)) are passed

to all descendant nodes.

The actual propagation of advice information is

straightforward; Reduce(n, O, r) is generalized to the

2This approach to enforcing positive method advice is

overly conservative in that the added constraints may be

unnecessary (because some other node in the plan satis

fies the existence clause) yet they block application of the

operator. We return to this point in the discussion of com

pleteness below.
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SelectOprA(0, (n, I, C),r, A)

$1 {(Oi,<Ti) | Oi eO,ffi = Match(Goal(n), Purpose(Oi)) and er, ^1}

/* Accumulate triggered advice for each candidate operator */

For (Oi,<n) G*i

/,• *— {a | a G A and HasFeatures(Oi, Feaiuresr(a))}

f *- Zli

/* Extract advice constraints */

For (Oi, <T{) G $i /* Initialize advice constraints */

Ri - {}. Mt+ - {}, M~ «- {}

For a G RoleAdvice(Ii) /* Extract constraints from role advice */

For m G MethodAdvice- (Ili /) /* Extract constraints from negative method advice */

Sat*— {(Oi,<Ti) | ( Oi,<Ti) G $i and HasFeatures(Oi, Features^™))}

For (Oi, <r<) G Sat, M,r ^ M~ U V

For m G MethodAdvice+ (I D /) /* Extract constraints from positive method advice */

Sat «— {(Oj, ffj) G $i | ( O,, tr<) G $i and HasFeatures(0, FeaturesA(rn)}

If Sat? {} :

For <0,-,<r,) G Sa<, M? - U

For (Oi, <r<) € *i - Sat, M? - A*,+ U

/* Collect resolved advice constraints for each Operator */

For (O,-, <Tj) G*i

ResolveRoles(OitC U ft U Aff+ U Mf)

Ci <- Unresolved(C UftUM^UM;")

/!</<*, «- Resolved(C URiUMfuM, )

/* Return an operator that satisfies advice constraints along with updated advice info */

$2 *- {( 0,-,(t;> I ( Oi,<Ti) G *i, a'i = Satisfied(Preconds(Oi)17' U Addi"' ,n,r) and o-J ^1}

Return (O,"' , ID U,Ci) for some nondeterministically chosen (O,-, <r-) G $2

Figure 4: Operator Selection for PSA

function Reducea((ti, I, C),0,r) to pass along advice

constraints and activated advice.

As noted above, the existence clause for satisfaction

of positive method advice cannot be verified until the

wedge beneath the node has been completed. An ex

plicit check of this condition is included as the last

step in the PSA algorithm. Since the validation of the

condition is straightforward, the details are omitted.

7.3 Discussion

Our presentation of PSA has been biased toward high

lighting the reuse of standard HTN operations. For

reasons of efficiency, the PSA algorithm should not

be implemented directly as presented here. For in

stance, extraction of role constraints and resolution

of role variables should be done only for the selected

operator, rather than for all operators matching the

current goal prior to the final selection decision. In

contrast, extraction of method constraints should be

done prior to the selection process because the method

constraints can eliminate certain operators up front.

There is a similarity between the kind of constraint-

augmented planning embodied in the PSA algorithm

and Constraint Logic Programming (CLP) [7]: both

consist of a problem-reduction search augmented with

constraints on the overall structure being defined. For

CLP, the constraints restrict instantiations for vari

ables; for advisable planning, the constraints further

restrict the choice of problem-reduction rules (i.e., the

operator schemas).

7.4 Properties of PSA

It is straightforward to show that the PSA algorithm

reduces to standard HTN planning when there is no
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advice. The following correctness result also holds.

Proposition 3 (Correctness of PSA) Application

of the PSA algorithm to an advised planning problem

AV — (O, So, To, A) will produce a plan refinement

structure that both satisfies A and is a solution to the

planning problem (0,So,To).

We note that given role comprehensiveness, the strong

version of satisfaction for role advice follows; other

wise, only weak satisfaction holds. The difference re

sults because PSA folds in constraints extracted from

role advice only when the roles for the constraints have

been resolved; thus, if the roles are not found, the as

sociated role advice is effectively ignored.

The PSA algorithm may fail to find solutions in cer

tain cases where solutions exist. This incompleteness

stems from our conservative approach to enforcing the

prescription clause for positive method advice. In par

ticular, the constraints added to enforce this clause are

too strong in situations when a node matching the tar

get activity has multiple descendant nodes for which

constraints may be added to guarantee matching to

the advised activity. As an illustration, consider a sit

uation where there are two descendant nodes to which

operators could be applied that match the advised fea

ture set. PSA would force for both nodes the selec

tion of operators that satisfy the advised feature set,

even in cases where the use of the operators is mutu

ally inconsistent (for instance, they each may require

a consumable resource of which there is only one re

maining). However, the definition of satisfaction for

positive method advice requires that both be selected

only if it is consistent to do so.

We can show that the PSA algorithm is complete when

there is at most one node for which constraints are

added to enforce the prescription clause; we refer to

this condition as the Uniqueness of the Advised Activ

ity (UAA) for a given piece of positive method advice

relative to a set of operators. The UAA condition

holds frequently in practice. For instance, in planning

a holiday there is generally a single high-level vaca

tion type to select (e.g., bike tour vs camping tour vs

driving tour). Thus, advice such as Use a bike tour for

the vacation in California would satisfy UAA, since the

choice of tour type would only be made once. Further

more, the UAA condition is easily verified by straight

forward syntactic analysis of operator schemas. How

ever, one can formulate natural problems for which

UAA is violated. For instance, one could formulate a

multi-phase holiday operator that encompasses several

sub-vacations, each of which would require a choice of

vacation type.

Proposition 4 (Completeness of PSA)

Application of the PSA algorithm to an advised plan

ning problem AV = (0,So,r0,A) for which UAA

holds will produce a plan refinement structure that both

satisfies A and is a solution to the planning problem

{0,So,To), provided such a plan exists.

8 Related Work

Until recently, there had been few attempts to develop

domain-independent advice-taking systems. Concerns

for the usability of AI systems and problems with

knowledge acquisition have prompted a marked in

crease in activity in this area during the past few years.

The TRAINS [5] project seeks to provide users with

the means to interactively guide the construction and

execution of a plan through a cooperative, mixed-

initiative effort. While its overall objectives are sim

ilar to ours, the research directions of the two efforts

are highly complementary. HCI issues are a major

focus for the TRAINS project (e.g., language process

ing, dialog management, multi-media), while our work

emphasizes the identification of advice idioms and cor

responding enforcement algorithms.

The reactive scheduling model of the DITOPS system

[13] also has much in common with our work. At a high

level, its spread-sheet metaphor provides a good char

acterization of advisability: the user should be able to

specify characteristics of the desired solution and have

the system sort out the details. One key difference is

that DITOPS focuses on scheduling rather than plan

ning. In addition, it emphasizes changes to domain

constraints, while the our work focuses on advice that

describes high-level properties of solutions.

The TRAINS and DITOPS projects are similar to

our work in that they emphasize product-related ad

vice that describes characteristics of the desired end-

product. In contrast, performance-related advice en

codes base-level problem-solving expertise. As such,

product-related advice serves as an adjunct to the

underlying problem-solving knowledge, while perfor

mance advice amounts to an extension of it.

The original work on performance advice is Mostow's

[11], which models advice as a high-level description of

a task for which there is no explicit method to achieve

it. The work focuses on operationalization - the trans

formation of advice (using sound and heuristic meth

ods) into directives that can be executed directly by

the problem-solving system being advised. Its notion

of advice-taking amounts to 'filling in' gaps in planning

operators, in contrast to our approach of restricting

how operators should be instantiated and applied.

There has been a recent surge of interest in improv

ing the performance of reinforcement learners through

user guidance (see [9] for a good overview). Broadly

speaking, that work focuses on the provision of addi

tional domain knowledge to improve the overall perfor

mance of a system. Many of these efforts are actually a

form of 'programming by example'. However, certain
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of them have more of a flavour of performance-related

advice-taking, using general-purpose languages to en

code the additional domain knowledge [9, 6]. One in

teresting feature of these efforts is that advice is refined

during problem-solving, in response to the success with

which it has been applied previously.

9 Conclusions

The notion of problem-solving systems that can take

advice from humans has been around since the start of

AI [10]. Despite the conceptual appeal, there has been

little success to date in building automated advice-

taking systems because of the intractability of the task

in its most general form. We believe that the paradigm

can be made tractable for specific classes of applica

tions and tasks by grounding advice in a focused set

of problem-solving activities. The research described

here presents a step toward this goal for the paradigm

of generative planning. Its primary contributions are

the presentation of an advice-taking framework for AI

planning systems, the formalization of strategic ad

vice, and the definition of a sound and complete HTN

planning algorithm for enforcing strategic advice.

We have built an initial Advisable Planner prototype

that implements our theory of strategic advice. The

system consists of an advice manager layered on top

of SlPE-2, a mature HTN planner [15, 16]. Intru

sions into the underlying code were minor: for the

most part, the advice processing is completely separate

from the core planning capabilities. Our prototype has

been used to enforce both travel planning advice simi

lar to the examples presented in this paper and advice

for a crisis-action planning domain [17]. Currently,

we are applying the system to air-campaign planning,

with the goal of encouraging nonexperts to embrace

AI planning technology.

Immediate next steps for this work are to develop

richer idioms for strategic advice, and to define com

parable formal models and enforcement algorithms for

other categories of advice (including evaluational and

task advice). Further down the road, we intend to ex

plore utility models for partial satisfaction of advice

that will allow intelligent trade-offs to be made among

sets of conflicting advice.
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Abstract

The Pigeonhole Principle (PHP) has been one

of the most appealing methods of solving com

binatorial optimization problems. Variations of

the Pigeonhole Principle, sometimes called the

"Hidden" Pigeonhole Principle (HPHP), are even

more powerful and often produce the most el

egant solutions to nontrivial problems. How

ever, some Operations Research approaches, such

as the Linear Programming Relaxation (LPR),

are strong competitors to PHP and HPHP. They

can also be applied to combinatorial optimiza

tion problems to derive upper bounds. It has

been an open question whether PHP or LPR es

tablish tighter upper bounds and how efficiently,

when applied to the same problem. Challenged

by this open question, we identify that the main

reason for the lack of ability to compare the effi

ciency of PHP and LPR is the fact that different

problem representations are required by the two

methods. We introduce a problem representation

change into an Integer Programming form which

allows for an alternative way of solving com

binatorial problems. We also introduce several

combinatorial optimization problems, and show

how to perform representation changes to convert

the original problems into the Integer Program

ming form. Using the new problem model, we

re-define the Pigeonhole Principle as a method

of solving Integer Programming problems, de

termine the difference between PHP and HPHP,

prove that PHP has the same bounding power as

LPR, and demonstrate that HPHP and Integer cuts

are actually similar representation changes of the

problem domains.

1 INTRODUCTION

The Pigeonhole Principle (PHP) [Thucker, 1980] is tradi

tionally considered the simplest and most elegant method

of deriving tight upper bounds for a class of combinato-

Manuela M. Veloso

Computer Science Dept.

Carnegie Mellon University

Pittsburgh, PA 15213-3891, USA

mmv@cs.cmu.edu

rial optimization problems. In its original formulation, the

Pigeonhole Principle (also known as the Dirichlet drawer

principle) states that "it is impossible to place N + 1 pi

geons in N holes so that there is at most one pigeon in

each hole." In this simple form, PHP looks like a naive

kindergarten-level rule. However, if taken to a higher level

of different number of objects (pigeons) allowed in abstract

units (holes), or used as a part of a multi-step logical proof,

it quickly loses the nuance of obviousness. Though PHP

has no clear-cut mathematical origin, its applications in

volve some of the most profound and difficult results in

combinatorics of great relevance to Artificial Intelligence.

To solve a combinatorial optimization problem by PHP,

one needs to represent a problem in such a way that the

principle may be applied, i.e. to perform what we call the

representation change. For example, to identify what in the

problem should be mapped to objects (pigeons) and units

(holes). For simple problems, the applications of PHP are

almost straightforward and are obtained directly from the

nature of the problems. However, often the proof by PHP

requires additional heuristic knowledge that allows the ef

fective representation change. If this representation change

is found, then PHP easily produces the tight upper bound

and an optimal solution. For some combinatorial optimiza

tion problems it is a very challenging task to find such a

representation change. Hardness of this task encourages to

look for alternative methods.

The introduction of polynomial-time algorithms solving

Linear Programming problems allows some Operations Re

search methods to be applied also to combinatorial opti

mization problems to establish upper bounds for such prob

lems. For example, the Linear Programming Relaxation

(LPR) method in conjunction with Integer cuts has been

applied effectively to solve some Integer Programming (IP)

problems. LPR can be seen as requiring less effort to ap

ply than PHP, because in general, unlike PHP, it does not

need any additional knowledge or representation changes

to provide upper bounds for IP problems.

The two approaches, namely PHP and LPR-based meth

ods can be seen as "competitors" for solving combinatorial
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problems. It has been an open question1 whether which

method, if any, can provide better upper bounds and which

method, if any, is more efficient, when applied to the same

combinatorial optimization problems. This paper reports

on our work in solving this open question. As hinted so

far, our work analyzes carefully the problem representation

issues involved in the two approaches. We formally intro

duce an appropriate representation change that makes the

comparison and analysis possible.

There has been attempts in comparing the two mentioned

approaches, see [Ginsberg, 1996]. We chose an Empiri

cal way of re-defining the Pigeonhole Principle, because it

allowed us to apply it to a series of problems of a great

importance for Artificial Intelligence. We also found an

alternative meaning of representation changes that in con

junction with the original PHP constitute the "Hidden" Pi

geonhole Principle.

For some problems, like the "Mutilated" Checkerboard

problem [Newell, 1965], immediate applications of the

Pigeonhole Principle fail to provide the tight upper

bound. Additional knowledge (heuristics) or representation

changes are needed to accomplish a successful application

of PHP that would establish the best feasible value for a

given problem. Had this knowledge been provided in ad

vance or, equivalently, had the problem been stated in a

more suitable (for PHP) form, such an application would

be easy and almost straightforward. However, the process

of obtaining relevant knowledge or finding appropriate rep

resentation changes is problem-dependent, and often is a

challenging task itself. Successful applications that com

bine acquiring relevant knowledge or performing represen

tation changes and applications of the Pigeonhole Principle

are sometimes called the "Hidden" Pigeonhole Principle

(HPHP), though the difference between PHP and HPHP

has never been clearly defined. Problems solved by HPHP

are usually very non-trivial, and HPHP is often the most ele

gant and simple way of solving such problems. In Section 4

we discuss the "Mutilated" Checkerboard and Firm Tiling

problems in detail and demonstrate the similarity between

the Hidden Pigeonhole Principle and the combination of

LPR with Integer cuts.

Our work includes:

1 . Re-defining PHP as a method of solving Integer Pro

gramming problems.

2. Proving that both PHP and LPR obtain the same upper

bounds.

3. Providing an alternative approach to solving combi

natorial optimization problems for which the effective

representation change required by PHP is hard to find.

The alternative approach that can be implemented in

automated logical proof, AI planning, or scheduling

systems, consists of the following steps:

'identified at the First International Workshop on AI and OR,

Portland, OR, June, 1995.

(a) Convert a combinatorial optimization problem

into an Integer Programming form.

(b) Apply LPR to obtain an upper bound B which,

as we proved, is the same as the upper bound

obtained by PHP.

(c) Construct an optimal solution of value B.

In this work, we also draw a clear splitting line between the

original and the "Hidden" Pigeonhole Principles, analyze

the latter one and compare its bounding power with that of

Integer cuts.

OUR REPRESENTATION CHANGE

APPROACH

The Pigeonhole Principle is the most simpleminded ideas

imaginable, yet its generalizations involve some of the most

profound results in combinatorics[Thucker, 1980]. A more

sophisticated fashion of applying PHP is sometimes called

the "Hidden" Pigeonhole Principle. In such cases, an opti

mal solution is usually nontrivial and the application of the

Hidden Pigeonhole Principle (HPHP) is probably the sim

plest way of proving the optimality of a known solution.

Linear Programming Relaxation (LPR) is one of

the most popular Operations Research methods of

establishing upper bounds for Integer Programming

problems[Nemhauser and Wolsey, 1985]. Its main calcula

tion engine is based on the discovery of polynomial meth

ods of solving Linear Programming problems, such as the

Ellipsoid algorithmfKhachian, 1979]. Actually, LPR is a

two-step procedure consisting of relaxing integer require

ments and solving the corresponding Linear Programming

problem.

Simplisticly, LPR can be viewed as a black-box with a par

ticular instance of an Integer Programming problem as an

input and a calculated upper bound as an output. From this

point of view, LPR looks preferable to PHP, because it does

not need any heuristic knowledge in deriving upper bounds.

LPR can be applied to any instance of an Integer Program

ming problem without additional representation changes.

Thus, the main questions of the competitive analysis be

tween LPR and PHP can be stated as the knowledge repre

sentationproblem: Which formofpresenting combinatorial

optimization problems allows to establish tighter bounds?

We start the following sections with the discussion ofLinear

Programming techniques relevant to our subject, then we

re-define the Pigeonhole Principle for arbitrary instances of

Integer Programming problems, determine the difference

between PHP and HPHP, compare computational power of

PHP and LPR, overview similarities between HPHP, PHP

with heuristics, and Integer cuts for Integer Programming

problems. We illustrate the discussion by a series of com

binatorial optimization problems of a gradually increasing

complexity.
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2.1 Important Facts from Linear Programming

In this section we introduce basic definitions and facts from

the theory of Linear and Integer Programming. Readers

familiar with this subject may skip this section.

A particular instance of a Linear Programming (LP) prob

lem consists of the goal function and the set of inequalities

(constraints). Both the goal function and the constraints

depend linearly on each variable. Throughout this paper

we consider variables to be real-valued, and their number

is finite, the number of inequalities is also finite. Thus, a

typical LP problem is of the following type:

K

goal function : mat() ] c,jcj)

N

constraint set J : "5 ] o^Xi < bj j = 1, . . . , M

i=i

Usually coefficients ay, bj and c, are rational, it allows to

limit our consideration to rational-valued variables x,- €

Q i = 1 , . . . , N. To simplify further discussion, we intro

duce a particular LP problem which will help to illustrate

the discussion:

goal function : max(y) (1)

constraint set J : —x<0 (2)

-y < o (3)

y-x<l (4)

x + y<3 (5)

x + 2y < 8 (6)

x e C (7)

y e Q (8)

Figure 1 shows the feasible region, optimal solution x* =

(1,2), and the goal vector corresponding to the goal func

tion (1). Theory of Linear Programming states that for

any optimal solution x* there exists a subset of constraints,

called active constraints, such that:

• Inequalities representing active constraints are actually

equalities for x*, or, equivalently, there is no slack for

active constraints with respect to x* .

• The number of active constraints can vary from 1 to

M.

• Goal function is a positivecombination ofthe left-hand

sides of active constraints.

• It is always possible to represent the goal function as

a positive combination of at most N active constraints.

Y

 

0 1 2 3X X

Figure 1 : A Particular Instance of a LP Problem

In our example (1-8) inequalities (4) and (5) form the set

of active constraints with respect to the optimal solution

x* =(1,2). Thus, the goal function (1) can be presented as

a positivecombination of(4) and (5): y= |(y-x)+|(x+y).

If we vary inequality (6), it may also become an active

constraint. For example, inequality x + 2y < 5 is an active

constraint with respect to the optimal solution x* =(1,2). If

added to the existing set of active constraints (4) and (5), it

would constitute a redundancy: Left-hand sides of any two

out of three inequalities can be used in a positive weighted

sum to obtain the goal function. On the other hand, the goal

function can also vary within a certain range to preserve

the same optimal solution and the set of active constraints.

In problem (1-8) for any goal function of the form y + ax

with a G [-1,1], the set of active constraints consists

of (4) and (5). For the extreme values of a 6 {-1.1}

one of the active constraints becomes redundant, since the

goal function coincides with the left-hand side of the other

active constraint. Moreover, in both extreme cases there

exists an infinite number of feasible solutions attaining the

same optimal value. These optimal solutions form a face

of a polyhedron of feasible solutions defined by the IP

problem's constraints. For example, in problem (1-8) the

set of feasible solutions forms a 2-D tetragon (see Figure 1 ),

and the set of optimal solutions is either a zero-dimensional

face (a single 2-D point) or a one-dimensional face (one of

the tetragon's sides).

Thus, on one hand, a positive weighted sum of left-hand

sides ofactive constraints establishes an upper bound: Since

HjHiafiV^ = J2icix>< wnere ai > °. and ]Ci<ty* < bi<

then X^, c,x, < J2jajhj- On the other hand, any feasible

solution x sets a lower bound for the goal function J^i ci*>-

Furthermore, active constraints have no slack with repeat

to optimal solution x* , therefore, the lower bound provided

by x* coincides with the upper bound established by the

positive weighted sum of active constraints and both are

equal to the optimal value c,x^ .

Integer Programming (IP) problems have an additional

requirement that some of its variable are integer-valued.

Throughout this paper we consider only those IP problems
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that have linear goal functions and linear constraints. In

general, the addition of integer-valued variables makes an

IP problem NP-hard. However, in some particular cases,

it is possible to solve IP problems efficiently, by applying

Linear Programming Relaxation (LPR) or a combination of

Integer Cuts and LPR[Nemhauser and Wolsey, 1985]. LPR

is a simple procedure that consists of two steps:

1 . Drop (relax) integrality requirements for all variables.

2. Solve the correspondent LP problem.

For some IPproblems, likeproblem ( 1 -8) introduced earlier,

LPR outputs an integer feasible solution, thus, solving such

IP problem. In other cases, when LPR outputs a fractional

optimal solution x*, it establishes an upper bound Y2c<tf

for the goal function. In such cases, LPR is usually not

very helpful in finding integer solutions or indicating the

tightness of the upper bound.

Integer cuts produce additional constraints that utilize the

integral nature of a subset of variables. Additional con

straints can be derived in many different ways, Integer cuts

produce ones that cannot be obtained by taking positive

weighted sums of the existing inequalities. In conjunction

with LPR, Integer cuts are capable of solving IP problems,

whereas the efficiency of this combination in obtaining tight

upper bounds relies on the "quality" of newly created con

straints constructed by Integer cuts techniques. Examples

of the Hidden Pigeonhole Principle's applications, namely

the Mutilated Checkerboard problem and the Firm Tiling

problem discussed in Section 4, illustrate an alternative

way of solving these problems through Chvatal-Gomory's

(Integer) cuts and LPR.

22 Converting Problems into the Integer

Programming Form

We identified that the main reason of the lack of ability to

compare the efficiency of PHP and LPR is that different

problem representations are required by the two methods.

Our work consisted of developing appropriate changes of

representations that made possible a competitive analysis

of the efficiency of these two methods.

To make both PHP and LPR applicable to the same combi

natorial optimization problems, we perform representation

changes for each problem discussed in this paper to convert

them into Integer Programming problems of the following

form:

N

goal function: maxiy^gxi)

M

N

constraint set J : aijXi < bj j = 1 , . . . , M

M

integrality requirements : *, G Z i = 1 , . . . , N

A combinatorial optimization problem is defined as finding

a solution x* = (jcJ , . . . , x^) that is feasible, i.e. satisfies all

the constraints from / and the integrality requirements, and

also attains the best value of the goal function among all

feasible solutions.

We considered a series of known combinatorial optimiza

tion problems, to which the Pigeonhole Principle is appli

cable. The empirical evidence obtained through this study

suggested that the following definition reflects correctly

the combinatorial nature of the Pigeonhole Principle. We

confirm the correctness of this definition through a set of

problems that illustrate applications of PHP for the original

combinatorial form and the Integer Programming reformu

lation.

Definition 1 Suppose that an Integer Pro

grammingproblem ofthe above type has a known

feasible solution x* . We say that the problem ad

mits a proofby the Pigeonhole Principle if there

exists a subset ofconstraints) C J, such that the

sum ofthe left-hand sides ofthe inequalitiesfrom

J (repetitions are allowed in J) is a multiple ofthe

goalfunction

N N

J2J2aiiXi = kY2CiXi

jO W fel

and the value of x* equals the same multiple of

the sum of the right-hand side constants

If such a solution x* is not known, then the best

value

j N N

tnin - ^2 bi > such that YlH 0i'Xi = k^2 CiXi

holdsfor some positive k > 0, is called an upper

bound obtained by PHP.

In general, the procedure of considering a subset of con

straints and summing them up (possibly with positive

weights) results in setting upper bounds for the value of

an optimal solution. Any feasible solution provides a lower

bound for the optimal value of the problem. We identify

applications ofPHP with finding a subset of constraints and

obtaining the optimal value of the goal function. In this

case, the established upper bound matches the lower bound

provided by the found optimal solution.

Definition 2 If a set of constraints added to

an Integer Programming problem changes the

original IP problem into an extended IP problem

that admits a proof by the Pigeonhole Principle,

we say that the original problem admits a proof

by the Hidden Pigeonhole Principle (HPHP).
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Additional constraints can be obtained in many different

ways. Weighted positive sums, for example, can simplify

some of the existing constraints, but they would not con

tribute any restrictions on fractional optimal solutions ob

tained by Linear Programming Relaxation. In Section 4

we consider an Integer cuts technique that allows to de

rive tighter valid inequalities and to remain all integer so

lutions feasible. Constraints obtained from Branch-and-

Bound methods can also be sought as an addition to the

existing set of constraints. We consider the way of con

structing additional constraints and the sanity check that

an optimal integer solution has not been cut off to be the

responsibility of the problem solver.

The introduced representation change allows to re

formulate the original PHP statement with 1 1 pigeons and

10 holes as the following IP problem:

i-l jml

.,10

xv € {0,1},

where xy represents the amount of the ith pigeon in

the y'th hole. Thus, if we drop integer requirements and

sum up all the constraints, we obtain an upper bound:

EwEjL°i^ = E^ElU; < 10- Since an obvious

solution {xu = 1 for i = 1 10; *j; = 0 for i 4 j) pro

vides the same value, we proved it to be optimal. For this

simple problem, PHP and LRP approaches are identical.

In most obvious cases, the desired subset of constraints is

the whole set of original inequalities. Consider, for ex

ample, the problem of placing chess kings on a circular

chessboard with even number of squares (see Figure 2).

One is supposed to find the maximal number of kings that

can be placed on such a board so that no king is attacking

another. Recall that a chess king attacks all its adjacent

squares. For the board presented in Figure 2, we get the

following IP problem:

If we sum up all the inequalities, we get 2 Xj < N,

which is equivalent to J^ti *t < W/2. The same upper

bound can be obtained from applying a combination oftwo-

coloring and PHP: if we color the circular board with even

number of squares in alternating black and white colors, we

can place kings on either color attaining the optimum value

of N/2 derived this way by PHP.

The case when a proper subset of constraints is involved in

obtaining a tightupper bound is more complicated. To apply

the Pigeonhole Principle in the original combinatorial form,

one has to find which problem's objects should be matched

with pigeons and which - with holes. In the Integer Pro

gramming form it means that one has to come up with a rule

(heuristic) of finding a desired subset of constraints to sum

them up. For some problems, it is easy to find such a subset,

 

K

maxC^Xi)

X\+X2<\

*2 + *3 < 1

XN-\ +XN < 1

Xn + X\ < 1

*€{0,1}

Figure 2: Chess kings on a circular chessboard with N po

sitions and corresponding IP representation. Kings cannot

be in adjacent positions, i.e. attack each other.

whereas for others it is not obvious. For example, the popu

lar W-Queen problem[Hoffman et al., 1969, Nauck, 1850],

which is the problem of placing the maximal number of

chess queens on Nx/V-chessboard, so that no queen is at

tacking another, can be represented as the following IP

problem:

N N

i-l jml

for each i € {l,...,Af}

andy S {1 N)

{0,1}

where I(iJ) and /(/',;') are the sets of squares which a

chess queen threatens along two diagonals from the square

(i'J), including the square (i,J). In this form we have four

groups of constraints: row, column, and two diagonal con

straints, one of each type per square. For this problem

it is easy to find a subset of constraints that provides the

tight upper bound. If we sum up N inequalities corre

sponding only to row constraints for squares from different

rows, we get N as the upper bound: J2m HjLi xv ^

Beginning with N = 4, the problem has an Af-Queen

solution[Hoffman et al., 1969] (see Figure 3).

Though PHP provides the tightupper bound, it is not always

immediately clear how to construct an optimal solution that
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Figure 3: N-Queen Problem Solutions for N = 4, 5, 6

will attain the obtained bound. The N-Queen problem stim

ulated the development of a generation of backtracking al

gorithms constructing optimal solutions for the N-Queen

problem, which is a hard problem itself. The Chess Knight

problem[Bennett and Potts, 1967] is one of the jewels of

PHP applications; it is the one for which the selection of

a constraint subset is a challenging task. We discuss this

problem in the following section in detail.

3 PHP vs. LPR

In this section, we discuss relations between the Pigeon

hole Principle and the Linear Programming Relaxation. For

some problems, it is tempting to apply LPR in a brute-force

manner. Instead of deriving an additional heuristic that will

suggest how to select the desired subset of constraints, one

can apply already developed methods of Linear Program

ming with the hope of deriving the same or even better

bound. This brings us back to the main question of this

paper: Is it true that PHP and LPR always provide the

same upper bound? The following theorem answers this

question:

Theorem 1 If an Integer Programming problem admits a

proof by the Pigeonhole Principle, then LPR provides the

same optimal value. Conversely, a bound derived by LPR

can be matched by PHP.

Proof: If an IP problem admits PHP in deriving the tight

upper bound, then there exists a feasible integer solu

tion x* attaining the derived bound. On the other hand,

there exists a subset of constraints J, sum of the left-hand

sides of which is an integer multiple of the goal function:

H;G/Hi a'/X' = the value of x* is the same

multiple of bounding constants: ^2j€y = k c,x? .

If we apply LPR to this IP problem, it will provide an in

teger or fractional optimal solution jc** for a relaxed prob

lem. Since PHP has derived the tight upper bound, and

the relaxed problem is obtained from the original IP prob

lem by dropping integrality requirements, x* was one of

the candidates for LPR's optimal solution, and the value

of LPR's solution x** is equal to PHP's tight upper bound:

If an optimal integer feasible solution x* is not known,

PHP establishes an upper bound. We show that this bound

is equal to the value of the LPR's solution £w <v£*.

According to Linear Programming theory, there exists a

subset of the constraint set, called "active" constraints,

such that the goal function is a positive weighted sum

of the left-hand sides of the constraints from this subset

12jejYLiaja<jx< = Y2icixi- Moreover, optimal solution x**

has no slack for each of the constraints from/, that is, sat

isfies them as equality ]T}; a^yt* = bj for j € J. Since all

the coefficients in the constraints J and the goal function

are integer, all the weights aj > 0 (positive coefficients)

of the weighted sum are rational. We can find integer k to

scale rational coefficients up $ = kotj and make all of /3;- in

teger. Integer k now plays the role of a scaling coefficient,

integer /?; tells how many times should the "active" con

straint € J be used in an "unweighted" sum of left-hand

sides X^;6y ft avx> = * Hi c<x>- Hence, the upper bound

\lkY.joP)bi = CiX** can be matcned °y PHP-

Thus, the set of"active" constraints forms thedesired subset

J and positive integer weights determine the number of

repetitions in J. Therefore, the value of the solution derived

by LPR does not improve the upper bound provided by PHP

and, conversely, it can be mimicked by PHP to establish the

same upper bound. ■

Theorem 1 provides the following answer to the main ques

tion of thepaper: Ifthe optimalvalue is obtainedbyPHPfor

a combinatorial optimizationproblem stated in the Integer

Programmingform, LPR provides the same bound as PHP.

We demonstrate that this result is nontrivial by solving the

Chess Knight problem[Bennett and Potts, 1967]: "What is

the maximal number of chess knights that can be placed on

the 8x8 chessboard in such a way that they do not attack

each other?"

The classical elegant solution relies on the existence of a

Hamiltonian tour of length 64 following the knight moves.

One of such tours is presented in Figure 4.

One can split the tour into 32 pairs of chess squares that are

adjacent in the sense of the knight move, and apply PHP:

Each pair can contain at most one knight, otherwise two

knights would attack each other. For example, consider

pairs of squares (1,2), (3,4),...,(63,64). None of them can

accommodate more than one knight (see Figures 4 and 5).

Thus, 32 pairs of adjacent squares can accommodate at most

32 knights. Although this simple proof does not provide us

with a solution to the problem, (for example, it allows to

place knights on squares 4 and 5), it gives an upper bound.

Moreover, this proof gives an impression of using a "hid

den" application of the Pigeonhole Principle, whereas the

Hamiltonian tour is just a heuristic for finding a subset of

the constraint set. The Chess Knight problem for the stan
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8 43 24 53 6 41 22 51

25 54 7 42 23 52 5 40

44 9 62 15 46 31 50 21

55 26 45 32 63 14 39 4

10 33 16 61 30 47 20 49

27 56 29 64 13 60 3 38

34 11 58 17 36 1 48 19

57 28 35 12 59 18 37 2

Figure 4: Hamiltonian Tour on a Chessboard for the Knight

dard chessboard can be presented as the following Integer

Programming problem:

8 8

XQ+xti<\ i = 1,.. .,8 y = 1 8 (it,/) € U(i,j)

tije {0,1}

where Xy represents the amount of knights in the square

(fj); U(i,j) is the set of squares on the chessboard which a

chess knight threatens from the cell (ij) (see Figure 5).

 

Figure 5: The Set of Adjacent Squares for the Knight on a

Chessboard

Ifapplied to the Chess Knightproblem, the Linear Program

ming Relaxation method provides the same upper bound of

32. Unlike PHP, LPR does not require heuristics to identify

any subset of constrains, its calculational routine considers

"active" constraints inside the solving process. However,

LPR is likely to produce fractional solutions, say x, = 1/2 for

i = 1 , 2, . . . , 64. Theorem 1 shows that, if applied, the orig

inal Pigeonhole Principle will provide the same value. So,

if the Hamiltonian tour heuristic were not known, the appli

cation ofLPR would tell that 32 is the best upper bound that

can be obtained by the original PHP. Since a chess knight

alternate colors (see Figure 5), one can place 32 knights

on the chess squares of the same color, thus attaining the

optimal value and constructing the optimal solution for the

Chess Knight problem.

We showed that, if an optimal solution of value B for a

combinatorial optimization problem is derived by the Pi

geonhole Principle, an optimal solution for the last problem

in the following chain of representation changes has the

same value B:

Original combinatorial problem-* IP problem —► Lin

ear Programming problem.

Examples discussed in this section showed that an addi

tional effort is needed to apply the Pigeonhole Principle.

For some problems it is easy to match problem's objects

with pigeons and holes, in some cases it is a state of art.

Often PHP applications hint on how to construct optimal

solutions, though for some problems it is an independent

difficult problem.

In its turn, LPR can be applied to any instance of an IP prob

lem without need in additional knowledge. Unfortunately,

LPR often outputs a fractional optimal solution, which does

not shed any light on how to transform it into an integer one

of the same value. We continue the discussion on benefits

and disadvantages of PHP and LPR in the next section.

4 APPLICATIONS OF PHP THAT

REQUIRE REPRESENTATION

CHANGES

In the previous sections, we were able to apply PHP in

a brute-force manner, because each Integer Programming

problem contained a subset of constraints, sum of which

provided the desired bounds for values ofthe goal functions.

We call such a case a regular application of PHP, as opposed

to the "Hidden" Pigeonhole Principle (HPHP) that requires

additional representation changes and heuristic knowledge

to fulfill a similar task.

This section is devoted to the discussion on HPHP and its

relation to the original Pigeonhole Principle. To make it

more intuitive, we illustrate the discussion by the classical

Mutilated Checkerboard [Newell, 1965] and the Firm Tiling

problems:

 

Figure 6: A Mutilated Checkerboard

Mutilated Checkerboard Problem: Con

sider an NxN checkerboard with two oppo

site corners removed (see Figure 6). Can one

cover this "mutilated" checkerboard completely

by non-overlapping domino pieces, each of the

size of two squares of the checkerboard?
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Figure 7: Firm 17-Tile Solution.

xh vh
A 13

>■

>xv<
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22

A

Figure8: Modeling Domino Overlap as a Set of Inequalities

Firm Tiling Problem: Consider a checker

board of size 6x6 made of a soft square cloth and

1 8 hard tiles of size 1x2. Can one glue all 18 tiles

to such a checkerboard, so that the "middle-cut"

requirement is satisfied, i.e. each splitting line

inside the checkerboard goes through the middle

line of at least one tile?

Figure 7 shows a firm 17-tile solution. The "middle-cut"

requirement for a particular splitting line restricts the cloth

to be folded along this splitting line: If the line crosses

the middle of at least one tile, the cloth cannot be folded

along this line unless the tile is broken. This is what we call

a "single-firm" tiling. A more restrictive "double-firm"

tiling requires each splitting line to cross middle lines of at

least two tiles. In this section we show that a "single-firm"

complete tiling implies a "double-firm" tiling in the Firm

Tiling problem.

Following the proposed approach, the first step needed is

the representation change converting the above problems

into Integer Programming problems. To accomplish this

step, one needs to model the fact that domino pieces do

not overlap in the Integer Programming form. We assign

variables Xy to vertical splits, where i is the row number and

is the split in ith row between squares (ij) and + 1).

In the same way, we define variables 4 for horizontal splits

between squares (/J) and (i + 1 ,;'). One-valued variables

x]j = 1 model the horizontal placement of a domino piece

(tile) in such a way so that its middle line is located at

j'th vertical splitting line and ;'th row; one-valued variables

Xq = 1 model the vertical placement of a domino piece (tile)

with its middle line at fcth horizontal split in /th column.

In these terms, non-overlapping can be represented by the

following set of constraints:

< 1 4+4v < 1 - 1 <9)

4+*f-u < 1 4+4-i < i 4 +4 < 1 o°)

Figure 8 demonstrates a part of a checkerboard and the

correspondence of domino pieces (tiles) placings to 0/1-

variables and splits.

In the Mutilated Checkerboard problem the goal function is

the unweighted sum of all domino-piece variables: 5D«JtJ+

JZij^j- 11 is t0 Buess one of the fractional optimal

solutions produced by LPR: x"mt = 1/2. It tells that if

applied, PHP will provide the same bound of 3 1 (which is

not tight). Furthermore, an optimal fractional solution does

not help to find an optimal integer one, even when the upper

bound is tight.

If the original checkerboard is of size NxN with N odd,

a simple PHP application shows that one can use at most

^^Y^ domino pieces for a non-overlapping covering of the

mutilated checkerboard: Each piece contains two squares,

and there are tfi - 2 squares in the mutilated checker

board. Therefore, one can put at most [^f^\ =

non-overlapping domino pieces. Actual attempts to cover

the mutilated checkerboard with odd sizes readily give an

optimal solution of the above value.

If N is even, the original PHP does not put any additional

restrictions on the number of pieces. However, none of the

attempts to cover the mutilated checkerboard by domino

pieces achieves the desired bound of ^-f^, all constructed

solutions provide at most pieces. Neither PHP nor

LRP provide a tight upper bound for even-sized muti

lated checkerboards. Nonetheless, the heuristic of two-

coloring the mutilated checkerboard and applying PHP to

the monochrome set of squares of smaller size completes

the proof of the fact that ^f*- is actually the optimal value

for covering the mutilated checkerboard with even sizes.

If we color the original checkerboard in usual black-and-

white chess colors (see Figure 6) and then cut off 2 opposite

corner squares (of the same color), the remaining mutilated

checkerboard contains unevenly colored square sets. The

checkerboard presented in Figure 6, for example, has 30

black squares and 32 white squares. Since each domino

piece contains 2 squares of the opposite colors, applying

PHP to a smaller set of black or white squares, we obtain

the tight upper bound of *^f*. This argument completes

the proof of the Mutilated Checkerboard problem by HPHP.

Such a modification ofPHP is favorable in comparison with

LPR and the original PHP, because it is capable of deriving

the optimal value of the goal function. As we mentioned

before, Linear Programming Relaxation provides as

an upper bound. According to Theorem 1, if applied, PHP

outputs exactly the same upper bound.

The idea of two-coloring is a simple elegant heuristic that

allows to apply the Hidden Pigeonhole Principle and de

rive the tight upper bound. After being known for several

dozen years, this application of HPHP might seem to be too
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simple to stimulate the development of alternative methods.

We introduce the Firm Tiling problem as an example of a

problem which is hard to solve without prior knowledge

of the appropriate heuristic. For example, multi-coloring

does not help to find the desirable matching between tiles,

checkerboard squares, pigeons and holes.

Theory of Integer Programming suggests to apply Integer

cuts, for example, Chvatal-Gomory's cuts, to extend the

set of valid inequalities. The main idea of the Chvatal-

Gomory's cut (CG-cut) is to use the integrality of variables

in feasible solutions. If a weighted sum of the inequalities

derived so far contains the left-hand side with integer co

efficients, the right-hand side can be rounded down to the

nearest integer: Y?L\ aix< < * implies ^ti aix> < IAI>

for integer a, and x, i = 1 , . . . , N. In a certain sense CG-

cuts look as simple as the original Pigeonhole Principle.

However, CG-cuts allow to derive constraints that cannot

be obtained from the initial set of inequalities by taking

weighted positive sums.

We, first, demonstrate the correctness of the Integer Pro

gramming formulation oftheMutilated Checkerboard prob

lem and then derive an upper bound for it by means of

Chvatal-Gomory's cuts and the Hidden Pigeonhole Princi

ple.

Since we are about to apply some of the techniques of

Integer cuts to theMutilated Checkerboard problem, we first

demonstrate simple reductions from Integer Programming

theory. For example, Lemma 1 builds a reduction from the

set of pairwise constraints with 0/1 -vertex variables to the

Exclusive Rule for a clique KN, where a clique is a complete

graph with N > 2 vertices.

Lemma I If a clique Ks admits exclusively 0/1-

assignments to its vertices v\,... ,vn and, for each pair

ofvertices (v,, v;), at most one vertex can be assigned to 1,

then there is at most one vertex assigned to 1 in the whole

clique Kn.

Proof: There are inequalities of the type x, +Xj < 1 .

We would like to prove that this collection of constraints

implies a single clique inequality x,- < 1 (Exclusive

Rule) for 0/1 -variables x, e {0, 1 } [=1 N.We prove

it by induction on the number of vertices.

Induction Base: If N = 2, the given inequality and the

clique inequality x\ + X2 < 1 coincide.

Induction Step: Suppose that we can derive all N clique

inequalities for each of the N sub-cliques of size N - 1. If

we sum them up, we get:

N N

M V ;=i

which implies that (N - l)£x,- < N or, equivalently,

J> < N/(N- 1). Since iV> 2, [j&J = [1 + ^J = 1.

If we apply CG-cut to the last inequality, we get the desired

/V-clique inequality:

(11)

Four (or less) splits that form the border of the square (/',;')

correspond to four variables that model placing of domino

pieces (tiles). Corner or side squares border with only two

or three internal splits. According to Lemma 1, if we con

sider all six (or less) pairwise inequalities (9-10) involving

four variables bordering a checkerboard square, CG-cuts

provide the Exclusive Rule for the clique associated with

the square. This Exclusive Rule corresponds to the require

ment of non-overlapping of domino pieces over the square

(ij). The addition of the clique inequalities derived by

CG-cuts to the initial set of constraints constitutes a repre

sentation change of the IP problem.

Lemma 2 Ifclique inequalitiesfor all squares ofthe NxN

mutilated checkerboard (N is even) are added to the set of

constraints, the optimal value of the relaxed Linear Pro

gramming problem is ^f^.

Proof: Consider the following subset of clique constraints:

Pick a monochrome subset of squares of smaller size

and sum up all the clique constraints corresponding to

these squares (of the same color). Each clique constraint

is an unweighted sum of four (or less) clique variables

X/, + x,2 + x,3 + x^ < 1 . Since squares of the same color

do not share sides, the sum of all clique constraints cor

responding to squares of the same color is an unweighted

sum of variables. On the other hand, all variables are pre

sented in the final sum, because a legitimate placement of

a domino piece covers squares of both colors. Since the

number of clique constraints corresponds to the number of

monochrome squares of smaller size, the sum of the con

straints establishes a tighter bound for the goal function

J2xi < 2^- Knowing this bound, it is easy to come up

with a solution for an even-sized Mutilated Checkerboard

problem that attains this value. ■

Thus, the proof that uses HPHP, relies on additional knowl

edge that each domino piece covers a bi-chromatic con

figuration, whereas the combination of LPR with CG-cuts

takes into account this argument automatically. CG-cuts

expand the set of constraints by adding clique inequalities

for all checkerboard squares. After that LPR solves the new

Integer Programming problem. We identify the expansion

of the constraint set with the representation changes for the

original Integer Programming problem. If the two-coloring

heuristic were not known, then LPR with CG-cuts could

be used to obtain the tight upper bound of j-^- A^ter

that, it is relatively easy to construct a solution attaining

this value, which is proven to be optimal. The relations

between HPHP and LPR with Integer cuts in solving the

Mutilated Checkerboard problem are very similar to those

between PHP and LPR.

The Firm Tiling problem does not admit the proof by the

original PHP, because an obvious fractional solution x*,t =

1 /2 is feasible for a relaxed LP problem and the "middle-

cut" requirement

E^4 = EM=3>1 «=1,2,...,5
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Figure 9: Modeling a Firm Tiling of a 6x6 Checkerboard.

E«*v = El,£ = 3>i y = i.2.-.5

is satisfied for all internal splitting lines. However, brute-

force attempts to construct a complete firm tiling fail to

provide an optimal 1 8-tile solution. The best firm tiling

consist of at most 17 non-overlapping tiles, Figure 7 shows

one of such tilings.

Nonetheless, the Hidden Pigeonhole Principle is capable of

setting the tight upper bound of 17 tiles for this problem.

To preserve the beauty of the elegant solution by HPHP for

now, we first establish the tight upper bound through the

combination of LPR and CG-cuts. We show that if one

more constraint

£xj + £4>l7 (12)

is added to the original IP problem, the set of feasible

integer solutions becomes empty.

Figure 9 presents 6x6 checkerboard with 0/1 -variables as

signed to its internal splits. To avoid superscript notations

we denote jc? as xy and xj- as y,y. Since xy and yy are integer,

inequality (12) implies

In its turn, the latter inequality implies that the whole

checkerboard should be covered by tiles. Since clique in

equalities prohibit tiles from overlapping, each square is

covered exactly by half-a-tile2. This is not a surprising

conclusion, as we are attempting to cover a 6x6 checker

board by 18 non-overlapping tiles.

Lemma 3 Inequality (13) and clique inequalities (1 1 ) for

all squares of the 6x6 checkerboard imply "double-firm"

tiling.

Proof: We prove the statement of the Lemma by induction.

In the induction base, we show it for the leftmost vertical

2This fact can be proved by considering a subset of clique

constraints corresponding to a monochrome set of checkerboard

squares in the way similar to the Mutilated Checkerboardproblem.

splitting line. Due to the symmetry this proof remains

unchanged for horizontal splitting lines.

Induction Base: If we consider the leftmost column of a

checkerboard presented in Figure 9, inequalities (9,10) and

(13) imply the following six equalities:

*n+yn = l *2i + yn + yn = 1 *si + + = 1 O4)

*6i+V5i = l JC41 +y3i +?4i = 1 jcsi +>4i +ysi = 1 (15)

The "middle-cut" requirement for the leftmost vertical

splitting line corresponds to the following inequality:

Sum of equalities (14) and (15) produces a new constraint:

Et.*'+2EjLiW = 6 (17)

Now we can subtract (16) from (17) and divide it by two:

5 s

2^y;i<5 implies ^y,i<2.5 (18)

J=l 7-1

Since all yj\ in the left-hand side of inequality (18) are

integer variables, we can apply CG-cut to obtain a new

(tighter) inequality:

EjL.»<<2 09)

In its turn, constraints (17) and (19) imply

E?.,*>>2 (2°)

Induction Step: Suppose that we have proved that inequal

ities (11) and (13) imply the "double-firm" tiling forjo - 1

leftmost columns of the checkerboard (1 < jo - 1 < 4). It

implies that

El,*v>2 ; = 1,. ..Jo- 1 (21)

Consider the tiling of left jo columns. All tiles Vf, = 1 with

i < jo cover two checkerboard squares in left jo columns,

the same is true for tiles xy = 1 with i < jo. These tiles

contribute two to the amount of covered squares in the dis

cussed portion of the checkerboard. Tiles = 1 contribute

one to the number of tiled squares in left jo columns. If we

count the number of tiled squares in leftjo columns accord

ing to the above observation and take into account that each

square should be covered by a tile, we get the following

equation:

jfe 5 Jb-l 6 6

Y,J22yii + J2J22xii + J2Xi» = 6jo (22)

Since a "single-firm" tiling requires Em** ^ 1, equality

(22) and "firmness" imply

jp 5 >o-l 6

J22 2*><+ S J2^ ^ * - 1 (23)
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Inequality (23) can be divided by two:

Jo 5 Jo-1 6

m2y«+J2J2Xi>^3j°-lf2 (24)

If we apply CG-cut to inequality (24), we get a tighter

constraint:

* 5 Jo-l 6

>l i=l j-l i=l

which together with equality (22) imply the "double-firm"

tiling ofy'oth vertical splitting line:

£w*tt,>2 (26)

Lemma 3 constitutes the hardest part of the Firm Tiling

problem. Were we given the "double-firm" tiling require

ment as the part of the initial problem, a simple applica

tion of the Pigeonhole Principle would provide the neg

ative (infeasible) answer: Since there are ten splitting

lines, each passing the middle line of at least two tiles,

and none of the tiles can be shared by splitting lines in

such counting, one needs at least 20 tiles for a "double-

firm" tiling, in which case they would overlap. The Integer

cuts technique demonstrated in Lemma 3 proves infeasibil-

ity through deriving the "double-firm " tiling requirement

from a required "single-firmness" and the completeness of

tiling (13). Since inequality (13) is actually an equality for

the 6x6 checkerboard, the "double-firm" tiling inequalities

make the Firm Tiling problem infeasible.

From a glance, Integer cuts seem to be manipulating with

halfs and other fractional in a beneficial manner. However,

it is not just a game with fractional. Integer cuts perform

methodological "squeezing" of the polygon of feasible so

lutions remaining all integer solutions feasible. Moreover,

new constraints obtained through Integer cuts can not be

derived by taking positive weighted sums of the existing

constraints.

Although both problems presented in this section do not

admit proofs by the original Pigeonhole Principle, it is

possible to perform a representation change of the prob

lem statements and transform both problems into ones that

admit proofs by the Pigeonhole Principle. We call such

method of solving Integer Programming problems as the

Hidden Pigeonhole Principle (HPHP).

Such application of HPHP are useful mainly for deriving

the tight upper bound. However, for some problems pre

cise knowledge of the optimal value allows AI planning

systems to construct an optimal solution. For the problems

presented in this section this can be done, for example, by

placing domino pieces randomly or greedily and applying

the backtracking techniques when necessary. Success in

constructing an optimal solution from the optimal value de

pends heavily on planning domain properties. Nonetheless,

without a HPHP application the optimal value would be un

known, and any attempts to construct a solution attaining

non-tight upper bound would fail.

5 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we showed how through an effective repre

sentation change we solved the problem of comparing the

bounding power of the Pigeonhole Principle and the Lin

ear Programming Relaxation method. We proved that both

methods establish the same upper bounds, when applied

to the same problems. The Pigeonhole Principle is more

intuitive and often shows whether the upper bound is tight,

whereas Linear Programming Relaxation can be applied to

any instance of an Integer Programming problem without

the use of additional knowledge or representation changes.

We illustrated our new representation change in several

combinatorial optimization problems, and demonstrated

how this representation change can be utilized to provide an

alternative way of solving such problems, which is easier

to implement in AI planning systems than PHP or HPHP.
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Abstract

Most existing planners intertwine the refinement

of a partial plan with search by pushing the indi

vidual refinements of a plan into different search

branches. Although this approach reduces the cost

of handling partial plans, it also often leads to

search space explosion. In this paper, we con

sider the possibility of handling the refinements

of a partial plan together (without splitting them

into search space). This is facilitated by disjunc

tive partial plan representations that can compactly

represent large sets of partial plans. Disjunctive

representations have hitherto been shunned since

they may increase the plan handling costs. We

argue that performance improvements can be ob

tained despite these costs by the use of (a) con

straint propagation techniques to simplify the dis

junctive plans and (b) CSP/SAT techniques to ex

tract solutions from them. We will support this

view by showing that some recent promising re

finement planners, such as the GRAPHPLAN al

gorithm [2], can be seen as deriving their power

from disjunctive plan representations. We will

also present a new planning algorithm, UCPOP-

D, which uses disjunctive representations over

UCPOP [19] to improve performance. Finally, we

will discuss the issues and tradeoffs involved in

planning with disjunctive representations.

1 Introduction

A large part of the work on plan synthesis in artificial intel

ligence falls under the rubric of refinement planning. Re

finement planning [12] involves manipulating sets of partial

plans, each of which are shorthand notations for a set of po

tential solutions for the planning problem (called the candi

date set of the plan). The planning process starts with the

null plan, corresponding to the set of all action sequences,

and consists of two repeated steps. First, called the solution-

extraction phase, involves examining current set of partial

plans to see if they contain a solution. If this step fails, then

a "refinement strategy" is applied to the current set of plans

to get a new plan set. Informally, refinement strategies can

be understood as operations that narrow the candidate set by

eliminating those sequences that cannot be solutions to the

problem.

As described above, refinement planning does not need

any explicit search. However, most refinement planners

described in the literature, including the popular ones like

UCPOP [19] and PRODIGY [4] introduce explicit search

into the refinement process by considering each of the re

finements of a plan in a different search branch. The moti

vation behind introducing search into refinement planning is

to restrict the solution extraction and refinement operations

to single plans, thereby making them cheaper. The expense

that all these planners pay for this reduction in "per-plan"

cost is the increase in search space size. Indeed, it is well

known that planners such as UCPOP and PRODIGY gener

ate very large search spaces even for simple problems [7, 2].

The usual solution to this problem is to control the plan

ner's search with the help of search control knowledge ac

quired from domain experts (e.g. task reduction schemas) or

through learning techniques (e.g. explanation-based learn

ing [15], case-based planning [6]).

In this paper, we will consider a more direct solution to

the search space explosion problem - that of handling sets

of plans without splitting them into the search space. At first

glance, this seems to involve a mere exchange of complexity

from search space size to solution extraction cost. In partic

ular, handling sets of plans together might lead to unwieldy

data structures, as well as a costly solution-extraction pro

cess. We will argue that we can nevertheless derive perfor

mance improvements by the use of disjunctive partial plan

representations, which support compact representation of

large sets of partial plans, constraint propagation techniques

which simplify the partial plan constraints, and the use of

efficient CSP/SAT solvers to help in solution extraction.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides

the background on the planning problem, and syntax and

semantics of partial plans, which can be skipped by read
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ers familiar with candidate set semantics for partial plans

(c.f. [12]). The next two sections provide a novel view of

the notions of refinement strategies and refinement planning

which shows the secondary nature of search in refinement

planning. Section 5 discusses how disjunctive representa

tions and constraint propagation can be used to efficiently

handle sets of plans together, without splitting them into

the search space. It also explains the success of GRAPH-

PLAN algorithm in terms of these ideas. Section 6 shows

how these ideas can be used to improve the performance of

traditional refinement planners by presenting UCPOP-D al

gorithm which uses disjunctive representations to improve

the performance of UCPOP. This section also describes em

pirical results demonstrating the potential of UCPOP-D, and

the ways in which it can be extended. Section 7 discusses

the tradeoffs in planning with disjunctive representations and

Section 8 discusses the relations with other recent efforts to

scale up AI planning techniques. Section 9 summarizes the

contributions of this paper.

2 Preliminaries

A planning problem is defined in terms of the initial and goal

states of the world, and a set of actions. The world states

are represented in terms of some binary state variables, and

the actions transform a given state into another. Actions are

described in terms of preconditions (i.e., the specific state

variable/value configuration that must hold in the world state

for them to be applicable) and effects (i.e., the changes that

the action would make to state variable values to give rise to

the new world state). A solution to the planning problem is a

sequence of actions that when executed from the initial state,

results in a state where the state variables mentioned in the

goal state have the specified values.

As an example, consider the simple one-way rocket do

main, consisting of a single rocket, and two packages, A

and B, all of which are initially on earth. The objective is

to send both the packages to moon. There are three actions,

Load(x) which puts the package x in the rocket, Unload(x)

which takes the package out of the rocket (and on to earth or

moon, whereever the rocket may be at that time). Finally,

there is the Fly() action which transports the rocket, along

with its contents, from earth to moon. The preconditions and

effects of Fly() action are specified as follows:

FIy()

Preconditions: At(R, E)

Effects: At(R, M)

Vx/n(x) =» [At{x,M),->At(x,E)]

The initial state is specified as At(A, E) A At(B, E) A

At(R, E) and the goal state is specified by At(A, M) A

At(B,M) A-iIn(A)A->In(B).

Refinement planners [12] attempt to solve a planning

problem by navigating the space of sets of potential solu

tions (action sequences). The potential solution sets are rep

resented and manipulated in the form of "(partial) plans."

 

Figure 1: This figure depicts the partial plan from the rocket

domain. The ordering constraints between steps are shown

by arrows. The interval preservation constraints are shown

by arcs. Contiguous steps are shown immediately next to

each other. States of the world after the prefix and before the

suffix of the partial plan are shown in the ovals beside them.

Syntactically, a partial plan V can be seen as a set of con

straints. Semantically, a partial plan is a shorthand notation

for the set of action sequences that are consistent with its

constraints. The set of such action sequences is called the

set of candidates (or the candidate set) of the partial plan

V and is denoted as ((P)). Informally, refinements narrow

the candidate sets of partial plans by gradually eliminating

action sequences that cannot be solutions to the problem. To

make this more precise, we need to talk about the syntax and

semantics of the partial plans.

2.1 Partial Plans: Syntax

The following representation of partial plans is a generaliza

tion of representations used in several existing planning al

gorithms, and shows the types ofconstraints normally used.1

A partial plan consists of a set of steps, a set of ordering

constraints that restrict the order in which steps are to be

executed, and a set of auxiliary constraints that restrict the

value of state variables (describing the states of the world)

over particular points or intervals of time. Each step is as

sociated with an action. To distinguish between multiple in

stances of the same action appearing in a plan, we assign to

each step a unique step number i and represent the ith step

as the pair i : Ai where Ai is the action associated with the

ith step. The step 0 corresponds to a dummy action symbol

izing the beginning of the plan, and the step oo corresponds

to the dummy action symbolizing the end of the plan. The

conditions true in the initial state are considered the effects

of 0 and the conditions needed in the goal state are consid

ered the preconditions of oo. Figure 1 shows a partial plan

Veg consisting of seven steps (including 0 and oo). The plan

Veg is represented as follows:

For a very different partial plan representation, that still has

candidate set based semantics, see Ginsberg's paper in these pro

ceedings [5].
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Figure 2: Relations between a partial plan and its candidate

set.

{(1 : Load(A)), (2 : Load(B)), (3 : FlyQ),

(4 : Unload(B)), (5 : Unload(A)), },

{(0*1), (1x2), (1x4), (2x3),

(3X5), (4X5), (5* co)},

An ordering constraint of the form (i X j) indicates that

Step i precedes Step j. An ordering constraint of the form

(t * j) indicates that Step t is contiguous with Step j, that is

Step t precedes Step j and no other steps intervene. When

steps are contiguous to 0, we can completely predict the state

of the world after those steps. In the example plan, the state

of the world after step 1 is shown in the oval below the plan.

Similarly, we can predict the minimal requirements on the

state of the world before a step that is contiguous to oo.

p

An auxiliary constraint of the form (t - j) is called an in

terval preservation constraint and indicates that P is to be

preserved in the range between Steps i and j (and there

fore no operator with postcondition ->P should occur be

tween Steps i and j). In particular, according to the con-

ln(B)

straint (2 — 3), Step 4 should not occur between Steps 2

and 3. An auxiliary constraint of the form P@s is called the

point truth constraint (PTC), and requires that the condition

P be true in the state in which s is executed. A partial plan

containing a step s : A will have PTCs corresponding to all

the preconditions of A. In addition, there may be PTCs cor

responding to secondary preconditions of A posted to make

A either preserve or cause some required condition.

2.2 Partial Plans: Semantics

The semantic status of a partial plan constraint is clari

fied by specifying when a given action sequence is said

to satisfy the constraint. In particular, an action sequence

is a candidate of a partial plan if it contains actions cor

responding to all the steps of the plan, in an order con

sistent with the precedence and contiguity constraints, and

it satisfies all the interval preservation constraints [12].

Figure 2 shows the schematic relations between a par

tial plan and its candidate set [12], and we will illustrate

these relations with respect to the example plan in Fig

ure 1. Each partial plan corresponds to a set of topolog

ical sorts (e.g. (1,2,3,4,5) and (1,2,4,3,5)). The sub

set of these that satisfy the auxiliary constraints of the plan

(e.g. (1,2, 3, 4, 5)) are said to be the safe-ground lineariza

tions of the plan. ((1,2,4,3,5) is not a safe linearization

since 4 : Unload(B) violates the interval preservation con-

In{B)

straint (2 — 3)). Each safe ground linearization of the

plan corresponds to an action sequence which is a mini

mal candidate of the partial plan (e.g. (Load(A), Load(B),

Fly(),Unload(B),Unload(A))). An infinite number of

additional candidates can be derived from each minimal can

didate of the plan by augmenting (padding) it with addi

tional actions without violating the auxiliary constraints (e.g.

Load(A), Unload(A),Load(A), Load{B), Fly(),Unload(B),

Unload{A)).

Thus, the candidate set of a partial plan is infinite, but the

set of its minimal candidates is finite. The solution extrac

tion involves searching the minimal candidates of the plan

to see if any of them are solutions to the planning problem.

The process of refinement can be understood as incremen

tally increasing the size of these minimal candidates so that

action sequences of increasing lengths are examined to see

if they are solutions to the problem.

3 Refinement Strategies

Refinement strategies narrow the candidate sets of partial

plans by adding constraints to eliminate action sequences

that cannot be solutions. They differ based on the types of

constraints they add (and thus the type of action sequences

they eliminate). They are best seen as mapping a set of par

tial plans to another set of partial plans. Since partial plans

represent sets of action sequences, all set theoretic opera

tions - union, intersection etc. - are well defined for them.

In particular we will define a planset V to be a set of one

or more partial plans {'Pi,7?2 • • -Vn}- The P, are called the

components of V. The candidate set of V is defined as the

union of the candidate sets of the partial plans in that plan

set (a single plan can be seen as a singleton planset). Thus

«n = «pi»u«p2>>u...u((pn»

A planset is said to be irredundant if the candidate sets of

component plans are all disjoint.2 We will also denote the set

of all action sequences that can be executed from the initial

-'The differentiation between plans and plansets is an artificial

one made for convenience. A planset in one plan language may be

a single plan in another plan language. In fact, we shall see below

that a set of partial plans can be represented compactly as a single

plan containing disjunctive step, ordering and binding constraints.
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state / and satisfy the goals G as C(I,G). The objective

of a planning algorithm is to be able to return some desired

element of C(I,G).

A refinement strategy TZ is an operation which takes a

planset V and returns a new planset Vnew such that ^Vnew}

is a subset of ((?>)) . "R. is said to be a progressive refinement

if i'Pnew)) is a proper subset of {{V}. Tl is said to be a com

plete refinement if all solutions of V are also solutions of

(i.e., {{V}) n C(I, G) = {Vnew} n C(I, G)). 11 is said

to be systematic if given an irredundant planset, it produces

another irredundant planset.

Intuitively, a complete and progressive refinement strategy

narrows down the candidate set of a planset by winnowing

out action sequences that cannot be solutions to the problem.

Thus, when we refine Jthe null plan V$ repeatedly, we get a

sequence of plan sets V, which satisfy:3

U = IVrf D iV2)) D «P2)> . . . iVn)) ■ ■ ■ D C(I, G)

Examples of Refinement Strategies: As shown in [13],

existing planners use three types of complete and progres

sive refinement strategies - forward state space refinement

(FSR), backward state space refinement (BSR) and plan

space refinement (PSR). Informally, FSR can be understood

as eliminating action sequences that have unexecutable pre

fixes, and BSR can be understood as eliminating action se

quences that have infeasible suffixes (in that not all goals

can hold at the end of the suffix). Finally, PSR can be under

stood as eliminating action sequences that do not contain rel

evant actions. All of them introduce new action constraints

onto the plansets and thus increase the length of their min

imal candidates. In addition, FSR and BSR add contiguity

constraints between actions - thus fixing their relative posi

tions, and giving state information, while PSR adds prece

dence constraints, fixing only the relative ordering between

steps.

In the rocket domain, The FSR refinement takes the sin

gleton planset containing the null plan Vq : (0 -< co) and

gives the planset:

(0*load(A) -< co),

(0*load(B) x co),

(0 * FlyQ -< oo)

since only the actions load(A), load(B) and FlyQ are ap

plicable in the initial state. It is easy to see that FSR refine

ment strategy is complete, since every solution to the prob

lem must start with one of the applicable actions. The refine

ment is progressive since all action sequences belonging to

3Thus, complete and progressive refinements can be seen as

computing increasingly finer upper bounds on L(I, G). In [5],

Ginsberg presents an novel refinement strategy that simultaneously

computes increasingly finer lower bounds on L(I, G). In such

cases, as soon as the lower bound is non-empty, we can terminate

with any of its minimal candidates.

the candidate set of Vq, which start with unexecutable actions

are eliminated after the refinement. Finally, the refinement is

systematic since the candidates of the different plansets start

with different initial actions. BSR is similar to FSR, except

that it extends the suffix of the plan by considering all actions

that are applicable in the backward direction.

Finally, PSR refines a planset by "establishing" precondi

tions of steps in the component plans. Specifically, it picks

a precondition C of some step s of a component plan P, in

the given planset V. It then returns a new planset Vnew in

which Pi is replaced by a set of plans each corresponding

to a different way of "establishing" the condition C. In the

rocket domain, if we apply PSR refinement to the null plan

V$, to support the top level goal At(A, M), we generate the

singleton planset:

0 -< 1 : FlyQ -< oo,

In{A)@l,

At(A,M) ^At(A,M)

(1 - 00), (1 - 00),

The point truth constraint In{A)@l is added to force the

FlyQ action to give the effect At(A, M). The two optional

interval preservation constraints are added to ensure that this

establishment will not be violated, or repeated, by the actions

introduced by later refinements. Once again, it is easy to see

that PSR refinement is progressive in that we have eliminated

all action sequences that do not contain FlyQ action, and

complete in that every solution to the problem must satisfy

the constraints of the plan shown here.

4 Refinement Planning

The operation of a refinement planner can be understood,

broadly, as starting with the null plan V® and repeatedly nar

rowing down the candidate set by the application of refine

ment strategies. Figure 3 shows a general refinement plan

ning procedure, Refine(7>). We will now discuss the devel

opment of this procedure.

The simplest case of refinement planning algorithm con

sists of the procedure in Figure 3, sans the optional steps.

This algorithm first checks to see if the current planset is

consistent. The second step checks for termination by ex

amining the minimal candidates of the planset to see if any

of them correspond to solutions to the problem. Since there

are at most exponential number of minimal candidates (cor

responding to the safe ground linearizations) for each com

ponent of the planset, and since we can check if an action

sequence is a solution in linear time, the solution extraction

process can be cast as a combinatoric search problem, such

as CSP or SAT [9]. The length of the minimal candidates of

a plan increase as refinements are applied to it, thus allowing

for an incremental exploration of the candidates.

The third step involves refining the planset to generate a

new planset. As long as the refinements are complete and

progressive, termination is ensured for any solvable problem
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Refined:Planset)

0. Consistency Check: If V has no minimal candidates

(i.e., safe linearizations), fail.

1. Solution Extraction:

If an action sequence {A\ , A2, . ■ ■ , An) is a minimal

candidate of V and also solves the planning problem,

terminate and return the action sequence. (Can be cast

as a CSP/SAT problem).

2. Refinement: Select refinement R and apply it to V to

get a refined planset Vnew

3. Planset splitting (search): (optional) Select a number

k > 1 such that k is less than o^equal to the number

of components in Vnew Split Vnew into k plansets

V\ , V? . . . Vk- Nondeterministically select a planset

Vi andsetittoPneu,.

4. Planset simplification (constraint propagation)

(optional) Simplify Vnew by enforcing local consis

tency among constraints. If the simplification shows

an inconsistency, then eliminate the plan from further

consideration.

5. Recursive invocation: Call Refine(Pnew).

Figure 3: General Template for Refinement Planning. With

k set to the number of components in the planset, we have re

finement planning with complete search, as done in most ex

isting planners. With k set to 1, we have refinement planning

without search, as is done in GRAPHPLAN, SATPLAN etc.

UCPOP-D described in this paper corresponds to a value of

k between 1 and the number of planset components.

(in that we will ultimately produce a planset one of whose

minimal candidates correspond to solutions).

Introducing search into refinement planning: Most re

finement planners augment the pure refinement planning

procedure by introducing explicit search into the process.

This is done by splitting the components of the plansets into

the search space, so that individual components can be re

fined one by one. In general, splitting the planset compo

nents into the search space trades off the search space size

increase against the reduction in the solution extraction pro

cess. This splitting operation is so prevalent in refinement

planners that many previous accounts of refinement plan

ning (including our own [12]) considered the splitting to be

a requirement of the refinement planning. As the foregoing

discussion shows, this is not necessary.

Controlled search through controlled splitting: Although

introducing search in refinement planning reduces the cost

of solution extraction function, it does so at the expense of

increased search space size. In a way, splitting all the com

ponents of a planset into different search branches is an ex

treme approach for taming the cost of solution extraction. A

better solution is to be more deliberate about the splitting.

The algorithm template in Figure 3 supports this by allow

ing any arbitrary amount of splitting. Specifically, the plan

set after refinement, Vnew> can be split such that some sub

set of its components are considered together in each search

branch.

Handling plansets without splitting: In the foregoing, we

have seen that search is introduced into refinement planning

by splitting the plansets, and it can be eliminated by handling

plansets together. Keeping plansets together and searching

for solutions among their minimal candidates also supports

a clean separation of planning and scheduling - with refine

ment strategies doing the bulk of action selection and the

CSP/SAT techniques doing the bulk of action sequencing.

There are of course several concerns regarding handling

plansets without splitting. The first is that this can lead to

very unwieldy data structures. This concern can be allevi

ated by the use of disjunctive plan representations, which

allow us to represent a planset containing multiple compo

nents by a single partial plan with disjunctive step, order

ing, and auxiliary constraints. This representational transfor

mation is best understood as converting external disjunction

(among the components of a planset) into internal disjunc

tion (among the constraints of a plan).

The second concern is that avoiding splitting of plansets

may just transfer complexity from search space size to plan-

handling cost, and thus may not lead to overall improve

ments in performance in the worst case. We may still hope

to win on average for two reasons. First, the CSP and

SAT algorithms, which can be used to extract solutions from

plansets, seem to scale up much better in practice than gen

eral state space search [18, 3], thus encouraging the idea of

pushing the complexity into solution extraction phase. Sec

ond, and perhaps more important, we can reduce the plan

handling costs in disjunctive plan representations by the use

of constraint propagation techniques that enforce local con

sistency among the disjunctive plan constraints. This in turn

reduces the number of component plans generated by later

refinement strategies.

Thus, although we cannot expect a real performance im

provementjust by handling plansets without splitting (in that

this merely exchanges complexity from search space size

to solution extraction cost), disjunctive representations, con

straint propagation, and SAT algorithms can in practice tilt

the balance in its favor. In the next section, we elaborate the

use of disjunctive representations and constraint propagation

techniques.

5 Refining Disjunctive Plans and Constraint

propagation

The general idea of disjunctive representations is to allow

disjunctive step, ordering, and auxiliary constraints into the

partial plan representation. Figure 4 shows two examples of
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Figure 4: Converting plansets into disjunctive plans. On the top right, there are three plans that may be generated by a forward

state space refinement, and on the top left is a single disjunctive plan that is equivalent to the three plans Similarly, on the

bottom left we have two partial plans that may be generated by a plan-space refinement. On the top right is a single disjunctive

plan that is equivalent to these two plans. .

converting sets of plans into single disjunctive plans. The

three plans on the top left can be converted into a single plan

on the right, with the disjunctive step and contiguity con

straints. Similarly, the two plans on the bottom left can be

converted into a single plan on the bottom right with disjunc

tive step, ordering and auxiliary constraints.

Candidate set semantics for disjunctive plans develop

from the simple observation that the set of action sequences

that satisfy the disjunctive constraint c\ V c% is just the union

of the set of action sequences that satisfy ci and C2 respec

tively. In particular, the disjunctive plan on top left in Fig

ure 4 admits into its candidate set any action sequence which

starts with Load(A), Load(B) or Fly() actions.

Disjunctive representations clearly lead to a significant in

crease in the cost of plan handling. For example, in the dis

junctive plan on top right side, we do not know which of the

steps will be coming next to step 0 and thus we do not quite

know what the state of the world will be after the disjunctive

step. So, how are we going to apply the FSS refinement?

Similarly, in the disjunctive plan on the top right corner in

Figure 4, we do not know whether steps 1 or 2 or both will be

present in the eventual plan. Thus we do not know whether

we should work on At(A, E) precondition or the AT(B, E)

precondition.

At first glance, this might look hopeless as the only rea

sonable way of refining the disjunctive plans will be to split

disjunction into the search space again, and refine the com

ponents separately. . However, it turns out that we are un

derestimating the power of what we do know, and how that

knowledge can be used to constrain further refinements.

For example, in the plan on top right in Figure 4, knowing

that only Load(A), Load(B) or Fly() could have occurred

in the first time step lets us realize that any eventual state

of the world after the first step will contain only some sub

set of the conditions In(A), In(B) and At(R, M), plus the

conditions true in the initial state. This list of "feasible con

ditions" is best seen as the "union" of the states after the first

time step. It is clear that any action whose preconditions are

not a subset of this set cannot be executed in the second time

step, no matter which action we execute in thefirst time step.

This allows us to do a version of FSR that considers only

those actions whose preconditions hold in the current list of

feasible propositions at the current time step.

We can do even better in tightening the possible refine

ments. The knowledge that both Load(A) and Fly () actions

cannot occur together in the first time step (since their pre

conditions and effects interfere), tells us that the second state

may either have In(A) or At(R, M) but not both. So, any

action whose preconditions include these conditions can also

be ignored. This is an instance of propagation of mutual ex

clusion constraints and can be used to reduce the number of

actions considered in the next step by the forward state space

refinement. Specifically, the actions that require both In{A)

and AT(R, M) can be ignored. This type of constraint prop
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Figure 5: Interpreting GRAPHPLAN in terms of disjunctive representations. To the left is the search space generated by a

forward state space refinement. To the right is the partial plan representation, called plan-graph, used in GRAPHPLAN Each

candidate plan of the plan graph must have some subset of the actions in ith level coming immediately before some subset of

actions in the i + 1th level (for all i). The minimal candidates corresponding to all plans generated by the forward state space

planner are compactly represented by a single partial plan (plan graph) in GRAPHPLAN.

agation forms the backbone of the GRAPHPLAN algorithm

[2] planning algorithm, that we shall discuss in more detail

below. Of course, unless the propagation is very strong, we

will not be able to weed out all infeasible actions from being

considered. In summary, we can do refinements on the dis

junctive representations directly, if we do not mind admitting

some action sequences that would not have been the candi

dates of a planset produced by the same refinement operating

on non-disjunctive plans. Soundness can still be maintained

since the solution extraction process checks to make sure that

a minimal candidate is a solution, before terminating.

Similar ideas apply to the disjunctive plan on the bottom

right in Figure 4. For example, knowing that either 1 or 2

must precede the last step and give the condition tells us that

if 1 does not, then 2 must. This is an instance of constraint

propagation on orderings and reduces the number of estab

lishment possibilities that plan-space refinement has to con

sider at the next iteration. We will see an example of this in

UCPOP-D system described in Section 6. It is worth noting

that the advantages of constraint propagation depend criti

cally on the disjunctive representations. If we represented

the plansets in terms of their components, the constraints on

the different plan components would have been in terms of

different step names and would thus not have interacted.

5.1 Case Study: GRAPHPLAN

GRAPHPLAN [2] is a recent planning system, that can be

understood as using a partial plan representation that cor

responds to the disjunction of the refinements produced by

a forward state space planner (see Figure 5)4. Specifically,

4There are some minor further differences between the search

space of normal forward state space refinements and the plan-graph

representation of GRAPHPLAN. Specifically, plan-graph construc

tion is better understood in terms of a forward state space planner

which allows "noop" actions, and projects sets of independent op

erators simultaneously from the current state See [16] for a full

GRAPHPLAN's planning process involves two phases that

are alternated until a plan is found. In the first phase, a com

pact structure called "plan-graph" is constructed. A plan-

graph corresponds to the disjunction of all the refinements

produced by a forward state space planner [16]. Thus the

GRAPHPLAN refinement process does not introduce any

branching into the search space. All the complexity is trans

ferred to the solution extraction process which has to search

the plan graph structure for minimal candidates that are so

lutions. A plan-graph specifies sets of operators at differ

ent time steps, such that each candidate solution must con

tain a subset of the actions at each time step contiguous to

each other. As illustrated in Figure 5, the plan-graph can

be seen as a disjunctive representation of the plansets gen

erated by forward state space refinements. Empirical results

show that GRAPHPLAN scales-up significantly better than

non-disjunctive planners on a large number of benchmark

domains.

GRAPHPLAN depends crucially on constraint propaga

tion routines both in the plan-graph construction and solu

tion extraction phases. Constraint propagation is done in

terms of mutual exclusion relations between actions, stating

that the presence of one action might necessitate the absence

of another action, or vice versa. Two actions are mutually

exclusive if their preconditions and effects are mutually con

flicting. The mutual exclusion of actions at one time step

can be propagated to make otherwise independent actions

at a latter time step mutually exclusive. Extension of fc-level

plan-graph to a (k+ l)-level plan-graph roughly corresponds

to doing forward state-space refinement on all the compo

nents of the kth level planset.5 Empirical results demon-

reconstruction of GRAPHPLAN from forward projection.

5 Strictly speaking, the candidate set of the fc-level plangraph is a

superset of the candidate set of the corresponding kih level planset

[16]. This is because GRAPHPLAN may introduce actions into

level k + 1 which may not be applicable in any physical state af
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strate that shifting the complexity entirely from search space

size to solution extraction this way does lead to significant

improvements in performance. Kautz and Selman [9] show

that GRAPHPLAN's performance can be further improved

by casting its solution extraction process as a SAT problem

and solving it using local search methods.

6 UCPOP-D: Disjunction over Plan-space

refinements

In the foregoing, we have argued in favor of disjunctive

refinements and constraint propagation, and suggested that

GRAPHPLAN algorithm can be understood in these terms.

The success of GRAPHPLAN shows that there is a lot to

be gained by considering other disjunctive partial plan rep

resentations. Since GRAPHPLAN concentrates on disjunc

tive representations of a forward state space planner, one in

teresting direction is to explore disjunctive representations

over other refinements. In this section, we will describe our

experience with disjunctive representations over plan-space

refinements in the context of UCPOP [ 19], a popular partial-

order planner.

This section has multiple aims. We want to demonstrate

that the ideas of disjunctive representations can be folded

naturally into existing refinement planners. We also want

to explore the middle-ground in terms of splitting plansets.

UCPOP splits every component of the planset resulting from

a refinement into the search space. GRAPHPLAN keeps all

components together with disjunctive representations. The

UCPOP-D algorithm we discuss here disjoins some of the

components of the planset produced by a refinement into a

single plan, while keeping the other components separately.

Since plan-space refinements concern themselves with

different ways of establishing a specific condition in the

plan, disjunction here will deal with multiple establishment

possibilities together. Let us motivate the utility of such a

disjunction with an example. Consider the plan shown to the

left in Figure 6, which contains a step s that requires a pre

condition p. There are two steps s\ and s2 in the plan such

that both of them are capable of providing the condition p

to s. When planners using plan-space refinement consider

the precondition p@s for establishment, they typically make

several refinements, two of them corresponding to simple es

tablishment with «i and 82 respectively. The resulting refine-

p p

ments will contain IPCs (si - s) and (a? - s) respectively.

One way of cutting down the branching in this process is to

combine these two plans into a single refinement, and en

sure that either si or S2 will give p to s.6 The search space

ter the components of the kth level planset. Some, but not all, of

these inapplicable actions are weeded out by the fact that GRAPH-

PLAN propagates mutual exclusion relations among state literals

and avoids introducing actions whose preconditions are mutually

exclusive. This is the price we pay for the simplicity of disjunctive

representation.

6The idea of maintaining multiple causal contributors has been

schematic on the right of Figure 6 illustrates how the branch

ing factor is reduced by such disjunctive causal commitment

constraints. Specifically, the simple establishment options

are all bundled into a single plan.

To support such disjunctive causal commitments, we have

to ensure that (a) either s\ or S2 will precede s and (b) for

every step st that deletes p, either either St comes after s or it

comes before either si or S2, with si or S2 preceding s at the

same time. More generally, if we want to use any of n steps

«i > *2 • • • *n to support some condition at step s, we need to

impose the following disjunctive ordering constraints:

(«! -<s)V...V(s„Xs).

For every step st that can threaten the establishment, we

need:

{s -< st)V[(st -< Si)A(Si -< s)]V. . .V[(st ■< sn)A(s„ X »)].

6.1 Handling Disjunctive Orderings via constraint

propagation

In the above, we noticed that maintaining disjunctive causal

structures ultimately boils down to handling disjunctive or

derings (in the case of propositional planning). This can be

done efficiently with the help of constraint propagation tech

niques [20]. The basic idea is that whenever an atomic or

dering constraint is added to the plan, it can be propagated

through the disjunctive constraints, simplifying them. The

simplification may give rise to more atomic orderings, which

in turn cause further simplifications. In our implementa

tion, we do two types of direct simplifications or local con

sistency enforcement: (1) A disjunctive ordering constraint

0\ V O2 • • • V On (where Oi are atomic orderin constraints)

simplifies to Ox V 02 V . . . Ot-i V Oi+i ... V On if an order

ing Ot_1 (where the inverse of an ordering relation si -< S2 is

S2 -< si) is propagated through it. It also simplifies to True

when an ordering Oi is propagated through it.7 This type of

propagation often simplifies the disjunctions completely. If

disjunctive orderings remain in the plan by the time all other

open conditions are established, we can solve the CSP corre

sponding to the ordering constraints to check if there exists

a ground linearization of the plan that is consistent. Rather

than use a separate CSP, in our current implementation, we

simply split the disjunction into the UCPOP search space.

Since we only do this splitting for those disjunctive order

ings that remain unsimplified, the search space size is likely

to be much smaller than that for normal UCPOP.

around, and our previous work provides a formalization of them

[11], and uses them to revoke prior causal commitments. However,

this is the first time that disjunctive causal commitments are used in

their full generality, involving disjunctive ordering constraints and

constraint propagation, to control search space explosion

7It is of course possible to enforce stronger constraint propaga

tion - for example, resolving two disjunctive ordering constraints

Oi V O2 and 0\ V 0'2 to Oi V 0'2 when O2 = ->Oi. But, our

current experience is that such stronger propagation strategies do

not improve performance [20].
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Figure 6: Combining establishment branches in plan-space refinement using disjunction

6.2 Implementation and Empirical Evaluation

We implemented these ideas about disjunctive causal con

straints on top of the standard UCPOP system from Univer

sity of Washington [19]. Our initial implementation made

minimal changes to UCPOP - for example, we depend on

the standard termination criterion of UCPOP, rather than the

minimal candidate based termination. For convenience, we

will call this variant of UCPOP, UCPOP-D. Since UCPOP is

already optimized to handle consistency with atomic order

ing constraints, the easiest way to make it handle disjunc

tive orderings was to keep a separate field in the plan struc

ture for disjunctive orderings. Whenever propagation tech

niques derive new atomic orderings from the existing dis

junctive orderings, they are added to the normal orderings

list of UCPOP. As described above, the changes to the algo

rithm come in two places - first is in establishing new con

ditions through existing steps, and the second is in handling

of conflicts to causal commitments. In both cases, additional

disjunctive orderings are added to the plan representation.

The disjunctive orderings are simplified whenever the

planner adds non-disjunctive orderings to the plan. The lat

ter are added by the planner either as part of handling unsafe

links when only one contributor or one type of conflict reso

lution is possible. In either case, the ordering is propagated

through the disjunctive orderings of the plan.

In most cases, propagation simplifies disjunctive order

ings of the plan so that by the time all open conditions and

unsafe links are handled, the plan will not have any disjunc

tive orderings left. If disjunctive orderings are left unsim-

plified however, the normal termination criteria of UCPOP

will not apply and unsound plans can be returned. In the

current implementation, we avoid this by explicitly splitting

the disjunction into the search tree in such cases.

6.3 Results

To see whether or not the use of disjunctive constraints and

propagation helps improve the planner efficiency, we con

ducted empirical studies in a variety of domains. To pro

vide a baseline for comparison, we used three different ver

sions of UCPOP - one with simple causal constraints, but

with constraint propagation used to handle conflict resolu

tion (CP+NMCL), the second with disjunctive causal com

mitments and constraint propagation over disjunctive order

ings (CP+MCL) and finally the standard UCPOP imple

mentation, which uses single contributor causal links and

non-disjunctive representations. The plots in Figure 7 show

the results of these experiments. The first set of plots

show the comparative performance in ART-MD-RD domain,

which was used in [11] to illustrate the utility of multi-

contributor causal links. The second set of plots show the

results in Link-Chain domain, which was used by Veloso

et. al [21] to highlight the inadequacies of the single-

contributor causal structures. Finally, the third set of plots

show the results in the prodigy blocks world domain (with

pickup, putdown, stack and unstack actions). The plots

show that in all cases, disjunctive representations and con

straint propagation outperform standard UCPOP. In partic

ular, the disjunctive causal commitments improve perfor

mance significantly.

6.4 Extending UCPOP-D

UCPOP-D can be extended in several ways. The first obvi

ous step would be to extend it to non-propositional cases, and

this can be done by applying constraint propagation to vari

able codesignation and non-codesignation constraints. Al

lowing disjunction over step-addition establishments, and/or

handling actions with conditional effects will lead us to dis

junctive open conditions and will necessitate more exten

sive changes to partial-order planning algorithms. The main

changes come in the form of generalizing plan-space refine

ment to handle fully disjunctive partial plans. For example,

suppose we are considering two contributors Si and 82 as

possible contributors of the condition p to the step s. Sup

pose si has a conditional effect r =>■ p and s2 has the con

ditional effect q =>• p. Since r@si will be a secondary pre

condition if si gives p and q@s2 will be a precondition if

32 gives p, the disjunctive causal commitment thus leads to

disjunctive open condition r@s\ V q@S2, only one of which

need to be achieved. Even here, it is possible to handle them

in terms of steps currently existing in the plan. Suppose the

steps S3 and S4 are currently in the plan and they give condi

tions r and q respectively, we can take care of the disjunctive

open condition r@si V q@S2, with the help of the disjunc-

r 9

tive causal constraint (S3 - S2) V (s4 - S3), and handling

it in the usual way. The problem comes when we are trying

to make the disjunctive open condition true by adding new

steps. From least commitment point of view, it is best to in

troduce all the new steps capable of establishing any of the
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Figure 7: Plots showing the utility of disjunctive causal link representations in multiple domains

disjuncts of the disjunctive open condition simultaneously,

and consider the steps to be "tentative" in that only one of

those steps need be present in the final plan. The tentative

steps will then give rise to tentative open conditions which

need to be handled. While applying establishment refine

ment to all tentative conditions is one possibility - and this

is essentially what is done in the causal "SNLP" encodings

used in [ 1 0] - we are hopeful that there may be ways of more

tightly constraining the refinements (as is done in GRAPH-

PLAN using mutual exclusion constraints, see Section 5).

7 Discussion

In this section, we shall discuss several broad issues raised

by planning with disjunctive representations:

Amount of splitting: Research in the constraint satisfac

tion literature shows that propagation and splitting can have

synergistic interactions in improving planner performance.

Specifically, splitting leads to commitment, which in turns

supports local consistency enforcement. As an example, in

the 8-queens problem, committing the position of one of

the queens leads to improved local consistency enforcement

through arc-consistency algorithms. This leads to the pos

sibility that the best way to do planning may involve being

deliberate about splitting the plansets into the search space.

Complete splitting leads to search space explosions as typ

ified in UCPOP type planners, while avoiding splitting all

together may inhibit constraint propagation.

Table 1 describes a variety of planners and the amount

of splitting/search they employ. The question of how much

splitting is to be done is a hard one. We believe that to a

large extent this depends on common substructure between

the components of the planset. In general, it may be best

to combine components with shared structure into a single

disjunctive plan so that propagation is facilitated among its

constraints. UCPOP-D provides a preliminary example of

this strategy.

Relative support provided by different refinements: An

other important open issue is which refinements should we

be using to get the maximum mileage out of disjunctive rep

resentations. Clearly, all refinements can support planning

with disjunctive representations. We have already seen that

GRAPHPLAN can be understood in terms of disjunction

over state space refinements, while UCPOP-D and Descartes

[8] can be understood in terms of disjunction over plan-space

refinements. An important issue is the relative tradeoffs of

fered by disjunction over different types of refinements. The

previous analyses of relative tradeoffs concentrated on the

level of commitment enforced by a refinement strategy in

its planset components and on the subgoal interactions that

arise due to this. This analyses is of little use in planners us

ing disjunctive representations since they do not uniformly

split planset components into the search space. Instead, we

need to concentrate on issues such as: (a) the efficiency of

extraction of solutions from the plansets and (b) the support

for constraint propagation provided by the plansets. As an

example of such a tradeoff, recent work by Kautz et. al. [10]

indicates that SAT "encodings" based on disjunctive state-

space refinements are larger than the encodings based on

plan-space refinements, but that the latter do not seem to be

as easy to handle during solution extraction process.

8 Related Work

As we mentioned, our description of refinement planning is

general enough to include both traditional refinement plan

ners and some new planning algorithms. Table 1 charac

terizes several of these planners in terms of our framework.

We believe that the understanding of the role of disjunc

tive refinements and constraint propagation that we devel

oped in this paper facilitate a clearer appreciation of the

connections between the many CSP-based planning algo

rithms and traditional refinement planning. We have already

shown how GRAPHPLAN can be understood in terms of re
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Planner Level of splitting Type of refinement

UCPOP[19],SNLP[17] Full PSR

T0PI[1] Full BSR

GRAPHPLAN [2] No FSR

SATPLAN [9] No FSR/PSR

Descartes [8] Some PSR

UCPOP-D Some PSR

Table 1 : Different planners as instantiations of Refine algorithm template

finement planning with disjunctive representations and con

straint propagation. Another successful strand of work in

plan generation is related to SATPLAN, which considers

planning as a satisfiability problem [9, 10]. SATPLAN starts

with a SAT encoding such that all fc-step solutions to the

planning problem correspond to the satisfying assignments

of the encoding. The idea is to produce SAT encodings cor

responding to different solution lengths, and solve them un

til a satisfying assignment is found to one of the instances.

Much of the work here is aimed at generating "compact" en

codings that are easy to solve using existing systematic or

local satisfiability checking algorithms.

Described this way, there seems to be little connection

between this strand of work and the traditional refinement

planning algorithms. However, general refinement planning

framework presented in this paper does clarify some of the

tradeoffs in posing planning as satisfiability. For example,

there is a straightforward connection between the SAT en

codings for fc-step solutions, and the plansets produced by

refinement planners. In particular, consider a planset P pro

duced by any refinement planner using a series of complete

and progressive refinements, such that all components of V

have exactly k steps. It can be shown that each fc-step solu

tion for the planning problem must correspond to one of the

minimal candidates of V.s The problem of finding a min

imal candidate of V that corresponds to a solution can be

posed as a SAT problem.

This relationship brings up several points to the fore: The

exact representation of the planset V, and consequently the

size of its SAT encoding, depend on the types of refinements

used (recall that we can use any sequence of state space

or plan space refinements since they are all progressive and

complete). This relates the syntactic notion of the SAT en

coding size to the well-established idea of refinement strate

gies. Different sequences of refinements will correspond to

different encodings. There may thus be a strong connection

between the theories of refinement selection and the theories

of encoding generation.

The current implementation of SATPLAN does not ex

plicitly consider refinements, but rather attempts to come

up with a necessary and sufficient set of propositional con

straints that must be satisfied by all fc-step solutions. It

would be interesting to consider generating the encodings

8Not all minimal candidates may be fc-step solutions, however.

using refinements on disjunctive plans. Kautz and Selman

[9] do this implicitly when they convert GRAPHPLAN's

plan-graph into a SAT instance. This raises the possibility

that the research on refinement selection, such as "goal or

der heuristics" in partial order planning [7], or planning by

interleaving multiple refinements [13] may have an impact

on generating efficient SAT encodings.

It is also worth understanding the relation between least

commitment, task reduction ideas in traditional refinement

planning, and the idea of planning with disjunctive represen

tations. Most existing refinement planners use plan represen

tations that comprise of conjunctions of atomic constraints:

steps, orderings between steps etc. The usual way of increas

ing the candidate set size of partial plans (and thus reduced

commitment), is to use weaker atomic constraints (e.g., par

tial ordering instead of contiguity ordering relations between

steps). Disjunctive representations provide an alternate way

of achieving least commitment and search space reduction.

HTN planning [14] can be seen as an idea closely related to

disjunctive refinements. In particular, HTN planners intro

duce non-primitive actions into the partial plans, and gradu

ally reduce them with the help of user-supplied task reduc

tion schemas into primitive actions. Thus, the presence of

non-primitive action in a partial plan can be interpreted as the

presence of disjunction of all the plan fragments that the ac

tion can be eventually reduced to. One important difference

is that HTN planners never explicitly deal with this disjunc

tion, but push it gradually into the search space (by consider

ing each reduction of the action in a different search branch).

Thus, they miss out on the advantages of handling plansets

together, such as constraint propagation. In a way, both tradi

tional least commitment and task reduction ideas can be seen

as instances of the general heuristic of converting the search

space to have lower branching at the top levels. Disjunctive

representations give this ability, but they also support han

dling plansets together without ever pushing them back into

the search space.

9 Conclusion

By teasing apart the hitherto closely intertwined notions of

"refinement" and "search", we were able present a model

of refinement planning that not only includes the traditional

planners, but also supports a large variety of planners that

transfer search to solution extraction phase by handling sets
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of partial plans together. We have argued that efficient han

dling of large plansets requires the use of disjunctive plan

representations and constraint propagation techniques.

We have used our model ofrefinement planning to explain

the operation of several newer planning approaches such as

GRAPHPLAN and SATPLAN. We have also shown how the

ideas of disjunctive representations and constraint propaga

tion can be incorporated into traditional planners by present

ing the UCPOP-D algorithm that supports disjunctive han

dling of plans differing only in their causal structures, and

demonstrating that UCPOP-D outperforms UCPOP in sev

eral domains. Finally, we discussed several broad issues

raised by this "inclusive" picture of refinement planning.
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Abstract

Many reasoning and optimization problems

exhibit symmetries. Previous work has

shown how special purpose algorithms can

make use of these symmetries to simplify

reasoning. We present a general scheme

whereby symmetries are exploited by adding

"symmetry-breaking" predicates to the the

ory. Our approach can be used on any propo-

sitional satisfiability problem, and can be

used as a pre-processor to any (systematic

or non-systematic) reasoning method. In the

general case adding symmetry-breaking ax

ioms appears to be intractable. We discuss

methods for generating partial symmetry-

breaking predicates, and show that in sev

eral specific cases symmetries can be broken

either fully are partially using a polynomial

number of predicates. These ideas have been

implemented and we include experimental re

sults on two classes of constraint-satisfaction

problems.

1 Introduction

Human artifacts from chess boards to aircraft exhibit

symmetries. From the highly regular patterns of cir

cuitry on a microchip, to the interchangeable pistons in

a car engine, or seats in a commercial aircraft, we are

drawn esthetically and organizationally to symmetric

designs. Part of the appeal of a regular or symmetric

design is that it allows us to reason about and un

derstand larger and more complex structures than we

could otherwise handle. It follows that if we are to

build computer systems that configure, schedule, di

agnose, or otherwise reason about human artifacts, we

need to endow these reasoning systems with the abil-
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ity to exploit structure in general and symmetries in

particular.

Automated reasoning is a huge area, so for purposes

of this paper we will focus on search. Abstractly, a

search problem consists of a large (usually exponen

tially large) collection of possibilities, the search space,

and a predicate. The task of the search algorithm is

to find a point in the search space that satisfies the

predicate. Search problems arise naturally in many

areas of Artificial Intelligence, Operations Research,

and Mathematics.

The use of symmetries in search problems is concep

tually simple. If several points in the search-space are

related by a symmetry then we never want to visit

more than one of them. In order to accomplish this

we must solve two problems. First, the symmetries

need to be discovered; e.g., we need to realize that we

can interchange the five ships without changing the

basic form of the problem. Second, we need to make

use of the symmetries.

This paper focuses on the second of these problems. It

was shown by Crawford [Crawford, 1992] that detect

ing symmetries is equivalent to the problem of testing

graph isomorphism, a problem that has received a sub

stantial amount of study (see, e.g., [Babai, 1995]).

With regard to taking computational advantage of

the symmetries, past work has focused on specialized

search algorithms that are guaranteed to examine only

a single member of each symmetry class [Brown et

ai, 1988; Crawford, 1992]. Unfortunately, this makes

it difficult to combine symmetry exploitation with

other work in satisfiability or constraint satisfaction,

such as flexible backtracking schemes [Gaschnig, 1979;

Ginsberg, 1993] or nonsystematic approaches [Minton

et ai, 1990; Selman et al, 1992]. Given the rapid

progress in search techniques generally over the past

few years, tying symmetry exploitation to a specific

search algorithm seems premature.
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The approach we take here is different. Rather than

modifying the search algorithm to use symmetries, we

will use symmetries to modify (and hopefully simplify)

the problem being solved. In tic-tac-toe, for example,

we can require that the first move be in the middle,

the upper left hand corner, or the upper middle (since

doing this will not change our analysis of the game

in any interesting way). In general, our approach will

be to add additional constraints, symmetry-breaking

predicates, that are satisfied by exactly one member

of each set of symmetric points in the search space.

Since these constraints will be in the same language

as the original problem (propositional satisfiability for

purposes of this paper) we can run the symmetry de

tection and utilization algorithm as a preprocessor to

any satisfiability checking algorithm.

Of course there is a catch. In this case two catches:

First, there is no known polynomial algorithm for de

tecting the symmetries. Symmetry detection is equiv

alent to graph isomorphism which is believed to be

easier than NP-complete, but is not known to be poly

nomial. Nevertheless, graph isomorphism is rarely dif

ficult in practice, as has been profoundly demonstrated

by the efficient nauty system [McKay, 1990]. Fur

thermore, it has been shown that, on average, graph

isomorphism is in linear time using even naive meth

ods [Babai and Kucera, 1979]. The second catch is

that even after detection is complete, computing the

full symmetry-breaking predicate appears to be in

tractable.

However, there is generally no reason to generate the

full symmetry breaking predicate. We can generate

a partial symmetry-breaking predicate without affect

ing the soundness or completeness of the subsequent

search. We will show that in several interesting cases

we can break symmetries either fully or partially using

a polynomial number of predicates.

The outline of the rest of this paper is as follows: we

first define symmetries of search problems, and dis

cuss how predicates can be added to break symme

tries. We then discuss both exact and partial meth

ods for controlling the size of the symmetry-breaking

predicate. Finally we discuss experimental results and

related work.

2 Definitions and Preliminaries

For purposes of this paper we will assume that we are

working in clausal propositional logic. The symme

tries of a propositional theory will be defined to be

the permutations of the variables in the theory that

leave the theory unchanged. These symmetries form a

group and we use techniques and notation from com

putational group theory throughout the paper.

Let L be a set of propositional variables. As usual,

literals are variables in L, or negations of variables in

L. If x e L, then we write the negation of x as x.

A clause is then just a disjunction of literals (written,

e.g., xVj/Vz), and a theory is a conjunction of clauses.

One basic observation that will be critical to the defi

nitions below is that two clauses are considered to be

identical iff they involve the same set of literals (i.e.,

order is not significant) and two theories are identical

iff they involve the same set of clauses.

A truth assignment for a set of variables L is a func

tion A : L -¥ {<,/} (on occasion we write 1,0 for t, f

respectively). In the usual way, A extends by the se

mantics of propositional logic to a function on the set

of theories over L, and, by abuse of notation, we con

tinue to denote the extended function by A.1 A truth

assignment A of L is called a model of the theory T if

A{T) = t. The set of models of T is denoted M(T).

The propositional satisfiability problem is then just

(see, e.g., [Garey and Johnson, 1979]):

Instance: A theory T.

Question: Is M(T) non-empty (i.e., does T have a

model)?

Clearly one can determine whether such an assign

ment exists by trying all possible assignments. Un

fortunately, if the set L is of size n then there are

2™ such assignments. All known approaches to deter

mining propositional satisfiability are computationally

equivalent (in the asymptotically worst case) to such

a complete search. Propositional satisfiability is thus

one of the simplest "canonical" examples of a search

problem.

To formally define symmetries we need some addi

tional notation. Consider a set L. The group of all per

mutations of L is denoted by Sym(L).2 This is a group

under composition; the product 9<f> of 9, <j> € Sym(L)

is taken to be the result of performing 9 and then

4>. If v € L and 9 € Sym(L), the image of v under

9 is denoted ve (it is standard to write the permu

tation as a superscript so that we can make use of

the natural equality v6* = (t>9)*). A permutation 6

'That is, A(x) is the negation of A(x), A is true of a

clause iff it is true of at least one of the terms in the clause,

and A is true of a theory iff it is true of all the clauses in

the theory.

2 Recall that a permutation of a finite set L is a one-to-

one mapping 0 : L —► L.
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of a set L of variables naturally extends to apermu

tation of negated variables such that v6 = ve, and

thus to a permutation of the set of clauses over L,

wherein if C = V[=i «i, then C9 = \/ri=1 «f , and fi

nally to a permutation of the theories over L, namely,

if T = {Ci}i<i<m, then T9 = {Cf }i<4<m.

Let T be a theory over L and let 8 € Sym(L). We

say that 8 is a symmetry, or automorphism, of L iff

Te = T. The set of symmetries of T is a subgroup of

Sym(L) and is denoted by Aut(T).

For example, consider the following theory: aVc, 6Vc,

a V b V c, a V 6. Notice that if we interchange a and

b the theory is unchanged (again, only the order of

the clauses and the order of literals within the clauses

is affected). It is customary to denote this particular

symmetry by (a b).

Permutations of variables in general, and symmetries

in particular, can be viewed as acting on assignments

as well as theories. If 8 G Sym(L) then 8 acts on the

set of truth assignments by mapping A >-» 9A, where

9A{v) = A(v9) for v 6 L? Hence, if T is a theory

over L, A(T9) = 9A(T). Thus, we have the immediate

consequence that any symmetry of T maps models of

T to models of T, and non-models of T to non-models:

Proposition 2.1 Let T be a theory over L, 8 £

Aut(T), and A a truth assignment of L. Then A G

M(T) iff9AeM{T).

More generally, Aut(T) induces an equivalence rela

tion on the set of truth assignments of L, wherein A

is equivalent to B if B = 9A for some 8 6 Aut(T);

thus, the equivalence classes are precisely the orbits of

Aut(T) in the set of assignments. Note, further, that

any equivalence class either contains only models of

T, or contains no models of T. This indicates why

symmetries can be used to reduce search: we can de

termine whether T has a model by visiting each equiv

alence class rather than visiting each truth assignment.

3 Symmetry-Breaking Predicates

The symmetry-breaking predicates are chosen such

that they are true of exactly one element in each of

the equivalence classes of assignments generated by

the symmetry equivalence. For example, for the small

example theory discussed in section 2, the two mod

els are (t,f, f) and (f,t,f). The theory has one non-

trivial symmetry - the interchange of a and 6. As re-

It is natural to write this as a "left action," e.g., we
have s*.4 = whereas expressing the image of A under

9 by A" would lead to the awkward relation A90 = (A*)9.

quired by proposition 2.1, applying this perturbation

to a model yields a model. We can "break" the sym

metry by adding the axiom a -» b which eliminates

one of the models, (<,/,/), leaving us with only one

model from the equivalence class.

In general, we introduce an ordering on the set of vari

ables, and use it to construct a lexicographic order on

the set of assignments. We will then add predicates

that are true of only the smallest model, under this

ordering, within each equivalence class.4 Intuitively

we do this by viewing each model as a binary num

ber (e.g., (t, f, /) would be seen as 100). We then add

predicates saying that 8 does not map M to a smaller

model (for all symmetries 8).

If 8 £ Sym(L), then 8 acts on any sequence of variables

in L: if V = (»;,,... ,vm) then V9 = {vf, . . . , v9m).

For a sequence V = {v\, . . . ,vm) and 0 < i < m,

it is convenient to denote by Vi the initial segment

(v\ , . . . , v,) (of course, this is the empty sequence () if

t = 0).

If v,u> G L, we write v < w as a shorthand for

the clause v —> w. If V = (vi,...,vm) and W =

(tui, . . . ,wm) are sequences of variables in L and 0 <

i < rn, we let Pi(V, W) abbreviate the predicate

Vt-i = -> Vi < w{.

Finally, we write V < W as shorthand for

/\P,(V,W),

>=1

that is,

Vi < W\ A

(wi = W]) v2 < w2 A

(vi — IV i A V2 = W-z) -* l>3 < UI3 A

The intuition behind this definition is that if we have

an assignment A, then the predicate V < W will be

true of A iff A(V) = (A(v\), . . . ,A(ym)), viewed as

a binary number, is less than or equal to ^(W) =

{A(wi ),..., A(wm)).

Henceforth, we fix an ordering V — (v\ , . . . , vm) of the

variables in L. Then the set of truth assignments of

L inherit a lexicographic ordering, i.e., A < B if, for

some i, A(vj) = B(vj) for j < i, while A(v{) < B(t',).

4We note that this is surely not the only way to create

symmetry-breaking predicates. One can break symmetries

by adding any predicate that is true of one member of each

equivalence class.
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In other words, viewed as binary numbers, A(V) <

B(V).

Now consider a symmetry 8 of a theory T. The

predicate V < V9 rules out any model M for which

M > 9M. It is immediate that

Proposition 3.1 Let T be a theory, and V be an or

dering of it's variables. Then the predicate

f\ V <V°

eeAut(T)

is true only of the lexicographically least model in each

equivalence class of truth assignments. Hence, it is a

symmetry-breaking predicate for T.

Returning to the example we have been tracking, we

take V = (a,b,c). Recall that 8 swaps a and b. Thus

V9 = (6,a,c), so V < V9 is:

a -> b

a = b -» (6 -> a)

(a = 6At=o)->(c-)c)

In which the only non-tautologous term is o —> b.

This rules out the model (t,f,f). This model is ruled

out because 8 maps it to the lexicographically smaller

model (/, t,f).

By addition of auxiliary variables the predicates given

by V < V9 can be represented by a linear number of

clauses. We do this by introducing a new variable e*

defined to be true exactly when Vi = v9 . This can be

done by adding the following clauses:

{Vi Aw?) -> ei

(«T Auf) -> ei

{d AVi) -> v?

(e, A vi) -4 uf

Nevertheless, since Aut(T) may be of exponential size,

the entire symmetry-breaking predicate given by this

theorem may be quite large. In general we have the

following negative result:

Theorem 3.2 The problem of computing, for any

theory T, a predicate true of only the lexicographic

leader in each equivalence class of models is NP-hard.

The proof of this theorem is technical and is given in

the appendix. The proof includes showing the NP-

completeness of the following question: Given an in

cidence matrix A of a graph T, can one reorder the

vertices and edges of T so as to produce an incidence

matrix B that exceeds A lexicographically?

Despite this negative worst-case result, it is still pos

sible to generate, either exactly or approximately,

symmetry-breaking predicates for interesting prob

lems. In the next two sections we focus on exact meth

ods and show that in some cases where Aut(T) is ex

ponential it may still be possible to generate tractable

symmetry-breaking predicates. Then, in section 6, we

turn to approximate symmetry breaking.

4 The Symmetry Tree

For problems, like n-queens, with a relatively small

number of symmetries we are done: one simply com

putes the symmetries and then calculates the predi

cate for each symmetry. However, many interesting

problems have many symmetries, and computing the

predicates for each symmetry yields unnecessary dupli

cation. For example, if 8, 4> G Aut(T) agree on the first

i variables then P,(V, V9) = P{{V, V0). In order to at

tack problems with a large number of symmetries, we

first organize the symmetries into a symmetry tree, and

then show how the tree can be "pruned" . To describe

the symmetry tree and pruning methods we need some

notation for permutations.

Again, let T be a theory over L and V = (v\ , . . . , vm)

be a fixed ordering of L. We can describe a permuta

tion of the variables by listing the image of V under

the permutation. For example, the permutation tak

ing vi to v-2, t>2 to V3, and va to v\ can be written

as [^2,^3,^1]. The notation is extended to partial per

mutations, which are 1-1 maps of initial segments of

V into V , thus the partial permutation taking v\ to

^3 and V2 to i»i is written [i>3,ui]. Note that initial

segment could be empty, giving rise to the partial per

mutation [ ].

For purposes of the formal development to follow, it

is useful to describe these partial permutations with

a standard group-theoretic construction. Let G =

Aut(T). For 0 < t < n, let Gt be the set of per

mutations in G that do not move the first i variables.

That is, d = {8 G G \ v] = vj, for 1 < j < i}. Thus,

G = Go 2 Gi D • ■ ■ 2 Gn = 1

(the last being the identity subgroup). For 0 < i < n,

let d denote the set of right cosets of Gi in G. A right

coset C G Ci is a set that is of the form G{8 for some

8 G G (note that G is the disjoint union Ueec For

purposes of this paper, one can think of a right coset

as a partial permutation. For this, let 8 G C, then

the partial permutation of length i associated with 8
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is [v{ , . . . , vf]. Note that this i-tuple is independent of

the choice of 9 € C.

We can now describe the structure of the symmetry

tree, SB(T), for T. The root of SB(T), considered to

be at level 0, is G. The set Ci comprises the nodes at

level i. Furthermore, C G Ci is a parent of C" G Ci+i

iff C C C. Equivalently, in terms of partial permu

tations, the root is [ ] and each node [w\, . . . ,

will have one child [wi , . . . , Wi-\ , i] for each x that is

the image of under a symmetry mapping Vj_i to

To illustrate this construction, recall the example dis

cussed in section 2. Assume that V = a,b,c. There

are two symmetries of this theory: the identity opera

tion, and the exchange of a and 6. The first of these

takes a to itself, and the second takes a to 6. There

will thus be two children of the root node: [a] and [b].

Given that a is mapped to a, b is forced to map to b,

so the node [a] has only the child [a b]. Similarly the

node [b] has only the child [b a). The final symmetry

tree is shown in figure 1.

 

[a] [b]

[a,b] [b,a]

[a,b,c] [b,a,c]

Figure 1: Symmetry trees for simple example.

The duplication previously observed in the symmetry-

breaking predicate of Proposition 3.1 arose precisely

because Pi(V,VB) = Pi(V,V*) whenever 9 and <f> be

long to the same right coset of d. With this in mind,

for C G Ci, we define Q{C,i) to be Pi(V,VB) for any

(all) 9 e C. (The V in the notation "Q(C,i)" is

not superfluous, that is, it is not determined by C;

it is possible that Gj = Gj for j ^ i in which case

C G Cj(G).) Finally, we associate the predicate

Q{C,i) to the corresponding node C G Ci in SB(T).

It is now clear that the conjunction of the predicates

assigned to the nodes of SB(T)

n

A A G(c,o

i=i ceC;

remains a symmetry-breaking predicate for T.

5 Pruning the Symmetry Tree

Working from the symmetry tree to generate

symmetry-breaking predicates eliminates a certain

amount of duplication. However, there are cases in

which the symmetry tree is of exponential size. For

example, the theory (x V y V z) A (i V y V z) admits

all 3! = 6 permutations of {x,y,z}. Although, we

do not typically expect to see all n\ permutations of

the variables appearing in practical problems, it is not

unusual to see theories with exponentially large sym

metry groups. Furthermore, we would surely want to

take advantage of the symmetry-breaking opportuni

ties afforded by such a group.

In this section we show that pruning rules can achieve a

drastic reduction in size of the symmetry tree in some

important cases while still breaking all the symme

tries. To see how this is done consider the symmetry

tree shown in figure 2. Here, we suppose that Aut(T)

includes the permutation (ii Xj), exchanging x\ and

X{. Then, for any nodes in the symmetry of T of the

form and [xj,Xj], j / the subtree rooted

at [xj,Xj] (namely, the tree in the diagram below)

can be pruned.

 

Figure 2: Symmetry trees for pruning example.

To see why this is so, consider any node [xi, Xj, . . . ,x*]

in T2. Composing the symmetry creating this branch

with (xi X{), we must find a corresponding node

[x\ , Xj , . . . , X)c] in T\ . In this example, it is not difficult
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to show that Q([xi,Xj, . . .], k) -» Q([xi,Xj,...],k).

Thus we can prune T2 without loss of inferential power.

The example can be generalized as follows.

Consider a right-coset C € d. Take 9 G C (the con

structions to follow are independent of the choice of 9).

Let ~c,i be the smallest equivalence relation on L such

that Vj ~c,i for 1 < j < i, i.e., v ~c,i w if v and

w are the endpoints of a sequence u,ue ,uee ,ueea , . . .

such that, with the possible exception of one of these

endpoints, all terms are in Vi. Observe that, if w is

in neither of the sequences Vj nor Vf, then the

equivalence class of w is a singleton.

Prom the definition of Q, one can see that if x ~c,i

y then for any child C',i + 1 of C,i in SB(T), the

antecedent of Q(C',i + 1) forces x = y. From this

observation one can show:

Theorem 5.1 Let C € Cj. Suppose that 9 e G =

Aut(T) stabilizes the equivalence classes of ~c,« ('i.e.,

v ~c,t /or a/Z v £ L). Then, for all j > i and

C e Cj with C C C,

Q(C'9,j)^Q(C',j).

Hence, all descendents of the level i node C in SB(T)

may be pruned.

Proof: Let C", j be as indicated. Let g e C". We must

show that the conjunction of the predicates

(^)H=VH -+ Vj<vf, (1)

(fV, = Vi-i (2)

imply < vj.

Now, (2) implies V? = Vj, which implies equality of

all the variables in each the equivalence classes of ~c,t-

But, since 9 stabilizes these classes, this implies VB =

V (i.e., the conjunction of all ve = v), and, therefore,

V*9 = V*. Hence, (2) and (3) imply Vj < vf as

required. □

In applying the condition globally, we need to be sure

that we do not overprune.

It is safe to prune in all instances where ~ce,i / ~c,t,

in which case, ~c9,t is a proper refinement of (for

C,9,i as in the theorem, v ~ce,» w always implies

v ~c,i w).

In the case that ~ce,i = ~a, one could prune pro

vided that C9 ■< C (there is an induced lexicographic

ordering on d, which is easily seen via the partial-

permutation interpretation of cosets).

Although some technical extensions to this theorem

are possible, this formulation is particularly useful be

cause suitable 9 can be found using standard tools of

computational group theory. The computation em

ploys "set-stabilizer" techniques that are closely re

lated to graph-isomorphism methods. In particular,

methods of Luks [1982] are guaranteed to exhibit suit

able 9, if such elements exist, in polynomial time un

der various conditions, including boundedness of the

equivalence classes of ~c,«- As it turns out, in practi

cal computation, this is rarely a difficult problem any

way and is are generally considered to have efficient

implementations at least for the cases corresponding

to i < 10000 [Butler, 1991].

One case in which pruning is particularly effective is

when the symmetry group of the theory is the full

symmetric group (that is, any permutation of L is a

symmetry of the theory). In this case the symmetry

tree is of size n!, but after pruning only n2 nodes re

main. To see why this happens, note that since any

perturbation is a symmetry, for any C € Ci there will

always be a 9 G Aut(T) that stabilizes the equivalence

classes of ~c,i- So for any node C we can always delete

all it's descendents (so long as we have not already

deleted the node C9\). If one prunes while the tree is

being generated, the entire pruned tree (and thus the

symmetry-breaking predicate) can be generated in n2

time. The resultant predicate is not minimal. It turns

out that if V = (v\ , . . . , vm) then the predicate that

one generates consists of a clause vt -+ Vj for any i,j

such that 1 < i < j < n. There are obvious poly

nomial time simplifications that will reduce this to a

linear number of clauses, but it is not clear how useful

these simplifications will be in the general case.

Remark. Other, less extreme, cases can be con

structed in which pruning is effective. However, there

are also cases in which the symmetry tree is not prun-

able to polynomial size. The existence of such cases

is a consequence (assuming P^NP) of theorem 3.2;

in fact, the theorem suggests, more strongly, that for

some theories, there is no tractable lex-leader predi

cate since lex-leader verification is NP-hard. However,

we can also directly construct theories where the sym

metry tree cannot be pruned to polynomial size even

though the lex-leader problem is in polynomial time

(the algorithm uses the "string canonization" proce

dure of [Babai and Luks, 1983], applicable because the

group turns out to be abelian). The existence of the

polynomial time algorithm, in turn, guarantees we can

find some symmetry-breaking predicate in polynomial

time even though SB(T) is useless for this purpose.

Details will appear in a future paper.
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6 Approximation

If the symmetry tree is of exponential size, and no

pruning is possible, then a natural approach is to gen

erate just a part of the tree, and from this smaller tree

generate partial symmetry-breaking predicates. We

call a predicate P a partial symmetry-breaking predi

cate for a theory T if the models of P consist of at

least one member of each of the symmetry equivalence

classes of the truth assignments of the variables in T.

We can thus add P without changing the sound

ness or completeness of the subsequent search. The

trade-off here is that the search engine may visit

multiple nodes that are equivalent under some sym

metry of T. In essence, then, approximating the

symmetry-breaking predicate trades time spent gen

erating symmetry-breaking predicates for time in the

search engine.

In the next section we discuss various approaches to

generating partial symmetry-breaking predicates.

7 Experimental Results

We have implemented a prototype system that takes a

propositional theory in clausal form and constructs an

approximate symmetry breaking formula from it. The

implementation consists of the following steps:

1. The input theory is converted into a graph such

that the automorphisms of the graph are exactly

the symmetries of the theory. This is done using

the construction given in [Crawford, 1992]. There

are three "colors" of vertices in this graph, the

vertices representing positive literals, those rep

resenting negative literals, and those representing

clauses. Graph automorphisms are constrained

to always map nodes to other nodes of the same

color. We also add edges from each literal to each

clause that it appears in. These edges (together

with the node colorings) guarantee that automor

phisms of the graph are symmetries of the theory.5

2. We find the generators of the automorphism

group of the graph using McKay's graph iso

morphism package, nauty [McKay, 1990]. nauty

is very fast in practice though there are known

5 For efficiency we special-case binary clauses by repre

senting x V y with a link directly from x to y (instead of

creating a node for the binary clause and linking x and y

to it). This is important because some of the instances we

consider have a huge number of binary clauses and some of

the algorithms that follow are quadratic, or worse, in the

number of nodes.

examples of infinite classes of graphs which

drive nauty to provably exponential behavior

[Miyazaki, 1996].

3. From the generators of the automorphism group

we construct the symmetry tree and then generate

the symmetry-breaking predicate. As expected,

in many cases computing the entire symmetry-

breaking predicate is computationally infeasible.

We use several approximations to compute partial

symmetry-breaking predicates:

• generating predicates for just the generators

returned by nauty,

• building the symmetry tree to some small

depth and generating predicates for this

smaller tree, and

• generating random group elements and writ

ing predicates for only those elements.

An alternative, not yet implemented, would be

to use pruning rules such as those from section 5

(though these obviously will not work in all cases).

In the experiments below we generally compare the

run time for testing the satisfiability of the input the

ory alone and conjoined with the symmetry-breaking

predicate. In all cases SAT checking was done using

the TABLEAU algorithm [Crawford and Auton, 1996]

and run times are "user" time. All code is written in

C.

7.1 Experiment 1: The pigeonhole problem

The pigeonhole problem PHP(n,n - 1) is the follow

ing: place n pigeons in n— 1 holes such that each pigeon

is assigned to a hole and each hole holds at most one

pigeon. This problem is obviously unsatisfiable. We

study this problem because it is provably exponentially

hard for any resolution based method, but is tractable

using symmetries. A typical encoding of the problem

is to have variables {fVj|l < i < n, 1 < j < (n — 1)}

where Py is taken to mean that pigeon i in hole j.

PHP(n,n- 1) is then:

(ViVjV* (j ^k)^(P~V P^)) A

(ViVx <_,•<(„-!) P0)A

(VjVl<i<n Pij)

Since all the pigeons are interchangeable and all the

holes are interchangeable, the automorphism group of

PHP(n,n - 1) is the direct product of 2 symmetric

groups. The order of this group (n!(n — 1)!) prohibits

the full use of the symmetry tree. Furthermore, as we
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demonstrate in the Appendix (see final remark), prun

ing as in section 5 cannot help in this case. Hence, for

these experiments, we generate only those predicates

that are associated with the generators of the auto

morphism group (or, more specifically, the set of gen

erators returned by nauty). For PHP, such generators

are not only determined in polynomial time, but also

serve to break all symmetries. (Of course, in general,

the predicates associated with generators of Aut(T) do

not suffice to break all symmetries.)

The run times for various sizes of the n are shown in

figure 3. Run times are on a Sparc 10:51

It is difficult to tell from the run-time data what the

scaling is, but it turns out that we can show analyti

cally that every step of our implementation is in poly

nomial time. The input theory can be represented as

a graph with 3n2 — 2n + 2 vertices6, nauty takes this

graph as input and finds the generators of its auto

morphism group. To do this nauty builds a search

tree in which each node is a coloring of the vertices

which is a suitable refinement of the coloring of the

parent node.7 The time that nauty spends on each

node is polynomial in the size of the input graph. So

to show that nauty runs in polynomial time it suffices

to show that the number of nodes is polynomial. The

proof requires a discussion of the details of the inter

nals of nauty that is beyond the scope of this paper,

but one can show that for this problem nauty expands

exactly 2n2 — 3n — 1 nodes. Computing symmetry-

breaking predicates for the generators is obviously in

polynomial time. The last step is SAT checking which

is, in general, exponential, but for these theories, aug

mented with the symmetry-breaking predicates, there

was no need to run TABLEAU: a proof of unsatisfiabil-

ity was obtained by a polynomial time simplification

procedure that is used as a front-end to tableau.

7.2 Example 2: N-queens

The n-queens problem has been well studied in the

CSP literature, but we include it here as a prototypi

cal example of a problem with a small number of geo

metric symmetries. The problem is to place n queens

on a n by n chess board such that no two queen can

attach each other. N-queens has 8 symmetries and for

any size board the full symmetry tree has eight leaves.

As one can see from the construction in section 4,

6The theory actually has 0(n3) clauses, but many of

these clauses are binary clauses that become edges in the

graph rather than nodes

7A refining of a vertex coloring C is another vertex col

oring C such that if vertex t and j have the same color in

C then they have the same color in C.

100000
 

1 I 1 1 I I I I

5 10 15 20 25 30 35

Number of pigeons

Figure 3: Run times for the pigeon-hole problem with

and without symmetry. Note that the y axis is log

scaled.

nodes at depth i in the symmetry tree generate clauses

of length linear in i. It turns out that long clauses

are of very little use to a satisfiability checker like

TABLEAU, so for these experiments we cut off the sym

metry tree at depth 20 and generate predicates only

up to this depth. The results are shown in figure 4.

Run times are for a Sparc 5.

100000
 

0.1 ' 1 ' 1 1 1

5 10 15 20 25 30

Figure 4: Run times for n-queens with and without

symmetry. Note that the y-axis is log scaled.

We know that N-queens is a somewhat delicate prob

lem in that reordering the clauses in the input can

drastically change the behavior of SAT checkers (espe

cially as n is increased). Therefore, we took each the

ory (with and without symmetry-breaking predicates)
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and randomly perturbed the order of the clauses (and

of the variables within the clauses) 50 times.89 We

then ran TABLEAU on each permuted theory. Figure

5 shows the average run times. As can be seen, the

qualitative nature of the results has not changed but

a fair amount of noise has been removed.

1000 f 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 r
 

6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26

Figure 5: Average run times over 50 random permu

tations with and without symmetry. Note that the

y-axis is log scaled.

8 Related Work

[Freuder, 1991] discusses the elimination of inter

changeable values in constraint satisfaction problems.

[Brown et ai, 1988] discuss an algorithm for backtrack

ing search in the presence of symmetry. In their ap

proach the search engine is modified so that at each

node in the search tree a test is done to determine

whether the node is lex-least under the symmetries of

the theory. [Krishnamurthy, 1985] discusses the idea

of using symmetries to reduce the lengths of resolu

tion proofs. He uses the "rule of symmetry" which

asserts that if 6 is symmetry of a theory Th, and one

can show that p follows from Th, then 6(p) also fol

lows from Th (since the proof could be repeated with

each step s replaced by 9(s)). Tour and Demri [1995]

show that Krishnamurthy 's method is NP-complete in

general, but that a restriction of it is equivalent to

graph isomorphism. Their restricted method appears

to be the same as that discussed by Crawford [Craw-

8Obviously these perturbations have nothing to do with

symmetries of the theory. The idea here is only to aver

age out the cases where the SAT checker gets "lucky" and

stumbles on a model almost immediately.

9For 23 queens the data given is for 20 perturbations.

ford, 1992], and Tour and Demri's proof of graph iso

morphism uses essentially the same construction used

by Crawford. Benhamour and Sais [1992] also dis

cuss techniques for making use of symmetries within

specially designed search engines. The most successful

uses of symmetry in reducing search spaces is surely in

the large and growing literature on the application of

automorphism groups to combinatorial problems (see,

e.g., [Butler and Lam, 1985; Lam and Thiel, 1989;

Lam, 1993; Laue, 1995]). This work has made impres

sive contributions to the discovery and classification of

designs and to the study of combinatorial optimization

problems.

9 Concluding remarks

This work has shown how symmetries can be utilized

to add additional constraints, symmetry-breaking

predicates, to search problems. These constraints en

sure that the search engine never visits two points in

the search space that are equivalent under some sym

metry of the problem. Complexity results suggest that

generating symmetry-breaking predicates will be in

tractable in the general case. However, partial sym

metry breaking can be done in polynomial time (as

suming the associated graph isomorphism problem is

tractable). Preliminary experiments have been com

pleted showing that partial symmetry breaking is effec

tive on prototypical constraint-satisfaction problems.

Appendix

Theorem 3.2 is a direct consequence of the NP-

completeness of

Problem. MAXIMUM IN MODEL CLASS (MMC)

Input: A theory T over L; an ordering of L; M G

M(T).

Question: Does there exist 8 6 Aut(T) such that BM <

Ml

We shall demonstrate completeness by a reduction

from CLIQUE [Garey and Johnson, 1979]. We make

use of an intermediate problem, which is interesting

in its own right. For lexicographic ordering, we con

sider mxn matrices, as mn-tuples, taking the rows in

succession.

Problem. MAXIMUM INCIDENCE MATRIX.

(MIM)

Input: An incidence matrix A for a graph T.
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Question: Is there an incidence matrix B for T such

that B > A with respect to lexicographic ordering.

Recall that a | V\ x \E\ incidence matrix of T = (V, E) is

determined by specified orderings of V and E, wherein

Aij = 1 or 0 according to whether or not the ith vertex

lies on the jth edge. Two such matrices are then re

lated by permutations of the rows and columns. Thus,

in particular, the NP-completeness of MIM establishes

the NP-completeness of the problem of the existence

of a matrix B, obtained from a given {0,l}-matrix A

by permuting rows and columns, such that B > A.

Lemma 9.1 MIM is NP-complete.

Proof: MIM is in NP since suitable orderings of V and

E can be guessed and verified. For the completeness,

we reduce CLIQUE to MIM. Suppose we are given an

instance (r, K) of CLIQUE, wherein T = (V, E) is a

graph and K is a positive integer; the relevant question

is whether T contains a if-clique (i.e., a complete sub

graph on K vertices). We may assume |V| > K > 3.

We augment T to a graph t = (V, E) as follows. Fix an

ordering Wi,«2, . . . ,«|v| of V. The additional vertices

comprise sets W, X, and Y, disjoint from V and from

one another. We describe these along with new edges:

1. W is a complete graph on K vertices,

{wi,i03,. . . ,wk}i ordered as indicated by the

subscripts.

2. For each Wi € W, join w< to each vertex in a

new set Xt of size |V|(|V| + l)/2); X = \JiXi is

ordered so that X< precedes Xj for i < j. Only

X\ is joined to V and this is done by joining the

first |V| elements of X\ to t>i, the next |V| - 1

elements to V2, the next |V| — 2 to V3, etc.

3. The set Y, joined only to V, provides a new com

mon neighbor for each pair of vertices V and also

ensures the degree of each v € V is maximal in

f. Thus, for 1 < t < j < \V\, we create a new

vertex j/ij and add edges joining it to Vi and Vj.

Finally, for each Vi € V, join Vi to the vertices in

a new set Yi chosen so as to bring the total de

gree of vi to precisely d = K - 1 + | V|(| + l)/2

(which is also the degree of each w € W). Let

Y = { yn I 1 < i < j < \V\} U Ui Yi. We order Y

so that: for i < j, Vij precedes Yi] for i < i' < j,

Yi precedes yi'j\ and for i < j < j', y»_, precedes

Vij'-

The vertices V = WuXuVllY in the resulting graph

T are ordered in the sequence WXVY with the orders

within each of the four segments as indicated above.

By construction, f has a if-clique, W . Observe, how

ever, that f has a second K-clique iff T had a A'-clique,

since the vertices in X U Y have degree at most 2.

For the instance of MIM, we take A to be the lexico

graphically greatest incidence matrix of T with respect

to the indicated ordering of the vertices. In this regard,

note that the maximum incidence matrix for a given

vertex ordering is obtainable in polynomial time.

We claim that A is the maximum incidence matrix

for f if W is first in the ordering of V. For, suppose

A' is the maximum such matrix. Then rows K + 1

through K + \X\ of A' must again correspond to X,

the only other vertices directly joined to W; which

forces these rows to duplicate their counterparts in

A. The next |V| rows in A' must now correspond to

V, since these are the only remaining vertices directly

joined to Y; suppose these rows correspond to the or

dering ViltVi2,Vi3, . . . of V. Since the row in A'

cannot be exceeded by the vi row in A, v^ must also

be joined to \V\ elements of X, in fact, to the first

I V I elements; so ii = 1. Similarly, 12 = 2, i3 = 3,

etc., so that V remains ordered as before. But, given

this ordering of V, the maximality of A' requires Y

to be ordered as specified above (except for irrelevant

reorderings within each Yi). Thus, A' = A, proving

the claim.

We need to show that t has a second /('-clique iff T

has an incidence matrix B > A.

Suppose f has a JC-clique W C V. Reorder V so

that W comprises the first K elements and the (K +

l)st element is the common neighbor in Y of the first

two elements of W . The matrix B induced by the

new order agrees with A in the first K rows but its

(K + l)st row exceeds that of A (the (K + l)st row of

A begins 0A'-110d~20, while the (K + l)st row of B

begins 0*-110d-2l). Hence B > A.

Conversely, let B be the maximum incidence matrix

for T and suppose that B > A. Since the first K rows

of A recorded a /^-clique consisting entirely of vertices

of maximum degree d in T, this segment cannot be

strictly exceeded. Hence, the first K vertices in the

ordering that produces B must form a clique. Since

B > A, this clique is not W . □

Remark. We trust that the above demonstration

will discourage finding-lex-leading-incidence-matrices

as an approach to finding canonical forms for graphs

and, thereby, to graph isomorphism.

Lemma 9.2 MMC is NP-complete.

Proof: MMC is in NP since, one can guess 6, if it
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exists, and verify both 8 € Aut(T) and 9M < M in

polynomial time. We reduce MIM to MMC as follows.

Suppose the m x n matrix A constitutes an instance of

MIM. Let X and Y be sets of size m, n respectively We

describe a theory T on the set L = X x Y of variables,

namely,

T = K,X'€x ((*. y) v (*'.») v (*'.»)) A

yev

A x€X ((*,y)V(*,y')V(ify'))

v.v'er

Trivially, T is a tautology. One verifies that Aut(T)

is Sym(A') x Sym(F) acting on X x Y in the natural

way. We fix orderings n , x2, . . . , xm and yx , y2 , . . . , yn

of A' and Y respectively, and let X x Y be ordered

lexicographically. The m x 71 {0,l}-matrix A yields a

model M of T wherein M((xit yj)) = 1 - Atj (the 0, 1

reversal to accommodate a conversion from maximal

matrices to minimal models). There is a natural cor

respondence between row (respectively, column) per

mutations and Sym(A') (respectively, Sym(F)). Thus,

if B is obtained from A via a row permutation and a

column permutation, then the permutation pair yield

9 € Sym(A) x Sym(F). It follows directly that B > A

iff °M < M, establishing the reduction of MIM to

MMC. □

Remark. This particular proof of the NP-

completeness of MMC was chosen so as to show

that the problem remains NP-compiete even when L

can be identified with some X x Y and Aut(T) =

Sym(A') x Sym(V). Note that the pigeonhole prob

lem engenders a theory of exactly this type, (the fact

that \X\ = \Y\ - 1 in PHP is not significant - rou

tine padding could be used to force this restriction in

MIM). Thus, we have demonstrated the futility, for

PHP, of pruning via methods, like that of section 5,

which rely solely on information contained in Aut(T)

and SB(r).
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Abstract

For many constraint satisfaction problems,

there are well known, fast algorithms and

functions that solve parts of the problem. Us

ing these methods directly to solve the sub-

problems significantly speeds up solving pro

cess. Unfortunately, doing this has usually

required the solver to be changed, or the

correctness criteria to be re-examined. We

describe a general mechanism to use proce

dures with almost any search engine, such

that it is easy to add any procedures with

out changing the engine. Furthermore, the

framework is formally defined, which allows

us to prove conditions that are sufficient to

guarantee systematicity and completeness for

search engines using procedures.

1 Introduction

For many constraint satisfaction problems there are

simple functional relations (e.g. arithmetic equations)

and simple subproblems (e.g. linear equations with

unknowns) that can be solved quickly, using simple

algorithms. Needless to say, taking advantage of such

algorithms can significantly decrease the time needed

to find a solution. But doing so without rewriting

solvers and redoing correctness proofs, has proved to

be difficult.

To demonstrate this, let us look at a small constraint

satisfaction problem that we will use throughout this

paper. Assume that we are finishing a shift in an auto

mated workshop, and we have two unfinished objects.

A chair needs to be sanded and then painted, and a

table needs to be painted. We have two robots, one

that sands and another that paints. Obviously the

same robot cannot do two jobs at the same time and

the same object cannot be sanded and painted at the

same time. Each job takes one hour, and we need to

be done in two hours.

The constraint satisfaction problem will determine

when each robot should start each of its jobs, but it is

well known in the operations research community that

the real decisions to be made are which job is done be

fore which other job.1 These observations lead to the

following specification (which is a simplification of an

encoding used by others [Crawford and Baker, 1994]):

The variables and possible values are:

(pc->pt) : {true, false}

(pt->pc) : {true, false}

(pc->sc) : {true, false}

(sc->pc) : {true, false}

(pt->sc) : {true .false}

(sc->pt) : {true, false}

start(sc) : {0,1,2}

start (pt) : {0,1,2}

start (pc) : {0,1,2}

where pc means "paint chair", pt means "paint ta

ble", sc means "sand chair", and the arrow means

"precedes" . The constraints are:

1. (sc->pc) = true

2. (pc->pt) = true or (pt->pc) = true

3. if (X->Y)=true and start (X)=k,

then start (Y)>k

4. start (X) < 2

where X and Y range over the jobs to be done. Con

straint 1 states that the chair is sanded before it is

'Smith and Cheng introduced this fact to the AI com

munity [Smith and Cheng, 1993].
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painted. Constraint 2 states that the two objects can

not be painted simultaneously. Constraints 3 says that

a job cannot start until all jobs that come before it,

have finished. Finally constraint 4 guarantees that the

schedule is at most two hours long.

The problem is easy to solve with search, and we get

start(sc)=0, start(pt)=0 and start(pc)=l. But

for this small problem, like any constraint satisfaction

problem, there are polynomial algorithms that solve

certain subproblems.

First, there is unit propagation, which is a well-known

algorithm in the CSP community. The idea behind it is

simple: If there is a constraint where all but one of the

variables that appear in it have been assigned values,

and the last unassigned variable can only be assigned

one specific value to satisfy the constraint, assign that

value to the unassigned variable. In this example, if

(pt->pc)=false then we have to assign the value true

to the variable (pc->pt) to satisfy constraint 2.

Second, there is a well known operations research

algorithm, often referred to as PERT scheduling

[Hillier and Lieberman, 1986]. This algorithm calcu

lates the earliest starting time and latest finishing time

for each task in a partially ordered schedule. This al

gorithm can easily be used here to find the earliest

possible starting times for each job that hasn't been as

signed a starting time yet, and thus check if the sched

ule may still fit within the time limit. Note that we

cannot directly assign the earliest starting times found

by PERT, since a given starting time may satisfy the

partial order, but violate some other constraints. In

this case we will use the algorithm as a pruning tech

nique: Given a partial ordering of the jobs, i.e. assign

ments to some of the (X->Y) variables, our simplified

version calculates the earliest possible starting time

for each job and checks if the given partial ordering

will fit within the time limit. As an example, if we

assign (sc->pc)=true and (pc->pt)=true, then the

algorithm returns failure, since the job pt cannot start

earlier than time 2, violating constraint 4. As another

example, assume we have a cycle in the schedule, e.g.

(sc->pc)=true and (pc->sc)=true. The simplified

PERT algorithm will then return failure, since this as

signment violates constraint 3.

When confronted with such a scheduling problem, we

want to take advantage of these two algorithms to re

duce the amount of search done. At the same time, we

want to use the best available search engine to mini

mize the time spent searching. To do this, we need a

general method to add such algorithms to search en

gines. Using earlier techniques, there are three possi

ble approaches. The first possibility is to use a general

purpose search engine with a declarative description

of the procedures. The second option is to use a de

scription of a good search engine, and write a specific

implementation of it, which uses the procedures above.

Finally, we can have a search engine that uses proce

dural attachments [Green, 1969] 2 8to evaluate certain

variables, and then add unit propagation and PERT

as attachments. Unfortunately, none of these solutions

is satisfactory.

A general search engine is a valuable tool in itself, but

almost no value is added by using declarative descrip

tions for procedural reasoning methods, since such de

scriptions invariably become a part of the CSP that is

to be solved. The problems this causes are well known.

• Although adding declarative knowledge to the

CSP may in some cases speed up the search ef

fort, the side effect is increased problem size, often

leading to increased solving time.

• Using declarative descriptions for simple calcula

tions like arithmetic is much less efficient than

doing the same calculations directly.

• Finding a usable description of the more com

plex procedures like PERT scheduling is nontriv-

ial, and in some cases practically impossible.

The fact is that translating a procedure into a declar

ative description may take significant amount of work,

and in many cases the rewards can be negative.

The next possibility, rewriting the solver each time

we have a new technique to add, has many obvious

drawbacks.

• The time and effort involved in writing a new

implementation for a search engine, in particu

lar when procedures of various types are incorpo

rated, is significant. Applying new search tech

niques and comparing different search techniques

for a particular problem domain becomes almost

impossible without sacrificing the efficiency of ap

plicable procedures.

• Specialized implementations tend to be brittle, so

that small changes in the problem or additional

constraint types will in most cases break them.

In an automated reasoning system, flexibility is a

crucial attribute.

• Without theoretical analysis, a search engine in

corporating a number of additional algorithms

2A recent article provides a good description of proce

dural attachments [Myers, 1994].
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may not have the properties that were ex

pected. For example, some search engines that

use the pure literal rule become incomplete when

combined with a symmetry breaking algorithm

[Crawford et ai, 1996].

The only advantage of specialized implementations is

that clever coding can minimize the overhead of using

reasoning procedures, such as unit propagation, by us

ing data structures that are as efficient as possible for

both solver and procedure.

Finally, using procedural attachments has its prob

lems, too:

• Procedural attachments directly calculate values

for problem variables, making it difficult to reuse

a procedure in another search engine that has dif

ferent data structures.

• The procedural attachments are basically func

tions, specifying the value of one variable based

on assignments to other variables. This makes it

practically impossible to implement global algo

rithms like unit propagation.

• Procedural attachments do not take into account

the effects they have on the search engine. Many

authors assume the search engine is cooperative,

while others assume the search engine does simple

backtracking [Maluszynski et ai., 1993]. For in

stance, procedural attachments do not work with

some dependency directed methods.

The obvious solution to our problems is a framework

where search engines and procedures can be developed

and implemented separately, but used together in any

combination. It is easy enough to define such a frame

work, e.g., define object classes for search engines and

procedures, and specify a set of interface calls. This

is not a real solution however, because two important

issues have been disregarded. One is the question of

generality: Will an arbitrarily designed object class

system cover all search engines and procedures, some

of which have not yet been developed? The other is

sue is that of correctness. There are no guarantees

that each search engine will work correctly with each

procedure. As an example, a search engine may elimi

nate one of two possible solutions using the pure literal

rule, while a procedure eliminates the other solution

based on the two solutions being symmetric. Sepa

rately, both objects are reasonable designs, and work

with most other engines and procedures, but, together

they will return the wrong answer.

A satisfactory solution to this problem must be a well

defined framework, based on general definitions for

search engines and procedures, along with a clear spec

ification of how the two interface. It must allow pro

cedures and search engines to be developed and im

plemented separately, while making it easy to use any

applicable procedures with the search engine of choice.

The framework will also have to be formally defined,

so that it can be theoretically proven which conditions

on the procedures and search engines are sufficient to

guarantee correctness, completeness and systematicity.

In this paper we present such a framework. In section 2

we present a formal description of search engines and

extension procedures, and describe how the two are

combined. In section 3, we prove easily satisfied con

ditions to be sufficient to guarantee systematicity and

completeness. Concluding remarks are in section 4.

For clarity, all proofs have been removed to the ap

pendix.

2 Framework

2.1 Constraint Satisfaction Problems

A constraint satisfaction problem is a finite set of vari

ables, a finite set of domain values for each variable,

and a collection of constraints on the values assigned

to the variables. This is formalized as follows:

Definition 2.1 A constraint satisfaction problem

(csp) is a triple (X,V,K), where X = {xi,...,x„}

is a finite set of variables, V = {V^} is a set of

domains for each variable, and K is a set of con

straints. Each constraint is of the form (Y,R), where

Y = {*,, ,...,xik}CX and R C n*=i V*i„ ■

To solve a constraint satisfaction problem, we need to

find an assignment for each variable such that all the

constraints are satisfied. Formally:

Definition 2.2 A solution to a CSP (X, V, K) is an

n-tuple (vXl , . . . ,uIn), where, n = \X\, such that:

1. vxit 6 VZk for k = 1, . . . , n, and

2. For any (Y, R) G K with Y = {xj,, . . . ,Xik}, we

have (vil , . . . , vik ) € R.

Few methods for solving constraint satisfaction prob

lems are able to jump directly to a solution; most work

with intermediate assignments that either do not as

sign values to all the variables, or do not satisfy all of

the applicable constraints. These intermediate assign

ments are referred to as partial assignments:
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Definition 2.3 Given o CSP (X, V, K) with n vari

ables, a partial assignment is a pair of m-tuples

(xj, , . . . ,Xi^) and . . . ,1)^), where m < n and

Vik € VXl for k = l,...,m. A partial assign

ment will be called consistent if for any (Y, R) € K

with Y = {xh , . . . , xjk } C {xu,...,xim}, we have

(vj1 , . . . , Vjk ) £ R. A partial assignment that is not

consistent will be called inconsistent.

Ifp = (V, W) is a partial assignment such that x< £ Y,

we will call the partial assignment (Y U {xt}, W U {v})

the result of extending p by assigning the value v to

the variable Xi . We will denote this by p + (x; , v) .

2.2 Search Engines

Constraint satisfaction problems are invariably solved

with a search engine, an algorithm that searches for

a solution by modifying a partial assignment. The

prototypical example of a search engine is the depth-

first search method:

Algorithm 2.4 To SOLVE a CSP (X, V, K), given a

partial assignment p:

1 if p is inconsistent, return failure

2 if p is a solution, return p

3 let i be a variable not assigned a value by p,

let Ex = Vx

4 if Ex is empty, return failure,

else select v £ Ex

5 if SOLVE(p + (x, v)) succeeds, return result,

else remove v from Ex and goto 4

Taking p to initially be the empty assignment, it is well

known that the algorithm is systematic and complete.

contains many such specific algorithms, but there is lit

tle discussion about search engines in abstract terms.

Most researchers have focused on specific algorithms

or presented ideas that intuitively apply to a certain

class of algorithms. As our goal is to provide a frame

work into which any search engine can fit, we need a

general definition for a search engine.

To see how we should define a general search engine,

let us examine how the depth-first algorithm above

works. We note that the Ex sets are used to control

the search by keeping track of which value assignments

have been tried. The algorithm makes steady progress

by gradually shrinking the set of partial assignments

that are consistent with the Ex sets. The recursive

nature of the algorithm controls the backtracking by

automatically returning to the calling function when

a solve function call fails. To sum up these observa

tions, the Ex sets define the state, and the recursive

calls determine how the states are updated.

Given this, the obvious way to define a search engine

is to use a general state and an update function. This

turns out to be too strong, since a Turing machine can

be implemented within those parameters. The solution

is to limit the number of possible states, but it must be

done carefully. The most obvious solution, to limit the

size of each state to be polynomial in the number of

variables, is unsuitable as this excludes many depen

dency directed search methods. To see how we should

limit and represent each state, let us focus on what

differentiates search engines from other algorithms.

Consider any search engine that works by examining

partial assignments, changing or extending them, try

ing to get to a solution. Such an engine will invariably

have a set of partial assignments that may be consid

ered in the near future, and will use this set to deter

mine which partial assignment it will examine next.

This is true for engines ranging from simple depth-

first search and ISAMP [Langley, 1992] to dependency

directed backtracking [Stallman and Sussman, 1977]

and wsat [Selman et ai, 1993]. Based on these ob

servations, we define a search engine as having a state

that consists of a set of partial assignments, and a step

function to update its state.

To formally define a search engine, we will need to

identify a few simple concepts in constraint satisfac

tion. Given a CSP C, we will use Vc to denote the

set of all possible partial assignments, consistent and

inconsistent. The set of all possible states, denoted by

Sc, is simply 2Vc , the set of all possible sets of partial

assignments. Finally, to identify partial assignments

that are solutions, we will use Tc to denote the set of

all solutions to C. Formally:

Definition 2.5 Given a CSP C, let Vc be the set of

all partial assignments. Let Sc = 2Pc . Let Tc be the

set of all solutions to C.

A search engine will have a state that is a member of

5c i.e. a set of partial assignments. The states will

be updated using a successor function succ that maps

one state to another. Associated with each state S

will be a specific partial assignment that corresponds

to the partial assignment p in the depth first search

engine above. This "current assignment" will be de

noted by curr(S). Both succ and curr will be partial

functions, since a given search engine will only use a

small subset of Sc to represent all of its states. Fi

nally, a search engine will be problem-independent, so

each of the functions succ and curr take the problem

C as an argument. But since a search engine is only

solving one problem at a time, we will omit the CSP
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parameter C for the sake of clarity.

Formally:

Definition 2.6 A search engine is defined by a pair of

partial functions (succ, curr), such that succ : Sc —►

Sc, and curr : Sc -* Vc- Furthermore the partial

functions satisfy:

1. succ(T'c) is defined.

2. succ(0) = 0.

3. //succ(S) is defined, curr(S) is defined.

4- If succ(S) is defined, succ(succ(S)) is defined.

This may look complicated, but the basic idea is sim

ple. At each point, a search engine will have a state,

consisting of a set of partial assignments that it views

as candidates for examination. The function succ does

one step in the search, updating the state by refin

ing or changing the set of candidates. The function

curr returns the partial assignment associated with

that state, the "current" partial assignment. Given

this, it is easy to see how (succ, curr) would typically

be used to solve a CSP C:

Algorithm 2.7 To solve a CSP C, given a search en

gine (succ, curr):

1 let S = Vc

2 if S = 0, return failure

3 if curr(S) e Tc, return curr(5)

4 let S = succ(S), goto 2

Conditions 1 and 2 in the definition merely state that

the search engine has a zero-information initial state

Vc, and a final state 0 that is used to terminate the

search engine. Condition 3 means there is a "current"

assignment associated with each state, and finally con

dition 4 says that once running, the search engine can

keep running.

To further illustrate how this formalization works, let

us look at depth-first search again. The function

curr(S) returns a maximal-depth member of S that

has no parents in 5. The update function succ(S) re

turns 5 - {curr(S)}. See Figure 1 for a small example

of how the formalization of depth-first search works.

The two properties of a search engine that we are most

concerned about are systematicity and completeness.

Systematicity guarantees that a search engine does not

get stuck, while completeness guarantees a solution

will eventually be found if one exists. These properties

are easy to define in this setting:

• o
 

o o
 

Figure 1: Depth first search, first four steps. The non-

white nodes are the partial assignments in S, the black

node is curr(S).

Definition 2.8 A search engine (succ, curr) is com

plete if, for any csp C such that Fc / 0, there exists

s ETc and A: 6 IN, such that s = curr(succ*(73c))-

A search engine (succ, curr) is systematic if, for any

CSP C, and i,j G IN with i / j, either succ'('Pc) ^

succ-' ('Pc), or both are empty.

Completeness simply says that if there are any solu

tions to the problem, at least one of them will be found

using the search engine. This is a weaker definition of

completeness than many authors use (cf. [Pearl, 1984]

and [Tsang, 1993]), but it is easy to see how an al

gorithm can be changed to find all solutions. Simply

turn each solution found into a negative constraint,

eliminating it from Fc, and start the search again.

The condition of systematicity states that the same

state can never show up twice when a search engine

is running. Since the number of possible states is

finite, this also guarantees termination. This defini

tion of systematicity differs from the standard defini

tion, which is that the same path in the search tree

is never examined twice. Our version allows the same

paths to be explored repeatedly, but each time in a

different global state. This new definition is better

applicable to modern search engines, which may in

fact search the same path more than once, e.g. itera
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tive deepening [Korf, 1985] and dynamic backtracking

[Ginsberg, 1993].

2.3 Procedures

Let us now turn our attention to procedural reason

ing. Earlier we introduced two simple procedures

that apply to the sample scheduling problem. One

is unit propagation, which returns assignments that

are forced by constraints that have not been satisfied

yet. The other is a simplified version of PERT, which

returns a failure indication anytime there is a cycle in

the schedule or the current partial schedule violates a

time bound.

In general, given a partial assignment to a CSP, a pro

cedural reasoning method will either indicate which

variable assignments are to be added or that the cur

rent partial assignment is a dead end. Although this

is a simple description, it is powerful enough to cap

ture almost any function and algorithm applicable to

a CSP.

Our framework for extension procedures is therefore

defined as follows:

Definition 2.9 Let C be a CSP. An extension proce

dure for C is a function ext : Vc -> Vc U {J-}, such

that if ext(p) ^ _L, then p C ext(p).

An extension procedure is correct if for any p € Vc

and s € Tc such that p extends to s, ext(p) C s.

The correctness criterion is based on the idea that pro

cedures will only return direct consequences, seperat-

ing their role clearly from the role of the search engine.

It simply states that if p can be extended to a specific

solution, ext(p) can be extended to the same solution.

This means that if ext(p) = ±, p cannot be extended

to a solution, and if ext(p) = p', the only way to ex

tend p to a solution is through p'.

If we look at the two sample procedures, we find that

both are correct extension procedures. Assume the

unit propagation procedure indicates that the partial

assignment p should be extended to a larger assign

ment p' . Up could be extended to some solution s,

the constraints that force the assignments in p' - p

must be satisfied in s, so we have pUp' C s.

To show that the PERT algorithm is correct, let us

assume that it returns failure on some partial assign

ment p, and then show that p cannot be extended to a

solution. If the failure was due to p having a cycle in

the ordering, it is obvious that p cannot be extended to

a solution, since no additional assignments can remove

the cycle. If the failure is due to time limits, let us note

that the PERT procedure calculates the earliest pos

sible starting time for each job. For any partial order

ing, additional assignments can only cause the earliest

starting time for a job to move to a later time, never

to an earlier time. Therefore, if the partial assignment

p causes a given job to have its earliest starting time

outside the time limits, p is a true dead end.

At this time, it should be pointed out that this correct

ness criterion is fairly strong in the sense that there are

widely used procedureal methods that do not satisfy

it. Examples of such procedural reasoning mechanisms

are symmetry breaking and the pure literal rule. Our

framework can easily be extended to include such algo

rithms, and there are corresponding theoretical results

for the extended framework. Including those results is

unfortunately beyond the scope of this paper, but they

can be found elsewhere [Jonsson, 1996].

2.4 Combining Engines and Procedures

Having formalized the concepts of search engines and

extension procedures, let us turn to the task of combin

ing the two. The main problem is that procedures can

potentially return information that does not fit within

the data structures used by the search engine, causing

the search engine to fail. To see how this may occur,

let us look at a simple implementation of breadth-first

search. The search engine uses a binary vector to keep

track of which nodes at the current level have been

explored. When it expands a new level, it generates

a new binary vector. If a procedure returns a partial

assignment that is not a member of the current level,

there is no corresponding bit available to the search

engine. The search engine must be allowed to disre

gard the result of the procedure, and just mark the

original node as having been examined. In general,

this problem is solved by allowing the search engine

to choose a subset of the information returned by the

extension procedure.

For the general case, let us thus define:

Cc = {S € Sc | succ(S) is defined}

the set of all legal states for the search engine

(succ, curr) working on problem C. The basic idea

is that as long as the search engine does not encounter

a state 5 £ Cc, it will not fail while solving C (al

though it may return the failure indication J_). So if

ext is an extension procedure, all we need to do is to

require the result of invoking ext to be within this set

of legal states.

Given a partial assignment p, a procedure ext will ei

ther return another partial assignment p' = ext(p),
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or the failure indication L. Assuming the procedure

is correct, this allows us to safely eliminate some of

the partial assignments from the state of the search

engine. If the procedure returns an extended partial

assignment p', any alternative to that particular as

signment is a dead end and can be removed. If the

procedure returns J., the input assignment is a dead

end, so it and all assignments that include it can safely

be eliminated. Figure 2 shows exactly which nodes can

be removed in each case.

this set as E. The search engine must then update its

state. It could update it to succ(S) as it would with

out the procedure, or it could update it to succ(S)-iJ,

if it is capable of representing that state. These are the

two extremes; the search engine can in fact choose any

set between those two, as long as it is in Lc-

To make these definitions formal, let us first define the

set of all descendents of a given partial assignment:

Definition 2.10 Given a CSP C and a partial assign

ment p € Vc , the set of descendents of p, is:

S(p) = {p' erc\p'2p}

ext(p)

 

0

ext(p) = l

 

For a correct extension procedure, we can now define

the set of partial assignments that can safely be re

moved from the state of a search engine, since they

don't lead to solutions:

Definition 2.11 Given a partial assignment p and a

correct extension procedure ext, the set elim(ext,p),

the set of partial assignments that can be eliminated

from the search space, is:

elim(ext,p)
S(P)-

6(p);

<S(ext(p)); if ext(p) 1

if ext(p) = ±

Finally, we can formally define how a search engine

uses a procedure:

Definition 2.12 Given a search engine (succ, curr) ,

a CSP C and an extension procedure ext for C, we de

fine a search engine using procedure ext as any search

engine of the form (succext, curr), where curr is un

changed, and the function succ,It : Sc —> «Sc is such

that for any S € Lc, we have succeit(S) 6 Cc, and:

succ(S)—elim(ext, curr(5)) C succaxt('5) C succ(S)

Figure 2: The set of nodes (colored gray) that can

be eliminated from the search space when extension

procedure ext is invoked on a partial assignment p.

Now that we know which nodes can be eliminated, de

scribing how a search engine uses a procedure is easy.

Let us look at a search engine (succ, curr) that is in

state S, and a correct extension procedure ext. We

apply the extension procedure to the current partial

assignment p = curr(5), and it returns either another

partial assignment p' or ±. In each case, we know

which nodes can safely be removed, so let us denote

This definition is obviously valid, since there is always

at least one legal state that can be chosen, namely

succ(S). It should also be noted that the definition

of a search engine using a procedure allows for certain

flexibility in the choice of successor states, but in most

cases the search engine will choose a minimal set for

succext(5).

3 Theory

Having defined search engines, procedures and their in

terface, we now turn our attention to what properties

a search engine will have when used with a procedure.

The reasons for doing this are clear. The framework
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allows search engines and procedures that are imple

mented separately to be used together. The possibility

of conflict is real; experiments have shown that sophis

ticated search engines may lose systematicity if care is

not taken. Theoretical conditions that will prevent

this possibility of conflict are essential.

Given that procedures simply put us in a different part

of the search space, the most obvious solution is to re

quire the search engine to be globally complete and

systematic, i.e. to be complete and systematic regard

less of its starting point. The difference between the

global properties and the original versions can best be

explained by looking at an example of a search engine

that is systematic but not globally systematic.

Imagine a search engine that systematically examines

all possible partial assignments, keeping track of its

progress by updating its state. It starts at the zero-

information state Vci and then progresses through

succCPc), succ2(7'c), etc. Let us now imagine that

for any state S & {succk(Vc) I & £ IN}, we have

succ(S) = S. If an extension mechanism produces a

state outside the set of "regular" states it will get into

an infinite loop. This search engine is systematic but

not globally systematic.

The global concepts are captured in the following def

inition:

Definition 3.1 A search engine (succ,curr) is glob

ally complete if for any CSP C, and any S G Cc, such

that 5firc ^ 0, there exists s G 5 n Tc and k € IN

such that curr(succ*(S)) = s.

A search engine (succ, curr) is globally systematic if

for any CSP C, any S € Cc, and i,j € N with i ^ j,

either succ' (5) / succ-'(S) or both are empty.

These are useful concepts that we will use later, but

they are not sufficient to guarantee completeness and

systematicity when an extension procedure is used. To

see why, let us examine a specific version of iterative

best first search. This search engine selects a set of

candidates, and examines these in depth-first fashion.

If that fails to give a solution, the set of candidates is

expanded and the search is repeated.

To see how this is represented in a search engine, we

define curr just as in depth first search, namely that

curr(S) is the leftmost, deepest node in S that has no

parents in S. The function succ is defined as follows:

• succ(T') is the smallest subtree that spans the

root node and all siblings of the leftmost leaf node.

• If 5 contains only the rightmost leaf node in the

pf->sc = false

sc->pt = false

sc->pc = true

pc->sc = false

start(pt) = 0

start(sc^ = 1

 

n S = succ"(?>) curr(S)

i {a,b,c,d,e,f} a

i + l {b,c,d,e,f} b

i + 2 {c, d,e,f} c

i + 3 He,/} d

• • etc. ■ ■

Figure 3: Portion of the first iteration of the iterative

best first search engine, on the small scheduling prob

lem. The assignments at the top of the figure are the

decisions made higher up in the search tree. The gray

nodes are the candidates examined in the current iter

ation, and the tables show how the search progresses

during that iteration.

whole tree, let succ(S) = 0, since this leaf node

is the final node to explore.

• If only one node is unexplored in the current iter

ation, i.e., S contains only one node p, other than

the final node, let succ(S) be the smallest sub

tree spanning the root node, the single node p, all

nodes left of p, and all siblings of the next node

to the right.

• Otherwise, let succ(S) = succ(S) — {curr(S)}.

The search engine starts by exploring the leftmost sub

tree (gray in Figure 3) using depth first search. When

this subtree has been explored, condition 3 in the def

inition of succ tells us to start with a new subtree,

expanding the previous subtree to include a new set

of leaf nodes. This new set of candidates is shown in
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rpf->sc"=~faiise"

; sc->pt = false

| sc->pc = true

; pc->sc = false

j start(pt) = 0

;start(scj = 1

 

n S = succ"(P) curr(S)

j {a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h,i,j} a

3 + 1 {b, c, d,e,f,g,h,i,j} b

3+2 {c, d,e,f,g,h,i,j} c

3+3 {d,e,f,g,h,i,j} d

■ ■ etc.

Figure 4: The second iteration in our iterative best

first search engine, without a unit propagating proce

dure.

gray, in Figure 4. These iterations are then repeated

until the search engine is halted by condition 2.

The search engine is easily seen to be globally com

plete. Given any set of candidates 5, the engine will

simply do depth first search on that subset. It is also

easy to verify that the engine is globally systematic.

Given a set S, this set will be examined in depth first

fashion, and then a new iteration starts with the small

est set of iteration candidates that includes 5 and a

new set of leaf nodes.

Let us now add unit propagation as an extension pro

cedure up. The first iteration of the new search engine

succ^ is exactly the same as before, shown in Figure 3.

In the second iteration, the search engine gets to the

point where pt->pc has been assigned the value false,

and the unit propagation procedure can conclude that

pc->pt must be set to true, thus eliminating the other

branch. If we look at Figure 5, we see exactly what

happens. The dark colored nodes {b,g,h,i,j} are the

alternatives the procedure just eliminated, and those

pt->sc = false

sc->pt = false

sc->pc = true

pc->sc = false

start(pt) = 0

startjsc) = 1

1

pt->pc (a)
 

n S = succu"p(P)) curr(S)

j {a,b, c, d,e, f,g,h,i,j} a

3+1 {b, c, d,e,f,g,h,i,j} b

3+2 {c,d,e,f} c

j+3 {d,e,f} d

etc. ■ ■

Figure 5: The second iteration in our iterative best

first search engine, when a unit propagating proce

dure is used. The dark gray nodes denote the partial

assignments eliminated by the procedure.

nodes can therefore be removed from the current state.

But this puts the search engine into the same state as

it was in the first iteration, causing an infinite loop.

Needless to say, the search engine with the procedure

(succup, curr) is neither complete nor systematic.

It is worth pointing out that the culprit is not the idea

of iterative best first search, but how the idea was

implemented. The lesson to be learned is that care

must be taken when search engines are implemented,

and that even seemingly reasonable implementations

can fail when used with a procedure.

The problem with this implementation of iterative

depth-first search turns out be that reducing the set

of possible candidates can actually set us back. This

can be avoided by requiring the search engine to sat

isfy succ*(S) 2 S, for all 5 £ Cc and Jfc G N. This

is quite reasonable, as most systematic search engines

make progress by gradually (but not necessarily mono-

tonically) reducing the set of partial assignments that
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may be looked at. Unfortunately this is also too weak.

Figure 6 shows the problem that can be encountered.

 

Figure 6: How a procedure may cause a loop in the

search engine, even when succ(S) is not a superset of

S.

Our goal is still to find a criterion that guarantees that

a search engine works correctly with procedures. If

we examine the two counterexamples found above, we

note that in both cases it is actually systematicity that

breaks. The search engines in our counterexamples do

not eliminate all the valid solutions, they simply get

stuck before they find one.

To find the appropriate condition to guarantee system

aticity when procedures are used, we need to under

stand why a search engine is systematic. If we look at

the simpler search engines, like depth-first search, it is

easy to show that they are systematic But the more

complex search engines are proved systematic using

fairly involved theoretical proofs. When these proofs

are examined we find that the search engines are actu

ally systematic for different reasons. Each systematic

search engine is making progress in some fashion, but

the criterion for progress is different. To utilize this ob

servation let us note that we can use an enumeration

of the states to indicate what progress is, by making a

lower number mean that progress has bee made. We

then see that a search engine is systematic if updating

each state counts as progress:

Lemma 3.2 A search engine (succ, curr) is globally

systematic if and only if, for any CSP C , there exists a

function emim : Cc —► IN, such that enum(succ(S)) <

enum(S) for all nonempty S G Cc-

This observation gives us the criterion we have been

looking for. For a search engine to remain system

atic when working with a procedure, the results of us

ing a procedure must be counted as progress. Since

a procedure works by eliminating some of the par

tial assignments in the state, we simply require that

changing a state to a smaller subset of that state must

count as progress. More formally, if we are mea

suring progress using a function enum : Cc -> IN

such that for any states 5 and 5' with S' C S we

have enum(S') < enum(S), using a procedure will not

prevent the search engine from continuing to make

progress.

And when we have systematicity, it is easy to guaran

tee completeness: If a state contains solutions, either

the current partial assignment must be a solution, or at

least one solution remains in the updated state. This

is enough, since a correct procedure will not eliminate

any solutions.

We can now state our main theorem formally:

Theorem 3.3 Let (succ, curr) be a search engine

such that for any CSP C:

1. There exists a function enum : Cc —> IN, such that

for any S,S' € Cc, with S' C succ(S) we have

enum(S') < enum(5), or S' and S are both empty.

2. For any S € Cc such that S n Tc ^ 0, either

curr(S) 6 Tc or succ(S) fl Tc / 0.

Then, for any correct extension procedure ext, the

search engine using ext, i.e. (succ,xt, curr), satisfies

the same conditions.

The conditions in this theorem guarantee global sys

tematicity and global completeness:

Lemma 3.4 // a search engine (succ, curr) satisfies

condition 1 in Theorem 3.3, it is globally systematic. If

a search engine satisfies conditions 1 and 2 in Theorem

3.3, it is globally complete.

It is worth noting that the converse does not hold, the

conditions stated in the theorem are strictly stronger

than global systematicity and global completeness.

This was clearly demonstrated by the best-first search

counterexample that was described earlier.

Using this last lemma and the main theorem, we get

exactly what we wanted, namely conditions that guar

antee completeness and systematicity for a search en

gine using a correct procedure.

Corollary 3.5 // (succ, curr) satisfies the conditions

in Theorem 3.3, and ext is a correct procedure, then

(succext, curr) is complete and systematic. ■

The conditions of Theorem 3.3 are fairly weak, in the

sense that almost any known systematic search engine

can be made to satisfy those conditions. In fact, most

systematic search engines are covered by the following

corollary:
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Corollary 3.6 Let (succ, curr) be a search engine

that is monotonic in the sense that for any CSP C we

have succ(S) C 5 for all 5 G Cc- If (succ, curr) sat

isfies condition 2 in Theorem 3.3, then (succ.It, curr)

is systematic and complete, for any correct extension

procedure ext.

Finally, let us note that the conditions in Theorem 3.3

are not affected by the addition of a correct extension

procedure. Therefore, we can continue adding pro

cedures, as many as we want, and the search engine

will still remain complete and systematic. This re

sult allows us to design and implement general purpose

search engines that can use libraries of seperately im

plemented extension procedures to speed up the search

process. Such systems will have all the advantages of

general and well-behaved reasoning engines, while re

taining the benefits of using fast, special-purpose rea

soning procedures.

4 Concluding Remarks

We have presented a theoretically sound framework

that allows search engines to use extension procedures

to speed up the search. We have also presented con

ditions are sufficient to guarantee correctness, com

pleteness and systematicity, regardless of the number

of correct procedures the search engine uses.

The reason our framework provides these results is

that we have found the appropriate definitions for each

entity in the framework. As we have already pointed

out, certain concepts (e.g. abstract search engine)

needed to be invented, while others (e.g. systematic

ity and completeness) were modified to be more gener

ally applicable. Our framework will therefore provide

a foundation on which further theoretical analysis of

search engines can be built.

Finally, our framework gives us the tools we need to

implement efficient, general CSP solvers that can use a

library of extension procedures to speed up the search.

As long as the solvers satisfy the conditions expressed

in Theorem 3.3, and each of the procedures in the li

brary is correct, the system will remain complete and

systematic. This is invaluable in the search for better

search engines and more powerful reasoning methods,

and at the same time moves us closer to developing an

efficient, general problem solver.

A Proofs

Lemma 3.2 A search engine (succ, curr) is globally

systematic if and only if, for any CSP C, there exists a

function enum : Cc —> IN, such that enum(succ(5)) <

enum(S) for all nonempty 5 G Cc-

Proof. For one direction, assume (succ, curr) is glob

ally systematic. Then if we define a relation <tucc on

Cc by succ(S) <.ucc 5, we find that <iUCC is a partial

order. Now let enum be an enumeration of some topo

logical sort of this partial order. If 5 € Cc, we get

succ(5) <1UCC 5, and thus enum(succ(5)) < enum(S).

Conversely, assume there is such an enum. Let 5 G

Cc - {0} and i,j G N with i ^ j. Without

loss of generality we can assume i > j. We can

then write succ'(S) = succ'^suce^S)). Apply

ing the fact enum(succ(5)) < enum(5), i — j times,

we get enum(succ'(5)) < enum(succ-'(S)), and thus

succ'(S) ^ succ-'(S). ■

Theorem 3.3 Let (succ, curr) be a search engine

such that for any CSP C:

1. There exists a function enum : Cc —► IN, such that

for any 5,5' G Cc, uiith 5' C succ(5) we have

enum(5') < enum(5), or S' and S are both empty.

2. For any 5 G Cc if 5 n Tc # 0, either curr(5) €

rc or succ(5) nrc £ 0.

Then, for any correct extension procedure ext, the

search engine using ext, i.e. (succext, curr), satisfies

the same conditions.

Proof. Let (succ, curr) be a search engine that satis

fies these conditions, let C be a CSP and ext a correct

extension procedure for it.

For the first condition we use the same enumeration

enum. Let 5 be a nonempty member of Cc, and

note that succ,It(5) C succ(5) by definition. If

5' G Cc w'ith 5' C succ„t(5), we get 5' C succ(5),

and thus enum(5') < enum(5). If 5 is empty, any

5' C succeit(5) is also empty.

For the second condition, let 5 G Cc such that

5nTc / 0- If curr(5) is a solution we are done. Oth

erwise we know succext(5) D succ(5) — [(5(curr(5)) —

5(e(curr(5)))]. Since ext is correct, there are no so

lutions in <5(curr(5)) - J(ext(curr(5))) so any s G

succ(5) n Tc is also in succeit(5) n Tc- ■

Lemma 3.4 // (succ, curr) satisfies the conditions in

Theorem 3.3, then (succ, curr) is complete and sys

tematic.
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Proof. Condition 1 states that enum(S') < enum(S)

for any S' C succ(S), in particular for S' = succ(S),

so we get systematicity immediately from Lemma 3.2.

For completeness, let us assume that (succ, curr)

is not complete, i.e., Tc is not empty, and

curr(succ"(7')) £ Tc for all n € IN. Using condition

2, we can then show that succn(P) n Tc # 0 for all

n6K. But we just showed that (succ, curr) is sys

tematic, and since there are only finitely many mem

bers in Sc, we have a contradiction. Thus (succ, curr)

must be complete. ■

Corollary 3.6 Let (succ, curr) be a search engine

that is monotonic in the sense that for any CSP C we

have succ(S) C S for all S € Cc- If (succ, curr) sat

isfies condition 2 in Theorem 3.3, then (succ,xt, curr)

is systematic and complete, for any correct extension

procedure ext.

Proof, (succ, curr) satisfies both conditions in The

orem 3.3. ■
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Abstract

To build effective planning systems, it is

crucial to find the right level of representa

tion: too impoverished, and important ac

tions and goals are impossible to express;

too expressive, and planning becomes in

tractable. Within the classical framework,

Pednault's adl (Pednault 1986) provided a

happy compromise between the impoverished

strips representation and the expensive sit

uation calculus.

Among languages handling sensing actions

and information goals, there is a similar spec

trum of expressiveness. UWL, an extension

of strips, can't express goals like "Rename

the file paper.tex to kr.tex." Nor can

it represent universally quantified goals or

effects. At the other extreme are elegant

languages (Morgenstern 1987; Moore 1985;

Levesque 1996) for which effective planners

don't exist.

In this paper, we combine elements of UWL

and ADL, to define SADL: a middle-ground

representation for sensing actions. Under

lying our language are two insights, miss

ing from uwl: 1) Knowledge goals are in

herently temporal. 2) Knowledge precondi

tions are unnecessary for an important class

of domains (those obeying a Markov prop

erty). SADL is expressive enough to encode

the rich domain theory of the Internet Soft-

bot, including hundreds of UNIX and Inter

net operators; yet it supports tractable infer

ence by planners such as XII (Golden, Etzioni,

& Weld 1994; 1996).

1 INTRODUCTION

One of the stumbling blocks to past research in plan

ning with incomplete information has been inadequate

or imprecisely defined languages for representing infor

mation goals and sensing actions. Many researchers

have devised formalisms for reasoning about knowl

edge and action (Moore 1985; Morgenstern 1987; 1988;

Drummond 1989; Davis 1993; Scherl & Levesque 1993;

Levesque 1996), but those languages are too expressive

to be used in practical planning algorithms. UWL (Et

zioni et al. 1992) offered a more tractable represen

tation (based on strips) that was tailored to current

planning technology, but as Levesque (Levesque 1996)

observes, the semantics of UWL are unclear — the def

initions were made relative to a specific planning al

gorithm. In our efforts to define a semantics for uwl,

we determined that UWL confused information goals

with maintenance goals, and conflated knowledge goals

with knowledge preconditions. Furthermore, years of

experience with UWL convinced us that it wasn't ex

pressive enough to fully handle the real-world domains

(e.g., UNIX and the Internet) for which it was intended.

Since UWL didn't support universal quantification or

conditional effects, it could not correctly represent the

UNIX command Is, which lists all files in a directory,

or rm *, which deletes all writable files.

 

Information Expressiveness —►

Complete STRIPS ADL Situation Calculus

Incomplete UWL SADL Moore et al

In this paper, we define a new action represen

tation language, SADL,1 that combines ideas from

uwl with those from Pednault's ADL (Pednault 1989;

1986). Just as ADL marked the "middle ground" on

the tractability spectrum between STRIPS and the sit

uation calculus, SADL offers an advantageous combina

tion of expressiveness and efficiency. Since SADL sup

ports universally quantified information goals and uni

versally quantified, conditional, observational effects,

it is expressive enough to represent hundreds of UNIX

and Internet commands. Indeed, four years of painful

experience writing and debugging the Internet Soft-

bot (Etzioni k Weld 1994) knowledge base forced us

'sadl (pronounced "Saddle") stands for "Sensory Ac

tion Description Language."
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to uncover and remedy some subtle confusions about

information goals:

• In a dynamic world, knowledge goals are inher

ently temporal — If proposition P is true at one

time point and false in another, which time point

do we mean when we ask about P's truth value?

Since uwl has limited provision to make tem

poral distinctions, it cannot encode an impor

tant class of goals. In particular, UWL cannot

express goals that require causal change to at

tributes used to designate objects, e.g. "Rename

the file paper.tex to kr.tex." (See Sections 2.2

and 2.3 for the sadl solution)

• We identify a large class of domains, called

Markov domains, and argue that actions in these

domains are best encoded without knowledge pre

conditions. The multiagent scenarios that in

spired Moore, Morgenstern, and others are not

Markov, but UNIX and much of the Internet

are. While SADL discourages knowledge precon

ditions it recognizes the need for knowledge sub-

goals. (Section 2.4 elaborates).

1.1 ROADMAP

Section 2 describes problems with the UWL formula

tion of knowledge goals and presents the SADL so

lution. In Section 3 we discuss observational effects

of actions, and causal effects, which can decrease the

agent's knowledge about the world. We also demon

strate the representational adequacy of SADL by pre

senting an encoding of the UNIX Is -a command. In

Section 4 we discuss temporal projection in SADL. In

Section 5 we demonstrate that the SADL formalism is

expressive enough to represent many interesting ac

tions. Section 6 argues that SADL's expressive power

comes at a reasonable price — reasoning is tractable.

We conclude with a discussion of related work in Sec

tion 7 and a summary in Section 8.

2 KNOWLEDGE GOALS AND

PRECONDITIONS

In uwl, preconditions and goals were limited to con

junctions of literals, each annotated with one of three

tags: satisfy, hands-off, and find-out. The SADL

action language is based on uwl, but uses a differ

ent set of annotations: satisfy, hands-off, and ini

tially, which provide a cleaner semantics for informa

tion goals and greater expressive power; additionally,

SADL uses unannotated literals to designate precon

ditions that don't depend on the agent's knowledge.

Furthermore, sadl supports universal quantification

and conditional effects, both of which have interesting

ramifications in the context of incomplete information.

We proceed by reviewing UWL, uncovering some con

fusions, presenting the sadl solution, and sketching

the formal semantics.

In UWL (and in SADL) individual literals have truth

values expressed in a three-valued logic: T, F, U (un

known). Free variables are implicitly existentially

quantified, and the quantifier takes the widest pos

sible scope.2 For example, satisfy(in.dir (/, tex), T)3

means "Ensure that there's at least one file in direc

tory tex." Truth values can also be represented by

variables. For example, satisfy(in.dir (mylile, tex),

tv) means "Find out whether or not myf ile is in tex."

Although the semantics of UWL was defined procedu

rally (Etzioni et al. 1992), we provide SADL's seman

tics in terms of the situation calculus. The situation

calculus (McCarthy & Hayes 1969) is a first-order logic

used to capture changes to the world that come about

by the execution of actions. A fluent is a proposition

whose truth value changes over time. Every fluent,

<fi(x), takes an additional argument, namely a situa

tion, s. f(x,s) represents the statement that f(x)

holds in situation s. By convention, s is always the

last argument of <p, so we will freely add or drop the s,

depending on whether we are referring to in a par

ticular situation. Thus, if in.dir(/, d) means file / is in

directory d, in.dir(/, d, s) means this fact holds in sit

uation s. All state changes are assumed to result from

the execution of actions. The special function DO is

used to describe these changes: DO(a, s) returns the

situation resulting from executing action a in situation

s. We use {a}™ to represent the sequence of actions

ai; 02; an. DO({a}",s) denotes nested applica

tion DO(a„,DO(o„_i, . . . ,DO(ai, s))), i.e., the result

of executing the entire sequence, starting in situation

s. We use sn as a shorthand for DO({a}",So)-

Our formulation of SADL is based on Scherl and

Levesque's (Scherl & Levesque 1993) solution to the

frame problem for knowledge-producing actions. We

adopt their completeness assumptions, and their for

mulation of incomplete knowledge, and thus their re

sults (i.e. the persistence of knowledge and of igno

rance) hold for us as well. Incomplete knowledge is

defined in terms of the standard possible-worlds se

mantics, where K(s',s) means that if the situation

is s, then it is consistent with the agent's knowledge

to believe that the situation could in fact be s'. In

other words, {s'|K(a',s)} denotes the set of all pos

sible worlds consistent with the agent's knowledge in

situation s. We assume that an agent's knowledge is

correct, so the actual situation is always considered

possible by the agent (Vs.K(s, s)), and we assume that

situations only change when the agent executes an ac-

2Explicit quantifiers can be used to indicate a narrower

scope.

3For notational convenience, an omitted truth value de

faults to T, so this could be rewritten as satisfy(in.dir (/,

tex)). We use this shorthand in the remainder of the paper.

Italicized lower-case symbols, such as /, denote variables.

Symbols in typewriter font denote constants. Annota

tions are in bold.
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tion. We define KNOV%>,a) =W.K(s',s) => <p(a'),

i.e., tp is true in all worlds consistent with the agent's

knowledge.

As we mentioned, SADL uses a three-valued logic (T, F,

U) to represent knowledge. The relation between these

truth values and KNOW is straightforward. If ip has

the truth value T, then KNOW(y>). If <p has the truth

value F, then KNOW(->y>). If the truth value is U, then

->KNOW(y>) A iKNOW(-v).

2.1 SATISFACTION AND

MAINTENANCE GOALS

The goal satisfy(P) indicates a traditional goal (as

in adl): achieve P by whatever means possible. In

the presence of incomplete information, we make the

further requirement that the agent knows that P is

true. We define GOAL(G, so, W?) to mean that goal

G is achieved in the situation resulting from executing

plan {a\" in situation sq; since we assume the agent's

knowledge is correct, it is sufficient to state that the

agent knows P:

GOAL(satisfy(P, T), s0, {a}?) d= KNOW(P, s„) (1)

GOAL(satisfy(P, F), a0, {a}?) d= KNOW(->P, »„) (2)

GOAL(satisfy(P, tv), s0, {a}?) d=? SoW^dS) (3)

Note that when given an (existentially quantified) vari

able as truth value, a satisfy goal requires that the

agent learn whether the proposition is true or false

(which could be achieved by making it true or false).

Equation 3 is a slight simplification; if several fluents

in a goal use the same variable, tv, then they should all

have the same truth value. The above definition fails

to capture such correlations. We don't discuss corre

lated truth values in this paper, so for clarity, we omit

these variable constraints in the remainder of the pa

per. However, we show them below for satisfy goals.

Variable constraints in the other definitions follow the

same form:

GOAL(satisfy(P,tt;),ao,{a}r) =

KNOW(P A tv = T, sn) V KNOW(->P A tv = F, «„) (4)

The hands-off annotation indicates a maintenance

goal that prohibits the agent from changing the flu

ent in question.

GOAL(hands-off(P),ao,{a}?) =

Va G State-History.[P(s) «• P(a0)] (5)

By State-History we mean the set of n + 1 situations

produced during execution of DO({a}",s0) (including

both so and sn). Thus, the definition of hands-off

requires that P not change value during execution of

the plan. (Etzioni et al. 1992) noted that together,

satisfy+hands-off can be used to indicate a "look

but don't touch" goal: the agent may sense the fluent's

value, but is forbidden to change it. While hands-off

goals are clearly useful, we argue that they are an

overly restrictive way of specifying knowledge goals. In

particular, they outlaw changing the value of a fluent

after it has been sensed.

2.2 KNOWLEDGE GOALS ARE

INHERENTLY TEMPORAL

Before explaining the SADL approach to knowledge

goals, we discuss the UWL find-out annotation,

find-out is problematic because the original definition

was in terms of a particular planning algorithm (Et

zioni et al. 1992). The motivation for find-out was

the existence of goals for which hands-off is too re

strictive, but satisfy alone is too permissive. For ex

ample, given the goal "Tell me what files are in direc

tory tex," executing rm tex/* and reporting "None"

would clearly be inappropriate. But what about the

conjunctive goal "Free up some disk space and tell me

what files are in directory tex"? In this case excluding

the rm seems inappropriate, since it may be necessary

in service of freeing disk space. Yet the knowledge

that the directory is now empty is relevant to the in

formation goal. Proponents of find-out argued that

rm was unacceptable for the first goal, but acceptable

in service of the conjunction (Etzioni et al. 1992). We

contend that this definition is unclear and unaccept

able; a plan that satisfies the conjunction AAB should

also be a solution to A.

While the examples used to justify the original

find-out definition are evocative, their persuasive

powers stem from ambiguity. At what time point do

we wish to know the directory contents? Before freeing

disk space, afterward, or in between? Since fluents are

always changing, a general information goal requires

two temporal arguments: the time a fluent is sensed,

and the time the sensed value is to be reported. E.g.,

one can ask "Who was president in 1883," or "Tell me

tomorrow who was president today."

Since planning with an explicit temporal representa

tion is slow, our quest for the "middle ground" along

the expressiveness / tractability spectrum demands a

minimal notion of time that captures most common

goals. We limit consideration to two time points: the

time when a goal is given to the agent, and the time the

agent gives his reply. Note that sati8fy(P, tv) (Equa

tion 3) allows one to specify the goal of knowing P's

truth value at this latter time point. To specify the

goal of sensing a fluent at the time the goal is given,

we introduce the annotation initially.

GOAL(initially(P,h>), a0){o}?) d=

[Va G ORIG„. P(a)] V [Va G ORIGn. ->P(a)] (6)

We use ORIG„ (Figure 1) to represent the

agent's knowledge in sn about the past situation

so, i.e., the set of situations indistinguishable
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Figure 1: The region surrounded by dotted lines rep

resents the set ORIG„, the set of states indistinguish

able from so, based on the agent's knowledge in state

s„. ORIG,, is a subset of {s | K(s, so)}, the states that

were consistent with the agent's knowledge in so, since

the agent has learned more about what originally held,

but has not forgotten anything it knew originally.

from so after execution of the plan: ORJGn =

{s | K(DO({a}r,s),D0({o}5,,s0))}. Thus the def

inition of initially states that when the agent has

finished executing the plan, he will know whether P

was true or false when he started. initially(P) is

not achievable by an action that changes the fluent

P, since such an action only obscures the initial value

of P. However, changing P after determining its ini

tial value is fine. By combining initially with satisfy

we can express "tidiness" goals (modify P at will, but

restore its initial value by plan's end) (Weld & Et-

zioni 1994). Furthermore, we can express goals such

as "Find the the file currently named paper.tex, and

rename it to kr .tex," which are impossible to express

in UWL. Since UWL can't make temporal distinctions,

there is no way to ask for the past value of a fluent

without also requiring that the fluent have the same

value when the reply is given, so any goal of the form

"Find some x such that P{x), and make P(x) false" is

inexpressible in UWL.

2.3 UNIVERSALLY QUANTIFIED GOALS

When defining universally quantified goals, one must

again be specific with respect to time points: does the

designator specifying the Herbrand universe refer to so

or «„? Since SADL allows an arbitrary goal description

to be used to scope a universally quantified goal, one

can specify a wide range of requests. For example,

suppose an agent is given the goal of seeing to it that

all files in directory tex are compressed. What plans

satisfy the goal? It depends on what the request really

means. In sadl, one can write one of the following

precise versions, thus eliminating the ambiguity.

1. Ensure that all files, which were initially in tex,

end up being compressed: V/ initially(in.dir

(/, tex)) =» satisfy(compressed (/)). Executing

compress tex/* solves this goal, as does execut

ing mv tex/* temp then compress temp/*.

2. Ensure that all files, which end up in tex, end

up being compressed: V/ satisfy(in.dir (/, tex))

satisfy(compressed (/)). Executing compress

tex/* solves this goal, but so does rm tex/*!

3. Determine if all files, initially in tex, were ini

tially compressed: V/ initially(in.dir (/, tex))

^ initially(compressed (/)).

4. Determine if all files, in tex at the end of execu

tion, were initially compressed: V/ satisfy(in.dir

(/, tex)) initially(compressed (/)). This is

equivalent to V/ initially(compressed (/), F) =►

satisfy(in.dir (/, tex), F), i.e. ensure that all files

not initially compressed do not end up in tex.

The first example seems the most likely interpretation

of the goal in this case, but it still leaves something to

be desired, since the user may not want the files moved

from tex. We can easily state the additional require

ment that the files not be moved (hands-off(in.dir

(/, tex))), or that they be returned to tex by the end

(satisfy(in.dir (/, tex))). We should be careful not

to make goals overly restrictive, though. If the de

sire is that the agent should fail if there's no way to

compress the files without moving them, then adding

such restrictions is correct. If the desire is merely that

the agent should avoid moving the files unnecessarily,

then we want the original solution, with some back

ground preference to minimize unnecessary changes.

Such background preferences could be expressed in

terms of a utility function over world states (Raiffa

1968), a measure of plan quality (Pollack 1992; Wilkins

1988), or an explicit notion of harm (Weld & Etzioni

1994).

Note that even if we decide to forbid moving the files

from tex, there are still other actions, such as deleting

all the files in important/papers, or sending threaten

ing email to presidentfiwhitehouse.gov that haven't

been excluded. This is a general problem with satisfic-

ing plans: anything goes as long as the goal is achieved.

Specifying all the undesired outcomes with every goal

would be tedious and error-prone. A better solution is

to separate the criteria of goal satisfaction from back

ground preferences, as is done in (Williamson & Hanks

1994; Haddawy & Hanks 1993; Weld & Etzioni 1994).

Given the appropriate annotations on fluents, which

provide temporal information, the semantics of V goals

is straightforward:

GOAL(Vi.P, s0, {a}?) = Vf.GOAL(P, a0) {a}?) (7)

Logical operators such as A, V, and 3 follow the same

form as above.
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2.4 KNOWLEDGE PRECONDITIONS

CONSIDERED HARMFUL

Moore (Moore 1985) identified two kinds of knowledge

preconditions an agent must satisfy in order to execute

an action in support of some proposition P: First, the

agent must know a rigid designator (i.e., an unam

biguous, executable description) of the action. Sec

ond, the agent must know that executing the action

will in fact achieve P. Subsequent work, e.g. (Mor-

genstern 1987), generalized this framework to handle

scenarios where multiple agents reasoned about each

other's knowledge.

In the interest of tractability, we take a much narrower

view, assuming away Moore's first type of knowledge

precondition and refuting the need for his second type.

Our argument occupies the remainder of this section,

but the summary is that there is a large class of do

mains, those obeying a Markov property, for which ac

tions are best encoded without knowledge precondi

tions. While the multiagent scenarios considered by

Moore and Morgenstern are not Markov, UNIX and

much of the Internet are.

We start the argument by assuming away Moore's

first type of knowledge precondition. We define ac

tions as programs that can be executed by a robot

or softbot, without the need for further reason

ing. In this view, all actions are rigid designators,

dial (combination(safe)) is not an admissible action,

but dial (31-24- 15) is. Lifted action schemas, e.g.

dial(x), are not rigid designators, but it is easy to

produce one by substituting a constant for x. Thus

Moore's first type of knowledge precondition vanishes.

Moore's second type of knowledge precondition pre

supposes that an action in a plan must provably suc

ceed in achieving a desired goal. This is a standard

assumption in classical planning, but is overly restric

tive given incomplete information about the world; en

forcing this assumption by adding knowledge precon

ditions to actions is inappropriate. For example, if

knowledge of the safe's combination is a precondition

of the dial action, then it becomes impossible for a

planner to solve the goal "find out whether the com

bination is 31-24-15" by dialing that number, since

before executing the dial action, it will need to sat

isfy that action's precondition of finding out whether

31-24-15 is the right combination!4

On the other hand, it is often necessary for an agent

to plan to obtain information, such as the combination

*Note that eliminating the knowledge precondition from

the dial action also allows the unhurried agent to devise a

plan to enumerate the possible combinations until he finds

one that works. Indeed, the Internet Softbot (Etzioni k

Weld 1994) follows an analogous strategy when directed to

find a particular user, file or a web page, whose location is

unknown. If finger and Is included knowledge precondi

tions, then the actions would be useless for locating users

and files.

of a safe, either to reduce search or to avoid dangerous

mistakes. These knowledge subgoals, naturally, have a

temporal component, but the only time point of inter

est is the moment the action is executed. For example,

the goal of knowing the safe's combination could be

satisfied by watching another agent open the safe, but

it might also be satisfied by changing the combination

to some known value (for instance, at some earlier time

when the safe is open).

We say that an action is Markov if its effects depend

only on the state of the world at the time of execution.

Note that simple mechanical and software systems are

naturally encoded as Markov, while multiagent sys

tems are typically not, because it is useful to endow

one's model of another agent with state (i.e., I know

that Bill knew . . . ). If all actions in a domain are

Markov, then all knowledge sub-goals will be of the

same form: 1) The agent needs to know the value of

some fluent at the time the action is to be executed,

and 2) it doesn't matter if the agent affects the flu

ent while obtaining its value.5 These requirements for

knowledge sub-goals are met by the SADL definition of

satisfy (Equation 3),6 if we regard the action sequence

{a}" as a plan to achieve the preconditions of action

The Markov assumption for actions yields a substan

tially simpler representation of change than those de

fined by Moore and Morgenstern. While their theo

ries are more appropriate for complex, multi-agent do

mains, SADL gains tractability while retaining enough

expressive power to model many important domains.

3 EFFECTS

Like UWL, SADL divides effects into those that change

the world, annotated by cause, and those that

merely report on the state of the world, annotated by

observe. Because it lacked universal quantification,

uwl couldn't even correctly model UNIX Is. SADL

goes beyond UWL by allowing both observational and

5The reader may object that (nonrigid) indexical ref

erences could appear as preconditions to actions. For ex

ample, suppose that running Netscape requires that the

file netscape. bookmarks be in a given directory. It is not

sufficient that a file of that name be there, because re

naming paper. tex to netscape. bookmarks would cause

Netscape to fail. But this example makes it clear that

the proposed preconditions of Netscape are simply under-

specified. They should be "The directory contains a file

named netscape. bookmarks, which is a valid bookmarks

file, and ..." This is just the qualification problem (Mc

Carthy 1980) in disguise. Granted, it will usually be im

possible (or undesirable) to model all such preconditions.

6A justification that might be given for initially or

hands-off preconditions is to minimize destructive actions

used by an agent to satisfy a goal (i.e. don't use mv to find

out the name of a file). We agree on the need for reasoning

about plan quality, but an accurate theory of action should

distinguish action preconditions from user preferences.
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causal effects to have universal quantification and sec

ondary preconditions.

3.1 OBSERVATIONAL EFFECTS

Executing actions with observational effects assigns

values to runtime variables that appear in those ef

fects. By using a runtime variable as a parameter to a

later action (or to control contingent execution), infor

mation gathered by one action can affect the agent's

subsequent behavior. Inside an effect, runtime vari

ables (syntactically identified with a leading an ex

clamation point, e.g. !tv) can appear as terms or as

truth values. For example, ping twain has the ef

fect of observe(machine.alive(twain), !tv), i.e. deter

mining whether it is true or false that the machine

named twain is alive, and wc myfile has the effect

observe(word.count(myfile, !word)), i.e. determin

ing the number of words in myfile.

Before we define individual effects, we discuss what

it means to execute an action, with all its effects. Let

EFF(Z?, a, s) denote the fact that E becomes true after

action a is executed in s, let 7r° be the precondition of

action a, and let e° be the effects. An action's effects

will only be realized if the action is executed when

its preconditions are satisfied. Furthermore, the agent

always knows when it executes an action, and it knows

the effects of that action. Following Moore (Moore

1985):

Vs.GOAL(7ra, «,{})=► Vs".[K(s", DO(o, a)) •**

3s'.K(s',s) As" = DO(o,s') A EFF(e°,a, s)] (9)

The fact that the agent knows the effects of a doesn't

imply that effects are always certain. As we discuss in

Section 3.3, actions with conditional effects can result

in uncertainty.

We now define the semantics of observe in terms of

primitive situation calculus expressions:

EFF(observe(P,T),a,s) d= Vs'.K(s',DO(a,s))

3si.K(s<, a) A a = DO(o, Si) A P(sO (10)

EFF(observe(P,tt;),a,s) = Vs'.K(s',DO(a,s)) =>

3si.K(Si, a) A a = DO(a, s<) A (P(s<) P(s)) (11)

In other words if action a has an observe effect and

is executed in situation s, then in the resulting sit

uation, the agent knows more about the value that

P had in s. For example, if in s the agent observes

that the sky is blue, we would say that in situation

s' = DO(look, s), the agent knows that the sky was

blue in situation s. The double use of the K operator

in Equations 9 and 10 is a trifle redundant given only

a single observational effect. Indeed, if we assume pos

itive introspection (i.e. K is transitive), as in the S4

logic, the resulting equation can be greatly simplified.

action ls(rf)

precond: satisfy (current.shell(csh)) A

satisfy (protection (d, readable)) A

effect: V .'/when in.dir(//, d)

3 !p, to

observe (in.dir(//, <f)) A

observe (pathname (//, to)) A

observe (name ( //, to) )

Figure 2: UNIX action schema. The SADL Is ac

tion (UNIX Is -a) to list all files in the a directory.

However, in more complex effects, we wish to distin

guish between the agent knowing that the effect as a

whole took place, and knowing the value of a single

fluent.

sadl supports universally quantified run-time vari

ables. By nesting universal and existential quantifiers,

SADL can model powerful sensory actions that pro

vide several pieces of information about an unbounded

number of objects. For example, Is -a, (Figure 2),

reports several facts about each file in the current di

rectory. The universal quantifier indicates that, at ex

ecution time, information will be provided about all

files .'/ which are in directory d. Since the value of // is

observed, quantification uses a run-time variable. The

nested existential quantifier denotes that each file has

a distinct filename and pathname. The conditional

when restricts the files sensed to those in directory d.

The fact that the in.dir relation appears in two places

may seem odd, but as we shall explain, the first use of

in.dir refers to the actual situation s, whereas the sec

ond refers to the agent's knowledge (i.e., all possible

situations).

It is useful to note that after executing Is -a tex, the

agent not only knows all files in tex; she knows that

she knows all files (i.e., she has closed world knowl

edge on the contents of tex). Because of the V in the

effects of Is, and since she knows the effects of Is, the

agent can infer closed-world knowledge. Such infer

ence would be costly if it were done using first-order

theorem-proving in the situation calculus. We have

devised efficient algorithms for doing this reasoning,

which we describe in (Etzioni, Golden, & Weld 1997;

1994).

The translation of V effects into the situation calculus

is straightforward (Other logical operators follow the

same form):

EFF(Vf.E, a, s) = Vx.EFF(£, a, s) (12)

This definition of V effects may seem anticlimactic.

The magic, however, stems from the way in which

when introduces secondary preconditions; these are

required for V effects, where the when clause restricts

the universe of discourse to a finite set, and indicates
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precisely the range of the quantifier.

3.2 CONDITIONAL EFFECTS

A secondary precondition, i.e. one associated with an

effect (Pednault 1989), defines the conditions under

which action execution will achieve that effect. Unlike

primary preconditions, secondary preconditions need

not be true for the action to be executed. If p is the

secondary precondition of effect e, then the resulting

conditional effect is defined as:

EFF(when(p, e), o, a) =' GOAL(p, s, {}) EFF(e, a, s)

We use GOAL in our definition of when, but we

have only defined GOAL for annotations satisfy,

hands-off and initially. How should we define when

preconditions? Since they need to hold, if at all, when

the action is executed, they are different from initially

preconditions. But satisfy requires that the agent

know that the condition is true, which would lead to

the faulty conclusion that the effect only occurs if the

agent knows that the secondary preconditions hold. So

we add a new type of precondition, without any an

notation at all, to represent conditions that must hold

at the time of execution, with or without knowledge

of the agent:

GOAL(P,a0,{"}i) = P(sn) (13)

This ensures that whether the effects occur depends

only on the state of the world. It also makes it clear

what is being quantified over in Is: The files really in

d, at the time of execution.

3.3 UNCERTAIN EFFECTS

In some cases, executing actions with causal effects

can decrease the agent's knowledge about the world.

SADL provides two ways of encoding these actions: as

conditional effects whose secondary precondition is un

known, or by explicitly specifying the U truth value. As

an example of the former, executing rm tex/* deletes

all writable files in tex; if the agent doesn't know

which files are writable, then she won't know which

files remain in tex even if she knew the contents be

fore executing the action. As an example of explicit

creation of uncertainty, we encode compress myf ile

with the effect Vn cause (size (myf ile, n) , U).7

We define causal effects for T and U truth values as

follows:

EFF(cause(P,T),a,s) = P(DO(a,s)) (14)

EFF(cause(P,U),a,a) =

UnkP(a, DO(a, a)) O P(DO(a, s)) (15)

7In principle, we could represent all uncertain effects as

conditional effects with unknown preconditions, but doing

so would be cumbersome. However, we define the seman

tics of uncertain effects in precisely this manner.

where, Unkp is a predicate such that

^KNOW(UnkP{a), DO(a, a)) A

->KNOW(^UnkP(a),DO(a,a)) (16)

In other words, we represent an uncertain effect as a

deterministic function of hidden state. Unkp(a) de

notes a unique unknown predicate, which represents

the hidden state responsible for the change in truth

value of P. It must be unique to avoid biasing corre

lation of independent unknown effects.

It is clear from the above definition how a cause ef

fect may make P unknown. What may not be clear

is how a cause effect can make P known. In fact,

it wouldn't, if not for the fact that the agent knows

all the effects of an action (Equation 9). However,

knowledge of a conditional effect does not necessarily

mean knowledge of the consequent. For example, if

an agent executes compress myf ile, she only knows

that if she had write permission prior to executing

compress, then myf ile is compressed afterward.

4 TEMPORAL PROJECTION &

REGRESSION

We have discussed the function DO, which maps a sit

uation and an action (or sequence of actions) to a new

situation, but we haven't yet said how the two situa

tion terms relate to each other. If a' = DO({a}",s),

we want to answer the following questions.

• Progression: What can we say about s', given

knowledge of the conditions that hold in a?

• Regression: What must be true in a, to guarantee

some desired condition in a'?

We treat each in turn.

4.1 PROJECTION & THE FRAME

PROBLEM

The definitions for preconditions and effects that we

have given are insufficient to solve the temporal pro

jection problem, sadl effects only list fluents that an

action affects, but what about fluents it doesn't af

fect? Explicitly stating everything that doesn't change

would be tedious — this is the well-known frame prob

lem. The standard approach to the frame problem,

and the one we adopt, is to make the strips assump

tion: anything not explicitly said to change remains

the same. To fully specify the sadl semantics, it is

necessary to express the strips assumption in terms

of the situation calculus. We use the formulation in

troduced in (Reiter 1991), and augmented in (Scherl

& Levesque 1993) to account for sensing actions. This

strategy consists of providing a formula for each flu

ent, called a successor state axiom, that specifies the
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value of the fluent in terms of 1) the action executed,

and 2) the conditions that held before the action was

executed. By quantifying over actions, we can produce

a single, concise formula for each fluent that includes

only the relevant information.

Specifying update axioms for each fluent indepen

dently requires fluents to be logically independent of

each other, so disjunction is not allowed. Effects con

sist of conjunctions of terms, each term being equiva

lent to one of the following

when 7p(a) cause(P,T)

when 7p(a) cause(P,F)

when 7p(a) cause(P,U)

when Kp(a) observe(P, tv)

(17)

(18)

(19)

(20)

where a is an action and P is a fluent, which may

contain universally quantified variables or constants,8

and 7p(a) and Kp(a) represent arbitrary goal

expressions.9 For example, if compress tex/*

changes the size of all writable files in directory

tex, then 7^ze^(compress tex/*) = indir(/, tex)

A writable(/). Clearly, all actions can be repre

sented by specifying the 7 and k preconditions for

each fluent in the domain theory. If a has a non-

conditional effect, cause(P, tv), then 7p(o) = T.

We can express the fact that action a doesn't affect

P at all by saying Vta.7j?(a) = F. We don't list

observe(P,T) above, since it is subsumed by the con

junction observe(P,v) A v = T (similarly for F).

Given these definitions, we can state the conditions

under which an action changes or preserves a fluent's

truth value. Following Pednault (Pednault 1986), we

define to be the conditions under which an exe

cutable action a will establish <p, and II£, to be the

conditions under which a will preserve (p. We have the

following establishment conditions:

E§, <* 7$(a)V(tfnMo)A7Y>(a)) <21)

T$(a)V(-^nfy(a)A7g(a)) (22)

where Unk(p(a) is the unknown predicate introduced

in Equations 15 and 16. The presence of an effect with

a U truth value will make ip true or false, depending

on the value of Unktp(a). Since Unk(p(a) is unknown

by definition, effects with U truth values aren't gener

ally useful for goal establishment. We also have the

following preservation conditions:

n-

O -O$(o) A (-.tfnty(a) V -o$(a)) (23)

■nJ(o) A (Unk<p(a) V -vyg(o)) (24)

including variables that will resolve to constants.

9with the restriction that effects must be consistent, so,

for example, fp(a) A 7p(a) must always be false.

For each fluent, we can then generate an expression

that specifies precisely when it is true or false, by quan

tifying over actions. For each fluent P, there is a suc

cessor state axiom, which combines update axioms and

frame axioums for P. The successor state axioms are

straightforward statements of the STRIPS assumption:

a fluent is true if and only if it was made true, or it

was true originally and it wasn't made false:

GOAL(7r°,s,{}) => [P(DO(a,i))<*E^(*)V

P(s)r\U%(s)} (25)

Similarly, there is a successor state axiom for K.

GOAL(7r°,s,{}) => [K{s",BO(a,s)) 3a'.K(/,«)

A(«"=DO(a,j'))A

VP([KvP(a,s) A P(s)] => [P(s') A v -., T] A

(Mp(a, •) A -PW]) =* hP(s') A v =., F])] (26)

We have stated this formula in second-order logic, but

only because the formula depends on all of the actual

fluents in the domain theory. Given any specific do

main, this second-order formula could be replaced with

an equivalent first-order formula by replacing P with

each fluent in the domain.

The above definition only specifies when information

is gained, and seems to say nothing about when it is

lost. However, information loss is indeed accounted

for, through the successor state axiom for P. If P

becomes true in some situations accessible from s, and

false in others, then by definition, P is unknown. For

example, compress myf ile compresses myf ile if it is

writable. If it is unknown whether myf ile is writable,

then in some accessible worlds, myf ile is writable and

will be compressed. In other worlds, myf ile is not

writable and won't be compressed. The result is that

it becomes unknown whether myfile is compressed.

Similarly, if P was known previously and not changed,

then by the successor state axioms for P and K, P

will continue to be known. (Scherl & Levesque 1993).

The above formula correctly describes how K changes,

but it is a little unwieldy if what we want to know

about is KNOW(ip). Intuitively, KNOW(v) becomes

true if ip is known to become true, or </? is observed.

Additionally, ip continues to be known true until it

possibly becomes false. The following formulas follow

from the successor state axioms for tp and K.

nkNOW(¥» * KNOW(D$,) (27)

EKNOW(V) KNOW(${a))V{k%(a)Aip

(28)aTT°A11KNOW(¥>)J

The additional requirement HknoW(<^) ma^ come 35

a surprise, since an action that simultaneously observes <p
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4.2 REGRESSION

Most modern planners build plans using goal regres

sion — starting with a goal and successively adding

actions that achieve either part of the goal or precon

ditions of previously added actions. Once no precon

ditions remain that aren't true in the initial state, the

plan is complete. It is therefore useful to have a for

mal specification of what conditions must be true for a

given action sequence to achieve a given goal. Let a-1

be a regression operator lor action a. a~l(tp) is a con

dition that, if true immediately before the execution of

a, results in tp being true after a is executed. We define

({a}?)-%) to be an-Han-rH ■ ■ ■ (arHv)))). Nat-

urally, regression on an action sequence of zero length

is the identity function: {}-1(y>) = tp.

Let q be an axiomatization of the initial conditions,

and let T be some goal expression. The objective of

planning is to produce an executable sequence of ac

tions, {a}", such that af=({a}")_1(r). We discuss

executability in Section 4.3.

We specify regression operators for satisfy, initially

and hands-off goals below. Since some conditions

could be true in the initial state, we also must specify

when a condition is true after executing a plan of zero

length. Since initially indicates something that must

be true before the plan is executed, and satisfy in

dicates things true afterwards, it follows that if there

is no plan, then initially and satisfy have the same

interpretation: For all tp,

a^KNOW(^,50) O (initially^)) = T (29)

a^KNOWfo So) « (satisfy^)) = T (30)

hands-off is always true in the initial state, since it

can only be violated by changing the proscribed fluent:

{}_1(hands-of%)) = T (31)

We now consider how to regress a SADL goal formula

through an action. A goal satisfy(yj) is achieved if

the agent knows that tp is true; i.e., tp just became

true, was just observed to be true, or was previously

known to be true and wasn't subsequently affected.

The first two conditions are captured by ^knqW(v?)-

and causes <p to become false or unknown would seem to

violate our rule against inconsistent actions. However, such

effects aren't inconsistent, since the observation pertains

to situation s, whereas the update is to situation DO(o, s).

Such destructive sensing actions are commonplace. By the

Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle, they are inevitable, but

examples can be found in macroscopic domains as well.

Biologists find out the number of insects living in a tree

by placing containers under the tree and then fogging the

tree with poison. The number of insects that fall into the

containers provides an estimate of the number that were

originally living there.

The latter holds when satisfy(</?) held in the previous

state, and knowledge of tp was preserved:

a-1 (satisfy^)) = EkN0W(v) V (satisfy(p)

(32)AnKNOW(v>))

A hands-off goal holds if the state of <p always

remains the same as it was in the initial state,

hands-off^) doesn't forbid actions that affect <p

— just actions that change ip. For example, an

action compress myfile doesn't violate the goal

hands-off(compressed(myf ile)) if myfile was al

ready compressed initially.11

a-1 (hands-off^)) = (H^, V initially(y>))

A(nj, V initially(-v))

Ahands-off^) (33)

initially(v?) is satisfied after action a if it was already

satisfied, or if tp was observed by action a, and wasn't

affected by any previous actions. Unlike other goals,

we are interested in the first time point at which an

initially goal is achieved, as opposed to the last. The

disjunct initially^) ensures that the first occurrence

is considered, because it is always regressed back.

a-1(initially(<p)) = initially^) V (fe^(a) A tp

Ahands-off(<^)) (34)

This definition doesn't rule out using destructive sens

ing actions. All that matters is that tp be undisturbed

before it is sensed. It's fine if the act of sensing the

value of tp itself affects tp.

Unannotated preconditions merely need to be satisfied

in the final state, and it isn't necessary that they be

known true.

a~l(tp) = £°,V(v?An$,) (35)

Logical operators are simply regressed back to the ini

tial state, since their interpretation is the same across

all situations, as detailed in (Pednault 1988).

With these definitions, we can show that regression is

correct — that is, if the conditions returned by o_1(r)

are true, and {a}" is successfully executed, then T will

indeed be true.

Theorem 1 (Soundness of Regression) Let {a}"

be an executable action sequence. Let T be a goal for

mula, and let a be an axiomatization of the initial

state, s0. Tftenat=f{a}5,/)_1(r) GOAL(T, s0, {a}?)

We believe that the reverse is also true — i.e., if T

is true after {a}? is executed, then a_1(r) must have

been true.

11 This is a departure from uwl's notion of hands-off,

in which the compress would be a violation. However, un

compressing the file and then recompressing it does violate

the goal, since the uncompress changes the fluent.
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4.3 EXECUTABILITY

Regression operators alone only tell part of the story

about when an action, or sequence of actions, can

achieve a goal. a-1(y>) consists of the conditions un

der which a will achieve <p assuming it is successfully

executed. So to ensure that o brings about tp, we must

also ensure that a can be executed. Action a is exe

cutable in situation s iff the preconditions of a are true

in s. A sequence of actions, {a}", is executable in s iff

ai is executable in s, a,2 is executable in DO(ai, s), a3

is executable in DO(a2,DO(oi,s)), and so on.

5 EXPRESSIVENESS

Although SADL is appropriate for any Markov domain

(e.g., transportation logistics, manufacturing, mobile

robotics, etc.), the language is best at modeling do

mains with accurate (low noise) sensors. We have

concentrated our efforts on UNIX and the Internet,

encoding hundreds of commands. Examples of sensory

actions include finger, wc, grep, the netfind and

inspec Internet sites, and actions to traverse the Web;

causal actions include cp, rm, and compress. Univer

sal quantification allows us to model actions that re

turn an unbounded amount of information, such as Is

(Figure 2).

As an illustration, consider the goal, T, of finding

a file named old and renaming it to new: T =

3/.initially(name(/, old)) A satisfy(name(/, new)).

Recall that this goal is inexpressible in UWL. It can

be achieved by executing Is in various directories un

til the desired file is found, and then executing mv to

change the name to new. There is no single action

sequence that will work in all situations, because the

location of old is not necessarily known. Let's assume

that old resides in the directory tex, and that its loca

tion is unknown. We also assume that the agent knows

that tex is readable, and that current.shell(csh) is

true. The shortest possible action sequence that would

achieve the goal is Is tex then mv tex/old tex/new.

For brevity, we abbreviate these actions as Is and mv,

respectively. We show that this action sequence is ex

ecutable, and that it achieves the goal.

For the sake of this example, we won't consider mv in

its full glory. Rather, we assume a simplified version

of mv, with the precondition 7rmv = satisfy (name (/,

old)) A satisfy (in.dir(/, tex) ), and the single ef

fect emv = cause(name(/, new)). This represen

tation ignores many details, such as whether tex is

writable, old is readable, there is already a file named

new, etc.

To show that the plan is executable, we must first

show that the preconditions of Is hold in So, i.e., So\=

7r^s, and then show that the preconditions of mv hold

after Is is executed, i.e., DO(ls, 5o)f=7rmv. To show

that the plan achieves the goal, we need show that

DO(mv, D0(l8, 5o))f=r. We use regression to show

that these results hold.

We first regress the two conjuncts of T through mv.

mv achieves the satisfy goal, with no secondary

preconditions: mv_1(satisfy(name(/,new)))

EKNOW(name(,,new)) «= K^W(^mWBV)(mv))

<= KNOW(T) <t= T.

mv has no effect on the initially goal:

mv_1(initially(name(/, old) initially(name(/, old)).

Now we regress mv_1(r) A 7rmv through Is. That is,

we regress initially(name(/, old)) A

satisfy(name(/, old)) A satisfy(in.dir(/, tex)). We

regress the first two conjuncts through Is. The final

conjunct, satisfy(in.dir(/,tex)), follows the same

pattern.

The action Is tex has the effect V/3n

observe(name(/, n)) A observe(in.dir(/, tex)),

with the secondary precondition in.dir(/, tex). This

precondition does not require knowledge on the part

of the agent. So ls_1(initially(name(/, old)) A

satisfy(name(/,old))) <= E{&0W(name</.old)) A

hands-offtname(/,old)) A Il];name(/ old)

*KNOW(name(/.old))(ls) A KNOW(nname(,,old))

A name(/, old) A hands-off(name(/, old)) A

^name(/,old)(ls) A ^name(/,old)(ls) <= indir('>

tex) A KNOW(^ame(/ old)(ls)) A

^name(/,old)(ls)) A name(/,old) <t= in.dir(/, tex)

A KNOW(T) A name(/,old).

This last formula is entailed by So- All that re

mains is to show that Sq^ {}-1(t1s)- By the defi

nition of for satisfy goals, that follows iff 5o(=

KNOW(current.shell(csh) A KNOW(protection tex,

readable), which is true by assumption.

6 TRACTABILITY

SADL is implemented by XII (Golden, Etzioni, & Weld

1994; 1996), a partial-order planner whose perfor

mance is comparable to the UCPOP/SNLP family of

classical planners. We analyze its performance in

terms of the refinement paradigm described in (Kamb-

hampati, Knoblock, & Yang 1995) — XII has three re

finement operations: goal establishment, conflict reso

lution and action execution. Goal establishment in

volves possibly adding an action to the plan, and

adding an interval protection constraint (IPC) to pre

vent the goal from being clobbered. In SADL, there are

three possible intervals to consider. If sp is the situ

ation in which the action will be executed, and sc is

the situation in which the goal is to be fulfilled, the in

tervals are [sp+i,sc], [ao,«p] or [ao,sc], corresponding
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to satisfy, initially or hands-off, respectively. En

suring that no actions violate the IPC requires 0(n)

time, where n is the number of steps in the plan, but

maintaining a consistent ordering of actions requires

0(n2) time. Conflict resolution and action execution

also take 0(n2) time. In contrast, note that goal es

tablishment and conflict resolution are undecidable in

the situation calculus.

7 RELATED WORK

(McCarthy & Hayes 1969) first argued that an agent

needs to reason about its ability to perform an ac

tion. (Moore 1985) devised a theory of knowledge and

action, based on a variant of the situation calculus

with possible-worlds semantics. He provided an anal

ysis of knowledge preconditions, which we discussed

earlier, and information-providing effects. (Morgen-

stern 1987) generalized Moore's results to express par

tial knowledge that agents have about the knowledge

of other agents (e.g. "John knows what Bill said"),

using a substantially more expressive logic, which is

syntactic rather than modal. (Davis 1993) extended

Moore's theory to handle contingent plans, though,

like Moore, he doesn't discuss actions with indetermi

nate effects. (Levesque 1996) offers an elegant theory

of when a plan, with conditionals and loops, achieves

a satisfaction goal in the presence of incomplete infor

mation. However, Levesque doesn't discuss knowledge

goals, and his sensory actions can return only T or F,

and can't change the state of the world. (Goldman

& Boddy 1996) present a clean language for contin

gent plans with context-dependent effects and nonde-

terminism. However, like Levesque, they don't allow

variables in sensing actions: possible outcomes are rep

resented as a disjuction. (Shoham 1993) presents a

language, with explicit time, for representing beliefs

and communication among multiple agents. Agents

can request other agents to perform actions, which can

include (nested) communicative actions, but not arbi

trary goals. A discrete temporal logic, without V, is

used to represent beliefs. PRS (Ingrand et al. 1996) is a

procedural language that can represent a similar class

of goals as SADL, but lacks temporal goals such as ini

tially. PRS has annotation achieve corresponding to

SADL satisfy, preserve corresponding to hands-off,

and test corresponding to satisfy+hands-off, as well

as several procedural constructs that have no corre

sponding terms in the declarative SADL language.

Partially-observable Markov Decision Processes (Mon-

ahan 1982; Cassandra, Kaebling, & Littman 1994) pro

vide an elegant representation of sensing actions and

actions with uncertain outcomes in Markov domains.

However, they don't lend themselves to efficient al

gorithms. With few exceptions, such as (Bacchus,

Boutilier, & Grove 1995), work in MDPs assumes that

reward functions (goals) are Markov as well, so tem

poral goals like initially are inexpressible.

A number of contingent planning systems have intro

duced novel representations of uncertainty and sens

ing actions. Warplan-C (Warren 1976) tags actions

as conditional, meaning they have two possible out

comes: P or -iP. C-buridan (Kushmerick, Hanks, &

Weld 1995; Draper, Hanks, & Weld 1994) uses a proba

bilistic action language that can represent conditional,

observational effects, including noisy sensors, and ef

fects that cause information loss. Unlike SADL, the

C-buridan language is propositional, and makes no

distinction between knowledge goals and goals of sat

isfaction. C-BURIDAN and Cassandra (Pryor & Collins

1996) (and WCPL (Goldman & Boddy 1996)) can rep

resent and reason with uncertain outcomes of actions

as disjunctions, allowing them to deal with correla

tions between multiple unknown variables (e.g. either

it is raining and Fido is wet, or it is sunny and Fido

is dry). By using the U truth value, SADL gives up the

ability to represent these correlations (i.e. as far as

the agent knows, it is raining and fido is dry). How

ever, reasoning with U truth values is more efficient

than the possible-worlds representation used to han

dle disjunction, cnlp (Peot & Smith 1992), like sadl,

uses a three-valued logic to represent uncertainty. An

other limitation of these other languages is an inability

to represent actions, like Is that return information

about an unbounded number of objects.

8 CONCLUSIONS

We introduced SADL, a language for representing sens

ing actions and information goals, which embodies the

lessons learned during four years of building and de

bugging Internet Softbot domain theories: 1) Since

knowledge goals are temporal, sadl supports the tem

poral annotation initially. 2) In Markov domains,

such as UNIX, knowledge preconditions for actions are

inappropriate, but subgoaling to obtain knowledge is

often necessary; SADL handles this paradox by elimi

nating knowledge preconditions from actions, but us

ing secondary preconditions to clearly indicate when

subgoaling to acquire knowledge could be useful, sadl

is expressive enough to represent real-world domains,

such as UNIX and the World Wide Web, yet restricted

enough to be used efficiently by modern planning al

gorithms, such as XII (Golden, Etzioni, & Weld 1996).
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Abstract

Existing generative planners have two prop

erties that one would like to avoid if possi

ble. First, they use a single mechanism to

solve problems both of action selection and

of action sequencing, thereby failing to ex

ploit recent progress on scheduling and sat

isfiability algorithms. Second, the context

in which a subgoal is solved is governed in

part by the solutions to other subgoals, as

opposed to plans for the subgoals being de

veloped in isolation and then merged to yield

a plan for the conjunction. We present a

reformulation of the planning problem that

appears to avoid these difficulties, describing

an algorithm that solves subgoals in isolation

and then appeals to a separate NP-complete

scheduling test to determine whether the ac

tions that have been selected can be com

bined in a useful way.

1 INTRODUCTION

One of the insights arising from the theoretical analy

sis of the complexity of domain-independent planning

[1, 4, 14] is that planning, involving both the selec

tion and sequencing of actions, is in general properly

more difficult than scheduling, which involves sequenc

ing problems in isolation. My goal in this paper is to

introduce a new type of planning algorithm that re

sponds to these results by separating the problem of

action selection from that of action sequencing. By

doing this, we can expect to incorporate into planners

fast existing algorithms for solving NP-complete prob

lems such as scheduling.

We will achieve this computational split by introduc

ing a new planning language C that mediates between

the action selection and action sequencing phases. Our

intention is that a planner concerned with action selec

tion in isolation could easily produce a sentence of C

as its output, and that a scheduler could accept such a

sentence as its input. In solving the Sussman anomaly,

for example (Figure 1), the planner would realize that

it needs to move block C off block A before moving

block A onto block B, and also that it needs to move

block B onto block C. The scheduling algorithm would

then identify the ordering needed to actually achieve

the goal (namely, that it is necessary to move blocks

C, B and A in that order).

The language itself is introduced in Section 2, and we

demonstrate its relevance to scheduling at a theoret

ical level in Section 3 by showing to be NP-complete

the problem of deciding if a particular sentence in the

language corresponds to a nonempty set of plans. We

turn to planning in Section 4, developing an algorithm

that generates instances of our planning language in

response to a particular planning problem. This al

gorithm differs from existing partial-order causal link

(pocl) planners in at least three fundamental ways.

First, it solves subgoals separately, merging the results

to construct a plan for the overall goal itself. This

property is recursive: Subgoals are solved separately

at all levels, with the plans being merged to construct

one that achieves the overall goal.

Second, it does no backtracking. Instead, the algo

rithm works by gradually refining a candidate set of

plans that might achieve the goal. If a particular ap

proach is tried for a goal g, and this approach involves

developing plans to solve a subgoal g', any solutions

found for the subgoal will remain available to the plan

ner even if a different approach is eventually selected

for g itself.

Finally, the planner needs to plan for distinct goals

only once. Even if a particular goal g must be achieved

as a precondition for each of two separate actions,
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C

A B

Figure 1: The Sussman anomaly: Get A on B on C

there will typically be only a single appearance of g

in the planning search space.

We present an example in Section 5, where we also dis

cuss the general computational properties of our pro

cedure. Section 6 discusses an implementation of our

work, and Section 7 contains a variety of concluding

remarks, connecting our work to a variety of results

that have appeared elsewhere. Proofs appear in an

appendix.

2 THE PLAN LANGUAGE

We assume throughout that we have some fixed set of

actions A.

Definition 2.1 By a linear plan we will mean a fi

nite sequence of elements of A. Such sequences will

typically be denoted (a\ , . . . , a„) .

Of greater interest to us than specific linear plans will

be sets of such plans. To this end, we define a language

describing those sets in which we will be interested:

Definition 2.2 The plan language C is the smallest

set of sentences that contains the distinguished ele

ments 0 and [ ] along with every element of A, and is

closed under three binary operators U, | and ir.

The set of plans 0 is, as usual, the empty set. The

plan [ ] is intended to correspond to the sequence of

no actions, and a G A C £ is the singleton plan where

action a alone is taken. The operator P\Q concate

nates the plan Q to the end of the plan P, and tt(P, Q)

is intended to capture the frame axiom in our setting.

Let us give the formal definition of 7r first and then

explain its meaning:

Definition 2.3 Let P G £ be a set of plans. Member

ship in P is defined recursively as follows:

1. (oi,...,o„) <£ 0.

2. {a\ , . . . , on) G [ ] if and only if n = 0.

3. {a\ , . . . , a„) G a for an action a if and only if

n = 1 and a\ = a.

4. (ai , . . . , a„) G P\Q if and only if for some i <n,

(ai,...,Oj) G P and (ai+i , . . . , an) G Q.

5. (oi, . . . , On) G PUQ if and only if (ai , . . . , an) G P

or (ai,...,o„) G Q.

6. To determine if (oi, . . . ,an) G tt(P,Q), let i be

the greatest integer such that (oi,. . . ,Oj) G PLiQ.

Then (ai , . . . , a„) G 7r(P, Q) if and only if such an

i exists and (ai,.. .,Oj) £ Q.

It is presumably only the last of the above clauses that

requires explanation. To understand it, suppose that

we have some goal that is established by the plans in

P, but disestablished by the plans in Q (clobbered, in

Chapman's more picturesque terms [2]). Now the goal

will hold after an action sequence (ai , . . . , a„) has been

executed if and only if it is established by some ini

tial subsequence of (a\ , . . . , an) and not subsequently

clobbered - in other words, if the longest subsequence

(ai , . . . , aj) that either establishes or disestablishes the

goal in fact establishes it. By writing the definition to

require that the action Oj not disestablish the goal, we

cater to the possibility that P PI Q ^ 0.

Lemma 2.4 -k{PuQ\) Q ttC^z.Qz) if Pi Q Pi and

Qi2Q2. ■

We now make the following notational definition:

Definition 2.5

1. U = n([),&).

2. ^P = tt{U,P).

3. PHQ = -(-PU--Q).

Lemma 2.6 U is the set of all linear plans. Negation

and intersection have their conventional meanings.

In the Sussman anomaly, for example, the goal of get

ting A on B is established by moving A to B, which

succeeds in at most the plans given by U\move(A, B).

Moving C to B succeeds for at most the plans in

i/|move(C, B). For the preconditions of the various

actions, we define

cover(B) = [U\move{A, B)] U [f/|move(C, B)} (1)

the set of all plans that might clobber B's being clear,

and similarly for cover(A) and cover(C). We can now

apply Lemma 2.4 to conclude that since B is clear in

the initial situation, it will remain clear after executing

at least the plans in the set

clear(B) = n([ ], cover(B)) (2)
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since we have perhaps overestimated the set of clob-

berers in (1). The above set is the set of all action

sequences that do not contain either move(A,B) or

move(C, B), and B will be clear after any such se

quence is executed, since it is clear initially.

In a similar way, C is clear for at least the plans in the

set clear(C) = 7r([ ], cover(C)) and C is on A for at

least

on(C, A) =*•([], t/|move(C, B) U f/|move(C, table))

It follows that A will be made clear by the plans in the

set

[clear(C) n on(C, A)]|move(C, table)

and therefore that A will be clear for plans in the set

clear(A) =

7r([clear(C) l~l on(C, j4)]|move(C, table), cover(yi))

If C is clear and on A, A will be clear in a persistent

way after C is moved to the table. Covering A (the

second argument to it above) defeats the persistence.

We can now conclude that A will be on B for at least

the plans in the set

on{A,B) = 7r([clear(,4) n clear(B)]|move(yl, £),

[U\move(A, C)] U [U\move(A, table)])

In a similar way, B will be on C for at least the plans

on(B,C) = 7r([clear(B) n clear(C)]|move(B, C),

[U\move(B, A)] U [f/|move(£, table)])

The overall goal will be achieved by plans in the set

on{A,B) non(fl,C) (3)

Consider now the successful plan

(move(C, table), move(B,C),move(^,B)) (4)

This plan is in on(A, B) because the plan itself is in

[clear(yl) f~l clear(B)]|move(J4, B). To see this, we

must show that

(move(C, table), move(B,C)) (5)

is in clear(A) D clear(B). To see this, note that no

subsequence of (5) is in cover(-A) or cover(jB). As a

result, we can show that (5) is in clear(.4) by showing

that some subsequence of (5) is in

[clear(C) fl on(C, ,4)]|move(C, table)

In a similar way, we can show that (5) is in clear(B)

by showing that some subsequence of (5) is in [ ].

The second of these is obvious. The first follows be

cause [ ] is in clear(C) fl on(C, A). As a result, we

can conclude that A and B are clear after (5), so that

A is indeed on B after executing (4). It is not hard to

show that B is on C as well, so that (4) does indeed

succeed in solving our problem.

What about the failing plan

(move(C, table), move(,4, B),move(B, C)) (6)

where A is moved onto B too early? In this case, we

can show that (6) is not known to be in on(B,C).

Specifically, it has no subsequence known to be in

[clear(B) n clear(C)]|move(fl, C)

because (move(C, table), move(j4, B)) is not known to

be in clear(B) n clear(C). Still more specifically,

(move(C, table), move(>l, B)) is not in clear(B) be

cause the sequence itself is in cover(B).

3 COMPLEXITY RESULTS

The analysis of the previous section shows that the

successful plan

(move(C, table), move(B, C),move(A,B))

is a member of (3) while the failing one

(move(C, table) , move(.4, £), move(B, C))

is not. In some sense, this means that membership in

(3) resolves the question of whether a specific linear

plan satisfies the ordering constraints implicit in the

original problem. Our main goal in this section will be

to show the following:

Proposition 3.1 Let P € C be a set of plans. Then

showing that P ^ 0 is NP-complete.

The proof involves two stages. First, we must show

that the problem in question is in NP by demonstrat

ing that it is possible to validate in polynomial time

a witness that P ^ 0. Second, we need to show that

the problem is NP-hard by embedding some known

NP-hard problem in it. For the first part, we have:

Definition 3.2 For any P € C, we define the length

of P to be the length of the syntactic expression P

itself. The length of P will be denoted \P\.

Lemma 3.3 Let P G C be a nonempty set of plans.

Then there is a plan (a\ , . . . , a„) € P with n < 1 + \P\.
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Lemma 3.4 Let P G C be a set of plans, and p a

specific linear plan. Then the question of whether p €

P can be resolved in time polynomial in the lengths of

p and P.

Lemma 3.4 tells us that we can validate a witness that

P ^ 0 in time polynomial in both the size of P and

the length of the witness; Lemma 3.3 guarantees that

the witness itself is of polynomial size in P.

Corollary 3.5 Let P € C be a set of plans. Showing

that P^0 isinNP. ■

To show that the problem is NP-hard, consider the

known NP-complete problem of satisfiability. In this

problem, we have a set of clauses such as x\ V ->X2 V £3

and need to find an assignment of true or false to

each of the Xj's such that every clause is satisfied. To

achieve the embedding, we will view the Xi 's as actions

as well, taking Xi to mean that n is an action in some

hypothetical plan p. Now the clauses can all be sat

isfied if and only if a plan can be found meeting the

given conditions.

Definition 3.6 Let X be a set of atomic variables.

Now if x £ X is an atom, we define p(x) to be

n(U\x, 0). For a literal that is the negation of an

atom, we take p(~<x) = ->p(x). If c= V^i is a clause

(a disjunction of literals), we take p(c) = UtP('>)> and

ifC = is a theory (a conjunction of clauses), we

takep(C) = r\iP(ci).

Lemma 3.7 A theory C is satisfiable if and only if

p(C) ? 0.

Corollary 3.8 Let P G C be a set of plans. Showing

that P / 0 is NP-hard. ■

Proposition 3.1 now follows.

4 PLANNING

In this section, we present an algorithm that works

from a domain description to compute the set of plans

that achieve a particular goal. We will assume that

the domain is described in terms of STRiPS-like add,

delete, and precondition lists, but this assumption is

not central to our methods. We will also assume the

existence of an "initializing" action i that sets up the

initial state. This action has no preconditions, adds all

fluents true in the initial state, and deletes all others.

Let us begin with some fairly high-level remarks. In

any realistic situation, it is unlikely that we be able to

compute exactly the set of plans achieving a goal g.

The axiomatization of the domain can be expected to

include information implying the existence of a wide

range of exceptions to any specific plan or plan schema

that achieves g. These exceptions will themselves have

exceptions, plans that achieve g even though they be

long to "schema" that are expected not to, and so on.

If we denote by L(g) the set of plans that achieve g,

we see that it will in general be impractical to attempt

to compute L(g) exactly.

Instead, we will give a procedure that computes a set

of increasingly fine approximations to L(g). Somewhat

more specifically, we will produce sequences of plans

LU9)2Lt(g)D--

and

such that

Lo (9) C Lf(5) g . . . C L(g) C...C L+ig) C L$(g)

In other words, L(g) is always bracketed by the L~

and L+ approximations. Since L(g) D L^ (g) for any

k, we can stop and return some successful plan as soon

as Lkig) / 0- (Note tnat the check that Lk (9) £ ®

is NP-complete.) Alternatively, we might stop and

return when L+ and L~ are "close" in some sense, as

is suggested in the work on approximate planning [9].

My interest here, however, is simply in constructing

the approximations L+ and L~ themselves. To that

end, we will think of a node in the planning search tree

as corresponding either to a goal or subgoal (a goal

node) or to a specific action that we intend to take (an

action node). In addition, we will label nodes with a

parity in the sense that "positive" nodes support plans

to achieve the goal and "negative" nodes correspond

to exceptions to those plans or other difficulties. A

node can also be expanded or unexpanded.

Definition 4.1 A planning tree is a singly rooted, di

rected acyclic graph where no node has paths back to

the root of both even and odd length. Nodes at even

depths (including the root) will be called goal nodes

and denoted (g, ±); nodes at odd depths will be called

action nodes and denoted (a, ±). Each fringe node in

the graph can be expanded or unexpanded.

If T is a planning tree and n is an unexpanded fringe

node in T, the result of expanding n in T is the plan

ning tree obtained by labeling n as expanded and adding

as children of n the following nodes:

1. If n = (g,±) is a goal node, the children are action

nodes (a, ±) for each action that adds g and action

nodes (a, =p) for each action that deletes g.
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2. If n = (a, ±) is an action node, the children are

goal nodes (g,±) for each precondition g of a.

A legal tree for a goal g is any tree that can be obtained

by successively expanding the tree containing the single

node (g, +).

Of course, it is not sufficient to simply build the trees;

we also need to label the nodes with the plans that

achieve them. To this end, we define:

Definition 4.2 In a conservative labeling, every un-

expanded node in a planning tree with positive parity

is labeled 0 and every unexpanded node with negative

parity is labeled U. In a liberal labeling, every unex

panded node with positive parity is labeled U and every

unexpanded node with negative parity is labeled 0.

The label for any expanded action node (a,p) is

f]l(ci)\a (7)

where the c* are the children of {a,p) and the labels

l(ci) are the labels attached to those children. Any ex

panded goal node (g,p) is labeled with

»(y *(«*). y

where the ciiP are the children of the same parity as

(g,p) and the Cj,-,p are the children of opposite parity.

The conservative (respectively liberal) labeling of a tree

T is the label assigned to the root node by a conserva

tive (respectively liberal) labeling ofT. These labelings

are denoted L~(T) and L+(T) respectively.

Theorem 4.3 Let To be a planning tree, and T\ an

expansion of it. Suppose that To is labeled Lq in a

liberal labeling and Lq in a conservative one, and that

Ti is labeled Lf and Lf . Then

Lo CifC L(g) CL+CL+

where g is the goal at the root of To .

The above theorem in isolation tells us little; it would

be satisfied if L~ = 0 and L+ = U for all fc! We still

need to know that the planning algorithm we have

proposed actually converges on the correct answer:

Theorem 4.4 Let g be a goal, and To the planning

tree consisting of the single goal node (g,+). Now if

p is a plan that achieves g, there is some expansion T

of To such that p 6 L~(T). Conversely, if p fails to

achieve g, there is an expansion such that p 0 L+(T).

 

clr(A) clr(B) clr(C)

Figure 2: Planning to get B on C

5 COMPUTATION

The results of the previous section sanction the follow

ing planning algorithm:

Procedure 5.1 To find a plan for a goal g:

T := the planning tree consisting of the single

node (g, +)

while L-(T) = 0

if T contains an unexpanded node, expand it

else fail

return L~(T)

Theorem 5.2 If Procedure 5.1 returns a set of plans

P in response to a goal g, every plan in P achieves

g. In addition, if the nodes are expanded in order of

increasing depth, the procedure will always terminate

for any achievable goal g. ■

Procedure 5.1 can be modified to check at each step

whether L+(T) = 0. Should this ever happen, it is

possible for the planner to report failure even if the

tree has not yet been fully expanded.

As an example of the procedure at work, consider

the simple goal of getting B onto C in the Sussman

anomaly. A partial expansion of the planning tree for

this problem appears in Figure 2. The nodes in the
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figure are labeled as follows:

1. Action nodes are labeled with the action in ques

tion; the action of moving A to B, for example, is

denoted A > B. The initializing action is denoted

init.

2. Goal nodes are labeled with the fluent that the

node is trying to achieve. A node labeled clr(B), for

example, is trying to get B clear.

3. Nodes of negative parity appear with an overline.

Nodes of positive parity are not so marked.

4. Unexpanded nodes are marked with a bullseye.

The reasoning behind the arcs in the graph is as fol

lows:

1. The root node is labeled with the goal on(B,C).

2. The root can be achieved by moving B to C. It

can be clobbered by moving B to A or to the table.

These three children are added at depth 1, with the

nodes corresponding to the clobbering actions having

negative parity.

3. Moving B to C requires that B and C be clear;

moving B to A (a clobbering action) requires that B

and A be clear. Since the two nodes at depth two with

goal clear(B) have opposing parities, they cannot be

combined in the planning tree. The two appearances of

clear(B) under the clobbering actions are combined.

4. B is made clear by the initializing action, and also

potentially by a variety of other actions that have been

lumped into a single node labeled ... in the figure.

(Moving A off the top of B will make B clear, and

so on.) B being clear will be clobbered by moving

either A or C onto B. The goal node labeled clr(C)

is expanded similarly.

5. The negative parity action node A > B at depth

3 has as children negative parity goal nodes trying to

get A and B clear. These nodes could be identified

with analogous nodes at depth 2, but haven't been in

the interests of maintaining the clarity of the figure.

What about the labels assigned to the nodes? Assum

ing that we are interested in a conservative labeling

of the tree, we begin by assigning either 0 or U to

the unexpanded nodes depending on their parity. The

fringe nodes at the bottom of the tree (depth 4) and

those at depth 2 are all of negative parity and are la

beled U, while the unexpanded . . . nodes at depth 3

are labeled 0.

We can now compute the labels for the nodes at depth

3. These labels include expressions of the form £/|init,

indicating that the initial situation needs to be estab-

 

U\A>B U\C>B {] U\A>C U\B>C

Figure 3: The conservative labeling, continued

lished before the plans involved can be effective. We

abbreviate f/|init to [ ] to get the tree in Figure 3.

In the figure, we have dropped nodes labeled 0 that

cannot contribute to the values of nodes at depth 2,

and have abbreviated U\move(A, B) (for example) to

f/|A>B.

Consider now the node at depth 2 in Figure 3 dealing

with the goal clear(S). The label to be assigned to

this node is

tt([ ], f/|move(J4, B) U f/|move(C, B))

which is exactly the set of plans that we denoted

clear(B) in (2) of Section 2.

Continuing, the label assigned to the action node B t>

C in the figure is seen to be

[clear(B) n clear(C)]|move(B, C) (8)

and the labels assigned to the two action nodes of neg

ative parity are U\move(B, A) and [U\move(B, table)

respectively. We can finally label the root node as

7r([clear(£) n clear(C)]|move(B, C),

[U\move{B, A)] U [U\move(B, table)]) (9)

This plan set is nonempty (the sequence (move(J5, C))

is an element of it), and the planner can return at this

point.

Note that the planner cannot return until the two neg

ative parity nodes at depth 1 have been expanded. If

these were not expanded, (9) would be replaced with

7r([clear(B) n clear(C)]|move(B, C), U)
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which is empty.

After the negative parity nodes at depth two are ex

panded, we see that specific actions are needed to clob

ber the goal otl(B,C); if these actions are not taken,

the goal is achieved. The plan set (9) is nonempty

because it is indeed possible to instantiate the plan

without clobbering the overall goal.

Note also that although we chose to fully expand the

planning tree in this example, there was no intrinsic

need for us to do so. If we had identified only some of

the actions that might achieve or clobber a particular

goal, we would still have been able to construct plan

sets in a similar fashion, although the bounds we ob

tained on the set of plans that actually do achieve our

goal would necessarily have been somewhat looser.

If we had been working with some other (and presum

ably more sophisticated) semantics of action, our over

all approach would have been unchanged. It would still

have been possible for us to construct a tree describing

the actions that might achieve or clobber the various

goals that were of interest to us, and we would be able

to employ quite similar techniques to construct and to

then evaluate a sentence in the planning language.

Finally, we remarked in the introduction that un

like conventional planners (pocl or otherwise), Pro

cedure 5.1 plans for subgoals separately. What this

means is that once a plan is found for a subgoal any

where in the tree that is "successful" in that it can be

incorporated into a successful plan for the goal at the

root, the node corresponding to the subgoal need not

be revisited.

Formalizing this is clearest if we assume that nodes

with identical parities and labels have not been iden

tified (a conventional planner would be incapable of

identifying them in any event). As a preliminary, we

make the following definition:

Definition 5.3 Suppose that T\ and T2 are two plan

ning trees with identical roots, and that both are trees

as opposed to directed acyclic graphs. We will say that

T\ and T2 match at a node n appearing in each of them

if (1) the path from n back to the root is the same in

the two trees, and (2) the expansions of the two trees

under n are identical.

Proposition 5.4 Suppose that T is a partially ex

panded planning tree for a goal g, and that n is a pos

itive node in T. Now if there is any planning tree T'

for g that matches T at n and for which L~(T') ^ 0,

there is an expansion Te of T with L~(Te) / 0 such

that Te and T match at n.

In other words, once we have found an expansion of a

node n that participates in any solution of the original

planning problem (as witnessed by the tree T"), we

need never examine a node below n again.

6 IMPLEMENTATION

We have built a prototype implementation of our ideas

that conforms to the theoretical description that we

have presented. The planner is called COPS (Com

bined Planner and Scheduler).

Cops accepts as input a goal and a set of action de

scriptors. Each descriptor includes the name of the

action, its preconditions, add and delete lists, and a

list of resources used by the action. Cops begins by

building a planning tree using the mechanisms we have

described, ignoring the resource information as it does

so. The user can have the system construct the tree

in its entirety, or can control the node expansions so

that only the portion of interest is built.

Either after the planning tree is complete or while it

is being constructed, the user can select any node in

the tree for either liberal or conservative evaluation. A

sentence in the planning language is then constructed

and translated into an equivalent sentence in a finite,

sorted first-order logic. This translation incorporates

additional constraints that handle potential conflicts

due to resource over-utilization by the various actions.

The first-order theory is converted into a (once again

equivalent) predicate theory and passed to a predicate

logic prover to check for satisfiability. The implemen

tation uses a modification of TABLEAU [3] that incor

porates procedural reasoning capabilities [11]. While

the original sentence in the planning language directly

captures only some of the ordering constraints on the

actions involved (and therefore might best be thought

of as partial-order), the theory in predicate logic de

scribes conditions that linear plans need to satisfy in

order to achieve the overall goals.

The performance of the system is as one would expect.

Interactions corresponding to single actions establish

ing or disestablishing multiple subgoals correspond to

entanglements in the planning tree much like those

present in Figure 2; these entanglements are eventu

ally resolved by the predicate prover. Interactions that

are a consequence of resource contentions are handled

by the predicate prover in isolation, with the structure

of the planning tree remaining simple in this case.

In the future, we will work to extend COPS in a va

riety of ways. First, we will exploit the similarity

between the planner's existing architecture and the
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theorem proving system MVL [7] so that actions can

be described using declarative methods instead of a

STRIPS-Iike representation. This will also allow us to

treat actions with variables in their description; the

current implementation is limited to the ground case.

We will also work to apply COPS to a variety of dif

ferent domains, and to evaluate its scaling behavior in

each. In cases where subgoal interactions correspond

to resource contentions, we expect the system's scaling

properties to match those of the underlying predicate

prover/scheduler; in cases where the interactions cor

respond to multiple uses of single actions, COPS will

doubtless suffer from combinatorial difficulties similar

to those encountered by conventional methods. We ex

pect these difficulties to be mediated by the facts that

some of the complexity will be deferred to the first-

order prover and COPS can recognize repeated subgoals

independent of the contexts in which they appear.

7 CONCLUDING REMARKS

The COPS algorithm is only a beginning; there is, for

example, no guidance with regard to the selection of

the planning node to be expanded next. In this sec

tion, we draw connections between our ideas and oth

ers that may shed light on this or other issues.

7.1 EXISTING PLANNING WORK

We begin by briefly comparing our ideas and two ex

isting planners, Joslin's DESCARTES [12] and Etzioni's

static [5, 6]. Descartes is in the pocl class, while

static is not.

The DESCARTES planner works to identify the

constraint-satisfaction problems corresponding to ac

tion scheduling and to then schedule the actions us

ing a dedicated constraint-satisfaction or scheduling

algorithm of some sort [12]; by taking this approach,

DESCARTES attempts to use the search facilities of the

scheduling engine to minimize the search undertaken

by the planner per se. This idea is similar to ours,

although DESCARTES is capable of making tentative

and unforced commitments when it appears that the

associated constraint-satisfaction problem has become

underconstrained. These "early commitments" appear

to have no counterpart in our method.

In the absence of early commitments, the behavior of

the two systems is strikingly similar. Both use plans

for achieving single subgoals in a variety of contexts,

and both suffer from the potential difficulty that prob

lems repeatedly passed to the scheduler share many

features with their predecessors. In descartes's case,

it would be useful if the results of prior scheduling

searches could inform subsequent ones; in our case, the

determination of whether L~(T) = 0 can be expected

to be similar from one expansion of the planning tree

to the next and it will clearly be important to exploit

these similarities computationally.

The other connection we would like to draw is be

tween our work and other attempts to combine iden

tical subgoals in planning. At an intuitive level, the

development of macro operators [13] is an attempt in

this direction. By identifying specific sequences of ac

tions that achieve common goals, the cost of planning

can be reduced. Our approach realizes similar advan

tages if a single sequence of actions can be used to

achieve a repeated goal multiple times and can also

deal with situations where differing sequences of ac

tions are needed. In this latter case, however, there is

some computational cost to our methods, since both

sequences will need to be evaluated in the check to see

whether L~(g) = 0.

Another author who has attempted to identify recur

ring subgoals is Etzioni [5]. Etzioni's "problem space

graphs" (psg's) are strikingly similar to our planning

trees, consisting as they do of "alternating sequence[s]

of subgoals and operators" [5, page 262]. 1 The psg's

are not used to solve any planning problem specifi

cally, but instead capture the dependencies between

goals and subgoals that are part of the overall prob

lem formulation.

Etzioni describes as "fortuitous" recursions that are of

a structural form that can be identified by an analysis

of the PSG for the domain in question, and he shows

that the blocks world is indeed fortuitous. Unfortu

nately, no criteria are presented whereby fortuitous

recursions can be identified analytically.

We can do a bit better than this. If a node in a plan

ning tree is identical to one of its ancestors, we can de

note the label assigned to the node by L(n) and then

produce a fixed-point equation that L(n) needs to sat

isfy. The actual value for L(n) will be the smallest

set of plans satisfying the equation. In many cases, it

may be possible to show that the label for the ancestor

node is in fact independent of the label for the child,

in which case we will have shown that the recursion is

fortuitous and the child can be pruned.

'Smith and Peot's operator graphs [15] are also similar,

as Dan Weld has pointed out to me. The principal differ

ences between PSG/operator graphs and our approach are

that (1) psg's (but not operator graphs) are constructed

statically from the domain description, and not in response

to a particular problem instance, and (2) psg's and opera

tor graphs both include information about goal establish
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^^^^^

Figure 4: A fortuitous recursion

An example of this phenomenon appears in Figure 4.

The goal g has no clobberers and can be achieved by

either a or b. The preconditions for a are g, while b

has no preconditions.

Suppose that we denote the eventual label for g by L.

Now the label for a is L\a, while the label for b is U\b.

The label for g at the root of the tree is therefore

*(L\aUU\b,Q) = L (10)

and it is not hard to see that the least solution to (10)

is L = n(U\b, 0); g is achieved if we ever execute the

action 6, but in no other cases. In this case, we see that

the repeated subgoal g can be pruned without affecting

the label of the original. In fact, we can show:

Proposition 7.1 Any subgoal with no clobberers in

its subtree is fortuitous.

7.2 BILATTICES AND MODALITY

The planning tree structure that we have introduced

is similar in many ways to existing work on truth-

functional interpretations of modality [8, 10]. Under

lying this interpretation is the notion that sentences

should be labeled not merely as "true" or "false" but

instead with a richer set of truth values selected from

a bilattice [7]. A bilattice is a set equipped with two

partial orders, one indicating how true or false a partic

ular sentence is, and the other partial order indicating

how complete one's state of knowledge is.

In this setting, it is possible to respond to a modal

query like, "I know it is raining outside," by invoking a

theorem prover recursively on the embedded sentential

argument ("It is raining outside") and then manipu

lating the truth value returned as a result [8]. One of

the interesting features of naturally occurring modal

ities is that they tend to either preserve or to invert

the "truth" partial order. As an example, "true" {t)

is more true than "unknown" (u). The modal opera

tor of knowledge (or necessity), applied to /, returns

t. Applied to u, it returns / (false). We might write

K(t) = t and K(u) = f.

ment only, and ignore deletions and disestablishment.

With regard to the truth partial order, t >t u and

K(t) >t K(u). The "knowledge" partial order is not

preserved; t >t u but K(t) and K(u) are incompa

rable because neither corresponds to a more complete

state of knowledge than the other. It is not clear why

natural modalities should be either t-monotonic or t-

antimonotonic in this way.

Now consider our planning language. A set of plans

P can be thought of as a function (j> from the set U

of all plans into the two-point set {<,/}■ A specific

plan p is in P if and only if 4>(p) = t. The set of

such functions can be interpreted as a bilattice by first

embedding the set {t, /} in the four element bilattice

F = {t,f,u,±} and then realizing that Fu , the set of

functions from U to F, inherits a bilattice structure

from the bilattice structure on F. Suppose that we

denote this "planning" bilattice by V.

An operator on sets of plans such as | or 7r is now

nothing more than a function that itself operates on

functions from U to {t,f}. In other words, | and n are

binary functions from V x V to V. As such, they can

be interpreted as modal operators on the planning bi

lattice. The bilattice-based modal theorem prover [10]

is, in fact, little more than a lifting of Procedure 5.1

to a more general setting. Once again, the modalities

preserve or invert the t partial order. This is clear for |;

increasing the set of plans in P or Q increases the set

of plans in P\Q. The operator ir, on the other hand,

is monotonic in its first argument and antimonotonic

in its second. Perhaps the planning results will shed

some light on the bilattice theory here, since we know

from results in this paper that the monotonicity and

antimonotonicity underlie the convergence properties

of the overall algorithms.

7.3 APPROXIMATE PLANNING

Finally, consider the termination criteria in Proce

dure 5.1: We stop as soon as L~(g) ^ 0, showing

that the set of plans L(g) for achieving the goal g

is nonempty. There is an optional check to see if

L+(g) = 0, in which case L(g) = 0 as well and we can

terminate and report that the goal is not achievable.

There are other possibilities also. One is to stop when

ever the bracketing sets L+ (T) and L~ (T) are in some

sense "close" to one another; this is similar to sugges

tions made in the work on approximate planning [9].

The basic idea here is to define conditions under which

one set of plans is "small" relative to another. As an

example, the set of plans 7r(P|a, 0) will typically be

small in the set ir(P, 0) since the first set involves a

commitment to take the action a while the second set
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does not.

We can now go on to say that two sets P C Q are

approximately equal, writing P « Q, if their difference

Q — P is small relative to Q. Consider, for example,

the plan

ir(U\move(B,C),Q) (11)

for getting B onto C in the Sussman anomaly. In

order for this plan to fail, one of a handful of specific

actions must be taken: Something (A or C) needs to

be moved onto B, something needs to be moved onto

C, or B needs to be moved away after it is moved

onto C successfully. Each of these "exception" plans

is small relative to the overall plan schema (11), so

(11) itself is approximately equal to the set of plans

that actually achieve the goal.

We can modify our basic procedure to return these

approximate plans by changing the termination con

dition from L~{T) ^ 0 to L~(T) x L+{T). Doing

so produces a procedure that implements the approx

imate planning ideas that have appeared elsewhere,

although the complexity of checking whether P « Q

for P C Q and P, Q 6 C is not yet known.

All told, the ideas and algorithms that we have de

scribed seem to raise as many new questions as they

answer. The new questions are, however, quite dif

ferent from those that have typically been considered

by the generative planning community. Perhaps the

differences themselves are an indication of progress.

A PROOFS

Lemma 2.6 U is the set of all linear plans. Negation

and intersection have their conventional meanings.

Proof. To see that (a\ , . . . , an) 6 U for any plan, note

that the longest subsequence of (oi , . . . , an) in [ ] U 0

is the initial empty subsequence, which is not in 0.

For negation, Suppose that (oi,. . . ,an) e P. Now it

is in U U P, and also in P, so (oi, . . . ,an) & ->P =

n(U,P). Alternatively, if (a\, . . . ,an) £ P, it is in

U U P = U anyway, so (oi, . . . ,an) € -iP. The result

for intersection follows from this. ■

Lemma 3.3 Let P £ £ be a nonempty set of plans.

Then there is a plan {a\ , . . . , an) € P with n < 1 + |P|.

Proof. Let (ai , . . . , a*) be a linear plan. We will show

that there is some subset S of the indices

with the size of S at least k — 1 — \P\ and such that

we can remove any subset of the actions in (a\, . . . , a*)

whose indices are in S without affecting membership

in P. The result follows; given any element of P con

taining k actions, we can drop at least k — 1 — |P| of

them to get an element of P containing at most 1 + |P|

actions.

The proof is by structural induction on the set of

plans P. For any of the base cases 0, [ ] or a € A,

the result is clear. (At most two actions are needed to

resolve the question of membership in P, and \P\ = 1.)

For the compound cases, consider P\Q first. There is

now a set Sp of appearances in P where actions can

be dropped, and a set Sq of similar appearances in Q.

We take S = Sp D Sq, so that membership in both P

and Q is unaffected. Now the size of S is at least

|S„| + |5,| - k > fc-l-|P| + Jfc-l-|Q|-fc

= fc - 1 - (|P| + |Q| + 1)

= k-l-\(P\Q)\

since the size of P\Q includes an additional count for

the concatenation symbol. (J and ir can be handled

identically. ■

Lemma 3.4 Let P G C be a set of plans, and p a

specific linear plan. Then the question of whether p €

P can be resolved in time polynomial in the lengths of

p and P.

Proof. The only subtlety involves the clauses defining

P\Q and n(P,Q) in Definition 2.3, since these clauses

ostensibly involve a search over subsequences of p. We

take a dynamic programming approach, investigating

all of the subsequences of p simultaneously and work

ing from the component plans of P outward.

Somewhat more specifically, suppose that Q is a set of

plans, p = (ai, . . . , an), and for each top level plan Qi

appearing in Q and each j < k < n, we know whether

(aj,. . . , aic) 6 Qi. Now we can determine in time o(k)

whether (oi, . . . ,o*) € Q. If Q is the concatenation

of two plans, we consider each point at which the first

plan might stop and the second begin. If Q is the result

of applying 7r, we consider each initial subsequence of

p starting with the longest (i.e., p itself).

Since there are at most n2 subsequences of the plan

p, it follows that we can determine membership in Q

for each of them in time at most n3 overall. If I is the

length of the original set of plans P, it follows that we

can determine in time o(n3l) whether (aj, . . . ,ak) G P

for each j and k, and thus whether p € P. ■

Lemma 3.7 A theory C is satisfiable if and only if

p(C) ji 0.

Proof. It is clear from Definition 3.6 that the result

will follow if we can show that for any atom Xj and

linear plan (xi,...,x„), (xi,...,xn) € p(xj) if and

only if xj € {xi} This is immediate from the definition,
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however. ■

Theorem 4.3 Let To be a planning tree, and T\ an

expansion of it. Suppose that the root of To is labeled

Lq in a liberal labeling and Lq in a conservative one,

and that the root ofT\ is labeled and Lj~. Then

Lo C L~x C L(g) C L+ C L+ (12)

where g is the goal at the root of To .

Proof. The proof consists of two parts. In the first,

we show that Lq C Lj~ ; in the second, that Lq C L(g).

Since the argument is independent of the actual tree

To, it will follow that Lf C L{g) as well. The right

hand inclusions in (12) follow using dual arguments.

To see that L0 C Lj , suppose that T is a planning

tree, and T' an expansion of it. Suppose also that n

is any node in T. If a conservative labeling of T labels

n with P while a conservative labeling of T' labels n

with P', we claim that P C P' if the parity of n is

positive, and P D P1 if the parity of n is negative.

We show this by induction from the fringe of the tree.

For n an unexpanded node in T\ the labels are identi

cal in the two cases. If n is the node expanded to pro

duce T' from T, the result follows immediately from

the definition of a conservative labeling, since n will

be labeled either with U (negative parity) or with 0

(positive parity) in T.

For the inductive step, suppose that n is an internal

node in the tree. If n is an action node, then the

appropriate inequality holds for each of n's children

by virtue of the inductive hypothesis, and therefore

for n itself because of the definition (7). If n is a goal

node, the result is a consequence of Lemma 2.4.

This completes the proof that Lq C Lj~. To show that

Lq C L(g), we show the following:

1. The conservative labeling of T labels an action

node (a, +) with a plan that is a subset of the

set of plans in which a has just been executed

successfully.

2. The conservative labeling of T labels an action

node (a, — ) with a superset of the set of plans in

which a has just been executed successfully.

3. The conservative labeling of T labels a goal node

(g, +) with a subset of the set of plans in which g

holds.

4. The conservative labeling of T labels a goal node

(g, — ) with a superset of the set of plans in which

g holds.

Once again, the proof proceeds by induction from the

fringe of the tree; once again, that the above results

hold for the fringe itself is obvious.

For an internal action node, the results hold because

the set of plans in which a has just been executed

successfully is exactly the intersection of the plans for

which each of the preconditions of a holds, followed by

the execution of the action a itself. For an internal goal

node (g, ±), the set of plans for which g holds can be

obtained by propagating the actions that successfully

add or delete g. ■

Theorem 4.4 Let g be a goal, and T0 the planning

tree consisting of the single goal node (g,+). Now if

p is a plan that achieves g, there is some expansion T

of To such that p G L~ (T) . Conversely, if p fails to

achieve g, there is an expansion such thatp & L+(T).

Proof. In fact, we show something stronger. Suppose

that the length of p is k. Now we prove that if T is any

tree with no unexpanded nodes shallower than depth

2k + 2, p € L~{T) if and only if p G L+(T). Since

L~(T) C L(g) C L+(T), the result will then follow.

The proof is by induction on k. If k = 0, so that p = [ J,

expanding the root node of T will produce an action

node requiring some action (perhaps the initializing

action t) to be taken to establish g. It follows that [ ]

will be in either both L~(T) and L+(T) or in neither.

For the inductive step, suppose that T has been fully

expanded to depth 2k + 2. Now if n is a node in T of

depth 2, we can apply the inductive hypothesis to con

clude that L~ and L+ agree on n for plans of length

k or shorter. It follows that they will also agree on all

(action) nodes of depth 1 and plans of length k + 1 or

less, since each of the depth 1 nodes requires the inclu

sion of a new final action. Since determining whether

a plan p is in the set corresponding to the label for the

root of the tree involves considering subsequences of p,

the result for the root now follows from the result for

the children at depth 1. ■

Proposition 5.4 Suppose that T is a partially ex

panded planning tree for a goal g, and that n is a pos

itive node in T. Now if there is any planning tree T4

for g that matches T at n and for which L~(T') ^ 0,

there is an expansion Te of T with L~(Te) ^ 0 such

that Te and T match at n.

Proof. We can take Te to be the union of T and T'.

Since Te is also an expansion of T", the result follows

immediately from Theorem 4.3. ■

Proposition 7.1 Any subgoal with no clobberers in its

subtree is fortuitous.
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Proof. The situation is quite like that of Figure 4.

Suppose that we label the repetition of the goal g with

0 and that after doing so, conclude that L(g) = P.

These are the plans that can be used for achieving g

without recursion.

Now suppose we label the repeated appearance of g

with L. Then the action node ai above g will be la

beled with some subset of L\a. If the goal node above

01 was previously labeled Q = 7r(Q+,0), it will now

be labeled with a subset of

Q' = ir(Q+UL|olt0) = 7r(C?+,0)Uir(L|oi,0)

= QU7r(L|ai,0)

Continuing up the tree, if the path from the repeated

occurrence of g back to the original one involves the

actions Oi, . . . ,an, we see that the eventual label as

signed to the root g will be a subset of

w(L\ai\a2\...\an,0)UP

We therefore need to show that

jr(P|o1|o2|...|an,0)UP = P

or that

jr(P|o1|o2|...|on,0)CP

To see this, note that P itself is of the form tt(P+, 0)

for some P+, so that if we denote (a\, . . . ,an) by a,

we are trying to show

7r(7r(P+,0)|a,0) C tt(P+,0) (13)

But now let p be any element of the left hand side

of (13). Since some initial subsequence of p is in

7r(P+,0)|a, it follows that some initial subsequence

of p is in 7r(P+,0), and therefore that some initial

subsequence of p is in P+ . Thus p itself is an element

of 7r(P+, 0), and (13) follows as desired. The proof is

complete. ■
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Abstract

The paper describes an approach to reason

ing about actions and plan generation within

the framework of description logics. From

an epistemological viewpoint, our approach

is based on the formalization of actions given

by dynamic logics, but we exploit their corre

spondence with description logics to turn the

formalization into an actual implementation.

In particular, we are able to carefully weaken

the logical inference process, thus making the

reasoning of the robot computationally fea

sible. From a practical viewpoint, we use a

general purpose knowledge representation en

vironment based on description logics, and

its associated reasoning tools, in order to

plan the actions of the mobile robot "Tino" ,

starting from the knowledge about the envi

ronment and the action specification. The

robot's reactive capabilities allow it to exe

cute such plans in the real world.

1 INTRODUCTION

We present one attempt to reconcile the theoretical

work in knowledge representation with the implemen

tation of real systems. The realm we address is that

of mobile robots, which has always been considered

central to Artificial Intelligence. Recent work in this

field (see for example [Brooks, 1986]) has shown that,

in order to enable a mobile robot to cope with the un

certainties and dynamics of real environments, some

kind of reactive behavior is necessary. However, a

mobile robot needs not only the ability to promptly

react and adjust its behavior based on the informa

tion acquired through its sensors, but also to achieve

high-level goals. Therefore, it should also be able to

reason about the actions it can perform, find plans

that allow it to achieve its goals and check whether

the execution of actions leads to the accomplishment

of the goals. The integration of reactive and planning

capabilities has thus become a focus of the research in

mobile robots and planning systems (see for example

[Saffiotti ei ai, 1995; Kaelbling and Rosenschein,1995;

Simmons, 1992; Gat, 1992]).

In the present work, we provide a framework for rea

soning about actions and discuss its implementation,

through a knowledge-based system, on a robot with

reactive capabilities. Our approach falls in the re

search stream of logic-based approaches for reasoning

about actions (see [Lesperance et ai, 1994]), however

it has been developed as a balance between theoreti

cal and practical considerations. Specifically, the ba

sis of our proposal for reasoning about actions is pro

vided by Propositional Dynamic Logics (PDLs), fol

lowing the work of [Rosenschein,1981; De Giacomo

and Lenzerini, 1995b]. In this setting PDLs formulae

denote properties of states, and actions (also called

programs) denote state transitions from one state to

another. The dynamic system itself is described by

means of axioms. Two kinds of axioms are introduced,

"static axioms" , that describe background knowledge,

and "dynamic axioms", that describe how the situa

tion changes when an action is performed. As in the

deductive-planning tradition, a plan can be generated

by finding a constructive existence proof for the state

where the desired goal is satisfied. In a PDL setting a

plan consists of a sequence of transitions, which leads

to a state satisfying the goal.

The novel and fundamental step towards the imple

mentation has been to rely on the tight correspondence

that exists between PDLs and Description Logics

(DLs) [Schild, 1991 ; De Giacomo and Lenzerini, 1994].

By exploiting this correspondence we have been able

both to develop an interesting theoretical framework

for reasoning about actions and to obtain an imple

mentation that uses a knowledge representation sys

tem based on DLs.

The work on efficient reasoning methods in DLs shows

that the typical form of dynamic axioms is problem

atic wrt efficiency (such axioms are "cyclic" in the DLs

terminology). Hence we have reinterpreted dynamic
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axioms by means of the so-called procedural rules. By

relying on the epistemic interpretation of these rules

given in [Donini et a/., 1994] we have defined a setting

which provides both an epistemic representation of dy

namic axioms and a weak form of reasoning. In this

way, we obtain a computationally feasible and seman-

tically justified approach to deductive planning.

Indeed, there are several studies that propose to

use DLs as a basis for the development of plan

ning systems (among them [Artale and Franconi,1994;

Borgida,1992; Koehler,1994]). These works extend the

DLs language with specific constructs that allow ac

tions to be represented as concepts. The planning sys

tem can thus reason about plans, by exploiting sub-

sumption in DLs. Our proposal takes a different per

spective, derived from the correspondence with PDLs,

where actions are represented as roles, and properties

of states as concepts. In our case, plans are generated

through a combination of the propagation mechanism

for the procedural rules and taxonomic reasoning for

checking the static properties of states.

We have built an implementation on top of the mo

bile robot Erratic, equipped with wheels and sonar,

which has the capability of integrating action exe

cution and reactive behavior [Konolige,1995]. The

knowledge representation system used in the imple

mentation is Classic [Borgida el a/., 1989], a well-

known, general-purpose knowledge representation sys

tem based on DLs. One interesting feature of the im

plementation is that it relies on the reasoning tools

provided by such a system, although in this way the

formalization is restricted to the subset of theories ex

pressible in the Classic representation language. We

named our mobile robot "Tino" and demonstrated it

at the 1995 Description Logic Workshop.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we

present the general framework for the representation

of dynamic systems we have adopted. In Section 3 we

introduce Epistemic DLs, and in Section 4 we address

our specific way of representing and reasoning about

actions in such a formalism. Finally, in Section 5, we

describe the mobile robot "Tino", which includes the

implementation in CLASSIC of the planning compo

nent and a module for exchanging information between

high-level planning and the software implementing the

reactive capabilities of the robot.

2 REASONING ABOUT ACTIONS:

THE GENERAL FRAMEWORK

In this section we present the general framework for

representing dynamic systems on which our work is

based. Such a framework is essentially that of PDLs

[Rosenschein,1981; De Giacomo and Lenzerini, 1995a].

Dynamic systems are typically modeled in terms of

state evolutions caused by actions. A state represents a

situation the system can be in, and is characterized by

a set of properties which forms a complete description

(wrt some logic/language) of the represented situation.

Actions, which are typically considered deterministic,

cause state transitions, making the system evolve from

the current state to the next one.

In principle we could represent the behavior of a sys

tem, i.e. all its possible evolutions, as a transition

graph, where each node denotes a state, and is labeled

with the properties that characterize the state, and

each arc denotes a state transition, and is labeled with

the action that causes the transition. Note, however,

that complete knowledge of the behavior of the sys

tem is required to build its transition graph, while in

general one has only partial knowledge of such behav

ior. In deductive planning this knowledge is phrased

in axioms of some logic (e.g. PDLs [Rosenschein,198l]

or Situation Calculus [Reiter,1993]). These axioms se

lect a subset of all possible transition graphs. All the

selected graphs are similar, since they all satisfy the

same axioms, but yet different wrt those properties

not imposed by the axioms. Hence one has to con

centrate on those properties that are true in all the

selected graphs, i.e. those properties that are logically

implied by the axioms.

Following [Rosenschein,198l] two kinds of axioms are

distinguished:

• Static axioms, which are used for representing

background knowledge that is invariant with re

spect to the execution of actions. In other words,

static axioms hold in any state and do not depend

on actions.

• Dynamic axioms, which are introduced to repre

sent the changes actions bring about, and have

the form1:

C => (R)tt A [R]D

where R is an action, C represents the precondi

tions that must hold in a state, in order for the

action R to be executable; D denotes the postcon

ditions that are true in the state resulting from the

execution of R in a state where preconditions C

hold. Multiple axioms per action are allowed.

In deductive planning one is typically interested in an

swering the following question: "Is there a sequence

of actions that, starting from an initial state, leads

to a state where a given property (the goal) holds?".

Under the assumption of deterministic actions, this is

captured by the following logical implication (here we

phrase it in PDLs):

T\=S=>(a')G (1)

where: (i) T is the set of both static and dynamic

axioms representing the (partial) knowledge about the

Actually in [Rosenschein,198l] the form of the dynamic

axioms is C => [R]D, and for each action R the axiom

{R)tt is assumed to be valid.
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DLs PDLs

atomic concept A atomic proposition A

top T true tt

bottom 1 false ff

conjunction CUD conjunction CAD

disjunction Cud disjunction Cv D

negation negation -C

existential quantification 3R.C diamond ( "some runs . . . " )

universal quantification Vfl.C box ("all runs ...") R]C

inclusion assertion CCD valid implication (axiom) C =» D

instance assertion C{a) R{aua2)
— —

Figure 1: Correspondence between DLs and PDLs.

system; (ii) S is a formula representing the (partial)

knowledge about the initial situation (state); (iii) G

is a formula representing the goal, which is, in fact,

a (partial) description of the final state one wants to

reach; (iv) {a')G (where (a")G stands for any formula

of the form (i?i)(fl2) • ■ (Rn)G with n > 0 and fl, any

action) expresses the existence of a finite sequence of

actions leading to a state where G is satisfied.

From a constructive proof of the above logical implica

tion one can extract an actual sequence of actions (a

plan) that leads to the goal.

Observe that in this setting one may have a very

sparse knowledge about the system - say a few laws

(axioms) one knows the system obeys - and yet be

able to make several non-trivial inferences. Unfortu

nately, this generality incurs a high computational cost

(typically PDLs are EXPTIME-complete [Kozen and

Tiuryn,1990]).

Therefore, we make use of the correspondence between

PDLs and Description Logics (DLs) to take advantage

of the extensive studies of the computational aspects

of reasoning in DLs, and to exploit specific techniques

developed in DLs to lower the cost of reasoning. We

present our proposal using the notation of DLs, in or

der to make it easier to relate our proposal both to

previous research in DLs, whose results are exploited

here, and to the actual implementation in Classic.

3 EPISTEMIC DESCRIPTION

LOGICS

In this section we introduce description logics with

an epistemic operator, which constitute the techni

cal background of our proposal. We focus on a well-

known DL, ACC, and its epistemic extension, ACCK,

obtained by adding a modal operator interpreted in

terms of minimal knowledge as in [Donini et ai, 1992;

1994; 1995].

In Fig. 1 we present the constructs of the DL ACC

and the correspondence with PDLs. Such correspon-

T1
 

A

±J
= 0

A1 C A

(CUD)1 =
crnDr

(CUD)1 =
CJUDJ

A\CX

VR.C1 = {d! € A |

Vd2.(dudi) SR1 <*2 € C1}

3R.C1 = {di € A |

3d2.(dudi)e R1 AdidC1}

Figure 2: Semantics of ACC

dence, first pointed in [Schild, 199 1], is based on the

similarity between the interpretation structures of the

two kinds of logics. At the extensional level, states

in PDLs correspond to individuals (members of the

domain of interpretation) in DLs, whereas state tran

sitions correspond to links between two individuals.

At the intensional level, propositions correspond to

concepts, and actions correspond to roles. The cor

respondence is realized through a (one-to-one and

onto) mapping from PDLs formulae to DLs concepts,

and from PDLs actions to DLs roles. For a de

tailed presentation of such a mapping and more gen

erally of the correspondence we refer to [Schild, 1991;

De Giacomo and Lenzerini,1994]. For our purposes it

suffices to consider DLs concepts and roles as syntactic

variants of PDLs formulae and actions respectively.

In the following we shall refer to an ACC-interpretation

I as a function mapping each concept expression into

a subset of some abstract interpretation domain A and

each role expression into a subset of A x A, such that

the equations of Fig. 2 are satisfied.

The basic reasoning service for DLs is subsumption:

C is subsumed by D if C1 C D1 for every J. In
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A

= 9

(KCf-w
=

n (^,w)

Jew

(CUD)Z-W
=

ci,wnDz,w

(CuD)J'w
=

cr,w u Dx,w

=
A\CZ'W

= {di € A |

Vd2.{dx,d3) * RX,W =**€CI'W}

(BR.C)J'W
= {rfi e a |

(KP)IW
=

Figure 3: Semantics of ACCK

other words subsumption allows to establish a hierar

chy among concept descriptions, which can be used to

reason on a specific problem instance. The complexity

of subsumption in DLs has been carefully studied for

different logics obtained by admitting different sets of

constructs.

ACCK. is an extension of ACC with an epistemic op

erator interpreted as knowledge. More precisely the

ACCK. abstract syntax is as follows (C, D denote con

cepts, R denotes a role, A denotes a primitive concept,

and P a primitive role):

C,D ::= >1|T| J_|Cn£>|CUD|-C|

Vfl.C | 3R.C | KC

R ::= P | KP

Non-epistemic concepts and roles are given essentially

the standard semantics of DLs, conversely epistemic

sentences are interpreted on the class of Kripke struc

tures where worlds are .4£C-interpretations, and all

worlds are connected to each other, i.e. the accessibil

ity relation among ,4£C-interpretations is universal.

The semantics is based on the Common Domain As

sumption: Every interpretation is defined over the

same, fixed, countable-infinite domain of individuals

A.

An ACCK-tnterpretation is defined as a pair (I, VV)

where W is a set of .4£C-interpretations over the do

main A, and I is a distinguished interpretation be

longing to VV (i.e. I G VV), such that AI W C A,

piyv c A x A and the equations in Fig. 3 are satis

fied.

Intuitively, an individual d G A is an instance of

a concept C iff d G CI,W in the particular ACC-

interpretation I G VV. An individual d G A is an

instance of a concept KC (i.e. d G (KC)I,W) iff

d G CJ'W for all possible .4£C-interpretations J € VV.

In other worlds, an individual is known to be an in

stance of a concept if it belongs to the concept interpre

tation of every possible world. Similarly, an individual

d G A is an instance of a concept 3KR.T iff there is

an individual d! G A such that (d, d') G RJ W for all

possible J G W.

DLs are typically used for representing the knowl

edge about a problem domain by providing mecha

nisms both for introducing concept definitions and

for specifying information about individuals. Accord

ingly, an ACCK knowledge base V is defined as a pair

* = {T,A}, where T, called the TBox, is a finite

set of inclusion statements of the form C C D, with

C, D G ACCK, and A, called the ABox, is a finite set

of membership assertions of the form C(a) or R(a,b),

where C, R G ACCK and a,b are names of individu

als. We assume that different names denote different

individuals, hence, we generally do not distinguish be

tween individuals and their names.

The truth of inclusion statement is defined in terms of

set inclusion: C C D is satisfied iff CJW C DJ'W.

Assertions are interpreted in terms of set membership:

C(a) is satisfied iff a G C^,w and R(a,b) is satisfied

iff (a,b) G RJ,W . A model for an «4£CX-knowledge

base * is a set of .4£C-interpretations VV such that for

each interpretation I G W, every sentence (inclusion

or membership assertion) of \P is true in the ACCK-

interpretation (I, W).

The final step of the construction consists of defining

a preference semantics on universal Kripke structures,

which allows one to select only those model where the

knowledge is minimal. This is achieved by maximizing

in each epistemic model the number of possible worlds

(i.e. .4£C-interpretations), which can also be explained

as maximizing ignorance.

A preferred model W for * is a model for such

that VV is a maximal set of ,4£C-interpretations, in

the sense that for each set W, if W C VV then VV

is not a model for ^. is satisfiable if there exists a

preferred model for ^, unsatisfiable otherwise, log

ically implies an (inclusion or membership) assertion

a, written \= a, if <r is true in every preferred model

for *.

Using the epistemic operator, it is possible to formal

ize in ACCK several interesting features provided by

frame systems, based on DLs [Donini et ai, 1994]. In

particular, here we recall the so-called procedural rules

(or simply rules).

Procedural rules take the form:

C^D

(where C,D are concepts). Roughly speaking, their

meaning is "if an individual is proved to be an instance
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of C, then conclude that it is also an instance of D" .

Therefore they can be viewed as implications for which

the contrapositive does not hold. A procedural rule

C i—<• D can be formalized in ACCK, by the epistemic

sentence

KCCD

Notice that procedural rules can be regarded as a weak

form of concept definitions.

A knowledge base in which the epistemic operator oc

curs only in rules of the above form has a unique pre

ferred model; moreover, in such a case the entailment

problem can be solved by constructing a knowledge

base, called first-order extension [Donini et ai, 1992;

1994]. Informally, the first-order extension is incre

mentally built by applying the following procedure:

For each individual i explicitly mentioned in the ABox

of the knowledge base and for each rule C *—* D, if C(»)

is a consequence of the knowledge base, then add D{i)

to the knowledge base. The first-order extension thus

constructed can be used for answering queries in place

of the epistemic knowledge base.

4 REASONING ABOUT ACTIONS:

OUR PROPOSAL

In this section we present our framework for represent

ing dynamic systems and reasoning about them. We

first introduce the representation and, subsequently,

address the reasoning method.

4.1 REPRESENTATION

Let us now describe how we use epistemic DLs to for

malize dynamic systems. As we want to tackle the

computational cost of reasoning, two aspects must be

carefully considered:

1. The expressivity of the language, i.e. the set of

constructs allowed;

2. The form of the axioms, i.e. the form of the inclu

sion assertions.

The research in DLs has shown that there is a trade-off

between expressivity and complexity of reasoning, and

has devised a number of languages for which reason

ing without inclusion assertions is polynomial. How

ever, adding general inclusions of the form C C D

makes reasoning EXPTIME-hard even for a simple

language as TCq [McAllester,199l], which contains

only intersection l"l and universal quantification V.

Hence, restrictions on the form of the inclusions are

normally considered. In particular, cycles (recursive

inclusions) [Nebel,1991; Buchheit et a/., 1993; 1994;

Calvanese,1996] are especially problematic from the

computational point of view, and typically are not al

lowed.

Taking into account the above considerations, we

model static axioms as acyclic inclusion assertions, and

we model the dynamic axioms, for which the acyclic-

ity condition would be too restrictive, by making a

special use of procedural rules. In this way, the dy

namic axioms cannot be used in the reverse direction

for contrapositive reasoning, and this weakening allows

for lowering the computational cost of reasoning in our

formalism.

Specifically, in our ontology, an agent is, at any given

point, in a certain state, represented by an individual

in the domain of interpretation. Properties of states

are represented as concepts of DLs. That is, a concept

denotes a property that may hold in a state. Actions,

which are assumed to be deterministic, are represented

as functional roles - i.e. roles interpreted as functions

instead of relations.

In fact, we distinguish two kinds of roles: Static-roles.

which represent the usual notion of role in DLs and

can be useful for structuring properties of states, and

action-roles, which are functional roles that denote ac

tions and are used in a special way.

The behavior of the agent is described by means of

both static axioms and dynamic axioms. We formal

ize static axioms as acyclic inclusion assertions, not

involving action-roles. Whereas, by exploiting the

epistemic interpretation of procedural rules [Donini et

ai, 1994; 1995], we formalize dynamic axioms through

epistemic sentences of the form:

KCC3Kfl.TnVfl,D (2)

which can be intuitively interpreted as: For all possible

interpretations, if a state (individual) x is an instance

of C in all possible interpretations, then there exists

a state y which is the (unique) /i-successor of x in

all possible interpretations, and y is an instance of D.

In other words, for all possible transition graphs, if a

state x satisfies the property C in all possible transi

tion graphs, then there exists a state y which is the

/?-successor of x in all possible transition graphs, and

y satisfies D. From now on we refer to states whenever

the individuals are interpreted as states.

Notably, by using dynamic axioms of this special form,

we recover the ability of representing the behavior of

the system by means of a single graph - an ability

that is generally lost when using other forms of dy

namic axioms. Such a graph, which we may call par

tial transition graph, summarizes the common part of

all transition graphs that, by our (partial) knowledge

about the dynamic system, are considered possible.

The partial transition graph gives us a description of

a transition graph which is partial, in the sense that:

1. Certain states and transitions may be missing;

2. The properties of the states in the graph may be

only partially specified.
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Given an initial state satisfying certain properties, a

plan exists for a specified goal if there exists a finite

sequence of actions that, from the initial state, leads

to a state satisfying the goal, regardless of which of

the possible interpretations corresponds to the actual

world. This condition is expressed by a logical impli

cation similar to (1), namely:

(rs U YD , {S(init)}) \= ((3Ka)' .KG)(init) (3)

where: (i) Ts and T/j respectively indicate the sets

of static axioms and dynamic axioms; (ii) init names

an individual representing the initial state, and 5 is a

concept describing our knowledge about such an initial

state; (iii) (3Ka)*.KG stands for any concept expres

sion of the form

3KRX.3KR2 3K.Rn.KG

in which n > 0 and each R4 is an action-role, and it

expresses the fact that from the initial state init there

exists a sequence of successors (the same in every in

terpretation) that terminates in a state (the same in

every interpretation) where G holds (in every interpre

tation). Intuitively, condition (3) checks for the exis

tence of a state of the partial transition graph, reach

able from the initial one, in which the goal is satisfied.

Observe that condition (3) holds iff for each preferred

model W for E = (rs U TD,{S(init)}), there exists

a state x £ A such that x G GJ-W for all J £ W.

Indeed, by the special form of the dynamic axioms,

such a state exists iff it is linked to the initial state

by a chain of KRi, i.e. if there exists a sequence of

successors (the same in every possible interpretation)

that terminates in x.

4.2 REASONING

Let us now turn our attention to the problem of com

puting the entailment (3). We point out that in gen

eral the ,4£C/C-knowledge base E has many preferred

models, which are distinguishable even up to renaming

of individuals. Nevertheless, due to the special form of

the epistemic sentences corresponding to the dynamic

axioms in E, we can build the so-called first-order ex

tension (FOE) [Donini ei ai, 1994] of the knowledge

base E = (Ts U Vd, {S(init)}), which consists of the

knowledge base (Ts, {S(init)}) augmented by the as

sertions which are consequences (up to renaming of

individuals) of the epistemic sentences describing the

dynamic axioms. The FOE of E provides a unique

characterization of the knowledge that is shared by all

the preferred models of E. In fact, the notion of FOE

formalizes the concept of partial transition graph in

troduced above, which describes all common proper

ties of the possible behaviors of the system.

The FOE of E, written FOE(Y,), is computed by the

algorithm shown in Fig. 4, in which

POSTAL, R, s) =

{£>, I (Kd C 3KR.T n VR.D) 6 E A E |= C,(s)}

denotes the effect of the application of the rules of E

involving the action-role R to the state s, namely the

set of postconditions (concepts) of the rules which are

triggered by s, and

CONCEPTS(Z,i) = {D | E (= D{i)}

denotes the set of concepts verified by the state i in E.

Informally, the algorithm, starting from the initial

state init, applies to each named state the rules in

the set which are triggered by such a state. A

new state is thus generated, unless a state with the

same properties had already been created. In this way

the effect of the rules is computed, obtaining a sort of

"completion" of the knowledge base.

It is easy to see that the FOE is unique, that is, every

order of extraction of the states from the set STATES

produces the same set of assertions, up to renaming

of states. Moreover, it is easy to see that the algo

rithm terminates, that is, the condition STATES = 0

is eventually reached, since the number of states gen

erated is bounded to the number of different conjunc

tions of postconditions of the rules, i.e. 2", where n is

the number of rules in E. Finally, the condition

CONCEPTS((Ts,ABOX),l) =

CONCEPTS((rs,ABOX'),j)

can be checked by verifying whether for each con

cept C, obtained as a conjunction of the postcon

ditions of the rules in TD, (Ts,ABOX) \= C(l) iff

(Ts,ABOX')\=CU).

We point out that while the notion of minimization of

the properties of states, realized through the propaga

tion of rules (i.e. only the properties which are nec

essarily implied are propagated), is also correctly cap

tured by the minimal knowledge semantics of ACCIC,

the minimization obtained in the FOE by always gen

erating a new successor state does not have a direct

counterpart in the semantics: This is the reason why

E has multiple preferred models, whereas the FOE is

unique.

The following property establishes that, wrt the entail

ment problem (3), the first-order extension of E repre

sents the information which must hold in any preferred

model for E.

Theorem 4.1 There exists a state x such that

FOE(E) \= G(x) (4)

if and only if, for each preferred model W for E, there

exists a state x such that x 6 G^,w for all J 6 W.

Sketch of the proof. If-pari. Suppose that for each

model W for E there exists a state x such that x 6

GJW for all JEW. Now, it is easy to see that

there exists a preferred model W for E such that

for each state s in FOE(T,) there exists a state s'
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ALGORITHM FOE

INPUT: E = (Ts U TD, {S(tntt)})

OUTPUT: FOE(X)

begin

STATES = {init);

ALL-STATES = {mit};

ABOX = {S(in.t)};

repeat

s = choose(STATES);

for each action-role R do

begin

s' = NEW state name;

ABOX' =ABOX U {R(s, s')} U {D,(s')\D, € POST((Ts U TD,ABOX), R,s)};

if there exists a state s" € ALL-STATES such that

CONCEPTS({Ts, ABOX), a") = CONCEPTS((Ts, ABOX'), s')

then ABOX = AflOAT U R(s, s")

else begin

ABOX = ABOX';

STATES = STATES U{s"}

ALL-STATES = ALL-STATES u{s")

end

end;

STATES = STATES - {a}

until STATES = 0;

return (r5, ABOX)

end;

Figure 4: Algorithm computing FOE{Y.)

in W isomorphic to s, that is, for every concept C,

FO£(E) (= C(s) iff s' € C-7-™. Therefore, the exis

tence of such a model W implies the existence of a

state y such that FOE(E) \= G(y).

Only-if-part. Assume there exists a state x such that

FOE(T,) f= G(x). Then, there is a finite sequence of

actions , , . . . , Rin (the plan) that generates x. Let

x\ be the -successor of init in FOE(T.), and let W

be any preferred model for E. Now, the properties that

inti is known to verify in all worlds of W are at least

the properties stated in the initial situation. Conse

quently, the set of epistemic sentences, corresponding

to the dynamic axioms whose antecedent is satisfied

by init in FOE{H), implies the same set of proper

ties on another state (say y\) that is the same in each

interpretation J of W. That is, y\ satisfies at least

the same properties satisfied by x\. Now, let xi be

the Z?i2-successor of x\. The same kind of reasoning

can be applied, thus showing that there must exist

a state j/2 in W satisfying in each world at least the

same properties verified by X2- By iteration we con

clude that there exists a state yn such that x £ GJ,W

for all J 6 W, which concludes the proof. □

By the above property, we can solve the planning prob

lem (3) by verifying whether there is an x in FOE(T,)

that satisfies the goal G.

4.3 COMPLEXITY

As for the computational aspects of reasoning about

actions in the epistemic framework based on ACCK,

it turns out that the planning problem is PSPACE-

complete which is a direct consequence of Theorem

4.1 and of the following property.

Theorem 4.2 The problem of establishing whether

there exists a state x such that FOE(Y.) f= G{x) is

PSPACE-complete.

Sketch of the proof. PSPACE-hardness follows from

the fact that the subsumption problem for acyclic ACC

TBoxes, which is PSPACE-complete [Calvanese,1996],

can be reduced (Tp = 0) to the problem of es

tablishing whether there exists a state x such that

FOE^E) ^ G(x). Membership in PSPACE is due

to the fact that the maximum number of states gen

erated in FOE(Y,) is 2" (where n is the number of

dynamic axioms), therefore, if there exists a state x

in FOE{Yi) such that G(x) holds, then such a state

can be generated through a sequence of actions whose

length is less or equal to 2". This property allows for

the generation of all the states, one at a time, using a

polynomial amount of space. □

Notice that the algorithm for computing FOE(Y.) uses

exponential space, because FO£"(E) can be used to
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find a plan, not only to know whether there exists a

plan. It is easy to modify the above algorithm in order

to answer to the plan existence problem using polyno

mial space only.

Let us now compare our formalization with the one

we get leaving out the epistemic operator (i.e. Rosen-

schein's formalization), hence using ACC instead of

ACCK. The difference between the two formalizations

lies in the different representation of the dynamic ax

ioms To, which are formalized through epistemic sen

tences in ACCK. of the form (2), whereas they are ex

pressed by ordinary axioms (implications) in ACC, of

the following form:

C C

corresponding to Rosenschein's dynamic axioms

C => {R)tt A [R]D

The planning problem (1) is expressed in such a setting

by the following entailment problem:

<rs U TD, {S(init)}) (= ((3a)\G)(in«) (5)

We now show that the use of procedural rules in the

formalization of the dynamic axioms actually weak

ens the deductive capabilities of the agent formalized.

This can be explained by the following simple example.

Suppose we have the following dynamic axioms:

C C 3i?.TnVfl.£>

->C C 3fl.T n VR.D

and suppose the goal is D and the initial situation

does not specify the truth value of C. It is easy to

see that in the ACC formalization (corresponding to

Rosenschein's framework) the answer to the planning

problem is yes (the desired plan consists of the action

R), while in the ACCK framework the answer to the

planning problem is no.

This is precisely due to the different formalization of

the dynamic axioms: In the ACC setting, the agent

is able to conclude that he is able to perform action

R, since in the current state of the world either C or

->C holds. Conversely, in the ACCK framework, in the

epistemic state of the agent neither C nor ->C holds,

since the agent does not know the truth value of C,

therefore he concludes that he is not able to perform

action R.

Let us now slightly modify the above example. Sup

pose we have the following dynamic axioms:

CC. SRuTHVRi.D

-.CC3fl2.TnV/i2.£)

and again suppose that the goal is D and the initial

situation does not specify the truth value of C. Now,

there is no known sequence of actions leading to the

state satisfying the goal, yet in the ACC setting the

answer to the planning problem is yes, whereas it is

still no in the epistemic framework.

This example highlights the fact that in the ACCK

setting only constructive proofs are taken into consid

eration, in the sense that the entailment (3) holds only

if there exists a known sequence of actions leading to

the state satisfying the goal. That is, if (3) holds then

we are always able to extract an effective plan.

Conversely, it is easy to see that, if in the epistemic for

malization of actions the entailment (3) holds, then the

entailment (5) holds in the ACC setting. Therefore,

with respect to the planning problem, the epistemic

framework based on ACCK is a sound and incomplete

approximation of the non-epistemic one. That is, the

use of the epistemic operator in the formalization of

actions allows for a principled weakening of the deduc

tive capabilities of the agent.

5 THE MOBILE ROBOT "TINO"

Our approach to reasoning about actions has been im

plemented on the Erratic base [Konolige,1995]. The

robot, that, as mentioned, has been named Tino, has

been successfully tested on several real and simulated

office environments.

Tino is based on a two-level architecture, which com

bines a reactive control mechanism with a planning

system. The idea dates back to the architecture of

the robot Shakey, in which the planning system was

STRIPS. However, the Erratic base allows for an ef

fective combination of both horizontal and vertical

decomposition (see [Brooks, 1986]). By a horizontal

decomposition the system can react immediately in

dynamic environments. While a vertical decomposi

tion is in the relationship between the module which

is responsible for planning and the underlying fuzzy

controller. Each of these modules has its own repre

sentation of the environment and of the plan. The

communication between the two modules is realized

by a plan execution module. Thus, as in [Gat, 1992],

we have a heterogeneous architecture, since we have

implemented our planning system and then we have

connected it with the existing controller.

Below we sketch the basic elements of the implemen

tation of the planning component and of the plan ex

ecution component.

5.1 PLAN GENERATION

One of the motivations underlying our proposal for

reasoning about actions is the possibility of relying

on a knowledge representation system based on DLs

for the implementation. In particular, we have chosen

Classic [Borgida et ai, 1989], a well-known system

based on DLs, to take advantage of an efficient and

reliable reasoning system. However, the language for
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representing knowledge is less expressive than the DL

we have considered so far. Nonetheless, we obtain an

interesting setting where the plan can be generated in

polynomial time.

More specifically, we use a subset of the language

ACCK, corresponding to some of the constructs avail

able in Classic, that we write for ease of notation

using l"l for AHD, V for ALL and 3R.{a} for FILLS.

Static axioms are expressed either as inclusion asser

tions or as concept definitions, written = and inter

preted as necessary and sufficient conditions (see for

example [Buchheit el ai, 1994]). In both cases cycles

are not allowed. Dynamic axioms are represented as

Classic rules denoted with >—>.

Each rule is thus written as

and can be read as follows: For each named individ

ual i classified under C, connect i to the individual a

through the role R, and classify o under D. There

fore a is an individual denoting the state reached as a

result of the execution of action R.

Notice that we are forced to use the FILLS (written

3R. {a}) construct because we cannot express 3KR.T

in Classic. This gives us a sound implementation as

long as for each action R the preconditions C in dy

namic axioms involving R are disjoint from each other.

Indeed, this condition implies that in every state at

most one of the preconditions C for each action R is

satisfied, consequently the only concept that holds in

an 72-successor, obtained by applying the dynamic ax

iom, is D.

With the above described representation, computing

the FOE is done in polynomial time, because the num

ber of individuals is at most linear in the number of

rules, and the condition for the application of a rule

can be checked in polynomial time. Notice that we

cannot compute the FOE of a knowledge base £ in

the general case using CLASSIC, because there is no

other way to state the existence of a named individual

(representing a successor state) other than explicitly

naming it through the construct FILLS.

The plan is extracted by the explanation facility pro

vided with the rule mechanism of the system, which

allows for an automatic generation of a graph (essen

tially a part of the FOE) with all the paths from the

initial state to the states that satisfy the goal. The

plan to be sent to the robot is then selected by find

ing the path (between the initial state and the states

that satisfy the goal) which is minimal in terms of the

number of transitions (actions).

Example 5.1 Given the map shown in Fig. 5, refer

ring to an office environment constituted by rooms,

doors and corridors, we can describe it through the

following knowledge base:

Corridor 1 , - -

Comdor 2

/ CloseToDoorl s>

Rooml !
[ i

Doorl
1 /

Figure 5: A simple environment

Corridor! C

Corridor2 C

Rooml C

CloseToDoor =

CloseToDoorl =

Corridorl

Corridorl

CloseToDoorl

Rooml

Corridor

Corridor

Room

Corridor n VNext Door.DoorH

3NextDoor.T

CloseToDoor n CorridorlH

3NextDoor.{x Doorl}

3FollowClToDl.{xCloseToDoorl}n

VFollowClToDl.CloseToDoorl

3FollowClToC2.{xCorridor2}n

siFollowClToC2.Corridor2

3EnterDl.{xRooml}n

VEnter Dl. Rooml

3ExitDl.{xCloseToDoorl}n

V ExitDl.CloseToDoorl

Door(xDoorl)

Corridorl(xCorridorl)

Let us now highlight the use of static axioms for the

description of knowledge about environments and for

the classification of states. In the above example, the

concept CloseToDoor formalizes the property of being

in a corridor and close to a door, while the concept

CloseToDoor] represents the property of being close

to a particular door (Doorl). NextDoor, which is as

sumed to be a functional role, is used to describe a

static property of a portion of a corridor.

The action graph relative to the above knowledge base

is given in Fig. 6. Notice that with the rule propaga

tion mechanism we can produce many edges of the

graph with a single rule. In fact, suppose there are

many doors in Corridorl, with the only rule that

describes the action FollowClToC2, we can connect

in the graph all the states xCloseToDoor(i) to the

state xCorridor2 with edges labeled with the action

FollowClToC2. This is due to the fact that we

can write static axioms such that CloseToDoorl C

Corridorl.

Moreover, static axioms allow us to write postcondi

tions of actions in a simple way. For example in the de
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Figure 6: The action graph

scription of the action ExitDl we have only mentioned

CloseToDoorl as postcondition, instead of writing all

the postconditions (in this case also Corridorl) ex

plicitly.

The ability to provide a taxonomic representation of

the environment not only provides a more compact

way to specify the knowledge about the problem do

main, but also to have a more flexible and easy to

modify representation. In particular, we have taken

advantage of these features both in modeling different

environments and in the implementation of a module

that takes as input a topological representation of the

map and generates a CLASSIC knowledge base.

5.2 PLAN EXECUTION

The planning system is activated by a plan execution

module which provides the connection to the robot

software. The control of the robot is achieved by

means of a fuzzy controller [Saffiotti et ai, 1995] which

takes care of obstacle avoidance while the robot is try

ing to achieve a high-level goal such as reaching the

next door in the corridor.

More specifically, the plan execution module turns the

sequence of actions, expressed as CLASSIC roles, into a

specification for the control software. The control sys

tem drives the robot low-level movement commands

by means of control schemata, called behaviors, which

specify both how to implement high-level actions and

how to perform several kinds of reactive control, such

as obstacle avoidance. Therefore, the simultaneous ac

tivation of reactive behaviors, and of the ones imple

menting actions is usually requested to perform a task.

For example, the activation of the behaviors Avoid Ob

stacle, Keep Off and Follow Corr, is used to realize

navigation within a corridor. The actual execution

can be viewed as the blending of such behaviors, based

on the information acquired through the sensors (see

[Saffiotti et ai, 1995] for further details). The idea is

related to the notion of plan-as-communication [Agre

and Chapman, 1990], since the plan is not mechani

cally executed, but is used to decide which behavior

to activate.

As each module has its own representation of infor

mation, the exchange of information between the two

layers is a critical aspect. The planning system sends a

plan to the control system, the latter can detect a plan

failure and reply to the former with a justification for

the failure (such as "door closed" ) so that the planning

system can re-plan after updating the knowledge base.

Example 5.2 We can describe the fact that the robot

can enter in a room only if it is close to an open door

by adding the following declarations to the knowledge

base in Example 5.1.

CloseToOpenDoor = CloseToDoorFl

VNextDoor.Open

CloseToOpenDoorl = CloseToOpenDoorH

CloseToDoorl

CloseToOpenDoorl i—• BEnterDl.{xRooml

V EnterDl.Rooml

Door(x Doorl)

Open(xDoorl)

Now, in presence of a failure during a plan execution,

caused by the fact that door xDoorl is closed, it is

sufficient to update the knowledge base, by retracting

the assertion Open(xDoorl), so that the new rule in

volving EnterDl cannot be applied and the associated

edge will not be in the action graph. If there is another

door to access the room, it may be possible to select

an alternative plan to reach it.

6 CONCLUSIONS

The goal of our work was to devise a principled and

practically feasible realization of a KR&R approach to

reasoning about actions in the realm of mobile robots.

In the paper we have presented a formal setting for

reasoning about actions and its implementation on the

Erratic base, integrating reacting behavior with action

planning and execution.

We believe that the results of our work are twofold.

From the standpoint of the research on reasoning

about actions, the basis for our work has been the for

mal correspondence between Propositional Dynamic

Logics and Description Logics. This has lead us not

only to a semantically justified implementation, but

also to the adaptation of the formal setting in new and

interesting directions. In particular, we have shown

that the use of rules instead of axioms both reduces

the computational complexity of the planning problem

and (under some restrictions) allows for the implemen
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tation of the theoretical framework for reasoning about

actions in an efficient KR system (Classic).

As compared with other approaches to action plan

ning for mobile robots, the choice of a Knowledge-

Representation System, together with the associated

methodology for representing the dynamic environ

ment and reasoning about actions, has led to a very

flexible implementation of the planning component,

that can be easily adapted to new environments and

accommodate the changes in the environment. To this

end, the possibility of structuring the representation of

environments using the features of a DL representation

language plays a crucial role.

The implementation developed so far is mainly con

cerned with the position of the robot and its move

ment capabilities. We are currently working at several

extensions of the proposed framework, that will en

able Tino to address more complex scenarios. To this

end, we can exploit the notion of epistemic state of the

agent, using it to address several issues arising in com

plex dynamic domains. In particular, we are currently

focusing on the following aspects:

1. Frame problem. It turns out [Donini et

ai, 1995] that a slight modification in the seman

tics of the epistemic operator allows for the repre

sentation of default rules in ACCK, thus allowing

for the formalization of the notion of default per

sistence of knowledge, realized through the use

of defaults. This property, together with the no

tion of default persistence of ignorance encoded

in the semantics, allows for a formalization of the

commonsense law of inertia, realized through a

"small" number of epistemic axioms (formalizing

default rules).

2. Sensing. The possibility of representing the epis

temic state of the agent allows for a very simple

formalization of sensing (or knowledge-producing)

actions. Indeed, the semantic of the epistemic op

erator in ACCK embodies the principle of mini

mal learning, or default persistence of ignorance

[Scherl and Levesque,1993], thus allowing for a

simple treatment of actions whose execution only

changes the knowledge of the agent without af

fecting the state of the world.
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Abstract

We explore several "spatial" logics and in

vestigate their credentials as logics of space

or of spatial objects and relations. A seman

tical adequacy criterion for spatial logics is

developed, according to which a logic is spa

tial only if consistent theories in that logic are

realizable in a standard model of space. Var

ious (so-called) spatial logics are shown not

to satisfy this criterion. In effect, these ob

servations amount to incompleteness results

for classes of spatial logics, because they show

that consistent sets of formulae in these logics

have no models of the intended sort. In ad

dition, we present a complete axiomatization

of space; a modal logic of connected regions

of the plane.

1 MOTIVATION

In recent years there has been much interest in logics

of space (eg: [Randell et ai, 1992, Gotts et ai, 1996,

Asher and Vieu, 1995, Bennett, 1995]).

Different research programmes have developed from

work (eg: [Tarski, 1956, Whitehead, 1929,

Clarke, 1981, Clarke, 1985]) on logic and mereo-

topology [Biacino and Gerla, 1991], of [Allen, 1981] on

temporal logic, and investigations into modal logics of

space [Rescher and Garson, 1968, von Wright, 1979],

resulting in a lively research area. Logics of space have

obvious applications in Knowledge Representation

and Reasoning [Randell et ai, 1992, Bennett, 1994,

Pratt, 1993, Hernandez, 1994, Nebel, 1995,

Bennett, 1995], Robotics, Spatial Information Theory

[Frank and Campari, 1993, Frank and Kuhn, 1995],

See http://www.cs.man.ac.uk/ai/oliver/mapsem.html

for related papers and discussion.

and the theory of Geographical Information Sys

tems (GIS) [Worboys, 1991, Mark and Frank, 1991,

Jeansoulin and Mathieu, 1995].

An important part of the motivation for developing

spatial logics lies in a dissatisfaction with the ontolog-

ical richness of the standard Cartesian model of space

as a collection of tuples of real numbers. The possibil

ity of infinite collections of regions all occupying the

same volume, and the existence of pathological regions

with counterintuitive properties (as exemplified by the

infamous Banach-Tarski theorem [Wagon, 1993]) sug

gest that this model provides more than our intuitive

concepts of space require. Perhaps, then, there is

a simpler rational reconstruction of these notions—

a model of space more suited to the sorts of distinc

tions that we feel happy about making. Perhaps such

a simpler model also has the more practical advantage

of suggesting efficient procedures for spatial inference,

forwarding another important computational motiva

tion.

One way to construct a simpler model of space, of

course, is to devise a logic containing operators with

a spatial gloss. Just as, in temporal logic, one has

operators such as "at some time in the past" , "always

in the future," "since" , "until" , so in spatial logic one

might have operators (or, alternatively, relations or

predicates) with interpretations such as "somewhere" ,

"at all points in the vicinity" , "at some neighbouring

point" and so on. By writing down axioms governing

these operators, and using standard results concerning

the existence of models for consistent theories in modal

and first-order logics, one achieves alternative models

of space to the Cartesian model.

The general problem with these "spatial" logics, how

ever, is that it is sometimes hard to know whether one

has written down enough axioms to characterize the

spatial notions in question. Another way of putting

the same worry is that, while a collection of suggested
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axioms may well have models, it is sometimes hard to

see why we should regard these models as models of

space at all. This paper sets out a criterion which pro

posed spatial logics should fulfil to be counted as spa

tial; we also show that various proposed spatial logics

in the literature fail to do so. In addition, we present

a logic which meets our proposed criterion; a logic of

connected regions of the plane, and we highlight the

importance of extended modal logics [de Rijke, 1992]

for the project of giving intensional models of space.

2 MODAL SPATIAL LOGICS

Most spatial logics deal with spatial relationships in

one of two ways: either they employ a modal operator

to index propositions to locations, or they quantify ex

plicitly over those locations. In the modal approach,

an indexed 'position operator' Pa is added to classical

propositional logic, so that Pa(p) can be interpreted

variously as "proposition p is realized at position or"

or "proposition p is realized at a position a units from

here" . Different logics may be constructed depending

on the particular properties of P and the range of the

parameter a, which can be quantified over. Positional,

topological, and "spatial" intepretations of modal log

ics have been suggested by [Rescher and Garson, 1968,

von Wright, 1979, Bennett, 1995, Worboys, 1991]1,

and intensional models of topologies and geome

tries (in too abstract a sense for our purposes)

have been constructed by [Moss and Parikh, 1992,

Georgatos, 1994, Balbiani et ai, 1995]. Most famil

iar modal logics are finitely axiomatizable, decid-

able, and have the finite model property. They thus

clearly present a promising framework in which to

reason qualitatively about space. Rescher and Gar-

son [Rescher and Garson, 1968] present a quite gen

eral "positional logic" in which temporal and spatial

logics can be formulated.

A good example of a spatial logic - and of their

potential shortcomings - is provided by von Wright

[von Wright, 1979, von Wright, 1984]. Von Wright,

employs the spatial interpretation of modal operators

in order to analyse the logics of the spatial terms

"near", "elsewhere", and "somewhere". In the same

framework as [Rescher and Garson, 1968], von Wright

considers various modal axioms in the 3 different cases.

For example, the axiom p —► op holds only when

the modal operator is interpreted as "somewhere". In

this fashion, von Wright conjectures that the "near"

'Indeed, they have also been discussed by logicians such

as Robert Stalnaker, Nuel Belnap, and Krister Segerberg

(see [von Wright, 1979, Rescher and Garson, 1968,

von Wright, 1984]).

relation (which is symmetric2) corresponds to the

modal system SwB (weak Brouwer)3, "elsewhere" cor

responds to SwB + (oop-»pV op), and that "some

where" correponds to 554.

However, von Wright's logic of "near" (the weak

Brouwer system) is inadequate. Consider the following

schematic formula:

/\ o* dL V cA ] ) (i)

!<•<" \ \ \1<J<" ///

Since the logic SwB is characterized by serial and sym

metric Kripke frames, the diagram of figure 1 is a per

missible Stufl-structure making the formula (1) true

in the case where n = 6. Clearly, there is nothing spe

cial about the number 6 here; any number of spokes

could be added. Hence all instances of schema (1) are

SwS-consistent .

But now consider the proposed spatial gloss on o, in

which o is interpreted as meaning "nearby". Given

that all instances of schema (1) are Su/B-consistent,

it makes sense to ask whether the spatial arrangement

they describe is really consistent given the intended in

terpretation of the operator. We can tackle this ques

tion formally by defining a "classical" or "intended"

interpretation - let us call it M2 - as follows. Let us

say that the possible worlds of M2 are the set of points

in R2 and the accessibility relation r is defined by

r((*i,yi), (12,^2))

iff (Xl - x2)2 + (yi - y2)2 < d2

where d is some fixed real ^ 0. Once we have a clas

sical model, we can sensibly ask whether an instance

of schema (1) is true anywhere in it. But in fact, for

n > 6 there are no possible configurations of points

in the plane which can serve as an interpretation of

formula (1). For one would have to fit 6 or more non-

overlapping closed circles of radius d around (overlap

ping the edge of) a closed circle of radius d—and it is

routine to show that this situation is geometrically im

possible. The situation is illustrated in figure 2. Thus,

von Wright's proposed logic of near allows us to write

down consistent formulae (consistent, that is, in his

2 Although intuition might dictate that it is also irreflex-

ive, such constraints cannot be captured in normal modal

systems, as we shall see.

3Its axioms are o(p V q) <-► op V oq and *-< op. Weak

modal logics lack the axiom p —» op.

4These logics contain the "Theorem of Reversibility",

p&LOq —« o(gfcop), which distinguishes them from temporal

logics (in which it is not provable).
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logic) which describe no realizable situation given the

intended interpretation of the operator5 .

Of course, one might object to the formal reconstruc

tion of the intended interpretation. Perhaps, for ex

ample, the intended interpretation—call it M3—has,

as its "possible worlds" the points of R3, with the ac

cessibility relation defined by:

r((*i,yi,zi), (x2.y2.22))

iff (xi - x2)2 + (yi - y2)7 + (*i - *2)2 < d2

Here too, however, a similar problem arises; except

that this time we must make n > 12 to achieve a con

sistent instance of schema (1) which is unrealizable in

M3.

Of course, one still might object to our proposed re

construction. (Maybe the domain von Wright had in

mind was Hilbert space.) But we need to be told what

the correct interpretation of the logic is.

Technically, we have proved:

Theorem 1 The logic SwB is not complete for the

interpretations Af2 and M3.

Informally, this amounts to the following: Let the

modal operator o in the logic SwB have the intended

geometrical interpretation "at some point no more

than distance d away" . Then there are consistent sen

tences of the logic which have no models with the in

tended geometrical interpretation, in either 2 or 3 di

mensions.

What do we learn from theorem 1? Just because we

have an axiomatization which seems intuitively correct

for some spatial notion, that does not mean that such

a logic actually captures that notion. In order to do

that, consistent sets of sentences in that logic must be

realizable in R2 or R3 using the intended interpreta

tions of the spatial notions the logic is supposed to

axiomatize. In putting forward the logic SwB, von

Wright has not provided us with a logic of "near" at

all; he has just written down three or four of its prop

erties. The situation is even worse in general; in order

to capture the irreflexivity and intransitivity of many

spatial relations, we need to use more expressive modal

languages.

In general, these sorts of problems in the semantics of

spatial logics motivate the following criterion.

 

Figure 1: A Structure Realizing the Instance of the

Schema (1) with n = 6

 

Figure 2: An Arrangement Depicting the Unrealizabil-

ity of the Schema (1) when n > 6

5Note: if o were interpreted as "at some location strictly

less than distance d from here", the same problem would

arise.
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3 AN ADEQUACY CRITERION

Theories expressed in spatial logics ought to be embed-

dable in classical models of space, otherwise they are

not logics of space at all. In other words, a minimal

requirement on a spatial description language is that

it at least agree with the standard model of space.

Criterion 1 A logic is spatial only if it is equipped

with a "classical" or "intended" spatial interpretation

or set of interpretations, with respect to which it is

complete.

What counts as a spatial interpretation is of course a

vague matter. But that should not trouble us; what

counts as a spatial logic is a vague matter too.

We shall demonstrate that such requirements can be

met for a variety of simple modal spatial logics.

4 SOME ADEQUATE MODAL

SPATIAL LOGICS

We have illustrated the problem of the inadequacy of

a "spatial" logic, which fails adequately to character

ize its intended interpretation. We now present some

spatial logics which are adequate.

We begin with some trivial examples. "Elsewhere"

and "somewhere" can be axiomatized using the modal

logic DLm (of "inequality" eg: [de Rijke, 1992]) and

S5 respectively - the frame conditions for these logics

are seriality, irreflexivity, and symmetry, and reflex-

ivity, symmetry and transitivity respectively. It is a

trival matter to see that such logics are adequate. For

modal theories where op is interpreted as "elsewhere

p", for example, simply take each new location to be

some point in R2 which is distinct from all the previ

ous points, and interpret each "elsewhere p" formula

simply as existence of such a new point. For the case

of "somewhere" one simply drops the requirement that

newly chosen points are distinct.

The above results give rise to some interesting obser

vations on the expressive power of "spatial" languages.

For example, it seems that talk of spatial modal logics

is too strong - they are only expressive enough to cap

ture positional constraints imposed by spatial struc

ture. This is not so surprising when one considers the

Kripke semantics for modal logics - given in terms of

indexed points. Such a weak structure could hardly

be expected to capture the richness of the geometric

plane. In this regard, the comments of [Rescher, 1979],

in reply to [von Wright, 1979], seem prophetic. In

deed, it is well known (eg: [van Benthem, 1984]) that

modal logics cannot capture such structural phenom

ena as irreflexivity and intransitivity. In addition, a

complete description of many spatial structures re

quires reference to unique positions, thus demanding

the introduction of nomtnals for locations in the ap

propriate languages. An interesting application of the

extended modal systems of [de Rijke, 1992] lies in their

ability to express both nominals and such constraints

as irreflexivity.

Now for a more substantial example of an adequate

spatial modal logic: a complete modal logic of planar

connection. A modal logic whose theories completely

describe connected regions of the plane can be con

structed using DLm plus two planarity axioms (2),

(3). Modal formulae such as op are to be interpreted

as "connects with a region where p is the case" . The

connection relation is taken to be symmetric, and re

gions are all distinct. Distinctness can be enforced

in extended modal logics by the introduction of nom

inals of the form p*, where p* = p A ->Dp and the

"difference operator" D has the semantics w \= Dp

iff 3v ^ w, v f= p. The operator ou in the planarity

axioms is to be read as the universal modality "any

where". Essentially, the axioms rule out the expres

sion of non-planar connection graphs between regions.

Note that isomorphic graphs are dealt with using the

iterated modalities on .

(-r3,3):- A 0*(p*i,iA A °"P*2,t) (2)

1<«<3 1<*<3

(-r5):-H A °«(?MoVj) (3)

1 <*5^J <5

Theorem 2 The modal logic DLm + "^3,3 + -^5 is

a spatially complete logic of connected regions of the

plane.

Proof: Kuratowski's theorem [Kuratowski, 1930]

states that all non-planar graphs are of the form of

T3,3 or T^. Thus the above axioms suffice to exclude

all such graphs. Furthermore, the embedding of any

theory of the logic into into R2 can be carried out by

taking the appropriate regions of R2 to be the graph-

theoretic duals of points in the Kripke frame satisfying

that theory.

5 FIRST-ORDER SPATIAL LOGICS

In contrast to modal logics, where spatial locations are

treated as indices for the evaluation of propositions,

first-order spatial logics quantify explicitly over spatial

locations and use distinguished predicates to represent

relationships between them.
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A good example of such a theory is

RCC theory [Randell et ai, 1992, Gotts et ai, 1996,

Bennett, 1994, Bennett, 1995]. This approach takes

the reflexive and symmetric relation c(x,y), to be in

terpreted as "the closure of region x is connected to the

closure of region y" , as primitive. Various other topo

logical and mereological relations between regions are

then defined in terms of c, for example "part of (P),

"discrete regions" (DR), "overlaps" (O), and so on.

The aim of the theory is to model qualitative spatial

relations between regions (of R3) in first-order logic.

The founders of RCC theory list symmetry and re-

flexivity of c as the axioms of their theory (see

[Gotts, 1994] for additional axioms):

Vxc(x, x)

VxVt/^x, y) -* c(y, x)

The basic theory has an extension purporting to cap

ture the notion of convexity. The axioms here are a

little more complicated:

VxP(x, conv(x))

VxP(conv(conv(x)), conv(x))

VxVyVz[[P(x,conv(y) A P(y, conv(z))] —

P(x, conv(z))]

VxVy[[P(x, conv{y) A P(y, conv{x))] -» 0(x, y)]

VxVy[[DR(x,conv(y) A DR(y, conv(x))] *-+

DR(conv(x), conv(y))]

Under certain assumptions about its interpretation

RCC theory is inadequate in precisely the same sense

that von Wright's logic of "near" is. That is, there

are consistent sentences of the theory that have no

model under the intended interpretation of the spatial

primitives. Or, in other words, the axioms merely list

some properties of the spatial concepts they purport

to characterize. Indeed, it is admitted by the RCC

researchers that models for their theory are unknown.

Of course, it only makes sense to speak of the ade

quacy or inadequacy of a spatial logic with respect

to an intended interpretation. However, some of the

problems with the RCC axiomatization will affect any

conceivable classical model.

Furthermore, even if the theory is augmented with ax

ioms guaranteeing the existence of certain regions, an

other place where things might go wrong involves non-

planar graphs. To make things simple, let us suppose

for the moment (contrary to the official doctrine of the

RCC group) that the regions involved are to be under

stood as open sets of iwo-dimensional Euclidean space.

Let Rij, = 1 to 3) be nine connected regions of

the plane. We impose the following constraints on the

way that P,- may overlap each other:

1. For i = 1 to 3, the three regions Ri\, Rij and

Ri,3 all contain a common (non-empty) region,

Ti,i.

2. For j = 1 to 3, the three regions Rij, R2J and

and all contain a common (non-empty) re

gion, T2j .

3. Rij and Ri\j> do not overlap if i ^ i' and j / /'.

These constraints can easily be expressed by a formula

in the language of RCC given the gloss on c(x, y).

We establish: (i) these constraints cannot be satisfied

in R2; (ii) the formula enforcing these constraints is

consistent in RCC. Thus, we have a consistent formula

with no model in two-dimensional Euclidean space.

(i) The first two constraints force the existence of six

regions 7}im (/ = 1 to 2, m = 1 to 3), such that Ti,jTa,i

are both contained in RijRj j for all ij. The fact

that the Rij are all connected means that we must

be able to draw points t;im in the regions Ti<m, and

connect these six points with Jordan curves in P2 so

that txti is connected to <2,j f°r all »i j and such that

the curve connecting to *2,j lies wholly within Rij.

This graph involving the points <; m is the graph T3,3,

which is well-known to be non-planar. That is, the

Jordan curves linking the points must cross at some

point. But the third constraint means that these Jor

dan curves cannot cross, so the constraints cannot be

realized in the plane.

(ii) To show that the formula expressing the above

constraints is consistent in RCC, we note merely that

any graph can be embedded in R3, so that the above

constraints are clearly satisfiable if the regions Rij

are allowed to be three-dimensional. But the axioms

of RCC are true of three-dimensional Euclidean space,

so the formula expressing the constraints cannot be

inconsistent.

Thus we have shown:

Theorem 3 Let the predicate c(x,y) in the logic RCC

have the intended geometrical interpretation "the clo

sure of x has points in common with the closure ofy",

where x and y are open sets of R2 . Then there are

consistent sentences of the logic which have no models

with the intended geometrical interpretation.

We now consider the enhancement of basic RCC the

ory by means of the convex-hull-forming operator

conv(x) [Randell et ai, 1992]. This operator is used

in the theory to define a set of relations including "in

side" , "partially inside" , and "outside" . Suppose that
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the basic part of RCC theory were patched up. (We

are not certain, at the time of writing, if this is possi

ble.) What of the extension which allows us to express

facts about convexity? Again, we show that something

needs to be done if the theory is to adequately capture

this notion.

Since the axioms for convexity are satisfied by the iden

tity function, this should come as no great surprise.

However, we can be much more precise than this. The

following theorem gives us an idea of the sort of thing

that would be needed if RCC were to be made ade

quate.

Theorem 4 (Helly's theorem [Eggleston, 1969])

Let Xi, Xn, be convex regions in R" , N > n,

such that any n + 1 of the X{ have a non-empty in

tersection. Then the whole collection of regions has a

non-empty intersection.

Helly's theorem is a non-trivial result when N > n+1.

In particular, it states that, in the plane, it is impos

sible to have 4 convex regions each trio of which has

a non-empty intersection without all 4 regions having

a non-empty intersection. Since this is not the case in

three dimensions (imagine the four faces of a tetrahe

dron), the axioms of RCC theory could not possibly

rule the situation out, so there is a consistent formula

expressing it, which has no models in R2. Clearly this

result generalizes to higher dimensions. Thus we have

deduced (independently of the previous results) a sim

ple result that constrains any search for a logic of con

vexity.

Theorem 5 Any axiomatization of conv(x) in the

language of RCC which is adequate for n- dimensional

Euclidean space must be incorrect for n+l-dimensional

Euclidean space.

6 CONCLUSION

We have provided a rigorous semantical adequacy cri

terion for spatial logics. This venture has drawn

out problems and issues for RCC theory in particu

lar and spatial logics in general. Even a simple modal

"spatial" logic [von Wright, 1979, von Wright, 1984] is

shown to fail to meet the adequacy criterion, although

it is shown that some quite trivial positional notions

(which are informally thought of as spatial) can be

captured in modal systems. We have shown that the

RCC theories of "space" can express consistent theo

ries which do not have spatial models. Furthermore, a

modal spatial logic is provided, and shown to meet the

adequacy criterion. The results herein highlight the

importance, for a wide variety of research programmes,

of a deeper understanding of the formal semantics of

spatial logics.
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Abstract

We present a logical theory of space where only

tridimensional regions are assumed in the

domain. Three distinct primitives are used to

describe their mereological, topological and

morphological properties: mereology is described

by a parthood relation satisfying the axioms of

Closed Extensional Mereology; topology is

described by means of a "simple region"

predicate, by which a relation of "strong

connection" between regions having at least a

surface in common is defined; morphology is

described by means of a "congruence" primitive,

whose axioms exploit Tarski's analogy between

points and spheres.

1 INTRODUCTION

Various logical theories aimed at the representation of

commonsense spatial knowledge have been proposed in

the AI community in recent years. In the spirit of (Hayes

1985a), the goal has been that of establishing the logical

basis of a "geometry of commonsense", intended to be

used for tasks as disparate as robot navigation or natural

language understanding. Besides specific proposals focused

on particular aspects, like (Hayes 1985b, Davis 1993,

Shanahan 1995), the most general frameworks have been

perhaps those based on a combination of mereological and

topological notions, which appeared in AI after the

publication of Clarke's mereotopological theory (Clarke

1981). Among these, particular relevance for AI purposes

has the so-called RCC theory (Randell and Cohn 1992,

Gotts 1994, Bennett 1995, Gotts et al. 1996), which has

been recently joined by other proposals originating in the

area of philosophy and linguistics (Aurnague and Vieu

1993, Asher and Vieu 1995, Eschenbach and Heydrich

1995, Casati and Varzi 1996, Smith 1996). These

approaches differ in the primitives adopted and in the

ontological assumptions about the domain. They all have

in common however the use of the tools of so-called

"formal ontology" (Guarino 1995) for the representation of

commonsense reality: specifically, mereology and

topology. Readers can refer to (Simons 1987) for a general

overview of mereology, and to (Varzi 1994, Varzi 1996b)

for a systematic account of the subtle relations between

mereology and topology.

We can distinguish four main aspects which are useful to

compare and evaluate ontological theories of space,

namely: i) the assumptions related to the ontological

status of spatial entities (conceived of as existing either

only on its own or rather only relative to physical

objects); ii) the presence/absence of lower dimension

entities like boundaries (surfaces, lines or points) in the

domain; iii) the primitives used to express the relevant

relations; iv) the degree of characterization of the intended

models. In this paper, we are presenting a logical theory

whose main contributions are discussed and motivated in

the light of these points.

In section 2 we address the first two points, discussing our

basic ontological assumptions about space. We adopt the

classical conception of absolute space, excluding lower

dimension entities from the domain; our individuals are

therefore three-dimensional regions.

The discussion of points iii and iv represents the body of

the paper. We assume three distinct levels of description of

space: the mereological level, the topological level, and

the morphological level. A specific primitive is adopted

for each of these levels.

In fact, since our domain is limited to spatial entities

only, we could use the connection ('C') primitive to define

parthood (as done by Clarke), eliminating of a primitive.

We prefer however to keep the mereological and

topological levels separate because of reasons of cognitive

clarity and immediateness, adopting a general parthood

primitive supplemented with a specific topological

primitive. Our choice differs therefore from the approaches

inspired by Clarke's work, since we don't take connection

('C') as a primitive: rather, we introduce a unary simple

region ('SR') primitive, where a simple region (shortly, s-

region), is a region "all in one piece", i.e. a strongly self-

connected region, such that any two halves of it always
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have a surface in common (strong connection or surface

connection, briefly s- connection). In other words, an s-

region, in everyday intuition, can be occupied by a single

thing. The reasons of this choice come from the desire to

make possible a simple and natural interpretation of the

very notion of (external) connection, which is far from

being totally clear, especially for what concerns the

distinctions between point-, line- and surface-connection.

A distinguishing feature of the theory presented here is the

emphasis given to the morphological level. We take the

congruence relation between regions as a primitive,

proposing an axiomatization which is constructed upon

the reconstruction of Euclidean geometry in terms of

spheres developed by Tarski (Tarski 1956). Spheres, in

turn, are defined in terms of parthood, s-regions and

congruence. The resulting theory turns out to be extremely

powerful, allowing us to rigorously distinguish between

point-, line-, and surface-connection, and to define notions

such as convexity and granularity, which we plan to

exploit in a research project aimed at the logical modelling

of mechanical assemblies (Borgo et al. 1996).

For each of the three levels introduced above, we propose

an axiomatization aimed at achieving a good

characterization of our intended models. This last point

marks a major feature of our approach: our theory is an

ontological theory, in the sense discussed in (Guarino and

Giaretta 1995). It is a rich theory in terms of axioms and

definitions (in the spirit of (Hayes 1985)), since its main

purpose is to convey meaning, in such a way as to

characterize more precisely the ontological assumptions

underlying the primitives adopted, restricting their

possible interpretations. The high expressiveness of the

language (full first order logic) makes the theory not

suitable for direct implementation in a reasoning system,

while making it possible however to adopt its primitives

and definitions as the basis of a logical vocabulary suitable

to be shared among different applications (Guarino et al.

1994).

The rest of this paper develops as follows. In section 2 we

introduce in more detail our basic ontological

assumptions; sections 3, 4 and 5 are devoted to the

presentation of our mereological, topological and

morphological axioms, respectively; finally, in section 6

we make an overall assessment of the theory with respect

to the current literature, and we briefly discuss its potential

applications.

2 BASIC ONTOLOGICAL

ASSUMPTIONS

We have adopted here the classical Newtonian conception

of space, according to which space exists independently of

the entities that can occupy it. In this view, space is like a

container where physical objects can be located and can

move. In other words, space is intended as a substrate,

since its existence is a necessary condition for physical

objects to exist (Borgo et al. 1 996). Other proposals more

oriented towards natural language applications, like

(Aurnague and Vieu 1993), adopt the Leibnizian

conception, assuming space to be strictly dependent on the

relations holding between physical objects. In this second

view, it is not necessary to admit the existence of spatial

entities like regions, and, in any case, the existence of

such entities depends directly on the objects themselves.

Although both of these claims are tenable, the first

position seems to be much easier for practical

applications. For instance, in the absolute conception, the

movement of an object could be described quite simply as

the sequence of regions where the object is located,

whereas otherwise we would have to consider the changes

of the relevant relations between our object and the other

objects in the system.

A further crucial assumption is related to the exclusion of

spatial entities like surfaces, lines, and points from our

domain. They are basic ingredients of ordinary geometry,

but their ontological status in our everyday interaction

with the world is debatable. In fact, our experience of

space is strictly related to physical three-dimensional

objects (our human body is one of them). We move these

objects around to perceive space and to recognise the

"outside" world. From this naive position, points are not

considered as inhabitants of this world, but rather results

of complex abstract reasonings, so they could be defined,

if really necessary, as higher-order entities. In this spirit,

various proposals for an axiomatization of pointless

geometry have been made in the past (Lobachevskij 1835,

Whitehead 1929, Grzegorczyk I960) (see (Gerla 1994) for

an overview). Approaches based on Clarke's

axiomatization, like (Asher and Vieu 1995, Gotts et al.

1996), don't admit points in their domain1. The RCC

theory moves further, getting rid of the topological

distinction between open and closed regions to avoid a

number of problems related to the boundaries of physical

objects. We have adopted this latter choice, assuming

regular three-dimensional regions in a 3D Euclidean space

as elements of our domain. The peculiar property exhibited

by these regions is that they can be occupied by concrete

physical objects. Indeed, although the domain assumed in

the formalization below is limited to spatial regions only,

all the ontological choices made in this paper are

motivated by a more general view where space, matter and

physical objects are considered (Borgo et al. 1996).

3 MEREOLOGICAL LEVEL

Let us present the axioms assumed for our primitive

parthood relation, represented by means of the binary

predicate 'P'. It is important to stress that our domain is

limited here to spatial regions; in this restricted domain,

parthood can be taken as equivalent to spatial inclusion,

since the various problems bound to the ontological nature

of the entities involved disappear: for instance, it makes

no sense to distinguish an object in a hole (which is not

1 See however (Varzi 1996a) and (Smith 1996) for a different

strategy, where the peculiar ontological status of boundaries is

defended.
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part of the hole) from the region it occupies (which is part

of the region occupied by the hole) (Casati and Varzi

1995).

We have adopted in the following a standard first-order

language with identity. Throughout the paper, free

variables appearing in formulas are intended to be

universally quantified. The following definitions are built

upon the parthood relation1:

D 1 . PPxy=df Pxy a —<x=y (Properpart)

D2. Oxy =df 3z(Pzx a Pzy) (Overlap)

D3. POxy =df Oxy a -iPxy a —Pyx (Proper overlap)

D4. x+y =df izVw(Owz <-> (Owx v Owy)) (Sum)

D5. x-y = df izVw(Pwz <-> (Pwx a -,Owy)) (Difference)

D6. xxy =df uVw(Pwz o (Pwx a Pwy)) (Product)

The i operator appearing above is defined contextually a la

Russel:

D7. \|/[ur<t>] =df 3y(Vx(<|> o x=y) a y[y])

The following axioms - equivalent to those of Closed

Extensional Mereology (Simons 1987, Varzi 1996b) - are

introduced:

Al. Pxx

A2. Pxy a Pyx —» x=y

A3. Pxy a Pyz -> Pxz

A4. 3z(z=x+y)

A5. -iPxy -» 3z(z=*-y)

Notice that the so-called "fusion axiom" (allowing for

infinite sums) typical of General Extensional Mereology

is not assumed, since it would lead to inconsistencies in

our mereo-topological framework (see below). Some

simple theorems deriving from the axioms above are the

following:

Tl. ->Pxy -> 3z(Pzx a -Ozy) (A1;A5;D5)

(strong remainderprinciple)

T2. Oxy 3z(z=xxy) (A4; A5; D6)

(existence ofproduct)

4 TOPOLOGICAL LEVEL

As mentioned in the introduction, we have decided to adopt

a unary primitive 'SR' instead of 'C. To make clear this

choice it is important to analize the relation between

mereology and topology a little more. In the past, various

attempts have been made to define topological notions in

terms of parthood. In fact, the overlap relation defined by

D2:

Oxy =df 3z(Pzx a Pzy)

Throughout the paper, we mark definitions with 'D', axioms with

'A' and theorems with "T

seems to resemble a notion akin to that of connection.

The crucial point here is the ontological nature of the

elements involved in the above definition. As pointed out

in (Eschenbach and Heydrich 1995), if we have both

points and regions in the domain we can restrict the

arguments of the "overlap" relation to hold only for

regions, by means of a primitive predicate 'R', which

selects (regular) regions. Topological connection can be

therefore defined as follows:

Cxy =df Rx a Ry a Oxy (connection)

In the case of external connection, this means that x and y

have a part in common (i.e., they overlap), but this part is

not a region (assuming regions as three-dimensional, it

may be a point, a line, or a surface).

Notice that the primitive 'R' above isolates some entities

in the domain which have a peculiar "topological"

meaning. In our case, since the domain is already limited

to regions, the definition above would collapse to ordinary

overlap. We must then resort to some other strategy. An

attempt in this sense has been made by Whitehead

(Whitehead 1929), who tried to define connection as

follows, by means of mereology only:

Cxy =df 3z(Ozx a Ozy a Vw(Pwz -> (Owx v Owy)))

As shown in (Varzi 1994), it is easy to see however that

the above definition fails if we allow z to be a

disconnected region (Figure 1).

/ ! ( ' \

X <^ Z

* ^ 1
V t

Figure 1 . Whitehead's problem: x and y are not connected

unless the overlaying piece z is itself connected.

From (Casati and Varzi 1995).

In other words, we face here the main problem of

mereology, namely the impossibility of characterizing the

notion of a whole. The move we have made to solve this

problem is simply the introduction of this notion at the

topological level by means of the primitive 'SR' which

denotes a self-connected regular region. This will allow us

to define "connection" in terms of 'P' and 'SR' by means

of a simple specialization of Whitehead's definition:

Cxy =df 3z(SRz a Ozx a Ozy a

Vw(Pwz —> (Owx v Owy)))

We see therefore that an extra primitive besides parthood is

necessary to define connection. The meaning of the

connection relation, however, remains still obscure unless

the 'SR' primitive is suitably characterized. Our choice
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has been to interpret 'SR' in a strong sense, as denoting s-

regions rather than generic self-connected regions. Under

this interpretation, the definition above refers to strong

connection (s- connection). In our intuition, such a notion

is bound to that of physical connection.. For an example

of a non s-connected region, think of two spheres (say,

two apples) touching each other in a point: no physical

object (like a worm for instance, however thin) can pass

from one to the other without exposing itself to the

outside space (Figure 2). We shall say in this case that the

two spheres are connected but not s-connected. Later, with

the help of morphology, we will be able to distinguish

also between point- and line-connection (p-connection and

l-connection).

maximal interior part, while no maximal interior part can

be admitted by T10 (see below). For this reason we have

excluded infinite sums from our mereological framework.

A similar problem has been noticed in (Randell and Cohn

1992).

 

IPry IPry -,lPxy

 

Figure 2. The regions occupied by the two apples are not

s-connected. Their sum is not an s-region.

After this discussion of our desiderata, let us introduce the

axioms and definitions which characterize our topological

level, together with some interesting theorems.

Definitions:

D8. IRry =df PRry a Vz((SRz a POzx) -» Oz(y-x))

(interior part)

D9. MCPxy =df ?xy a SRx a -,3z(Pzy a SRz a PP*z)

(maximally connected part)

D10. SCxy =dr 3uv(Pux a Pvy a SR(u+v))

(strong connection)

Axioms:

A6. (SRx a ;c=y+z)-» 3w(SR« a Ouy a Ouz a IPux)

A7. 3y MCPyx

A8. 3y (SRy a IPry)

Definition D8 deserves some comments. Notice first that,

in our interpretation, the relation 'IP' turns out to be

different from the usual relation 'NTPP' (non-tangential

proper part), since a region x being 1- or p-connected with

a region external to y must be considered as an interior

part of y (Figure 3). A further observation is related to the

possibility of allowing the infinite mereological sum of

the interior parts of a given region. This would lead to

inconsistencies, since such a sum would coincide with the

Figure 3. No external region can be strongly connected to

interior parts.

Definition D9 introduces the notion of maximally

connected part, and definition D10 is a compact rewriting

of Whitehad's amended definition reported above.

Axiom A6 refines the idea of strong connection between

two halves of a s-region by adding the further requirement

that the "connecting" region be an interior part of the

resulting sum; in this way, it excludes regions which are

not manifolds, like the sum of two tangent spheres, to be

considered as a s-region. To see this, suppose per

absurdum that the sum x of two p-connected regions y and

z is a simple region (Figure 4). According to A6, we must

find a "connecting" s-region u overlapping both y and z,

which is at the same time an interior part of x. Now, the

only possible candidates for u must be regions p-connected

in the same point which connects y and z, but these can't

be interior parts of x since there will be other regions (like

w) external to x touching u in the same point. An

analogous argument applies to the case of 1-connected

regions.

 

Figure 4. Why y+z cannot be an s-region.

Axioms A7 and A8 further determine the structure of our

spatial domain. Through A7, every region has some
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maximally connected part; A8 states that any region is

part of some simple region, and therefore the notions of

universe and complement are not defined. Among other

things, this axiom prevents 'SR' from being interpreted as

a "local" property, like for example 'being red'.

Let us now present some theorems which follow from our

axiomatization:

T3. IPxy a Pyz

T4. Pxy a IPyz

T5. IPry a IPxz -* IPx(yxz)

T6. IPxz a IPvz -> IP(x+y)z

T7. SRx <-> MCPxx

T8. -,SRx -» 3y(MCPyx a PPyx)

IPxz (A3; D8)

IPxz (A3; D8)

(D6; D8)

(D4; D8)

(D9)

(A7; T7; D9)

T9. 3y(SRy a IPyx) (A6; T3; T8; D9)

Tl 0. IPxy -» 3z(IPzy a PPxz) (A4; A5; T3; T6; T9)

Tl 1. SRx -» Vyz(y+z=x -» SCyz) (A6; D10)

T 1 2. 3y(SCxy a -.Oxy) (A5; A8)

T13. SCxx (A8;D10)

T14. SCxy -» SCyx (D10)

T15. Pxy <-» Vz(SCzx -> SCzy) (A3; A5; Tl; T3; T9)

T16. x=y <-> Vz(SCzx <-» SCzy) (A2; T15)

Theorems T3-T6 establish some desirable properties of the

relation 'IP' with respect to mereology, which are actually

taken as axioms in (Smith 1996), where the 'IP' relation

is adopted as a primitive; T7 shows that an s-region is

maximally self-connected, while T8 shows that given a

non-simple region it has a maximally connected proper

part. T9 shows that our theory is not atomic, and that any

region has an interior part which is an s-region. T10

shows that our space is dense, in the sense that, given a

region x internal to y, there always exists another region z

properly including x and still internal to y1. Til shows

that two halves of an s-region are always s-connected,

while T12 shows that our notion of strong connection is

actually different from overlap. Finally, T13-T14 show the

reflexivity and the symmetry of s-connection, while T15-

T16 establish the relationship of s-connection with

parthood and identity, respectively.

5 MORPHOLOGICAL LEVEL

Besides mereological and topological relations, the

possibility of expressing morphological features is a

crucial aspect for any commonsense theory of space. A

"convex hull" primitive has been used with some success

within the RCC theory, but it seems too weak for our

purpose. A ternary alignment relation has been used in

(Aurnague and Vieu 1993), but it commits to a (higher-

order) notion of point. We have opted here for a different

morphological primitive, the most intuitive we can think

of: the congruence relation between regions, designated by

'CG', meaning that CGxy holds if x and y have the same

shape and size. In the case of classical geometry based on

points, segments and angles, this relation was first

axiomatized in (Hilbert 1902), with various

simplifications thereafter. In our restricted domain, a

"direct" axiomatization of the notion of congruence

between regions seemed to be quite complicated to us,

since we are not aware of any similar approach. We have

chosen therefore to take advantage of Hilbert' s work, by

exploiting a correpondence between points and spheres.

This correspondence has been brilliantly pursued in (Tarski

1956), where a (second order) axiomatic theory taking

spheres and parts as primitives has been shown as

equivalent to classical geometry. Our strategy to

axiomatize 'CG' is the following:

1 . define a sphere in terms of 'P\ 'SR' and 'CG';

2. adopt Tarski's definitions related to spheres;

3. define a notion of alignment for three spheres;

4. formulate axioms for the congruence between binary

sums of spheres (s-segments) by mimicking the standard

axioms for congruence between segments, exploiting the

analogy between points and spheres and the above

definition of alignement for spheres

5. constrain the congruence between arbitrary regions in

terms of congruence between binary sums of spheres.

6. add further axioms in order to constrain the congruence

between spheres, and introduce suitable existential

assumptions.

The result will be a first order theory of congruence

between regions: with respect to Tarski's work, we

reconstruct the congruence axioms in terms of spheres,

rather than establishing a formal connection between

points and classes of concentrical spheres (going therefore

to second order). Moreover, we do not take spheres as a

primitive, since we define them in terms of general

mereological, topological, and morphological primitives.

5.1 DEFINING SPHERES

The crucial step in our axiomatization of congruence is the

definition of a sphere, that makes it possible to embed

Tarski's mereo-morphological theory within our

framework:

Dl 1. SPHx =df SRx a Vy(CGxy a POxy -» SR(x-y))

A region x is a spere if and only if it is a simple region

and it cannot be disconnected by another congruent sphere.

It is easy to see that only spherical regions satisfy the

above definition, which reflects the intrinsic symmetry of

spheres (Figure 5), provided that enough regions congruent

to the one given exist.

' This is a weak notion of density. We cannot prove a stronger notion

as: IP.ty 3z(\Vzy a IP«)
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Figure 5. These regions are not spheres.

5.2 TARSKI'S DEFINITIONS

Let us now introduce Tarski's definitions regarding

spheres. For the sake of conciseness, we assume that all

variables appearing in D12-D21 below are restricted to the

class of spheres.

D12. ETry =df -,Ory a

((-iOuy a -iOvv a Pxu a Prv) -> (Puv v Pvu))

(x is externally tangent toy)

D13. ITry =df PPry a

((Puy a Pv>> a Pxu a Prv) -» (Pwv v Pvu))

(x is internally tangent to y)

D14. EDryz ^ETrz a ETyz a

(—iOuz a -iOvz a Pxu a Pyv —> —,Ouv)

(r andy are externally diametrical wrt z)

u

\ x kL) ( x 2X y )

/

ETry EDxyz

Figure 6. Externally tangent and

externally diametrical spheres (D12, D14).

D15. IDxyz =df ITxz a ITyz a

(—iOwz a —iOvz a ETrw a ETyv —» -iOuv)

(x andy are internally diametrical wrtz)

D16. CNCry =df x = y v

(PPjry a (EDmvj: a ITuy a ITvy -> IDwvy)) v

(PPyx a (EDuvy a JTux a TTvx IDuvx))

(x is concentric with y)

5.3 ALIGNMENT OF SPHERES

We can now easily exploit Tarski's definitions to define

the notion of alignment among spheres, and to establish

notions analogous to those of segments and triangles in

terms of spheres {s-segments and s-triangles):

 

BTWxyz

Figure 7. x is between y and z (D17).

D17. BTWxyz =dr Hx'y'z'(CNGcx' A CNCyy' a

CNCzz' AEDy'zV)

(x is between y and z)

Dl 8. LINjcvz =df BTWryz v BTWyxz v BTWzxy

(x is aligned wrt y and z)

D19. SSDacyz =df BTWryz v BTWyrz v CNCry

(x and y are on the same side wrt z)

 

SSDryz

Figure 8. x is on the same side of y with respect to z

(D19)

D20. SEGry =d( -.CNCry (x and yform an s-segment)

D2 1 . TRIryz =df ->CNCry a -.CNCyz a -.CNCrz a

-LINryz

(x, y and zform an s-triangle)
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We restrict now the notions of s-segment and s-triangle in

order to exclude the case where one of the spheres is part

of some other one.

D22. PNP2xy =df -,Pxy a -Pyx

D23.PNP3xyz =df PNPZry a PNPlxz a PNP2yz

(pairwise not part)

D24.PBTWxyz =df BTWxyz a PNP3xyz(proper between)

D25. PSEGry =df SEGry a PNP2ry (proper s-segment)

D26. PTRLcyz =df TRLcyz a PNP3ryz (proper s-triangle)

5.4 RECONSTRUCTING STANDARD

AXIOMS FOR CONGRUENCE

We can now introduce the proper axioms of congruence,

modifying the formulation presented in (Coxeter 1989),

which is a variation of Hilbert's system, by exploiting the

parallelism between points and spheres.

A9. CGxy a CGzy -» CG*z

A10. PSEGry a SEGzw ->3\x'y"(CG(x+y)(x'+yr) a

CNCzx' a CGxx' a SSDwy'x')

(Transportability of s-segments)

 

Figure 9. Transportability of s-segments (A 10). Given a

proper s-segment xy and an arbitrary segment zw, there

exists a unique s-segment x'y' congruent to xy such that

x' is concentrical to z and congruent to x, while y' is on

the same side of w with respect to x'.

Al l.PBTWyxz a BTWyVz' a CGxx' a CG(x+y)(x'+y')

a CG(y+z)(y'+z') -» CG(x+z)(x'+z')

(Congruence ofs-segments)

o

y
z

X

Figure 10. Congruence of s-segments (All). If xy and vz

are respectively congruent to x'y' and y'z', then jcz is

congruent to x'z' provided that Aryz and * 'y'z' are aligned.

A12. PTRLryz a TRLt'y'z' a PBTWyxv a BTWyVv' a

CGxx' a CGyy' a CGzz' a CGvv' a

CG(x+y)(x'+y') a CG(x+z)(x,+z') a CG(y+z)(y'+zr)

a CGix+v^x'+v1) CG(z+v)(z'+v')

(Congruence in s-triangles)

Ay

Figure 11. Congruence in s-triangles (A 12). The s-

segment vz is congruent to v' z' if the s-triangle xyz is

congruent to the s-triangle x'y'z' and xv is congruent to

x'v'.

The axiom A9, together with suitable existential

assumptions, implies that 'CG' is an equivalence relation.

Axioms A10-A12 are described by Figures 9-11.

The axioms above constrain the congruence between

binary sums of spheres (s-segments).

5.5 CONGRUENCE BETWEEN ARBITRARY

REGIONS

In the following, we first establish a notion of congruence

between (suitable) sums of spheres, and then we use such

a notion to constrain the congruence between arbitrary

regions.

When considering the congruence between sums of

spheres, we could follow the reasoning used by Hilbert in

order to establish the congruence between sums of points

(figures); to do that, we need to establish a suitable

bijection between the two sums of spheres such that the

corresponding s-segments are congruent. In order to avoid

looking at all possible bijections (which would require a

second-order axiomatization), we define an ad hoc

congruence relation holding for scalene sums of spheres

(sums of not s-connected spheres such that all of them are

of different sizes). This means that, with respect to the

size of the spheres, only one bijection exists. Once we

have congruence between scalene sums of spheres, we use

it to constrain congruence between arbitrary regions.

D27. ISSx =df Vy(MCPyjc -> (SPHy a -3z (MCPzx a

-i y=z a CGzy))) (scalene sum ofspheres)
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D28.ICGry =df ZSSx a ZSSy a

Vz(MCPzx -» 3w(MCPwy aCGzw))a

Vz(MCPzy -» 3w(MCPwx aCGzm>))a

Vmv(MCPkx a MCPvx a SEGmv) -»

3uV(MCPu'y a MCPv'y aCG(k+v)(m'+v'))

(congruent scalene sums ofspheres)

A13. CGry <->

(Vz(ZSSz a Pzx -» 3w(ZCGzw a Pwy)) a

Vz(LSSz a Pzy -> 3w(£CGzn' a Pwx)))

(congruence ofarbitrary regions)

Notice that the second and third lines in D28 constrain the

two sums to have the same number of spheres. By means

of A 1 3 we can conclude that ZCGxy —) CGry.

5.6 FURTHER CONSTRAINTS

We need now to add some further axioms constraining the

congruence between single spheres. Hilbert's axioms are

of no help here, since he obviously assumes that all

points are congruent to each other. Things are of course

different in the case of spheres. A preliminary list of

axioms is reported below.

A 14. CGry -> -,PPry

A 15. SPHjc a CGry -» SPUy

A 16. (CGry a IDxyz a EDryw) -> CNCzw

A14 excludes the congruence of two spheres being one

internal to the other; A15 states that congruence preserves

the property of being a sphere, while A16 allows us to

establish the concentricity of two spheres (Figure 12).

 

Figure 1 2. if x and y are congruent then z and w are

concentric spheres (A16)

We must now add some existential axioms, which are

necessary to ensure that enough spheres exist:

A17.(SEGry a -.Ory a -ETry) -> 3z (EDryz)

A18.ETry-»3z (IDryz)

A19.SPRr -> 3yz (IDyzx a ETyz a CGyz)

A 17 guarantees that, given two not connected spheres, a

third sphere always exists between them; A18 states that

the minimum sphere including two tangent spheres always

exists. A19 states that two congruent tangent spheres,

internally diametrical to a given one, always exist.

Finally, two last axioms guarantee that our space is

tridimensional, by stating that four mutually tangent

spheres exist, while five mutually tangent spheres do not

exist.

A20.3xyzw (CGxy a CGxz a CGxw a ETxy a ETxz a

ETxw a ETyz a ETyw a ETzw)

A21.Vxyzwv —i (CGxy a CGxz a CGxw a CGxv a

ETxy a ETxz a ETxw aETxv aETyz a ETyw a

ETyv a ETzw a ETzv a ETwv)

5.7 USING THE CONGRUENCE PRIMITIVE

We are now in the position to define 1- and p-connection

(Figure 13), and then the usual notion of connection:

 

LCry PCry

Figure 13. Line- and point-connection.

D29 LCxy =i(->SCxy a 3z(SPHz a Oz* a Ozy a

SR(z-x) a SR(z-y) a -,SR(z-(rt-y)))

(l-connection)

D30. PCry =df -,SCxy a -.LCry a

3z(SPHz a V«(CNC«z -*(Oux a Ouy)))

(p-connection)

D3 1 . Cry =df SCry v LCry v PCry (connection)

Congruence allows us to easily define the notion of

convexity for region (Figure 14):

D32. CONVx =dfVMvw(P(«+v)x a CGmv a CGwu a

BTWwmv) -* Pwx (x is convex)

x

^CONVx CONVx

Figure 14. Defining convexity.

Here there are some theorems stating interesting properties

of some morphological relations. T18 shows that there
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exists only one sphere concentric with y and congruent to

x. T19 states that 'ET' relation is preserved by

congruence. T20-T23 establish fondamental properties of

the 'BTW relation. T24 shows that spheres are convex

regions.

T17. CNCry -> Pxy v Pyx (D16)

T18. (SPHx a SPHy) -> 3!z(CGzjc a CNCzv)

(A10;T17)

T19. (SPHx a ETxy a CG(x+y)(x+z)) -> ETxz

(A10; All)

T20. BTWryz <-» BTWxz.y (D17)

T21. 3yz(BTWxyz) (A 10; A 17; A20; T19)

T22. BTWxyz -> (-BTWyxz a -.BTWzyx) (A18; A19)

T23. (BTWyxz a BTWzyu) -» (BTWvxu a BTWjtk)

(A10; A16; A17; AI8)

T24. SPH* -> CONVr (AlO; All; D32)

6 DISCUSSION

We have presented a logical theory of space quite rich in

axioms and definitions. As stated in the introduction, its

main purpose is to characterize the intended meaning of

the three primitives used - parthood, simple region, and

congruence - in a domain where only three-dimensional

regular regions are assumed. However, even if the formal

properties of this theory (i.e. its soundness, its

completeness and its computational properties) have yet to

be studied in detail, the important theorems coming out of

the proposed axiomatization let us describe some

fundamental features of space.

In this preliminary work, we have concentrated on the task

of explaining in detail our ontological assumptions about

space by means of formal axioms, exploring at the same

time the expressive power, the mutual relationships and

the cognitive relevance of the primitives adopted.

Let us now add some comments on the comparison

between our theory and the RCC theory. We observe first

that the latter is a minimal theory of connection: this

choice may have the advantage of some computational

properties, but it is less precise in the meaning of the

primitives assumed. Our theory, on the other hand,

characterizes more precisely the primitives. In particular,

RCC's 'C primitive can be interpreted as denoting strong-

connection, line-connection, point-connection or a

combination of these, while we have shown that the above

axiomatization prevents the interpretation of our 'SC as

line-connection or point-connection.

This means that the definitions of point-connection,

"doughnut" and "quasi-manifold" discussed in (Gotts 1994,

Gotts 1994, Cohn 1995) only hold in the intended model

where two regions are connected if they share at least one

point; but if we consider a model were 'C' is interpreted as

s-connection then the definitions do not capture the desired

meanings. This freedom in the interpretation could be an

advantage for the RCC approach, in the sense that the

theory is apt to capture a very general notion of

connection, which may be useful for various purposes.

However, the theory appears to be too weak for a formal

characterization of space in its present state.

Full Clarke's theory, as recently shown in (Asher and

Vieu 1995), is surely more satisfactory in this respect, but

it pays the price of committing to the classical distinction

between open and closed regions, which many people

consider debatable from the cognitive point of view.

Moreover, as discussed in (Varzi 1996b), full Clarke's

theory presents some unpleasant mereological properties,

since "an open region is always a proper part of its own

closure, but there is no mereological difference between

the two".

In order to find a satisfatory solution to these problems,

our strategy has been to emphasize the role played by the

morphological properties of space. The definition of

sphere (Dll) appears to us to be emblematic in this

respect. Of course, it requires a characterization of

congruence, and this is a complicated task. We admit that

the methodology adopted to have an axiomatization of

congruence turns out to be complicated and difficult, but

unfortunately the alternative would have been "inventing"

our axioms for congruence between regions merely by

means of introspection. In the literature we are aware of,

the only proposal in this sense is the axiomatization of

"convex hull" used within the RCC theory, but the same

authors admit it cannot be considered as satisfactory yet.

The approach we have developed offers a characterization

of a very powerful primitive and seems to us amenable

both for concrete applications and for further mathematical

speculations.
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Abstract

Spatial reasoning is crucial in many AI ap

plication domains, such as robotics, qualita

tive and naive physics, and some types of

planning. Qualitative reasoning is often re

quired; and in many of these cases, uncer

tainty or imprecision about the spatial ex

tent of particular entities has to be repre

sented and coped with. This paper develops

an axiomatisation of a relation of 'crisping'

(reducing imprecision or vagueness) between

pairs of 'vague' spatial regions: those with

indeterminate boundaries. This axiomatisa

tion is then related to the previously devel

oped 'egg-yolk' representation of vagueness,

originally designed by (Lehmann and Cohn

1994) for database applications, then applied

to expressing spatial vagueness by (Cohn and

Gotts 1996).
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1 Introduction:

Regions

Vague Spatial

'Traffic chaos enveloped central Cambridge

today, as the KR community gathered from

all parts of the industrialised world.'

Where exactly are or were the limits of the traffic

chaos, central Cambridge, the industrialised world?

They do not exist: some points or areas would be def

initely within the regions these entities occupy, some

definitely outside, but for many there is no right or

wrong answer. How to represent and reason about

such entities, and the 'vague' regions they occupy, is

the topic of this paper.

Qualitative spatial reasoning is crucial in many AI ap

plication domains, e.g. robotics, qualitative and naive

physics, and many kinds of planning. Often, there

is uncertainty or imprecision about the spatial extent

of particular entities (physical objects, regions defined

by some property such as temperature, and/or socially

defined regions such as those owned by persons or or

ganizations). We concentrate here on the development

of a representational formalism for such vague spatial

regions; we consider the development of an adequate

representation essential prior to detailed consideration

of questions relating to reasoning and applications. We

are sceptical about the merits of 'fuzzy' approaches to

indeterminacy, believing that their use of real number

indices of degrees of membership and truth are both

counterintuitive, and logically problematic. We have

no space to argue this controversial viewpoint here;

see (Elkan 1994) and responses for arguments on both

sides.

We need to say at least some of the same sorts of t hings

about vague regions as about 'crisp' ones, with precise

boundaries: that one contains another (southern Eng

land contains London, even if both are thought of as

vague regions), that two overlap (the Sahara desert
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and West Africa), or that two are disjoint (the Sahara

and Gobi deserts). In these cases, the two vague re

gions represent the space occupied by distinct entities,

and we are interested in defining a vague area corre

sponding to the space occupied by either, by both, or

by one but not the other. We may also want to say

that one vague region is a 'crisper' version of another.

For example, we might have an initial (vague) idea of

the extent of a mineral deposit, then receive informa

tion reducing the imprecision in our knowledge. Here,

the vagueness of the vague region is a matter of our

ignorance: the entity concerned actually occupies a

fairly well-defined region — though perhaps any en

tity's limits will be imprecise to some degree. In other

cases, vagueness appears intrinsic: consider an infor

mal geographical term like 'southern England'. The

uncertainty about whether particular places (north of

London but south of Birmingham) are included can

not be resolved definitively: it is a matter of interpre-

tational context. A contrasting example is the region

occupied by a cloud of gas from an industrial accident.

Here we have two sources of intrinsic vagueness: the

concentration of the gas is likely to fall off gradually

as we move out of the cloud; and its extent will also

vary over time, so any temporal vagueness (e.g., if we

are asked about the cloud's extent 'around noon') will

result in increased spatial vagueness.

In these cases of intrinsic vagueness, there is a degree

of arbitrariness about any particular choice of an ex

act boundary, and often, none is required. But «/we

decide to define a more precise version (either com

pletely precise, or less vague but still imprecise), our

choice of version is by no means wholly arbitrary: we

can distinguish more and less 'reasonable' choices of

more precise description.

Distinguishing ignorance-based from intrinsic vague

ness is important, but many of the same problems

of representation and reasoning arise for both. The

distinction between purely spatial entities ('regions'),

and what occupies such regions (physical objects in

the broadest sense, or social phenomena such as areas

of legal ownership and political influence), will also

be significant. We are concerned mainly with regions

here, but need to remember that it is what occupies a

region that makes it interesting 1.

Since we present here an axiomatisation which we

claim captures important aspects of the intuitive con

cept of a vague region (and of relat ions between vague

1 Here, we allow regions themselves to be vague; it would

be possible to assign the vagueness of spatial extent only

to physical objects and other 'region-occupiers', or to a

function mapping them to sets of Crisp regions instead.

regions, and between vague and crisp ones), we dis

tinguish the intuitive terms 'crisp' and 'vague' from

their formally defined equivalents, Crisp and NonCrisp.

When we want to talk about regions which may be ei

ther Crisp or NonCrisp, we will refer to 'OCregions' (for

'Optionally Crisp regions'). We will use the informal

term 'blurring' as the converse of 'crisping'.

Section 2 develops a set of axioms that expresses some

of the things we intuitively want to hold about the

relations between alternative, more or less vague, es

timates of the spatial extent of some extended entity,

when this is imprecisely known or defined. We express

the relation between two such estimates, of which one

is a refinement of the other, as A -< Y, read: 're

gion X is a crisping of vague region Y'2. A parallel

is drawn between the axiom-set developed, and the

axiom-sets for mereology (theory of part-whole rela

tions) discussed by (Simons 1987). Toward the end

of section 2, a start is made on exploring the possible

relations between vague regions representing the spa

tial extent of different entities, revealing considerable

complexity. Section 3 introduces the previously de

veloped egg-yolk calclulus which can be used for this

latter purpose (Cohn and Gotts 1996), linking it to the

approach of section 2 and showing that it can serve to

reduce this complexity; it also suggests why the paral

lels with mereology explored in section 2 exist. Section

4 briefly discusses an expanded version of the egg-yolk

formalism. Section 5 discusses future work, including

a possible application area.

2 Axioms for the X Relation

We assume first order predicate calculus with equality

as a logical basis. What sort of properties do we want

-< to have? First, -< should be asymmetric, irreflexive

and transitive:

(Al)VA', V [A' -< Y -» -Y -< X]

(A2)VA, y Z[[X < Y A y -< Z] -+ A' -< Z]

(Al) ensures -< is asymmetric and hence irreflexive,

(A2) that it is transitive. It will be convenient to add

some definitions as part of the basic package:

(D1)A < Y =def X -< Y V A = y

(D2)A y Y =deJ Y -< A

(D3)MA(A, Y) =def 3Z[Z <X rsZ < Y]

(D4)NMA(A. Y) =deJ -iMA(A,Y)

(D5)Crisp(A) =de} -2Y[Y -< X]

(D6)NonCrisp(A) =de} 3Y[Y ■< X]

(D7)A V =deJ X X V A Crisp(A').

X can be read: 'crisper than or equal to'. >- is the

inverse of -<, while MA and NMA stand for two re-

2We will use upper-case italic letters for variables rang

ing over OCregions.
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gions being 'mutually approximate1 or 'not mutually

approximate': i.e, having, or not having, some com

mon region which is X both. Whether Crisp OCregions

actually exist can be determined by adding an addi

tional axiom, or left open. A' Y can be read 'A is

a completely crisp version of Y', or 'A is a complete

crisping of Y\

These basic axioms and definitions alone allow us to

show that some intuitively correct properties of vague

regions and crispings hold. For example, we can show

that if A' and Y are NMA, and Z is a crisping of A, it

cannot be MA with V:

(Tl)VA,y,Z

[[NMA(A\ Y) A Z ■< X] NMA(Z, Y)]].

If Tl is not true, then:

(1) 3A, Y, Z[NMA(A, y) A Z -< X A -NMA(Z, Y)]

(2) 3A, Y, Z[NMA(A, Y ) A Z -< X A MA(Z, Y)]

(1, D4)

(3) 3A, Y, Z[NMA(A, Y) A Z x AA

3W[W <Z t\W < V']] (2, D3)

(4) 3A, Y, Z, W'[NMA(A, Y) A Z X AA

W <Z KW < Y](3)

(5) 3A, 7, Z, W'[NMA( A, Y) A W X A A W < Y]

(1,4, A2)

(6)3A,y[NMA(A,y) AMA(A,y)] (5, D3)

(7)1 (6).

At least one further axiom seems necessary, to ensure

that, given one crisping of a NonCrisp region, there

is an alternative, incompatible one; if a crisping of a

region does not mean excluding some alternative pos

sibilities, it is not clear what could be meant by one

region being a crisping of another. We therefore adopt:

(A3)VA, Y[X 3Z[Z -< Y A NMA(A, Z)}].

Beyond these three axioms, there are several indepen

dent 'dimensions' along which sets of axioms for vague

regions can be extended. These can best be explored

using a parallel between the relations of crisping and

blurring on the one hand, and part/whole relations

on the other. If we regard the crisping relation -< as

analogous to a proper part relation, the kinds of dis

tinction made between possible mereological systems

by (Simons 1987) are very similar to those that arise

in the case of crisping.

2.1 A 'Minimal Extensional Mereology'

Early in his investigation of mereology, Simons (Si

mons 1987, pp. 25-30) constructs a 'minimal exten

sional mereology', taking as primitive the proper part

relation, which he symbolises <C- The logical basis of

the system is:

(SAO) Any axiom set sufficient for first-order pred

icate calculus with identity.

The first two axioms for <C are (using a different syn

tax from Simons):

(SA1) Vx, y[x « y -> ->(y < x)\

(SA2) Vx, y, z[[(x « y) A (y « z)] x « z]

These, like (Al) and (A2) above, simply assert that

the system's basic relation is a strict partial ordering.

Simons goes on to define part (symbolised '<'), in a

way that parallels our definition of X.

Simons' next step is to note that an individual can

not have a single proper part, just as we noted that a

vague region cannot reasonably have a single crisping.

He considers various axioms which ensure that if an

individual has a proper part, it has at least two. After

defining overlapping ('o') and disjointness (for which

we use '||', as Simons' symbol is unavailable), in ways

directly corresponding to our definitions of MA and

NMA, Simons chooses:

(SA3)Vx, y[x « y -> 3z[z < y A x || *]].

This axiom he refers to as the Weak Supplementation

Principle (WSP), and in asserting that any individual

with a proper part has another that is disjoint with the

first, it corresponds exactly to our axiom A3 above.

The axiom set SAO-3 still permits various models Si

mons regards as unsatisfactory, in which overlapping

individuals do not have a unique product or intersec

tion. One of these is shown as figure 1 (lines join 'parts'

(below) to 'wholes' (above)). Such models are ruled

out by adding:

(SA6)Va;, y\x o y —y 3zVu<

[iv < ; = w < x A w < y]],

which ensures the existence of such a unique product.

 

...with non-unique products

Figure 1: An Inadmissible Model of Part-Whole Rela

tions

The corresponding axiom for -< ensures the existence

of a 'vaguest common crisping' (VCC), such that any

other common crisping of the two is also a crisping of

the VCC:

(A4)VA, y[MA(A, Y) -+ 3ZVW'"

[W < Z = W < X hW <Y]).

Thus far, our axiomatisation of X corresponds pre

cisely to Simons' minimal extensional mereology, and

all the straightforward theorems concerning part, over

lap, disjointness and product which Simons lays out
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(Simons 1987, pp.38-39) will have their analogues in

our system. Once we start considering the 'blurring'

process (the inverse of crisping), matters become a lit

tle more complex.

2.2 Blurring, and the 'Complete Blur'

Simons notes that his 'minimal extensional mereology'

of SAO-3 and SA6 is much weaker than the 'classical'

mereological systems of (for example) (Tarski 1956),

or (Leonard and Goodman 1940), even for small fi

nite models, because the existence of sums or upper

bounds is not guaranteed. (A mereological 'upper

bound' (u.b.) of two individuals is an individual of

which both are parts; a mereological 'sum' is an u.b.

of which any part overlaps one of the two individuals

summed.) He therefore considers how u.b.s and sums

can be added. Correspondingly, we can consider how

to ensure the existence of 'common blurrings' of pairs

of OCregions. We will not follow Simons the whole

way here, as we do not currently try to define general

blurrings, over arbitrary sets of OCregions; only binary

ones.

Simons suggests a considerable number of different ax

ioms and combinations of axioms concerning the exis

tence of mereological u.b.s, least u.b.s (an u.b. that is

part of any other u.b. — if a sum exists it is always

the least u.b., but a least u.b. need not be a sum) and

sums, for pairs of individuals. It will be useful to de

scribe his axioms, although we do not write them out:

(SA12) Guarantees the existence of an u.b. for any

pair of individuals.

(SA7) Does the same, for pairs of overlapping individ

uals only.

(SA13) Guarantees the existence of a least u.b. for

any pair of individuals.

(SA8) Does the same, for pairs of overlapping individ

uals only.

(SA14) Guarantees the existence of a sum for any pair

of individuals.

(SA9) Does the same, for pairs of overlapping individ

uals only.

(SA10) Guarantees that a least u.b. exists for any pair

with an u.b..

(SA11) Guarantees that a sum exists for any pair of

individuals with an u.b..

(SA15) Guarantees that when a least u.b. exists, it is

a sum.

(SA16) Guarantees a universal individual exists, which

is an u.b. for any pair.

Clearly, a mereology does not need all of these: the

unconditional existence guarantees (SA12, SA13 and

SA14) subsume their conditional counterparts (respec

tively SA7; SA8 and SA10; SA9 and SA11), any guar

antee of the existence of a sum makes the correspond

ing guarantee of a least u.b. or u.b. unnecessary, and

if a least u.b. exists then so does an u.b.. SA14 in fact

subsumes all of SA7-13 and SA15. SA16, guarantee

ing the existence of a universal region, is independent

of all the others apart from SA7 and SA12, which it

subsumes, but which are weaker. Adding it to SAO-3,

SA6 and SA14 creates a Boolean algebra minus a zero

element. This is the strongest mereological system Si

mons proposes without the use of general least u.b.s

or sums.

The analogue of guaranteeing the existence of an u.b.

is guaranteeing that of a 'common blurring' (CB) for

a pair of OCregions: an OCregion to which both mem

bers of the pair are <. A least u.b. would corre

spond to a 'crispest common blurring' (CCB) of a pair

of OCregions, and a sum to an OCregion which is a

crispest common blurring of which any crisping is MA

to one of the pair (we could call it a 'blur sum' or BS).

The analogue of the universal region of SA16 could be

called the 'complete blur': a NonCrisp region which is

a blurring of any other OCregion.

Which of these analogues are plausible? In particular,

would we want to adopt analogues of SA14 and SA16?

If not, what weaker substitutes should be adopted?

Figure 2a shows why we do not want to adopt an ana

logue of SA14. In the left part of figure 2a, the inner

and outer pairs of circles represent two NonCrisp re

gions: we might take the inner of each pair to represent

an area definitely within the NonCrisp region, the outer

an area definitely containing it. Imagine that these

are, for example, two versions of the area enveloped

by a flood received from different sources, each with

some imprecision. What might their 'crispest common

blurring' (CCB) look like? The right side of figure 2a

shows one possibility: we retain the inner circle from

the smaller of the pair, and the outer from the larger,

and take these as representing inner and outer limits

on a vaguer NonCrisp region which can be regarded as

a blurring of bot h. However, the dashed circles suggest

another possible crisping of this CCB, having no com

mon crisping with either of the original pair. If this

is admitted, then the CCB cannot be the pair's BS

('blur sum'): any crisping of the BS of two OCregions

should be MA with one of the pair, just as any part

of a mereological sum of a pair of individuals overlaps

one of them.

If a CCB must exist for any pair of OCregions, but a BS

may not, we need an analogue of SA13. We therefore

adopt:

(A5)VA', Y[3Z[X <Zt\Y<ZN
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(blNonCrisp Regions Withour a Crisped Common Blurring?

(a) Two NonCnsp Regions and their CrispeM Common Blurring'?

Figure 2: 'Crispest Common Blurrings'

VW[X -<W AY <W Z ± W)}\.

Depending on our interpretation of OCregions, we

might even want to deny that a CCB must exist for any

pair. Consider figure 2b: the lighter and darker circles

represent the inner limits of two NonCrisp regions with

a common outer limit (the containing oval). If we allow

inner and/or outer limiting areas of a NonCrisp region

to be discontinuous (multi-piece) — as we currently

wish to do — then the CCB of these two NonCrisp re

gions can be arrived at by adding the two inner limit

ing regions to get the CCB's inner limiting region, and

letting their common outer limit be the CCB's outer

limit. However, if we wanted to disallow discontinuous

inner limiting regions, the inner limiting region of any

u.b. of the two NonCrisp regions must include their in

ner limiting regions and a 'bridge' between them, such

as those outlined by the upper, dashed pair of lines,

or the lower, dotted ones. Clearly in this case there

would be no unique such bridge and hence no CCB.

The argument above concerning figure 2a suggests that

two crispings of an OCregion should have a CCB if and

only j/they are MA. This is analogous to a mereologi-

cal system in which a pair of individuals always have a

least upper bound, but have a sum if and only if they

overlap. In addition to (A5), therefore, we adopt:

(A6)V-Y, Y[MA(X, Y) s 3Z[[X * Z A Y X ZA

VW[X ± W AY <W = Z i> W]]]].

Note that (A6) does not correspond precisely to any

of Simons' axioms: it is stronger than the analogue of

SA9, which would guarantee the existence of a BS for

any pair of MA OCregions, but would not rule out the

existence of a BS for NMA pairs.

Whether we adopt an analogue of SA16 depends on

the view we take of OCregions. One interpretation of

a 'complete blur', a vague region which is a blurring

of any other, is that no area is either definitely in such

a region, or definitely out of it: for example, we might

want to represent (our current state of knowledge con

cerning) the parts of the universe which have at any

time been inhabited by extraterrestrial beings. This is

our current preference, and we thus adopt:

(A7)3AW[y < X).

If we only wanted to talk about NonCrisp regions with

some limits on their blurring, we could adopt the nega

tion of this:

(A7a)-3A'VV'[V < X}3.

To specify necessary and sufficient conditions for the

identity of two OCregions, we need an axiom linking -<

and =. We could choose:

(A8a)X = Y = VZ[X < Z = Y < Z\.

(X and Y are equal iff (X is a crisping of any Z iff Y

is a crisping of that Z).) If we wanted to define equal

ity in terms of -<, rather than assuming it, we could

make this a definition. Note that this axiom implies

that there is at most one distinct OCregion with no

blurrings (the complete blur, if it exists). If we ax-

iomatised equality for OCregions instead as:

(A8b)A' = Y = VZ[Z <X = Z < Y],

this would require that there would be at most one

OCregion with no crispings, that is, at most one Crisp

region. In fact, there is an alternative we prefer to ei

ther of these:

(A8)A" = Y= VZ[Z -« X = Z -« V]

(any complete crisping of either OCregion is also a com

plete crisping of the other).

2.3 Do Crisp Regions Exist?

Do Crisp OCregions exist? We have four alternative

possibilities, according to whether A9, A9a, A9b, or

none of the three is included in the set of axioms:

(A9)VA'[3y[y ± X A Crisp(Y')]].

(A9a)VA'[3y[V x X]]

(A9b)3A'[Crisp(A')]A

3XVY[Y ± X -> 3Z[Z -< Y]]

The first of these asserts that all regions are Crisp, or

have a complete crisping; the second that there are no

Crisp regions. The third asserts that some regions are

'crispable', while others are not.

The existence or non-existence of Crisp regions is anal

ogous to that of mereological 'atoms': individuals

without proper parts. Here, bearing in mind the dis

tinction made between spatial regions and the entities

that occupy them, we will add A9 to our set of axioms:

all NonCrisp OCregions are crispable. We further as

sume that for every pair of OCregions such that one

is a crisping of the other, there is a third which lies

between them:

(AIO)VA', Y[X -< Y -+ 3Z[X -<Z AZ < Y]].

This is a kind of 'denseness' axiom. Its mereological

counterpart would assert that for any two regions of

which one is a proper part of the other, there is a third

which is a proper superpart of the first and a proper

part of the second.

3Axioms belonging to our current axiom-set are num

bered from (Al) to (A12). Possible alternatives are given

an additional lower-case letter, e.g. (A7a).
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In contrast to regions, we will allow that some physical

and social entities are 'uncrispable'. In a fuller theory,

linking spatial regions and entities with additional,

non-spatial properties, we would need a function map

ping things with spatial extent onto the regions they

occupy. Some types of entities might be restricted

to mapping onto NonCrisp OCregions; others, to Crisp

OCregions. Furthermore, given a temporal theory, we

could formally express the fact that for some kinds

of physical entities, the regions would become crisper

(or at least not less crisp) as our knowledge of their

spatial extent grew, whilst for others, their crispness

might not necessarily increase with time (e.g. the spa

tial extent of a river which varies over time).

Asserting that all IMonCrisp OCregions are crispable

gives us a way to deal with spatial relations between

the entities associated with vague regions, by thinking

in terms of the relations between members of their sets

of complete crispings. We explore this approach here

for the 'proper part' relation. As we noted earlier, we

want to say that 'London' is a proper part of 'southern

England', even though both are vague. We can now

say that any complete crisping of the OCregion occu

pied by London is a proper part of any complete crisp

ing of the OCregion occupied by southern England.

We formally define the relation between the NonCrisp

OCregions for London and southern England as fol

lows:

(D8)X «oc Y =de}

VZ, W[[Z -4<XAW~«Y]-+Z«. W).

Relations such as ^oc (^> is the inverse of ^C), oqc,

||oc can be defined analogously, and will have the same

properties as their Crisp region counterparts: for ex

ample, -Coc will be asymmetric and transitive.

We can also define weaker versions of the proper part

relation between OCregions although these are more

complicated, e.g.:

(D9)A' «oc Y =dej

VZ[Z -« A* -> 3W[W ^VAZ« W]]A

VZ[Z -« Y -> 3W[W -« X A W < Z]].

This relation might hold where the stronger does not,

for example between the OCregions for 'the wettest

parts of Britain' and 'the wetter parts of Britain'.

However we crisp the second, there will be a complete

crisping of the first that is a proper part of it, and

however we crisp the first, there will be a proper super-

part complete crisping of the second, but every com

plete crisping of the first may not be a proper part (or

even a part) of every complete crisping of the second.

The relation <^oc and its inverse are still asymmetric

and transitive. In fact, there are at least nine pos

sible weakened versions of -Coc, of which eight retain

this property. Figure 3 shows the relationship between

<SCoc and the nine weaker possibilities: 3a illustrates

the logical relationships between six assertions about

pairs of sets of individuals, members of which may be

related by <^. 'VAV5[j4 B\ stands for the assertion

that every member of one set (the As) is a proper part

of every member of the other (the 5s); '3AiB[A B\

means that there is some member of the As that is a

proper part of every member of the Bs, and so on.

Straight lines connect stronger assertions (above) to

weaker (below). Figure 3b shows all the ten logically

distinct conjunctions that can be produced from these

six assertions. Each of the ten corresponds to a possi

ble version of <Coc. with the A's and Ys being the sets

of complete crispings of two OCregions: only the one

at the bottom fails to retain transitivity.

3 The Egg-Yolk Theory

Given all these possibilities for generalizing mereologi-

cal relationships from crisp to vague regions, an alter

native approach is worth considering. (Lehmann and

Cohn 1994) suggest an approach to spatial vagueness

that involves using two (or more) concentric subre-

gions, indicating degrees of 'membership' in a vague

region. (In the simplest, two-subregion case, the inner

is called the 'yolk', the outer the 'white', and the in

ner and outer subregions together the 'egg'.) Lehmann

and Cohn first suggested the egg-yolk approach in the

context of the problem of integrating heterogeneous

databases, where the notions of 'regions' and 'spatial

relations' are used metaphorically to represent sets of

domain entities, and their relations. It was developed

as an approach to expressing spatial vagueness itself

in (Cohn and Gotts 1996). Here, we employ it as a

means to understanding the alternative approach we

develop.

The egg-yolk formalism as developed in (Lehmann and

Cohn 1994) allows for just 5 'base relations' (DR, PO,

PP, PPi and EQ) between any egg-egg or yolk-yolk

pair, or any egg and the yolk belonging to another egg.

(A yolk is always a PP of the corresponding egg.) EQ,

PP, PPi and DR correspond to Simons' =, <?C, J>, and

||, except that they are defined in terms of a primitive

C(x,y) (connection) (Randell, Cui and Cohn 1992),

with which we need not be concerned. PO (partial

overlap) is simply the relation that holds when none

of the other four do: the five base relations (hence

forth 'RCC-5' for historical reasons) form a jointly ex

haustive and pairwise disjoint (JEPD) set: exactly one

holds between any pair of (crisp) regions.

RCC theory asserts the existence of a universal region,

Us (of which every other region is a PP), and pro

vides quasi-Boolean functions (quasi-Boolean because
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(a)
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( 3AVB A«B] )
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Figure 3: Possible assertions about <§C between two sets of individuals

no 'empty' or 'zero' region exists) on pairs of regions:

compl(ar) (the complement of a region in Us), and the

region-sum, region-intersection, and region-difference

of two regions (sum(z,?/), prod(x,j/) and difF(ar, y)). All

these functions other than sum may return a NULL ob

ject instead of a region (e.g. prod will do so if the two

argument regions are DR). The distinction between

regions and NULL is dealt with using the sorted logic

LLAMA (Cohn 1987).

The RCC-5 set produces 46 possible relations between

a pair of egg-yolk pairs (see figure 4). In (Cohn and

Gotts 1996) we argued that these 46 could be identified

with the possible relations between complete crispings

of two vague regions. Here, we take the OCregions of

section 2 as our initial representation of vague regions,

and show how the egg-yolk representation can be used

to provide additional constraints for OCregion theory.

At first glance, there is one apparent problem with

the egg-yolk approach: the most obvious interpreta

tion is that it replaces the precise dichotomous division

of space into 'in the region' and 'outside the region' of

the basic RCC theory by an equally precise trichoto-

mous division into 'yolk', 'white' and 'outside' — and

this appears contrary to a key intuition about vague

ness: that not only is there a 'doubtful' zone around

the edges of a vague region, but that zone itself has

no precise boundaries. So we want a way of using the

egg-yolk formalism that is consistent with this.

We link the OCregions of section 2 (and the corre

sponding theory), with ordered pairs of RCC-5 regions,

the first of the pair being a part, but not necessarily

a proper part, of the second. If it is a PP, then the

pair is an egg-yolk pair in the sense of 2 (Lehmann

and Cohn 1994), and the OCregion is NonCrisp. If not,

the OCregion is Crisp. We now link the -< predicate of

OCregion theory with the egg-yolk approach. We de

fine a function ey to map an OCregion to an egg-yolk

pair, and two functions eggof and yolkof, to map such

egg-yolk pairs to the RCC-5 region comprising its egg

and yolk respectively. We will normally write ey(.Y) as

X for notational convenience. We have the following

axiom for egg-yolk pairs:

(All) VA'P(yolkof(A ) , eggof(X ))

We then assert the following additional axiom concern

ing -<:

(A12)VA,y[A -< y ->

[[PP(eggof(A-),eggof(y))A

P(yolkof(Y'),yolkof(A))]V

[P(eggof(A),eggof(Y'))A

PP(yolkof(y ), yolkof(X ))]]].

This axiom links -< to the predefined RCC-5 relations

by an implication, not an equivalence: we do not spec

ify that if the specified RCC relations hold between

eggof(A), yolkof(A), eggof(Y') and yolkof(Y'). the CR

relation holds between X and Y, but these relations

must hold for the -< relation to do so. We leave unde

fined what additional conditions, if any, must be met .

This gives us the kind of indefiniteness in the extent of

vagueness, or 'higher-order vagueness', that intuition

demands. Consider the vague region 'beside my desk'.

This can be regarded in OCregion theory as a NonCrisp

region. There are some precisely defined regions, such

as a cube 10cm on a side, 5cm from the right-hand

end of my desk, and 50c?n from the floor, that are un

doubtedly contained within any reasonable complete

crisping of this NonCrisp region. Others, such as a cube

50m on a side centred at the front, top right-hand cor

ner of the desk, contain any such reasonable crisping.

These two could correspond to the 'yolk' and 'egg' of

an egg-yolk pair constituting the NonCrisp region 'be

side my desk', forming a very conservative inner and
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Figure 4: The 46 possible relationships between two egg-yolk pairs

outer boundary on its possible range of indefiniteness.

However, some OCregions (Crisp and IMonCrisp) lying

between this pair would not make a reasonable crisp

ing of this region: consider a volume including the

'yolk' of the pair, plus a layer one centimetre deep at

the very top of the white. This meets all the condi

tions for a crisping of the specified OCregion, but is an

absurd interpretation of 'beside my desk'. In general,

we need not precisely specify the limits of acceptabil

ity. For specific applications, we could add further

conditions on acceptable crispings (such as preserving

particular topological features or relative proportions

in different dimensions), and perhaps assert that (for

that application) these conditions are sufficient.

Configuration 1 in figure 4, given the interpretation of

OCregion region theory in terms of egg-yolk pairs of

RCC-5 regions outlined here, clearly shows a pair of

NonCrisp regions such that any pair of complete crisp

ings of the two must be DR. Taking the left-hand

egg-yolk pair as representing NonCrisp region X, and

the righthand one NonCrisp region Y:

W, W[[V -« X A W -« Y] ->•

DR(eggof(V>),eggof(W))].

Similarly, configuration 2 represents a pair of NonCrisp

regions such that, for any complete crisping of either,

we can choose a complete crisping of the other that is

DR from it, and there are also some complete crisping

pairs of the two that are PO. (Cohn and Gotts 1996)

shows how each of the 46 configurations can be dis

tinguished in terms of the possible results of replacing

one or both of the egg-yolk pairs with a single region-

boundary lying within the white of the egg — a com

plete crisping of the vague region represented by the

egg-yolk. To give an example, the most difficult pair of

configurations to distinguish in this way are 39 and 43.

Completely crisping both egg-yolk pairs may give any

of the RCC-5 relations between the complete crispings,

other than DR. If either the dashed or the dotted re

gion is completely crisped first, there is no single RCC-

5 relation that can then always be acheieved by crisp

ing the other. However, the two configurations can

be distingushed by considering the sets of possibilities

that remain after completely crisping (say) the dashed

region. In the case of configuration 39, it will always

then be possible to completely crisp the dotted region

so as to produce one member of each of the following

sets: {EQ,PO}, {EQ,PPi}, {PP,PO}. {PP,PPi}. The

corresponding sets for configuration 43 are {EQ,PO}.

{EQ.PP}, {PPi,PO}, {PP,PPi}.

The egg-yolk way of interpreting OCregion theory ex

plains why we found so many parallels with Simons'

mereology. Under the egg-yolk interpretation, an

OCregion amounts to a three-way division of Us into

yolk, white, and non-egg. If we consider a particu

lar NonCrisp region, the complete set of its possible

crispings can be regarded as a mereological system,

in which the complete crisping constitute the atoms.

Crisping expands the yolk and/or non-egg at the ex

pense of the white; in the limit the 'white' becomes

a lower-dimensional boundary between yolk and non-

white — in other words, the region becomes Crisp. One

OCregion in this set being a crisping of another is like

one individual being a proper part of another because

the white of the first is a proper part of the white of

the second. We have a plausible candidate for the VCC

of two MA OCregions: the VCC's yolk could be the sum

of the yolks of its two blurrings, its egg the prod of the

two blurrings' eggs (which, if the two are MA, must ex

ist as a region). Similarly, the yolk of the CCB of any

two OCregions might be defined as the prod of their

yolks; its egg as the sum of their eggs.

The implications of these identifications remain to be

explored. However, the egg-yolk model of the OCregion

axioms does appear to provide a straightforward way

to define OCregion extensions of the compl, sum, prod

and diff functions defined within RCC. Using forms

such as '(eggof(A'), yolkof(A'))'to represent the egg-

yolk pairs of RCC-5 regions corresponding to NonCrisp

OCregions, we extend the definitions of compl, sum,

prod and diff as follows:
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(DlO)compl(A') =dej

(compl(yolkof(A)), compl(eggof(A)))

(Dll)sum(A,Y) =def

(s um ( eggof(A ) , eggof( Y) ) ,

sum(yolkof(A),yolkof(y')))

(D12)prod(A\ Y)=def

( prod ( eggof(A ) , eggof(Y ) ) ,

prod(yolkof(A),yolkof(Y')))

(D13)diff(A,Y)) =deJ prod(A,compl(y)).

In the cases of (D12) and (D13), one or both of the

components of the 'output' egg-yolk pair may be NULL

(as indeed is also the case with (D10) when taking

the complement of the 'complete blur' guaranteed by

(A7)). These cases require further investigation to en

sure their correct formal treatment.

Figure 5 shows the 46 possibilities assuming that RCC-

5 calculus is used to relate eggs and yolks. We will

briefly investigate here how egg-yolk theory can be

used to explore the relations between vague regions

expressed in figure .3. Table 1 shows the various sets

of egg-yolk configurations which satisfy the upper five

quantificational schema of figure 3a, but considering

three of the other four mereological relations along

with the proper part relation (we omit PPi as it is

simply the dual of PP). Only PO differentiates all five

quantificational schema. DR, PP (and PPi) collapse

the distinction between 3XVY and VY3X (and dually,

between 3YVX and VX3Y). EQ only distinguishes two

cases. Thus, in the egg-yolk interpretation there are

not quite as many possible relations as figure 3 might

suggest. Moreover, egg-yolk theory gives us a way to

reason with vague regions using the existing mecha

nism of the RCC calculus.

4 An RCC-8 Analysis

The egg-yolk theory described in the previous section

relied upon the RCC-5 calculus described in (Lehmann

and Cohn 1994). However, the topological part of

RCC theory is normally presented as having eight

JEPD relations, see figure 5, known as RC'C-8 (Randell

et al. 1992). We have recently completed an analysis of

RCC-8 in the style of (Cohn 1995). There is not space

here to present the full set of data and the ensuing

analysis, but we can survey these results.

Whereas there were 46 configurations in the RCC-5

case, there are 601 configurations if each yolk may ei

ther be an NTPP or a TPPof its egg. If we form these

configurations into equivalence classes by not distin

guishing whether each yolk is an NTPP or a TPPof its

egg, then there are 252 configurations. The following

data all refers to this collapsed set of configurations

 

Figure 5: The set of relations in the RCC-8 calcu

lus and their conceptual neighbourhood graph (i.e. the

continuous transitions between these relations).

(obviously, each collapsed configuration may represent

between 1 and 4 of the original 601 configurations).

As in the RCC-5 analysis, we can cluster these config

urations into maximal groups such that each configu

ration in each cluster can be crisped into each other

configuration in the cluster. It turns out that there

are 9 clusters of size 1, 12 clusters of size 4, 4 clusters

of size 5, 6 clusters of size 6, 5 clusters of size 9, 1

cluster of size 16, 2 clusters of size 21 and 1 cluster of

size 36, making a total of 40 clusters altogether. Each

of these clusters has a unique set of complete crisp-

ings (i.e. the union of the set of complete crispings of

each of the configurations in the cluster). These are

displayed below (the number in parentheses after each

set is the number of configurations in the cluster).

DC}(1)

DC,EC}(4)

EC}(1)

DC,EC,=,NTPP,NTPPi.PO,TPP,TPPi}(6)

DC,EC,=,NTPP,PO,TPP,TPPi}(5)

EC,=,NTPP,NTPPi,PO,TPP,TPPi}(6)

EC,=,NTPP,PO,TPP,TPPi}(5)

=,NTPP,NTPPi,PO,TPPTPPi}(36)

=,NTPP,PO,TPP,TPPi}(21)

DC,EC,=,NTPPi,PO.TPP,TPPi}(5)

DC,EC,=,PO,TPP.TPPi}(4)

EC,=,NTPPi,PO,TPPTPPi}(5)

EC,=,PO,TPP,TPPi}(4)

=,PO,TPPTPPi}(16)

= ,NTPPi,PO,TPP.TPPi}(21)

DC,EC,NTPP,PO,TPP}(9)

EC,NTPP,PO,TPP}(6)

=,NTPP,TPP}(4)

NTPP}(1)

NTPP,PO,TPP}(9)

NTPP,TPP}(4)

DC,EC,NTPPi,PO,TPPi}(9)

EC,NTPPi,PO,TPPi}(6)

=,NTPPi,TPPi}(4)

NTPPi}(l)

NTPPi,PO,TPPi}(9)

NTPPi,TPPi}(4)
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VXVY 3XVY VY3X 3YVX- VX3Y

pp 24 18.24,26,32,

33,37,38,45

18,24,26,32,

33,37,38,45

8,13,22,24,26,34,

35,36,37,38,41

8.13,22,24,26,34,

35,36,37,38,41

EQ 0 4 33,40,45,46 e 36,41,44,46

DR 1 1,2,3,5,7 1,2,3,5,7 1,2,4,6,8 1,2,4,6,8

PO 14 3,5,7,9,10,11,12,14,

IS, 16,18, 19, 20, 21, 28, 29, 33

3,5,7,9,10,11,12,14,15,

16,18,19,20,21,28,29,32.33

4,6,8,9,10,11,13,14,15,

16,17,19,20,22,34,35,36

4,6,8,9,10,11,13,14,15,16,

17,19,20,22,27,34,35,36

Table 1: The egg-yolk configurations which satisfy various relations as defined by various quantificational schema.

{DC,EC,PO}(9)

{DC,EC,PO,TPPi}(6)

{EC,PO}(4)

{EC,PO,TPPi}(4)

{P0}(1)

{PO,TPPi}(4)

{DC,EC,P0,TPP}(6)

{EC,PO,TPP}(4)

{PO,TPP}(4)

{=,TPP}(1)

{TPP}(1)

{=,TPPi}(l)

{TPPi}(l)

Again, as in the RCC-5 case, each set of complete

crispings forms a connected subgraph of the conceptual

neighbourhood diagram, however not all connected

subgraphs (100 possibilities) are represented by a clus

ter (just, as in the RCC-5 case). Moreover, the links

that can be drawn from one cluster to another, which

represent the fact that one cluster contains a configu

ration which can be crisped to a configuration in the

other cluster, again coincide with the links that can

be drawn from one cluster to another representing su

perset relations between the sets of complete crispings

for each cluster. As in the RCC-5 case, there is just a

single cluster (whose complete crispings are the com

plete set of RCC relations) which has no inward links.

In the RCC-8 case there are 7 clusters which have no

outward links (each having a singleton complete clus

tering set, omitting equality as in the RCC-5 case)

leaving 32 with both inward and outward links.

We intend to prepare a full report on the RCC-8 anal

ysis in due course. Here we will conclude this brief pre

sentation by noting that the problem noted in (Cohn

and Gotts 1996) of representing the fact that two vague

regions are externally connected (e.g. a hill and a val

ley) is addressed by the RCC-8 version of the egg/yolk

calculus: there is a unique configuration whose only

complete crisping is EC: each yolk is a TPP of its egg,

and all the other relationships between eggs and yolks

are EC.

5 Discussion: From Representation to

Reasoning and Application

The paper has shown how two approaches to the rep

resentation of vague spatial regions, originally devel

oped in competition with each other (although partly

within the same research team), can be brought to

gether, shedding new light on both and on the rep

resentational problems they were designed to solve.

The next stage of this research would be to investi

gate the potential of the two approaches, individually

and in combination, to support reasoning about vague

regions in particular contexts. This requires investi

gation of the additional conditions that would be re

quired of a reasonable crisping of a NonCrisp region

(on top of those imposed by the egg-yolk interpreta

tion) in particular domains. Relevant work on a closely

related representation of vague regions is reported in

(Clementini and Di Felice 1996).

The mereologically-based approach outlined in section

2 has concentrated on capturing aspects of the rela

tions between different, more or less vague versions

of the same region. Here, we have shown that these

different versions of a region can be regarded as form

ing a mereological structure, but most of the axioms

adopted simply assert the existence (or, in the case

of (A6), nonexistence) of one vague region given the

existence of others: more work is required on develop

ing axioms which constrain the relations that can exist

between different versions of a region in useful ways.

The other kind of relation we want a vague region for

malism to support is that between different spatially

extended entities, each occupying a vague region. For

example, we want to be able to deduce that if London

is a part of southern England, and southern England is

disjoint from central Europe, then London is disjoint

from central Europe — even if we regard all three as

having indeterminate boundaries. For this kind of rea

soning, we could make use of relations such as 4Coo

defined toward the end of section 2; as noted there,

<Coc (and its inverse) are transitive. However, the

link from the mereologically-based formalism to the

egg-yolk approach made in section 3 makes available

the resources developed within the larger RCC theory

of spatial reasoning of which the latter forms a part
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(Randell et al. 1992). These include 'transitivity' or

'composition' tables of relations (Cui, Cohn and Ran

dell 1993), which specify the set of possible relations

between regions x and z, given those between the pairs

x and y, and y and r.

It is no accident that our motivating examples in this

paper have been geographical: dealing with geographi

cal regions with indeterminate boundaries is an impor

tant issue in current work on GIS (geographical infor

mation systems), as the recent meeting specifically on

that issue (Cohn and Gotts 1996) indicates. Digital

mapping, satellite photography, and GIS have made

greatly increased amounts of information available to

geographers in recent years; the difficulty they face

is to make effective use of this information. Appro

priately organised summaries of what is known about

spatial relationships of interest — and of what remains

uncertain or ill-defined — are of central importance

in making available information useful in hypothesis-

building and testing, and it is here that we see work on

the topology of regions with indeterminate boundaries

as potentially of great value. Consider, for example,

the questions surrounding global climate change, forest

destruction and desertification, and similar actual or

possible large-scale environmental problems. Informa

tion about the spatial properties and relations of many

different kinds of entities and variables, from many dif

ferent sources of varying reliability, is potentially rel

evant to unravelling the complex causal interactions

involved.

To make the example more specific, what are the lead

ing causes of the degradation and destruction of trop

ical forests? Logging, mining, road-building, cattle-

ranching and cash crops for export, fuelwood gather

ing, increasing population, the movement of displaced

people, government-promoted migration, patterns of

land-ownership and the legal framework regulating it,

measures purportedly aimed at conservation such as

the declaration of national parks — all these and more

have been blamed in one region or another (Hecht and

Cockburn 1989, Brown and Pearce 1994). Complex

interactions between factors differing from region to

region are involved. To design and implement effective

responses, a qualitative understanding of such interac

tions is necessary (though certainly not sufficient, as

powerful economic and political interest groups are in

volved). For such an understanding to be developed,

it is necessary to know how the spatial distributions of

the putative causal factors relate to each other, and to

the pattern of destruction in various parts of the world.

Some of these factors have well-defined and readily de

termined spatial boundaries: land ownership and the

laws regulating it, for example; but the majority do

not.

In an initial search for plausible hypotheses, we would

want to ensure that we do not miss potentially im

portant possibilities, and therefore to make generous

estimates of the maximum spatial extent of various

possible causative factors. A large number of factors

might then be shown as possibly overlapping the areas

of rapid destruction. However, we would also wish to

avoid erroneously concluding that a particular factor

is essential, and would therefore wish to have safe min

imum estimates of these factors' spatial extent as well.

Given similar maximum and minimum estimates of the

area of rapid forest destruction, we would then have

a (probably large) set of qualitative hypothesis about

the causally relevant factors. If we assume that all

the important factors lie among those we are consid

ering, then any Boolean combination of factors whose

spatial extent could coincide with the areas of rapid

destruction (under some crisping of the vague regions

concerned) is a possible qualitative hypothesis.

It would then be useful to know the effect on this set

of hypotheses of tightening the limits on the spatial

extent of the areas of rapid destruction, and/or one or

more of the putative causal factors, in order to help

us decide what additional information would be most

useful in distinguishing between them. To simplify

matters, suppose we had just two possible factors in

mind, and the areas of rapid destruction lay within

the areas covered by factor A whatever estimates we

used, but within the areas covered by factor B if and

only if we used a narrow definition of the areas of rapid

destruction, and a generous estimate of the areas af

fected by that factor. Additional information about

the spatial extent of factor B's effect is more likely to

be immediately useful in narrowing the range of hy

potheses than information about that of factor A. To

reach this conclusion, we must ourselves be employ

ing some intuitive 'logic of vague regions'. Assigning

essentially arbitrary numerical measures of 'degree of

membership' to particular points, as in a 'fuzzy' ap

proach, appears to us unlikely to be helpful. Clearly,

however, the non-numerical approach we have begun

to develop here needs considerably more work before

its usefulness can be assessed.
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Abstract

Traditionally, plan and goal recognition has

investigated examples in which the number

of plans and goals is less than one hundred.

In this paper, we address three challenges to

scaling up goal recognition. First, hand cod

ing the plan library is a tedious if not imprac

tical method of generating massive libraries.

Second, previous representations for plan li

braries are exponentially large in the num

ber of goal predicates. Third, existing al

gorithms consider each candidate goal which

is prohibitively slow. Our solution to the

first problem is to automatically construct

plan libraries with biases, explicit assump

tions about the type of plans and goals people

have. Our solution to the second problem is

to represent the consistent goals with a com

pact, version space representation. Our solu

tion to the third problem is a goal recognition

algorithm that can quickly update this com

pact representation given an observed action.

Experimentally, in both software and kitchen

domains, we show our prototype implemen

tation to be fast on libraries containing thou

sands of goals. Analytically, we identify a

class of goals for which our algorithm is log

arithmic in the number of goals.

1 Motivation

Plan recognition is often studied in domains in which

people's behavior is characterized by fewer than 100

'Many thanks to Paul Barton-Davis, Mathias Bauer,

Sandra Carberry, Keith Golden, Steve Hanks, Diane Lit-

man, Mike Perkowitz, Tony Weida, Dan Weld, and Mike

Williamson for comments and discussion. This research

was funded in part by Office of Naval Research grant 92-J-

1946, by ARPA / Rome Labs grant F30602-95-1-0024, by

a gift from Rockwell International Palo Alto Research, and

by National Science Foundation grant IRI-9357772.

plans and goals, such as the traffic [Pynadath and

Wellman, 1995] and student-scheduling [Carberry,

1990] domains. Our objective is to apply goal recog

nition, a special case of plan recognition, to domains

in which there are tens of thousands of possible goals

and hundreds of plans per goal.

The key factor in scaling up plan or goal recognition

is the size of the plan library, which contains the plans

and goals the actor might have. Massive plan libraries

occur because the library can be exponential in the

number of primitive actions and goal predicates in the

domain. Just as many sentences can be formed from

a few words, many plans can be formed out of a few

actions and many goals can be formed out of a few

predicates. We address three challenges to recognition:

1. How can we generate the plan library?

2. How can we represent plan libraries compactly?

3. How can we perform fast recognition?

In previous work, the libraries were hand coded. For

each new domain, a human expert must describe all

plans and goals the observed actor might have. Since

hand coding libraries with tens of thousands of goals is

an enormous knowledge acquisition task, it is desirable

to automate construction of the plan library.

Constructing the library, however, is a delicate task.

Automating construction requires articulating the

principles that govern which plans and goals belong

in the plan library. [Weida and Litman, 1992] and

[van Beek, 1996], among others, state that the library

must be complete, i.e. it must include every plan and

goal the actor might execute. We show that the qual

ity of recognition depends on the content of the plan

library in another, more subtle way. In particular, the

presence of extraneous plans or goals in a complete

plan library can increase the number of observations

required to identify the actor's plans and goals.

The second issue we address, compact representation,

is also particularly desirable for massive libraries be

cause it is not feasible to explicitly store each plan and
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goal. The library has been stored in a variety of com

pact representations including context-free grammars

[Vilain, 1990], belief networks [Huber et al, 1994],

message passing networks [Lin and Goebel, 1990], and

plan-operator graphs [Lesh and Etzioni, 1995]. These

representations store plans implicitly but store goals

explicitly and contain pairwise links between goals.

Thus, the size of these representations grows quadrat-

ically in the number of candidate goals which in turn

grows exponentially in the number of goal predicates.

Our third challenge, fast recognition, is important be

cause recognizers must respond quickly to a new obser

vation in order to support real-time interaction with

people. [Vilain, 1990] and [Lin and Goebel, 1990]

imposed restrictions on the plan language to achieve

recognition that is linear in the size of an input plan

hierarchy H. Since \H\ is quadratic in the number of

goals, the recognition algorithms are not sufficiently

fast for large domains. Furthermore, plan steps must

be totally ordered and cannot be shared or interleaved.

This increases \H\ and thus slows recognition consid

erably. For example, one partially ordered plan of

polling five printers to find a free printer corresponds

to 120 totally ordered plans. Additionally, since plans

for individual goals cannot be interleaved, each can

didate combination of goals that people might pursue

simultaneously must be explicitly stored in Ti.

We have adapted ideas and techniques from machine

learning to meet these three challenges.

2 Overview

Our approach to the above challenges follows from the

observation that concept learning (e.g. [Mitchell, 1982,

Shavlik and Dietterich, 1990]) is structurally similar

to plan recognition. Concept learners select a con

cept that describes, or fits, a large set of data on the

basis of seeing a small portion of that data. Plan rec

ognizers select a plan or goal that describes, or fits,

the actor's behavior based on seeing a small portion of

that behavior. For example, a concept learner might

generalize from "Nixon lied" and "Reagan lied" to

"male Republican presidents lie" or "politicians lie".

Similarly, a plan recognizer might generalize from ob

serving a user execute the Unix commands finger

smithfialpha and finger smithflbeta to the conclu

sion that the computer user is searching for the ma

chine that Smith is currently logged onto.

The challenges posed above been solved in concept

learning. Concept learners do not require an explicitly

enumerated concept library but instead receive a set

of primitives. Learners construct their own hypothe

sis space using syntactic biases, or rules for composing

predicates into hypothesis. We automate construction

of the plan library by using plan and goal biases, or

assumptions about what type of plans and goals people

have. We can define, for example, a plan library that

contains all optimal plans for goals of length two, or

one that contains all plans that achieve goals formed

by conjunction over the input predicates.

Concept learners do not explicitly store each candidate

hypothesis. We borrowed the version space represen

tation [Mitchell, 1982] of hypothesis spaces from con

cept learning. We establish a partial-order on goals,

using the generality relationship, and store only the

boundaries between the consistent and inconsistent re

gions of the goal space. We identify a special case

of conjunctive search goals for which our representa

tion remains a constant size. In a more general case,

our experiments show that it remains several orders

of magnitude smaller than the set of consistent goals.

In one case, boundaries that contains on average only

100 goal combinations represents a set that contains

on average 500,000 consistent goal combinations.

We adapted Mitchell's version space algorithm to pro

duce the BOCE goal recognizer. We provide the bias-

specific functions the algorithm needs for initializing

the boundaries and quickly updating the boundaries

given a new observed action. BOCE can infer from the

boundaries that some goal is, is part of, or is sufficient

for one of the actor's goals. BOCE calls RIGS [Lesh

and Etzioni, 1995], to determine the consistency of in

dividual goals. RIGS represents all consistent plans for

each consistent goal using consistency graphs, which

are based on plan-operator graphs [Etzioni, 1991,

Smith and Peot, 1993, Etzioni, 1993]. In the special

case mentioned above, BOCE processes observed ac

tions in time that is logarithmic in the number of goals.

Experimentally, in two domains, we show BOCE can

process a plan library that contains over a million goals

in less than 16 cpu-seconds per observed action.

We sacrifice expressiveness to automatically construct

the library and enable fast recognition. Automatic

construction is not appropriate for all domains. Hand

coded libraries can be finely tuned to the actors' be

havior. Our approach will work well if the actors' be

havior is sufficiently structured so that fine tuning is

unnecessary. Additionally, in very large domains, au

tomatic construction may be the only viable option.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We de

fine our terms and the I/O of recognition in section 3,

automatic construction in section 4, our representa

tion in section 5, and our algorithm in section 6. We

discuss an example in section 7, the scope of our ap

proach in section 8, our experiments in section 9, and

related work and conclusions in sections 10 and 11.

3 Definitions

We now introduce our terms and specify the in

put/output of both plan and goal recognition. Our

formulation can accommodate many planning lan

guages, e.g. STRIPS [Fikes and Nilsson, 1971]. The
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language must define the concepts of a predicate being

in a goal, an action being in a plan, one action coming

before another in a plan, an action being an instance of

an action schema, one plan being a subplan of another,

and for one goal to entail another. Informally, goal gi

entails goal gj if every state in which gi is true, gj is

also true. An example goal is (ISA printer x) A (FREE

x), where x is a free variable, printer is a constant, and

ISA and FREE are the predicates.

Informally, the actor constructs a plan for each of her

goals. The plans might share steps. The actor exe

cutes her plans, possibly interleaving them, which pro

duces a series of observable actions. Formally, let QS

= {Si)-->Sn} be the set of goals the actor currently

has and VS = {pi, ...,p„} be the set of plans the actor

is executing: plan pi is executed for goal gi. A goal is

necessary (for one of the actor's goals) if entailed by a

goal in QS, and sufficient if it entails a goal in QS. A

plan p is necessary if p is a subplan of a plan in VS,

and sufficient if a plan in VS is a subplan of p.

An actor model is a tuple (A, CI, K) where A is a set of

action schemas, fl is a set of predicates, and K is an

integer. Informally, the actor is assumed to construct

as many as K plans and goals out of the primitives

in A and ft, respectively (see assumptions A3 and A4

below). As shown in figure 1, a plan recognizer is a

function which takes an action sequence A and an ac

tor model (A,fl,K) as input and outputs Nec(a;) or

Suff(x), where x is a plan or goal, indicating x is nec

essary or sufficient. A goal recognizer is a special case

of a plan recognizer that outputs only necessary goals

and sufficient goals.

Actions

Actor model

Recognizer

Necessary and

sufficient plans

and goals

Figure 1: I/O for biased plan recognition

In section 4.2 we show how the recognizer constructs

a plan library from the primitives A and fl. The plan

library VC is a set of plan goal pairs (pi,gi). Each pair

(p«)ff») G VC indicates the actor might execute plan p;

for goal gi. The plan library is complete if the actor

never executes plan pi for goal gi unless (pi,gi) G VC.

The recognizer reasons about which combinations of

up to K goals in VC could account for the observed

actions A. Action sequence A = a\,..an is a partial

interleaved execution of plans p\,..,pm only if (1) for

all 1 < i < n there exists some 1 < j < m such that a*

is in pj and (2) for all 1 < i < k < n and 1 < j < m,

if Oj and are both in plan pj then ai is before a*

in plan pj. A set of goals gi,—,gm is consistent with

action sequence A if there exists plans pi, ...,pm such

that for all 1 < i < m, (pi,gi) £ VC and A is a partial,

interleaved execution of plans pi, ...,pm.

We make the following assumptions:

Al. Action sequence A is a partial, interleaved execu

tion of the plans VS the actor is executing.

A2. VC is complete.

A3. 1 < \VS\ = \QS\ < K.

A4. Every action in every plan in VS is an instance

of an action schema in A, and every predicate in

every goal in QS is in fi.

Assumption Al is important because we cannot rec

ognize an actor's plans from her actions if those ac

tions are not part of her plans. Assumption A2 is im

portant because identifying an actor's plans or goals

is essentially the process of eliminating all alternative

hypotheses, which requires the complete set of possi

ble hypotheses. Assumption A3 is important because,

without it, every action might be part of a different

plan. Only by observing multiple actions from the

same plan can we narrow down the actor's possible

plans or goals. Assumption A4 allows the recognizer

to construct VC out of primitives in sets A and fl.

4 Automated construction

We now discuss the content of the plan library and

show how to construct a library with biases.

4.1 Extraneous plans and goals

It is often stated (e.g. [Kautz, 1987, Weida and Lit-

man, 1992]) that the plan library must contain every

plan and goal the actor could have. It might, then, be

tempting to include every conceivable plan and goal in

the library. In this section, we show that in addition

to being complete, the library should also exclude ex

traneous plans and goals. A plan or goal is extraneous

if the actor never executes the plan or has the goal.

First, we review why the plan library should be com

plete. If the library is incomplete, then the recognizer

will produce false conclusions. For example, consider

a simple plan library - a cookbook. Suppose we know

Smith is cooking one recipe from The Best Of Lord

Krishna's Cuisine cookbook. After observing Smith

slice okra and prepare ghee we conclude that Smith

must be cooking Okra Supreme, the only recipe in the

The Best of Lord Krishna 's Cuisine that calls for ghee

and sliced okra. Unbeknownst to us, however, Smith

is actually using the complete Lord Krishna's Cuisine

cookbook which includes 8 recipes that call for sliced

okra and ghee. Smith's actual meal, Okra Delight, is

not in The Best Of Lord Krishna 's Cuisine.

Now consider the reverse case: we think Smith is cook

ing from Lord Krishna 's Cuisine but in fact he is using

The Best Of Lord Krishna 's Cuisine. Our plan library

is complete but includes extraneous plans. Again sup

pose we observe Smith slice okra and prepare ghee.
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With the right cookbook, we would know he must be

cooking Okra Supreme. But, as it is, there are 8 pos

sible explanations in the cookbook we think Smith is

using. Thus, the existence of extraneous recipe's pre

vents us from identifying Smith's goal.

4.2 Bias

Bias fills the gap between the information given to

the recognizer (primitives A and fi ) and the informa

tion needed to perform recognition (a complete plan

library VC). Biases are grammars for composing prim

itive actions and predicates into plans and goals. For

mally, a goal bias GB is a function from a set of pred

icates to a set of goals; GB(Sl) refers to the set of

goals the actor might compose from the set of pred

icates fi. A plan bias PB indicates what plans the

actor might construct out of a given set of actions for

a given goal. Thus, PB(g,\) refers to the plans the

actor might construct for goal g out of instances of

the action schemas in A. The plan recognizer's plan

library VC ={{p,g) \ g G GB(Q) Ap G PB(g, A)}.

In section 4.1, we showed that recognition suffers if

VC excludes plans and goals the actor does have or

includes plans and goals the actor never has. For this

reason, the biases should not over-constrain or under-

constrain VC. For example, consider the plan bias that

admits only optimal plans into VC. If people execute

suboptimal plans then this bias over-constrains the li

brary. As described above, this incomplete library will

lead to erroneous conclusions. The recognizer might

conclude that the observed actor is eating alone when

it observes her carry one plate into the dining room,

when in fact the actor's actual yet suboptimal plan

is to make multiple trips to the kitchen. Conversely,

consider the goal bias that allows all conjunctions and

disjunctions of goals in fi. This would under-constrain

VC. The observed actions ai,..,a„ would be consis

tent with all goals of the form g\ V ... V gn where gi is an

effect of a< or even an affect of some action a.j where aj

is part of a plan for executing a, . There would be too

many consistent explanations for any given sequence of

actions, and the recognizer would never attribute goals

to the actor. We currently use the following biases:

Definition 1 (Directed weak) The directed weak plan

bias maps A and g to the set of all plans pi s.t. (1) all

actions in pi are instances of action schemas in A, (2)

every action in pi supports another action in pi or supports

g and (S) p% achieves g if executed in some world state s.1

Definition 2 (Conjunctive search) The conjunc

tive search goal bias maps Q to the set of all goals, that

consist of predicates in Q, of finding an object that has a

conjunction of properties.

The directed-weak plan bias is flexible in that it allows

'The terms in this definition are defined formally in

[Lesh and Etzioni, 1995].

multiple actions to support the same precondition and

allows plans that do not necessarily achieve their goal.

Directed-weak plans can contain redundant actions,

such as executing a pwd command after a cd command.

Since it allows redundant sensory actions, the directed-

weak plan bias does not assume that people remem

ber everything they learn from executing information-

gathering commands. This flexibility is important for

recognizing the behavior of people. For example, in

the Unix domain, we have observed that people often

execute long sequences of actions when shorter actions

would have sufficed (such as a sequence of ls's and cd's

rather than a find), and people occasionally give up

on tasks that are solvable.

The conjunctive-search goal bias covers an important

set of goals because they tend to require long plans.

Helping people with long plans is more useful than

helping them with something they could do quickly

by themselves. Of course, this goal bias only includes

some of the goals people might actually have. As de

scribed in section 6.2, goal biases can be easily com

bined together. Thus, we can address various classes

of goals separately and combine the solutions together

to cover a wide range of behavior. We further discuss

these biases in section 7.

5 Compact representation

We now describe our implicit representation for plan

libraries which is well suited for fast goal recognition.

We represent only the goals or combinations of goals

that are consistent (defined in section 3) with the ac

tions observed so far. We borrow Mitchell's term

version space to refer to the consistent combination

of goals. The version space shrinks as actions are ob

served and more goals become inconsistent. For exam

ple, the goal of finding a free printer would be rejected

if we observed compress foo.tex.

The initial version space V<S(0) contains all combina

tions of up to K goals in VC. Recall that the integer

K is an input in the actor model which indicates the

maximum number of goals the actor might have. Since

a conjunction of goals is itself a goal, for convenience

we equate having goals {gi,...,gn} with having a sin

gle conjunctive goal 51 A g?... Agn. Formally, V<S(0) =

{5l A ... A g„ I (n < K) A (V1<i<„3p, (p, g{) G VC)}.

V*S(-4) contains the goals consistent with A. Formally,

VS(A ^9) = {g£ V«S(0) I g is consistent with A}. An

important lemma that follows from our assumptions is

that VS(A) will contain the actor's current goals.

Lemma 1 The actor's current goals QS G V<S(«4).

Proof sketch: Let QS = gi,...,gn be the actor's goals.

By assumption Al, the observed actions A will be the

partial, interleaved execution of plans pi,...,pn where

the actor executes plan pi for goal g^. By assump
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Hon A2, since the actor executes plan pi for goal gt,

(Pi>9i) G VC. By the definition of consistency, these

two statements entail that QS will be consistent with

A. By assumptions A2 and A3 and the definition of

version spaces, QS G V\S(0). By the definition of ver

sion spaces, since QS G V<S(0) and QS is consistent

with A, QS G VS(A).

We order goals by the generality relationship. If every

plan for gi is a plan or subplan for gj , then gj is more

general than gi, written gi ■< gj. For example, "mow

the lawn" ■< "mow the lawn and pay the bills" and

"capture Bad Bill, alive" < "capture Bad Bill". Note

that these two examples taken together show that gen

erality is different than entailment. Formally, gi ■< gj

if every action sequence consistent with gi is also con

sistent with gj. If gi X gj and gj £ gi then <fc -< gj.

This closely resembles the definition of generality be

tween plans in [Weida and Litman, 1992].

We represent VS(A) with a three-tuple (S, Q,A),

where S is the set of most specific, consistent goals

and Q is the set of most general, consistent goals. A

goal gi is between goals g0 and gi iff go -< gi ~< gi- The

pair (S, Q) bounds VS iff for every goal gt G VS, either

gi G S U Q or there is a goal g, G S and goal gg G Q

such that gi is between g, and gg.

We use consistency graphs [Lesh and Etzioni, 1995] to

represent the consistent plans for each goal in S and Q.

The RIGS algorithm takes a goal set QS, A, and A,

and constructs and manipulates a consistency graph

in order to identify which goals in QS are inconsistent

with A. RIGS runs in time that is linear in \QS\ and

polynomial in |A| 4- \A\.

6 Goal recognition algorithm

We now present the BOCE goal recognition algorithm.

First we describe a bias-independent algorithm that

calls four bias-specific functions. Then we describe

the bias-specific functions that BOCE requires for two

classes of conjunctive search goals. Finally, we extend

BOCE to handle multiple goals and interleaved plans.

6.1 Boce algorithm

The Based-on-Candidate-Elimination (BOCE) goal

recognition algorithm, shown in figure 2, closely resem

bles the Candidate Elimination algorithm's [Mitchell,

1982] update procedure for a positive example. The

pseudo code in figure 2 can be viewed as a tem

plate for an algorithm. One needs to "plug in" the

Init, Compare, Consistent, and MinGen functions (see

table 1) to instantiate the goal recognizer. These

functions depend on the plan and goal bias. The

Consistent function for the directed-weak plan bias is

described in [Lesh and Etzioni, 1995]. In section 6.2,

we describe the Init, Compare, and MinGen for two

• BOCE-initialize(ft)

1. Let (So, Go) = Init(Q)

2. Let Ao = 0

• BOCE-observe(a„,A,ft)

1. Let An = An-\ + an (the sequence An-i with

a„ appended to the end)

2. Let (Sn,Gn) = (Sn-ugn-i)

3. FOR every goal gt G Qn

- IF Consistent(gi,An) is false THEN remove

gt from Qn

4. FOR every goal Si € Sn

- IF Consistent(si,An) is false THEN

(a) remove s< from <S„

(b) add to Sn all goals mi in MinGen(si,An)

such that Consistent(si,An) is true and

Compare(si,gj) is true for some gj G Qn

• BOCE(fi,A)

1. BOCE-initialize(fi)

2. As each action an is observed

(a) BOCE-observe(o„,A,n)

(b) IF G„ = Sn = {gi} then return Nec(#) A

SufffaO

(c) ELSE IF Sn = {gi} and PartialSuff THEN

return Suff(pi)

(d) ELSE IF Sn = {gi} and PartialNec THEN

return Nec(pi)

(e) ELSE IF 5„ or Qn is empty THEN return

fail

(f) ELSE return null (indicating that more ob

servations are needed to recognize goat)

Figure 2: Pseudo code for BOCE

classes of conjunctive search goals.

The following is a brief sketch of how the algorithm

works. The initial library is set to (So,Qo,Aq = 0)

where <So and Qo are the sets returned by Init. The up

date procedure works as follows. Suppose the current

library is (Sn,Qn,An) and we observe action a„+i.

First, BOCE adds an+i to the end of sequence A„ to

produce A„+i. Then BOCE uses Consistent to deter

mine which goals in Sn and Qn are inconsistent with

An+i- BOCE removes inconsistent goals from Q„ to

produce Qn+x and uses MinGen to replace inconsis

tent goals in S„ with their minimal generalizations to

produce «Sn+i- BOCE uses Compare to remove goals

from 5n+i that are more general than other goals in

S„+i or less general than any goal removed from Qn-

The S and Q boundaries produced by BOCE always

describe the version space of consistent goals.

Theorem 1 (Correct boundaries)

Let (Sn,Qn,An) be the library that BOCE produces

after observing actions a\,ai, ...,an. Pair (Sn,Qn)

bounds VS(ai,a.2, ...,an).
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Proof sketch: This is a proof sketch by induc

tion. The base case is that (So, Go) bounds VS(0).

The induction step is that if (Sn-i,Gn-i) bounds

V<S(ai, ...,an_i) then (Sn,Gn) bounds VS(ai, ...,an).

The base case holds because BOCE initializes the

boundaries by calling the Init function. As defined in

table 1, Init returns a pair that bounds V<S(0).

By definition, VS(a\...an) C V5(oi...a„_i). Thus,

since (Sn-\,Gn-i) bounds V<S(ai,...,a„_i), step 2

in BOCE-observe establishes that (Sn,Gn) bounds

VS(a\, ...,an). We now show that steps 3 and 4 pre

serve this relationship. Step 3 removes inconsistent

goals from Gn- Removing gg from G can only re

move goals that are less general than gg from the space

bounded by (Sn,Gn)- By the definition of generality, a

goal that is less general than an inconsistent goal is, it

self, inconsistent. If step 4a removes any goal gi from

Sn, then step 4° replaces gi with its minimal gener

alizations. Thus the only goal removed from the space

bounded by (Sn,Gn) by step 4 is gi itself, which must be

inconsistent or else step 4 would not remove it. Thus,

steps 3 and 4 only remove inconsistent goals from the

space bounded by (Sn,Gn)- Since VS(A) contains only

consistent goals, {S„,Gn) bounds VS(A).

Once the S and G boundaries are computed, we can

use them to perform both full and partial recognition.

As shown in step 2b of the BOCE function in figure 2,

BOCE reports g is both sufficient and necessary for

the actor's goals if S and G ever converge to g.

Theorem 2 (Full recognition) // pair ({<?}, {</})

bounds VS(A) then g is necessary and sufficient.

Proof sketch: Since ({g}, {g}) bounds VS(A), then

VS(A) = {g}. Recall that g is actually a combi

nation of goals. By lemma 1, the actor's goal set

GS € VS(A). Thus g = GS. Thus each goal in g

is both necessary and sufficient, by the definition of

necessary and sufficient goals.

Although we do not formalize it here, it is also pos

sible to recognize one of the actor's goals without

recognizing all of the actor's goals. If, for example,

({ffi A<72}i{<7i A 53}) bounds the version space then

gi must be one of the actor's goals.

The actor's goals can be partially described if general

ity between goals has a fixed correlation to entailment

between goals. The boolean PartialSuff is set to true

only if for all goals gi, gj in VC, gi entails gj if gi ^ gj.

Below, we define a set of goals for which this is true. If

PartialSuff is true, then in step 2c BOCE indicates

that goal gi is sufficient if the S boundary ever con

verges to gi. Similarly, the boolean PartialNec is set

to true only if for all goals gi,gj in VC, gj entails gi

if 9i ^ 9j- And if PartialNec is true then in step 2d

BOCE outputs that goal gi is necessary for one of the

actor's goals if the S boundary ever converges to gi.

function definition

Init (ft) (S,G) that bounds VS(0)

Consistent^, .4, A) true iff g is consistent

with A

Compare^, gj) true iff gi -< gj

MinGen(g,.4) MG st. W9i € VS(A), (g * g,)V

{^9i(9i^Mg)A (9j±gt))

Table 1: BOCE's bias-specific functions.

Theorem 3 (Partial recognition) // pair ({g},G)

bounds VS(A) and gi -< gj implies gt entails gj, then

g is sufficient. If ({g},G) bounds VS(A) and gi ■< gj

implies gj entails gi, then g is necessary.

Proof sketch: Since ({<?}, G) bounds VS(A), {g} is

more specific than every other goal in VS(A). Thus,

by lemma 1, {g} ■< GS where GS is the actor's goal. If

{g} is more specific than the actor's goal, and gt -< gj

implies gt entails gj, then {g} must entail GS. By the

definition of sufficiency, if {g} entails GS then g is

sufficient. Similarly, if {g} is more specific than the

actor's goal and gi -< gj implies gj entails gi, then GS

must entail {g). By the definition of necessary, if the

actor's goal GS entails {g}, then {g} is necessary.

If S = 0 or G = 0 then one of BOCE's assumptions

has been violated, and BOCE returns fail at step 2e.

Theorem 4 (Failure) // {S, 0) or (0, G) bounds

VS(A) then assumptions 1, 2, 3, and 4 cannot all hold.

Proof sketch: // S = 0 or G =9 then, by the defini

tion of bounds, VS(A) = 0. By lemma 1, GS € VS(A)

and thus VS(A) / 0. Since lemma 1 follows from as

sumptions 1, 2, 3, and 4 if S or G is empty, then all

of our assumptions cannot hold.

Finally, in step 2f BOCE outputs null if none of

the above recognition conditions occur. The output

null simply means "no comment at this time" which

is always true. Thus, the above theorems show that

BOCE's outputs are always true.

6.2 Goal bias specific functions

In this section, we discuss two classes of goals: de

composable and composable goals. Decomposable and

composable goal sets are mutually exclusive but not

exhaustive (some goal sets are neither composable or

decomposable). Table 2 describes the Init, Compare,

and MinGen functions for these two classes of goals.

We discuss decomposable goals first. Goals are decom

posable if adding a conjunct makes them more specific.

For example, adding the constraint that the printer

can print color to the goal of finding a free printer

forms a more specific goal. Formally, goal set GS is

decomposable if for all gugj € GS, gj C gt iff gi < gj.
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A conjunctive goal gi is a subset of gj iff every conjunct

of gi is also a conjunct of gj.

Since we only consider conjunctive goals in this sec

tion, we use sets to represent goals. The set {ci..c„}

refers to the goal c\ A ... A c„. In table 2, we represent

sets of goals with a set of literals I and a set of literals

C. The literals in I describe the invariant part of the

goals that appears in every goal. For example, in the

set of goals of looking for a free printer with some sub

set of possible printer attributes, the invariant part is

"the printer must be free" . The set C describes possi

ble constraints on the goal, such as "the printer must

print color". We use I x C* to refer to the set of goals

{XUCi | d CC}.

By the definition of the decomposable goal sets, the

Compare function for decomposable goals is, as shown

in table 2, the inverse of the subset function. The

Init function for decomposable goal set I x C* is

({I UC},{!}). The «S set contains the most con

strained and thus the most specific goal. The Q set

contains the least constrained and thus most general

goal. This definition of Init satisfies BOCE's require

ments for the Init function, as specified in table 1.

Theorem 5 (Init Decomposable) IfXxC* is de

composable, then ({IUC},{I}) bounds X x C*.

Proof: Let g be a goal in X x C* . Goal g must be of

the form Xl)Ci for some Ci CC. By the definition of

decomposable goal sets, since X C (I U Ci) C (I U C),

(IUC) ^ (IU Ci) < X. By the definition of bounds,

since every goal gi in X x C* is between I U C and X,

({IUC}, {I}) bounds IxC*.

We compute the minimal generalizations of goal IUC*

as follows. For all Cj G d, we call Consistent to deter

mine if X+Cj is consistent with A. IfX + Cj is inconsis

tent, we remove it from Cj. The resulting goal, IUC-,

is the sole generalization of I U Ci. This definition of

MinGen, shown in table 2, satisfies BOCE's require

ments for the MinGen function, shown in table 1.

Theorem 6 (MinGen Decomposable) IfXxC is

decomposable and Ci CC, then the minimal general

izations ofXud inXxC is {X U C'i) where C\ is the

set of all literals Cj in Ci such that X + Cj is consistent

with the observed actions A.

Proof sketch: To show {lUCj} is the minimal gen

eralizations of X Kid, we show that for all goals gk G

VS{A) either [1] (IUC<) £ gk or [2] (IUC{) < gk.

The version space VS(A) contains all goals in IxC*

that are consistent with A. Since gk G I x C* , gk =

I U Ci for some d C C. Note that C'i C d C C. By

the definition of decomposable goals, if Ci C C\ then

(IUC •) < gk and condition [2] is met. By the definition

of decomposable goals, ifC\ 2 C< then (IUC*) ^ gk and

condition [1] is met. If neither Ci C C\ nor C| % Ci,

then there exists some Cm such that (cm G Cj) A (cm G

function decomposable

goal set IxC

composable

goal set IxC

Init() ({TUCMI}}

Compare^, &) true iff gi D gj true iff gi C g}

MinGen(^) Let g = ll)Ci.

Return {lUCj}

s.t. Vcj € Ci,

Cons(I+Cj , A)

Let g = !Ud.

Return

{lUd+Cj |

CieiC-d)}

PartialSuff True False

PartialNec False True

Table 2: Bias-specific functions for composable and

decomposable goals. 'Cons' is shorthand for the 'Con

sistent' function.

C«) A (Cm 0 C'i). By the way C\ is constructed, ifcmis

in d but not C'i then (X+Cm) must be inconsistent with

the observed actions. Since Cm G Ci, (I+c,) C gk. By

the definition of decomposable goals, gk ^ (I+cm). By

the definition of generality, if gk ■< (X + Cm) and (1 +

Cm) is inconsistent, then gk is also inconsistent. Thus

gk & VS(A) . Thus, for all gk G VS(A) conditions 1

or 2 above is met.

BOCE processes exponentially large decomposable

goals in linear time. This is possible because the S

and Q sets always contain at most one goal. Both

sets start out as singletons. In general, BOCE can

increase the size of S by replacing a goal with its min

imal generalizations. The minimal generalizations of a

decomposable goal, however, is always a set containing

exactly one goal. Furthermore, the minimal general

izations of a decomposable goal can be computed by

checking the consistency of at most |C| goals. The to

tal number of consistency checks for a single observed

actions is, then, |C| + 2 including the two checks of the

goals in S and Q. This is logarithmic time because

IxC contains 2lC> goals.

Theorem 7 (Logarithmic time decomposable)

// the goals in VC are the decomposable goal set IxC*,

then BOCE will compute (Sn+i,Qn+i,An+i) given

{Sn,Gn,An) and action a„+i by calling the consis

tency function on at most \C\ + 2 goals.

Proof sketch: As shown in table 2, for decomposable

goal sets, \Qo\ = \Sq\ = 1. Since BOCE never adds

to the G set, for all n, \Gn\ < 1. BOCE can only in

crease \S\ by replacing a goal in S with its minimal

generalizations. Since, as shown in table 2, the mini

mal generalizations of any decomposable goal is always

a single goal, for all n, \Sn\ < 1.

BOCE checks the consistency of goals only in steps

3 and 4 of BOCE-update. In step 3, BOCE-update

checks the consistency of \Gn\ = 1 goal. In step 4>

BOCE-update checks the consistency of \Sn\ = 1 goal

and calls MinGen on every inconsistent goal. The

MinGen(X U Ci) needs to determine if goal (I + Cj)
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is consistent for all cj G Cj. This requires exactly \d\

calls to the consistency function. Note that Ci C C.

Thus the total calls in steps 3 and 4 of BOCE-update

is at most \C\ +2. No where else does BOCE check the

consistency of a goal.

The PartialSuf f flag can be set to true for decom

posable goal sets, indicating that if gi ■< gj then 3<

entails gj. This is true because if gi and gj are de

composable and gi -< gj then gj C 3*; if gj C gi then

gj holds for all worlds in which gi is true and thus <ft

entails gj. For example, consider the goal of finding a

free, color, second-floor printer, or g/C2 = (ISA printer

x) A (free x) A (color x) a (floor x 2). A subset of

this goal is 3/c = (ISA printer x) A (FREE x) A (COLOR

x), the goal of finding a free, color printer. Goal g/C2

is sufficient for goal gjc, and, more generally, for any

of its subsets.

Now we discuss composable goals. Goals are compos-

able if adding a conjunct makes them more general.

For example, if A and B are independent conjuncts

then "do A" -< "do A and B" because anything we

observe in service of "do A" could also be in service

of "do A and B" . Formally, goal set Q is composable if

for all gi,gj £G,9iC gj iff 3. -< 9j-

By the definition of the composable goal sets, the

Compare function for decomposable goals is, as shown

in table 2, the subset function. The Init function for

decomposable goal set J x C* is ({!},{IUC}). This

definition of Init satisfies BOCE's requirements for the

Init function, as specified in table 1.

Theorem 8 (Init Composable) If 1 x C* is com

posable, then ({I}, {I U C}) bounds IxC* .

The proof is very similar to the proof of theorem 5. For

composable goal sets, adding a constraint makes the

goal more general. Thus, the minimal generalizations

of a composable goal are simply all those goals with

exactly one more constraint. Formally,

Theorem 9 (MinGen Composable) If T x C* is

decomposable and Ci C C, then the minimal general

izations oflUd inlxC is {lUCi+Cj \ Cj G (C-Ci)}

Proof sketch: Let gk G VS(A). The version space

VS(A) contains all goals in TxC that are consistent

with A. Since gk €lxC*, gk = IUCi for some C\ C C.

If Ci (f. Ci, then by the definition of composable goals

(J U Ci) -ft gk- If Ci C Ci, then there must be some

goal gj G MQ = {1 U d + Cj | Cj G (C - d)} such

that gj C gk- By the definition of composable goals,

9j ^ 9k- Thus, since either d C\ or d C C\, for

all gk G VS{A), either (X U d) / gk or 3gj{gj G

MQ) A (gj -< gk)- Thus, by the definition in table 1,

MQ is the minimal generalizations of (lUCi).

We cannot process composable goal sets as efficiently

as decomposable ones. In the worst case, MinGen(g)

produces |fi| goals and thus the S and Q boundaries

can grow to size 2lnl_1 , half the total number of goals.

In section 9 we show that, in practice, the boundaries

for composable goals remain small.

The PartialNec flag can be set to true for compos

able goal sets, indicating that if gi ■< gj then gj entails

gi. This is true because if gi and gj are composable

and if gi -< gj then gi C gj; if gi C gj then gi holds for

all worlds in which gj holds and thus gj entails gi.

Finally, note that our approach is modular. From

the definition of bounds, it follows that if (<Si,</i)

bounds version space VSi and (<S2,£/2) bounds VS2

then (Si U S2, Qi U Q2) bounds version space V<Si U

VS2- Thus, we can run BOCE separately with differ

ent sets of bias-specific functions for different goal sets

and easily merge the results to produce the boundaries

of the union of the goal sets.

6.3 Interleaved plans

We now show how to perform recognition on inter

leaved plans, given the ability to perform recognition

on uninterleaved plans. Suppose we have Consistent,

Compare, Init, and MinGen for K = 1. The objec

tive is construct Consistent^ , CompareK , InilF , and

MinGenK for K > 1. Recall that we equate having

goals gi and 02 with having goal gi A 32- A simple but

slow approach would simply be to represent all com

binations of goals explicitly, but we show that version

spaces allow for more tractable representation.

The function Consistent? is the same as Consistent

because g\ A ... A gn is a goal just like any other goal.

In general, it is not possible to construct CompareK

because it depends on the plan bias. For example, if

the plan bias states that people execute optimal plans

then the set of plans for goal g\ and the set of plans for

goal 32 might have nothing in common with the set of

plans for 31 A 32. We make the following assumption,

which holds for our directed-weak plan bias:

A5. Let si,..sn and 31,..., gm all be goals. (s\ A 52 A

• Sn) ^ (31 A 32 A ..gm) iff there is an onto mapping

/ such that for all 1 < i < n, Sj X 3/(j).

Thus, for example, 31 X (gx A 32) and if 31 X g3 and

32 ^ 34 then (31 A 32) •< (33 A 34). Under this assump

tion, interleaved goals behave very much like compos

able goals. The Init? function returns (5, QK). It fol

lows from assumption A5 that if {S, Q) bounds VS(A)

then (S,QK) bounds VS(A)K .

Version spaces are useful for handling interleaved goals

because the MinGenK function can exploit a rich gen

erality structure amongst combinations of goals. Let

MQ1 be the minimal generalizations of goal 31 and

MQ2 be the minimal generalizations of goal 32. It is

true that MQ1 x MQ is a minimal generalization of
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<7i A (ft- However, there is a more compact, minimal

generalization of pi A gi, defined as follows:

Theorem 10 (MinGen^) The minimal generaliza

tions of goal gi A 52 A ..gn in QSK are all goals of

the form MGJi A g\ A ...gj-i A gj+i A ..gn, where

MGJi £ MinGen(gj) and, ifn<K, goals of the form

01 A ... A gn A gn+i where gn+i e S0 where (S0, Go) is

the pair returned by Init that bounds GS.

Due to space limitations, we omit the proof. If every

goal in GS has Q minimal generalizations then a goal

in QSK has at most (Q x K) + \S\ minimal generaliza

tions. This is much better than the QK minimal gen

eralizations that occurs from taking the cross product

of the individual generalizations of all the goals.

7 Example

The following example illustrates our notion of biases,

the I/O of goal recognition, and how our algorithm

works. We begin with an informal description of the

interactions among a computer user, a task-completion

agent, and a goal recognizer. The user's goal is to find

a free, color printer.

First, the user checks printer alpha, a color, fourth-

floor, double-sided printer made by Xerox in 1991. The

goal recognizer ignores where and when the printer was

made and tells the task-completion agent that finding

a free, color, fourth-floor, double-sided printer is suffi

cient for the actor's goal. The agent, however, fails to

locate a printer meeting these requirements.

Next, the user checks printer beta, a color, second-

floor, double-sided printer made by Xerox in 1993.

Now, the recognizer reports that a free, color, double-

sided printer is sufficient (dropping the fourth-floor re

quirement). The task-completion agent finds printer

gamma, a color, third-floor, double-sided printer made

by NEC in 1991. The agent recommends gamma to the

user, which satisfies her goal.

The biases in section 4 allow BOCE to draw these

conclusions. Without a conjunctive goal bias it could

not exclude, for example, the possibility that the actor

was searching for a printer on the second or fourth

floor, in which case printer gamma would be unsuitable.

Without a plan bias that excludes irrelevant actions,

the recognizer could not even infer that the actor's

goals had anything to do with finding a printer.

For the above interactions to occur, the predicate set

fl must include color, floor, and double.sided.

But fi must exclude YEAR. made and MADE.BY. Oth

erwise, the recognizer might have instructed the task-

completion agent to find a printer made by Xerox.

Finally, K must be 1. Otherwise, the two observed

actions could have been for two separate goals.

maintains, assuming the printer search goals are de

composable. Go = {(ISA printer x) A (FREE x)},

i.e. it contains the goal of finding a free printer. <S0

= {(ISA printer x) A (FREE x) A (FLOOR x F) A

(double.sided x) A (color x)}. The variable F is a

special schema variable, which represents all constants

appropriate for the FLOOR predicate. It is reasonable

to view the goal in <So as requiring that the printer

be on the first floor, on the second floor, on the third

floor, etc. After the computer user polls printer alpha,

»Si contains {(ISA printer x) A (free x) A (FLOOR x

4) A (DOUBLE.SIDED x) A (COLOR x)}. The G set is

unchanged; Gi = Go- After the computer user polls

printer beta, 52 contains {(ISA printer x) A (free x)

A (double.sided x) A (color x)}. Again, the G set

is unchanged. At each step, the goal in S is reported

to be sufficient for the actor's goal.

8 Discussion of scope

The simplicity of the above example, designed to illus

trate our approach, does not reflect the full scope of

our work. As the example suggests, our approach is

limited to keyhole recognition where the observed actor

is unaware of or indifferent to the observer. The exam

ple should not be construed to suggest we allow only

'single-level" plans in which every action contributes

directly to the goal. Our formulation and the RIGS

algorithm allow for arbitrarily "deep" plans with sub-

goals, subgoals of subgoals, and so on.

The above example is also small. Section 9 describes

experiments on large libraries in the Unix and Toast

[Agre and Horswill, 1992] domains. We have recently

tested BOCE, with similar results, on data gathered

under Microsoft Windows 95.2 Since user help systems

are a primary application of keyhole recognition, soft

ware systems are an important domain. Additionally,

conjunctive search goals are likely to occur in any do

mains in which people search for objects. Furthermore,

our approach could easily be extended to conjunctive

set goals, such as the goal of compressing all files that

are large and have been unmodified for a year. Con

junctive set and search goals are important because

they give rise to long plans and thus task-completion

can be especially helpful. Additionally, our experi

ments in the Toast domain show that our recognizer

can work on reactive agents that do not actually con

struct plans, but do act planfully.

What about classes of goals other than composable

and decomposable goals? To review, BOCE ex

ploits the generality relationship among goals to main

tain a compact representation of the candidate goals.

Broadly speaking, this approach will work well when

(1) the library has a large number of goals, (2) there

is a rich generality structure among these goals, and

(3) this generality structure can be determined by the

We now describe the S and G boundaries that BOCE Contact neal@cs.washington.edu for details and data
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predicates candidate

goals

consistent goals

per update

goals in S and

Q per update

cpu seconds

per update

percent work

saved

4 64 33 6.5 0.4 67.5

6 256 129 9.98 0.9 67.8

8 1,024 486 13.53 1.3 48.0

10 4,096 1,778 18.89 1.8 67.3

12 16,384 7,913 34 5.1 63.5

14

16

18

65,536 26,871 38.44

55.13

98.5

7.7 71.1

52.2

61.2

262,144 116,596 12.5

1,048,576 643,919 15.255

Table 3: Results from Unix experiments: BOCE is fast because it enumerates only a fraction of the plan library.

The numbers are averages over 100 randomized runs on our algorithm coded in Lisp on a 134 MHZ SGI Indy.

form, rather than the content, of the goals. A case

when these conditions arise, besides conjunctive search

goals, is when the actor interleaves goals. Condition

(1) holds because the number of combinations quickly

explodes. Conditions (2) and (3) hold because (under

certain assumptions) gi A gj is more general than gi

or gj. In the degenerate case, however, when (2) or

(3) does not hold, BOCE reverts to RIGS and each

goal's consistency is individually computed; perfor

mance thus becomes linear in the number of goals.

9 Empirical validation

In this section we describe our experiments on realis

tic data in two domains to investigate whether BOCE

works quickly and if its output can be useful.

9.1 Unix

We simulate a world in which an actor searches for a

variety of objects, such as files and printers. At each

time step the actor executes one action from one of

her plans. After each action is observed, BOCE can

output necessary or sufficient goals. These goals are

used to suggest an object to the actor. For example,

if the recognizer outputs that a free, color, second-

floor printer would satisfy the actor's goal, and such

a printer exists in our simulation, then that printer is

suggested to the actor. If the suggested object satis

fies one of the actor's goals, then the actor ceases to

execute any actions in the plan for that goal.

We generate the action sequence A by interleaving one

or two sequences of actions, each of which represents

the execution of a plan to find some object. Some of

these sequences were gathered from human subjects

solving goals in Unix. In all trial runs, we set K = 2,

and A to be 25 action schemas for various Unix com

mands. We varied il to contain between two and nine

predicates for describing printers and two to nine pred

icates for describing files. The printer goals are decom

posable, and the file goals are composable. As we add

predicates to fi, the plan library grows exponentially.

Our prototype implementation in Lisp is reasonably

fast. As shown in table 3, BOCE performs recog

nition on a library containing over a million goals

in about 16 cpu-seconds per update. These results

suggest we could achieve real-time performance if we

rewrote BOCE in optimized C code.

Table 3 shows that BOCE is fast because it enumerates

only a fraction of the consistent goals. For 14 predi

cates, BOCE computes the consistency of 39 goals per

update, on average. Maintaining an explicit list of

consistent goals would require checking an average of

26,871 goals, per update.

The last column in table 3 quantifies the work saved by

task-completion using BOCE, compared to letting the

actor solve all her own goals. A 30% savings occurs,

for example, if the task-completion agent satisfies the

actor's goal after the actor executes 7 actions in a 10

action plan. In our experiments, goal recognition leads

to well over 50% work saved.

9.2 Toast

Toast [Agre and Horswill, 1992] is a simulated agent

that performs cooking tasks. Toast accepts goals such

as making omelettes, cleaning dirty dishes, or setting

the table. Toast performs a greedy action-selection

that, given certain constraints on the domain, allows it

to solve its goals without scheduling any future actions.

We extended the default domain to include a variety

of goals such as making pancakes with blueberries and

omelettes with green peppers and onions.

In each trial run, we gave Toast between 1 and 6

goals from a total of 14 possible goals. Additionally,

Toast always pursues a background goal of cleaning

the kitchen. As BOCE observes Toast execute actions,

BOCE both partially and (with more observations)

fully identifies Toast's goals. For example, if Toast

pours flour into a bowl, breaks an egg into the bowl,

and cleans the cherry pitter then BOCE determines

that making pancakes with cherries is necessary for

one of Toast's goals, though the pancakes may contain

other flavors as well.
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2 3 4 5 6 7

Figure 3: Results from Toast experiments: The size

of the S and Q boundaries grows linearly with K, the

number of goals Toast might pursue simultaneously.

Since there were 15 individual goals, BOCE implicitly

considers 15K goal combinations. These numbers are

the average over 50 randomized runs.

Figure 9.2 shows our version space representation re

mains small even as the number of goal combinations

grows exponentially in K. Since there are 15 total

goals, there are 15 combinations of goals that BOCE

must consider. Even for 157 goals, the S and Q sets

contain less than 40 goals.3 The average update time

was under 12 cpu-seconds per observation for all tests.

Although we supply the goals, we do not supply the

plans. Toast generates the actions to solve its goals.

The directed-weak plan bias, described in section 4.2

and computed by the RIGS algorithm, determines

which plans are included in BOCE's plan library VC.

If the plans that Toast actually executes are not in VC,

then BOCE will produce erroneous conclusions. The

fact that our recognizer works in this domain reflects

the general applicability of the directed-weak bias.

9.3 Comments

These results may not be encouraging because the ver

sion space grows exponentially with the number of

predicates. One can imagine domains with, say, 200

predicates. These domains will be tractable, however,

if the predicates can be factored into subgroups such as

ten predicates for describing printers, ten for machines,

and so on. In this case, there would be (20 x 210)K

goals. For comparison, the largest goal set in our Unix

experiments was (2 x 29)K , for K = 2.

10 Related work

In order to automate construction of the plan library

and achieve fast recognition our approach sacrifices

expressiveness of the plan representation. Plan hi

erarchies, meticulously described by [Kautz, 1987],

3The background goal has a slighter larger impact on

the boundaries than the other goals, which accounts for

the drop from K = 2 to K = 3.

are a widely-used (e.g. [Ardissono and Cohen, 1995,

Bauer, 1996, Lin and Goebel, 1990, Vilain, 1990]) ex

ample of a more expressive representation: arbitrary

plans and goals can be omitted and arbitrary con

straints posted between steps of plans. In contrast, our

approach requires the plan library to contain all and

only plans and goals that share an underlying struc

ture, defined by the plan and goal biases.

Others before us have traded expressiveness for

tractability. [Vilain, 1990] converts recognition into

context free grammar parsing by requiring plan steps

to be totally ordered and not shared or interleaved.

The complexity of his algorithm is 0(|H|2|.4|3) where

\H\ is the size, including edges, of the input plan hier

archy and A is the observations. [Lin and Goebel,

1990] describe a message-passing scheme with com

plexity 0(|H||.4|3) under Vilain's restrictions.

Although the faster of these algorithms is linear in

\H\, Ti contains every candidate goal. For decompos

able and composable goal sets, Ti will thus contain 2'nl

goals, where (7 is the set of predicates for forming goals.

In contrast, for decomposable goals, BOCE is linear in

|fi|. Furthermore, our experiments provide reason to

believe that BOCE will outperform these algorithms

for composable goals as well. We tested BOCE on li

braries containing millions4 of goals. In the above sys

tems, this necessarily leads to grammars with millions

of rules or message networks with millions of nodes.

In contrast, BOCE does not have to enumerate every

goal. Our experiments show BOCE's boundaries can

contain less than 1/1,000 of all consistent goals.

BOCE's consistency algorithm, RIGS [Lesh and Et

zioni, 1995], is polynomial in the number of primitive

actions, while Lin and Goebel's algorithm is linear in

the number of complex actions in Ti. The number of

complex actions can be exponential in the number of

primitive actions. More specifically, the complexity of

RIGS is 0((|A| + |.4|)6|SS|) where QS is the set of

goals to be tested. BOCE's complexity for decompos

able goals is thus 0((|A| + |.4|)6|fi|) and for composable

goals is 0((|A| + |.4|)62lnl). How does this compare

to Lin and Goebel's complexity? For our plan and

goal biases, Ti. will necessarily contain 2'nl goals and

could contain 2'A' complex actions. Thus Ti can con

tain (2'nl +2'AI)2 edges, making the above algorithm's

worst-case running time 0((2lnl + 2lAl)2|.4|3).

[Weida and Litman, 1992] automatically compute the

generality relationships between plans and also gain

considerable efficiency by maintaining only the bound

aries within a space of plans. They do, however, re

quire a complete list of all candidate plans as input. In

contrast, BOCE constructs its own library and exploits

The million pairs of goals in our experiments can be

treated as one large goal set. To allow step sharing and

interleaving with the above algorithms, each combination

of goals needs to be represented explicitly in H
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generality to enumerate only a fraction of the library

and to enable partial recognition. RIGS is similar in

spirit to the Unix Consultant [Wilensky et al, 1988],

which also chains actions together. However, they do

not construct goals (only plans) or define an implicit

plan library, as we do, but instead focus on providing

advice to Unix users. [Pynadath and Wellman, 1995]

also investigate recognition based on beliefs of how the

actor plans. Their work focuses on accounting for the

context in which plans are generated and uncertainty

in recognition, but does not automatically construct

the actor's potential plans or goals. Related to con

structing libraries, [Bauer, 1996] learns probabilities

for a given hierarchy people's past planning episodes

and [Mooney, 1990] learns plan schemata from people's

past planning episodes.

11 Conclusions

New techniques are needed to perform plan and goal

recognition in domains in which plan libraries contain

tens of thousands of goals. Three of our contributions

can be summarized as follows.

First, we automate construction of the plan library.

Almost all recognizers require a hand coded plan li

brary. Our goal recognizer constructs its own plan

library from a much smaller set of primitives.

Second, we extend techniques from machine learn

ing and planning to provide representations and al

gorithms for fast recognition. New techniques for fast

recognition are of interest because recognition is in

tended to support real-time interaction with people;

new techniques are needed because plan libraries can

grow exponentially in the size of the domain. We have

identified a class of goals for which BOCE is exponen

tially faster than other fast recognition algorithms.

Third, our experiments represent a substantial ad

vance in empirical evaluation for plan recognition. We

test our goal recognizer on large libraries, use data gen

erated independently of the plan library, and quantify

the positive impact of goal recognition.
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Abstract

The most widely accepted models of diagnos

tic reasoning are all phrased in terms of the

logical consequence relations. In work in re

cent years, Schaerf and Cadoli have proposed

efficient approximations of the classical con

sequence relation. The central idea of this

paper is to parameterise the notion of diagno

sis over different approximations of the con

sequence relation. This yields a number of

different approximations of classical notions

of diagnosis. We derive results about the re

lation between approximate and classical no

tions of diagnosis. Our results are attractive

for a number of reasons. We obtain more

flexible notions of diagnosis, which can be

adjusted to particular situations. Further

more, we obtain efficient anytime algorithms

for computing both approximate and classi

cal diagnoses.

1 INTRODUCTION

The motivations of this paper come from two areas,

namely from the theory of diagnosis and from recent

work on approximate entailment. We will discuss each

of these in turn.

Diagnosis. The current theories of diagnostic reason

ing give a strict definition of the functionality of diag

nosis in terms of the classical consequence relation.

The current literature gives little or no indication of

what to do when the results of diagnostic reasoning do

not satisfy the goal of the computation (e.g. when no

diagnosis is obtained, or too many, etc.). We propose a

number of approximate notions of diagnoses that may

be usefully exploited in such cases.

Even in cases where current methods compute good

solutions, we may be interested in solutions which are

not exact (too large, too few, etc) but cheaper to com

pute. An advantage of the method we use is that ap-

Frank van Harmelen

Dept. of Math and CS

Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam

The Netherlands

frankh@cs.vu.nl

proximate diagnoses can be computed more efficiently

than classical diagnoses. In fact, an accumulation of

ever better approximate diagnoses is no more expen

sive to compute than the most precise diagnosis of this

series. This can be exploited by iteratively computing

ever better approximations. This iteration can stop at

a point when either a sufficiently suitable diagnosis has

been obtained or when no time for further computation

is available, yielding attractive any-time interruptible

algorithms.

Approximate entailment. The proposal for ap

proximate deduction from Schaerf and Cadoli (1995)

includes a parameter S (a set of predicate letters)

which determines both the accuracy and the cost of

the approximation. The correct choice of this set 5

is crucial for the usefulness of the approximation. In

the worst case, when choosing 5 incorrectly, approxi

mate deduction may end up as expensive as classical

deduction. In their paper, Schaerf and Cadoli admit

that they have very few general strategies for choosing

S appropriately. In general of course, this choice must

be heuristic, since a perfect choice for S would defeat

known complexity boundaries. In this paper, we ex

ploit properties of diagnostic reasoning to propose a

number of informed strategies for choosing this crucial

parameter.

The structure of this paper is as follows: section 2

summarises the results on approximate deduction from

Schaerf and Cadoli. Section 3 repeats some basic def

initions on diagnosis and introduces some notation.

Section 4 constitutes the main body of this paper. We

derive theorems that characterise the influence of ap

proximate entailment relations on the diagnoses that

can be obtained. Section 5 discusses ways in which the

results from this paper can be put to practical use and

section 6 concludes.
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2 SUMMARISING APPROXIMATE

ENTAILMENT

In this section we will summarise the work in (Schaerf

and Cadoli 1995), which defines the approximate en

tailment relations that we will exploit for our work on

diagnoses. Schaerf and Cadoli define two approxima

tions of classical entailment, named hi and h3 which

are either unsound but complete or sound but

incomplete ((-3). By analogy, they sometimes write

h2 for classical entailment. Both of these approxima

tions are parameterised over a set of predicate letters 5

(written hf and hf ) which determines their accuracy.

We repeat some of the basic definitions from (Schaerf

and Cadoli 1995):

A 1-S-assignment is a truth assignment to all literals

such that

• If x € S then x and ->x are given opposite truth

values

• If x & S then x and ->x are both given the value 0.

A 3-S-assignment is a truth assignment to all literals

such that

• If x E S then x and -ix are given opposite truth

values

• If x S then x and ->x are not both given the value

0.

In other words: for letters in S, these assignments

behave as classical truth assignments, while for let

ters x £ S they make either all literals false (1-5-

assignments) or make one or both of x and -■x true

(3-S-assignments) .

The names of the assignments can be explained as fol

lows. In 1-S-assignments means: there is one possible

model for letters outside S, namely false for both x

and ~ix. In 2-S-assignments: there are two possible

models for letters namely x true and ->x false, or x

false and -ix true. In 3-S-assignments: there are three

possible models for letters outside S namely x true and

-ix false, or x false and ->x true or true for both x and

->x.

Satisfaction of a clause by a 1-5- or 3-5-assignment is

defined in the usual way: a formula (j> is satisfied by

an interpretation a if a evaluates 0 into true using the

standard rules for the connectives.

The notions of 1-5-entailment and 3-5-entailment are

now defined in the same way as classical entailment: a

theory T 1-5-entails a formula <f> written (T hf <f>) iff

every 1-S-assignment that satisfies T also satisfies <j>,

and similarly for 3-S-entailment (T hf <f>). Similarly,

we can speak of 1-S- and 3-S-consistency.

The following syntactic operations1 can be used to

lIt is because of this close correspondence between 1,3-

S-entailment and these syntactic operations that we write

hf instead of h^f , which was the notation used in (Schaerf

clarify these definitions. For a theory in clausal

form, 1-S-entailment corresponds to classical entail

ment, but after removing from every clause any lit

erals with a letter outside S. When this results in an

empty clause, the theory becomes the inconsistent the

ory 1. Similarly, 3-S-entailment corresponds to clas

sical entailment, but after removing every clause from

the theory that contains a literal with a letter outside

S. This may result in the empty theory T. These in

tuitions lead to the main result of (Schaerf and Cadoli

1995):

Theorem 1 (Approximate entailment)

h5=>hf=»hf =>h2=»hf =>hf=M-;

where S C S'. Everywhere in this paper we will use

primed letters to represent sets that are a superset of

the unprimed letter.

This states that hf is a sound but incomplete approx

imation of the classical h2. The counterpositive of the

second halve of the theorem (reading l/f =>l/f ^1/2)

states that l/f is a sound but incomplete approxima

tion of I/2.

Example 1 [Illustrating hf and l/f] We illustrate

these notions with the example theory given in figure

1. We shall call this theory BM, for reasons that will

become apparent later. We will use this simple theory

throughout the paper to illustrate our results.

We can see that hf is incomplete with respect to

h2, since in the theory BM of figure 1 we have that

classically BM U {H3} h2 0\, but if we restrict S

to LET(BM) \ {H3}, where LET(BM) stands for all

the predicate letters in BM, we do not have that

Z?Mu{J/3} hf 0\ . Similarly, l/f is incomplete with re

spect to I/2 since, for example, if S = LET(J3M)\{//o},

then BM U {H1 } l/2 Ox , but not BM U {Hx } l/f Ox .

Furthermore, with increasing S, the accuracy of these

approximations improves, until the approximate ver

sions coincide with classical entailment when all let

ters are included in S. Conversely, the approximations

trivialise when S = 0: any formula is h® satisfiable,

and no formula is hj satisfiable.

Without proof, we give a number of simple lemma's on

basic properties of hf that we will use in this paper.

In the following lemma's, 7 and 6 are clauses, 0 is any

formula, / is a literal, and x is a proposition letter.

The first lemma shows that a familiar property of h

also holds for all approximations:

Lemma 1 (Monotonicity of hf )

// T\-?<j> then TAxhftf

and Cadoli 1995).
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Figure 1: A simple example theory BM (non-clausal, clausal, and as causal network)

The second lemma again shows that a simply property

of I- continues to hold for hf :

Lemma 2 (Extendibility of hf )

// T l/f ± and x G S

then TAx\/f± or T A -ix l/f 1

// T \/§ -L then T A x l/f _L or T A ->x l/f 1

While the previous lemma said that of a consistent

theory at least one extension with x or ->x remained

consistent under the same S, the following lemma says

that when moving from 5 to S + x, both extensions

remain consistent:

Lemma 3 (Extendability of hf with increasing

S)

IfT l/f _L then T A x l/f+I 1 and T A -* t/f+I 1

The following lemmas are stated informally in (Schaerf

and Cadoli 1995). They make precise the syntactic

intuitions behind hf and hf discussed above.

Lemma 4 (hf amounts to removing literals)

// LET(Z) g S then

TA(/V<5)hf 7 iffTA6\-f 7

Lemma 5 (hf amounts to removing clauses)

//LET(Z) 0 S and LET(7) C S then

TA(IW6) hf 7 t#Thf 7

Lemma 5.1 in (Schaerf and Cadoli 1995) shows that

the condition LET(7) C 5 is no restriction, since T hf

7iffrh35uLETw7.

Schaerf and Cadoli also present incremental algorithms

for computing hf and hf when 5 increases. They have

obtained attractive complexity results which state that

even when computing \~2 through iterative computa

tion of hf , the total cost of the iterated computation is

not larger than the direct computation of \~2 (and sim

ilarly for l/f to compute I/2). However, the iterative

computation of the approximate entailment has an im

portant advantage that the iteration may be stopped

when a confirming answer is already obtained for a

smaller value of S. This yields a potentially drastic re

duction of the computational costs. The size of these

savings depend on the appropriate choice for 5.

In this paper, we use Schaerf and Cadoli's results on

approximating the propositional entailment relation.

However, in (Schaerf and Cadoli 1995) they show how

these results can be extended to first-order theories in a

straightforward way: instead of a set of propositional

letters, S becomes a set of ground atoms from the

Herbrand base.

3 BASIC DEFINITIONS

In this section we introduce the definition of a diagnos

tic problem and a diagnostic solution that we will use

in this paper, and we introduce some notation. We use

a common definition of diagnosis that is widespread in

the literature. We adopt the mainstream approach of

using entailment to characterise the relation between

the observations, behavioural model and computed di

agnoses. In this paper we present the results on the

standard abductive notion of diagnosis. However, we

have results on consistency based notion of diagno

sis, and results on the combination of abductive based

and consistency based notion of diagnosis proposed in

(Console and Torasso 1991).

Definition 1 (Diagnostic problem and its solu

tion)

Given a behaviour model BM as a logical theory in
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clausal form, and observations O as a set of literals

(read as a conjunction), a solution to a diagnostic

problem (BM,0), is a set of literals E ("E" for ex

planation, again read as a conjunction), which satisfies

the following:

BMUE h O (1)

BMUE \f _L (2)

These two formulae state that the explanation E must

explain the observations O in a non-trivial way.

For technical reasons, we restrict ourselves to causal

theories consisting of only two layers. The theory from

figure 1 can be interpreted as the causal network from

the same figure, where any intermediate layers have

been removed in the translation from causal network

to theory (in this case the removal of Si). This re

striction does not affect the expressive power of causal

theories: any causal theory T containing intermediate

layers can be trivially transformed into a theory T"

where the intermediate layers have been removed (by

resolution on their positive and negative occurrences

in the clausal form). T is equivalent to T' in the sense

that for any sentence <j) consisting of only causes and

effects, we have

T h <j> iff T' h 4>

A further restriction is that causes in the network may

only be positive literals. Observations in the network

are allowed to be either positive or negative. Although

made for technical reasons, this restriction is observed

by many of the causal models found in the diagnostic

literature. The work in (Bylander et al. 1991) shows

that even for such reduced causal theories, the com

putational complexity of abductive reasoning is suf

ficiently bad to require the kind of computationally

attractive approximations that we investigate in this

paper.

Example 2 [Illustrating diagnosis] In figure 1, if we

takeO = {Oi,02}, then {tf0,#i} and {H0,Hu^Hi}

are both diagnoses according to definition 1. The dif

ference between these alternatives is that the the sec

ond says that H4 is false, whereas the first is uncom

mitted to the states of H4. A set like {Ho ,H\ ,H4} is

not a solution, since it violates (2) via H4.

Note that we have not mentioned a notion of minimal

diagnosis. The literature contains a large number of

proposals for different notions of minimality, each of

which are appropriate in different contexts. Our the

orems are largely independent of particular notions of

minimality. We have therefore not included it in our

definition, thereby making our results more widely ap

plicable.

The central idea of this paper is to parameterise the

notion of diagnosis over different approximations of the

entailment relation. In particular, we will want to use

hf and hf in our definition of diagnosis. We will write

ABDf for formulae (1) and (2) but using hf instead of

h, and ABDf for using hf . We will write ABDf when

we intend both ABDf and ABDf . Remember that we

write h2 for the classical deduction relation h, and we

will therefore also write ABD2 for (l)-(2).

We want to emphasise that our particular definition of

a diagnostic problem and its solution, while very com

mon in the literature, is not of crucial importance to

our work. It would be well possible to adopt another

definition, as long as this definition is again based on

logical entailment. The details of our theorems would

change, but our central message (namely that approxi

mate entailment can be usefully exploited for diagnos

tic reasoning to obtain interesting and efficient results)

would still hold.

4 APPROXIMATING DIAGNOSES

This section constitutes the main body of work in this

paper. We derive theorems that characterise the influ

ence of approximate entailment relations on the diag

noses that can be obtained. The choice for a particular

approximation

is characterised by selecting either hf , h2 or hf , and

additionally choosing a value for the set of predicate

letters 5.

The main intuitions behind using hf and hf in diag

nosis are as follows. By using hf, candidate solutions

more easily satisfy part (1) of our definition of diagno

sis, because h2=>hf . Similarly, by using hf , candidate

solutions more easily satisfy part (2) of our definition

of diagnosis, since l/2=>l/f.

Example 3 [Illustrating ABDf and ABDf diagnoses]

Again in figure 1, if we take O = {Oi,02}, then

{H2,Hz} is an ABD2 diagnosis, i.e. satisfying (1)-

(2). {H2} is not an ABD2 diagnosis, but if we take

5 = LET(BM) \ {#3}, then {H2} is an ABDf diagno

sis. In this case, H3 is no longer required for explaining

0\. Because H3 & 5, #3 and -1H3 are both false in all

1-S-models, and since (^H3 VOi) € BM, 0\ must be

true in all 1-S-models satisfying BM, i.e. BM hf 0\.

In other words, 0\ requires no further explanation. We

will sometimes say that in such a case 0\ is explained

"for free".

Similarly, {H0 , H\ , H± } is not a classical ABD2 diag

nosis, since it violates (2). However, if we take S =

LET(BM) \ {H^, then {H0,Hi,H4} is an ABDf di

agnosis, showing that it is easier to satisfy (2) through

using ABDf.

The organisation of this section is as follows: we start

with some observations that restrict the choice of S;

we then investigate the effects of using hf , hf in (1-2)

(in other words: using ABDf)
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4.1 RESTRICTIONS ON CHOOSING 5

The first restriction on the choice of 5 follows from

the following theorem. It states that we must demand

O C 5 if we are to find any diagnoses at all. (Unless

stated otherwise, variables are universally quantified):

Theorem 2 (5 must contain O)

[3E : ABDf(E)] -OCS

Proof Suppose that there would be an o G O with

o £ 5, then o would have valuation false in all 1-5-

models (by definition of hf ), and then formula (1) can

only hold if BMuE also has valuation false in all 1-5-

models, in other words, BMuE would be inconsistent,

but this would contradict requirement (2). □

The next theorem states that for ABDi-diagnoses to

exist, at least one letter from each clause in BM must

occur in 5.

Theorem 3 (5 must meet all clauses in BM)

[3E : ABDf (E)] — V7 e BM : LET(7) n 5 ^ 0

Proof If the conclusion of the theorem were not the

case, BM would collapse into a 1-5-inconsistent the

ory, and would never satisfies formula (2). □

Example 4 [Illustrating theorem 3] If we would take

5 = LET(BM) \ {H3,Oi}, we would indeed have a

clause with all letters outside 5. This would make BM

inconsistent, since {-*H3 VOi) G BM, but since both

H$ and 0\ are outside 5, -1H3 and 0\ must evaluate

to false in all 1-5-models (by definition of hf ), thereby

making BM inconsistent.

Whereas the above two observations restricted 5 in

relation to either O or BM, the following restrict 5 in

relation to the explanation E:

Theorem 4 (5 must contain E)

ABDf(E) LET(E) C 5

ABDf(E)A C -min(E) -> LET(.E) C 5

where C -min(E) means that £ is a subset-minimal

explanation.

Proof For ABDi, suppose that x G E and x & 5,

then x evaluates to false in all 1-5-models, so E must

evaluate to false in all 1-5-models, making BMuE in

consistent, thereby violating part (2) of our definition

of diagnosis.

For ABDf: suppose there would be an x G E and

x & 5. We will prove that E \ {x} would then also

be an ABDf diagnosis, and this would contradict the

assumption that E is subset-minimal. To prove that

ABDf{E \ {x}), we must prove BM U E \ {x} \/§ ±

and BM U E \ {1} hf O. The first follows from

BM U E l/f 1 (which holds since ABDf[E)) plus us

ing monotonicity (lemma 1), the second follows from

BM U E hf O (again by ABDf(E)) plus using lemma

5 which applies since x 0 5. □

Example 5 [Illustrating theorem 5] For ABDf, take

as an example 5 = {Ho,H\,Oi,Oi}, and O =

{0\,02}, then {Hq,H\} is a subset-minimal ABDf

diagnosis. Other classical subset-minimal diagnoses

(such as {H?, H3}) are not ABDf diagnoses, since their

letters are not in 5. Non-subset-minimal ABDf diag

noses are allowed to have their letters outside 5, for

example {HQ,H\,Hz}.

On the basis of these initial restrictions on possible

choices of 5, we are now ready to derive results on the

behaviour of ABDf.

4.2 APPROXIMATING ABDUCTIVE

DIAGNOSES

In general, a classical abductive diagnosis E can always

be arbitrarily expanded to EAx or EA-*x (this follows

directly from lemma's 1 and 2). The following theo

rem shows that this property (which accounts for the

exponential number of abductive diagnoses) continues

to hold for ABDf-diagnoses. On the other hand, a

classical diagnosis cannot be arbitrarily reduced, since

it might get too small to imply O and thereby fail to

satisfy formula (1). Surprisingly, ABDf diagnoses can

always be reduced in a certain way, namely by remov

ing letters not in 5. Formally:

Theorem 5 (Changing ABDf diagnoses with

fixed 5)

x G 5 A ABDf(E) -* ABDf(E Ax) V

ABDf(E A ix)

x $ S AABD?{E) -* ABDf(E\{x,^x})

Proof First part of the theorem: The condition x G S

is only required for ABDf. For ABD2 and ABDf, the

first part of the theorem already holds without this

condition. This is because requirement (1) continues

to hold when expanding E (through monotonicity of

h2 and hf ), and requirement (2) continues to hold be

cause at least one of BM U(EAx) and BMu(EA -iz)

must be consistent if BM U E was consistent (ex-

tendibility). For hf this extendibility property only

holds if x G 5.

Second part of the theorem: The second part of

the theorem is trivial for ABDf, since, according to

theorem 4, x & S implies x & E in which case

E \ {x, -11} simply equals E. The proof for the case

ABDf follows from monotonicity (to show consistency

ofBMu£\{i,-'a;}) and from lemma 5 (to show that

BMuE\ {x, -11} still implies O). That lemma applies

since x £ 5. □
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Example 6 [Illustrating theorem 5] As an exam

ple, we can use the one from example 5, where

{H0,Hi,H3} is an ABDf diagnosis if we take S =

{Ho,Hi,0\,02}, and consequently {Ho, Hi} is also

an ABDf since H3 & S.

Theorem 5 holds for abductive diagnoses under a con

stant value of S. A related result can be obtained when

expanding S with some letter x: when increasing S to

S 4- x, for any ABDf-diagnosis E, we can always find

a larger ABDf+I-diagnosis E' which is a superset of

E. Similarly for every ABDf-diagnosis E' there is a

smaller ABDf+z-diagnosis E with E C E'. As above,

such expansion and contraction properties do not in

general hold for classical diagnoses.

Theorem 6 (Changing ABDf diagnoses with

changing S)

ABDf(JS) -» ABDf+I(£Ax) V

ABDf+X(E A -.i)

x $ S A ABDf(E) -» ABDf+I(£\{z,-.x})

Proof First part of the theorem: We must prove that

the new diagnosis is 1-5 + x-consistent and 1-S + x-

implies the observations. Consistency is guaranteed

because BM U E is 1-S-consistent (since ABDf(E)),

and because we extend the existing diagnosis with ei

ther x or ->x, lemma 3 says that both extensions will be

1-S + x-consistent. Implication of the observations is

guaranteed in the following way: First observe that if

x 6 S, implication is guaranteed trivially by lemma 1,

so in the following we can assume x £ S. By extending

S with x we might loose consequences (observations)

that were explained "for free" under hf , but these can

be recovered by adding x or ->x to the diagnosis. Since

we only have positive literals as causes, it will only ever

be needed to add x and never ->x, so it will never hap

pen that we need to add x for one observation and

->x for another. More formally: Since ABDf(E), we

know that BM U E hf O, but by extending S with

x, BMUE hf+I O is no longer guaranteed (theo

rem 1). If BM U E hf+I O does hold, then so do

BMU(£A x) hf+i Oand BMu(£A ~>x) hf+I O

(by monotonicity), and we are done. So lets assume

that BMUE l/f+I O. We know that BM U E hf O,

so the only reason for BM U E l/f+x O must be the

extra 1-5 + x-models introduced by allowing x or ->x

to be true (instead of forcing them to be both false

because x £ S). Since we only have positive causes

in our network, only x can appear as a premise of a

causal link and since no node is both a cause ad and

effect (since we are in a two-layer network), only ->x

can appear in the clauses of BM. We can therefore

remove the additional 1-5 + x-models for BM U E by

forcing ->x to be false. Since x 6 5 + x, this amounts

to forcing x to be true, which amounts to adding x to

BM U E. In other words: BM UEAx hf+i O. This

proves the first part of the theorem.

Second part of the theorem: We must show that

the new diagnosis is 3-5 + x-consistent and 3-5 + x-

implies the observations. The proof of the latter is

easy: The removal of x and ->x does not lead to

loss of implication of any observations, since these lit

erals were not used in the original diagnosis either

(because x 0 5). More formally: ABDf(£) means

BM U E hf O, and since x £ 5 this is equivalent

to BM U E \ {x, -ix} hf O (by lemma 5), and this

in turn implies BM U E \ {x, -i} hf+I O (by theo

rem 1), as desired. Showing that the new diagnosis is

still consistent is somewhat more subtle: by extend

ing 5 with x we gain additional causal links, namely

those links containing either x or ->x as premise or con

clusion. When enabled these additional causal links

might cause inconsistency in the following ways: (1) x

or -ix are premises, and the conclusion of the link is

inconsistent with others; (2) there are both links with

x and links with ->x as their consequences. However,

in case (1) the causal link would never be enabled,

since x and -ix are removed as axioms, and they can

also not be implied by other causal links because they

are already premises of a causal link, and we are re

stricted to two-layer causal networks. Case (2) can

never happen because such links would already have

caused 3-5-inconsistency, which contradicts the condi

tion of the theorem. □

Example 7 [Illustrating theorem 6] To understand

this theorem, it is important to realise that ABDf+I

can be thought of as "more classical than ABDf" , in

other words, ABDf+I is a little bit more like ABD2

than ABDf was. We should also recall the intuition

from the beginning of this section, which stated that

ABDf makes it easier to satisfy diagnostic requirement

(1) and ABDf makes it easier to satisfy (2).

As an example, we take 5 = LET(BM) \ {H2}, and

O = {Oi,02}. Then {H3} is an ABDf diagnosis.

When increasing 5 with H2, {H3} is by itself no longer

an explanation for {0\,02}, and must be expanded to

{i/2, #3}, in other words: {H2,H3} is an ABDf+//j

diagnosis (as predicted by the theorem). Notice that

{H3} itself is not an ABDf+//j diagnosis, since it vi

olates requirement (1): excluding H2 from 5 gave us

the explanation of 02 "for free". Conversely, {H2, #3}

is not an ABDf diagnosis.

Similarly, for ABDf if we take 5 = LET(BM) \ {ff4}

(again with O = {Oy,02}). Then {H2,H3,H4} is an

ABDf diagnosis. When adding HA to 5, {H2,H3, H4}

is no longer an ABDf+//< diagnosis, since it violates

(2) . As predicted by the theorem, {H2,H3} is an

ABDf+"4 diagnosis.
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Because the superset and subset relations between di

agnoses under different values of S, as in theorem 6,

will turn out to be very important, we introduce the

following notation:

Definition 2 For any set P and P' , P f P' and P C

+ P' are defined by:

PIP' ee vP e P 3p' e P' : p c P'

p a- P' = Vp' e P' 3p e P : p c P'

Table 1: Summarising the results of section 4.2

new

superset

diagnosis

new

subset

diagnosis

ABDf 5 number

i = 1 bigger yes no more

i = 1 smaller no only less

i = 3 bigger no yes more

i = 3 smaller only no less

Example 8 [Examples of £ and Q- ]

P€P'

{{a}, - {{a,b},

\

{a,c},

{b,c}} ^ {b,c,d},

{b,e}}

injective

PfP'

{{a}, «- {{a, 6},

\

{a,c},

{6,c}, - {6,c,d}}

to)

surjective

Notice that P C P' P 3 P' and P C P' P' C

+ P. We can use this notation to summarise our re

sults so far. If we write ABT>f for the set of all diag

noses E which satisfy ABDf(E), we have:

Theorem 7 (Relations between ABT>f )

0 = ABV\ C ABVf I ABVf I ABV2

ABV2 Q- ABV( 9- A3X>f Q- ABV\ = i

This states that ABDf diagnoses consist of parts of

ABD2 diagnoses, and that ABDf diagnoses contain

ABD2 diagnoses. Proof The theorem is a straight

forward reformulation of theorem 6 using the notation

of definition 2. □

This theorem only claims that for increasing values of

S, we will find superset diagnoses for ABDf and sub

set diagnoses for ABDf . The next theorem consid

erably strengthens this result, by stating that, in the

case of ABDf, not only do we find superset diagnoses,

but that whenever we find a subset-diagnosis (when

increasing S to 5'), this ABDf subset-diagnosis was

already an ABDf-diagnosis. Stated differently: when

moving from ABDf to ABDf we will find superset di

agnoses, but we will not find any new subset diagnoses.

The converse also holds: when, while reducing S' to

S, we find an ABDf diagnoses E' which is a superset

of an ABDf diagnosis E, then this E' was already a

diagnosis under ABDf . Roughly speaking, theorem

7 promises that ABDf diagnoses will become larger

with increasing S, and the following theorem promises

that we will not find any new smaller diagnoses when

increasing S. A similar result is obtained for ABDf.

Formally:

ABDf(E') A ABDf'(£0

ABDf (E) A ABDf'(E')

ABDf(E) A

ABDf'(E')

ABDf(E') A

ABDf'(E)

Proof When we write out the definitions for ABDf

and ABDf in the first part of the theorem, we get:

BM U E' l-f O A BM U£'l/f 1

A

BMuEI-f O A BMuEtyf _L

BM U E hf O A BM U E l/f 1

A

BM U E' hf O A BMUE' l/f 1

BM U E hf O and BM U E' hf O follow from

BM U E hf O by theorem 1 and lemma 1 respec

tively. Similarly, BM U E' l/f ± and BM U E l/f 1

follow from BM U E' l/f _L by theorem 1 and lemma

1 respectively.

The proof of the second part of the theorem has the

same structure, again using theorem 1 and lemma 1.

□

One final result on the relations between approximate

abductive diagnoses concerns the sizes of ABT>f :

Theorem 9 (Sizes of ABT>f)

0 = \ABT%\ < \ABVSX \ < \ABVf\ < \ABV2\

\ABV2\ > IABDf I > \ABVi \ > \ABV63\ = 0

Proof Theorem 6 implies an injective map from

ABT>i to ABT>f , and from A5X>f to ABDf , as indi

cated in example 8. This immediately yields the the

orem. □

The results of the main theorems in this section are

summarised in table 1.

HOW TO USE APPROXIMATE

DIAGNOSES

Theorem 8 (No new subset (superset) diag

noses)

We will now briefly discuss some ways in which these

results can be exploited for diagnosis. The follow
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Table 2: Behaviour of an anytime algorithm for ABDf for O = {Oi, O2}

s nr E comment

{Oi,Oa} 0 no S violates theorem 3

+{03,tfi} 0 no H4 & S, therefore BM hf -1O2 therefore violation of requirement (2)

+H4 6 {}, {Hi}, {-Hi}, {-H4}, {Hi, -nff*}, {-.ffi, -H4}

H2 and #3 are not in S, therefore BM hf Oi A 02 (i e. Oi and O2 are

explained "for free"), therefore all consistent literal-sets over H\ and H4

are diagnoses.

+H2

total

6

4

all previous solutions extended with H2

Hi is now in S, so O2 is no longer explained "for free", and therefore H2

must be included in the solutions.

{Hl},{Hu-,H4},{Hit->Ha},{Hu-iH2,->Ht)

The other explanation for 02 is H\ (classically this would be H0 AHi , but

this becomes Hi since Hq & S). We also obtain all consistent extensions

10

of Hi with letters from 5

+H0

total

18

4

all previous solutions already containing H2 (6 of them),

possibly extended with Ho or ->H0

since H0 is now in 5, it is now allowed to include Ho or -<Hq, but not

required, since, H3 & S, which still explains Oi "for free".

{H\, Ho}, {Hi, -'Hi, Ho}, {Hi, -1H2, Hq}, {Hi, -1H4, -1H2, H0}

22

these solutions are obtained from those 4 in the previous step where Hi

was required as the explanation for O2, (i.e. those solutions where H2

was missing). Since H0 is now in S, Hi alone can no longer explain O2,

and we must add HQ.

+H3

total

22

6

all previous solutions extended with H3

since H3 is now in S, it is now allowed to include H3

{ Hi , H2 , Hq , -iH3 } , { Hi , -1Hi , H2 , H0 , ->H3 } , { Hi , H0 , ->H3 } ,

{Hi, Hq, -'Hi, -1^3}, {Hi, -iflai Ho, -^3},

{Hi,-*H2, H0, -'Hi, -1H3}

6 {Hi, Hz, Ho}, {Hi, -1H4, H2,H0}, {Hi, H0}, {Hi, Ho, _,H4},

{Hi, -1H2, Ho}, {Hi, ->H2,H0, -1H4}

34

In the previous 22 cases, if H3 is not required for explaining Oi (because

H0 and Hi are present), then we are allowed to remove H3 or to add

-H3.

ing gives us an anytime algorithm (Russel and Zilber-

stein 1991) for computing diagnoses: start by com

puting ABT>f for some small value of 5, and itera-

tively increase the value of 5. This will include ever

more causes in the set of diagnoses ABT>f. This set

will be an ever better approximation of the set of

classical diagnoses ABT>2- The behaviour of this al

gorithm is described in table 2. This table shows

which ABDf solutions are computed when starting

with 0 = 5 = {Oi,02}, and gradually adding let

ters to S as indicated. In the final row of the table,

S = LET(BM), and the diagnoses correspond to ex

actly the set of all 34 classical ABD2 diagnoses. This

algorithm can be interrupted at anytime, and will give

monotonically improving results as run-time increases.

If for example, starting by including in S only the most

urgent causes, we obtain only the urgent parts of ABD2

diagnoses. When we gradually increase S by adding

less urgent causes, we obtain ever larger segments of

ABD2 diagnoses.

The complexity results in (Schaerf and Cadoli 1995)

ensure that this converging computation of ABV2 will

not be more expensive than the direct computation

of ABV2 by classical means. However, the results

of (Schaerf and Cadoli 1995) that we have applied

to abduction concern the worst-case complexity of

the declarative characterisation of deduction. Further

study and experimentation is needed to see how well

these results apply to specific algorithms for abduction

known in the literature.

An alternative anytime algorithm is obtained by using

ABDf: Again, we start by including in S only the

most urgent causes. The C -min-ABDf diagnoses are
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now exactly those ABD2 diagnoses which consist of

only these urgent causes from S. When increasing 5

by including less urgent causes, we obtain more and

more of ABV2. Thus, ABDf are the urgent subsets

of classical diagnoses, whereas C -mm-ABDf are only

those classical diagnoses consisting entirely of urgent

causes. Both of these anytime algorithms ensure that

we only loose less urgent causes from our approximate

diagnoses (theorem 4). Another example of the choice

for S would be the most frequently occuring causes,

etc.

In (ten Teije and van Harmelen 1996), we have ex

plored some of such properties of the behaviour model

BM in order to select predicate letters in S. Some

examples from (ten Teije and van Harmelen 1996) are:

• specificity of observations: observations are more

specific if they have fewer possible causes in

the model. For example, in a medical context,

headache or a mild fever would be aspecific symp

toms, while a lump in the breast would be a very

specific symptom. Beginning with the most spe

cific symptoms in S, and gradually adding less

specific symptoms, we obtain a decreasing series

of diagnoses where inconsistency with specific ob-

servables is taken more seriously then inconsis

tency with a-specific observables. (For this exam

ple we used an approximation of a consistency-

based notion of diagnosis a la (Reiter 1987), in

stead of the abductive notion used in this paper).

• strength of causal connections: following (Console

and Torasso 1990), we distinguish causes which

necessarily imply their effects from causes which

only possibly do so, but necessarily. Using ABDf,

we first include only necessary causal links in S,

and only add possible causal links if no diagnosis

can be obtained without them. This results in

an algorithm which computes the most reliable

diagnoses first, before investigating diagnoses that

are based on less reliable causal links.

• structure in the causal model: in the context of a

simple causal model of an automobile in (ten Teije

and van Harmelen 1996), we distinguished sub

models for electrical or mechanical faults. Differ

ent sub-models can be gradually incorporated in

the diagnostic process by added their letters to S.

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE

WORK

In this paper, we have extended a widely accepted def

inition of diagnosis by using approximate deduction

relations instead of the usual classical deduction. This

has yielded a number of interesting approximate ver

sions of diagnosis. We have proven theorems which

state how these approximations can be used to increase

and decrease both the total number and the individ

ual size of the computed diagnoses, while guaranteeing

certain properties (e.g no loss of classical diagnoses, or

only loss of certain types of classical diagnoses). We

have exploited our results in efficient anytime algo

rithms for computing both approximate and classical

diagnoses. Finally, we have sketched how the results

from this paper can be put to practical use.

As stated above, the results from (Schaerf and Cadoli

1995) ensure that the problem of iterated computa

tion of approximate abduction is not harder (and of

ten easier) than the problem of computing classical

abduction, but these are only worst-case results that

apply to the declarative presentation of the problem.

Further study and experimentation is needed to see

how well these results apply to specific algorithms for

abduction known in the literature.

Furthermore, in this paper we have studied the exis

tence of diagnoses (ABDf(E), e.g. theorems 5, 6 and

8), and the set of all diagnoses (ABT>f, e.g. theorems

7 and 9). Since the set of all S-diagnoses is exponential

(up to 25), we will in general not want to compute all

of these. Other properties which might be fruitfully

studied in future work are: the complexity of finding

the next diagnosis, testing whether a formula holds in

all or some diagnoses, etc.

In section 3, we stated the restriction to causal net

works of only two layers, and we argued that this

restriction does not affect the expressiveness of the

causal networks. Although this is true, this restriction

does affect the different possibilities for approximation:

since all intermediate nodes have been removed from

the network, these letters can no longer be used to

characterise approximations by excluding them from

the set S. An example of this is the following simple

causal theory T:

T = {H, -» N,H2 - N,N - OuHx A H2 - 02)

This can be transformed to the two layer theory T":

T' = {Hi - OuH2 -» OuHi A /f2 - 02)

Although T and T" are classically equivalent, in the

sense that for any sentence 4> made from the letters

H\,H2, 0\ and 02 we have

T h <f> iff T \- <j>,

this is not the case for approximate deduction. In par

ticular, if 5 = LET(T) \ {N},

T'u{HuH2}\-i 02 AO!

while

T\J{Hi,H2}\-i 02 but

Tu{HuH2}\/§Ou

This shows that in T', {Hi,H2} is an ABDf-diagnosis

for both 0\ and 02, while in T it is only an ABDf-

diagnosis for 02. In fact, in T' it is impossible to find

any choice for S that will yield an ABDf-diagnosis for
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O2 that not also implies Oi, while in T this is possi

ble (S = LET(T) \ {N} as above). This shows that

two-layer networks really do restrict our options for

choosing particular approximations. We are currently

investigating under which conditions our results still

hold for networks with intermediate layers in networks.

More speculative is the use of our results to model the

iterative behaviour of various existing diagnostic sys

tems. Such systems iterate over multiple models (Abu-

Hanna 1994), different abstraction levels (Mozetic

1991, Console and Torasso 1992), or request additional

observations (Mcilraith and Reiter 1992). Our claim

is that such iterative behaviour can be formalised in

a uniform way through our results. This would yield

insights in the differences and commonalities between

such systems, and would make our anytime algorithms

available to these existing systems. Further work is re

quired to make these claims more precise.
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Abstract

We examine a commercial application, a

large portion of whose domain knowledge is

taxonomic in nature, and investigate the suit

ability of inheritance networks for the task

of reasoning about knowledge in this area.

We claim that standard inheritance networks

are not sufficiently expressive to capture

domain knowledge, and introduce formula-

augmented semantic networks (FANs), a se

mantic network which attaches well-formed

formulae to nodes. We investigate the con

cept of inheriting wffs in such a network and

give a method for computing the sets of well-

formed formulae that apply to a given node.

Finally, we compare FANs to more familar

knowledge structures and the task of inher

iting wffs to more familar concepts such as

reasoning about sets of default rules in non

monotonic systems.

1 OVERVIEW/MOTIVATION

Inheritance has long been recognized as useful in busi

ness domains. This paper investigates the suitability

of inheritance networks for reasoning about benefits in

the medical insurance domain. The goal has been to

develop an expert system that can answer customers'

questions about their insurance benefits. Customers

typically ask whether a particular service — such as

a hip replacement or a CAT scan — is covered, and

what restrictions and limitations apply to this cover

age (e.g., deductible, maximum number of services per

benefit period).

Because so much of the information about medical ser

vices is taxonomic in nature — e.g., spinal manipu

lation is a type of physical therapy; physical therapy,

speech therapy, and occupational therapy are all types

of therapy — and because coverage and accompany

ing restrictions are to a large extent inherited along

these taxonomic lines, it is natural to encode much

of this information in an inheritance network. On the

other hand, a significant chunk of information is in the

nature of complex business rules specifying certain re

strictions that cannot easily be mapped into a network

structure. For example, rules such as

The initial newborn exam must be performed

during the mother's hospitalization for delivery

and

If a patient has exceeded the substance abuse

benefits for the year, payment for hospitaliza

tion charges may be made under the patient's

inpatient hospital benefit

do not map into class-subclass or class-attribute links.

Instead, it seems more natural to regard such rules as

well-formed formulae, and to reason directly with such

wffs.

To accomplish this, we introduce an extension of in

heritance networks which we call formula- augmented

semantic networks or formula- augmented inheritance

networks (FANs). A FAN looks much like an inheri

tance network, except that a set of wffs may be associ

ated with each node. The question that we must then

answer is: can the wffs at a node be inherited by more

specific nodes in the network? General wff-inheritance

leads to rampant inconsistency; thus, the main focus of

this paper is on how we can perform wff-inheritance in

a coherent manner. In particular, we discuss criteria

of specificity and explicit path preference in guiding

wff-inheritance.

This paper is organized as follows. We describe the

commercial domain and the benefits inquiry system.

We then define formula-augmented semantic networks

and specify the task of wff-inheritance. Subsequently,

we explore various methods for wff-inheritance and

provide a method for computing the wffs that apply

to a node. Finally, we discuss the relation between

FANs and other knowledge structures, and between

wff-inheritance and reasoning about prioritized rules

in other non-monotonic systems.
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2 FORMULA-AUGMENTED

SEMANTIC NETWORKS

2.1 BENEFITS INQUIRY

The need for formula-augmented semantic networks

was discovered while developing a benefits inquiry sys

tem for a large medical insurance corporation. The

company offers its members a choice of products. A

product is a collection of benefits, services, and busi

ness rules, which are related in the following manner:

A service may be covered or excluded by a particular

benefit, and is subject to some set of rules, specifically

cost-share, administrative, and medical rules, as well

as (possibly) restrictions on the set of medical profes

sionals or facilities that are available. Each product

has on the order of 500-1000 rules.

A benefits inquiry system is intended to aid customer

service representatives in answering customers' ques

tions. Customers may wish to know if a particular

service is covered, or the specific rules that limit cov

erage. Examples of typical questions are:

"Will my son's tonsillectomy be

covered?"

"How many days can I stay in the

hospital alter a standard delivery?"

An inheritance hierarchy is a natural choice to rep

resent much of the underlying knowledge for this do

main, since, as mentioned in Section 1, so much of

the information is taxonomic in nature or is inherited

along the taxonomy.

Representing business rules within an inheritance hi

erarchy is a difficult task. Simple rules such as

The copay for medical services is 20%

can easily be represented by specifying the attribute

of having a 20% copayment. But many of the rules are

considerably more complex. For example, consider the

rule

Medical services incurred by an organ donor are

covered by the recipient's Human Organ Trans

plant benefit only if the donor is otherwise not

covered.

There does not seem to be any natural way to rep

resent this in a standard inheritance network. This

motivates our definition of a formula-augmented se

mantic network in the next section. In Section 4, we

consider whether FANs are truly necessary, or whether

we can encode the information in a more traditional

structure.

2.2 DEFINITION OF A FAN

A Formula-Augmented Semantic (or Inheritance) Net

work is a tuple (Af, W, B, CI, C2, O), where

• Af is a set of nodes,

• W is a set of wffs,

 

Figure 1: A portion of the medical insurance network.

Lines represent is- a links; slashed lines represent can

cels links

• B is the background information or background con

text,

• CI is a set of links connecting nodes

— i.e. CI C AT X Af,

• £2 is a set of links connecting nodes to sets of wffs

— i.e. CI C ATX 2W, and

• O is a (possibly empty) set of partial orderings on

some of the members of £1, subject to certain restric

tions which are discussed below.

Intuitively, in this domain, each instance of a FAN rep

resents a particular product of the medical insurance

corporation.

The elements of the tuple are described in detail below.

The description of CI, which is part of any standard

inheritance network, may be safely skipped by those

familiar with the work of (Horty et al., 1990). W, B,

CI, and O, however, are unique to FANs.

2.2.1 Nodes

A node represents some set of medical services. E.g.,

the node Surgical represents the set of surgical ser

vices; the node X-ray represents the set of x-ray ser

vices.

A node may represent a set of services that are covered

by a particular benefit. For example, in Figure 1, the

node Services Covered by Surgical Benefit represents

the set of all medical services that are covered by the

Surgical Benefit.

2.2.2 Wffs

The set of wffs W consists of well-formed formulae of

a sorted first-order logic. An example of a rule is
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V el,e2, e3, m, b, il, t2

(delivery-eventfel ,m,b) A hospital-event(e2,b)

A a$soc-hosp-stay(e2,elj A newborn-exam- ev(e 3, bJ

A time(e2,il) A time(e3,i2) A-> subinterval(i2,il))

D ~i covered-as(e3,newbom-exam),

where el,e2, and e3 are variables ranging over events;

il and i2 are variables ranging over time intervals; and

b and m are variables ranging over babies and mothers,

respectively.

This is the first-order translation of the business rule

The initial newborn exam must be performed

during the mother's hospitalization for delivery.

2.2.3 Background Information

The background B is a (possibly empty) set of wffs of

first-order logic. Intuitively, B represents the back

ground information that is true. It includes all rules

that are true of all medical services and benefits. 1 For

example, the background context may include a wff

which states that all medical services must be provided

by licensed medical professionals in order to qualify

for reimbursement. B may also include information

about particular individuals, such as a patient's med

ical records and the name of her primary care physi

cian, as well as pricing charts for drugs and pay scales

for medical professionals. As these examples make

clear, although the information at B is considered to

be global, in the sense that it applies to every node in

the network, it may also be subject to frequent change.

2.2.4 Links

Links are relations on objects. There are two sorts of

links: links joining nodes and links joining nodes to

sets of wffs.

£1: Links on nodes: The standard positive and neg

ative is-a links relate nodes. (Negative is-a links will

also be referred to as cancels links.) Positive and neg

ative is-a links may be strict or defeasible. If x and y

are nodes, we write x y and x ^ y to represent,

respectively, the strict positive and strict negative is-a

links; we write x —» y and x ■/* y to represent, respec

tively, the defeasible positive and defeasible negative

is-a links. Intuitively, x => y means that all x's are y's;

x j> y means that all x's are not y's (no x's are y's);

x —> y means that typically, x's are y's; x/»y means

that typically, x's are not y's. If x =>■ y or x —> y, we

say that x is a child of y or that y is a parent of x.

Our account of paths is based on (Horty, 1994). A

path is a restricted sequence of positive and/or neg

ative links. We may define paths recursively in the

following manner:

• There is a path from x to y iff there is a positive

path from x to y or there is a negative path from x to

y-

'if we wish, we may think of the wffs in B as being

included in the set of rules at each node.

• If x —» y or x y (resp., x /» y or x ^ y), then

there is a positive (resp. negative) path from x to y.

• If there is a positive path from x to y, and y —► z or

y => z (resp. y z or y j> z ), then there is a positive

(resp. negative) path from x to z.

• If there is a negative path from y to z and x —» y or

x =>y, then there is a negative path from x to z.

Note that positive paths can have only positive is-a

links; negative paths can have just one negative link at

the very end of the path. Paths that contain only strict

links are called strict paths; paths that contain only de

feasible links are defeasible paths; paths that contain

both strict and defeasible links are called mixed paths.

For ease of presentation, this paper will be concerned

almost exclusively with defeasible paths; extensions to

strict and mixed paths are straightforward 2. The no

tation 7r(x, cr, y) (resp. x'(x, cr, y)) represents a positive

(resp. negative) path from x to y through the path cr.

We extend this notation so that ir(x, cr) (resp. tt'(z, cr))

represents a positive (resp. negative) path from x to

the last point of a going through the path consisting

of all but the last point of a. The function endpoint(o~)

will be used to designate the last point on the path cr.

Often, there will be both positive and negative paths

between two nodes. To determine which path to

choose, we follow the analysis of Touretzky(1986) and

Horty(1994). Given a context — an inheritance net

work T and a set of paths $ (intuitively, a set of paths

arising out of the network), a path (of length greater

than 1) is inheritable or undefeated if it is constructive

and neither pre-emptednoi conflicted. Briefly, a path is

constructible in a context if it can, recursively, be built

out of the paths in the network; a path is conflicted in

a context if there is a path of opposite sign in the con

text with the same starting and ending points; a path

is preempted if there is a conflicting path with more

direct information about the path's endpoint (i.e., a

direct link from an earlier point in the path). We also

say that a path ir(x,o~, y) is preempted or conflicted

if ir(x,cr) is preempted or conflicted. Intuitively, the

undefeated or inheritable paths are those which "win

out" over their rivals. If there is an undefeated posi

tive (resp. negative) path between x and y, we say x

~» y (resp. x -/-* y).

Examples of paths can be seen in Figure 1. There is

a positive path from Orthopedic Surgery to Services

Covered by Surgical Benefit. There are both positive

and negative paths from Routine Endoscopy to Ser

vices Covered by Surgical Benefit; however, according

to Horty et al.'s (1990) specificity criterion (or Touret-

zky's (1986) inferential distance criterion), the positive

path is preempted by the negative path. Thus, the

negative path is undefeated.

2 Note also that in all examples, nodes represent sets

of objects, rather than individual objects. This is done

to simplify the exposition; the extension to individuals is

straightforward.
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O: Ordering on Links: Multiple inheritance arises

when there is an undefeated path from x to y, an unde

feated path from x to z, and y ^ z. We call any such

point x a fork ■point of the network, and the paths

originating from a fork point multiple paths. 3 In

heritance networks in the literature have traditionally

considered multiple inheritance only when these mul

tiple paths have been initial segments of conflicting

paths — as is the case in Figure 1, where the multiple

paths ir(Routine Endoscopy, Endoscopy) -7r'(Routine

Endoscopy, Services Covered by Surgical Benefit) are

initial segments of conflicting paths. We call such cases

of multiple inheritance conflicting-path multiple inher

itance.

In this paper, we will be interested in multiple paths

even where they are not initial segments of conflicting

paths, i.e., non- conflicting-path multiple inheritance.

Examples of non-conflicting-path multiple inheritance

can be seen in Figure 1, where there are distinct non-

conflicting paths between Maternity Surgical and Ma

ternity, and between Maternity Surgical and Surgical.

In such cases, we may allow the prioritization of a par

ticular path. We do this by first specifying a partial

order on certain links of CI. Specifically, if x —» yi,

x —» y2, . . ., x —► yn are elements of CI and are not

initial segments of conflicting paths, we may place a

partial order on the x —►yi's; this partial order is an

element of O.

The partial order on paths can then be defined recur

sively as follows:

•x —► y is preferred to x —» z if ((x, y), (x, z)) £ 0\

where G' is an element of O.

•ir(x, a, y) is preferred to 7r(x, r, z) if x(x, endpoint(o~))

is preferred to ir(x,endpoint(r)).

•ir(x, a, y) is preferred to w(x, a, z) if Tr(endpoint(cr), y)

is preferred to w(endpoint(cr), z).

If there are p fork points in the network, there are at

most p partial orders (elements) in O. The number of

partial orders in O, and the elements of these partial

orders may be further restricted; in particular, we may

not wish to specify priorities on links that are initial

segments of conflicting paths, or may insist that the

priorities be placed in a particular way. We discuss

this further in Section 3.2.4.

CI: Links between nodes and wff sets: Let Nbe a

node, and W a set of wffs. N —>w W means, intuitively,

that each w of W is typically true at node N. N =>w W

means that each wff w of W is true at N; N -f*w W

means that each wff w of W is typically false at node

N; N fiw W means that each wff w of W is false at N.

In practice, we rarely use the =>u,link. Intuitively, this

link is used only when a formula is true at all nodes

Ni such that Ni-^*N; i.e., we assume that there are no

exceptions to N. This happens only rarely.

As opposed to a branch point, which is downward.

Since Wean be a singleton, we allow the overloading of

the —>w, =>w, /+wand links so that they can refer

to individual wffs as well as sets of wffs. If N —>w W

or N =>w W, we will sometimes refer to W as the set

of wffs at TV or wffs(JV). If w is a member of W, we say

at(w, N).

The set of rules at each node in a network is con

strained to be consistent with the background infor

mation B.

2.3 FANs with Added Link Types

The informal description of an insurance product in

Section 2.1 might lead one to expect the network to

have nodes representing benefits as well as nodes rep

resenting sets of services. We would then need covers

and excludes links between benefit nodes and service

nodes, as well as the usual taxonomic links connecting

service nodes to service nodes (and benefit nodes to

benefit nodes).

Although this representation is in some sense more

natural than then one given in this paper (and is in

fact the representation used in the implemented bene

fits inquiry system), we have opted against it. Because

we wish to model this network as much as possible as

a standard inheritance network, we choose to reify a

node representing a benefit x as a node representing

the services covered by benefit x (as in Figure 1). This

allows us to use standard is-a and cancels links instead

of covers and excludes links. This decision is not inte

gral to the concept of a FAN. We could easily augment

the definition of a FAN to include links such as cov

ers and excludes, and specify the interaction between

these links and the taxonomic links.

Although we do not explore this option further in this

paper, we do note here an interesting feature of the

FAN with covers and excludes links (called a modi

fied FAN for the purposes of this discussion) for the

insurance application under discussion. The only tax

onomic link needed is the standard (strict) is-a link.

There is no need for defeasible links, and thus no need

for cancel links. Intuitively, the reason for this is

that in the insurance application, most of the taxo

nomic links are genuine and not defeasible subset re

lations. The only place the defeasible link is needed

is between a node and a "services-covered-by-benefit-

x" node. But this link is replaced by the covers or

excludes nodes in a modified FAN.

Indeed, this discussion highlights an interesting fea

ture of FANs in this domain: cancel links always go

directly up to the root node. Due to this feature, the

algorithm to identify undefeated paths is much simpler

than the Horty et al. (1990) or Stein (1992) algorithm,

and in particular, requires only a simple upward tra

versal from a node until one reaches either a cancels

link or a root. While this feature has been exploited

in the implementation, this paper discusses the more
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general case of FANs in which general inheritance with

exceptions is allowed.

It should also be noted that the problem of wff-

inheritance discussed in this paper applies not only

to FANs but to modified FANs. This shows that the

wff-inheritance problem can arise in a strict taxonomy

as well as in an inheritance hierarchy with exceptions.

3 INHERITING WELL-FORMED

FORMULAE

3.1 THE PROBLEM

One of the defining features of FANs (as opposed to

standard semantic networks) is that wffs are associ

ated with nodes. This feature prompts the following

question:

What wffs are inherited by a node in a FAN? In a

standard inheritance network, we focus primarily on

the question: is there an undefeated positive path be

tween A and B? Since most nodes in a network rep

resent sets, and since the top node in an inheritance

hierarchy often represents some attribute, the most

intuitive interpretation of this question is: does some

attribute hold of set A? Such questions are of interest

in this inheritance network as well: we wish to know

whether a particular medical service is covered by some

benefit. In addition, however, we are interested in de

termining which business rules or wffs apply or pertain

to that service (equivalently, to the node representing

that service).

Formally, we pose the question as follows. We intro

duce the following notation: Nftf if wff w pertains or

applies to node N. We overload the | symbol for sets,

and say NT W if V w w e W iff N|ui. We define *(N)

= {w | N| w }. That is, *(N) is the set of wffs that

apply to node N. Then the question is: given a node

N in a FAN, what is the set * such that NT *?

A naive approach might suggest taking the union of

the wff set attached to N, together with the wff sets

attached to all ancestors of N — or more precisely, of

the wff sets attached to all those nodes to which there

is an undefeated positive path from N. That is,

*(N) = Ujv~ Nt wffs(JVi)U wffs(N).

Such an approach, however, is obviously wrong. Con

sider, for example, Figure 2. There is an undefeated

positive path from N3 to Nl. Thus, according to the

naive approach,

(N3) = wffs(N3) U wffs(Nl) =

{ P -i Q } U { R, P D Q }. But this set of wffs

is obviously inconsistent. Note also that the naive ap

proach fails to correctly compute *(N2). Although

wffs(Nl) U wffs(N2) is consistent, it is not consistent

with respect to the background information B = { -> R

V-i S }. Clearly, we do not want to blindly take unions

of wff sets.

<B = {~R v- S}

{ R, P =>Q}
 

{P, S} {P,-Q}

Figure 2: Taking the union of wffs at nodes yields in

consistency.

The problem arises because the wffs at a node are usu

ally typically true at a node rather than always true at

a node. In particular, a set of wffs W may be typically

true at a node N, but may not be typically true at all

subclasses of N. We discuss ways of dealing with this

inconsistency in Section 3.2.

3.2 EFFECTING INHERITANCE OF

WFFS

The previous section demonstrated that a naive ap

proach to wff inheritance — namely, taking the union

of wff sets at all nodes to which there is a positive

undefeated path — leads to inconsistency. A proper

approach to wff-inheritance must recognize potential

inconsistency in inheriting wffs and resolve these in

consistencies.

Thus, one could describe the problem of determining

which wffs apply to a focus node N as consisting of the

following steps:

1. Calculating all the nodes Ni such that N ~» Ni

2. Taking the union of the wffs at N, the wffs at all

Ni calculated above, and the background information,

and determining if this set is consistent.

3. If this union is not consistent, choosing a maximally

consistent subset of wffs(N) U Uw~»at« wrMNi). More

precisely, we choose a subset S that satisfies the fol

lowing conditions:

a. Sc (wffs(N) U{JN^m wffs(Ni)).

b. S U B is consistent.

c. S is the largest such subset; that is, there does not

exist 5' satisfying conditions a. and b. such that S' C

S.

We say that S is a maximally consistent subset of

wffs(N) UUjv~M wffs(Ni) with respect to (wrt) B.

If the meaning is clear, we may omit the reference to

B.

We make two brief remarks about the second step:
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First, deciding whether a set of rules is consistent is

only semi-decidable in general; however, we can re

strict our attention to certain subsets of sentences

such as those without existential quantifiers or self-

embedding function symbols. Such sets are decidable.

Second, in decidable cases, deciding whether or not a

set of sentences is consistent is intractable; we discuss

ways of handling this problem in Section 3.3.

Most of the conceptual difficulties arise in the second

task: choosing a maximally consistent subset. In gen

eral, there is more than one maximally consistent sub

set of rules. The question is: which maximally con

sistent set should we choose? Since each maximally

consistent subset is formed by deleting some of the

wffs in an inconsistent set, an alternate phrasing of

this question is: which wffs should we delete? That

is, how do we decide that some wffs are more impor

tant than others? The general strategy is to articulate

some preference principles for sets of wffs and to choose

maximally consistent subsets in accordance with these

principles.

The particular strategy developed in this paper is to

examine preference principles that are based on the

structure of the inheritance network. That is, we ex

ploit as much as possible the structure of the inheri

tance network while we are constructing and choosing

maximally consistent subsets. We focus on specificity

and multiple paths, both non-conflicting and conflict

ing. We turn to several examples to illustrate this

approach.

Two remarks on these examples: First, some exam

ples deal with paths of length 1; however, we general

ize to paths of arbitrary length in the discussion and

specification of the wff-inheritance procedure. Second,

to simplify and shorten the exposition, we have cho

sen very simple wffs; the inconsistencies are typically

arithmetic in nature. As noted in Sections 1 and 2,

rules are typically much more complex, and contradic

tions between these complex wffs are rampant.

3.2.1 Specificity

Consider the example in Figure 3. HGH (Human

Growth Hormone) —> Rx Drugs. Suppose we have

the following wffs at these nodes: (All variables are

assumed to be universally quantified unless otherwise

specified.)

Drugs:

{ copay-pct(x) = 10

(Non-network(p) A filled(x.p)) D penalty(x) = $15}

(There is a 10% copay for all drugs and there is a

$15 penalty for prescriptions if they are filled at non-

network pharmacies.)

HGH:

{ copay-pct(x) = 50 }

(The copay for HGH drugs is 50%).

If we assume that the background context B entails

V drugs J

{(Non-network(p) & filled(x,p))

= > penalty(x) = $15,

Copay-pct(x) = 10 }

^^^^^ {Copay-pct(x) = 50 }

Figure 3: The wffs at HGH are more specific than the

wffs at Rx Drugs

some basic arithmetic facts such as

(vl # v2) D

(-i (copay-pct(x) = vl A copay-pct(x) = v2)) —

that is, a service cannot have two co-pay percentages,

then the union of these two sets is inconsistent with

respect to B *.

Obviously, there are two maximally consistent subsets:

1. The set of wffs at the Drugs node, namely:

{ copay-pct(x) = 10

(Non-network(p) A filled(x.p)) D penalty(x) = $15 }

and

2. { copay-pct(x) = 50

(Non-network(p) A filled(x,p)) D penalty(x) = $15 }

The choice of which maximally consistent subset to

prefer is clear. The HGH node is more specific than

the Drugs node; thus we prefer the subset that has the

wff from the HGH node to the subset that has the wff

from the Drugs node. That is, we prefer subset 2 to

subset 1.

We say that subset 2 is a preferred maximally consis

tent subset (pmcs) relative to the sets of wffs at HGH

and wffs at Drugs, with the set of wffs at HGH pre

ferred over the set of wffs at Drugs. We define this

concept formally below:

4 The actual network contains the following cost-share

rule at the Prescription Drugs node: copay(x) = $3 (There

is a $3 copay for all prescription drugs). The union of the

two sets is then not, strictly speaking, inconsistent, as long

as HGH drugs cost $6. In other words, the union of these

sets entail that HGH drugs cost $6. Detecting unreason

able consequences such as this is an interesting problem in

its own right, but beyond the scope of this paper. Presum

ably, there are several ways to deal with this problem: one

can include price tables in the background information,

or include general principles forbidding ridiculous conse

quences in the background information. The difficulty in

the latter strategy then is a matter of expressing such prin

ciples and ensuring that we have got them all. (I am grate

ful to Ernie Davis for pointing out this problem.)
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Def. (Preferred Maximally Consistent Subset):

Assume that SI, S2 are sets such that Si U S2 is in

consistent with respect to B. Let XI and X2 be maxi

mally consistent subsets of Si U S2 wrt B. Let Rl be

a subset of SI; let R2 be a subset of S2, such that Rl

= XI - X2; R2 = X2 - XI. That is, Rl and R2 are

all that distinguish XI from X2. If this is the case,

we say that XI 2£ X2 with respect to R1.R2. Then

if SI is preferred to S2, XI is a preferred maximally

consistent subset of Si U S2. Otherwise, if SI U S2 is

consistent with respect to B, Si U S2 is a (in this case

the) preferred maximally consistent subset of SI and

S2.

Note that there is not necessarily a unique preferred

maximally consistent subset. We introduce the func

tion PMCS where PMCS(S1,S2) returns the set of all

preferred maximally consistent subsets of SI and S2,

with SI preferred to S2. By a slight abuse of nota

tion, we will use the notation pmcs(Sl,S2) to mean

the (random or nondeterministic) function that re

turns one of the elements of PMCS(S1,S2). In ad

dition, we extend pmcs to n sets, so that pmcs(Sl, . . .,

Sn) = pmcs(pmcs(Sl, . . ., Sn-1), Sn).

3.2.2 Multiple Paths (Non-conflicting)

Specificity is clearly not the only criterion one can use

in determining a preferred maximally consistent sub

set. Consider again Figure 1. In this figure, the node

Maternity Surgical has links to both Maternity and

Surgical and thus inherits wffs from both nodes. The

union of the wffs at these nodes { copay-pct(x) = 10,

copay-pct(x) = 20} is obviously inconsistent with re

spect to the background constraint mentioned above.

There are obviously two maximally consistent subsets:

{copay-pct(x) = 10}

{copay-pct(x) = 20}.

Although specificity does not help here — Maternity

is neither more nor less specific than Surgical — it is

clear which subset we should prefer. Since the link

between Maternity Surgical and Maternity has prefer

ence over the link between Maternity Surgical and Sur

gical, it is reasonable to prefer the first subset, since

this keeps the wff of the Maternity node. Thus, one

can compute the rules that apply to Maternity by com

puting pmcs(wffs(Maternity), wffs(Surgical)). In fact,

if there were wffs at Maternity Surgical as well, these

wffs might contradict either the wffs at Maternity, the

wffs at Surgical, or both. Since the wffs at more spe

cific nodes are preferred, the computation of the rules

that apply to Maternity Surgical would then be

pmcs(wffs(Maternity Surgical),

pmcs(wffs(Maternity) , wffs(Surgical) ) ) .

3.2.3 A Procedure for General Paths

The examples discussed thus far have dealt only with

paths of length 1. Even in such simple cases, however,

one may need to consider wffs at more than 2 nodes;

 

Figure 4: Doing a simple downward traversal will give

the wrong answer for wff-inheritance

the order in which one takes preferred maximally con

sistent subsets is obviously crucial. We now discuss

this issue for more general paths.

Consider first a node N in a network where there is

one path from N to a root node (and thus, no fork

ing points), and consider how to compute \P(N). It is

clear what we do not want to do. We do not want

to first take the union of all sets of wffs at the nodes

on the path from N to the root, then take maximally

consistent subsets of this large set, and finally choose

preferred maximally consistent subsets relative to the

specificity criterion. It is hard to beat this method

for inefficiency. At the very least, the procedure to

compute $(N) ought to iteratively traverse the path,

computing ^(N) as one goes along.

Upward vs. Downward Traversal: The obvious

question to ask is whether to traverse the path up

ward or downward. A downward traversal might seem

natural for the following reasons: First, a downward

traversal emphasizes the natural analogy between wff-

inheritance and (iterated) belief revision (Gardenfors,

1988; Darwiche and Pearl, 1994). Specifically, one

might think of inheriting wffs as the process of revis

ing the beliefs at a more general node by the wffs at

a more specific node; this translates to the downward

traversal of a path in the network. Second, one might

expect downward traversal to have the side benefit of

computing the sets of wffs that apply to intermediate

nodes on the path.

However, straightforward downward traversal — a

simple recursive procedure in which one sets \t(root)

= wffs(root), and for each non-root node x, *(x) =

pmcs(wffs(x), ^(parent(x)) — turns out to be incor

rect. Consider computing ^(N3) in Figure 4. It is

clear that the expected answer is {P, -> Q }; the union

of all wff sets is inconsistent, and one discards the wff

at Nl since that is the least specific. However, if one

traverses the path downward, one gets

*(N1) = {PD Q},

*(N2) = {P D Q, P}.
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When one reaches N3, one gets

*(N3) = pmcs({-Q }, {P D Q, P }.

But there are two preferred maximally consistent sub

sets: {P, n Q } and {P D Q, - Q } - contrary to

expectations. The problem is that during the down

ward traversal, we have lost the information that P

comes from a node that is more specific than the node

from which P D Q comes.

There are clearly ways to fix this problem: we can, for

example, keep track of the source node of each of the

wffs that has been collected so far.

If we wish to avoid this sort of bookkeeping, however,

the simplest method for computing ^(N) that is con

sistent with the specificity constraint is based on an

upward traversal of the network. Specifically, one be

gins at the focus node N, taking wffs(N) as the start

ing set. One then proceeds up the path, at each node

taking a preferred maximally consistent subset of the

set computed so far and the wffs at the current node.

This process will ensure that the specificity constraint

is obeyed.

We must also ensure that path ordering is respected

in case of forking paths. This is done by examining all

links at each point in the path, ordering them, and re

cursively proceeding up the more preferred links before

the less preferred links.

In addition, we must ensure that we do not collect

rules from nodes that are only on conflicted or pre

empted paths. The simplest way to avoid this prob

lem is to preprocess the FAN to remove the preempted

and conflicted links. We may do this by using an ex

tension/modification of the procedure given in (Stein,

1992), which computes the specificity extension at a

focus node.

We thus have the following procedure to compute

*(N) in a FAN:

PROCEDURE COMPUTE *(N)

Preprocess the FAN to remove

preempted, conflicted links

*(N) := wffs(N)

FAN-traverse(N)

PROCEDURE FAN-TRAVERSE(x)

if x has not been visited

mark x as visited

*(N) := pmcs(¥(N),wffs(x))

If x is a leaf

then return

else

Determine all nodes yi such that x —»yi

Do topological sort of all k links x —*yi

for i = 1 to k do

FAN-traverse(yi)

Note that since we are traversing a dag, as opposed to

a tree, some nodes may be visited twice. To avoid re-

 

Figure 5: Which node gets preference? Does preemp

tion make a difference?

computing preferred maximally consistent subsets (an

expensive operation), we mark nodes as we visit them.

It will be noted that the computation of ^(N) does not

necessarily produce a unique set. This is because, as

noted, the function pmcs does not yield a unique pre

ferred maximally consistent subset. The existence of

multiple maximally consistent subsets has always been

something of a problem for nonmonotonic theories. In

practice, however, the existence of multiple preferred

maximally consistent subsets is not at all problematic

for this domain. Indeed, it is perfectly legitimate to

reason with any preferred maximally consistent sub

set of wffs that obeys the criteria of specificity and

path preference. (In particular, members who are in

sured by some product often "win a case" by demon

strating that there is a coherent argument — that, is

a preferred maximally consistent set of business rules

— that supports their claim.) This phenomenon is

at odds with the distaste that AI researchers usually

have for credulous reasoning, but is worthy of further

investigation.

3.2.4 An Open Question: The Case of

Preempting Paths

Consider now — in contrast to the previous examples

— inheriting wffs in a network with conflicting multi

ple paths. Figure 5 shows a portion of the drugs net

work. Although OTC Drugs (over-the-counter drugs)

is a subtype of Drugs, it is not a subtype of the class

of services covered by the Drugs benefit. On the other

hand, a subtype of OTC Drugs, Insulin Syringes, is

covered by the Drugs benefit. This is a classic case of

preemption. In fact, this case is known as positive pre

emption, since a positive path — the direct link from

Insulin Syringes to Services Covered by Drugs Benefit

— preempts a negative path — the path from Insulin

Syringes to OTC Drugs to Services Covered by Drugs

Benefit.

Clearly, there are positive undefeated paths from In

sulin Syringes to Services Covered by Drugs Benefit

and from Insulin Syringes to OTC Drugs. Thus, In
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Figure 6:

a) positive path preempts negative path

b) negative path preempts positive path

sulin Syringes stands to inherit wffs from both nodes.

The question is: suppose the set of wffs at OTC Drugs

is inconsistent with the set of wffs at Services Covered

by Drugs Benefit (either absolutely, or with respect

to the background information and/or the set of wffs

at Insulin Syringes). Which set of wffs do we prefer?

Do we prefer the wffs from Services Covered by Drugs

Benefit because that node is on the preempting path?

Or do we refrain from preferring either of the paths?

There are arguments both for and against preferring

nodes from the preempting path. To formally state

the arguments, we use Horty's (1994) notation for pre

empting paths. A positive path t(x,<j, u) —*y is pre

empted ((in the context (I\ $)) iff there is a node v

such that (i) either v = x or there is a path of the

form ir(x, t1, v, t2, u) G and (ii) v -f+ y G T. A neg

ative path n(x, a, u) ■/* y is preempted (in the context

(T, $)) iff there is a node v such that (i) either v = x

or there is a path of the form ir(x, rl, v, r2, u) £

and (ii) v —*y 6 T. (See Figure 6.) The question is: Is

the path t(v, y) preferred to the path 7r(t>, t2, u)?

The argument for preferring a positive preempting

path over the path it preempts runs as follows: Clearly,

the positive path ir(v, y) is in some sense preferred to

the negative path x'(v, r2, u, y) (that is the reason that

we conclude y). Thus, preemption seems to offer some

evidence that the preempting path is stronger than the

preempted path. Then presumably, one of the links in

the negative path ir'(v, r2, u, y) is not as strong as the

positive path between v and y. It is possible that the

weak link is the negative link between u and y — but

this is by no means definite, because we do, after all,

conclude that u's are not y's. Thus, it seems as likely

that one of the links in the path between v and u is

weak. (Indeed, we know that at least in one respect

v's are not typical u's — unlike typical u's, they are

y's.) Thus, we ought to prefer ir(v,y) to x(v, r2, u).

On the other hand, the argument for not preferring

a positive preempting path over the path it preempts

rests on the fact that there is a positive undefeated

path between v and u in the same way that there is a

positive undefeated path between v and y. Thus, they

both should have the same status; neither should be

preferred.

If one does decide to prefer preempting over preempted

paths, another question arises. Consider paths forking

off from nodes in preempted paths (e.g., consider an

other link from u to some node z.) Ought they also to

have lower priority than preempting paths? The ra

tionale given for preferring preempting to preempted

paths would seem to hold here as well, but the intu

ition becomes increasingly weak.

Indeed, the lack of examples makes honing intuitions

particularly difficult. There are few examples in this

domain of positive preemption 6 and fewer still where

there are conflicting wff sets in these portions of the

network; thus, it is difficult to guess what the correct

behavior ought to be.

The procedure to compute the wffs that apply to a

node, outlined in the previous section, takes a neutral

stand on the issue. It does not state a preference for

preempting paths over the paths that are preempted,

but it allows that preference to be incorporated. One

can incorporate such a preference in two ways: First,

one can place a condition on O stating that preempting

paths are always strictly greater than their associated

preempted paths. (One may in fact wish to insist that

no paths come between the preempting and preempted

path.) Second, one can modify the procedure so that,

when one identifies the forking paths at a fork point,

one groups preempting paths with the paths they pre

empt, and subsequently collects wffs along preempting

paths before collecting wffs along the associated pre

empted paths.

The difficulty is not a technical one. The hard part

here is getting the intuition right. The careful exami

nation of other domains should shed some light on the

question.

3.2.5 Other Preference Criteria

The computation of ¥(JV) has thus far focussed on

using information present in the structure of the net

work. Other standard preference principles may also

be needed here. One may wish to assign some wffs a

higher priority than others (as in (McCarthy, 1986)),

regardless of the rule's position in the network. For ex-

6The problem does not arise at all in cases of negative

preemption — when a negative path preempts a positive

path. That is because one never inherits from the last node

of a negative path. In Figure 6b, one would never wish to

inherit from node y — and inheriting along the path from

node x to node u is simply standard wff-inheritance using

the specificity criterion.
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ample, it might always be the case that medical rules

have higher priorities than administrative rules. Like

wise, it is also reasonable to prefer a particular sub

set of rules based on the results that this subset en

tails. This is equivalent to preferring one extension,

or model, over the other (as in (Shoham, 1988)). For

example, we may prefer extensions in which a claim

gets paid to one in which the claim does not get paid.

3.3 COMPUTATIONAL ISSUES

Inheriting rules immediately transforms the problem

of inheritance from a tractable problem (at least in

the case of upwards inheritance: see (Selman and

Levesque, 1993)) to one that is badly intractable. Wff-

inheritance in this domain will often be done in a static

setting as opposed to a dynamic one, 7 and this takes

some of the sting out of the fact that computing pre

ferred maximally consistent subsets is NP-hard. Nev

ertheless, intractability is clearly an unpleasant issue

that we must handle in some form.

In practice, we have discovered that we can deal with

the complexity issue by using a divide-and-conquer

strategy. The trick is to divide the set of wffs into

k types, subject to the following constraint:

If Wffs(i,Nl) U Wffs(j,N2) is inconsistent wrt B, then

i=j*

That is, wffs are constrained so that sets can contra

dict one another only within their own type. This cuts

down on much consistency checking (since often when

Nl ~> N2, the wff sets at Nl are of a different type

than the wff sets at N2) and greatly reduces the time

needed for consistency checking and maximal subset

construction and choice. Obviously, the greater k is,

the more this strategy helps.

Finding a division of the wffs into sets that satisfy this

constraint is not a trivial task. The wffs in this domain

are taken from business rules that were originally cate

gorized by employees of the insurance corporation into

cost-share, access, administrative, and medical rules.

Certain of these groups had the desired property —

e.g., cost-share rules did not contradict rules of any

other type — but others did not: medical rules often

contradict administrative rules. On the other hand, it

was possible to identify some types of administrative

rules that were consistent with all rules outside of their

own type. In any case, it is hardly surprising that a

categorization of rules developed from a business view

point is not optimal in terms of efficiency.

Finding the proper knowledge representation is clearly

7Since the rules that apply to a medical service can be

computed off-line. On the other hand, employees of the

insurance corporation who modify the network may wish

to see in real time how adding or changing rules at points

in the network changes the rules that apply to a service.

8The notation Wffs(i.N) should be read: the set of wffs

at node N of type i.
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Figure 7: The modified Nixon diamond is inconsistent,

but only implicitly.

very important. Doing so is no longer only of academic

interest; it can greatly affect the tractability of the

system.

3.4 BACK TO ATTRIBUTE

INHERITANCE

We first noted the need to do conflict resolution and

recognition for the purposes of wff inheritance. Fur

ther reflection, however, suggests that similar prob

lems can arise even when performing standard at

tribute inheritance. Consider again Figure 1. Mater

nity Surgical ~> Covered by Surgical Benefit; Mater

nity Surgical ~» Covered by Maternity Benefit.

In fact, however, Maternity Surgical cannot be covered

by both benefits: there is a constraint that services are

covered by at most one benefit. This constraint is not

explicit in the structure of the network; it is entailed by

background domain knowledge; i.e., the background

B. The point of this example is not in enforcing this

constraint — implementation is quite simple — but in

recognizing the inconsistency. In general, when some

of the knowledge of the inheritance network is present

as background knowledge, inheriting attributes from

multiple parents has the potential for leading to in

consistency, even if this is not explicit.

Oddly, this problem has not been discussed in the in

heritance literature, perhaps because inconsistencies

in the examples used have always been explicit. The

Nixon diamond example (Reiter and Criscuolo, 1981)

is a classic example of such an explicit inconsistency.

Suppose, however, we modify Touretzky's (1986) mod

ification of this example. (See Figure 7.) (Nixon

—►Republican; Nixon —^Quaker; Quaker —*Pacifist;

Republican —»Hawk). There is no explicit contradic

tion between Hawk and Pacifist, but if we add a state

ment to the background theory stating that the two

concepts are contradictory, Hawk = -> Pacifist, then

there is an inconsistency that must be resolved. De

pending on the amount and form of the background
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knowledge, detecting and resolving this inconsistency

can be arbitrarily difficult (that is, as hard as the prob

lem of wff-inheritance).

4 DISCUSSION AND RELATED

WORK

4.1 COMPARING FANS TO OTHER

KNOWLEDGE STRUCTURES

FANs are standard inheritance networks with wffs at

tached to nodes and in the background. The trend

away from ontological promiscuity (the wanton cre

ation of new knowledge structures) prompts the ques

tions: In what way are FANs different from existing

knowledge structures? Are they truly necessary or

can we get by with more familiar mechanisms? This

section argues that they are particularly natural for

the domain at hand, and that existing structures have

their own pitfalls.

FANs are extremely natural for any commercial

domain in which general taxonomic information is best

viewed separately from the bulk of the domain's busi

ness rules. This is precisely the situation in the medical

insurance domain. The taxonomic information repre

sents the structure of medical services by the medical

profession (as well as the broad benefit categories that

are standard in the insurance industry). This is a rel

atively static structure across products and corpora

tions. The wffs represent the industry's business rules

which change rapidly, across products and corpora

tions. In fact, the network has proved to be especially

easy for customer service representatives to master. At

the same time, representing the business rules as wffs

at nodes has kept the size of the network manageable

(250-300 nodes).

We now examine alternatives to FANs. There are two

obvious choices: representing everything in an inheri

tance network, or doing this entirely in a nonmonoto

nic logic.

Alternative I: Putting everything in the inher

itance network.

As mentioned in the introduction, only some wffs can

be easily represented as links between classes and at

tributes. However, we can capture all wffs simply by

reifying each wff as a node. For example, a node

Vx<j>(x) could be reified as the node representing the

property of satisfying <f>. There are several objections

to this alternative.

First, many such nodes would be very unnatural, (con

sider the sample wffs in the first 2 sections) and quite

outside the spirit of a semantic network. That is, nodes

in the network, instead of representing concrete enti

ties such as services and benefits, would represent on-

tologically dubious creatures.

Second, the problem of wff-inheritance has now been

recast as the problem of determining if two or more

paths conflict. In particular, assume wffs <pi . . . <fin

such that 4>i A . . . A 4>n are mutually inconsistent. Let

5/1 ... y„ be the nodes associated with these wffs. It is

clear that the paths x ~> j/j . . . x ~» yn conflict in the

intuitive sense of the term. But this conflict cannot

even be expressed directly in a standard Hortian or

Touretzkian framework. Even if we increase expres

sivity, there is no obvious way to recognize and resolve

this conflict. In contrast, determining maximally con

sistent subsets of wffs is a well-understood problem. 9

Alternative II: Doing everything in a nonmo

notonic theory That is, translate the inheritance

network into a nonmonotonic theory, such as autoepis-

temic logic (Moore, 1985) or circumscription (Mc

Carthy, 1980). 10

There are several objections to this strategy. First, the

distinction between static taxonomic rules and more

volatile business rules has been erased. Second, this

representation is much less accessible to users of the

expert system, who find browsing through an inheri

tance network easy to learn and understand. Either

they must live with this hardship or we must keep the

FAN as well as the nonmonotonic theory. We must

then either construct a mapping between the two — a

non-trivial task — or be sure to always update the two

structures simultaneously, an unrealistic constraint in

the business world. Third, such a strategy may be

computationally wasteful in that in translational the

ories, one must generally recompute priorities and/or

specificities in a more tedious manner than the algo

rithms available for determining specificity in an in

heritance network.

4.2 RELATED WORK

There is much work in the literature on determining

maximally consistent sets of defaults (Brewka, 1989,

Geffner, 1990, Grosof, 1991, Delgrande and Schaub,

1994, among others). Such work is obviously very close

in spirit to ours. In particular, there is an emphasis in

9As mentioned in the previous section, the general prob

lem of determining if paths conflict already exists in many

networks, such as the modified Nixon diamond of Figure 7.

While we see that these problems can beset any network,

we nevertheless believe that flooding networks with this

problem, which would happen if wffs were reified as nodes,

is not desirable. This is particularly true since the problem

of determining if arbitrary paths in a network are inconsis

tent with respect to one another has not been addressed.

10There are a variety of methods for doing this such as

(Gelfond, 1990). However, see also Horty (1994), who ar

gues that specifying a translational semantics for a path-

based inheritance network is a problem that is not yet com

pletely solved. In any case, it is certainly possible, given

a particular network, to give an equivalent nonmonotonic

theory.
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these works on considerations of specificity. This paper

differs from these works in a number of respects (such

as the consideration of non-confiicting-path multiple

inheritance). Most importantly, what distinguishes

this paper from these works is the emphasis on the

semantic network structure which we take as our start

ing point. The other works take some nonmonotonic

system as their starting point. The difference is analo

gous to the distinction that Horty (1994) points out be

tween path-based and translational theories of inheri

tance; the latter specify the meaning of a network in

terms of a nonmonotonic formalism; the former spec

ify the meaning in terms of the paths themselves. Just

as Horty argued for the naturalness and intuitiveness

of path-based approaches for standard inheritance, we

argue for the ease, naturalness, and intuitiveness of the

path-based approach to wff-inheritance. In particular,

note the discussion in (Horty, 1994), which argues that

researchers using the translational approaches have

not yet satisfactorily formalized the concept of speci

ficity, which is easy to formalize within a path-based

approach.

We do not, however, believe that these systems should

be seen as competing. Rather, we believe that the fol

lowing is the case: A major task in knowledge rep

resentation is the articulation of the structure that

is most natural and useful for a particular applica

tion. Another major task is demonstrating, if possi

ble, that this structure is equivalent to more famil

iar structures, or if that is not possible, demonstrat

ing the inequivalence. In this spirit, we suggest that

formula-augmented semantic networks have a useful

role to play in domains in which taxonomic knowledge

is a major, but not sole, component of the domain

knowledge. (We are currently using FANs in life in

surance and property & casualty applications). At the

same time, we hope that future research will shed light

on the equivalences between FANs and the systems of

Geffner, Grosof, and others.
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Abstract

We consider the role of formalised contexts

for clarifying subsumption and inheritance in

concept taxonomies. Inheritance is tradition

ally thought of as following a single rooted di

rected acyclic graph formed by partial orders

based on concept subsumption relationships.

We dispute this as a simplification, noting

that while the subsumption ordering between

two concepts may be based on certain prop

erties modelled for the concepts relative to

some context, the orderings that induce the

paths down which inheritance of properties is

desired may not always be based on the same

properties. The kinds of problems this leads

to are often witnessed when modelling large

or rich concept taxonomies - context-naive in

heritance starts to behave restrictively and

unintuitively, requiring artificial concepts to

be introduced into the taxonomy that ob

scure or even lose some of the true subsump

tion relationships.

This paper investigates how the introduc

tion of contexts as formal identifiers and then

stating theories relative to contexts can pro

vide a more flexible mechanism for managing

inheritance and ontologies in the framework

of an order-sorted first order logic.

keywords : context, order-sorting, ontology,

modality, knowledge sharing

1 Introduction

When developing theories (well-formed formulae in

some logic) of artifacts and events in the world, one

does so with a particular application in mind - ontolo

gies are not usefully modelled independent of usage.

To do so requires statement of every possible qualifica

tion for the concepts of the model, a clearly infeasible

task. As such, concepts are always modelled at some

level of abstraction and perspective as relevant to their

application's requirements.

The observation made by McCarthy (McCarthy, 1990)

and, more recently, in (McCarthy, 1993; Nayak, 1994;

Giunchiglia and Traverso, 1995; Attardi and Simi,

1995; Sharma, 1995) was that this leads to problem-

solvers being brittle and inflexible, lacking "general

ity". Simply, most problem-solvers are constructed

with a single domain theory that necessarily encodes

the assumptions of the task for which it was axioma-

tised, making certain representational commitments.

For example, a theory for local area ethernet network

configuration may not be general enough to deal with

networks having both AUI and BNC cabling. These

implicit assumptions are not only inevitable given the

impracticality of modelling a real-world domain in

complete generality but desirable as this very simplifi

cation engenders representation and reasoning efficien

cies.

Often, a problem-solver will require concepts to be or

ganised into several taxonomies from different perspec

tives, as is commonly required in configuration prob

lems (Mittal and Frayman, 1987). Rather than at

tempt construction of problem-solvers that can cope

with all situations in complete generality, an impossi

ble task, a more cogent approach would be to populate

a problem-solver with several theories of a problem do

main (Sharma, 1995). By explicating the context in

which a theory is stated, one is then able to represent

multiple theories, relate their formulae and reason be

tween the theories in a uniform formal framework.

In this paper, context-naive treatments of subsump

tion and inheritance are examined. When one con

siders that concept subsumption depends on the con

cepts' definitional properties and constraints (explic

itly stated or implicit) and that these properties and

constraints are themselves context-dependent, some

insights into the problems of [context-naive] subsump

tion and inheritance emerge. An approach for clarify

ing subsumption taxonomies is proposed with formulae

(concepts, subsumption, definitions) being stated rel
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Figure 1: Repeater and Bridge with additional context-specific concepts and properties

ative to contexts in the framework of an order-sorted

first order logic. As the logic is modal in nature, exten

sibility to other modalities is facilitated. Traditionally

overlooked, these issues are fundamental to the con

struction of practically useful and reusable ontologies

for multi-function knowledge bases.

1.1 A simple example of context-naive

inheritance

We consider a fragment of a more extensive theory

of internetworking from (Sharma, 1996). A Repeater

indiscriminantly forwards packets appearing on the

ethernet-segment of one of its interfaces to all other

ethernet-segments to which it has interfaces. A Bridge

will look at the destination ethernet address of the

packet and, if it knows that the address is reachable

at one of its attached networks, forwards it there. Oth

erwise, it acts like a repeater and sends the packet to

all attached networks. A bridge can be seen as a spe

cialised repeater in that it provides additional filtering

facilities or, alternatively, a repeater may be seen as

a specialised bridge in that the per-packet response

time for a repeater may range over a smaller subrange

of that for a bridge. Such substitutability decisions

are prevalent for configuration tasks (Sharma, 1996;

Mittal and Frayman, 1987).

Consider (Figure 1) that in the context of filtering,

the devices Bridge and DevX specialise Repeater w.r.t.

property A and thus inherit Filtering-property from

Repeater. Specialisation is illustrated by constrain

ing the sample extensions of A e.g. {al,a2,o3} C

{al, o2, a3, a4}, the constrained attribute(s) marked

In the context of response times, the devices

Repeater and DevY specialise Bridge w.r.t. property

B and thus inherit Response-property.

It is not clear which of Repeater and Bridge would

be a subtype of the other if modelled in a flat concept

space. That is, one type is a subtype of (or specialises)

another relative to some properties in a context. While

the conventional approach would be to introduce two

artificial concepts NetLinkl and NetLink2 (Figure 2),

the subsumption relationships that existed between

Bridge and Repeater in the filtering and response

time contexts would be lost, particularly if they had

been primitive subconcepts (cf. KL-ONE (Woods and

Schmolze, 1992)). Such phenomena are problematic

for the construction of practically reusable ontologies

expected to have more general application and for

large, multi-perspective knowledge bases.

At a particular level of abstraction, certain concepts

and properties (essentially, relations with instances of

the concept) will be relevant. Necessary and suffi

ciency conditions for a concept or relation are thus

similarly due to a particular perspective or level of ab

straction. By convention, all property inheritance for

a concept is considered to follow from a single partial

order for the subsumption relationships, a treatment

oversimplified in practice. This causality can be char

acterised as follows :

relevant abstraction level and perspective

JJ. induces

2. qualifications/properties to be modelled

induces

3. subsumption orderings over sorts

4- inheritance orderings

While it is always possible to create a more general

artificial concept for two concepts (Figure 2) given the

dilemma of Figure 1, more problems arise:

1. Constraints need to be placed in sub-concepts of

the artificial generalised concept if it is neces

sary to restrict the availability of the inherited

properties to their specific contexts (i.e. plac

ing if active-context Kfiu on properties in Fig

ure 2). A modelling mismatch occurs, particu

larly for object-oriented methodologies which typ

ically prescribe method definitions be hidden be

hind method signatures. The signature misrepre

sents a concept's properties, hindering clarity e.g.

{ A , B .Filtering-property , Response-property}

for Bridge and Repeater.

2. The perspectives {h'/m, Kresp) relative to which

the orderings between Repeater and Bridge were

captured may be relevant to other type orderings

or property inheritances e.g. for Media-Types or
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Bridge.Response-property Repeater-Response-property

Figure 2: Repeater and Bridge with concepts in a flattened concept space

Connectors. A reasoner working from a response-

time perspective (Kresp) may want to reason with

the concepts and properties relevant to the Kresp

perspective.

Ideally, the ontology specification language should sup

port multiple relevant abstraction levels and perspec

tives and thus the partial orders of sorts that are ap

propriate. We examine the problem in more detail and

then present a generalised solution in the form of an

order-sorted logic extended with context identifiers.

2 Contexts

The common thread to these problems is that con

cept subsumption partial orders are relevant within

contexts and that these contexts have relationships to

each other. The introduction of contexts as formal ob

jects into a representation scheme makes it possible to

deal with different theories (sets of wffi) and their lan

guages (order-sorted predicate and function symbols)

being captured relative to different sets of background

assumptions (perspectives, levels of detail) and to rep

resent and reason with and between these theories in

one formal system (Buvac et al., 1995; Sharma, 1995).

A multi-dimensional aspect to concept taxonomies can

then be introduced.

We define a countably infinite set K of context sym

bols, denoted ko--kw. A context scoping defines a lan

guage (signature) and set of models that characterise

the valid states of affairs for the formulae of that con

text. All formulae are stated relative to some context

scoping. For example, to state that a formula 4> holds

in the context Kjm, we write in(«/;/(, 4>).

Context-embedded formulae are themselves wfls, al

lowing arbitrary deepness of embedding. It is not

enough to just consider some symbol's meaning as be

ing relative to a context but to the path by which

that context was reached (the context of the context).

For example, the symbols and their meanings in the

networks context (Knetw) from the perspective of 1985

(«1985) may be quite different to the symbols in Knetw

in 1995 (/ci995)-

This immediately raises the issue of some outermost

context or "absolute truth" relative to which all wfjs

are ultimately embedded. Rather than enter the do

main of philosophers and linguistics with what is a

variant of the ubiquitous symbol grounding problem

in artificial intelligence, we fix an outermost context

kt- Otherwise, we find ourselves grappling with the

"infinite regress" (Quine, 1969) of trying to fix the

base language for a sequence of languages, each pro

viding the background assumptions and denotation for

its predecessor in the sequence. Our assumption of an

implicit outermost context is analogous to the fact that

designers of engineering artifacts typically don't trou

ble themselves with the situatedness of their systems.

Interestingly, the treatments of embedded and order-

sorted contexts here seem to correspond to Quine's

ideas of "subordinate theories" whose languages are

relative to those of base theories.

We define AC* as the set of all context sequences formed

from AC. A context identifier k (borrowing from (Buvac

et al., 1995)) is a sequence [k\, k„] that ranges over

AC*, denoting a successive embedding in contexts «i to

k„. The singleton sequence [k{] may be abbreviated k,

while the notation «7 * 7cJ denotes sequence concatena

tion.

The formula in(7c, <j>) where 7c is some arbitrary context

sequence and <f> is a tii/f can thus be rewritten :

in(D.*)

in(

in( Ki, ...,Kj],<t>)

= 4>

= in(/c,,(0)

= in(«,,in([«:I+i, ...,/c;],0))

t < j < n

The inductive style of this description alludes to the

iterative scoping provided by each successive in em

bedding. Thus, in(/c1985, in(«netu,, 4>)) can be rewritten

in([«1985,«:r>e(u>],^)-

Clearly, it is not satisfactory to be able to state that

any arbitrary context symbol can hold in an arbitrary

context scoping e.g. Knetw being nonsensical in K1746-

Rather, the allowable relationships between contexts

identifiers will be captured by context relationships,

populating a context space of allowable context transi

tions. (Context spaces, relationships and their roles in
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directing reasoning will be presented in a subsequent

paper. This work deals with the formal foundations of

a context-augmented language rather than its popula

tion.)

A further consequence of in forming a wff is that the

notion of context extends that of modularity as found

in conventional programming languages. Term desig

nators are rigid and thus object variables can be quan

tified outside of and bind variables in context embed

ded formulae, enabling formulae to be related across

contexts. For example,

Vz : Bridge • in(«^i«, Propi(x)) =

in(/cr„p,3s : Sit ■ Propi(x,s))

states that for all objects x in the semantic domain

of the context the formula is declared in, Propi(x) is

true in context Kfin iff 3s : Sit ■ Prop\{x) is true in

context Kresp. As the quantification Vi is outside the

scopes of the embedded contexts, the objects that x

can bind to must be interpreted sensibly within the

embedded contexts. For convenience, we will assume

constant domains of interpretation for all context se

quences (§3.2).

While such lifting rules are convenient for relating in

dividual formulae, individuating a lifting rule for each

symbol or, more generally, formula in large contexts

would become overly cumbersome. To provide a conve

nient mechanism for incremental signature and theory

construction, inheritance between contexts is required.

Order-sorting just the context symbols is too restric

tive, however, as this restricts context inheritance to

within the scope of the enclosing context sequences.

Rather, the logic should enable a context symbol to

be "prototyped" from, potentially, outside a context

symbol's scoping context sequence.

As an example, we may wish for all context sequences

terminated by context symbol Knetw to include a pro

totypical signature and formulae for network contexts

irrespective of context scoping e.g. in [«i986i Knctw]

and [/C1996, Knetw]- Thus, we generalise context order-

sorting to a partial order <s over context sequences

(C"C IC* x IC"). This will become particularly im

portant for flexible construction of context spaces.

Clearly, participation in <" will have consequences

for the respective context sequences' signatures and

models.

3 An order-sorted logic for context

spaces

The design issues discussed so far are now captured

in an order-sorted first order logic upon which con

text spaces can be built for flexible ontology construc

tion. While an order-sorted first order logic is a conser

vative extension of a non-sorted first order logic and

concepts such as in Figure 1 can be represented as

unary predicates, the virtues of representing explicit

sorts and subsorts are well-understood. Order-sorting

formulae facilitates clearer and more concise specifica

tion of ontologies by explicating taxonomic structure,

simplifying the expression of formulae, and enabling

specialised reasoning procedures to exploit the sortal

structure to more efficiently direct reasoning, simpli

fying proofs.

The logic supports context sequences and order-sorted

context sequences with all signatures and sentences

defined relative to context sequences. Treatment

of terms as rigid designators facilitates cross-context

identification for lifting rules. A Hilbert-style system

is defined to simplify presentation and some notational

conventions borrowed from Buvac (Buvac et al., 1995)

and Beierle (Beierle et al., 1992).

3.1 Syntax

We define two distinct countably infinite sets IC and C

that are the set of context symbols and the set of all

predicate, function and constant symbols, respectively.

K* is the set of all sequences of context symbols of IC.

A context identifier denoted 7c G IC" identifies a con

text scoping relative to which signatures and formulae

are stated (§2).

If we consider K to be the set of all valid context

sequences (K C IC"), EA denotes the set of all context

signatures in the context space where E^- denotes the

signature for a context identified by 7c :

EA' = {E*- | 7c G A'}

The outermost context is a distinguished context se

quence [kj], abbreviated to kj. The significance of kj

is given that terms and thus constants are rigid desig

nators, some context outer to all other contexts must

exist to define the symbols and sorts of the constants.

As such, an axiom of the system is that all contexts

7c G A' inherit from Ttf.

In principle, one could consider the signature identified

by the empty context sequence (] (Eg) as providing the

prototype signature for all other contexts. We consider

this approach to be unsound as it implicitly posits the

existence of an absolute truth rather than recognising

the situatedness of any formal ontology (§2). Further

more, an axiom stating that all contexts inherits from

the context [] would still be required.

A valid context identifier 7c has the signature E^ =

«55r,<«>,^,^,C;r) where each of S-, jy, JF_ and

Cjj- are drawn from C. We assume for convenience that

for a context identifier 7c, the sets S— , J7— and C-^

are pairwise disjoint, defined as :

• (S^, ^.k) '■ The set of sorts in 7c and their

set of subsumption partial orders <C;r m « (^kQ

S- x S^) that forms the sort lattice for context
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7c. The least and greatest elements of the lattice

are J. and T. <S£ will denote the set of all se

quences over Sf. Cycles in the sort taxonomy are

forbidden for ^jf.

• 7>_ = {P| | a G SI) : An ^indexed family of

sets of predicate symbols where p G V£ has the

signature p : S\ x ... x Sn with a = Si, -..,5,,.

• = \aeS±,S eSx} : An (SixS)-

indexed family of sets of function symbols where

/ G T^' has the signature / : Si x ... x Sn —* S

with a = Si, 5„.

• C^. = {C| | 5 G S^} : An .^-indexed set

of constant symbols where c £ C§ has the sig

nature c : S. differs from 3& (e denotes

an empty sequence of sort symbols) as constants

are rigid designators while functions are non-rigid

(§3.2). It is not meaningful to extend be

yond Cjj— , constants being rigid designators, thus

V«T,«?G tf-C—C^.

For all 7c G K, the equality symbol = is a binary rela

tion whose arguments are of sort T i.e. = G V^,T .

Context identifiers can be order-sorted (7cj" "C* «?) to

state that 7C2 inherits from and thus may extend the

signature and set of formulae from TcT. If Tcf <" TcJ (Jc?

specialises 7cT) then ^Ci-.^C P_, C

and C (more precisely, C^j = C-^). That is,

where one context identifier specialises another, it may

introduce new sort, predicate or function symbols (as

well as introducing new sentences). <CK is reflexive,

transitive and anti-symmetric.

The resultant context space E" is

E" = ((K,

Recall that all context sequences inherit the signature

of kj and, as the outermost context, Jcy inherits from

no other context sequence i.e. V7c G K ■ (7c~f, 7c) G<Ck

and fin G K ■ (7c,7cT) G<".

Note that a symbol may be an element of V-^ and F—

where Tt\ ^ TcJ, assuming Tq and 7c2 are not bound

by as a symbol's meaning may differ in different

contexts. Similarly, a symbol's arity may vary between

non-bound contexts. For example, the symbol enabled

may be a unary predicate denoting a device status in

Kfiu but may be a binary predicate denoting an action

in some other context.

It is important to note that for two arbitrary con

text sequences 7c7, TcJ G K where TcJ extends 7c7 (kJ =

«7* «a" for some non-empty Tca") and is thus embedded

in 7c7, that is where in(7cj, <j>) = in(7c7, in(/c^, <t>)) for an

arbitrary 4>, no relationship necessarily exists between

and E^- as long as 7c7 and TcJ are not related by

Variables and terms are defined independent of context

identifiers as rigid designators to enable cross-context

references. A problem is that variables exist indepen

dent of the signatures of the contexts in which they

are bound, making the definition of well-sortedness of

terms problematic. Our solution is to stay consistent

with the earlier assertion that a context space and thus

all its contexts and formulae are situated relative to

some outermost context 7c"t • Variables are considered

to be sorted relative to E*^-.

Vs denotes the set of all variables of sort 5 in con

text Tct (S G S— from E^r). By virtue of Vic G

K • (TcT, 7c) G'C", the sortal structure of k will be

present in all context sequences of K , in effect pro

viding a ''base" type system and facilitating appro

priate treatment of well-sortedness for variables. The

class of variables Vg^ (abbreviated to V) for kj is

V = {VS \S<=S^}.

Well-sorted terms can be defined on a context-specific

basis to account for context signatures. The set

Te_( V) of well-sorted terms for a context 7c is the

smallest 5-indexed family of sets constructed as fol

lows (where 5 G S-) :

• i' G Ts_( V)c for each v G Vs
K s

• c G Ts_( V) for each c G Cs

• c G Te_( V). for each c G ' . c ranges over the

0-ary functions of context 7c, providing context-

specific constants

• f(h, in) G Ts_( V)q where tl} /„ are terms

in Te_(V) of sort Ri R„, respectively, if / G

Ts,.. s„,s and Vt . j „ . Ri ^_ s.

A term not containing any variables is ground, as is a

formula all of whose terms are ground.

The family of well-formed formulae F is the least set

defined by :

F0 U (-> F) U (F D F) U (V V : S ■ F) U (in(£, F))

where Fo are the set of atomic formulae (i.e. predi

cates symbols with arguments). The usual abbrevia

tions hold for A, V, = and 3.

The family of well-sorted formulae F^a' (Q F) are de

fined for the collection Y.K of context signatures in a

context space. We first define Fs_, the set of well-

sorted formulae for the context identified by 7c, induc

tively over the structure of formulae stated in 7c as the

minimal set s.t. :

• p(<i,. ..,/„) G Fs- where <!,...,<„ are terms in

Ts-( V) of sort Ri,...,Rn, respectively, if p G

Sn and Vj : l..n • R} 5,

• ^<t> G Fs_ if 4> G Fs_
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• <t>Dipe FE_ if 4> € Fu_ and t/> G FE_

• in(«i, <j>) G Fs_ if «i G A' and G Fs-.^

• V o : S ■ <f> G FE_ if » G Ks, </> G FE_ and for all

occurrences of v bound in <j> filling an argument

of sort R, S <s- R.

Variables appearing in a formula not within the scope

of any quantifier are free while a formula not contain

ing any free variables is a sentence.

The set of Fs_ for all Jc G K in a context space triv

ially partitions Fea' which can thus be reconstructed

3.2 Semantics

Our semantics are set-theoretic and closely follow the

classical semantics of conventional order-sorted first

order systems. A context identifier identifies a set of

models that characterise the states of affairs captured

by the context. While it is desirable that different con

text sequences be interpreted over differing domains,

in this logic the domain of interpretation V is fixed for

all contexts.

Recall (§3.1) that a context identifier Jc identifies a

signature = ((5^-, <.k),V^, Tjr, C^). An interpreta

tion vx for context identifier Jc is defined as a structure

containing :

• an S^-indexed set {Cs \ S G S^} where Cs is

the carrier set ranging over V for interpreting the

sort 5. Note that for all context identifiers Jc,

Cx = 0, Ct = V and where R,S G and

R<k S, CRCCS.

• an <S—"-indexed family of relations

{Pll C CSl x ... x CSn | p : Si-.Sn G Pjf}

• an <S-* x Sj-indexed family of functions {/„ :

CSl x ... x CSn - Cs | / : Si...S„ -5 6^}

• an 5^^-index family of 0-ary functions for con

stants {c„ :—«■ Cs | c : S G C^}

• the equality symbol = is a distinguished binary re

lation symbol defined for all contexts interpreted

as = = {(o, o) | o G Ct}

The family of all interpretations for a context Jc is de

noted 3(Jc), that is i^r G 3(Jc). OT(Jc) (C 3(Jc)) denotes

the family of interpretations that are consistent with

and are thus models for the formulae of context Jc.

Note that because constants and terms are rigid desig

nators, all interpretations for all contexts will evaluate

a constant symbol to the same domain element.

We can now introduce the entailment relation over

the interpretations and well-sorted formulae for a con

text sequence Jc in a context space. Thus,

1=* C CJ(Jc) x FE*

That is, in context k the interpretation entails a for

mula in the system EA .

For formulae to be written that have one or more terms

referred to in more than one context, term denotations

must be rigid. That is, a term's denotation in an in

terpretation will not vary irrespective of the context

in which it is referred to. As such, variable valuations

and term denotations are defined relative to the outer

most context 7c~t (similarly to the context-independent

declaration of variables in §3.1).

For an interpretation vjr, a variable assignment a for

T,tt? is defined as an 5^-indexed family of functions

a = {<rs : Vs — Cs | S € S^}. The class of all

variable assignments for a context 7c and interpreta

tion is? is denoted 23(Jc, u^). The sort of t; G V is

unambiguous so <xs(i>) is abbreviated <r(ti).

The denotation of a term t for an interpretation

with variable assignment a is written [<]„, defined in

ductively over the structure of i as :

• [c]a : c„ where c G

• [u],, = a(v) where v G V

• [/(<i,-, tn)h = Udhla, lUlo) where / € Tx

A well-formed formula that is ill-sorted w.r.t. a con

text 7c (<j> G F but <j> Fe_) will be valuated as

"meaningless". As such, we interpret such formulae

as * in a three-valued logic ({<,/,*})• Ill-sorted terms

(/ £ Te_( V)) cause their host predicate to evaluate to

*. We adopt Bochvar's system (Bochvar, 1939) which

is classical over {i,/} for valuating -> and the propo-

sitional connectives but simply propagates * :

p
-■p D t / *

1 / t t / ★

f i f t t *

* ★ * * * *

Ill-sorted formulae are valuated to * while well-sorted

formulae are interpreted conventionally.

Entailment of a well-formed formula ip by an interpre

tation v-^ (abbreviated here as u) in context Jc with

variable valuation <r, written vtyc,o f is defined induc

tively on the structure of <p :

• P(h, — i <n) iff (lh]o, linjo) G pv

• v^k,<7 iff not v <f>

• f^K,a4>D^ iff i/hj-,,7 or ui=K,a *l>

• v^k,o in(«i, <£) iff for each u, G 3Jt(Jc * K\),

• v^k.o : 5 -<t> iff for each o G Cs, ^^(T.^elo/t] <J>

where a(&[o/v} represents the variable assignment

mapping tr substituting o for v

• v t*;,o <P if v t=K7i<7 4> and Jq <K Jc7
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[P]

[Ul] h-V,:

[t=]

Ip=] (<i =

[H
h-(<,=

[K] h- in(/cj

[EM] h- in(«i

[BF] h- V» :

[RD] h- <1 =

h-0 h-0DV f

where 0 is a propositional tautology

where v £ Cs and / is of a compatible sort

\--<j,D4iv)

\-- i{> h- D(W : S) ■ ip(v') L~~J where v is not free in 4>

1 , [Enter] '**' * [Exit] " , . [Sub*]

Figure 3: Inference rules and axioms for reasoning in the system

An interpretation satisfies a formula 4> and is thus

a model for <f> iff for all a 6 53(7c, i^-), /^■t=5-,<7 <ji. The

class of all models for <j> in k is denoted , <f>) = {v \

v^k4>}- The t= relation can now be extended to pairs

of formulae, that is

^hFlf iff9H(7c,0)C97t(7c,t/>)

A formula 0 is entailed in context 7c" iff ^> is consistent

with all models of context k and permissible variable

assignments, that is

h?4 iff (v ^ € an(jc))(V(T e «*■)) ■ «>«he> 0

The unadorned form of the entailment relation t= is

thus defined as the family of t=^ relations defined over

the set of context identifiers K (of the family of signa

tures EA').

A number of points deserve mention. Within a con

text, the semantics are completely classical where the

formulae of that context do not contain any embedded

in subformulae. Where formulae are participants in the

embedding and subsequent order-sorting of contexts,

a structuring of the space of models is facilitated. Irre

spective, the interpretations defined honour the sortal

structures of a context scoping as augmented by par

ticipation in <CK.

3.3 Reasoning in the System

A precondition for h- <f> is that <j> 6 Fe-, that is <f>

is a well-sorted formula that satisfies the vocabulary

and sort specifications of the signature £75-. Figure 3

presents the inference rules and axioms of our system.

A proof of formula <f> in 7c is a finite sequence of prov

ability relations (h— 0,) terminated by h- <j> where ev

ery element of the sequence is either an axiom schema

instantiation or an immediate consequence of an infer

ence rule application to a previous sequence element,

hjj. <j> iff a proof exists.

Due to space restrictions, soundness and completeness

results are not provided but are available in the full

version of this paper. While a Hilbert-style system has

been defined for consistency with the semantic defini

tions, a natural deduction-style system would be more

appropriate for naturally capturing reasoning into and

out of embedded contexts, as noted in ( McCarthy,

1993; Sharma, 1995).

The axioms [BF] and [RD] state, respectively, that the

domains of interpretation for all contexts sequences

are equal and that all terms are rigid designators, a

term denoting the same object irrespective of context .

These assumptions are common to quantified modal

logics, of which this system is a variant, but will require

addressing (§3.4).

The inclusion of the [Enter] and [Exit] proof rules high

lights the reasoning steps of entering and leaving em

bedded contexts. Application of [Enter] has the ef

fect of "assuming the assumptions embodied in con

text Kj" and then reasoning with the unadorned wff

4>. While this might seem to correspond directly to

Gentzen-style assumption of k, such a treatment pre

sumes application of material implication, suggesting

a treatment in(«, 0) = «D0. One of the key prob

lems (Sharma, 1995) with this presumption is that for

any /c, and Kj, in([/c,, Kj], ^) = in([/cJ , <f>) due to the

following equivalence :

in([«;,, Kj],4>) = (k, D(Kj D <#)) = ->Ki V V <p \ _

in([/Cj, Ki],<l>) = (Kj D(k, D </>)) = -iKj V ->Kt V 0 )~

However, we wish distinct context sequences to iden

tify different contexts, irrespective of whether they
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contain the same context symbols as the path by

which a context is reached should be considered sig

nificant (§2). Our treatment of this distinction is con

sistent with those of (Buvac et al., 1995; Giunchiglia

and Traverso, 1995; Nayak, 1994) but not (Attardi

and Simi, 1995) where embedded context symbols are

treated set-theoretically rather than as an iterated

modality.

3.4 Remarks

We only briefly describe the obvious correspondence

of our logic to a quantified modal logic. The

multi-modal analogues of the axioms and inference

rules of Figure 3 would be present. A bijective

translation can be defined over all <f> £ F^k s.t.

in(«i,^) is translated to □*,</>. /cj„] <C"

] can be translated to the axiom schema

□Ki ...O^dt D <f>. Context-specific signatures

can be treated with conventional translations to an

unsorted language. Clearly, the system is closed un

der entailment and so does not improve reasoning ef

ficiency - representational preservation is the purpose

of the formalism.

A number of issues will be addressed in future ver

sions of the logic. The assumption of constant do

mains formalised by [BF] in Figure 3 simplifies the re

lating of models in different contexts. It is obvious that

rather than being interpreted over a constant universe

of objects V, different contexts may have non-equal

domains of interpretation. One could imagine, for ex

ample, there would exist objects meaningful in only

one of the contexts [/C1996, Knetw] and [/C1996, ^politics]-

Such a non-symmetric treatment of contexts' domains

requires more careful consideration of the choice of

three-valued valuation, however. The bijective corre

spondence mapping between in and □ described ear

lier would have to be augmented with appropriate do

main restrictions for variables within their quantifying

scopes. Further, relationships between contexts such

as captured by <" will place constraints over the do

mains of the respective contexts. §4 illustrates such

an example where it is clear the contexts' domains are

strongly related.

Terms as rigid designators preclude a convenient treat

ment of anaphoric references such as the representa

tion of pronouns in natural language where denota

tions can vary according to context. Our principal

concern in this work, however, is the flexible repre

sentation of ontologies and, as such, see no immediate

need to address this limitation.

Sorts should be mirrored by corresponding unary pred

icates so that sorts may be intensionally defined, sim

ilarly to defined concepts in KL-ONE style description

logics (Woods and Schmolze, 1992). In conventional

quantified order-sorted systems such as §3, the sortal

structure is used to enforce well-sortedness of terms.

That is, a sort is not a wff and so cannot have defini

tional constraints stated for it. The approach taken by

(Beierle et al., 1992) which we plan to adopt involves

reflecting the set of sorts in the set of unary predicate

symbols of sort T.

For example, in our system it is not possible to state

that a sort Aus-Repeater specialises Repeater s.t. the

equality Manufactured-in(x) = 'Australia is satisfied.

If, however, sorts were reflected in the unary predi

cates, such a requirement could be formalised as

Vi : Repeater ■ Aus-Repeater(x) =

Manufactured-in(x) = 'Australia'

The modification to our system would correspond to

stating V- D S-^ and relaxing the requirement that 7>-

and ST are disjoint for all context sequences 7c. Cor

responding extensions in the semantics and inference

system would be made (extending unification / resolu

tion in (Beierle et al., 1992)), facilitating "closely cou

pled taxonomic reasoning" . Such an approach would

be particularly appropriate with our context mecha

nism for situations where a subsort is intensionally de

fined w.r.t. a parent sort in terms of context-specific

properties. We believe these issues will have ramifi

cations for integrating contexts and description logic

systems.

It would be useful to relax the well-sortedness criteria

to allow lazy or "soft" sort evaluation so that lifting

rules can be conveniently written in terms of the most

general sort T.

4 Example revisited

The example of §1.1 could be modelled by a sim

ple context configuration as illustrated in Figure

4. Assuming the contexts are situated in a con

text [«:;„„], we can write {([/ci„„, Knetu,], [«/<»», Kfilt]),

([Kian,Knetw],[K,an,Kresp])} C<", indicating that in

the context of LANs («:;„„), KfM and Kresp are special

isations of a more general networking context Knetw.

(We shall drop the [/c/an, ••] for the rest of this section

for brevity.)

The principal sorts would be declared by

{Bridge, Repeater} C SKnetw although neither would

participate in <*netur ^KfiU and EKrcsp could intro

duce context-specific properties and sort orderings as

follows :

S*fiit = {DevX}

<Ca/j(i= {(Repeater, Bridge), (Repealer , DevX)}

S*re,P = {DevY}

<^Afiit= {(Bridge, Repeater), (Bridge, DevY)}

The properties in Figure 1 could be modelled as unary

predicates with sorted terms, exploiting the respec

tive sortal structures established in £«netu(i and
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Knetw

Kfilt Tesp

^filt = l>SnetwuS^filf<netw u <&filt) Eresp - {S netw U S&resp, <netw u «Arejp)

Figure 4: Theory structure showing sorts and orders in inheriting contexts

{A,B}CVj ,1 1 — Knetw _

{Filtering-property} C P*?PMter

{/Jesponse-property} C V^fp9C

These structures clearly preserve the original sub-

sumption orderings and enables sorts (DevX ,DevY)

and properties (Filtering-property, Response-property)

to be restricted to the signatures of the appropriate

contexts. In the context K„etw, the sorts Bridge and

Repeater are "free" w.r.t. subsumption commitments

while reference to specialising contexts Kfiu and Kresp

formalises the ontology's subsumption relationships.

Figure 5 illustrates a slightly more complex variant

on §1.1. A distinction is introduced between the sig

natures and formulae of the context Knetw from the

perspectives of «i986 and K1996. The distinctions of

the filtering and response-time contexts Kfiu and Kresp

are deemed relevant in /C1996 but not for /Ci986- The

context sequence [/C|a„, Knetw] can be seen intuitively

as capturing the invariant (relative to [«/an]) proper

ties of more deeply embedded Knetws. This effectively

provides a prototype signature and set of formulae to

[«/an, «1986. «nettu] and [«(<,„ , K1996, Knetw] , written

netw

])} c«"

A more general schema-based approach will allow the

populating of <C* for prototypical context symbols

(e.g. K„etw) within a context scope (e.g. [«/<,„])•

Consider that [«|on , K1996, ninteTCOnn] identifies a con

text defining a simple ontology for internetwork

ing, representing notions from Knetw such as Bridge

and Repeater more generally as Connective. The

less-absiract-than relationship in Figure 5 be

tween the context sequences [/C|an, K19961 Knetw] and

[*ian , «1996, Kmterconn] captures an abstraction rela

tionship where the latter contains a more abstract rep

resentation of the formulae of the former with lifting

rules relating the formulae of the respective contexts.

This context relationship corresponds to the idea of a

"theorem-increasing" abstraction (Tl-abstraction) in

the classification scheme presented in (Giunchiglia and

Walsh, 1992). Such relationships are accommodated in

our framework as higher-level relationships over con

text sequences (extrinsic to and layered above the se

mantics of §3) that may be exploited by a reasoner

during problem-solving.

These ideas form the basis for context spaces and are

similar to the approach of reasoning with multiple

models of a system in the qualitative reasoning com

munity (Addanki et al., 1991). More extensive applica

tion of embedded contexts and signature prototyping

are available in (Sharma, 1996).

5 Related Work

McCarthy first proposed the importance of formalised

contexts for artificial intelligence in (McCarthy, 1990)

and subsequently in (McCarthy, 1993) as a possi

ble solution to the problems of generality. Buvac

(Buvac et al., 1995) defines a propositional logic of

contexts with a modal semantics, introducing the ist

modality, context sequences for context identification

and context-specific propositional symbols. Nayak re

stricts his propositional modal system (Nayak, 1994)

to just a flat space of contexts and models context in

heritance through axiom schema (c.f. §3.4).

In (Buvac, 1996), Buvac sketches a first order sys

tem that allows context variables to be quantified over

(Vk ■<[>). Context-specific vocabularies are disallowed,

however, as it is not possible to do a static analysis

of the vocabulary of a wff as was possible in §3.1 and

(Buvac et al., 1995) as the context variable needs to be

bound to a context symbol before a vocabulary analy

sis can be done on the wff. For the purposes of flexible

ontology specification, it does not seem that the com

plications of quantified contents are justified.

Other notable approaches for reasoning with contexts

include the syntactic approaches of Attardi (Attardi

and Simi, 1995) and Giunchiglia (Giunchiglia and

Traverso, 1995), although the former expends consid

erable effort avoiding paradoxes due to Montague's

diagonalisation theorem. Prominent in the linguistic

community is Barwise's work on situation semantics

(Seligman and Moss, 1996) which, while recognising

specialising situation objects similarly to §2, attempts

to deal with situations as first-class and self-referential

objects. An extensive survey on formalising contexts

can be found in (Sharma. 1995).

While we have stated that our essentially modal ap
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'/on

: "1986

 

less_abstract_than
" Kinterconn

resp

Figure 5: Example of order-sorting across embedded contexts

proach is more appropriate to our goals, the work

should not be confused with simply adding intensional

modalities such as belief. Our axiomatisation does not

include any generalised variant on the axioms common

to logics of belief of positive and negative introspec

tion, respectively :

0<j> D ao<t>

Our system enforces no such reflection of the struc

tures of context sequences in the relationship between

the signatures or models of the contexts, other than

via <g.K. Rather, we are interested in generalising the

sortal structure and its subsequent interpretation.

Wille's work on triadic concept analysis (Wille, 1992)

is worthy of note as it introduces a third dimension to

sort lattices to form a trilattice with contexts. How

ever, the system is propositional with no deduction

component provided other than reasoning with the

various subsumption relationships in the trilattice.

Dimensionality of inheritance as discussed often mis

takenly motivates non-monotonic inheritance for

malisms. The requirement to reduce multiple dimen

sions of inheritance to a single concept space is often

encoded into policies where a certain property may

hold for a concept but the alternate perspective or situ

ation is denoted by a specialising concept for which the

corresponding property is treated as an override. Our

experience suggests that the application of formalised

contexts for clarifying inheritance and subsumption in

situations conventionally understood as necessitating

non-monotonic default reasoning is worthy of further

investigation. Some initial work to this end has been

carried out in (Giunchiglia and Weyhrauch, 1988).

6 Conclusions

Conventional treatments of concept taxonomies repre

sent a single subsumption partial order over a set of

concepts. A chosen partial order w.r.t. certain prop

erties may not be motivated by the desired ordering

for the inheritance of other properties. Given that

perspectives or, more generally, contexts can decide

properties modelled, order-sorting is clearly context-

sensitive. A modeller often wishes these subsumption

relationships to be preserved as such information lost

when describing an ontology could be significant, par

ticularly if the ontology is expected to have application

beyond one task.

The formal system presented in this paper enables

originating contexts of sorts to be preserved. Contexts

themselves may be stated relative to other contexts,

providing the basis for context spaces upon which

large, multi-function ontologies can be constructed

whose formulae may have been acquired from different

perspectives or contexts. Contexts provide a more flex

ible mechanism for structuring theories than do mod

ularity notions as relationships can be stated between

formulae in contexts.
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Abstract

For the basic Description Logics reasoning

with respect to finite models amounts to reas

oning with respect to arbitrary ones, but

finiteness of the domain needs to be con

sidered if expressivity is increased and the

finite model property fails. Procedures for

reasoning with respect to arbitrary models in

very expressive Description Logics have been

developed, but these are not directly applic

able in the finite case. We first show that we

can nevertheless capture a restricted form of

finiteness and represent finite modeling struc

tures such as lists and trees, while still reas

oning with respect to arbitrary models. The

main result of this paper is a procedure to

reason with respect to finite models in an

expressive Description Logic equipped with

inverse roles, cardinality constraints, and in

which arbitrary inclusions between concepts

can be specified without any restriction. This

provides the necessary expressivity to go bey

ond most semantic and object-oriented Data

base models, and capture several useful ex

tensions.

1 INTRODUCTION

From the start of the discipline, researchers working in

Knowledge Representation (KR), have aimed at aug

menting the expressivity of the formalisms used for

representing structured knowledge, without comprom

ising the computational properties of the procedures

adopted for reasoning about it. This research has par

alleled the one in Databases (DBs), where expressive

data models have been developed, aimed at represent

ing the data manipulated by commercial applications.

There is a strong similarity between all these ap

proaches, in which the domain knowledge is repres

ented in form of a schema by defining classes, which

denote subsets of the domain, and by specifying various

types of relations between classes, which establish their

structural properties (Calvanese, Lenzerini, & Nardi,

1994; Borgida, 1995). In this context it is fundamental

to provide methods for reasoning about such specifica

tions in order to detect inconsistencies and hidden de

pendencies which arise from the specified constraints.

This is precisely the objective of all KR systems in

the style of KL-ONE, and of Description Logics (DL)

introduced for their formalization. It is gaining an in

creased importance also in DBs, both to support the

phase of analysis and design of DB systems, and in

the process of query answering to perform for example

semantic query optimization.

However, while in DBs it is usually assumed that the

underlying domain is finite, reasoning in DLs is per

formed without making such hypothesis. This seems

to be in contrast with the purpose of a KR system to

represent real world structures, which are inherently fi

nite. It can however be justified by observing that most

DLs studied so far have the finite model property, stat

ing that a consistent schema (or KB) always admits a

model with finite domain. This implies that one does

not need to take special care about finiteness of the do

main, since it can always be assumed. Unfortunately,

the finite model property does not hold for more ex

pressive logics, as those studied for example in (De Gi-

acomo & Lenzerini, 1994a; Buongarzoni, Menghini,

Salis, Sebastiani, &; Straccia, 1995). In particular, this

happens also for the logics which include inverse roles

and functionality of roles, and which therefore have suf

ficient expressivity to represent semantic and object-

oriented DB models (Calvanese et al., 1994). For those

logics it becomes important to provide specific reason

ing methods for both the finite and the unrestricted

case.
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While for unrestricted reasoning, techniques have been

developed to deal with very expressive DLs (De Gi-

acomo & Lenzerini, 1995), decidability of reasoning

with respect to finite models is still open for important

cases. In particular, there is no known method capable

of handling schemata in which classes can be denned by

necessary and sufficient conditions, in a logic featuring

the constructs typical of DB models. Such methods

are however necessary if one wants to reason for ex

ample on views in object-oriented models. Moreover,

excessively limiting expressivity goes against the spirit

of capturing in the schema as much as possible of the

semantics of the modeled reality. Only an expressive

formalism equipped with sound and complete reason

ing procedures provides the user with the necessary

tools to reason about relevant aspects of the domain

he needs to represent. In this paper we present such

formalisms in which different forms of finiteness can

be captured.

On one hand, we show that while keeping the max

imum expressivity, one can add to the language a well-

founded constructor which allows one to impose well-

foundedness and therefore finiteness of certain struc

tures, without necessarily requiring the whole domain

to be finite. By means of the well-founded constructor

it becomes possible to define classes that represent

modeling structures such as lists and trees, and reason

about them like about any other class in the schema.

This represents a significant improvement with respect

to traditional data models, where such modeling struc

tures, if present at all, are ad hoc additions that re

quire a special treatment by the reasoning procedures

(Cattell, 1994). The known methods for reasoning

with respect to arbitrary models in expressive DLs are

based on a correspondence between DLs and Preposi

tional Dynamic Logics (PDLs) and exploit the powerful

reasoning methods developed for PDLs (Schild, 1991;

De Giacomo & Lenzerini, 1994a). We show that the

correspondence can in fact be extended to handle also

well-foundedness, and present a reasoning technique

for the resulting PDL.

On the other hand, we develop a method to reason

with respect to finite models on schemata built using

a very expressive DL, and show its decidability in de

terministic double exponential time. The DL we con

sider includes besides number restrictions and inverse

roles also general negation of concept expressions. The

schemata are of the most general form, in which one

can express arbitrary inclusions between complex ex

pressions without any restriction at all. This makes

our language not only capable of capturing the struc

tural properties of class-based representation formal

isms used in DBs, but provides also the necessary ex

pressivity to subsume the terminological component of

most existing concept based systems.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Sec

tion 2 we present the representation formalism we ad

opt, in Section 3 we discuss the issues related to reason

ing about finite modeling structures and in finite mod

els and in Sections 4 and 5 we analyze the reasoning

methods used in both contexts. In Section 6 we outline

possible directions for future work.

2 THE REPRESENTATION

FORMALISM

In this section, we present the family of class-based

formalisms we deal with. These formalisms exploit De

scription Logics for the definition of schemata, and the

logics we define extend the well known logics of the

.4£-family (Donini, Lenzerini, Nardi, & Nutt, 1991a)

by several expressive constructs.

2.1 SYNTAX AND SEMANTICS OF

DESCRIPTION LOGICS

The basic elements of Description Logics (DLs) are

concepts and roles, which denote classes and binary

relations, respectively. Complex concept and role ex

pressions are built, starting from a set of concept and

role names, by applying certain constructors. Each

DL is characterized by the set of allowed construct

ors. Table 1 shows the concept and role forming con

structors we consider in this paper. The first column

specifies the name of each constructor and the second

column specifies a letter that is used to denote each

constructor when naming a logic. The basic logic we

consider is AC, which contains only the constructors

to which no letter is associated. All other logics we

deal with include the constructors of AC. Each logic

is named with a string that starts with AC and in

cludes the letters that are associated to the additional

constructors in the logic.

The syntax of each constructor in concept and role

expressions is shown in the third column of the table.

Concept names are denoted by C and complex concept

expressions by E. Role names and complex role ex

pressions are denoted by P and R, respectively, m

denotes a positive and n a nonnegative integer.

Concepts are interpreted as subsets of a domain and

roles as binary relations over that domain. More pre

cisely, an interpretation 1 := (Az, -1) consists of a set

A1 (the domain of I) and a function 1 (the interpret

ation function of X) that maps every concept name C

to a subset C1 of A1, every role name P to a sub
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Constructor Name Syntax Semantics

concept name C C1 C A'

top T A1

atomic negation A1 \C!

conjunction Ei nE2 E'f n El

universal quantification VR.E {o|Vo': (0,0') eR1 -^0'eE1}

unqualified existential quantification 3R
{o\3o': (0,0') £RZ}

existential quantification £ 3li.i1.
{o\3o': (0,0') €RZ Ao' eE1}

disjunction U Ei uE2
£,z U El

general negation C
AL \ E1

number restrictions {<> i :{<>' \ (0,0') t /?-} > m]

3^nR {o\t{o'\(o,o')€Rl}<n}

qualified number

restrictions

Q
3*mR.E {0 | 0{o' | (0,0') £RT Ao' e E1} > m}

3^nR.E
{o\t{o' \(o,o')e R1 Ao' eE1} <n}

well-founded W wf(R)
{00 1 V01 , 02, . . . (ad infinitum) 3i > 0 : (0,, O.+ i ) ^ RT}

role value map V L (Ri C R2) {o\{o'\(o,o')eRi}c{o'\(o,o')eRl}}

role name P
P1 CAJ x A1

inverse 1 R- {(o,o')\(o',o)eR1}

union n Ri u R2 RfuRj

concatenation n R\ oR2 R\ 0 R2

reflexive transitive closure n R' (R1)-

identity n id(E) {(0,0) | oe E1}

difference V Ri\R2 R1 \ R1

Table 1: Syntax and semantics of the concept and role forming constructors.

set P1 of A1 x Az, and concept and role expressions

according to the last column of Table ll.

Most of the constructors we have presented are well

known in DLs, and have a correspondence in modeling

constructs used both in Frame Based Systems and in

DB models. This is not the case for the constructor

wf, called well-founded, which has rarely been con

sidered in KR, but which proves particularly useful

for expressing modeling structures that are inherently

finite.

2.2 AC-SCHEMATA

Using concept expressions of a DL, intensional know

ledge can be specified through schemata. Given an

AC-DL C, an C-schema is a triple S := (C,V,T),

where C is a finite set of concept names, V is a finite

set of role names, and T is a finite set of assertions.

Each such assertion has one of the forms

C -< E (primitive concept specification)

C = E (concept definition)

where C S C and E is a concept expression of C in

volving only names of C UV. In the following, when

'|J5 denotes the cardinality of a set S.

not specified otherwise, we assume that S := (C,V,T),

and that C and V are the sets of concept and role names

that appear in T■

Primitive concept specifications are used to specify ne

cessary conditions for an object to be an instance of a

concept, while concept definitions specify both neces

sary and sufficient conditions. More formally, an inter

pretation 2 satisfies an assertion C ■< E if C1 C E ,

and it satisfies an assertion C = E if C1 = E1 . An

interpretation that satisfies all assertions in a schema S

is called a model of S. A finite model is a model with

finite domain. A concept expression E is (finitely) con

sistent in S if S admits a (finite) model 1 such that

E1 ^ 0, and E\ is (finitely) subsumed by E? in 5 if

E\ C i?2 for every (finite) model 2 of 5.

Both in KR and in DB models several different as

sumptions on the form of a schema are made, either

implicitly or explicitly:

1 . For each concept name there is at most one asser

tion in which that name appears in the left-hand

side.

2. The schema contains no cycles2.

See (Nebel, 1991) for a formal definition of cycle in a

schema.
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3. The schema contains only primitive concept spe

cifications (primitive schema).

Assumption 1 corresponds to the natural requirement

that all the information concerning a class is contained

in one place, which contributes to a better structuring

of the represented knowledge (Nebel, 1990; Baader,

1990; Lecluse & Richard, 1989; Bergamaschi & Sar-

tori, 1992). It may however be too restrictive, espe

cially in those cases where one wants to state additional

constraints that are not specific to a certain class.

Assumption 2 of acyclicity (which is meaningful only

in the presence of assumption 1) is made in most ex

isting concept-based KR systems, although imposing

this condition strongly limits the expressive power of

the system (Nebel, 1990). Many real world concepts

can in fact be expressed naturally only in a recursive

way and thus through cycles. The reason for not ad

mitting cycles is twofold. On one hand cycles greatly

increase the computational complexity of reasoning on

a schema (Baader, 1990; Calvanese, 1996a), and on the

other hand, there is still no agreement in the field on

which semantics to adopt in their presence. Besides

descriptive semantics, which is the semantic specifica

tion described above, so called fixpoint semantics have

been considered (Nebel, 1991). Descriptive semantics,

which is the one we use, has been advocated to be the

one which gives the most intuitive results (Nebel, 1991;

Buchheit, Donini, Nutt, & Schaerf, 1995), and it is also

the only one that can be adopted for the most gen

eral type of schemata, called free, in which none of the

three conditions above is required to hold3. (Baader,

1990) argues that from a constructive point of view

greatest fixpoint semantics should be preferred. Least

fixpoint semantics, on the other hand, seems the most

appropriate for the definition of inductive structures.

We will see in Section 3 that we can obtain a similar

result by using the well-founded constructor together

with descriptive semantics. We remark that recently

there have been also proposals for an integration of

the different types of semantics by including fixpoint

constructors in the logic (Schild, 1994; De Giacomo

fc Lenzerini, 1994b) and interpreting cycles with de

scriptive semantics.

Assumption 3 is sometimes made in concept-based KR

systems (Buchheit et al., 1995) and it is usually impli

cit in DB models, in which the classes are specified

only through necessary conditions (Calvanese et al.,

3The expressivity of free schemata defined in this way

is equivalent to the one of schemata constituted by free

inclusion assertions, which have the form E\ < Ei, where

both Ei and Ei are arbitrary concept expressions with no

restriction at all.

1994). Although it strongly limits expressivity, reas

oning on primitive schemata is nevertheless intractable

even in the simplest setting, where we use only the

constructors of AC (which are common to almost all

representation formalisms) and the schema is acyclic

(Buchheit et al., 1995). In fact assumption 3 reduces

worst case complexity of reasoning on a schema only

if relatively weak languages are adopted (Calvanese,

1996a).

3 FROM FINITE MODELING

STRUCTURES TO FINITE

MODELS

Both in KR and in DBs representation formalisms have

been developed which offer powerful structuring cap

abilities and procedures to reason about a specifica

tion. However, while in DBs the common assump

tion is that the modeled domain is finite, this has sel

dom been an issue in KR in general and in DLs in

particular, where the developed reasoning methods do

not take care of finiteness. For most of the DLs that

have been considered till now this does not represent

a limitation, neither for reasoning on concept expres

sions (Donini et al., 1991a; Donini, Lenzerini, Nardi,

& Nutt, 1991b) nor on schemata (Nebel, 1991; Buch

heit et al., 1995), since for these formalisms the fi

nite model property holds. It states that if a schema

(or concept expression) admits a model, then it also

admits one with a finite domain, and therefore reas

oning with respect to unrestricted models amounts to

reasoning with respect to finite ones. This does not

hold anymore for the more expressive logics studied

recently, which include inverse roles and functionality

of roles, since these constructors in combination with

cycles in the schema cause the finite model property to

fail to hold.

Example 1 Consider the following schema:

Guard ■< Bshields.Guard n 3- Shields"

FirstGuard < Guard l~l 3-°shields~

Each Guard shields at least some guard, and is shiel

ded by at most one individual. A FirstGuard is a

guard whom nobody shields. It is easy to see that

the existence of a FirstGuardforces the existence of

an infinite sequence of guards, each one shielding the

next. Therefore FirstGuard is consistent but not fi

nitely consistent. ■

For other examples, see the logics in (De Giacomo &

Lenzerini, 1994a; Calvanese et al., 1994), or the one

in (Buongarzoni et al., 1995), where not cycles but
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singleton concepts are used to specify concepts that

are consistent only in an infinite domain.

For the most expressive DLs (and in particular for

those that lack the finite model property), methods

for reasoning with respect to arbitrary models have

been developed, which are based on a correspond

ence between DLs and Propositional Dynamic Logics

(PDLs). PDLs are formalisms specifically designed for

reasoning about program schemes (Kozen fe Tiuryn,

1990), and their correspondence with DLs was de

scribed first in (Schild, 1991) and extended to more

expressive logics in (De Giacomo & Lenzerini, 1994a).

The correspondence allows one to reduce concept con

sistency to satisfiability of a formula of some PDL,

and to use the advanced methods developed for PDLs

to solve this latter task. These methods exploit the

fundamental tree model property, shared by all PDLs,

which states that every satisfiable formula admits par

ticular models that have the form of an (infinite) tree

of bounded degree. If the domain has to be finite,

however, the existence of tree-like models is not guar

anteed, and the known reasoning methods are not ap

plicable.

It is nevertheless possible to express restricted forms of

finiteness, even in those logics that lack the finite model

property, by imposing conditions that force certain

structures in the domain to be well-founded, without

assuming the whole interpretation domain to be finite.

This allows us to deal with finite modeling structures,

while exploiting the powerful techniques for reasoning

with respect to unrestricted models. Well-foundedness

can be imposed by using wf(R), which expresses that

there is no infinite sequence of objects, connected one

to the next by means of role R. In terms of PDLs,

wf(R) corresponds to a negated repeat formula -iA(R)

(Streett, 1982), which is in turn equivalent to the least

fixpoint expression4 pXMR.X (Kozen, 1983). Thus

we can use such constructor to express finite structures

that admit a least-fixpoint definition. We illustrate this

on the example of binary trees.

Example 2 We can define a binary tree inductively

as the least set bin-tree such that:

• a node having no successors is a bm-tree,

• a node whose successors are all bin-trees, is a bin-

tree,

4 A least fixpoint expression nX.f(X), where A" is a

concept variable and / is a monotone operator, is inter

preted as the least set Xx of objects in Ar satisfying

XT = (f{X))T. See (Schild, 1994; De Giacomo & Len

zerini, 1994b) for more details.

and where additionally a node is constrained to have

at most one predecessor and at most two successors

(plus possibly additional properties such as a label).

The inductive part of the definition can be captured by

the least fixpoint expression

/iX.((Node n 3$0edge) U (Node n Vedge.X))

which is equivalent to

^.(NodenVedge.X).

Thus, the following (non-recursive) schema reflects the

full definition of binary tree, where the first assertion

in the schema captures the local properties of nodes:

Node X 3-2edge n B-^dge" n Blabel. . . .

BinTree = fiX .(Node n Vedge.X) (1)

It is possible to show that, for every model I of a

schema S containing the assertions above, the set of

objects that are instances of BinTree remains the same

if we replace assertion 1 by the following:

BinTree = Node n Vedge.BinTree n w/(edge) (2)

Notice that this assertion is recursive and makes use of

the well-founded constructor to achieve the same effect

as the least-fixpoint expression. In particular, given

an interpretation I of S that interprets all concept and

role names in S except BinTree, there is a unique way

to extend I to BinTree such that it satisfies asser

tion 2. The extension of BinTree is exactly the set of

objects that are instances of the least-fixpoint expres

sion on the right hand side of assertion 1 . Therefore as

sertion 2, despite being recursive, represents a proper

definition. ■

By proceeding in a similar way, most data structures

encountered in Computer Science which admit an in

ductive definition, such as lists, trees, and directed

acyclic graphs, can be modeled in a DL including the

well-founded constructor. Notice that in general to this

end both inverse roles and number restrictions are in

dispensable. For this reason we can not directly make

use of fixpoint constructors as in the DLs presented in

(Schild, 1994; De Giacomo & Lenzerini, 1994b), since

decidability is still open for those logics including fix-

points in combination with inverse roles.

Another important use of the well-founded constructor

is for the definition of well-founded relations, of which

the part-of relation is a notable example with great

practical relevance (Artale, Franconi, Guarino, &

Pazzi, 1996; Sattler, 1995). Transitivity of the part-of
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relation can be captured by taking the transitive clos

ure of a basic .part _of role, while asymmetricity and

finiteness (i.e. well-foundedness) are imposed by an as

sertion of the form T X w/(basic-part_of). Notice

also that by means of role value maps on role names

we can capture different specializations of the part-of

relation.

The constructors that cause the loss of the finite model

property are all necessary in order to capture the char

acteristics of the most important representation form

alisms used both in KR and in DBs (Calvanese et al.,

1994). In fact, neither the Entity-Relationship model

nor expressive object-oriented models have the finite

model property, and since the assumption of a finite

domain is essential in this context, specialized meth

ods capable of reasoning in these formalisms with re

spect to finite models are needed. This seems to be

more difficult than reasoning with respect to arbitrary

ones. As already noticed, if the domain has to be fi

nite the tree model property does not hold, and the

correspondence with PDLs cannot be exploited. In

fact, decidability of finite concept consistency and fi

nite subsumption for more expressive formalisms is still

an open problem, and there are no known methods to

handle concept definitions or even (qualified) existen

tial quantification in conjunction with the constructors

that cause the finite model property not to hold. The

main result of this paper, presented in Section 5, is a

method to reason with respect to finite models on free

ACCQI-schemaia.. The possibility in such schemata

to make use of full negation and of concept definitions

provides indeed the necessary expressivity to go bey

ond the basic features of DB models and capture and

reason upon several useful constructs that have been

proposed as extensions to existing models. Relevant

examples are:

• Classes defined through necessary and sufficient con

ditions, which correspond to so called views in

object-oriented DBs (Abiteboul & Bonner, 1991).

Using free assertions5 it is also possible to specify

only sufficient conditions for an object to be an in

stance of a class, and more general forms of integrity

constraints.

• Classes defined as the union of other classes.

• ISA relations between relationships in the Entity-

Relationship model (Di Battista k Lenzerini, 1993).

• Negative assertions about classes, such as disjoint-

ness, or non-participation in a relationship (Di Bat

tista & Lenzerini, 1993).

Athlete ~4 Vpartic.Comp n 3-partic n

Vw ins.RunningComp n 3wins.Final

Comp X Vpartic-.Athlete

Final X Comp n 3-'vins~

RunningComp X Comp

Final n RunningComp ■< 3-6partic~

Figure 1 : A schema with finitely inconsistent concepts

Example 3 The schema S shown in Figure 1 mod

els the participation of athletes in sports competitions.

The last (free) inclusion assertion represents a con

straint that is not associated to a specific concept

name. It turns out, however, that S contains a mod

eling error that causes Athlete to be finitely incon

sistent. In fact, the conditions imposed on Athlete

should only be required for (fast) runners that win a

final. Therefore it is not correct to assume that only

such athletes can participate in a competition. Notice

that the inconsistency above would not be detected by

a reasoning procedure that ignores finiteness, since all

concepts in S are consistent. ■

Before discussing in Section 5 the method to reason

with respect to finite models, we briefly illustrate in

Section 4 how to reason with respect to arbitrary mod

els in a very expressive DL which includes the well-

foundedness constructor, and therefore allows us to

represent finite modeling structures.

4 REASONING ABOUT FINITE

MODELING STRUCTURES

We now sketch a method to reason with respect to

arbitrary models on free schemata expressed in a

DL that includes all constructors shown in Table 1,

and in particular the well-founded constructor that al

lows us to define finite modeling structures. Some

of the other constructors, however, and in particular

role-value maps, intersections of complex roles, and

number restrictions on complex roles, make reasoning

highly undecidable if they are used without restrictions

(Schmidt-SchauB, 1989; Harel, 1983). Therefore, we

syntactically restrict the use of these problematic con

structors in a way similar to what done in (De Giac-

omo & Lenzerini, 1995) for the logic CATS. The logic

ACT, in which we distinguish between basic roles, de

noted by the letter B, and arbitrary complex roles, is

defined as follows:

5See footnote 3.

E —¥ C | Ei n£2 | | Vfl.E | 3^"B.E \

3*nB-.E | (Bl C B2) | (A,- C B2~) | wf[R)
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B —> P | BiUflj | B,\B2

ft —> B | ft! U ft2 | fti o ft2 I ft- I ft* I td(E).

The semantics for ACT class and role expressions is

defined as in Table 1, considering that basic roles are

just particular types of complex roles.

Decidability in deterministic exponential time of reas

oning in an object-oriented model with the same ex

pressivity as free .4£T-schemata was already shown

in (Calvanese, De Giacomo, & Lenzerini, 1995). We

briefly sketch the idea underlying the proof, which ex

ploits the correspondence with PDLs: Concepts of DLs

correspond to formulae of PDLs, roles correspond to

programs, and (almost) every constructor of DLs has

its counterpart in PDLs.

We can reduce the problem of reasoning on a free ACT-

schema to the problem of verifying the satisfiability of

a formula of RFCPDL, which is basic PDL augmented

with the converse operator on programs (corresponding

to inverse roles) , local functionality on both direct and

inverse atomic programs (which corresponds to func

tional restrictions, to which existential quantifications

are reduced by "reifying" basic roles) and the repeat

constructor (which corresponds to well-foundedness) .

The details of the reduction can be found in (Calvanese,

1996b).

Proposition 4 Given a free ACT-schema S and a

concept expression E, one can construct in polynomial

time in \S\ + \E\ an RFCPDL-formula fs,E such that

fs.E is satisfiable if and only if E is consistent in S.

In order to prove the desired decidability result,

however, we cannot exploit known decision procedures

for PDLs, since the decidability of rfcpdl is open. To

show decidability of RFCPDL we reduce satisfiability of

a formula to nonemptiness of the language accepted by

a finite automaton on infinite objects derived from the

formula (Thomas, 1990). This is a standard technique

that provides tight upper bounds for various modal

and temporal logics (Emerson & Jutla, 1989; Vardi

& Wolper, 1994) and logics of programs (Vardi, 1985;

Vardi & Wolper, 1986; Vardi & Stockmeyer, 1985), and

we extend it to RFCPDL. It is based on the tree model

property which holds also for rfcpdl. In particular,

the automaton we obtain from a rfcpdl formula / is

a hybrid automaton Hj := {Tj , Wj), that combines an

automaton on infinite trees Tj of exponential size in |/|,

with an automaton on infinite words Wj of polynomial

size in |/| and which handles the repeat sub-formulae.

Exploiting the results described in (Emerson k Jutla,

1989), the nonemptiness problem for such a hybrid tree

automaton can be solved in deterministic time that is

polynomial in the number of states of Tj and exponen

tial in the number of states of Wj .

This allows us to establish the desired upper bound

for satisfiability in rfcpdl, and therefore for unres

tricted model reasoning in ACT ■ By the well known

EXPTIME lower bound for reasoning on free TC~ -

schemata6 the complexity bound is tight.

Theorem 5 Unrestricted concept consistency and

concept subsumption in free ACT-schemata are

EXPTIME-complete.

5 REASONING WITH RESPECT

TO FINITE MODELS

In this section we present a technique for reasoning

with respect to finite models in £-schemata. The

method extends the one proposed in (Calvanese et al.,

1994) to reason on primitive .4£Z/.Af2-schemata, and is

based on the same idea of constructing from a schema

a system of linear inequations, and relating the exist

ence of finite models of the schema to the existence

of particular solutions of the system. The method we

present decides concept consistency (and therefore also

subsumption) in free ,4£CQI-schemata. Due to the

presence of arbitrary free inclusion assertions, and the

higher expressivity of the underlying language (in par

ticular the presence of existential quantification) the

construction of the system of inequations is much more

involved than for primitive ^£W^/"I-schemata.

We describe the method for reasoning on free ACCNT-

schemata and sketch then how it must be extended

to deal with qualified number restrictions. We use

the term literal, ranged over by L, to denote either

a concept name or a concept name preceded by the

symbol "->". It is easy to see that each free schema

can be transformed in linear time into an equivalent

normalized schema, where each assertion has the form

L <E, and E has one of the forms

Li | LiUL2 | Vft.Li | 3iJ.Ii I 3~mR I 3-nR-

Therefore, in the following we assume to deal with free

normalized ^t£CA/"Z-schemata.

5.1 EXPANSION OF A SCHEMA

We generalize now the definition of expansion of a

schema introduced in (Calvanese et al., 1994) to free

^4£CA/"l-schemata. Let S := (C,V,T) be such a

schema. We call a set D 6 2C a compound concept,

6TC~ is the language obtained from AC by dropping

atomic negation.
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and an element Q G Vx2cx2c a compound role. D

ranges over compound concepts and Q over compound

roles. A compound assertion has one of the forms

D < 3*mR, D i 3^nR, D i 3R.L.

For a negativeJiteral L — -<C, when we write L G D

we mean C D.

Intuitively, the instances of a compound concept D are

all those objects of the domain that are instances of all

concepts in D and are not instances of any concept not

in D. A compound role [P,D\,D2) is interpreted as

the restriction of role P to the pairs whose first com

ponent is an instance of D\ and whose second compon

ent is an instance of D2 ■ More formally, the semantics

of compound concepts and roles is given by extending

the interpretation function as follows:

D1 := p| Cx\ U C1

ced ce(c\£)

Note that according to this definition two different

compound concepts have necessarily disjoint interpret

ations.

We say that a compound ^concept D G 2^ is «S-

consistent, if for every L G D,

- if {L ■< V) G T, then V G D, and

- if (L i L\ U L2) G T, then Lx G D or L2 G D.

We say that a compound role (P, D\, D2) 6 Px^x^

is S-conststent, if

- D\ and D2 are S-consistent,

- for every L G 5i, if (I < VP.!') G T, then V G D2,

and

- for every L G D2, if [L X VP_1.L') G 7", then V G

Intuitively, compound concepts and roles that are not

consistent necessarily have an empty extension in all

models of the schema.

The expansion S := (C, V, V, Q, T) of S is defined as

follows:

• V is the set of all 5-consistent compound concepts.

• Q is the set of all 5-consistent compound roles.

• T is the smallest set of compound assertions such

that for every D G V:

- if for some L G D there is an assertion (L X

3-mR) G T, then T contains the compound as

sertion D X 3-mm" R, where mmox := max{m |

3L€D: (L ^ 3*mR) G T};

- if for some L £ D there is an assertion (L X

3-"/?) G T, then T contains the compound as

sertion D ■< 3-nm,nfl, where nmtn := min{n |

3L G 5: (I X 3^"fl) G T}.

- if for some L £ D there is an assertion (L ■<

3R.L') G T, then T contains the compound as

sertion D X 3R.L'.

It is easy to see that the size of the expansion is ex

ponential in the size of the original schema and that it

can also be effectively constructed in exponential time.

In (Calvanese et al., 1994) it is shown that for primitive

,4££/.A/'Z-schemata a system of linear inequations can

be directly constructed from the compound assertions

in the expansion, such that particular solutions of this

system correspond to finite models of the schema. Un

fortunately, for free ^4£CA/'I-schemata this approach

does not work directly, and this is due to the pres

ence of assertions of the form L ■< 3R.L' . One could

think to handle such assertions by constructing the ex

pansion as specified above, simply coding existential

quantifications inside compound assertions and leav

ing their treatment to the system of inequations (as

done for number restrictions) .

The intuitive reason why this simple approach does

not lead to the desired results, is that it relies on the

uniformity of all objects that are instances of the same

compound concept. When setting up the system of in

equations we are in fact transforming local constraints

on the number of connections that a single object may

have into global constraints on the total number of

connections of a certain type. The necessary differ

entiation is introduced by constructing the expansion.

Once this is done all instances of the same compound

concept can be regarded as equivalent. The approach

works for the case of .4£Z/AfZ-schemata, where the

concept expressions cannot distinguish between dif

ferent instances of the same compound concept. If

we use existential quantification, however, due to the

increased expressivity it is not sufficient anymore to

split the schema into compound concepts to obtain a

uniform behaviour of the instances. This leads us to

introduce the notion of biexpansion of a schema, where

we make a more fine-grained separation based also on

the existence of connections of certain types.

5.2 BIEXPANSION OF A SCHEMA

In order to define the biexpansion of a schema we

need some additional terminology. Let V~ := {P~ |

P G V] and V, := V U V~ . We use Bc,v to denote

2cx(22 )n. An element of Bc,t> is called a bicom-

pound concept, and it is constituted by a pair (D, <p) in
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which the first element is a compound concept, and the

second element is a function <p : Tl -> 22 that asso

ciates to each role and inverse role a set of compound

concepts. We introduce two functions that allow us to

refer to the components of bicompound concepts:

- The function cc : Bc,v -* 2C returns the first com

ponent D of a bicompound concept (D, <p).

- The function ccs : Bc,vxH -+ 22C returns for a

bicompound concept B := (D, ip) and a role R

the set of compound concepts assigned to R by the

second component <p of B.

An element of VxBc,v *Bc,T is called a bicompound

role. B and U range over bicompound concepts and

bicompound roles respectively.

The intuition behind the definition of bicompound con

cepts and roles is the following: If cc(B) = D, then

all instances of B are instances of D. Let o be such

an instance. Then for each compound concept D' in

ccs(B,R), there is an instance o' of D' connected to

o via role R, while for the compound concepts not

in ccs(B, R) there is no such instance. In analogy to

compound roles, a bicompound role {P, B\, B%) is in

terpreted as the restriction of role P to the pairs whose

first component is an instance of B\ and whose second

component is an instance of B2.

A bicompound assertion has one of the forms

B X 3*mR, B i 3^nR.

The semantics of bicompound concepts and roles is

again defined by extending the interpretation function,

where for simplicity of notation we make use of concept

expressions built by applying the ^4£CA/*I-constructors

to both concepts and compound concepts:

B1 := (cc(B))1 n

/ \

R€n \Sgccs(B,ft) £e2c\ccs(B,H) )

(P,Bi,B2)1 := Pzn(BfxSf)

This definition, together with the fact that different

compound concepts have disjoint extensions, implies

that two different bicompound concepts also have dis

joint extensions. The same observation holds for two

different bicompound roles (P, Bi,Bi) and (P, B[ , B'2)

that refer to the same role P. Also, given the extensions

of all bicompound concepts and bicompound roles, it

is immediate to obtain the extensions of concepts and

roles.

We say that a bicompound concept B £ Bc,v is in

consistent, if

- cc(S) is .^-consistent,

- for every R £ H, for every D £ ccs(B,P), D is

5-consistent,

- for every R £ 11, for every L £ cc(B), if (L ■<

3R.L') € T, then there is a D € ccs(P,P) such

that V eD, and

- for every R 6 ft, for every L G cc(B), if (L <

VR.L') G T, then for all D £ ccs(fl,P) it holds

that V £D.

We say that a bicompound role (P, Bi,B^) €

VxBc,-pxBc,v is tS-consistent, if

- Bi and B2 are iS-consistent, cc(i?2) £ ccs(Pi,P),

cc(Pu) £ ccs(S2,P~),

- for every L £ cc(Si), if (L i VP.L') G T, then

V £ cc(fl2), and

- for every L £ cc(B2), if (L X VP". I') G T, then

L'ecc(j?i).

Again, <S-consistency reflects the assertions that con

stitute the schema, and only 5-consistent bicompound

concepts and roles can be populated in some model of

S.

The biexpansion S = {C,V, B,U, T) of S is defined as

follows:

• B is the set of all S-consistent bicompound concepts.

• U is the set of all S-consistent bicompound roles.

• T is the smalleist set_ of bicompound assertions such

that for every B £ B:

- if for some L £ cc(B) there is an assertion (L X

3-mP) G T, then T contains the bicompound as

sertion B -< 3-mm" R, where mmax :— max{m |

3L£cc(B): (LX3>mP)GT}.

- if for some L £ cc(B) there is an assertion (L ■<

3-nR) £ T, then T contains the bicompound as

sertion B ■< 3-nm%nR, where nm,„ := min{n |

3LGcc(S): {Li&nR) £ T).

It is easy to see that the size of the biexpansion is in

general double exponential in the size of the original

schema, and it can also be effectively constructed in

double exponential time.

5.3 CHARACTERIZATION OF FINITE

MODEL REASONING

We are now ready to define a system of linear

inequations whose solutions of a certain type are re

lated to the finite models of a schema S. Let S =
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(C,V,B,U,T) be the biexpansion of S. Then *5

contains one unknown Var(X) for each bicompound

concept or role X in BUU, and consists of the follow

ing linear homogeneous inequations:

• For each B € B, for each P G V, for each D G

ccs(P, P) the inequation

Var(fl)< Yl Var((P,P,P2)).

(P,B,B3)eW | cc(Ba)=D

• For each B £ B, for each P € V, for each D G

ccs(B,P~) the inequation

Var(fl)< Vzt((PBuB)).

[P,Bl,B)eU |cc(B,)=£

• For each bicompound assertion (B ■< 3-mR) G T

the inequation

m • Var(P) < 5(B, R), where

5(5, P) := £ Var((P,fl,B2)),

S(B,P-) := £ V*({P,BltB)).

(P,Blt5)eu

• For each bicompound assertion (B ^ 3-nR) G T

the inequation

nVar(B) > S{B,R).

It is now possible to relate a solution of to a fi

nite model of S, in which each bicompound concept

and bicompound role has a number of instances that

is given by the value that the solution assigns to the

corresponding unknown. Since in a model of 5 each

bicompound role that refers (in its second or third com

ponent) to a bicompound concept that has an empty

extension, also has an empty extension, this condi

tion reflects in an additional requirement that the solu

tion must satisfy. A solution of is acceptable, if,

whenever it assigns value 0 to an unknown correspond

ing to a bicompound concept B, then it assigns also

value 0 to all unknowns corresponding to bicompound

roles that have B as their second or third component.

We can now state the main theorem concerning finite

concept consistency.

Theorem 6 A concept C G C is finitely consistent in

S if and only if

*S := *5 (J £ MB) > i

[B€B | Cecc(B)

admits an acceptable nonnegative integer solution.

As shown in (Calvanese, 1996b), by applying linear

programming techniques one can decide the existence

of acceptable nonnegative integer solutions in polyno

mial time in the size of the system. Since can be

constructed in time which is at most double exponen

tial in \S\, and since in free >l£CA/'I-schemata we can

easily reduce both consistency of an arbitrary concept

expression and concept subsumption to consistency of

a single concept name, we obtain the following worst

case upper bound.

Theorem 7 Finite concept consistency and concept

subsumption in free ACCMX-schemata can be decided

in worst case deterministic double exponential time.

The method as described above cannot deal directly

with qualified number restrictions, since the differ

entiation introduced by bicompound concepts is too

coarse. In fact, we need to make a separation in bicom

pound classes based not only on the existence but also

on the number of links of a certain type. It turns out

that it is in fact sufficient to consider only intervals of

numbers of links, where the ranges of these intervals

are given by the numbers that effectively appear in the

schema. In this way it is still possible to keep the size

of the resulting "extended" biexpansion double expo

nential in the size of the schema. The resulting "exten

ded" bicompound assertions can then again be coded

by means of a system of linear inequations, and we can

prove the counterpart of Theorem 6 for the system de

rived from a free «4£CQI-schema. We omit further

details and state only the final result.

Theorem 8 Finite concept consistency and concept

subsumption in free ACCQL-schemata can be decided

in worst case deterministic double exponential time.

6 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have discussed the issues concerning

finite model reasoning at the intensional level in ex

pressive DLs that lack the finite model property. Two

distinct ways of dealing with finiteness have been pro

posed:

1. We have introduced in the language a specific

constructor to express well-foundedness, and have

shown how known methods for reasoning with re

spect to arbitrary models can be extended to deal

with it. This provides an EXPTIME decision

procedure for concept consistency and subsump

tion.
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2. We have developed a technique to reason with re

spect to finite models on schemata of the most

general form expressed in a DL capable of cap

turing most known known data models. The pro

posed algorithm works in worst case deterministic

double exponential time.

We are currently extending our work in several direc

tions. A major point is the extension of the reasoning

techniques to deal also with extensional knowledge, i.e.

with assertions stating properties of specific objects.

In the unrestricted case, the reasoning technique for

ACT discussed in Section 4 can be directly integrated

with the work in (De Giacomo, 1996), still obtaining

an EXPTIME upper-bound. In the finite case, the

proposed technique can be applied under specific as

sumptions which are rather restrictive but common in

DBs. However, a general method for finite model reas

oning in expressive DLs on a schema together with

assertions on individuals is still open.

We aim also at increasing the expressivity of the

schema definition language while still preserving decid

ability. Concerning point 1 above, we have mentioned

in Section 3 that the well-founded constructor is equi

valent to a particular type of least-fixpoint expression.

A natural extension would be to allow arbitrary nested

fixpoints as in the //-calculus (Kozen, 1983) together

with inverse roles and number restrictions. Concern

ing point 2, it can be shown that the reasoning method

developed for ACCQX can be extended to deal with

some of the constructors of ACT, and in particular

basic roles (i.e. union, intersection, and difference of

role names and inverse roles) and role value maps on

basic roles. Qualified number restrictions turn out to

be indispensable for this. If the addition of reflexive

transitive closure preserves decidability also in the fi

nite case is still open.
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Abstract

The goal of this paper is to describe and

thoroughly test a decision procedure, called

Ksat, checking satisfiability in the termino

logical logic ACC. Ksat is said to be SAT-

based as it is defined in terms of a deci

sion procedure for propositional satisfiability

(SAT). The tests are performed comparing

Ksat with, among other procedures, Kris,

a state-of-the-art tableau-based implementa

tion of a decision procedure for ACC. Ksat

outperforms Kris of orders of magnitude.

Furthermore, the empirical results highlight

an intrinsic weakeness that tableau-based de

cision procedures have with respect to SAT-

based decision procedures.

1 INTRODUCTION

The goal of this paper is to describe and thoroughly

test a new decision procedure, called Ksat, checking

satisfiability in the terminological logic ACC, as de

fined in (Schmidt-SchauB & Smolka 1991), comprising

Boolean operations on concepts and value restrictions,

and not restricted to CNF form.1

As it is well known, ACC is a notational variant of

K(m), that is, K with m modalities (Schild 1991).2

The main idea underlying the definition of Ksat is

that a decision procedure for satisfiability in K(m)

1 Ksat, the test code and all the results presented

in this paper are available via anonymous FTP at

ftp.mrg.dist.unige.it in the directory

pub/mrg-systems/ksat/ksat 1 .

2 In this paper we always refer to K(m) rather than to

ACC. In particular, we speak of wffs rather than concepts,

modalities rather than roles, and so on. K(m)'s syntax

is simpler than ACCs. Notice however that the current

implementation of Ksat works with ACCs syntax.

(K(m)-satisfiability) can be defined in terms of a de

cision procedure for propositional satisfiability (SAT).

As a matter of terminology, we call SAT-based all the

decision procedures whose definition is based on this

idea.3

Ksat outperforms all the decision procedures and sys

tems for terminological and modal logics we have been

able to acquire. In this paper we compare Ksat with

two of them. The first is a tableau-based procedure —

due to B. Nebel and E. Franconi — which is essentially

a straightforward implementation of the algorithm de

scribed in (Hollunder, Nutt k Schmidt-SchauB 1990).

This procedure is called Tableau from now on. 4 The

second is the state-of-the-art system KRIS described

in (Hollunder et al. 1990, Baader, Franconi, Hollun

der, Nebel & Profitlich 1994). 5 There are many rea

sons why a system can be more efficient than another.

A crucial one is the "smartness" of the implementa

tion. The implementation of Ksat we use is naive in

many respects, e.g., it is in Lisp and it does not use

fancy optimized data structures. We still have to push

our work in this direction. Ksat is smarter than its

competitors for a much more interesting reason. Both

Tableau and Kris are tableau-based. As Section 4

describes in detail, tableau-based decision procedures

have an intrinsic weakness which makes it very hard if

not impossible to be as efficient as SAT-based decision

procedures. In our opinion, this is the most interesting

theoretical result of this paper.

3 Although this is beyond the goals of this paper, it

is worth noticing that this methodology is general, and

can be extended to the other normal and (we think) non

normal logics, following the methodology and results pre

sented in (Giunchiglia & Serafini 1994, Giunchiglia, Ser-

afini, Giunchiglia fc FVixione 1993) (but see also, e.g.,

(Fitting 1983, Massacci 1994)).

4 Tableau is available via anonymous FTP at

ftp.mrg.dist.unige.it in pub/mrg-systems/tableau.

5 Kris is available via anonymous FTP at

ftp.dfki.imi-sb.de in /pub/tacos/KRIS.
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The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we

present the algorithm implemented by Ksat. In Sec

tion 3 we briefly survey our test methodology, origi

nally defined in (Giunchiglia & Sebastiani 1996). This

material is needed for a correct understanding of the

experimental results reported later. In Section 4 we

perform a comparative analysis of a first set of exper

imental results. This analysis allows us to show why

SAT-based decision procedures are intrinsecally more

efficient than tableau-based decision procedures. Fi

nally, in Section 5 we perform an exhaustive empirical

analysis of Ksat and Kris, that is, the fastest SAT-

based and the fastest tableau-based decision procedure

at our disposal. This allows us to confirm the analysis

done in Section 4 and, looking at the Ksat results,

to get a better understanding of where the hardest

cases are. Among other things, this allows us to reveal

what looks like a phase transition (Mitchell, Selman

fe Levesque 1992, Williams & Hogg 1994). To our

knowledge this is the first time that this phenomenon

has been found in a modal logic.

The analysis presented in this paper builds on and

takes to its conclusion the work preliminarily de

scribed in (Giunchiglia & Sebastiani 1996). It im

proves on the previous material in three important

aspects. Let us call KsaTo the decision procedure

presented in (Giunchiglia & Sebastiani 1996) (called

Ksat in (Giunchiglia & Sebastiani 1996)). 6 First, the

algorithm and its heuristics, are extended from dealing

with a single modality to dealing with multiple modal

ities. Second, the implementation is improved. Ksat

is much faster than KsaTo (in our tests, up to two or

ders of magnitude, see Sections 4 and 5). This has been

obtained essentially by adding an initial phase of wff

preprocessing. Other — relatively minor— implemen-

tational variations can be understood by comparing

the code of the two systems. Third, and more impor

tant, the testing in (Giunchiglia & Sebastiani 1996)

was not exhaustive and only compared KsaTo with

Tableau. This made us miss some important points,

and the phenomena described in Sections 4 and 5 went

unnoticed. Furthermore, the increased efficiency of

KsaTo with respect to Tableau in (Giunchiglia &

Sebastiani 1996) was wrongly motivated by the effi

ciency of the propositional decision procedure. Ksat

and KsaTo (when applied to a single modality) im

plement essentially the same algorithm. Ksat is only

a more efficient implementation. The same applies to

Kris and Tableau. As the results in Section 5 show,

6KsaTo, the test code and all the results pre

sented in (Giunchiglia & Sebastiani 1996) are avail

able via anonymous FTP at ftp.mrg.dist.unige.it in

pub/mrg-systems/ksat/ksatO.

the move from KsaTo to Ksat, or from Tableau to

Kris causes an increase in efficiency, but it does not

change the shape of the efficiency curves, as it happens

in the move from Tableau to KsaTo (or from Kris

to Ksat).

2 THE ALGORITHM

Let us write Dr to mean the r-th modality. Let us call

atom any wff which can not be decomposed proposi-

tionally, and modal atom any atom of the form Or*I>-

Let ip be the modal wff to be proved satisfiable. The al

gorithm for testing K(m)-satisfiability follows two ba

sic steps, the first implementing the propositional rea

soning, the second implementing the modal reasoning:

1. Using a decision procedure for propositional sat

isfiability, assign a truth value to (a subset of) the

atoms occurring in <p in a way to make <p evaluate

to T. Let us call truth assignment (for <p) the re

sulting set p of truth value assignments. We say

that p propositionally satisfies <p. 7 Then p is of

the form

p ={□!<*„ =r,Dio12 = T,...1

°i/?n = F.CIiAa = F,...,

DmO-ml = T, □mCfm2 = T, . . . ,

□mftr.1 = F,Dm0m2 = F, . . . ,

Al=T,A2 = T,...,

AR+i = F, AR+2 = F, . . .}

Notationally, from now on we write p as

p = f\ □!(*!,- A /\".D !0y A

> j

(1)

/\ Dm«mi A f\ ->Om/?mj A 7

«' j

where 7 = /\fc_, Ak A AiLn+i is a conjunc

tion of propositional literals. Furthermore we use

the greek letters p, n to represent truth assign

ments.

2. Prove that the input wff ip is K(m)-satisfiable by

finding (among all the possible truth assignments)

a K(m)-satisfiable truth assignment p of form as

in (1). p is K(m)-satisfiable iff the restricted as

signment

pr = /\arari r\ /\^Or0rj (2)

» j

7Notice that it is not necessary for a truth assignment

to assign all the atoms of ip. For instance, {Di^i = T}

propositionally satisfies DiVm V 02ip2.
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function Ksat(tp)

return KsaTw (tp, T);

function KsaTw (tp, n)

if tp = T /* base */

then return Ksata(h);

if tp = F /* backtrack */

then return False;

if {a unit clause (/) occurs in tp) /* unit */

then return KsKTw{assign(l, tp), fi A /);

/ :— choose-literal(tp); /* split */

return KSA,Tw(assign(l, tp),n A I) or

KSATw (assign^/, <f),n A ->i);

function Ksat,, (/\t Oiau A f\} ->alt3l3 A . . . A A, amam, A /\, ^am0m, A 7J

for any box index r do

if not Ksat/m^A, Drar, A f\} ->Dr/3r,)

then return False;

return True;

function Ksatra(A, Drar, A /\} -<arfir])

for any conjunct "-iOr/?rj" do

if not Ksat^A, °ri A -i/3rj )

then return Fa/ae;

return True;

Figure 1: The basic version of Ksat algorithm.

is K(m)-satisfiable, for every r. // is K(m)-

satisfiable iff the wff

i

is K(m)-satisfiable, for every j. If no truth assign

ment is found which is K(m)-satisfiable, then tp is

not K(m)-satisfiable (K(m)-unsatisfiable).

The two steps recurse until we get to a truth assign

ment with no modal atoms.

The algorithm is implemented by the function Ksat in

Figure 1. Ksat takes in input a modal propositional

wff tp and returns a truth value asserting whether

tp is K(m)-satisfiable or not. Ksat invokes directly

KSATw (where 'V" stands for "Wff"), passing as ar

guments tp and the truth value T (i.e., by (1), the

empty truth assignment). KsATw tries to build a

K(m)-satisfiable truth assignment fi satisfying <p. This

is done recursively, according to the following steps:

• (base) If <p = T, then n satisfies tp. Thus, if

/i is K(m)-satisfiable, then tp is K(m)-satisfiable.

Therefore KsaTw invokes KsAT/i(/<) (where 'V

stands for (truth) Assignment). Ksat^ re

turns a truth value asserting whether fi is K(m)-

satisfiable or not.

• (backtrack) If tp = F, then /i can not be a

truth assignment for tp. Therefore KSATjy returns

False.

• (unit) If a literal / occurs in tp as a unit clause,

then / must be assigned T. 8 To obtain this,

KsATw is invoked recursively with arguments the

wff returned by assign(l,tp) and the assignment

obtained by adding / to /j. assign(l,tp) substitutes

every occurrence of / in tp with T and evaluates

the result.

• (split) If none of the above situations occurs,

then choose-literal(tp) returns an unassigned lit

eral / according to some heuristic criterion. Then

KsaTvv is first invoked recursively with argu

ments assign(l,tp) and fi A I. If the result is

negative, then KsaTw is invoked with arguments

assign (-*l,tp) and fi A -1/.

Ksat,4 (/x) invokes KSAT/M(/ir) (where ura" stands

for Assignment Restricted to one modality) for any

index r such that Or occurs in fi. Ksat^^ returns a

truth value asserting whether fir is K(m)-satisfiable or

not.

The correctness and completeness of Ksat can be eas

ily seen, for instance by noticing the close parallel with

Fitting's tableau described in (Fitting 1983). It is

important to notice that KsATyy is a variant of the

8 A notion of unit clause for non-CNF propositional wfls

is given in (Armando & Giunchiglia 1993). More generally,

(Armando Giunchiglia 1993) and (Sebastiani 1994) show

how decision procedures for CNF formulas can be modified

to work for non-CNF formulas
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non-CNF version of the Davis-Putnam-Longemann-

Loveland SAT procedure (Davis k Putnam 1960,

Davis, Longemann & Loveland 1962) (DPLL from now

on), as described in (Armando & Giunchiglia 1993).

Unlike DPLL, whenever an assignment u has been

found, Ksatw, instead of returning True, invokes

Ksat>i(/<). Essentially, DPLL is used to generate

truth assignments, whose K(m)-satisfiability is recur

sively checked by Ksat,4. We have implemented the

algorithm described in Figure 1 as a procedure, also

called Ksat, implemented in Common Lisp on top

of the non-CNF DPLL decision procedure described

in (Armando & Giunchiglia 1993). DPLL is well

known to be one of the fastest decision procedures

for SAT (see, e.g., (Buro & Buning 1992, Uribe &

Stickel 1994)). However the implementation we use,

though relatively fast, is much slower than the state-

of-the-art SAT decision procedures (see, e.g., (Buro &

Buning 1992, Zhang k Stickel 1994)). The basic ver

sion of the algorithm described in Figure 1 is improved

in the following way. First, all modal atoms are in

ternally ordered. This avoids assigning different truth

values to permutations of the same sub-wffs. Secondly,

KsAT/tx is implemented in such a way to "factorize"

the common component /\( arl in searching truth as

signments for /\t ari A->/?ri , /\, ar, A->/?r2, Finally,

KsaTw is modified in such a way that Ksata is (op

tionally) invoked on intermediate assignments before

every split. This drastically prunes search whenever

unconsistent intermediate assignments are detected.

These topics are described in detail in (Giunchiglia

& Sebastiani 1996). More recently we have also intro

duced a form of preprocessing — essentially, a recur

sive removal of duplicate and contradictory subwffs —

of the input formulas.

3 THE TEST METHOD

The methodology we use generalizes the fixed-clause-

length model commonly used in propositional SAT

testing (see, e.g., (Mitchell et al. 1992, Buro & Buning

1992)).

Let a 3CNFx(m) wff be a conjunction of 3CNF#(m)

clauses. Let a 3CNF^(m) clause be a disjunction of

three 3CNF#(m) literals, i.e., 3CNFtf(m) atoms or

their negations. Let a 3CNFjf(m) atom be either a

propositional atom or a wff in the form OrC', C be

ing a 3CNFtf(m) clause. Then 3CNF*(m) wffs are

randomly generated according to the following param

eters:

(i) the modal depth d;

(ii) the number of distinct boxes m;

(iii) the number of clauses L;

(iv) the number of propositional variables TV;

(v) the probability p with which any randomly gener

ated 3CNFtf(m) atom is propositional. (p establ

ishes thus the percentage of propositional atoms

at every level of the wff tree.)

Notice that, if we set d = 0, we have the standard

3SAT test method (Mitchell et al. 1992).

For fixed TV, d, m and p, for increasing values of

L, a certain number (100, 500, 1000...) of random

3CNF/f(m) wffs are generated, internally sorted, and

then given in input to the procedure under test. Satis

fiability percentages and mean/median CPU times are

plotted against the L/N ratio.

Similarly to the propositional 3CNF case, the method

ology proposed above presents three main features.

First, the method is very general: 3CNF#(m) wffs

represent all K(m) wffs, as there there is a K(m)-

satisfiability-preserving way of converting any K(m)

wff into 3CNFjf(m)- Second, the usage of 3CNF/f(m)

form minimizes the number of parameters to handle.

Finally, the parameters L and TV allow for a coarse

"tuning" of both the satisfiability probability and the

hardness of random 3CNF modal wffs, so that it is

possible to generate very hard problems with near 0.5

satisfiability probability.

4 TABLEAU-BASED VS.

SAT-BASED PROCEDURES

In the tests described in this section we have tested

and compared Tableau, Kris, KsaTo and Ksat

on the same group of 4,000 random formulas, with

d = 2, m = 1, N = 3, p = 0.5, L G {N ..AON},

100 samples/point. These values have been cho

sen as in the analysis described in (Giunchiglia &

Sebastiani 1996) they gave the highest execution times

with both Tableau and Ksat0. The range TV . . .40TV

for L has been chosen empirically to cover coarsely

the "100% satisfiable - 100% unsatisfiable" transition.

As a general test rule we have introduced a timeout

of 1000s on each sample wff. If the decision proce

dure under test exceeds the timeout for a given wff,

a failure value is returned and the CPU time value

is conventionally set to 1000s. Furthermore, we have

stopped running the whole test whenever more than

50% samples (e.g., 50 out of 100 samples) have taken

more than 1000s each to execute. These two choices

have caused a relevant reduction of the testing time.

Figure 2 (left) presents the median CPU time plots for

all four systems. (We compare median values rather
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Figure 2: d = 2, m = 1, N = 3, p = 0.5, L - N . . AON. Left: Tableau, Kris, Ksat0 and Ksat. Median

CPU time, 100 samples/point. Right: Ksat. Normalized plots of Median CPU time, Median # of DPLL calls,

satisfiability ratio, 1000 samples/point.

than mean values, as the former are much less sensitive

to the noise introduced by outliers.) Notice the loga

rithmic scale on the vertical axis. In Figure 2 (right)

we plot respectively the median CPU time, the median

number of DPLL calls and the satisfiability percentage

curves obtained by running Ksat on the same prob

lem above, with 1000 sample wffs/point. In Figure 2

(right) the curves are all normalized to l.9

Four observations can be made, given below in increas

ing order of importance.

First, improving the quality of the implementation,

e.g., from Tableau to Kris or from Ksat0 to Ksat,

may introduce good quantitative performance im

provements. In fact, Kris reaches the time bound at

the 10th step, while Tableau reaches the time bound

at the 7th step, about two orders of magnitude above

the corresponding Kris value. Similarly, KsaTo has a

maximum at the 14th step, more than 2 orders of mag

nitude above the corresponding KSAT value. However,

and this is the second observation, improving the qual

ity of the implementation does not seem to affect the

qualitative behaviour of the procedures. In fact, both

the Tableau and Kris curves present a supposedly

exponential growth with the number of clauses, while

both KsaTo and Ksat curves flatten when the number

of clauses exceeds a certain value.

Third, independently from the quality of implemen

tation, Ksat and KsaTq quantitatively outperform

9 The tests in Figures 2 (left) and 5 have been com

piled and run under Allegro CL 4.2 on a SUN SPARC10

32M workstation. The test in Figure 2 (right) has been com

piled and run under AKCL 1.623 on another SUN SPARC10

32H workstation. The tests in Figure 4 have been com

piled and run under Allegro CL 4. 1 on two identical SUN

SPARC2 32M workstations.

Tableau and Kris. For instance, the performance

gap between Ksat and Kris at the 10th step is about

4 orders of magnitude. Moreover, the extrapolation

of the Kris curve suggests that its value — and the

performance gap with Ksat — would reach several or

ders of magnitude for problems at the right end side of

the plots. To support this consideration, we ran Kris

on 100 samples of the same problem, for L = 4QN.

No sample wff was solved within the timeout. When

releasing the timeout mechanism, Kris was not able

to end successfully the computation of the first sample

wff after a run of one month. Fourth, and most impor

tant, independently of the quality of implementation,

Ksat and KsaTo qualitatively outperform Tableau

and Kris. In fact, while Tableau and Kris present a

supposedly exponential growth against the number of

clauses, both KsaTo and Ksat curves present a poly

nomial growth. In particular, the Ksat CPU time

curve (like that of KsATo) results from a combina

tion of (i) a linear component and (ii) an easy-hard-

easy component, centered in the satisfiability transi

tion zone. Both components above are straightforward

to notice in Figure 2 (right). The former is due to the

preprocessing and to the linear-time function assign,

which is invoked at every DPLL recursive call. The

latter represents the number of recursive DPLL calls,

i.e., the size of the tree effectively searched.

The quantitative and qualitative performance gaps

pointed out by the third and the fourth observation

above are very important and deserve some explana

tion. Let us consider for instance Ksat and Kris.

Both procedures work (i) by enumerating truth as

signments which propositionally satisfy the input wff ip

and (ii) by recursively checking the K(m)-satisfiability

of the assignments found. Both algorithms perform

the latter step in the same way. The key difference is
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Figure 3: Tableau for the wff T =

in the first step, that is, in the way Ksat and Kris

handle propositional inference.

In Kris truth assignments are (implicitly) generated

as branches of an analytic propositional tableau, that

is, by the recursive application of the rules:

a^i(A.rule) £L^(V-rule) (4)

and of the other rules for {->V, ->A, D, -i D, -i-i}. Ana

lytic propositional tableaux perform what we call syn

tactic branching, that is, a branching on the syntactic

structure of (p. As widely discussed in (D'Agostino

1992, D'Agostino fe Mondadori 1994), any applica

tion of the V-rule generates two subtrees which are not

mutually inconsistent, 10 that is, two subtrees which

may share propositional models. The set of truth as

signments enumerated by propositional tableau pro

cedures is intrinsically redundant, and may contain

many duplicate and/or subsumed assignments. As a

consequence, the number of truth assignments gener

ated grows exponentially with the number of disjunc

tions occurring positively in <p (in our tests, the num

ber of clauses L), although the actual number of non-

redundant assignments propositionally satisfying <p is

much smaller. This redundancy is a source of a high

degree of inefficiency when using analytic tableaux for

propositional satisfiability.

Things get much worse in the modal case. Unlike

the propositional case — where tableaux look for one

assignment satisfying the input formula — in K(m)

propositional tableaux enumerate all the truth assign

ments, which must be recursively checked for ^in

consistency. (The number of assignments may be

10As pointed out in (D'Agostino 1992, D'Agostino <i

Mondadori 1994), in Analytic tableaux rules are unable

to represent bivalence: "every proposition is either true or

false, tertium non datur" . This is a consequence of the

elimination of the cut rule in cut-free sequent calculi, from

which analytic tableaux are derived.

r

"p 

(a V -./?) A (a V 0) A (~<a V -./?).

huge: up to ten thousands in our tests.) This re

quires checking recursively (possibly many) subwffs of

the form /\t ar, A of depth d — 1 , for which a propo

sitional tableau will enumerate truth assignments, and

so forth. Any redundant truth assignment enumerated

at depth d introduces a redundant modal search tree

of depth d. Even worse, this propositional redundancy

propagates exponentially with the depth d, following

the analysis of the subwffs of decreasing depth.

Example 4.1 Consider the simple wff

T = (o V -i/?) A (a V /?) A (-.a V -./?),

where a and /? are modal atoms, and let d be the

depth of T. The only possible assignment satisfying

r is (i = a A ->/?. Look at Figure 3. The V-rule is

applied to the three clauses occurring in T in the or

der they are listed, and two distinct but identical open

branches are generated, both representing the assign

ment (i. Suppose now that p is not K(m)-consistent.

Then the tableau expands the two open branches in

the same way, until it generates two identical (and

possibly big) closed modal sub-tableaux T of depth

d, each proving the K(m)-inconsistency of \i. This

phenomenon may repeat itself at the lower level in

each sub-tableaux T, and so forth. For instance, if

a = □((«' V -/?') A (a' V /?')) and p = □(<*' A /?'),

then at the lower level we have a wff V of depth d — 1

analogous to T. This propagates exponentially the re

dundancy with the depth d.

Notice that, if we considered the wff

K

TK = f\ (a, V ift) A (a, V ft) A (-a,- V -ft),

i=l

the tableau would generate 2K identical truth assign

ments \iK = /\. a, A , and things would get expo

nentially worse. □

In SAT-based procedures truth assignments are gen
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erated one-shot by a SAT decision procedure. 11 SAT-

based procedures perform a search based on what we

call semantic branching, that is, a branching on the

truth value of proper subwffs of <p. Every branch

ing step generates two mutually unconsistent subtrees.

Because of this, SAT procedures always generate non-

redundant sets of assignments. This avoids any search

duplication and, recursively on d, any exponential

propagation of inefficiency.

Example 4.2 Consider the wff T in Example 4.1. A

SAT-based procedure branches asserting a — T or a =

F. The first branch generates a A->/?, while the second

gives ->aA->/?A/?, which immediately closes. Therefore,

only one instance of the assignment fi — a A ->/? is

generated. The same applies recursively to \iK . □

A propositional wff <p can be seen in terms of a set of

constraints for the truth assignments which possibly

satisfy it (see, e.g., (Williams & Hogg 1994)). For in

stance, a clause A\ V Az constrains every assignment

not to set both A\ and A?, to F . Unlike tableaux, in

SAT procedures branches are cut as soon as they vio

late some constraint of the wff. The more constrained

the wff is, the more likely a truth assignment violates

some constraint. (For instance, the bigger is L in a

CNF wff, the more likely an assignment generates an

empty clause.) Therefore, as (p becomes highly con

strained (e.g., when L is big enough) the search tree is

very heavily pruned. As a consequence, for L bigger

than a certain value, the size of the search tree de

creases with L, as it can be easily noticed in Figure 2

(right).

5 AN EXAUSTIVE EMPIRICAL

ANALYSIS

In the tests described in this section we have tested and

compared Ksat and Kris, that is, the fastest SAT-

based and the fastest tableau-based decision procedure

at our disposal. We have performed three experiments

on 48,000 randomly generated wffs, run according to

our test methodology, whose results are all described

in Figure 4. All curves represent 100 samples/point.

As above, the range N . . . 40N for L has been chosen

empirically to cover coarsely the "100% satisfiable -

100% unsatisflable" transition. In each experiment we

investigate the effects of varying one parameter while

fixing the others. In Experiment 1 (left column) we

"In Ksat we used non-CNF DPLL, but we could use

any other SAT procedures not affected by the problem

highlighted in (D'Agostino 1992, D'Agostino & Mondadori

1994), e.g., OBDDs (Bryant 1992), or an implementation

of KE (D'Agostino Mondadori 1994).

fix d — 2, m = 1, p = 0.5 and plot different curves

for increasing numbers of variables AT = 3,4,5. 12 In

Experiment 2 (center column) we fix d = 2, N = 4,

p = 0.5 and plot different curves for increasing num

ber of distinct modalities m = 1,2, 5, 10, 20. In Exper

iment 3 (right column) we fix m = 1, N = 3, p = 0.5

and plot different curves for increasing modal depths

d = 2,3,4,5. For each experiment, we present three

distinct sets of curves, each corresponding to a distinct

row. In the first (top row) we plot the median CPU

time obtained by running both Ksat and Kris. This

gives an overall picture of the qualitative behaviour of

Ksat and Kris and allows for a direct comparison be

tween them. In the second (middle row) we plot the

Ksat median number of recursive DPLL calls, that is,

the size of the space effectively searched. This allows

us to drop the linear component due to the prepro

cessing and the function calls to assign. In the third

(bottom row) we plot the percentage of satisfiable wffs

evaluated by Ksat. This gives a coarse indication of

the average level of constraintness of the test wffs.13

Despite the big noise, due to the small samples/point

rate (100), the results indicated in Figure 4 provide

interesting indications. We report below (Subsection

5.1) a first pass, experiment by experiment, analysis

of the results. This gives us an idea of how efficiency

and satisfiability are affected by each single parame

ter. In Subsection 5.2 we report a global and, in some

respects, more interesting analysis of the results we

have.

5.1 A TESTWISE ANALYSIS

The results of the first experiment (left column) show

that increasing N (and L accordingly) causes a rele

vant increase in complexity — up to one order of mag

nitude per variable in the "hard" zone for Ksat, up

to two orders of magnitude per variable, as far as we

can see, for Kris. This should not be a surprise, as

in K/K(m), adding few variables may cause an ex-

12If we compare the Ksat and Kris plots in Figure 2

(left) with the L = 3 Ksat and Kris plots in Figure 4

(top left), we notice that the plots are different, although

they are computed on sample wffs with the same parameter

values. This is due to the fact that (i) the former ones are

run on a much faster machine; (ii) the starting seeds are

different, causing thus the generation of different sample

sets.

13 This percentage is evaluated on the number of samples

which effectively ended computation within the timeout.

Therefore this datum should be considered only as a coarse

indication. To obtain an accurate evaluation, we should

drop the timeout mechanism and evaluate the satisfiability

percentage on at least 1000 samples/point, like in Figure 2

(right).
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Figure 4: The results of the three experiments.
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ponential increase of the search space. Each variable

may in fact assume distinct truth values inside distinct

states/possible worlds, that is, each variable must be

considered with an "implicit multiplicity" equal to the

number of states of a potential Kripke model.

The results of the second experiment (center column)

present two interesting aspects. First, the complex

ity of the search monotonically decreases with the in

crease of the number m of modalities, for both Ksat

and Kris (top and middle box). At a first sight it may

sound like a surprise, but it should not be so. In fact,

each truth assignment /j is partitioned into m indepen

dent sub-assignments /ir's, each restricted to a single

□r (see Equations (1) and (2)). This means "dividing

and conquering" the search tree into m non-interfering

search trees. Therefore, the bigger is m, the more

partitioned is the search space, and the easier is the

problem to solve. Second, a careful look reveals that

the satisfiability percentage increases with m. Again,

there is no mutual dependency between the satisfiabil

ity of the distinct |ir's. Therefore the bigger is m, the

less constrained is fi, and the more likely satisfiable is

<P-

The results of the third experiment (right column) pro

vide evidence of the fact that the complexity increases

with the modal depth d, for both Ksat and Kris.

This is rather intuitive: the higher is d, the deeper are

the Kripke models to be searched, and the higher is

the complexity of the search.

5.2 A GLOBAL ANALYSIS

The Ksat curves (top and middle rows) highlight the

existence a linear and an easy-hard-easy component.

In fact, if we increase N from 3 to 5 and L accordingly

(left column), the size of the search space has a relevant

increase. Therefore, while for N = 3 the linear com

ponent prevails, for N — 5 the easy-hard-easy compo

nent dominates. Moreover, when varying the number

of modalities (center column), the wff sizes are kept the

same for all curves. Therefore, when the effect of the

easy-hard-easy component vanishes (L/N > 20), the

curves collapse together, as the time for preprocessing

and assign does not depend on the number of modali

ties m. Notice that the locations of the easy-hard-easy

zones do not seem to vary significantly, neither with

the number of variables TV (left column), nor with the

number of modalities m (center column), nor with the

depth d (right column).

Let us now consider the satisfiability plots in Figure 4

(bottom row). Despite the noise and the approxima

tions due to timeouts, it is easy to notice that the 50%

satisfiability point is centered around L = 15/V ~ 20N

10000
 

0 2 4 6 8 10 12

Figure 5: CPU times for the class of tp% formulas.

in all the experiments. Moreover, in the first experi

ment a careful look reveals that the satisfiability tran

sition becomes steeper when increasing N (e.g., com

pare the N = 3 and N = 5 plots). Finally, in all ex

periments, the curves representing the median number

of DPLL calls (middle row) generally locate the peaks

around the satisfiability transition, although they seem

to anticipate a little the 50% crossover point. From

these facts we may conjecture (to be verified!) the

existence for K(m)/ACC of a phase transition phe

nomenon, similar to that already known for SAT and

other NP-hard problems (see, e.g, (Cheeseman, Kanef-

ski & Taylor 1991, Mitchell et al. 1992, Kirkpatrick k

Selman 1994)).

The final observation comes from the three sets of me

dian CPU times curves (top row): Ksat outperforms

Kris in all the testbeds, independently on the num

ber of variables TV, the number of modalities m or the

depth d considered. This confirms the analysis done

in Section 4. Again, this is not only a quantitative

performance gap (up to 3-4 orders of magnitude) but

also a qualitative one, as all Kris curves grow (sup

posedly) exponentially with L, while all Ksat curves

grow polinomially. To provide further evidence, we

have performed another, quite different, test, based on

the class of wffs {<p$ }d=\,i, - presented in (Halpern

k Moses 1992). This is a class of K(l)-satisfiable

wffs, with depth d and 2d+ 1 prepositional variables.

These wffs are paradigmatic for modal K, as every

Kripke structure satisfying (p$ has at least 2d+1 — 1

distinct states, while \(p% | is 0(d2). From the results

in (Halpern & Moses 1992) we can reasonably assume

a minimum exponential growth factor of 2d for any or

dinary algorithm based on Kripke semantics. We run

Tableau, Kris, Ksat and a "basic" version of Ksat

(i.e., with no factorization of A^. arj's and no check

ing of intermediate assignments), called below Basic

Ksat, on these formulas, for increasing values of d.
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The results are plotted in Figure 5. The Tableau,

Kris, Ksat and Basic Ksat curves grow exponen

tially, approximative^ as (16.0)d, (12.7)d, (2.6)<1 and

(2A)d respectively, exceeding 1000s for d = 6, d = 7,

d = 11 and d = 12 respectively. The slight difference

between Ksat and Basic Ksat is due to the over

head introduced by the A, an factorization, which is

useless with these formulas. It is worth observing that

the result of tracing the global number of truth assign

ments /i, recursively found by both Ksat and Basic

Ksat, gave exactly 2d+1 — 1 for every d, that is the

minimum number of Kripke states. Ksat and Basic

Ksat found no redundant truth assignments.

6 CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents what we think are three very im

portant results:

1. it provides a new implemented algorithm, Ksat,

for deciding satisfiability in ACC (K(m)) which

outperforms of orders of magnitude the previous

state-of-the-art decision procedures;

2. it shows that the results provided are not by

chance, and that all SAT-based modal decision

procedures (that is, all the modal decision pro

cedures based on SAT decision procedures) are

intrinsically bound to be more efficient than

tableau-based decision procedures; and

3. it provides evidence, though very partial, of an

easy-hard-easy pattern independent of all the pa

rameters of evaluation considered. If the current

partial evidence is confirmed, this is the first time

that this phenomenon, well known for SAT and

other NP-hard problems, is found in modal log

ics.
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Abstract

A Description Logic (DL) system is charac

terized by four fundamental aspects: the set

of constructs used in concept and role ex

pressions, the kind of assertions allowed in

the TBox (assertions on concepts) and the

ABox (assertions on individuals), and the in

ference mechanisms for reasoning on both the

TBox and the ABox. Most of the research

done in the last decade made several simplify

ing assumptions on the above aspects. How

ever, the recent interest in DLs exhibited in

many application areas (databases, software

engineering, intelligent access to the network,

planning, etc.) calls for investigating DL sys

tems with full capabilities. The work pre

sented in this paper represents a step in this

direction. We present a sound, complete, and

terminating (in worst-case EXPTIME) infer

ence procedure that solves the problem of

reasoning in a DL system with the follow

ing characteristics: it comes equipped with a

very expressive language, it allows the most

general form of TBox assertions, and it takes

into account instance assertions on both con

cepts and roles in the ABox.

1 INTRODUCTION

The research on Knowledge Representation has always

paid attention to languages for the representation of

classes and relationships. Description Logics (DLs)

have been studied in the last decade as a formaliza

tion of these languages (see (Woods & Schmolze, 1992;

Donini, Lenzerini, Nardi, & Schaerf, 1996; Borgida

& Patel-Schneider, 1994; Baader, Hollunder, Nebel,

Profitlich, & Franconi, 1992)). They allow one to rep

resent a domain of interest in terms of concepts and
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roles, where concepts model classes of individuals, and

roles model relationships between classes. Starting

with atomic concepts and atomic roles, which are sim

ply described by a name, complex concepts and roles

can be denoted by expressions built using suitable con

structs. Concepts and roles are given Tarskian seman

tics in terms of sets and binary relations, respectively.

A knowledge base expressed in a DL is constituted by

two components, traditionally called TBox and ABox.

The TBox stores a set of universally quantified asser

tions (inclusion assertions) stating general properties

of concepts and roles. For example, an assertion of this

kind is the one stating that a concept represents a spe

cialization of another concept. The ABox comprises

assertions on individual objects (instance assertions).

A typical assertion in the ABox is the one stating that

an individual is an instance of a certain concept.

Several reasoning tasks can be carried out on a knowl

edge base of the above kind. The simplest form of

reasoning involves computing the subsumption rela

tion between two concept expressions, i.e. verifying

whether one expression always denotes a subset of the

objects denoted by another expression. A more com

plex reasoning task consists in checking whether a cer

tain assertion (either an inclusion or an instance as

sertion) is logically implied by a knowledge base.

A DL system is then characterized by four aspects:

1. The set of constructs constituting the language

used for building the concepts and the roles men

tioned in the TBox and in the ABox.

2. The kind of assertions that may appear in the

TBox.

3. The kind of assertions that may appear in the

ABox.

4. The inference mechanisms provided for reasoning

on the knowledge bases expressible in the system.
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It follows that the expressive power and the deduc

tion capabilities of a DL system depends on the var

ious choices and assumptions that the system adopts

with regard to the above aspects. As to the fourth as

pect, we concentrate in this paper on inference mecha

nisms that are sound and complete with respect to the

standard semantics, although other choices are possi

ble (see (Patel-Schneider, 1989)).

Most of the basic research work on the computational

complexity of DLs has been carried out in a simplified

context where both the TBox and the ABox are empty

(see (Donini, Lenzerini, Nardi, & Nutt, 1991a, 1991b;

Nebel, 1988)). This is not surprising, since these works

aimed at studying the language constructs in isolation,

with the goal of singling out their impact on the com

plexity of subsumption between concept expressions.

Other papers dealt with logical implication of ABox as

sertions under the simplifying assumption of an empty

TBox, again with the goal of studying how the various

language constructs influence the reasoning on individ

uals (see (Donini, Lenzerini, Nardi, & Schaerf, 1994;

Schaerf, 1994)).

More recently, there has been a strong interest in the

problem of reasoning with TBox assertions in isola

tion (see (De Giacomo & Lenzerini, 1994a; Calvanese,

De Giacomo, k Lenzerini, 1995; Nebel, 1991; Baader,

1991; Schild, 1994)). One important outcome of this

line of research is that, limiting the expressive power

of the language with the goal of gaining tractability

is useless in this setting, because the power of TBox

assertions alone (when no limitations on cycles in the

TBox are imposed) generally leads to high complexity

in the inference mechanisms. For this reason, these in

vestigations often refer to very powerful languages for

expressing concepts and roles.

The complete setting has been the subject of some in

vestigations only recently. For example, in (Buchheit,

Donini, & Schaerf, 1993) a DL system with both the

TBox and the ABox is studied with a relatively pow

erful language (not including inverse roles) . However,

results about reasoning on knowledge bases with both

the TBox and the ABox are still rare.

We observe that such results would be very important

in the light of the renewed interest in DLs that we

find in disparate application areas. Indeed, DL sys

tems are now advocated as suitable knowledge repre

sentation systems in many contexts, such as informa

tion systems (Catarci & Lenzerini, 1993), databases

(Borgida, 1995; Bergamaschi & Sartori, 1992; Sheth,

Gala, & Navathe, 1993), software engineering (De-

vambu, Brachman, Selfridge, & Ballard, 1991), in

telligent access to the network (Levy, Rajaraman, &

Ordille, 1996; Blanco, Illarramendi, & Goni, 1994),

action representation (Artale & Franconi, 1994), and

planning (Weida & Litman, 1992). Many of the above

papers point out that the whole capabilities of a DL

system (expressive language, TBox and ABox asser

tions) are often required in the corresponding applica

tion fields (see also (Doyle & Patil, 1991)).

The work presented in this paper represents a funda

mental step in this direction. We present a sound,

complete, and terminating inference procedure that

solves the problem of reasoning in a DL system with

the following characteristics:

1. It comes equipped with a very expressive lan

guage, comprising all classical concept forming

constructs, plus several role forming constructs

(including inverse roles), and the most general

form of number restrictions.

2. It allows the most general form of TBox asser

tions, without any limitations on the presence of

cycles.

3. It allows expressing instance assertions on both

concepts and roles in the ABox.

The most important contributions of our work can be

summarized as follows:

• We present the first decidability result for a DL

system combining inverse roles, number restric

tions, and TBox and ABox assertions simultane

ously.

• We present the first technique for reasoning on

ABox assertions in a DL system that does not

enjoy the finite model property (a knowledge base

in our system may have only models with infinite

domains).

• Our technique is optimal with respect to the

complexity class of the inference problem (EX-

PTIME), and has the same computational com

plexity (in the worst case) as the procedure for

reasoning in a TBox expressed in the basic lan

guage ACC (Schmidt-SchauB & Smolka, 1991).

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we

present the DL language we are interested in, called

C2Q. In Section 3 we illustrate the various features

of C1Q by means of some examples. In Section 4 we

briefly discuss the correspondence between DLs and

propositional dynamic logics (PDLs) which is at the

base of our results on the reasoning procedures for
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CIQ. In Section 5 we introduce some technical notions

that will be needed to get our results. In Section 6,

we describe our technique for computing logical impli

cation over knowledge bases built using CIQ. Finally,

in Section 7 we draw some conclusions.

2 CIQ SYNTAX AND SEMANTICS

In the following, we focus on the description logic CIQ

which has been studied in (De Giacomo & Lenzerini,

1995; De Giacomo, 1995). The available constructs for

concept and role expressions in CIQ are specified in

Figure 1.

Note that CIQ is a very expressive language, compris

ing all usual concept constructs, including the most

general form of number restrictions, the so called qual

ified number restrictions, and a rich set of role con

structs, namely: union of roles Ri U i?2, chaining of

roles Ri o R2, reflexive-transitive closure of roles R*,

inverse roles R~ , and the identity role id(C) projected

on C also called test in the following.

The semantics of CIQ interprets concepts as subsets

of a domain, and roles as binary relations over such

a domain. Formally, an interpretation I = (A1,-1)

consists of a domain of interpretation A2, and an in

terpretation function -2 mapping every atomic concept

A to a subset of A2, and every atomic role P to a

subset of A2 x A2. The interpretation function is sys

tematically extended to complex concepts and roles

according to the semantics of the constructs given in

Figure 1. In the figure, flS denotes the cardinality of

the set 5, and (R1)* stands for t repetitions of R1 -

i.e., (R1)0 = (ui(T))1, and {R1)* = R1 o (fl1)'"1.

A CIQ knowledge base AC = (T, .4) is constituted by

two components: a TBox T and an ABox A.

The TBox is a finite set of inclusion assertions of the

form:

Ci CC2

where C\ and d are concepts. In the following we use

C = D as an abbreviation of C C D and D C.C.

The ABox is a finite set of instance assertions of the

form:

C(a)

where C is a concept, and a is an individual name, or

of the form:

where P is a primitive role and cti,ctj two individuals

names. An interpretation I maps individual names to

individuals in A1, in such a way that different individ

ual names denote different individuals. Therefore we

do not make any distinction between individuals and

their names in the following.

An interpretation I is a model of an inclusion assertion

C\ C C2 if Cf C C2. An interpretation J is a model

of an instance assertion C(a) if a 6 C2, and is a model

of P{cti,atj) if (ai,ctj) € P1. An interpretation I is

a model of knowledge base AC if I is a model of each

inclusion and instance assertion in AC. /C is satisfiable

if it has a model. AC logically implies an (inclusion or

instance) assertion <r, written AC ^= o, if a is satisfied

by every model of AC. A concept C is satisfiable in AC

if there is a model I of AC such that C2 ^ 0. Observe

that satisfiability of a concept C in a knowledge base

AC can be reformulated in terms of logical implication

as AC ^ C C X, and in terms of satisfiability of a

knowledge base as the satisfiability of AC U {C(anew)},

where anew in an individual not mentioned in AC.

3 EXAMPLES

Figure 2 shows a CIQ knowledge base AC = (T, A),

concerning directories and files. The TBox T is made

by four assertions.

The first inclusion assertion states that every

dir.child of an instance d of Directory is either a

directory or a file, and has exactly one dir.child-

predecessor, which is d itself. In other words, the

fragment of dir.child starting from an instance of

Directory has a structure similar to a tree, except

that cycles are not prevented.

The second inclusion assertion states that instances

of File have no children, and that are distinct from

instances of Directory.

The third assertion states that the instances of

FileSysRoot are directories which have no dir.child-

predecessor.

The forth assertion states that every instance of

FileSysElement reaches an instance of FileSysRoot

in a finite number of steps through a chain of

dir.child-. It can be seen that such constraint,

together with the first assertion, prevents cycles to

appear in dir.child-chains involving instances of

FileSysElement.

The ABox A can be thought of as divided into parts.

The first part is made of instance assertions concerning

the individuals a, b and c, and their dir.child rela

tionships. It expresses that a has two children, namely

b and c, and that a is in turn a child of c (i.e. there is

a cycle involving a and b).

The second part concerns the individuals MyDir,
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Construct Name Syntax Semantics

atomic concept A

top T A1

bottom _L 0

conjunction Ci nc2
Cf n Cx

disjunction Ci UC2 CfuC1

negation A* - C1 j

existential quantification 3R.C {s | 3s'. (*,«') € il1 and s' G C1}

universal quantification VR.C
{s | Vs'. (s, «') € flz implies a' € C1}

qualified number

restrictions

(> nQ.C) {s | (a, 5') € Q1 and s' 6 C1} > n}

(< nQ.C) {s | 6 Q1 and a' £ E1} < n}

atomic role P
Px C Az x A1 j

union i?i \JR2

chaining Ri oR2

reflexive-transitive closure R'

test id(C)

inverse R~ {(5,5') | (*',*) eR1}

basic role Q = P\P~

Figure 1: Syntax and semantics of C1Q concept and role constructs.

TBox: ABox:

dir.child(a, b)

dir.child(a, c)

dir.child(c, a)Directory C Vdir.child.((Directory U File) n (< 1 dir.child".T))

File C (Vdir.child.l) n -.Directory

dir.child(MyDir, Research)

dir.child(MyDir, Teaching)

dir.child(Research, CIQ.tex)

FileSysElement (CIQ.tex)

File(CIQ.tex)

FileSysRoot C Directory n Vdir.child" .±

FileSysElement = 3(dir.child-)'.FileSysRoot

Figure 2: Example: directories and files.

Teaching, Research and CIQ.tex. It expresses that

MyDir has Teaching and Research as children, and

that CIQ.tex is a child of Research. Moreover CIQ.tex

is both a FileSysElement and a File.

From K, we can make the following inference:

/C ^ FileSysElement C Directory U File.

Let us prove the above logical implication. By

the fourth assertion in the TBox, every instance

a of FileSysElement reaches an instance a' of

FileSysRoot in a finite (but indeterminate) number

n of dir_child_ steps. We proceed by induction on

n. If n = 0, then a = a'. Hence a is an instance of

FileSysRoot and so is an instance of Directory. If

n = k+1 > 0, then let a" be the immediate dir.child-

predecessor along the chain. By induction hypothesis,

a" either a directory or a file. Since it has a dir.child-

successor, namely a, it must be a directory and hence

all is children, including a are either a directory or a

file.

With minimal modification, this proof applies to the

following logical implication as well:

K. (= FileSysElement C V(dir_child-)*.Directory.

The knowledge base K logically implies also that a, b,

and c are not FileSysElement, i.e. for a = a, b,c:

/C f= ->FileSysElement(a).

To prove the above logical implication we may rea

son as follows. First observe that none of a, b, and c
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can be an instance of FileSysRoot, since all of them

have an immediate dir.child-predecessor. Now let,

for example, a = b. Suppose that b is an instance of

FileSysElement. By the fourth assertion in the TBox,

b must be connected by a finite chain of dir.child"

to an instance of FileSysRoot. Also, as we saw be

fore, the fact that b is an instance of FileSysElement

implies that all dir.child-predecessors of b are in

stances of Directory. It follows from the first asser

tion in the TBox that each of the individuals a, b, and

c has at most one dir.child immediate predecessor,

and therefore, there are no dir.child-predecessors of

b other than a and c. Since neither a nor c can be

an instance of FileSysRoot, we have a contradiction.

Hence we can conclude that neither a, b, or c are in

stances of FileSysElement.

With similar reasoning we can prove that, for 0 =

MyDir, Teaching, Research:

K |= FileSysElement(/J)

and also that MyDir and Research are instances of

Directory, while Teaching is either an instance of

Directory or an instance of File. In addition, we can

prove that it is consistent that MyDir is an instance of

FileSysRoot, though it is not logically implied.

Observe that in the proofs above, the use of induc

tion is essential. Thus, the automatic reasoning pro

cedure for CIQ must include either implicitly or ex

plicitly such form of induction. The need for induc

tion comes, as shown in the examples, from the pres

ence of the reflexive-transitive closure of roles, which

allows the specification of properties of objects that

are distant a finite but indeterminate number of steps

away (through a chain of roles). This ability testifies

the non-first-order nature of our logic. CIQ is indeed

a subset of first order logic + fixpoints (see (De Gi

acomo & Lenzerini, 1994b) and not of the pure first

order logic, as most description logics are.

Finally, note that the knowledge base described in Fig

ure 2 enjoys the finite model property. However, it

easy to build a CIQ knowledge base with only infinite

models. For example consider the following knowledge

base:

TBox:

T C (< 1 succ.T) n (< 1 succ-.T)

InfSeq C Bsucc.Inf Seq

ABox: (InfSeqnVsucc_.±)(Init)

The first assertion constrains the role succ and its in

verse to be functional.

The second assertion constrains the instances of

InfSeq to have its immediate successor in InfSeq as

well, i.e. each instance of Inf Seq either is a (not neces

sarily immediate) successor of itself, or has an infinite

chain of successors.

The instance assertion states that the individual Init

is an instance of InfSeq but does not have any prede

cessor.

Now, since Init has no predecessor, it cannot be a

successor of itself, so being an InfSeq it must have

an infinite chain of successor. Hence all models of the

knowledge base are infinite.

Observe that the existence of knowledge bases that ad

mit only infinite models makes the reasoning methods

based on the direct search and construction of a model

(as the tableaux-based method in (Donini et al., 1994))

infeasible for CIQ. Any reasoning procedure for CIQ

based on the construction of a model, may at most

construct a finite structure that represents a model (a

pseudo-model), in the sense that it contains enough

information so that, in principle, it can be expanded

(maybe not univocally) to a model.

4 CORRESPONDENCE WITH PDLs

In the next sections, we will describe the procedure

for reasoning in CIQ-knowledge bases. Such proce

dure is based on the inference technique that the au

thors developed for the description logic CIQ, mainly

based on the correspondence between DLs and Propo-

sitional Dynamic Logics (PDLs) (Schild, 1991; De Gi

acomo & Lenzerini, 1994a; De Giacomo, 1995). PDLs

are modal logics developed to specify and reason about

program schemas in terms of states and state transi

tions caused by (running) a program (Fischer & Lad-

ner, 1979; Kozen & Tiuryn, 1990).

The correspondence between DLs and PDLs is due to a

substantial similarity between the interpretation struc

ture of the two kinds of logics: individuals in DLs cor

respond to states in PDLs, links between individuals

correspond to state transitions, concepts correspond to

formulae, and roles correspond to programs. In fact,

most constructs in DLs have a counterpart in known

PDLs as shown in Figure 3. In (Schild, 1991), using

the correspondence, many new results on DLs were

obtained from known results on PDLs. In particular,

from the decision procedures for Converse PDL, the

first reasoning procedures for DLs that include inverse

and TBoxes were devised.

Notably, neither qualified number restrictions nor

ABoxes have a counterpart in PDLs.

Indeed the only form of number restrictions known in

PDLs is that of assuming all atomic programs (not
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DLs PDLs

atomic concept A atomic proposition A

top T true tt

bottom 1 false ff

conjunction Ci nC2 conjunction <t>\ A 02

disjunction Ci UC2 disjunction <t>l v<h

negation negation

existential quantification 3R.C diamond ( "some runs . . . " ) <r>4>

universal quantification VR.C box ("all runs ...") [r]4>

qualified number

restrictions

(> nQ.C)

(<nQ.C)

1 assumption: deterministic \

I atomic programs J
(deterministic PDLs)

atomic role P atomic program P

union Ri UR2 choice ri Ur2

chaining Ri ° R2 sequence n;r2

reflexive-transitive closure R* reflexive-transitive closure r"

test id{C) test ¥>■

inverse R~ converse r~

basic role Q
—

inclusion assertions axioms (valid formulae)

instance assertions C(a) | />(<*!, a2)
— —

Figure 3: Correspondence between DLs and PDLs.

their inverse) to be deterministic, thus getting the so

call Deterministic PDLs. As an aside, Deterministic

PDLs that include also the converse operator do not

have the finite model property and indeed the reason

ing procedures developed for these logics are based on

the construction of automata on infinite trees.

As for ABoxes, in PDLs, they would roughly corre

spond to a partial specification of an actual evaluation

of a program. However, such kind of specification have

not been studied yet.

The research in (De Giacomo & Lenzerini, 1994a, 1995;

De Giacomo, 1995) has tackled these two aspects.

In (De Giacomo & Lenzerini, 1994a) the EXPTIME-

decidability olCXT, i.e. CIQ with number restrictions

limited to unqualified functional restrictions (on both

atomic roles and their inverse), was established. In

(De Giacomo & Lenzerini, 1995; De Giacomo, 1995)

this result was extended to CIQ. The reasoning pro

cedures developed in these works do not construct au

tomata on infinite trees, but are based on a polynomial

encoding of a CIQ TBox into a CIT TBox, which is

in turn encoded into a CJ-concept (corresponding to

a Converse PDL formula. Observe that, from CIQ to

CI, we go from a logic which does not have the finite

model property to a logic that does have it.

As for ABoxes, the best known results about reasoning

on knowledge bases constituted by both a TBox and an

ABox, are two EXPTIME reasoning procedures pre

sented in (De Giacomo & Lenzerini, 1994a; De Gia

como, 1995) for CI and CQ (the logic obtainded from

CIQ by disallowing inverse roles), respectively. Notice

that both logics have the finite model property.

Finally we remark that in CIQ, qualified number re

strictions are allowed only for basic roles (i.e. atomic

roles and their inverse). This is a disign choice due

to the fact that allowing a generic role to appear in a

qualified number restriction would have made the logic

undecidable. Indeed it suffices to observe that the un

qualified functional restriction (< 1 (i?x U J?2).T) is in

fact a form of role value map1 , which leads to unde-

cidability (e.g. see (Schmidt-Schaufi, 1989)).

5 TECHNICAL PRELIMINARIES

We assume, without loss of generality, LI, V, < to be

expressed by means of -1, n, 3, >, and the inverse role

operator to be applied to atomic roles only2.

The Fisher-Ladner closure (Fischer & Ladner, 1979) of

a CIQ concept C is denoted by CL{C) and is defined

'This observation is originally due to Franz Baader.

2We recall that the following equations hold: (R\ o

Ri)~ = o R~ , (/?! U R2)~ = Ri U fl^, (RI)' =

(R;)', id(C)- = xd(C).
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inductively as the smallest set of concepts S containing

C and such that:

D G CL(3Rj SRi.C) such that D is equiva

lent to SR'.C.

Ci n C2 G S implies d,C2 G S

-iC' G 5 implies C G 5

C'eS implies --C" G 5 (if C ? -.C")

(> n Q.C) G 5 implies C" G S

3R.C G 5 implies C'eS

3i?! o i?2.C" G S implies 3-Ri.3fl2.C" G 5

3i?i U fl2.C" G S implies 3i*1.C", 3fl2.C" G S

SR'.C G 5 implies SR.SR'.C G 5

3id(C").C'G5 implies C" G 5.

Intuitively, CL(C) is analogous to the set of subcon-

cepts in simpler logics: It comprises the concepts that

play a direct role in establishing the interpretation of

C. The size of CL( C) is linearly bounded by the size

of C (cf. (Fischer & Ladner, 1979)). By definition, if

C G CL(C), then CL(C') C CL{C).

We can extend the above notion to that of the Fisher-

Ladner closure of a knowledge base by simply taking

the union of the Fisher-Ladner closures of all concepts

appearing in the knowledge base.

Let us denote the empty sequence of roles by the role

e, and define 3e.C = C and Ve.C = C. Given a role

R, we call Pre(R) and Post(R) the two sets of roles

defined inductively as follows (Q = P \ P~):

Pre(Q) ={<-,<?}

Pre{Rt o Rs) ={Rl o R^ \ 7% e Pre(Rs)} U Pre(flj )

Pre{R, URS) =Pre{Ri) U Pre(Rs)

Pre{R\) ={R\ o R[ | R[ e Pre(Ri)}

Pre(id{C)) ={e,id(C)}

Post(Q) ={e,Q}

Post{R, o Rs) ={R[ o R2 | R[ e Post(Ri )} U Post{Rs)

PostiR, U R2)=Post(R1)U Post(Rs)

Post{R*t) ={R[ o Rl | R[ e PostiR^}

Post(id(C)) ={e,id{C)}.

Roughly speaking, Pre(R) and Post(R) are the sets

formed by those roles that are "prefix" and "postfix"

of the role R, respectively. The size of both Pre(R)

and Post(R) is polynomial in the size of R.

For the roles in Post(R) the following two properties

can be easily proven (see (De Giacomo, 1996, 1995)):

• Let 3R.C be a concept. For all roles R! 6

Post(R), SR'.C G CL(3R.C).

• Let 3Ri 3Ri.C be a concept. For all roles

R' 6 Post(Ri o ... o Rt), there is a formula

A path in an interpretation I is a sequence (s0, . . . , sq)

of elements of A1 (q > 0), such that for each i =

l,...,q, (sj_i,*i) G Q1, for some Q = P \ P~. The

length of («o, • ■ • , ««) is <?• Intuitively a path describes

the sequence of individuals which are met by following

a role (or the inverse of a role) in a given interpretation.

We inductively define the set of paths Pathsj(R) of a

role R in an interpretation J, as follows, where (Q =

P | P-):

PathsxiQ) =QX

Pathsi{Ri U Re)=Path3r{Ri)U Pathsx(Rs)

Pathsz(Ri oR„)={(s0l ...,*„,...,*,) |

(so, . . . , su) G Pathsx(Rt ) and

(su,...,sq) € PathsxiRs)}

Pathsx(R-) ={(s) | s e A1} U flji>0 Pathsx(R'))

Pathsx(id(C)) ={{s) | s G C1}.

We say that a path («o) in I satisfies a concept C

which is not of the form 3R.C if sQ £ C1. We say that

a path (s0, . . . , s9) in I satisfies a concept C of the form

3/?i. ■ • -3Ri.C', where C is not of the form SR'.C",

if (a0, • • • sq) G Pathsx(Ri o ■ ■ ■ o Rt) and s, G C"1.

The following two propositions describe the basic prop

erties of paths and can be proven by induction on the

structure of the role R (see (De Giacomo, 1996, 1995)).

Proposition 1 Let X be an interpretation and 3R.C

a concept such that: s G (3R.C)1 , (s) £ Pathsz(R),

and s € C1 . Then there exists a concept 3id(Cj) o

. . . o id(Cg).C, with g > 0, such that:

• all tests id(d) occur in R, and hence Ci €

CL{3R.C);

• se{3id(C,)o...oid(Cg).C)1;

• 3id(Ct)o...oid(Cg).C C 3R.C is valid.

Proposition 2 Let X be a structure, and 3R.C a for

mula such that: 8 G (3R.C)1 , (s = so,...,sq) G

Pathsx(R) with q > 0, s, G C1 . Then there exists a

formula 3id(d ) o . . . o id{Cg) o Q.SR'.C, with g>0,

such that:

• all tests id(C>) occur in R, and hence d E

CL(3R.C);

• R! € Post(R) and hence SR'.C is equivalent to D

for some D G CL{SR.C);
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• («o,si) G Q1;

• «! € (BR'.C)2;

• (*i,...,s,) 6 PathsxiR');

• 3td(C,)o...otd(CJ)o<3.(3fl'.C) C 3P.C is vartd.

6 REASONING IN CXQ

KNOWLEDGE BASES

In this section, we illustrate the technique for reason

ing on CIQ knowledge bases. The basic idea underly

ing our method is as follows: checking the satisfiability

of a CIQ knowledge base fC = (T, A) is polynomially

reduced to checking the satisfiability of a CIQ knowl

edge base K! = (T',A'), whose ABox A' is made of

a single instance assertion C(a). In other words, the

satisfiability of K. is reduced to the satisfiability of the

concept C wrt the TBox T of the resulting knowl

edge base. The latter reasoning service can be realized

by means of the method presented in (De Giacomo &

Lenzerini, 1995; De Giacomo, 1995), and is known to

be EXPTIME-complete. Thus, by means of the reduc

tion, we get an EXPTIME algorithm for satisfiability

of CIQ knowledge base, and hence for all reasoning

services on CIQ knowledge bases.

Definition Let K = (7~, A) be a CIQ knowledge base.

We call the reduced form of K the CIQ knowledge base

K' = (T\ .4') defined as follows (a new atomic concept

Ai is introduced for each individual q< (i=l,. . . ,m) oc

curring in .4).

• A' = {(3create.A! n. . .r\3create.Am)(g)}, where

g is a new individual (the only one present in A')

and create is a new atomic role:

• T' is formed by T% and 7^:

~ Tk = 7f u Ta> where Tt = T, and VA is

made of one inclusion assertion:

AiQC

for each instance assertion C(an) G A, two

inclusion assertions:

Ai C 3P.Asn(< IP.A,)

Aj C3P_.i44n(< IP-.Ai)

for each instance assertion P(ai,ctj) G A,

and one inclusion assertion:

Ai Q n^j-'Aj

for each individual a* occurring in A.

- TaUX is made of one inclusion assertion (u

stands for (Pi U ... U Pn U Pf U ... U P~)*,

where Pj , . . . , Pn are all the atomic roles in

(Ai n C) C Vu.(-iXj u C)

for each Ai occurring in 7^ and C such that:

1. C G Ct(72)

2. C = 3R.C with 3P.C G CUJH)

3. C = 3(3? oQ).^ with P' G Pre(P), (? =

P | P~, and P, P, Aj occurring in CL(T£)

where, R is defined inductively as follows

(Q = P|P-):

* Q = Qo id(Jli^Ai);

* Pi o R2 = Ri o R2 -

* Ri U «2_= PT U P^;

* PJ — Pi ;

* idJC) = id{C).

□

Lemma 3 Let K be a CIQ knowledge base, and K! its

reduced form. Then the size of K! is polynomial with

respect to the size of K.

Let us comment on how the reduced form K' =

(T',A') relates to the original knowledge base K. =

(T,A). First, observe that the ABox A1 is used to

force the existence of the only individual g, connected

by the role create to one instance of each At. It

can be shown that this allows us to restrict the at

tention to models of fC' that represent graphs con

nected to g, i.e. models I = (A1, z) of K.' such that

A1 = {g} U {«' | (g,s') G create1 o (UP(PZ U PZT-

The TBox V consists of two parts 7£ and Vava. 7^

is made of the original inclusion assertions in T plus

what we may call a "naive encoding" of the original

ABox A as inclusion assertions, which form T'A- In

deed, each individual a* is represented in TA as a new

atomic concept Ai (disjoint from the other Aj's), and

the instance assertions in the original ABox A are rep

resented as inclusion assertions in T\ involving such

new atomic concepts. However 7^ alone does not suf

fice to represent faithfully (wrt the reasoning services

we are interested in) the original knowledge base, be

cause an individual a* in K. is represented by the set

of instances of Ai in K! . In order to relate the sat

isfiability of K! to the satisfiability of £, we must be

able to single out, for each Ai, one instance of A, rep

resentative of ai. For this purpose, we need to add a

new part, called 7^'UI, to 7*'. Roughly speaking, Vawt

contains inclusion assertions of the form:

(Ai nC)C Vu.(-ii4< U C)
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which say that if an instance of A, is also an instance

of C,a new then every instance of Ai is an instance

of C. Observe that if we could add an infinite set of

assertions of this form, one for each possible concept

of the language (e.g. by a kind of axiom schema), we

could safely restrict our attention to models of K! with

just one instance for every concept A\ (t = 1, . . . , m),

since there would be no way in the logic to distinguish

two instances of Ai one from the other. What we show

below is that in fact we do need only a finite (polyno

mial) number of such inclusion assertions (as specified

by T'aux) in order to be able to identify, for each i, an

instance of Ai as representative of Qj. This allows us

to prove that the existence of a model of K' implies

the existence of a model of K.

The individuals t of a model I of K' such that t G

Af are called aliases of the individual a* in I. The

assertions in 7^'UI allow us to prove the lemma below.

Lemma 4 Let K be a CTQ knowledge base, K.' its re

duced form, and 1 a model of K.' . Let t be an alias

of Qj in I, and let 3R.C G CL{Tk)- If there is a

path from t that satisfies 3R.C and contains N aliases

t = t\, . . . , tjv, of at = Qj, , . . . , otiN respectively, then

from every alias t' of ai in I, there is a path that sat

isfies 3R.C and contains N aliases t' = t[ , . . . , t'N of

Qj, , . . . , aiN , in the same order as ti, . . . , tff.

Proof By induction on the number N of aliases, mak

ing use of the inclusion assertions in T'aux with C of

the form (2) and (3). □

We further restrict our attention to tree-like models

only, without loss of generality. Indeed, any model I of

K' can be easily transformed into a tree-like model, by

simply unfolding I as follows: Put g as the root of the

tree; for each Q-successor (Q = P \ P~) of g add it to

the tree as a Q-child of the node; continue recursively

to process the children of g, and so on. Observe that

the tree-like model obtained may be infinite.

Note that, by virtue of A', in the tree-like model, for

each ai occurring in /C, g has one create-successor saj ,

as a child, such that sQj € Ai. Moreover, each sai has

a single P-successor s G A? for each P(Qj, Oj) G K and

a single P-predecessor s' G Aj for each P(aj,ai) G K,

by rA.

Given a tree-like model I = (A2, -z) of we define

a new interpretation I' = (A1' , ■I' ) of K' as follows

• A1' = {g}u{seAI\(g,a)en
create

• create1 = ncTeatt and P1 = nP n (A1' x A1' ) for

each atomic role P occurring in KJ

• A1' = A1 fl A1' for each atomic concept A occur

ring in K!

where

•"^create = {{9,sai) G create1 | a, for i =

m}

• HP = (PJ - ({(sai,s) G P1 | s G

^JandP(ai,QJ) G £} U {(sa„s') G (P~)2 |

s' G Af and P(a<,aJ) G £})) U {(s0,,sQ.) |

P{au a,) G/C}.

Observe that in Z', for every atomic role P, the number

of P-successors of all individuals in Az , is the same

as in I. The following lemma holds for I' .

Lemma 5 Let K. be a CIQ knowledge base and K.'

its reduced form. Let I be a model of K' = (T',A'),

and 1' be the interpretation obtained from I as above.

Then, for every C G CL(T^) and for every x G A1 :

x G C1' if and only ifx€Cx.

Proof By induction on the formation of C (called

concept induction in the following). The only complex

case is C = 3R.C. Here we show the if-direction of

such a case (the only-if-direction is similar, yet slightly

simpler).

If x G (3R.C)1, then there is a path (x =

io, . . . , xq) G Pathsi(R) such that a;, G Ca . We prove

x G (3R.C)1 , by induction on the number k of aliases

along the path (xo, . . . ,xq), different from sQi for any

i (we call this induction, path induction).

Case k = 0. In this case, for all the states ij along

the path, Xj G Az . By applying Proposition 2 q times

and Proposition 1 once, we can conclude that there

exists a concept 3((id(Co,i) ° • • • ° id(Co,go)) ° Qi °

...°(id(Cq-1,1)o...oid(Cq-1,g,_,))oQvo(id(Cv,1)o

. . . o jd(C9,s,))).C" with gt > 0, such that:

• all tests id(dj) occur in R, and hence dj G

CL(3R.C) C CLiU);

• (xi-i,Xi) G Qf, for i = l,...,q\

• 3((id(C0,i)o. . .oidiCo^oQt o. . .o(id{Cv-i,t)o

•■• o *d(Cq- ,,«,,_,)) o Qq o (id(CvJ) o ... o

id{Cq g,))).C C 3R.C is valid.
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By concept induction hypothesis we have that, for all

d,j, Xi G Cfj iff x< e Cfj, and x, G C'1 iff x, G

C'1 . By construction of X', (xj_i,Xj) G Of implies

(xj-i.xO G Of. Hence x G (Bil.C")1'.

Case k > 0. Let (xo,...,x») = (xo, • • • ,xu, • • -x?)

where xu, such that xu € Aj, is the first alias, dif

ferent from sa, for any », along the path (xo, . . . ,x,).

By applying Proposition 2 u times only, we can con

clude that, there exists a formula 3((id(Co,i ) ° ■ ■ ■ °

id(C0,gt))oQ,o...o{id(Cu-,,i)o...oid(Cq-1,g._t))o

QU).(3R'.C) with & > 0, such that:

• all tests id(Citj) occur in R, and hence Cj,j €

CL(3fl.C) C CL(T£);

• R' G Po5i(i2), and hence the concept 3R'.C is

equivalent to £> for some D G CL(3R.C) C

• (xi-^Xi) G Qf, for i = l,...u;

• (xu, . . . ,x,) G Pathsx{R');

• 3((id{C0,i )o. . .°id{C0,ge))°Qi<>. . .o(id(Cq.lti )o

... o W(C,_i .,,_,)) o Q,).(3£'.(7') C 3fl.C is

valid.

Since the path (xu,...,x,) contains fc aliases, by

Lemma 4, from each alias of aj there is a path sat

isfying 3R'.C which goes through exactly the "same"

A; aliases in the same order. Let (sa, = x'u, . . . ,x'v,) be

such a path. This path contains less than k aliases,

excluding x^. Thus, by path induction hypothesis,

€(3R'.C')r-

Now, by construction of I', (xu_i,xu) G Q„ im

plies (xu_i,aQl) G Ql' thus x„_i G (3Qtt.(3# .C"))r •

Whereas, by formula induction hypothesis, for all Cij,

Xi G Cfj iff Xi G Cfj . Hence considering that for t =

l,...,u - 1, (xj_i,Xj) G Of implies (xj_i,Xi) G 0f\

we get x G (3R.C)1' . □

We can now state the main theorem on reasoning in

CIQ knowledge bases.

Theorem 6 A CIQ knowledge base K. = (T, A) is

satisfiable iff its reduced form K' = (T',A') is satis-

fiable. Thus, satisfiability of CIQ knowledge bases is

EXPTIME-complete.

Proof We can extend a model 1 of K to a model

of K! by adding the individual g to Az, and letting

create1 = {(g,a,) \ i = l,...,m}.

<= If there exists a model I of K' then by Lemma 5

we can construct an interpretation V such that (1)

I' satisfies all inclusion assertions in T; (2) to each

individual aj occurring in K, it corresponds exactly

one individual sa, of I', and for such sai we have

sa> G C1 for each instance assertion C(aj) in K, and

(cti,ctj) G P1 for each instance assertion P(cti,atj).

Hence Z* satisfies K,.

Thus, the satisfiability of K. is polynomially reducible

to satisfiability of its reduced form i.e. to satisfia

bility of a concept (namely the concept in .4') in a CXQ

TBox (namely V), which is known to be EXPTIME-

complete (De Giacomo & Lenzerini, 1995; De Gia-

como, 1995). □

7 DISCUSSION AND

CONCLUSION

We have presented a new technique for reasoning in a

DL system with full capabilities, showing that reason

ing in this logic is EXPTIME-complete. The technique

is based on a careful encoding of instance assertions

into special TBox assertions, that treat individuals as

mutually disjoint atomic concepts, and add suitable

constraints by exploiting the capability of CIQ to ex

press complex properties of role chains. We stress the

importance of these additional constraints: indeed, a

naive translation of individuals into atomic concepts,

like the one implicitly done in Classic (Borgida &

Patel-Schneider, 1994), would not be sufficient for our

purposes.

Consider the knowledge base K. constituted by the

TBox and the ABox shown in Figure 4.

The first inclusion assertion constrains the role succ

and its inverse to be functionl.

The second inclusion assertion states that every indi

vidual is linked by a (succ U succ_)-chain to some

instance of C. In fact the existence of a single instance

of C for each (succ U succ_)-connected part of the

model is sufficient to satisfy the above constraint.

The third inclusion assertion states that the instances

of C have a succ-successor in D and a succ-predecessor

in -iD.

The assertions in the ABox express that a has b as

succ-successor, and b has a as succ-successor.

The knowledge base K. is unsatisfiable. Indeed, both

a and b must be connected by a (succ U succ_)-chain

to an instance of C, hence either a or b must be an

instance of C. Suppose that b is an instance of C. Then

its succ-successor, which is a, is an instance of D, and
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TBox: ABox: naive ABox encoding

T C (< 1 succ.T) n (< 1 succ- .T)

T C 3(succ U succ~)*.C

C C 3succ.D n 3succ.-iD

A C 3succ.B

B C 3succ~.Asucc(a,b)

succ(b, a) B C 3succ.A

A C 3succ~.B

Figure 4: Example: naive ABox encoding fails.

its succ-predecessor, which is again a, is an instance

of ->D. But this is a contradiction. The conclusion is

reached if we assume that a is an instance of C.

Now consider the knowledge base K.' obtained from K.

by substituting the assertions in the ABox with their

naive encodings (see Fig. 4, where A and B are dis

joint). It is easy to see that K.' is satisfiable. Indeed,

to see this, it suffices to consider the following inter

pretation: A2 = a,a',b,b', a, a' € A1, b,b' € B1,

(a,b), (b, a'), (a',b'), (b', a) € succ1, and such that

b £ C1, a 6 D1 and a' 6 --D2.

Observe that if we include the assertions:

(A n D) C Vu.(->A U D)

for all D G CL(K), then the above interpretation is not

a model anymore.

By virtue of the characteristics of the encoding pre

sented in this paper, it can be shown that the technique

can be extended to even more powerful DLs, such as

CATS and CVC (see (De Giacomo & Lenzerini, 1995;

Calvanese et al., 1995)), which include role conjunc

tion and a limited form of role-value map. Here, we

restricted our attention to CTQ for the sake of simplic

ity.

In the future, we aim at extending our analysis to the

ONE-OF construct (by which we can form a concept as

a set of individuals). Although we know that reasoning

is still EXPTIME decidable if we add ONE-OF and

get rid off of either inverse roles or number restrictions

(De Giacomo & Lenzerini, 1994a; De Giacomo, 1995),

the decidability of reasoning on CTQ knowledge bases

extended with ONE-OF is still an open problem.
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Abstract

Number restrictions are concept constructors

that are available in almost all implemen

ted description logic systems. However, even

though there has lately been considerable ef

fort on integrating expressive role construc

tors into description logics, the roles that may

occur in number restrictions are usually of a

very restricted type. Until now, only langua

ges with number restrictions on atomic roles

and inversion of atomic roles, or with num

ber restrictions on intersection of atomic roles

have been investigated in detail.

In the present paper, we increase the expres

sive power of description languages by allo

wing for more complex roles in number re

strictions. As role constructors, we consider

composition of roles (which will be present

in all our languages), and intersection, union

and inversion of roles in different combina

tions. We will present two decidability re

sults (for the basic language that extends ML

by number restrictions on roles with com

position, and for one extension of this lan

guage), and three undecidability results for

three other extensions of the basic language.

1 Motivation and introduction

Description logics is a field of knowledge representa

tion in which there is a rather close interaction bet

ween theory and practice. On the one hand, there

are various implemented systems based on description

logics, which offer a palette of description formalisms

with differing expressive power [Peltason,1991; Brach-

man et ai.,1991; MacGregor,1991; Mays et al, 1991;

Baader et al., 1994; Bresciani et aZ.,1995]. On the

other hand, the computational properties (like de-

* This author is supported by the Deutsche Forschungs-

gemeinschaft under Grant No. Sp 230\ 6-6.

cidability, complexity) of various description forma

lisms have thoroughly been investigated [Nebel,1988;

Schmidt-Schauss,1989; Patel-Schneider,1989; Donini

et al., 1991a; 1991b]. These investigation were often

motivated by the use of certain constructors in systems

or the need for these constructors in specific applicati

ons [Baader & Hanschke,1993; Franconi,1994], and the

results have influenced the design of new systems.

The terminological formalisms of knowledge represen

tation systems based on description logics provide con

structors that can be used to build complex concepts

and roles out of atomic concepts (unary predicates)

and roles (binary predicates). Until recently, the main

emphasis, both in implemented systems and in theo

retical research, was on constructors for building com

plex concepts. The need for rich role constructors in

certain application domains (such as representing rich

schema languages for databases [Calvanese et al., 1994;

1995], or domains that require the appropriate

modeling of part-whole relations [Padgham & Lam-

brix,1994; Artale et oZ.,1994; Sattler, 1995]) has trigge

red research on description languages that also pro

vide for expressive role constructors [Baader,1990;

De Giacomo& Lenzerini,1995]. These investigations

were facilitated by the observation that the for

malisms considered in description logics are very

similar to certain modal logics [Schild,1991; De

Giacomo& Lenzerini,1994]. In particular, well-known

modal logics, such as prepositional dynamic logics

(PDL) and its extensions [Fischer & Ladner,1979; Ben-

Ari et a/., 1982; Harel,1984], provide for role construc

tors like composition, union, transitive closure, and

inversion.

Number restrictions are concept constructors that are

available in almost all implemented description lo

gic systems. They allow to restrict the number of

role successors of an individual w.r.t. a given role.

For example, if has-child is an atomic role and

person is an atomic concept, then we can describe

all persons having at most 2 children by the concept

person n (< 2 has-child). In contrast to the rather

prominent role that number restrictions play in de
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scription logics, the corresponding constructors in mo

dal logic—so-called "graded modalities" [Fine, 1972;

van der Hoek&De Rijke,1995]—have been studied

only recently, and thus there are not many results

available that could be transferred to description lo

gics. In [De Giacomo& Lenzerini,1994], the problem

of adding number restrictions to PDL and various of

its extensions has been investigated in detail. Howe

ver, even though the description languages conside

red in this work have very expressive formalisms for

constructing complex roles, the roles that may occur

in number restrictions are restricted to atomic roles

and their inverse. To the best of our knowledge, the

only other well-investigated concept description lan

guage with number restrictions on non-atomic roles is

ACCM1Z, which allows for intersection of roles in num

ber restrictions.

The present paper is a first attempt to overcome this

research deficit. It considers description languages

that extend ACC or ACC+ (the description logic equi

valent to PDL) with number restrictions on complex

roles. As role constructors in number restrictions, we

will allow for composition (which will be present in

all our languages), and intersection, union, and inver

sion of roles in different combinations. Number re

strictions on roles with composition are particularly

interesting from a practical point of view since they

allow to impose restrictions on role successors for a

composed role without explicitly stating restrictions

on its atomic components. For example, the restric

tion personn(= 17 has-childohas-child) describes

persons that have 17 grandchildren without explicitly

saying anything about the number of children, and the

number of children of each child. From a theoretical

point of view, number restrictions on roles with com

position introduce a new level of complexity: the tree

model property (which most of the modal logics and

description logics investigated in the literature have) is

no longer satisfied (see Section 3.1). By adding inver

sion of roles, we can express that a person has at least

5 siblings: person fl (> 6 has-child-1 ohas-child);

intersection of roles can prohibit that a parent marries

his/her own child: (< 0 has-childnis-married-to);

union and composition can be used to describe that all

children have the same name as their parent:

(= 1 has-nameU (has-childohas-name)).

Number restrictions on complex roles are not only of

interest in toy examples like the family domain used

above. Our original motivation for considering these

constructs comes from a process engineering applica

tion, where planning and optimization of large che

mical plants is supported by building process models.

The engineering knowledge concerning standard buil

ding blocks of these models is to be represented in a

description logic system. For example, the concept

(device n (= 1 controlled-by)) describes devices

that are controlled by a single control unit. If we want

to describe a device such that all devices connected

to it are controlled by the same control unit, we need

composition in the number restriction: (device n (=

1 connected-to o controlled-by)). To assure that

the device itself is also controlled by the same unit con

trolling the devices connected to it, we additionally

need union in the number restriction: (device l~l (=

1 controlled-by U connected-toocontrolled-by)).

Inversion of roles comes in if we need the role controls

as well. There are also more complex properties of de

vices and other parts of process models that could be

expressed with number restrictions on complex roles.

However, to be useful in practice, it is not sufficient

to have a description language that can just be used

to represent the relevant properties of objects. The

description logic system must also be able to reason

about the descriptions.

As a positive result in this direction, we show that

the subsumption and the satisfiability problem for the

language ACCN(o), which extends ACC with number

restrictions on roles built with composition, are deci-

dable. On the other hand, three extensions of this lan

guage turn out to be undecidable: .4£C+with number

restrictions on roles built with composition and union;

ACC with number restrictions on roles built with com

position and intersection; and ACC with number re

strictions on roles built with composition, union, and

inversion. However, if union and intersection are re

stricted to role chains of the same length, then we ob

tain a decidable extension of ACC.

In the next section, we introduce syntax and semantics

of the concept and role constructors that will be con

sidered. Section 3.1 describes the algorithm that deci

des satisfiability of >tCCAA(o)-concepts, and Section 3.2

extends this decidability result to number restrictions

on union and intersection of role chains of the same

length. The subsequent section sketches the undecida-

bility proofs, which all use a reduction of the domino

problem. In Section 5, we mention related decidability

and undecidability results from modal and description

logics.

2 Concept and role constructors

We define syntax and semantics of all the constructors

considered in the present paper, and introduce the de

scription languages that will be investigated in more

detail.

Definition 1 Starting with atomic roles from a set

Nr of role names, complex roles are built using the

role constructors composition (RoS), union (RLiS),

intersection (RnS), inversion (i?_1), and transitive

closure (R+)-

The set of >UT-concepts is built from a set Nc of

concept names using the concept constructors disjunc

tion (C U D), conjunction (C n D), negation (~>C),
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value restriction (Vi?.C), and existential restriction

(3R.C), where the roles occurring in value restrictions

and existential restrictions are atomic roles. In A£C+-

concepts, the roles occurring in value restrictions and

existential restrictions may be complex roles that are

built using the constructors composition, union, and

transitive closure.

Number restrictions are concepts of the form (>nR)

or (<n R), where n G K is a nonnegative integer and

R is a complex role. For a set M C {U,n,o, _1, + }

of role constructors, we call such a number restric

tion an M-number restrictions iff R is built using

only constructors from M . The set of ACCAf(M)-

concepts (resp. ^4CC+A/^(M)-conceptsj is obtained from

ACC-concepts (resp. ACC+-concepts) by additionally al

lowing for M-number restrictions in concepts.

As usual in description logics, the extensions of con

cepts and roles involving the constructors introduced

above are defined inductively on the structure of com

plex concepts and roles.

Definition 2 An interpretation I = (A2,-2) consists

of a set A2, called the domain of I, and an extension

function -x that maps every concept to a subset of A1 ,

and every (complex) role to a subset of Ax x A1 such

that the followings equalities are satisfied:

(Rl n R2)x= R\X n R2X ,

U R2)x= R\X U R2X ,

(R1oR2)x= {(d, /) € A1 x Ax | 3e € A1 :

(d,e)eRxA(e,f)€Rx),

(R~i)x= {(e,d)eAxxAI\(d!e)eR*},

(R+)x=
Ui^iR1)',

(CnD)x= cx n D1,

[CuD)x=
C1 U D1,

^Cx= A1 \ Cx,

(3R.C)X=
{d€ A2|3eG A2:

(d,e) e^Aee C*2},

(V.R.C)2= {d € A2 | Ve 6 A2 :

{d,e)eRx=>eeCx},

(> n R)x=
{de A2|#{eeA2|(d,e)efl2}>n})

(< n R)x=
{de A2|#{eeA2|(d,e)€/?2}<n}.

Here #X denotes the size of a set X. If d £ Cx , we

say that d is an instance of C in I. If (d, e) € Rx ,

we say that d is an R-predecessor of e, and e is an

R-successor of d in 1.

A concept C is called satisfiable iff there is some in

terpretation I such that Cx ^ 0. We call such an

interpretation a model of C. A concept D subsumes a

concept C (written C C D) iff for all interpretations I

we have C C Dx. Since all the languages considered

in the present paper allow for negation and conjun

ction of concepts, subsumption and (un)satisfiability

can be reduced to each other:

• CCDiffCn ->D is unsatisfiable,

• C is unsatisfiable iff C C A n ->A (for a concept

name A).

For this reason, we may restrict our attention to the

satisfiability problem, both in the decidability and in

the undecidability proofs.

3 Decidability results

In the first part of this section, we show that satisfia

bility of >UEA/'(o)-concepts is decidable. This result

is extended in the second part to a description lan

guage where, additionally, union and intersection of

role chains of the same length are allowed in number

restrictions.

3.1 ACCM{o) is decidable

We present a tableau-like algorithm for deciding sa

tisfiability of ^4CCJA^(o)-concepts. The algorithm and

the proof of its correctness are very similar to exi

sting algorithms and proofs for languages with num

ber restrictions on atomic roles [Hollunder et al,1990;

Hollunder & Baader,199l]. It should be noted, howe

ver, that the presence of number restrictions on role

chains of the form Ri oR2o. . .oR„ with n > 1 has as

consequence that the finite models generated by the

algorithm need no longer be tree models. A tree model

of a concept C is an interpretation such that (1) every

element of the model can be reached from an initial

(root) element, which is an instance of C, via role

chains, (2) the root does not have a role predecessor,

and (3) every other element has exactly one role prede

cessor. The following ^4£CA/"(o)-concept is satisfiable,

but it obviously does not have a tree model:

(3R.A) n (3R.iA) n (ViJ.(35.B)) n (< 1 RoS).

Nevertheless, the models that will be generated by our

algorithm are very similar to tree models in that pro

perties (1) and (2) are still satisfied, and every role

chain from the root to an element has the same length

(even though there may exist more than one such

chain). This fact will become important in the proof

of termination.

As usual, we assume without loss of generality that

all concepts are in negation normal form (NNF), i.e.,

negation occurs only immediately in front of concept

names. The basic data structure our algorithm works

on are constraints:

Definition 3 Let t = {x,y,z, . . .} be a countably in

finite set of individual variables. A constraint is of the

form

xRy, x : D, or x ^ y, 1

'We consider such inequalities as being symmetric, i.e.,

if i ^ y belongs to a constraint system, then y ^ x (impli

citly) belongs to it as well.
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where R is a role name, x,y are individual variables,

and D is an MLW(°)-concept in NNF. A constraint

system is a set of constraints. For a constraint system

S, let Ts Q r denote the individual variables occuring

in S.

An interpretation X is a model of a constraint system

S iff there is a mapping ir : ts —> A2 such that I, n

satisfy each constraint in S, i.e.,

(n(x), 7r(j/)) e R1 for all xRy G S,

n(x) ^ ir(y) for all {x ^ y) e S,

tt(x) 6 D1 for allx -.DeS.

For a constraint system S, individual variables x,y,

and role names Ri, we say that y is an Ryo. . .oR^-

successor of x in S iff there are yo,...,ym € r such

that x = y0,y = ym, and {y<-R»+iy*+i \ 0 < i < m -

1} C S. S contains a clash iff {x : A, x : -<A} C S for

some concept name A and some variable x € ts, or

x :(< n R) e S andx has i> n R-successors yi, . . . ,y/

in S such that for all i ^ j we have yi / y, e S. A

constraint system S is called complete iff none of the

completion rules given in Figure 1 can be applied to

S. In these rules, the constraint system Sfa/yi] is

obtained from S by substituting each occurrence of j/2

in S byyi.

Figure 1 introduces the completion rules that are used

to test >tCC^/"(o)-concepts for satisfiability. The com

pletion algorithm works on a tree where each node is

labelled with a constraint system. It starts with the

tree consisting of a root labelled with S = {x0 : Co},

where Co is the >tCCA/'(o)-concept in NNF to be tested

for satisfiability. A rule can only be applied to a leaf

labelled with a clash-free constraint system. Applying

a rule S —> Si, for 1 < i < n, to such a leaf leads to the

creation of n new successors of this node, each labelled

with one of the constraint systems S<. The algorithm

terminates if none of the rules can be applied to any

of the leaves. In this situation, it answers with "Co

is satisfiable" iff one of the leaves is labelled with a

clash-free constraint system.

Correctness of this algorithm is an immediate conse

quence of the following facts:

Lemma 4 Let Co be an MLW(o)-concept in NNF,

and let S be a constraint system obtained by applying

the completion rules to {xo ■ Co}. Then

1. For each completion rule Tl that can be applied to

S, and for each interpretation X we have X is a

model of S iff X is a model of one of the systems

Si obtained by applying H.

2. If S is a complete and clash-free constraint sy

stem, then S has a model.

3. If S contains a clash, then S does not have a mo

del.

4- The completion algorithm terminates when ap

plied to {xq : Co}.

Indeed, termination shows that after finitely many

steps we obtain a tree such that all its leaf nodes are

labelled with complete constraint systems. If Co is sa

tisfiable, then {io : Co} is also satisfiable, and thus one

of the complete constraint systems is satisfiable by (1).

By (3), this system must be clash-free. Conversely, if

one of the complete constraint systems is clash-free,

then it is satisfiable by (2), and because of (1) this

implies that {xo :Cq} is satisfiable. Consequently, the

algorithm is a decision procedure for satisfiability of

MLAf(o)-concepts :

Theorem 5 Subsumption and satisfiability of

MLW(o)-concepts is decidable.

Proof of Part 1 of Lemma 4: We consider only

the rules concerned with number restrictions, since the

proof for Rules 1-4 is just as for ML.

5. Number restriction: Assume that the rule is ap

plied to the constraint x :(> n R\o. . .oRm), and

that its application yields

5' = SU {xR^ymRmz}

U {ytRiVi+i | 2 < t < m - 1}

U {z ^ to | u; is an

i?io. . .o^-successor of a; in S}.

Since S is a subset of 5', any model of S' is also

a model of S.

Conversely, assume that I is a model of S, and

let 7r : ts -» Az be the corresponding mapping

of individual variables to elements of A1. On the

one hand, since X satisfies x :(> n R\o. . .oRm),

n(x) has at least n R\ o . . . o .R^-successors in

I. On the other hand, since Rule 5 is applica

ble to x:(> n Rio . . .oRm), x has less than n

Ri o . . . o i?m-successors in S. Thus, there exists

an Ri o . . . o i?„,-successor b of n(x) in X such

that b ^ tt(w) for all Ri o . . . o ii„,-successors w

of x in S. Let b?,...,bm € Az be such that

(7r(i),62) e i?f,(62,fo3) G Rl,...,{bm,b) € Ri.

We define n' : ts< -> A2 by n'(y) := n(y) for

all y € ts, 7r'(j/j) := 6j for all z',2 < i < m, and

n'(z) := b. Obviously, X,n' satisfy 5'.

6. Number restriction: Assume that the rule can

be applied to x:(< n Ri° . . .oRm) e 5, and let

X together with the valuation n : ts —> A2 be

a model of S. On the one hand, since the rule

is applicable, x has more than n R\ o . . . o R^-

successors in S. On the other hand, I,tt satisfy

x:(< m R\o.. .oR^n) e 5, and thus there are two

different R\o. . x>Rm-successors y\ , j/2 of x in S such

that 7r(j/i ) = 7r(j/2)- Obviously, this implies that

(2/i # 2/2) £ S, which shows that 5j,liy2 = 5[y2/j/i]

is one of the constraint systems obtained by app

lying Rule 6 to x:(< n R\o.. .oR^). In addition,
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1. Conjunction: If x :(Ci n C2) G S and x : C\ & S or x : C2 & S, then

S-> Sl){x:Ci,x:C2}

2. Disjunction: If x :(Ci U C2) G S and x : Cx & S and x : C2 & S, then

S -> 5i=5u{x:Ci}

S->- S2=Su{x:C2}

3. Value restriction: If x :(VJZ.C) G 5 for a role name i?, y is an il-successor of x in S and y.C & S, then

S -> 5 U {y : C)

4. Existential restriction: If x :(3.R.C) G 5 for a role name R and there is no i?-successor y of x in S

with y : C & S, then

S -> S U {x/Zz, z : C} for a new variable z G t\ts-

5. Number restriction: If x:(> n Ri<>.. .oR^) g S for role names Ri, . . . ,Rm and x has less

than n R\o. . .oi^-successors in S, then

S-> SUtx^ya^mi^zjUfyiilij/i+i |2<i<m-l}U

{z ^ u; I w is an i?i o. . .0 /^-successor of x in 5}

where z, j/j are new variables in t \ ts-

6. Number restriction: If x :(< n iijo. . .oR^) G S, x has more than n R\o. . .oi^-successors in 5,

and there are R\o. . .oi?m-successors yi,y2 of x in 5 with (y\ ^ y2) & S, then

s ~* Svuin = S[y2/yi]

for all pairs yi,y2 of R\o. . .ofl^-successors of x with (yi ^ y2) & S.

Figure 1: The completion rules for A£CN{°)

since 7r(j/i) = 7r(j/2), I,» satisfy Syi,,2.

Conversely, assume that Syi,ya = Sfjfc/j/i] is ob

tained from 5 by applying Rule 6, and let 1 to

gether with the valuation 7r be a model of SVl tV2 .

If we take a valuation tt' that coincides with 7r

on the variables in Tjs and satisfies 7r'(y2) =

7r(j/i), then l,n' obviously satisfy 5. ■

Proof of Part 2 of Lemma 4: Let S be a complete

and clash-free constraint system that is obtained by

applying the completion rules to {xo : Co}. We define

a canonical model I of S as follows:

A2 := ts and

for all A G Nc : x € A1 iff x : A G S,

for all G iVfl : (x, y) e i?1 iff xRy G S.

In addition, let n : rs -> A2 be the identity on rg. We

show that 1, 7r satisfy every constraint in S.

By definition of Z, a role constraint of the form xRy

is satisfied by I, n iff xRy G S. More generally, y is an

ill o. . .oi?m-successor of x in 5 iff y is an i?i o. . .oi^-

successor of x in J. We show by induction on the

structure of the concept C that every concept con

straint x : C G 5 is satisfied by 1, 7r. Again, we restrict

our attention to number restrictions since the induc

tion base and the treatment of the other constructors

is just as for ACC.

• Consider x:(> n i2io...oi?m) G 5. Since 5

is complete, Rule 5 cannot be applied to x:(>

n R\o. . f>Rm), and thus x has at least n R\o. . oRm-

successors in 5, which are also R\ o . . . o Rm-

successors of x in I. This shows that I, n satisfy

x :(> n R\ o. . .oRm).

• Constraints of the form x :(< n R\o. . .oR^) G 5

are satisfied because S is clash-free and complete.

In fact, assume that x has more than n Ryo. . sRm-

successors in I. Then x also has more than n R\o

. . .oRm-successors in S. If S contained inequality

constraints j/j yj for all these successors, then

we would have a clash. Otherwise, Rule 6 could

be applied. ■

Proof of Part 3 of Lemma 4: Assume that 5 con

tains a clash. If {x : A, x : -*A} C 5, then it is clear

that no interpretation can satisfy both constraints.

Thus assume that x:(< n R) G S and x has I > n

i?-successors •••,{// in S with (yi ^ t/j) G 5 for

all t j. Obviously, this implies that in any mo

del J, 7r of 5, 7r(x) has i > n distinct ii-successors

""(l/i)) • • • in Z, which shows that Z,tt cannot

satisfy x :(< n R). m

Proof of Part 4 of Lemma 4: In the following,

we consider only constraint systems S that are obtai

ned by applying the completion rules to {xq : Co}. For
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a concept C, we define its and/or-size |C|n,u as the

number of occurrences of conjunction and disjunction

constructors in C. The maximal role depth depth(C)

of C is defined as follows:

depth(A) := depth(->A) := 0 for A € Nc,

depth(Ci n C2) := max{depth{Ci), depth(C2)},

depth(Ci UC2) ■= max{depth(Ci),depth(C2)},

depth(VRi.Ci) := depth(3i?i.Ci) := 1 + depth(Ci),

depth(> n R\o. . .oR^) -.= m,

depth(< n R\o. . .oRm) := m.

For the termination proof, the following observations,

which are an easy consequence of the definition of the

completion rules, are important:

Lemma 6 /. Every variable x ^ xo that occurs in

S is an i?jo. . .oi^-successor of xo for some role

chain of length m > 1. In addition, every other

role chain that connects xo with x has the same

length.

2. If x can be reached in S by a role chain of length

m from xo, then for each constraint x:C in S,

the maximal role depth of C is bounded by the

maximal role depth of Co minus m. Consequently,

m is bounded by the maximal role depth of Co.

Let mo be the maximal role depth of Co- Because

of the first fact, every individual x in a constraint sy

stem S (reached from {xo : Co} by applying completion

rules) has a unique role level level(x), which is its di

stance from the root node xo, i.e., the unique length of

the role chains that connect xo with x. Because of the

second fact, the level of each individual is an integer

between 0 and mo-

In the following, we define a mapping k of constraint

systems S to 5(mo + l)-tuples of nonnegative integers

such that S -4 S' implies k(S) X *c(S'), where >- de

notes the lexicographic ordering on 5m0-tuples. Since

the lexicographic ordering is well-founded, this implies

termination of our algorithm. In fact, if the algorithm

did not terminate, then there would exist an infinite

sequence So —> Si and this would yield an infi

nite descending chain of tuples.

Thus, let S be a constraint system that can be reached

from {xo : Co} by applying completion rules. We define

/c(S) := (to, ti , • • • , tmo_i , /cmo),

where Ki := (kt3i,kit2,kit3,kt,4,ktfi) and the compo

nents are obtained as follows:

• is the number of individual variables x in S

with level(x) = I.

• ki<2 is the sum of the and/or-sizes |C|n,u of all

constraints x : C 6 S such that JeveJ(x) = ( and

the conjunction or disjunction rule is applicable

to x : C in S.

• For a constraint x :(> n Rxo. . .oR^), let k be the

maximal cardinality of all sets M of Ri o. . .oRm-

successors of x for which j/i /j/j€5 for all pairs

of distinct elements y*, j/j of M. We associate with

x :(> n Ri o . . . oRm) the number r := n — Jfc, if

n > k, and r := 0 otherwise, sums up all

the numbers r associated with constraints of the

form x:(> n R\o . . .oR^) for variables x with

JeveJ(x) = I.

• kiti is the number of all constraints x :(3R.C) € S

such that Jevei(x) = I and the existential restric

tion rule is applicable to x :(3R.C) in S.

• kt,5 is the number of all pairs of constraints

x :(W?.C), xRy £ S such that level(x) = I and the

value restriction rule is applicable to x:(Vi?.C),

xRy in S.

In the following, we show for each of the rules of Fi

gure 1 that S -+ S' implies k(S) >- k(S').

1. Coryunction: Assume that the rule is applied to

the constraint x : C\ n C2, and let S' be the sy

stem obtained from S by its application. Let

t := JeveJ(x).

First, we compare K( and K't, the tuples respec

tively associated with level £ in S and S'. Ob

viously, the first components of Kg and k'( ag

ree since the number of individuals and their le

vels are not changed. The second component

of K,'t is smaller than the second component of

Kf. |Ci n C2|n,u is removed from the sum, and

replaced by a number that is not larger than

|Ci|n,u + |C2|n,u (depending on whether the top

constructor of C\ and C2 is disjunction or con

junction, or some other constructor). Since tuples

are compared with the lexicographic ordering, a

decrease in this component makes sure that it is

irrelevant what happens in later components.

For the same reason, we need not consider tu

ples nm for m > I. Thus, assume that m < I.

In such a tuple, the first three components are

not changed by application of the rule, whereas

the remaining two components remain unchan

ged or decrease. Such a decrease can happen if

level(y) = m and S contains constraints yRx,

y :(VR.Ci) (ex y.'lR.d)).

2. Disjunction: This rule can be treated like the

conjunction rule.

3. Value restriction: Assume that the rule is ap

plied to the constraints x:(VJ?.C),xi?y, and let

S' be the system obtained from S by its applica

tion. Let I := level(x). Obviously, this implies

that level(y) = JeveJ(x) + 1 > I.

On level I , the first three components of K( re

main unchanged; the fourth remains the same,

or decreases (if S contains constraints zSy and

z:(3S.C) for an individual z with level(z) = ();

and the fifth decreases by at least one since the
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constraints x :(yR.C),xRy are no longer counted.

It may decrease by more than one if S contains

constraints zSy and z :(VS.C) for an individual z

with level(z) = £.

Because of this decrease at level £, the tuples

at larger levels (in particular, the one for level

ievei(x) + 1, where there might be an increase),

need not be considered.

The tuples of levels smaller than I are not chan

ged by application of the rule. In particular, the

third component of such a tuple does not change

since no role constraints or inequality constraints

are added or removed.

4. Existential restriction: Assume that the rule is

applied to the constraint x :(3R.C), and let S' —

S U {xRy, y.C) be the system obtained from S

by its application. Let £ := level(x). Obviously,

this implies that level(y) = level(x) + 1 > I.

The first two components of K( obviously remain

unchanged. The third component may decrease

(if y is the first successor for an at-least restric

tion) or it stays the same. Since the fourth com

ponent decreases, the possible increase of the fifth

component is irrelevant.

For the same reason, the increase of the first com

ponent of K(+\ is irrelevant.

Tuples of levels smaller than £ are not increased by

application of the rule. All components of such a

tuple remain unchanged, with the possible excep

tion of the third component, which may decrease.

5. Number restriction: Assume that the rule is ap

plied to the constraint a: :(> n R\ o. . .oRm) e S,

let S' be the system obtained by rule application,

and let £ = level(x).

As for Rule 4, the first two components of hi re

main the same. In addition, there is a decrease

in the third component of ki, since the new indi

vidual z can now be added to the maximal sets

of explicitly distinct Ri o . . . o 7?m-successors of x.

Note that these sets were previously smaller than

n (because even the set of all Ri°. . .oi?m-successors

of x was smaller than n).

For this reason, the possible increase in the fifth

component of K( and in the first components of

tuples of levels larger than £ are irrelevant.Tuples

of levels smaller than £ are either unchanged by

application of the rule, or their third component

decreases.

6. Number restriction: Assume that the rule is ap

plied to the constraint x:(< n Ryo. . .oRm) e S,

let S' = Syj ,y2 be the system obtained by rule ap

plication, and let £ — \eve\{x).

On level £ + m, the first component of the tuple

K(+m decreases. Thus, possible increases in the

other components of this tuple are irrelevant.

Tuples associated with smaller levels remain un

changed or decrease. In fact, since y\ in S' has all

its old constraints and the constraints of j/2 in S,

some value restrictions or existential restrictions

for individuals of the level immediately above level

£ + m may become satisfied (in the sense that the

corresponding rule no longer applies). Since no

constraints are removed, previously satisfied value

restrictions or existential restrictions remain sa

tisfied. The third component of tuples of smaller

level cannot increase since the individuals yi,j/2

that have been identified were not related by ine

quality constraints. ■

For languages where number restrictions may

contain—in addition to composition—union or inter

section of roles, an important property used in the

above termination proof is no longer satisfied: It is

not possible to associate each individual generated by

a tableau-like procedure with a unique role level, which

is its distance to the "root" individual xq (i.e., the in

stance xq of Co to be generated by the tableau algo

rithm). Indeed, in the concept

Co := {3R3R.A) f"l (< 1 R U RoR),

the number restriction enforces that an i?-successor

of an instance of Co is also an i?o/?-successor of this

instance. For this reason, an /^-successor of the root

individual must be both on level 1 and on level 2, and

thus the relatively simple termination argument that

was used above is not available for these larger langua

ges. However, as we shall show in Section 3.2, this ter

mination argument can still be used if union and inter

section are restricted to role chains of the same length.

Without this restriction, satisfiability may become un-

decidable: in Section 4, we show that satisfiability is

in fact undecidable for MLN{o,r\). For MTAf(o,U),

decidability of satisfiability is still an open problem.

3.2 An extension of the decidability result

The algorithm given in Section 3.1 will be extended

such that it can also treat union and intersection of

role chains that have the same length. The proof of

soundness, completeness and termination of this ex

tended algorithm is very similar to the one for the

basic algorithm, and will thus only be sketched.

In the remainder of this section, a complex role is

• a role chain H = R\o.. .oRn, or

• an intersection 1Z = Ri o . . . o R„ n Si o . . . o Sn of

two role chains of the same length, or

• a union H = Rio. . .oRn u Si o. . .oS„ of two role

chains of the same length.

The satisfiability algorithm is extended by adding two

new rules 5a and 56 to handle number restrictions

(> n TZ) for complex roles with union or intersection,

and by substituting rule 6 by a new rule 6' that is

able to handle the new types of complex roles. To for

mulate the new rules, we must extend the notion of
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5a. Number restriction: If x :(> n R^o. . .oRm u Si o. . .oSm) € S and x has less than n

(Ri°. . .oRm u Sio. . .o5m)-successors in S, then

5->Si =5u{i/ii»2,»mi2m2}U{tfifliyi+i |2<i<m-l}u

{z ^ w I u; is an (i?io. . .o/?m U Sio. . .o5m)-successor of x in 5}

5 -> 52 = S U {x5u/2,2/m5mz} U {yiSiyi+1 | 2 < t < m - 1} U

{2 ^ u; | u> is an (i?io. . .o/?m U 5io. . .o5m)-successor of x in 5}

where z, yi are new variables in r \ r^.

5b. Number restriction: If x :(> n R\o.. .oR^ n Si o. . .oSm) € S and x has less than n

(R\°. ■ -oRm n 5io. . .o5m)-successors in 5, then

2} U , y'iSiy'i+1 \ 2 < i < m - 1} U

{z 7^ w I w is an (i?io. . .oi^ n 5io. . .o5m)-successor of x in 5}

where 2, J/J, j/i are new variables in t\ts-

6'. Number restriction: If x :(< nK) £ 5 for some complex role Tl, x has more than n ^-successors

in 5, and there are 7?.-successors yi, y2 of x in 5 with (j/i ^ 1/2) 5, then

S-> Syim = S[y2/yi]

for all pairs yiy y2 of 7^-successors of x with (yi ^ y2) ^ S.

Figure 2: The additional completion rules.

a role successor in a constraint system appropriately.

Building up on the notion of a role successor for a role

chain, we define:

• y is an (R\o. . .oRn U 5i°. . .o5„)-successor of x in

S iff y is an Rio. . .oiin-successor or an Sio. . .oSn-

successor of x in S, and

• y is an (Ri o . . . o Rn n Si o . . . o 5„)-successor of

x in 5 iff y is an R% o . . . o i?n-successor and an

Sio. . .oSn-successor of x in 5.

Obviously, this definition is such that role successors

in 5 are also role successors in every model of S: if

1, 7r satisfy S, and y is an ^-successor of x in S for a

complex role TZ, then 7r(y) is an 7^-successor of n(x)

in 1.

The new rules are described in Figure 2. The rules 5a,

56 are added to the completion rules, whereas rule 6'

substitutes rule 6 in Figure 1.

To show that the new algorithm obtained this way

decides satisfiability of concepts for the extended lan

guage, we must proof that the four parts of Lemma 4

still hold.

1. Local correctness of the rules 5a, 56 and 6' can be

shown as in the proof of Part 1 of Lemma 4 above.

2. The canonical model induced by a complete and

clash-free constraint system is defined as in the

proof of Part 2 of Lemma 4. The proof that this

canonical model really satisfies the constraint sy

stem is also similar to the one given there. Note

that our notion of an 7^-successor of a complex

role TZ in a constraint system was defined such

that it coincides with the notion of an 7^-successor

in the canonical model I induced by the con

straint system.

3. The proof that a constraint system containing a

clash is unsatisfiable is the same as the one gi

ven above. Note that this depends on the fact

that role successors in a constraint system are also

role successors in every model of the constraint

system.

4. The proof of termination is also very similar to

the one given above. The definition of the depth

of a concept is extended in the obvious way to

concepts with number restrictions on complex ro

les:

depth(> n R\o. . .oRmD S\o. . .oSm) := m,

depth(> n R\o. . .oR^n U S\°. . .°5m) := m,

depth{< n R\o. . .oRmU S\o. . .oSm) '■= m,

depth(< n Rio. . .oRmu Sio. . .oSm) := m.

Because the role chains in complex roles are of the

same length, it is easy to see that Lemma 6 still

holds. Thus, we can define the same measure k(S)

as above for all constraint systems obtained by ap

plying the extended completion rules to {xo : Co}.

It is easy to see that the proof that S —► S' implies

k(S) > k(S') can be extended to the new rules.

It should be noted that the proof given above was

already formulated in a more general way than ne

cessary for the language considered there. In fact,

we have only used that all role chains connecting

two individuals have the same length (which is

still satisfied for the extended language), and not
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that these role chains also have the same name

(which is only satisfied for MjCM(o)).

The following theorem is an immediate consequence of

these observations:

Theorem 7 Subsumption and satisfiability is decida-

ble for the language that extends MJCAf(o) by number

restrictions on union and intersection of role chains of

the same length.

4 Undecidability results

We will use a reduction of the domino problem—

a well-known undecidable problem [Knuth,1968;

Berger,1966] often used in undecidability proofs in

logic—to show that concept satisfiability is undeci

dable for three extensions of the decidable language

ACCN{°) considered in the previous section.

Definition 8 A tiling system V = (D,H,V) is gi

ven by a non-empty set D = {Di, . . . ,Di} of domino

types, and by horizontal and vertical matching pairs

HCDxD,VCDxD. The domino problem asks

for a compatible tiling of the first quadrant N x N of

the plane, i.e., a mapping t:NxK4D such that

for all m, n e N:

(t(m, n), t(m + 1, n)) G H A (t(m, n), t(m, n + 1)) e V.

In order to reduce the domino problem to satisfiability

of concepts, we must show how a given tiling system

V can be translated into a concept Er> (of the lan

guage under consideration) such that Ex> is satisfiable

iff V allows for a compatible tiling. This task can be

split into three subtasks, which we will first explain

on an intuitive level, before showing how they can be

achieved for the three concept languages under consi

deration.

Task 1: It must be possible to represent a single

"square" of N x N, which consists of points

(n, m), (n, m + 1), (n + 1, m), and (n + 1, m + 1).

The idea is to introduce roles X, Y, where X goes

one step into the horizontal (i.e. x-) direction, and

Y goes one step into the vertical (i.e. y-) direction.

The concept language must be expressive enough

to describe that an individual (a point (n,m)) has

exactly one X-successor (the point (n + l,m)),

exactly one y-successor (the point (n, m + 1)),

and that the X o F-successor coincides with the

yoX-successor (the point (n + l,m + 1)).

Task 2: It must be possible to express that a tiling is

locally correct, i.e., that the X- and F-successors

of a point have an admissible domino type. The

idea is to associate each domino type £>, with an

atomic concept D{, and to express the horizontal

and vertical matching conditions via value restric

tions on the roles X, Y .

Task 3: It must be possible to impose the above lo

cal conditions on all points in K x N. This can

be achieved by constructing a "universal" role U

and a "start" individual such that every point is

a [/-successor of this start individual. The local

conditions can then be imposed on all points via

value restrictions on U for the start individual.

Task 2 is rather easy, and can be realized using the

.4CC-concept Cd given in Figure 3. The first con

junct expresses that every point has exactly one do

mino type, and the value restrictions in the second

conjunct express the horizontal and vertical matching

conditions.

Task 1 can be achieved in any extension of MEN{o)

with either union or intersection of roles in number

restrictions: see the concepts Cu and Cn in Figure 3.

Task 3 is easy for languages that extend JJjC+, and

more difficult for languages without transitive closure.

The general idea is that the start individual s is an

instance of the concept Ex> to be constructed. From

this individual, one can reach via U the origin (0,0)

of N x N, and all points that are connected with the

origin via arbitrary X- and y-chains.

(1) In extensions of A0C+, we can use an atomic role R

to reach the origin, and the complex role R\J (Ro(X U

Y)+) to reach every point. Thus, the tiling system V

can be translated into the ACC+N{o, U)-concept

E$ := (= 1 R) n (V(fl U (Ro(X U Y)+)).(CU n Cv)).

We can even restrict the complex role in the value

restriction to a simple transitive closure of an atomic

role. To achieve this, we make sure that the X- and

the F-successors of a point are also i?-successors of this

point. This allows us to use R+ in place of R U (Ro

(X U Y)+) as "universal" role: see the concept Up

in Figure 3.

(2) In ACCN{°, U,-1 ), we explicitly introduce a role

name U for the "universal" role, and use number re

strictions involving composition, union, and inversion

of roles to make sure that the start individual is direc

tly connected via U with every point: see the concept

in Figure 3. The number restrictions inside the

value restriction make sure that every point p that is

reached via U from the start individual satisfies the fol

lowing: Its X-successor and its F-successor each have

exactly one [/-predecessor, which coincides with the

(unique) [/-predecessor of p, i.e., the start individual.

Thus, the X-successor and the V-successor of p are

also [/-successors of the start individual.

(3) For A£N(o, n), a similar construction is possible if

we introduce role names R and T. The intuition is that

T plays the role of the inverse of R (except for one in

dividual), and the "universal" role corresponds to the

composition RoToR: The start individual s (which
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cv ■■= Ui<<<m(A n (n,^ -,Dj)) n n1<<<m(A => WX.(U(Dt,Dj)€H Dt)) n (vy.(U(x>4iDj)€V £>,)))),

cu := (= i X) n (= i y) n (= 1 x0y) n (= 1 y<>x) n (= 1 y0x u XoY),

Cn -.= (= l X) n (= l y) n (= l Xoy) n (= l yoX) n (= l y0x n Xoy),

£g'> := (= i R) n (Vi*+.(CU n Cp n (> 2 fl) n (< 2 R u x u y)))

:= (> l */) n {W.(CU n Cp n (= l Xot/-1) n (= l YoU'1) n (< l i/-1 u y oi/-1 u XoU'1))).

E$ := (= 1 JlnJloToJQn

(Vfl.vr.Vfl. (Cn n Cp n (< i T) n (vy.(< 1 r)) n (vx.(< 1 T)) n

(= 1 T n XoT n yoT) n (= l x n XoToR) n (= l y n yoToi?)))

where 4 2? is an abbreviation for U B and (= n R) is an abbreviation for (> n R) n (< n ii).

Figure 3: Concepts used in the undecidability proofs

is an instance of E\j' ), has exactly one /Z-successor

P(o,o)i which coincides with its /ZoTo/?-successor. The

individual P(o,o) corresponds to the origin of N x N.

Let s' be the i?oT-successor of s. The number restric

tions of E^ make sure that P(o,o) satisfies the follo

wing: It has exactly one T-successor, namely s', which

coincides with the (unique) T-successors of its X- and

y-successors. In addition, the (unique) X-successor of

P(0,o) is also an AoToiZ-successor of P(o,o)> which makes

sure that the X-successor of P(o,o) is 311 iZ-successor of

s', and thus an floTofl-successor of s. The same holds

for the y-successor. One can now continue the argu

ment with the X-successor (resp. y-successor) of P(o,o)

in place of P(o,o)-

With the intuition given above, it is not hard to show

for all i, 1 < t < 3, that a tiling system V has a com

patible tiling iff £p' is satisfiable.

Theorem 9 Satisfiability (and thus also subsump-

tion) of concepts is undecidable for A00+A/(o,U),

AZAf{o, U,-1 ), and ATM{o, n).

The concept E-p shows that the undecidability result

for ACC+N(o, U)-concepts also hold if only transitive

closure of atomic roles is allowed.

5 Related work and open problems

Propositional dynamic logic (PDL), which corresponds

to our language AX+, has been shown to be decidable

in [Fischer & Ladner,1979], and decidability of its ex

tension by deterministic programs, DPDL, is shown in

[Ben-Ari et al, 1982]. In principle, the use of determi

nistic programs corresponds to introducing a restric

ted form of number-restrictions, namely (< 1 fl) for

atomic roles R. Adding inversion (of atomic roles) to

DPDL has a drastic consequence: the finite model pro

perty is lost, i.e., there are satisfiable formulae (con

cepts) that do not have a finite model. Nevertheless,

satisfiability is still decidable [Vardi,1985] (Exptime

complete, like all the other decision problems for PDL

and its extensions mentioned until now). It should

be noted, however, that in these languages inversion

does not occur in the number-restrictions, since only

atomic programs are asserted to be deterministic. In

[De Giacomo,1995], general number restrictions and

Boolean operators for roles are added to PDL with

inversion, and (Exptime) decidability is shown by a

rather ingeneous reduction to the decision problem for

PDL. In this work, atomic roles and their inverse my

occur in number restrictions, but not more complex

roles. In addition, the complement of roles is built

relative to a fixed role any, which need not be inter

preted as the universal role. Thus, it does not yield

the classical negation of roles. If one adds number

restrictions on atomic roles and their intersections to

ACC, satisfiability for the obtained language is still de

cidable with a PsPACE-algorithm [Donini et al, 1991a].

Certain modal logics and concept description langua

ges (e.g., ACC) can be translated into first-order logic

such that only two different variable names occur in

the formulae obtained by this translation (see, e.g.,

[Borgida,1996]). Thus, decidability of subsumption

and other inference problems for these languages fol

lows from the known decidability result for £2, i e.,

first-order logic with two variables and without func

tion symbols [Mortimer,1975]. Recently, this decida

bility result has been extended to C2, i.e., predicate

logic with 2 variables and counting quantifiers [Gradel

et al.,]. As an immediate consequence, satisfiability

and subsumption for ACCAf(U, ), the extension

of ACC by number restrictions with inversion and Boo

lean operators on roles, is still decidable. It should be
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noted, however, that expressing composition of roles

in predicate logic requires more than two variables.

In this paper, we have shown that the language

AUCAf(o), which adds number restrictions on roles

with composition to J/JC, is still decidable. It is not

clear, however, whether there exists a Pspace algo

rithm for the problem. The one presented above is

Exptime, and since different role paths need to be joi

ned together, the trace method developed in [Schmidt-

Schaufi&Smolka,199l] cannot directly be applied. Al

most all extensions of ACCM{p) by union, intersec

tion, and inversion of roles were shown to be unde-

cidable (unless restricted to role chains of the same

length). Only decidability for MEN(o, U) is still open.

For M£+, however, the extension by composition and

union could already be shown to be undecidable.

As related undecidability results, one can mention un-

decidability of the extension of DPDL by intersection

of roles (which does not occur in the number restric

tions, however) [Harel,1984]. In [Hanschke,1992], an

extension of AOC by so-called existential and univer

sal agreements on role chains is shown to be unde

cidable. It is easy to see that existential (universal)

agreements can be simulated by number restrictions

involving composition and intersection (union).
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Abstract

Frame-based knowledge representation and

reasoning systems typically provide procedu

ral interfaces for asking about properties of

individuals and concepts. We propose an al

ternative declarative approach that extends

standard interface functionality by support

ing selective viewing of components of com

plex objects. Instead of just returning sets of

individuals, our queries match concepts and

filtered fragments of descriptions. The query

language is an extended form of the language

used to describe the knowledge-base contents,

thus facilitating user training.

In this paper, we describe a variety of possi

ble semantics for answering queries in descrip

tion logics. We investigate the algorithms re

quired when answers are deduced by match

ing queries against a "structural normal form"

of descriptions. As part of our approach, we

introduce a useful refinement of the notion of

structural subsumption.

1 Motivation

Our experience developing large knowledge bases us

ing frame-based knowledge representation and reason

ing systems (FR-KRSs) — CLASSIC [3] in our case

— has revealed a significant lacuna: when display

ing or explaining complex concepts and individuals,

the system's built-in functions (such as print) flood

the knowledge engineer with uninteresting and irrel

evant information. For example, these functions do

not differentiate widely-known "definitional" knowl

edge (e.g., PEOPLE'S ages should be of type INTEGER)

from more specific constraints (the age value is re

stricted to be of type "[min 14]" - the set of integer

values no less than 14). Also they can not distinguish

'AT&T Labs-Research, Murray Hill, NJ 07974,

dlm@research.att.com

special-purpose roles/slots (e.g., roles describing how

to retrieve information from data bases or how to pro

duce multimedia displays), which are of interest for

different audiences. Moreover, knowledge representa

tion and reasoning systems (KRSs) typically focus on

context independent needs and neglect context depen

dent, domain specific requirements. Still, many appli

cations demand attention to context and the domain.

For example, although in general we might not care

to see the sugarContent of an instance 1 of the FOOD

class, this becomes crucial when f appears as filler for

the eats role of a diabetic person. Currently, such

difficulties can be resolved only by writing one-of-a-

kind special-purpose procedures, which use the appli

cation program interface (API) to the KRS. For exam

ple, one can retrieve the value restriction on the age

role by invoking get-value-restriction( Joe ,age);

and then check whether the answer returned is strictly

more specialized than the concept INTEGER, by using

the function concept-subsumes.

This is symptomatic of a more general problem with

KRSs in general, and Description Logics (DLs) in par

ticular: Considerable effort has been expended in look

ing for "good" languages in which to make assertions

to be stored in the knowledge base (for so-called TELL

operations) — languages which, for example, permit

only statements whose logical consequences are effec

tively computable. In contrast, very little attention

has been paid to languages for asking questions (or for

describing answers), leaving this aspect to the proce

dural interface. This reliance on a procedural solution,

rather than a declarative solution, is undesirable for

several reasons:

1. Declarative queries are preferable since they are

more concise, can be analyzed (e.g., for coher

ence), can be optimized, etc. The advantages of

powerful declarative query languages have in fact

long been recognized and exploited in database

systems.

2. Declarative queries can also be cached, organized

and reused more easily, which is increasingly im

portant for tasks such as data exploration and op
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timization [4, 5].

3. A query notation unrelated to either the TELL lan

guage or to the structure of the objects is harder

for users to learn.

4. Even powerful query languages based on First

Order Predicate Calculus (FOPC), such as in

loom[13], do not to support questions returning

concepts and formulas, such as the ones provided

by the API procedures.

We will propose a declarative language for querying

FR-KRSs that addresses many of the above issues. In

particular, queries will resemble concepts in a natural

way, and answers to queries can be concepts, or even

new descriptions in DLs, not just individual values.

We will show with examples that the precise notion of

"desired answer" is in fact not obvious, and will choose

to pursue our own research in the paradigm of concepts

in "structural subsumption" normal-form. In order to

develop and study query-answering algorithms, we will

need to take a detour to refine the notion of structural

subsumption introduced in [6]. Finally, we will de

scribe some enhancements to the query language which

have been motivated by our initial practical applica

tions [19, 4].

An earlier design, which lead in part to the ideas in

this paper, has been implemented for the classic sys

tem [18] and has been used in an application to greatly

simplify the presentations and explanations of config

urations [15].

2 Concepts and Queries

Frame-based knowledge base management systems

represent information using individuals, grouped into

concepts, and inter-related by binary relationships

called slots or roles. Concepts are related by a sub-

sumption/IsA relationship, written here as => , while

individuals are instances of concepts, written as —

Thus, we will write PERSON => MAMMAL and Charles

^PERSON.

2.1 Description Logics

For concreteness, we shall use the syntax of a DL re

sembling CLASSIC, which supports both primitive con

cepts, such as BEAR, and composite ones. Structured,

composite concepts are built with so-called concept

constructors, and may be, among others, enumerations

of individuals (e.g., [one-ofAmy Lulu]), or number and

type restrictions on roles. For example, the concept

PICKY-EATER, defined as [and [at-most 2 eats] [all

eats SWEET-FOOD]], is intended to denote individuals

that have no more than two fillers for the eats role,

and all such fillers must be instances of the concept

SWEET-FOOD, defined elsewhere.

Concept ::=

ConceptName |

one-of Indi ... Ind„] |

all Role Concept] |

at-least Integer Role] |

at-most Integer Role] |

fills Role Ind] |

min Integer] |

max Integer] |

and Concept ... Concept]

ConceptName ::= Defined Concept Identifier |

Primitive Concept Identifier

Role ::= Role Identifier

Ind ::= Individual Identifier

Table 1: Syntax of MiniDL

CONCEPT DENOTATION

primitive A A1

[one-of Bi,...,Bm] {Bt,...

[min n] {deN d> n\

[max n] {deM d< n)

[all p C]
{deAL

[some p C]
\VL(d)C\C' #0}

[at-least n p] {<*€ A1
\\vl(d)\>n}

[at-most n p]
\\pl(d)\<n)

[fills p B] {d € A1 IB'ep^d)}

[and C D]
CL n D1

Table 2: Semantics of MiniDL

The syntax of the language is given by the grammar

in Table 1. In Table 2, we provide the denotational

semantics of this DL fragment, using the notion of a

valuation I that assigns a subset of a domain A^to

primitive concepts, and assigns a subset of A1 x A1

to primitive roles.

Finally, a particular KB contains, in addition to con

cept declarations, information about the membership

of individuals in concepts, and their role fillers: "Amy

is a BEAR with at least 3 friends", "Lulu's age is

9" . Both of these can be recorded as membership as

sertions: Amy—» [and BEAR [at-least 3 friends]],

Lulu—►[fills age 9].

Systems based on DLs perform a number of opera

tions on descriptions and individuals, such as checking

for consistency and "classifying" concepts into a sub

sumption or IsA hierarchy, where Dl subsumes D2 iff

the denotation of Dl contains that of D2 in all possi

ble interpretations. Thus, MAMMAL subsumes PERSON if

and only if every individual that is a PERSON is also a

MAMMAL in all possible interpretations.
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2.2 Query Concepts

The conventional knowledge-level view of asking a

knowledge base KB some question is to determine

whether the query formula Q is logically entailed by

it: KB \= Q. While this yields only "Yes" or "No"

as answers, a standard generalization for first-order

logic KBs is to ask queries with free variables, such

as Q(?x,?y); the answer is the set of valid substitu

tions for the variables: { <r | a maps FREE-VARS(Q)

to. constants such that KB ^= cr(Q) }, where <r(Q)

stands for Q with every variable y replaced by <r{y).

For example, given the FOPC KB { likes (Ann, Deb) ,

likes (Ann, Honey) }, the query likes(Ann,?x), re

turns as answers the substitutions mapping ?x to Deb

and Honey respectively (denoted by { ?x—Deb } and

{ ?x—Honey }).

This suggests that we introduce variables (here, syn

tactically distinguished by a preceding question mark)

for frame questions as well. To achieve our goal of

querying portions of frames or descriptions, we al

low variables to appear anywhere identifiers or con

stants may appear in the syntax of concepts (viz. Ta

ble 1). For example, [at-least ?n friends] or [all

friends [fills liveAt ?x]] will be query concepts.

Such a query Q will be directed against a particular

individual i (written as i: :Q) or concept D (written

as D: so that the process of answering D: :Q will

resemble the notion of matching. When such a query

concept is matched against an individual or concept,

the result will be a (set of) substitution(s), or failure,

in case no substitution can be found.

The following examples are intended to provide an ini

tial, intuitive feeling for the notion of query answering.

Consider the knowledge base KB1= {

Lulu— [and BEAR [all friends NICE]],

Lulu— [fills age 9],

Lulu— [at-least 3 friends] }.

The match Lulu: [fills age ?x] should naturally

return the substitution ?xi—9, while the match

Lulu: [all friends ?X] returns ?X—NICE.1 More

generally, one can have complex query concepts, such

as

[and [at-least ?n friends]

[all friends [all age ?a]]]

which, when matched against Lulu, would result in

failure, since the nested match NICE:: [all age ?a]

does not produce a substitution.

Clearly, this approach provides two of the advantages

we desired: the query language mirrors the natural

form of the knowledge base contents, and it allows

queries that return (portions of) frames, as in [all

friend ?X] . We do however need to be circumspect

'Note that variables are typed by context as matching

individuals, roles, concepts, integers, or sets thereof. To

facilitate reading, we use upper case variables for concepts

and lower case for everything else in our examples.

since matching is more complicated than it appears

at first glance. We will proceed by first presenting a

number of less obvious examples, and then examining

in greater detail two approaches based on structural

subsumption. We will return in the end to describe

some enhancements to the query language.

In the rest of this paper we will concentrate on the no

tion of matching query concepts against concept de

scriptions, rather than individuals, both because of

lack of space and because in several systems reasoning

about individuals can be reduced to reasoning about

concepts. (We have investigated matching query con

cepts against individuals in a slightly different setting

in [14].)

2.3 On the semantics of matching

First, note that it would be very reasonable to ex

pect the match [all pets NOTHING] : : [at-most

?n pets] to succeed with ?n—0. The meaning of

NOTHING is the empty set, thus [at-most 0 pets] is

semantically equivalent to [all pets NOTHING] . Sup

pose we treat descriptions as terms, with concept

constructors as functors, so that [all pets NOTH

ING] is represented as all(pets,NOTHING). A purely

syntactic notion of matching is then clearly unde

sirable, since the standard unification of the terms

all(pets,NOTHING) and at-most(?n,pets) fails.

Even if we used unification modulo a theory of

concept equivalence, the result would not be satis

factory, because the match of PICKY-EATER, whose

definition was [and [at-most 2 eats] [all eats

SWEET-FOOD]], against [all eats ?X] would fail, be

cause the conjunct with the at-most restriction is

missing in the pattern. This match failure would pre

vent us from using queries to extract interesting parts

of concepts, as we originally wanted.

We are therefore naturally led to consider the meaning

of C::Q as a request for a substitution a such that C

is subsumed by cr(Q). For example, given the concept

PICKY-EATER above and the query concept [all eats

?X] , we can would like the substitution ?X—SWEET-

FOOD since this substitution applied to the query con

cept yields [all eats SWEET-FOOD], which subsumes

PICKY-EATER. However, even here we run into trou

ble because the match PICKY-EATER: : [at-most ?n

eats] would return in addition to ?n—2, an infi

nite number of substitutions, ?n>—>3, ?nt—►4, etc., since

[at-most 3 eats], etc., all subsume PICKY-EATER.

Yet, again, for the purpose of displaying part of PICKY-

EATER, we only want to see the first substitution. The

reason we would prefer the first is because of all the

substitutions in the infinite set, this one, when applied

to the query concept, results in the most specific con

cept. Therefore, we propose the following as a base

line definition:
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Definition 1 Given query concept Q and description

D, the match D::Q succeeds with substitution a if and

only if D is subsumed by a(Q), and there is no a ' such

that D is subsumed by o-'(Q), with o~'(Q) strictly sub

sumed by o~(Q).

Let us review now the possible results of matching a

query concept against a description.

Obviously, the match may fail because there is no

substitution a such that <x(Q) subsumes D. But

it may also fail according to the above defini

tion because there is no such minimal substitu

tion. The simplest example of this case involves

individual matching: if we have the KB describ

ing Amy as a bear with exactly one best friend,

namely herself, { Amy: BEAR, Amy—►[fills bestFriend

Amy] , Amy—► [at-most 1 bestFriend] }, then it fol

lows that Amy is an instance of the following sequence

of descriptions: [all bestFriend BEAR] ,

[all bestFriend [and BEAR [all bestFriend

BEAR]]], etc., each of which is subsumed by the pre

vious one. Therefore, for the query [all bestFriend

?X] , a substitution a mapping ?X to any one of the

above descriptions provides a situation where Amy is

an instance of cr [all bestFriend ?X] , but there is no

most general lower-bound to this infinite descending

chain.

If we want to consider only concept subsumption,

the same problem arises in languages supporting

role-chain equality (same-as), where the conjunction

of [all bestFriend BEAR] and [same-as (best

Friend) (bestFriend bestFriend)]] is subsumed

by every description in the above sequence.

When the match succeeds (still using Definition

1), there are once again a number of possibili

ties. It may succeed with a single substitution,

as in the case of matches for query concepts like

[all p ?X] or [at-least ?n p] . Or it may suc

ceed with multiple substitutions, as in the case when

we match [fills friend ?x] against [and [fills

friend Amy] [fills friend Lulu]], where ?x>-^Amy

and ?x>-*Lulu both yield valid matches. In

fact, there may be circumstances where there are

an infinite number of minimal substitutions, as

in the case of matching [and [fraction-min ?n]

[fraction-max ?n]] against [and [fraction-min

j] [fraction-max |]] , which yields as answers sub

stitutions for ?n of all rational numbers between a half

and two thirds.

In all these cases the multiple substitutions returned

by the match seem equally acceptable. However, con

sider the match

[and BEAR YOUNG] : [and BEAR ?X] .

In this case, TX^YOUNG and ?Xi— [and BEAR YOUNG]

are both valid substitutions according to our defini

tion. In fact, so is ?X>—►[or YOUNG C] for any concept

C disjoint from BEAR, such as WOLF. The latter substitu

tions seem undesirable, which would seem to indicate

the need for further restrictions on the substitutions

to be returned by a match; in this case, one might re

quire that each variable be assigned as specific a value

as possible. However, the following example then be

comes problematic: matching

[and [all width [min 3]]

[all length [max 4]]]

against

[and [all width [min ?n]]

[all length [max ?n]]]

would normally return substitutions 3 or 4 for ?n.

Yet this last definition would quite arbitrarily pick the

"smallest" value of the two, say 3 in this case.

Rather than further explore the intricacies of an ab

stract specification of matching, we will turn to a the

ory of normal forms for DLs. This will yield both a

particular approach to dealing with the issues above,

and algorithms for computing the matching substitu

tions. Note that several other new operations on DLs,

such as least common subsumer [6] and concept dif

ference [16], also required restriction to normal-form

in order to yield sensible results. However, this does

not preclude the possibility of future work on query

matching in a more general setting.

3 Structural subsumption with

normalized descriptions

In looking for a suitable theory of normal forms,

we note that the three DL systems widely used in

practice (BACK, CLASSIC, LOOM) are implemented

by first preprocessing each concept so that later

operations are made easy. This initial normaliza

tion phase detects inconsistencies, and makes ex

plicit all the implied facts or descriptions by con

structing a normal form containing the most specific

forms of the different kinds of descriptions entailed.

For example, the normal form of the description

[at-most 0 p] might be and({ at-most (0 ,p) ,

all(p, NOTHING) }). For subsumption, it is these spe

cific subterms that are used in a relatively straightfor

ward procedure, which we call "structural subsump

tion".

Our version of structural subsumption (based on our

earlier work on least common subsumers [6, 2]) pro

poses that every concept constructor k is to be viewed

as a term constructor with a single argument, which

is a value from some set D partially ordered by the

relationship <d (written as D—D). Structural sub

sumption checking has the property that

k(a) => k'(/?) is true iffk = k' and o <D p.

The significance of this property is that since the nor

mal form of a concept is usually a (conjunctively in

terpreted) set of descriptions built with various other

constructors, one can restrict oneself to comparing ele
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merits built with the same constructor, without consid

ering interactions between different kinds of construc

tors. The purpose of the normal form is then to al

low subsumption to be computed using only structural

comparisons of the above form. To assist this task,

normal forms are also required to be non-redundant

(e.g., in a set of values, none subsumes another).

Let us consider some examples of constructors and

their normal form supporting structural subsumption,

while at the same time introducing some refinements.

Our min concept constructor takes an integer as an

argument, with the ordering being >, since min(n)

=> min(m) iff n > m. On the other hand, max also

takes a integer as an argument, but the ordering is <.

Since < and > are in fact inverses over the domain M

of numbers, we will find it essential later to recognize

this explicitly by picking one of them, say >, to be the

standard ordering for N , and use a new, auxiliary term

constructor invert, to represent explicitly the cases

in which the inverted partial order is used. So [min

2] and [max 3] will have normalized form min(2)

and max(invert(3)), with min and max being said

to have type A/"- and Invert(M-) respectively. Of

course, the comparison rule for the invert operator

will be invert(a) <inVtrt invert(/?) iff (3< a.

Some description constructors, such as min, take

an argument that is a value from a "basic" par

tial order, such as integers ordered by > (A/*-),

individuals ordered by equality (lnd~), primi

tive concepts and roles ordered by subsumption

(VrimitiveConcept ,VrimitiveRole ). (For

convenience, we will henceforth drop the partial order

superscript.)

Other constructors take a composite value as an argu

ment. For example, the one-of constructor (used to

denote enumerated concepts) takes a set of individuals

as an argument, while all takes 2 arguments: the role

name and the concept. Since, we want each concept

constructor k to take a single value as an argument,

we shall extend the term notation used for concepts to

also describe composite values by introducing the set

and tuple functors. Thus, the normal form of [all p

C] will be all(tuple(p,C)), while the normal form of

[one-of 2 4 6] will be one-of(set({2,4,6})).

We must then extend the ordering < to compos

ite domains. In Tup/e(Dj-1 ,D;>-2), the values from

D\ x Da are ordered by <tupie according to component

wise comparison: (nj , r1)^(Up|e(n2l ^2) if and only if

"i^i"2 and r1^2'"2- For example, the intuitively valid

subsumption [all children FRENCH] => [all sons

EUROPEAN] shows that the all constructor is contra-

variant on the role argument, and hence its normalized

type is Tuple(Invert(VrimitiveRole),Concept). As a

result, we get the proof

[all children FRENCH]

CONCEPT Type of Normalized Arg.

primitive A Setof (VrimitiveConcept)

one-of Bi ,...,Bm] Invert(Setof(lnd))

min n] AT

max n] Invert(N)

all p C] Tuple Invert(Hole),Concept)

some p C] Tuple Role, Concept)

at-least n p] Tuple N, Hole))

at-most n p] Tuple Invert(N),Invert(Tlole))

fills p B] Tuple Hole, Setof(Ind))

and C D] Setof( non-redundant terms built

with the above constructors)

Table 3: Normal Form for MiniDL

=> [all sons EUROPEAN]

iff

all(tuple(invert (children) .FRENCH))

=> all(tuple(invert(sons) .EUROPEAN) )

iff

tuplednvert (children) .FRENCH)

;< tuplednvert (sons) .EUROPEAN)

iff

invert (children) X invert (sons ) ,

and FRENCH X EUROPEAN

iff

sons children, and FRENCH => EUROPEAN

which is true, as desired.

For sets, the natural ordering is either C or D, with

one obtainable from the other by inversion: .4 C

B iff invert(^4) D invert(B). For reasons to be

come apparent later, it is convenient to choose D

as the basic ordering on sets. Therefore, since we

expect [one-of 2 4] [one-of 2 4 6], the con

cept constructor one-of should take a value of type

Invert(Setof(Xnd)) as its argument.

The argument of the and constructor is a set of de

scriptions, and D gives exactly the right formula

tion for and(set({CAT, BROWN})) to be subsumed by

and(set({CAT})). However, the elements of a set can

be values that are themselves ordered (e.g., descrip

tions), and this has to be taken into account dur

ing subsumption checking for set. In particular, for

and, we also expect and(set({CAT , BROWN})) to be

subsumed by and(set( {FELINE})). Therefore, in gen

eral we need to define the <>et relationship for two

sets V and W as V^je<W iff for every element x of W

there is an element y in V such that y<DX-

Table 3 summarizes the type of the normalized do

mains associated with each of the concept constructors

in our example DL.

The following "structural <" algorithm embodies the

above ideas; it computes structural subsumption for

descriptions, as well as the Xsef, ^(up/e and <invert

relationships, relying on the <b functions provided by

basic types B:
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function structuraH(a, /?) {

if a and 0 are values in basic type B

(i.e., Af,lnd,VrimitiveConcept,...) with

partial order compare b

then compareB(a,/3)

elseif a=k(a') & /?=k(/?') where k is a

concept constructor

then structural;^',/?')

elseif a=invert(a') &: /?=invert(/?')

then structuraH(/?',o')

elseif a=tuple(al,a2) & /9=tuple(/?l,02)

then structuraK(al,/?l) &; structuraK(o2,/?2)

elseif a=set(a') & /?=set(/T)

then for every e in /?' choose f in or'

where structuraH(f,e)

else fail }

In the above, choose x in S where P is a non-

deterministic operation, which fails if there is no value

in S satisfying property P.

Note that for some DLs there may be no normal

form yielding structural subsumption that is sound

and complete with respect to semantic subsumption,

or such a normal form may be very expensive to com

pute. For this reason, sometimes the structural sub

sumption relationship is incomplete with respect to the

semantic subsumption relationship.

We will henceforth consider the case when both

the concepts and queries are in normal form, and

in fact define subsumption to be the relation com

puted between descriptions by structural^. Therefore

structural^ computes D::Q in the case where Q has no

variables.

4 Direct matching with normal forms

Having defined structural subsumption for descrip

tions and the concomitant normal form, we are now

ready to consider the extensions necessary to match

query concepts that have variables occurring in them.

We obtain the match(a,/3) procedure to be used for

this task from the structural subsumption procedure

structural^ (a,/?) by making several changes.

First, if one of the arguments of match is a variable,

then it is bound to the other argument to yield a sub

stitution.

Second, we need to combine the substitutions returned

by the recursive calls. For this, we shall use a func

tion combine, which in this initial simple case requires

that the substitutions agree exactly on all variables

on which both are defined. Thus, combine((rl,cr2)

signals failure if there is some variable ?x such that

<t1(?x) ^ <t2(?x), and otherwise returns cr 1 U a2.2

2We consider a substitution as a partial function from

variables to values, which can then be viewed as a set of

One additional complication arises because, accord

ing to Definition 1, we need to return the most spe

cific substitution realizing a match. To illustrate this

point, consider the concept constructor some, which

intuitively provides typed existential quantification:

[some friend TALL] denotes objects that have at

least one filler for the friend role that is an instance

of TALL. Consider the case of matching the query

Q= [some friend [at-least ?n cars]] against the

conjunction of [some friend [and TALL [at-least

3

cars]]] and [some friend [and SHORT [at-least

5 cars]]]. Although both the substitutions <Ti:?nt—>5

and a2:?ni—>3 have the property that tr(Q) subsumes

the concept to be matched, only o\ should be re

turned by match because [some friend [at-least 5

cars]] is itself strictly subsumed by [some friend

[at-least 3 cars]].

This difficulty needs to be handled in the matching of

sets: Originally, if set(a') is to be matched by set(/?'),

we would need to find for every e in /?' some / in a' so

that e matches /; however, if e contains variables, we

need to make sure that e matches one of the elements

of a which yields the most specific result. Similarly,

if it is / that has variables (because of an intervening

occurrence of invert), the match needs to return the

most general possible value, so that the inversion will

yield the most specific value later.3

As a result, we get the following algorithm for match

ing query concepts against descriptions:

function match(a, /?) {

;; returns a matching substitution or signals failure

if (/? is a variable)

then return substitution { /?i-*a }

elseif (a is a variable)

then return substitution { ai-+/? }

elseif a and /? are values in basic type B

(i.e., Af,2nd,VrimitiveConcept,...) with partial

order compares

then if compares(a,/?)

then return empty substitution

else fail

elseif a=k(a') k /?=k(/?') where k is a constructor

then materia*',/?')

elseif a=invert(a') & /?=invert(/?')

then match(/?\a')

elseif a=tuple(al,a2) & /9=tuple(/?l,/92)

then return cornbine(match(al,/3l),match(a2,/?2))

elseif a=set(a') & P=set(0')

then{result := empty substitution;

for every e in /?' {

choose f in a' where <r:=match(f,e)

2-tuples.

3 Note, that only one argument, of match may have

variables, since originally the first parameter must be a

(variable-free) concept, and invert only swaps the two ar

guments of match.
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succeeds and <r(e) is minimal

and <r(f) is maximal;

result := combine(result,<r)}

return result; }

else fail }

The algorithm just presented is sound, in the sense

that

Theorem 1 // match (D,Q) returns substitution a,

then a is a substitution that is a witness that D::Q

succeeds according to Definition 1.

Note that the match procedure collapses to structural

subsumption checking when the second argument has

no variables; in this case match(a,/?) returns the empty

substitution if /? subsumes a, and fails otherwise. Also,

in order to guarantee the minimality of the substitu

tion, the proof of this theorem requires that the nor

mal form of both the concept and the query be non-

redundant, in the sense that in any set, no distinct

pair of elements match each other.

As we shall see later, the algorithm is not com

plete. Moreover, the non-determinism present in the

choose operation, and the possible relationships be

tween choices at difference points, can cause complex

ity problems:

Theorem 2 Consider the DL with concept construc

tors and, all, and primitive concepts. The problem of

determining whether match(D,Q) succeeds in this lan

guage is NP-complete. In contrast, both subsumption

and structural subsumption are polynomial time.

The proof encodes propositional satisfiability into the

choice of matches for role variables and primitive con

cept variables.

The following theorem indicates several cases where

problems do not arise:

Theorem 3 The complexity of checking that match

ing succeeds is proportional to the complexity of com

puting structural subsumption with normalized con

cepts (1) when no variable occurs more than once in

the query; (2) when the choose operation always yields

at most one successful result.

The first case is relevant since it corresponds to what is

known as "matching" with ordinary terms, which is a

linear time operation used in programming languages

such as SML.

5 Semantic matching with normal

form

In the preceding sections we have defined structural

subsumption and the normal form for descriptions that

supports it, and then modified this subsumption algo

rithm to find matches when a query concept is passed

to it as an argument. The result resembles matching

of standard first-order terms except that we use sub

sumption instead of identity in comparing constants,

and we treat the set construct specially, because we

have commutative/associative operators such as con

junction. We now proceed to make matching closer to

the ideal specified in Definition 1.

To illustrate the problem, observe that the previ

ous algorithm fails to match [and [all p ?X] [all q

?X]] against [and [all p DOG] [all q CAT]] even

though the substitution ?Xi—►ANIMAL would yield a sub

suming concept. The solution is to relax the combi

nation of substitutions: if <rl(?X)=D0G, <t2(?X)=CAT,

then combine(<rl,(72)(?X) should be ANIMAL, or in fact

any least common subsumer of CAT and DOG, such as

[and MAMMAL HOUSE-PET].

To find such substitutions, note that match(a,?x)

succeeds whenever ?x is some value greater than a,

while match(?x,b) succeeds whenever ?x is bound to

some value less than 6. Since a variable may ap

pear in several places, there may be multiple restric

tions on it that act as lower or upper bounds. Hence

our algorithm will associate with a variable a pair

(A,B), representing the set of possible values { / |

ai^f for each a, € A, f<h for each bj 6 B } that

could be substituted for it.

Therefore the first two statements of match(a,/?) are

refined as follows:

if (/? is a variable)

then return /?>-*({ a },{ })

elseif (a is a variable)

then return ai—»({ },{ 0 })

As a result, match(min(3),min(?n)) would call

match(3,?n), which would return ?m—►({ 3 },{ }).

In turn, combine is modified to behave as follows:

if ai (?x) = {AuBi) and <r2(?x) = (A2,B2) then

combine^!, o-2)(?x) = {Ax \J A2, Si Ufi2).

Finally, we need to extract the required substitutions

from the pair of sets returned by the modified match.

If match returned ?x >-(A,{ }), we an answer sub

stitution that maps ?x to any least upper bound of the

set A. (If no such value exists, then failure is signaled.)

Similarly, for ?xi—► ({ },B) we return any greatest

lower bound of the set B. If the result of match maps

?x to (A,B), where neither A nor B are empty, then

we return all substitutions ?x>— where f is greater

than any value in A, and less than any value in B.

Therefore, if we match the query

concept set({ min(?n), max(invert(?n)) }) against

set({ min(2), max(invert(4)) }), we get the answer

?ni->({ 2 }, { 4 }). This permits values between 2 and 4

inclusive to be substituted for ?n. Matching the same

pattern against set({ min(4), max(invert(2)) }) fails
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because ({ 4 }, { 2 }) is not satisfied by any value.

A simple special case in which the above conditions

can be effectively dealt with is when all basic domains

are lattices, because in this case one must only keep

the least upper bound of A, and the greatest lower

bound of B.

Theorem 4 // all basic domains are either lattices

(i.e., least upper bound and greatest lower bound are

unique) or sets ordered by the identity relation, then

the enhanced match (D,Q) succeeds only ifu: :Q accord

ing to Definition 1, when C and Q are normalized.

6 Enhancements

Our experience with using query concepts shows that

the query language needs to be more expressive than

the language of stating facts and definitions in the

knowledge base. We briefly sketch several extensions

that we have found useful. (For more details, see [14].)

First, we allow restrictions on variable bindings via a

nested as clause. For example

Sally : [at-least ?n [as [max 4]] friends]

will match only if Sally's lower-bound on the number

of friends is less than four. This is equivalent to a

conjunction of matches

Sally : [at-least ?n friends] k ?n: [max 4]

but is syntactically preferable since it gives the query a

structure resembling that of the knowledge base itself.

As another example, the following query concept

[and [Alls friends ?x

as [and BEAR [fills age ?y]]]

[all friends ?Z as SHALL] ]

when matched against an individual, say Sally looks

for friends of Sally who are known to be BEARs, and

also asks for their ages. It also retrieves the most

specific restriction on the friends slot which is itself,

subsumed by SMALL. We found this kind of nested as

clause particularly useful when printing or explaining

aspects of role fillers. For example when generating

a parts list for a stereo system configuration in [15],

we wanted to obtain the price information on the in

dividual stereo components. The simple pattern that

should be matched against stereo systems is:

[fills component ?x as [fills price ?y] ].

As illustrated above, we allow a qualifying query

Q to apply to variables that matched a concept,

as in [all friends ?Z as Q] , and, to be consis

tent, the value bound to ?Z should be viewed as

an individual instance of some (meta)class described

by Q. For this reason, and following a standard

object-centered policy, we will think of descriptions

as meta-individuals in their own right, which have

their own roles and may belong to their own meta-

classes. Among others, we will posit for each meta-

individual a number of attributes concerning the IsA

hierarchy, such as strictlySubsumedBy , inunedi-

atelySubsumedBy , etc., as well as meta-classes such

as INTERESTING-CONCEPTS, DATABASE-ACCESS-ROLES,

and NAMED-DESCRIPTIONS. In this way, if we want to

see the value-restriction on the eats role only if it is

more specific than the generic FOOD concept, we match

against the query [all eats ?C as [fills strictly

SubsumedBy FOOD]].

The above mechanism can of course be used to retrieve

aspects of the IsA hierarchy. For example, the "parent

concepts" of class PICKY can be obtained by the query

PICKY : : [fills immediatelySubsumedBy ?X] .

Following [7, 17], a different way of enhancing the

query language is to use a richer set of concept and role

constructors. Among others, in those FR-KRSs that

make the open-world assumption, it is possible for the

system to know that Sally has at least three friends,

while only knowing the identity of two of them. For

this reason, we include epistemic constructs [9] in the

language. (A simple way to do this is to include an

epistemic version of each constructor: [at-least-k ?n

p] would query how many fillers are currently known

for p. Our method, discussed in [14], includes known

as a role constructor and then extends the grammar

appropriately.) In addition, as a result of our expe

riences with CLASSIC, we believe it is imperative to

include some form of extensibility in the language.

For this reason we propose a testMatch construc

tor, which takes as arguments a function for matching

and a list of variables to bind: [testMatch compute-

and-bind-oldest-age-of-friends ' (?x)] .

7 Related Work

We were inspired to use variables ?x in a language

dealing with description logics by work in databases,

as well as loom's FOL assertion/query language, and

by other papers [8, 11] that have explored the combi

nation of variables and frames in the context of Horn

logic. As mentioned earlier, Lenzerini et al [7, 9] con

sidered the problem of querying DL KBs using other

concepts as queries, and showed various ways of us

ing more expressive concept languages for asking ques

tions. However, in all these cases variables were only

ranging over individuals, with roles and concepts be

ing used as unary and binary predicates. It was thus

not possible to query parts of the frames themselves,

which was the most significant aspect of our initial

motivation — to reduce the amount of material being

displayed.

In the database area, object-oriented query lan

guages such as XSQL [12] have notation which

facilitates the querying of path-expressions and

allows variables for attributes as well as val

ues: PERSON X WHERE X. Residence [Y] .City ['New

York'] AND X.R.City[W]. Our work extends this

through the use of subsumption as part of query

matching, and the much more general nature of
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frames.

Finally, our earlier work on least common subsumers

for DLs [6] also used the notion of structural sub-

sumption. The present work considerably elaborates

the theory of normal forms presented in that paper.

The alternative theory of normal forms for structural

subsumption introduced in [16] might also have pro

vided a good foundation for concept matching. Unfor

tunately, that theory relies on the notion of "clausal

description" — one which has the property that if

A=and(A',B) then either B is A or B is the universal

concept. This does not work for the one-of construc

tor of CLASSIC, since [one-of 1 2]= [and [one-of

12 3] [one-of 12 4]] , thus, there would be no

normal form for one-of.

8 Desiderata Revisited

We have introduced a declarative language for in

quiring about information in FR-KRSs which support

notions such as roles or slots, inheritance, subsump

tion, etc. As desired, the query language is derived

from the standard language for telling information to

the KB, mostly by introducing variables for all user-

specified identifiers. This query (or ask) language can

be used to "decompose" a description or frame into its

various components in a uniform, declarative manner

rather than using a long list of procedures. For ex

ample, PERSON : : [all friends ?X] accesses the all-

restriction on the friends role of PERSON, in a way

that was formerly possible only using function calls

such as get-all-restriction(PERSON, friends).

Returning to our initial motivation, query con

cepts can be used to set up "masks" that work

as filters and provide only the interesting infor

mation for display. In our implemented system

this is done by attaching a set of query con

cepts to a frame4 so that only portions matched

by some query concept are shown or explained.

Thus, we can avoid obvious information about

what restrictions apply to livingParents by using

the query concepts [all livingParents ?X as [fills

strictlySubsumedBy PERSON]] and [at-most ?n

[as [max 1]] livingParents]; the former suc

ceeds only if the type constraint on livingParents

is more specialized than PERSON, while the latter suc

ceeds only if there are fewer than 2 parents.

Similarly, although the query concept describing the

aspects to be printed for FOOD would not have a part

matching the role sugarContent, we can require to

see this for diabetics by associating [all eats [fills

sugarContent ?x]] with the class DIABETIC.

We claim that the approach is applicable in general to

4There is inheritance and combination of such query

concept filters. Also, different query concepts may be used

for explanation than those used for printing objects.

FR-KRSs. For example, the KRL [1] frame specified

as

PATIENT unit specialization

<self (a PERSON )>

<treatedBy (a DOCTOR with locations= (item NJ))>

can be queried by

< treatedBy ( a ?X with ?r = ( item ?v))>

Additionally, a KEE [10] frame of the form

PATIENT with slot treatedBy

[ValueClass=DOCTOR,

Cardinal!ty.Min=2,

Values=Kildare]

would be queried by

slot treatedBy [ValueClass=?X].

We have presented the initial exploratory steps con

cerning the notion of query concepts. Several other sig

nificant questions need to be addressed, including the

treatment of the same-as construct in structural sub-

sumption, the normalization of query concepts them

selves, and the process of answering queries in DLs

that do not use structural subsumption. One intrigu

ing idea is to think of a query concept Q as a meta-

concept with denotation X>(Q)={ D | match(D,Q) suc

ceeds }. This permits us to organize query concepts

in a subsumption hierarchy defined as Ql =>• Q2 iff

f(Ql) Q^(Q2)- One reason this is interesting is be

cause the subsumption hierarchy of ordinary queries

has been found useful in the past (e.g., [5]). More

over, this notion may be related to matches of queries

against queries, Q1::Q2, which resembles the notion of

unification extended with subsumption reasoning.

In conclusion, in addition to having proposed and suc

cessfully used a mechanism of clear benefit to FR-

KRSs, we hope that the motivation and subtleties of

query concept semantics and matching presented in

this paper may lead to new directions of research for

DLs; among others, we point out that query concepts

are the natural counterparts of polymorphic types in

programming languages, which have been extensively

studied.
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Abstract

Several algebras have been proposed for

reasoning about qualitative constraints over

time. One of these algebras is Vilain's point-

interval algebra, which can relate time points

with time intervals. Apart from being a

stand-alone qualitative algebra, it is also used

as a subalgebra in Meiri's approach to tem

poral reasoning, which combines reasoning

about quantitative and qualitative temporal

constraints over both time points and time

intervals. While the satsifiability problem

for the full point-interval algebra is known to

be NP-complete, not much has been known

about its 4294967296 subclasses. We provide

in this paper a complete classification of sat

isfiability for all these subclasses into polyno

mial and NP-complete respectively. We also

identify all maximal tractable subalgebras—

nine in total.

1 INTRODUCTION

Reasoning about temporal constraints is an important

task in many areas of AI and elsewehere, such as plan

ning (Allen, 1991), natural language processing (Song

and Cohen, 1988), time serialization in archeology

(Golumbic and Shamir, 1993) etc. In most applica

tions, knowledge of temporal constraints is expressed

in terms of collections of relations between time inter

vals or time points. Often we are only interested in

qualitative relations, i.e. the relative ordering of time

points but not their exact occurrences in time. There

are two archetypical examples of qualitative temporal

reasoning: Allen's algebra (A) (Allen, 1983) for rea

soning about time intervals and the point algebra (PA)

(Vilain, 1982) for reasoning about time points.

Attempts have been made to integrate reasoning about

time intervals and time points. Meiri's (1991) ap

proach to temporal reasoning makes it possible to rea

son about time points and time intervals with respect

to both qualitative and quantitative time. This frame

work can be restricted to qualitative time and the

resulting fragment is known as the qualitative algebra

(QA). In QA, a qualitative constraint between two ob

jects Oi and Oj (each may be a point or an interval),

is a disjunction of the form (OtriOj) V ... V (OifjtOj)

where each one of the r^s is a basic relation that may

exist between two objects. There are three types of

basic relations:

1. Interval-interval relations that can hold between

pairs of intervals. These relations correspond to

Allen's algebra.

2. Point-point relations that can hold between pairs

of points. These relations correspond to the point

algebra.

3. Point-interval and interval-point relations that

can hold between a point and an interval and

vice-versa. These relations were introduced by Vi

lain (1982). The point-interval and interval-point

relations are symmetric so we will only consider

the point-interval relations in the sequel.

The satisfiability problem for the point algebra is

known to be tractable (Vilain et al., 1989) and the sat

isfiability problem for Allen's algebra is NP-complete

(Vilain et al., 1989). However, a large number of

tractable subclasses of Allen's algebra has been re

ported in the literature (van Beek and Cohen, 1990;

Golumbic and Shamir, 1993; Nebel and Burckert,

1995; Drakengren and Jonsson, 1996a). Clearly, QA

suffers from computational difficulties since it sub

sumes the Allen algebra. Even worse, Meiri (1991)

shows that the satisfiability problem is NP-complete

even for point-interval relations. Besides this nega

tive result, not very much is known about the compu

tational properties of subclasses of the point-interval

algebra. This is an unfortunate situation if we want

to find tractable subclasses of the qualitative algebra

since the point-interval and interval-point algebras are

the glue that ties the world of time points together

with the world of time intervals.
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We also have reasons to believe that the point-interval

algebra itself can be interesting in applications such

as reasoning about action and change. In certain ap

proaches to action and change, such as the Features

and Fluents framework by Sandewall (1994), a clear

distinction is made between observations and actions.

Typically, observations occur at a single time point

while actions occur over extended periods of time.

Determining temporal relations between observations

and actions in a given scenario seems to be a prob

lem which can be addressed by reasoning in the point-

interval algebra.

The main result of this paper is a complete classifica

tion of all subclasses of the point-interval algebra with

respect to tractability. The classification makes it pos

sible to determine whether a given subclass is tractable

or not by a simple test that can be easily carried out

by hand or automatically. We have thus gained a clear

picture of the borderline between tractability and in

tractability in the point-interval algebra. In this pro

cess, we have also taken a small step towards a deeper

understanding of the qualitative algebra.

A few words on methodology seem appropriate at this

point. The proof of the main theorem relies on a quite

extensive case analysis performed by a computer. The

number of cases considered in this analysis was ap

proximately 106. Naturally, such an analysis cannot

be reproduced in a research paper or be verified man

ually. To allow for the verification of our results, we

include a description of the program used in the anal

ysis. Furthermore, the programs used can be obtained

from the authors.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2

defines the point-interval algebra and some auxiliary

concepts. Section 3 contains the classification of sub

classes. Section 4 is a brief discussion of the results

and Section 5 concludes the paper. Most of the proofs

are postponed to the appendix. Due to space limita

tions, we have not been able to give all proofs in their

entirety. The full proofs can be found in the technical

report (Jonsson et al., 1996).

2 POINT-INTERVAL RELATIONS

The point-interval approach to reasoning about time

is based on the notions time points, time intervals and

binary relations on them. A time point p is a variable

interpreted over the set of real numbers R. A time

interval J is represented by a pair satisfying

I~ < I+ where I~ and I+ are interpreted over R.

We assume that we have a fixed universe of variable

names for time points and time intervals. Then, an

V-interpretation is a function that maps time point

variables to R and time interval variables to R x R

and satisfies the previously stated restrictions. We will

frequently extend the notation by denoting the the first

component of 3(7) by 9(J~ ) and the second by S(J+ ).

Given an interpreted time point and an interpreted

time interval, their relative positions can be described

by exactly one of the elements of the set B of five basic

point-interval relations where each basic relation can

be defined in terms of its endpoint relations (see Table

1). A formula of the form pBI where p is a time point,

J a time interval and B G B, is said to be satisfied by

an V-interpretation iff the interpretation of the points

and intervals satisfies the endpoint relations specified

in Table 1.

To express indefinite information, unions of the basic

relations are used, written as sets of basic relations,

leading to 25 binary point-interval relations. Natu

rally, a set of basic relations is to be interpreted as a

disjunction of the basic relations. The set of all point-

interval relations 2 is denoted by V. Relations of

special interest are the null relation 0 (also denoted

by ±) and the universal relation B (also denoted T).

With the notation ->z we mean the relation B - {x},

e.g. -.a = {b,s,d,f}.

A formula of the form p{Bi ,...,B„}I is called a point-

interval formula. Such a formula is satisfied by an

V-interpretation 9 iff pBJ is satisfied by 9 for some

t, 1 < » < n. A finite set 0 of point-interval for

mulae is said to be V-satisfiable iff there exists an

V-interpretation 9 that satisfies every formula of 0.

Such a satisfying V-interpretation is called an V-model

of 0. The reasoning problem we will study is the fol

lowing:

Instance: A finite set 0 of point-interval formulae.

Question: Does there exist an V-model of 0?

We denote this problem V-SAT. In the following, we

often consider restricted versions of V-SAT where the

relations used in formulae in 0 are only from a subset

S of V. In this case we say that 0 is a set of formulae

over S and we use a parameter in the problem de

scription to denote the subclass under consideration,

e.g. V-SAT(S).

Meiri's extended definition of the point-interval alge

bra consists of V equipped with two binary operations

intersection and composition. However, this defini

tion does not constitute an algebra because it is not

closed under composition. We replace the composi

tion operation with an operation on V we call cross-

composition. The reason for introducing the algebra

is that it is needed for the introduction of a closure

operation which will simplify the forthcoming proofs.

Definition 2.1 Let B = {b,s,d,f,a}. The point-

interval algebra consists of the set V = 2D and the

operations binary intersection (denoted by fl) and

ternary cross-composition (denoted by ®). Intersec

tion is defined as Vp, I : p(R f~l S)I pRI A pSI while

cross-composition is defined as Vp, J : p(R®S®T)I <=>

3q, J : (qRJ A qSI A pTJ).
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Table 1: The five basic relations of the V-algebra. The

endpoint relation I~ < I+ that is valid for all relations

has been omitted.

Basic relation Symbol Example Endpoint rel.

p before J b P P<I~

III

p starts J s P P = r

III

p during / d P

III

r < p < r

p finishes / f P

III

p = /+

p after / a P p>/+

III

It can easily be verified that R® S ®T = \J{B ® B' ®

B"\B € R,B" G S,B"' e T}, i.e. cross-composition

is the union of the component-wise cross-composition

of basic relations.

Next, we introduce a closure operation Cy together

with a duality operator 2?y. Both Cy and Py trans

form a given subclass of V to one that is polynomially

equivalent to the original subclass wrt. satisfiability.

The closure operation is similar to the closure oper

ation for the Allen algebra introduced in (Nebel and

Biirckert, 1995), and is defined as follows.

Definition 2.2 Let S C V. Then we denote by

Cy(S) the V-closure of 5, defined as the least subalge-

bra containing S closed under intersection and cross-

composition.

A program for computing V-closures can be obtained

from the authors.

Lemma 2.3 Let S C V. Then V-SAT(CV(«S)) can be

polynomially transformed to V-SAT(S).

Corollary 2.4 Let SCV. V-SAT(S) is polynomial

iff V-SAT(CV(5)) is polynomial. V-SAT(«S) is NP-

complete iff V-SAT(Cy(5)) is NP-complete.

Next we introduce the duality operator and show that

it has the same transformational properties as the clo

sure operation.

Definition 2.5 Let R G V. Define VV(R) as the set

{/3(r) | r € R} where (3{r) is defined as follows: /3(b) =

a, /3(b) = f , /3(d) = d, /3(f) = s and /3(a) = b.

Let SCV. Define VV(S) as the set {VV(R) | R e S}.

Lemma 2.6 Let S C V. Then V-SAT(PV(5)) can be

polynomially transformed to V-SAT(S).

Proof sketch: Let 0 be an instance of the

V-SAT(Py(«S)) problem that have a V-model 9.

Construct the following V-SAT(S) instance: 0' =

{pVv(R)I\pRI € 0}. A V-interpretation 3' of©' can

be constructed as follows: Let 9'(p) = —3(p) for each

time point p appearing in 0 and let 3'(J_) = —9f(J+),

9f'(/+) = -9(J~) for each time interval J appearing

in 0. Clearly, 3' is a V-model of 0'. Showing the

converse direction is analogous. □

Corollary 2.7 Let S C V. V-SAT(S) is polynomial

iff V-SAT(Z>V(S)) is polynomial. V-SAT(S) is NP-

complete iff V-SAT(2?y(5)) is NP-complete.

3 CLASSIFICATION OF V

We begin this section by defining nine tractable subal-

gebras of the point-interval algebra. Later on, we show

that these algebras are the only maximal tractable sub-

algebras of V. Before we can define the algebras we

need a definition concerning the point algebra.

Definition 3.1 A PA formula is an expression of the

form xry where r is a member of {<,<,=,/,>,>

, -L, T} and x, y denote real-valued variables. The sym

bol ± denotes the relation 0 which is unsatisfiable for

every choice of x, y € R. Similarly, T denotes the re

lation R x R which is satisfiable for every choice of

x,y e R.

Let n be a set of PA formulae and X the set of vari

ables appearing in fl. An assignment of real values to

the variables in X is said to be an PA-interpretation of

Q. Furthermore, fi is satisfiable iff there exists an PA-

interpretation 9 such that for each formula xry G fl,

3(x)rQf(j/) holds. Such an PA-interpretation 9 is said

to be an PA-model of fl.

The first algebra we will consider has a very close con

nection to PA. It is defined as follows.

Definition 3.2 The set V23 consists of those relations

in V that can be expressed as one or more PA formulae

over time points and endpoints of intervals.

The other eight subalgebras are defined in terms of the

Cy and V\> operators.

Definition 3.3

"I0 = {W, {b, s}, {b, a}, ^d, }, V20 = Cv(v™>)

V\° = 2?y(V|0)

v$ = {{b, a}, -b, -s, -.f , -a}, V20 = Cy(t/20)

= {{d}. {b, s, a}, -s, , -a}, Vi8a = Cv(t,!,8a)

Kb = ^v(Vii)

<8d = «*}. {b,d}, ^d, -f}, V^8d = Cy«8d)
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V|7 = {±}U{rGV|{s}Cr}

Vj7 = VV(VI»)

Given a subalgebra V* , x is the number of relations

in the algebra and y is an element that is unique for

Vy among the subalgebras of size x. For instance, Vg7

is the only subalgebra of size 17 that contains {s}.

Let Vp be the set of all subalgebras in Definition 3.3

plus the algebra V23. The relations included in each

of these algebras can be found in Table 2. Further, let

Vnp denote the set of subalgebras listed in Table 3.

We have the following theorem.

Theorem 3.4 If V 6 VP then V-SAT(V) is polyno

mial. If V e VNP then V-SAT(V) is NP-complete.

Proof: See Appendices A and B for the results con

cerning Vp and Vnp, respectively. □

The main theorem can now be stated.

Theorem 3.5 For 5CV, V-SAT(S) is polynomial iff

S is a subset of some member of Vp.

Proof: if: For each V 6 Vp, V-SAT(V) is polynomial

by Theorem 3.4.

only-if: Assume there exists a subclass S C V such

that V-SAT(«S) is polynomial and <S is not a subset

of any algebra in Vp. Without loss of generality, let

S be such a class with the least number of elements.

For each subalgebra V in Vp, choose a relation x such

that x G S and x £ V. This can always be done since

S g V. Let X be the set of these relations. The

following holds for X:

1. V-SAT(X) is polynomial since X CS.

2. X is not a subset of any algebra in Vp.

<S is a minimal set satisfying (1) and (2) above. Hence,

\S\ < \X\. Furthermore, X C S so |5| < \X\ and

|5| = \X\. The set Vp contains nine algebras so by

the construction of X, \X\ < 9. As a consequence,

\S\ < 9.

To show that <S does not exist, a machine-assisted case

analysis of the following form was performed:

1. Generate all subsets of V of size < 9. There are

(y ) « 4.3 x 108 such subsets.

i=o ^ '

2. Let T be such a set. Test: T is a subset of some

subalgebra in Vp or D C Cv(T) for some D G

VNP.

The test succeeds for all T. Hence, by Theorem 3.4,

either V-SAT(5) is NP-complete or 5 is a subset of

some member of Vp. Both cases contradict our initial

assumptions so S cannot exist. □

4 DISCUSSION

We have only considered qualitative relations between

time points and intervals in this paper. For cer

tain applications this is satisfactory—for others we

must have the ability to reason also about quantita

tive time. Previous research on reasoning about com

bined qualitative and quantitative time has proven

this problem to be computationally hard. However,

recent results show that tractable reasoning is pos

sible in certain subclasses of Allen's algebra aug

mented with quite advanced quantitative information.

The linear-programming approach by Jonsson and

Backstrom (1996) offers a straightforward method for

extending the ORD-Horn subclass with quantitative

information. Several other subclasses of Allen's alge

bra with this property are exhibited in (Drakengren

and Jonsson, 1996b). Almost certainly, these meth

ods can be adapted to the point-interval algebra. This

opens up for some interesting future research. Another

interesting research direction is the study of tractable

subclasses of Meiri's unrestricted approach, i.e., al

lowing for time points and time intervals to be both

qualitatively and quantitatively related.

The number of subclasses of V (232 ss 4.3 x 109) is very

small in comparison with the 28182 « io2466 subclasses

of A. In principle it would have been possible to enu

merate all subclasses of V with the aid of a computer.

Obviously, this is not the case with A (at least not

with the computers available today). If we want to

classify the subclasses of A with respect to tractabil-

ity, we must use other methods. We are not pessimistic

about the possibility of creating a complexity map of

A. Similar projects have been successfully performed

in mathematics and computer science. A well-known

example is the proof of the four-colour theorem (Appel

and Haken, 1976) which combine theoretical studies of

planar graphs with extensive machine-generated case

analyses. It seems likely that we shall need methods

that combine theoretical studies of the structure of A

with brute-force computer methods. Here we can see

a challenge for both theoreticians and practitioners in

computer science.

5 CONCLUSIONS

We have studied computational properties of the

point-interval algebra. All of the 232 possible sub

classes are classified with respect to whether their cor

responding satisfiability problem is tractable or not.

The classification reveals that there are exactly nine

maximally tractable subclasses of the algebra.
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Appendix

This appendix collects the tractability and intractabil

ity proofs needed for the proof of Theorem 3.5. The

former results can be found in part A and the latter

results in part B. Due to space limitations, we have not

been able to give all proofs in their entirety. Hence,

certain proofs are only sketched or outlined. The full

proofs can be found in the technical report (Jonsson

et al., 1996).

A TRACTABILITY RESULTS

To make the forthcoming proofs less cumbersome, we

need a few results of more general character. These

can be found in Section A.l. The actual proofs of

tractability can be found in Section A.2.

A.l MODEL TRANSFORMATIONS

One of our main vehicles for showing computational

properties of different subclasses is that of model trans

formations. It is a method for transforming a solution

of one problem to a solution of a related problem.

Definition A.l Let T be a mapping on V-

interpretations. We say that T is a model transfor

mation.

This definition is very general. To make it applicable

in practice, we need a way of describing model trans

formations in greater detail.

Definition A.2 LetT be a model transformation. A

function fx : B —* 2a is a description of T iff for arbi

trary V-interpretations Of, the following holds: if b 6 B

and p(b)J under 3 then p{h{b))J under T(9). A de

scription fr can be extended to handle disjunctions in

the obvious way: fT(R) = Urgfl Mr)-

We can now provide two lemmata showing how model

transformations can be used.

Lemma A.3 Let 71 = {ri, . . . , rn} C V be such that

V-SAT(^) is polynomial. Let TV = {r[,. . . ,r'n} C V.

Let T be a model transformation and fr a description

of T. If the following holds: (1) rfc C r'k for 1 < k < n;

and (2) fT(r'k) C rk for 1 < k < n, then V-SAT(ft') is

polynomial.

Proof: Let 0' be a instance of V-SAT(ft'). Let 0 =

{prkJ \pr'kJ € ©'}. Obviously, this is a polynomial

transformation and 0 is an instance of V-SAT(7£). We

show that 0 has a model iff 0' has a model. Since it

can be decided in polynomial time whether 0 has a

model or not, the lemma follows.

only-if: Let 9 be a model of 0. Recall that rk Q r'k,

1 < k < n. Hence, 9 is a model for 0' since every

relation pr'I £ 0' is weaker than the corresponding

relation prl £ 0.

if: Let 9' be a model of 0'. We show that T(Qf') is a

model of 0. Arbitrarily choose a formula prkI in 0.

Clearly, there exists a formula pr'kI € 0'. Thus, we

have that pr'kI under 9' which implies pfT(r'k)I under

T(9f') since fr is a description of T. Furthermore,

fr(r'k) C rk so prkI under T(9f). Hence, T(9) is a

model of 0. □

Lemma A.4 Let H = {ri,...,rn} C V and TV =

{ri,...,!-;,} C V be such that V-SAT(ft) is NP-

complete. If there exists a model transformation T

with a description fr such that frifk) ^ r* f°r every

1 < k < n then V-SAT(ft') is NP-complete.

Proof: Let 0 be an arbitrary instance of V-SAT(7£).

Let 0' = {pfr(r)J | prJ e 0}. Obviously, this is

a polynomial transformation and 0' is an instance of

V-SAT(ft'). We show that 0 is satisfiable iff 0' is

satisfiable.

if: Let 9' be a model of 0'. Recall that frir'J C rk,

1 < k < n. Hence, 5' is a model for 0 since every

relation prl £ 0 is weaker than the corresponding

relation pfr(r)I G 0'.

only-if: Let 3 be a model of 0. We show that T(S)

is a model of 0'. Arbitrarily choose a formula prl in

0'. By the construction of 0', there exists a formula

psl 6 0 such that r = fo(s). Thus, we have that psl

under 9 which implies pfr(s)I under T(9) since fr is

a description of T. Hence, IrJ under T(3). □

Before we define a number of model transformations

that we will use later on, we need an auxiliary defini

tion.

Definition A.5 Let S C R be finite and denote the

absolute value of x with abs(z) The minimal distance

in S, MD(5), is defined as min{abs(i — y) | s, y 6 S

and x ^ y}.

Observe that |5| > 2 in order to make MD(S) de

fined. For all such 5, MD(5) > 0. The definition of
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minimal distance can be extended to V-interpretations

in the following way: Let 9 be an V-interpretation

that assigns values to a set of time points V and a

set of intervals T. Let MD(9) = MD({9(p) | p e

P}U{9(7-),9(7+)|7€l}).

In the forthcoming four propositions, let 9 be an ar

bitrary V-interpretation and let e = MD(9).

Proposition A.6 Define Ti(9) as follows: (1) for

each time point p let Tx(9)(p) = 9(p); (2) for

each time interval 7 let Ti(9)(7~) = 9(7~) + e and

Ti(9)(I+) = 3(1+ ). The description of Tu /t, is

then: /Tl(b) = {b}, /Tl(s) = {b}, /T,(d) = {d},

/Tl(f) = {f} and /Tl(a) = {a}.

Proposition A.7 Define T2(9) as follows: (1) for

each time point p let T2(9)(p) = 9(p); (2) for

each time interval J let T2(9)(7_) = 9(7") + e and

r2(9)(7+) = 9(7+) - e. The description of T2, fx2

is then: /Tj(b) = {b}, /Ta(s) = {b}, /Tl(d) = {d},

/Ta(f) = {a}and/Ta(a) = {a}.

Proposition A.8 Define 13(9) as follows: (1) for

each time point p let T3(9)(p) = 9(p); (2) for

each time interval J let T3(9)(7_) = 9(7_) - e and

T3(9)(7+) = 9(7+). The description of T3, fTs is

then: /Tj(b) = {b}, /Tj(s) = {d}, /Tj(d) = {d},

/Ts(f) = {f} and /Tj(a) = {a}.

Proposition A.9 Define T4(9) as follows: (1) for

each time point p let T4(9)(p) = 9(p); (2) for

each time interval 7 let T4(9)(7_) = 3(7") and

T4(9)(7+) = 9(7+) - e The description of T4, fr4

is then: /T4(b) = {b}, /t4(s) = {s}, fTt(d) = {d},

/T,(f) = {a} and /T<(a) = {a}.

A.2 PROOFS OF TRACTABILITY

Proving tractability of V-SAT(V23) is straightforward.

Proposition A.10 Deciding satisfiability of a set of

PA formulae is polynomial.

Proof: See (Vilain et al., 1989). □

Lemma A.ll V-SAT(V23) is polynomial.

Proof: Follows immediately from the definition of

V23 and the previous proposition. □

Lemma A.12 V-SAT(Vl°) is polynomial.

Proof: By Corollary 2.4, it is sufficient to show

that V-SAT(t40) is polynomial. Let 0 be an arbi

trary instance of V-SAT(u2,0). Define the function

<t : vl° ^ {<, =, A T} as follows: <r({s}) = "=",

cr({b,s}) = "<", <r({b,a}) = V", <K0>, s, d, a}) =

"T" and <r({b,s,f,a}) = "T".

Let 0' = {xpa(R)yj \ pRI 6 0}. In the sequel, y/

will be considered as the starting point of the interval

7. By Proposition A. 10, it is polynomial to decide R-

satisfiability of 0'. We show that 0 is V-satisfiable iff

0' is fl-satisfiable.

if: Let 3' be an R-model of 0'. Let e = MD(3')/2.

We construct an V-interpretation 9 of 0 as follows:

• For each variable xp in 0' let 9(p) = 9'(xp).

• For each variable yj in 0' let 9(7-) = 9'(y/) and

9(7+) = 9'(y,) + e

We show that Of is an V-model of 0. Let pRI be an

arbitrary formula in 0. We have five different cases.

1. R = {s}. Then 9'(zp)<r({s})9'(y/) o 9'(xp) =

9'(yj) O 9(p) = 9(7_). Consequently, p{s}7

under 9.

2. R = {b,s}. Then 9'(xp)(r({b, s})3'(y/)

9'(xp) < 9'(yj) o 9(p) < 9(7-). Consequently,

p{b, s}7 under 0.

3. R = {b,a}. Then 9'(zp)<r({b, a})9'(yj) «•

9'(sp) ^ 9'(y,) ^ 9(p) ^ If 9(p) <

9(7") then p{b}7 under 9. If 3(p) > 3(7") then

9(p) > 9(7+) since 7+ = I~ + e. In this case

p{a}7 under 9 . Consequently, p{b, a}7 under 9.

4. R = {b, s,f,a}. Assume p{d}7 under 9. Then

9(7-) < 9(p) < 9(7+) o 9(7-) < 9(p) <

9(7~) + e o 9'(yj) < 9'(xp) < 9'(y/) + e which

contradicts the choice of e. Hence, p{b, b, f , a}7

under 9

5. R = {b, s,d, a}. This case is analogous to the

previous case.

only-if: Let 9 be an V-model of 0. We construct an

ii-interpretation 9' of 0' as follows:

• For each time point p in 0 let 9'(ip) = 9(p).

• For each time interval 7 in 0 let 9'(y/) = 9(7_).

Next, we show that 9' is an R-model of 0'. Let xpRyi

be an arbitrary formula in 0'. We have four different

cases:

1. R = «=». Assume 9'(xp) ^ 9'(y/). Then 9(p) ^

9(7_) and p{b,d,f,a}7 under 9. But xp = yi €

0' iff p{s}7 € 0 which leads to a contradiction.

Hence, xp = y/ under 9'.

2. R = This case is analogous to the previous

case.

3. R = "<". Assume 9'(ip) > 9'(y7). Then 9(p) >

9(7~) and p{d, f , a}7 under 9. But xp < yi € 0'

iff p{b, s}7 6 0 which leads to a contradiction.

Hence, xp < yi under 9'.

4. R — "T". This relation holds trivially in every

R-model of 0'. □
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Lemma A.13 V-SAT(V£°) is polynomial.

Proof sketch: By Corollary 2.4, it is sufficient to

show that V-SAT(t;|0) is polynomial. Let 0 be an

arbitrary instance of V-SAT(«d°). Define the func

tion a : v™ -* {<,>,^,T} as follows: <r({b, a}) =

V", a({s,d,f,a}) = ">", <7({b,s,d,f}) = "<",

<7({b,s,d,a}) = «T", and <r({b,d,f ,a}) = «T".

Let 0' = {xpo-{R)yI \pRI G 0}. By Proposition A.10,

it is polynomial to decide /{-satisfiability of 0'. To

show that 0 is V-satisfiable iff 0' is jR-satisfiable is

analogous to the proof of Lemma A.12. □

Lemma A.14 V-SAT(Vi,|) is polynomial.

Proof: By Corollary 2.4, it is sufficient to show

that V-SAT(ui,8a) is polynomial. Let r[ = {d}, r'2 =

{b, 8, a}, r'3 = -if, r\ = ->a and r'6 = ->s. Note

that i^8a = Ui=i{ri}- Furthermore, let r{ = r\ for

» € {1,3,4,5} and let r2 = {b, a}. It can easily be

verified that r> C r'k for 1 < k < 5. Furthermore,

fTi(r'k) C rfc for 1 < k < 5. Hence, by Lemma A.3,

the polynomiality of V-SAT(Vi,a) follows. □

Lemma A.15 V-SAT(V*d) is polynomial.

Proof: By Corollary 2.4, it is sufficient to show that

V-SAT(u^) is polynomial. Let r[ = {d}, r'2 = {b, d},

Table 3: NP-complete subclasses of V.

•is, r\
->d and r'h = Note that v*d =

\Ji=iiri}- Furthermore, let r< = r\ for i € {1,3,4,5}

and let r4 = {b, a}. It can easily be verified that

Tk C r'k for 1 < k < 5. Furthermore, fT2(r'k) ^ r*

for 1 < k < 5. Consequently, by Lemma A.3, the

polynomiality of V-SAT(V*d) follows. □

Lemma A.16 V-SAT(V£7) is polynomial.

Proof: Let 0 be an arbitrary instance of V-

SAT(VS7). If a formula of the form p±I is in 0 then

0 is not satisfiable. Otherwise, consider the following

V-interpretation: 9f(p) = 0 for every time point p and

3(J~) = 0 and = 1 for every interval J. Let

pRI be an arbitrary formula in 0. By the definition

of Vs7, s e R. Obviously, 9 satisfies pRI. Since it

is polynomial to check whether pRI e 0 or not, the

lemma follows. □

B INTRACTABILITY RESULTS

This section provides proofs for the NP-complete sub

classes of V presented in Table 3. The reductions are

mostly made from different subalgebras of Allen's in

terval algebra. Consequently, we begin this section by

recapitulating some results concerning Allen's algebra.

Subclass

D,

D3

D*

Dt

D6

Di

D»

D9

Dl0

Du

£>12

£>13

£>14

D15

£>ie

D17

D20

D23

£>28

£>28

Relations

d},{f},{b,a}
[.
{d},

{d},

{d},

{d},

{d},

{»}.

{*},

{»}.

{£},{b,8,a},{8,d,f,a}

{d},

{d},

{d,a

{b,d

{d},

{d},

{»■*

{»■«:

{d,a

{b,d

{«,d

{*,*'

s},{b,f,a}

f},{b,8,a}

*}>{»> a}

*}.{b,f}

M}

b,*}

s, a}

b,f,a},{b,s,d,f}

b,*}

s, a}

.{b,f}

.{■.»}

s,*,a}

b,8,f}

>{b,d}

,{d,a}

>{b,a}

,{b,8,l}

,{»,*, a}

,{b,f}

.{».*}

{8,d,a},{b,f}

{b,d,f},{8,a}

{b,f},{a,a}

{8,f},{b,d,a

Proof

Lemma B.7

D3 =X»v(Di)

Lemma B.8

Di = VV(D3)

Lemma B.9

D6 = 2?v(As)

Lemma B.10

Lemma B.ll

D0 = Vv(Da)

Da C Cv(Dio)

£>n = VV(D10)

Lemma B.12

Dia = Vv'Du)

Lemma B.13

£>15 = Vv(Du)

Lemma B.14

Dn = Vv(Di6)

Lemma B.15

Du, = Dv(£>is)

Lemma B.16

Lemma B.17

D22 = T>v(D2i)

Lemma B.18

I>24 = 2>v(Oj3)

Lemma B.19

Dm = VV(D2S)

Lemma B.20

Lemma B.21

B.l ALLEN'S ALGEBRA

Allen's interval algebra (Allen, 1983) is based on the

notion of relations between pairs of intervals. An in

terval X is represented as an ordered pair (X~,X+)

of real numbers with X~ < X+, denoting the left

and right endpoints of the interval, respectively, and

relations between intervals are composed as disjunc

tions of basic interval relations. Their exact definitions

can be found in (Allen, 1983). Such disjunctions are

represented as sets of basic relations. The algebra is

provided with the operations of converse, intersection

and composition on intervals. The exact definitions of

these operations can be found in (Allen, 1983). By

the fact that there are thirteen basic relations, we get

213 = 8192 possible relations between intervals in the

full algebra. We denote the set of all interval relations

by A. The reasoning problem we will consider is the

problem of satisfiability (.4-SAT) of a set of interval

variables with relations between them, i.e. deciding

whether there exists an assignment of intervals on the

real line for the interval variables, such that all of the

relations between the intervals hold. Such an assign

ment is said to be a A-model for the interval variables

and relations. For A, we have the following result.

Theorem B.l Let M2 be the set d""",o, m,f~},

{-<,d,o,m,s},{d"',o,o"',s'^,r'}} and let Ao be
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the set {{x,>-},{=,d,d~,o,o~,m,m~,s,s~,f,r''}}.

.4-SAT(S) is NP-complete if M Q S (Nebel and

Biirckert, 1995), or A0 C S (Golumbic and Shamir,

1993).

To facilitate the forthcoming proofs we will use a clo

sure operation for Allen's algebra which was denned

in (Nebel and Biirckert, 1995).

Definition B.2 Let S C A. Then we denote by

Ca(S) the A-clositre of S under converse, intersection

and composition, i.e. the least subalgebra containing

S closed under the three operations.

The key result for Ca is the following. The proof ap

pears in (Nebel and Biirckert, 1995).

Proposition B.3 Let S C A. Then .4-SAT(«S) is

polynomial iff ASAT(CA(S)) is and X-SAT(5) is NP-

complete iff A-SAT(Ca(S)) is.

Next, we will define a number of subclasses of A and

prove that .A-SAT for them is NP-complete. These

subclasses will be used later on in the NP-completeness

proofs for the subclasses in Table 3.

Definition B.4 Let 0o,«i,...,«r be defined as fol

lows: s0 = {d,o~,f}, si = {-<,>-, d~,o,m,f""},
s2 = {=, !-,s,s"}, s3 = {=,m,m~,s,s~,f,fw},

st = {d,o,o~,s,f}, s5 = {-<,d~,o,m,mw}, s6 =

{=, s, s } and S7 = {-<,>-, d~,o,ow, m, m"',s"',P"}.

Denote by 5y the set {si,Sj}.

Proposition B.5

7s07 iff J- <I~ <J+ ;

7^7 iff 7" < J" v/- > J+;

Is3JiSI- = J- V/- > J+;

7s37 iff (J- = J~) V (J" = 7+) V (7+ = J") V

(/+ = J+);

Is4J iff (J- < J- < 7+) V (J- < 7+ < 7+);

/s5Jiff(/- < J") V (J- = 7+);

7s67 iff J" = J~\

Is7J iff (J- < J~) V (/- > 7+) V (7+ < J~) V

(7+ > J+).

Lemma B.6 .4-SAT(S) is NP-complete for S G

{Soi So2, ^34 , 556, 537}.

Proof: By Corollary B.3, we can study A-

SAT(CU(S)) instead of .4-SAT(S). It can be verified

that Mi is a subset of C^(50i), Ca(So2) and CA(SM)-

Likewise, it can be shown that A0 is a subset of

Ca(S34) and 0(537). Hence, NP-completeness follows

from Theorem B.l. □

In the previous lemma, Ca was computed by the utility

aclose (Nebel and Biirckert, 1993).

B.2 NP-COMPLETE SUBCLASSES OF V

Lemma B.7 V-SAT^) is NP-complete.

Proof: Reduction from .A-SAT(Soi) which is NP-

complete by Lemma B.6. Let 0 be an instance of

>t-SAT(50i). We construct a set 0' as follows.

1. For each formula of the type Iso7 in 0, intro

duce a new time point p/,j and let p/)j{s}J and

Pi,j{d}J in 0';

2. For each formula of the type Is\J in 0, intro

duce a new time point qjtj and let <//,j{s}7 and

9/,j{b,a}Jin0'.

Clearly 0' is an instance of the V-SAT(Di ) problem.

We show that 0 is satisfiable iff 0'.

only-if: Assume there exists a .4-model 5 of 0. We

construct an V-interpretation Of' of 0' as follows:

3'(7") = 9(7"), 3'(7+) = 9(7+), 3'(p,,.,) = 0(7")

and 3'(<Zj,j) = 9(7-).

By the construction of 0', three types of formulae can

appear in 0'. We consider them one at a time.

1. p/,j{s}7 and g/,j{s}7. Such formulae are triv

ially satisfied under 3'.

2. pi,j{d}J. If pi,j{d}J G 0' then 7s0J G 0.

Since 9 is a .4-model of 0, 3(7+) < 3(7~) <

3(7+) by Proposition B.5. By the construction

of 3', 9'(p/,j) = 9(7-), 3'(7~) = 3(7~) and

3'(7+) = 3(7+). Hence, pi,j{d}J under 3'.

3. 9/)J{b,a}7. If p7,j{b,a}J G 0' then 7aiJ G 0.

Since Of is a ,4-model of 0, 3(7") < 3(7") or

3(7~ ) > 3(7+) by Proposition B.5. By the

construction of 3', 3'(g/ j) = 3(7-), 3'(7~) =

3(7-) and 3'(7+) = 3(7+). Hence, g7,j{b,a}7

under 3'.

As a consequence, 3' is a V-model of 0'.

if: Assume there exists an V-model 3' of 0'. We con

struct an .4-model 3 of 0 as follows: 3'(7~) = 3(7")

and 3'(7+) = 3(7+).

Arbitrarily choose a formula of the form 7so7 in 0.

Then there exists a time point p/,j in 0' such that

Pi,j{s}I and pi j{d}J. It follows that 3'(7~) <

3'(7+) < 3'(7 ) and, by the construction of 3,

3(7~) < 3(7+) < 3(7+). Hence, 7s07 under 3.

Arbitrarily choose a formula of the form 7s 1 7 in 0.

Then there exists a time point qjtj in 0' such that

g/,y{s}7 and qI<J{b,a}J. It follows that 3'(7~) <
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3'(7~) or 3'(7~) > 3'(7+)- By the construction of

9, 3(1-) < 3(7") or 3(7~) > 3(7+). Hence, IsxJ

under 9 by Proposition B.5.

Consequently, 9 is a .4-model of 0. We have thus

shown that 0 is satisfiable iff 0' is satisfiable. NP-

completeness of V-SAT(Di) follows immediately. □

Lemma B.8 V-SAT(£>3) is NP-complete.

Proof: Let D3 = {{d}, {s}, {b, f , a}} = {r'^r'^}.

Observe that /r4(ri) = {d}, fT<(r2) = {*}

and /t4(»"3) — {b>a}. By Lemma B.7, D\ =

{{d},{s},{b,a}} and V-SAT(7J>i) is NP-complete.

Hence, V-SAT(D3) is NP-complete by Lemma A.4.

□

Lemma B.9 V-SAT(7J>6) is NP-complete.

Proof sketch: Reduction from .4-SAT(So2) which

is NP-complete by Lemma B.6. Let 0 be an instance

of A-SAT(So2)- We construct a set 0' as follows.

1. For each formula of the type IsoJ in 0, intro

duce a new time point pi j and let p/ j{a}I and

p/,j{d}J in 0';

2. For each formula of the type Is2J in 0, introduce

a new time point qjtj and let let qjtj{a}J and

qi,j{a,a}J in 0'.

Clearly 0' is an instance of the V-SAT(D5) problem.

Show that 0 is satisfiable iff 0' is similar to the proof

of Lemma B.7. □

Lemma B.10 V-SAT(£>7) is NP-complete.

Proof: Reduction from .A-SAT(S34) which is NP-

complete by Lemma B.6. Let 0 be an instance of

.A-SAT(S34). We construct a set 0' as follows.

1. For each formula of the type IS3J in 0, intro

duce a new time point p/,j and let pitj{a,f}I

and Pi,j{*,*}J in 0';

2. For each formula of the type IS3 J in 0, intro

duce a new time point qjtj and let qi,j{a, f }7 and

qi,j{d}J in 0'.

Clearly 0' is an instance of the V-SAT(D7) problem.

We show that 0 is satisfiable iff 0'.

Assume there exists a A-model 9 of 0. We construct

an V-interpretation 3' of 0' as follows:

1. 3'(I-) = 3(J-);

2. 3'(7+) = 3(1+ );

3- 3'(p/,y) = 3(1-) if 3(7~) = 3(7~) or 3(7") =

3(7+);

4. 3'(pj j) = 3(7+) otherwise. In this case 3(7+) =

3(7") or 3(7+) = 3(7+);

5. 3'(gi,j) = 3(I~) if 3(7-) < 3(J-) < 3(7+);

6. 3'(g/ j) = 3(7+) otherwise. In this case 3(J~) <

3(7+) < 3(7+).

By the construction of 0', four types of formulae can

appear in 0'. We consider them one at a time.

1. p/,j{s,f}/. If pltJ{s,f}I € 0' then Is3J 6 0.

By Proposition B.5, (7~ = J~) or (7~ = 7+)

or (7+ = J") or (/+ = 7+). If 3(/-) =

3(J-) or 3(1-) = 3(7") then 3'(p/,j) = 3(7")

and, consequently, p/ j{a,i }7 under 3'. Other

wise, 3(1+) = 3(J-) or 3(7+) = 3(7") and

3'(p/,j) = 3(7+). Hence pi,j{a,t }7 under 3'.

2- pj,j{s,f}7. This case is analogous to the previous

case.

3. qItJ{a,t}I. If qi,j{a, f}7 € 0' then 7s47 € 0.

By Proposition B.5, (3(7~) < 3(J-) < 3(7+)) V

(3(J-) < 3(7+) < 3(7+)). If 3(7-) < 3(7") <

3(7+ then 3'(g/,j) = 3(7~) and qi,j{a}I un

der 3. Otherwise, 3(7~) < 3(7+) < 3(7+,

3'(g/,j) = 3(7+) and qi,j{f}I under 3.

4. g/,j{d}7. If qi,j{d}J € 0' then 7«47 € 0. By

Proposition B.5, (3(7~) < 3(7") < 3(7+)) V

(3(7") < 3(7+) < 3(7+)). If 3(7-) < 3(7") <

3(7+ then &(qu) = 3(7") and qi j{d}7 un

der 3. Otherwise, 3(7") < 3(7+) < 3(7+,

3'(g/,j) = 3(7+) and qi,j{d}I under 3.

As a consequence, 3' is a V-model of 0'.

Now, assume there exists a V-model 3' of 0'. We con

struct an .A-interpretation 3 of 0 as follows: 3(7~) =

3'(7~) and 3(7+) = 3'(7+).

Arbitrarily choose a formula of the form 7a37 in 0.

Then there exists a time point pitj in 0' such that

p/tj{s,f}7 and p/ij{s,f}7 under 3'. This implies

that one endpoint in 7 equals one endpoint in 7 and,

by Proposition B.5, 7a37 under 3.

Arbitrarily choose a formula of the form 7a47 in 0.

Then there exists a time point qij in 0' such that

qi,j{a, f}7 and <f/,j{d}7 under 3'. Assume qij{a}I

under 3'. Then 3(7") < 3(7") < 3(7+). Assume to

the contrary that p/,j{f }7 under 3'. It follows that

3(7") < 3(7+) < 3(7+). Hence, by Proposition B.5,

7s47 under 3. □

Lemma B.ll V-SAT(£>8) is NP-complete.

Proof sketch: Reduction from ^4-SAT(55e) which

is NP-complete by Lemma B.6. Let 0 be an instance

of A-SAT(SS0). We construct a set 0' as follows.

1. For each formula of the type 7s57 in 0, intro

duce a new time point pij and let pjtj{a}I and

P/,y{b,f}7in0';
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2. For each formula of the type Is6J in 0, intro

duce a new time point qitj and let qjj{s}I and

qi,j{a}J in 0'.

Clearly 0' is an instance of the V-SAT(£>8) problem.

It is a routine verification to show that 0 is satisfiable

iff 0' is satisfiable. □

Lemma B.12 V-SAT(£>i2) is NP-complete.

Proof: By Lemma B.9, V-SAT(JJ>5) is NP-complete

and V-SAT(£>6) is NP-complete since D6 = VV(D6).

Let E = {{b},{d},{b,f}}. It can be verified that

I>6 C CV(E) and, hence, V-SAT(^) is NP-complete.

Let 0 be an arbitrary instance of the V-SAT(E) prob

lem. We show how to construct an instance 0' of the

V-SAT(Di2) problem that is satisfiable iff 0 is satisfi

able.

We begin showing how to relate a point pi and an

interval I\ such as pi{b}Ji by only using the rela

tions in D\2- We introduce two fresh time points P2

and pz together with two fresh time intervals J2 and

J$. Consider the following construction: pi{b, f}Ji,

Pi{b,f}/2, Pi{b,f}/3, Mb.f}/!, P2{d}/2, M*,i}h,

P3{b,f}/i, p3{b,f}/2 and P3{d}/3.

We denote this set of relations with fi. Let Of be a

V-model of fi. For the sake of brevity we identify the

time points and time intervals with their values when

interpreted by 9. Hence, instead of writing $(pi ) <

3(Jf ), we simply write p\ < Jf .

Obviously, p\ < Jf or pi = Jf . We begin by showing

that there exists a V-model of n such that p\ < Jf .

Let 6 = (Jf —pi)/5. Consider the following assignment

of values: Jf = pi + 6, pz = P\ + 26, Jf = Pi + 35,

P2 = pi + 46, Jf = pi + 46 and Jf = Jf . It is not

hard to see that this assignment is a V-model of fi.

Next, we show that there does not exist any V-model

of fl such that pi = Jf . Assume 9 is such a V-model.

By relation (4), we can see that P2 < Jf or P2 = Jf .

By assumption, pi = Jf . Hence, either pi < Jf or

pi = pi . If pi = pi then relation (2) is equivalent to

p^b, f }J2 which clearly contradicts relation (5). Thus,

Pi < Jf and pi{b}I\. By analogous reasoning one can

see that P3 < Jf and P3{b}Ji.

Next, observe that relations (2) and (3) implies pi <

Jf and pi < Jf . Furthermore, pi < Jf and pz < Jf

which implies pi < Jf and p$ < Jf . By our initial

assumption pi = Jf we get pi < Jf = p\ < Jf and

Ps < Jf = Pi < Jf •

Consequently, pi < Jf and p* < 1% . Observe that

p2{b,f}J3 and p3{b,f}J2 by relations (6) and (8), re

spectively. Hence, pi < I3 and P3 < Jf .

By relations (5) and (9), I2 < pi < if and Jf <

P3 < Jf . Hence, pi<I^<P3<Ii<P2 which

is a contradiction. Consequently, every V-model of Q

satisfies pi < Jf .

We have thus shown how to express the relation {b} by

only using {d} and {b, f}. Obviously, we can take an

instance of the V-SAT(E) problem and in polynomial

time transform it into an equivalent instance of the V-

SAT(J?i2) problem. NP-completeness of V-SAT(J?i2)

follows immediately. □

Lemma B.13 V-SAT(Di4) is NP-complete.

Proof sketch: By Lemma B.9, V-SAT(D5) is

NP-complete and V-SAT(£>6) is NP-complete since

D6 = VV(DS). Let E = {{b},{d,a},{b,f}}. It can

be verified that D6 C CV(E) and, hence, V-SAT(J5) is

NP-complete. Let 0 be an arbitrary instance of the

V-SAT(fJ) problem. We show how to construct an

instance 0' of the V-SAT(£>h) problem that is satis

fiable iff 0 is satisfiable.

The proof boils down to showing how to relate a point

Pi and an interval I\ such as pi{b}Ji by only using

the relations in D14. We introduce two fresh time

points pi and p3 together with two fresh time in

tervals J2 and I3. Consider the following construc

tion: pi{b,f}Ji, pi{b,f}J2, pi{b,f}J3, pi{h,f}Ii,

p:i{d,a}J2, p2{b,f}J3, p^b.f^, p^b,^;, and

p3{d, a}J3. It is fairly straightforward to show that pi

can only be related to I\ with the relation b. Hence,

we can take an instance of the V-SAT(E) problem and

in polynomial time transform it into an equivalent in

stance of the V-SAT(£>i4) problem. NP-completeness

of V-SAT(Pu) follows immediately. □

Lemma B.14 V-SAT(D16) is NP-complete.

Proof: Reduction from V-SAT(D13). Use the model

transformation T4 and apply Lemma A.4. □

Lemma B.15 V-SAT(£>i8) is NP-complete.

Proof sketch: By Lemma B.IO, V-SAT(J>7) is NP-

complete. Let E = {{s},{s, f},{b, d}}. It can be

verified that D7 C CV(E) and, hence, V-SAT(J5) is

NP-complete. Let 0 be an arbitrary instance of the

V-SAT(£) problem.

We show how to relate a time point pi and an

interval I\ with the relation s. Introduce two

fresh time points pi and p$ together with a fresh

time interval J2. Consider the following construc

tion: p!{s,f}Ji, pt{b,d}Ii, p2{b,d}J1, p2{s,f}J2,

P!,{s,f}Ji andp3{s,f}J2.

It is not hard to show that p\ can only be related to

I\ with the relation s. Consequently, we can take an

instance of the V-SAT(E) problem and in polynomial

time transform it into an equivalent instance of the V-

SAT(£>i8) problem. NP-completeness of V-SAT(£>i8)

follows immediately. □
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Lemma B.16 V-SAT(/J>20) is NP-complete.

Proof sketch: Reduction from .4-SAT(537) which

is NP-complete by Lemma B.6. Let 0 be an instance

of .4-SAT(537). We construct a set 0' as follows.

1. For each formula of the type J33 J in 0, intro

duce a new time point p/,j and let p/)j{s,f}/

and p/,j{s, f } J in 0';

2. For each formula of the type J33J in 0, intro

duce a new time point g/,j and let qi,j{s, f }/ and

g/,j{b,a}Jin©'.

Clearly 0' is an instance of the V-SAT(D2o) problem.

Proving that 0 is satisfiable iff 0' is similar to the

proof of Lemma B.10. □

Lemma B.17 V-SAT(D2i) is NP-complete.

Proof: Reduction from V-SAT(Di4). Use the model

transformation 1\ and apply Lemma A.4. □

Lemma B.18 V-SAT(D23) is NP-complete.

Proof: Reduction from V-SAT(I>i2). Use the model

transformation T3 and apply Lemma A.4. □

Lemma B.19 V-SAT(£>25) is NP-complete.

Proof: Reduction from V-SAT(i?i4). Use the model

transformation T3 and apply Lemma A.4. □

Lemma B.20 V-SAT(£>27) is NP-complete.

Proof sketch: By Lemma B.10, V-SAT(£>7) is NP-

complete. Let E = {{b}, {b,f},{s,a}}. It can be

verified that Db C CV(E) and, hence, V-SAT(.E) is

NP-complete. Let 0 be an arbitrary instance of V-

SAT(E). We show how to construct an instance 0' of

V-SAT(£>27) that is satisfiable iff 0 is satisfiable.

We begin by showing how to relate a point pi and an

interval Ji such as pi{b}/i by only using the relations

in Z?27. We introduce two fresh time points P2 and P3

together with a fresh time interval J2 . Consider the fol

lowing construction: pi{b, f}Jj, pi{b, f }/2, p2{b, f

p2{s, a}J2, p3{s, a)Ii and p3{b, f }J2.

It is fairly straightforward to show that pi can only be

related to I\ with the relation b. Hence, we can take an

instance of the V-SAT(E) problem and in polynomial

time transform it into an equivalent instance of the V-

SAT(D27) problem. NP-completeness of V-SAT(Z?27)

follows immediately. □

Lemma B.21 V-SAT(D28) is NP-complete.

Proof: Reduction from Graph 3-Colourability,

which is NP-complete. Let G = (V, E) be an arbitrary

undirected graph.

In the proof we will make repeated use of the con

cept of a separator, a construction which forces two

points to have distinct values in all models. Given

two points p, q we construct a separator by introduc

ing a new interval I and adding the relations p{s,f }/

and g{b, d, a}J. Clearly, all models 9 must satisfy

3(P) *3(g).

We now construct the set of relations stepwise. First,

we construct a paint-box by introducing two points p\

and p2, two intervals Ix and J2 plus the relations

pi{s,f}/i, pi{s,f}72, p^{s,f}Iu ^{b.d^}^

over these. Note that the interval 72 acts as a sepa

rator for pi and p2, which are thus forced to take on

different values. Further, the intervals Ii and J2 must

have some common end-point, coinciding with p\ . We

use the constant r to denote this value. Hence, the

remaining end-point of I\ must coincide with p2 and

the remaining end-point of /2 must be distinct from

both pi and p2. We denote the values of these two

remaining end-points g and b respectively. We can

think of the values r, g and b as colours, constituting

our palette. Of course, the actual denotations of these

three values differ between models, but the important

thing is only that they denote three distinct values in

each and every model.

Now, for each vertex £ V, we construct a selector

consisting of three points gj, g* and g2 plus two inter

vals Jf and J*' , connected as follows. First introduce

a separator for g,- and g2, using interval J*'2, i.e. intro

duce the relations gJ{s,f}J*'2, g?{b, d, a}J*'2. Then

connect the points to the remaining interval by adding

the relations g?{s,f}J?, q}{a,t}Jf, g2{s,f}J?. Fi

nally, connect this whole gadget to the paint-box by

adding the relations q} {s,f g2{s,f }J2. The selec

tor works as follows. The endpoints of I\ correspond

to the colours r and g, so gj is forced to have either of

these values. Similarly, qf must have either of the val

ues r and b. Now, gj and g2 are separated, so together

they select a subpalette of two colours, assigning one

colour each to the end-points of Jf. Finally, q° selects

one of these two colours. So far, there are no further

constraints, so g° may be freely assigned any of the

three colours from our palette.

Finally, for each edge {vt,Vj} € E we introduce a

separator, consisting of the new interval Kij and the

two relations qf{a,t}Kij, q° {b,d, a.}Kitj, preventing

g° and g° to have the same value whenever there is an

edge between the vertices Vi and Vj.

It is obvious that G is 3-colourable iff the network just

constructed is satisfiable, so NP-completeness follows.

□
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Abstract

We investigate the space efficiency of

a Propositional Knowledge Representation

(PKR) formalism. Informally, the space ef

ficiency of a formalism F in representing a

certain piece of knowledge a, is the size of

the shortest formula of F that represents a.

In this paper we assume that knowledge is ei

ther a set of propositional interpretations or a

set of formulae (theorems). We provide a for

mal way of talking about the relative ability

of PKR formalisms to compactly represent a

set of models or a set of theorems. We in

troduce two new compactness measures, the

corresponding classes, and show that the rel

ative space efficiency of a PKR formalism in

representing models/theorems is directly re

lated to such classes. In particular, we con

sider formalisms for nonmonotonic reasoning,

such as circumscription and default logic, as

well as belief revision operators.

1 INTRODUCTION

Motivations. During the last years a large number

of formalisms for knowledge representation (KR) have

been proposed in the literature. Given some (informal)

knowledge of a domain, a knowledge engineer has to

choose the most appropriate KR formalism to repre

sent it. Formalisms can be chosen for their semantics,

the complexity of inference, or other properties. Here

we investigate their space efficiency. Informally, the

space efficiency of a formalism F in representing a cer

tain piece of knowledge a, is the size of the shortest

formula of F that represents a. Space efficiency -also

called succinctness or compactness- of a formalism can

be measured wrt its ability to represent various forms

of knowledge. In this paper we focus on propositional

KR (PKR) formalisms, and assume that knowledge is

either a set of propositional interpretations or a set

of formulae (theorems). Consequently, we consider a

PKR reasoning problem to be either model checking,

or theorem proving.

Conceptually similar investigations are made in the

field of relational database query languages. In that

field one of the goals is to know exactly what informa

tion it is possible to extract from a database by means

of a query. The typical result of such investigations

characterizes the expressiveness of a query language,

often saying that language A captures more/less/same

queries than/as language B. Sometimes such results

are conditional to non-collapse of some complexity

classes.

State of the Art. Most PKR formalisms are "trans

latable" one into another, although such translation

may lead to an exponential increase of the size of the

formula. Most of the translations have Propositional

Logic (PL) as their target formalism. E.g., [BED91]

from default logic to PL, [BED94] from disjunctive

logic programs to PL, [Win89] from revised knowledge

bases to PL, [GPP89] from circumscription to PL.

Only very recently researchers started analyzing the

space efficiency of PKR formalisms; this kind of in

vestigation includes questions such as "is exponential

increase of the above mentioned translations intrinsic,

or is it possible to design a polynomial-size transla

tion?" In [CDS95] it was shown that many interest

ing fragments of default logic and circumscription can

not be expressed by polynomial-time fragments of PL

without super-polynomially increasing the size of for

mulae. It was proven that super-polynomial increase

of the size is necessary when translating unrestricted

propositional circumscription [CDSS95] and most op

erators for belief revision into PL [CDLS95, Lib95]. In

[GKPS95] Gogic, Kautz, Papadimitriou and Selman

analyzed the relative succinctness of several PKR for
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malisms in representing sets of models. Among other

results, they showed that skeptical default logic repre

sents sets of models more succinctly than circumscrip

tion. Unfortunately, all the above results are based on

ad-hoc proofs and do not help us to define equivalence

classes for the space efficiency of KR formalisms.

In a recent paper [CDLS96], we have introduced a new

complexity measure for decision problems, called com-

pilability. In the present paper we show how this new

measure can be directly used to characterize the space

efficiency of PKR formalisms.

Goal. In KR the notion of polynomial-time solvabil

ity models the concept of tractable reasoning prob

lem. Analogously, the notion of polynomial many-one

reducibility models the relation existing between two

reasoning problems whose time complexity is compa

rable. The latter notion allows one to say, e.g., that

inference in PL is one of the hardest problems among

those in coNP. Our goal is to provide a formal way of

talking about the relative ability of PKR formalisms

to compactly represent information, where the infor

mation is either a set of models or a set of theorems.

In particular, we would like to be able to say that

a specific PKR formalism provides "one of the most

compact ways to represent models/theorems" among

the PKR formalisms of a specific class.

Results. We introduce two new compactness mea

sures (model and theorem compactness) and the cor

responding classes (model-C and thm-C, where C is

a complexity class like P, NP, coNP, etc.). Such

classes form two hierarchies that are isomorphic to

the polynomial-time hierarchy [Sto76j. We show that

the relative space efficiency of a PKR formalism is di

rectly related to such classes. In particular, the ability

of a PKR formalism to compactly represent sets of

models/theorems is directly related to which classes of

the model/theorem hierarchy it belongs to. Problems

higher up in the model/theorem hierarchy can rep

resent sets of models/theorems more compactly than

formalisms that are in lower classes.

This classification is obtained through a general frame

work, and not by making direct comparisons, and ad-

hoc proofs, between the various PKR formalisms. Fur

thermore, our approach also allows for a simple and

intuitive notion of completeness for both model and

theorem hierarchies. This notion precisely character

izes both the relation between formalisms at differ

ent levels, and the relations between problems at the

same level. An interesting result is that two PKR for

malisms in which model checking or inference belong

to the same time complexity may belong to different

compactness classes. This may suggest a criterion for

choosing between two PKR formalisms in which rea

soning has the same time complexity—namely, choose

the more compact one. Also, two PKR formalisms may

belong to the same theorem compactness class, yet to

different model compactness classes. This stresses the

importance of first clarifying whether one wants to

represent models or theorems when choosing a PKR

formalism.

Outline. In the next section we briefly recall some

notions on non-uniform computation that are impor

tant for what follows. In Section 3 we give basic defi

nitions and assumptions about PKR formalisms, and

we propose two general definitions about translations

between formalisms. In Section 4 we recall compilabil-

ity classes from [CDLS96]. In Section 5 we show how

compilability classes can be used to compare the space

efficiency of PKR formalisms, and in Section 6 we ac

tually compare many known PKR formalisms using

our framework. Finally, some conclusions are drawn.

2 NON-UNIFORM COMPUTATION

We assume the reader is familiar with basic complexity

classes, such as P. NP and (uniform) classes of the

polynomial hierarchy (see, for example, [GJ79]). Here

we just briefly introduce non-uniform classes, following

Johnson [Joh90].

Definition 1 An advice-taking Turing machine is a

Turing machine that has associated with it a special

"advice oracle" A, which can be any function (not nec

essarily a recursive one). On input s, a special "advice

tape" is automatically loaded with A(\s\) and from then

on the computation proceeds as normal, based on the

two inputs, x and A(\s\).

Note that the advice is only function of the size of the

input, not of the input itself.

Definition 2 An advice-taking Turing machine uses

polynomial advice if its advice oracle A satisfies

\A(n)\ < p(n) for some fixed polynomial p and all non-

negative integers n.

Definition 3 If C is a class of languages defined

in terms of resource-bounded Turing machines, then

C/poly is the class of languages defined by Turing ma

chines with the same resource bounds but augmented by

polynomial advice.

Any class C/poly is also known as non-uniform C,

where non-uniformity is due to the presence of the

advice. Non-uniform and uniform complexity classes

are related in [KL80, Yap83]. In particular, Karp and
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Lipton proved in [KL80] that if NP C P/poly then

n£ = Eg = PH, i.e., the polynomial hierarchy col

lapses at the second level, while Yap in [Yap83, pg.

292 and Theorem 2] generalized their results showing

that if NP C coNP/poly then ng = Eg = PH, i.e.,

the polynomial hierarchy collapses at the third level.

Such a collapse is considered very unlikely by most

researchers in structural complexity.

3 PROPOSITIONAL KR

FORMALISMS

We consider a finite alphabet of propositional symbols

L — {a, b, c, ...}, possibly with subscripts. We admit

connectives of fixed arity for constructing well-formed

formulae, as an example, A is the standard binary con

junction, the symbol for defaults —'— of default logic

[Rei80] is a ternary connective, etc. Since we restrict

to propositional formalisms, we admit neither variable

symbols, nor quantifiers. We distinguish between two

kinds of formulae: knowledge bases and queries. The

languages describing well-formed knowledge bases and

well-formed queries may be different within the same

formalism, e.g., this is the case for default logic, or

logic programming. An interpretation for L is a map

ping from L in {true, false}. A model-theoretic seman

tics for a formalism is a description of how to extend

an interpretation for L to well-formed knowledge bases

and queries. Observe that the semantics of a formula

needs not to be obtained in an easy way from the se

mantics of its components and connectives: E.g., for

skeptical default logic an interpretation / assigns true

to a default theory (D, W) iff there is a (propositional)

extension of (D,W) such that / assigns true to all of

its formulae. A model of a knowledge base KB in a

formalism F is an interpretation M that maps KB to

true (written M \=p KB), and similarly for a query

Q (written M Q). Sometimes models will be de

noted as sets of letters which are mapped into true. A

proof theory of a formalism F is a definition of which

queries are derivable from which knowledge bases in

F. When a query Q is derivable from a knowledge

base KB in F, we call Q a theorem of KB (written

KB \~f Q)- Observe that some formalisms have only a

proof theory, with no model-theoretic semantics, e.g.,

credulous default logic. When a formalism F has both

a model-theoretic semantics and a proof theory, we im

pose the usual relation between them: KB Hp Q iff

VM : M KB implies M [=p Q. When F is classi

cal propositional logic PL, we omit the subscript from

h and \=.

Assumption 1. Throughout the paper, we assume

that a knowledge base in a PKR formalism is used to

represent either its set of models, or its set of theorems,

or both.

In this way, all PKR formalisms can be compared on

the basis of which sets of models or theorems they can

represent, and how succinct is the representation.

Assumption 2. As for queries, we consider only

queries whose size is less than or equal to that of the

knowledge base.

As a consequence, propositional tautologies whose size

is larger than that of the knowledge base are not con

sidered among the theorems.

3.1 REDUCTIONS AMONG KR

FORMALISMS

We now define the forms of reduction between PKR

formalisms that we analyze in the following sections.

A formula can always be represented as a string over

an alphabet E, hence from now on we consider trans

lations as functions transforming strings. We assume

that E contains a special symbol # to denote blanks.

The length of a string x € E* is denoted by \x\.

A function / is called poly-size if there exists a poly

nomial p such that for all x it holds |/(x)| < p(|x|).

Moreover, a function g is called poly-time if there ex

ists a polynomial q such that for all x, g(x) can be

computed in time less than or equal to ?(|x|). These

definitions extend to binary functions considering the

sum of the sizes of their arguments.

Let Fi and F2 be two PKR formalisms. There exists a

poly-size reduction from Fi to F2 , denoted as / : F\ >-¥

F2, if / is a poly-size function such that for any given

knowledge base KB in Fi , f{KB) is a knowledge base

in F2.

Clearly some restrictions must be imposed on such

functions. In particular, we define a form of reduc

tion that preserves the models of the original theory:

Definition 4 (Model Preservation) A poly-size

reduction f : Fi F? satisfies model-preservation if

for each knowledge base KB in Fi there exists a poly-

time function g^B such that for every interpretation

M of the variables of KB it holds that M \=Fl KB iff

9kb(M) \=f, f(KB).

Example We reduce a fragment of skeptical default

logic to circumscription with varying letters, using the

transformation shown in [Eth87]. Let (D,W) be a

prerequisite-free normal (PFN) default theory, i.e., all

defaults are of the form where 7 is a generic

formula. Let Z be the set of letters occurring in

(D,W). Define PD as the set of letters {a7|H^ e D).
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The function / can be defined in the following way:

f{{D, W)) = CIRC{T; PD; Z), where T = W U {a7 =

->7|a7 € Pp}, Pd are the letters to be minimized, and

Z (the set of letters occurring in (D, W)) are varying

letters. We show that / is a model-preserving poly-

size reduction. In fact, given a set of PFN defaults

D let go be a function such that for each interpreta

tion M for Z, gD(M) = M U {a7 £ Pd\M (=

Clearly, / is poly-size, go is poly-time, and M is a

model of at least one extension of (D, W) iff go(M) f=

CIRC(T; Pd \Z). The subscript D of gD stresses the

fact that the function go does not depend in this case

on the whole knowledge base (D, W), but just on D.

A weaker form of reduction is the following one, where

only theorems are preserved:

Definition 5 (Theorem Preservation)

A poly-size reduction f : F\ *-¥ F2 satisfies theorem-

preservation if for each knowledge base KB in F\

there exists a poly-time function g^B such that for

every query Q on the variables of KB it holds that

KB hFl Q iff f(KB) \-FigKB(Q).

An example of theorem-preserving (and non-model-

preserving) poly-size reduction from updated knowl

edge bases to PL is given in [Win89]. The reduc

tion shown in the previous example is also theorem-

preserving, using for gKB the identity function.

We remark that our definitions of reduction are more

general than those proposed in [GKPS95]. In partic

ular, in [GKPS95] only a notion analogous to Defini

tion 4 is considered, and only for the case when guB is

the identity - i.e., models in the two formalisms should

be identical.

4 COMPILABILITY CLASSES

In this section we summarize some definitions and re

sults proposed in [CDLS96] adapting them to the con

text and terminology of PKR formalisms. In that pa

per we introduced a new complexity measure for deci

sion problems, called compilability. Following the intu

ition that a knowledge base is known well before ques

tions are posed to it, we divide a reasoning problem

into two parts: one part is fixed or accessible off-line

(the knowledge base), and the second one is variable,

or accessible on-line (the model/query). Compilabil

ity aims at capturing the on-line complexity of solving

a problem composed of such inputs, i.e., complexity

wrt the second input when the first one can be pre-

processed in an arbitrary way. In the next section we

show the close connection between compilability and

the space efficiency of PKR formalisms.

We define a language of pairs 5 as a subset of E* x

E*. This is necessary to represent the two inputs to

a PKR reasoning problem, i.e., the knowledge base

(KB), and the query or interpretation. As an example,

the problem cnf Clause Inference (ci) is defined

as

CI = {{x, y) I a; is a CNF propositional formula,

y is a clause and x h y}

It is well known that CI is coNP-complete wrt the sum

of the size of both inputs, i.e., it is one of the "hardest"

problems among those belonging to coNP. Our goal

is to prove that CI is the "hardest" theorem-proving

problem among those that can be solved preprocessing

in an arbitrary way the first input, i.e., the KB. To this

end, we introduce a new hierarchy of classes, the non

uniform compilability classes, denoted as nu-comp-C,

where C is a generic uniform complexity class, such as

NP, coNP, E£, . . .

Definition 6 (nu-comp-C Classes) A language of

pairs S C E* x E* belongs to nu-comp-C iff there exists

a binary poly-size function f and a language of pairs

S' such that for all (x, y) G S it holds:

1- (f(x,\y\),y) £ S' iff(x,y)eS;

2. S' e C.

Notice that the poly-size function / takes as input both

x (the KB) and the size of y (the query or interpre

tation). If we want to rewrite off-line 1 into a new

string (formula), our definition requires that we know

in advance the size of y. If y is an interpretation of the

letters of x, its size is bounded by |x| and therefore it

is known in advance. However, if y is a query it is not

very reasonable to assume that, at compilation time,

we know the size of y. Anyway, the only information

necessary at compilation time is an upper bound of the

size of all j/'s that can occur. For this reason, we as

sume that the size of each query is less than or equal

to the size of the knowledge base (cf. Assumption 2).

For each C, the class nu-comp-C generalizes the non

uniform class C/poly —i.e., C/poly C nu-comp-C —

by allowing for a fixed part x. In Figures 1 and 2 we

compare the machines corresponding to C/poly and

nu-comp-C.

We introduce now a reduction between problems.

Definition 7 (Non-uniform comp-reducibility)

Given two problems A and B, A is non-uniformly

comp-reducible to B (denoted as A <nu-comP B) iff

there exist two poly-size binary functions f\ and fo,
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Figure 1: The C/poly Machine

S'

{x,y)€S

Figure 2: The nu-comp-C Machine

by the compilability classes is proper if and only if

the polynomial hierarchy is proper [CDLS96, KL80,

Yap83] (which is widely conjectured to be true).

We close the section by giving a rationale for the com

plexity classes we defined. Informally we may say that

nu-comp-NP-hard problems are "not compilable to P" ,

as from the above considerations we know that if there

exists a preprocessing of their fixed part that makes

them on-line solvable in polynomial time, then the

polynomial hierarchy collapses. The same holds for

nu-comp-coNP-hard problems. In general, a problem

which is nu-comp-C-complete for a class C containing

P can be regarded as the "toughest" problem in C,

even after arbitrary preprocessing of the fixed part.

On the other hand, a problem in nu-comp-C is a prob

lem that, after preprocessing of the fixed part, becomes

a problem in C (i.e., it is "compilable to C").

and a polynomial-time binary function g such that for

every pair (x, y) it holds that {x, y) € A if and only if

(fi(x,\y\),g(Mz,\y\),v))eB-

The <nu-comp reductions can be pictorially repre

sented as follows:

y

 

Such reductions satisfy all important properties of a

reduction:

Theorem 1 The reductions <nu-comp satisfy tran

sitivity and are compatible (in the sense of Johnson

[Joh90, pg. 79]) with the class nu-comp-C for every

complexity class C.

Therefore, it is possible to define the notions of hard

ness and completeness for nu-comp-C for every com

plexity class C.

Definition 8 (nu-comp-C-completeness) Let S be

a language of pairs and C a complexity class. S is nu-

comp-C-hard iff for all problems A € nu-comp-C we

have that A <nu-comp S. Moreover, S is nu-comp-C-

complete if S is in nu-comp-C and is nu-comp-C-hard.

We now have the right complexity class to completely

characterize the problem CI. In fact CI is nu-comp-

coNP-complete. Furthermore, the hierarchy formed

5 SUCCINCTNESS OF PKR

FORMALISMS

In this section we show how to use our compilabil

ity classes to compare the succinctness of PKR for

malisms.

Let Fi and F2 be two formalisms representing sets of

models. We prove in this section that any knowledge

base a in F\ can be reduced, via a poly-size reduc

tion, to a knowledge base 0 in F2 satisfying model-

preservation if and only if the compilability class of the

problem of model checking (first input: KB, second in

put: interpretation) in Fi is higher than or equal to the

compilability class of the problem of model checking

in F2.

Similarly, we prove that theorem-preserving poly-size

reductions exist if and only if the compilability class

of the problem of inference (first input: KB, second

input: query, cf. definition of Cl) in Fi is higher than

or equal to the compilability class of the problem of

inference in F2.

In order to simplify the presentation and proof of the

theorems we introduce some definitions.

Definition 9 (Model/Theorem hardness/com

pleteness) Let F be a PKR formalism. If the prob

lem of model checking for F belongs to the compil

ability class nu-comp-C, we say that F is in model-

C. Similarly, if model checking is nu-comp-C-complete

(hard), we say that F is model-C-comp/e£e (hard). If

the problem of inference for the formalism F belongs to

the compilability class nu-comp-C, we say that F is in

thm-C. Similarly, if inference is nu-comp-C-complete

(hard), we say that F is thm-C-complete (hard).
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These definitions implicitly define two hierarchies, the

model hierarchy (model-C) and the theorem hierar

chy (thm-C). As an example rephrased from [CDS95,

Thm. 2], we characterize model and theorem classes of

propositional logic (PL).

Theorem 2 PL is in model-P and thm-coNP-

complete.

We can now formally establish the connection be

tween succinctness of representations and compilabil-

ity classes. In the following theorems, the complexity

classes C, Ci, C2 belong to the polynomial hierarchy

[Sto76]. In Theorems 4 and 6 we assume that the poly

nomial hierarchy does not collapse.

Theorem 3 Let Fi and F2 be two PKR formalisms.

If Fi is model-C -complete and F2 is model-C-Aard,

then there exists a poly-size reduction f : Ft *-¥ F2

satisfying model preservation.

Proof, (sketch) Recall that since Fi is model-C-

complete, model checking in Fi is in nu-comp-C,

and since F2 is model-C-hard, model checking in

F\ is non-uniformly comp-reducible to model check

ing in F2. That is, (adapting Def. 7) there ex

ist two poly-size binary functions fa and fa, and a

polynomial-time binary function g such that for ev

ery pair (KB,M) it holds that M \=Fl KB if and

only if g(fa(KB,\M\),M) \=f3 fa{KB,\M\). Now

observe that \M\ can be computed from KB by sim

ply counting the letters appearing in KB; let fa be

such a counting function, i.e., \M\ = fa(KB). Clearly,

fa is poly-size. Define the reduction / as f(KB) =

fa(KB, fa(KB)). Since poly-size functions are closed

under composition, / is poly-size. We show that / is

a model-preserving reduction. In fact, given KB, one

can compute z = fa{KB,\M\) = fa{KB, f3(KB)).

Since fa and fa are poly-size, z has polynomial size

wrt \KB\, hence wrt \M\. Define hKB{M) = g{z,M).

Clearly, has is a poly-time function, and from its con

struction, M \=Fl KB iff hKB{M) \=F2 f{KB). □

Theorem 4 Let Fi and F2 be two PKR formalisms.

If the polynomial hierarchy does not collapse, Fi is

model-Ci-/iarxf, F2 is in model-C2, and C2 C Ci, then

there is no poly-size reduction f : f\ *-¥ F2 satisfying

model preservation.

Proof, (sketch) We show that if such a reduction ex

ists, then Ci/poly C C2/poly and the polynomial hi

erarchy collapses at some level (see [Yap83]). Let A be

a complete problem for class Ci, e.g., if Ci is then

A may be validity of 3V3-quantified boolean formulae

[Sto76]. Define the problem eA as:

eA = {(x,y) I x = e (the empty string) and y € A}

From [CDLS96, Thm. 6], eA is nu-comp-C 1 -complete.

Since model checking in F\ is model-Ci -hard, eA is

non-uniformly comp-reducible to model checking in

Fi. That is, (adapting Def. 7) there exist two poly-

size binary functions fa and fa, and a polynomial-

time binary function g such that for every pair (e,y),

(e,y) e eA if and only if g(fa(e, \y\),y) |=f. /i(«>lvl)-

Let \y\ = n. Clearly, the knowledge base /i(e, |y|) de

pends just on n, i.e., there is one knowledge base for

each integer. Call it KBn. Moreover, also fa(e, \y\) —

fa{e,n) depends just on n: call it On (for Oracle).

Observe that On has polynomial size wrt n.

If there exists a poly-size reduction f : F\ >-* F2

satisfying model preservation, then given the knowl

edge base KBn there exists a poly-time function

hn such that g(On,y) Nfi KBn if and only if

hn(9(On,y))\=F3f(KBn).

Therefore, the nu-comp-C 1 -complete problem eA can

be non-uniformly reduced to a problem in nu-comp-

C2 as follows: Given y, from its size \y\ = n one ob

tains (with an arbitrary preprocessing) f(KBn) and

On- Then one checks whether the interpretation

hn{g(On,y)) (computable in poly-time given y and

On) is a model in F2 for f(KBn)- From the fact that

model checking in F2 is in nu-comp-C2, we have that

nu-comp-Ci C nu-comp-C2. From [CDLS96, Thm. 9]

it follows that Ci/poly C C2/poly, and from [Yap83]

the polynomial hierarchy collapses. □

The above theorems show that the hierarchy of classes

model-C exactly characterizes the space efficiency of a

formalism in representing sets of models. In fact, two

formalisms at the same level in the model hierarchy

can be reduced one into the other via a poly-size reduc

tion (Theorem 3), while there is no poly-size reduction

from a formalism (Fi ) higher up in the hierarchy into

one (F2) in a lower class (Theorem 4). In the latter

case we say that F\ is more space-efficient than F2.

Analogous results (with similar proofs) hold for poly-

size reductions preserving theorems.

Theorem 5 Let F\ and F2 be two PKR formalisms.

If F\ is thm-C-complete and F2 is thm-C-hard, then

there exists a poly-size reduction f : Fi >-y F2 satisfying

theorem preservation.

Theorem 6 Let Fi and F2 be two PKR formalisms.

If the polynomial hierarchy does not collapse, F\ is

thm-Ci-/ianJ, F2 is in thm-C2, and C2 C Ci, then
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there is no poly-size reduction f : Fi i-> F2 satisfying

theorem preservation.

Theorems 3-6 show that compilability classes charac

terize very precisely the relative capability of PKR for

malisms to represent sets of models or sets of theo

rems. For example, as a consequence of Theorems 2

and 6 there is no poly-size reduction from PL to Horn

clauses that preserves the theorems unless the poly

nomial hierarchy collapses. Kautz and Selman proved

non-existence of such a reduction for a problem strictly

related to CI in [KS92] using an ad-hoc proof.

6 APPLICATIONS

We now apply the theorems presented in the previous

section to several PKR formalisms. We assume that

definitions of propositional logic, default logic [Rei80],

circumscription [McC80], and stable model semantics

for logic programs [GL88] are known. Definitions of

other less known PKR formalisms follow.

WIDTIO and SBR are two belief revision formalisms.

Let K be a set of propositional formulae, representing

an agent's knowledge about the world. When a new

formula A has to be added to K, the problem of the

possible inconsistency between K and A arises. K * A

denotes the result of such incorporation. We define:

W(K, A) = {K' | K' is a maximal consistent subset

of K U {A} containing A}

Any K' € W{K, A) is a maximal choice of formulas in

K that are consistent with A and, therefore, we may

retain when incorporating A.

SBR (Skeptical Belief Revision [FUV83, Gin86]) The

revised theory is defined as a set of theories: K * A =

{K1 | K' € W(K, A)}. Logical consequence in the

revised theory is defined as logical consequence in each

of the theories:

K * A \=SBr Q iff for all K' € W(K, A)

we have that K' |= Q

The model semantics is defined as:

M \=sbr K*A iff there exists & K' e W(K, A)

such that M\=K'

WIDTIO (When In Doubt Throw It Out [Win90])

A simpler (but somewhat drastical) approach is the

so-called WIDTIO, where we retain only the formulae

of K that belong to all (maximally consistent) sets of

W(K, A). Thus, consequence is defined as:

K*A^WQ iff (]W(K,A))=Q

The model semantics of this formalism is defined as:

M\=WK*A iff M ^f]\V{K,A)

We also consider the Generalized Closed World As

sumption (GCWA) that is a formalism to represent

knowledge in a closed world.

GCWA

(Generalized Closed World Assumption [Min82]) The

model semantics is defined as (a is a letter):

M \=G KB iff M (= KB U {->a | for any positive

clause 7, if KB \f 7 then KB 1/ 7 V a}

Using Theorems 3-6 and results previously known from

the literature, we can obtain some new results on

model- and theorem-compactness of PKR formalisms.

Old and new results on space efficiency of PKR for

malisms are presented in Table 1. Results with no

reference are new (a dash "-" denotes a folklore re

sult).

First of all, notice that space efficiency is not always

related to time complexity. As an example, we com

pare in detail WIDTIO and circumscription. From

the table it follows that both model checking and the

orem proving are harder for WIDTIO than for cir

cumscription. Nevertheless, since circumscription is

thm-Uncomplete and WIDTIO is thm-coNP-complete

(and thus in thm-Ej), there exists a poly-size reduc

tion from WIDTIO to circumscription satisfying the

orem preservation. The converse does not hold: since

circumscription is thm-E^-complete and WIDTIO is

thm-coNP, there is no theorem-preserving poly-size

reduction from the former formalism to the latter.

Hence, circumscription is a more compact formalism

than WIDTIO to represent theorems. Analogous con

siderations can be done for models. Intuitively, this is

due to the fact that for WIDTIO both model check

ing and inference require a lot of work on the revised

knowledge base alone—computing the intersection of

all elements of W(K, A). Once this is done, one is

left with model checking and inference in PL. Hence,

WIDTIO has the same space efficiency as PL, which

is below circumscription.

Figures 3 and 4 contain the same information of Ta

ble 1, but highlight existing reductions. Each fig

ure contains two diagrams, the left one showing the

existence of polynomial-time reductions among for

malisms, the right one showing the existence of poly-

size reductions. An arrow from a formalism to another

denotes that the former can be reduced to the latter

one. We use a bidirectional arrow to denote arrows in

both directions and a dashed box to enclose formalisms

that can be reduced one into another. Note that some
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Time Co

Model

mplexity Space Efllciency

Theorem Model Theorem

Propositional

Logic

P coNP-complete

[Coo71]

model-P thm-coNP-complete

[CDS95j

WIDTIO E^-complete

[LS96]

nP-hard,

in Afpogn]

[EG92]

model-P

[CDLS95]

thm-coNP-complete

[CDLS95]

Skeptical

Belief Revision

coNP-complete

[LS96]

Ilj-complete

[EG92]

model-coNP-complete

[LS96]

thm-IT^-complete

[CDLS95]

circumscription coNP-complete

[Cad92]

Ilj-complete

[EG93]

model-coNP-complete

[CDSS95]

thm-ITj-complete

[CDSS95]

GCWA coNP-hard,

in Aj[logn]

[EG93]

n^-hard,

in A^logn]

[EG93]

model-P

[CDSS95]

thm-coNP-complete

[CDSS95]

Skeptical

Default Reasoning

E£-complete

[Got92]

nfj-complete

[Got92]

model-Ej-complete thm-n^-complete

Credulous

Default Reasoning

N/A E£-complete

[Got92]

N/A thm-Ej-complete

Stable Model

Semantics

P coNP-complete

[MT91]

model-P thm-coNP-complete

Table 1: Complexity and Space Efficiency of Formalisms

formalisms are more appropriate in representing sets

of models, while others perform better on sets of for

mulae. An interesting relation exists between Skep

tical Default Reasoning and circumscription. While

there is no model-preserving poly-size reduction from

circumscription to Skeptical Default Reasoning, as al

ready shown in [GKPS95], a theorem-preserving poly-

size reduction exists.

7 CONCLUSIONS

In a recent paper [CDLS96] we introduced a new com

plexity measure, i.e., compilability. In this paper we

have shown how this measure is inherently related to

the succinctness of PKR formalisms. We analyzed

PKR formalisms wrt two succinctness measures: suc

cinctness in representing sets of models and succinct

ness in representing sets of theorems.

We provided a formal way of talking about the rela

tive ability of PKR formalisms to compactly represent

information. In particular, we were able to formal

ize the intuition that a specific PKR formalism pro

vides "one of the most compact ways to represent mod

els/theorems" among the PKR formalisms of a specific

class.

Using this tool we have been able to improve on our

previous work on compact representations [CDS95,

CDSS95, CDLS95] as well as the work by Gogic,

Kautz, Papadimitriou and Selman [GKPS95].
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Abstract

In recent work we showed that planning prob

lems can be efficiently solved by general propo

sitional satisfiability algorithms (Kautz and Sel

man 1996). A key issue in this approach is the

development of practical reductions of planning

to SAT. We introduce a series of different SAT

encodings for STRTPS-style planning, which are

sound and complete representations of the origi

nal STRIPS specification, and relate our encod

ings to the Graphplan system of Blum and Furst

(1995). We analyze the size complexity of the

various encodings, both in terms of number of

variables and total length of the resulting for

mulas. This paper complements the empirical

evaluation of several of the encodings reported

in Kautz and Selman (1996). We also introduce

a novel encoding based on the theory of causal

planning, that exploits the notion of "lifting"from

the theorem-proving community. This new en

coding strictly dominates the others in terms of

asymptotic complexity. Finally, we consider fur

ther reductions in the number of variables used

by our encodings, by compiling away either state-

variables or action-variables.

1 INTRODUCTION

In recent work we have shown that planning problems can

be efficiently solved by general propositional satisfiabil

ity algorithms (Kautz and Selman 1996). On instances

drawn from logistics and blocks-world planning problems,

both systematic and local-search SAT algorithms often dra

matically outperform earlier domain-independent planning

systems. A key issue in this approach is the development

of practical reductions of planning to SAT. Because both

SAT and bounded-length STRIPS-style planning are NP-

complete, it is evident that polynomial reductions between

the problems exist. However, there are both relative and

absolute practical limits on the size complexity of an ac

ceptable reduction. For example, an 0(rr) increase in the

size of problem may be acceptable, while a reduction with

an 0(n4) may yield SAT instances that are too large to be

solved by current algorithms. Of course, not all SAT prob

lems of a given size are equally difficult, and the known

results that quantify the hardness of randomly-generated

SAT problems based on its size and clause-ratio (Mitchell,

Selman, and Levesque 1992) cannot be directly applied

to structured problems. However, experiments reported in

Kautz and Selman (1996) using the SATPLAN system on

problems derived from planning provide some rough guide

lines. Formulas containing around 2,000 variables could be

solved by both systematic and stochastic search in a few

seconds. The limits of the systematic algorithm ("tableau",

Crawford and Auton (1993)) were reached at 2,800 vari

ables and 6 hours of running time. For the stochastic al

gorithm ("Walksat", Selman et al. (1994; 1996)), problems

containing 6,700 variables were solved in 15 minutes; in

formal experiments show that the stochastic methods are

currently feasible up to around 10,000 or so variables.

Kautz and Selman (1992) described one possible reduction

of blocks-world planning to SAT, and some associated en

coding techniques for reducing the number of variables in

the SAT encoding. Kautz and Selman (1996) also showed

that the "planning graphs" used by Blum and Furst's Graph-

plan system could be interpreted as propositional CNF for

mulas, and informally described an alternative reduction of

planning to SAT called "state-based encodings". Both of

these papers, however, concentrated on experiments in ac

tually solving the resulting SAT formulas. In this paper, we

focus on the reductions themselves. We present a analysis

of the size of the encoded problems, noting the degree to

which various properties of the original STRIPS problem

(e.g., the number of operators, the size of the domain, the

length of the minimal solution, etc.) affect the size of the

encoding under different reductions. This kind of analysis

and comparison allows the gross statistical properties of the

statement of a given planning problem to be used to select

an efficient encoding.

The first reduction, "linear encodings", is most reminiscent

of classical situation calculus representations of planning.

Second, we show how the use of (the SAT equivalent of)

"explanatory" frame axioms (Haas 1987; Schubert 1989)
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can both reduce the problem size and allow parallel actions

to be efficiently encoded, in a manner very similar to the

planning graphs of Blum and Furst. Two related encoding

techniques, "operator splitting" and "lifting", are described,

that reduce the number of variables required in the SAT re

duction. Third, we present a new encoding of planning into

SAT based on the lifted version of"causal plans" introduced

by McAllester and Rosenblitt ( 1 99 1 ). Lifted casual plan en

codes have the best size complexity in the limit (although

possibly with a larger constant factor).

Finally, we consider ways to reduce the size of an encoded

problem by "compiling away" certain classes of variables.

Because resolution can be used to eliminate any set of vari

ables from a SAT problem, our encodings can be further

transformed so that either they contain no variables refer

ring to actions, or no variables referring to states. The

first transformation gives an automated procedure for cre

ating the "state-based encodings" that were created man

ually for the experiments reported in Kautz and Selman

(1996). For the Graphplan system, we show that the worst-

case size of the transformed formula is strictly better when

state-variables are eliminated, rather than action-variables.

However, these worst-case results should be tempered by

the fact that we have, by hand, created state-based encod

ings ofparticular domains {e.g. logistics planning) that are

much more compact than those given by general reduc

tions. The results in this paper are dealt with in more detail

in Kautz etal. (1996).

While this paper concentrates on reductions of planning

to Boolean satisfiability, it is important to note that there

is related work that views planning as general constraint

satisfaction (e.g., Joslin and Pollack 1995). We believe that

the various techniques introduced in our reductions, such as

operator splitting, lifting, and compilation, will also prove

to be applicable in the more general CSP setting. The

operation of our SATPLAN system can also be viewed as

a form of refinement planning, as shown by Kambhampati

and Yang (1996).

2 DEFINITIONS AND GENERAL

FRAMEWORK

Planning problems are specified using standard STRIPS

notation (Fikes and Nilsson 1971). A planning problem n

is a tuple (Ops, Dom, So, Si), where Ops is a set of operator

definitions, Dom is a domain of individuals, and So and Si

are the initial and goal states, respectively. Operators are

defined by schemas using precondition, add, and delete

lists; for example:

MOVE(x, y, z)

PRE: CLEAR(x), ON(z, y) , CLEAR(2)

ADD: CLEAR(y), ON(z, z)

DEL: CLEAR(z), ON(i, y)

All of the variables that appear in the definition of an

operator must appear in its head. (In particular, note

that no negated atoms appear anywhere in this formal

ism.) The instantiation of an operator over the do

main is called an action (e.g., MOVE(A,B,C)), and

the instantiation of a predicate is called a fluent (e.g.,

ON(A, B)).1 Given an operator definition, it is straight

forward to define functions Pre(), Add(), and Del() that

map an operator or an action to the corresponding lists

of predicates or fluents; e.g., Add(MOVE(A, B, C)) =

{ON ( A , C ) , CLEAR ( B ) }. States are sets of fluents.

An action applied to a state adds or deletes the specified

fluents from the state. A sequence of actions is a solution

to a planning problem if it transforms the initial state into

a superset of the goal state (the goal need only be par

tially specified), the precondition of each action appears in

the state to which it applies, and no action both adds and

deletes the same fluent. In a bounded planning problem,

the solution must be length < n for some fixed n. Given

this notion of a planning problem, we can then define what

it means to reduce a planning problem to SAT.

Definition: A function T which takes a planning problem

II and a length bound n and returns a SAT problem is said

to reduce boundedplanning to SAT provided that T(Tl, n)

is solvable by a plan with of at most n operations if and

only if T(II, n) is satisfiable. A SAT embedding is called

constructive if a solution to II can be efficiently extracted

from any solution to T(Jl, n) — more specifically if there

exists a polynomial time operation £ such that for any II,

n, and truth assignment a satisfying T(n, n), we have that

€(II, n, a) is a solution to II.

Each of the reductions described below is constructive. All

the reductions are to CNF, which is the form used by most

satisfiability-testing programs. (For clarity in the exposition

we sometimes write down formulas which are not strictly

CNF, but which can obviously put into CNF form with only

a linear increase in size.) Whenever we talk of the "size" of

a formula, we mean the total number of literals it contains.

When we are considering clauses that are of fixed length,

we can also talk about size in terms ofthe number of clauses

without confusion.

For each reduction we also analyze the size of the CNF SAT

encoding, as a function of various features of the planning

problem instance. These features include the number of

operators |Ops|, predicates |Pred|, domain elements |Dom|,

and length bound n. The linear and Graphplan based re

ductions are also critically dependent on maximum number

of arguments (i.e., arity) of the operators and predicates,

noted as Aops and Apmi respectively. (The size of the lifted

causal encoding is independent of the arity of the operators

and predicates.) We abbreviate the expression for the num

ber of actions, namely |Ops||Dom|"^°ps, as \A\. Similarly,

we abbreviate the number of fluents, |Pred||Dom|"^Pred, as

For simplicity we assume a single domain over which all

variables range, but it is easy to extend the definitions to allow

typed domains and variables.
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\T\. Finally, we use m to denote the maximum combined

length of the precondition, add, and delete lists for any

operator.

3 LINEAR ENCODINGS

Linear encodings, introduced by Kautz and Selman (1992),

are quite similar to a propositionalized version of the sit

uation calculus (McCarthy and Hayes 1969), but with ad

ditional axioms included to rule out certain "unintended

models" that are harmless for deductive formalizations, but

problematic for the model-finding (SAT) approach. The in

tuition behind the encoding is that an additional time-index

parameter is added to each action or fluent, to indicate the

state at which the action begins or the fluent holds; for a

problem bounded by n, the actions are indexed by 0 through

n— 1 , and the fluents by 0 through n. Variables correspond

ing to dummy "null" action are also included: these handle

the case where the solution to the planning problem is ac

tually shorter than n. In brief, the reduction yields the

following kinds of clauses:

1. The initial state is completely specified: if fluent / £

So, then ->/0.2 The goal state may be either fully or

partially specified.

2. If an action holds at time i, its preconditions hold at i,

its added fluents hold at i+ 1 , and the negation of each

of its deleted fluents holds at i + 1 .

3. Classical frame conditions hold for all actions (i.e., if

an action does not add or delete a fluent, then the fluent

remains true or remains false when the action occurs).

4. Exactly one action occurs at each time instant (exclu-

siveness).

The correctness of the embedding can be shown by induc

tion on n: propositions indexed by 0 exactly correspond to

the given initial state, and those indexed by i + 1 describe

a legal state that can be reached from one described by

propositions indexed by ». The function £ simply extracts

the sequence of action instances that are true in a satisfying

truth assignment.

The number of variables used is 0(n|.A| -I- n\ The size

of the CNF formula (number of literal occurrences) is dom

inated by the clauses corresponding to the exclusiveness

and frame axioms, and is thus 0(n\A\2 + n\A\\F\). The

most critical factor in determining whether this reduction

is practical is clearly the arity of the operators and pred

icates. For many planning domains the predicate arity is

2 (e.g., ON, IN, and NEXT -TO). Operators that take 3 or

2Note that this encoding makes an explicit closed-world as

sumption about the initial state. The STRIPS formalism itself

does not necessarily require this assumption: STRIPS can be con

sistently interpreted so that the absence of a fluent from a state

means that it is unknown, rather than false. However, this subtle

difference does not actually change the set of solutions to a given

problem, due to the restricted form of the operator definitions.

more arguments (e.g. move) generally make this reduction

infeasible. We therefore consider two modifications to this

reduction that shrink the number of variables and clauses.

3.1 Operator Splitting

The first modification, operator splitting, is based on the

observation that since only a single action occurs at a given

time step, an m-place action can be represented as the con

junction of m 1 -place actions. For example, instead of

encoding "the action MOVE (A, B, C) occurs at time 3" as

a single proposition "MOVE (A , B , C , 3 ) ", one could use

an expression like "SOURCE (A, 3) A OBJECT (B, 3) A

DESTINATION^, 3)". This technique can also be

viewed as a special case of a "lifted" representation, that

is, the use of propositions to represent bindings of the

arguments of an operator or predicate. Lifting is used

more extensively in the causal encodings described be

low. Operator splitting reduces the number of variables to

0(n^4op8|Ops||Dom| + n\T\). The exclusiveness axioms

become small, requiring only 0(n>lopS2|Ops|2|Dom|2) bi

nary clauses, because one can separately assert that each of

the 1 -place actions has a unique argument. Furthermore, in

many cases operator splitting reduces the number ofclauses

corresponding to frame axioms, because not all arguments

to an action may need appear in a frame axiom. Using

this modification to the basic linear encodings, Kautz and

Selman (1996) were able to solve blocks-world problems

requiring 20 blocks and 20 moves, without using any kind

of domain-specific search control knowledge.

32 Explanatory Frame Axioms

Haas (1987) and Schubert (1989) proposed an alternative

to McCarthy and Hayes' style frame axioms, in the con

text of first-order deductive formalizations of planning. An

"explanatory" frame axiom says that if the truth value of a

fluent changes, then one of the actions that adds or deletes

it must have occured. If none of those actions occurs, then

by modus tolens the truth value of the fluent must persist

through whatever other action does occur. These kind of

frame axioms can be incorporated directly into the linear

encoding framework. The basic schemas (which can be

expanded into a set of clauses) are:

/<A-/i+1D Vtel/G Del(o<)}

-/(A/i+iD Vtel/eAddta)}

While classical frame axioms require 0(n|X||J:'|) clauses,

this modification uses only 0(n\T\) clauses. Unfortu

nately, each clause may be longer, and in the worst case, the

total size of the formula is the same. However, in practice

it appears that this formulation leads to smaller encodings,

because the number of actions that could explain a given

change is usually small, and so the clauses are of moder

ate length. Thus, if at most k actions could account for

a change in the truth of a fluent, then the total size of the

frame axioms is 0(nk\
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When both operator splitting and explanatory frame axioms

are employed, the size of the entire reduction is then dom

inated by the size of the frame axioms. We will discuss

this issue in the expanded version of this paper (Kautz et al.

1996).

When explanatory frame axioms are used, one may option

ally weaken the exclusiveness axioms, so that they assert

that at mostone action occurs at each time instance. Further

more, it is no longer necessary to introduce "null" actions to

account for solutions that are shorterthan n. This is because

the explanatory axioms imply that an action occurs when

ever the (encodings of) two adjacent states differ. Thus, if

two adjacent states are identical, then no action occurs at

that instant.

4 PARALLELIZED ENCODINGS

So far, we have considered encodings in which only one

action can occur at each time step. The number oftime steps

n occurs as a factor in both the number of variables and the

total length of the encodings. An obvious way therefore

to reduce the size of our encodings is by allowing several

actions to occur at each time step, i.e., parallel actions.

The encodings below are such that if several actions occur

at the same time, it means that they can be serialized in

any order. Therefore the solution extraction function £ for

these encodings would identify the partially-ordered set of

actions in a satisfying model and then arrange the actions

in an arbitrary total order.

4.1 Graphplan-based Encodings

The Graphplan system of Blum and Furst (1995) works

by converting a STRIPS-style specification into a planning

graph. This is an ordered graph, where alternating layers

of nodes correspond to grounds facts (indexed by the time

step for that layer) and fully-instantiated operators (again

indexed by the time step). Arcs lead from each fact to the

operators that contain it as a precondition in the next layer,

and similarly from each operator to its effects in the next

layer. For every operator layer and every fact there is also a

no-op "maintain" operator that simply has that fact as both

a precondition and "add" effect.

A solution is a subgraph of the planning graph that contains

all the facts in the initial and goal layers, and contains no two

operators in the same layer that conflict {i.e., one operator

deletes a precondition or an effect of the other). Thus,

a solution corresponds to a partially-ordered plan, which

may contain several operators occuring at the same time

step, with the semantics that those operators may occur in

any order (or even in parallel). For planning problems that

can take advantage of this kind of parallelism, the planning

graph can have many fewer layers than the number of steps

in a linear solution — and therefore be much smaller.

A planning graph is quite similar to a propositional formula,

and in fact, we can automatically convert planning graphs

into CNF notation. The translation begins at goal-layer of

the graph, and works backward. Using the "rocket" problem

in Blum and Furst (1995, Fig. 2) as an example (where

"LOAD ( A , R , L , i ) " means "load A into R at location L at

time i", and "MOVE ( R , L , P , i ) " means "move R from L

to P at time i"), the translation is:

1 . The initial state holds at layer 1 (fully specified), and

the goals hold at the highest layer.

2. Operators imply their preconditions; e.g.,

LOAD(A,R,L,2) D

(AT(A,L,1) AAT(R,L,1)

3. Each fact at level i implies the disjunction of all the

operators at level i — 1 that have it as an add-effect

(backward-chaining); e.g.,

IN(A,R,3)D (LOAD(A,R,L,2)V

LOAD(A,R,P,2)V

MAINTAIN (IN( A, R) ,2))

4. Conflicting actions are mutually exclusive; e.g.,

-iLOAD(A,R,L, 2) V ->MOVE(R, L, P, 2 )

The axioms of type (2) above assert that actions imply their

preconditions, but not that actions imply their effects. This

can admit solutions that contain spurious actions. The ex

traction function £ can simply delete actions from the solu

tion whose effects do not hold. The axioms for conflicting

actions (4) prevent the solution from actually depending

upon the co-occurance of actions whose effects would con

flict.

The resulting CNF formula has 0(n|.4.| + n\F\) variables.

The size of the formula is given by 0(nm|X| + n|>l|2 +

nk\T\). Note that is the same as the expression for the size

of our linear encoding with explanatory frame axioms, but

without operator splitting. This is consistent with the em

pirical results reported in Kautz and Selman (1996), where

we observed that on the larger benchmark instances, the

Graphplan-based encodings became too large for our sat

isfiability procedures. It should also be noted that these

are worst-case bounds. In the worst-case, all operators

are mutually exclusive, and therefore, we do not see an

advantage in allowing parallel actions. In many practical

domains, however, parallel actions lead to fewer "exclu

siveness" axioms, fewer time steps (smaller n), and thus

shorter encodings.

A very similar encoding for plans with parallelized actions

can be generated by using the axioms for linear encodings

with explanatory frame axioms (Section 3.2), but where the

exclusiveness axioms only assert that conflicting actions are

mutually exclusive, as in the Graphplan-based encoding.

In fact, explanatory frame axioms can be generating by

resolving together the backward-chaining axioms (3) above

with the action/precondition axioms (2) for the "maintain"

actions. For example, resolving the backward-chaining

axiom:

IN(A,R,3)D (LOAD(A,R,L,2)V

LOAD(A,R,P,2)V

MAINTAIN ( IN ( A, R) ,2))
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with the action/precondition axiom:

MAINTAIN (IN (A, R) ,2) D IN(A,R,1)

yields the the frame axiom:

(-.IN(A,R,1) AIN(A,R,3)) D

(LOAD(A,R,L,2) VLOAD(A,R,P,2))

4.2 Compiling Away Actions or Fluents

Our linear and Graphplan encoding have a special structure

in terms of the dependencies among variables. More specif

ically, we have alternating layers of variables representing

operators and variables representing states (fluents). Since

we are interested in reducing the number of variables as

much as possible, we now consider whether we can "com

pile away" the action layers or the state layers. Given two

consecutive states, it's generally straightforward to deter

mine what action(s) led to the changes between the states.

The action variables can thus be viewed as logically depen

dent variables. Similarly, the state variables can be taken

as the dependent ones, since a set of actions applied at a

certain state directly defines the changes in that state. So,

we can compile away the dependent variables: either the

state variables or the action variables.

First, note that for any prepositional theory, any variable

can be eliminated by performing all possible resolutions on

that variable, and then removing all clauses containing the

variable. Thus, any subset of propositions, whether they

represent actions or fluents, can in principle be eliminated.

The key question is what happens to the total number of

clauses and the size of the clauses in the encodings. In gen

eral the resolution procedure gives an exponential blowup

in size. For Graphplan, however, we know the following:

Observation: For Graphplan-based encodings,

compiling away actions can lead to exponential

blowup in the size of the encoding, but compiling

away states gives only a polynomial (in |Dom|)

increase in size.

Consider the result of resolving clauses between action-

and state- layers. When resolving away action variables,

we find that a given fluent, say, S2, can have been added by

a number of different actions, e.g., a} , &\, or a,. Each

of these actions may have a different pair of pre-conditions,

e.g., a J may require s j and , while a^ requires s\ and s,,

etc. We get s2D(ajVa|Va] ). This gives us s2 D ((

s J V s\ ) V ( s] V s? ) V ( s\ V sf )). Going back to CNF,

we get clauses of the form s2 D ( s{ V s, V S, ), S2 D (

S, V s\ V s, ), etc. In general, we get exponentially many,

i.e., a worst-case blowup of 0{\T^^). More precisely, the

blowup is 0(|^1*), where k is maxium number of actions

that could account for a change in the truth of a fluent.

However, to compile away states, e.g., Sj, s^, you simply

go from a\ D s\, a£ D s*. a| D s\, af D s\, and s\ D

( a} V a] ) to a.\ D ( a} V a? ), &\ D ( aj V a? ), which

gives a total worst case increase of 0(|.A|).

An intuitive explanation for the fact that Graphplan-based

representations do not blow-up when explicit variables are

eliminated is that the dummy "maintain" actions implicitly

encode state information.

Encodings with the actions compiled away were called

state-based encodings in Kautz and Selman (1996). For

a further discussion of state-based encodings see Bendrax-

Weiss et al. (1996). Encodings resulting from compiling

away states, leaving "action-based " encodings, are simi

lar to the causal encodings considered in McAllester and

Rosenblitt (1991), Penberthy and Weld (1992), and Barrett

and Weld (1994). Our analysis shows that the worst-case

size of the action-based encoding is strictly better than that

of the the state-based encodings. It should be noted how

ever that in Kautz and Selman (1996), we still obtained

good experimental results with state-based encodings. This

is because in the domains considered, the number of actions

that could account for a change in the truth of a fluent was

small. It therefore appears that in this case our worst-case

results may be overly pessimistic for many domains.

One cannot show in general that state-based encodings are

constructive, because it may be difficult to reconstruct the

set of actions that admit the sequence of states represented

by models of the axioms. The general problem of finding

unordered plans of length 1 is NP-complete. However, in

domains we have examined so far, including the logistics

and blocks world domains, there is a linear-time algorithm

for finding such plans - again, because there are few ways

of changing the truth-value of a single fluent.

5 LIFTED CAUSAL ENCODINGS

We now give a reduction inspired by the lifted version of

the SNLP causal link planner of McAllester and Rosenblitt

(1991). This encoding gives our best asymptotic results.

Unlike our other reductions, which are exponential in Aops

and Apnd, this reduction is polynomial in all parameters.

The analysis can be simplified by considering a fixed but ar

bitrary set of operators. Furthermore, we consider the case

where |5o| = \Sa\ — |Dom| - n. This is reasonable in

the blocks world where the size of the initial and final state,

the number of blocks, and the plan length are all roughly

linearly related. Under these conditions (with an arbitrary

operator set) this encoding gives a SAT formula with 0(n2)

Boolean variables and 0(n3) literal occurrences.

We will describe a lifted causal solution to the Sussman

anamoly in three steps. First we review ground nonlinear

causal planning and discuss a reduction to SAT based on

the ground case. We then introduce the notion of a lifted

SAT problem, an NP-complete problem somewhat "more

general" than SAT. Every SAT problem is a lifted SAT

problem but not vice-versa. We then give a reduction from

planning to lifted SAT. Finally we give a general reduction

from lifted SAT to SAT.

We will use the Sussman anomaly as an explanatory exam

ple. Suppose that we have one operator definition for the
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MOVE operation as follows.

MOVE (z, y, z)

PRE: CLEAR (I), ON (as, y) , CLEAR(z)

ADD: CLEAR(y), ON(Z, Z)

DEL: CLEAR(z), ON(as, y)

Suppose that we have block C on block A, block A on

PLACE1; block B on PLACE2, with C, B, and PLACE3

clear. Suppose we want A on B on C. The shortest plan is

to move C from A to PLACE3; move B from PLACE2 to

C; and finally move A from PLACE1 to B.

In this formulation of the Sussman anomaly we have six

objects (three blocks and three places). This yields 63, or

216 possible actions of the form move(x, y, z). In this

formulation of the blocks world we have |Dom|3 possible

move actions. Each move action has three prerequisites,

two deletions and two additions. A ground planner works

with the individial ground actions and ignores the general

operator definition.

We can think of the initial state as an operation which adds

the initial assertions and the final state as an operation which

requires, as prerequisites, the final assertions. The basic

principle of causal link planning is that every prerequisite,

including the assertions in the final state, must have a causal

source, which may be the initial state. In the Sussman

anomaly there are two assertions required by the final state

and three required by each of the three actions. So we have

1 1 total prerequisites. A ground causal link is an assertion

of the form <h Oj where o* and o, are plan steps (possibly

the initial or final step), and O is a ground fluent that is a

prerequisite of o; . The causal link assertion is true if <\

adds O, Oj needs O as a prerequisite and no step between

Oi and Oj either adds or deletes <X>.

A nonlinear ground causal planner works with a set of step

names where two different step names might be assigned

the same action (some plans require the same action to be

performed twice at different times). We let o\, . . ., On be

the step names. There is no option temporal order on the

step names, and assertions of the form < Oj are used to

state that step on occurs before step Oj.

A complete causal plan is an assignment of ground actions

to step names, a set ofcasual links, and a set of step ordering

assertions satisfying the following conditions.

1. Every prerequisite has a cause. If <I> is a prerequisite

of the action assigned to step ot then the plan includes

a causal link of the form Oj -> oj .

2. Every causal link is true. If the plan contains Oj % o<

then the action assigned to Oj adds O, the plan contains

the ordering assertion Oj < , and for every step name

oi, other than o^ and Oj such that the action assigned

to Ok deletes <D, the plan contains either o» < Oj or

Oi < Ok.

3. The ordering constraints are consistent. If the ordering

constraints contain Oi < o» and o% < Oj then they

contain Oi < Oj and no step precedes itself, i.e., the

ordering constraints do not contain < Oi for any

step Oj.

Theorem: In any topological sort of a complete nonlinear

clausal plan, i.e., in any total order consistent with the or

dering constraints, all prerequisites are true when executed.

Recall that the initial and final states can be modeled as

initial and final steps in the plan. For the Sussman anomaly

the three most significant causal links are the following:

MOVE(B, PLACE2,C) 0N(JL^ C) FINAL

MOVE(A, PLACE1,B) 0N(*i> B) FINAL

MOVE(C,A,PLACE3) CLEi^.(A)

MOVE (A, PLACE1,B)

Since there are a total of 1 1 prerequisites, there are 8 other

casual links with the initial state as the source. Also note

that moving B onto c deletes CLEAR ( C ) , a prerequisite of

MOVE ( C , A , PLACE3 ) . The definition of a complete plan

forces the step moving B to C to occur after the step moving

C to A. Hence, once the actions and causal links are selected

in the Sussman anomaly, the ordering of the steps is forced.

Condition 2 above does not ensure systematicity, i.e., that

every solution corresponds to a unique complete causal

plan. To ensure systematicity we must require that actions

that add the fluent in a causal link are also ordered to oc

cur outside the link. We assume that systematicity is not

important in local search.

We can reduce ground causal nonlinear planning directly

to SAT, although this turns out not to be nearly as concise

as the lifted encoding. We let I and F be initial and final

actions. Let A be the set of actions not including actions

representing the final or initial state. We let O be the set of

step names not including initial and final steps. We let T be

the set of all ground fluents. The ground clauses consist of

the clauses in the conjunctive normal form of the Boolean

formulas in Table 1 .

We give a complexity analysis based on the assumption

that the ground planning problem is derived from a fixed

set of lifted operator definitions. This implies that each

action has a bounded number of preconditions, additions,

and deletions. For a fixed set of operation definitions we

have that | A\ is 0(|Dom|"'4oPs) and \T\ is 0(|Dom|,Apred +

I So | + 1So | ) . The numberofBoolean variables is dominated

by the causal links, which is 0(n2\T\), and the number of

variables of the form ACTION(o, a), which is 0(n|A|).

The number ofliteral occurances is dominated by schema 1 0

which involves 0(n3 1^"|) clauses (and literal occurances).

For the blocks world with the three place move operation,

and with |Dom| = |5o| = \Sq\ = n (where n is the number
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1. ACTION(o, 01) V...VACTI0N(o, a™)

2. ->(ACTI0N(o, a) A ACTION(o, b))

3. -iADDS(7, <D)

4. NEEDS(f, <D)

5. ADDSfo, *) = (ACTIONfo, OiW . .

6. DELS(o, O) = (ACTION(o, oi) V . .

7. NEEDS(o, fl>) = (ACTI0N(o, Oi) V

8. NEEDS(p, <D) => (oi % p v . . . V On

9. o p => ADDS(o, <D)

10. o 4 pA DELS(r, <D) => (r < oVp < r)

11. 7<o

12. o<F

13. --(o<o)

14. o<pAp<r^o<r

VACTIONfo, ak))

VACTION(o, at))

.VACTION(o, a*))

o 6 O, Oi G X

o G O, o, 6 G X, a ^ 6

* G T - So

o G O, <D € Add(a,)

oeO,4»e Del(Oj)

oeO, <P € Pre(aj)

ok 6 O U {/}, p € O U {F}, <I> € 7"

oeOU{/}, p€0U{F}, <te^

o € o u {/}, Peou {f}, reO-{o,P}, oer

oeO

o e o u {/, f}

p,q,r€OU{I, F}

Table 1: Reduction of ground causal nonlinear planning (non-lifted).

of plan steps) we get 0(n4) Boolean variables and 0(n5)

literal occurrences.

The causal encoding eliminates the need for frame axioms.

The frame axioms are implicit in schema 10. The lifted

version of schema 10 involves 0(n3) clauses instead of

0(ns).

Now we define the notion of a lifted SAT problem. A lifted

clause is just a first order clause — a disjunction of first

order literals possibly containing free variables. A lifted

SAT problem is just a set of lifted clauses. A lifted SAT

problem is satisfiable if there exists a ground substitution

(mapping from variables to ground terms) such that the

resulting ground SAT problem is satisfiable, subject to the

constraint that a ground atomic equality of the form t = w

is true if and only if t and w are the same term. As an

example, consider the following simple clause set.

P(x) => Q(x)

Q(x) => W(x)

P(V)

x = a V x = b

P(o), -iW(o), P(b), -,W(b)

This lifted SAT problem is not satisfiable. x must be either

a or b, and in either case one of the first two clauses must

be violated. However, if we remove the second clause

which intuitively defines the range of x, then the clause set

becomes satisfiable because we can now interpret x as some

new constant, say c, and set P(c), Q(c), and W(c) all to

true. Note that the clause P(y), which intuitively constrains

the value of y, has no effect on the satisfiability of the

problem. This existential interpretation of the variables in

the clauses is very differentfrom the universal interpretation

assigned to clauses in resolution theorem proving.

Theorem: A lifted SAT problem is satisfiable if and only if

there exists an equivalence relation on the atomic formulas

and a truth assignment to the atomic formulas respecting

that relation (equivalent literals are assigned the same truth

value), such that the truth assignment satisfies all clauses

and the unification problem defined by the equivalence re

lation is solvable.

Proof: If there exists such a truth assignment and equiva

lence relation then the most general unifier of the equiva

lences in the equivalence relation yields a substitution satis

fying the problem. On the other hand, any substitution and

truth assignment satisfying the problem defines an equiva

lence relation and truth assignment satisfying the required

conditions. ■

Clearly lifted SAT includes SAT as a special case, and hence

is NP-hard. The above theorem shows that the problem

is in NP because we can nondeterministically guess the

equivalence relation and truth assignment.

We will now reduce planning to lifted SAT, and then reduce

lifted SAT to SAT. The composition of these two reductions

will yield the desired concise reduction from planning to

SAT. In the reduction from planning to lifted SAT we create

a "fresh copy" of each operator definition at each step. For

each step name o we let Aa consist of a fresh copy of each

operator definition. Fresh copies are built by renaming

the formal parameters. The variables appearing in Aa are

disjoint from the variables appearing in Ap for distinct o

and p. In the blocks world we have that Aa contains only a

single element of the form MOVE ( x' , y* , z' ) where as',

y1 and z1 are fresh variables for the step o. For any fixed

operator set we have that \Aa\ is 0(1). We let A be the

union of all Aa. Note that |A| is 0(n). This should be

contrasted to the ground case where |X| is OdDoml-4^).

This reduction in \A\ is the main benefit of lifting. For any

set of actions 5 we let Pre(5) be the set of all prerequisites of
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operations in S and similarly for Add(S) and Del(S). Note

that |Pre(.A0)| isO(l),asare |Add(A0)| and |Del(A0)|. Also

note that ?rt(A), Add(A), and Del(yi) all have size O(n).

For convenience we also define Aj and Ap to be singleton

sets of operators where Aj adds the initial assertions and

Ap requires the final assertions. We will also use Vars(A)

to denote the set of all variables appearing in A. Note that

|Vars(j4)| is 0(n). The reduction from planning to lifted

SAT can now be defined as in Table 2.

Selecting a way of satisfying schemas 1 and 2 selects the

set of actions without making any commitment to the order

of those actions. In our foundation of the blocks world we

have that A0 is a singleton set containing an action of the

form MOVE(x, y, z). Assuming that we are looking for a

three step plan we have that 0 contains three step names

and the first schema generates the following unit clauses.

ACTION(oi, MOVE(xi, ylt Zi))

ACTION(o2, MOVE(x2, jfei 22))

ACTION^, MOVE(x3i jfc, z3))

We now have nine variables. For an n step blocks world

plan we will have 3n variables (independent of domain

size). For any fixed set of operator definitions the total size

of the instances of schemas 1 and 2 is O(n).

Selecting a way of satisfying schema 3 selects a value for

each variable. For each of the nine variables in the Sussman

anomaly we have an instance of this schema. For example

we have the following.

I,=A V J|=B Vl|=C V

Xi = PLACE1 V Xi = PLACE2 Vxi = PLACE3

For any fixed set of operator definitions the total size of

instances of schema 3 is 0(n|Dom|).

We can think of the schemas as "running" nondeterministi-

cally from the top to the bottom. Schemas 1 and 2 select the

actions and schema 3 selects the argument values. Schemas

4 and 5 assert the preconditions of each action. This is

straightforward and the total size of the instances of these

schemas is 0(n + |Sq|). Schema 6 selects a causal source

for every precondition, i.e., it selects the set of causal links

in the plan. Every causal link atomic formula of the form

o A p has the property that <I> € Pre(Ap). Since |Pre(j4p)|

is0(l)forp^ F and 0(|SO|) forp = F, we have that the

total number of causal link formulas is 0(n2 + n\Sa |)- The

total size of the instances of schema 6 is 0(n2 + n|5o|).

Schema 7 states that the source of each link must precede

its destination. The total size of this schema has the same

order as schema 6. Schema 8 places a "nonlocal addition

demand" on the source of each causal link. Since there

is one such demand for each causal link, the total size

of this schema is again 0(n2 + n|So|). Note that the

number "nonlocal" formulas of the form ADDS(o, <D) is

quadratic (0(n2 + n\So\)). This should be contrasted with

the linear number of "local" atomic formulas of the form

NEEDS(o, <X>). In the Sussman anomaly we get formulas

SUCh as ADDS(oi, CLEAR(X3)).

After schema 8 forces certain addition formulas to be true,

schemas 9, 10, and 1 1 select equations between the things

to be added and the approriate elements of the add lists. The

truth of these equations is "checked" by the semantics of

lifted SAT. For example, in the Sussman anomaly we have

(essentially) the following.

ADDS(oi, CLEAR(x3)) => CLEAR(x3) = CLEAR(yi)

The equation CLEAR(x3) = CLEAR(yi) is equivalent to

x3 = yi and this equivalence is handled by the semantics

of lifted SAT. The total size of the instances of schemas 9,

10, and llisO(n2 + n|So|).

Schema 12 forces nonlocal delete statements to be true. In

the Sussman anomaly we have, essentially, the following.

CLEAR(23) = CLEAR(x2) =>■ DELS(o3f CLEAR(x2))

Note that there is a quadratic number of "nonlocal" delete-

tion atomic formulas of the form dels(o, 4>). Again this

should contrasted with the linear number of "local" prereq

uisite assertions of the form needs(o, G>). The total size

of the instances of schema 12 is 0(n2 + n|5o|).

Schema 13 handles the frame axioms by ensuring that dele

tions do not interfere with causal links. Schema 13 in the

lifted encoding is analogous to schema 10 in the ground

encoding. Schema 10 in the ground encoding generates

£2(n3|Dom|'^Pred) clauses. However, schema 13 in the

lifted version generates only 0(n3 + n2\Sa\) clauses. The

key observation is that in the lifted encoding there are only

0(n2 + n|5o|) causal link formulas.

Schemas 14 and IS check that the order conditions selected

in schema 1 3 are consistent, i.e., that I comes first, F comes

last, and that the transitive closure does not contain loops.

The instances of these schemas involve 0(n2) atomic for

mulas and order 0(n3) clauses.

Overall we have a quadratic number of atomic formulas

and a cubic number of literal occurrences. The number

of atomic formulas is dominated by formulas of the form

x = c, O = W, and causal links of the form o -► p. All

schemas have linear or quadratic size except for schemas

13 and 14 which are cubic.

To complete the reduction to SAT we give a reduction from

general lifted SAT to SAT. Let £ be a lifted SAT problem.

In our reductionwe simply add clauses to C. The additional

clauses ensure that equations occuring in C have the proper

truth value and that two atomic formulas which are equal

have the same truth value. We let T(C) be the set of terms

in C and we let F(C) be the set of all atomic formulas in

C other than equations. If C is the lifted SAT encoding of

a planning problem then (for a fixed set of operator defini

tions) \T(C)\ is 0(]Dom|+n-|- \S0\ + \Sa\). In other words,
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1. ACTION(o, Oi) V . . . V ACTION(o, a„)

2. ->(ACTION(o, o)AACTION(o, 6))

3. Z = ClV...VX = Cn

4. ACTION(o, o) => NEEDS(o, <D)

5. NEEDS(f, <D)

6. NEEDS(p, <D) => (oi p V . . . V On p)

7. o p ^ o < p

8. o*p^ ADDS(o, 4>)

9. ACTION(o, o) A ADDS(o, V)

=>(V=«I>iV...Vf =*,))

10. ADDS(J, V) =» (¥ = 4>i V . . . V V = <D„)

11. -.ADDS(7, W)

12. ACTI0N(o, a) A ¥ = <D =>• DELS(o, V)

13. o4pA DELS(r, V) => (r < oVp< r)

14. o<rAr<p=>o<p

15. -.(p<p)

o € O, en G A0

o G O, a,be A0, a£b

x G Vars(A), Cj G Dom

oeO, a£A„ * G Pre(o<)

4> G Pre(-F)

p € O U {f}, 4> G Prc(Ap), a; G O U {/}

o€OU{/}, peOU{F}, ¥€Pre(^,)

oeou {/}, peou {.f}, o g Pre(p)

o G O, a € A0, We Pk(A U {f}), ®j G Add(o)

WGPreU), <DiGAdd(7)

V G Pre(f) - Add(7)

o G O, o G A„, We Pk(A U {f}), <D G Del(o)

o g o u {/}, peou {F}, reO-{o, P},we pk(Aj,)

o,r,peOU{I, F}

PeOu{i, F}

Table 2: Lifted reduction of ground causal nonlinear planning.

we have only a linear number of terms. Furthermore, most

atomic formulas in the lifted SAT encoding of a planning

problem involve step name constants. This observation can

be used to show that for planning problems there are only

a quadratic number of unifiable pairs of formulas in F(C).

For any lifted SAT problem C we define the augmented

clause set £' to be C plus the clauses in Table 3.

Schemas 1 through S ensure that the true equations define

an equivalence relation on terms consistent with the inter

pretation of each function as a Herbrand constructor. Two

terms "clash" if they are either distinct constants, one is a

constant and one is a function application, or they are ap

plications of different function symbols. Schema 5 states

that clashing terms must not be equal.

Schemas 1 through 5 introduce |T(£)|2 new atomic formu

las — the equations of the form t = u. The number of

instances of schema 4 can be no larger than |T(£)|2. If we

bound the arity (number of arguments) of functions then

the total size of literal occurances in instances of schema 4

is 0(\T(C)\2). For bounded arity, the the number of literal

occurances in instances of schemas 1 through 5 is domi

nated by the transitivity schema, schema 3. The number of

instances of schema 3 is |T(£)|3.

Schemas 6, 7, and 8 handle the occurs-check condition.

Without these schemas x = /(y) and y — f(x) appear

consistent. But these equations (interpreted over the Her

brand universe of first order terms) imply that x is a sub-

term of itself. Since the Herbrand universe does not include

infinite terms, this is impossible. These equations are in

consistent with schemas 6,7, and 8 because we can now

infer OCCURS - IN(aj, x). Assuming a bounded arity for

function symbols we have that schemas 6, 7, and 8 involve

0(|T(£)|5) atomic formulas and 0(\T(C)\3) clauses (and

literal occurances).

Schema 7 enforces the condition that equivalent atomic

literals have the same truth value. The number of instances

of schema 7 equals the number of unifiable pairs of atomic

formulas. We now have the following theorem.

Theorem: If £ is a lifted SAT problem then C as denned

by the above augmentation is a satisfiable as a SAT problem

if and only if C is satisfiable as a lifted problem. Further

more, the number of additional atomic formulas in C is

0(|T(£)|2 -(- \U(C)\) where U(C) is the number of unifi

able pairs of atomic formulas. For bounded arity functions

and predicates the number of additional literal occurances

isO(|T(£)|3 + |tf(£)|).

It is interesting to note that the above schemas can be con

verted to Horn clauses in linear time. When combined

with a linear time algorithm for Boolean Horn clauses, the

schemas define a cubic time unification algorithm. The clas

sical Robinson unification algorithm is exponential time but

a linear time algorithm is known (Patterson78).

It is also worth noting that in the lifted SAT problems that

result from encodings of planning problems we need only

schemas 1 through 5. In these lifted problems variables can

only be bound to constants so no occurs-check reasoning

is needed. Furthermore, all atomic formulas other than

equations are forced to have appropriate truth values even

in the absense of schema 7.

The total reduction from planning to SAT yields a quadratic

number of atomic formulas and a cubic number of literal

occurances.

6 CONCLUSIONS

Kautz and Selman (1996) challenged the widespread belief

in the AI community that planning is not amenable to gen
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1. t = t te t(C)

2. t = u=>u = t t,u€ T(£)

3. t-uAu = w=>t = w t,u,w€ T(C)

4- (/(*! tn) = /(«l «n)) /(<• *n)GT(£)

= (ti = ui A. ..At, =«») /(u,, Un)eT(C)

5. -.(t = u) t,u€r(£), i,u clash

6. OCCURS- IN^, /(*,, t„)eT(£)

7. OCCURS - IN(u, w) A OCCURS - IN(iu, t) u,w,t£ T(C)

=> OCCURS- I N(u, t)

8. -iOCCURS-IN(t, t) teT(C)

9. P(tu .... *m)Ati = iiiA...At» = tim P(ti *»)€F(£)

=>P(iii «») P(ui, ti„) €F(C)

Vi tj, Uj unifiable

Table 3: Additional clauses for reduction from lifted SAT to ordinary SAT.

eral theorem-proving techniques, by showing that general

propositional satisfiability algorithms can outperform spe

cialized planning systems on a range of benchmark prob

lems. Critical to the success of this approach is the use

of concise SAT encodings of the planning problems. This

paper described general, polynomial-time reductions from

STRIPS-style planning to CNF formulas. We compared the

various encodings, both in terms of the number of variables

used and the total size of the formulas. This kind of analy

sis will allow one to use the gross statistical properties of a

given planning problem to select a practical encoding.

This paper also introduced lifted causal encodings, a new

kind of reduction. We showed that this encoding strictly

dominates others in asymptotic terms. In future work, we

will empirically evaluate this new class of encodings, both

to determine whether the constant factors in the size of the

encoding are reasonable for practical problems, and to de

termine whether our satisfiability procedures also perform

well on this class of formulas.
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Abstract

We present a framework for machine imple

mentation of both partial and complete frag

ments of large families of non-classical logics

such as modal, relevance, and intuitionistic

logics. We decompose a logic into two inter

acting parts, each a natural deduction sys

tem: a base logic of labelled formulae, and

a theory of labels characterizing the proper

ties of the Kripke models. Our approach is

modular and supports uniform proofs of cor

rectness and proof normalization. We have

implemented our work in the Isabelle Logical

Framework.

1 INTRODUCTION

The origins of natural deduction (ND) are both philo

sophical and practical. In philosophy, it arises from

an analysis of deductive inference in an attempt to

provide a theory of meaning for the logical connec

tives [24, 33]. Practically, it provides a language for

building proofs, which can be seen as providing the

deduction theorem directly, rather than as a derived

result. Our interest is on this practical side, and a de

velopment of our work on applications of logical frame

works, i.e. formal notations providing support for the

uniform implementation of different logics, based on

fragments of higher-order implicational logic and suit

able in particular for ND [15, 22, 30].

We address the problem of how to present families of

related non-classical logics so as to be suitable for such

implementations. The problem is not trivial: these lo

gics are usually presented as Hilbert systems and, even

if a presentation is an ND system, it is often special

ized, and metatheorems such as soundness and com

pleteness (with respect to the semantics) sometimes

have significantly different proofs, even for closely re

lated logics. As a result, finding 'good' presentations

is still specialist work.1

The particular non-classical logics we consider are

those with non-classical connectives (we also use

modality and non-local connective as synonyms for

non-classical connective) which can, e.g., assert the ne

cessity or contingency of propositions, or take account,

in some way, of context. Many of these logics can be

interpreted using a Kripke semantics of 'worlds' and

relations between them, where the meaning of a non-

classical connective at some world is defined in terms

of conditions at others; e.g. the □ and 0 of modal logic,

interpreted using binary relations [16], or relevant im

plication, using a ternary relation [6], or non-classical

negation, again using a binary relation [5, 7]. In each

case a class of logics is defined by variations of the be

havior of the relation. Using this view of non-classical

logics to build ND presentations, we are able to (i) ex

ploit modularity in the semantics so that related logics

result from modifications just to the behavior of the

relations, and (ii) provide basic metatheoretic results

in a modular fashion; e.g. the soundness and complete

ness of encodings, and proof normalization results, are

parameterized over the properties of the relations.

ND, even though recognized as one of the more prac

tical notations for a proof system (cf. [32]), is usu

ally seen as ill-suited for non-classical logics, because

it builds in too many assumptions about the logic it is

encoding. Proof under assumption needs a deduction

theorem: 'if assuming A true, we can show B true,

then A -> B is true'; but for implications weaker or

substantially different from intuitionistic —► this fails

(at least for the conventional reading of 'if-then'). At-

'With sufficient effort, a logical framework can imple

ment any (recursively enumerable) proof system, but the

resulting encoding does not necessarily 'fit' well (see [13],

where a concept of a natural representation in a framework

is formalized and investigated).
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tempts to build ND presentations of non-classical lo

gics have thus introduced various technical devices to

get around these problems. For example, Dunn [6], for

relevance logics, considers 'relevant' ND, where rules

have side conditions on discharged assumptions, and

Prawitz [24], for (some) modal logics, proposes rules

for □ with side conditions that the main connective

of all the supporting assumptions is □. The contin

uing primacy of Hilbert presentations in non-classical

logic, despite the difficulty in actually using them, is

evidence that these devices have not been completely

successful.

Nevertheless, in this paper we present non-classical lo

gics as ND proof systems. Our systems however, unlike

those of Dunn or Prawitz, fit well in a standard frame

work: all our rules are ordinary (insensitive to thinning

or contraction of assumptions), pure (have no non

local side conditions), and single-conclusioned.2 Our

presentations are partitioned into interacting parts: a

base logic of propositional3 logic and a separate rela

tional theory characterizing the properties of the rela

tions; the base logic stays fixed for a given class of re

lated logics and we generate the one we want by 'plug

ging in' the appropriate relational theory. Thus the

task we address here is how to reduce non-classical lo

gics to such interacting ND theories with well-behaved

proof rules for which we have general metatheorems

about correctness and other desirable properties. To

carry out this program, we combine the language of

ND with that of a Labelled Deductive System (LDS), as

proposed by Gabbay [12] and others (e.g. [11, 31]). We

show that for many non-classical logics with Kripke-

style semantics, including modal and relevance logics,

it is possible to use LDS to partition presentations

and give well-behaved LDS/ND systems supporting

the modularity we want.

To illustrate, take the example of modal logic, where

the usual deduction theorem fails. The standard

Kripke completeness theorem tells us that A is prov

able (H A) iff A is true at every world in every suitable

frame (W, R), where W is the set of possible worlds,

and R is the accessibility relation between worlds.

Then h A iff Vtu € W(«; \= A), and the deduction

theorem, as formulated above, corresponds to

Vu> 6 W(u; \=A)=>Vw£ \N{w \= B)

=> Vu> € W(iu \= A -> B) ,

2We use the vocabulary of [1], which notes (§5.5) that

'every ordinary, pure single-conclusioned ND system can,

e.g., quite easily be implemented in the Edinburgh LF.'

3We do not, here, consider quantified non-classical lo

gics, which can be presented by means of quantifier rules

similar to those of free logic.

where => is implication in the meta-language and ->

is implication in the object language. But this is false,

since from the semantics we have only that

Vu; e W(w |= A => w \= B)

=> Vu; e W(u> (= A -> B) .

Thus a naive embedding of a modal logic in an ND

system is going to fail. Suppose, however, we extend

ND to be over pairs drawn from the language of modal

logic and labels; i.e. instead of I- A, we consider I- w.A,

where w is a 'world', and Vu; € W(h w.A) iff I- A. This

provides a language to formulate the above theorem,

and provides a basis for an ND system. Moreover,

we can use the same notation to express the general

behavior of modal operators like □ in a way that is

independent of the details of the Kripke model pro

viding the semantics, i.e. h w.QA iff h w':A for all

w' G W accessible from w. Then by formalizing the

details of particular accessibility relations we can pro

duce particular modal logics. This treatment has ob

vious similarities to traditional semantic embedding

(i.e. translation into predicate logic, e.g. [19]), but it of

fers substantial advantages: our formalization does not

require all of first-order logic and it yields structured

ND systems where the strong separation between the

base logic and the relational theory gives us better

proof normalization results (cf. Theorem 11 and its

commentary).

In [2] we investigated LDS/ND for modal logics based

on classical propositional logic. This paper explores

the generalizations needed to build proof systems that

handle both positive and full fragments of large fami

lies of non-classical logics, including relevance and in-

tuitionistic (and classical) logic, and can treat non-

classical negation as a modality (the metatheory of

positive logics is different from that for full logics,

cf. Dunn's semantic treatment of positive modal logics

in [9]). We provide a framework for a uniform treat

ment of a wide range of non-classical connectives (□,

0, relevant implication, non-classical negation, etc.).

Our framework is based on an abstract classification of

modalities as 'universal' and 'existential', and on gen

eral metatheorems about them. We have implemented

our approach in the Isabelle system, which supports

management of separate theories and their structured

combination, resulting in a parameterized proof de

velopment system where (although it is not formally

quantifiable) proof construction is natural and intu

itive.

Due to lack of space, proofs have been omitted or con

siderably shortened, see [3] for details.
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2 LABELLED NON-CLASSICAL

LOGICS

In this section we formalize our presentations. We in

troduce the fundamentals of how an LDS presentation

relates to a Kripke semantics (Section 2.1). After this

we define the base logic (Section 2.2) and the asso

ciated class of relational theories over which it is pa

rameterized (Section 2.3). Finally, we give examples

of non-classical logics (Section 2.4).

2.1 LABELS AND KRIPKE MODELS

Let W be a set of labels, ranging over worlds in a

Kripke model, and R an n + 1-ary relation over W .

If a, Oi , . . . , a„ are labels and A is a formula, then we

call Raa\ . . .an a relational formula (rwff), and a:A

a labelled formula {Iwff). We partition connectives in

a logic into two families: local and non-local. If a for

mula A is built from a local connective C of arity n,

A = C(Ai,... ,An), then the truth of the lwff a:A

depends only on the (local) truth of a:Ai,... ,a:An.

Typical local connectives are conjunction (A), disjunc

tion (V), material implication (D), and 'local' negation

(~). Where |=M is the truth relation for lwffs in the

model M, we have:4

(=M a:A A B iff |=M a:A and |=M a:B (1)

(=M a:A V B iff (=M a:A or |=M a:B (2)

(=M a:A D B iff |=M a:A implies \=M a:B (3)

|=M a:~A iff £M a:A (4)

For notational simplicity, we omit parentheses where

possible and write binary connectives in infix notation

(as above).

A non-local connective M of arity n is associated with

an n + 1-ary relation R on worlds, and the truth of

a:MA\ . . . A„ is evaluated non-locally at the worlds

.R-accessible from a; i.e. it depends on the truth of

a\:Ai, . . . ,an:An where Raai . . . a„.

Examples of non-local connectives and associated re

lations are the unary modal operator □ and the binary

accessibility relation on possible worlds, or relevant im

plication —► and the ternary compossibility relation.

We extend ^=M to express truths for rwffs in a Kripke

4~ can also be defined in terms of D and falsum (J.).

Then we can compare, like for modal logics (cf. [2]), the

logics obtained when (i) ^=M a:~A iff (=M a.A implies \=M

b:±, and (ii) 1 is 'global', i.e. (=M a:l implies [=M b:A, with

the (paraconsistent) logics where (i') ^=M a:~A iff \=M a:A

implies ^M a:±, and (ii') _L is 'local', i.e. (=M a:± implies

|=M a:A.

model M with an n 4- 1-ary relation R as

(=M Raai...an iff (a.0!,... ,o„) € R, (5)

and we call M a universal non-local connective when

the metalevel quantification in the evaluation clause of

M is universal (and the body is an implication):

^=M a:MA\ . . . An iff for all ai , . . . , a„

((t=M Raax ...an and |=M miAi and . . .and

\=M On-i.An-!) imply |=M an:An) . (6)

Similarly, M is an existential non-local connective

when the metalevel quantification is existential (and

the body is a conjunction):

^M a:MA\ . . . An iff there exist ai , . . . , a„

(|=M Raai ■ ■ On and ^M a\:A\ and . . .and

^On-x:^-, and \=M an:An) . (7)

Thus □ and (relevant) —> are universal non-local con

nectives, 0 is existential, and their customary evalua

tion clauses are special cases of (6) and (7), e.g.

(=M a:.4i -¥ A2 iff for all a!,a2((f=M Raaia2

and (=M ai:Ai) imply |=M a2:A2) . (8)

A uniform treatment of negation plays a central role in

our framework. However, in the Kripke semantics for

relevance (and other) logics, it may be necessary for

both a formula and its negation to be true at a world,

which cannot be the case with ~; thus a new connec

tive is introduced, a non-local negation formalized

by a unary function * on worlds [6]:

a \=M iA iff a* £M A. (9)

Informally, a* is the world which does not deny what a

asserts, i.e. a and a* are compatible worlds. We gener

alize this by introducing the constant 1L that expresses

incoherence of compatible worlds to replace (9) with

\=M a:->A iff for all 6

(t=M a":A implies |=M 6:1L) , (10)

where ^M b:AL for every world b.

Some remarks. First, when relevant implication is

present, we can define a:^A as a:A -* 1L, and pos

tulate Raa' b for every 6, so that (10) is just a special

case of (8). 5 Second, when a = a*, e.g. for modal or

classical logic, 1L reduces to L, -i to ~, and (10) to

5That a and a' are 'compossible' according to every

world b is justified by the meaning of *.
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(4). Finally, there is a well-known approach to non

local negation, e.g. for relevance, linear and ortho-logic

(cf. [5, 7, 14, 27]), which uses an incompatibility rela

tion N between worlds:

|=M a:->A iff for all 6(|=M b:A implies b N a) . (11)

Then a" is the 'strongest' world b for which b N a

does not hold. This can be shown equivalent to our

approach (for a comparison of (11) with (9) see [7]).

Hence, we define the language of a non-classical logic

L as follows:

Definition 1 Let W be a. set of labels, and /, J two

finite sets of indices. The language of a non-classical

logic L is a tuple (W, S, O, F). 5 is a denumerably infi

nite set of sentence letters. O is the set whose members

are (i) the constant JL (and/or _L); (ii) local and/or

non-local negation (or neither for positive logics); (iii)

a set of local connectives {Cj \ j G J}; (iv) a set of

non-local connectives {Mi | i € /} with an associated

set ~R — {Ri | i 6 /} of relations of the appropriate

arities. F is the set of rwffs and lwffs: if a, ai , . . . , o„

are labels, Ri has arity n + 1, and A is a formula built

up from members of S and O, then Rt a ai . . . an is an

rwff and a:A is an lwff.

Note that by associating different relations to uni

versal and existential non-local connectives, we make

no a priori assumptions about their interrelationships

(when the relations are not independent, incomplete

ness may arise, cf. Theorem 10 in Section 3.1).

Definition 2 A frame (for the logic L) is a tuple

(W, G, R ,*), where W is a non-empty set of worlds,

G 6 W is the actual world, ^ - {R* | i e /} is the

set of relations over W corresponding to ~R*, and * is a

unary function on worlds. A model M (for L) consists

of a frame and a function V mapping elements of W

and sentence letters to truth values (0 or 1), where

\=Ma:p iff V(a,p) = l (12)

and ^M is extended to lwffs with local and non-local

connectives and to rwffs as above. When (=M <p, for tp

an lwff or an rwff, we say that tp is true in M.

A non-classical logic L is then characterized by its lan

guage and by its models, e.g. the conditions indepen

dently imposed on * and each R*. Moreover, some

logics, e.g. intuitionistic and relevance (but not classi

cal modal) logics, require truth to be monotonic. We

define a partial order C on worlds, where, e.g., for

intuitionistic logic C coincides with the accessibility

relation, while for relevance logics it can be defined in

terms of R, i.e. a C b iff RG a 6. For modal logic C

reduces to equality. Then we require that V satisfy the

atomic monotony condition, i.e. for any a^a^ and for

any sentence letter p:

if |=M o-i-.p and f=M a{ C a,, then \=M ay.p. (13)

One might be tempted to generalize this immediately

to arbitrary formulae; this is in fact the case for 'usu

al' non-classical logics, such as intuitionistic and rele

vance logics, where we can prove by induction on the

structure of A that

if |=M ai-.A and |=M at C a,, then |=M ay.A . (14)

But there are logics for which (14) does not hold for

every formula; e.g. [10, 17] combine intuitionistic im

plication -> with classical implication D, and show

that (14) holds for A -* B (in fact it holds, as one

would expect, for every intuitionistic formula) but it

fails for A D B. This problem is solved in [10, 17] by

restricting (14) to persistent formulae: A is persistent

if (i) it is atomic, or (ii) if it is of the form B —► C

or -i.B, where -> is intuitionistic (and thus non-local)

negation, or (iii) it is of the form B A C or B V C,

and B and C are both persistent. Similar definitions

can be given for other non-classical logics, depending

on the particular language we are considering. With

such a precaution (14) refines to the following prop

erty (provable from (13) by induction on the structure

of A):

Property 3 For any ai, aj and for any persistent for

mula A, if f=M a{:A and (=M a{ C a,, then |=M ay.A.

Monotony is defined also for rwffs: for ann+ 1-ary re

lation Ri we require that if (=M Ri ao . . . Oj . . . an then

if ^M at Qaj, then ^M Ri ao . . . a . . . a„ ,

for all j <n (15)

if (=Ma„C a, then \=M R{ oq . . . a„_i a . (16)

In the following we assume formulae of the form a C. b

to be special cases of relational formulae, but we note

that one could introduce them explicitly as a third

kind of formulae, independent of lwffs and rwffs (proof-

theory and semantics are then extended accordingly).

This assumption allows us to treat the properties of the

partial order, reflexivity and transitivity, as instances

of (15) and (16).

As a notational simplification, we will restrict our at

tention to non-classical logics with a restricted lan

guage containing the local connectives A,V, D, one
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universal non-local connective Mu of arity u associ

ated with a relation Ru of arity u + 1, one existential

non-local connective Me of arity e associated with a

relation Re of arity e + 1, non-local negation ->, and

the constant !L.6 Then, from Definition 2, a model for

such a logic is the tuple M = (W, G, Ru, Re, *, V), and

truth for an rwff or lwff ip in M, \=M y?, is the smallest

relation (=M satisfying (1), (2), (3), (5) and (6) for Ru

and Mu, (5) and (7) for Re and AT, (10), (12), (13),

(15) and (16) for Ru and Re.

Finally note that we do not, here, consider logics like

the relevance logic E for which models with more

than one actual world are needed. These logics can

be formalized by considering a set P of actual worlds

and modifying the postulates of the relational theory

with a precondition testing membership in P: for in

stance, for identity the postulate RGaa is replaced

with 'iEP implies Rxaa\

2.2 THE BASE LOGIC B

We now introduce the base logic B that provides the

rules we need to reason about lwffs. Our formalization

of the base logic is motivated by pragmatic concerns:

(i) it should make no assumptions on the relational

theories extending it, (ii) it should be adequate for the

logics we are interested in, and (iii) it should have good

proof-theoretic properties. In [2] we are able to provide

a base logic for the modal logics of the Geach hierar

chy that satisfies all these criteria. Unfortunately, in

the more general case considered here, things are not

so clear cut: to achieve (ii) and (iii) we have to replace

(i) with (i') it should make as few assumptions as pos

sible on the relational theories extending it and ideally

none at all, depending on the logic we want to formal

ize (cf. Section 2.3, where we discuss 'complementary

rules', and Section 4, where we discuss extensions with

first-order relational theories).

We start by considering the simplest connective: clas

sical (local) implication. For this we adapt the 'tra

ditional' ND rules, simply adding a label, to get the

rules D I and D E:

Mi]

a:A2

a.Ai D A2 a:Ao

Rules for A, V, or other local connectives, are adapted

6Since the language might not contain (the non-local)

—>, we take -> as a primitive operator as opposed to defined

by means of AL and —>.

similarly. Then we give the rules for Mu and Me:

[aiT~ ^Waai ...au]

au:Au

a:MuAx...Au

Vu-l
:MUA1...AU a^T Ruaai...atl

au:Au

Re aa\ . . . ae

MUE

a:MeAx ...Ae

MeI

oai . . . ae]

a:MeAi...Ae
b:B

b:B

M'E
(18)

where stands for the finite sequence of premises

a\-.A\ ...an:i4n. Moreover, in MUI and MeE, each

Qk,ai (1 < k < u — 1, 1 < I < e) is fresh; e.g. in MeE,

Oi,... ,ae are all different from a, b and each other,

and do not occur free in b:B or in any assumption

other than those listed.

Comparing these rules with (3), (6) and (7), we see

that they reflect the semantic definitions. When we

treat negation, however, the correspondence between

the rules and the semantics is more subtle, and we

must choose which kind of negation we want to encode.

We begin by providing rules for treating with the

rules -./ and (cf. (10)):

[a*: A]

b:AL T a:-*A a':A

(19)

a:->A b:AL

-iE

These rules capture only a minimal non-local negation,

and if we want a base logic capable of formalizing in-

tuitionistic or classical non-local negation we need the

additional rules ALEi and ALEc, respectively:

b:AL

a:A

ALEi

[a:7A]

b:'AL

a':A

ALEc

(20)

Finally, we require the rule monl, expressing monotony

at the level of lwffs:

aj-.A

monl (21)
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where A is a persistent formula.7 Since monl reflects

Property 3, the details of its definition, including the

proviso on its application, depend on the logic we are

considering.

2.3 RELATIONAL THEORIES

We formalize a logic L by extending (the appropriate)

B with a relational theory axiomatizing the properties

of * and of the relations R; in a Kripke model. Corre

spondence theory [34, 35] and known correspondence

results [29] allow us to determine which possible ax

ioms correspond to which properties of Ri. Some of

these properties can only be expressed using higher-

order logic (e.g. the McKinsey axiom DOA D §L~AA),

but for others first-order logic, or even fragments of

it, is enough. We restrict our attention to properties

axiomatizable using (Horn) relational rules, i.e. those

of the form

Ri to . . . tTi Ri t%
tn

Ri to • . . tm

where the tJk are terms built from labels and function

symbols. (Some properties of e.g. assl and ass2

below, can be expressed as Horn relational rules only

after the introduction of Skolem function constants,

cf. [2].) A (Horn) relational theory T is then a theory

generated by a set of such rules.

Even with such a restriction, we are able to capture

many families of non-classical logics used in practice.

For example, relational theories corresponding to lo

gics in the modal Geach hierarchy (e.g. K, D, T, B,

54, 54.2, KD45, 55) [2], and various relevance logics

(e.g. B, N, T, and R); cf. Section 2.4.8

Thus, for example, the modal axiom OA D A corre

sponds to the reflexivity of the accessibility relation,

refl

xRx

while the (A B) {{B C) -> (A -> C)) and

A —► A axioms of relevance logic correspond to asso-

7If this restriction is not imposed, then the result is

not sound for some logics, e.g. an attempted encoding of

intuitionistic implication collapses to classical implication,

similar to what is shown for Hilbert systems in [10, 17],

8 Also, Horn relational rule sets can be directly imple

mented in the Horn fragment of the metalogics we use for

our implementation (it is not necessary first to embed first-

order logic or formalize additional judgements, cf. Section 5

and [15]). This restriction also yields good proof-theoretic

properties (cf. Theorem 11).

ciativity and identity for the compossibility relation:

Rabe Reed

Rb h(a,b,c,d,e) d

assl
Rabe Reed

ass2

RGaa

Rac h(a,b,c,d,e)

iden (22)

(Where h is a 5-ary Skolem function constant).

For negation we do not extend the properties of Ri di

rectly, but instead refine the behavior of the * function,

which is part of the language of terms in the relational

theory. Depending on whether we want to encode in

tuitionistic classical (**i, **c), or ortho (ol, o2)

negation, we can select from the following rules, which

impose different behaviors on *:

a C a"
**i

a" C a
**c

a C a
7 Ol

o'Co
o2

Finally, we have n + 1 rules for the monotonic proper

ties of rwffs (cf. (15), (16)):

Ri do . . . Oj . . . On a C Oj

Ri Oq . . . a . . . a„

monRi(j), for j < n

Ri ap ... an a„ C a

monRi(n)

Rxa0 . . . an_i a

Negation and monotony again raise the question of

what exactly a base logic should be. The rules we

have just given can be seen as rwff complements of

lwff rules given earlier. For instance, for an intuition

istic negation, i.e. where the base logic contains ALEi,

we need **i, while for a classical negation, i.e. with

ALEc, we need **i and **c; similarly, the monRi rules

complement monl. Moreover, only by requiring these

complementary rules can one establish desired proof-

theoretic results (cf. the proof of Theorem 11 in [3]).

Thus it is convenient, on pragmatic grounds, to as

sume that a base logic B is extended with a theory

that includes these minimal relational rules (a charac

terization of the logics in which this complementarity

is not satisfied, e.g. ALEi without **i, or ALEc with

only **c, is out of the scope of this paper).

A logic L = B + T is the extension of an appropriate

base logic B with a Horn relational theory T. Con

sider the restricted language (with A, V, D, Mu, Me,

-i, AL). Following Prawitz [24, 25], in Figure 1 we

distinguish three families of ND systems according to

their treatment of negation: minimal, intuitionistic or

classical (we make the distinction by considering the

AL rules, as opposed to Prawitz's J. rules).

The minimal system MC is determined by a base

logic containing monl (with the appropriate restric

tions) and introduction and elimination rules for lo

cal (cf., e.g., (17)) and non-local connectives (cf. (18),
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L [ 3 T _^

MC
rules for A,V, D,Mu,Me, ->

monl monRi rules

JC
rules for A, V, D, Mu, Me , -i

monl monRi rules

ALEi **j

CC
rules for A, V, D, Mu, Me, ->

monl monRi rules

ALEc **c

Figure 1: The systems MC, JC and CC

and (19)), and by a relational theory containing, at

least, the monRi rules, to complement monl.9 The

intuitionistic system JC is then obtained by extend

ing MC with ALEi and the complementary rule

and the classical system CC is obtained by extending

MC with ALEc and the complementary rules **i and

**c. For each of these systems we define:

Definition 4 If T is a set of lwffs, A a set of rwffs, and

tp an lwff or an rwff, a derivation of tp from T and A

in L is a tree formed using the rules in L, ending with

tp and depending only on Y U A. We write r, A hi tp

when <p can be so derived. A derivation of tp in L

depending on the empty set, hi tp, is a proof of tp in

L, and we say that tp is a theorem of L.

Fact 5 T, A hi Ri aa\ . . . an iff A hi Riaai . . . an.

2.4 EXAMPLES OF NON-CLASSICAL

LOGICS

Our framework can be specialized to implement frag

ments and full presentations of large classes of modal

and relevance logics. The important (though relatively

simple) case of modal logics is discussed at length

in [2]. There we show how the base logic K, which

consists of the rules

[x:A]

x:B

x:A D B

[xRy]

y.A

x:A D B x:A

x.B
D E

x:UA

x:DA xRy

y^A
DE

[x:A D 1]

x:A

±E

9Note that, unlike Prawitz's, our minimal system does

not satisfy the inversion principle, since it contains monl

which is neither an introduction nor an elimination rule.

can be extended with relational rules to yield, e.g.,

logics in the Geach hierarchy. For instance, 54 is ob

tained by extending K with relational rules expressing

reflexivity and transitivity of the accessibility relation:

x Rx

refl

xRy yRz

xRz

trans

Here we consider, as an example from relevance logics,

the logic R: we compare our system with the Hilbert

system Rh of Routley and Meyer [28], and show the

advantages of our approach in the modular way we

present the system so that it can be 'naturally' ex

tended to obtain (positive and full) intuitionistic and

classical logic.

Definition 6 We define R as follows. Since Rout-

ley and Meyer consider a classical non-local negation,

(i.e. -i->A —> A is an axiom of Rh), we use the clas

sical version of B with ALEc. B also includes monl

and the rules for A, V, ->, and —>; A —> B is defined

as the binary universal modality MUAB associated

with the ternary relation R, for which we provide a

relational theory generated by: **i and **c, monR(l)

and10 monR(3), assl, ass2, iden (cf. (22)), and the

further rules

idem
Raaa

Rabc

Rabc

Rac' b"
anti

Rabc

Rabg(a,b,c)

contl

Rbac

Rabc

Rg(a,b,c) be

comm

contl

where g is a ternary Skolem function constant. aCi

is defined to be R G a b.

We get the positive fragment R+ simply by deleting all

the rules involving non-local negation (-*/, -*E, ALEc,

**c, anti).

We postpone proofs that R and R+ are what we claim

they are, i.e. equivalent to Rh and Rh+ (which we get

from Rh by deleting the axioms for negation), until

Section 3, where we show the correctness of our presen

tations with respect to Kripke-style semantics. Here

we are interested rather in comparing the modularity

of the two presentations.

Routley and Meyer show that there is a problem with

their presentations: Rh+ is a subsystem of positive in

tuitionistic logic, but Rh is a subsystem only of clas

sical logic. That is, full intuitionistic logic J cannot

be modularly obtained by simply adding new axioms

to Rh- (J can be obtained from Rh, but only in a

l0monR(2) is derivable from monR(l), since Rabc I-r

Rbac.
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non-modular fashion, if relevant negation is rejected in

favour of an intuitionistic one [28, p. 227].)

Now consider our systems. Positive intuitionistic logic

J+ is obtained from R+ by adding the rule

RGGa
int

corresponding to the (intuitionistically valid 'thin

ning') axiom A -> (B -> B), so that the ternary R

reduces to a binary partial order (in fact to the usual

accessibility relation for Kripke models of intuitionis

tic logic), and —> reduces to intuitionistic implication.

However, extending R with the rule int yields classi

cal logic: we are able to derive RGaG, so that, es

sentially, all the worlds collapse; i.e. a = a" = a" , -»

reduces to D, and -> to ~. This should not come as a

surprise: in Definition 6 we explicitly defined R to con

tain, like Rh, a classical treatment of negation. That

is, with reference to Figure 1, we defined R = CR.

But Figure 1 also tells us that this problem can be nat

urally overcome in our setting: to restore the modular

ity of the extensions and obtain full intuitionistic logic

J, we just need to consider the system JR (intuitionis

tic R), which we obtain from R by substituting ILEc

with ALEi, and deleting **c. Indeed, JR is an inter

mediate system between R+ and R, R+ C JR C R,

and we can extend it with int to obtain full intuition

istic logic:

Proposition 7 Adding the rule int to JR yields J.

We show this by (i) proving that R reduces to a partial

order, and (ii) that relevant — ->, 1L and the corre

sponding relevance rules reduce to intuitionistic D, ~,

i. and the corresponding intuitionistic rules.

To finish this section we give an example of derivation,

i.e. we show that G:->-^A -» A is provable in R (note

the use of ALEc and **c):

[c':^A]1

[b:^A]2 [RGbc]2

monl

RGc"c

**c
d:AL

c:A

ALEc1

monl

G:^->A -> A

This proof, formalized in Isabelle, is given in Section 5.

3 CORRECTNESS OF THE

PRESENTATIONS

In this section we show that every non-classical logic

L = B + T is sound and complete with respect to the

corresponding Kripke-style semantics.

Let us first extend the definition of (=M as follows: [=M

A means that ^=M Ri a ai . . . an for all Ri a a\ . . . an €

A; \=M (r,A) means that t=M <p for all lwffs or

rwffs ip € T U A; A |= Riaa\...a„ means that

^=M A implies ^M R,aai . . .an for any model M; and

T, A f= a:A means that |=M (r, A) implies |=M a:A for

any model M.

The explicit embedding of properties of the models,

and the possibility of explicitly reasoning about them,

via rwffs and relational rules, require us to consider

also soundness and completeness for rwffs, where we

show that A \~l Ri aa\ . . . an iff A (= Ri aai . . . a„.

Definition 8 Let T be a set of lwffs and A a set of

rwffs. The logic L is sound iff (i) A \~i Ri0.o.\ . . .an

implies A |= Ri a ai . . . an, and (ii) T, A \~i a:A implies

r, A (= a:A. L is complete iff the converses hold.

Theorem 9 L = B + T is sound and complete.

Some remarks. The proof is modular, since it is pa

rameterized over the relational theory extending B.

Soundness follows by induction on the structure of

the derivations. Completeness follows by a modifi

cation of standard techniques: we build a canoni

cal model, Mc = (Wc, Gc, RuC, ReC, *c, Vc), which

provides a countermodel to underivable formulae,

i.e. A \fi Ri a ai . . . a„ implies A ^M i?< aai . . .an,

and T, A \fL a:A implies T, A a:A. We exploit

the additional information on labels and relations be

tween them contained in Al, the deductive closure of

A with respect to the logic L, to (i) prove complete

ness for rwffs, and (ii) build, for T, A \fi a:A, a 'glob

al' set of labelled formulae which is maximal with re

spect to a:A,11 instead of separately building the usual

maximal sets of unlabelled formulae. Wc (including

Gc,*c) is then obtained by partitioning the resulting

maximal set of lwffs with respect to the labels, and

VC(6C, B) = 1 iff b:B is contained in it. Finally, we do

not adopt the standard definition of RuC, but define

(a,au... ,au) G RuC iff Ru a ai . . . au £ AL. Similarly

for ReC.

3.1 POSITIVE FRAGMENTS AND

INTERRELATED RELATIONS

In Section 2 we argued that an unrestricted monl

rule produces an unsound system in which intuition

istic and classical implication are equivalent, and that

soundness is regained when applications of monl are

restricted to persistent formulae. We show now that

"The pair (F, At) is maximal with respect to a:A when
lb.B $ T iff T U {b:B}, At ht a:A'.
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the correctness of our presentations (Theorem 9) de

pends on another restriction we have imposed in Sec

tion 2, that there are no a priori assumptions on the

interrelationships of the different relations associated

with universal and existential modalities. If this re

striction is withdrawn and the relations are interre

lated, then incompleteness may arise.

To illustrate this, we consider the positive fragments of

(classical) modal logics. Without negation we cannot

define 0 in terms of □ and derive the rules for 0- In

deed, there need be no a priori reason why □ and 0 are

related at all. Therefore, we characterize the positive

fragments containing both □ and 0 by the interrela

tionships between RD and R®, which are specified by

a (possibly empty) collection of the following Horn re

lational rules:

zRO
y

XRP:

«>□) (□0)

Then, using these rules, we can prove theorems stating

relationships between □ and 0- For instance, using

(<>□) we can prove

x:(0A A OB) D 0(A A B) , (23)

and using (DO) we can prove

x:(0A D OB) D D(A D B) . (24)

That these theorems are provable is not surprising:

correspondence theory provides a means of showing

that (23) corresponds to the semantic condition C

RD, and that (24) corresponds to RD C R°.

Now consider

x:n{AVB) D (0A\/ OB), (25)

which corresponds, in the above sense, to RD C R^,

and therefore is true in the models satisfying this prop

erty. By analysis of normal form proofs (cf. Section 4),

we can show that (25) is not provable using (DO).12

This illustrates that:

Theorem 10 If the RiS associated with the modali

ties are not independent, then there are positive frag

ments of non-classical logics that are incomplete with

respect to the corresponding Kripke-style semantics.

An analogous problem holds for Hilbert presentations,

as pointed out by Dunn in [9]; he ensures the complete

ness of the 'absolutely' positive fragment of modal lo

gic (i.e. without negation and implication) by extend

ing his Hilbert-style deductive system with postulates

12This is because the proof of (25) requires properties

of classical negation. Thus, instead of 'strengthening' the

proof system, we could try to restore completeness by

adopting a semantics with a 'weaker' negation.

equivalent to (23) and (25). Similarly, we could restore

completeness in our setting by giving up our claim to a

fixed base logic extended with relational theories, and

adding a rule directly encoding (25), e.g.

x-.n(AV B) D (QAVDB)

However, such a rule is not in the spirit of ND since

it does not contribute to the theory of meaning of the

connectives. Moreover, it complicates proof normal

ization arguments.

4 NORMALIZATION

Following Prawitz [24, 25], we can show that our pre

sentations have the following properties:

Theorem 11

(I) The deductive machinery is minimal: the proofsys

tems formalize the minimum fragment offirst-order lo

gic required by the semantics.

(II) Derivations are rigorously partitioned: the deriva

tion of lwffs may depend, via rules for non-local con

nectives, on derivations of rwffs, but not vice versa.

(III) Derivations normalize: the derivations of lwffs

have a well-structured normal form that satisfies the

subformula property.

For comparison, consider the semantic embedding ap

proach (e.g. [19]), in which a non-classical logic is en

coded as a 'suitable' (e.g. intuitionistic or classical)

first-order theory by axiomatizing an appropriate def

inition of truth: (i) a non-classical logic constitutes a

theory of full first-order logic, as opposed to an exten

sion of labelled propositional logic with Horn-clauses;

(ii) all structure is lost as propositions and relations are

flattened into first-order formulae; (iii) there are nor

mal forms, those of ND for first-order logic, but deriva

tions of lwffs are mingled with derivations of rwffs, as

opposed to the separation between the base logic and

the relational theory that we have enforced.

This separation is in the philosophical spirit of LDSs,

and it also provides extra structure that is pragmat

ically useful: since derivations of rwffs use only the

resources of the relational theory, we may be able to

employ theory-specific reasoners successfully to auto

mate proof construction.13 However, in exchange for

this extra structure there are limits to the generality of

the formulation: the properties in Theorem 11 depend

on design decisions we have made, in particular, the

13Then, to further restrict the structure of normal deriva

tions, it is interesting to study the eliminability of monl

from the systems.
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use of Horn relational theories. This, of course, places

stronger limitations on what we can formalize than a

semantic embedding in first-order logic. Consider, for

instance, the relevance logic RM, the extension of R

with the postulate

R a be implies (RGac or RG be) , (26)

which corresponds to the axiom A —> (A —t A). We

cannot formalize RM because (26) is not formaliz-

able as a set of Horn rules. This is a design decision.

Consider the alternatives. We can extend our deduc

tive machinery by providing proof rules for a full first-

order relational theory and explicitly add (26) as an

axiom. However, if we then maintain (II) of Theo

rem 11 we lose completeness (with respect to the se

mantics), since, by analysis of normal form proofs, we

can show that G:A -* (A -> A) is not provable. Al

ternatively, we can regain completeness by giving up

(II), by identifying falsum in the first-order relational

theory with 1L. However, the resulting system is then

essentially equivalent to semantic embedding and we

lose (I); cf. [2], where we investigated analogous prob

lems for modal logics.

But there is also another reason why this latter so

lution is not satisfactory: since it is based on the Ji.

rules, it does not apply for positive fragments. For

these (and also for full logics), we can regain complete

ness by again giving up (II) to introduce rules similar

to Simpson's geometric rules [31], e.g. we encode (26)

with the 'relational' rule:

[RGac] [RGbc]

Rabc d:A d:A

d:A

5 IMPLEMENTATION AND ITS

CORRECTNESS

We have implemented the work described in this pa

per in the Isabelle system [23], which is based on a

logical framework of minimal implicational logic with

quantification over higher types [22]. Since the imple

mentation issues are not significantly different from the

simpler case for modal logic described in [2], we refer

the interested reader there (and also [3]) for more ex

tensive details and we give only a brief overview here.

5.1 THE IMPLEMENTATION

We call the framework logic of Isabelle M, and write

universal quantification and implication in 'machine

readable' form as ! ! and ==>.

A logic is encoded in Isabelle using a theory composed

of a signature and axioms, which are formulae in the

language of M. The axioms are used to establish the

validity of judgements, which are assertions about syn

tactic objects declared in the signature [15]. Then

proving theorems in the encoded logic simply means

proving theorems with these axioms in the metalogic.

As an example, consider the theory Mr,

R = Pure +

types -

l,o 0

arities

1, o ::: logic

consts

G :

inc : "o"

(* Connectives *)

imp : : "[o, o] => o"

star : : "1 => 1"

neg : "o => o"

(infixr 25)

("_*" [40] 40)

("-_" [40] 40)

(* Judgements *)

L :: "[1, o] => prop" ("(_ : _)" [0,0] 100)

R :: "[1, 1, 1] => prop"

("(R )" [0,0,0] 100)

rules

(* Base Logic *)

impl "[I !!b c. [I b:A; R a b c |] ==> c:B I]

==> a: (A imp B)"

monl "[I a:A; R G a b |] ==> b:A"

negE " [| a: "A; a* : A I] ==> b : inc"

incEc "(a: "A ==> b : inc) ==> a* : A"

(* Properties of R *)

stare "R G a** a"

end

which encodes the presentation of R given in Defi

nition 6 (we elided some of the details). The signa

ture of Mr declares two types 1 and o, for labels and

(unlabelled) formulae. Constants and connectives are

then declared as typed constants over this signature;

e.g. inc (for incoherence, i.e. 1L) of type o, and neg

of type o => o. There are two judgements, encoded

as predicates: first, L a A, for provable lwffs, which

we abbreviate to a: A; second, Rabc, for provable

rwffs. The axioms for L and R correspond directly to

the rules in Definition 6. Note that in the axioms, free

variables are implicitly outermost universally quanti

fied, and there is additional information present to fix

notation and help Isabelle's parser.

Using this encoding we can prove G : "A imp A as fol

lows (cf. the proof of G: ->->A —► A given in Section 2.4):
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> goal R.thy "G : ""A imp A"; - We enter the goal

G : A imp A - Isabelle responds with the goal

1. G : "A imp A - and the subgoal(s) to be proved

> by (rtac impl 1) ; - Resolve the goal with impl

G : "A imp A

1. ! !b c. [| b : "A; R G b c I] ==> c : A

> by ((rtac monl 1) THEN (rtac stare 2));

- Apply monl and dispose of

G : A imp A - second subgoal using stare

1. !!b c. [| b : "A; R G b c |] -=> c»» : A

> by (EVERY [rtac incEc 1 , rtac negE 1 , atac 2] ) ;

G : "A imp A

1. !!b c. [I b : "A; R G b c; c* : "A I]

==> c : "A

> by (rtac monl 1) ;

G : "A imp A

1. ! !b c. [| b : "A; R G b c; c* : "A I]

==> ?a5(b, c) : "A

2. !!b c. [lb: "A; R G b c; c* : "A I]

==> R G ?a5(b, c) c

> by (REPEAT (atac 1)); - Instantiate metavariables

G : A imp A - to solve the subgoals by assumption.

No subgoals ! - Isabelle tells us we are finished!

5.2 CORRECTNESS

By reasoning about our encoding and the metalogic M

we can prove that Mr corresponds to the original R.

We do this in two parts, by showing first adequacy, that

any proof in R can be reconstructed in Mr, and then

faithfulness, that we can recover from any derivation

in Mr a proof in R itself.

Adequacy is easy to show, because the rules of R map

directly onto the axioms of Mr. A simple inductive

argument on the structure of proofs in R establishes

this (cf. [2, §5.2]). Faithfulness is more complex, since

there is no such simple mapping in this direction: ar

bitrary derivations in Mr do not map directly onto

proofs in R. Instead we use proof-theoretic properties

of M: any derivation in M is equivalent to another in

a normal form. Hence, given a derivation in Mr we

can, by induction over its normal form, find a deriva

tion in R. This establishes faithfulness (again cf. [2,

§5.2]). Moreover, this proof is constructive: it not only

tells us that there is a proof in R, it provides an effec

tive method for finding one.

6 RELATED AND FUTURE WORK

Gabbay has proposed LDSs as a general methodology

for presenting logics [12]. The formal details are dif

ferent from our proposal. For example, labelled modal

logics presented in [12] are based on a notion of dia

grams and logic data-bases, which are manipulated by

complex multiple conclusion rules. The result is simi

lar to semantic embedding (cf. [2]), to which we have

compared our work above. In [4] labelled tableaux for

substructural logics are proposed based on algebraic

semantics. The rules support automated proof search,

but are not easy to recast as ordinary pure ND proof

rules (e.g. their general closure rule depends on arbi

trarily many formulae).

In [20, 21], Orlowska introduces tableaux-like rela

tional proof systems for relevance, modal and intu-

itionistic logics, by first translating formulae into suit

able relations, and then proving a formula by decom

posing its relational translation into simpler relations.

Although the metalogic is different, relational logic in

stead of predicate logic, this method is comparable to

semantic embedding, since formulae of the logic and

relations from the Kripke semantics are treated in a

uniform way as relations.

Our work is closely related to, and influenced by, the

algebraic approach proposed by Dunn (cf. [8] and the

references there). Dunn introduces gaggle theory as an

abstraction of Boolean algebras with operators [18],

where n-ary operators are interpreted by means of

n + 1-ary relations. Gaggle theory yields a landscape

of algebras where the standard Kripke semantics for a

particular logic is obtained by manipulating the gag

gle presentation at the level of the canonical model,

as opposed to instantiating the appropriate relational

theory as in our approach. For instance, an analysis of

the canonical model shows how to reduce the ternary

relation associated with the binary intuitionistic impli

cation to the more customary partial order on possible

worlds. This algebraic approach is extremely powerful,

but does not lend itself well to direct implementation;

however, with appropriate simplifications or by com

bination with Belnap's display logic (as in [26]) this

may be possible. We plan to investigate this as future

work.
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Abstract

A first-order conditional logic is defined in

which conditionals such as a —> 0 are inter

preted as saying that most/normal/typical

objects which satisfy a satisfy 0 as well.

This qualitative statistical interpretation is

achieved by imposing additional structure on

the domain of a single first-order model in

the form of an ordering over domain elements

and tuples, a —¥ 0 then holds if all objects

with property a whose ranking is minimal

satisfy 0 as well. These minimally ranked ob

jects represent the typical or common objects

having the property a. This semantics differs

from that of the more common subjective in

terpretation of conditionals over sets of stan

dard first-order structures, and it provides a

more natural way of modeling qualitative sta

tistical statements, such as "most birds fly,"

or "normal birds fly." We provide a sound

and complete axiomatization of this logic as

well as a probabilistic semantics for it.

1 INTRODUCTION

Conditional logics have been the focus of much AI

research in recent years because of their important

connection to default reasoning and belief revision.

Most work on conditional logic has concentrated on the

propositional case, for example (Lewis, 1973; Boutilier,

1994; Kraus, Lehmann, & Magidor, 1990; Lehmann &

Magidor, 1992). First-order conditional logics have

received less attention, and there does not seem to be

agreement on their formulation. This is understand

able given that first-order logic is considerably more

expressive than propositional logic. This additional

expressivity requires one to deal with issues that do

not arise in the propositional case, such as the interac

tion between quantifiers and the conditional operator.

The language of propositional conditional logics con

tains, in addition to the standard boolean operators,

a binary conditional operator — These logics are in

terpreted over a structure that consists of an ordered

set S of standard propositional models. The formula

a —¥ 0 is satisfied by such a structure when all those

standard propositional models in S that are minimal

elements of the set of standard models satisfying a,

satisfy 0 as well. While this is just a rough descrip

tion, for instance, the ordering may be relative to each

world or partial, it captures the essence of the seman

tics. This semantics justifies an intuitive reading of

a —¥ 0 as "in the most normal a worlds, 0 holds."

This semantics can generalized to the first order case

using a similar interpretation over an ordered set of

standard first-order models. There are various issues

that this interpretation raises. For instance, should the

domain of all these models be the same? Or, should

constants be interpreted as rigid designators? Regard

less of these choices, the essence of the interpretation

is the same, and as before, an informal reading of the

conditional a —¥ 0 would be "in the most normal a

worlds, 0 holds." The main difference is that now, a

and 0 are part of a much richer language.

However, the structure of first-order models provides

an alternative interpretation for conditionals. First-

order models describe the properties of many individ

uals comprising the domain of the model. This is to

be contrasted with propositional models which can be

viewed as describing the properties of a single object.

Hence, in a sense, first-order structures define a set

of propositional structures, each corresponding to the

properties a single object in the domain of the first-

order structure. Thus, another possible interpretation

of first-order conditional logics is w.r.t. a single first-

order structure that is supplemented with an ordering

over domain elements. Now, a —¥ 0 is interpreted as

saying that "all objects in the structure's domain that

are normal w.r.t. the property a satisfy 0 as well."
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There are different manners in which one can enhance

a first-order structure. In particular, our choice of an

ordering relation over the structure's domain is not

the only one: Schlechta's work on defaults as gener

alized quantifiers (Schlechta, 1995) adds weak filters

to a first-order structure to obtain an interpretation

of defaults (or conditionals) that is similar in flavor

to ours. Friedman, Halpern, and Roller (1996) use

plausibility measures (Friedman k. Halpern, 1995) to

assign degrees of plausibility to different domain ele

ments. We discuss the view of first-order conditionals

as generalized quantifiers in a longer version of this pa

per, and we discuss Schlechta's and Friedman, Halpern

and Roller's work in Section 5.

The two approaches to first-order conditional logics

outlined above closely resemble two interpretations of

probabilistic statements: the frequentist interpreta

tion and the subjectivist interpretations. While these

interpretations have a long history, two recent works

on probabilistic logic brought them to the attention of

the formal reasoning community in AI. Bacchus (1990)

and Halpern (1990) examine two types of statements

about probabilities: statements about subjective be

liefs, such as "the probability that Tweety flies is 0.9,"

and statistical statements, such as "90% of birds fly."

They suggest that the first type of statement is natu

rally modeled by a probability measure over a possible-

worlds structure, while the second statement can be in

terpreted by imposing a probability assignments over

a single domain. The choice between these interpreta

tion is akin to the choice between the two possible in

terpretations of first-order conditional. Indeed, condi

tional sentences can be viewed as qualitative counter

parts of probabilistic sentences. This is a consequence

of the probabilistic semantics of conditionals provided

by Adams (1975) and by Goldszmidt and Pearl (1992).

According to this semantics, and depending on which

interpretation of probabilities one chooses, a —► /? can

be roughly understood as a statement of subjective

belief, i.e., "in those o worlds I consider most likely,

/? is the case," or as qualitative statistical statements,

i.e., "in the actual world, most objects with property

q have property /? as well."

In this paper, we formalize this second, statistical in

terpretation of first-order conditional logics. We inter

pret conditionals over a standard first-order structure

to which we add an ordering over domain elements.

More precisely, for every natural number n, there is

a total pre-order over the set of n-tuples of domain

elements. A conditional of the form <p —*(x) 4> is inter

preted as saying that all the minimal tuples c of length

|x| that satisfy <p when c is substituted for x, must also

satisfy ip under this substitution. A natural extension

of this semantics imposes restrictions on the possible

pre-orders and on the relationship between pre-orders

of tuples of different lengths. We explore three vari

ants of this semantics and show that the most powerful

of them can be given a probabilistic semantics akin to

Goldszmidt and Pearl's (1992) e-semantics.

Our work is closely related to Bacchus's work on repre

senting statistical information in first-order logic (Bac

chus, 1990). Our logic can be thought of as a qualita

tive counterpart to Bacchus's quantitative approach.

Indeed, the form of quantification we use resembles

Bacchus' notation, and some of our axioms can be

viewed as qualitative counterparts of similar axioms

that appear in his work. However, the difference be

tween the qualitative and quantitative statements of

our logics leads to an important technical and expres

sive difference. Bacchus's logic has numbers as ob

jects in the language, and he allows quantification over

them as well as various operations, such as addition

and multiplication. Our counterpart of probabilities,

ranks, are not objects in the language, and we do not

manipulate them within the logic.

Once the distinction between subjective and statistical

conditionals is understood, it can help us approach

problems such as the lottery paradox. It is perfectly

consistent to state that most (or normal) tickets will

not win the lottery, yet some ticket will win. This

has been called a paradox because in some subjective

conditional logics, e.g., Delgrande (1987), the following

theory is inconsistent:

Vx(<r«e —¥ -Winner(x)) , true —> 3xW'inner(x) .

Interpreted subjectively, the first sentence says that in

our most normal worlds, all tickets will not win, while

the second sentence claims that in our most normal

worlds a winner exists. This, of course, is a contradic

tion. Moreover, the first statement does not seem to

capture our information about lotteries. The statisti

cal statement that most tickets will not win the lottery

is a more plausible one. More importantly, we see that

the two interpretations are fundamentally different.

Another example of a theory that is inconsistent under

a subjective interpretation is the following:

Vx,y(Pet(x,y) -> (Dog(y) V Cat(y)),

Vy(Pet(John,y) -> (Snake(y)).

The subjective interpretation of this theory is that in

our most normal worlds, everybody's pets are either

dogs or cats, while John's pets are snakes. But clearly,

John is someone, so that, based on the first sentence,
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his pets should be dogs or cats. A statistical interpre

tation makes more sense here. Under such an interpre

tation, we would understand these formulas as saying

that most people's pets are dogs or cats, but most of

John's pets are snakes. Both statements are consistent

under the qualitative statistical semantics we present.

In the Section 2 we provide a formal account of the

semantics of first-order statistical conditional logic. In

Section 3, we describe a sound and complete axioma-

tization of this logic. In Section 4, we show that our

conditional logic can be given probabilistic semantics.

We end with a discussion of the logic and its relation

with other work, in Section 5. The proof of our main

technical result appears in Appendix A. A longer ver

sion of this paper1 contains all the remaining proofs,

additional discussion of related work, and shows that

the conditional operator can be replaced by a class of

quantifiers or alternatively, by a set of new predicates.

This latter formulation leads to a semi-standard first-

order language with a much simpler axiom system.

Throughout this paper we assume familiarity with the

basic syntax and semantics of first-order logic.

2 LANGUAGE AND SEMANTICS

We now proceed with a description of the language of

statistical conditional logic, a language which extends

the language of first-order logic (FOL). This will be

followed by a definition of the language's formal se

mantics.

We assume the existence of an underlying first-order

language C, containing (possibly infinite) sets of pred

icate symbols P, constants symbols C, function sym

bols F, and variables V. Our language, Cc consists of

a set of well formed formulas (wff) defined below using

P,C,F and V.

Definition 1 The set of well formed formulas of Cc

is defined inductively as follows:

• Atomic formulas of Cc are tuffs (an atomic for

mula is a predicate symbol with an appropriate

number of terms).

• If tp and ip are wffs, then so are -up, tp =>• xp.

• If tp is a wff and x is a variable, then *ixtp is a

wff

• // tp and xp are wffs then tp — xp is a wff.

We shall use the symbols V,A,0 and 3 freely, with

the understanding that they are defined by ->, =>• and

V. We use the shorthand x for a sequence of variables

x\, . . . ,xn for some fixed n, when n is clear from the

context.

Intuitively, the conditional tp —>•(*) ^ can be read as

saying that most, or that normal tuples that can be

substituted for x and have the property tp, have the

property xp as well. Hence, in this formula, the vari

ables x are implicitly quantified by the conditional op

erator.

Let us consider a number of examples of wffs and their

intuitive interpretation.

1. friend(x,y) —t(x,y) like(x,y). Here, x and y are

implicitly quantified by the conditional operator.

This sentence can be read as "for most pairs (x, y)

such that y is x's friend, x likes y." Another possi

ble reading would be "all normal (x, y) pairs such

that y is x's friend are such that x likes y."

2. Vx(/riend(x, y) — like(x, y)). Here x is uni

versally quantified, while y is implicitly quantified

by the conditional operator. This sentence can be

read as "everyone likes most of their friends."

3. Vy(friend(x,y) —►(*) like(x,y)) can be read as

"all people are liked by most of their friends."

4. (friend(x,y) like(x,y)) -*{x) tall(x) can be

read as "most people who like most of their friends

are tall."

Next, we extend the standard definition of free-

variables to Cc-

Definition 2 We define the variables of a term as fol

lows:

• Ift = v € V then var(t) = v.

• Ift = f(t') then var(t) = var(t').

• Ift = c€C then var(t) = 0

The free variables of a wff xp (fv(rpj) are defined induc

tively:

• If P(t\,...,tn) is an atomic formula, then

fv(P{tu...,tn)) = U?=1var(U).

• If <p and ip are wffs, then fv(~«p)=fv(ip) and

}v(<p => ip)=fv(tp)U fv(xP).

'Available online at

http : //www . cs . ubc . ca/spider/brafman/publicat ions . html.

• If tp is a wff and x is a variable, then fvftxtp) =

M<p)\{*)-
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• If f and i\> are wffs and x is a variable, then

fv(<p ->(-, V) = \M<P) U W)] \ {*}

In order to define our models, we need the following:

Definition 3 R is a ranking function on D if R :

D h-> Q, where f2 »'s a totally ordered set.

We interpret the language £c over a class of structures

consisting of first-order models whose domain elements

are ranked.

Definition 4 A ranked first-order structure is a pair

M={M,Ii)

• M is a standard first order structure.

• R = {itn|n G N}, where for each n, Rn is a rank

ing function on |M|".2

We shall use the shorthand notation (a, 6)=r(c, d) for

R2({a,b)) = #2((c, d)) (and similarly for other rela

tions). We shall also talk about minimal elements

in |M|", with the understanding that minimality is

w.r.t. the ranking Rn.

Definition 5 Let s : Vars >-+ \\M\\ be an assign

ment function. We define the notion of satisfiability

of a wff a under s in a ranked first-order structure

.M=(M,R), written M (= ct[s], as follows:

• If a is atomic then M |= a[s] i/M|= a[s}.

• If a = then M ^ a[s] ifM £ 0[s].

• If a = 0 => 7 then M |= a[s] if either M £ 0[s]

or M (= 7[s] or both.

• Ifa = Vx0 then M |= a if M \= a[s][xa] for all

ae\\M\\.

([s][j] is the same as s, except that it assigns d to

x.)

• If a = (0 — 7) then M \= a[s] if for each

d 6 mins{0) we have that M (= 7[s][j], where

mini0 is the set of minimal elements of the set

{Jg|M|l*l : M h /?[«]$>•

That is, let B be the set of all tuples such that when

substituted for x in 0, we have that 0 is satisfied.

Then, 0 ->(r) 7 is satisfied if all those tuples that

are minimal members of B (w.r.t. R\£\) are such that

7 would also be satisfied when they are substituted for

2 Recall that |M| is the domain of M.

x. For example, bird(x) — fly(x) would be satis

fied if all those domain objects in the extension of bird

(often denoted by birdM) that are minimal w.r.t. R\,

are also in flyM .

It is possible for the set ming0 to be empty. However,

we would like to exclude this case. Following (Kraus

et al., 1990), we consider only smooth rankings.

Definition 6 R is smooth (w.r.t. M) if for all 0

and x, {d G |M|'rl : M f= is empty, has a min

imal element, or equals |M|'r'.3 We define NS to be

the class of smooth ranked structures.

We follow the convention that conditionals of the

form false — 0 are always satisfied. Also, no

tice that a conditional such as bird(Tweety) —*(x)

fly(Tweety) is satisfied iff the corresponding material

implication, bird(Tweety) => fly(Tweety), is satis

fied. This is because the satisfiability of bird(Tweety)

and fly(Tweety) does not depend on s. Hence,

bird(Tweety) is satisfied under one assignment func

tion iff it is satisfied under all assignment functions.

It seems that an appropriate intuitive reading of

a 0, given the above definition, would be "tu

ples normal w.r.t. the property a have the property

/?." As we show later, a reading of "most tuples sat

isfying a satisfy 0 as well" can be justified, but with

"most" understood more as "virtually all."

So far, we have not imposed any additional require

ments on the functions R„. However, there are two

properties which we consider quite natural for some in

terpretations of the ranking R. The first requirement,

permutation says that the ranking is indifferent to the

order of the elements in the tuple. In essence, this im

plies that the ranking is defined over bags (or multi

sets) of domain elements, rather then over tuples. The

second requirement, concatenation, says that prefer

ences are closed under concatenation. That is, if we

prefer c over d and c' over d', then we prefer coc' over

dod'.

Definition 7 A ranked structure Af=(M,R) satisfies

permutation iffor every n £ N and for every permuta

tion 7r over {1, . . . , n}, we have that Rn{di, . . . , dn) =

Rn(d*(l)> ■ • -,rfir(n))-

It satisfies concatenation if R„(c) > Rn[d) and

Rn(c') > Rn(d'), then ^(co?) > Rn{dod'), and if

in addition R„(c) > Rn(d) then fl„(coc') > /^(Jod').

3This latter condition has no analogue in KLM's

definition.
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(1) All instances of FOL tautologies

(2) a ->■(*) a (Reflexivity)

(3) V»(o(y) <=> /?(»)) => ((« ->(r) 7) <* (/? ->(*) 7)) (Left Logical Equiv.)

(4) V»(o(y) => /?(y)) => (7 ->(*) a) => (7 -+(*) /?) (Right Weakening)

(5) (a ->(e) /?) A (a ->(f) 7) (0 A 0 -*(*) 7) (Cautious Monotony)

(6) (a /?) A (a 7) =*■ (a (/? A 7)) (And)

(7) (a ">(«) 7) A (/? -►(«) 7) => ((" V /?) 7) (Or)_

(8) (a 7) A ->(a A 0 -*-(£) 7) => a ->/? (Rational Monotony)

(9) Vx/? 0 /? (Universal Weakening)

(10) (a -»•(,) /?) (3xa 3x(a A /?)) (Instantiation)

(11) (a -+(J) /?) => (a /?)[§] (Renaming)

where y does not occur in a and /?

(12) Vy(a /?) (a -*w Vy/?) (Universal Interchange)

whenever yfl (fv(a) U x) = 0

(13) (a -^(x,y) /?) O (a /?) (Permutation)

(14) (a <t 0) A (a' <y ?) => ((a A a') <*,ff (/? A /?')) (Weak-Concat)

where yC\x = xC\ fv(a' V /?') = y D fv(a V /?) = 0.

(15) (a <s 0) A (a' <g /?') => ((a A a') <S)S (/? A /?')) (Strong-Concat)

where yf\x = xD fv(a' V /?') = y D fv(a V /?) = 0.

(16) (a A a' 7) => (a (a' 7)) (Distribution)

where y D x = 0 x £ fv(a'), and y £ fv(a)

(17) a ->(*,») ((<* ->(*) 0) => /?) (Projection)

where y fl x = 0

Figure 1: Axiom Schema

3 A SOUND AND COMPLETE

AXIOMATIZATION

This section describes a sound and complete set of ax

ioms for the class NS. We use the following shorthand

notations:

a<^ = -((aVj?) ►(*)

Q <t 0 d±{ (Q V 0

Notice that a <s 0 is read as "some normal tuples

w.r.t. the property a V 0 satisfy a," and a <£ 0 is

read as "all normal tuples w.r.t. the property aVjJ

satisfy ->0" . As we shall see, the former implies that

those tuples that are normal for 0 are no more normal

than those tuples normal for a, while the latter implies

that those tuples normal for a are strictly more normal

than those tuples normal for 0. For this reason, we use

the < and < symbols.

The axiom schema of our logic are displayed in Fig

ure 1. Modus Ponens

a , a 3

is the only inference rule.

Here are intuitive interpretations of some of these ax

iom schema.

Reflexivity: Normal a objects satisfy a, e.g., normal

birds are birds.

LLE: normal objects for logically equivalent formulas

have identical properties. Objects can now be thought

of as normal w.r.t. a set.

RW & AND: properties that are common to all nor

mal objects for some formula are closed under logical

implication.

Cau. Monotony: if all normal a objects satisfy

0 than normal a objects are normal for a A 0. For

example, if Tweety is a normal bird and normal birds

fly, then Tweety is a normal flying bird.

OR: normal objects for a V 0 are the union of normal

objects for a and 0.

Rat. Monotony: if normal a objects are 7 , but

some normal a A 0 objects are not 7 , then normal

objects for a are not 0 . For example, if normal birds

fly, but it is not the case that normal birds weighing

over 50 Kg. fly, then normal birds weigh less than 50

Kg-

Weakening: if all objects have property 0 then, in

particular, normal a objects satisfy 0 .

Instantiation: if there are a objects then there are

normal a objects.

Renaming: invariance under renaming of the bound
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variables.

Interchange: if we have a pair of normal and univer

sal quantifiers quantifying over disjoint variables, then

their order can be exchanged. For example, "for any

color, normal children can name that color" if and only

if "normal children can name all colors." This shows

that there are certain problems with the interpretation

of the conditional a — 0 as "most a's are 0." In

deed, it does not seem to be necessarily the case that if

for any color, most children can name that color, then

most children can name all colors. As we show later

on, the "most" interpretation can be justified via a

probabilistic interpretation of conditionals. However,

this latter notion of "most" may be better represented

by the expression "virtually all" .

The role of Axiom (12) in the proof of the completeness

theorem is worth mentioning. This axiom guarantees

that the models we construct are smooth. Suppose

that there is no minimal rank for tuples satisfying a

and that the domain is infinite. We can have a model

that satisfies Vt/(a — 0), where for each domain

element d there is some rank rj such that (1) there

are elements e whose rank is lower than such that

a[*] is satisfied, and (2) (a => /?)£'*] is satisfied iff

c belongs to a rank lower than r^. If we construct

the model so thatfrj : d € forms an infinite

descending chain, the wff (a —>(z) Vy/?) will not be

satisfied.

Permutation: one can permute the variables

bounded by the conditional operator.

Weak-Concat: if tuples normal for a (resp. a') are

as normal as tuples normal for 0 (resp. 0') then tuples

normal for a A a' are as normal as tuples normal for

0 A 0' . Thus, if Alice is a normal female and Bill is a

normal male then (Alice, Bill) is a normal female-male

pair.

Strong-Concat: is similar to (14), only with strict

inequality.

Distribution: allows us to minimize components

separately. Suppose that members of all normal fe

male/male pair look differently. Hence, it is true that

given a normal female, all normal males look different

than her.

Projection: provides another form of minimization

by component. Suppose that (c, d) is a normal pair

w.r.t. the property a. If all objects that together with

d are normal w.r.t. a satisfy 0, than c should satisfy

0 as well. That is, fixing d as one component of the

pair, c should be normal for a together with d if (c, d)

is normal for a.

We can prove the following results:

Theorem 1 Axioms (1)-(12) are sound w.r.t. the

class NS.

Theorem 2 Axioms (13) is sound w.r.t the class of

NS structures satisfying permutation and axioms

(14)-(17) are sound w.r.t the class of NS structures

satisfying concatenation.

Theorem 3 For a countable language Cc, axioms

(1)-(12) are complete with respect to the class NS.

The proof of the completeness theorem is rather long

and appears in the Appendix together with the other

proofs. Our construction employs Henkin style wit

nesses (see (Enderton, 1972)) which are repeatedly

added to the language in order to guarantee the ex

istence of the non-normal objects stipulated by the

theory.

Theorem 4 For a countable language Cc

1. Axioms (1)-(13) are complete w.r.t. the class of

NS structures satisfying Permutation.

2. Axioms (1)-(17) are complete w.r.t. the class of

NS structures satisfying permutation and con

catenation.

4 PROBABILISTIC SEMANTICS

The existence of probabilistic semantics for proposi-

tional conditional logics has been pointed out by a

number of authors, for example Adams (1975), Gold-

szmidt and Pearl (1992), and Lehmann and Magidor

(1992).

We claim that conditional first-order theories can

be given probabilistic semantics similar to that of

e-semantics (Adams, 1975; Goldszmidt, Morris, &

Pearl, 1993). The intuition behind this semantics is

as follows: Suppose there is a probability distribution

Pr defined over the domain of a first order model

M, and let us abuse notation and write Pr(<p(x))

for Pr({d : M (= ¥>(z)[5]})- We would like to say

that a conditional if —ttx\ ip is satisfied by this model

when Pr(tp(x)\<p(x)) is almost 1. That is, with high

probability, any element that has the property ip,

has the property tp. In order to formalize this intu

ition we have to say what we mean by "almost 1"

and how we would treat tuples of domain elements,

as opposed to single domain elements. We resolve

the first question by using the ideas of Goldszmidt,

Morris and Pearl (1993) in their formulation of t-

semantics. Instead of looking at a single probability

assignment, we look at a sequence of probability as

signments and replace the requirement Pr(4'(x)\ip(x))
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is "almost" 1 with Pr(rj>(x)\<p(x)) = 1 in the limit.

(An alternative approach is to use non-standard prob

abilistic measures, where "almost" 1 means "within

an infinitesimal distance to 1", see (Lehmann & Magi-

dor, 1992).) The second problem is ideally resolved

by using the probability distribution over the domain

to induce a probability distribution over tuples, i.e,

Pr{(du...,dk)) = Pr{di) - Pr(dk). Unfortunately,

our language is not strong enough to force such an

interpretation. However, we can obtain this condition

by resorting to some form of ^-consistency. We conjec

ture that this property of w-consistency follows from

regular consistency when the theory is finite.

Definition 8 A parameterized probabilistic first-order

model (PPF) is a pair Mp = (M, P), where

• M is a standard first-order structure.

• P = {Prk :keN}, where Prk = {Prkn : n 6 N}

is a sequence of probability measures on |M|fc.

Satisfiability of a formula <p in a PPF Mp is defined

in the standard fashion, except for the following case:

• Mp (= 0 ->(,) 7 if limbec Prjf'({c : MP \=

7[f]} \ {c : Mp \= = 1. (We abbreviate

this as Wmn^oo Pr(f\/3) = 1.)

That is, the conditional 0 —>(«) 7 is satisfied whenever

the probability of the set of substitutions for x under

which 0 A 7 is satisfied, given the set of substitutions

under which 0 is satisfied, approaches 1.

Definition 9 A PPF is strong if for all k,n G

N and for all di,...,dk € HA^H, we have that

Prkn((d1,...,dk)) = Pr\(d1)-.Pr1n(d„).

Theorem 5 For a countable language L, axioms (1)-

(12) are sound and complete w.r.t. the class of PPF

models.

However, we conjecture that a much stronger result

holds.

Conjecture 1 For a finite theory F, T has a model in

NS satisfying permutation and the concatenation iff

T has a strong PPF model.

While it is easy to define a ranked structure based on a

PPF model, we have not been able to prove the other

direction.

We remark that Lehmann and Magidor (1992) give

a slightly different semantics to prepositional condi

tional logics, using non-st andard probability measures.

5 DISCUSSION

We presented a first-order conditional logic in which

conditionals are interpreted as qualitative statistical

statements. Our main contributions are in pointing

out this alternative interpretation for conditionals, one

that underlies much common-sense knowledge; in pro

viding a formal language for making such statements,

including a sound and complete axiomatization; and

in pointing out its probabilistic semantics.

Particularly relevant to our formalism are the work of

Schlechta (1995) on defaults as generalized quantifiers

and the work of Friedman, Halpern, and Roller (1996)

on first-order conditional logics. Schlechta interprets

defaults of the form "birds normally fly" as saying that

"most birds fly" or that "the elements of a large or im

portant subset of the set of birds fly." Hence, as in our

logic, defaults (or conditionals) are interpreted w.r.t. a

single first-order model. Schlechta formalizes the no

tion of "important subset" using a weak notion of a

filter. A filter w.r.t. a set A is a set of subsets of A

that contains A, that is closed under the superset re

lation and under intersections. Schlechta replaces this

last property with the requirement of non-empty in

tersections. Hence, Schlechta's semantics consists of a

first-order structure supplemented by weak filters that

tell us for each set what its important subsets are.

Schlechta provides a sound and complete axiomatiza

tion for his logic.

Schlechta's language contains unary predicates only.

Hence, it provides only a limited formalization of first-

order conditionals. Consequently, it is less expressive

than our logic and does not address issues such as the

interaction between normal tuples of different sizes.

However, these works are closely related. Schlechta's

axiom system is weak and, consequently, flexible. In

fact, restricted to unary predicates, our semantics is an

extension of Schlechta's semantics, since rankings im

plement a (real) filter which, in turn, is a weak filter.

Hence, we have formalized a more specific approach

to conditionals. Indeed, while our conditional oper

ator can be given probabilistic semantics as stating

statements that are almost certainly true, one possi

ble interpretation of Schlechta's defaults is as stating

facts that are true with probability greater than 0.5.

Our more specific semantics, originally presented in

(Brafman, 1991), has the benefit of a simpler repre

sentation: whereas one must specify a filter for every

subset of the domain in order to handle conditionals

in Schlechta's logic, a single ranking on the domain

suffices in our case. Finally, it should be mentioned

that Schlechta's work is concerned with issues which

we have not considered, such as specificity of defaults.
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Friedmann, Halpern, and Koller (1996) discuss first-

order conditional logics in the context of plausibility

measures (Friedman & Halpern, 1995), which are use

to assign degrees of plausibility to formulas. Plau

sibility measures are a generalization of probability

measures and other similar formalisms, in particular,

possibility measures and rankings. While they do not

present an axiomatization of the statistical interpre

tation and are mostly concerned with the subjective

case, their semantic approach to statistical condition

als is quite promising and their language is as general

as ours.

Delgrande (1987) was the first to offer a first-order

version of conditional logic. His language is restricted

to flat formulas, i.e., formulas in which conditionals

are not nested, and his semantics is subjective. His

models tells us what worlds the agent perceives as more

reasonable, and conditionals are interpreted as talking

about the properties of the most likely worlds.

Lehmann and Magidor (1990) offer a hybrid approach

to first-order conditionals, combining elements of the

subjective and statistical approaches, and using a lan

guage does allows flat conditionals only. Lehmann and

Magidor provide semantics for their language using a

partial order over pairs of the form (M, /), where M

is a standard first-order model, and / is a function

assigning a domain element to each variable. The con

ditional bird(x) —► fly(x) is satisfied if in those min

imal (M,f) pairs in which the object assigned to x

by / has the property bird, that object also has the

property fly. Thus, the model can be viewed as saying

what models are most normal, but also what assign

ments to objects are most normal. While the ordering

over models fits the subjective approach, the fact that

there is an ordering over the assignment functions / is

more in line with the statistical approach: If one fixes

the model M , the ordering over assignment functions

can be understood as an ordering over infinite tuples

of objects which is closer to the statistical approach.

Motivated by their work, Brafman (1991) uses such or

ders over assignment functions to define the semantics

of statistical conditionals.

Friedman, Halpern, and Koller (1996) discuss a num

ber of problems that arise in the logic of Delgrande

and in other formulations of first-order conditional

logic, which we mentioned in the Introduction. In Del-

grande's logic the following is inconsistent:

Vx,y(Pet(x,y) (Dog(y) V Cat(y)),

My(Pet(John,y) -> (Snake(y)).

This inconsistency stems from our ability to substitute

John for the variable x in the first sentence, obtain

ing a sentence that says that John's typical pets are

dogs or cats. This contradicts the second statement

which says that John's pets are typically snakes (as

suming, of course, that snakes are not dogs or cats). In

order to express similar information in our language,

we would write Pet(x,y) —>{x,y) (Dog(y) V Cat(y)).

That is, normally, a person's pet is either a dog or a

cat. Because this form of quantification is weaker than

universal quantification, substitutions for x or y is not

allowed.

An instance of a similar problem is the lottery paradox.

We know that most tickets do not win the lottery, but

there is a winning ticket. The theory:

Wx(true -» -iWinner(x)) , true —> 3xWinner(x).

is inconsistent in Delgrande 's logic. However, if we use

statistical conditionals to represent similar information

we obtain the following consistent theory:

true —»(r) ->Winner(x) , 3xWinner(x).

It is important to note that the lottery paradox still

possess a challenge to the subjective approach: It is

not unreasonable to argue that the following (subjec

tive) statement is consistent: "For every given ticket, I

believe that that ticket will not win the lottery. Yet, I

believe that some ticket will win the lottery." It seems

that these statements, again, correspond to the follow

ing theory:

Vx(true —► ->Winner{x)) , true —¥ 3xWinner(x).

with conditionals interpreted subjectively. Only now,

we have made this challenge more crisp because it is

not conflated with statements such as "most tickets

will not win the lottery." Friedman et at. (1996) offer

one possible solution.

Our logic suffers from a number of weaknesses. As we

have seen, it is not adequate for expressing subjective

statements such as: for every ticket, I believe it is most

likely not to win the lottery. In addition, Axiom (12)

is not always desirable. As shown in (Friedman et al.,

1996), a consequence of

Vy(<rue —>(x) ~<Married(x,y))

would be

true — Vy->Married(x,y)).

That is, if we assert for any individual y, that it is

not married to most other individuals, we conclude

that most individuals are not married. This problem

does not exist when one does not require rankings to
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be smooth, or when the semantics of (Friedman et al.,

1996) is used.

The fact that we cannot substitute terms for

variables bound by the conditional operator also

means that we cannot conclude fly(Tweety) from

bird(x) — fly{x)- That is, although we know that

most/normal birds fly, we have no mechanism to de

duce that Tweety is one of these normal birds. This is

not surprising, since we cannot conclude that Tweety

flies given a statistical statement such as "99% of all

birds fly." In order to handle this we would need ad

ditional nonmonotonic machinery. For instance, one

would like to deduce that an object satisfying a for

mula is normal for that formula unless the opposite is

known, i.e., Tweety is a normal bird unless we can

prove otherwise. Such deductions are not possible

within our logic, which is a monotonic formalism.

The problem we just alluded to is a qualitative ver

sion of a fundamental problem at the heart of statis

tical reasoning: Given statistical information, what is

it that we should believe about particular individuals?

That is, if we know that 99% of birds fly, what should

we believe about Tweety. Bacchus, Grove, Halpern

and Roller (1995) proposed a solution to this prob

lem in the quantitative case, i.e., a method for moving

from statistics to beliefs, but it is not clear whether

their ideas can be used to solve the qualitative ver

sion of this problem. This paper does not attempt to

resolve this question, but takes a necessary first step

to the resolution of this problem by making explicit

the distinction between statistical and subjective con

ditionals and by supplying a logic for reasoning about

statistical statements. We believe that a natural next

step is to provide a semantically appealing logic that

combines both statistical and subjective conditionals,

using which the relationship between both types of in

formation can be studied.

A PROOF OF THEOREM 3

• Lemmas and proofs marked by (LM*) were lifted to

the first-order case from similar proofs appearing in

(Lehmann & Magidor, 1992).

• The proof of the deduction theorem trivially gener

alizes to our logic and is (implicitly) used in the proof.

• For a full version of this and other proofs see the

author's home page.

The following derived rules will be useful:

3x[(o A -./?) A ((a -►(*) 7) => (a => 7))]

20. --(a 0) A (a 7) => 3x(o A 7 A --/?)

21. 3xa(x) => a Vy(f(x, y) V --a -+{s) j(x,y))

(yn(iUfv(a)) = 0)

22. (a A 0) 7 a -+(f) (0 => 7) (LM*)

23. ({aV0) ->(*) -■/?) => (a -»(e) -/?) (LM*)

24. (a ->(ie) false) ((a A 0) ->{g) false) (LM*)

25. (0VUV7) -)>(*) H*A--/?)

=> W V 7) ->(*) ~>0 (LM*)

26. (q V 0) ->a h (a V 0 V 7) ->(f j ->a (LM*)

We use 0f (or 0 when x is clear from the context) to

denote the set {c £ |M|'*I : M (= /?[f]}. We use the

letters f,g to refer to tuples of domain elements (i.e.,

members of |M|"). Finally we define, M \=f a d=

M |= a[}] (where |/| = |x|).4

Theorem 1 For a countable language Cc, axioms

(1)-(12) are complete with respect to the class NS.

Before we start the proof, we mention that we will

need a syntactic notion of substitution. We will use

the same notation as in the case of the (semantic) as

signment function, but which one is intended would

be clear from the context. The definition will be iden

tical to the one used in first-order logic, where basi

cally, says that we must substitute the constant

c € Cc for all those instances of x in the wff a, where

x appears free in a. So Man(x)[*] = Man(c), but

Man(x) ->(f) Tall(x)\Z] is Man(x) -+(f) Tall(x).

Thus, syntactic substitution defines a mapping from

Cc to Cc-

Proof: Let Cc be a countable language and T a con

sistent set of closed wffs in Cc- We shall build a model

M s.t. M \= r. We shall construct the model in ui

stages. Each stage will deal with one negated condi

tional ->(a — 0)-

At each stage we will define five sets L„,rn,Fn, E„

and E". We initialize L0,r0,Fo and E0 as follows:

• L0 = Cc-

• To 3 r, is a maximal consistent set of closed wffs.

(We remark that consistency is defined as usual

and if T is maximal consistent, then forall a £ L

we have a € T or -ia £ T).

18. -(a -¥W 0) => 3x(a A -.0)

19. -.(a 0) =>

4Recall that |/| stands for the cardinality of |/|. Unfor

tunately, when M is a first-order structure, |M| stands for

the domain of M. However, this is the only exception.
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• Fo = 0

• Eo is an enumeration of pairs of wffs in Lo defined

as {(a,0) I -.(a 0) G T0.

• E^ - Eo -

Definition 10 A type r(xi, . . . , Xk) in the variables

x\,...,Xk is a maximal consistent set of formulas of

L in these variables. 5

Assume that we have defined Ln,rn,Fn,En and E".

Let (a,/?) be the n + 1th pair in the enumeration E".

Define NC(a)J = {7 : (a ->(e) 7) G Tn and |x| = k}

and let r be a type in the variables x with re

spect to rn in L„ (i.e., containing r„), such that

NC(o)*U{TJ)Cr.

Lemma 1 Such a type t exists.

Proof: We must show that r„ U {-^0} U NC(a)* is

consistent. We shall prove that

rn H 3x(->/? A 71 A . . . A 7m) for any finite subset

{7i,...,7«}CNC(tt)J.

We know that a —^(s) 7i > ■ • • > a ~^(t) 7m G Fn . There

fore by using And we obtain a — (71 A. . .A7„) G r„

(by maximal consistency), (a,/?) € Ej for some

j < n => -i(a 0) G T„ (by definition of Ej).

By (19) and r„'s maximal consistency we have

3z(-./?A7i A...A7m) er„. I

We can now define the (n + l)"1 stage in our construc

tion.

. Ln+1=LnUcS+1)c?+1,...,c^11 where cm+! ^Ln

for all m < k.

• rn+i = rnUrf^0;,"71' „+*"' +,] where we have
co '••■c*-i'-->c*-i

assumed xq, ■ . . , Xk-i are the variables occurring

in t.

. Fn+1 = F„U/°+1 where = (c^1, . . .,cnkt\).

• En+i is an arbitrary enumeration of pairs (a',/?')

s.t. (a' A /?') € Ln+i \ Ln and ->{a' ->w 0') G

• E"+1 is the enumeration obtained by using Can

tor's diagonalization method to order the ele

ments of Eo, . . . , E„+i .

Define L = (JL„, F = \jTn, F = (JF„. It is clear

that r is maximal consistent in L, because each of the

5This definition is from (Chang &: Keisler, 1990).

r„ is maximal consistent in Ln for each n G N and

the union itself is consistent (since rn C rn+i).

Lemma 2 1. For each T-consistent wff a we have

a tuple f" G F such that \fa\ = |x| and for any

7 s.t. a —►(£) 7 6 r, we have that 7(^0] G T.

We shall call fa normal^ for a .

2. For each a and 0 s.t. ->(q —>(r) 0) £ I\ we have

some f that is normalx for a such that ~'0{j] 6 T.

Proof: If a is T-consistent then -i(a —►(*) ~,oc) € T,

otherwise by Reflexivity and And one has a —►(*)

false G r => Vi->a G T contradicting a 's T-

consistency.

Therefore, it is enough to prove the second part of the

lemma.

There exist some n s.t. a,0 G L„ \ L„_i and due to

our construction process, this means ->(o —>(«) 0) G

rn \ rn_i. The fact that -i(a —>(r) /?) G rn implies

that (ct,0) G En. Therefore, there exists some m> n

s.t. we have chosen to deal with the pair (a,0) in the

mth stage.

Claim 1 /m is normal for a and -l0[ja ] G T

Proof: By the construction process we know that

~~'0[j° ] G rm C r , and that for each 7 s.t.

0 ~>(r) 7 G Tm_i, we have 7^,] G Tm C T. As

sume 6 is such that a ->{x) & G T \ rm. Therefore

there exists some k > m s.t. a —►(£) & G Ti, \ Tk-i-

This means that S = S'(x,c) where c G Lfc \

Lm. But we know by virtue of <*[*<»] G Tm

that 3xa G r„, (because rn is maximal con

sistent and 3xa G L„. By (20) we know that

(q -►(,) Vy{6'(z, y) V -(a <$'(x, j/)))) G r„

too. Therefore, Vy(<*'(x, y) V -.(a ->(i!) ^(x, ] G

rm. By substitution (of FOL) and maximal consis

tency, we know (J'(x, c) V ->(a —>(f) <J'(x, c))[JQ ] is in

rm, and by maximal consistency and the fact that

-i(a 6'(x,c)) £ Tfc we know that <$'(x, c)[y„ ] G

Tfc C r |This proves the whole lemma. |

We can now define our model M = (M,R).

• M is the standard FOL structure defined by the

standard part of T (as in (Enderton, 1972)).

• R = {fln|n G N) where Rk is a ranking function

over H-MII* that we will now construct.

Fix some integer n. We will now construct the ranking

R„. The construction is identical for every n.
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Definition 11 Let S be the set of all T -consistent wffs

(both open and closed), fix some ordered set of n (dif

ferent) variables x and let 1Z G S x S where aH0 iff

-n(a V /? -+(if) -.a) G T.

Lemma 3 11 is transitive. (LM*)

Lemma 4 For each a,0 G S, either aH0 or

(311a . (LM*)

Lemma 5 If alZ.0 then for any f normals for a s.t.

P[f] G T, / is normal for (3 . (LM*)

Definition 12 a ~ 0 fora,0 eS iffa1l(3 and 0Ha .

The previous lemmas imply that ~ is an equivalence

relation. We denote the equivalence class of a by d,

we will denote the set of equivalence classes by E.

The relationship % on formulas induces an ordering

over equivalence classes in E defined below.

def
Definition 13 »d={7GS:a~ 7},

. Ed^f {a:aeS},

• d < 0 tffaH/3 ,

• a < (3 iff a < 0 and a (3 .

The previous lemmas imply that < is a strict total

order on E.

Lemma 6 // a, (3 € S and (3 < a then (3 ->(£)

-.a. (LM*)

Lemma 7 Let a, (3 G S. // there exists some / € F

such that f is normals for a and /?[*] G T , then

0 < a . (LM*)

We can now define R (actually Rn). Let \fa\ = \g0\ =

l/l = \9\ = n

• If /",/ € F then /Q<R/ iff a < (3.

• If /€F, 9 6 F\F then f<Rg.

• If both f,g € F \ F then / =R g.

R is well defined because Lemma 7 implies that if

f° = gP (i.e. / was constructed as normal^ for a and

g was constructed as normal^ for /? and they are iden

tical) then d = (3. Also, notice that Axiom (11) im

plies that the choice of the variables x in the definition

of normalj does not matter, and that different rank

ings obtained using different sets of variables will be

identical.

Definition 14 We say that f satisfies^ a , written

f (=* a iff a[xj] € T. We say that f is minimal^

for a iff f (=j a and g |=f a implies that f<ng.

When x is clear from the context we will simply say

that f satisfied a or that f is minimal for a and write

f\=a.

Lemma 8 If f is minimal for a, then f£F. (LM*)

We conclude that any minimal function is normal for

some wff.

Lemma 9 Let f G F be normal for a. Then f is

minimal in (3 iff f \= (3 and (3 = a. (LM*)

Lemma 10 Let a £ S. a has a minimal

element. (LM*)

Lemma 11 // g 6 F is normal for a and minimal in

(3, then g is normal for (3 . (LM*)

Note that g £ F 3a € S s.t. g is normal for

a . Because Lemma 9 tells us that if g is minimal for

a it is in F, we can conclude that if g is minimal for

q then g is normal for a.

Proof of completeness theorem: We now show

that M ^ r. Since our original set of wffs T C T, this

is enough. By induction on the structure of a 6 T we

show that M \= a a £ T. We have implicitly as

sumed that { = }£ L. The generalization to languages

containing equality proceeds as in the Henkin's proof

for standard first-order logic, (see, e.g., (Enderton,

1972)). Our construction augments Henkin's proof to

deal with the conditional operator, and the standard

steps are conducted as in Henkin's proof.

• a is an atomic formula, a = -*(3, or a = ((3 => 7).

Same as in Henkin's completeness proof for FOL

(e.g., (Enderton, 1972) (pp. 132-133)).

• a = Vx/9. To follow Henkin's proof we need to

extend the substitution lemma to our language,

and use the following lemma:

Lemma 12 For each wff <p(x) Eh we have some

c G L s.t. -.Vxy? -.^[?] e r.

The generalization of the substitution lemma is

straigtforward since the conditional operator be

haves much like the universal quantifier.

• a = (0 —*ts) 7)- First, assume that 0 —¥(s) 7 £ F.

if 0 G S we know by Lemma 1 that 3/ G F normal

for 0 . By Lemma 1 1 we know that for any g G F

minimal in 0, it is the case that g is normal for
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0 . Hence, for all g G 0 that is minimal in 0, we

have that 7^] G I\ By the inductive hypothesis

M (= 7[j][s]- We conclude that X |= 0 7.

If 0 g S then -M |= /? -►(*) 7 trivially.

Assume now that /? —»•(£) 7 £ T. By maximal

consistency ->(0 — 7) G T. This implies (by

(18)) that 0 G S. Lemma 2 shows that there exists

/ G F normal for /?, s.t. -"7[*] G T. Lemma 9

implies that / is minimal in 0. This implies (by

using the inductive hypothesis to show that M ^=

tf) that M £ 0 ->(f) 7[i]- =► A< f=

-^(r> t)g[s].

Finally, we note that in order to imitate Henkin's proof

we need to establish the semantic and syntactic equiva

lence of alphabetic variants. The syntactic equivalence

is proven using Axiom (11) (Renaming) for the case

of normally quantified wffs. The semantical equiva

lence follows from soundness. |
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Abstract

Belief revision involves modeling changes

to repositories of information. The AGM

paradigm is a standard theoretical framework

that supports belief revision. Its change func

tions can be constructed from an entrench

ment ranking; the ranking specifies what in

formation is retained and lost when new in

formation is acquired. The iteration of change

functions can be achieved by transmuting the

underlying entrenchment ranking.

In this paper we describe a new reason-

based transmutation known as maxi-adjustment

It changes an entrenchment ranking under

maximal inertia. Using the established connec

tion between Spohnian reasons and transmu

tations, we argue that maxi-adjustments are

a step towards a practical approach to be

lief revision because they assume by default

that information is independent with respect

to change, unless dependence is derivable from

the explicitly specified dependencies.

In real world applications not only is it

often easier to specify dependence rather than

independence, but the specification usually re

quires less explicit information whenever there

are fewer dependencies than independencies.

This situation is analogous to database appli

cations in which there are far fewer positive

facts than negative facts, and by using the

closed world assumption only the positive facts

need be explicitly represented.

1 INTRODUCTION

An intelligent information system must possess the

ability to revise its knowledge base when it receives

new information. The AGM paradigm was developed

by Alchourron, Gardenfors and Makinson (1985), and

has become one of the standard frameworks for model

ing change. It provides formal mechanisms for model

ing the rational evolution of an ideal corpus of informa

tion. The logical properties of a body of information

are not strong enough to uniquely determine change

functions, however Gardenfors and Makinson (1988)

showed that an epistemic entrenchment ordering can

uniquely determine how the system will react to the

intrusion of new information.

The AGM paradigm is a simple and elegant frame

work for modeling change, however from a practical

perspective it suffers from two shortcomings. First

an epistemic entrenchment ordering is not propagated

by its change functions, and second an epistemic en

trenchment ordering ranks the elements of a logical

theory; a possibly infinite set.

The first problem has been addressed by Spohn

(1988), Nayak (1994), Boutilier (1993), Lehmann

(1995), Darwiche and Pearl (1994), Hansson (1989)

and Williams (1994a). Solutions to the second prob

lem have been provided by Hansson (1992), Fuhrmann

(1991), Rott (1991), Makinson (1987), Nebel (1989,

1991), and Williams (1994b). Similar work in the pos-

sibilistic logic setting has been conducted by Dubois

and Prade (1994), and in the probabilistic setting by

Pearl (1994).

We refer to the process of revising an entrenchment

ranking as a transmutation. Appealing to the Principle

of Minimal Change results in two types of transmuta
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tion; conditionalization (Spohn, 1988) and adjustment

(Williams, 1994a). Conditionalization is based on a rel

ative measure of minimal change, whilst adjustment is

based on an absolute measure of minimal change. A fi

nite partial entrenchment ranking (Williams, 1995a)

is a finite representation of an entrenchment rank

ing. A computational model for adjusting partial en

trenchment rankings was described and analysed in

(Williams, 1994a), and an object-oriented implemen

tation was described in (Williams et al 1995a). Unfor

tunately, this procedure is awkward to use for appli

cations in which most information is independent.

In this paper we provide a new approach to prop

agating a ranking under maximal inertia. We refer

to this method as a maxi-adjustment. It departs sub

stantially from the standard Gardenfors and Makin-

son (1988) entrenchment construction. However, it still

satisfies the basic AGM postulates (with the excep

tion of recovery) , and under certain conditions the ex

tended ones as well.

Maxi-adjustments are motivated by the results in

(Williams et al, 1995a) which established that Spoh-

nian reasons (Spohn, 1983) can be captured in a natu

ral way by minimally changing an entrenchment rank

ing. Maxi-adjustments assume by default that infor

mation is independent unless dependence is derivable

from the explicitly specified dependencies where de

pendencies are represented using Spohian reasons.

The major advantage of maxi-adjustments over

earlier methods is that rather than the system designer

having to specify the independence of information, he

specifies the dependence of information and the maxi-

adjustment procedure makes the default assumption

that information is independent whenever dependence

is not derivable. In other words, maxi-adjustments use

a closed world assumption with respect to informa

tion dependence under change. We argue that this is a

practical solution to the problem of information con

servation.

Section 2 contains some relevant background in

formation from which we draw; we briefly describe

the AGM paradigm, partial entrenchment rankings,

and an existing procedure for reranking information.

Section 3 describes a problem related to the specifi

cation of a partial entrenchment ranking in applica

tions where most information is independent. Section 4

provides a new procedure, namely a maxi-adjustment,

which addresses this specification problem. Section 5

illustrates the main ideas using a simple application,

and in section 6 we summarize our work.

We begin with some technical preliminaries. Let

C denote a language which contains a complete set of

Boolean connectives. We will denote sentences in C by

lower case Greek letters. We assume C is governed by

a logic that is identified with its consequence relation

h which is assumed to satisfy the following conditions

(Gardenfors, 1988): (a) if a is a truth-functional tau

tology, then h a, (b) if h (a 0) and h a, then

h 0 (modus ponens), (c) h is consistent, i.e. where

-L denotes the inconsistent theory, (d) h satisfies the

deduction theorem, and (e) h is compact.

The set of all logical consequences of a set T C

£, i.e. {a : T h a}, is denoted by Cn(T). A theory

of C is any subset of £ closed under Cn. We let C*

denote the set of contingent sentences. Finally, a well-

ranked preorder on a set T is a preorder such that every

nonempty subset of T has a minimal member.

2 BELIEF REVISION

2.1 The Rationality Postulates

Within the AGM paradigm a body of information is

represented as a theory, and informational changes are

regarded as transformations on theories. The principal

types of AGM transformations are expansion, contrac

tion, withdrawal, and revision. These transformations

allow us to model changes of information based on the

Principle of Minimal Change. Expansion is the sim

plest change, it models the acquiescence of information

without the removal of any inconsistent information.

More formally, the expansion of a theory T with re

spect to a sentence a, denoted as T+, is defined to be

the logical closure of T and a, i.e. is T£ = Cn(7\J{a}).

A revision attempts to transform a theory in order

to incorporate a sentence so that the resultant theory

is consistent. Formally, a revision function * is any

function which satisfies the postulates (*1) - (*8), be

low.

(*1) T* is a theory

(*2) a e r*

(*3)T* CT+

(*4) If -.a g T then T+ C T*

(*5) T* =1 if and only if h ->a

(*6) If r-a = /?then T* = T*p

(*7) T'aA0 C (T-)+

(*8) If-/?£T' then (rj+CT^

A contraction of T with respect to a, T~ , involves

the removal of a set of sentences from T so that a is

no longer implied. Formally, a contraction function ~

is any function which satisfies the postulates (~1) -

(~8), below.

(_1) T~ is a theory.

("2)T- CT

("3) If a then T~ = T

(~4) If l/a then a^T~

(-5)TC(T-)+ (recovery)

(~6) If r- a = 0 then T~ = 7^
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(-8) If a g T-A^ then 7^ C T"

A withdrawal function (Makinson, 1987) is a general

ized contraction function in that it satisfies all but the

recovery postulate, (~5).

2.2 Partial Entrenchment Rankings

Computer-based intelligent information systems do

not explicitly represent an infinite amount of informa

tion, instead they store a finite set of information and

determine what follows from it using various forms of

reasoning; deductive, abductive, inductive, nonmono

tonic, hypothetical etc.

A partial entrenchment ranking (defined below)

represents a well-ranked epistemic entrenchment order

ing of £ (Gardenfors and Makinson, 1988) where sen

tences are mapped to ordinals. The ordinal assignment

can be used and viewed in two ways: (i) qualitatively;

as a specification of a relative ordering of sentences, or

(ii) quantitatively; as an assignment of intrinsic utility

for each sentence. For a discussion of various assign

ment scales see Gardenfors and Makinson (1994).

The higher the ordinal assigned to a sentence by

an entrenchment ranking the more firmly held it is.

Throughout the remainder of this paper it will be un

derstood that O is an ordinal chosen to be sufficiently

large for the purpose of the discussion.

Definition: A partial entrenchment ranking is a func

tion B from a subset of sentences in C into O such

that the following conditions are satisfied for all a G

dom(B):

(PERI) {0 G dom(B) : B(a) < B(0)} \f a.

(PER2) lf\- --a then B(a) = 0.

(PER3) B(a) = O xf and only if\- a.

According to this definition the sentences which are as

signed ordinals higher than that assigned to a sentence

q cannot entail a, inconsistent information is assigned

zero, and the tautologies are assigned the highest rank.

The set of all partial entrenchment rankings is denoted

B.

We refer to B(a) as the degree of acceptance of a.

The intended interpretation of a partial entrenchment

ranking is that sentences assigned a degree of accep

tance greater than zero form the explicit beliefs of the

system, and their logical closure form the system's im

plicit beliefs.

Definition: Define the explicit information content of

B G B to be {a G dom(B) : B(a) > 0}, and denote it

by exp(B). Similiarly, define the implicit information

content of B G B to be Cn(exp(B)), and denote it by

content (B).

We are not only interested in the degree of ac

ceptance of explicit information, but in the degree of

acceptance of sentences they entail as well.

Intuitively, a partial entrenchment ranking repre

sents a system's incomplete preferences from which a

complete entrenchment ranking can be generated. Of

course there could be an infinite number of entrench

ment rankings compatible with a given partial specifi

cation. The following function 'degree' derives the min

imum possible degree of acceptance for implicit infor

mation as specified by a partial entrenchment ranking,

and is readily implemented using a standard theorem

prover (Williams et al, 1995b).

Definition: Let a be a nontautological sentence. If B

is a finite partial entrenchment ranking, then define

degree (B, a) to be

largest j such that {0 G exp(B) : B{0) > j} h a

if a £ content(B)

0 otherwise

The function 'degree' can be extended to the in

finite case, we give the finite case definition above for

the purpose of perspicuity.

2.3 Adjustments

The informational input for contracting and revising

the content of partial entrenchment rankings is a sen

tence alone. In contrast, when arbitrarily transmuting

a partial entrenchment ranking itself, we require both

a sentence and an ordinal as input; the ordinal indicat

ing the desired new rank of the sentence. We define an

adjustment for partial entrenchment rankings below

(Williams, 1995a). When B is finite then its defini

tion constitutes a computational model which, loosely

speaking, involves successive calls to the function 'de

gree' for each sentence in the domain of B.

Definition: Let B G B, a G C" , and i < O. An

adjustment B*(a,i) is defined below.

n*(r, i) - I (B"(Q'1')) «/* < degree(B,Q)

1 ' > ~~ \ (B-(-no,0))+(Q,i) otherwise

where B-(a, »)(/?)

( i if degree(B, a) = degree(B, a V 0) and B{0) > i

\ B(0) otherwise

for all 0 Gdom(B), and B+ (a, i)(0)

 

B(0) ifB(0)>i

i if a = 0 or B(0) < i < degree(B,a -» 0)

degree(B, a —> 0) otherwise

for all 0 G dom(B U {a}).
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Using the results of Gardenfors and Makinson

(1988), Williams (1995a) showed that B*(a,t) is a

partial entrenchment ranking where a is assigned

the degree of acceptance i, and if i is greater than

zero then content(B*(a, z)) is the revision function

(content(B))* constructed in the obvious way from the

epistemic entrenchment ordering derived from the rel

ative ordering given by B using the function 'degree'.

Similarly, content(B*(a, 0)) was shown to be the with

drawal function (content(B))~ .

We say 0 is dependent on a in B if a and 0 are

in B, and 0 is assigned zero when a is assigned zero

during a transmutation. In other words, 0 is dependent

on a if 0 is not retained in the withdrawal of a, e.g.

in the case of an adjustment 0 is dependent on a if

a, 0 E content(B) and B*(a, O){0) = 0.

Adjustments change (or disturb) a partial en

trenchment ranking in an absolute minimal way, i.e.

the rank of each sentence changes as little as necessary

to achieve the goal of assigning a the rank i (Williams,

1994). This property was exploited in (Williams et al,

1995a) to model Spohn's notion of reason, and is dis

cussed further in section 4.1.

3 THE SPECIFICATION PROBLEM

Adjustments use a partial entrenchment ranking and

the function 'degree' to model belief change for a lim

ited reasoner based on Gardenfors and Makinson's

construction: 0 G content(B*(a, 0)) if and only if

0 G content(B) and degree(B,a) < degree (B, a V 0).

An impediment to using an adjustment for real

world applications is that the standard entrenchment

construction together with the function 'degree' results

in more information being lost than is often intended.

Since the procedure assumes that information is de

pendent if it is not explicitly independent! This means

that the system designer must specify independence

which for many applications is more demanding (and

less natural) than specifying dependence.

Moreover, common sense seems to decree that if

you believe the only reason your coffee cup leaks is be

cause it has a hole, then when upon closer inspection

you discover it does not leak at all, it would seem a ra

tional response to retract your cup has a leak and your

cup has a hole. Contrariwise, if you are unaware that

holes are the reason for leaks, then you could quite

happily continue to believe your cup has a hole even

when you discover that it does not leak. In other words,

common sense suggests that information should be re

tracted only if there is good reason to do so.

Consider the agent whose explicit beliefs are

{a,0}. Let us, for the sake of the argument, assume

he believes a and 0 with equal strength, e.g. B(a) = 2

and B(0) = 2. Using the adjustment B*(q,0) to re

move a results in the loss of belief in 0, i.e. contracting

a from {a,0} results in {}.

Belief in 0 is lost because we did not explicitly

specify the independence of/? on a, i.e. degree(B, a) <

degree (B, a V 0). In fact any explicit belief ranked

equally or less than a would have been removed if we

neglected to specify its independence of a.

It turns out that for many applications specify

ing independence would be too demanding. Instead it

would be more reasonable to specify dependencies, and

then derive independence. So without knowing that 0

a reason for a, we should try and keep 0 when we

contract a.

We have two means to achieve this goal: (i) mod

ify the standard entrenchment construction, or (ii) use

some other method for calculating the degree of accep

tance of implicit information.

The function 'degree' is based on the idea that im

plicit information be assigned the least rank possible.

Assigning a higher rank than the minimum is difficult

to justify, so we pursue the first option in the follow

ing section using Spohn's notion of reason to capture

the property of dependence. In particular, information

is retained unless we can derive that it is a Spohnian

reason for the information to be contracted. This re

sults in a construction that removes information only if

it absolutely must to maintain the ranking properties

(PERI) - (PER3).

4 A REASON-BASED SOLUTION

4.1 Maximal Information Inertia

Spohn (1983) gave the following interpretation of 0

being a reason for a:

0 is a reason for a iff raising the epistemic rank

of 0 would raise the epistemic rank of a.

Determination of this condition is dependent on

the type of transmutation employed. An adjustment

performs an absolute minimal change to the ranking

therefore it is appropriate to use it to evaluate reasons;

when the epistemic rank of a is increased it seems

sensible to require that this change disturb the agent's

background preference ranking as little as possible.

Using the results of Williams et al. (1995a) we can

show that for a,0 G content(B) if an adjustment is

used to determine Spohnian reasons then 0 is a reason

for a if and only if degree(B,a) < degree(B,/? —> a).

Our solution to the specification problem is founded

on this observation.

Gardenfors' (1992) interpretation of reasons is: 0

is a reason for a if and only if a is not retained in the

contraction of 0, i.e. degree(B,/3) = degree(B,a V 0)
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according to the standard entrenchment construction

assuming the domain of B is a theoryx. However,

he identifies two problems with this interpretation;

namely difficulties with the circularity of reasons arise,

and multiple reasons for 0 cannot be modeled satis

factorily. Hence, dependence defined via the standard

entrenchment construction for contraction cannot be

used to capture Spohnian reasons. Note, the definition

based on adjustments does not suffer from either of

these problems.

Information inertia in the current context refers to

the amount of information retained during partial en

trenchment ranking transitions. Maximal information

inertia means retaining as much explicit information

as possible.

Maximal information inertia is particularly perti

nent to modeling the dynamics of nonmonotonic rea

soning. According to Boutilier (1993), Pearl (1994),

Freund and Lehmann (1994) default information is

usually quite stable. For instance, although our knowl

edge about the flight coefficients of particular birds

may change dramatically, the default birds normally

fly will invariably remain unchanged, therefore changes

should maintain as much default information as possi

ble.

In many applications where independencies out

number the dependencies it would make sense to as

sume that information is independent if it is not ex

plicitly dependent.

The connection between Spohnian reasons and ad

justments allows us to design a method for achieving

this practical approach to belief revision. In particu

lar, all the dependences can be specified using reasons

and the process of adjustment can be modified so that

derivable dependences are used to retract beliefs.

Intuitively, if a and 0 are explicit beliefs where 0

is a reason for a and a is a not reason for 0, then

assigning a to zero should involve the lowering of 0

to zero as well, however lowering 0 to zero should not

effect the assignment of a. We note that it is not a

foundational approach because a could remain a belief

even though all the reasons for it have been removed.

Foundational behaviour, if desired, can be achieved in

other ways (Fuhrmann, 1991).

4.3 Maxi-adjustments

A maxi-adjustment, defined below, modifies a partial

entrenchment ranking based on the idea of maximal

inertia. In particular, it involves changing a partial

entrenchment ranking so that a sentence is assigned

a new rank in such a way that the assignment of

other sentences is maintained unless there is a rea

son to change them. Therefore as much information as

possible is retained using the default assumption that

information is independent unless we can derive it is

dependent.

The maxi-adjustment of a finite ranking B is suit

able for changes to finite knowledge bases where the

systems designer has specified dependencies. Indepen

dence can then be assumed by default. It involves suc

cessive calls to the function 'degree' for each sentence

in the domain of B. In the next section we illustrate

maxi-adjustment with a simple example, and contrast

its behaviour with ordinary adjustment.

Definition: Let B £ B be finite. We enumerate the

range o/B in ascending order as jo , ji , . . . , jo ■ Let a £

C", m = degree(B,a) and 0 < i < O. We define the

(a, i)-maxi-adjustment of B to be given by B*(a, i).

if i < degree(B, a)

0))+(a,i) otherwise

where we define B (a, i)(0) for 0 £ dom(B) U {a} as

follows:

For 0 with B{0) > jm we have B~{a,i)(0) = B(0).

For 0 with B{0) = jm if 0 g" T where T is a mini

mal subset of {7 : a 1/ 7,8(7) = jm} such that {6 :

B" (a, i)(<J) > jm}UTha thenB-(a,i)(0) = B(0),

if a \f 0 and 0 £ V then B~(a,i)(0) = i, otherwise

0 g dom{B~{a,i)).

For 0 with i < B(0) < jm, suppose we have de

fined B"(o, i)(0) for 0 with B{0) > jm-k for k =

0, 1,2, ...,n — 1, then for 0 with B{0) = jm-„ we

have B~ (a, i)(0) =

if either a = 0, or 0 £ T

where T is a minimal subset of

{7 : B(7) = jm_„} such that

{6 :B-{a,i){6) >jm.„}urha

B(0) otherwise

For 0 with B{0) < i we have B~(a,i){0) = B{0).

B+(a, i)(0) =

B{0) ifB(0)>i

i if a = 0 or B{0) < i < degree(B, a 0)

degree(B, a —¥ 0) otherwise

for all 0 £ dom(B) U {a}.

The following observation is based on the fact that

if a,0 £ content(B) then raising the rank of 0 re

lies on the + operator which is identical in both the

definition of an adjustment and in the definition of a

maxi-adjustment.

Observation 1: Let a,0 £ content(B). Then 0 is a

reason for o using an adjustment if and only if 0 is a

reason for a using a maxi-adjustment.
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Theorems 2 and 3, below, are reassuring. Theorem

2 states that maxi-adjustments of partial entrench

ment rankings satisfy the first six rationality postu

lates for revision and the first five for withdrawal;

they, like most theory base change mechanisms do not

satisfy the recovery postulate for contraction. Nebel

(1991) describes a simple method one can use to sat

isfy recovery which can be incorporated into a maxi-

adjustment if desired. Theorem 3 says that if the set of

sentences at each rank are logically irredundant then

maxi-adjustments satisfy all eight postulates. In prac

tice intelligent databases and knowledge bases typi

cally satisfy this condition, e.g. the application de

scribed in the next section does.

Theorem 2: Let B be a partial entrenchment ranking.

Let q be a contingent sentence. Let B*(a, i) be a maxi-

adjustment. Let (content(B))* = content(B*(a, i)) for

any i > 0. Let (content(B))~ = content(B*(a, 0)).

Then (i) * satisifes (*1) - (*6),

(ii) ~ satisfies(_l) - (~4) and (~6), and

(iii) If exp(B) is a theory then ~ satisfies(~ 1) - (~6).

Theorem 3: Let B be a partial entrenchment ranking.

Let a be a contingent sentence. Let B*(a, t) be a maxi-

adjustment. Let (content(B))^ = content(B*(a, i)) for

any i > 0. Let (content(B))~ = content(B*(a, 0)). If

for all /? € exp(B) such that ah 0 and a = /? we have

B(/3) ^ B(a), then * is a revision function, and is a

withdrawal function.

Maxi-adjustments aim to use a closed world as

sumption with respect to dependence, namely if a is

a reason for /? cannot be derived from the partial en

trenchment ranking, then it assumes that /3 is inde

pendent of a so long as (PERI) - (PER3) are not

violated.

In order to achieve this the designer specifies rea

sons; if /? is a reason for a then degree(B,/? —y a) must

be strictly larger than degree(B, a). Specifying reasons

essentially involves placing implications like /? —> a

higher in the ranking than a. Using the ranking in

this way helps to overcome certain problems with ma

terial implication such as those that arise when the

antecedent is false, for instance. However, the identi

fication of reasons in this simple-minded way presents

certain difficulties, such as enumerating all the excep

tions in the antecedent (McCarthy, 1980). Without

wishing to discount this problem we simply say that

for the purpose of modeling change, not being able to

explicitly represent reasons means that more informa

tion will be retained during a maxi-adjustment since

information is retracted only if there is a reason to

remove it.

When contracting a a maxi-adjustment retracts

/? if degree(B,a) < degree(B,/? -> a). The stan

dard construction of Gardenfors and Makinson uses

degree(B,o) = degree(B,or V /?). It turns out

that degree(B.a) < degree(B,/? —► a) implies

degree (B, a) = degree (B, a V /?) in which case both

adjustment and maxi-adjustment retract /?.

In the case that degree(B,a) = degree(B,/3 —>

a) = degree(B,q V ff), a maxi-adjustment retracts

all /3's in Cn(a) not entailed by other beliefs. This

results in the retraction of /? —► a and the reten

tion of p. Ordinary adjustment would retract both

j3 —► a and /?, hence maxi-adjustments conserve more

information. Our justification for this process is: (i)

if degree(B,a) = degree(B,a V /?) then /? is not a

reason for a, and hence should be retained if possi

ble, and (ii) degree(B,o) = degree(B,/? —► a) sug

gests that /? —t a does not provide more epistemic

power than a itself. If this behaviour is not desirable

then the definition of maxi-adjustment can be trivally

modified so that beliefs ranked at degree(B,a) are

treated in the same fashion as beliefs ranked strictly

less than degree(B,o). This results in similar proce

dure to Nebel's priority base construction, and the

change operators in Theorem 2 satisfy all the AGM

postulates for revision and withdrawal without requir

ing the condition in Theorem 3.

Finally, we retain sentences /? when B(/?) <

degree(B, a) so long as it does not give rise to a reason

for a.

The main advantage of maxi-adjustments over ad

justments is that beliefs are retained without the need

to include a host of disjunctions in the domain of the

ranking. Without the inclusion of such disjunctions the

adjustment procedure will ruthlessly discard beliefs.

Alchourron et al's (1985) partial meet contraction

functions T~ are constructed from maximal subsets of

T that do not entail a, whilst Alchourron and Makin

son 's (1985) safe contraction functions are constructed

using an acyclical hierarchy over T and the inherited

hierarchy over minimal subsets that entail a. Since the

maxi-adjustment procedure computes minimal subsets

that entail a at each rank of B, more work needs to

be done to identify the exact nature of the connection

between safe contraction and maxi-adjustment.

An important property of both adjustments and

maxi-adjustments is that they can be used to obtain

any finite partial ranking. For a finite language ev

ery ranking is reachable via a finite number of maxi-

adjustments, or a finite number of adjustments.

Just like adjustments, maxi-adjustments use the

qualitative information encoded in a partial entrench

ment ranking, i.e. the relative ordering of sentences,

and they preserve finiteness; adjusting a finite par

tial entrenchment ranking results in a finite ranking,

and if content(B) is finite then content(B*(a, j)) is
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finite. Note that both an adjustment and a maxi-

adjustment, B*(q, i), leave all explicit information as

signed ordinals greater than max({i, B(q), B(->q)}) B

unchanged.

In an attempt to mesh Gardenfors interpretation

of Spohnian reasons based on dependence and our no

tion of Spohnian reasons based on maxi-adjustments

we can say: For a and /? in content(B) if 0 is a reason a

then /? is dependent on a using the standard contrac

tion construction based on epistemic entrenchments.

5 AN APPLICATION

Maxi-adjustments have been successfully used to

model changes to user requirements in an Aircraft

Landing System application (MacNish and Williams,

1996). In this section we demonstrate that maxi-

adjustments are suitable for modeling changes to rules

and facts in prioritised knowledge bases using a sim

ple Financial Advisory System (Luger and Stubble-

field, 1993). The system takes information about an

individual's income and savings, and then proposes an

appropriate investment plan.

In most cases using an adjustment to achieve the

same result as maxi-adjustment would require the in

clusion of a large number of pairwise disjunctions spec

ifying the independence of explicit information.

For the application described below this would

mean the addition of 45 extra sentences to the domain

of the ranking. Note that all the changes described in

this example satisfy all the AGM postulates for revi

sion and withdrawal.

For convenience, and without loss of generality

where the domain of the ranking is finite, we map sen

tences to rational numbers in [0, 1] instead of ordinals.

B(savings(inadequate) —>

investment(savings.acct)) = 0.8,

'B(savings(adequate) A income(adequate) —»

investment(stocks)) = 0.8,

B(savings(adequate) A income(inadequate) —»

investmcnt(combination)) — 0.8,

B(VX amountsaved(X) A3Y(dependents(Y)A

greater(X,min.savings(Y))) —►

savings(adequate)) = 0.8,

B(VX amountsaved(X) A 37 (dependents(Y)A

-<greater(X,min.savings(Y))) —►

savings(inadequate)) = 0.8,

B(VX earnings(X , steady) A 3Y (dependent s(Y) A

greater(X ,min.income (Y))) —>

income(adequate)) = 0.8,

B(VX ear nings(X, steady) A 3Y (dependent s(Y) A

^greater(X,min_income(Y))) —►

income(inadequate)) = 0.8,

B(VX earnings(X, unsteady) —>

savings(inadequate)) = 0.8,

B(amount.saved(22,000)) = 0.5,

B(earnings(2b, 000, steady)) = 0.5,

B (dependents(4)) = 0.3,

where min.savings(X) = 5,000 * X and where

min.income(X) = 15, 000+(4, 000* X). Let us assume

that we have also encoded integrity constraints with

degree 0.9 that say there can only be one occurence of

the predicates: amount-saved, earnings, dependents.

Using the function degree we can calculate:

degree(B, investment(combination)) = 0.3,

degree(B, investment(stocks)) =0, and

degree(B, investment(saving.acct)) = 0.

(a) Let us now revise the knowledge base. Consider

B*(earnings(bO, 000), 0.5). If a maxi-adjustment is

used then the sentence earnings(2b, 000, steady) will

be replaced with earnings(50, 000, steady) with the

degree of acceptance 0.5, and all other assignments

will be preserved. As a result we have

degree(B, investment(stocks)) = 0.3,

degree(B, investment(combination)) =0, and

degree(B, invesiment(saving_acc<)) = 0.

In contrast if an adjustment is used then not only

will earnings(b0, 000, steady) be assigned 0.5, and

B* (earnings(50, 000, steady), 0.5)

(amount.saved(2b, 000, steady)) = 0 and

B* (earnings(b0, 000, steady), 0.h)(dependents(A)) = 0.

This means that a change in an individual's earnings

results in the retraction of their savings and the num

ber of their dependents. In other words, changing an

individual's salary causes a substantial loss informa

tion.

(b) Removing one of the rules assigned 0.8 using a

maxi-adjustment will not effect the rank of any other

rule or fact. However if adjustment is used then all

rules and facts will be assigned zero because their in

dependence has not been specified in the ranking.

(c) Removing investment(combination) using a maxi-

adjustment results in dependents(4) being reassigned

zero, and all other sentences remaining as they were

previously ranked, i.e. only the weakest conjunct in the

reason is removed.

Note, an adjustment in this case would give the same

result. The reason for this is that an adjustment will

preserve the ranking above 0.3. If there were sentences

with a rank less than or equal to 0.3 then they would

be vunerable.
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(d) If investment(combination) was an explicit be

lief ranked at 0.5 then a maxi-adjustment re

move investment(combination) will behave as in

(c). However an adjustment would retract all facts

ranked below 0.5, i.e. adjustment would retract

amount.saved(22, 000), earnings(25, 000, steady), and

dependents(4) .

6 DISCUSSION

We introduced a maxi-adjustment which is a new

method for modifying a partial entrenchment ranking.

It retains as much accepted information as possible

under the assumption that if /? is a reason for a then

p should be removed in the contraction of a, and if

7 —» a possesses the same rank as a then it should be

removed in preference to 7 because according to our

interpretation of Spohnian reasons 7 is not a reason for

q and 7 —> a does not provide more epistemic power

than a itself.

We have shown that Spohnian reasons can not

only be used for problem solving but also for specify

ing change. Maxi-adjustments were motivated by the

need to develop belief revision techniques that provide

for applications in which it is less demanding for the

system designer to specify dependence than indepen

dence.

Maxi-adjustments have been used successfully in

modeling changes to user requirements in a Software

Engineering context, and they are currently being im

plemented in C++ as part of the Intelligent Informa

tion Management Toolkit under development in the

CIN Project (Antoniou and Williams, 1996).

The idea behind the Belief Revision module of the

Toolkit is to offer a systems designer several methods

for specifying and revising a ranking. For example, if

the system designer is in a position to specify the in

dependencies among beliefs then an adjustment will

modify the original ranking in an absolute minimal

way. However, if specifying dependencies is less de

manding, then the designer can use a maxi-adjustment

which modifies the ranking in an absolute minimal way

under maximal inertia.

Given the transparent connection between belief

revision and nonmonotonic reasoning established by

Gardenfors and Makinson (1994) maxi-adjustments

can also be used to modify rational nonmonotonic in

ference relations along the lines of the approach taken

by Williams (1995b) in a more natural way than ad

justments.
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Abstract

We examine carefully the rationale un

derlying the approaches to belief change

taken in the literature, and highlight

what we view as methodological prob

lems. We argue that to study belief

change carefully, we must be quite ex

plicit about the "ontology" or scenario

underlying the belief change process.

This is something that has been missing

in previous work, with its focus on postu

lates. Our analysis shows that we must

pay particular attention to two issues

that have often been taken for granted:

The first is how we model the agent's

epistemic state. (Do we use a set of be

liefs, or a richer structure, such as an or

dering on worlds? And if we use a set

of beliefs, in what language are these be

liefs are expressed?) We show that even

postulates that have been called "beyond

controversy" are unreasonable when the

agent's beliefs include beliefs about her

own epistemic state as well as the exter

nal world. The second is the status of

observations. (Are observations known

to be true, or just believed? In the lat

ter case, how firm is the belief?) Is

sues regarding the status of observations

arise particularly when we consider iter

ated belief revision, and we must con

front the possibility of revising by <p and

then by -*p.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The problem of belief change—how an agent

should revise her beliefs upon learning new

information—has been an active area of research

in both philosophy and artificial intelligence. The

problem is a fascinating one in part because it

is clearly no unique answer. Nevertheless, there

is a strong intuition that one wants to make

minima/ changes, and all the approaches to be

lief change in the literature, such as [Alchourron,

Gardenfors, and Makinson 1985; Gardenfors 1988;

Katsuno and Mendelzon 1991a], try to incorpo

rate this principle. However, approaches differ

on what constitutes a minimal change. This is

sue has come to the fore with the spate of recent

work on iterated belief revision (see, for example,

[Boutilier 1993; Boutilier and Goldszmidt 1993;

Darwiche and Pearl 1994; Freund and Lehmann

1994; Lehmann 1995; Levi 1988; Williams 1994]).

The approaches to belief change typically start

with a collection of postulates, argue that they

are reasonable, and prove some consequences of

these postulates. Occasionally, a semantic model

for the postulates is provided and a representation

theorem is proved (of the form that every seman

tic model corresponds to some belief revision pro

cess, and that every belief revision process can be

captured by some semantic model). Our goal in

this paper is not to introduce yet another model of

belief change, but to examine carefully the ratio

nale underlying the approaches in the literature.

The main message of the paper is that describing

postulates and proving a representation theorem

is not enough. While it may have been reasonable

when research on belief change started in the early

1980s to just consider the implications of a num

ber of seemingly reasonable postulates, it is our

view that it should no longer be acceptable just to

write down postulates and give short English justi-
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fications for them. While postulates do provide in

sight and guidance, it is also important to describe

what, for want of a better word, we call the un

derlying ontology or scenario for the belief change

process. Roughly speaking, this means describing

carefully what it means for something to be be

lieved by an agent and what the status is of new

information that is received by the agent. This

point will hopefully become clearer as we present

our critique. We remark that even though the is

sue of ontology is tacitly acknowledged in a num

ber of papers (for example, in the last paragraph

of [Lehmann 1995]), it rarely enters into the dis

cussion in a significant way. We hope to show that

ontology must play a central role in all discussions

of belief revision.

Our focus is on approaches that take as their

starting point the postulates for belief revision

proposed by Alchourron, Gardenfors, and Makin-

son (AGM from now on) [1985], but our critique

certainly applies to other approaches as well, in

particular, Katsuno and Mendelzon's belief update

[1991b]; see Section 5. The AGM approach as

sumes that an agent's epistemic state is repre

sented by a belief set, that is, a set K of formulas

in a logical language C. What the agent learns is

assumed to be characterized by some formula ip,

also in £; K *<p describes the belief set of an agent

that starts with belief set K and learns ip.

There are two assumptions implicit in this nota

tion:

• The functional form of * suggests that all that

matters regarding how an agent revises her

beliefs is the belief set and what is learnt.

• The notation suggests that the second argu

ment of * can be an arbitrary formula in C.

But what does it mean to revise by false? In

what sense can false be learnt? More gener

ally, is it reasonable to assume that an arbi

trary formula can be learnt in a given epis

temic state?

The first assumption is particularly problematic

when we consider the postulates that AGM re

quire * to satisfy. These essentially state that

the agent is consistent in her choices, in the sense

that she acts as though she has an ordering on

the strength of her beliefs [Gardenfors and Makin-

son 1988; Grove 1988], or an ordering on possible

worlds [Boutilier 1994; Grove 1988; Katsuno and

Mendelzon 1991b], or some other predetermined

manner of choosing among competing beliefs [Al

chourron, Gardenfors, and Makinson 1985]. How

ever, the fact that an agent's epistemic state is

characterized by a collection of formulas means

that the epistemic state cannot include informa

tion about relative strength of beliefs (as required

for the approach of, say, [Gardenfors and Makin

son 1988]), unless this information is expressible in

the language. Note that if £ is propositional logic

or first-order logic, such information cannot be ex

pressed. On the other hand, if C contains condi

tional formulas of the form p > q, interpreted as

"if p is learnt, then q will be believed", then con

straints on the relative strength of beliefs can be

expressed (indirectly, by describing which beliefs

will be retained after a revision).

Problems arise when the language is not rich

enough to express relative degrees of strength in

beliefs. Consider, for example, a situation where

K = Cl(p A q) (the logical closure of p A q; that

is, the agent's beliefs are characterized by the for

mula p A q and its logical consequences), and then

the agent learns ip = -<p V ->q. We can imagine

that an agent whose belief in p is stronger than

her belief in q would have K * ip — {p}. That is,

the agent gives up her belief in q, but retains a

belief in p. On the other hand, if the agent's belief

in q is stronger than her belief in p, it seems rea

sonable to expect that K *<p — {q}. This suggests

that it is unreasonable to take * to be a function

if the representation language is not rich enough

to express what may be significant details of an

agent's epistemic state.

We could, of course, assume that information

about the relative strength of beliefs in various

propositions is implicit in the choice of the re

vision operator *, even if it is not contained in

the language. This is perfectly reasonable, and

also makes it more reasonable that * be a func

tion. However, note that we can then no longer

assume that we use the same * when doing it

erated revision, since there is no reason to be

lieve that the relative strength of beliefs is main

tained after we learn a formula. In fact, in a num

ber of recent papers [Boutilier 1993; Boutilier and

Goldszmidt 1993; Friedman and Halpern 1995a,

Williams 1994], * is defined as a function from

(epistemic states x formulas) to epistemic states,

but the epistemic states are no longer just belief

sets; they include information regarding relative

strengths of beliefs. The revision function on epis

temic states induces a mapping from (belief sets

x formulas) to belief sets, but at the level of be

lief sets, the mapping may not be functional; for

a belief set K and formula ip, the belief set K * <p

may depend on what epistemic state induced K.

Thus, the effect of * on belief sets may change over

time.1

'Freund and Lehmann [1994] have called the view
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There is certainly no agreement on what postu

lates belief change should satisfy. However, the

following two postulates are almost universal:

• <p G K *<p

• if A" is consistent and <p £ K, then K*tp = K.

These postulates have been characterized by Rott

[1989] as being "beyond controversy". Neverthe

less, we argue that they are not as innocent as they

may at first appear.

The first postulate says that the agent believes the

last thing she learns. Making sense of this requires

some discussion of the underlying ontology. It cer

tainly makes sense if we take (as Gardenfors [1988]

does) the belief set K to consist of all formulas

that are accepted by the agent (where "accepted"

means "treated as true"), and the agent revises

by tp only if tp has somehow come to be accepted.

However, note that deciding when a formula has

come to be accepted is nontrivial. In particular,

just observing tp will not in general be enough for

accepting <p. Acceptance has a complex interac

tion with what is already believed. For example,

imagine a scientist who believes that heavy ob

jects drop faster than light ones, climbs the tower

of Pisa, drops a 5 kilogram textbook and a 500

milligram novel, and observes they hit the ground

at the same time. This scientist will probably not

accept that the time for an object to fall to the

ground is independent of its weight, on the basis

of this one experiment (although perhaps repeated

experiments may lead her to accept it).

While the acceptance point of view is certainly

not unreasonable, the fact that just observing tp is

not necessarily enough for acceptance often seems

forgotten. It also seems hard to believe that false

would ever be accepted. More generally, it is far

from obvious that in a given epistemic state K we

should allow arbitrary consistent formulas to be

accepted. Intuitively, this does not allow for the

possibility that some beliefs are held so firmly that

their negations could never be accepted. (Later

we describe an ontology where observations are

taken to be known in which in fact some consistent

formulas will not be accepted in some epistemic

states.)

While the second postulate is perhaps plausible

if we cannot talk about epistemic importance or

point that * may change over time the dynamic point

of view. However, this seems somewhat of a mis

nomer when applied to papers such as [Boutilier 1993;

Boutilier and Goldszmidt 1993; Friedman and Halpern

1995a; Williams 1994], since there * in fact is static,

when viewed as a function on epistemic states and

formulas.

strength of belief in the language, it is less so once

we can talk about such things (or if either epis

temic importance or strength of belief is encoded

in the epistemic state some other way). For sup

pose that tp G K. Why should K * tp = K? It

could well be that being informed of tp raises the

importance of tp in the epistemic ordering, or the

agent's strength of belief in tp. If strength of belief

can be talked about in the language, then a notion

of minimal change should still allow strengths of

belief to change, even when something expected is

observed. Even if we cannot talk about strength

of belief in the language, this observation has an

impact on iterated revisions. For example, one

assumption made by Lehmann [1995] (his postu

late 14) is that if p is believed after revising by

tp, then revising by [tp ■ p • ip]—that is, revising

by tp then p then V—is equivalent to revising by

[ip • r/)]. But consider a situation where after re

vising by <p, the agent believes both p and q, but

her belief in q is stronger than her belief in p. We

can well imagine that after learning ->p V ->q in

this situation, she would believe ->p and q. How

ever, if she first learned p and then -<p V -<q, she

would believe p and ->g, because, as a result of

learning p, she would give p higher epistemic im

portance than q. In this case, we would not have

[<P " P ' (",P v = [f ' ipP V In l'gnt °f tnis

discussion, it is not surprising that the combina

tion of the second postulate with a language that

can talk about epistemic ordering leads to techni

cal problems such as Gardenfors' triviality result

[1988].

To give a sense of our concerns here, we discuss two

basic ontologies. The first ontology that seems (to

us) reasonable assumes that the agent has some

knowledge as well as beliefs. We can think of the

formulas that the agent knows as having the high

est state of epistemic importance. In keeping with

the standard interpretation of knowledge, we also

assume that the formulas that the agent knows

are true in the world. Since agents typically do

not have certain knowledge of very many facts, we

assume that the knowledge is augmented by beliefs

(which can be thought of as defeasible guides to

action). Thus, the set of formulas that are known

form a subset of the belief set. We assume that

the agent observes the world using reliable sensors;

thus, if the agent observes tp, then the agent is as

sumed to know tp. After observing tp, the agent

adds tp to his stock of knowledge, and may revise

his belief set. Since the agent's observations are

taken to be knowledge, the agent will believe tp

after observing tp. However, the agent's epistemic

state may change even if she observes a formula
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that she previously believed to be true. In par

ticular, if the formula observed was believed to be

true but not known to be true, after the observa

tion it is known. Note that, in this ontology, the

agent never observes false, since false is not true of

the world. In fact, the agent never observes any

thing that contradicts her knowledge. Thus, K * tp

is defined only for formulas tp that are compatible

with the agent's knowledge. Moving to iterated

revision, this means we cannot have a revision by

tp followed by a revision by ->ip. This ontology un

derlies some of our earlier work [1995b, 1995a]. As

we show here, a variant of Darwiche and Pearl's

approach [1994] captures them as well.

We can consider a second ontology that has a dif

ferent flavor. In this ontology, if we observe some

thing, we believe it to be true and perhaps even

assign it a strength of belief. But this assign

ment does not represent the strength of belief of

the observation in the resulting epistemic state.

Rather, the belief in the observation must "com

pete" against current beliefs if it is inconsistent

with these beliefs. In this ontology, it is not nec

essarily the case that tp 6 K * tp, just as it is not

the case that a scientist will necessarily adopt the

consequences of his most recent observation into

his stock of beliefs (at least, not without doing

some additional experimentation). Of course, to

flesh out this ontology, we need to describe how to

combine a given strength of belief in the observa

tion with the strengths of the beliefs in the original

epistemic state. Perhaps the closest parallel in the

literature is something like the Dempster-Shafer

rule of combination [Shafer 1976], which gives a

rule for combining two separate bodies of belief.

We do not have a particular suggestion to make

along these lines. However, we believe that this

type of ontology deserves further study.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In

Section 2, we review the AGM framework, and

point out some problems with it. In Section 3, we

consider proposals for belief change and iterated

belief change from the literature due to Boutilier

[1993], Darwiche and Pearl [1994], Freund and

Lehmann [1994], and Lehmann [1995], and try to

understand the ontology implicit in the proposal

(to the extent that one can be discerned). In Sec

tion 4, we consider the first ontology discussed

above in more detail. We conclude with some dis

cussion in Section 5.

2 AGM BELIEF REVISION

In this section we review the AGM approach to be

lief revision. As we said earlier, this approach as

sumes that beliefs and observations are expressed

in some language C. It is assumed that C is

closed under negation and conjunction, and comes

equipped with a consequence relation he that con

tains the propositional calculus and satisfies the

deduction theorem. The agent's epistemic state is

represented by a belief set, that is, a set of for

mulas in £ closed under deduction. There is also

assumed to be a revision operator * that takes a

belief set K and a formula tp and returns a new

belief set K * tp, intuitively, the result of revising

K by tp. The following AGM postulates are an

attempt to characterize the intuition of "minimal

change" :

Rl. K * tp is a belief set

R2. <p£ K *<p

R3. K * <p C Cl(K U {tp})

R4. If -^<p $ K then Cl(K U {ip}) CK*tp

R5. K *tp = Cl(false) if and only if hL ~"P

R6. If hL tp ip then K * ip = K * ip

R7. K * {<p A ip) C Cl(K * tpU {ip})

R8. If ->ip g K * <P then Cl(K *<pl) {ip}) Q K *

(V?AV)

The essence of these postulates is the following.

Revising K by tp gives a belief set (Postulate Rl)

that includes (p (R2). If tp is consistent with K,

then K *tp should not remove any of the old beliefs

and should not add any new beliefs except these

implied by the combination of the old beliefs with

the new belief (R3 and R4). Note that it follows

from R3 that if tp £ K, then tp e K*<p. The next

two postulates discuss the coherence of beliefs. R5

states that as long as <p is consistent, then so is K*

tp, and R6 states that the syntactic form of the new

belief does not affect the revision process. The last

two postulates enforce a certain coherency on the

outcome of revisions by related beliefs. Basically

they state that if ip is consistent with K * tp then

K *(tp A V") is the result of adding ip to K * tp.

The intuitions described by AGM is based on

one-step (noniterated) revision. Nevertheless, the

AGM postulates do impose some restrictions on

iterated revisions. For example, suppose that q is

consistent with K *p. Then, according to R2 and

R3, (K * p) * q = C\{K *pU {q}). Using R7 and

R8 we can conclude that (K * p) * q = K * (p A q).

There are several representation theorems for

AGM belief revision; perhaps the clearest is due

to Grove [1988]. We discuss a slight modification,

due to Boutilier [1994] and Katsuno and Mendel-

zon [1991b]: Let an C-world be a complete and

consistent truth assignment to the formulas in C.

Let W consist of all the £-worlds, and let < be
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a ranking, that is, a total preorder, on the worlds

in W. Let min< consist of all the minimal worlds

with respect to that is, all the worlds w such

that there is no w' with w' -< w. With ■< we can

associate a belief set Bel(^), consisting of all for

mulas f that are true in all the worlds in min<.

Moreover, we can define a revision operator * on

Bel(^), by taking Bel(X) * ip to consist of all for

mulas ip that are true in all the minimal y>-worlds

according to ^. It can be shown that * satisfies

the AGM postulates (when its first argument is

Bel(X)). Thus, we can define a revision opera

tor by taking a collection of orderings <k, one

for each belief set K. To define K * <p for a be

lief set K, we apply the procedure above, starting

with the ranking <k corresponding to K.2 Fur

thermore, Grove [1988], Katsuno and Mendelzon

[1991b], and Boutilier [1994] show that every be

lief revision operator satisfying the AGM axioms

can be characterized in this way.

This elegant representation theorem also brings

out some of the problems with the AGM postu

lates. First, note that a given revision operator

* is represented by a family of rankings, one for

each belief set. There is no necessary connection

between the rankings corresponding to different

belief sets. It might seem more reasonable to have

a more global setting (perhaps one global ranking)

from which each element in the family of rankings

arises.

A second important point is that the epistemic

state here is represented not by a belief set, but

by a ranking. Each ranking ■< is associated with a

belief set Bel(X), but it is the ranking that gives

the information required to describe how revision

is carried out. The belief set does not suffice to

determine the revision; there are many rankings

< for which the associated belief set Bel(^) is K.

Since the revision process only gives us the revised

belief set, not the revised ranking, the representa

tion does not support iterated revision.

This suggests that we should consider, not how to

revise belief sets, but how to revise rankings. More

generally, whatever we take to be our representa

tion of the epistemic state, it seems appropriate

to consider how these representations should be

revised. We can define an analogue of the AGM

postulates for epistemic states in a straightforward

way (cf. [Friedman and Halpern 1995a]): Taking

E to range over epistemic states and Bcl(E) to

represent the belief set associated with epistemic

2In this construction, for each belief set K other

than the inconsistent belief set, we have Bel(^ft-) = K .

The inconsistent belief set gets special treatment here.

state E, we have

Rl'. E * ip is an epistemic state

R2'. ip € Bel(E * <p)

R3'. Bel(E *<p)C Cl(Bel(E) U {<p})

and so on, with the obvious syntactic transforma

tion. In fact, as we shall see in the next section, a

number of processes for revising epistemic states

have been considered in the literature, and in fact

they all do satisfy these modified postulates.

Finally, even if we restrict attention to belief sets,

we can consider what happens if the underlying

language C is rich enough to talk about how revi

sion should be carried out. For example, suppose

£ includes conditional formulas, and we want to

find some ranking ■< for which the corresponding

belief set is K. Not just any ranking ■< such that

Bel(^) = K will do here. The beliefs in K put

some constraints on the ranking. For example,

if p > q is in K and p £ K, then the minimal

^-worlds satisfying p must all satisfy q, since af

ter p is learnt, q is believed. Once we restrict to

rankings that are consistent with the formulas in

the worlds that are being ranked, then the AGM

postulates are no longer sound. This point has es

sentially been made before [Boutilier 1992; Rott

1989]. However, it is worth stressing the sensitiv

ity of the AGM postulates to the underlying lan

guage and, more generally, to the choice of epis

temic state.

3 PROPOSALS FOR ITERATED

REVISION

We now briefly review some of the previous pro

posals for iterated belief change, and point out

how the impact of the observations we have been

making on the approaches. Most of these ap

proaches start with the AGM postulates, and aug

ment them to get seemingly appropriate restric

tions on iterated revision. This is not an exhaus

tive review of the literature on iterated belief revi

sion by any stretch of the imagination. Rather, we

have chosen a few representative approaches that

allow us to bring out our methodological concerns.

3.1 BOUTILIER'S NATURAL

REVISION

As we said in the previous section, Boutilier takes

the agent's epistemic state to consist of a rank

ing of possible worlds. Boutilier [1993] describes a

particular revision operator *b on epistemic states

that he calls natural revision operator. Natural re

vision maps a ranking ■< of possible worlds and
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an observation <p to a revised ranking ■< *b<P

such that (a) ■< *b<P satisfies the conditions of

the representation theorem described above—the

minimal worlds in ^ *b f are precisely the min

imal <p-worlds in and (b) in a precise sense,

< *B<P is the result of making the minimal num

ber of changes to ■< required to guarantee that all

the minimal worlds in < *b <p satisfy ip. Given a

ranking ■< and a formula <p, the ranking ■< *b <P is

identical to X except that the minimal y>-worlds

according to ^ have the minimal rank in the re

vised ranking, while the relative ranks of all other

worlds remains unchanged.

Boutilier characterizes the properties of natural re

vision. Suppose that, starting in some epistemic

state, we revise by ip\ , . . . , <p„. Further suppose

ifi+i is consistent with the beliefs after revising

by <Pi, Then the beliefs after revising by

*Pi i • ■ • i fn are precisely the beliefs after observing

tpi A . . . A <pn • (More precisely, given any rank

ing X, the belief set associated with the ranking

^ *b<Pi*b ■ ■ -*B fn is the same as that associated

with the ranking ^ *b (Vi A ... A <pn)- Note, how

ever, that X *B f\*B ■ ■ *B <Pn *B (^A. . .Aip„)

in general.) Thus, as long as the agent's new ob

servations are not surprising, the agent's beliefs

are exactly the ones she would have had had she

observed the conjunction of all the observations.

This is an immediate consequence of the AGM

postulates, and thus holds for any approach that

attempts to extend the AGM postulates to iter

ated revision.

What happens when the agent observes a formula

f>n+i that is inconsistent with her current beliefs?

Boutilier shows that in this case the new obser

vation nullifies the impact of the all the obser

vations starting with the most recent one that is

inconsistent with <pn+i- More precisely, suppose

ifi+i is consistent with the belief after observing

ipi, . . .,<Pi for i < n, but ipn+i is inconsistent with

the beliefs after observing tpi, . . . ,<pn. Let it be the

maximal index such that <pn+\ is consistent with

the beliefs after learning tp\, . . . ,<pt. The agent's

beliefs after observing <pn+i are the same as her

beliefs after observing if\, . . . , (fit, <Pn+l- Thus,

the agent acts as though she did not observe

<Pk+i, • • •, <Pn-

Boutilier does not provide any argument for the

reasonableness of this ontology. In fact, Boutilier's

presentation (like almost all others in the liter

ature) is not in terms of an ontology at all; he

presents natural revision as an attempt to mini

mize changes to the ranking. While the intuition

of minimizing changes to the ranking seems rea

sonable at first, it becomes less reasonable when

we realize its ontological implications. The follow

ing example, due to Darwiche and Pearl [1994],

emphasizes this point. Suppose we encounter a

strange new animal and it appears to be a bird,

so we believe it is a bird. On closer inspection, we

see that it is red, so we believe that it is a red bird.

However, an expert then informs us that it is not

a bird, but a mammal. Applying natural revision,

we would no longer believe that the animal is red.

This does not seem so reasonable.

One more point is worth observing: As described

by Boutilier [1993], natural revision does not al

low revision by false. While we could, of course,

modify the definition to handle false, it is more

natural simply to disallow it. This suggests that,

whatever ontology is used to justify natural revi

sion, in that ontology, revising by false should not

make sense.

3.2 FREUND AND LEHMANN'S

APPROACH

Freund and Lehmann [1994] stick close to the orig

inal AGM approach. They work with belief sets,

not more general epistemic states. However, they

are interested in iterated revision. They consider

the effect of adding just one more postulate to the

basic AGM postulates, namely

R9. If ->ip e K, then K * <p = KL * <p,

where K±_ is the inconsistent belief set, which con

sists of all formulas.

Suppose * satisfies K1-K9. Just as with

Boutilier's natural revision, if tpi+i is consistent

with the beliefs after learning tpi, . . . , ip{ for » <

n — 1, then K * y>\ * . . . * <pn = K * (<pi A . . .Ay>„).

However, if we then observe <pn+i, and it is in

consistent with K * <pi A . . . A fn i then K * tpi *

... * v'n+i = K± * Vn+i • That is, observing some

thing inconsistent causes us to retain none of our

previous beliefs, but to start over from scratch.

While the ontology here is quite simple to explain,

as Freund and Lehmann themselves admit, it is a

rather severe form of belief revision. Darwiche and

Pearl's red bird example applies to this approach

as well.

3.3 DARWICHE AND PEARL'S

APPROACH

Darwiche and Pearl [1994] suggest a set of postu

lates extending the AGM postulates, and claim to

provide a semantics that satisfies them. Their in

tuition is that the revision operator should retain

as must as possible certain parts of the ordering

among worlds in the ranking. In particular, if w
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and w' both satisfy tp, then a revision by tp should

not change the relative rank of w and w' . Simi

larly, if both w and w' satisfy ->tp, then a revision

should not change their relative rank. They de

scribe four postulates that are meant to embody

these intuitions:

CI. If tp h V", then (K*ip)*<p=K*<p

C2. If <p h -iV, then (K*J>)*<p=K*tp

C3. \i%l> £K *<p, then V G * V>) * <P

C4. If ->V i K * tp, then ->ip £ (K * ip) * tp

Freund and Lehmann [1994] point out that C2

is inconsistent with the AGM postulates. This

observation seems inconsistent with the fact that

Darwiche and Pearl claim to provide an example

of a revision method that is consistent with their

postulates. What is going on here? It turns out

that the issues raised earlier help clarify the situ

ation.

The semantics that Darwiche and Pearl use as an

example is based on a special case of Spohn's or

dinal conditional functions (OCFs) [1988] called

K-rankings [Goldszmidt and Pearl 1992]. A k-

ranking associates with each world either a natural

number n or oo, with the requirement that for at

least one world wo, we have k(wo) — 0. We can

think of k(w) as the rank of w, or as denoting how

surprising it would be to discover that w is the ac

tual world. If k(w) = 0, then world w is unsurpris

ing; if k(w) = 1, then w is somewhat surprising;

if k(w) = 2, then w is more surprising, and so on.

If k(w) = oo, then w is impossible.3 OCFs pro

vide a way of ranking worlds that is closely related

to, but has a little more structure than the order-

ings considered by Boutilier. The extra structure

makes it easier to define a notion of conditioning.

Given a formula tp, let k(<p) = min{/c(w) : w \= tp};

we define n(false) = oo. We say that tp is believed

with firmness a > 0 in OCF k if K(tp) = 0 and

k{-«p) = a. Thus, tp is believed with firmness a

if tp is unsurprising and the least surprising world

satisfying -up has rank a. We define Bel(/c) to con

sist of all formulas that are believed with firmness

at least 1.

Spohn defined a notion of conditioning on OCFs.

Given an OCF k, a formula <p such that K(tp) < oo,

and a > 0, kVi0 is the unique OCF satisfying the

property desired by Darwiche and Pearl—namely,

3 Spohn allowed ranks to be arbitrary ordinals, not

just natural numbers, and did not allow a rank of oo,

since, for philosophical reasons, he did not want to

allow a world to be considered impossible. As we shall

see, there are technical advantages to introducing a

rank of oo.

if w and w' both satisfy tp or both satisfy -<ip, then

revision by tp should not change the relative rank

of w and w', that is, KVia(w) — kv>„(u/) = k(w) —

k(w')—such that <p is believed with firmness a in

Kv<a. It is defined as follows:

, \ _ ) t(tu) — k(<p) if w satisfies ip

Kip,a\U>) — < K(wj _ k(-hp) + a if w satisfies -up.

Notice that K^,a is defined only if n(<p) < oo, that

is, if tp is considered possible.

Darwiche and Pearl defined the following revision

function on OCFs:

_ f k if ^(-ttp) > 1

K *DP f ~ 1 Ky,,! otherwise.

Thus, if tp is already believed with firmness at least

1 in k, then k is unaffected by a revision by tp;

otherwise, the effect of revision is to modify k by

conditioning so that tp ends up being believed with

degree of firmness 1 . Intuitively, this means that

if >p is not believed in k, in n*tp it is believed, but

with the minimal degree of firmness.

It is not hard to show that if we take an agent's

epistemic state to be represented by an OCF, then

Darwiche and Pearl's semantics satisfies all the

AGM postulates modified to apply to epistemic

states (that is, Rl'-R8' in Section 2), except that

revising by false is disallowed, just as in natural

revision, so that R5' holds vacuously; in addition,

this semantics satisfies Darwiche and Pearl's Cl-

C4, modified to apply to epistemic states. For

example, C2 becomes

C2'. If tp\- -tip, then Bel((E*xp)*tp) = Bel(E*<p).

Indeed, as Darwiche and Pearl observe, natural re

vision also satisfies Cl'-C4', however, it has prop

erties that they view as undesirable. Thus, Dar

wiche and Pearl's claim that their postulates are

consistent with AGM is correct, if we think at the

level of general epistemic states. On the other

hand, Freund and Lehmann are quite right that

R1-R8 and C1-C4 are incompatible; indeed, as

they point out, R1-R4 and C2 are incompatible.

The importance of making clear exactly whether

we are considering the postulates with respect to

the OCF k or the belief set Bel(/c) is particularly

apparent here.

The fact that Boutilier's natural revision also sat

isfies Cl'-C4' clearly shows that these postulates

do not capture all of Darwiche and Pearl's intu

itions. Their semantics embodies further assump

tions. Some of them seem ad hoc. Why is it

reasonable to believe tp with a minimal degree of

firmness after revising by tp? Rather than trying
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to come up with an improved collection of postu

lates (which Darwiche and Pearl themselves sug

gest might be a difficult task), it seems to us a

more promising approach is to find an appropri

ate ontology.

3.4 LEHMANN'S REVISED

APPROACH

Finally, we consider Lehmann's "revised" ap

proach to belief revision [1995]. With each se

quence a of observations, Lehmann associates a

belief set that we denote Bel(<r). Intuitively, we

can think of Bel((j) as describing the agent's be

liefs after making the sequence <r of observations,

starting from her initial epistemic state. Lehmann

allows all possible sequences of consistent formu

las. Thus, he assumes that the agent does not

observe false. We view Lehmann's approach es

sentially as taking the agent's epistemic state to

be the sequence of observations made, with the

obvious revision operator that concatenate a new

observation to the current epistemic state. The

properties of belief change depend on the function

Bel. Lehmann require Bel to satisfy the follow

ing postulates (where a and p denote sequences of

formulas, and • is the concatenation operator):

11. Bel(o') is a consistent belief set

12. <p € Bel(<r • <p)

13. If i> € Bel(ff ■ ip), then ip =► ip £ Be\(<r)

14. If <p E Bel(ff), then Bel(<r • <p ■ p) = Bel(<r • p)

15. If rp r ip, then Bel(<r <p ip p) = Bel(<r • rp ■ p)

16. If --^ g Bel(<r • ip), then Bel(<r ■ ip ■ ip ■ p) =

Bel(<r • <p ■ ip A ip • p)

17. Bel((T ■ ^<p ■ tp) C Cl(Bel(<r) U {<p})

We refer the interested reader to [Lehmann

1995] for the motivation for these postulates.

As Lehmann notes, the spirit of the original

AGM postulates is captured by these postulates.

Lehmann views 15 and 17 as two main additions to

the basic AGM postulates. He states that "Since

postulates 15 and 17 seem secure, i.e., difficult to

reject, the postulates 11-17 may probably be con

sidered as a reasonable formalization of the intu

itions of AGM." Our view is that it is impossible to

decide whether to accept or reject postulates such

as 15 or 17 (or, for that matter, any of the other

postulates) without an explicit ontology. There

may be ontologies for which 15 and 17 are reason

able, and others for which they are not. "Reason

ableness" is not an independently defined notion;

it depends on the ontology. The ontology of the

next section emphasizes this point.

4 TAKING OBSERVATIONS TO

BE KNOWLEDGE

We now consider an ontology where observations

are taken to be knowledge. As we said in the in

troduction, in this ontology, the agent has some

(closed) set of formulas that he knows to be true,

which is included in a larger set of formulas that

he believes to be true. The belief set can be

viewed as the result of applying some nonmono

tonic reasoning system grounded in the observa

tions. We can think of there being an ordering

on the strength of his beliefs, with the formu

las known to be true—the observations and their

consequences—having the greatest strength of be

lief. Because observations are taken to be knowl

edge, any formula observed is added to the stock

of knowledge (and must be consistent with what

was previously known). In this ontology, it is im

possible to observe false. In fact, it is impossible

to make any inconsistent sequence of observations.

That is, if ipi <pn is observed, then ipi A. . .Af„

must be consistent (although it may not be con

sistent with the agent's original beliefs).

In earlier work [1995a], we presented one way of

formalizing this ontology, based on Halpem and

Fagin's [1989] framework of multi-agent systems

(see [Fagin, Halpem, Moses, and Vardi 1995] for

more details). The key assumption in the multi-

agent system framework is that we can charac

terize the system by describing it in terms of a

state that changes over time. Formally, we as

sume that at each point in time, the agent is in

some local state. Intuitively, this local state en

codes the information the agent has observed thus

far. There is also an environment, whose state en

codes relevant aspects of the system that are not

part of the agent's local state. A global state is a

tuple (se,sa) consisting of the environment state

se and the local state sa of the agent. A run of

the system is a function from time (which, for ease

of exposition, we assume ranges over the natural

numbers) to global states. Thus, if r is a run,

then r(0),r(l), ... is a sequence of global states

that, roughly speaking, is a complete description

of what happens over time in one possible execu

tion of the system. We take a system to consist of

a set of runs. Intuitively, these runs describe all

the possible behaviors of the system, that is, all

the possible sequences of events that could occur

in the system over time.

Given a system H, we refer to a pair (r, m) con

sisting of a run r £ V. and a time m as a

point. If r(m) = (se,sa), we define ra(m) = sa

and re(m) = se. We say two points (r, m) and
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(r',m') are indistinguishable to the agent, and

write (r, m) ~„ (r',m'), if r„(m) = r^m'), i.e., if

the agent has the same local state at both points.

Finally, an interpreted system is a tuple (72., tt),

consisting of a system H together with a mapping

n that associates with each point a truth assign

ment to the primitive propositions.

To capture the AGM framework, we consider a

special class of interpreted systems: We fix a

propositional language C. We assume that the

agent makes observations, which are characterized

by formulas in C, and that her local state con

sists of the sequence of observations that she has

made. We assume that the environment's local

state describes which formulas are actually true

in the world, so that it is a truth assignment to

the formulas in C. As observed by Katsuno and

Mendelzon [1991a], the AGM postulates assume

that the world is static; to capture this, we assume

that the environment state does not change over

time. Formally, we are interested in the unique

interpreted system (HAGM ,*) that consists of all

runs satisfying the following two assumptions for

every point (r, m):

• The environment's state re(m) is a truth as

signment to the formulas in C that agrees

with 7r at (r, m) (that is, ir(r, m) = re(m)),

and re(m) = re(0).

• The agent's state r0(m) is a sequence of the

form (<pi, . . . , ipm), such that <p\ A . . . A tpm is

true according to the truth assignment re(m)

and r„(m - 1) = (<Pi, ■ • ■ , Vm-i)-

Notice that the form of the agent's state makes

explicit an important implicit assumption: that

the agent remembers all her previous observations.

In an interpreted system, we can talk about an

agent's knowledge: the agent knows tp at a point

(r, m) if tp holds in all points (r',m') such that

(r, m) ~„ (r', m'). It is easy to see that, according

to this definition, if r„(m) = (vi.- -.Vm), then

the agent knows ipi A . . . A tpm at the point (r, m):

the agent's observations are known to be true in

this approach. We are interested in talking about

the agent's beliefs as well as her knowledge. To al

low this, we added a notion of plausibility to inter

preted systems in [Friedman and Halpern 1995b].

We consider a variant of this approach here, us

ing OCFs, since it makes it easier to relate our

observations to Darwiche and Pearl's framework.

We assume that we start with an OCF k on runs

such that n(r) ^ oo for any run r. Intuitively,

k represents our prior ranking on runs. Initially,

no runs is viewed as impossible. We then asso

ciate, with each point (r, m), an OCF n(r,m) on the

runs. We define /c(r,m) by induction on m. We take

K<r'°> = k, and we take K(r-m+1) = ,«,, where

r«(m+l)= (vi,...,Vm+i>. Thus, K^m+» is the

result of conditioning x(r,m) on the last observa

tion the agent made, giving it degree of firmness

oo. Thus, the agent is treating the observations

as knowledge in a manner compatible with the se

mantics for knowledge in the interpreted system.

Moreover, since observations are known, they are

also believed.

As we show in [Friedman and Halpern 1995a], this

framework satisfies the AGM postulates Rl'-R8',

interpreted on epistemic states. (Here we take

the agent's epistemic state at the point (r, m) to

consist of r0(m) together with K^r,mh) Moreover,

it is easy to verify that the framework also sat

isfies Darwiche and Pearl's postulates (appropri

ately modified to apply to epistemic states), ex

cept that the contentious C2 is now vacuous, since

it is illegal to revise by tp and then tp if tp h ->^>.

How does this framework compare to Lehmann's?

Like Lehmann's, there is an explicit attempt to as

sociate beliefs with a sequence of revisions. How

ever, we have restricted the sequence of revisions,

since we are treating observations as knowledge.

It is easy to see that 11-13 and 15-17 hold in our

framework. However, since we have restricted the

sequence of observations allowed, some of these

postulates are much weaker in our framework than

in Lehmann's. In particular, 17 is satisfied vacu

ously, since we do not allow a sequence of the form

a ■ -up ■ <p. On the other hand, 14 is not satisfied

in our framework. Our discussion in the intro

duction suggests a counterexample. Suppose that

initially, it(pAq) = 0, K(-<pAq) = 1, /c(pA->g) = 2,

and k(-<p A ->q) = 3. Thus, initially the agent be

lieves both p and q, but believes p with firmness 1

and q with firmness 2. If the agent then observes

-.p V ->q, he will then believe q but not p. On the

other hand, suppose the agent first observes p. He

still believes both p and q, of course, but now p is

believed with firmness oo. That means if he then

observes -tp V ->q, he will believe q, but not p, vi

olating 14. However, a weaker variant of 14 does

hold in our system: if the agent knows tp, then

observing tp will not change her future beliefs.

5 DISCUSSION

The goal of this paper was to highlight what we

see as some methodological problems in much of

the literature on belief revision. There has been

(in our opinion) too much attention paid to postu

lates, and not enough to the underlying ontology.
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An ontology must make clear what the agent's

epistemic state is, what types of observations the

agent can make, the status of observations, and

how the agent goes about revising the epistemic

state.

We have (deliberately) not been very precise about

what counts as an ontology, and clearly there are

different levels of detail that one can provide. Al

though some papers on belief revision have at

tempted to provide something in the way of an on

tology, the ontology has typically been insufficient

detailed to verify the reasonableness of the pos

tulates. For example, Gardenfors [1988]—whose

ontology is far better developed than most—takes

belief sets to consist of formulas that are accepted,

and revision to be by formulas that are accepted.

As we have seen, unless belief sets or the revision

operator contain additional information (such as

epistemic importance or strengths of beliefs) this

ontology will violate Rl. On the other hand, un

less we are careful about how we add such infor

mation, we may well violate some other axioms

(such as R3 or R5). In any case, it is the job of

the ontology to make completely clear such issues

as whether observations are believed to be true or

known to be true, and if they are believed, what

the strength of belief is. This issue is particularly

important if we have epistemic states like rankings

that are richer than belief sets. If observations are

believed, but not necessarily known, to be true,

then it is not clear how to go about revising such

a richer epistemic state. With what degree of firm

ness should the new belief be held? No particular

answer seems to us that well motivated. It may be

appropriate for the user to attach degrees of firm

ness to observations, as was done in [Goldszmidt

1992; Williams 1994; Wobcke 1995] (following the

lead of Spohn [1988]); we can even generalize to al

lowing uncertain observations [Dubois and Prade

1992].

In this paper we have focused on belief revision.

However, the need to clarify the underlying ontol

ogy goes far beyond belief revision. Much the same

comments can be made for all the work on non

monotonic logic as well (this point is essentially

made in [Halpern 1993]). Not surprisingly, our

critique applies to other approaches belief change

as well, and in particular to Katsuno and Mendel-

zon's belief update [1991a]. Although the motiva

tion described by Katsuno and Mendelzon is dif

ferent than that of revision, the discussion of up

date is stated in terms of postulates about belief

states. Thus, for example, the distinction between

the agent's belief state and epistemic state arises

in update as well: update is defined as function

from (belief states x formulas) to belief states.

However, the agent's belief state does not uniquely

determine the outcome of update. This is demon

strated, for example, by Katsuno and Mendelzon 's

semantic characterization that requires the agent

to have a ternary relation on possible worlds such

that wi <w W2 holds if the agent considers wi to

be "closer" to w than ti>j. Other issues we raise

here also apply to update for similar reasons.

The ontology we propose in Section 4, where ob

servations are treated as knowledge, can be ap

plied to update as well. Moreover, the assumption

that observations are true is less problematic for it

erated update: since update does not assume that

propositions are static, we can consider runs where

<p is true at one time point, and false at the next

one. Thus, assuming that observations are known

to be true does not rule out sequences of observa

tions of the form <p,-«p, In fact, all sequences

of consistent observations are allowed. We refer

the reader to [Friedman and Halpern 1995a] for

more details.

It seems to us that many of the intuitions that re

searchers in the area have are motivated by think

ing in terms of observations as known, even if this

is not always reflected in the postulates consid

ered. We have examined carefully one particular

instantiation of this ontology, that of treating ob

servations as knowledge. We have shown that, in

this ontology, some postulates that seem reason

able, such as Lehmann's 14, do not hold. We do

not mean to suggest that 14 is "wrong" (whatever

that might mean in this context). Rather, it shows

that we cannot blithely accept postulates without

making the underlying ontology clear. We would

encourage the investigation of other ontologies for

belief change.
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Abstract

We can represent how to change our beliefs in

the light of new information by using a con

ditional "if A is the case, then we should ac

cept B" . We propose that this belief change

conditional should be defined as material im

plication when A is consistent with our cur

rent beliefs, and as a suitable counterfactual

in the other case. We show that the re

sulting belief change system obeys the ra

tionality postulates suggested by Alchourron,

Gardenfors, and Makinson. To get an ex

act correspondence between systems of belief

change thus defined in terms of counterfactu

als, and systems based on rationality postu

lates, it is more intuitive to modify the usual

"closest possible world" models of counter

factuals, so that different similarity measures

centered at the same world are cotenable, and

all worlds are ranked. Once this is done we

can achieve a correspondence between finite

sequences of belief changes using rationality

postulates and models of a counterfactual.

The valid counterfactual sentences do not

constitute a possible state of belief. They do

not decide enough sentences. However, we

can specify a state of belief, by adding the

additional sentences, that describe the fact

that we believe no counterfactuals, save those

that we have explicitly been told. This char

acterizes a "tabula rasa" or blank slate, upon

which we can impose any belief change sys

tem, by revising it with the sentences that

characterize the defaults of that belief change

system.

* The author thanks Anna Patterson, John Mc

Carthy, Grigori Mints, and Johan van Benthem for helpful

discussions.

1 Motivations

Changing ones mind is the prerogative of every falli

ble reasoner. We are constantly told new information

that we must assimilate. That information can neatly

be split into two parts; new facts that contradict our

current beliefs, and facts that we currently have no

opinion about.

There is considerable agreement about how to deal

with the second case. We should conjoin the new in

formation to our current beliefs. The first case is more

problematic however. Clearly conjoining the informa

tion will lead to inconsistency. One feels tempted to

assent to the new belief, but one does not want to give

up all ones old beliefs.

A solution to this quandary might be found in coun

terfactuals. They are propositions of the form, "if . . .

were the case, then . . . would be the case." , where the

left hand side is contrary to our current beliefs.

There are several semantics that state what counter

factuals are true based only on which facts about the

world are true, and some notion of what other worlds

might be most likely. Perhaps the best known of these

is the "official logic" for counterfactual conditionals,

Lewis's VC. We intend to use counterfactuals to tell

us what facts in our present corpus we should retain.

However, we differ from Lewis in that we consider only

what worlds are most likely when giving truth condi

tions to our counterfactual. We do not use what facts

are true in the actual world.

Every belief change conditional A > B can be divided

into two parts—the material conditional, which is ap

propriate when we do not believe ->A, and the counter-

factual part, which is appropriate when we believe ->A.

These parts can define the belief change conditional.

If A > B is the belief change conditional, we can relate
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our counterfactual conditional y to >' by the follow

ing identity.

del

(Change) r (= A > B =

if T ^= ->A then T \= A y B else r (= A -¥ B

This approach to conditionals allows a very simple

formalization of how beliefs change in the light of

new information. It avoids the problems, exposed

by Lewis and Gardenfors[Lewis, 1976, Lewis, 1991,

Gardenfors, 1986, Gardenfors, 1988], that arise when

belief change conditional is added to the language as

an operator.

Adding a new connective to the language also avoids

the problems exposed by Lehmann[Lehmann, 1995].

He points out that there are strong arguments against

treating belief states, that have exactly the same sen

tences true in them, identically. He argues the change

should also depend on the pedigree of the beliefs. As

we represent more information, by having an extra

connective >-, we can have theories with the same >--

free sentences, that are not identical.

2 Outline of the Paper

We wish to develop a model of belief change, based on

the idea that we can use counterfactual conditionals

to model how we change our mind when we find we

are mistaken. When we find we are under-informed,

we intend to conjoin the new information. To carry

out this plan we need a model of counterfactuals, and

a model of belief change.

We first look at a model of counterfactuals proposed

by Lewis. It is based around the idea that a coun

terfactual A >- B is true if the corresponding implica

tion A ~¥ B is true at the closest worlds where A is

true. As a model of counterfactuals this system is not

completely natural as it does not allow us to consider

different similarity measures on the same world—each

world must have a unique ordering on worlds assigned

to it. It is natural to imagine that there are different

possible orders of the same set of worlds. Furthermore

this model makes the counterfactual A >- B agree with

the material conditional when A is the case. Thus it

gives truth conditions to this conditional, when it is

not counterfactual.

The next model we look at seem superficially

very similar to Lewis's. It is Grove's model

'Throughout the paper, we use > to refer to a be

lief change conditional, and >- to refer to a counterfactual

conditional.

[Grove, 1988] of the belief change postulates pro

posed by Alchourron, Gardenfors, and Makinson

(AGM) [Alchourron et al., 1985]. It is intended to

deal with incomplete knowledge. Sadly, as shown

by Gardenfors[Gardenfors, 1986, Gardenfors, 1988] it

cannot represent conditionals in its language, if the

conditionals are to represent the notion of belief

change itself.

Our solution to this problem is to propose a new

model, that allows both nested counterfactual condi

tionals and incomplete knowledge. It combines some

of the features of both models. Its most critical idea is

that the underlying propositions that are believed are

not objective propositions and the conditionals corre

sponding to belief change, but rather, objective propo

sitions, and counterfactual conditionals. The belief

change conditional is definable from the counterfac

tual conditional and objective propositions, but is not

a "first class" belief. The critical change is that we

only preserve the counterfactual conditional and the

objective propositions. To stress the importance of

this decision we list this as the assumption >-.

(>-) Our language contains >- as its only

non truth functional connective.

We present a new model of counterfactuals and show

that, when (Change) is used to specify belief change

in terms of this counterfactual, we get a system that

obeys each of AGM's eight postulates. We thus sug

gest a new postulate, essentially the counterfactual

part of Change that relates belief change to coun

terfactuals. This postulate completes the rationality

postulates, in that it completely determines revision in

terms of the logical connectives and We give theo

rems relating our postulates to our semantics. Namely,

every set of iterated AGM revisions can be captured

in our model. Thus we show a correspondence be

tween rational belief change as defined by postulates

and using (Change) to define belief change in terms

of counterfactuals.

Finally we consider what state of belief is most ap

propriate to choose as an initial state. We show that

we can define a set of sentences that capture the idea

that initially we should believe as few counterfactuals

as possible.

3 Previous Work

3.1 Lewis

Lewis suggested a semantics of conditionals based on

a system of spheres. The basic notion is a sphere of
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accessibility, or alternately a set of possible worlds.

To each possible world i he assigned a set of spheres

of accessibility §,-2. This assignment is constrained to

meet certain formal constraints.

• C Centering {i} G Si.

• 1 Nesting: VS G Sit T G S..T C S V 5 C T.

This system of spheres carries the notion of similarity

of worlds. Each sphere around a world i contains ex

actly those worlds that resemble i to a certain degree.

We write that a proposition A is true in a world w

as w |= A. We can now define Lewis's counterfactual

conditional as:

dej
i \=Lewi, A y B =

VS G Si, w G S.w \fc A or

3S G Si, w G S.w [= A and Vw' G S.w' |= A

The first alternative gives the vacuous case where there

is no world where A is possible, the second states that

we judge A y B to be true if in the closest worlds

where A is true, B is true.

Thus Lewis suggested that we could judge conditionals

by appealing to what is essentially a "well-founded'"3

total pre-order on worlds. We can see that the system

of spheres induces a total pre-order, where w < w' iff

3S.w G S A w' £ S.

Thus Lewis's system is designed to capture that part of

our beliefs that will be useful when we commit sins of

commission, when we find a new fact that contradicts

our old beliefs.

Lewis's system can be axiomatized in the following

way, as he originally proposed,

A, A^t B

B

all truth functional tautologies

Ci A . . . A Cn B

((AyCi)A...A(Ay C„)) (A y B)

for n > 1

Ay A

(^A yA)->{ByA)

(A y -.fl) v ({{A AB)yC) = {Ay(B^ C)))

2 We use A, B, C, D for propositions or sentences. We

use w, i, j, k for worlds, which we consider set of proposi

tions. We use K, M, N, V, A,0 for sets of sentences. We

use L for languages. We use W , R, S for sets of worlds, and

calligraphic letters for sets of sets of worlds, S. W, H, S.

We use S for rich states of belief. We use P for preposi

tional letters, and P for sets of prepositional letters. We

use K. for sets of sets of sentences.

3The condition is not exactly well-foundedness, but

Kraus et al.'s [Kraus et al., 1990] smoothness.

{A y B) -+ {A -> B)

[A A B) -4 (A y B)

or in the manner of Gardenfors[Gardenfors, 1978], to

mirror revision style semantics, or using the notation

of non-monotonic consequence relations which we now

present.

All valid principles of propositional logic

Replacement of Provable Equivalents

Ay B

Ay[BwC)

Ay B, AyC

Ay(BAC)

Ay B, Cy B

(A vC)y B

Ay B, AyC

{A AB)yC

Ay B, ->{A y C)

(A A -C) y B

True y A

Reflexitivity

Right Monotonicity

Conjunction

Disjunction

Cautious Monotonicity

Rationality

Centering

These systems are equivalent. The second is equiv

alent as shown by Burgess[Burgess, 1981]. We give

the second axiomatization, as it will bear much sim

ilarity to the way in which we axiomatize our con

ditional, and shows how similar counterfactual rea

soning is to work in non-monotonic consequence

relations[Kraus et al., 1990].

It is worth noting that although Lewis's system is de

signed to deal with counterfactual conditionals, it also

gives truth conditions for conditional sentences that

are not counterfactual, that is sentences whose premise

is not counterfactual. In this case, Lewis gives the

conditional the same truth value as the material condi

tional. This is seen in his axiom, (A y B) —¥ (A —> B).

This has a consequence, (True y A) —¥ A, the as

sumption of centering.

3.2 Grove

Grove suggested a semantics for the AGM postulates

for belief revision. He characterized the conditional

"if I revised my beliefs to accommodate A, the I would

would believe B" . He also uses a system of spheres, but

his system differs from Lewis's. Rather than define

what conditionals are true at a world, he starts by
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defining what conditionals are true at a set of worlds.

We note that he implicitly rejects the idea that one can

determine what conditionals are true at a set of worlds

by looking at the conditionals true at each world in

that set,

We write [A] for the set of worlds that satisfy a propo

sition A. His spheres are also sets of possible worlds.

There is a system of spheres corresponding not to each

world, but to each set of worlds. Thus instead of the

system of spheres from a world i we have the system

of spheres around a set of worlds [A']. The smallest

sphere is the sphere [K], that is the set of worlds it

self. Contrast this with Lewis who has a systems of

spheres associated with a single world. The largest

sphere is all the worlds. For every sentence A, the set

of spheres around a set [A'] that contain worlds that

satisfy A has a minimum, in the sense of set inclusion.

We call this minimum Sa ■

Grove's interpretation of the conditional is, for a sys

tem of spheres, centered on the set [K],

A \=Grove A > B B € f] W

We see that the conditional is defined as B being true

in the smallest worlds where A is true. Grove's system

tells us how to add to our knowledge. If A is not the

case in [K], but [A] f"l [A] is non-empty then we find

ourselves at the set of worlds [A'] PI [A]. In the case

that [K] D [A] is empty, then we find ourselves in a

system very much like Lewis's. The key insight for

us, is that we can represent our partial knowledge of

the world by a set of possible worlds, and that we can

represent revision by selecting out the subset of these

worlds where the new fact is the case, when this subset

is non-empty.

It is worth noting that the Grove semantics do not give

a semantics to nested conditionals. We might imagine

that we could use the set of worlds picked out by Sa, to

give a new set of worlds from which to further judge the

truth of sub-formulas. Grove does not do this because

his intent was to capture a set of postulates, proposed

by AGM, that render trivial extending the semantics

in this way.

3.3 Nesting

There has been some work that considers nested con

ditionals. Adams [Adams, 1975] has suggested that

A > (B > C) might be read as A A B > C, under

suitable restrictions.

Lehman[Lehmann, 1995] suggests seven postu

lates that both strengthen and weaken, in some

ways, the AGM postulates, by adding Darwiche

and Pearl 's[Darwiche and Pearl, 1994] CI, and a

weaker version of their C2, which Freund and

Lehmann[Freund and Lehmann, 1994] showed was

inconsistent. He weakens the postulates by cropping

the implicit assumption that revision is functional

on theories. This work has a close connection with

non-monotonic consequence relations. In this system

revising one's beliefs by A is equivalent to adding the

weakest sentence that non-monotonically implies A if

A is consistent with the current beliefs. Note that this

is consistent with the current monotonic beliefs, not

with the non-monotonic consequences of those beliefs.

4 Rationality Postulates

Alchourron, Gardenfors, and Makinson give eight ra

tionality postulates that they claim every belief change

system should obey. Before we can speak of these pos

tulates we must first introduce some notation.

Definition: 1 (Language) A language L is identi

fied with a set of sentences. We will consider lan

guages that contain all the truth functional connec

tives, {A, V, — ->, =}, a set of propositional atoms V,

a conditional connective y, and the additional con

stants L and T. The rules for constructing sentences

are the standard ones. We call this L£. We call the

language without y, L^""cal

Definition: 2 (State of Belief) A state of belief

Kl over a language L, is a logically closed subset of

the sentences of the language L.

We use Cn({Ai, . . . , A„}) to refer to the logical clo

sure of the set of sentence {Ai, . . . , An}. We use K+A

to refer to the logical closure of the set A' U {A}.

Definition: 3 (Revision) We define the revision of

a state of belief Kl, by a sentence A in L, as Kl * A.

When the language is fixed we drop the subscript L.

K * A represents the state of belief which is the result

of minimally changing K to include A.

We can now define a belief revision system.

Definition: 4 (Belief Revision System) A belief

revision system, (K,*), is a sets ofstates of beliefs, over

a language L, and a function * from pairs of states of

belief and sentences, to states of beliefs * : tC x L —t K .
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We can now state the eight postulates proposed by

AGM:

(Rl) K * A is deductively closed.

(R2) A € A * A.

[R3) K*ACK + A.

(i?4) If -.4 £ K then A + A C A * A.

(R5) A' * A = Cn{L) if and only if (= -.4.

(R6) If \= A = B then A * A = A * B.

(A7) A * (A A B) C (A * ,4) + £•

(R8) 1{^B(£K*A then (A * A) + B C A * (A A B)

These postulates do not fully constrain belief change.

Indeed, we need to add extra information, in the

form of a choice of sphere around each set of worlds

in Grove's model, or an entrenchment ordering from

Gardenfors [Gardenfors, 1988], or a partial meet con

traction function [Alchourron et al., 1985], to charac

terize a belief change operator exactly. Rather than

add one of these ordering principles outside the lan

guage, we propose to add a new rationality postulate:

(Counter)

If ->A e A then B € K * A if and only if A y B € A.

This will uniquely give a belief change system. We

show this in Theorem 3. However to make sense of this

postulate we need a semantics for the counterfactual

>-.

The idea behind (Counter) is that when we believe

->A, we should change our beliefs as we would when

we consider a counterfactual. In any other case, (R3)

and (R4) will apply and fully describe the revision.

This approach, of using a conditional to define belief

change seems very close to work done by Gardenfors

in [Gardenfors, 1988]. The major difference is that

we only characterize belief change using the condi

tional when the conditional is truly a counterfactual,

i.e. when (R4) does not apply.

5 Expanding Counterfactual

Semantics

We wish to define a belief revision conditional in terms

of counterfactuals. However when we attempt to do

this we see two problems in Lewis's standard model.

The counterfactuals that are true are indexed only by

a world. We wish to have our semantics capture states

of belief, and thus identify worlds and sets of proposi

tions.

If we take a commonly considered counterfactual:

If Otto had come to the party, it would

have been a good party.

Some people may consider this true, and others false.

They may differ on their beliefs, not because the objec

tive facts they know about reality differ, but instead

because one person considers the world where Otto

came and the party was good, closer than the world

where Otto came and the party was bad, and the other

person does not. They can differ on what they con

sider the ranking on worlds, without differing on what

they believe the current world to be.

Lewis's model insists that each world have a unique

ranking associated with it. He speaks of the system of

spheres associated with each world. We can general

ize his semantics by allowing the same world to have

different system of spheres around it. Once we do this

it is clear that the system of spheres should rank pairs

of worlds and systems of spheres, not worlds.

Lewis did not include this freedom in his semantics,

but it makes very little difference, as the semantics

allow arbitrary many copies of worlds that agree on

all propositions.

We wish to be able to work out, from a "state of be

lief" , what counterfactuals that reasoner should be

lieve. We thus want to have as our objects states of

belief, rather than worlds. Unless the state of belief

includes some representation of the similarity measure

it uses, we will not be able to calculate what coun

terfactuals should be accepted. To represent the state

of belief that results after being told a previously de

nied proposition, as a set of conditionals, the the truth

conditions of the counterfactual must bring us not to

a new world, but to a full state of belief, that is, a

world and a new similarity measure on state of belief.

For this reason we need the primary index in the sat

isfaction relation, or the state of belief, to be a set of

assignments to objective propositions, and an order on

states of belief.

The second difference between our system and Lewis's

is that we do not care what the truth conditions of

counterfactuals are when their premises are not con

tradictory with what we currently believe. This might

seem like a minor point, however it allows us to sim

plify the system somewhat. In particular, we lose the

axiom corresponding to centering. This is what allows

us to avoid the unnecessary updating of conditionals,

when we revise our beliefs by accepting consistent new

information.

The third difference between our semantics and

Lewis's is that we wish that the conditional A >- ± be

true only when A is contradictory. Thus every state

of belief smoothly orders all other states of belief.
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6 Our Semantics

Our basic unit is a rich state of belief (W, <), a set of

worlds W , which capture what sentences in the object

language we consider possible, and a total order on rich

states of belief4. Our total order plays the same role

as Lewis spheres. This is the semantical notion that

parallels the syntactic states of belief we saw earlier.

We note that we use a total order, rather than a total

pre-order. This difference will be dealt with in the

definition of the satisfaction relation.

Definition: 5 (Rich State of Belief ) A rich state

of belief, S over a set of propositions] atoms V , is a

pair (W, <v), a set ofworlds W , identified with subsets

ofV, and a smooth5 total order on rich states of belief

over V .

We write the set of all rich states of belief over V as

Wr

it should be stressed that our semantics agree with

Lewis's semantics on all conditionals, save that we

add that a proposition conditionally implies false only

when it is logically equivalent to false as we wish to

avoid contradiction for as long as possible.

Definition: 6 (|< A) IfS = (W, <), is a rich state of

belief, and W C W, W ^ 0 then we say that (W, <>

is a sub-state ofS.

We define 4-< A to be the smallest state under the

pre-order <, that has a sub-state that models A.

We define |< A to be the sub-state of |< A that mod

els A, and whose set of worlds is maximal among the

sub-states of |< A that model A.

We now define satisfaction or \=t a relation between

rich states of beliefs and propositions. We now in

ductively define the satisfaction relation between rich

sates of belief and formulas.

4 Our semantics of conditional are best explained in

terms of non- well-founded sets. As our model of non-well-

founded sets we take ZF with urelements, with AAFAA,

that is Aczel's Anti-foundation Axiom with Atoms. This

states that there is a set associated with every labeled di

rected graph. It is the use of non-well-founded sets that

allows this recursive definition. Rather than use non-

well founded set theory we could use any of the tech

niques for constructing models of the untyped lambda

calculus[Scott, 1972, Plotkin, 1975]. Our treatment is sim

ilar to von Rimsha's[von Rimscha, 1980] non-well founded

model of the untyped lambda calculus.

5We mean smooth in Kraus et al.'s sense, that is that

every definable subset has a least element.

Definition: 7 ({W, <) ^=t A) We now define the sat

isfaction relation for our system ^7. It is a relation

between a rich state of belief in Wp, and a sentence in

the language L£. We define it using structural induc

tion over the language L£.

• W <> \=t P if and only iftw € W.w \=T P.

• (Wl <) \=T ~>A if and only if ,

Vu>€ W.{{w},<) fiT A.

• W <> \=T AAB if and only if

(W, <> (=T A and

(W,<) (=T B.

• (W. <) (=t A >- B if and only if

VW',<' .{W',<') t=T -A or

i<A\=TB

This gives us a notion of truth at a rich state of belief.

7 Completeness

We can axiomatize our system, using the axioms of V,

that is the axioms of VC less centering, and the axiom

that a proposition counterfactually entails false, only

when it is itself contradictory. We denote provability

in this system as hy. It axioms are the axioms of V,

plus,

A y 1 -> hT -<A.

We note that this notion of derivation is recursively

defined in the sense that its axioms refer to its own

notion of derivation. We therefore can have more than

one fixed point for the set of theorems. We take the

smallest fix-point as our definition, that is, a sentence

is only derivable if it is derivable in every fix-point.

We now show the completeness of Hy for our seman

tics. We follow the usual method of making the ob

jects of our model from sets of sentences. The sets of

sentences that we associate with rich states of beliefs

are those sets A, of the form A = {A\B y A € T},

for some maximally consistent set of sentences T, and

sentence B. We use T to refer to a maximally con

sistent set of sentences, and A to refer to a set of

the form {A\B >- A 6 T}. We call sets of the form

{A\B >- A € T}, for V maximally consistent, pre-

maximal sets.

We associate a rich state of belief 5 with a pre-maximal

set of sentences A in the following way. We take the

valuations of S to be the worlds that model those con

ditional free sentences A, such that A G A. We note

that this differs from the usual method of associating a

valuation with state of belief. More normally we would
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associate the set of letters the state of belief contained

as its valuation. The reason we do not do this is be

cause we are interested in having states of belief that

have more that one valuation.

The proof goes by a series of lemmas. We first show

that there is a unique non-empty set of worlds asso

ciated with each pre-maximal set of sentences A. We

next show that we can make a total order on rich states

of belief from the order we read off. Next we show that

all the sentences in a pre-maximal A are true in some

rich state of belief made from A. This is the model for

A.

We define a pre-state of belief to be a set of worlds and

a binary relation in pre-state of belief.

Definition: 8 We define the function 5(A) from pre-

maximal sets of formula A to pre-states of belief as

follows. We let 5(A) = (W, <), then

• W is the largest set of worlds such that ifW |= B,

B conditional free, then B G A.

• IfAVByAeA, then S{a\A y a G A} <

S{0\B y 0€ A}.

Lemma: 1 If 5(A) = (W, <), for some consistent

pre-maximal set ofsentences A, then there is a unique

maximal W.

Proof: We consider the conditional free, non-refutable

sentences B such that B G T. It is logically closed, as

the logic is closed under substitution by equivalents.

Thus it is the theory of a set of worlds. Clearly there

is no larger set with this property.D

Lemma: 2 Given a pre-maximal consistent set ofsen

tences A, then the relation, A < B as,

A<B iff AV By AeA

is a total order on sets oflogically equivalent sentences.

Proof: We need to show this is transitive, comparable

and reflexive. Refiexitivity follows from right weaken

ing and left logical equivalence, comparability from cu-

mulativity, Or, and rationality, and transitivity follows

from Or, Left Logical Equivalence, Right Weakening

and cautious monotonicity. □.

Lemma: 3 The function 5 can be extended to a func

tion from pre-maximal sets of sentences to rich states

of belief.

Proof: We need to show that 5(A), for a consistent

set of sentences A, can be extended to a rich state of

belief. To do this we note that it is already a set of

worlds and a total order on pre-states of belief. We

thus need to extend the total order to all rich states

of belief. We can do this by choosing a smooth total

order on rich states of belief and using this order to

order all rich states of beliefs not ordered by 5. □

We call this new function to rich state of beliefs S(T).

Lemma: 4 For all A G A,, A pre-maximal, S(A) |=

A

Proof: We show this by induction on the structure of

A.

• A — p. Immediate from definition of S(T).

• A = B A C. Immediate from the definition of (=,

and the induction hypothesis.

• A = B V C.Immediate from the definition of \=,

and the induction hypothesis.

• A = -<B. Immediate from the definition of f=,

and the induction hypothesis.

• A — B >- C. We need to show that in the min

imal rich state of belief where B is true C is

the case. We this need to show that that C is

true in ({^4|S >~ A e A}). But, by assumption,

B y C G A, thus from the induction hypothe

sis, C is true in, S({>l|B y A G A}), as it is an

element of {A\B y AeA}.

□

Thus we have completeness. The system can be shown

to be sound in the usual manner.

8 Belief Revision from Conditionals

A belief revision system can be defined from a condi

tional and a satisfaction relation in a simple manner.

We can define K * A to be exactly those sentences B

such that the conditional A > B is true in the rich

state of belief A'.

Definition: 9 (Belief Revision based on > and \=t)

The belief revision system based on a conditional >

and a satisfaction relation \=j, and a set of belief

states K = W-p, is the pair consisting of the set of

belief states and the function *>,|=T, from belief states
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to belief states, such that for all K G AC and sentences

A, B:

(B G K *>,hT A) = (K \=TA>B)

This definition is sometimes referred to as the Ramsey

Test. We now define a belief revision system based

on the set of belief states in our model of \=t and

the conditional defined in terms of the material and

counterfactual conditional.

Lemma: 5 (>) The belief revision conditional > was

defined in terms of >- and the material conditional. We

note that:

§ (=T A > B = ifS \=T ~>A then S (=T A y B else

§ (=x A^B

Proof: We expand the definitions of □

Definition: 10 The belief revision system <£. is defined

to be the pair (W-p, *>i(=r).

Theorem: 1 The belief revision system C obeys the

AGM postulates.

Proof: We consider each of the AGM postulates in

turn.

Rl Immediate as both material and counterfactuals

right hand side is closed under implication.

R2 Immediate as \= A —► A and \=t A>~ A.

R3 We have two cases. When ->A G K then K + A =

Cn(L), which is all sentences. When ->A £ K we

have K * A = {B\A -> B G A'}, which is exactly

A' + A.

R4 Again when ->A $ A we have K * A = {B\A ->

B G A'}, which is exactly A + A.

R5 We have two cases. Firstly when ->A £ K then

we have )fc ->A. We know A' * A - {B\A —>

B G A} which is not all sentences, as it does not

contain ->A. Secondly when ->A G A, if \= ->A

then there is no state of affairs that satisfies it, and

thus no minimal state. Therefore all sentences are

the case. If all sentences were the case, on the

chosen state of affairs, it must be because there

was no state that modeled A, and thus \= ->A.

R6 Immediate by extensionality of all rules.

R7 We again split on the two cases. Firstly ->(A A

B) $ A then A * {A A B) = {C\A A B -> C G

A'}. This is K + (A A B), which is a subset of

(A * A) + B, as by (A3) K * A C K + A, and

K+A+B = K+ (AAB). Secondly ->(AAB) G A,

then the K *(AAB) are the sentences true in the

state of smallest state of affairs where A A B are

the case. Also A' * A is the smallest set of affairs

where A is the case. Now either ->B G K * A,

in which case (A' * A) + B is all sentences, or

-ifl ^ A * A, in which case the smallest state

of affairs that does not contradict A A B is the

smallest set of affairs that does not contradict A,

and we have an equality.

R8 Following the previous analysis we have the equal

ity, or if ->(A A B) £ A, then we the equality by

K + {AAB) =(K*A) + B.

□

Theorem: 2 The belief revision system £ obeys the

postulate Counter.

Proof: We note that if —<^4 G K then A > B is defined

to be A >■ B. □

Theorem: 3 The postulate Counter and AGM pos

tulates uniquely specify a revision.

Proof: We assume that we are revising a belief state

K with a sentence A. We have two cases. Either

—>j4 G K, in which case the new state of belief is exactly

{B\A >- B G A'}, or ->A $ K in which case K = K+A.

□

Theorem: 4 The AGM postulates are derivable from

Change, the axioms of V, and consistency preserva

tion.

Proof: We consider the other 6 postulates in turn.

• Rl: This follows from Conjunction and the re

placement of logical equivalents.

• R2: This follows from A > A, and A -¥ A.

• R3: This follows from Change, and the fact that

if -iA G A, then A' + A is all sentences.

• R4:, This is the forward direction of the first con

junct of Change.

• R5: This follows from consistency preservation,

as if X G A' then A G A, so we use Counter to

revise, and Counter is a consequence of Change.
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• R6: This follows from the replacement of logical

equivalents.

• R7: If A A B is consistent with K then this follows

from Change. Otherwise, if A is consistent with

K, then K * A = K + A. Now if B is inconsistent

with K + A, then (K * A) + B is all sentences, and

thus R7 is true. If B is consistent with K+A, then

(A' * A) + B is A' + A + B, which is K + {A A B),

but this is K * (A A B), thus /?7 is established

in this case. This leaves the possibility that A

is inconsistent with K. In this case we have two

sub-cases, either A" * A is inconsistent with B, in

which case, (K*A) +B = Cn(_L), establishing Rl ,

or K * A is consistent with B. Thus (A" * A) + B

is {C\A y B C G A'}. We also know that, by

the fact that A A B is inconsistent with A' if .4 is,

that K * (A A S) is {C|4 A 5 >- C G A}. Thus

we need to show that A A B y C G K and ->(4 >-

G A implies that .4 >- B -> C G A. But this

is derivable from Or, Cautious monotonicity, and

Rationality.

• R8: We have two cases, either ->A is in A', in

which case, A' * A = {C\A y C G A'}, thus

(A * A) + B = {C\A y B -+ C G K). But

as we know ->B G K * A, we need to show that

A y (B -t C) A ->(A y -<B) -+ [A A B y C). But

by rationality we have, A y D A ->(A y -<B) —¥

(A A B y D), so choosing B —¥ C for D, and us

ing Conjunction and replacement interderivables

we have the required inclusion. The other case

is when ->A £ A, in which case both sides are

equivalent to K + A + B.

Theorem: 5 Let Lc-pa"'cai be a language, then every

set of finite sequences of AGM revisions H of a given

belief state A C Lpa'sical is captured by a model of

£, in the sense that there is a rich state of belief S(H)

such that,

/fBG(...((((A*!>li)*2...)*n AnEH then

S(H) \=T (A1>(A2> ...> (An > B))))) ...)

Proof: We construct a rich state of belief that models

the set of sequences of AGM revisions H . We do this

by using the Grove models for each of the revision

operators.

We construct the rich state of belief by induction on

the depth of nesting of revisions that are not conjunc

tions in H .

If there are no revisions that are not modeled by con

joining the sentences, then we model H by the set of

worlds that model A', and an arbitrary order on rich

state of belief.

If the nesting in H of revisions that are not modeled

by conjoining the sentences is n, then construct a rich

state of belief from the Grove model, in the follow

ing ways. We take the minimal worlds in the Grove

model of the first revision as our set of worlds. We re

place his total-pre-order on worlds, by the rich states

of belief, with those sets of worlds, that correspond to

the sub-sequences of revisions that have a nesting of

n — 1 revisions that are not modeled by conjoining the

sentences.

As Grove's model is a model of any set of sequences

of revisions, where each sequence contains at most one

revision K' * A, such that -<A G A'', and that revi

sion, if it exists, is the last revision in the sequence,

we know that this rich state of correctly captures the

first counterfactual revision. However, as the result of

revising the rich state of belief, is another rich state

of belief, that correctly captures the next sequence of

revisions of this type, we correctly model all finite sets

of sequences of revisionsD.

It is worthwhile noting that if we did not specify that

each revision operator was different, the set of revi

sions would be more constrained, as belief states that

agreed on all conditional free sentences would neces

sarily revise in the same manner due the functional

nature of *. As we have noted before this does not

apply in our system has the conditional sentences al

low multiple belief states that agree on all objective,

or conditional free, beliefs.

9 Is y a counterfactual?

We have called >- a counterfactual up until now, and

indeed we have axiomatized it as a counterfactual fol

lowing Lewis. However, it does not exactly correspond

to the counterfactual sentences that we would nor

mally affirm. There are many examples of times when

we will affirm a counterfactual, but upon learning the

antecedent deny the consequent. A classic example is

the counterfactual,

If Hitler had tried to invade Britain he

would have won World War II.

If someone who believed this was to learn that Hitler

did indeed try to invade Britain, he would not then

change his mind on who the victor of World War II

was.

The difference here is that when judging counterfactu-

als we compare worlds based on similarity, after having
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chosen to modify certain aspects. Thus when we order

worlds in counterfactual similarity orderings we order

what worlds we imagine were possible, if things had

been different. In the similarity ordering we used for

belief revision, it seems that we compare worlds, with

out discounting any of the differences between that

world and reality. Thus we order the worlds that we

consider possible without assuming that things are dif

ferent.

It is superficially surprising that the same rules apply

to how we change our beliefs, when we are forced to

assimilate new information, and when we imagine how

things could be different. However, as both are nat

urally modeled by orders on possible states of affairs,

it is not strange that the differences can be concen

trated into which particular order is considered ap

propriate. This is essentially the same approach as

Stalnaker[Stalnaker, 1968, Stalnaker, 1985] has used

in differentiating between indicative and subjunctive

conditionals.

10 Tabula Rasa

Giving the set of valid sentences that a reasoner will

always believe is not the most useful set of sentences

to describe. A much more useful set would be the set

of sentences a reasoner should believe when told noth

ing. We could then calculate the sentences a reasoner

should believe after being told a sequence of sentences,

by applying the rule Change.

We now describe one possibility for a reasoner that has

been given no information, but which is willing to take

information without any biases.

We suggest that when we are told a sentence A with a

depth of left nesting of conditionals n we should hold

onto all sentences with a higher left nesting of con

ditionals. It is worth noting that in our system, no

consistent set of sentences, each of which has a partic

ular left nesting of conditionals entails any non-valid

sentence with an essentially higher left nesting of con

ditionals. Thus we can treat each set of sentences of a

particular nesting independently. We first define left

nesting, and then prove this fact.

Definition: 11 The nestings of a sentence containing

conditionals are finite binary trees. The nesting of a

letter is a leaf, the nestings of a conjunction A A B is

the union of the nestings of A and B, the nesting of

->A is the nesting of A, while the nestings of A >■ B

are the trees whose left subtree is a nesting of A and

whose right subtree is a nesting of B.

The left nesting of A is the depth of the longest left

branching path in the nestings of A.

Lemma: 6 If we have a set ofsentences T, all of whose

elements have left nestings of conditionals less than n,

then \fi r —> A, ifA is a sentence whose left nesting of

conditionals is greater than n, and A is not equivalent

to a sentence whose left nesting of conditionals is less

than or equal to n , and \/t A.

Proof:

We consider a model of the sentences of I\ When

we write out the truth conditions of T, from a rich

state of belief S, we say that a occurrence of a rich

state of belief S' is nested once, if it the state of belief

selected by a I A, from the state 5, and we say that an

occurrence of a rich state of belief S" is nested n + 1

times, if it the state of belief selected by a | A, from

the state S'" that is nested n times.

Clearly, none of the sentences of T depend on what rich

states of the world are ordered under n nestings. But,

by assumption, A is not equivalent to a sentence whose

right nesting of conditionals is less than or equal to n,

therefore, it depends on some feature of the model,

that is nested at least n deep. Thus we can modify

any model of T, so that it is not a model of A, as

required.D

We now define the formulas that we should believe in

out initial state of belief.

Definition: 12 For a given sentence A„ = A1* >-

(. ..A" y (. . .(4T y Arn) ...).. .), of left nesting n,

where Arn has no conditional in the scope ofa negation,

we write An-i for theset ofA% 's, ofright nestingn — 1.

An-i can be ordered with the sub-formulas that occur

further to the right being higher. We write A'n_i for

the largest upwards closed consistent subset of An-\.

We write A*_lt for the subset of A'n_x, which has no

conditional in the scope ofan odd number ofnegations.

We take as formulas of our initial state,

H^OM:., \fr Arn)

That is the formulas, whose largest upwards closed

consistent positive subset of An-i entail their right

hand side.

We now show that all sentences are decided by these

sentences, and that this is a consistent state of belief.

Theorem: 6 Every sentence A is decided by the sen

tences of our initial state.
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Proof:

We prove this by structural induction. Let the set of

sentences of our initial state be 0

• A — j>. Take n = 0, and m = 0 and Aq = p, then

l/r i4o, and thus 0 hr ->p.

• /I = B A C . By the induction hypothesis B and

C are decided, thus B A C is decided.

• 4 = Bi >-(... >- (Bn >- C) . . . ). Let the nesting

depth of C be /. We reduce the value of / by the

following construction. If the top-level connective

of C is A, C = C\ A C2, then the truth of A

is reducible to the truth of B\ y {...>- {B„ y

Ci)...) and Bi y (... y [Bn y C2)...). Thus

we may assume that the top level connective is

not A. If the top level connective is ->, C = -<C\,

then the truth of A is reducible to the falsity of

B1y(...y(BnyC1)...).

Thus the top level connective may be taken to

be >-, C = C\ y C2, and thus is of the form

Bi y (. . . y (Bn y (Bn+l y C2)...)- Thus by

this method we may reduce the complexity of C.

Finally the induction base, A = B\ y (. . . y

(B„ y p) . . . ), is established as, p is either deriv

able from the largest upwards closed consistent

positive subset of the B's or it is not.

□

Theorem: 7 The sentences of the initial state, 0, are

consistent.

Proof: We prove this noticing that any finite subset of

the sentences of our initial state can be rewritten into

m sentences of the form, B\ y (. . . Bn y C) where

each of the m sequences of B's elements are logically

distinct. However, the truth conditions of these sen

tences are all independent. Thus it suffices to show

that each sentence is consistent. We note that C will

be equivalent to _L if and only if -iBn is valid, by con

struction. Thus, each of these sentences are consistent,

as any sentence of this form is consistent, just so long

as C = J. only when hj- ->B„. □

Thus we have generated a consistent set of sentences,

that uniquely picks out a particular rich state of belief.

This state of belief has the property that it revises its

belief in a simple bias free way. It captures the natural

idea that we only believe the propositions for which

we have evidence. Here evidence can be thought of

as being told a set of consistent sentences that entail

the proposition, or being told defaults that lead us to

revise our beliefs so that we accept the proposition.

This model has the natural property that we never be

lieve a conditional sentence with left nesting n, unless

it is valid, or we have been told sentences with left

nesting greater or equal to n. Thus we never believe

a general principle for revising belief, that is one that

is not the result of a more general default, unless it is

valid, or we have been told it explicitly.

This system of belief revision has the property that

is is rational in the sense of Kraus et al. It could

be modified so that it was preferential for objective

propositions, however it would still be rational for

conditionals, as every belief state decides all condi

tionals, and thus it is never the case that (A y B),

-^{A y ^{C y D)). and ^{A y (C y D)). Thus,

when (.4 y B), and -*(A y ->(C >- £>)), we have

(A y [C y D)), and by cumulativity we can derive,

{A A {C y D)) y B.

11 Conclusion

We have developed a model of belief revision that mod

els the AGM postulates. We propose a new postu

late that completes the AGM postulates, in that it

uniquely specifies a revision. Our model of revision

captures all finite sequences of AGM revisions. This

should be compared with previous models that only

captured one revision. Our model is based on the idea

that belief revision can be split into two parts, one that

deals with what to do when we are told something con

sistent with out beliefs, and the other that deals with

inconsistencies. We propose the use of counterfactual

semantics when we are told an inconsistency. We mod

ify Lewis's semantics for counterfactuals by allowing

many possible similarity measures based around the

same world, and removing the assumption that coun

terfactual conditionals has the truth value of the mate

rial conditional, when their antecedent is true. Our se

mantics are based around states of belief, rather than

possible worlds, We note that this change in the se

mantics does not substantially change the axiomatiza-

tion of Lewis system. We show that our system can

represent all sequences of AGM style revisions, and

show that it exactly captures the AGM postulates.

We then propose one possible state of belief as the

reasonable starting point for a reasoner. This state

of belief has the property that the reasoner updates

their beliefs by conjoining consistent information, by

applying the rules that they have been previously told

when they are told inconsistent information, and by

believing only what they have been told when they
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have been given no advice.

This initial state of belief, and the model of belief

revision we give fully specify how a reasoner should

change their beliefs over time. It specifies a reasoner

that can be told arbitrarily nested conditionals, and

can thus model defaults about defaults, in contrast to

other non-monotonic and conditional systems where

defaults only apply to objective sentences.
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Abstract

This paper presents a way of construct

ing a multi-agent nonmonotonic logic from

any propositional preference logic (the base

logic). The multi-agent logic will "correctly"

extend the base logic for each agent, that is,

each agent will reason in the base logic, and

the reasoning of each agent is independent of

each other. If the base logic is propositional

circumscription then the extended logic will

also correctly deal with default formulas that

mix the knowledge of more than one agent.

Some of the properties of the extended logics

and an example of nonmonotonic multi-agent

reasoning are presented.

1 Introduction

The term agent is frequently used in the area of knowl

edge representation and reasoning. Several different

systems have been proposed to model an agent rea

soning about its environment, an environment that in

many applications includes other agents. Thus, some

logics have been proposed to deal with the knowledge

of more than one agent [IIM92, FIIV91], but these

logics are monotonic and hence have a very limited

capacity of modeling interesting behaviors and com

munications among the agents.

There has been some multi-agent nonmonotonic logics

developed in the last years based on autoepistemic log

ics [Mor90, Lak93, HM93, PJ95]. This paper we will

develop a preference-based nonmonotonic logic for rea

soning about the beliefs of many agents.

More specifically, this work proposes a way of defining

a multi-agent preferential logic based on a proposi

tional preference relation in such a way that whatever

is captured by the propositional preference relation is

carried over "correctly" to the multi-agent logic. Con

ceptually, if C is a propositional logic, one can define

a preferential logic C< based on a preference relation

< on the models of C. On the other hand one can de

fine a multi-agent logic C* based on £, which includes

modal operators to represent the beliefs of n agents.

This paper proposes a way of defining a preference re

lation < among models of C in order to define the

multi-agent preference logic C\.

The next section describes preference logics and the

semantics of the C* logic. Section 3 describes how

to construct the ■< preference relation based on the

< relation. The other section describes some of the

properties of the C\ logic. Section 5 describe some

examples of using the logic.

2 Background

2.1 Preference Logics

This work is based on the model-theoretic approach

to constructing nonmonotonic logics proposed by

Shoham [Sho87]. The main idea behind preferential

logics is that the meaning of a formula is not given by

the set of all of its models, as in classical logics, but

by some preferred subset of those models, called mini

mal models. Many different preference criteria can be

adopted according to one's needs, resulting in different

nonmonotonic logic.

Formally, let £ be a standard (monotonic) proposi

tional logic and < a pre-order on interpretations for

C. If Mi and M2 are two interpretations for C, then

M\ < Mi means that the interpretation Mi is as pre

ferred as the interpretation Mi- C and < define a

preference logic £<. The language of C< is the same

of that of C and its semantics is defined as follows.

Definition 1 Given an interpretation M of C and a a

sentence of C, then M preferentially satisfies a (writ

ten M \=< a) if M \= a, and if there is no other

interpretation M' such that M' < M and M' f= a. In

this case we say that M is a preferred model of a.

Definition 2 a is preferentially satisfiable if there ex

ists an M such that M |=< a.
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Definition 3 a preferentially entails j3 (written

a (=< (}) if for any M , if M f=< a then M \= /?,

or cquivalcntly, if the models off) are a superset of the

preferred models of a.

This framework is general enough to capture the

details of many nonmonotonic reasoning systems.

Among the minimal model approaches, we can men

tion circumscription [McC80, McC86], and many pro

posals for logics that reason about time and change

[Sho88, Bak91, Sha95].

In this paper we will be restricted to propositional log

ics, and we will develop examples of default reasoning

(as opposed to, say, temporal reasoning). There is a

trivial simplification of circumscription that allows one

to represent and reasoning about defaults in a proposi

tional language. We call it propositional circumscrip

tion. Default formulas of the kind a then normally /?

are represented as:

a A -icibni —► (3

The preference criteria is the one that tries to falsify

abni. That is: Mi < A/2 iff

• for all propositional symbols p in the language

other than abni Mi \= p iff M2 (= p.

• Afj (= ->a6»ij and M2 \=- abni

All the standard circumscription variations: priority

among abnormal predicates, formula circumscription

and allowing predicates to vary, can be implemented

in propositional circumscription.

2.2 The C* logic

In this section we describe how to extend a monotonic

base logic £ to a monotonic multi-agent logic £*. The

language of C" is the same of C, augmented with a set

of new modal operators {B\, . . .,Bn) to represent the

beliefs of each of the agents 1 . . ., n. That is, if a is a

well-formed formula of the language of C, then it is also

a well-formed formula of C* , and if a is a well-formed

formula of £*, so is BiCt for f G {1, . . . , n}.

To model the states of belief of the agents we use the

belief structures introduced by Fagin, Halpern and

Vardi [FHV91]. The idea of possible worlds is em

ployed here in a lightly different way of that of tradi

tional Kripke structures. The worlds are defined in

ductively:

Definition 4 1 A Oth-ordcr belief assignment, fo is

a truth assignment to the primitive propositions. We

call (fo) a 1-ary world, (since its "length" is 1).

'The definition of belief-world is similar to the one pre

sented in [FIIV91] with the exception of restriction 1. This

change yields a logic in which each D, follows the axioms

of KD45 (for belief) instead of [FHV91]'s S5 axioms (for

knowledge).

Assume inductively that k-ary worlds (or k-worlds, for

short) have been defined. Let Wk be the set of all k-

worlds. A k-th-order belief assignment is a func

tion ft : A —» 2Wk , where A is the set of agents. A

(k-f-l)-sequence of belief assignment is a sequence

(fo, ■ ■ -ifk), where fi is a i-th-order belief assignment.

A (k-f-l)-world is a (k-t-l)-sequence of belief assign

ments that satisfy the following restrictions for each

agent i:

1. fk{i) is nonempty if k > 1.

2- If (go, -,9k-i) G /*(») and k > 1, then

<7*-i(«) = /*-i(0-

3. (g0, ■ • ,ff*-2) G /t-i(t') iff there is a (k-l)st-order

belief assignment gie-i such that (go, ■ ■ ■ , 9k-i) G

/*(0 , ifk > 1.

Intuitively, a 1-ary world is a description of reality and

a belief assignment /* associates with each agent a set

of "possible k-worlds"; that is, the worlds in /*(i) are

the k-worlds that agent i thinks are possible descrip

tions of the reality (as described by k-worlds).

The belief structures are defined based on these k-

worlds.

Definition 5 An infinite sequence (fo,f\, -) ,s

called a belief structure if each prefix (/n, •■-,/*) is

a k-world, for each k.

Thus a k-world describes beliefs of depth k — 1, where

the depth of a formula is roughly the number of nested

belief operators in the formula. A belief structure de

scribes beliefs of arbitrary depth.

For a formula a, the worlds that have the information

needed to evaluate it are the A:-worlds such that k >

depth(a).

Definition 6 A (k + l)-world (fo, ■■ - ,fk) satisfies a

formula a, written (/o> •••>/») F ° '/ ^ — depth(a)

and:

• (fo, • • • 1 fk) F a *jfT /o \= a for a a propositional

formula.

• (fo,. ••,/*> F--« iff(fo,.-,fk) F«;

• (fo fk) F 0 A/? iff (/o,. .-,/*) F « and

(/o,...,/*)M;

• (fo, •■•,/*) F Bi<* iS for each (go, ■ ■ ■ ,9k-\) G

/*(«). (90, ■ -,9k-i) \= a

But it suffices to consider the t/cp</»(a)-worlds.

Proposition 1 Assume that dcpth(a) = r and k > r.

Then, (/o,. ..,/*) F" iff (fo, ■ ■ ■ , fr) F «•

In view of the last result the notion of satisfiability of

a formula is captured by the following definition:
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Definition 7 We say that the belief structure f =

(fo, fu • • ) satisfies a, written f t=a, if{fo, ...,fr) \=

a, where r = depth(a).

Definition 8 Wc. say that a formula a is valid, writ

ten (= a if f |= a for each belief structure f.

The logic C* just defined has the following properties.

Proposition 2

• All substitution instances of the tautologies are

valid.

• \=. BiCt —* -iBj-ia.

• \= Bit* — BiBiCt.

• f= ->Bia — BiBiCt.

• (= Bid A Bi(a ->/?) — BiP.

Thus, each of B{ satisfy the requirements of the logic

KD45, which are the most accepted logic for belief.

3 The logic C\

3.1 The < preference relation

Given the monotonic multi-agent logic C* , if we define

a preference relation X on the set of belief structures

of £*, then we would have a multi-agent preference

logic. This section describes how to define a preference

relation ■< based on a preference relation < defined on

the set of propositional interpretation of C.

We would like to use the inductive definition of k-

worlds to define a preference relation among them.

Clearly, < is exactly the preference relation defined

for 1-worlds (which are just a propositional assign

ment). The difficulty is that a 2-world attributes to

each agent, a set of 1-worlds. Thus we have to define

a preference relation among sets of 1-worlds, given that

there is a preference < among 1-worlds. Or in general,

given a pre-order < on a set A, we must define a pre-

order C on the set 2A.

We will follow idea of elementary improvement dis

cussed in [Wai93]. The set A\ is an elementary im

provement (Ce) over the set A2, if they agree in all

worlds, except for a worlds in Ai which is better (un

der the < order) than its correspondent in Ai- More

formally, A\ ne A2, ifAi = AU{a\ } and A2 = AL){a2)

and ai < 02; or A2 = A\ U {02} and there is a a\ in

A\ such that aj < a22.

We are interested in the transitive, reflexive closure of

the Ce relation, which has a rather simple formulation:

2This last case corresponds to the situation where the

world that "got better" in the passage from Ai to Ai

"landed" on a world that was "already there".

Definition 9 Let < a pre-order defined on a set A.

We define the relation C on the set 2A as: Ai C A2

iff for all a G A\ there is b € A2 such thai a < b and

for all b G A2 there is a € A 1 such that a < b.

It can be shown that C is a pre-order in 2A.

Now we can inductively define the pre-order <k among

k-worlds.

Definition 10 Let < be a pre-order defined on the set

of propositional interpretations, then one can induc

tively define <t as a pre-order on the set of k-worlds

as:

• ii=<-

• '/^it has been defined on the set of k-worlds, then

■<k+i is defined on the set of k + 1-worlds as:

(/o,...,A) =<*+! (/o, ••-./£) iff

(/o, . ,/*-l) <k (/o. - »/*-i) and for each 1

such that 1 < i < n, fk(i) /£(»')> wAere Qk

is defined from ^t, •« definition 9.

And finally we can define the preference relation ■<

among belief structures:

Definition 11 Let < a pre-order on a set of proposi

tional interpretations. If f and f are belief structures,

then f < f iff for each prefix (fo, fk-\) of f and

for each prefix (f0, ...,/£_,) of f, (fo,..., ft-i) Ik

C together with the pre-order < defines a multi-agent

preferential logic C\ that allows one to model the be

liefs of agents that can reason non-monotonically.

4 Properties of the logic

The logic C\ defined above have some interesting

properties. The proofs of the theorems in this section

and the next can be found at [Mon96].

The first important and potentially controversial prop

erty of the logic is that all agents have the same rea

soning power. In particular, when reasoning about for

mulas that do not contain modal operators, all agents

use the preference logic defined by <. Section 4.2 dis-

cuases the implications of this theorem, and shows that

the assumption that all agents reason with the same

preference does not limit the applicability of the logic

£^ in a multi-agent situation.

Theorem 1 If a and /? are propositional formulas

then «(=</? iff Bid (=;< 5,/?.

The next theorem states that it is common knowledge

that all agents reason (about the world) based on the

same propositional preference:
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Theorem 2 // a \=< 0 then Bil...Bira |=«

Bil . . . B{rP, whenever r > 0.

Another result is related to the independence of the

reasoning performed within different belief contexts.

Theorem 3 If a ^< 0 and 7 ^=< 6 then Bid A

Bjy^i BipABjS ifi?j.

This states that inferences that could be performed

independently in £< can still be performed if they are

in different belief contexts. In particular, it could be

the case that in £<, a and 7 could interfere with each

other, for example a A 7 ^< -<0, but that interference

is prevented by the different belief contexts.

Theorem 3 can be extended to arbitrary belief con

texts. To state the extended theorem we need to define

a syntactic operation on sequences of 5, operators: Q

is a operation that substitutes in Q all subsequences

of adjacent 5, by a single 5, . For example:

B3BZB7B7B7B2B2B7 = B3B7B2B7

Theorem 4 If a ^=< 0 and 7 ^=< 6 then Qaa A

Qbj [=.< Qa0r\Qt,6 wUcre Qa and Qt are any sequence

of Bi operators, provided that Qa ^ Qb-

The intuition for the restriction on Qa and Qb is that

if Qa - Qb then Q„a is equivalent to Qba.

4.1 Mixed defaults

The theorems above state generic properties of the C\

logic, independently of the < base preference relation.

We will now show that if the base logic is prepositional

circumscription then default rules that combine sub-

formulas with and without the modal operators are

correctly dealt with. We call such default rules as

mixed defaults.

If <„ is the preference that minimizes the propositional

symbol abrt\, and if <a is the corresponding preference

for the £* models, then the following results are true:

• Bid A (Bid A ->o6r»i — 0) |=«. 0.

• o A (a A --a&ri! — Bi0) (=.<„ B{0.

• a A (a A -.a&fM -► B{0) A Bi(->0) Biff

In fact, results above hold when Bi is substituted by

any sequence fl<,i?ja . for r > 0. The first two

examples show that if the modal sub-formula is ei

ther the antecedent or the consequent of a default rule,

and the antecedent is true, then the default consequent

would be inferred. The last example shows that the

logic when determining if a default consequence can be

consistently asserted, will take into consideration the

logic of the Bi operators.

4.2 Discussion

We must address now the question brought up by the

orem 1 which states that all agents reason proposition-

ally using the same preference <. This may seems too

strict, and one could think that this assumption would

limit the usefulness of the logic for multi-agent appli

cations. The underlying question is: if all the agents

reason with the same preference then it is not the case

that they are all the "same" agent.

First we would like to point out that the use of the

term preference in this paper refers to a pre-order re

lation among models, and not a relation among propo

sitions. Thus the logic presented here does not model

statements like "Agent 1 prefers to have a toothache

than to go to the dentist," which one would certainly

not want to be the same for all agents. The preference

relation in this paper is the implementation of a form

of nonmonotonic reasoning. It is not a form of repre

senting this preference aspect of the mental model of

agents ([WD91, Wai94] are attempts to represent this

mental aspect).

As for the fact that all the agents reason based on the

same preference, one should notice that either there

is a single preference relation for all the agents, or

there is an infinite number of them. It is not just

that agent 1 could use a different preference than agent

2, but also that agent 1 could attribute to agent 2 a

different preference, which could be also different than

the preference agent 1 thinks agent 2 thinks agent 1

uses, and so on. In other words, one would need a

preference to reason within the context of a single Bi,

possibly another for reasoning within the context of

B1B2, possibly another to reason within the context

of BiB^Bi, and so on.

There are applications of preference logic, specially

temporal reasoning [SI1088, Bak91, Sha95], for which

it would be acceptable to propose that a single gen

eral preference relation that apply to all agents. For

temporal reasoning in particular, these logics usually

propose a particular preference relation that minimizes

"meaningful" predicates or formulas in such a way that

reasoning about time and change can be correctly per

formed. If that particular preference relation is the

essence of common-sense reasoning about time and

change it is very acceptable to assume that all agents

use that same preference to reason about time and

change.

Other applications of preference logic, such as taxo-

nomic reasoning and default reasoning, which is the

main interest of this work, could possibly benefit from

multiple preferences. The crucial difference is that

preference logics are used as an implementation of de

fault or taxonomic reasoning. One minimizes "mean

ingless" or arbitrary propositional symbols and thus

there is no claim that the preference is unique. For

example a A -<abni —» 0 implements the default rule
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that if q then normally /?, if the preference relation

minimizes abni. But so does a A -10602 —► (3, if the

preference relation minimizes abn?. Since the prefer

ence relation is in some way arbitrary, it is unreason

able to expect that all agents use the same one.

Surprisingly, the logic £^ can deal with a finite number

of multiple preference relations. This is done by bring

ing this finite set of these preferences into the base-

logic preference relation <, provided that the prefer

ences are not contradictory. For example, let us sup

pose that agent 1 reasons by minimizing the propo-

sitional symbol abni, and he believes agent 2 reasons

by minimizing the preference abn^ and that he thinks

agent 2 thinks he reasons by minimizing 0603. One can

construct a propositional preference relation < that si

multaneously minimizes abn\, abri2, and 06^3. If all

formulas within the scope of a single B\ do not con

tain either abn2 or 0603, then reasoning based on the

< relation would derive the correct conclusions for the

beliefs of agent 1. Similarly if all formulas within the

scope of B1B2 do not contain either a6«i or a6«3 then

again all reasoning performed in that belief context

would be the same as having a particular preference of

minimizing abri2 applied for only that context.

Finally, an important part of default reasoning using

preference logic, in particular circumscription, is defin

ing the circumscription policy, that is, which predi

cates are allow to vary in the minimization process

and so on. In a propositional preference logic, circum

scription policy is restricted to setting up the priority

among the propositional symbols that will be mini

mized. By "bringing" all these preferences into the <

relation, one is able to set different priorities for each

"particular preference" as to allow the correct chaining

of inferences across beliefs contexts, as the example 2

discussed in the section below illustrates, which would

not be possible if all preferences were isolated.

5 Examples

Example 1. In order to illustrate an example of

multi-agent preferential reasoning, let us assume the

following situation. Agent 1 are sitting with a friend

(agent 2) in a cafe and waiting for third friend (agent

3). If agent 3 leaves work at 5 (which we will abbrevi

ate as /5) she will normally arrive at the cafe at 6 (n6),

but not so if there is a traffic jam (tj). Furthermore,

let assume that all agents know these facts.

The first problem the logic developed herein solves is a

representational problem. One can represent, using a

preference logic, the default rule that leaving at 5 will

normally entail arriving at 6 as:

/5A-.a6ni — a6 (1)

if the preferential logic is based on the preference re

lation <z that circumscribes the propositional symbol

abnl. But it is not clear how to represent that agent 1,

or agent 2 believes (1) in such a way that the default

would work correctly. The main result of this work

is that one can develop a multi-agent preference logic

based on an already understood propositional prefer

ence logic, and one of the results is that each agent

in the society will reason (about the real world) using

the propositional preference logic. In the logic C*<t,

where the preference relation Xr is derived from <r,

one can represent the fact that agent 2 believes (1), as

one would expect:

B2O5 A ->abn\ —» a6)

and this representation works correctly, that is

B2(lb) A fl2(/5 A -.aim! —06) (=.<, B2(a6)

Example 1 (cont). Now let us suppose that agent 3

left at 5 and all the agents know it. Agent 2 believes

that there is a traffic jam, and he believes that 3 does

not know it. On the other hand, agent 1 believes that

there is no traffic jam. From this situation one can

conclude that

• agent 1 believes agent 3 will arrive at six,

• agent 2 believes agent 3 will not

• agent 2 also believes that agent 3 thinks she will

arrive at six .

This reasoning can be captured by the logic C<i .

Let us make the following abbreviation where a is the

knowledge that if agent 3 leaves at 5, she would usually

arrive by 6, unless there is a traffic jam.

a = (15 A-iabni —> a6) A(15 Atj —> ->a6)

Then, the situation above is captured by:

Bi ^ **tj A j A B7 ^ tj A j A B2B3 ( Jf * )

\=±t B1(a6)AB2(^a6)AB2B3(a6)

The example above illustrate that defaults that are

contained within a Bi operator work as expected.

Example 1 (another solution). The solution above

uses the same abnormal symbol for all belief context,

or in other words, all agents use the same prefer

ence, the one that minimizes abn\. Let us develop

another solution, where each agent uses its own ab

normal propositional symbol and its "own" preference.

Let us use the following abbreviations:

a = (/5A-.aini -+ a6) A (lb Atj ^ ->a6)

a' = (lb A ->a6n2 — a6) A (/5 A tj — -.a6)

a" = (/5 A ->abn3 — a6) A (lb A tj — ->a6)

Now the situation described in the second part of Ex

ample 1 is represented as:

Bi ( -<jA \ AB2 ( <jA \aB2B3( 2»A ) (2)
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In order to define a multi-agent preference logic, one

need to bring those three preferences (minimizing abni

in the belief context B\, minimizing abri2 in the con

text Z?2 and abri3 in the context B2B3) into a single

propositional preference. This is done by defining the

propositional preference <y which minimizes in par

allel (that is with the same priority) abni, abni, and

abi%3. That is, Mi <y Mi iff:

• for all propositional symbols p in the language

other than abni, abni, abti3,

mbox M\ ^ p iff Mi (= p.

• there is no i such that Mi \= abni and M2 \=

->abrii

Once <y is defined, the logic C<t would allow one to

derive the correct conclusions from (2), that is:

(2) B1(a6)A52(-a6)AB2B3(a6)

Example 2. Let us see now that mixed defaults also

work as expected. Let us add to the common knowl

edge the fact that if it is raining (ra) then usually t here

is a traffic jam, and the fact that if it is raining then

agent 2 knows it (because he hears the noise).

We will use the same scheme as the first solution to

example 1, that is to use the same abnormal proposi

tional function in all contexts where it is appropriate.

Let us make the following abbreviations:

a = (15 A ->abn 1 — a6) A (/5 A tj — ->a6)

/? = (ra A ->abti2 —► tj)

7 = (ra A ->a6rj3 —» Bira)

a is the statement that leaving at 5 normally results

in arriving at 6, unless there is a traffic jam, /? states

that if it is raining then normally there is a traffic jam,

and 7 states that it it is raining then normally agent

2 will know it.

Let us now suppose that agent 1 believes (or sees) that

it is raining, then

• he concludes that agent 2 knows it (by 7)

• he concludes that agent 2 believes there is a traffic

jam (by /?)

• he concludes that agent 2 believes that agent 3

will not arrive at six.

For the reasoning above to work one needs that de

faults represented by /? and 7 to be stronger than the

competing default a. But it is important also to notice

that these defaults will be operating in different belief

contexts: 7 is used inside the Bi operator and fi and

a are used inside the Bi B2 sequence of operators.

If one had a preference for each belief context, it is not

clear how to set up the priorities among the defaults.

But in our approach these preferences arc brought to

gether at the < preference relation. If one wants 7

and /? to be stronger than a, one defines a preference

relation <z where the propositional symbols abri2 and

a6«3 are minimized with higher priority than abni.

The logic that extends the relation will yield the

correct deductions:

Bira A Bi(ra A ~>abn3 —* B2ra) A

BiB7(lb)ABiB2(0)

(=.<. 5,52(^6)

This example illustrates a form of chaining across be

lief contexts: defaults in the Bi 's belief space (ra A

(ra A ->abn3 —+ Bira)) trigger defaults in agent 2 be

lief space (fl2(/5 A ft)). In agent 2 belief space the

default that /5 normally entail 06 is disabled by the

higher priority of the default that if ra then ->a6.

6 Conclusions and Future work

As far as the authors know this is the first prefer

ence based nonmonotonic logic for multi-agents. The

other examples of non-monotonic multi-agent logics

[Mor90, Lak93, HM93, PJ95] follow the autoepistemic

tradition. One important difference between the pref

erential and autoepistemic logics is that the former

allows one to easily introduce priorities among the de

faults, as we did in example 2. It will be an interest

ing extension of this work to compare a flat version

of the preference multi-agent logic (that is, where all

minimizations are done in parallel) with some of these

autoepistemic logics.

The work presented here is still preliminary. First,

we need to discover other properties of the logic L\.

For example, we cannot yet present any result on how

lack of knowledge (~<Bi) interacts with the preference

ordering.

It is also important to extend the results for a quan

tified logic since preference logics have naturally been

based on quantified logics.
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Abstract

This paper shows how to define nonmono

tonic logics from any classical logics C and

any set X of formulas of C. In this context,

the nonmonotonic inference relation \~x is de

fined by A \~x B if every classical theorem

of A U B which is in X is a theorem of A.

The properties of the relation \~x are stu

died. We show, in particular, that the ele

mentary properties (supraclassicity, or, left

logical equivalence, cut, etc.) are verified for

any X. Moreover, we prove that cumulati-

vity is verified if the set of formulas of the

language, which are not in X, is deductively

closed. Then we prove a representation theo

rem, i.e., in the finite case every preferen

tial nonmonotonic logic is an X-logic. We

also study a particular form of the set X for

propositional circumscription.

KEYWORDS: nonmonotonic logic, preferential

model approach, representation theorem

1 INTRODUCTION

Recently, many nonmonotonic logics have been stu

died. Roughly, it is possible to classify them into two

classes. First, the "preferential approach" (more se

mantical, like circumscription [McCarthy 1980]), the

non-monotony property is defined using an order rela

tion between models. For the second approach (more

syntactic, like default logics [Reiter 1980]), specific

rules are added to describe nonmonotonic phenomena.

With this in mind, nonmonotonic logics can be defined

by modifying the order relation, the form of defaults,

the base language (modal, classical, numerical), etc.

Lionel Forget

LIM - URA CNRS 1787

Centre de Mathematiques et d'Informatique

39, rue Joliot-Curie - 13453 Marseille Cedex 13

telephone : 91-11-36-09

e-mail : forget@gyptis.univ-mrs.fr

On the other hand, the proof procedures for these dif

ferent logics use few method. Often, to prove that

A |~ B, it is necessary to find a finite subset of for

mulas F = {/i,/2, ...,/„} such that {A U F) h B,

where h denotes a "classical implication". This set

F may be called "hypotheses". We encounter ap

proach in preferential logics, defaults logics, ATMS,

abduction problems. . . If the classical implication has

a deduction theorem, A U F h B is equivalent to

A A -<F h -iB in the finite case. The proof pro

cedure can then be based on a consequence finding

algorithm[Siegel 1987, Inoue 1992], or ATMS.

[Siegel 1981, Bossu and Siegel 1985], on the other

hand, define another kind of proof procedure. This

proof procedure is defined for the subimplication,

which is a logic similar to the GCWA. For this logic, if

A is a set of clauses and B is a negative clause, A |~ B

if and only if the set of positive clauses entailed by A

and B is the same as the set of positive clauses entailed

by A alone. As in the previous case, proof procedures

are based on consequence finding algorithms.

In this paper we extend this previous definition by

defining that from any classical logic and any set X of

formulas, the nonmonotonic inference relation \~x is

defined by A \~x B if every classical theorem of A U B

which is in X is a theorem of A. The properties of

the relation \~x are studied. We show, in particular,

that the elementary properties (supraclassicity, or, left

logical equivalence, cut, etc.) are verified for any X.

Moreover, we prove that cumulativity is verified if the

set of formulas of the language, which are not in X,

is deductively closed. Then we prove a representa

tion theorem, i.e., in the finite case every preferential

nonmonotonic logic is an X-logic. We also study a

particular form of the set X for propositional circum

scription. It is clear that the first aim of this paper

is not to define an effective logic, but to give a way
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to compare existing nonmonotonic logics (in the next

step, it will be possible to define new nonmonotonic

logics) . The second aim of this work is to obtain clear

proof procedures for different formalisms.

2 FORMALISM AND PROPERTIES

2.1 DEFINITION

In this paper, £ is a classical logic which inference

relation is denoted K T denotes the set of all formulas

of C. If F is a set of formulas of C, F denotes the set

of theorems of F : F = {f/F h /}.

For us, a classical logic, is a logic, which the language

includes connectors V, A, -> and — which :

a) is monotonic (A C A U B),

b) is idempotent (A C A),

c) is compact (F h / iff there exists a finite subset F'

of F such that F' h /),

d) is reflexive (A h A),

e) has the deduction theorem :

F\- f ^ g ssi {FUf}h g.

For example, boolean algebras, first order logic, nor

mal modal logics are classical logics.

A classical theorem of a set F of formulas is a theorem

of F for k

Definition 1 (X-Logic) Let X a set of formulas of

C (X is not necessary deductively closed). The non

monotonic inference relation hx is defined by :

AV-x B iff JUflnX C AnX

Therefore A hx B if every classical theorem of A(JB,

which is in X is a theorem of A (by adding B to A

the set of classical theorems which are in X does not

grow). For the intuition, if a formula is considered

as an information, X can be considered as the set of

"pertinent" information. Furthermore a set A of infor

mations implies a set B of informations if the addition

of B to A does not produce more "pertinent" formulas

than with A alone.

As the base logic is monotonic, we have

(ADX) C (A U BC\ X), and therefore it is possible to

define hx by :

A\-x b iff Julni^Inx

From the definition and the monotonicity of h some

obvious properties follow :

1. hx is not a monotonic inference : If h A —> B

and £ hx C it is possible to have A \fx C

2. \~x and h are equal on X (if B is in X, then

A \~x B o A h B) and therefore hx is mono

tonic on the set X.

3. hx = l~ if X is the set of all formulas of C.

Example : If L is a finite prepositional logic :

• It is possible to represent the Closed World As

sumption (CWA), by choosing X as the set of

propositions (positive literrals). The set X can

also be the set of positive clauses, or of positive

formulas (formulas which contain only connectors

A and V).

• In particular cases of circumscription, the Ge

neralised Closed World Assumption (GCWA)

and the sub-implication [Bossu and Siegel 1985]

(where all the predicates are circumscribed), X

can be the set of conjunction of positive clauses.

It can also be the set of positive formulas.

• In the third part of this paper, we will prove that

more generally, for the circumscription of predi

cates {p\,---,pn} the other predicates ■■■,?*>}

being fixed, A' can be the set of conjunction of

clauses P'VQ' with P' as the disjunction of pi and

Q' as the disjunction of qj and ->qk [Forget 1995].

2.2 PROPERTIES OF THE DEDUCTION

INFERENCE

With the following we will investigate properties of the

inference relation hx- For years, several properties for

nonmonotonic inference relations have been studied.

Here we focus on the most important ones. We proved

that the elementary properties are verified for any A';

moreover, we proved that the cumulativity is verified

if the set of formulas of £ which are not in X, is de

ductively closed.

In the following, A, B, C, note finite sets of for

mulas. In the finite case, we identifie the set

A={fi, /2, . . . , /„} to the formula /i A /2 A . . . A /„.

The following properties are all correct in infinite case,

except ones which need conjonction and disjonction

connectors.

Properties 1 :

For any X such that X ^ {True} and any classical

inference!-, hx has the properties of :

- Supraclassicality : If A h B then A hx B

- Reflexivity : A\~x A
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- Coherence : (If X ^ {True}) : True \fx False

- Or : If A hx C and B hx C then A V B hx C

- Left logical equivalent :

If h .4 «-*• B, then (A \-x C iff B \-x C)

- Right weakening :

If A \-x B and h B -> C then .4 hA- C

- Cut : If /I hx B and /I A B hx C then /I bx C

- Restricted Cumulativity :

.4 h B iff (A \-x C iff .4 A B \-x C)

Proof :

In this proof and the following one, we use the elemen

tary equivalencies :

A br B iff (AuB) nX = A n X

iff (J4ufl-/t)nx = e

iff (/tufl)nx c Anx

iff (A U B) - A C Y.withY = F - X.

1. Supraclassicality : If A h B then j4 hx B

If /I h B, then (,4 U B) = ,4 for monotonicity

oft-.

Therefore (Al) B) C\ X = AC\ X .

2. Reflexivity : A 1-A-

Obvious for Supraclassicality and ^4 h j4.

3. Coherence : True l/x False (if X ^ True).

If X contains a formula / which is not a tautology,

we have (True U False) n X contains / (for

(True U False) is inconsistency) and True f"l X

does not contain /.

Therefore (True U Fa/se) f~l X ^ True l~l X

4. Or : If /I hx C and B hx C then X V B hx C

If Ahx C_and flhx C then _

(AU C-A)n X = 0and (B U C-B)n X = 0.

Therefore

(((,4 V B)U C)-AV B) n A'C((IU C) -

A) n A') U ((B U C-B)D X) = 0.

5. Left logical equivalent : \fh A B, then (A hx

CiffBh-xC)

Ifh_<4_f+ B then (y4 UC) = (B U C) and therefore

(^ u C) n x = (B u C) n x

6. Right weakening : If A \-x B and h B -> C

then A \-x C

Ifh B -4 C then (A U C) C (A U B). If

A \-x B , then (.4 U B) n X C A D X

Therefore (A U C) D X C (A U B) D X C

.4 n X

7. Cut, Unit Cumulative transitivity : If A hx B

and (A A B) \-x C then A r-x C

If (A A B) hx C then

(ytufluC)n X c (A U B) n_x

If A hx B then (A U B) D X CA n X

Therefore (A U B U C) ft X C A n X (for

A hx B A CJ

Therefore, as (A U C) C (A U B U C),

we have (v4 U C) n X C (A U B U C) n X,

we have [A U C) n X C^nX

and therefore^ hx C

8. Restricted Cumulativity : A h B (A \-x C

ittA A B hx C)

Obvious for suppraclassicality and if A h B and

A \-x C then (A A B) hx C.

Other important properties, linked to the cumulati

vity, are not verified.

For example the "and" property : If A hx B and A r-x

C then A hx BAC is not verified if A, B, C are propo-

sitional variables and X = {A A B A C).

In the same manner the Unit Cumulative Monotony

(Restricted Monotony) : If A \-x B and A Hx C

then A A B \~x C is not verified by the same X =

{A ABAC).

The failure of these properties can be interesting, for

it enables us to hope that it will be possible to cap

ture more than cumulative logics and more than the

preferential model approach (default logics for exam

ple). On the other hand, it is possible to obtain the

"cumulativity" and the "and" if the complementary

of X (the set of formulas of C which are not in X) is

deductively closed.

Properties 2 :

For any X and any classical inference h, if the set of

formulas of £ which are not in X is deductively closed,

the relation r-xhas the properties :

• And : if A hx B and A hx C then A hx B AC

• Unit Cumulative Monotony :

If A hx B and A hx C then A A B hx C

• Cumulativity (Cut + Restricted Monotony)

A\-x B iff (Ahx C iff A AB(-X C)

Proof : First, we proved a lemma.

Lemma 1 Let Y = F — X the set of formulas of C

which are not in X . If Y = Y , then for every set

A,B,C offormulas, if (A U B - A) C_Y and

(A U C - A C Y) then (AUBuC-A)cY

Proof of the lemma :

Let / € AuBuC - A.
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We have / G A U B U C and / g A. We will show that

fev.

As / € AliBuC, there exists /l G AUB and

f2 e AUC such that /G/lA/2 (the classical logic

is compact).

Three cases are possible :

1. If /l G A, then fleA U C and, as /2 G A U C,

we obtain / G A U_C. Therefore / G Y by hy

pothesis (A U C - A C F)

2. If, /2 G A, the proof is the same

3. If fl $ A and /2 g" J, then /l G V and /2 G V

(from hypothesis). And therefore / G Y for Y is

deductively closed.

Proof of properties 2 :

The "And" property is obvious from the lemma and

the definition of f~x .

For the restricted monotonicity, we have A A B \~x C

\sa~UbUc-a~Ub_cy. _

As {A U B U C- A U B) C (3 U fl U C - A) and

(/I U 5 U C - A) C y , we obtain the result from the

lemma.

3 PREFERENTIAL MODEL

APPROACH AND X-LOGICS

In this section, we will define a special case of preferen

tial relations : the X-preferential relations. We prove,

in the first part, that in the finite case, any preferential

relation can be defined as a X-preferential relation. In

the second part, we prove a representation theorem :

any preferential logic is an X-logic.

The premises are the same from the first two

parts; in addition the classical logic £ is a

finite propositional logic. We use classical definitions

of interpretations and models

We use additional classical definitions :

• A preferential relation < is any relation bet

ween interpretations, which is transitive (If / < J

and J < K then I < K) and reflexive (/ < /).

• An antisymetric preferential relation, is a

preferential relation which is antisymetric (if / <

./ and J < I then / = J).

• If A is a set of formulas, a minimal model of A

is an interpretation M which satisfies A (M h A)

and which is minimal, for the relation < in the

set of models of A ( if M is a minimal of A, and

if M' is a model of A such that M' < M, then

M < M').

• In a classical manner, if < is a preferential rela

tion, we define a preferential model logic r-<

by A \-< fl iff every minimal model of A satisfies

B.

3.1 X-PREFERENTIAL RELATION

If X is any set of formulas of £, the X-preferential

relation <x , is defined by :

For every interpretations / and J :

Kx J

• iff 7nx c Inx

• iffV/GX,/h/=>Jh/

• iff every formula in X true for / is true for J.

It is clear that <x is a preferential relation, as de

fined previously. On the other hand, we prove that

any preferential relation can be defined by such a X-

preferential relation. For example, for the generalized

closed world assumption or the sub-implication, X can

be the set of positive literrals. More generally, for

the circumscription of {pi,.--,Pn}> X can be the set

{Pi, —,Pn}-

Theorem 1 If < is a preferential relation, there ex

ists a set X of formula such that :

A) <=<x (KJiffKx J)-

B) H<=I-<A.

Proof :

B) is obvious from A).

A) T is the set of formulas of the logic C. The set X

is defined by :

X = {/ / V/ VJ, / < J and I h / => J h /}

X = T\{f I 31, J with I < J and IV- f and J \f /}

(remark : the formulas False and True are in X)

1- I < J => I <x J

As / < J, by definition, X does not contain a

formula such that / h / and J \f f. Therefore

Inx c Inx.

2- Kx J => I < J

We prove the converse : I £ J => I jtx J

If / it J, there exists a formula / which :

- Opposes the relation h<x (I r* / and

JVf)
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- Is in X (If M < M' then M h / =>

M' h /)

The formula / is built like this :

- If K = ...,/«) is an interpreta

tion ( the /j are the literrals true in

AT), we note M{K) = (/i A/2A...A/„)

- If /i, /2, .., 7P is the set of interpreta

tions which major / for < (I < Ii)

- then / = M(/i)VM(/2)V...VM(/p)

in fact :

- By construction, / is true in every U

(particularly in I for I < I), and false

in the other interpretations (particu

larly in J).

- / is in X. Two cases are possible :

* M' is not an /,-. As M < M', by

transitivity M is not an /, . There

fore / is false in M . So / is in X.

* M' is an /, . By construction / is

true in M' and / is in X.

3.2 REPRESENTATION THEOREM

Theorem 2 Every preferential-model logic is an X-

logic.

(If\-< is a preferential logic, there exists X such that

(The converse is false).

Before proving the representation theorem, some

words about preferential relations. Sometimes, there

is confusion with the definition of preferential logics.

These prererential logics are often defined from an an-

tisymetric relation. However, for the general case (in

particular circumscription with variable predicates),

the preferential relation is not antisymetric.

We encountered this problem in the proof. So, first we

prove that if the preferential relation is antisymetric

then the representation theorem is true (Lemma 2).

Next, we prove that any preferential relation is equi

valent to an antisymetric preferential relation (Lemma

3). The theorem follows obviously from these two lem

mas.

Lemma 2 If < is an antisymetric preferential rela

tion there exists X such that r-<=r-x .

Proof

We chose the same X as in the previous proof (theo

rem 1).

By theorem 1, we have <=<x and h<=r-<x- There

fore, we had to prove A \-<\ B & A \~x B.

1- A l-<x B => A hx B.(only grounded neces

sary)

We had to prove that : (AU B)C\X C AOX.

Let x e (AU B)C\X.

Therefore x is true in every minimal model

of A (for A \-<x By minimal models of A are

models of B and then models of A U B). If

J is a non minimal model of A, there exists

I, a minimal model of A such that / <x J

(grounded for finite set of models). As x is

true in / (I minimal), and I <x J, we have

x true in J (by definition of <x) Therefore,

x is true in every model of A. x € A.

2- A hx B => A r-<x B.

We proved the converse : A\f<x B => A\fx

B.

- As A \f<x B, there exists a minimal model

M of A which does not satisfy B.

- Let I\ , In the set of interpretations which

are not inferior to M (/, M).

Remarks :

i- As < is an antisymetric prefe

rential relation, <x is an antisy

metric preferential relation (for

<=<* )•

ii- If / <x M and / # M (strict

relation), we have M I (for

<x is antisymetric) and there

fore / does not satisfy A (for M

is a minimal model of ^4).

We took x = I\ V /2 V ... V /„ and we proved

that :

a) x & A : By construction, x is false in M

(M is not an /<) which is a model of A.

b) x 6 A\JB : If / model of A U B, I is

a model of A and a model of B, therefore

/ € /i, ...,/n (only 7,'s are both model of A

and model of B (by remark)).

c) x e X (if I <x J and x G /, then x 6 J) :

If / <x J two cases are possible :
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• If J itx M , J € h, and x is true

in J (by construction).

• If J <x M, we have / <x M (for / <x

J ) and therefore / £ /i, ...,/„, then a; is

false in /.

Lemma 3 If < is a preferential relation, we can build

a new preferential relation such that :

i) ^ is an anttsymetric preferential relation.

ii) Any set of formula F as the same set of minimal

models for the relations < and

Proof :

If < is a preferential relation the new preferential re

lation is definied by :

a) / / for every /.

b) If / < J and J it I then / « J.

i) <3C is an antisymetric preferential relation.

• Reflexivity : Clearly, by construction

we have / <£. I for every /.

• Transitivity : V/, J, K, I < J and

J <K => / < K.

Let I J and J <C K we must prove

that / < K.

if / < K and / ^ A then K < I.

But / < J so, by transitivity of <,

A' < J. By definition, J < K and

K < J => J & A'.By hypothesis,

J A' therefore / <£C A'. is a

transitive relation.

• Antisymetry :

We had to prove that if / <S J and

J <C / then / = J.

/ « J => / < J and J ^ / with

J

J < / => J < I and / ^ J with

J

therefore I = J. <S is an antisymet-

ric relation.

ii) Any set of formula F as the same set of

minimal models for the relations < and

«

Let G a subset of F . We had to prove

that : V/ € G, / is a minimal model for

«^ I is a minimal model for (If / is

a minimal model for the relation < then

J </=>/< J)

• / is a minimal model for / is a

minimal model for <C.

If / is a minimal model for <, have

weJ«/=>/<J?

J <£. I J < I. But / is a minimal

model for < so J < I ^ I < J.

Therefore I < J and J < I.

There is only one possibility to have

J < /. It is that I = J. Therefore,

if / is a minimal model for <, then

J < / => J = /.

Therefore / is a minimal model for

<

• I is a minimal model for / is a

minimal model for <.

If / is a minimal model for <C, have

v/e J < I ^ I < J ?

We proved the converse : I it J =>

J it I.

I ■£ J => I it J But / is a min

imal model for <3C therefore J

/ => / « J, and / it J => J -)t I.

therefore / it J => J it /. Then,

we have I it J and J it I therefore,

two cases are possible :

- / it J and J it I

- I < J and J < I.

but / { J therefore J it I. If / is

a minimal model for <C, then / it

J => J it I and J < I / < J.

Therefore / is a minimal model for

<.

Proof of theorem 2 : Evident from lemmas 2

and 3.

4 X-LOGICS AND

CIRCUMSCRIPTION

Previously, we defined the X-logic in a general way.

In particular, for the representation theorem, even if

the set X is defined in a constructive way, this set is

too large to be used practicaly. On the other hand,

in particular cases, it is possible to define X-logics

with asmaller set X. In this section, we will estab

lish that, for the circumscription [McCarthy 1980] of

predicates {pi, ...,p„}, the other predicates {qi,...,qm}

being fixed, A' can be the set of conjunction of clauses

P'VQ' with P' disjunction of pi and Q' disjunction of

qj and ->qk [Forget 1995].

We used a semantical definition of circumscription

[Besnard-Siegel 88], based on preferential models.

If {pi,...,Pn} are the circumscribed predicates,

{?!<•■•, 1m} are the fixed predicates and {ri,...,rj}
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are the variable predicates, <circ is definied by :

J iff a) I/jh C J/Pi

b) Ihi = Jhi

(IIPi means "the extension of pi in /").

As for the r,'s, no condition is given, it is clear that

<c<rc is an antisymetric relation iff the set of variable

predicates is empty.

The circumscription entailment is noted by : r-<circ.

Xc is the set of conjonction of clauses formed by dis-

jonction of predicates pi , 9, , and -<qi .

Property 3 :

For the circumscription of predicates {pi,...,pn}, the

other predicates {qi,...,qm} being fixed (there are no

variable predicates), the set Xc — {A(p,- V qj V -<qk)}

is such that : r"<cl„=l~A' •

The proof of this property can be found in

[Forget 1995]. It is based on the semantical definition

of circumscription, and its scheme is the same as the

one used in the proofs for theorem 1 and lemma 2.

For this proof, it is necessary that the preferential re

lation <circ is antisymetric.

In the general case of circumscription with variable

predicates, <Ci>c is not an antisymetric relation, so

the proof is not suitable. We knew, by the theoric

study presented in section 2, that there exits a trans

formation which enabled us to transform <circ in an

antisymetric relation, but we have not found it yet.

5 CONCLUSIONS

This paper shows, for the finite case, that every

preferential logic is an X-logic. The premises of

this result can be found in [Bossu and Siegel 1982,

Bossu and Siegel 1984, Bossu and Siegel 1985]. Con

sidering the proof procedures, it is possible to use

the notion of "Production field" and the algorithms

linked [Siegel 1987, Katsouno and Mendelzon 1989,

Katsouno and Mendelzon 1991, Boi et al. 1992].

More generally, it is possible to use ATMS algorithms.

For these proof procedures, it is necessary that the

choosen classical logic has a deduction theorem, as the

most usual logics do. The classical logic can be a pre

dicate logic as in [Besnard and Siegel 1988]. It can

also be a modal logic, as in [Schwind and Siegel 1993,

Schwind and Siegel 1994]. This preferential modal

logic (hypothesis logic) can simulate a large part of

default logic, and therefore it is possible to define this

part of default logic as an X-logic. The possibility of

defining any "classical" default logic as an X-logic re

mains to be investigated.

For the non-finite preferential

model approach, the preferential logic can be defined

as in [Bossu and Siegel 1982, Bossu and Siegel 1984,

Bossu and Siegel 1985] and [Schlechta 1996]:

A \-< B iff there exists a set S of models of A such

that :

i) every model of A is minored by an element of S

ii) if J G 5 and / < J, then / G 5

iii) every model of S satisfies B

For this definition, it seems that the X could be close

of the X used in the proof of theorem 1 .

In general cases, this paper shows also that any X-

logic has the following properties : Supraclassicality,

reflexivity, coherence, or, left logical equivalence, right

weakening, Cut. It also proves that the "and" and the

"cumulativity" are verified if the set of formulas which

are not in X is deductively closed.

In this way, an interesting future research is to find a

subset of nonmonotonic formalisms which can be seen

as a X-logic.
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Abstract

A logical concept of representation indepen

dence is developed for nonmonotonic log

ics, including probabilistic inference systems.

The general framework then is applied to sev

eral nonmonotonic logics, particularly prepo

sitional probabilistic logics. For these logics

our investigation leads us to modified infer

ence rules with greater representation inde

pendence.

1 INTRODUCTION

Entropy maximization is a rule for probabilistic in

ference for whose application to problems in artifi

cial intelligence there exist several independent and

very strong arguments (Grove, Halpern & Koller

1992), (Paris & Vencovska 1990). Unfortunately,

though, there is a major drawback for which the max

imum entropy inference rule has often been criticized:

the result of the inference depends on how given infor

mation is represented.

The probably best known example used to illustrate

this point is the "Life on Mars" example, a rendition

of which may be given as follows: the belief that the

probability for the existence of life on mars exceeds 0.6

may be expressed by the statement

ri := P{LoM) > 0.6,

using the vocabulary {LoM} of prepositional vari

ables. Entropy maximization, applied to this chosen

language and constraint ti then yields P(LoM) —

0.6. Alternatively, we might choose the language

{ALoM,PLoM} containing prepositional variables for

"Animal Life on Mars" and "Plant Life on Mars" , and

express our belief by

t2 := P(ALoM V PLoM) > 0.6.

Entropy maximization here yields

P{ALoM VPLoM) = 0.75. Thus, the result of

the maximum entropy inference rule is dependent

on the choice of language, and seemingly equivalent

statements yield different results.

Even though the charge of representation dependence

against maximum entropy methods has been around

for a long time, until recently there has neither been

any precise explication of what representation inde

pendence actually is, nor a systematic investigation

into the properties with regard to this property of

other inference rules.

The first rigorous examination of these issues has been

presented by Halpern and Koller (1995). They proceed

from a definition of when two different structures, or

state spaces, each equipped with a set of probability

distributions, are alternative representations (namely,

when on structure can be "faithfully embedded" in the

other), and then call a probabilistic inference proce

dure representation independent when applied to the

two structures it picks out corresponding preferred

probability measures.

In this paper the question of representation indepen

dence will be tackled from a somewhat different per

spective, and in a much wider context: first, rather

than looking at specific structures and their embed-

dings, we here consider the purely logical question and

ask: when do two sets of formulas represent the same

information, and when is an inference relation defined

on formulas of some language representation indepen

dent? From this syntactic perspective it is natural to

extend the scope of the enquiry: a probabilistic in

ference rule, like entropy maximization, formally de

fines a nonmonotonic inference relation h that can

be studied with respect to the same formal proper

ties as have been investigated for nonmonotonic logics

(Kraus, Lehmann & Magidor 1990), (Gabbay 1985).

Conversely, a concept of representation independence,
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framed entirely in terms of formulas and entailment

relations, may be applied to a large class of nonmono

tonic logics, not only probabilistic ones. In this paper

we will develop the necessary tools for the investiga

tion of representation independence of nonmonotonic

inference relations, and take some steps towards clar

ifying the degree of representation (in-)dependence of

existing nonmonotonic logics.

2 THE LOGICAL BACKBONE

In a similar spirit as Gabbay (1985), Kraus et al.

(1990) and Makinson (1994) we will take a very gen

eral and abstract view of nonmonotonic logics. The

definition we here give of what a nonmonotonic logic is

puts into focus two elements that usually are either as

sumed only implicitly for a nonmonotonic logic, or not

deemed necessary at all: the existence of a monotonic

"background" entailment relation, and the possible de

pendence of the nonmonotonic entailment relation on

the underlying vocabulary. The first of these elements

will be crucial for our definition of when two knowl

edge bases are alternative representations; the second

might be regarded as a borderline case of representa

tion dependence.

The following definition is an adaptation of stan

dard definitions in generalized model theory (e.g.

(Ebbinghaus 1985)), tailored for the purpose at hand

by the distinction of two entailment relations. Here

and elsewhere we denote the powerset of X by £?(X).

Definition 2.1 A logic % consists of

• a class of sets S, called the class of vocabularies of

y, which is closed under intersections and finite

unions,

• for each vocabulary S a set Ls of expressions of

j£f, such that S C S' implies Ls C Lj'.

• for each vocabulary S a relation hs on &(Ls) x Ls

(the classical entailment relation) that is mono-

tonic (i.e. $ C $' C Ls and $ hs <t> implies

hs <P), and that has the reduct property (i.e.

$ \~s' 4> and S' C S implies $ hs 4>)-

y is a nonmonotonic logic if in addition there is

• for each vocabulary S a relation l~s on ^(Ls) x

Ls {the nonmonotonic entailment relation) with

hsC r~s.

Note that for the sake of simplicity we have already

built the property of supraclassicality into the defini

tion of a nonmonotonic logic. The concept of non

monotonic logics is not restricted in any way by mak

ing the existence of a classical entailment relation part

of the definition: whenever we have a nonmonotonic

logic that lacks a natural concept of classical entail

ment, we can extend it to fit definition 2.1 by simply

defining \~s'-= 0 for all S.

By virtue of the reduct property we can delete the

subscript in the classical entailment relation hs, and

simply write $ h 0, meaning that $ hs <f> for any 5

with $ U {cj>} C Ls- Generally, we may not expect

the nonmonotonic inference relation of to possess

the reduct property. One counterexample is supplied

by the probabilistic center of mass inference rule, see

(Paris & Vencovska 1992) (the maximum entropy prin

ciple, on the other hand, satisfies the reduct property).

Therefore, for the nonmonotonic entailment relation

hs we have to retain the subscript S, unless the reduct

property has been established for h in the logic under

consideration.

3 REPRESENTATIONAL

VARIANTS

Before the question can be addressed, what it means

for the nonmonotonic inference relation h to be rep

resentation independent, we have to clarify what it

means for two knowledge bases * to represent the

same information. This will be formalized entirely in

terms of the classical entailment relation h. Through

out this section we will therefore be concerned only

with the classical part of a logic.

Reconsider our introductory example. Intuitively,

both Ti and r2 represent the same information with

respect to the existence of life on mars. It is not im

mediate, however, how this intuition can be captured

by a formal logical property of T\ and r2 . Clearly, we

are looking for something weaker than logical equiv

alence, because for example with \j> := P(ALoM) <

0.3 -»■ P{PLoM) > 0.3 we have r2 h ip, but n \f ip.

This, of course, is not surprising: by saying that T\ and

T2 provide the same information with respect to the

existence of life on mars, we do not mean to imply that

T\ and T2 provide the same information regarding any

other statement that can be formulated in either the

vocabulary of T\, or the vocabulary of r2. Only with

regard to statements that can be represented in either

vocabulary will we expect the same inferences from T\

and r2 . This "common ground" of the two languages

can be defined by generalizing what is known as an

interpretation in model theory (see (Hodges 1993)).
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Definition 3.1 Let if be a logic, 5,5' vocabularies

of if. An abstract interpretation in if of Ls into Ls>

with admissibility conditions C Ls< is a mapping

/ : Ls -> Ls<

such for all $ U {ip} C Ls:

*Hstf => /(*)un(/)hs./(0), (1)

where /($) := {/(0) | 0 6 $}. The class of abstract

interpretations in if is denoted /ni(if).

Example 3.2 Let Jfprop be propositional logic with

languages Lsrop. Let 5 and 5' be two sets of proposi

tional variables. The extension of any function

/: 5->L£°p.

to Lsrop via the conditions /(->0) = ->/(0); /(0V^) =

/(0) V f(ip) is an abstract interpretation of Lsrop into

Ls'op with fi(/) = 0. We call it a propositional inter

pretation and denote the class of propositional inter

pretations by P/(ifprop).

As in this example, throughout this paper we will only

encounter abstract interpretations for which we may

let f2(/) = 0. The admissibility conditions become

relevant, for example, when we move to the standard

concept of interpretations in first-order logic. Here,

an atomic formula h(x) = y € Ls is mapped to a

formula <i>{x,y) € Ls-. The admissibility condition

ft(/) then would have to contain the condition that 0

is functional, i.e. include the axiom Vx3=1y<j>(x, y).

With abstract interpretations at our disposal, we can

define what it means for two knowledge bases $ of a

logic if to represent the same information with respect

to a common ground - which is any language Ls- that

can be interpreted in both the language of $ and the

language of VP.

Definition 3.3 Let Ls-, Lsj, Ls3 be languages in

some logic if. Let / : Ls- -* Ls, and g : Ls- -> Ls2

be abstract interpretations with admissibility condi

tions and Q(g). Let $ C LSl1 * C LS2. * and

$ are called representational variants with respect to

f and g, written $ iff for all a G Ls- :

$un(/)hSl f(a) iff *Ufi(5)hSJ(a).

The concept of representational varianthood being

central to our development of representation indepen

dence, we shall here digress for a short while from the

straightforward presentation of our main topic, and

for the remainder of this section take a closer look at

representational variants.

First, we turn to the question of how given knowledge

bases $ and 9 can be proved to be representational

variants, and to the even more elementary question of

when a given mapping / : Ls —► Ls< is an abstract

interpretation.

For this purpose we here narrow down the class of

logics to be considered to such logics in which the con

cepts introduced in definitions 3.1 and 3.3 as purely

syntactical relations correspond to relations between

semantical structures, so that questions about repre

sentational varianthood can be answered by construct

ing and comparing semantical structures.

Still adopting standard notions from generalized model

theory, we consider logics that have a model theo

retic presentation, and the Boole property. For a

logic to have a model theoretic presentation means

that for every vocabulary 5 there is defined a class

of S-structures M, and a satisfaction relation f=s

between 5-structures and sets of 5-expressions, such

that $ hs tp iff for all 5-structures M: M \=s $

implies M (=s In propositional logic, for exam

ple, an 5-structure is simply a truth assignment to the

propositional variables, in first-order logic we have the

usual model-theoretic 5-structures. For $ C Ls we

denote by Mod($, 5) the class of 5-structures M with

M (= Two classes M and Af of 5-structures are

called elementarily equivalent, written M. ~ Af, when

for all 0 G Ls: M (= <t> for all M € M iff N \= <t> for all

N € M. A logic with a model theoretic presentation

has the Boole-property iff for every <t>,yj £ Ls there

exist expressions <f> V t/> G Ls such that for every

5-structure M: M f= iff M ^ <t>, and M (= <f> V ij>

iff M f= 0 or M (= r/>.

Logics with a model-theoretic presentation and the

Boole property permit us to apply the usual rules of

classical logic for the manipulation of boolean connec

tives with respect to the classical entailment relation.

Particularly, in any such logic the deduction theorem

is valid: $ U {</>} h?/>iff$l-0—^0(0—1 rj) being, of

course, and abbreviation for -><t> V

We now obtain the following connection between 5-

structures and interpretations:

Lemma 3.4 Let if be a logic with a model theoretic

presentation, / : Ls -> Ls-, C Ls-. If for every

5'-structure M with M \= there exists an 5-

structure N such that for all 0 G Ls:

M (= f{4>) iff N (= 0 (2)

then / is an abstract interpretation with admissibility

conditions

When if has the Boole-property, and / is compat
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ible with boolean connectives, i.e. f(-*<t>) = _,/(<A)>

f{4>Vip) = f((f>) V/(^) (0,0 G Ls), then the converse

also holds: if / is an abstract interpretation with ad

missibility conditions then for each M ^

there exists an S-structure TV with (2).

Proof: For the first part of the lemma let / and

be given. Let $ U {ip} C Ls with $h^. If M ^ /($)

for ail 5'-structures M with M [= then (1) is

trivially satisfied. Now suppose that M \= /($)Ufi(/),

and let TV be an S-structure satisfying (2). Then TV \=

*U{0}, hence Af |= /(t/>), and therefore /($)Ufi(/) h

For the second part assume that / is an abstract in

terpretation with admissibility conditions that is

compatible with boolean connectives. Let M \= fl(f)

be given, and define 6 Ls | M (= /(</>)}•

Assume that there does not exist an S-structure TV

with TV ^ $. Then $ h <j> A -></> for arbitrary </> £ Ls,

and by (1) /($) U fi(/) h /((/>) A -•/(</>), contradicting

the assumption that M \= /($) U Q(/). □

When for an abstract interpretation / : Ls -> Ls<

and any S'-structure M an S-structure TV with (2)

exists, then / is said to define associated structures.

The mapping that assigns an associated structure TV

to S'-structures M is denoted by /. Generally, this

mapping will not be uniquely determined by condition

(2), and f{M) can be any (usually canonical) selection

of one of the associated S-structures for M.

Example 3.5 Let S = {Au...,Ak}, S' =

{Bi, . . . ,73/} be propositional vocabularies, / : Ls —►

Ls-; f{Ai) := 4>Ai a propositional interpretation.

Let M : S' -> {true, false} be a truth assignment.

Then the unique truth assignment f{M) : S —>

{true, false} for which (2) holds is defined by

f(M){Ai) := M{<f,Ai) (A,6S).

A criterion for representational varianthood now is

given by the following lemma.

Lemma 3.6 Let Jf be a logic with a model theoretic

presentation. Let / : Ls* -> Ls,, g : Ls> -> Ls2 be

abstract interpretations that define associated struc

tures f{•),§(■). Let *CLs„*CLs3. Then $ <H $

iff

/(Mod(* U n(/), Si)) ~ $(Mod(tf U fi(5), 52)).

The proof is immediate from the definitions.

Example 3.7 Let S\ be the set of propositional vari

ables LoM (Life on Mars), LoE (Life on Earth), LiSS

(Life in Solar System), IntL (Intelligent Life), and EalL

(Earth-like Life). Let S2 consist of ALoM (Animal Life

on Mars), PLoM (Plant Life on Mars), LiSS (Life in

Solar System), and HL (Human Life).

Let

4> = [LoM -> LiSS A -ilntL) A {LoE ->• EalL) e Ls,

ip = {ALoM\/PLoM)^(LiSSA^HL) eLSj

Here we think of the propositional variables rather as

relation symbols, designating the set of all objects that

are "life on mars" , "intelligent life" , and so on, rather

than as propositions "there exists life on mars" , etc.

The only propositional variable that the two vocabu

laries have in common is LiSS. Still we can extract the

same information about the relation of life on mars,

life in the solar system, and human life from the two

formulas. To make this precise, consider the proposi

tional interpretations f,g of S* := {A,B,C} into Si

and S2, respectively defined by

/ : An LoM, B *-¥ {IntL A EalL),

C 1-4 LtSS;

g: A>-+ {ALoMV PLoM), B ^ HL,

C ^ LiSS.

We may now use lemma 3.6 to show that </> 0.

For this example, and for propositional logic in gen

eral, this is particularly simple, because here for any

classes M, Af of structures M ~ Af is equivalent to

M = Af. In the current example it is readily verified

that both /(Mod(0, Si)) and i?(Mod(0, S2)) are equal

to the set {{t, /, 0, (/, /, t), (/, t, t), (/, t, /), (/, /, /)} of

truth assignments to the variables {A,B,C), which

corresponds to the set of models of the S*-formula

i-+CAiB.

The two formulas <t> and ip in this example differ in

one aspect that we will later find to be quite essential:

while %l> actually is the formula g{A -¥ C A -<i3), it is

not the case that <j> = f{A —► C A -'B). Moreover, <j>

is not even equivalent to any formula f(a) with a 6

Ls- , because <f> makes a nontrivial statement about the

propositional variable LoE, which does not appear in

the range of /.

The following example is useful to caution us against

expecting more from the relation $ 4-L-> * than there

actually is in it. For this example and further use be

low we introduce the notation »d(Ls) to denote the

"identity interpretation" of Ls, i.e. the abstract inter

pretation id : Ls —► Ls with id{a) = a for all a 6 Ls,

and Sl{id) = 0.
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Example 3.8 Let S* = Sx = {A}, S2 = {B,C} be

propositional vocabularies, / = »'d(Ls-), g ■ Lsr.op ->

L<£op; g(A) := B\lC be propositional interpretations.

Let <t> := A and ip := B A C. Then <j> 4^ ip. It

is not true, however, that also ->0 -t0, because

-.</> h /(-.>!), whereas -.^ ¥ ~"(B VC) = $(-vl).

By a similar example it can also be shown that

0 4^ V> and 0' /A V' does not imply c£ A <j>'

Interestingly, however, in any logic with a model-

theoretic presentation and the Boole property <j> ip

and 0' «-^> V' does imply (j> V 0' «-^> ips/ ip', because

for a € Ls- we then have 4>V<f>' h /(q) iff </> I- /(a) and

0' h /(q) iff V I" 5(a) and V' I" 0(a) iff V V V' I" 5(a).

4 REPRESENTATION

INDEPENDENCE

Having defined what it means that 4> and $ represent

the same information (with respect to a commonly in-

terpretable language Ls-), we can address our main

issue, and define representation (in)dependence of K

Now that we will be dealing with the nonmonotonic

entailment relation of a logic, somewhat greater care

than in the preceding section has to be taken with re

spect to specifying what vocabulary is being assumed

as defining the background language in which a knowl

edge base is to be evaluated. Basically, this just means

that we have to more conscientiously use the properly

indexed entailment operator h-5. In addition, it will

be convenient to also add the specification of a vo

cabulary S with $ C L5 as an external attribute to

a knowledge base. We therefore define the class of

knowledge bases of St as the set of pairs

KB1St) = {(*,5) I $ C Ls; 5 vocabulary}.

Whenever the specification of the vocabulary S can be

dispensed with, either because the logic under consid

eration is known to have the reduct property for h,

or because the underlying vocabulary is clear or irrel

evant in the given context, we will continue to simply

write $ for ($, 5).

The general thrust of the definition of representation

independence should be quite obvious: the nonmono

tonic logic St is representation independent (r.i.) if,

whenever Si) and S2) represent the same infor

mation about Ls- , then St also permits the same non

monotonic inferences from ($,Si) and (*,52) about

Ls-, i.e. if * d^y then for all a € Ls-:

#un(/)hSl/(a) iff *Ufi(5)hS25(a). (*)

This is essentially the definition of r.i. that we will

give below. However, a few complications are in

evitable: we can not hope to obtain (*) for any inter

esting nonmonotonic logic for arbitrary and

g. Usually, we will have to look a little closer at how

and g can interact in a specific logic, and try

to obtain only qualified statements of the form (*).

There are basically two ways to impose restrictions on

the statements of this form: we may consider only a

special set of abstract interpretations, not arbitrary

ones, and we may restrict the set of admissible knowl

edge bases $ and where these sets may also depend

on the interpretations considered.

The first of these limitations is really inevitable: when

ever we consider a specific logic St, we will be con

cerned with certain classes of natural interpretations,

e.g. in the context of propositional logic the proposi

tional interpretations of example 3.2, and not with any

abstract interpretation in the sense of definition 3.1.

Restrictions of the second type, on the other hand,

usually mean a real compromising of the strength of

the results obtained.

Definition 4.1 Let St be a nonmonotonic logic. Let

FC Int(St) x Int(St) x KB(St) x KB(St).

St is representation independent with respect to F, iff

(/,<?,($, Si), (*,S2)) € F and * <H * implies

Va 6 Ls- :

*un(/)hSl/(a) iff *un(g)\~s,g(o.), (3)

where Ls- is the common domain of / and g.

Note that in this definition the condition

(/, <7> (*,Si), {^^2)) 6 Fin itself does not guarantee

that / and g are defined on the same language Ls-.

However, this is implicit in the additional condition

The following examples show how the general concept

of representation independence of definition 4.1 sub

sumes special properties previously considered in the

literature.

Example 4.2 The reduct property for the nonmono

tonic entailment relations l~s may be represented in

the framework of definition 4.1 as follows. Let Frp

contain all tuples of the form (/,/,($, Si), ($, S2))

where / = id(Ls) for some Ls with $ C Ls. For
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any such tuple $ *—t # then holds, and nonmono

tonic entailment in if has the reduct property iff if

is r.i. with respect to Frp.

Example 4.3 One of the simplest changes of repre

sentation one can devise is by renaming the nonlogical

symbols in an expression. Since definition 2.1 does

not require that the expressions in Ls will actually be

strings constructed from elements of S, we may not

have a feasible concept of renaming for every logic in

the sense of definition 2.1. Therefore, assume that if is

a logic in which each bijection / : S -> S' of vocabular

ies (respecting such attributes as sort and arity of sym

bols, if these exist) induces a bijection / : Ls —> Ls- of

the corresponding languages such that / is an abstract

interpretation of Ls in Ls', and }~l is an abstract in

terpretation of Ls- in Ls with = fi(/_1) = 0

(this just means that the classical part or if has the

renaming property (Ebbinghaus 1985)).

Now let Fr contain all tuples of the form

(/, 9, (*, S), (</(*), S')) where / = id(Ls), and g : 5 ->

S' is a renaming. By the renaming property of I- any

such tuple already satisfies $ <-^> <?($), and nonmono

tonic entailment in if is invariant under renaming iff

if is r.i. with respect to Fr.

Example 4.4 Another basic form of changing repre

sentation is by choosing a logically equivalent knowl

edge base (in the sense of the classical entailment rela

tion) in the same language. When such a change does

not affect the set of formulas entailed by h a non

monotonic logic if is said to have the property of left

logical equivalence (cf. (Makinson 1994)).

This property, too, can be very easily captured as a

form of representation independence in the sense of

definition 4.1. Let Fue contain all tuples of the form

(/,/,(*, Si), (*,S2)) where / = id(Ls) for some 5

with $, 4> C Ls- The condition $ $ then means

that $ and $ are logically equivalent, and if is r.i.

with respect to Fue iff if satisfies left logical equiv

alence.

Note that Frp C Fue, so that left logical equivalence

as defined here implies the reduct property.

Definition 4.1, once again, is formulated on a purely

syntactical level. Pursuing our endeavor to supple

ment these syntactical concepts with corresponding se

mantical notions, we shall now describe a semantical

approach to representation independence for a certain

class of nonmonotonic logics.

As previously we had to narrow down the class of log

ics to be considered to those in which classical entail

ment is defined by a model-theoretic presentation, we

now have to focus on such logics in which nonmono

tonic entailment, too, has a semantical background. A

large and natural such class is comprised of those logics

in which nonmonotonic entailment has a preferential

model semantics (Shoham 1987). We here generalize

the notion of preferential models in one aspect, for

which we need the following preparatory definition.

Definition 4.5 Let if be a logic with a model-

theoretic presentation, S a vocabulary, and S the class

of 5-structures. We say that S is locally ordered iff on

every subset S' C S a unique partial order is defined.

<S is said to be globally ordered iff S is locally ordered,

and for each S' C S the order on S' is given by the

restriction to S' of the order on S. We denote by [S'J

the set of elements of S' that are minimal in the or

dering of S'.

Definition 4.6 Let if be a nonmonotonic logic with

a model-theoretic presentation. if has a local prefer

ential model semantics iff for each vocabulary 5 the

class S is locally ordered, and for each $ U {<£} C Ls:

$r-s<t> iff M \= 4> for all M € [Mod(4>,S)\. if has a

global preferential model semantics iff if has a local

preferential model semantics defined by a global order

on each S.

Hence, the usual notion of preferential model seman

tics corresponds to a global preferential model seman

tics as defined here. The generalization to local prefer

ential model semantics is necessary in order to accom

modate certain probabilistic logics (cf. section 5.3),

and may also deserve some attention in other contexts.

We now obtain the following criterion for representa

tion independence.

Lemma 4.7 Let if be a logic with a local preferential

model semantics, let F be as in definition 4.1 such that

all / and g that appear in a tuple of Fdefine associated

structures. Then if is r.i. with respect to F iff for

every tuple {f,g, ($,Si),(*,S2)) e Fwith * <^> *

/(LMod($ U fi(/),Si)J) ~ g([Mod(* U fi(<?),S2)J).

The proof is immediate from the definitions.

5 CASE STUDIES

In this section the general framework developed so far

is applied to a selection of specific nonmonotonic log

ics.
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5.1 CLOSED WORLD ASSUMPTION AND

NEGATION AS FAILURE

The closed world assumption is a very general form of

nonmonotonic reasoning that is not restricted to any

specific logical framework. Any classical logic that

has a model theoretic presentation and the Boole prop

erty (actually, only any feasible concept of negation

is required) can be extended to a nonmonotonic logic

-S?cwa by the definition $ h-<j> iff $ \f -.0 (or $ V -<M<A)-

It is obvious that _S?cwa is r.i. in a very strong sense,

namely with respect to F= Neg x Neg x .0(i?cwa) x

0(ifcm), where Neg C /n<(_Sfcwa) is the class of ab

stract interpretations / with f(->a) = ""/(o) for all

a.

In logic programming an approximation of the closed

world assumption may be implemented by the nega

tion as failure rule (Clark 1978). Here we lose com

pletely the representation independence of the closed

world assumption; in fact, negation as failure does not

even satisfy left logical equivalence: from the two logic

programs

p: Rf(x)<-Rf(x) and p, . Rf(x)^Rx

Qa Qa

the same literals are provable (namely, just Qa), so

that in the sense of logic programming they are logi

cally equivalent. However, for any literal L = Rfn(a)

(n > 1), an attempted proof of L from P will not

terminate, while it will fail from P'. Hence we get

PV-iRfn(a), but P'h-.fl/"(a) for all n > 1.

5.2 RATIONAL CLOSURE

Lehmann's (1989) rational closure and Pearl's (1990)

system Z are two systems for evaluating conditional

knowledge bases that for finitary knowledge bases have

been found to be equivalent (Pearl 1990). Pearl (1990)

also has shown that this logic can be defined by a pref

erential model semantics using K-rankings going back

to Spohn (1990). We here use this last approach for

defining the (finitary) rational closure logic -£?rc.

The class of vocabularies of Jfrc consists of all finite

prepositional vocabularies. An 5-expression is a con

ditional <j> ~* %j> with (f>, ip G Lsrop. An 5-structure is a

ranking function

s:»s-»NU {oo}

where Ws — {wlt...,w„} is the set of the n = 2ls'

truth assignments for S. A ranking function k, satisfies

a conditional <p ~+ *j> iff

min{K(w) | w (= (j> A ip; w G Ws} <

min{n(w) | w (= <p A ->t/>; w G Ws},

using the conventions mtn0 = oo and oo < oo. The

class S of ranking functions for S is globally ordered

by: k < k' iff Vu; 6 Ws ■ k{w) < k'(w) and

3w € Ws : k(w) < k'(w). Nonmonotonic entail

ment in j£?rc then is defined by the preferential model

semantics with respect to this ordering.

The definition of JCTC in one important aspect is of

a somewhat different nature than those of many other

nonmonotonic logics: in rc the nonmonotonic entail

ment relation of the logic, i.e. the entailment of condi

tionals <j> ~* ip from a set $ of given conditionals, is not

directly an image of the nonmonotonic commonsense

reasoning that the logic wants to describe. Such rea

soning, rather, is represented by the object-language

operator and a commonsense inference of ip from

a given fact 4> and a set $ of default rules is modeled

in the formal logic by the nonmonotonic entailment of

<f> •** ip from

S£rc satisfies the reduct property for nonmonotonic en

tailment, so that most of the time a reference to the

underlying vocabulary here is unnecessary.

Lehmann & Magidor (1992) have observed that ra

tional closure is invariant under renaming. We here

extend this result for rc and show that this logic is

r.i. in a more general sense.

We consider abstract interpretations /* : L5 —► L5,

obtained by extending prepositional interpretations

/ € P/(ifprop) to L£ via

-V) :=/(</>) (4)

The following lemma tells us that /* really is an ab

stract interpretation for Jfre.

Lemma 5.1 Let f £ P/(ifprop), / : L^rop L£op.

Then /* : -» Lji?, as defined by (4) is an abstract

interpretation with fi(/*) = 0.

Proof: We use lemma 3.4 and show that /* defines

associated structures. Let k : Ws> -> NU {00} be an

arbitrary S'-structure. An S-structure /*(«) is defined

by letting for w G Ws'

/'(k){w) := min{K{w') \ w = f(w'); w' G Ws-}.

For every a G LsTop we then have

min{f*(K)(w) I w (= a; w G Ws}

= mm{/c(u/) I w = f{w'); w f= a; w' G Ws'}

= min{n(w') \ w' (= /(a); w' G Ws>}

(note that in the special case that a only is true in

u> G Ws for which {w' G Ws' \ f{w') = w} = 0 we

receive the value 00 for the terms in this identity).
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It now follows immediately that n \= f'(a (3) iff

/•(«) (= a /9 for all q 0 € Us, and hence that

/* is an abstract interpretation. □

The class of abstract interpretations defined by (4) is

denoted PI(JfTC). For simplicity, in the sequel we will

no longer distinguish in our notation an interpretation

/ € PI{JfTC) from its underlying propositional inter

pretation / G PI(Jfprop). The distinction is implicit

in the argument of the function, which may be either

a propositional formula, or a conditional, and in the

case of /, a truth assignment, or a ranking function.

Letting

FR := {(/,</, #,»)!/, g €P/(ifrc);

*Qf<U£.),9Cg'V£.)},

we now obtain the following result about representa

tion independence of _S?rc.

Theorem 5.2 -Sfrc is r.i. with respect to Fr.

Proof: The theorem is proved using lemma 4.7 by

showing that

/(LMod(»,5i)J) = S(|Mod(*,S2)J) (5)

for (f,g,$,V) € FR with $

For this, let kx € [Mod($, Si )J . We define a ranking

function k2 on Ws3 by

k2{w) := f(Ki)(g(w)) (w € WSa).

It now has to be verified that g(n2 ) = and that

k2 € |Mod(*,S2)J.

Let u; e Ws. . Then

<?(/c2)(u;) = min{K2(w') | tu = g(w'); w' € Wsa}

= mm{/(/si)(5(«;')) I w = g(w'); w' e Ws,}

= min{f(Ki)(w) | w - g(w'); w' € Ws2}-

When g~l(w) ^ 0 we clearly obtain f(K\)(w) on the

right hand side of this equation. Else, we get min% =

oo. To see that in this case J{k\){w) = oo also must

hold, let u) be a propositional S*-formula that is true

only under the truth assignment w. From g~1(w) = ill

it follows that g(u) is not satisfiable in _S?prop. Hence,

in -Sfrc: I- g(w) ~» /a/se. From $ $ it then follows

that $ h /(w) ~* false, meaning that

oo = min{Ki(w') \ w' (= /(a;); w' 6 Ws,}

= min{/ci(u/) | w = f(w'); tv' € W^}

= /(iei)(u>).

From $ C ^(L^. ) it immediately follows that k2 \=

for every conditional g(a) g{0) £ $ (q,/5€ LP/.op)

trivially 4" h g(a) ~» g{0), and hence $ h f(a) —»

/(/?). Thus, /(/ci) = 5(k2) f= a — /3, and /t2 f=

s(a) ~* g(/3).

Now assume that there exists k'2 £ Mod($,S2) with

k'2 < k2. From the special form of k2 (namely, the fact

that wi,w2 6 W$2 with g(uii) = g(w2) have the same

rank in k2) it follows that then g(n'2) < g{n2). In

the same manner as k2 was defined we now construct

k'j G Mod($,Si) with /(/ci) = gW2). By the special

form of k[ , and from f{ii[) < /(/c 1 ) it now follows that

k'x < aci, contradicting the minimality of m. Thus,

k2 G [Mod S2)J, which concludes the proof that

/(|Mod(*,Si)J) C $(|Mod(¥,S2)J). By symmetry,

the converse inclusion holds as well, which proves (5) □

Results similar to theorem 5.2 also hold for default

logic (Reiter 1980) and Boutelier's (1994) conditional

logic CT40, among others. In each of these cases

representation independence holds with respect to a

set F whose definition includes the condition that

(f,g, $, $) g F only when $ C /(Ls«) and * C

g(L$'). This condition (which we will also encounter

in the following section) so far we have only been able

to dispense with in case of the simple logic Jzfcwa. It

may be possible in some cases to relax this condition

when at the same time the class of interpretations ad

mitted in F is further restricted. One natural restric

tion one may consider for interpretations / is to de

mand that for / the converse implication also holds

in (1) (this is the syntactic analogue to Halpern and

Roller's (1995) condition of "faithfulness" for embed-

dings of state spaces).

5.3 PROPOSITIONAL PROBABILISTIC

LOGIC

We now return to our starting point: probabilistic

inference rules, specifically a type of inference rules

that have been studied extensively (e.g. (Diaconis k

Zabell 1982), (Paris k Vencovska 1992), (Halpern k

Roller 1995)), and which might be designated measure

selection inferences.

In order to fit these rules into our framework, we first

have to present them as nonmonotonic logics in the

sense of definition 2.1. The classical parts of each of

these logics will be the same and similar to several

previously defined formalisms (e.g. (Nilsson 1986),

(Frisch k Haddaway 1994)). We denote it by J?pp,

and define it as follows.

The class of vocabularies of -S?pp is the class of all
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finite sets S of prepositional variables. To define the

language L^p, we first inductively define an S-term to

be either a constant symbol for a rational number, a

probability expression P(4>), where 4> G Lprop, or to be

of the form t\ + or t\ ■ ti with 5-terms t; and t-i-

An atomic S-formula now is defined as an expression

of the form ti < <2 with 5-terms ti and ti. Finally,

Lpp consists of the closure of atomic S-formulas under

boolean connectives.

An 5-structure is a probability measure p. on the set

Ws of truth assignments for S (more precisely: p is a

measure on the algebra t?(Ws)). To define the satis

faction relation f= between p and L^-formulas, first,

for 4> G Lprop let

p(<t>) := p{{w G Ws | w((j>) = true}).

For an atomic S-formula t\ < *2 we then define

p ^= t\ < *2 iff by substituting for each probability

expression P(0) occurring in t\ or ti the value p(4>)

we obtain a valid numerical inequality. The obvious

conditions for boolean connectives then complete the

definition of the relation p (= 4> for arbitrary <p G Lpp.

The relation \= now provides a model theoretic pre

sentation for an entailment relation h of .ifpp.

Next, what Paris & Vencovska (1992) and Halpern

6 Koller (1995) have called an inference process (or

procedure) is turned into a nonmonotonic entailment

relation with a preferential model semantics for -Sfpp.

We proceed by first giving a formal definition for a

measure selection function.

Definition 5.3 For n > 1 let

A" :={(*,,...,!„) GR" | xt>0, $>i = l}.

For each n > 1 let /„ : &(An) -> 3>(An) with

In(G) C G for all G C A", and 7„(7r(G)) = ir(/„(G))

for all permutations n of {l,...,n}. We then call

7 := Un7„ a measure selection function

While 7 is here defined to only work on subsets of A",

it clearly induces a selection rule for measures on any

finite algebra 21: the set of probability measures on 21,

denoted A21, after ordering the atoms Oi,. . . ,o„ of 21

in an arbitrary way, can be identified with A", and

a measure selection function 7 can be used to select

a subset 1(G) for every G C A21. The condition of

7„ being compatible with permutations makes 1(G)

independent of the chosen ordering of the atoms of 21.

Any measure selection function / now induces a pref

erential model semantics for _Sfpp. For $ C Lpp we

here denote Mod($,S) C A&(WS) by A(*,S), and

define a partial order on A($,S) simply by p < p' iff

p G 7(A(*,5)) and p' <? 7(A(*,5)). Hence, in this

ordering, 7(A($,S)) = [A($,S)J. The nonmonotonic

logic defined by adding the resulting nonmonotonic en

tailment relation to ^fpp is denoted by -Sfpp. As al

ready noted in section 2, 3ffp may or may not have

the reduct property for h, depending on 7.

In many cases the measure selection function 7 is

defined by maximizing some (permutation invariant)

function K : A" -) Ru(oo). In that case we ac

tually have a global preferential model semantics de

fined by the preference relation on A^(W$)' p < p'

iff K(p) > K(p'). The most prominent example, of

course, being 7me, the maximum entropy selection rule.

In some other interesting cases, however, we really

only have a local preferential model semantics. The

nonmonotonic logic -Sf,pp obtained from the center of

'cm

mass selection rule 7cm, for example is not defined by

a global preferential model semantics.

The definitions given so far now provide the for

mal framework for our introductory example from

section 1: we get ti r-P(LoM) = 0.6 and

t2Y~P(ALoM\J PLoM) = 0.75 in jSfJ^. To make

precise the representation dependence of maximum-

entropy inference we first define a suitable subclass of

7nt(^fpp).

Let S,S' be finite prepositional vocabularies, / :

j^prop _^ lp^p a prepositional interpretation. In a

straightforward way / then induces an abstract in

terpretation /* of Lsp into L?;P by inductively defin

ing: f'(r) := r for rational constants r, f"(P(4>)) :=

P{f(4>)) (4> G L^011), and extending these definitions

to arbitrary 5-terms and L^-formulas via the canon

ical definitions for +, ■, <, ->, and V.

Though this will be fairly obvious, we may formally

appeal to lemma 3.4 in order to show that the mapping

/* really is an abstract interpretation with fi(/*) = 0:

for p G A3»(WS,) let f*(p) G A(&(WS)) be defined

by

f'(p)(w) := p({w' G Ws< | /V) = w}) (w G Ws).

To see that (2) holds for p and f*(p) we may use an

induction on the structure of <f> G L^, founded on the

following identity for 7 G Lsrop:

M/(7)) = (*({«>' € WS- I w'(f(j)) = true})

= p({w' G Ws, I f(w')(j) = true})

= f'(p)({w eWs\w(-y) = true})

= /'(M)(7).

PI(Jfpp) denotes the class of all abstract interpreta
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tions of -S?pp derived from propositional interpreta

tions in the manner here described.

In the sequel, once again, we use / both for the un

derlying propositional interpretation, and the induced

interpretation for -£?pp. Note that then, whereas the

argument of / may be either <j) £ LP?rop or <j> € L^, the

argument of the associated operator / can be either a

truth assignment w, or a probability measure p.

To continue the discussion of our example, let S* =

{A}, f : A ^ LoM, g: A^ ALoMvPLoM. Then n

and r2 are respectively f(a) and g(a) for a = P(A ) >

0.6. Furthermore, n 4^ r2, but for 0 := P{A ) = 0.6:

n r2 V-g(P). Thus, j?^ is not r.i. with respect

to any Fwith (/, g,ri,r2) 6 F.

We now show how jSf^pp and any other nonmonotonic

logic of the type _J?PP can be modified, so as to be r.i.

with respect to

Fp := {(/,*,(*, 50, (*,52)) | e P/(Jfpp),

* C /(Lpp), * C p(Lpp)},

which clearly contains the tuple (/, 5, Ti,r2) from

above.

To this end, we first take a closer look at the set

A($,S) for * C Lpp. By definition, A(*,S) is a

set of probability measures on the algebra £?(Ws).

Now consider A(r2,S2): this is a set of probabil

ity measures on Ws2 = {w\, . . . ,w^}, where S2 =

{ALoM,PLoM}. A(r2,52) is defined by a single con

straint on the subset of truth assignments Wi for which

W{(ALoM V PLoM) = true. Assume that these are

just wi,W2,u)3- Then, in order to decide whether

/i € A(t2,S2), we only have to consider the restric

tion of fi to the subalgebra

%A(t?,S2) := {9,{w1,W2,W3},{W4},WSl}

of !P{Ws2)- Generally, for every finite algebra 21, G C

A21, and subalgebra a' C 21, we say that G is defined

by constraints on 21' iff

V/i : /1 e g iff /*r a' € Ma' I f e G) =■. Gra'.

In (Jaeger 1995) it is shown that when G C Aa is

defined by constraints on a' C 21 and by constraints

on 2l" C 21, then G is also defined by constraints on

a' n a". Thus, there always exists a unique smallest

algebra 21g C 21, such that G is defined by constraints

on ac- For any measure selection function / we may

therefore define a modified measure selection function

/ by

1(G) := H waGe J(GraG)}. (6)

Returning to our example, we here obtain

A(7i,5i)raA(n.s,) = A(r2,S2)raA(r2,S2)

= { (11,2:2) € A2 I xi >0.6}.

(assuming suitable corresponding orderings of the

atoms of aA(riiSl) and aA(7-2iS2)). The maximum en

tropy element of this set is (0.6,0.4). Using the modi

fied maximum entropy selection rule Ime we then get

WAfTLSO) = {(0.6,0.4)}

/me(A(r2,52)) = {{xi,X2,x3,x4) € A4 |

xi + x2 + x3 = 0.6},

and hence in if?p : t2 hP(ALoM VPLoM) = 0.6, as

well as n h-P(LoM) = 0.6.

A general result on the representation indepen

dence of logics -S?-pp with respect to Fp can now

be proven essentially by showing that the iden

tity A(*,5i)raA(*.s,) = A(*,S2)raA(*,s2) gen

erally holds when $ <^> However in certain

cases it may only be true that A($,Si)faA(* 5,) =

A(#,S2)raA(*,S2) x {0}, or A(*,52)raA(4,,52) =

A($,Si)f a^j.j. Sj) x {0}, i.e. one of the two sets may

consist of measures having an additional component,

not corresponding to a component of measures from

the other set, with constant value 0. In such cases we

also write G[x0] = J to express that either G = J or

G * {0} = J. On account of this possibility we have to

limit our general theorem to measure selection func

tions / that satisfy the condition: for all n, G C A":

/(G x {0}) = 1(G) x {0}. \Ve call such functions /

dimension independent. Observe that all common se

lection functions are dimension independent.

Theorem 5.4 Let / be a dimension independent

measure selection function, and / defined by (6). Then

-S?pp is r.i. with respect to Fp.

Proof: Let (/,ff>(*,S,)> (»,&)) 6 FP, $ 4±> *.

The theorem is proved using lemma 4.7 by showing

that /(/(A(*,5i))) = $(/(A(*,S2))), which is ac

complished by proving the identities

/(J(A(*,Si))) = /(/(A(*,5i))) (7)

(and the corresponding statement for g, *) and

/(A($,51)) = g(A(*,52)). (8)

Let Ws- = {wi, ... ,wn}. The (possibly empty)

sets /_1(?«i) C (i = l,...,n) form a parti

tion of VV's, and therefore are the atoms of a subal

gebra a/ of &(WSx)- A subalgebra a^ of &(WS')
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is defined by joining all the u>i £ Ws~ for which

f~1(wi) = 0, i.e. the atoms of 21/ are the sets {u)i}

with f-^Wi) # 0 and Aj := {wt | /-l(t»<) = 0} (if

this set is nonempty). We can view / : f~l{wi) i->

{u;;} as an embedding of 21/ into 21/, which is an

isomorphism iff Aj = 0. Furthermore, taking mea

sures on 21/ and 21/ to be tuples in Afc*+1' defined

by the corresponding orderings (wi1 , . . . , Wik , A/) and

(/-><,),■■•. K e Ws., /-XK) # 0)

we obtain

A(#,Si)ra,[xo] = /(A(*,5i))ra,. (9)

From the condition that $ C /(L^) it follows that

A($, Si) is defined by constraints on 21/, because

the evaluation of any probability term P(f(a)) (a £

Lsr.op) that may occur in some <$> £ $ only depends on

the measure of the set U{/_1(u;i) | Wi £ Ws- , Wi(a) =

true} £ 21/. Also, /(A($,Si)) is defined by con

straints on 21/, because f(p)(wi) = 0 for all p. £

A($,Si) and W{ £ Aj. Therefore, from (9) we ob

tain

^(♦.soraAiWxO]

= /(A(#,5i))ra/(A(#tSl))> (10)

where corresponding atoms of &ft&(QtSi)) and

21a(*,Si) now are of the form {wi1 , . . . , w,, } and

{f-_1iwi1),...,f-1(wil)} (w^ £ Ws-). In case that

p(f~1(wij)) = 0 for some Wij £ Ws- with f~l(wi]) /

0 and all /i £ A($,Si) there also is a pair of

corresponding atoms of the form {«;<,,..., Wi,,Ar}

and ),..-, )}, so that 2t/(A(#i5l)) and

21a(*,s,) are actually isomorphic.

By the dimension independence of I it follows from (9)

and (10) that

/(A(*,5ora/)[xo] = /(/(A(#,Si))ra/) (n)

from which (7) now follows by /(/(A($, Si))) =

/(/(AfS.SOra/)), /(/(A(*,5i)))

/(/(A(*,Si))ra/), and the fact that for p £ A%,

// £ A2l/ with p[x0] = /i' we have f(p) = p'.

To prove (8) let v £ A(*,S2). For each w{ £ Ws-

let u>j be a propositional S* -formula that is true ex

actly under the truth assignment iu;. For Wi £ Aj

we now have I- P(/(w,)) = 0, because f{u>i) is un-

satisfiable. From $ $ it then follows that * h

P(9(ui)) = 0, and hence g(v)({wi}) = 0. It follows

that p(f~1(wi)) := 5(^)({tfi}) defines a probability

measure on 21/. Taking any extension of p to £?(Wsi )

we receive an Si -structure p with f(p) = g(v).

To see that p £ A($, Si ) let <j> £ $, <p = /(a) for some

q € Lg?. Then /x |= <t> iff /(/*) |= a iff 5(1/) (=aiff

1/ j= g(a). By $ <-^> 9 and 1/ (= $ this last condition

clearly is satisfied, and the inclusion from left to right

of (8) is proven. The other inclusion follows from the

symmetrical argument. □

The theorem is no longer true when the condition $ C

f(Lsp.), 9 C (/(L^) is dropped from the definition of

FP: for r3 := P{ALoM VPLoM) > 0.6 A P(ALoM) <

0.4 we still have T\ <-^» r3. But now A(t3,S2)

is defined by constraints on no smaller algebra than

&(WS2) itself, and /me(A(T3, S2)) = /me(A(r3) S2)) =

0. Thus, we get r3 h/a/se, yet T\ Wfalse in Jiff*3 .
' me

Fp clearly contains the sets Frp, Fr and Flle of ex

amples 4.2-4.4. Thus, for any dimension independent

measure selection function 7, / possesses the reduct-,

renaming-, and left logical equivalence property. For

example, 7cm now has the reduct property that 7cm is

lacking.

The modified maximum entropy selection rule, /me can

be shown to retain the property of 7me that Halpern

and Roller (1995) have called "enforcing minimal irrel

evance": when $U{<£} C Lpp, 9 C Lpp with SnS' = 0,

then # r~<t> iff $ U * h0 in . Clearly, ^fPp also

'me 'me

is not trivial in the sense of being "essentially entail

ment" (Halpern & Koller 1995). Finally, the repre

sentation independence of -Sfpp with respect to Fp

'me

implies that the measure selection rule Ime is repre

sentation independent (for state spaces consisting of

propositional truth assignments and knowledge bases

in KB{J?PP)) in Halpern and Roller's sense. This re

sult puts Theorem 3.10 in (Halpern k Koller 1995)

somewhat into perspective: it shows that this theo

rem must actually rely on Halpern and Roller's condi

tion that a measure selection function I to qualify as

an inference procedure must preserve consistency, i.e.

1(G) ^ 0 for every G^0. This rather severe condition

is not satisfied by 7me, /me, or most other natural selec

tion rules. Therefore, these rules are outside the scope

of theorem 3.10 as stated in (Halpern & Roller 1995).

The selection function /me shows that this theorem can

not be extended to selection rules that may violate the

preservation of consistency condition.

6 CONCLUSION

We have developed a very general and purely logical

framework for analyzing representation independence

of nonmonotonic logics. Representation independence

does not emerge as a property as clear cut and un-
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equivocal as, say, compactness. Rather, it comes (or

fails to come) in many different forms and strengths,

in our approach expressed by the parameter F. Two

specific (classes of) logics have here been studied in

some detail: rational closure logic, which has been

found to exhibit a degree of representation indepen

dence more or less typical for qualitative nonmono

tonic logics based on propositional logic, and propo-

sitional probabilistic logics, some important instances

of which are notorious for their strong representation

dependence. We have also seen that these latter logics

can be modified so as to make them more representa

tion independent, while at the same time retaining at

least some of the desirable properties of the original

inference rules.

The specific applications of the general theory given

in this paper were rather easy by being restricted to a

propositional background and correspondingly simple

classes of abstract interpretations. When one moves

to logics based on first-order predicate logic things be

come more complicated, as the concept of an interpre

tation becomes much more powerful. For this reason

one will not be able to obtain results as clean as the

orem 5.2 for circumscription, for example.
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Abstract

Minimization in circumscription has focussed

on minimizing the extent of a set of pred

icates (with or without priorities among

them), or of a formula. Although most

circumscription formalisms allow varying of

functions and other constants, no formalism

to the best of our knowledge minimized func

tions. In this paper we introduce and moti

vate the notion of value minimizing a func

tion in circumscription. In value minimizing

we do not minimize the extent of the func

tion; rather we minimize the value of the

function. We show how Lifschitz's nested ab

normality theories can be used to do value

minimization.

1 Introduction

In this paper we deal with the circumscription of

terms in default theories for knowledge representa

tion. While circumscription of predicates minimizes

their extent, we describe circumscription of terms as

minimizing the interpretation of terms w.r.t. a given

weight of objects in the domain.

To the best of our knowledge minimization in circum

scription has focussed on minimizing the extent of a

set of predicates (with or without priorities among

them) [Grosof, 1991, Lifschitz, 1993], or of a formula

[McCarthy, 1986]. Also, although minimization of

functions is not ruled out, we did not find examples

that dealt with minimizing functions. Most circum

scription formalisms do allow varying of functions and

other constants while circumscribing though.

To visualize our goal, consider a database of employees

containing the relation

Employee(emp.id, empjname, salary)

The logical counterpart of this database is a first-order

axiomatization with Closed World Assumption, e.g.

with circumscription of the predicate Employee. That

is, the extent of the predicate Employee is minimal

compatible with the constraints.

Now suppose we would like to add additional informa

tion that the employer tries his best to minimize the

salary of each of his employees. To formalize this we

need axioms that will allow us to prefer models of the

theory where employees get paid lesser. For example,

let us assume that the employees in our database are

John and Mike with 100 and 200 as their correspond

ing emp.id. Now suppose our theory has two models:

Mi = { Employee{ 100, John, 30000),

Employee(200, Mike, 40000)}

Mi = { Employee(l00,John, 35000),

Employee(200, Mike, 43000)}

The employer will of course prefer Mi over M?. The

goal of this paper is to formalize the minimization used

in the above example where Mi is minimal among the

set of models {Mi, M^}-

The formalization of the above example includes the

constraint that an employee has a unique salary and a

unique name. Hence, we can intuitively view the above

minimization as minimizing a function Fsai that maps

employee ids into salaries. Notice, however, that we

are not minimizing the extent of the function1 , rather

we are minimizing the value of the function.

Recently in [Baral et al., 1996a], we have discussed

the relationship between specifications in the action

description language C [Baral et al., 1996b] and cir

cumscriptive theories. There we were faced with the

minimization of a particular term, sit.map(SN), that

mapped the current-situation symbol Sn onto a se

quence of actions, understood as the history of the

'To stay close to the usual circumscription terminology,

we use "extent of a function" to refer to the domain of a

function.
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domain. This was required to formalize the assump

tion

"no actions occurred except those needed to explain

the facts in the theory"

which is present in the semantics of C.

The main focus of [Baral et al., 1996a] was in show

ing the equivalence of specifications in C and their ax-

iomatization based on Nested Abnormality Theories,

a novel circumscription schema proposed by Lifschitz

[Lifschitz, 1995]. Minimizing the term Sit-map(S^)

was part of this axiomatization. We believe function

minimization and the minimization of ground terms

(term minimization) are interesting in their own right

and need to be discussed explicitly and independently.

This will allow other researchers to easily use them in

their applications using circumscription.

With that in mind, in this paper we generalize and

expand on our observations in [Baral et al., 1996a] and

formalize the notion of minimizing functions2 where the

minimization is done not with respect to the extent

of the function, but with respect to the value of the

function. The minimization is relative to an ordering

72. over the elements of the universe. To distinguish

it from the standard minimization in circumscription,

we refer to this as value minimization.

Our discussion is carried out in the framework of

Nested Abnormality Theories, and we believe it repre

sents further evidence of the suitability of this circum

scription schema for knowledge representation.

To start with, we use the translation of specifications

in C to circumscriptive theories as a motivational ex

ample of the necessity of value minimization.

2 Motivating example: narratives

The motivations and the theoretical framework of

our approach to actions are discussed in detail in

[Baral et al., 1996b], which is a continuation of the

proposal in [Gelfond and Lifschitz, 1992] for provably

correct theories of actions. Let us just point out

that we have a language £ for describing a se

quence of actions and observations, regarding the evo

lution of a domain. Unlike the basic situation cal

culus, C allows observations about actual happen

ings and values of fluents in actual situations (i.e.,

allows narratives). Unlike the basic event calculus

[Kowalski and Sergot, 1986], C allows reasoning about

actual and hypothetical situations, possibly combined,

e.g. to represent "adaptive plans." The entailment of

C theories is nonmonotonic and thus apt for reasoning

with incomplete information. Moreover, new observa

tions are assimilated by simple insertion of new facts

into the theory.

2Our notion of minimization is also applicable to terms.

Recently, [Baral et al., 1996a] we have defined a trans

lation from narrative description specifications in C

into Nested Abnormality Theories [Lifschitz, 1995]3.

In the rest of this section we will focus on this trans

lation, which we describe informally as made up of:

• a subtheory describing effects of actions per

formed in a domain which is described by means

of boolean fluents;

• the axiomatization of common-sense inertia;

• observations, i.e. facts describing fluent-values

at the initial situation as well as at intermediate

stages of the evolution of the domain; and

• facts describing which actions have been previ

ously performed, and their ordering in time.

These axioms are completed with an assumption4

specifying that

models of the theory are those that sat

isfy all the observations and —other things

being equal— entail that a minimal number

of actions have occurred.

The above assumption, which is truly a model prefer

ence criterion, has been captured in our NAT formal

ization in the following way.

Let us introduce some notation. Let sequences of ac

tions be represented by terms like

A„ . . . o A2 o A\ o t

read as "Ai then A2 then . . . An" (constant e rep

resents the empty sequence). Next, we have a set of

constants So, Si ... for denoting states of affairs the

domain has passed through. The function Sit.map

maps each situation constant into a sequence of ac

tions which, intuitively, describes what has happened

up to the situation itself. Of course the situations are

totally ordered along a time line, although the order

ing itself can vary from model to model. However,

the special constant symbol Sn is always associated

to the late-most situation, so that Sit.map(SN) is in

terpreted on the longest sequence, i.e. the complete

history of the domain. For instance:

M \= Sit-map(So) = c

M |= Sit-map(Si) = A\ oe

M |= Sit.map(SN) = Ak o At-i o . . .(

3See Appendix A for a brief introduction to Nested Ab

normality Theories.

4This assumption is not present elsewhere, in ap

proaches that either entail no extra actions, e.g.

[Shanahan, 1995] and [Kakas and Miller, 1996], or make

no assumptions at all about action occurrences, e.g.

[Lin and Reiter, 1995].
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Now it should be clear how minimizing Sit-maplS^),

i.e. mapping it on the shortest possible sequence of ac

tions, captures the assumption discussed above. Here

is a sketch of how we formalized this notion with NATs.

First of all, assume the following two NATs, which de

fine predicates Prefix.eq and Subsequence with their

usual meaning (universal quantification is implicit on

all variables):

BSubsequence —

{min Subsequence :

Subsequence(t, c)

Subsequence(a, 01 ) D Subsequence(ct, a o 01 )

Subsequence(a , an ) 3 Subsequence(a o a, a o 01 )

}

Bprcfix-eq =

{min Pre fix -eq :

Sequence(a) 3 Prefix^eq{a,n)

Pre fix.eq(at, ai ) D Prefix-eq(a. a o r*i )

}

The above two NATs are nested within the outermost

theory Tc , defined as follows.

Tc = { Sit.map :

Sit.map(So) = t

Prefix-eq(Sit.map(s), Sit.map(SN ))

(*) Subsequence(a, Sit-map(SN)) D Ab(a)

BpreJM-eq

Bsubsequence

other axioms

}

The first two axioms make sure that So is always

mapped on the empty sequence and that all situa

tions are mapped on sequences which are prefixes of

the complete history 5»<_map(5^). Axiom (*) postu

lates that each model of Tc contains a set of instances

Ab(a), where as are all the possible subsequences of

Sit-inap(SN). By including axiom (★) we exploit the

fact that subsequence is a partial order on sequences,

i.e. if a is a subsequence of f3 then all subsequences of

the former are also subsequences of the latter.

Now, suppose interpretation J satisfies all the axioms

of Tc and maps SU-map(S^) on it while interpreta

tion I' maps it —other things being equal— onto ft.

As a result, the extent of Ab under I is a proper subset

of the extent of Ab under 2'. Therefore, V is not a cir

cumscriptive model of Tc- This kind of considerations

are the subject of next section.

3 Generalizing the Approach

In this section the theory of value minimization by

NATs is introduced and discussed in model-theoretic

terms. First of all, the concept of value minimization is

defined precisely. Second, we describe the structure of

NATs that implements value minimization and show

its correctness.

Our discussion is carried out in a theoretical frame

work where several assumptions are present. We argue

that these assumptions are common to most applica

tions of knowledge representation and reasoning we

are familiar with, and therefore they do not seem to

be limiting the scope of application.

Domain closure (DCA). Each object of the ma

terial domain is represented by a ground term, i.e., we

restrict to models whose universe is isomorphic to the

Herbrand domain.

Unique names (UNA). The usual sets of constant

inequalities C\ ^ C2, Ci ^ C3, ... are always included

in the theories we examine.

Notice how both DCA and UNA are easily added or

removed from theories. See [Lifschitz, 1995] for a dis

cussion on which axioms/blocks are needed to imple

ment DCA.

Definition 1 (Explicit domain)

A NAT is said to have an explicit domain if it contains

axioms and blocks for DCA and UNA.

Now we can define value minimization as a partial or

der on models of explicit domain theories. To do so,

let us introduce the following notation. Let

AM

stand for the set of tuples which belong to the extent

of predicate n in interpretation I. For functions we

use I[[<j>]] to denote the codomain of 4> in Z. Also, we

use

WW

to denote the object, which —according to interpreta

tion I— function <j> maps term r into. Since we are

considering Herbrand models only, we can have ex

pressions like Z[[0]](r) = v where u is a term of the

language of the object theory.

3.1 Value Minimization

Definition 2 (Value-minimal)

Let T be a theory, <j> be a function and Z a tuple of

predicate/function constants m the language ofT. Let

H be a partial order defined between the elements of

the universe. For two structures M and M' of T , tee

say M <l<t>™ M' if
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1. \M\ = \M'\;

2. M[[<r)] = M'[[*}}

For each constant a s.t. o~ <f>, a (£ Z ;

3. Vx.M[{<t>)){x)n M'[[<f>]](x).

A model M of T is minimal relative to <(^ w).z if

there is no model M' ofT such that M' <^)^ M.

The definition above can be tailored to minimization

of ground terms, as we did in Section 2 when we mini

mized the ground term Sit.map(SN) rather than func

tion constant Sit-map as such. In these cases we speak

of term minimization. In general, when the minimiza

tion is relative to a function <p and terms t\,...,tn the

third condition in Definition 2 becomes

M[[4>]](U) U M'[[<l>]](ti) for each U,

and we write minimality as relative to the ordering

,...,tn,H);Z between structures.

Example 1 (Exponentiation) Consider the following

two interpretations of function power on the domain

of naturals with < as the usual "less than or equal"

relation on naturals. By abuse of language, wc define:

M[\power]](x) = x2, A4' [[power]] (z) = x3.

Of course , for all x Ai[\power]](x) < M'[\power]](x)

and M <(r>™"-><) M'

Definition 2 above concerns minimization relative to a

fixed, external criterion 7t, which is a partial ordering

between elements of the universe.

An interesting feature of NATs is that H can actually

be implemented within the theory, simply by adding

a block containing its axiomatization. Other circum

scription methods (such as prioritized circumscription)

would bring about the additional complication of pos

sible undesired interaction between the part of the the

ory where 71 is supposed to be defined and the rest of

the theory where H may appear5.

Definition 3 (Term ordering)

We say that a NAT T has a term ordering 7t with

respect to a function <j) if it contains a block defining a

partial ordering 71 on the elements of the codomain of

<f>, i.e. For all models M ofT, and for all x and y,

AfplK^-ITJX^iK^iff^plKTj.^^^vjieXKTi]]

□

Now, let us show that for each value minimization

criterion <<0TC>;Z an equivalent NAT formulation is

found. This result is the counterpart of fundamental

Proposition 2.5.1 of [Lifschitz, 1993].

Theorem 1 ( Value-minimal equivalence)

Let T be an explicit domain NAT with term ordering

71 and let <j> be a function constant and Z be a tuple

of predicate/function constants in the language of T.

Then, a model AiofT is a model of

{4>,Z :

Vr.y. 7t(y,<j>(x)) D Ab(x,y)

(1)

T

}

if and only if M is minimal relative to .

Proof:

Consider a theory T as described in the above propo

sition. Let 7^ n be the NAT of the form (1) built from

T.

(<=)

Assume M to be a model of T minimal relative to

<(*,TC,;Z. Let us define the structure MAb from M by

letting:

1. \MAi\ = \M\;

2. .M/ufM] = A^[[<t]] for every constant a in the

language of 7* which is not included in Z;

3. MAi[{Ab}) = {(x, y) : (y, <j>{x)) G M[[R]]}.

Since MAb is a model of T, MAb is a model of T^r

iff the extent of Ab is minimal. We now show MAb is

a model of T^r by contradiction.

Suppose there is a model M' oiT^ n such that \M'\ —

\MAb\, A4'[[ff]] = A"f>u[[<r]] for every constant a differ

ent from Ab and not in Z, and A4'[[>46]] C ■M^/M]].

Then, there exist x,y s.t.

(*- V) $ M'[[Ab]) and (*, y) G MAb[[Ab]).

For the same x and y, since

M[[4>]](z) 71 M'[[4>]](x) ^yK M'[W)(x)

by transitivity, we conclude that M ^<* K) Z M' . On

the other hand, since for all x

'Notice that there is no extra complexity involved in

this process, since transitive closures are always defined as

a second-order theory, as indeed the block defining R is.

M'[[4>]](x) U M'[[4>]](x) => (x,M'[[<fi)}(*)) G M'[[Ab}}

f'Notice Ab does not belong to the language of T.
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we can conclude that (x, ,Vf[[0]](x)) G ■M/u[[j46]].

Now, since it follows that Vx.M'[[<j)]](x) 11 M[[4>]}{x)

we have established that M' <(* TC^Z M. This im

plies A4 is not minimal relative to -c^'1*)-2 which con

tradicts our assumption, therefore M.a\> >s a model of

T<t>,n-

(=>)

Assume M to be a model of T^tj. By definition of

NATs, M is a model of T. We show M is a model of

T minimal relative to <(* K);Z by contradiction.

Suppose there is a model M' of T s.t. M' <^-ny-z

M. Let us augment M' by a predicate .46 defined as

follows:

M'[[Ab]] = {(x,y):(y,<P(x))€M'[[R]]}

Then, for all x M'[[(j>}]{x) U M[[<!>]](x). By transitiv

ity, for all x, y:

y n M'[[4>]}(x) y H M{[<b))(x)

Thus, (x,y) 6 X'p6]] implies (x,y) e A*p6]] and

therefore

M'[[Ab]] C M[[Ab]].

On the other hand, there exists an x for which the

condition Af[[4>]](x) H M'[[<t>}](x) does not hold. For

such an x, (x , M[[4>]]{x)) g M'[[Ab]]. However, for

all x, -M[[4>]](x) U JK[[fi) holds by definition of H.

Hence, (x, .M[[<£]](x)) € M [[-46]] and we obtain

M[[Ab}}£M'[[Ab]]

Consequently, M is not a model of T^ -r, which con

tradicts our assumption. Therefore M is a model of

T minimal relative to <(*.*);Z. □

3.2 Term Minimality

Let us now move on to define minimization of ground

terms, i.e. to generalize the approach we discussed

in Section 2. As before, consider an explicit domain

NAT T with term ordering TZ, and let 4> be a function

constant, <i , . . . , tn be ground terms, and Z be a tuple

of predicate/function constants in the language of T.

The following result is easily established.

Proposition 1 (Term-minimal equivalence)

a model M ofT is a modef of

{<f>,Z :

Vy. ft(y, «>(<,)) D Ab(tuy)

Vy.H(y,<t>{tn))D Ab(tn,y) (2)

T

}

if and only ifM is minimal relative to <(*•'»• ••'«>R);*.

□

Our motivating example in Section 2 is a case of term-

minimization. The following corollary of the above

proposition is useful in proving the equivalence of the

semantics of a domain description in £ and its trans

lation to the NAT Tc.

Corollary 1 Let T be the theory consisting of all

the axioms in Tc from Section 2 except for axiom

Subsequence(a, Sit.map(SN)) D Ab(a). Then M is

a model of Tc iff M is a model of T and is minimal

relative to <iSit-map,SN,Sui.e,uenct)

c

4 Relationship With Other

Circumscription Schemata

As pointed out earlier, one of the main advantages of

using NATs is ease of representation, since the prob

lem of interference between circumscription of different

predicates is not present. Although NATs constitute a

new circumscription framework, it is a predicate which

is circumscribed in each block. Thus, intuitively, one

may conclude that it should be possible to cast value

minimization of a function into a more traditional cir

cumscription form. Proposition 2 below gives a char

acterization of value minimization in a form similar to

formula circumscription [McCarthy, 1986]. The differ

ence with formula circumscription is that a function,

rather than predicates, varies during the circumscrip

tion of the formula. In this sense, this formulation con

stitutes a generalization of formula circumscription.

Following the approach in [McCarthy, 1986], let T?j($, z)

be a second order theory where function variable $8

and predicate/function variables in z appear as free

variables, and which contains a term ordering "R. In

tuitively, $ is the function whose valued is to be min

imized with respect to H and z is the list of predi

cate/function variables which are allowed to vary dur

ing circumscription. Now, for a function constant <S>

and constants Z (H & Z) in the language of T-r we

can prove the following.

7 For n = 1 we just have Ab(y) in the right hand side of

the axiom.

"This definition can be extended to allow a tuple of

functions.
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Proposition 2 A structure M is a model of

Tn(4,Z) A

W.z.fW.z) A INte.y.fcfo, Dfc(y, *(*))] D

[Vjr.y.fcfo, **(*)) = *(»,*(«))]]

(3)

if and only if WA is a model ofT-ji(<j>,Z) and it is min

imal relative to □

Formula (3) above can be simplified to the following:

Tr{4>,Z) A

V*', z.[Tn(<t>', z) A rv*.rco'(j-). *(*))] 3

|y«.w(^(«), 4>{x)) a rcr>(*), <^'(x))]]

and clearly this can be further simplified to the formula

TK(4,Z) A

W.z.pViO'.z) A [V*/fc(>'(*), *(*))] D

rvx.^(^(x),^'(x))]]

When minimization is relative to ground terms

we just need to replace the inner universally quantified

formulae with the following conjuncts:

Tn(<t>,Z) A

v*\*.[7wO',z) a [a,=1 „K(*'(U ),*(«.))] 3

Ai=, **(*(<.).*'{'.))]]

Furthermore, given that we only consider theories

where objects in the world are represented by ground

terms, there is an even simpler formula for term min

imization when the list Z is empty. Let c stand for

a tuple of ground terms C\ , . . . , c» , not containing the

constant <f>, where k is the number of terms relative

to which we want to minimize <j>. Let Tn(c) stand

for T-r = c, . Then we can write term

minimization as:

T(c) A

M^l/L, **(cS.c.)) D (A,., fc«(c.c;))]

Consider again our motivating example from Section(2).

In this case, the list Z is empty, and we minimize func

tion Sit-tnap only w.r.t. term 5yv- Let T be the the

ory consisting of all the axioms in Tc except for ax

iom Subsequence(a, Sit.map(SN)) D Ab(n). Let a be

a sequence of actions and let us shorten Subsequence

into Sseq. Let T(») denote T A (Sii.map(Sl\) = «))•

We can prove the following:

Proposition 3 NATTc is equivalent to the formula

T(a) AV/?.[(T(/?) f\Sseq{l3,a)) D Sseq(a,p)]

□

5 Additional Remarks

We now make some observations about our formula

tion of value minimization of functions (and terms)

using circumscription and possible extensions of it.

1. NATs' feature of allowing the definition of H to

be in an independent block which is not affected

by other axioms in the theory is very important

for our purpose.

2. The blocks implementing value-minimization of a

function are just another kind of block, and there

fore can be part of another NAT. It was only for

the sake of definition that we described them as

outermost w.r.t. theories.

3. The concepts of minimizing the value of functions

and terms presented so far can be extended to

predicates, particularly when they intuitively en

code functions. Consider again the database ex

ample where we have a predicate Employee with

attributes emp.id, emp.name, and empsalary.

We want to minimize the salary of each employee.

This can be done by the following NAT9:

{Employee :

Employee(x,n, z) A y<zA

Salary(y) A Salary(z) D Ab(x,y)

T

>

where T consists of the definitions for < and

Salary and the rest of the theory about the em

ployee database.

This case arises in databases, where it is referred

to as a functional dependency from a subset of

the attributes of the predicate to another subset

of the attributes.

4. The ordering <<*'TC)'Z between structures in Def

inition 2 can be extended to value minimization

of a set of functions and to incorporate possible

priorities between them by following the standard

approach.

5. Finally, let us point out how Lifschitz's NAT no

tation is readily adapted to our definitions. We

will write

{C\ Cm, min-n i> :Ai,...,An,An} (4)

—where A-r defines107J— to denote blocks of the

form

{C, Cm,<l> : H(y,<t>(x)) DAb(x,y),Ai An,An]

Intuitively, block (4) refers to a theory consisting

of blocks A\,...,A„ and the block An defining

9Both the schema below and the ordering between

structures in Definition 2 can be easily generalized to ar

bitrary predicates.

10We are assuming that An is defined using an NAT

block such that statements about 7Z outside of An do not

affect the definition of H.
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H, and where value minimization of function 4>

is performed while predicate/function constants

Ci,...,Cm are varying.
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A Overview of Nested

Circumscription

This abstract has been included for referee conve

nience.

Nested Abnormality Theories (NATs) are a novel cir

cumscription [McCarthy, 1986, Lifschitz, 1993] tech

nique introduced in [Lifschitz, 1995]. NATs allow the

use of several abnormality predicates to specify a body

of common-sense knowledge without their circumscrip

tion conflicting. Lifschitz introduces the notion of

block: a set of axioms A\ A„—possibly contain

ing the abnormality predicate Ab— "describes" a set

of predicates/constants C\ Cm, which are allowed

to vary during circumscription of Ab. The notation for

such a theory is

Ci Cm : Ai An. (5)

where each Ai may itself be a block of form (5). A

block may be viewed as a set of axioms describing a

collection of predicates/constants, possibly depending

on other descriptions in embedded blocks. Block (5)

can be expressed in terms of the circumscription oper

ator as follows:

CIRC[^i A... AAn;Ab;Ci Cm]. (6)

In addition to NATs, Lifschitz [Lifschitz, 1995] intro

duces the idea of replacing the predicate Ab" by

an existentially quantified variable. Noticing that Ab

plays an auxiliary role and that the interesting conse

quences of the theory are those which do not contain

Ab, Ab is replaced by an existentially quantified vari

able. To put it differently, if F(Ab) denotes (6), and

uab" is a predicate variable of the same arity as Ab,

we are interested in the consequences of the sentence

3abF(ab). The effect of this modification is that ab

normality predicates become local to the block where

each of them is used.

A.l Syntax and semantics of NATs

The following definitions are from [Lifschitz, 1995].

Let L be a second order language which does not in

clude Ab. For every natural number k, let be the

language obtained by adding the fc-ary predicate con

stant Ab to L. {C\,...,Cm : A\ , A„} is a block if

each C\ , . . . , Cm is a predicate or a funct ion constant

of L, and each A\,. . .,An is a formula of L/t or a block.

A Nested Abnormality Theory is a set of blocks. The

semantics of NATs is characterized by a mapping <p

from blocks into sentences of L. If A is a formula of

language Lt, <pA stands for the universal closure of A,

otherwise

^{Ci Cm : Ax,..., An) = 3abF(ab)

where

F(Ab) = CIRCfc^ A ... A <pAn;Ab;Cx Cm]

For any NAT T, <pT stands for {<pA\A £ T). A model

of T is a model of ipT in the sense of classical logic. A

consequence of T is a sentence 4> of language L that is

true in all models of T. In this paper, as suggested in

[Lifschitz, 1993], we will use the abbreviation

{Ci,...,Cm, min P : Ax, . . .,A„}

to denote blocks of the form

{C\ Cm,P:P(x)DAb(x),A1,...,A„)

As the notation suggests, this type of block is used

when it is necessary to circumscribe a particular pred

icate P in a block. In [Lifschitz, 1993] it is shown that

<p{Ci,...,Cm, min P : Ax, . . . ,An)

is equivalent to the formula

CIRC[^i A . . . A An; P,C\ Cm]

when each of Ai is a sentence.

For the sake of our investigation, we are specially in

terested in NATs for which an equivalent first-order

formalization can be given. The idea is to simplify a

theory of nested blocks by substituting the innermost

blocks with their equivalent first-order theories, and

repeat the process inside out. The final theory —if it

exists— can be used for deduction or comparison pur

poses. Even when a first-order equivalent exists, the

NAT is more suggestive and compact.
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Abstract

In this study we suggest a general formal

ism for nonmonotonic reasoning. The for

malism, called biconsequence relations, pro

vides a general framework of reasoning with

respect to a pair of contexts. As is shown

in [Bochman 1996], it allows to give a uni

form representation for various semantics for

logic programs involving negation as failure.

Here we will consider a generalization of the

formalism obtained by incorporating classi

cal inference. This generalization turns out

to be sufficiently expressive to provide a rep

resentation for such systems of nonmonotonic

reasoning as various default and modal non

monotonic logics. It allows also to account

for some recent attempts to extend seman

tics suggested for logic programs to general

nonmonotonic formalisms.

Keywords: Representation formalisms, nonmonotonic

logics.

Introduction

In this study we suggest a general formalism for non

monotonic reasoning, called biconsequence relations.

At its structural level, the formalism is based on a

four-valued inference under Belnap's interpretation of

the four truth-values [Belnap 1977]. The latter allows

the propositions to be not only true or false, but also

undetermined (neither true nor false) or contradictory

(both true and false). This interpretation has been

widely used in the literature in order to give a repre

sentation of reasoning in presence of incomplete and

inconsistent information (see, e.g., [Levesque 1984,

Fitting 1989, Sakama and Inoue 1995]). Moreover, it

is shown in [Bochman 1996] that this formalism al

lows to give a uniform representation for various se

mantics of general logic programs involving negation

as failure. What we are going to show here is that

there is a fairly general way of 'lifting' this formal

ism to languages based on classical logic. As we will

see, this extension of the basic formalism, called clas

sical biconsequence relations, turns out to be suffi

ciently expressive to give a representation for such

systems of nonmonotonic reasoning as various de

fault logics and modal nonmonotonic logics. More

over, due to its intimate connection with logic pro

gramming, it allows also to account for some re

cent attempts to extend semantics suggested for logic

programs to other nonmonotonic formalisms (see,

e.g., [Baral and Subrahmanian 1992, Lifschitz 1994,

Przymusinska and Przymusinski 1994]).

1 Biconsequence Relations - An

Overview

The logical formalism we suggest for representing non

monotonic reasoning is based on a four-valued en

tailment. More exactly, we use an interpretation of

the four truth-values suggested in [Belnap 1977] that

amounts to their identification with all the (four) sub

sets of the set of classical truth-values {<,/}: a propo

sition can be not only true ({<}) or false ({/}), but also

contradictory (both true and false, {t,/}) or undeter

mined (neither true nor false, 0). This representation

provides a natural connection between four-valued rea

soning and 'real' problems of commonsense reasoning

and thereby the main reason for using it in studying

the latter.

The above interpretation allows us to identify any four-

valued interpretation v with a pair of independent clas

sical valuations corresponding, respectively, to assign

ments of truth and falsity to propositions:

v\=A = tev(A) v=\A = fev(A)

Consequently, four-valued reasoning in general can

still be seen as reasoning about truth and falsity of

propositions, provided that the assignments of truth

and falsity are independent of each other. This leads

to the following construction that gives a syntactic for

malization for such a reasoning.
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By a btsequent we will mean a rule of the form a : 6 Ih

c : d, where a, b, c, d are finite sets of propositions. The

intended interpretation of such rules is

"If all a's are true and all b's are false, then one ofc's

is true or one ofd's is false".

Accordingly, propositions from a and 6 will be called,

respectively, positive and negative premises, while

those from c and d - positive and negative conclusions.

The following definition provides a characterization of

such bisequents in accordance with their intended in

terpretation.

Definition 1.1 A biconsequence relation is a set of

bisequents that is closed with respect to the following

rules:

(Reflexivity) A : lh A : : A lh : A

(Monotonicity)

r^luvt' tfaCa',bCb',cCc',dCd'.

a' : b' lh r : a'

a : b lh A, c : d A, a : 6 lh c : d

a : 6? c : d

, a : b\\- c : A,d a:A,b\\-c:d

<Cut) ^¥772

A biconsequence relation can be seen as a 'doubled'

version of an ordinary sequent calculus reflecting the

independence of the truth and falsity assignments. As

in the latter, we can extend the notion of a bisequent

to arbitrary sets of propositions by accepting an ap

propriate compactness requirement:

(Compactness)

« : v lh w : z iff a : b lh c : d,

for some finite sets a, b, c, d such that a C u, b C v,

c C w and d C z.

In what follows, we will denote by u the complement of

a set u. The following definition describes 'canonical

models' of biconsequence relations.

Definition 1.2 A pair of sets of propositions (u,v) is

a bitheory of a biconsequence relation lh if

u : v W- tJ : v.

The above description reflects a kind of closure condi

tion with respect to bisequents. It is equivalent to the

following more explicit closure requirement:

If a : b lh c : d and a C u,b C v, then either

cnu^0or<fDtJ^0.

Notice that any bitheory (u, v) can be identified with

a four-valued interpretation by treating u as the set of

true propositions and v as the set of propositions that

are not false. The following Representation Theorem

can then be used to show that biconsequence relations

are adequate for their intended four-valued interpre

tation. The theorem shows, in effect, that any bicon

sequence relation is generated by a set of four-valued

interpretations.

Theorem 1.1 (Representation Theorem) a : b lh

c : d iff, for any bitheory (u, v), if a C u and b C v,

then either cD«^0 or dHv ^ 0.

It can be shown that any four-valued connective is ex

pressible in our formalism via introduction and elim

ination rules as in ordinary sequent calculi, the only

distinction being that we will have a pair of introduc

tion rules and a pair of elimination rules corresponding

to two premise sets and two conclusion sets, respec

tively. As in the case of a classical sequent calculus,

any bisequent involving four-valued connectives will be

reducible, ultimately, to a set of bisequents containing

atomic propositions only.

Biconsequence relations and logic programs.

On our approach, bisequents can serve as direct repre

sentations of logic programming rules of a most general

kind, namely those involving disjunction and negation

in their heads (see, e.g., [Inoue and Sakama 1994] for

a use of such rules). Thus, a rule

not Di V . . . V not Dk V d V . . . V C, «-

<— A\ A . . . Am A not Bi A • • • A not Bn

is representable by a bisequent

A1,...,Am:Bl,...,Bn\rCi,...,CrDu...,Dk.

If 5 is a set of bisequents corresponding to program

clauses, then the least biconsequence relation contain

ing 5 can be considered as a logical theory correspond

ing to a logic program. It turns out that under this

representation, all the logical connectives occurring in

program clauses (including not) can be seen as four-

valued connectives (see [Bochman 1996] for details).

In this way we are restoring a connection between

Logic and Logic Programming that has been lost with

the introduction of logic programs involving a so-called

negation by failure. The notion of negation-as-failure

refers on this interpretation not to the meaning of not,

but rather to a special nonmonotonic mechanism of

'jumping to conclusions' that allows to obtain addi

tional negative conclusions. An appropriate extension

of this mechanism to general nonmonotonic formalisms

studied in this paper will be presented in Section 4.

2 Classical Biconsequence Relations

As we said above, the semantics of bisequents involves

a pair of independent interpretations assigning, respec

tively, truth and falsity to propositions. However, we

are not compelled to stick to this understanding. Gen

erally speaking, biconsequence relations can be seen as
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describing reasoning with respect to pairs of contexts.

Two main alternative representations of such a pair,

appropriate for our study, are as follows:

• We can assume that the first context represents

what is actually true, while the second - what is

assumed (not) to hold. On this reading, a bise-

quent a : b lh c : d can be seen as a conditional

inference rule a lh c that is "fired" only under

assumption that propositions from d hold, while

those from 6 do not. Under this understanding we

will obtain a formal representation of assumption-

based reasoning. We will use this reading below to

provide a formal interpretation for credulous in

ference determined by alternative default logics.

• We can assign an epistemic reading to the second

context, namely as representing what is known or

believed to hold. An alternative, thoroughly epis

temic interpretation could be that the first con

text represents what is known, while the second -

what is believed to hold. Both alternatives lead

to a formal representation of modal nonmonotonic

reasoning.

Despite the difference between the above interpreta

tions, however, we will see that in both cases the basic

constructions and models remain the same. In fact,

one of the aims of this study consists in persuading

the reader that we can abstract from these differences

in doing nonmonotonic reasoning.

The above 'extended' interpretations allows us also to

extend the formalism of biconsequence relations to lan

guages that include classical logical connectives. The

only additional general requirement we will impose on

our semantics is that both contexts involved in such

'bi-interpretations' should respect classical inference.

In other words, our only requirement will be that we

should be able to reason classically in each of them.

Let Cc denote a language containing classical connec

tives ->, A,V,D, and h the ordinary classical conse

quence relation with respect to these connectives.

Definition 2.1 A classical biconsequence relation

(CBR) is a biconsequence relation in the language Cc

satisfying the following conditions:

(Supraclasstcality)

ah A ah A

a : lh A : : A lh : a

The above conditions can be also expressed without

the use of h. For example, a CBR can be defined

equivalently as a biconsequence relation satisfying the

following two conditions:

1. lh A : and : A lh, for any classical tautology;

2. A,ADB :lh B : and : B lh : A,ADB, for any

propositions A and B.

The most important consequence of Supraclassicality

is a possibility of replacement of classically equiva

lent formulas in bisequents. In addition, it allows

to replace positive premises and negative conclusions

by their conjunctions, though disjunctive conclusions

are not replaceable in this way by their classical dis

junctions. In this way the formalism preserves the

distinction between classical disjunctions and more

strong, 'epistemic' disjunctions employed, for exam

ple, in a theory of disjunctive default rules, suggested

in [Gelfond et al. 1991]. Thus, the following rules for

the classical disjunction V are in general invalid:

AVB:U-A,B: : A,B \\- : AV B.

As a consequence, A : lh C : and B : lh C : do not

necessarily imply A V B : lh C : .

Speaking more generally, CBRs are only supraclassical

consequence relations. This means, in particular, that

the deduction theorem is not valid for the classical

implication - a, A : lh B : does not imply a : lh A D B :.

Similarly, the Contraposition rule

A:\rB:

-.fl :lh ^A :

is also invalid in general. It must be noted, however,

that this 'deviation' from the classical behavior should

not be seen as a weakness of our formalism. In fact, it

is these distinctions that give the formalism its expres

sive power and allow us to represent information that

is impossible to capture using only classical formulae

2.1 Additional Conditions

We will describe now a number of natural additional

conditions that can be imposed on a CBR. The first

such condition is obtained by strengthening Supraclas

sicality to the case of classically inconsistent sets of

propositions.

Definition 2.2 A CBR lh will be called -"-consistent

if it satisfies the following two rules:

ah ah

a:lh lh:a

The above rules can be shown to be equivalent to the

following two conditions:

A,^A :\r lh : A, -^A

These conditions exclude, in effect, classically incon

sistent sets of propositions from consideration and

thereby reflect a requirement that each of the two con

texts of reasoning should be classically consistent.

The following stronger rule, called global ->-

consistency, requires our pairs of contexts to be always

classically compatible.

a,6h

a :lh: 6
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In fact, the rule is reducible to the following simple

condition

-,A:U-:A

saying that if ->A is true, then A should be false (in

Belnap's sense of the words). The rule can be shown

to be equivalent to the condition that if (u, v) is a

bitheory, then u U v is a classically consistent set.

A further strengthening of the notion of a CBR can

be obtained by adding each of the following structural

rules:

(Consistency) A : A lh

(Completeness) lh A : A

Consistency amounts to the condition that any bithe

ory (u,v) should be consistent, that is, u C v. This

condition will be used extensively in what follows.

Similarly, Completeness requires bitheories to be com

plete, that is, v C u. Note that if a biconsequence

relation satisfies both Consistency and Completeness,

it is reducible to an ordinary sequent calculus. On

the other hand, the 'common content' of both these

conditions is given by

(CC) A : A lh B : B

The latter condition requires any bitheory to be either

consistent or complete. In fact, the resulting biconse

quence relation can be seen as an intersection of a con

sistent and a complete biconsequence relation. As is

shown in [Bochman 1995a], this condition turns out to

be admissible with respect to the well-founded seman

tics of normal logic programs. Note also that, given

-•-consistency, CC implies global -"-consistency.

2.2 Semantics

Supraclassicality can be shown to be equivalent to

the condition that both components of any bithe

ory should be deductively closed sets. The method

of semantic representation for such objects is actu

ally well known (see [Kraus et al. 1990]; cf. also

[Dix and Makinson 1992]) and consists in represent

ing any deductively closed set by the associated set

of worlds.

Definition 2.3 A model of a CBR is a triple M =

(W, S, I), where W is a set of worlds, S C2W x2w and

/ : "P —► 2W is a function assigning each propositional

atom of the language a subset of W. Any pair of sets

v = (U, V) from S will be called a bistate of the model.

Thus, a model is essentially a relation on sets of worlds.

The validity of propositional formulas in a model will

be determined with respect to pairs (i/, i), where v is

a bistate and i is a world:

• u, i: 1= p iff i £ /(p), where p is a propositional

atom;

• v, i E -<A iff v, t £ A;

• v, i t A A B iff v, i 1= A and v, % t B.

As can be seen, the bistate parameter is actually exces

sive at this stage, since the value of each classical for

mula is entirely determined by the relevant world. We

will need this more general validation function later

when we will consider modal extensions of the lan

guage.

Now we can define a four-valued interpretation corre

sponding to a bistate using a pair of (truth and falsity)

assignments defined as follows: If v = (U, V) is a bis

tate, then

v |= A iff v, i 1= A, for every i € U;

v =] A iff v, i ¥■ A, for some i € V

A bisequent a : 6 lh c : d will be said to be valid in a

model M if, for any bistate v from S,1

if v\=A, for any A € a, and i/=) B, for any

Bgd, then either v (= C, for some C £ c, or

v =j D, for some D € d.

For a model M, we will denote by Ih^ the set of all

bisequents that are valid in M. The following Com

pleteness Theorem shows that the resulting semantics

provides an adequate semantic characterization of clas

sical biconsequence relations.

Theorem 2.1 (Completeness) lh is a classical bt-

consequence relation iff there ts a model M such that

\r=\rM.

Using this theorem, various strengthenings of the no

tion of a CBR, described above, can be characterized

by imposing restrictions on possible semantic mod

els. For example, a characterization of -"-consistent

CBRs can be obtained by restricting the set of pos

sible bistates to those that involve only non-empty

sets of worlds. Similarly, the semantic condition corre

sponding to global -"-consistency is that, for any bis

tate ([/, V), U D V ^ 0. Consistency corresponds to

the requirement that V C U, for any bistate (U, V),

while Completeness amounts to the inverse inclusion

U CV.

2.3 Expansions

In this section we will introduce perhaps the most im

portant nonmonotonic models definable in the context

of a CBR. As we will see, these objects, called expan

sions, can be seen as a proper generalization of Reiter's

extensions, Moore's stable expansions, 5-expansions

of modal nonmonotonic logics and a number of other

nonmonotonic models known in the literature. Thus,

!Cf. the Representation Theorem above.
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expansions2 form the main ingredient of Lifschitz mod

els in his MBNF (see below). In addition, they cor

respond to preferred models of the bimodal logic GK

suggested in [Lin and Shoham 1992].

Definition 2.4 1. A bitheory (u, v) of a CBR will

be called positively minimal if there is no bitheory

(u',v) such that v! C u.

2. A set of propositions u will be called an expansion

of a CBR if(u, u) is a positively minimal bitheory.

Semantically, expansions correspond to sets of propo

sitions that are true with respect to a bistate of the

form form (U,U) such that there is no larger set of

worlds U' for which (U\ U) is also a bistate3.

Some basic results concerning expansions have been es

tablished in [Bochman 1995b], though in a somewhat

different terminology. Thus, the following lemma,

stated in [Bochman 1995b], gives an alternative de

scription of expansions:

Lemma 2.2 A set u is an expansion iff

A G u if and only if : u lh A, u : u

An important fact, established in [Bochman 1995b],

is that there are two structural rules for a CBR that

preserve expansions when imposed on it. These rules

are Consistency (see above) and

,„ n ■ , a:b\rb:a

(bemi-ractortng ) —v ' :6lh:a

The rule Semi-Factoring amounts to the requirement

that, for any bitheory {u,v), (v,v) is also a bithe

ory. Given Consistency, it can be shown to be equiv

alent to the following rule (called G-Coherence in

[Bochman 1995b]):

A, a : 6 IH: d

a :b\h.d,A

Proposition 2.3 // IK is a least CBR containing

lh and closed with respect to Consistency and Semi-

Factoring, then it has the same expansions as lh.

Now, it turns out that for CBRs satisfying Consis

tency, expansions can be characterized as follows:

Proposition 2.4 u is an expansion if and only if

u= {A | : u lh A : u)

2 We called these objects L-expansions in

[Bochman 1995b].

3Cf. the corresponding definition in [Lifschitz 1994].

Thus, accepting an assumption-based interpretation of

our pair of contexts, expansion can be seen as a set of

formulas that are provable on the basis of taking pre

cisely them as a set of our assumptions. This propo

sition implies also an interesting fact that expansions

are determined ultimately by bisequents having only

singular formulas as their positive conclusions. This

latter fact will allow us to establish an important con

nection between the notion of expansion and stable

expansions of autoepistemic logic.

2.4 Default Logics

Default con

sequence relations introduced in [Bochman 1994] are

in fact a special case of classical biconsequence rela

tions obtained by restricting bisequents to that of the

form a : 6 lh A :, that is, to bisequents that do not

involve multiple or negative conclusions. As is shown

there, default consequence relations can be seen as a

generalization of Reiter's default logic. We can recast

now these results directly in terms of biconsequence re

lations as follows. To begin with, the following transla

tion provides a representation of default rules in terms

of bisequents:

trR : A :b/C => A : ->6 lh C :

In addition, if A = (W, D) is a default theory, we

replace each axiom A 6 W with a bisequent lh A :. Fi

nally, if trn(A) is the set of all bisequents correspond

ing to rules and axioms of A, then we will denote by

lh^ the least CBR containing trn(A). Then we will

have

Proposition 2.5 //A is a default theory, then Us ex

tensions coincide with expansions o/lh^.

Disjunctive Defaults. An extension of the notion

of a default rule was suggested in [Gelfond et al. 1991].

Disjunctive default rules were introduced there in

order to give a more appropriate representation in

cases where common formalizations in terms of ordi

nary, singular default rules produced unintuitive re

sults (such as in Poole's broken arm example). It

is easy to show that the resulting default theories

are still representable in terms of classical biconse

quence relations and the notion of an expansion, pro

vided we identify disjunctive default rules with bise

quents of the form a : b lh c :. It is interesting to

note, however, that so far as expansions serve as in

tended nonmonotonic models, there is no conceptual

necessity in introducing default rules with disjunc

tive conclusions: by Proposition 2.4, any expansion

is determined, ultimately, by a set of bisequents with

singular conclusions that can be inferred in a given

CBR. Nevertheless, there are some complexity consid

erations (see [Eiter and Gottlob 1995]) showing that

though disjunctive bisequents are eliminable in prin

ciple, the corresponding transformation of disjunctive
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default theories into ordinary ones should be compu

tationally expensive.

We will show now that the use of negative conclusions

in bisequents allows to define some alternative forms of

default reasoning. We begin with the following notion

of credulous inference in the context of a CBR:

Definition 2.5 A proposition A will be said to be a

credulous consequence of a set of propositions a if

there is a pair of sets b, d such that : b d and

a : b lh A : d. If a = 0, we will say that A is credu

lously provable in It-.

According to an 'assumption-based' interpretation of

bisequents, this definition says that A is a credulous

consequence of a if A can be inferred ('explained') from

a on the basis of some consistent set of positive and

negative assumptions.

It turns out that the following translation of default

rules into bisequents is appropriate for capturing a

credulous inference determined by Lukaszewicz notion

of justified extension [Lukaszewicz 1988].

trL : a : b/A => a : ->b II- A : A

Retaining the previous translation of the axioms of a

default theory, we will define lh^ as the least CBR

containing <r£,(A).

Proposition 2.6 A proposition A is credulously prov

able in if and only if it belongs to some justified

extension of A.

As an immediate consequence of this result, we

obtain that, under this translation, the notion of

a default proof from [Lukaszewicz 1988] (see also

[Froidevaux and Mengin 1994]) is captured by our no

tion of credulous inference.

As our next result, we will show that expansions of the

corresponding CBR are also adequate for capturing

Lukaszewicz notion of a default proof. The following

Proposition shows, in particular, that A is credulously

provable in lh^ if and only if it belongs to some ex

pansion of Ih^.

Proposition 2.7 1. Any justified extension of A is

an expansion o/lh£.

2. Any expansion o/lh^ is included in some justified

extension of A.

Remark. It is interesting to mention that a default

theory can be seen in this case as a generalization of

an abductive program from [Inoue and Sakama 1994].

The latter is defined as a pair (P, T), where P is

a general extended disjunctive program (correspond

ing, in our terminology, to a CBR in the language

Cc restricted to classical literals), while T is a set

of assumptions with preconditions that can be seen

as default rules of the form a : b/A. As is shown

in [Inoue and Sakama 1994], any such conditional as

sumption is representable by a program clause corre

sponding, on our interpretation, to a bisequent a : b lh

A : A. Consequently, a default theory (W, D) under

Lukaszewicz interpretation can be identified with an

abductive theory (W, D).

Finally, we will consider a credulous provability gener

ated by a constrained default logic (see [Schaub 1991,

Froidevaux and Mengin 1994]). According to the lat

ter, default rules should be seen as comitting to

their justifications. In addition, they should be semi-

normal, that is, the conclusion should be always in

cluded among the justifications of the rule. The fol

lowing translation gives a relevant interpretation of de

fault rules in terms of bisequents:

trc : a-.b/A =» a :lh A : A,b

Recall that the rules of CBR imply that negative con

clusions can be replaced by their conjunction. As a

result, justifications of any default rule are replace

able, modulo this translation, by their conjunction,

and any rule a : b/A will be equivalent in this sense

to a semi-normal rule a : b, A/A. Notice also that the

only distinction between trc and tri amounts to their

respective treatment of justifications. While the for

mer requires that they should be assumed to hold, the

latter views them as saying that their negations are

assumed not to hold.

As before, we will denote by lh£ the least CBR con

taining translations of all default rules and axioms of

a default theory A.

Proposition 2.8 A is credulously provable in lh£ if

and only if it belongs to some constrained extension of

a default theory A.

To conclude this section, note that the above two al

ternative representations of default rules are still in

sufficient to provide a representation for a sceptical in

ference determined by the corresponding default log

ics. To see this, notice that both Lukaszewicz and

constrained default logic have a peculiar feature that

'trivial' default rules of the form A : B/t, where t

is a tautology, may change extensions when added to

a default theory (though our translations make them

trivial in both cases). This means that such rules

have a nontrivial informational content. In fact, in

both cases it amounts, roughly, to something like "If

A holds, take B as an additional assumption, provided

it is consistent with other assumptions made". Such

'default assumption' rules are not expressible directly

in our framework.
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3 Modalization

We will describe now some definable modal extensions

of CBRs. It turns out that in most cases the relevant

modal operators will be eliminable in the context of

a CBR. What will be gained, however, by introducing

them is that any bisequent will be representable by

some modal formula. It turns out that by introducing

appropriate definable modal operators of this kind, we

obtain some familiar modal formalisms of nonmono

tonic reasoning.

3.1 MBNF

Classical biconsequence relations were introduced first

in [Bochman 1995b] as a formalism providing a non-

modal counterpart of Lifschitz' Modal logic of Belief

and Negation as Failure (MBNF). In this section we

will show that, starting with classical biconsequence

relations, the full modal theory of MBNF can be 're

stored' by introducing additional operators that are

definable on the semantic structures characterizing

CBRs. In other words, our aim here is to show that

MBNF can be seen as a straightforward definitional

extension of classical biconsequence relations.

The following two semantic definitions provide a de

scription of a pair of natural modal operators definable

in the semantic framework of CBRs. If v = (U, V) is

a bistate, then

v, i 1= LA iff v, j t= A, for any j G U\

v, i 1= BA iff i/, j 1= A, for any j € V.

Lifschitz' original operators B and not from

[Lifschitz 1994] can be identified, respectively, with C

and ->B. Then it can be seen that the above condi

tions, taken together with the semantic conditions for

the classical connectives {A, ->}, give an equivalent se

mantic description of MBNF-interpretations; the only

distinction is that instead of truth of a proposition in a

world i with respect to a bistate v = (U, V), Lifschitz

speaks about truth of a proposition with respect to a

triple (£, U, V). However, the above definitions with

respect to worlds serve in our construction the only

purpose of defining truth or falsity of propositions with

respect to bistates. As a consequence, what is actu

ally captured in our system from the 'full' MBNF is its

modalized fragment that deals with formulas in which

any propositional atom occurs in the scope of some

modal operator. Fortunately, this restriction does not

reduce the range of current applications of MBNF (see

[Bochman 1995b] for details).

The resulting system can be completely axiomatized.

Below are the rules that characterize B:

If- BA : A : BA lh : A

: A lh -^BA : : A, ^BA It-

Similar rules can be given for C. Using this axioma-

tization, it can be shown that above operators are al

ways eliminable: any bisequent in a CBR is reducible

to a set of bisequents involving neither £ nor B. How

ever, using these operators and classical connectives,

any bisequent can be transformed into a provable for

mula. Thus, a bisequent

A\ , . . . , Ak : B\,...,Bi If- C\, . . . , Cm : D\ , . . . , D„

can be shown to be equivalent to a bisequent

(1) lh (CAik . . . kCAkk not Bik . . . & not B,) D

D (CCi V ■ • • V CCm V not Di V ■ • ■ V not £>„) :

This allows us to represent our classical biconsequence

relations as MBNF-theories.

As has been shown in [Bochman 1995b], what

was termed a nonmonotonic model of MBNF in

[Lifschitz 1994] is actually a pair consisting of an

expansion and a world. For modalized MBNF

theories the world component of such models be

comes inessential, and models are reduced, in ef

fect, to expansions. Moreover, all representations

of other nonmonotonic formalisms in MBNF stud

ied in the paper, such as autoepistemic logic and

default logic, use actually only a modalized frag

ment of MBNF. As a consequence, the relevant non

monotonic objects of these formalisms were repre

sented, in effect, as expansions. Consequently, our

results about default logic and autoepistemic logic

(see below) can be seen as a (non-modal) reformula

tion of the corresponding results from [Lifschitz 1994]

and [Lin and Shoham 1992]. In addition, this es

tablishes the correspondence between expansions and

answer sets of logic programs of a most general

kind (see below; cf. also [Lifschitz and Woo 1992,

Inoue and Sakama 1994]).

3.2 Modal Nonmonotonic Logics

Recall that the semantic requirement corresponding to

the Consistency rule is that, for any bistate (U, V),

V C U. In this case, our bicomponent models

can be seen as a proper generalization of the mini

mal model semantics for modal nonmonotonic logics

from [Schwarz 1992]. Accordingly, we will show now

that classical biconsequence relations are sufficiently

expressive to capture nonmonotonic reasoning deter

mined by modal nonmonotonic logics.

Let § be any modal logic containing the necessitation

rule. As is well known (see [Marek et al. 1993]), §-

expansions of a modal theory are stable sets, and the

latter are uniquely determined by their objective (non-

modal) subsets. It turns out that for any modal the

ory we can construct a CBR in the language without

modalities such that its expansions are precisely ob

jective subsets of §-expansions of this theory.
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Proposition 3.1 For any modal theory, there is a

CBR such that its expansions are precisely objective

kernels ofS-expansions of the theory.

One particular case of this correspondence is especially

interesting. Assuming Consistency, let us modify the

definition of the operator C above as follows:

.t,, (vjtAyjeu, if ieu\V;

v, i p LA iff < ...... ... .

The modified operator behaves as before with re

spect to positive contexts, but now B is definable

as -i£->C. In particular, any bisequent is repre-

sentable now by a formula involving only one modal

operator, C. As can be seen, the resulting se

mantic framework corresponds to a (unimodal) BK-

semantics from [Schwarz and Truszczyriski 1994] (cf.

also [Bochman 1995b]). As is shown there, it gives a

semantic interpretation of an important nonmonotonic

modal logic S4F.

3.3 Autoepistemic logic

Moore's autoepistemic logic can also be identified with

a simple definitional extension of our formalism. In

fact, the relevant modal operator is just B4.

For any autoepistemic theory T in the classical lan

guage augmented with the operator B, we will denote

by Ih™ the least CBR in the same language containing

all formulas from T. Then we have

Proposition 3.2 If T is an autoepistemic theory,

then stable expansions of T coincide with expansions

_m
T •

Now, as we mentioned earlier, the rules for B allow to

eliminate all occurrences of B in bisequents. Moreover,

any bisequent Ih A : is reducible in this way to a set

of bisequents of the form : 6 Ih C : d that do not

contain B. Let Ihj, be the least CBR in the nonmodal

language containing all such bisequents corresponding

to formulas from T.

Corollary 3.3 Expansions o/lh^ are exactly objective

kernels of stable expansions ofT.

In other words, autoepistemic logic can be described

entirely in a non-modal language. More exactly, it

corresponds to CBRs determined by bisequents of the

form : b \r A : d. Now notice that by Proposition 2.4,

it is precisely these bisequents that are needed to char

acterize expansions in general. Consequently, we have

Proposition 3.4 For any CBR Ih there is an au

toepistemic theory T such that expansions of Ih are

exactly objective kernels of stable expansions ofT.

* Notice that it has all the properties of a K45-operator.

It is possible to give a formal characterization of classi

cal biconsequence relations corresponding to autoepis

temic theories, that is, of CBRs generated by bise

quents of the form : b Ih A : d.

A CBR will be called (positively) singular, if it satisfies

the rules

A,~>A:\r and \\- A,^A:

On the semantic side, the above rules amount to the

requirement that the positive component of any bis-

tate contains a single world. As can be seen, in this

case the classical connectives satisfy all the rules and

conditions for classical inference with respect to the

positive premises and conclusions of bisequents. In

particular, any set of positive conclusions is replace

able by their classical disjunction, and the deduction

theorem becomes valid. As a result, any bisequent

a : b Ih c : d of a singular CBR becomes equivalent

to a bisequent : b Ih (Aa) —► (Vc) : d, where Aa (Va)

denotes the conjunction (respectively, disjunction) of

elements from a. This shows, in other words, that sin

gular CBR is actually a logical theory of bisequents of

the form : 6 Ih A : d, that is, of bisequents without

positive premises and with singular (non-disjunctive)

positive conclusions. As follows from the results stated

earlier in this section, these are precisely CBRs repre

senting autoepistemic theories.

As we have seen, we do not need the full expressive

capabilities of a CBR to describe autoepistemic logic.

In fact, for any biconsequence relation we can define

the corresponding autoepistemic default consequence

relation from [Bochman 1994] as follows:

a : b Ih" A iff : 6 Ih A : a

Such a consequence relation is already sufficient to de

scribe the 'objective content' of autoepistemic logic

(see [Bochman 1994, 1995b] for details).

4 General Circumscription Schema

As we mentioned in the Introduction, the basic formal

ism of biconsequence relations allows to give a uniform

representation for various semantics of logic programs,

suggested in the literature. In this section we will show

how these semantics can be extended to classical bi

consequence relations. We can only be brief here.

The general construction of nonmonotonic semantics

for logic programs, suggested in [Bochman 1996], is

based on two principles, Positive Minimality and Co

herence. The Positive Minimality principle provides

the main nonmonotonic mechanism of 'jumping to con

clusions' in the framework of biconsequence relations.

It says that only positively minimal bitheories (inter

pretations) should matter in determining the truth-

values of propositions, where minimality is defined
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with respect to propositional atoms belonging to pos

itive components of bitheories5. In accordance with

this, the circumscription of a biconsequence relation

lh is defined as a biconsequence relation determined

(in the sense of the Representation Theorem) by the

set of all positively minimal bitheories of lh.

The Coherence principle amounts to imposing the fol

lowing two rules on a biconsequence relation:

(Coherence)

\\-A :

:A\r

A:\r

W--.A

The rules say, respectively, that provably true proposi

tions should be non-false (and hence classically true),

while provably non-true propositions should be classi

cally false. Generally speaking, the Coherence princi

ple gives a mechanism of deriving classical information

in the four-valued setting.

An important feature of the Coherence principle is

that it crucially depends on the underlying language

in which a biconsequence relation is formulated. In

other words, the actual force of the above rules de

pends on what propositions are susceptible to coher

ence, or, more exactly, on what four-valued logical

connectives belong to the language. As is shown in

[Bochman 1996], different semantics for logic programs

are obtainable by varying the set of allowable connec

tives.

It has turned out, however, that in all cases of interest

the relevant coherence rules are expressible in terms

of some structural rules that do not involve explicit

occurrences of connectives. Such rules will allow us to

give appropriate extensions of the corresponding se

mantics to classical biconsequence relations.

A nonmonotonic completion of a biconsequence rela

tion lh is defined in [Bochman 1996] as a biconsequence

relation obtained from lh by first circumscribing it and

then adding the coherence rules to the circumscribed

biconsequence relation. It turns out that such a com

pletion contains all the information that can be non-

monotonically inferred from the source biconsequence

relation. As we already said, different semantics for

logic programs can be obtained by varying the lan

guage of formulas admissible for the coherence rules.

In order to extend the above schema to classical bi

consequence relations, we only need to take into ac

count the fact that our basic language is now not the

language of propositional atoms, but rather the lan

guage Cc of classical propositions. Thus, a positively

minimal bitheory is defined now in accordance with

Definition 2.4 that reflects minimality with respect to

all classical formulas. As before, the circumscription

of a classical biconsequence relation lh will be defined

as a CBR lhc that is determined by positively minimal

bimodels of lh.

As to coherence, it turns out that the range of possibil

ities will be drastically reduced due to the presence of

the classical connectives in our language. We will give

below some basic cases of our schema, corresponding

to existing attempts of extending semantics for logic

programs to 'full' nonmonotonic formalisms.

The well-founded semantics. The weakest com

pletion (that already involves conjunctive formulas) is

obtained by adding the following coherence rules to the

(previously) circumscribed biconsequence relation:

lha: A:\r

a lh lh: A

5Cf. Definition 2.4 above.

Such a completion corresponds to an extension of

the well-founded semantics for ordinary default theo

ries suggested, e.g., in [Baral and Subrahmanian 1992,

Przymusinska and Przymusinski 1994].

Unfortunately, though such a semantics always ex

ists for consistent theories, it has a serious drawback

of being too cautious: in all cases that admit mutu

ally inconsistent alternatives, it 'retreats' to the set

of monotonically provable propositions. This holds

even in cases when a theory involves independent

pieces of data, witness the following default theory

(see [Przymusinska and Przymusinski 1994]): W = 0,

D = {: A/A,^A/^A,: B/C). The well-founded

semantics for this theory contains only tautologies,

though there seems to be no reason why the last de

fault rule is not 'fired' to obtain C.

At that point the requirement of -^consistency (see

Definition 2.2) changes the situation: in the resulting

completion C is already provable. The requirement

seems to be plausible also in many other respects.

However, it has its price. First, some default theo

ries will have no consistent completion, e.g., a theory

W = {-.fl}, D = {: A/B,: A/A}. Second, partial

stable semantics is no longer equivalent to the well-

founded one for ordinary default theories, as it was

the case with normal logic programs, so we have to

choose between them.

Finally, it is worth to note that the coherence principle

Ih-vl :

lh: A

used in [Pereira and Alferes 1992] in defining a well-

founded semantics with explicit negation (WFSX), im

plies the second -"-consistency rule lh : A,-<A. More

over, both turn out to be equivalent in the presence

of the coherence rule ——— . Thus, -"-consistency ac-

: A in

counts for the intuitions behind the WFSX.

Stationary completion. The coherence rules for

the case of the stationary semantics as it is defined

in [Przymusinski 1995] amount jointly to the follow

ing rule:

a:\rb:

: 6lh: a
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As is shown in [Bochman 1996], the corresponding

completion characterizes also a semantics of stable

classes suggested in [Baral and Subrahmanian 1992].

Hence, our construction can be seen as a natural gen

eralization of both these semantics to classical bicon

sequence relations.

Invariant completion. The coherence rules char

acterizing the partial stable semantics from

[Przymusinski 1991] amount to the following rule:

a:b\rc:d

(Invanance) —7

a : c lr 6 : a

The rule reflects a semantic condition that if (U, V) is

a bistate, then (V, U) is also a bistate.

Stable completion. Finally, the coherence rules for

the case of the stable (answer set) semantics amount

to adding the Consistency and Completeness rules to

the circumscribed biconsequence relation. The seman

tic condition corresponding to these rules is that any

bistate should have the form (U, U). As an immediate

consequence of this fact, we obtain that the bitheories

of the nonmonotonic completion in this case coincide

with expansions of the source CBR. This means, in

particular, that expansions can be seen as semantic

objects characterizing classical reasoning with respect

to the circumscribed biconsequence relation.

5 Conclusions and Further Issues

In this study we suggested a general formalism for

nonmonotonic reasoning that has allowed us to give

a uniform representation of rather diverse approaches

in this field. As is shown, in most cases the diver

sity has turned out to be superficial: the majority of

these formalisms use the same nonmonotonic principle

of 'jumping to conclusions', and the only difference be

tween them consists in underlying logical formalisms

used to derive monotonic consequences. Moreover, in

many cases the difference can even be reduced to that

of the language in which these systems are formulated.

It should be noted that this uniform description has

been made possible in a large part due to the fact that

the formalism of biconsequence relations provides a

clear separation between logical and nonmonotonic as

pects of nonmonotonic reasoning.

Another important benefit of our approach is that it

establishes an intimate connection between nonmono

tonic reasoning and logic programming. The rela

tionship between these two fields has been described

mainly through translations of logic programs into dif

ferent nonmonotonic formalisms, such as default logic,

circumscription or modal nonmonotonic logics. From

the viewpoint of our framework, the connection be

tween these two fields turns out to be even closer. In

our approach, program clauses can be directly iden

tified with rules (sequents) of our formalism, and in

this way the reasoning about logic programs and their

semantics can be seen as a (most simple) kind of non

monotonic reasoning in general. Moreover, the for

malism of biconsequence relations itself can be seen as

a straightforward formalization of the logtc(s) behind

logic programs. In this way we are restoring a con

nection between Logic and Logic Programming that

has been lost with the introduction of logic programs

involving a so-called negation by failure.

Another important result of this study is that we do

not really need modal operators to represent nonmono

tonic reasoning. From a point of view of expressivity,

the only advantage of using the latter is that a rule-

based inference can be transformed into a more famil

iar formula-based one. But it has its price, namely the

need to account for nested modalities.

In many respects, our approach is similar to a theory of

cumulative consequence relations [Kraus et al. 1990].

Actually, the most glaring omission of this study is

how our approach is related to preferential entailment,

since the latter is also considered as a general theory

of nonmonotonic inference. The main difference be

tween the two is that our approach, just as all the

approaches to nonmonotonic reasoning it subsumes,

is fully explicit in the sense that it does not presup

pose existence of an additional preference relation im

posed on the semantic structure; all the necessary

information is already embodied in the rules. The

need to 'disclose' some external ordering on propo

sitions in interpreting nonmonotonic inference, be it

an ordering of 'normality' or 'epistemic entrenchment',

turns out to be a difficult task when our aim is not

to justify a few conclusions known in advance, e.g.

why Tweety flies, but rather to infer (possibly un

expected) consequences from a given body of data.

An attractive way out of this difficulty is to try to

restore such an ordering from the rules themselves,

as is done in an approach originated by Judea Pearl

[Pearl 1990, Goldszmidt and Pearl 1991]. This idea

can be extended to biconsequence relations and sug

gests a way for a mutual fertilization of the two main

trends in nonmonotonic reasoning.
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Abstract

Nonmonotonic logic is a well developed re

search area gathering the logical formalisms

that handle commonsense reasoning. One of

the central issue in the area is to establish a

notion of nonmonotonic provability, which is

usually characterized via some modal logic.

In [MST93] a clear paradigm has been pro

posed that classifies modal monotonic log

ics, augmented with the "negation by fail

ure" to prove rule. It turns out that it is not

the only one. In this paper we propose dif

ferent paradigms for formalizing the notion

of nonmonotonic provability. We present a

fixed point construction allowing the inter

pretation of the necessity modal operator as

a nonmonotonic provability operator analo

gously to that used in the modal logic of prov

ability for Peano Arithmetic. We show that

it faithfully interprets both default and au-

toepistemic logics and we highlight its con

nections with the standard fixed point con

struction d la McDermott and Doyle. This

new paradigm provides a different perspec

tive in the classification of modal nonmono

tonic logics.

Fiora Pirri
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[McC80, Lif85] and Moore [Moo87, Moo85] many re

searchers proposed new nonmonotonic logics, as vari

ants of the earlier (see e.g [Bre91, Dix92, FM94, GM94,

Luk88] for alternatives to Reiter's default logic). Af

ter many efforts in this direction it turned out that

the main problem was not to invent new formalisms.

The real point was, indeed, that of understanding and

making clear the concept of nonmonotonic provability

yet implicit in the earliest formalisations. In fact, non

monotonic logic is a context dependent form of reason

ing requiring context dependent proofs. The natural

way to express the meta logical concepts involved is

to turn to modal logics, where notions like "it is prov

able" or "it is consistent to assume" can be dealt with

via the modal operator.

The main contribution in this direction comes from

the work of Marek, Schwartz and Truszynszcki (MST)

who provided a thorough treatment of non monotonic

logics. They understood that McDermott and Doyle

(MC&D) construction could represent influential non

monotonic logics - autoepistemic logic, defaults and

stable set semantics for logic programs [GL88] - and

envisage new nonmonotonic logics. The very simple

idea is that MD&D paradigm embeds "negation by

failure to prove" into monotonic modal logics in so es

tablishing the concept of stable expansion, which is the

determining principle of nonmonotonicity:

1 Introduction

Nonmonotonic logic is a central issue in Knowledge

Representation. It investigates the reasoning of an

agent interacting with the real world in which she often

has to take the troublesome decision of completing or

withdrawing information in order to be coherent with

her observations and undertake suitable actions.

Following the first formalisms introduced by Reiter

[Rei80], McDermott and Doyle [MD80], McCarthy

T = CnA(IU{-**p:tptT}) (1)

where A is a (modal) logic, / is a set of assumption

in the modal language and T is said to be a stable

expansion of / if Equation (1) is satisfied. The nega

tion by failure paradigm is expressed in braces: the

non provability of <p is added whenever <p cannot be

proved.

The very important contribution of MST is that of

introducing ranges of logics [MST93], where a range
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is a collection of monotonic modal logics generating

the same concept of consistent expansion. The signif

icance of the notion of range relies on the fact that it

provides a simplification on the universe of nonmono

tonic logics as it presents monotonic classes of logics

under which nonmonotonic formalisms can be under

stood. In fact, the notion of range shows that there

are classes of modal logics which behave similarly in

the presence of negation by failure, thus collapsing into

the same nonmonotonic logic. Recently Schwartz has

introduced a notion, for a logic, to be maximal in a

range [Sch95].

The deal is, now, that of completing the picture of

these classes and of the schemata of nonmonotonic

equations, like (1) above. The usefulness of this sort of

taxonomisation, as we said, relies on a simplification

of the nonmonotonic universe (and more generally of

the logics used to represent knowledge and beliefs) and

also it helps to provide a definition of the concept of

nonmonotonic provability and to clarify which is the

most pliable modal logic. This classification of mono

tonic modal logics with respect to some nonmonotonic

schema that is based on the sole "maximality in a

range" notion, however does not take into account an

important criterion: to what extent a maximal non

monotonic modal logic is expressive enough to embed

different nonmonotonic formalisms. A maximal non

monotonic modal logic which is able to "naturally"

capture different formalisms should be accredited as

the good one for treating any combination of different

forms of commonsense reasoning.

Under the view just presented, in this work we are

concerned with two major issues: the first is related

to the classification given by MTS. Furthermore, we

identify a different fixed point equation which gives

different ranges of logics. For example, both default

and autoepistemic logic have a simple translation in

any nonmonotonic modal logic of a certain class. More

precisely, we shall discuss the following points:

l.a KDAZ is in the same range of KDAb with respect

equation (1).

l.b By slightly modifying equation (1), that is, intro

ducing the notion of boxed fixed point (see Section

3 below) and giving a somehow different embed

ding of default logic in modal logic, we show that a

new class of modal logics A, KDA < A < KDA5.1

capture default logic, while any modal logic in A,

KDAZ < A < KDAb.l can embed both default

and autoepistemic logic.

On the other hand, the second issue deals with the

following question "to which extent negation by fail

ure can be simulated in the modal language itself?"

We explore this point following the idea realised by

[Ber75, Sam75, Sol76] for representing provability in

Peano arithmetic with the modal logic G. Already Mc-

Dermott and Doyle speculated in their paper (see the

Discussion in [MD80]) that the modal logic G could be

applicable in improving their nonmonotonic logic, but

they never carried through in proving this connection.

As a matter of fact G is not suitable for "nonmonotonic

provability" while KDAZ is (for a comparison between

G and KDAZ on this argument see [ACP96a]). We

treat the necessity operator □ as a nonmonotonic prov

ability operator by adding to each boxed formula a

context, as a new propositional variable. A context,

thus, becomes part of the language and it is used as

a parametric theory. We resume the problems con

cerned with contextual and self-referential reasoning

in the following points:

2.a We discuss how contexts can be represented in the

language thus yelding self-referential sentences in

which both the notion of it is provable from the

context and it is consistent with context can be

suitably represented in the modal logic.

2.b We show that default extensions can be repre

sented by means of self-referential statements (a

one to one correspondence between internal and

external fixed points can be established in the lan

guage).

2.c Also autoepistemic logic has a "representation

theorem" through internal fixed points, though

the above mentioned correspondence is not one

to one. However we show that with the internal-

isation of the context into the language, there is

a paradigm - extending MD&D - that allows any

logics - extending KA - to embed autoepistemic

logic still preserving its deductive power.

Some interesting considerations follow from the results

we are going to present. There are different paradigms

for nonmonotonicity and, more interesting, there are

different logical schema which arise from the addition

of negation by failure to modal monotonic logics. A

crucial one is that dealing with the contextualisation of

the "provability" operator. We show that ranges and,

thus, classes of modal monotonic logics yelding non

monotonic logics, are sensible to the paradigm chosen.

Although the picture is far from being completed, this

paper adds some nice tassels to the puzzle of "what

monotonic modal logic is able to perform best and

most of nonmonotonic forms of nonmonotonic reason-

ing".
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2 Preliminaries

In the sequel, C and Co denote, respectively, the sets

of well formed formulae of prepositional logic PC and

of the modal language obtained by extending C with

the □ operator, where O = -<□->. With A we de

note any modal logic. We recall that the minimal

subnormal modal logic N contains the tautologies of

PC, and is closed under the universal substitution rule

US, modus ponens MP and necessitation Nec; K is

the minimal normal modal logic which extends N with

the normality axiom D(a -> 0) -> (Da -> O0). Axiom

schemata of A can be:

D: Dtp -> Otp seriality

4: Dtp -¥ DDtp transitivity

T: Dtp -t ip reflexivity

5: ODtp -> Dtp euclideaness

b.n:
ODtp -4 DDntp

n- euclideaness

with n > 1

Z; D(p<p tp) ->■ (ODtp -* Dtp) discreteness

f:
(ODtpArp) -> n(<pVOr/))

wb: ODtp -> (tp V Dtp)

W: D(Dtp ->■ ip) Dtp finiteness

If Si,. . . , S„ are schemata then (K)Si ...S„ is the

(normal) modal logic generated by (K)Si, . . . ,S„. A

sentence tp is provable in the logic A = (K)Si . . . 5m,

denoted \-\ tp if it has a proof from (K), S\ , . . . , Sm .

That is, there is a sequence of formulae tp^, . . . , tpn = tp

and, for each i,i<n, either tpi is a propositional tau

tology, or is a substitution instance of (K), Si, . . . , Sm,

or it has been obtained by MP or by Nec. The

set of theorems of A coincides with the set of formu

lae in A that have a proof from (K), Si,...,Sm. By

/ t-\ tp we denote a formula tp having a A-proof from

/. Cn\(I) = {a\I \-\ a}, with I C Co, denotes the

set of formulae containing / and deductively closed un

der the modal logic A. For two logics Ai and A2 by

Aj < A2 we mean that the set of theorems of Ax is

contained in that of A2. A set of formulae S is said

to be boxed if any formula tp in S is boxed, i.e. any

propositional variable occurring in tp is in the scope of

a modal operator. We refer the reader to [Gol87] for

the basics of modal logic.

For any normal modal logic A the following deduc

tion theorem holds (see [Fit83]): tp 6 Cn\(I) iff there

is a finite subset J of /, and an integer n, such

that \-\A A OA A ... A OnA -¥ tp where A is the logi

cal conjunction of the elements of J. If A > KA, then

tp e Cn\(I) iff there is a finite subset J of /, such that

I- a A A OA -> tp where A is the logical conjunction of

the elements of J.

We shall assume some familiarity with the results of

[Rei80, Moo85, Kon88, MST93]. We briefly recall,

however, that a stable theory is a set of formulae T

closed under PC and Nec and the rule "if a then

-1Da € T" ■ If 5 is a set of propositional formulae, by

St(S) we denote the unique stable theory T such that

T n £ = Cnpc(S) [MT93]. Given a theory / C Co a

theory T C Ca is a A expansion of / iff T satisfies the

equation:

T = CnA(/U-.DT) (2)

where ->dT = {->□<* :T\/\a}.

The necessity operator □, is in general given the notion

of knowledge or 6e/te/, here we shall mainly interpret

it as "it is provable". E.g. Da means that a is a

theorem, on the other hand -<Da means that a is not

a theorem, where these concepts are used in relation

to a given theory, or context.

In addition to the logics used in [MST93] we shall also

consider the logics KDAZ and KD45.n, n > 1. KDAZ

is the modal logic obtained extending KD4 with the

discreteness axiom schema Z. Axiom schema Z says

that a formula a is a theorem if both it is provable

its soundness with respect to truth, i.e. □(□a -> a),

and is not provable its unprovability, i.e. ODq. In

deed, axiom schema Z "embedds" axiom schema 5, as

soon as □(□a —> a) is true, i.e. as soon as reflexivity,

i.e Da —> a, becomes provable; in so explaining the

frame structure of this logic which results from a con

catenation J-QC of an irreflexive frame T of finite-

depth and of a universal frame, i.e. a cluster C (see

[MT93, ACGP96] for details on this notation involving

Kripke frames and [ACGP96] for a semantic character

ization of KDAZ). A derived rule of KDAZ is that a

is a A"D4Z-theorem iff Da is a A"D4Z-theorem. Note

that this equivalence implies the decidability of a as

far as □ acts as a provability operator. For a discus

sion on the role of KDAZ as a provability logic and its

relation with the 'classical' provability logic G = KW

([Boo79, Sol76]), see [ACP96a].

The other new modal logic that we deal with is

KDAb.n. It extends KDA with the n-euclideaness ax

iom. It says that if a formula a can ever be proved

then it will certainly before the "step" n + 1 but, dif

ferently from Z, it says nothing about the truth of

a. Obviously KDAb.n contains KDAZ. With a proof

similar to the one for KDAZ (see [ACGP96]) it is easy

to show that theorems of KDAb.n are formulae valid

in the set of frames which result from the concatena

tion !FQC of two frames, where T is of depth n + 1

and C is a cluster.

A terminology related to contextual sentences follows.

By E(p) we denote a formula in which the proposi
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tional variable p occurs and by E(tp) the formula in

which the formula <p has been uniformly replaced for

p. Sometimes we shall write E(C) to stress that the

variable C denotes a context in the formula. For ex

ample if E(C) is 0(C -¥ 7) and C denotes the theory

□(a A 0) then the substitution of 0(a A 0) for C in

E(C) = U(C -> 7) will give □(□(a A 0) -> 7). C is,

thus, used as a parametric theory, i.e. it denotes the

theory which, substituted for it in E(C), will return a

formula in which the theory itself is realised.

3 Ranges, expansions and

nonmonotonic rules

The modal approach of MD&D fixed point has been

taken as a paradigm to introduce a proof-theoretic

expressiveness in the language, according to the no

tion of contextual proof. The idea behind the modal

approach is to adopt negative introspective reasoning

via the negation by failure to prove rule (NBF), which

consists in the explicit assumption of all those sen

tences stating the unprovability of those formulae not

belonging to the context. NBF can be defined as the

following context dependent rule:

cept of A-expansions based on NBF. Let us present the

following rules:

A $T

->OA
(3)

In other words, the above rule says that if A does

not belong to the context, i.e. it is not provable with

the available information, then state that A is not a

theorem. In the presence of NBF, the modal con

texts, which are expansions, turn to be stable sets.

So, we may suppose T stable when using NBF. Let

A be a modal logic, T a consistent modal theory and

/ an initial set of assumptions. The nonmonotonic

deductive closure Cn^(I) of I with respect to a con

text T is the deductive closure of / U {-idT}. In

other words, the logic A is extended to A7" by adding

NBF. MTS classification aims at identifying families

of monotonic modal logics which, extended with NBF,

yeld the same nonmonotonic logic. A nonmonotonic

logic AT belongs to a range Ai < A < A2 if every

monotonic modal logic in the family yelds the same

A-expansion. MTS identify many of such ranges and

recently Schwarz has shown that, indeed, infinitely

many non equivalent nonmonotonic modal logics can

be obtained by varying the choice of the underlying

monotonic modal logic. Let us say that Ar is a ba

sic nonmonotonic logic established on A with context

T. What does it happen if we enrich the notion of

A-expansion, that is, if we add to the monotonic logic

A context dependent rules other than NBF? It turns

out that in some case new rules bring to the same con-

AeT

OA

A£T

OA A

(□T)

(EqT)

AeT OA -> A
(LdbT)

AtT U{UA A)

OA

In general T is said to be a A-expansion if Cn%(I) =

T. Analogously, we say that T is a A-X-expansion if

Cn%(I) = T and Ar is enriched by the rule X.

Moore [Moo85] has proved that if A is classical prepo

sitional logic then A-Dr-expansions are equivalent to

iifZ?45-expansions. Observe also that classical expan

sions with EqT rule are equivalent to 5tu5-expansions

and A"£>45-expansions can be embedded into wb-

expansions, and vice versa (see [MST93]).

Each of the above rules are modal rules depending on

a context. In particular, the LdbT rule can be under

stood as a way of extending the applicability of the

Lob rule [Smo85]

2^ (4)

from the theorems A, of the logic, to the formulae of

T. Indeed in G the Lob rule says that a formula A is

a theorem iff OA -* A is. The Lob rule is used in the

modal logic KW = G and is equivalent to the axiom

W = 0{OA -> A) -> OA.

Analogously, the Zr rule can be understood as an ex

tension of the following rule

OOA Q(OA -> A)

OA

(5)

which is implied by axiom schema Z. The ZT rule, is

obtained from (5) by the fact that A € T is equiva

lent to OOA and A G T, via NBF, if T is stable and

consistent.

It is easy to show that the LdbT rule is equivalent

to the ZT rule, whenever T is stable and consistent.

Furthermore, Ot rule implies the LdbT rule; in fact,

suppose A € T and OA -* A, then from the Or we

get OA and, by MP, we get A.

On the other hand, in a basic nonmonotonic logic A ' ,

with A > K4, axiom schema Z is equivalent to Zr
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rule whenever T is stable and consistent. In fact,

assume axiom schema Z, A G T and □(□.4 —> A),

since T is, by hypothesis, stable and consistent then

ODA follows by NBF and, by Z and D(OA -* A),

OA follows by MP. For the other direction, observe

that \-K4 OB ->• B with B = D(DA -)• A) DA (see

[Smo85] page 76). If A $ T then ->ODA, hence Z fol

lows from a classical tautology. If A G T then OOA is

provable and OA € 7" which implies B G T. From the

Lo6r rule we get B, then OOA and B imply Z.

This proves

Theorem 1 Let KA < A. T is a A-Zr-expansion iff

T is a AZ-expansion.

On the other hand Or rule is equivalent to 5 when

ever T is stable and consistent. In fact, assume

□r and a G T hence Oa follows. By the tau

tology Oa -¥ (OOa ->• Da) and MP, axiom schema

5 follows. If a $ T, then, by NBF, we get

-iOa and, by Nec, we get DO-<a. From tautol

ogy DO->a -> (O-vq -> OO-ia), 5 follows by MP. The

other direction is obvious.

Therefore, if A5 is any modal logic extending the basic

non-normal modal logic N with axiom schema 5, then:

CnJ5{I) = T if and only if Cn%(I U OT) = T (6)

Let us now turn to the characterization given by MTS

of default and autoepistemic logic, we have the well

known results that all A's with 5 < A < KDAh are in

the same range of AEL-expansions and that translat

ing a default theory (W, D) as

/ = W U f\ Oa A OO0 -¥ 7 (7)

for each a : 0/y in D, any A in N < A < 54/ yelds

Reiter extensions.

It turns out that as far as autoepistemic logic is con

cerned, the above range is not complete as the follow

ing result shows:

Theorem 2 T is a /fD45-expansion if and only if T

is a KD4Z-expartsion.

Proof. We prove the hard direction. Marek and

Truszczynski proved that (see [MT93] Corollary 9.8) T

is an expansion if and only if T is stable and consistent

and T C Cn[(I). That is for T consistent and sta

ble, / C T if T C Cn^D45(/) then T C Cn%D4Z(I).

Since KDAb extends KDAZ then T = Cn^D45(/) iff

T = CnZDiZ(I).

From (6) and by the deduction theorem we have

that for any A G T there is a finite set of formu

lae Ai G T, 1 < » < n, such that / U ->df hKD4

^ (OOAi A OA*) A, hence by transitivity / U

l<i<n

-idT y-KDi f\ OA* -> A. Let Ai be f\ A*. By

l<t<n l<«<n

axiom K, I U ->dT l-/fD4 D>4i -> A- Let us iter

ate the reasoning with Ai instead of A. A\ is in T,

and thus we obtain an infinite chain of implications

IU -idT I-KD4 D/ln+i -> An, n > 1 and A„ G T.

Let us extend KDA with the axiom Z. Suppose, per

absurdum, that / U ->OT Vkdaz °A -> A, then there

is a KDAZ-model of IU^Of such that u; \= DAA-iA.

Since u; f= OA\ —> A, then we may find a world iui,

tufltui with t«i ^= -iAi. We can thus build an infi

nite ascending chain of worlds wRwi Rv)2 ■ ■ ■ RwnR ■ ■ ■

such that wn ^ ->OAn+i A ->A„. Thus there is an

integer n such that all wms with m > n are in the

last cluster. Since every A< is in T and for all t we

have OOA, G ->OT, we thus get the inconsistency be

cause this would imply that for all wms, with m > n,

wm (= OAi should hold. Hence / U ->oT \~kd4Z

OA -> A, and by necessitation and axiom Z we get

/ u ->oT hkdaz OOA —> OA. Again by the fact

that T is stable and consistent we have OOA then,

by modus ponens, OA and finally A. O

This implies that axiom schema 5 is not the real "cul

prit" to distinguish autoepistemic logic. Therefore we

can enlarge the range for autoepistemic logic as fol

lows:

Corollary 1 Let A be a modal logic. If KDAZ < A <

KDA5 the McDermott fixed point construction yelds

autoepistemic logic.

4 New paradigms

So far we dealt with the fixed point construction given

in equation (1). It is natural to ask whether it is the

only possible tool for defining nonmonotonic logics.

We show that several alternatives can be chosen. We

shall, indeed, give three new paradigms:

i. Boxed and super boxed expansions;

ii. The self-reference paradigm;

iii. The contextual expansion paradigm.

We shall present these new paradigms in the next three

sections.
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4.1 Boxed and super boxed expansions

A boxed fixed point equation for a set / of boxed for

mulae is of the form

CnK (I U -OT) = CnA (DT) (8)

Any modal theory T which is a solution to this equa

tion is called a boxed expansion.

The basic idea of boxed expansions is to treat all for

mulae of a context as theorems, namely as sentences

asserting the provability of other sentences. It turns

out that the set of assumptions / in (8) can be treated

as set of beliefs; in the sense that truth and prov

ability can be clearly distinguished and further com

bined. For example, OA -y A is the belief "if OA

is true - i.e. A G T - then A must be true". On

the other hand OA -* OB can be interpreted as "if

A G T then B G T" . Obviously, the reflexivity ax

iom has not to hold in order to preserve independence

between provability and truth. This subtle distinc

tion has important consequences. Our conjecture, in

fact, is that autoepistemic logic cannot be character

ized by any of these kinds of nonmonotonic modal log

ics. A clear evidence is that default logic can be easily

embedded in many of these nonmonotonic modal log

ics such as KDA5.1, which is very close to the logic

KDAb and Gottlob proved that no modular transla

tion of default logic exists in AEL[Got93]). Never

theless, it turns out that boxed fixed points are suit

able to embed both autoepistemic and default logic

under the same nonmonotonic modal logic A where

KDAZ < A < KDAh.l, as the following theorem

states:

Theorem 3 Let T be consistent. T is an autoepis

temic expansion of / iff T is a boxed expansion of □/

in KDAZ.

Proof. Let T be an autoepistemic expansion of /. By

Corollary 1 we have that T is an expansion of / in

KDAZ. Consider any model a of KDAZ. Note that

21 \= T iff a |= □/ U ->OT, then a f= DT iff a f=

□/ U -iOT. If We add a new initial world to a and

obtain another KDAZ model a', then we prove the

other direction. □

For KDAb.n we can give a proof analogous to that of

Theorem 3 by exploiting the irreflexivity of T in the

KDAh.n frame T ©C, and Corollary 1.

Theorem 3 says that T is an autoepistemic expansion

of / whenever T is consistent and satisfies the following

equation:

CnA(OI U -DT) = CnA{OT) (9)

We call (9) a super boxed fixed point.

Turning to Reiter's default logic, the notion of context

is used to derive nonmonotonic consequences accord

ing to the way justifications are managed by nonmono

tonic inference rules. Besides the results of MTS pre

sented in the previous section, Truszczynski [Tru91]

considers also the following boxed translation:

tr{(W, D)) = DWU {Oa A OO0 -► &y\ a : 0h G D)

(10)

where (W, D) is a default prepositional theory.

Truszczynski shows that any subnormal logic A with

reflexivity and contained in SAf, that is T < A < 54/

yelds Reiter extensions, under the above translation.

We translate defaults in modal logic according to the

intuition that all formulae involved in our reasoning

must be "provable" or "consistent". Our translation

is, in fact, the same as (10).

If A < 55, a boxed expansion T is then a stable set

containing /. Let / denote tr((W, D)), we give the fol

lowing completeness theorem for Reiter's default logic.

Theorem 4 (completeness) Let (W, D) be a de

fault theory. Let KDA < A < KDAb.l and T be a

consistent stable set.

If CnA(/ U -uT) = CnA(OT)

then £ n T is a Reiter extension

Proof. Let T be a boxed expansion for / =

OW U{Oa A OOP -+ Oj\ a : 0/j G D}. First we

show that C D T, is closed with respect to defaults of

D. Let a : 0/j be in D, a 6 T and ->0 #T. If C is the

universal 55- model corresponding to the stable set of

£n T we have to prove that C \= O-y. Now C (= OO0,

while a G T implies Oa G T because, by Corollary 4,

T is stable, hence €\= a. Since C is a KDAZ model

and € |= DT, then € \= I, that is C (= Oy hence 7 G T.

Let a = (W,R) be any KDA5A model of T where

the terminal cluster V is a set of worlds satisfying T

and wo is the initial world. Consider the set 5 =

U„<w sn where 50 is W and 5n = {7 I (U*<„ 5*)^a«

where a : 0/j G D, 0 consistent with T}. If we show

that 5 is £ D T then we prove that £ n T is a Reiter

extension (5 is the smallest set of conclusions of the

default proofs with £(~lT used as context). Since £nT

is closed w.r.t. the set of defaults of D, and W C £nT

then, by induction on the integer n, 5 C LOT.

Let U be the set of worlds satisfying 5. Let us consider

the model a' = au {w0Ru, URV | u G U and V is the
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terminal cluster} and extends the satisfiability relation

on the formulae over U, by forcing. If 21 is a universal

model make a copy of an element of U and put it as

first element. 21' is a KD45.1 model. We have 21' f=

-.□T. If 21' (= OT then U (= T hence Sr-A7~n£, which

is the claim. Then suppose 2t' ^ DT, hence 21' ^

For all defaults a : /?/7 € ^ making 21 I there is

a world w, w \= Oa A DO/3 and w f= -lOy. We must

have wRU, by definition of 21', hence by irreflexivity of

the worlds not in the terminal cluster V, for some u in

U, u |= ->7 and t/ ^= a. Thus 51-aq. Hence there is a

Sn such that Sn^-\a and /3 is consistent with T then,

by definition of S, S„+iI-a7 which is a contradiction

with u \= -17. £ D T coincides with S, so £ D T is a

Reiter extension. □

More generally:

Corollary 2 Let ATD4 < A < KDAh.l or <

A < 54/ and T a consistent stable set:

CnA(I U -OT) = CnA(Of)

iff £ D T is a Reiter extension

Observe, as interesting phenomena, that these new

nonmonotonic modal logics seems to group the mono-

tonic modal logics extending KD4 in "larger" families

with respect the MD&D paradigm. At the same time

the standard classification turns out not to be a re

finement of this new one (KD4Z and KDAb belong to

different ranges in the boxed version while are in the

same range with respect to the MD&D paradigm).

4.2 Self-reference for default and

autoepistemic logic

In this section we discuss how to represent the relativi-

sation of formulae of a given theory (either a default

or an autoepistemic theory) to a context C, by in

terpreting the modal operator □ as a nonmonotonic

provability operator. In other words a □ that binds

a formula a is interpreted as "a is provable from the

context C" . Therefore, for instance, Dp is written as

U(C p).

If T is a default theory (W, D), we first get the modal

theory / = tr({W, D)) and then we contextualise it to

I{C). In other words, for each default a : 0/7, em

bedded in tr((W, D)) as Da A OO0 -> 07, we get the

contextualised formula:

a(C ->a)A a(C -+ 0(C7 A /3)) -> D(C -+ 7)

As a matter of fact, the nesting of contexts is not rel

evant with respect to the characterization we are go

ing to give by means of fixed point theorems in the

logic (see also next section for a discussion on this

point). Observe that this is due not to the redundancy

of nested beliefs, like in [Kon94] where the redundancy

follows from the reduction of modalities in KD45; it is

due, instead, to reductions that take place when sub

stitutions of fixed points for contexts are performed.

Therefore the above formula reduces to:

D(C -> a) A DO{C A /3) -> D(C -> 7)

Analogously, suppose we have the following autoepis

temic clause: Da -> a, then, its contextualisation is

□(C -> a) -> a

In general, via the contextualisation, we get a formula

1(C) such that, if T is the constant representing a

tautology,

/(T) =A I

Indeed, we can treat a context in the language itself,

because the logics we are dealing with provides a fixed

point theorem. More precisely, a fixed point in a modal

logic A for a modal predicate E(C), in which the pa

rameter C occurs boxed, is a modal formula T logically

equivalent to E(T):

\-i,T = E(T) (11)

The set of T satisfying (11) explicitly define the modal

predicate E(C). For example let

E{C) = □((DO(C A .4) D(C -> A)) A OC) (12)

The formula T = □(□OA -> DA) is in the set of

formulae which explicitly define E(T), since \~kd4Z

E(T) = T. This interesting property is provided only

by implicit consistency predicates, i.e. all those modal

predicates E'C) such that E(C) -> HOC. In other

words, these modal predicates state the provability of

their consistency. We have given in [ACP96a] a repre

sentation theorem for implicitly definable predicates,

in KD4Z. The representation theorem allows us to

obtain explicit definitions of implicit consistency pred

icates, in a mechanical way.

Let C be a propositional variable which occurs boxed

in 1(C):

Theorem 5 Let E(C) = OI(C) with E(C) -> DOC

and T a formula, then
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\-KDiZ E(T) <-> T iff Y-KD4Z T » D/(T)AD f\ 07<

with 7< any formula and J a finite set of indexes.

The fixed points of 1(C) are partially ordered with

respect to the relation a < 0 defined as h a -> 0.

Example 1 if is as in (12) then, besides T, also

OD-iA, and J. are fixed points, and T is the

top element, with respect to <, in the lattice of the

foregoing mentioned fixed points.

On the basis of these results, the characterizations of

default and autoepistemic logic follows below.

Theorem 6 Let / be a set of modal formulae and

E(C) = 01(C) its contextualised formula. Let

\-kdaz E(T) f+ T

and T a minimal consistent fixed point. If T C St(A),

where A = {a\T ^kdaz Oct, a objective }, then St(A)

is an autoepistemic expansion of /.

Proof. We show that CnKD*z(^St(A)) =

CnKDiz(OI U {Oip}{^tst(A)})- Then for Theorem

3 we have the claim. Let rj; be such that -r0 £ St(A).

Then DOip € St(A). Since T A DOrp is also a

fixed point then T ^~kd4Z OO^ otherwise DOrj) must

be inconsistent with T for the minimality of T, i.e.

T \-kdaz -"OO^. From the hypothesis T C St(>4) we

get an inconsistency. We may suppose that T ^kd*z

DOiJ} for the minimality of T. By induction on the

complexity of the formulae in St(A) and using the

definition of A as first step of the induction, we get

CnKDiZ(alU {01>}{-+est(A)}) = CnKDiZ(ast(A)).

□

Example 2 Let / be the autoepistemic theory

□q -> a, E(C) is □(□(C -4 q) a). A minimal

fixed point is D(Oa -* a)AODa ( ODa is equivalent to

□ODa), then from the above characterization we get

T = Oa and 5r({a}) is an autoepistemic expansion of

/. On the other hand □(□a -> a) A DOq A DO->a is

also a minimal fixed point. In this case 5r({T}) is the

autoepistemic expansion.

Let (W,D) be a default theory (where W is finitely

axiomatisable and D is a finite set of defaults) and p

a new propositional variable. E(p) is associated with

the default theory as follows:

E(p) = a(OpAW Al(p)) (13)

where

/(p) = /\ □(p->Q)ADO(pA/3)-+D(p->7)

a:0/l€D

(14)

Observe that Op in (13), is a requirement of consis

tency for a context. We define an additional condition

* which singles out the set of justifications of defaults

in D maximally consistent with the parameter p as:

*(p) =p-4 □ y\ (pAO/3«->pADO/9) (15)

0€Jd

The fixed point equation becomes:

p f+ (E(p) A #(p)) (16)

which is equivalent to

(p » E(p)) A *(p) (17)

by definition of E(p).

We have the following characterization for default

logic [ACP96a], where Prov(T) denotes the set of the

modal-free formulae a such that T \~kd4Z

Theorem 7 Let Vkdkz (T o E(T)) A *(T), T

a : 0
consistent, and D' = {(—■—) : 0 consistent with

Ptov(T)}. Then:

a) (Reduct of a fixed point)

^kdkzT ED.(T)A /\ DO(TAjJ).

b) (Completeness) Prov(T) is a Reiter extension

of (W,D)

Observe that the above theorem is a representation

theorem for Reiter extensions through fixed points in

KDAZ.

Example 3 Let (W,D) be (0,{y}>- Then

E(p) = D(Op A (00(p A 0) -¥ D(p -> /?))).

E(T) = 0(00/3 □/?), a minimal fixed point is DO0

which also verifies the stability condition since Vkdaz

*(□□£) then Prov(T) = {0}. On the other hand

the other minimal fixed point OU->0 does not sat

isfy Vkdkz *(OCH/3) (=kd*z OO-ijS -> □(0CH/9 A

O0 1) =kd4z OD-i/9 -f □□-■/? therefore, in this

case, the conditions for Prov(T) to be a Reiter exten

sion are not satisfied.
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The above two theorems, together with the transla

tion, show that we can effectively treat the □ as a non

monotonic provability operator, where the nonmono

tonic rule added to the modal language consists in re

cursively substituting any formula of the form Dtp with

□(C ~¥ v?). Although we have not exhibited a modular

translation of default into autoepistemic logic, which

cannot be given [Got93], we have exhibited a uniform

embedding in the same monotonic logic KDAZ. Now,

it would be interesting to investigate how the lattice

of fixed points is preserved in any logic A such that

KDAZ < A.

5 Contextual expansions

Following the same contextual reasoning presented in

the foregoing section we add to the modal logic A a

nonmonotonic rule as follows. Let u and t; be two new

propositional variables treated as parameters:

E(u,v),a£T,(3?T

EW) (18)

The meaning of (18) is that the substitution of the pa

rameter u for any formula in T plays the role of positive

introspection and the substitution of the parameter v

for any formula not in T plays the role of negative

introspection, for example the NBF rule. This rule

generalizes the standard notion of nonmonotonic rule.

We now look for suitable expansion like E(T, T) = T,

up to logical equivalence. For example, from the the

ory Da -> a we can obtain E(u,v) = □(« -* a) -i a;

here Da is interpreted as "a is provable from the con

text u", i.e. □(« -¥ a). The convention is that we

may substitute any formula belonging to T for the

parameter u. E.g. let T be a candidate for a fixed

point and a G T. We then get from E(u,v) above,

by substituting a for u, the formula d(a -* a) -> a.

If necessitation holds we get a hence all □na that is

Cn\({Ona}n<u) is a fixed point. Consider, now, the

rules introduced in Section 3; if we add NBF, i.e. ->Ov,

then T is the stable set of a. If A is an extension of

KDA and we use E{u,v) = ->□« A □(□« -¥ u) -> □«

or E(u,v) = -iDv A Du, with a set / of assumptions

not containing u and v we get the autoepistemic ex

pansions of / [ACP96b]. On the other hand if we add

the EqT, that is, E(u,v) - -<Ov A (Du <-> u) (see

[Sch95]) we get the nonmnotonic modal logic of Sw5.

We now give a constructive algorithm for finding fixed

points for a particular syntactical form of E(u, v) in

the presence of NBF, when A is any modal logic ex

tending KA. Algorithms to compute AEL expansions

can be found, among the others in [MT91a, MT91b,

MT93, Nie90, Nie92]. We shall write in the sequel

A =0,, ...,/in B, to mean that, with V'o. -'V'n £ T,

-iD^o A ... A ~iO%l>n are put in conjunction both with

A and B in order to get the equivalence.

Theorem 8 Let KA C A and T stable and consis

tent. Let E(u,v) = ->□« A B(n(u Ci(u)),

□(u —> Cm(u))), B non modal and such that each C is

either of the above form or modal free not containing u.

Then there are modal free formulae B, rp0 . . . rpm # T,

ipo . . . <pk G T not containing u such that

E(uA~B A<p0 K . . . Aipn,v) =0O,.. B

Moreover if ipo A . . . A y>t derives from B then St(B) =

T is an expansion.

Proof. Let us first consider E(u) = B(D(u ->

d),...,D(u -> Cjt)), k < n, and B any modal

formula with d the in most modal free subformu-

lae not containing u. Let us construct the formula

tp0 = f\id from all the C< G T and the conjunc

tion of E(u) with all -toCt such that d # T. Then

□(u A <po -* d) = DT iff C{ G T. If d i T then

-iUd G T and uA^o -> d & T for all substitution for

u which are in T. Hence, by NBF, we get ->D(uA<po ~~*

d), «-e. □(« A (po -¥ d) This means that

=c<eT B(D(uAtpo -> Ci ),..., D(u A<^o -» Cm))

can be reduced to a formula of degree degree(E)-1 by

substituting T or 1 and using the First Substitution

Lemma (see [Smo85, ACP96a]). Iterating the above

reasoning we get modal free formulae o, ip\ . . . rpm & T

and <po A . . . A not containing u such that

£(uABAVo...^) E^,...^B (19)

The claims follows because we may substitute any for

mula of T for u so that we can make the substitution

uAB. It is an expansion if <p0 A . . . A tpk derives from

s.

Corollary 3 Let E(u,v) be as in Theorem 8. Then

E(T,T) = T iff T is an autoepistemic expansion of

E(T).

Proof. Observe that we can use the previous proof by

using the rule □« with the set of assumptions E(T).

Example 4 Let E(u) = D(u -+ p) -¥ p. Then B(q)

is q -¥ p. If we want to prove that the in most formula

p is in T, then we must put ipo = p. □(« Ap -> p) = T

implies E(<po A u) = p. The algorithm stops because

E(<po A u) is not modal, that is, B = p. We get the

expansion St({p}), since B = <po trivially holds. If

p & T then let ip\ = p and B = L -> p = T, in this

case 5t(T) is an expansion too.
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Example 5 Let E(u) = p □(« -+ p). B(q) is

p -> q. If the in most p, verifies p G 7" then y»o = P

and p -> D(u A p p) = T = ~E, that is E((p0 A u) =

T. T = ~E and we do not get the expansion St({p}),

because we do not derive p from ~B. If p £ 7" then let

V>i = p and ~E = p 1 = -ip, in this case St(-ip) is

an expansion.

Differently from the interpretation of □, given in the

foregoing discussion, with this paradigm we do not re

quire a specific meaning for □ as "it is provable" , or at

least there is no logical requirement for it. Therefore

we can use the paradigm for embedding autoepistemic

logic in any nonmonotonic modal logic in a range of

modal logics containing K4 and defined by the MD&D

construction. Suppose, for example, we want to gather

into a single theory two different formalisms, e.g. de

faults, in the Konolige translation, such as (p : /q) and

(s : /s), and the autoepistemic clause Dp p. Then

let us translate the miscellaneous theory by maintain

ing for defaults the Konolige translation, i.e. dp -> q

and Os —► s and for the autoepistemic the contex

tual one, i.e. □(« p) p. We get the stable

set 5t({p, q}) as solution if we use 54/ as underlying

monotonic modal logic.
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Abstract

We present a new argumentation-theoretic

approach to default reasoning with speci

ficity. The new approach differs from other

approaches in the way priority between de

faults is handled. Here, it is context sensi

tive rather than context independent as in

other approaches. We start by showing that

any context independent handling of prior

ities between defaults as advocated in the

literature until now is not sufficient to cap

ture general defeasible inheritance reasoning.

This motivates the introduction of an argu

mentation framework for default reasoning

with specificity where the context sensitive

priorities between defaults are captured by

the attacks-relation between the arguments.

We present several new and novel results.

First we show that our framework subsumes

the semantics of defeasible inheritance net

works. We then show that the new seman

tics satisfies core properties of default rea

soning such as the conditioning, deduction,

reduction, and cumulative propositions l. To

give a proof procedure to our approach, we

present a modular transformation from de

fault theories into logic programs where the

preferred semantics of the former coincides

with the answer set semantics of the later.

1 Introduction

Default reasoning has emerged as a response to the

need of a mechanism that can accommodate the

nonmonotonic character of commonsense reasoning

[17, 18, 20, 29]. In default reasoning, default rules

'To the best of our knowledge, it is the first time a gen

eral framework for default reasoning has been given which

subsumes inheritance reasoning when applied to nonmono

tonic inheritance networks and at the same time also sat

isfies the core properties of default reasoning

Trail Cao Son

Department of Computer Science,

University of Texas at El Paso

El Paso, Texas 79968, USA

Email: tson@cs.utep.edu

are used to draw new conclusions in the absence of

conflicting arguments. One of the most difficult prob

lems in default reasoning is the problem of reasoning

with specificity. Though many proposals have been

forwarded in the literature [1, 3, 11, 12, 26, 30] to ad

dress it, no satisfactory solution is obtained yet.

Formally a default theory T could be defined as a pair

(E,K) where E is a set of evidence or facts represent

ing what we call the concrete context of T, K = (D, B)

is the domain knowledge consisting of a set of default

rules D, and a first order theory B representing the

background knowledge. In the literature [2, 5, 11, 12]

the principle of reasoning with specificity is "enforced"

by first determining a set of priority orders between

defaults in D using the information given by the do

main knowledge K. Based on these priorities between

defaults and following some sensible and intuitive cri

teria [1, 3, 11, 12], the semantics of T is then defined

either model-theoretically by selecting a subset of the

set of all models of EUB as the set of preferred models

of T or proof-theoretically be selecting certain exten

sions as the preferred extension [5, 30]. The problem

of these approaches is that their obtained semantics is

rather weak. We will show in section 2 that these ap

proaches do not capture general defeasible inheritance

reasoning. The reason is that the priorities between

defaults are defined independent of the context E.

It seems that there is a consensus in the literature

[5, 11, 12] recognizing that for any default reasoning

system to account for general inheritance reasoning it

is necessary to combine the three important ideas of

minimality, conditioning and anticontrapositive. The

following example illustrates this point.

a 

Example 1.1 Let consider the default theory T =

{EJ<) with B = 0, D = {d/c,c/6,d/-a,6/a}, and
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E = {d} represented in the above picture. The idea of

minimality restricts the set of candidates for preferred

models to those in which only a minimal set of default

rules are violated (or equivalently a maximal set of

default rules are satisfied). In this case, the "minimal"

models are:

Mi = {d, c, 6, -ia} with D\ = {2,3,4} being the set of

rules satisfied in M\.

M3 = {d,e,b,a},D2= {1,3,4}

M3 = {d,-*,-4,-a},D3={l,2,4}

M, = {d,c,-6,-a},D4= {1,2,3}

where in the last two models, some rules are "ap

plied" contrapositively. The "anti-contrapositive"-

idea forbids contrapositive applications of default

rules. Hence, the set of candidates for preferred mod

els in the above example would reduce to {M\,M-i}.

Finally, the idea of conditioning stating that given an

evidence p in a default theory (E, K) containing a de

fault rule p/q, q should be concluded, will pick Mi as

the preferred model.

The idea of minimality is the basic idea of circum

scription [18]. To account for the other two, priori

tized circumscription has been introduced with some

success (see, e.g. [22]). Reiter's default logic [29] can

be viewed as a first attempt to combine proof theoret

ically the idea of minimality and anticontrapositive.

Seminormal defaults and other more recent proposals

[5, 11, 12, 30] have been proposed to incorporate the

idea of conditioning into default logic. Geffner and

Pearl [11] showed that combining the ideas of mini

mality and conditioning can provide a system which

can account for reasoning with specificity and a weak

form of inheritance reasoning.

Argumentation has been recognized lately as an im

portant and natural approach to nonmonotonic rea

soning [4, 6, 7, 11, 21, 25, 28, 30, 37]. Dung [6], Bon-

darenko et all. [4] showed that most of the major non

monotonic logics [17, 18, 20, 23, 29] are special cases of

a general simple argumentation system. Geffner and

Pearl [11] have used argumentation to give a proof pro

cedure for their conditional logic. In this paper, we use

argumentation to combine the three basic ideas of de

fault reasoning where a sort of context dependent pri

orities between defaults is (implicitly) employed. We

then demonstrate that our new framework can cap

ture general defeasible inheritance reasoning by show

ing that the credulous semantics of defeasible inheri

tance networks [13, 14, 15, 19, 32, 33, 34] are captured

in our framework. We also show that our semantics

satisfies core properties of default reasoning such as

the conditioning, deduction, reduction, and cumula

tive propositions.

To give proof procedures to our semantics we trans

form default theories into logic programs such that

the answer set semantics of the later coincides with

the argumentational semantics of the former. So, well-

known proof procedures for logic programs can be used

as proof-procedure for default reasoning.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we

will show that any default reasoning system based on

a context independent priorities between defaults can

not account in full for general inheritance reasoning.

In section 3 we recall the argumentation framework

of Dung [6]. Section 4 presents our new approach,

where we show that our framework when applied to

inheritance reasoning subsumes the credulous seman

tics of defeasible inheritance networks. We also show

that the new semantics enjoy many important proper

ties of an entailment relation discussed in [11, 16] such

as conditioning, deductive, reduction, and cumulative

proposition. Afterward we present the transformation

of default theories into extended logic programs where

the preferred semantics of the former coincides with

the answer set semantics of the later. We conclude in

section 6.

2 What is Wrong with Context

Independent Priorities

Let T = (E, K) be a default theory where E (a first

order theory) is called the context of T representing

the evidence or facts, K = (B, D) is called the do

main knowledge of T with B (a first order theory)

representing the background knowledge and D being

a set of defaults. In this section, we will give an exam

ple showing that priority-based approaches to default

reasoning, in which priorities between defaults are in

dependent of the context E, do not capture general

default reasoning.

In the literature [1, 3, 5, 11, 12, 24, 30], the semantics

of T is defined based on certain partial orders on D

which is determined solely by K. Let POk be the

set of all these partial orders. For each partial order

a £ POk, where (d,d') £ a means that d is of lower

priority than d', a partial order <a between the sets

of defaults in D is defined where S <a S' means that

S is preferred to 5'. There are many ways to define

<o [1, 3, 5, 11, 12]. But whatever the definition of <tt

is, <0 has to satisfy the following property.

Lei S be a subset of D and d, d' be two defaults in D

suck that (d, d!) £ a. Then S U d' <a S U d.

<a can be extended into an partial order between

models of B U E as follows:

M <„ M' iff DM <a DM>

where Dm is the set of all defaults in D which are sat-

isfiable in M and a default p/q is said to be satisfiable

in M iff the material implication p —► q is satisfiable

in M.
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A model M of B U E is defined as a preferred model

of T if there exists a partial order a in POk such that

M is minimal with respect to <a. We then say that

a formula 0 is defeasibly derived from T if j3 holds in

each preferred model of T.

Now we want to show that any preferential semantics

based on <Q can not account in full for general inher

itance reasoning.

Let us consider again the example:

Example 2.1 Let B be empty, E = {d}, and D be:

a
 

An interpretation for the above network can be given

by d=student, c=young adult, b=aduli, a=married.

The desirable semantics here is represented by the

model M = {d, c, b, ->a}. To have this semantics, all

priority-based approaches in the literature [1, 3, 5, 12]

assigns the default 1 a lower priority than the default 2.

Note that though conditional entailment [11] does not

provide the desirable semantics in this case, it could

be "fixed" by restricting the set of partial orders POk

on those in which 1 has a lower priority than 2. Fur

ther, it is important to note that the priorities between

defaults are determined independent of the context E.

Let consider T under a new context E' = {d, ->c,6}.

Now, since c does not hold, the default d/->a can

not be considered more specific than the default b/a.

Hence, it is intuitive to expect that neither a nor ->a

should be concluded in this case. This is also the re

sult sanctioned by all semantics of defeasible inheri

tance networks [13, 14, 15, 19, 32]. In any priority-

based system employing the same priorities between

defaults with respect to E' as with respect to E, we

have M = {->a, d, -<c, 6} <a M' = {a,d, ->c,6} since

DM = {4,2} <m Vm = i4-1} (due to (1.2) € a).

That means priority- based approaches in the litera

ture would conclude ->a given (£", A') which is cer

tainly not the intuitive result we expect. This leads

to the idea that 1 should have lower priority than 2

only if the context {d,c, 6} holds. In other words, the

priority order under the context {d, ->c, 6} is different

than the priority order under the context {d, c, 6}. It

turns out that this context-sensitive priority can be

naturally captured in an argumentation theoretic ap

proach.

3 Preliminaries: Argumentation

Framework

We first recall the basics of the abstract theory of ar

gumentation of Dung [6].

Definition 3.1 An argumentation framework is a

pair AF = (AR, attacks), where AR is a set of ar

guments, and attacks C AR x AR.

If (A, B) e attacks we say A attacks B or B is attacked

by A. Further a set of arguments S is said to attack an

argument A if some argument in S attacks A.

Definition 3.2 A set of arguments S is said to be

conflict-free if there exist no arguments A,B in S such

thai (A,B) e attacks.

The stable semantics of AF is defined as follows.

Definition 3.3 A set of arguments S is called a stable

extension ofAF if S is conflict-free and S attacks every

argument which does not belong to S.

It is easy to see that S is stable iff S={A | A is not

attacked by S}.

The stable semantics of argumentation framework cap

tures the semantics of many other mainstream ap

proaches to nonmonotonic reasoning such as extension

of Reiter's Default Logic [29], stable expansion of Au-

toepicstemic Logic [17], and stable model of Logic Pro

gramming [9]. Also, the credulous semantics of an in

heritance network coincides with the stable semantics

of the corresponding argumentation framework [7] .

Often, a more skeptical semantics is advocated in

many approaches to nonmonotonic reasoning [25, 36].

This form of skeptical semantics is captured in the

argumentation framework by the notion of grounded

extension defined as the least fixpoint of the following

operator.

Faf ■ 2AR — 2AR

Faf(S) = {A | A is defended by S } where A is de

fended by S iff for every argument B, if B attacks A,

then S attacks B.

The grounded semantics of an argumentation frame

work AF is defined as the least fixpoint of Faf- It

has been pointed out in [6] that both the semantics

of Pollock's Inductive Defeasible Logic [25], and the

well-founded semantics of Logic Programming [36] are

captured by the grounded semantics of argumentation.

The preferred semantics of argumentation is defined

as follows

Definition 3.4 A set of arguments S is called a pre

ferred extension of AF iff S is a conflict-free maximal

fixpoint of Faf-

In general, stable extensions are preferred extensions

but not vice versa. But as we will see later, in the argu

mentation frameworks corresponding to default theo

ries, stable semantics and preferred semantics coincide.

So it is enough for us to work with either of them.
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4 A New Approach

In this section we present a new approach to handle

specificity in a class of default theories which comprises

of a set of ground literals (evidences) E and a finite

set of default rules D = {d\, . . . , dn) where each rule

d 6 D is of the form l\, . . ., lm/h and /{s, h are literals

over an arbitrary but fixed first order language C such

that {h} U {/],..., /m} is consistent, h is called the

head of d, denoted by hd(d), and the set {/j, . . . ,/„} is

called the body of d, denoted by bd(d). Two defaults

d and d' are said to be in conflict if {hd(d), hd(d')} is

inconsistent. Throughout this paper, we will assume

that the set of background knowledge in T is empty,

i.e. B = 0. The restriction that B is empty is taken to

allow us to present the main ideas of our new approach

in an intuitive and simple way without bothering to

much with technical details. We also assume that the

language C is finite, i.e., the sets of constant, function,

and predicate symbols of £ are finite. The set of all

ground instances of the defaults in D is denoted by

ground(D).

Definition 4.1 /. A default theory T - (E, D) is

inconsistent ifE is inconsistent or there exists two

defaults d and d' in D such that bd(d) = bd(d')

and {hd(d),hd(d')} is inconsistent.

2. A default theory is consistent if it is not inconsis

tent.

An example of an inconsistent default theory is illus

trated in the following picture.
 

We now define the consequence relation.

Definition 4.2 Given an evidence set E and a default

set D we say that a ground literal I is a consequence

of E wrt. D, denoted by E \~D I, iff I £ E or there

is a sequence of ground defaults d\, . . . , dn (1 < n) in

ground(D) such that

1. I = hd(dn) and

2. bd(dx) C E, and

3. bd(di+1) C Eu{hd(di),...,hd(di)}-

For a set of literals L we write E \~d L iff V/ G

L : E\-D I.

We write E \~d false iff there is a ground atom a such

that both E\~d a and E ho ->a hold.

We next introduce the notion of atom dependency

graph of a default theory T = (E, D) before we de

fine the class of acyclic default theories.

Definition 4.3 Let T = (E, D) be a default theory.

The atom dependency graph of T is defined as a di

rected graph Gt where the nodes of Gt are ground

atoms in the language C of T and there is a directed

link from b to c in Gt iff there is a default b\, ...,b„/h

in ground(D) such that b is the atom of some 6,- and c

ts the atom of h.

Definition 4.4 A default theory T = (E, D) is

acyclic if there is no cycle in the atom dependency

graph of J.

In following, we will restrict our study only on acyclic

and consistent default theories. We believe that the

class of acyclic and consistent default theories is large

enough to accommodate the most of practical default

reasoning. At least, most of the examples found in the

literature belong to this class.

From now on, T = (E, D) denotes an arbitrary but

fixed acyclic and consistent default theory if not other

wise specified.

Definition 4.5 A set of ground defaults A C

ground(D) is called an argument in T iffor all d £ A,

E\-A bd(d), and E\/A false.

By definition, in the example 2.1 A\ = {2,3,4}, Ai =

{1,4,3}, A3 = {2} are arguments while B = {1,2} is

not an argument since {d} I/b bd(l).

For any default theory T, the set of all arguments in

T is denoted by ARt-

Let A be an argument and w be a ground literal, we say

A supports w iff E w. Further Con(A) denotes the

set of all conclusions supported by A, i.e., Con(A) =

{w\E w}. It is easy to see that if A and B are

two arguments with consistent Con(A)UCon(B) then

A U B is an argument.

To define the semantics of T, we now determine the

attack- relationship between the arguments in ARt-

First, it is easy to see that A attacks B if A and B

support conflicting conclusions, i.e., Con(A)UCon(B)

is inconsistent.

We now consider another kind of attack.

Example 4.1 (Motivation of Attack by Specificity)

 

Consider the default theory T\ in the above figure with

E = {n}. Let Ax = {2,3} and A2 = {1,4}. From the

above discussion, it is clear that A\ attacks Ai and
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vice versa. Now adding the default p/b to T\ we will

have the famous Penguin-Bird-Fly example in which

A\ becomes more specific than Ai. Thus, due to the

specificity principle which stipulates that specific in

formation overrides more general but conflicting one

we can say that adding p/b to T\ creates an attack of

new kind against Ai = {1,4}. Hence it is natural to

view the argument B = {2,5} in the presence of the

default 3 as an attack against the argument Ai. n

The above example shows that there are two types

of attacks among the arguments in ARt'- attacks by

conflict and attack by specificity. The definition of

the first type of attacks is clear. It remains to define

the second type of attacks. It is not difficult to see

that in the above example, the attack by specificity is

determined by the context consisting of three defaults

3,4,5 in which default 5 makes default 4 less specific

than default 3. Such contexts are called specificity-

relevant minimal conflict sets. A precise definition is

given in definition 4.10. But first, we define the notion

of minimal conflict sets.

Definition 4.6 Let d be a default in ground(D). A

set of ground defaults C C ground(D) is called a min

imal conflict set (abbr. MCS) wrt. d, iff

• deC, and

• C is a minimal set such that bd(d) \~c false, and

• there exists no d' € C such that bd(d) ^ bd(d')

and bd(d') hc false

 

r

Example 4.2 In the above picture, C = {1, 2, 3} is a

MCS wrt. 2 or 1 but C" = {1,2,3,4} is not a MCS

wrt. 4 since the third condition is violated. □

The following lemma follows directly from definition

of MCS.

Lemma 4.1 Let C be an arbitrary MCS wrt. d.

• For all df £ C there exists C C C, such that

bd(d) he- bd(d').

• C contains exactly two defaults d' and d" such that

{hd(d'),hd(d")} is inconsistent.

Definition 4.7 Let C be a MCS. A default d' E C is

called a conflicted default in C if 3d" £ C such that

{hd(d'), hd(d")} ts inconsistent.

To resolve the conflict caused by a MCS we will block

one of its defaults from applying and to enforce the

principle of specificity the least specific default should

be blocked as suggested in [5]. For example, in Tj of

example 4.1 we should block 4 rather than 3.

Definition 4.8 Lei C be a MCS and d',d" 6 C. d"

is said to be more specific than d' (with respect to C)

iff there exists C CC such that bd(d") \-c> bd(d').

Obviously, the more specific relation is a pre-order

with respect to a MCS, i.e., in a MCS it is transitive

and reflexive.

Definition 4.9 Let C be a MCS and d! £ C. d! is said

to be most specific in C iff for all defaults d" 6 C, d'

is more specific than d".

Let C be a MCS with respect to d in an acyclic default

theory. Then, it is easy to see that d' € C is most

specific iff bd(d) = bd(d').

In example 2.1, the defaults 1 and 2 are the two con

flicted defaults of the MCS of which 2 is a most specific

default. In T\ of example 4.1 we have two conflicted

defaults 3 and 4 but none of them is most specific. We

distinguish these two types of MCS's in the following

definition.

Definition 4.10 A MCS C is said to be specificity

relevant iff one of the two conflicted defaults of C is

most specific in C.

By definition, the MCS's of example 2.1 are specificity

relevant while the MCS's in T\ of example 4.1 are not.

The following easy lemma helps to characterize the

specificity relevant MCS's.

Lemma 4.2 Let C be a MCS with respect to d. Then

C is specificity relevant if d is a conflicted default.

For convenience, from now on, whenever we say that

Cd is a specificity relevant MCS, we understand that

d is one of the conflicted defaults.

We have specified a class of MCS's which are relevant

for specificity reasoning. We now give a formal defini

tion for the attack relationship.

Definition 4.11 Let A, B be arguments in ARt- We

say that A attacks B if one of the following conditions

holds:

1. attack by conflict: A and B supports conflicting

conclusions, i.e., Con(A) U Con(B) is inconsis

tent.

2. attacks by specificity: there exists a specificity rel

evant MCS Cd whose conflicted defaults are d, d'

such that
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• E hA bd(d), and Cd \ {d', d) C A, and

• d' G S.

AFt = (ARt, attacks) denotes the argumentation

framework corresponding to T.

In example 4.1 the default theory Ti has following

arguments: A0 = 9, Ay = {2, 3}, ^2 = {1,4}, A3 =

{2},A4 = {1,2,3Mb = {lMe = {1,2,4}, A7 =

{1,2}, and attacksTl = {(A2,AY), (At, A2), (A2, A4),

(A4, A2), (A6, A,), (AUA6), (A6, AA), (A4, A6)}. We

then have {A0,A3,A5, Ai,A4, A7} and {A0,A3,A5,

A2,Ae,A7} are the two preferred extensions which

are also stable, of the argumentation framework

(AR^tattacksT,) which is the expected result. In

troducing p/b into T\ creates some more arguments

M = {2,5}, A9 = {2,5,4}, Al0 = {1,2,5},

An = {1,2,4,5}, Al2 = {1,2,5,3}, and Al3 =

{2,3,5} and for all arguments of AFt3 we have i)

if {2,5} C A,4 G B then A attacks B and ii) if

3 G A, 4 € B then A attacks B and B attacks A. It is

easy to see that AFt? has only one preferred exten

sion {A0,A\,A3,A4,As,At, A8, A10,Ai2, Ai3} which

is also stable. □

As stated in section 3, the coincidence of preferred

semantics and stable semantics in AFt is proved in

the following theorem.

Theorem 1 Let T be an acyclic and consistent de

fault theory. Then, each preferred extension of AFt m

also a stable extension of AFt and vice versa.

Remark 4.1 From now on, we often refer to a pre

ferred extension of AFt simply as a preferred exten

sion of T.

It has been shown in [6] that preferred extension al

ways exists for argumentation systems. So, we have

Lemma 4.3 Each acyclic and consistent default the

ory has at least a preferred extension.

Definition 4.12 We write T )r~ w for a ground literal

w iff w is supported by at least one argument in each

preferred extension of T.

How Context-Sensitive Priorities Are Handled

The next example demonstrates that our approach

deals with default priorities in a context sensitive way

and hence provides the expected intuitive results in

many cases where other approaches fail.

Example 4.3 (Continuation of example 2.1)

a
 

Consider T = (E,D) with D = {1,2,3,4}. We con

sider two sets of evidence:

1. E = {d}. Then, ART = {A0,Ai, A2,A3, A,, As,

A6} where Ao = 0, A\ = {2}, A2 —

{3}, A3 = {3,4}, A4 = {1,3,4}, A* =

{2,3,4}, and A6 = {2,3}. attacksT =

{(Ai , A4), (A», Ay), (A4, A5), [As, AA), (A3, AA),

(A6, A4), (A4, A^)}- We can say that 2 has

higher priority than 1 in the context {d} by

the fact that A4, the only argument using 1,

is attacked by A3 while A3 does not attack

the arguments containing 2. It is easy to see

that AFt has only one preferred extension

{Ao, A\, A2, A3, As, As} which supports b, c, and

->a as in defeasible inheritance network. □

2. E = {d, ->c, 6}. Then, AFt contains only three

arguments: A0 = 9, A\ = {2}, B = {1}.

attacksT — {(A\,B),(B,A\)}. From the sym

metry in the attacks-relation between arguments

A\,B we can say that there are no priorities

between defaults 1 and 2. AFt has two pre

ferred extensions {.4o,-/li}, and {Aq,B} and

so T ^ ->f and T ^ /. □

Core Properties of (~

We now prove some general propositions of (~. The

next theorem shows that conditioning is satisfied in

preferred semantics.

Theorem 2 (Conditioning) Given an acyclic and

consistent default theory T = (E, D) with E = bd(d)

for an arbitrary ground default d G ground(D). Then,

T h- hd(d).

We will next discuss other general propositions [1, 5,

11, 16, 17] of the entailment relation |~. The deduction

proposition is trivial because 0 is an argument which

supports the evidence E and 0 belongs to every pre

ferred extension of AFt as there is no argument which

attacks 0. The reduction and cumulative propositions

of )~ are proved in the next theorems.

Theorem 3 (Reduction) Given T=(E,D) such thai

T(~a and V \~b for V = (EU{a},D). Then, 7)~

b.

Proof Let M be an arbitrary preferred extension of

T. Lemma 6.3 (appendix 2) says that M is also a

preferred extension of T'. Hence, 6 is supported in M .

Therefore T |~ b. The theorem is proved. □

Theorem 4 (Cumulaiivity) Let T = (E, D) be a de

fault theory such that T |~ a andT |~ 6. Then, T' ^ b

forV = (E\J{a},D).

Proof Follows directly from lemma 6.7 and 6.8 (ap

pendix 2). □
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Coincidence between Preferred

Extensions and Credulous Extensions

of Defeasible Inheritance Network

In this section we show that each defeasible inheritance

network can be viewed as a default theory where the

credulous semantics of the former coincides with the

preferred semantics of the later. A defeasible inheri

tance network T is defined here as a finite collection

of positive and negative direct links between nodes. If

x, y are nodes then x —♦ y (resp. x -f* y) represents a

positive (resp. negative) direct link from x to y. A net

work T is consistent if there exist no link x —* y such

that x -f+ y also belongs to I\ A positive path from x\

to x„ through x2, x„_i, denoted by x(xi, <t, x„),

is a sequence of direct links xi —* x%, X2 —► X3, ...

, Xn-i —* x„. Similarly, a negative path from xi to

x„ through X2, xn^i, denoted by tt(xi, <t, xn), is

a sequence of direct links xi —► X2, X2 —► X3, ... ,

xn_i -f+ x„. A generalized path is a sequence of di

rect links (xi,x2), (x2>X3), ... , (x„_i,x„), where

(xj,x,+i) denotes a positive or negative direct link.

T is acyclic if there is no generalized path (xi,x2),

(x2,x3), ... , (x„_i,x„) with xi = x„. Any path of

the form 7r(x, (t, y) conflicts with any path of the form

w(x,r,y) and vice versa. Let $ be a set of paths in

T. A path a is conflicted in $ iff $ contains a path

that conflicts with a. A positive path 7r(x, a, u) —► y

is constntctible in $ iff n(x, a, u) € $ and u —* y G I\

A negative path n(x,a,u) -f* y is constructible in $

iff 7r(x,0-,u) G $ and u ■/* y G T. A positive path

n(x,<r, «) —* y is preempted in $ iff there is a node v

such that (i) « /• j/ £ T and (ii) either v = x or there

is a path of the form tt(x, ri, v, T2, u) G A negative

path 7r(x, c, u) y is preempted in $ iff there is a

node v such that (i) v —► y G T and (ii) either v = x

or there is a path of the form ir(x, Ti,v, T2, u) G A

credulous extension is a set $ such that $ = {a \ a

is constructible, not conflicted, and not preempted in

In the following T denotes a fixed but arbitrary de

feasible inheritance network. A node x in T is called

an individual node if there exists no direct link of the

form y —* x or y x in T. Let /p denote the set of

individuals of T. An individual link is a link started

from an individual node. A default link is a link which

is not an individual link. The set of all default links in

T is denoted by T/j. The inheritance network T can be

represented as the default theory Tp = (E, D) where

D = {p(x)/q(x)\p - , € TD] U {p{x)hq{x)\p -f+ q €

VD} and

E = {x(a)|a -♦ x G T, a e Ir} U {->x(a)|a -f* x G

I\ a G /r}

Example 4.4 Let T be an inheritance network rep

resented by the picture below. It is easy to see that

= ({P(a)}, {P(x)/6(x), p(x)/^/(x), 6(x)//(x)}). □

 

A path in T is called ground path if it begins with an

individual a.

Definition 4.13 1. Let p(a) be a ground literal.

Then we write T p(a) if each credulous ex

tension of T contains a ground path of the form

a -* *i -»...-»*„-♦ p

2. Similarly we write T |~c ->p(a) if each credulous

extension ofT contains a ground path of the form

a -» xi -* ... -> xn -f*p.

The following theorem shows that our framework cap

tures nonmonotonic inheritance reasoning.

Theorem 5 Let T be an acyclic and consistent in

heritance network and Tp be the corresponding default

theory. Then for each ground literal w,

r K w irh*

5 Transforming into Logic

Programming

In this section we present a transformation from a de

fault theory T = (E, D) into an extended logic pro

gram Pr and prove the coincidence between the an

swer set semantics of Pr and the preferred extension

semantics of T. We first recalled the notion of an

swer set of extended logic programs and then present

the transformation from T to I\. An extended logic

program P [10] is a set of rules of the form

Lo «— L\, . . . , Lm, not Lm+i, not Ln,

where 0 < m < n, each L, is a literal, and not repre

sents the negation-as-failure.

Let Lit denote the set of ground literals in the language

of the program P.

1. If P does not contain not L (i.e. m = n in every

rule of P) an answer set of P is defined as the

smallest set S, S C Lit such that

(a) for any ground instance Lo «— L\ , . . . , Lm of

a rule from P, if L\, . . . , Lm G S, then Lq G S.

(b) if S contains a pair of complementary literals,

then 5 = Lit.

2. If the program P does contain not (m < n in some

rule of P), S C Lit is an answer set of P if S is

the answer set of the program P' obtained from

the set of all ground instances of P by deleting
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(a) each rule that has a formula not L in its body

with LgS, and

(b) all formulas of the form not L in the bodies

of the remaining clauses.

Let T = (E, D) be a default theory. To each default

rule dim. l\, . . , ,ln/hi we associate an unique abnor

mal predicate a6,- and write hdi(x) for hi(x), bdi(x)

for {li(x), . . . , /|»(*)}- Then, T is transformed into an

extended logic program Pt as follows.

1. For each rule dj, the two clauses

hdi(x) «— bdi(x), not a6,(x)

abi(x) < ihdi(x)

belong to Pt, and

2. For each specificity relevant MCS where dj, dt

are its two conflicted defaults then the clause

abt(x) *- f\ bdk(x), not abk(x)

belongs to Pt, and

3. For each ground literal / € E the clause

/ -

is added to Pt-

We illustrate the transformation from T into Pt in

the next examples.

Example 5.1 (Penguin)

b

 

Pt will contain following clauses:

b(x) i— p(x),not a6i(x)

abi(x) *~ ^b(x)

«_ p(x),not 062(1)

062(2) *~
/(*)

/(*)
_ 6(x), not 063(1)

ab3(x) —

063(1) - p(x),not 061(1)

Let E = {p(a)}. Then, Pt has one more clause:

p(a) «— . In this case we have only one answer set:

{p(a),6(o),-/(a), 063(a)}. □

Definition 5.1 Let P be an arbitrary extended logic

program and w be an arbitrary ground literal. We write

P |~an, w iff w is contained in each answer set of P.

Theorem 6 Let T be an acyclic and consistent de

fault theory. Then for each ground literal w in the

language of T,

T)rW iff Prhan, «»

From the construction of Pt we can easily prove the

following theorem about the modularity of the trans

formation from T to Pt -

Theorem 7 Given a T = (E,D) and V = (E',LY)

with EC E' and DC D'. Then, PtCPt-.

It is easy to see that if we translate the extended logic

program Pt into a general logic program PT by: i)

introducing a new literal a'(x) representing the nega

tive literal -'a(x) for each atom a(z) in the language

of Pt, and ii) replacing each negative literals ~>a(x) of

Pt by the newly introduced literal a'(x) (see [10] for

more detail about this transformation) then the stable

semantics of the normal logic program P'T coincides

with the answer set semantics of Pt-

Theorem 8 1. Let M be a stable model of PT. Then

the set of literals obtained by replacing each atom

of the form a'(t) in M by -<a(t) is an answer set

ofPr-

2. Let M be an answer set of Pt- Then the set of

atoms obtained by replacing each literals of the

form -<a(t) in M by a'(t) is a stable model of P'T.

6 Conclusions

A new approach for reasoning with specificity in

acyclic and consistent default theories has been pro

posed where the three basic ideas - "maximality" ,

"anti-contrapositive" , and "specific overriding" - have

been combined to solve the specificity problem natu

rally. Here it is worthwhile to mention again that none

of the general approaches to default reasoning with

specificity proposed in the literatures up to now cap

tures nonmonotonic inheritance reasoning and at the

same time satisfies core properties of default reason

ing. We also provide a transformation from acyclic and

consistent default theories into general logic programs

where answer set semantics coincides with our newly

defined semantics. Thus, the new approach points out

that logic program can be used to implement reason

ing systems which can deal with specific information

correctly. It is worth noting that the transformation

is modular. Thus, it can be applied in building large

scale knowledge base involving reasoning with speci

ficity. But, many works are still needed, for exam

ple, the problem of reasoning with specificity in de

fault theories where the background knowledge is not
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empty, i.e., B ^ % and the set of evidences contains

disjunctive evidences. These are also the topics of our

next papers.
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Appendix 1

Lemma 6.1 Let T = (E, D) be an acyclic and con

sistent default theory with E = hd(d), d £ D. Then,

the argument A = {d} is not attacked by specificity.

Proof Assume the contrary that there is an argument

B that attacks A by specificity. Then, by definition

there is a specificity relevant MCS C# such that d, d'

are the conflicted defaults in Cd'. By definition 4.11

there is some S C D such that bd(d) I-5 bd(d'). On

the other side, from d G Cd' and lemma 4.1 we have

that there exists S' C D such that bd(d') hSi bd{d).

Because T is acyclic we have bd(d) = bd(d'). Hence T

is inconsistent. Contradiction. !!! □

Now, let a be a ground atom. We define the degree

of a, denoted by degree(a), as the maximum of the

lengths of the directed paths ao —►...—» a„ in the

atom dependency graph of T such that a = an and

ao is the atom of some literal in E. The degree of a

literal / is defined by degree(l) (resp. degree(-<l)) if /

is a positive (resp. negative) literal. The degree of an

argument is defined as the maximum of the degrees of

its conclusions.We then have the following lemma.

Lemma 6.2 Let T be an acyclic and consistent de

fault theory and A, B are two arguments in T, A at

tacks B by specificity. Then, there is an argument A'

that attacks B by specificity s.t. degriA') < degr(B).

a

Proof of Theorem 1 Let W be a preferred exten

sion of AFt and A be an argument, A £ W. We prove

by induction on degr(A) that W attack A. The the

orem is trivial for degr(A) — 0 because there is no

argument A £ W with degT(A) = 0. Assume that

we have proved for degr(A) = k. We now prove it

for degx(A) = k + 1. If W attacks A then the theo

rem is proved. Now, assume that W does not attack

A. Consider W = W U {A}. Clearly, if there is no

argument B that attacks A by specificity then A is

defendable in W. Hence, W is not a preferred exten

sion of AFt- Contradictory !!! Thus, there exists some

argument B that attacks A by specificity. Because of

lemma 6.2 we know that there exists some argument

A' such that A' C B which is more specific than A. So,

degr(A') < degr(A) and A' attacks A by specificity.

Since W does not attack A, A' does not belong to W.

By inductive hypothesis, W attacks A' and therefore

W attacks B. This holds for every argument B that

attacks A by specificity. Hence, A is defendable in

W. Thus, W is not a preferred extension of AFt.

Contradictory !!! It follows that W attacks A. O

Appendix 2

Lemma 6.3 . Let T = (D, E) be a acyclic default

theory with T (-» a. Let V = (£>, E U {a}). Then,

T\~bifT'\~b

Proof Let ARt and ARt> be the set of arguments of

T and T' respectively. Further, let DAy be the set

of arguments in T but not in T' and DA2 be the set

of arguments in T' but not in T. It is easy to see

that DAX = ART \ ART> = {A s.t. ->a 6 Con(A)}

and DAi = ART> \ ART = {A s.t. 3d e A, E \fA

6d(d)}. Now, let 5 be a preferred extension of T. Since

T |~ a there exists an argument A supporting a and

also there is no argument supporting ->a in S. Hence,

S C ART>. We define 5' = SU {A' G DA2 s.t. 3A, A

supports a, AUA' £ S} and prove that S' is a preferred

extension of T". We first prove that S' is conflict free.

Assume the contrary there are P and Q in S' and

P attacks Q. There are two cases: 1. P € S and

Q G DA2. Then, P attacks Q' = A U Q in T and

Q' G S. Contradictory !!! 2. P G DA2 and Q G DA2.

Then, P' = AVP attacks Q' = AuQ in T and Q' G S.

Contradictory !!! So, we have that S' is conflict free

(i). Secondly, we prove that S' attacks every argument

that does not belong to S'. Assume that P g" S'. Then

either P G ART or P G DA2. If P G ART then S

attacks P (ii). If P G DA2 then then either A, P are

in conflict (ii), or AL)P £ S (iii). So, A attacks P (case

ii) or S attacks A U P (case iii). Hence, S' attacks P.

From (i)-(iii) and from theorem 1 we have that 5' is a

preferred extension of T'. The lemma is proved. □

Lemma 6.4 Let T = (E, D) be a default theory and A

be a minimal (wri set inclusion) argument supporting

a, i.e., E \-A a and VB C A, E \/b <>• Then, there is

a path from atom(hd(d)) to atom(a) in Gt for every

d€A. O
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In following, by T„ = (E, D1) we denote the default

theory which is obtained from a default theory T =

(E, D) by removing all the default d G D such that

there is no path from atom(hd(d)) to atom(a) in Gt-

Obviously, an argument in Ta is an argument in T

but not vice versa. Further, given an argument A, we

define B as a subargument of A if B C A. It follows

immediately the next lemma.

Lemma 6.5 Lei T = (E, D) be a default theory and

a be a ground literal in the language C and A be an

argument in Ta. Then, each argument B in T which

attacks A contains a subargument B' which belongs to

ARt. and attacks A.

Proof Assuming B' is a minimal subargument of B

that attacks A (no subargument of B' attacks A). If

B' is in conflict with A then there exists a literal /

such that / G Con(A) and ->/ G Con(B'). Because

A G ARt. there is a path from atom(l) to atom(a).

Hence, by lemma 6.4 we have that B' is an argument in

Ta- If B' attacks A by specificity then lemma 4.1 indi

cates that there is a specificity relevant MCS Cd with

d! being the other conflicted default and d' G A and

Cd\{d',d) C B' and bd(d) C Con(B'). From the min

imality of B' and lemma 4.1 it is easy to see that for

d G B' there is some path from atom(d) to atom{d')

from which there is a path to atom(a). Thus, B' is an

argument in T„. The lemma is proved. □

The next lemma follows from Lemma 6.5.

Lemma 6.6 Let T be a default theory and a be a lit

eral in C and Ta is defined as above. Then, we have:

1. If W is a stable extension of T then Wa = W CI

ARt. is a stable extension ofTa. □

2. IfWa is a stable extension ofTa then there exists

a stable extension WofT such thai Wa Q W. □

Lemma 6.7 Let T = (E, D) be a default theory such

that T |~ a. Then, each preferred extension of T' =

(EU{a},D) contains a nonempty argument A G ARt

supporting a (wrt T).

Proof Consider the default theory T'a. It is easy to see

that ARti C ARt. and ART. \ ART^ = {A s.t. A G

ARt. , A supports ->a}. Further, by infiniteness of T

there exists only finitely many arguments A\,. . .,An

in Ta which support a. Assuming the contrary, there

exists a preferred extension S of T" which does not

containing an argument A, A ^ 0, which supports a.

Let Sa be the set of arguments in S which belong to

ARt^ ■ Lemma 6.6 implies that Sa is a preferred ex

tension of T'a. Since Sa C ARt^ and ARt^ C ARt.

we have Sa C ARt. ■ We now prove that Sa is an ad

missible set of arguments in Ta . Clearly, Sa is conflict

free. Thus, we only need to prove that if B G ARt, , B

attacks Sa then S„ attacks B. There are two cases: 1.

B does not support ->a. Then, B G ARt^ and hence

Sa attacks B (i). 2. B supports ->a. Then, B does not

attack Sa by conflict at a because there is no argument

supporting a in Sa- From lemma 6.5 we can conclude

that there is a subargument B' of B which attacks Sa

and B' G ARt.- Thus, Sa attacks B' and hence S„

attacks B (ii). From (i)-(ii) we can conclude that Sa

is admissible in Ta. Thus, from the result in [6] there

is a preferred extension W of Ta such that Sa Q W.

Since Sa attacks every A{ which supports a so W can

not contain an argument supporting a. Contradictory

because Ta |~ a (lemma 6.6). Thus, our assumption is

incorrect. Hence, the lemma is proved. □

The next lemma follows directly from lemma 6.7.

Lemma 6.8 Let T = (E, D) be a default theory such

that T [~ a. Further let V = {E U {a}, D) and W be

a preferred extension of T' . Then W = W' PI ARt is

a preferred extension of T O

Appendix 3

Let £ be a credulous extension of T. Then, the set of

ground paths in E, denoted by Eg, is called a ground

credulous extension of T.

For aground path a — w(a, X\, xn) in T, Aa denotes

the set consisting of ground defaults Xi(a)/xi+\(a),

1 < i < n - 1.

For a set of ground paths let j4» = (Joe*

Given an argument B in Tr we define $b = {a |a is

a ground path in T, s.t. Aa C B) and for a set W of

arguments we write <t>w — Ub€W ^fl

it is easy to see that if T is acyclic and consistent

then Tr is also acyclic and consistent. And, if a be a

ground path in T then Aa is an argument in Tp. Also,

it is clear that if a ground literal / is supported by an

argument A then there exists a ground path a G $a

such that c(a) = I. In the next sequel a path a =

ir(x, a, u) is called a prefix of a path /3 = v(x, a, u, r, v)

in T.

A ground path a = n(a,..,x) is said to support the

conclusion x(a) (reap. -oc(a)). x(a) (resp. -<x(a)) is

called the conclusion of a, denoted by c(a).

For a set $ of ground paths, c($) = {c(a) \a G

Lemma 6.9 Let T be an acyclic and consistent in

heritance network and $ be a credulous extension of

T. Then, W = {A \A is an argument, A C At] is a

preferred extension ofTp-

Proof It is easy to see that A<s, is an attack-free ar

gument. We first prove that A$ attacks every argu

ment B that attacks A$. Consider two cases: 1. B

attacks A$ by conflict, then A$ attacks B by defi

nition. 2. B attacks A^, by specificity. It means

there is a path a G $ s.t. a is preempted in
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Without the lose of generality we assume that a =

w(x, ...,«, y). a is preempted in <I>b means there ex

ists /? = jr(ac, . . ., v, . . ., «) G $b and u /♦ y G T.

Because a £ $ we have /? g" Hence, there exists a

prefix 6 oi f3 which is conflicted or preempted in 4>. It

follows then A* attacks B by conflict or by specificity.

Thus, j4* attacks every argument B that attacks A$.

Hence, for all A G W, A is defendable in W (i). Now,

let B be an argument and B £ W . Trivially, there

exists some path a g" $ s.t. ^ C B, Aa \ A$ ^ 0 and

therefore A$ attacks Aa. Thus, .4* attacks B (ii).

From (i)-(ii) we can conclude that W is a preferred

extension of Tp. O

Lemma 6.10 Let W be a preferred extension ofTp.

Then, $iy is a ground credulous extension ofT.

Proof Let a be a ground path in T. We prove that

(i) if a G $iv then a is defeasibly inheritable in $w

and (ii) if a £ $w then a is not defeasibly inheritable

in &w- We first prove (i). It follows from Aa C W

that At C W if 5 is a prefix of a. Hence, all prefixes

of a belong to So, <r is constructive in $w-

Furthermore, W is a preferred extension implies that a

is not conflicted or preempted in $w Thus, $w h" *

for a G $ty (1). Now, consider a £ $w ■ Without the

lose of generality we assume that all prefixes of a are

in <&iy. It follows that A„ is attacked by W . If y4ff is

attacked by conflict then a is conflicted in $yy . If Aa

is attacked by specificity then it is preempted in $w-

Thus, Qw a for <r g 4>w (2). From (1) and (2) we

can conclude that $vv is a ground credulous extension

of T. The lemma is proved. □

Theorem 5 follows from lemma 6.9 and lemma 6.10 .

Appendix 4

Let It be the set of constants in T and ABr de

notes the set of all ground positive literals of abnormal-

predicates in Pt- Further, for a set W of arguments in

T we write Con(W) = \JA€W Con(A). For a preferred

extension W of T let Abw = {06, (a) | aeIT,dj G D,

bd(dj) C Con(W), hd(dj) $ Con(W)} We prove that

Lemma 6.11 Let W be a preferred extension of T.

Then, S = Con(W) U Abw is an answer set of Pp-

Proof S is an answer set of Pt [10] if S is the an

swer set of Pt(S) which is obtained by (i) deleting all

clauses containing one literal not abj(a) if abj(a) G 5

and (ii) deleting all the abnormal-literals in the re

maining clauses. In following let a(Pr(S)) be the an

swer set of Pt(S). By definition of Con(W) and Abs,

we prove the lemma by two cases:

• Case: q(a) G S

iff there is a sequence <r of d\ , . . . , dn in W s.t.

hd(dn) = q(a) and E \-a bd{d{) for 1 < i < n

iff abj(a) G (ABT \ Abw) for all dj

iff abj(a) £ S for all defaults j belongs to a

iff Pt{S) consists of hdj(a) «— bdj(a) for all dj

belongs to a

iff q(a) € a(Pr(S)).

• Case: abj(a) G S

iff abj(a) G Abw

iff 3dj G D, bdj{a) C Con(W) but hdj(a) $ W

iff there is an argument A G W but B = A U

{dj} ? W

iff B is attacked by W

iff a6j(a) «— -<hdj(a) is a clause of Pr{S) and

-iMjfa) G 5

or abj(a) «— U*ec ^tC0) '8 a clause of Pr{S)

and V* G Cj : /»d*(o) G 5

iff abj(a) e a(PT(S)).

For a set of ground literal M of the program Pt we

define Am = {/! |/1 is an argument in T s.t. Con(A) C

M}i = {A \A G v4a/i -4 is attacked by Am by

specificity}. We show that

Lemma 6.12 Let M be an answer set of Pt- Then,

Am \ Pm i> a preferred extension ofT.

Proof Let W = Am \ Pm- It is easy to see that

there exists no argument A G Am such that A attacks

Am by conflict because M is consistent. Hence, W is

attack-free. Consider an argument A in T, if A G W

then we can prove that W attacks B if B attacks A.

Otherwise, A £ W . It means that there exists some

default di E. A\W. So, a6< G M. There are two cases:

(i) ->hi is supported in M or (ii) there is a specific

relevant MCS C such that di is one of the conflicted

default but not the most specific default. It is easy to

see that in (i) W attacks A by conflict and in (ii) W

attacks A by specificity. Thus, W attacks A if A £ W.

Hence, the lemma is proved. □

From lemma 6.11, 6.12 we have Theorem 6.

Proof of Theorem 8 According to [10] we need to

prove that there is no consistent stable model S of

P'T and a be an arbitrary ground atom in the lan

guage of Pt such that {a, a'} C S. Assume the con

trary. Since there is no negative abnormal literal in

Pt we can conclude that a is a ordinary literal in

the language C of T. Further, because T is consis

tent {a, a'} C S if and only if there exists a con

stant k and two ground instances of PT such that

hdi{k) «- bdi(k),abi(k) and hdj{k) — bdj(k), abi(k)

such that a = hdi(k), a' = hdj(k), and 6d,(ifc) C S,

bdj{k) C 5, {abi(k),abj(k)} nS = 0 (*). But, by

definition of Pt we have that abi(k) <— hdj(k) and

abj(k) <— hdi(k) are ground instances of PT. Hence,

S must include {at,(ifc), abj(k)} if 5 is a stable model.

Contradictory to (*). !!! The theorem is proved. O
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Abstract

In this paper, we describe an automated rea

soning system, called DeReS. DeReS imple

ments default logic of Reiter by supporting

several basic reasoning tasks such as testing

whether extensions exist, finding one or all

extensions (if at least one exists) and query

ing if a formula belongs to one or all exten

sions. If an input theory is a logic program,

DeReS computes stable models of this pro

gram and supports queries on membership of

an atom in some or all stable models. The

paper contains an account of our prelimi

nary experiments with DeReS and a discus

sion of the results. We show that a choice

of a propositional prover is critical for the

efficiency of DeReS. We also present a gen

eral technique that eliminates the need for

some global consistency checks and results

in substantial speedups. We experimentally

demonstrate the potential of the concept of

relaxed stratification for making automated

reasoning systems practical.

1 INTRODUCTION

The area of nonmonotonic logics was originated about

twenty years ago [Rei78, Rei80, MD80, McC80] in an

effort to build efficient knowledge representation for

malisms. Since then solid theoretical foundations of

nonmonotonic logics have been established. The ef

forts of the past two decades culminated in several re

search monographs [Eth88, Bes89, Bre91, MT93] de

scribing major nonmonotonic systems: default logic,

logic programming with negation as failure, autoepis-

temic logics and circumscription.

Current address: Sagent Corporation, 11201 SE 8th

St. J140, Bellevue, WA 98004-6420

It was expected that nonmonotonic logics would be

able to model formal aspects of commonsense reason

ing and that their computational properties would be

better than those of classical logics. Computational

complexity results obtained in recent years were, how

ever, discouraging. Decision problems associated with

nonmonotonic reasoning, even when restricted to the

propositional case, are very complex. For example, in

the case of logic programming with stable model se

mantics they are NP-complete or co-NP-complete. In

the case of default logic, they are Incomplete or In

complete.

However, the complexity results do not necessarily dis

qualify nonmonotonic logics as a computational knowl

edge representation mechanism. Decision problems in

classical logic are also highly computationally complex

— NP- and co-NP-complete in the propositional case.

These tasks become even more complex in the case

of quantified Boolean formulas [MS72]. In the same

time, recent experimental results on satisfiability indi

cate that propositional logic can serve as a computa

tional tool, and is capable of handling large collections

of variables and clauses [SLM92, SKC93]. Complexity

results alone are also insufficient to determine whether

classical logic or nonmonotonic logics are better suited

as the basis for an automated reasoning system. In

particular, the results of [CDS94, GKPS95] show that

higher computational complexity of nonmonotonic log

ics may be offset by more concise encodings than those

possible with propositional logic.

Hence, despite the tremendous progress in our un

derstanding of the basic principles of nonmonotonic

logics, a major question of their viability as a com

putational tool remains unresolved. Systematic im

plementation and experimentation effort is necessary

to provide us with better insights into the com

putational properties of nonmonotonic logics. De

spite evident importance of experimental studies of

nonmonotonic logics, there has been little work re
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ported in the literature. While several algorithms

were published and some implementations described

[MW88, BNN+93, BNN+94, BEP94, NS95] the results

are far from conclusive. This state of affairs can be

attributed to the lack of systematic experimentation

with implemented systems. A possible reason for this

was the absence of commonly accepted benchmarking

systems. In particular, a convincing and useful for ex

perimentation model of a random logic program has

yet to be proposed.

To address the issue of benchmarks we developed a

system, called TheoryBase, generating propositional

logic programs and default theories [CMMT95]. This

system allows the users to systematically generate in

teresting families of logic programs and default theo

ries for experimentation. A key feature of TheoryBase

is that it provides an identifier (label) for every theory

it generates. This can greatly facilitate experimental

comparisons between implemented systems. Theory-

Base has already been used by several research groups

around the world. Most notably, Niemela and Simons

[Nie95, NS95] used the ideas behind TheoryBase to

study their implementation of a system for computing

stable models of logic programs.

In this paper we report on the project to design

and implement a program, Default Reasoning System

DeReS, that supports basic automated reasoning tasks

for default logic [Rei80] and for logic programming

with stable model semantics [GL88]. We describe ba

sic features of DeReS. We also present experimental

results obtained by running DeReS on default theories

encoding graph problems generated by TheoryBase1.

Our current version of DeReS is built around the no

tion of relaxed stratification [Cho95c, Cho95a]. Re

laxed stratification allows us to use a divide-and-

conquer approach when computing extensions. An

original default theory is partitioned into several

smaller subtheories, called strata. The extensions of

the original theory are then reconstructed from the

extensions of its strata. The notion of relaxed stratifi

cation considered here is a generalization of the origi

nal concept as introduced in [ABW88]. In particular, a

theory stratified in our sense may possess no extension

(stable model) or, if it does, not necessarily a unique

one. In the paper, we show that applying relaxed strat

ification leads to dramatic speedups, especially when

the strata are small.

'To date, both systems: TheoryBase and DeReS, have

been installed and tested in Bern, Ithaca, Karlsruhe, Lex

ington, Riverside and San Diego. They are currently avail

able by anonymous ftp from al.cs.engr.uky.edu. The file

names are: TheoryBase. tar. gz and DeReS. tar. gz in the

directory /cs/software/logic.

In the paper we also study the effects of different

propositional theorem provers on the efficiency of

DeReS. We observe that full theorem provers, which

check for global consistency when deciding whether

a theory proves a formula, result in performing pro

hibitive amount of redundant computation. A weaker

notion of a local prover, sound but not complete, can

also be used to correctly implement DeReS and results

in substantial improvements in time performance.

Our results show that there are classes of theories that

DeReS can handle very efficiently. However, if relaxed

stratification does not yield a partition of an input the

ory into small strata, the efficiency of DeReS may be

poor. In this context, it is interesting to relate our

work to the work of Niemela and Simons [NS95]. The

two implementations are difficult to compare as they

attack different aspects of the same problem. While

our research focused on techniques to exploit relaxed

stratification and limit the number of global consis

tency checks, Niemela and Simons studied techniques

to deal with individual strata. It seems that the next

generation implementations of nonmonotonic systems,

in order to be effective in a large range of different ap

plications, must combine the techniques developed in

both projects.

The paper is organized as follows. In the next section,

we describe DeReS. We briefly describe basic proper

ties of relaxed stratification, introduce local provers

and present the benchmark problem generator, Theo

ryBase. Then, in Section 3 we show how to use these

tools in our implementation of DeReS. We also present

and discuss the results of our experimentation. The

last section contains conclusions.

2 OVERVIEW OF DeReS

DeReS is a comprehensive software package for non

monotonic reasoning. The focus of DeReS is on auto

mated reasoning with default logic and logic program

ming (although some other nonmonotonic formalisms

are also supported). The programs are written in C

and run under UNIX operating system. The package

was developed on a Sun SPARCstation 20 with the

SunOS 5.4 operating system. Nevertheless, no special

features of this environment are used and DeReS can

be installed on any machine running SYSV or BSD

version of UNIX. The main components of DeReS are:

user interface — the module facilitating interactive

work with stored default theories,

scanner — the module accepting default theory,

checking for errors, and building internal data
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structures,

default engine — a library of routines for reasoning

with a given default theory,

provers — the module providing several proposi-

tional theorem provers that can be called by the

default engine module,

graphical interface — an optional graphical inter

face for displaying the progress of computation

and the results.

DeReS computes extensions for finite propositional de

fault theories. There are no syntactic restrictions on

formulas which can occur in the input. DeReS can

compute the list of all extensions for a given default

theory or check whether a given default theory has an

extension. It also outputs basic time characteristics for

each solved query - the total time spent processing the

query and the number of calls to propositional prov

ability routine. The user communicates with DeReS

via its shell, which accepts user commands and starts

desired tasks.

We will now focus on the main aspects of DeReS. We

will also provide a short overview of TheoryBase. Two

main questions that we study are:

1. What is the effect of propositional provers on the

efficiency of DeReS?

2. What is the role of relaxed stratification in effi

cient implementations of nonmonotonic logics?

These questions are further expanded in Sections 2.1

and 2.2. We discuss TheoryBase in Section 2.3. Sec

tion 3 contains the description of the experiments and

our findings.

2.1 Propositional provers

The prover module of DeReS system is used as a

propositional provability oracle by all reasoning rou

tines. Since the computational complexity of basic

decision problems in nonmonotonic reasoning is very

high, special care is needed to design efficient provers,

or to design techniques to use provers more efficiently.

DeReS is equipped with the following propositional

provability procedures:

Full prover — sound and complete propositional

tableaux theorem prover,

Local prover — local provability propositional tab

leaux theorem prover (sound but not complete),

df-lookup — table lookup method for disjunction-

free theories.

Full prover, implemented using the propositional tab

leaux method, allows DeReS to work with arbitrary

propositional theories. Local prover is also based on

the tableaux method. It differs from the full prover

in that it does not, in general, perform global con

sistency checks. Finally, a df-lookup prover is a table

lookup method applicable to disjunction-free theories.

A default theory (D, W) is disjunction-free if all for

mulas in W , all prerequisites, justifications and con

clusions of defaults in D are conjunctions of literals.

For disjunction-free theories provability problems can

be decided by determining membership of a literal a in

a set of literals T (assuming that T does not contain

contradictory literals — in such a case, the df-lookup

returns true). The df-lookup can be implemented to

run in time 0(1), which results in dramatic perfor

mance improvement. The class of disjunction-free de

fault theories is simple yet quite powerful. In particu

lar, it subsumes the class of extended logic programs.

We will now describe the idea behind a local prover.

Although this approach does not improve the worst

case complexity of the reasoning algorithms it usually

yields significant speedups. Let C be any propositional

language. Consider a propositional theory T contained

in C. Let <p be a formula in C and let Var(<p) denote

the set of propositional variables in the formula ip.

A theory T proves a formula ip (in symbols, T \= ip) in

standard propositional logic if either the information

contained in T and concerning the propositional vari

ables occurring in ip allows us to derive ip, or if T is

inconsistent. This observation motivates the following

definitions.

Definition 2.1 LetT be a set of propositional formu

las. The incidence graph Gt is a simple undirected

graph Gt = {T, E) such that for any ip, ip 6 T

{<p,i>} e E if and only if Var(ip) D Var[\p) £ 0

Let ip 6 T . ByTy we denote the set of vertices of the

connected component of Gt which contains ip.

Intuitively, local provability of ip by a theory T means

that ip is entailed by the part of T consisting of formu

las containing variables relevant to ip, and not because

T contains inconsistent data2. A careful formalization

of this idea yields the following definition.

2 Eliminating global consistency checks by local provers

is analogous to omitting occur check in logic programming.
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Definition 2.2 A theory T locally proves a formula

tp (denoted T \=loc tp) if (T U {tp})v \ {tp} \= tp.

Let us consider now standard propositional provabil

ity routines, such as tableaux or resolution based al

gorithms. Suppose we want to use them to answer the

query T \=toc tp. The modifications required in these

algorithms to implement local provability are very sim

ple. All one has to do is to block expanding the tab

leaux tree or the resolution list by formulas which have

no common variables with the variables mentioned in

the structure (the tree or the list) so far. This way the

prover remains restricted to the component of GTu^

containing the formula tp.

Clearly, local provers are faster than full provers as,

in general, they do not consider all formulas in the in

put theory. The exact amount of savings depends on

the structure of the underlying theory T and the in

put formula tp or, more precisely, on the structure of

the incidence graph Gtu{<p}- We gather some imme

diate consequences of Definition 2.2 in the following

theorem.

Theorem 2.1 For arbitrary theory T and formula tp

the following holds:

1. IfT |=(oc tp then T f= tp.

2. IfTis consistent then

T |= ip if and only if T \=toc tp.

3. If Grij{(fi} ** connected then

T\=tp if and only if T ^=Joc tp.

4- T ^ tp if and only if either T is inconsistent or

T (=,oc ¥>• □

Theorem 2.1 yields a technique to compute extensions

using a local prover directly. Let (D,W) be an in

put default theory. Assume that the task is to find

an extension (or generate all of them). To simplify

the discussion, we will assume that each default in D

has at least one justification. Under this assumption,

(D,W) has either a unique inconsistent extension (if

W is inconsistent), or all extensions of (D, W) are con

sistent (if W is consistent) . Hence, a single call to a full

propositional prover is sufficient to decide which of the

two possibilities holds. If it is the first one, we stop.

So, from now on we will assume that W is consistent.

It is well known that extensions of a default theory

(D, W) are determined by the sets of formulas of the

form W U c(U), where [/CD and c{U) consists of

the consequents of defaults in U ([MT93]). In order

to verify whether W U c{U) generates an extension,

DeReS has to decide several provability problems of

the form W U c(U) h tp. If W U c{U) is consistent, the

local prover can be used instead of the full prover.

To search through all such sets, DeReS considers sys

tematically all subsets U of D, starting with [7 = 0.

Then Wl)c(U) = W which, by our assumption, is con

sistent. Hence, the local prover can be used to decide

if W U c(U) generates an extension. Each next set of

defaults, say U', is obtained from the current set U by

removing or adding one default, say d. In the first case,

the resulting set of formulas W U c{U') is consistent

and the local prover can be used to decide whether it

generates an extension. In the second case, W U c(U')

is consistent if and only if W U c(U) \f -<c(d). Since

WUc{U) is consistent, this condition can be tested by

a call to the local prover. If W U c{U') is inconsistent,

DeReS removes U', as well as all its supersets, from

the search space and backtracks to W U c(U). Oth

erwise, W U c(U') is consistent and, again, the local

prover can be used to test whether W U c{U') is an

extension.

2.2 Relaxed stratification

To improve efficiency of reasoning with default logic

one can check if a given theory belongs to a subclass

for which reasoning can be performed faster. A com

mon technique is to stratify a theory. Stratification

consists of partitioning a given theory into a sequence

of smaller theories for which extensions can be com

puted faster. This approach was studied in the cases of

logic programming [CH82, ABW88, VG88, Prz88] and

autoepistemic logic [Gel87, MT91]. Some results of

applying this approach to default logic were obtained

by Etherington [Eth88] and Kautz and Selman [KS89].

DeReS uses a relaxed variant of stratification applica

ble to arbitrary default theories. That is, no syntac

tic restrictions on formulas appearing in defaults are

imposed. Instead more restrictive conditions on de

pendencies between defaults are required. Strata are

computed as strong components of a directed graph

capturing dependencies between defaults in a default

theory. See [Cho95c] and [Cho95a] for details on re

laxed stratification for default theories.

Given an input default theory (D,W) and its re

laxed stratification D\,...,Dk, DeReS builds exten

sions gradually, dealing with consecutive strata "one

at a time" . DeReS assumes a fixed linear order (topo

logical sort) of strata. The nodes of the search tree are

pairs (Dj, E) where Dj is the current stratum and E is

an extension for the default theory (DiU. . .U£),_i, W).
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The children of this node are of the form {Di+i,E')

where Di+\ is the next stratum and E' is an extension

for the default theory (Di,E). It is known [Cho95c]

that all such extensions are precisely the extensions for

(£>i U . .. U Di,W). DeReS uses an additional (local)

search tree to find extensions for each default theory

(Di,E).

2.3 TheoryBase

To test and experiment with an automated reasoning

system, one requires a diversified collection of bench

mark theories. In our case, to test DeReS, we needed

default theories and logic programs. They should

be easily generated, realistic and meaningful. They

should be easy to reproduce and disseminate to fa

cilitate experimental comparisons of different imple

mentations of nonmonotonic reasoning systems. These

requirements prompted another project - TheoryBase

[CMMT95]. TheoryBase automatically generates fam

ilies of default theories and logic programs. It is based

on the observation that graph problems such as ex

istence of colorings, kernels and hamiltonian cycles

can be encoded as default theories and logic programs,

with extensions (stable models) corresponding to com

binatorial objects in question. Hence, the TheoryBase

first generates a graph and then produces an encoding

— a default theory or a logic program — of a com

binatorial problem for this particular graph. Several

such encodings were described in [CMMT95]. Most

important of them are:

1. existence of a kernel in a directed graph,

2. existence of a vertex fc-coloring in a graph,

3. existence of a hamiltonian cycle in a directed

graph.

In order to generate graphs, TheoryBase uses the

Stanford GraphBase, a system developed by Knuth

[Knu93]. This software system can generate a large

variety of graphs, each with a unique identifier. The

system of Stanford GraphBase identifiers is extended

in TheoryBase to default theories and logic programs.

Each default theory and logic program generated by

TheoryBase receives an identifier which allows for an

easy reconstruction of the corresponding theory or pro

gram.

TheoryBase can easily be extended by new encodings

of combinatorial problems as default theories, logic

programs, disjunctive logic programs, as well as propo-

sitional theories. Our intention is for TheoryBase to

evolve into a commonly accepted benchmarking sys

tem to support research in automated reasoning.

3 RESULTS

In this section we discuss some of the experiments that

were run on DeReS. The test theories were generated

by TheoryBase and their identifiers are provided here.

Two main questions that we studied were:

1. the impact of a prepositional prover on the effi

ciency of DeReS, and

2. the impact of relaxed stratification on the effi

ciency of DeReS.

In our tests we focused on two tasks: to decide the

existence of extensions, and to generate all extensions

of an input default theory.

In the presentation of the results we use the follow

ing notation: time/ denotes the CPU time for queries

processed with full prepositional tableaux, timet de

notes the CPU time for queries processed with lo

cal prepositional tableaux, timea denotes CPU time

for queries processed with df-lookup prover. Further,

NCPP stands for the number of calls to prepositional

provability routine, CAND stands for the number of

candidate theories tested for an extension. We denote

the total number of extensions for the input theory by

EXT. Clearly, NCPP, CAND and EXT do not depend

on the choice of prover. By D we denote the set of

defaults of default theories used in experimentation.

We set N = \D\. Finally, V and E denote the vertex

set and the edge set of the graphs underlying default

theories used in experimentation.

All times are given in seconds. A bar (-) symbol in ta

bles indicates that the program was running for more

than 2 hours without reaching the final answer and

then was interrupted. To capture the reasoning time

we measure the CPU time from the point when an in

put default theory is already represented and stored,

together with its relaxed stratification, as a DeReS

data structure to the point when the answer is re

turned.

3.1 Computing graph kernels with DeReS

We start our presentation of the experiments with

DeReS with the problem of computing kernels

in graphs. We considered the family of graphs

Gn,m — board(n,m, 0,0, 5, 3, 1) from Stanford Graph-

Base. The graph G„im is the graph of chess-knight

moves on a wrapped n x m chessboard. Moreover,

the edges are directed according to the lexicographical

order on the pairs of coordinates for the chess-board

squares.
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To compute kernels in the graphs Gn,m =

board(n,m,0, 0,5,3,1) the encodings with identi

fiers kernel.boardjn, m, 0, 0, 5, 3, 1. were generated by

TheoryBase.3 In particular, we studied the graphs

Gs,m- The size of these graphs grows proportionally

to m. The same holds for the size of the TheoryBase

encodings of the kernel existence problem for these

graphs. We propose this sequence of default theories

as a benchmark problem for non-monotonic reasoning.

In Table 1 we show times which DeReS needed to find

one kernel in graphs Gs,™ = board(8,m, 0,0, 5, 3,1),

for m = 2,4,6, 8, 10. In Table 2 we show the times re

quired to compute all the kernels. In both cases time

grows exponentially with the size of the underlying de

fault theory. In the same time, this example illustrates

that DeReS is capable to deal with default theories

containing hundreds of defaults. It is due to the effec

tive use of relaxed stratification in the encoding A^er,

which results in the partition of the theory into rel

atively small clusters. Consequently, the provability

routine performs very efficiently and the answers are

found within seconds.

Let us look more closely at times corresponding to dif

ferent provability routines. In all cases, the total time

required to decide all relevant provability problems us

ing the df-lookup prover is proportional to the total

number of calls to the prover. Hence, the time per call

is constant. The total time grows exponentially and is

of the order Q(3N/56) (recall that N is the number of

defaults in D). That is, it grows at a much smaller rate

than the theoretical bound 0{N2 2N) [MT93]. Simi

larly, the times timea(m) for finding one extension are

of the order 0(2N/58). These speedups are due to the

fact that we were able to stratify input default theories

into chains of clusters of defaults and construct exten

sions by considering several subproblems of small sizes

instead of one large set set of defaults.

When tableau provers are used, the times are larger

because more time is needed for each call to proposi-

tional provability. In the case of local prover, the time

required for a single call grows proportionally with m

which implies the total time of the order Q(N 3N^56).

Full prepositional prover scans the input theory 0(m)

times per each query. Consequently, the time needed

to solve each such query is 0{m2) (quadratic in the size

of theory) , and the total time of finding all extensions

is of the order Q(N2 3N/56).

These results show that efficiency of provers have sub-

Since the theories are saved as UNIX files, the sys

tem of TheoryBase identifiers uses underscores instead of

parentheses.

stantial effect on the performance of DeReS. One gen

eral lesson is that local provers should be used instead

of full provers, especially in view of the fact that local

provers do not impose any restrictions on input theo

ries. Although our results were obtained for full and

local tableaux provers, we believe the same speedups

would be obtained if any other full prover is replaced

by its local version. That is, consistency checks per

formed each time when the prover is called can and

should be avoided.

Secondly, even though the theories that arise in this

example are very simple, both local and full tableaux

provers are outperformed by the df-lookup prover.

This indicates that when using DeReS as a knowl

edge representation tool, it is useful to encode domain

knowledge as a disjunction-free theory, as this allows

DeReS to refer to the df-lookup prover when reason

ing.

To discuss in more detail the effects of relaxed strat

ification, we will consider the same class of graphs

but the kernel existence problem will be encoded

differently. This time, we will use the encod

ing A\er, also described in [CMMT95]. The cor

responding theories generated by TheoryBase have

identifiers kernel.b.boardjn,m, 0,0, 5, 3,1- Table 3

contains the experimental results. It is clear

that DeReS performs much worse on these theo

ries. The lack of good stratification for the theories

kernel.b. board.n, m, 0,0, 5, 3, 1_ is to blame. Hence,

encoding domain knowledge in DeReS, as in any

other knowledge representation language, requires

some skill. In the case of DeReS, the same problem can

be encoded efficiently (A^er) and inefficiently (Afcer).

A general lesson is that while encoding domain knowl

edge in DeReS, encodings that admit fine stratification

should be used.

3.2 Coloring ladder graphs

In [NS95], the problem to find a 3-coloring of a lad

der graph was proposed as a benchmark for testing

non-monotonic reasoning systems. The ladder graph,

Ln, is defined as follows. Its vertices are points

(x,y) in the real plane such that, x = 0, 1, . . . ,n and

y = 0, 1. Two vertices are joined by an edge if the

euclidean distance between them equals 1. Graph Ln

can be generated using The Stanford GraphBase and

has label board(n, 2, 0,0, 1,0,0). We use default the

ory chrom.3(G) from [CMMT95] to encode 3-colorings

for graph G. These encodings were generated us

ing TheoryBase system and have TheoryBase labels

cdorS.boardjn, 2, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0_

DeReS times obtained for the query find one extension
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kernel.board.8, m, 0, 0, 5, 3, 1., one solution

m \v\ \E\ N NCPP CAND time/ timet timea

2 16 64 112 1939 851 2.34 0.14 0.01

4 32 128 224 14804 6845 69.95 1.45 0.07

6 48 192 336 121249 56298 1532.87 16.49 0.57

8 64 256 448 308910 143677 - 53.40 1.45

10 80 320 560 1982796 921464
- 421.74 9.14

Table 1: Searching for a kernel in 6oard(8,m,0,0,5,3, 1).

kernel.board.8,m, 0,0, 5,3, 1_, all solutions

m W\ \E\ N NCPP CAND time/ timei timea EXT

2 16 64 112 3337 1473 4.03 0.24 0.02 2

4 32 128 224 65704 30016 365.59 6.70 0.32 6

6 48 192 336 421082 192175 5239.54 57.34 1.90 5

8 64 256 448 4130579 1888829 - 720.22 18.97 134

10 80 320 560 31630658 14466688
- 6819.35 141.74 267

Table 2: Computing all kernels in board(8,m, 0,0,5,3, 1).

are shown in Table 4. In this case, the number of calls

to propositional provability routine and the number of

tested candidates grow linearly with respect to the size

(the number of vertices) of the graph. All three provers

which we use behave in the same way as in the previous

example. That is, df-lookup prover runs in constant

time per call, local tableau prover in linear time and

full tableau prover in quadratic time. Consequently,

the time for finding an extension (coloring of the ladder

graph Ln) is 0(n) for df-lookup prover, 0(n2) for local

tableau and 0(n3) for full tableau method.

Hence, when efficient provability method is used,

DeR.eS can find a 3-coloring for a ladder graph within

a second even when the corresponding encoding con

tains almost 15 thousand defaults. The success of

DeR.eS is again due to the structure of the encoding

used — it allows for stratification into small strata.

The method for computing stable models of logic pro

grams, developed in [NS95], also did very well for this

particular class of problems. Hence, both our results

and the results in [NS95] indicate that the 3-coloring

problem for ladder graphs is too easy to serve as a

useful benchmark problem for nonmonotonic reason

ing systems. This is due to the large number of 3-

colorings that the ladder graphs admit. Hence, any

search method is likely to find a 3-coloring quickly.

In fact, there are 3n_1 non-isomorphic 3-colorings for

L„. This yields 2x3" extensions for default theory

color3. 6o<mi_n,2,0,0,l,0,0_ This is also the reason why

we did not provide time for the task of finding all ex

tensions of theories color3.board.n,2,0,0, 1,0,0.. Times

to find a single extension are short but the list of all

solutions is exponentially large.

3.3 Computing with DeReS when no

extensions exist

To get a complete picture of the performance of an au

tomated reasoning method (or any search-based algo

rithm) it is necessary to test the method on instances

for which solution do not exist and, hence, the method

has to run a complete search. As a benchmark for such

tests we use the problem of finding kernels in directed

cycles with odd number of vertices. Such graphs have

no kernels and, consequently, default theories which we

use to encode this problem have no extensions. The

objective of this experiment was to find out how long

will it take for DeReS to answer that no solution ex

ists. In this case the reasoning time is the same for

the query find one extension and for the query find all

extensions.

We use directed cycles Cn of odd length. In Stan

ford GraphBase C„ is labeled 6oard(n, 0,0,0, 1, 1,1).

To encode kernels we use the TheoryBase encod

ing A£er and the resulting theories have labels

&erneZ.6oanLn,0,0,0,1,1,1- In this case, intermediate

extensions exist for all strata but the last one. Hence,

the entire D must be analyzed before the conclusion

that no extensions exist can be drawn. Times needed

by DeReS to conclude that no solution exists are shown

in Table 5. Since in this case whole set of defaults

must be considered to find out that there are no ex
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kernel.b.boardA,m, 0,0, 5, 3, 1_, one solution

m |V| \E\ N NCPP CAND timej timet timea

2 8 32 32 52931 2351 8.34 1.28 0.13

3 12 48 48 241868873 9814692 - - 438.46

4 16 64 64 - - - - -

Table 3: Searching for a kernel in board(4, m, 0, 0, 5, 3, 1) .

color3.boardjn, 2, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0_, one solution

n |V| \E\ N NCPP CAND timej timet timea

200 400 598 2994 7988 2594 1427.50 6.45 0.18

400 800 1198 5994 15988 5194
- 28.72 0.34

600 1200 1798 8994 23988 7794 - 68.74 0.50

800 1600 2398 11994 31988 10394 - 128.17 0.68

1000 2000 2998 14994 39988 12994 - 209.14 0.84

Table 4: Finding a coloring for L„ = board(n, 2, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0) .

tensions number of calls to propositional provability

procedure is not constant. It grows linearly - 100 ad

ditional nodes in the cycle require exactly 3000 extra

calls to propositional provability routine. This yields

linear reasoning time, O(N), when df-lookup prover is

used and quadratic, 0{N2) reasoning time, in the case

of local tableau method. The results presented in this

section show that relaxed stratification plays a critical

role also when determining that no solutions exist.

Also in this case it is important to use an appropri

ate encoding. Representing the existence of kernel

problem for graphs board(n, 0,0, 0, 1, 1, 1) by theories

with the labels kernel.b.boarcLa,0,0,0, 1,1,1. (A£er in

[CMMT95]) leads to a dramatic loss of performance

(cf. Table 6).

4 CONCLUSIONS

We have presented several experimental results of us

ing default logic to solve problems from a domain of

independent interest - graph theory. In our study we

focused on the following two aspects of default reason

ing:

1. how the ability to stratify a default theory affects

the computational time,

2. which methods of propositional provability are

suitable as an oracle for default reasoning.

Consequently, we did not consider any specific method

of dealing with a single cluster of defaults. We used

a generic reduct-based algorithm to compute exten

sions for a single stratum of defaults. We expect that

relaxed stratification would affect the performance of

DeReS in the same way for any other method to pro

cess clusters. This claim, however, still needs to be

confirmed experimentally.

The results presented in this paper confirmed the

theoretical results on relaxed stratification given in

[Cho95c]. That is, using relaxed stratification we were

able to find extensions for default theories consisting

of hundreds and thousands of defaults. Of course, this

level of performance is not guaranteed unless the in

put theory admits a fine stratification, that is, when

there is a constant bound on the size of the largest stra

tum. We showed that relaxed stratification, in general,

does not eliminate the exponential time complexity

but rather reduces the complexity so that substantial

instances can be solved in reasonable time.

We investigated three different methods of implement

ing provability procedure which is used as an oracle in

default reasoning. The three algorithms which we used

could have solved a single provability query in amor

tized times 0(1), O(N) and 0{N2) per query. Our

results did not depend on any particular algorithm for

propositional provability. The same (up to constants)

results can be obtained under the assumption that we

have three provers which run in constant, linear and

quadratic time per query. Two important conclusions

are:

1. Performance of DeReS and other nonmonotonic

systems can be dramatically improved if local

provers are used allowing us to reduce the number

of global consistency checks.
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kernel.boardjn, 0,0, 0,1,1,1., compute extensions

n \v\ \E\ N NCPP CAND time/ timet timea

175 175 175 700 5235 2618 414.07 1.46 0.08

375 375 375 1500 11235 5618 4294.84 6.50 0.15

575 575 575 2300 17235 8618 - 15.06 0.24

775 775 775 3100 23235 11618 - 27.25 0.32

975 975 975 3900 29235 14618
- 42.98 0.39

Table 5: Searching for kernels in C„ = board(n, 0,0, 0, 1, 1, 1).

kernel. b.boardjn, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, !_, compute extensions

n W\ \E\ N NCPP CAND time/ timet timea

15 15 15 15 36178 2583 2.53 0.79 0.10

19 19 19 19 318800 17710 30.79 7.27 0.80

23 23 23 23 2670648 121392 334.62 62.49 6.46

27 27 27 27 21633042 832039 3509.69 521.95 51.67

31 31 31 31 171086612 5702886
- 4288.25 403.07

Table 6: Searching for kernels in C„ = board(n, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1).
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2. To keep reasoning time as small as possible, the

simplest prover which can handle the class of for

mulas appearing in an input default theory should

be used.

Finally, this work demonstrates usability of Theory-

Base as a benchmarking system for nonmonotonic rea

soning.
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Abstract

Recently, considerable interest and research

effort has been given to the problem of find

ing a suitable extension of the logic program

ming paradigm beyond the class of normal

logic programs. In order to demonstrate that

a class of programs can be justifiably called

an extension of logic programs one should be

able to argue that:

• the proposed syntax of such programs

resembles the syntax of logic programs

but it applies to a significantly broader

class of programs;

• the proposed semantics of such pro

grams constitutes an intuitively natu

ral extension of the semantics of normal

logic programs;

• there exists a reasonably simple proce

dural mechanism allowing, at least in

principle, to compute the semantics;

• the proposed class of programs and

their semantics is a special case of a

more general non-monotonic formalism

which clearly links it to other well-

established non-monotonic formalisms.

In this paper we propose a specific class

of extended logic programs which will be

(modestly) called super logic programs or

just super-programs. We will argue that the

class of super-programs satisfies all of the

above conditions, and, in addition, is suffi

ciently flexible to allow various application-

dependent extensions and modifications. We

also provide a brief description of a Prolog

implementation of a query-answering inter

preter for the class of super-programs which

is available via FTP and WWW.

1 Introduction

Recently, considerable interest and research effort1 has

been given to the problem of finding a suitable ex

tension of the logic programming paradigm beyond the

class of normal logic programs. In particular, consider

able work has been devoted to the problem of defining

natural extensions of logic programming that ensure

a proper treatment of disjunctive information. How

ever, the problem of finding a suitable semantics for

disjunctive programs and databases proved to be far

more complex than it is in the case of normal, non-

disjunctive programs2.

There are good reasons justifying this extensive re

search effort. In natural discourse as well as in vari

ous programming applications we often use disjunctive

statements. One particular example of such a situation

is reasoning by cases. Other obvious examples include:

• Null values: for instance, an age "around 30"

can be 28, 29, 30, 31, or 32;

• Legal rules: the judge always has some freedom

for his decision, otherwise he/she would not be

needed; so laws cannot have unique models;

• Diagnosis: only at the end of a fault diagnosis

we know exactly which part of some machine was

faulty but as long as we are searching, different

possibilities exist;

• Biological inheritance: if the parents have blood

groups A and 0, the child must also have one of

these two blood groups (example from [Lip79]);

• Natural language understanding: here there are

many possibilities for ambiguity and they are

'It suffices just to mention several recent workshops on

Extensions of Logic Programming specifically devoted to

this subject ([DPP95, DHSH96]).

2The book by Minker et. al. [LMR92] provides a de

tailed and well-organized account of the extensive research

effort in this area. See also [Dix95, Min93].
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represented most naturally by multiple intended

models;

• Conflicts in multiple inheritance: if we want

to keep as much information as possible, we

should assume disjunction of the inherited val

ues [BL93].

Formalisms promoting disjunctive reasoning are more

expressive and natural to use since they permit di

rect translation of disjunctive statements from natu

ral language and from informal specifications. The

additional expressive power of disjunctive logic pro

grams significantly simplifies the problem of transla

tion of non-monotonic formalisms into logic programs,

and, consequently, facilitates using logic programming

as an inference engine for non-monotonic reasoning.

Moreover, extensive recent work devoted to theoretic

and algorithmic foundations of disjunctive program

ming, suggests that there are good prospects for ex

tending the logic programming paradigm to disjunctive

programs.

What then should be viewed as an "extension of logic

programming"? We believe that in order to demon

strate that a class of programs can be justifiably called

an extension of logic programs one should be able to

argue that:

• the proposed syntax of such programs resembles

the syntax of logic programs but it applies to a

significantly broader class of programs, which in

cludes the class of disjunctive logic programs as

well as the class of logic programs with "classi

cal" (or strong) negation;

• the proposed semantics of such programs consti

tutes an intuitively natural extension of the se

mantics of normal logic programs, which, when

restricted to normal logic programs, coincides

with one of the well-established semantics of nor

mal logic programs;

• there exists a reasonably simple procedural

mechanism allowing, at least in principle, to

compute the semantics3.

It would be also desirable for the proposed class of

programs and their semantics to be a special case of

a more general non-monotonic formalism which would

clearly link it to other well-established non-monotonic

formalisms.

3Observe that while such a mechanism cannot even in

principle be efficient, due to the inherent NP-completeness

of the problem of computing answers to just positive dis

junctive programs, it can be efficient when restricted to

specific subclasses of programs and queries and it can al

low efficient approximation methods for broader classes of

programs.

In this paper we propose a specific class of such ex

tended logic programs which will be (modestly) called

super logic programs or just super-programs. We will

argue that the class of super-programs satisfies all

of the above conditions, and, in addition, is suffi

ciently flexible to allow various application-dependent

extensions and modifications. We also provide a brief

description of a Prolog implementation of a query-

answering interpreter for the class of super-programs

which is available via FTP and WWW4.

The paper is organized as follows. In the next Sec

tion 2 we recall the definition of a general and highly

expressive non-monotonic formalism, introduced ear

lier by Przymusinski in [Prz95a], by introducing the

class of non-monotonic knowledge databases. Subse

quently, we establish a new and powerful fixed-point

characterization of the semantics of such knowledge

databases, which provides the foundation for the re

maining results obtained in the paper. In Section 3 we

introduce the class of super logic programs as a special

subclass of the class of all non-monotonic knowledge

databases and we establish basic properties of super

programs. In the following Sections 4 and 5 we de

scribe two important characterizations, one of which is

syntactic and the other model-theoretic, of the seman

tics of super-programs which, due to the restricted na

ture of super programs, are significantly simpler than

those applicable to arbitrary non-monotonic knowl

edge databases. Finally, in Section 6 we briefly de

scribe our implementation of a query-answering inter

preter for super-programs which is based on the pre

viously established model-theoretic characterization of

their semantics. We conclude with some final remarks

in Section 7.

2 Non-Monotonic Knowledge

Databases

We first define the notion of a non-monotonic knowl

edge database. Super logic programs, defined in the

next section, are special knowledge databases.

Consider a fixed prepositional language C with stan

dard connectives (V, A, ->) and the propositional

letters true and false. We denote the set of its propo

sitions by Ate- Extend the language £ to a proposi

tional modal language Cr^ot by augmenting it with a

modal operator Not , called the default negation oper

ator. The atomic formulae of the form Not F, where F

is an arbitrary formula of C^iot, are called default nega

tion atoms or just default atoms. The formulae of the

4See f tp: //ftp. informatik. uni-hannover.de/-

software/static/static . html.
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original language L are called objective. Any proposi-

tional theory in the modal language Cs0t will be called

a non-monotonic knowledge database. Observe that

arbitrarily deep level of nested default negations is al

lowed in the language. For the sake of simplicity, in

this paper we consider only finite theories.

We assume the following two simple axiom schemata

and one inference rule describing the arguably obvious

properties of default atoms:

(K') Distributive Axiom:

For any formulae F and G:

Not (FvG) <-» Not FANotG (1)

(D) Consistency Axiom:

Not (false) and ^Not(true) (2)

(N') Invariance Inference Rule:

For any formulae F and G:

NotF <-> NotG

(3)

The first axiom (K') states that default negation Not

is distributive with respect to disjunctions. The con

sistency axiom (D) states that false is assumed to be

false by default but true is not. The invariance infer

ence rule (N') states that if two formulae are known

to be equivalent then so are their default negations.

In other words, the meaning of NotF does not de

pend on the specific form of the formula F, e.g., the

formula Not (F A ->F) is equivalent to Not (false) and

thus is true by (D).

Definition 2.1 (Derivable Formulae)

For any knowledge database T we denote by Cnpfot(T)

the smallest set offormulae of the language Cr^ot which

contains T, all the (substitution instances of) the ax

ioms (K') and (D) and is closed under both proposi-

tional consequence and the invariance rule (N').

We say that a formula F is derivable from the knowl

edge database T if F belongs to Cns0t(T). A knowl

edge database T is consistent if CnN0t(T) is consis

tent.

The notion of a non-monotonic knowledge database

defined above is equivalent to the notion of a belief

theory in the Autoepistemic Logic of Beliefs, AELB,

originally defined by Przymusinski in [Prz95a]. Al

though a slightly different notation is used, one can

easily see that after replacing everywhere Not F by

B->F the axioms (K'), (D) and (N') introduced above

become equivalent to the axioms (K), (D) and (N)

originally used in [Prz95a]. However, the definition

given in here is better suited for the introduction of

the class of super logic programs.

As the name indicates, non-monotonic knowledge

databases must be equipped with a non-monotonic se

mantics. Intuitively this means that we need to pro

vide a meaning to the default negation atoms Not F.

We want the intended meaning of default atoms Not F

to be based on the principle of predicate minimization:

Not F holds if ->F is minimally entailed

iff

F is false in all minimal models.

In order to make this intended meaning precise we first

have to define what we mean by a minimal model of a

knowledge database.

Definition 2.2 (Minimal Models) [Prz95a]

By a minimal model of a knowledge database T we

mean a model M of T with the property that there is

no smaller model NofT which coincides with M on

default atoms Not F . If a formula F is true in all

minimal models of T then we write: T \=min F and

say that F is minimally entailed5 by T.

Like it is the case with Clark's completion of a logic

program P, the non-monotonic semantics of a knowl

edge database T is given by defining its static comple

tion T.

Definition 2.3 (Static Completion)

The static completion T of a knowledge database T is

defined as:

T = CnNot(T U {Not F : T \=min -F}),

where the F's range over all formulae of Cn0i- The

static semantics of a knowledge database T is defined

as the set of all formulae in its completion T and thus

it coincides with T.

Static completion (or static semantics) of a knowledge

base T is obtained therefore by: (1) adding to T all

default atoms Not F satisfying the condition that the

formula ->F is minimally entailed by T, and, (2) closing

the resulting theory under the consequence operator

5For readers familiar with circumscription, this means

that we are considering circumscription CIRC(T\ C) of

the knowledge database T in which objective atoms are

minimized while the default atoms Not F are fixed, i.e.,

T f=mi„ F = CIRC(T, C) \= F. In other words, mini

mal models are obtained by first assigning arbitrary truth

values to the default atoms and then minimizing objective

atoms (see also [YY93]).
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Cnpfot- Consequently, the definition of static comple

tions enforces the intended meaning of default atoms

described above.

The above definition of static completion is very simple

and straightforward and it does not involve any fixed-

point computation. The main result of this paper,

which provides the foundation for all the remaining re

sults, proves that static completion can be equivalently

defined as the least fixed point of a natural operator de

fined below. In particular, it shows that the notion of

a static completion given above coincides with the no

tion of the least static expansion in AELB mentioned

above. The existence of an equivalent non-fixed point

definition of a static completion significantly simpli

fies this notion and the underlying theory. First, we

consider a very simple example.

Example 2.4 Consider a knowledge database T

given by Not a -¥ b. It is easy to see that T (=mj„ ->a

because a is false in all minimal models of T. As a

result, the static completion T of T contains Not a.

Consequently, as expected, the static semantics of T

derives b.

Let T be a fixed knowledge database. We now define

(see [Prz95a]) the monotonic6 default closure operator

$T which transforms any database S into its default

closure:

#r(5) = CnNol(T U {Not F : S \=^n -F}),

obtained by (1) adding to T all default atoms NotF

satisfying the condition that the formula ->F is mini

mally entailed by S, and, (2) closing the resulting the

ory under the consequence operator Cn^ot- The F's

range over all formulae of £jv<><-

Any fixed point of the operator is called a static

expansion of T:

Definition 2.5 (Static Expansion) [Prz95aJ

A knowledge database T° is called a static expansion

of a knowledge database T if it is a fixed-point of the

operator $7>:

r° = *r(T°) =def CnNot(T \j{NotF: T* \=min -F}),

where F ranges over all formulae of Civot-

Clearly, the static completion T of T can be equiv

alently defined as T = WriT). In other words, T is

obtained as a result of a single iteration of the opera

tor <i>T-

6Strictly speaking the operator is only monotone on the

lattice of all theories of the form TuMNot where T is fixed

and Mfjot ranges over all sets of default negation atoms.

It follows from the results obtained in [Prz95a] that

every database T has the least (in the sense of set-

theoretic inclusion) static expansion T°, i.e., the least

fixed point of the operator However, the following

powerful and yet surprising result shows that for every

database T its least static expansion is obtained by a

single iteration of the operator and thus it always

coincides with the static completion T of T.

Theorem 2.6 (Main)

Let T be any knowledge database. The least static ex

pansion ofT is always obtained by a single iteration of

the operator Wt- In other words, the least fixed point

of the operator $t coincides with the static completion

T ofT:

T =def 9T(T) = 9T(T).

Since static completion is the least static expansion, a

knowledge database T either has a consistent comple

tion T or it does not have any consistent static expan

sions at all.

Corollary 2.7 The notion of a static completion

given above coincides with the notion of the least

static expansion in the Autoepistemic Logic of Beliefs,

AELB, defined in [Prz95aJ.

Before presenting the next simple example, we will

need the following technical lemma. Its first state

ment says that if a formula F is assumed to be false

by default then its negation ->F is not.

Lemma 2.8 If T = CnNot(T) then for any two for

mulae F and G of Cffot:

T (= NotF -> ^Not ->F

T \= {Not F o Not G) Not -.(-.F «-> ->G).

Example 2.9 Consider a knowledge database T:

Not a -4 b (4)

Notb -y c. (5)

Obviously T (=mi„ ->a and_ T (=min ~^Not b f+ ->c.

Thus the static completion T contains Not a, b and

Not -^(-'Not b ->c). By Lemma 2.8, T also contains

Not Not b f> Not c. Moreover, T contains Not ->b and

thus, by Lemma 2.8, ->Notb. Consequently, T con

tains Not Not b and thus also Not c. As expected, the

static semantics of T derives Not a, 6, Not c.

3 Super Logic Programs

We now introduce the class of super logic programs,

briefly called super programs, as a subclass of the
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class of all non-monotonic knowledge databases. This

powerful class of databases includes all propositional

theories, all disjunctive logic programs and all ex

tended logic programs with "classical" or strong nega

tion [GL90, APP96].

Definition 3.1 (Super Logic Programs)

A Super Logic Program is a non-monotonic knowledge

database consisting of super-clauses of the form:

F <-GANotH

where F and G are arbitrary objective formulae and

H is an arbitrary positive7 objective formula.

Observe that since any formula F <— G can be writ

ten as a finite conjunction of disjunctions of literals,

we can always replace a super-clause by a finite set of

clauses whose heads are disjunctions A\ V . . . V Ak of

atoms and whose positive premises are conjunctions

B\ A . . . A Bm of objective atoms. Finally, since the

operator Not obeys the distributive law for disjunc

tion (K'), the default atom NotH can be replaced

by the conjunction Not d A ... A Not C„ of default

atoms NotCi, where each of the Cj's is a conjunc

tion of objective atoms. This allows us to establish

the following useful fact.

Proposition 3.2 A super logic program P can be

equivalently defined as a set of clauses of the form:

AiV...VAk*-BiA...ABmf\NotClA.../\NotCn,

where Ai 's and Bi 's are objective atoms and Ci 's are

conjunctions of objective atoms.

Ifk^O, for all clauses of P, then the program is called

affirmative.

Clearly the class of super-programs contains all propo

sitional theories and is syntactically significantly

broader than the class of normal logic programs. In

fact, it is much broader than the class of programs

usually referred to as disjunctive logic programs be

cause:

• It allows constraints, i.e., headless rules. In par

ticular, it allows the addition of strong or "clas

sical" negation to such programs by introduc

ing new objective atoms, say -A, and assuming

the strong negation axioms [APP96] <— A A -A ,

which themselves are program rules (rather than

meta-level constraints) .

7I.e., a formula that can be represented as a disjunction

of conjunctions of atoms.

• It allows premises of the form NotC, where C

is not just an atom but a conjunction of atoms.

This proves very important when reasoning with

default assumptions which themselves are rules,

such as Not(man A -human), which can be inter

preted as stating that we can assume by default

that every man is a human (note that -human

represents strong negation of human).

Although the class of super programs is quite broad,

it is significantly less general than the class of all non

monotonic knowledge databases because it does not

allow any nesting of default negation. As a result,

static completions of super programs admit much sim

pler and computationally more feasible characteriza

tions that allow the computation of their relevant parts

without the need to involve arbitrarily deeply nested

default negations, which are inherently infinite even

for finite programs.

In the following two sections we provide two such pow

erful characterizations of static completions of super

programs and one of them is later used to implement a

query-answering interpreter for super programs. First,

however, we discuss general properties of super pro

grams and give a simple example.

The class of super programs has a number of useful

properties. Our first result shows that for any formula

F the static semantics P of a super program P de

rives Not F if and only if ->F is minimally entailed by

P. This further clarifies the meaning of negation by

default.

Theorem 3.3 Let P be any super logic program and

let P be its static completion. For any formula F,

P^NotF = P \=min -F.

The next result follows from Corollary 2.7 and the re

sults established in [Prz95a].

Theorem 3.4 (Basic Properties)

• Every affirmative super program has a consistent

static completion. In particular, this applies to all

disjunctive logic programs.

• For any normal logic program static semantics co

incides with the well-founded semantics. More

over, there is a one-to-one correspondence be

tween consistent static expansions of a normal

program and its partial stable models. Under this

correspondence, (total) stable models correspond

to those consistent static expansions which sat

isfy the axiom Not Ay Not ^A, for every objec

tive atom A.
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• For any positive disjunctive logic program static

semantics coincides with the minimal model se

mantics.

Example 3.5 Consider a simple super-program P:

VisitEurope V VisitAustralia

Happy <— VisitEurope V VisitAustralia

Bankrupt «— VisitEurope A VisitAustralia

Prudent <— Not (VisitEurope A VisitAustralia)

Disappoint. «— Not (VisitEurope V VisitAustralia).

Given the usual exclusive interpretation of disjunc

tions we would most likely conclude that we will

visit either Australia or Europe but not both and

thus we are likely to expect the answer to the query

VisitEurope V VisitAustralia to be positive resulting

in a positive answer to the query Happy. Similarly, we

expect the answer to the query Not (VisitEurope A

VisitAustralia) to be positive resulting in a positive

answer to the query Prudent.

On the other hand, we expect the answer to the query

VisitEurope A VisitAustralia to be negative thus re

sulting in a negative answer to Bankrupt. Similarly,

we expect the answer to the query Not (VisitEuropeW

VisitAustralia), or, equivalently Not VisitEurope A

Not VisitAustralia to be negative thus resulting in a

negative answer to the query Disappoint..

The query Not (VisitEurope A VisitAustralia) intu

itively means "can it be assumed by default that we

don't visit both Europe and Australia?" and is different

from the query Not VisitEurope A Not VisitAustralia

which says "can it be assumed by default that we don't

visit Europe and can it be assumed by default that we

don't visit Australia?".

It turns out that static semantics produces precisely

the intended meaning discussed above. Indeed, clearly

Happy must belong to the static completion of P. It is

easy to check that -^VisitEurope V -VisitAustralia

holds in all minimal models of the program and

therefore Not (VisitEurope A VisitAustralia) must

be true in the completion. This proves that Prudent

must hold in the completion. Moreover, since

Bankrupt is false in all minimal models Not Bankrupt

must also belong to the completion. Finally, since

VisitEurope V VisitAustralia is true we infer from

(D), (N') that ->Not (VisitEurope V VisitAustralia)

holds and thus -^Disappoint, is minimally entailed

which implies that Not Disappoint, belongs to the

completion.

4 Simple Fixed Point

Characterization of Static Semantics

Due to Proposition 3.2, we can consider the language

of super logic programs to be restricted to the subset:

C*Not = £ U {Not E : E is a conj. of objective atoms}

of the full language £/vot. In particular, the language

C*Not does not allow any nesting of default negations.

In fact, default negation can be only applied to con

junctions of objective atoms.

Clearly, in order to answer queries about a super pro

gram P we only need to know which formulae of the

restricted language C*Noi belong to the static comple

tion of P. In other words, we only need to compute

the restriction P\C*Not of the static completion P to the

language C*Not. It would be nice and computationally

a lot more feasible to be able to compute this restric

tion without having to first compute the full comple

tion, which involves arbitrarily deeply nested default

negations and thus is inherently infinite even for finite

programs. The following important result provides

a positive solution to this problem in the form of a

much simplified syntactic fixed point characterization

of static completions. In the next section we provide

yet another solution in the form of a model-theoretic

characterization of static completions.

Theorem 4.1 (Fixed-Point Characterization)

The static completion P of a super program P can be

constructed as follows. Let P° = P and suppose that

Pn has already been defined for some natural number

n. Define Pn+1 as follows:

Cn( PU {Not Ei A...r\NotEn^y NotEo:

Pn Nmin ~>Ei A . . . A -n£?n -> -£<)} ),

where Ei 's range over all conjunctions of objective

atoms and Cn denotes the standard propositional con

sequence operator. We allow the special case that Eq is

the empty conjunction (i.e. true) and identify Not true

with false.

The sequence {Pn} is monotonically increasing and

has a unique fixed point Pm = Pm+1 , for some natural

number m. Moreover, Pm - P\C*Not, i.e., Pm is the

restriction of the static completion of P to the language

'-Nof

The above Theorem represents a considerable simplifi

cation over the original definition of static completions

given in Definition 2.3. First of all, instead of using

the modal consequence operator Cnsot the definition

uses the standard propositional consequence operator
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Cn. Moreover, instead of ranging over the set of all

(arbitrarily deeply nested) formulae of the language

CN0t it involves only conjunctions of objective atoms.

These two simplifications greatly enhance the imple-

mentability of static semantics. On the other hand,

however, due to the restriction to the language CmNot,

we can no longer expect the fixed point to be reached

in just one step.

5 Model-Theoretic Characterization

In this section, we complement Theorem 4.1 by pro

viding a model-theoretic characterization of static com

pletions of super programs. More precisely, we char

acterize models of static completions restricted to the

narrower language C*Not. The resulting characteriza

tion was directly used in a prototype implementation

of a query answering interpreter for static semantics

described briefly in the next section.

Definition 5.1 (Reduced Interpretations)

1. Let Obj be the set of all propositional valuations

of the objective atoms Ate ■

2. Let Def be the set of all propositional valuations

of the default atoms

{Notipx A--- Apn) | Pi € Atc).

3. We write interpretation I of the language C*Not,

i.e. a valuation of

AtCl>{Not{PlA - Apn) \piEAtc),

as I = 10bj U Idef with I0bj € Obj and Idef € Def.

4- In order to emphasize the difference, we some

times call an interpretation X of the complete lan

guage Csoti a valuation for Atc U {Not (F) |

F 6 Cnoi), a full interpretation.

5. Given a full interpretation I, we call its restric

tion I = Iobj^Idef to the language C*Not the reduct

of I.

Since an interpretation / = I0bjUldef assigns truth val

ues to all atoms occurring in a super program, the "is

model of" relation between such interpretations and

super programs is defined. We call / = I„bj U Idef a

minimal model of a super program P if there is no

objective interpretation I'ob] satisfying

{p 6 Atc | Kbj \=P) C {p e Atc I Iobj \= p}

such that /' = I'obj U Idef is also a model of P. This is

completely compatible with the corresponding notion

for full interpretations.

Now our goal in this section is to characterize the

reducts of the full models of the static completion P of

a super program P. In fact, the objective parts of these

reducts are easy, once we have the possible interpreta

tions of the default atoms. The idea how to compute

them is closely related to Kripke structures (which is

not surprising for a modal logic). The worlds in such

a Kripke structure are marked with objective interpre

tations, and the formula Not (pi A • ■ ■ Ap„) is true in a

world w iff ->(pi A - • -Ap„) is true in all worlds w' which

can be "seen" from w. Due to the consistency axiom,

every world w must see at least one world w'. Now

all the static semantics does is to ensure that every

world w sees only worlds marked with minimal objec

tive models. So given a set M0bj of minimal objective

models, an interpretation Idef of the default atoms is

possible iff there is some subset M'ob] C M. obj (namely

the objective interpretations in the worlds w') such

that Idef (= Not (pi A ■ • • Apn) iff I0b, f= ->(pi A • • • Apn)

for all I0bj G M'obj. But the minimal objective mod

els Mobj also depend conversely on the possible inter

pretations of the default atoms (since a minimal model

contains an objective part and a default part). So

when we restrict the possible default interpretations,

we also get less minimal objective models. This obvi

ously results in a fixpoint computation, formalized by

the following operators:

Definition 5.2 (Possible Int. of Default Atoms)

Let P be a super program.

1. The operator $P:2Def -> 2°6> yields the minimal

objective models given a set of possible interpreta

tions of the default atoms. For every Mdef £ Def

let $P{Mdef) :=

{l0bj € Obj | there is a Idef 6 Mdef such that

I = Iobj u Idej is min. model of P}.

2. The operator *P:2°6> -> 2Def yields the possible

interpretations of the default atoms, given a set of

minimal objective models. For every M0bj Q Obj

let *p{Mob]) :=

{Idef 6 Def | there is a non-empty M'obj C M0bj

such that for every pi , . . . , pn 6 Atc •

Idef (== Not (pi A • ■ • A p„)

<^=> for every I0bj € M'obj:

Iobj h ->(pi A --Ap„)}.
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3. The operator QP:2Def -t 2De' is the composi

tion 0p:=$po$p of $p and 'Pp.

Theorem 5.3 (Model-Theor. Characterization)

1. The operator Qp is monotone and thus its itera

tion beginning from the set Def of all interpreta

tions of the default atoms has a fixed point Def6 .

2. Def consists exactly of all Idef € Def that are

default parts of a full model I of P.

3. A reduced interpretation I0\,j Uldef is a reduct of a

full model I ofP iff Idef € Def and IobjUldef \=

P.

Example 5.4 Let us consider the following logic pro

gram P:

pVq «- Not(->r).

q <r- Not(-yq).

r <~ q.

Since only belief atoms with a single proposition occur

in P, it suffices to consider only such belief atoms. We

start with the set Bel containing all eight possible val

uations of the three belief atoms Not(-<p), Not(->q),

and Not (->r). These can be extended to the minimal

reduced models listed in the following table. Note that

models number 6 to 10 are equal to models number 1

to 5, except that Not (->p) is true in them.

No. Not (-ip) Not (-.9) Not (-.r) p 1 r

1. 0 0 0 0 0 0

2. 0 0 1 1 0 0

3. 0 0 1 0 1 1

4. 0 1 0 0 1 1

5. 0 1 1 0 1 1

6. 1 0 0 0 0 0

7. 1 0 1 1 0 0

8. 1 0 1 0 1 1

9. 1 1 0 0 1 1

10. 1 1 1 0 1 1

So we see that there are only three possible valuations

for the objective parts, i.e. $p(Bel) is:

p 9 r

0 0 0

1 0 0

0 1 1

Now these minimal objective interpretations are the

basis for the next round of belief interpretations. Of

course, from every minimal objective interpretation we

immediately get a possible belief belief interpretation

if we translate the truth of p to the falsity of Not (~>p).

But we can also combine minimal objective parts con

junctively and let Not (-<p) be true only if ->p is true in

all elements of some set of minimal models. Thus, we

get the following four valuations for the belief atoms

in *p($p(fle/)):

Not (^p) Not (ng) Not (-.r)

1 1 1

0 1 1

1 0 0

0 0 0

This means that only the models number 1, 5, 6, 10 re

main possible given the current knowledge about the

beliefs.

Now p is false in all of these models, so Not (-ip) must

be assumed, and only the following two valuations of

the belief atoms are possible in the fixed point Bel°:

Not (-.p) Not (->q) Not (-.r)

1 1 1

1 0 0

The reduced models of the least static expansion P°

are all reduced interpretations which satisfy the rules

of P and have one of these two belief parts.

Taking the reduct of a full interpretation was easy.

However, with the following Kripke structure AC =

(W, R, V) we can extend the reduced interpretations

back to full interpretations, which are models of the

least static expansion:

• The set of worlds W are the reduced interpreta

tions / = I0tj U hei which are models of P and

satisfying hei € Bel°.

• R{I,V), i.e. / sees /' iff I' is a minimal model

of P and for all pi, . . . ,p„ 6 Ate'.

I (= Not (-.pi V- • -V-ipn) =»/'|= -ipiV- • -V-p„.

• The valuation V(I) of a reduced interpreta

tion / = Iobj U hei is the objective part I0bj ■

Now in order to get from a reduced interpretation I 6

W to a full interpretation, we simply assign the formu

las Not (F) the truth values they have in the world /.

However, let us finally note that not all full models of

the least static expansion are reconstructed in this way,

only one representative from every equivalence class

with the same reduct. Already the program P := {p *-

Not (-ip)} has infinitely many different full models.
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6 Implementation of the

Model-Theoretic Characterization

We implemented a query-answering interpreter for the

static semantics in the class of super programs based

on the above model-theoretic characterization8. Let us

explain in a little more detail how our prototype im

plementation works. First, because of the large num

ber of possible default atoms, it seems impossible to

construct explicitly the set Def of all valuations — it

would have 22" elements, where n is the number of ob

jective atoms. However, it suffices to consider only the

default atoms which occur explicitly in the program,

other default atoms have no influence on the minimal

models and we can always extend a valuation of these

"critical" default atoms consistently to a valuation of

all default atoms.

Furthermore, it is possible to reduce the number of

default atoms occurring in the program by evaluat

ing the simple cases directly. For example, when it is

possible to derive the disjunctive fact VisitEurope V

VisitAustralia (in the example it is directly given), we

can delete a rule like

Disappoint. 4— Not ( VisitEurope)ANot ( VisitAustralia),

because we know that the body can never be true (this

is a special case of the "negative reduction" transfor

mation used in [BD95]). In this example, deleting the

rule also eliminates two default atoms.

So the first step of our algorithm is to compute the

residual program and to apply the reduction opera

tors defined in [BD95]. This transformation preserves

the minimal models, and often significantly reduces

the number of default atoms we have to consider (for

instance, no default atoms remain if the input program

is stratified and non-disjunctive).

Then we apply the definition of the operators $p

and *p from Section 5 quite literally. However, two

points are worth mentioning. In order to compute

the minimal models for the 4>p-operator, we use an

extension of Clark's completion. Given an interpre

tation of the default atoms occurring in the residual

program, we evaluate the rule bodies, so we get a

set of positive disjunctions Pi V • • ■ V p„. We com

pute the completion by treating pi V • • • V p„ like

Pi <- ->Pi A • • • A ->pj_i A -ipi+i A • • • A -ip„. Then

we use any model generation algorithm.

Next, it would be very inefficient to consider all sub

sets M'obj C Mob], as required in the definition of

8See ftp://ftp. informatik.uni-hannover.de/-

software/static/static.html from which the interpreter

is available via FTP and WWW.

the $p-operator. However, in order to check whether

a given interpretation Idef of the default atoms is se

lected by Op, only the maximal M'obj is interesting.

We construct it as the set consisting of all Io0j € M0bj

satisfying the condition

for every default atom: if Idef N Nor (pi A ■ • • A p„),

then Iobj \= -.(pi A • • • A p„).

Obviously, the inclusion of other I0bj into -M'o6j would

immediately destroy the required property. Next, we

check wether the so constructed M'obj is non-empty.

Finally, we check that for every default atom Not (pi A

• • • Ap„) which is false in Idef, there is an I0bj € M'obj

with Iobj ¥ -i(p! A • • • A p„).

The program prints the fixed point of Op (only the

evaluations of the critical default atoms), and then the

minimal reduced models the default part of which is

contained in Qp. It then waits for queries. We al

low arbitrary queries to super programs which are an

swered entirely on the basis of these minimal models.

7 Conclusion

In this paper we introduced the class of super-

programs which properly extends the classes of dis

junctive logic programs, logic programs with "classi

cal" (or strong) negation and arbitrary propositional

theories. We demonstrated that the semantics of super

programs constitutes an intuitively natural extension

of the semantics of normal logic programs. When re

stricted to normal logic programs, it coincides with the

well-founded semantics, and, more generally, it natu

rally corresponds to the class of all partial stable mod

els of a normal program.

We proved two powerful syntactic and set-theoretic

characterizations of the semantics of super-programs

which lead to procedural mechanisms allowing its com

putation. We used one of these characterizations as

a basis for the implementation of a query-answering

interpreter for super-programs which is available via

FTP and WWW. We noted that while no such com

putational mechanism can be efficient, due to the in

herent NP-completeness of the problem of computing

answers to just positive disjunctive programs, they can

become efficient when restricted to specific subclasses

of programs and queries. Moreover, further research is

likely to produce more efficient approximation meth

ods.

There is an interesting relation of our work to [YY93]

where the authors defined the well-founded circum

scriptive semantics for disjunctive programs (without

nested default negations). They introduced the con
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cept of minimal model entailment with fixed belief

atoms and defined their semantics as a single step ap

plication of circumscription. Our work can therefore

be seen as an extension to theirs.

The class of super programs with static semantics con

stitutes a special case of a much more expressive non

monotonic formalism called the Autoepistemic Logic of

Knowledge and Beliefs , AELB, and introduced ear

lier in [Prz95a]. AELB isomorphically includes the

well-known non-monotonic formalisms of Moore's Au

toepistemic Logic and McCarthy's Circumscription.

Via this embedding, the semantics of super programs is

clearly linked to other well-established non-monotonic

formalisms.

The proposed semantic framework for super programs

is sufficiently flexible to allow various application-

dependent extensions and modifications. We have al

ready seen in Theorem 3.4 that by assuming an ad

ditional axiom we can produce an extension of the

stable semantics instead of the well-founded seman

tics. By adding the distributive axiom for conjunction

we can obtain a semantics that extends the disjunc

tive stationary semantics of logic programs introduced

(see [Prz95b]). Many other modifications and exten

sions are possible including variations of the notion of

a minimal model resulting in an inclusive instead of

exclusive interpretation of disjunctions.

Even though all the presented results, as well as the

current implementation, are technically limited to fi

nite propositional programs, they can be easily ex

tended to range-restricted disjunctive Datalog pro

grams, i.e., to programs in which every variable in the

rule appears also in a positive body literal.
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A Proof of the Main Theorem via

Clark's Completion

In this section we present a syntactic character

ization of static semantic which shows that the

least static expansion of a super-program P can

be obtained in just one step by closing the the

ory Pcomp = P U {Not F : F 6 compl(Pres)} under

Cnfjot ■ Here Prea denotes the residuum of the pro

gram P [BD95] and compl(Prea) denotes (the disjunc

tive version of) Clark's completion of Pres. This re

sult not only eliminates the need for multiple itera

tions in the computation of static expansions of super-

programs but it also underscores a very interesting

and somewhat intriguing relationship between static

semantics and Clark's completion. Since the the

ory Pcomp is easily computable, this result reduces rea

soning under the static semantics to theorem-proving

in the modal logic AELB (either by hand or with an

automated theorem prover). In particular, the fixpoint

construction of the least static expansion can be alto

gether avoided.

The idea is to add to P the set of formulae which

ensure that models "seen" through the modality Not

are in fact minimal. An appropriate generalization

of Clark's completion accomplishes this, but only for

programs without positive body literals. Such "resid

ual programs" were introduced and investigated in

[Bry89, Bry90, DK89a, DK89b, BD95, BD95a]. Fortu

nately, it turns out that every program P can be trans

formed into a residual program Pre„ without changing

the set of minimal models. In fact, the two elemen

tary program transformations, "unfolding" (or partial

evaluation, GPPE [BD95, SS95]) and "elimination of

tautologies", are sufficient to obtain a residual pro

gram.

The efficient computation of the residual program and

the relation to elementary program transformations is

explained in [BD95a]. Here we only give an example.

Consider the following program P and its residual pro

gram PTC,\

P ■ P
1 ■ r res •

pV q «- Not(-ir). pV q <- Not(-<r).

q «- Not{~>q). q <- Not{-^q).

r «- q. pVr f- Not(-ir).

r i- Not(-iq).

The first two rules already have the required form. In

the last rule, we unfold the body literal q and obtain

the residual program Pres • This is in fact nothing else

but a form of hyperresolution.

We now define an appropriate version of Clark's com

pletion for residual programs. As usual, the goal is

to ensure that an objective atom A is true only if it

really has to be true, i.e., if there is a rule with A in

the head, in which the body is true and all the other

head literals are false.

Definition A.l (Clark's Completion of Pres)

Let Pre, be a super program without positive body lit

erals. Let A € Ate be an objective atom and

AVB1AV- ■ ■ VBhmi <-Not (->Ci,i)A • • • r\Not {-*Ci,ni)

AvBMV • ■ • VBlimfc <-Not H7*,i )A • ■ • ANot (-<7U )

be all rules in PTe, with A in the head. Then the com

pletion axiom for A is the formula

A Vi=i (-^,1 A • • A ->Bi<mi A Not (->C*i,i) A • • • A

Not(^ci,ni))

As usual, Clark's completion comp(Pres) of the whole

residual program Pres is the set of all completion ax

ioms, for every A € Ate ■ We also use the shorthand

Not (comp(Pns)) := {Not(F) | F € comp{Pn,)}.

Lemma A.2

An interpretation I is a minimal model of a super pro

gram P iff it is a model of comp(Pres).

It is interesting to note that when we re

place Not (-'Cij) by -"Cjj, we obtain the stable mod

els of P. We used this fact in [BD95a] to compute the

stable semantics of disjunctive programs.

Theorem A.3 (Characterization by comp(Pres))

For every super program P, the least static expan

sion P" ofP is P" = CnAELB(PuNot (comp(Pres)) .

A surprising corollary of the above Theorem is that

for super programs a single application of the be

lief closure operator $t is sufficient. Indeed, due to

Lemma A.2, the completion axioms hold in all mini

mal models, so they are already believed in the first

iteration of ^t-
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Abstract

Qualitative accounts of utility modeling and

decision theory offer the prospect of rea

soning about preference and decision-making

without requiring hard-to-obtain numerical

probabilities and utilities. It is plausible that

such accounts can be found because qualita

tive criteria (in particular, dominance) seems

to play a large role in human decision making;

the formal quantitative apparatus of mart-

mum expected utility tends to be invoked only

in the most critical, most finely-balanced,

cases.

In this paper, we show how non-probabilistic

independence concepts—such as preferential

independence and utility independence—can

be integrated with other sources of quantita

tive information. It turns out that there are

some subtleties involved in making sense of

these ideas in a logical framework. The main

contribution of this paper is to demonstrate

these subtleties, and then give semantics that

avoid many of the problems. We then argue

that knowledge of utility independence can

be a useful addition to the qualitative rea-

soner's tool-kit.

1 Introduction

It is often suggested that rational decision-making

should be based on the principle of maximum expected

utility (MEU). To use MEU one must have a numeric

utility function that quantifies how desirable or un

desirable each particular state of the world is, and a

family of probability distributions over the states of

the world. This family of distributions is indexed by

the actions one might take, each distribution telling us

the probability that any particular state of the world

will be brought about by the associated action. The

MEU principle advocates selecting that action which

leads to the greatest expected utility. For an introduc

tion see, for example, [Fre88, GS88, Sav54].

However, it is well known that there are several epis-

temological and computational difficulties involved in

using MEU. In particular, it is often extremely dif

ficult or even impossible to obtain the probability

and utility functions required. People tend to ex

press their beliefs, goals, and preferences in different,

generally qualitative, terms and have trouble trans

lating these into numerical distributions and utility

functions. Even when it is possible to obtain them,

it might not be practical to use numeric probabilities

and utilities directly. For instance, if there are n in

dependent Boolean propositions the state space may

have size 2n, so that an explicit fisting of probabilities

or utilities quickly becomes unmanageable. Further

more, such a listing might obscure valuable structure

or heuristic information that is apparent in a more

"natural" specification. For example, we might lose

the ability to quickly recognize when dominance argu

ments render detailed utility calculations redundant.

Such problems are one motivation for recent inter

est in qualitative theories of probability and uncer

tainty, utility (i.e., preference), and their combina

tion (i.e., decision making). There has been greatest

progress on qualitative theories of probability. This

includes theories of probabilistic independence (no

tably Bayes nets [Pea88]) which use qualitative in

formation to simplify the acquisition and use of nu

merical probabilities, theories of extreme probabilities

such as e-semantics [Pea89], and the related area of

non-monotonic reasoning [Gin87] which (according to

some interpretations) seeks to replace probabilities en

tirely with a qualitative counterpart.

Work concerning qualitative theories of utilities and

decision theory is more recent, and far less developed.1

Among the papers of direct relevance to us include

However, we acknowledge the large body of existing

work on deontic logics (e.g., [von51]) and preference logics

(e.g., [von72]). This appears to be only weakly relevant to

our work, however, because these logics do not generally

appeal to the expected-utility paradigm.
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those by Boutilier [Bou94], Pearl and Tan [Pea93,

TP94a, TP94b], and Doyle, Wellman, and Shoham

[DW91, DW94, DSW91]. We discuss these and other

papers in more detail in Section 3.

In some previous works the approach taken has been

to dispense with numeric utility and probability func

tions, instead replacing them with qualitative analogs.

For instance, [Pea93] suggests using probabilities of the

form t* for natural numbers k and e a small positive

number, and utilities of the form ±(l/e)fc. By consid

ering the limit e —> 0 (i.e., where probabilities are "very

small" , utilities are "very large" , and all we care about

are order-of-magnitude distinctions) one can hope to

simplify the reasoning process. There are many in

teresting variants of this basic idea, including the use

of qualitative probabilities alone (such as /t-rankings

[Pea93]) or qualitatively ranked utilities alone [TP94a].

In this paper we also consider the problem of decision

making using qualitative, or limited amounts of quan

titative, information. An important contrast with pre

vious work is that we will not assume that probabil

ities or utilities are themselves qualitative (although

they may be). Instead, our goal is to work towards a

decision theory that can handle qualitative knowledge

about probabilities and utilities. The particular fo

cus of this paper is knowledge about independence for

utilities and preferences. Whether or not the probabil

ities and utilities about which we make independence

assertions are in any sense qualitative is generally an

orthogonal issue.2 In Section 4 we give a result il

lustrating one way in which these two notions can be

usefully combined.

We have investigated independence concepts for pref

erence and utility in recent work [BG95]. Most of these

concepts have been known for a long time, albeit per

haps not in the A.I. literature, as part of an area known

as multi-attribute utility theory [KR76]. In [BG95] we

were interested in the possibility of graphical models

for these concepts, analogous to graphical techniques

for probabilistic independence (such as Bayes Nets). In

this paper we suggest a different (although related) use

for these concepts: that independence assertions are an

important source of information about utilities.3 Like

probabilistic independence, these notions are qualita

tive, relatively easy for people to access, and can sim

plify computation. Thus, they can help in achieving a

more usable version of (qualitative) decision theory.

There are perhaps two reasons why independence con

note that the phrase "qualitative decision theory" is

occasionally used to denote theories in which probabilities

and/or utilities are themselves qualitative. This is not our

usage here.

3Unlike probabilistic independence, there are a number

of distinct notions of independence relevant to preference

and utility. We will simply use the term "independence"

to refer to any of these notions when the distinction is not

important.

cepts are relatively unexplored in A.I. One, which

we will address later in the paper, is simply that

they are relatively weak (in contrast to the theory of

probabilistic independence, which is mathematically

richer). Another is that they have only been defined

in a rather simple context, involving product spaces

of attributes. In contrast, much of the work in quali

tative decision theory uses concepts from logic. Stan

dard multi-attribute utility theory might consider a

space described by several attributes including, for ex

ample, health and wealth. The standard theory can

make sense of the assertion that, for instance, one's

heaJth is utility independent of the set of all other

attributes (including wealth). But the standard for

mulation would have problems saying 1) one's health

is utility independent of wealth simpliciter, or 2) that

the logical sentence health V weaJth is independent of

everything else, or 3) coping with logical constraints,

such that the lowest level of weaJth is incompatible

with the highest level of health.

A principal contribution of this paper is to show how

to define the standard independence notions in a logi

cally rich context. Although our approach is not tech

nically complex, it has several interesting (and possibly

controversial) philosophical aspects, because there are

several other definitions one might use. The heart of

this paper is Section 3, which presents our proposal

and discusses some of the difficulties it tries to ad

dress. This section also contains some more detailed

comparisons with related work. Section 4 explores fur

ther consequences of our definitions. In particular, we

state results showing how certain independencies inter

act with other pieces of qualitative information. For

example, there are many cases in which the dominance

arguments that one might wish to use are invalid un

less appropriate independencies are given. In Section 2

we present the basic background material.

2 Standard Independence Concepts

As we have said, we assume familiarity with the ba

sic ideas and techniques of decision theory and the

expected-utility paradigm. In particular, it is outside

the scope of this paper to defend the MEU principle

or to examine the many alternative decision theories

that are occasionally proposed. The purpose of this

section is to establish some notation and to then give

a brief survey of independence concepts for preference

and utility.

We often assume that the set of states S is defined by

a set of binary attributes (i.e., propositional variables)

V = {pi,- -,Pn}- Hence, S can be considered to be

the set of all truth assignments over V. Furthermore,

we can use propositional logic to talk about events over

S. In general, it is very useful to also allow non-binary

attributes, corresponding to concepts or resources that

have more than two levels. Of course, it is trivial to
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formulate a "propositional" -style logic which can talk

about such attributes as well. Everything in this pa

per applies whenever all attributes take on a discrete

number of values; we will to present our results and

discussion in terms of binary-valued attributes, but

this is solely for notational simplicity. Continuous or

real-valued attributes raise distinct issues, and so will

not be considered in this paper.

In the following, if X C V then f(X) stands for some

real valued function all of whose arguments are in X,

i.e., f(X) : 2X —> M is a function that depends on

the truth value of the variables in X only. A util

ity function, u, is a function over complete states,

i.e., u(V), and thus it can potentially take on expo

nentially many unrelated values, one for every state.

We will also need to refer to probability distributions

over S. More generally, when X C V and we say that

Pr is a probability distribution over X, we mean that

Pr is a probability distribution over the set of truth

assignments to the variables in X.

A utility function u induces a preference ordering y

on the probability distributions over S as follows:

Pri hPr* iff Y, Pri(sMs) 2. X)Pr2(s)u(s),

where Pri and Pr2 are two distributions over S. That

is, we prefer Pr\ to Pr2 if Pr\ induces greater expected

utility. Thus utility serves to characterize not only the

agent's values but also its attitudes towards risk: it

ranks probabilistic gambles between various outcomes.

Sometimes, instead of considering a preference order

ing over probability distributions on states, we are only

interested in the order among the states themselves. In

particular, note that any utility function u induces a

unique preference ordering over the individual states:

s y s' for two states s and s' iff u(s) < u(s'). But

the converse is not true: since utility functions also

reflect one's attitude towards risk, many distinct util

ity functions can lead to the same preference ordering

over states.4

We now briefly summarize a number of standard in

dependence notions for utility and preference. With

the exception of the final definition (conditional ad

ditive independence [BG95]) these are standard ideas

from the field of multi-attribute decision theory. This

review is based on the following sources [Fis82, FVe88,

KR76, KLST71] and our paper [BG95].

The first definition we give is that of preferential in

dependence. This is the weakest notion we discuss be

cause it only considers the preference ordering among

4If «' is a monotonic function of u, then u and v! will

lead to the same preference ordering over states. But only

if u and u are linearly related are they equivalent as utility

functions (i.e., generate the same preferences over proba

bility distributions).

individual states. Intuitively, a set of attributes X is

preferentially independent of everything else, if when

we hold everything else fixed (i.e., the values of at

tributes V—X), the induced preference ordering over

assignments to X does not depend on the particular

values that V—X are fixed to. Thus, we can assert

that preferences over X hold ceteris paribus—i.e., all

else being equal.

Definition 2.1 : Recall that each state s 6 S is a

truth assignment to the variables in V. If X C V we

can write s as (a, 7), where a is a truth assignment to

the variables in X and 7 is a truth assignment to the

remaining variables V — X.

The set of attributes X is preferentially independent of

V—X when one's preference order among truth assign

ments to X does not depend on the particular values

that the variables V—X are set to. That is,

V7, 7' € "truth assignments over V — X" :

(a,7)b(/3,7)iff(«,V)>:(ft7'),

where a and /? are any two truth assignments to the

variables in X. I

The concept of utility independence is similar, but

somewhat stronger because it is concerned with the

induced utility function (and not just preferences be

tween individual states). Thus, the relative strength

of preference between states (and not just the order of

these preferences) must stay the same. Put another

way, one's attitude towards risk should not change.

Like preferential independence, utility independence

can also be viewed as a formalization of ceteris paribus.

Definition 2.2 : Let X CV be some set of attributes,

and suppose 7 is a truth assignment to the remaining

variables V — X. Given a probability distribution Pr

over X, there is a unique distribution Pr1 over V such

that (1) Pr7's marginal over X is Pr, and (2) Pr1 gives

probability 1 to 7.

Given a utility function with associated preference or

dering y, we define the conditional preference over X

given 7, V7, to be the preference ordering such that

Pri y-y Pri iff Pr\ y Pr\,

where Pri and Pr2 are any two distributions over X. I

Definition 2.3 : The set of attributes X is utility in

dependent of V—X when conditional preferences over

X do not depend on the particular value given to

V-X. That is,

V7, 7' € "truth assignments over V — X" :

Pri y-y Pr2 iff Prx yy Pr2)

where Pri and Pr2 are any two distributions over X.

Here yy and £y are the conditional preferences over

X given 7 and 7' respectively. I
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It is worth noting that, if we are just concerned with

a single binary attribute being independent of all the

others, then utility independence and preferential in

dependence coincide, but this is not the case when

the set X contains more than one attribute or if the

attributes can take more than one value. In the single-

attribute binary case (only), both preferential and util

ity independence reduce to the particular formaliza

tion of ceteris paribus given in [DW91].

In general, preferential (resp., utility) independence

fails to hold if one has a preference reversal among

values of (resp., probabilistic mixtures of values of)

the attributes X, when some set of attributes in V—X

is changed. Judgments of utility independence and

preferential independence appear to be fairly natural

and common; see [KR76] for a very extensive discus

sion. They are, at heart, judgments about relevance

and people seem to be fairly good at this in general.

We close by considering an even stronger notion: ad

ditive independence.

Definition 2.4 : Let Z\, . . . , Z* be a partition of V.

Z\, Zk are additively independent (for V) if, for

any probability distributions Pr\ and Pr2 that have

the same marginals on Zi for all i, Pr\ and Pr^ are

indifferent under y, i.e., Pr\ y Pr-i and Pr2 y Pfi- I

In other words, one's preference only depends on the

marginal probabilities of the given sets of variables,

and not on any correlation between them. Condi

tional versions of both additive and utility indepen

dence can be defined. The definitions require that the

specified independence holds whenever some subset of

variables are held fixed. For instance, the following in

dependence concept was developed in our earlier work

[BG95].

Definition 2.5 : X and Y are conditionally additively

independent given Z (X, Y, Z disjoint, XuYuZ = V)

iff, for any fixed value 7 of Z, X and Y are addi

tively independent in the conditional preference struc

ture over X VY given 7. I

All of these notions of independence have interesting

consequences for the form of the utility function. Al

though knowing these consequences might help some

what in understanding our results in Section 4, they

are not essential and so we omit them. Just to give a

flavor, though, here is one of the strongest and most

important:

Proposition 2.6: ([KR76]) Zu . . . , Zk are additively

independent for y iff the utility function representing

y can be written as

ft

«(v) = £/(^)

i=l

for some functions fa.

3 Independence for Formulas

Most existing research in qualitative decision theory is

concerned with assertions about logical formulas. For

instance, both [Bou94] and [TP94a] give semantics to

the assertions of the form "if rp is known then ip is

preferred to -up", where yj and xj) can propositional

logic formulas. The related area of deontic logic also

supposes that one should reason about preference and

obligation in a logical setting.

In contrast, the various definitions of independence

given in Section 2 only deal with attributes (which

for us tend to be individual propositional variables) or

sets of attributes, not arbitrary formulas. This is a

significant restriction, and the purpose of this section

is to show how it can be relaxed.

To see part of the difficulty caused by formulas, first

consider the simple case where one variable (pi say) is

preferentially independent of the remaining variables.

To simplify the discussion, suppose that the direction

of the preference is towards pi being true. Then the

definition of preferential independence says that, for

every pair of states 8, s' that agree on the values given

to all the n — 1 remaining variables, we will always

prefer the one in which pi is true.

Why is this case so straightforward? There are two

distinct reasons. First, it seems to be a reasonable

formalization of the idea that pi is preferred to ~<p\

ceteris paribus, i.e., preferred given that "all else is

equal". The point is that there is little doubt as to

what "all else" should refer to: we should fix the val

ues of all the propositional variables other than pi.

Second, once we fix the values of the other variables,

we are left with only two states: one satisfying pi and

the other ->pi. There is no doubt as to what "prefer

ence" means here: the former state should have higher

utility than the latter.

But now suppose that, instead of a primitive proposi

tional variable, it is an arbitrary logical formula that

is "preferred" to its negation. To be concrete, we con

sider the formula <p = pi ® P2 (i.e., the exclusive-or of

Pi and P2.) What is the "all else" that we are supposed

to hold fixed when comparing <p with -xp? There is no

clear answer to this. Furthermore, as we see shortly,

once we have fixed "all else" , we may be left with more

than one <p state and more than one -«p state. How

should we compare them?

Such questions have been considered by Doyle,

Shoham, and Wellman [DSW91], and also by Tan

and Pearl [TP94b]. Roughly speaking, in the case of

V = Pi ® Pi they would fix the values of all proposi

tional variables other than pi and pj. (In general, they

fix all propositional variables that are not required to

appear in the formula being considered. This is how

the ceteris paribus condition is interpreted.) Note that,

for any fixed values of the other variables, we are left
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with a set of four states, corresponding to the four

truth assignments to pi and pa. Their interpretation of

preference is that, among each such set of four states,

the two in which tp is true are preferred to the other

two, in which ip is false. (That is, each state satisfying

tp has higher utility than both of the -op states.)

In Section 3.1, we argue against this interpretation of

preference. Instead, we endorse an interpretation pro

posed by Jeffrey [Jef65] that is based on the idea of de

sirability or (as we prefer to call it) conditional expected

utility. We also disagree with the [DSW91, TP94b]

interpretation (s) of ceteris paribus. In Section 3.2 we

present our concerns and give an alternative approach.

Our approach uses conditional expected utility as the

base semantics for preference and to make sense of the

ideas of utility (resp., preferential, additive) indepen

dence over arbitrary collections of formulas.

3.1 Conditional Expected Utility

Given that one has a collection of <p states and -up

states, what does it mean that the former are pre

ferred to the latter? The [DSW91, TP94b] proposal is

that all of the former are preferred to all of the latter.

This is an extremely strong condition with undesirable

consequences.

One important problem is that it becomes im

possible to override preferences given more specific

information.5 One cannot say, for instance, that <p is

preferred to -»p and at the same time that, conditioned

on some other information tp, we prefer -up to ip. How

ever, the pattern in which a general preference is over

ridden by its reverse in more specific situations occurs

frequently. For example, there is a preference for not

having surgery over having surgery, yet in the circum

stance where surgery would improve one's long term

health this preference might be reversed.6 Hence, it is

essential to be able allow for preference overriding. We

note that Tan and Pearl, in [TP94a], acknowledge this

and propose a modification to their earlier theory that

allows statements about overriding preferences. How

ever, their proposal essentially amounts to the simple

stipulation that one should ignore general preferences

when they are overridden: the underlying semantics

are not changed. This seems unsatisfactory to us. Fur

thermore, if the underlying semantics is incompatible

with such a basic pattern of preference, then one can

have little confidence that this is the only problem.

5See [TH96] for other criticisms of these semantics for

preference.

6Note that stating that this preference holds ceteris

paribus does not address the problem. The assertion that

the preference holds ceteris paribus still means that it is

required to hold under any fixed setting of the other condi

tions. So given the fixed condition of needing surgery, these

semantics still force a preference for not having surgery over

surgery.

Instead, we prefer Jeffrey's proposal from [Jef65],

which we refer to as conditional expected utility. This

is defined if one has a probability function Pr over the

underlying space S. Then the conditional expected

utility over any subset ICS can be defined as

U(T) =

EteT Prjt)u(t)

PrfT)

(1)

where we use U to denote the aggregate utility func

tion. Thus, if the collection of states satisfying <p has

higher conditional expected utility than the collection

of states satisfying -«p, then we assert that tp is pre

ferred -up.

In general, if ip and %p are arbitrary formulas, then we

write ip y tp to assert that U(ip) > U{tp), where we

identify a formula with the set of states satisfying it.

(Similarly, tp y tp just if U(ip) > U(tp).) Conditional

preferences are also easy to interpret: v>i >~ V2 given tp

means that U{ipi A tp) > U{ip2 Atp). It is easy to see

this semantics is compatible with statements involving

overridden preferences. For instance, the two state

ments ipy tp and ip A cj y tp A u can be consistently

asserted together.

Perhaps the best intuitive reading of preferences based

on conditional expected utility is that they correspond

to how one might react to various pieces of news. If

ipy tp one should be happier to hear that ip is true than

to hear that tp is true. (In Section 5 we briefly discuss

how actions might be introduced.) In this paper, we

will not give any further defense of Jeffrey's semantics

for utility aggregation, mostly because many of the

best arguments are in his book [Jef65].

Another important difference between the notion of

y just defined and those proposed in [DSW91,

TP94b] is that we have not (as yet) invoked any form

of ceteris paribus condition. In contrast, as discussed

earlier, when [DSW91, TP94b] assert ip y rp they are

making an assertion that holds (roughly speaking)

when other propositions are fixed, i.e., holds ceteris

paribus. To express ceteris paribus conditions in our

context, we provide a general mechanism where by

a variety of utility independence assertions can be

stated. These assertions can be (but need not be)

stated independently of assertions about preference.

We present the details of this proposal in the next sec

tion.

3.2 Independence and Ceteris Paribus

[DSW91, TP94b] give semantics to preference state

ments that embeds a notion of ceteris paribus. In par

ticular, their interpretation of ceteris paribus involves

considering fixed values for all the propositional vari

ables not mentioned in the formulas being considered.

One problem is that such semantics are very syntax

dependent, and thus the conclusions they support can

be rather arbitrary. To see why, consider again the
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formula pi ® P2 (exclusive-or) and suppose that we

redefine our vocabulary so that pi is replaced by a

new prepositional symbol p,, such that pj = pi ®P2-

In this new language, the old pi would be expressed

using a compound sentence; in fact, pi = p[ ® pj.

Since pi and p[ are interdefinable, the new vocabulary

is just as expressive as the old, and so it may only

be a matter of convention as to which is used. Yet

preferential independence of <p is given two different

meanings according to whether pi or p\ is primitive.

An even more important problem is that such seman

tics are inflexible. These semantics commit to a single,

fixed, interpretation of ceteris paribus that applies to

all assertions about preferences. For instance, these

semantics do not easily allow one to say that pi y ->pi

independent of the value of p% and p$, while at the

same time allowing this preference to possibly be de

pendent on the value of p^.

Our proposal, which avoids these problems, depends

on the concept of the set of atoms formed from a col

lection of formulas, defined as follows.

Definition 3.1 : If $ is a set of formulas, the atoms

of \t is the set of all consistent conjunctions that can

be formed from the members of $ by including each

0 € $ or its negation. For example, if $ = {p, q A r}

then the atoms of $ are {p A (q A r), -ip A (q A r),

pA-i(gAr), ->pA->(g Ar)}. I

For any k formulas, there will be (at most) 2* atoms.

We say "at most" because all combinations might not

be consistent, and in this paper we restrict the term

"atom" to logically consistent formulas.

The collection of atoms over any set of formulas can be

thought of as a new space of states, in which the given

formulas play the role of primitive attributes. Each

of these atoms corresponds, in general, to a collection

of states from the original state space. From the pre

vious section, we know that it is possible to give any

collection of states a "utility" value using the idea of

conditional expected utility. Thus, an induced utility

function can be defined over the space of atoms. Any

assertion of utility independence involving the collec

tion of formulas can now be interpreted as an assertion

about this induced utility function. Since the formu

las are primitive attributes in the new state space, we

can use the standard definitions to interpret these in

dependence assertions.

More formally, let \t = {0i , . . . , 0*} be a collection of

formulas. Let the underlying space be S, with utility

function u and probability distribution Pr. Consider

the set of atoms of \P. Each such atom corresponds

to a consistent truth assignment to the formulas in

where the formula 0< is assigned the value true just

if it appears positively in the atom. We define a new

space S* consisting of all of these truth assignments.

A utility function u* over 5* is defined using condi

tional expected utility. Specifically, the utility u* of a

state s in 5* is defined to be the conditional expected

utility, in the original space, of the atom that corre

sponds to s. Similarly, a probability distribution Pr*

over 5* is defined using marginalization. That is, Pr*

of a state s in S* is the probability under Pr (i.e., in

the original space) of the set of worlds satisfying the

corresponding atom.

For example, if 4" = {0i, 02, 03} then S* will be the

set of 8 truth assignments to the 0j (assuming that all

atoms are consistent). Thus, using the above defini

tions, u*(0i A ->02 A 0s) = C(0i A ->02 A 03). (Re

call that U is defined by Equation 1.) Note that here

we write the atom itself to refer to the corresponding

truth assignment. Similarly, Pr*(0i A ->02 A 03) =

Pr(0i A -i02 A03).

Using the above correspondences, we interpret asser

tions of independence among a set of formulas $ as

making assertions about the utility and probability

functions on the induced space 5*. Since, the formulas

of $ are primitive attributes in the induced space, the

standard definitions given in Section 2 can be applied

almost without change. The only difference arises be

cause not all possible truth assignments are consistent.

Example 3.2: Suppose that we wish to assert that

the set of formulas {p, q) is preferentially independent

of the formula p V (q A r). Then we let 0t = p, 02 = q,

03 = p v (q A r) and $ = {0i, 02,03}- If we were

to ignore the issue of inconsistent atoms and apply

Definition 2.1 literally, then this assertion states that

the preference ordering among the truth assignments

(written as atoms) {->0i A->02 A->0s, "^1 A 02 A ->rp3,

0i A ->02 A ->rp3, 0i A 02 A ->03} must be the same as

that among the truth assignments {->0i A ->02 A 03,

->0i ATA2 A->t/>2 AV>3, rpi Afohtpz}. That is, the

truth or falsity of 03 should not affect one's preferences

between the various valuations of xpi and r^.

However, this is not entirely meaningful: rpi A ->tp2 A

-"^3 and Vi A V2 A -^3 are both inconsistent (since if

V»i = p is true then tfo = p V (q A r) must be as well),

and so are not part of the space 5 . To address this,

we weaken the definition of preferential independence

slightly to simply require that all induced orderings

be consistent with each other. In this example, the

preference ordering between ->rpi A->x/j2 A-^3 and -<ipi A

rfo A ->V>3 must be the same as between -i0i A ->fa A ip3

and -i^i A 02 A 03. However the preferences between

the first two atoms and the atoms 0i A ->02 A 03 and

01 A 02 A 03 are not constrained by this assertion. I

Definition 3.3 : (Preferential independence for

formulas.) Let * = 0i , . . . , ipj , 0J+i , . . . 0* • The set

of formulas 0i , . . . , 0; is preferentially independent of

0J+i , . . . , 0* when one's preference order among the

truth assignments to 0i , . . . , 0j consistent with par

ticular values given to the remaining formulas, does
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not depend on the values given to these other formu

las.

Formally: For any a, 0 that are truth assignments

to Vii ■ • • ! V'ji and 7, 7' that are truth assignments

to ipj+i, ...,il>k, then, if all four combinations {(a, 7),

(a, 7'), (/?, 7), (/?, 7')} are logically consistent, we must

have:

(a,y)h(0,y) iff (<*,i) h (I3,i')

where y is the preference relation induced by u*. I

The modified definition of utility independence is suf

ficiently similar in spirit that we do not repeat it

here. The definition of additive independence, Defini

tion 2.4, can by applied without any change in word

ing. Many of the interesting properties of these inde

pendence concepts can be shown to carry over to the

new definitions. For instance, we note that the analog

of Proposition 2.6 still holds.

With these definitions we have the flexibility to make

independence assertions entirely separately from state

ments about the direction of preference. But, as

[DSW91, TP94b] have recognized, it is often conve

nient to be able to assert both together. Suppose

we wish to assert, for instance, that <p is utility in

dependent of Vi , ^2 and that (no matter what par

ticular values we give to ipi and ) we prefer ip to

->y>. To do this, one could assert the utility indepen

dence and then state the direction of preference rela

tive to any single (arbitrary) consistent valuation for

{V>i , 1P2 } • For instance:

<p A V>i A 1P2 h ~*P A 0i A tp2,

together with the assumption of utility independence,

implies that, e.g.,

<p A ->Vi A ->i/>2 h ~~*P A ->Vi A ->t/>2

(and similarly for any other consistent valuation for

and V>2). But it is useful to create a more natural no

tation for such cases, which avoids the need to choose

an arbitrary valuation for ipi and ip2- We interpret an

expression of the form

Vi b Vi V*

as asserting (1) that {<pi,<p?} is independent of

{ipi, . . . , tpk}i and (2) that, conditioned on any fixed

consistent valuation of {rpi, . . . , V>*}, <Pi has higher

conditional expected utility than <p?.

It should be noted that ipi y ^,..,,^^2, does not en

tail tpi >- <P2, nor does the converse hold (even in the

presence of utility independence). That is, it is possi

ble to partition the state space and assert that ip\ y y>2

in every member of the partition, yet simultaneously

assert that tp2 >- <Pi unconditionally. Consider, for ex

ample, the case where <p y -xp given ip and tp y -xp

given ->\p. To see why ip y -xp need not hold uncondi

tionally, suppose that V is a very much more desired

alternative to ->ip than ip is to -xp, and that ip and

-xp are strongly correlated, so that when -«p is true ip

tends to be true also. Then we would much prefer to

learn -xp than ip if this is all we learn (hoping of course

that %l> is also true). But, if we know the value of ip

(no matter whether we know it to be true of false), we

would prefer <p.

If p\ is a basic proposition, the [DSW91] interpretation

of pi being preferred to ->pi can be written as

Pi t PJ.....IN.T1

using our notation (where P2 , • • • , Pn are the rest of the

basic propositions). But our proposal is far more gen

eral than this, because there is freedom to use other

collections of formulas instead of {p2, . . . ,pn}.7 In

deed, we can assert several comparisons between p\

and P2 simultaneously, each relative to a different set

of formulas. Of course, as we have noted, we also have

the ability to state independence (of various types)

independently of any specific preferential comparison.

Finally, note that our proposal has no built-in syn

tax dependence. One can, and must, explicitly decide

what formulas are actually relevant to a comparison.

The key to understanding how one can reason with

a collection of independence assertions is to realize

that assertions of independence involving formulas im

pose algebraic constraints on both the utilities and the

probabilities over the original space.

Example 3.4: Let the basic propositions be p, q, and

r. The original space then consists of 8 states, and can

be specified by 8 basic probabilities ppvr, Ppqr, - - • , Ppq?

and the 8 basic utilities upqr, UpgT, Upq?.

Consider the assertion that p is utility independent

of q A r. According to our semantics, this means

that we consider the four atoms of the set {p, q A r}

(Defn. 3.1). Each atom is attributed a utility as de

termined by Equation 1. The definition of utility in

dependence reduces in this case to the assertion that

that U(pA(qAr))-U{-ipA(q/\r)) have the same sign

as U(pA-i(qAr))-U(-<pA->(qf\r)). This is equivalent

to the assertion that

and

Ppgr^pgr PpqfUpqr ~H Ppqr upgf

Ppqr + Ppgf + Ppqr

_ PpqrUpqr + Ppgf^pg? + Ppgf"pgf

Ppqr + Ppqf + Ppqf

have the same sign. That is, it reduces to an algebraic

constraint over the utilities and probabilities of the

original space. I

7We note that [DW94] have a proposal that allows some

more flexibility than [DSW91], but it still only allows one

interpretation of ceteris paribus to apply to any particular

set of formulas. Furthermore, their interpretation is built

into the semantics of preference assertions, and cannot be

modified by assertions in the language they present.
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The fact that an assertion about utilities also con

strains probabilities may seem surprising, but makes

sense philosophically. As we have said, the basic in

dependence concept is ceteris paribus. But the con

dition that "everything else be the same" except for

the formula of interest (y? say) is unrealistic. It makes

more sense to think of everything else being as simi

lar as possible given that <p changes truth value. This

phrasing makes the similarity to counterfactual and

conditional logic clear (see for instance [Lew73]). In

counterfactual logic, for instance, one is interested in

what would happen if some assertion were to be true

even though it is known to be false. There is general

agreement that the appropriate semantics for counter-

factuals and conditionals should not consider all the

states in which <p is true, but only the most "normal"

such states. So we should not be surprised if a robust

formalization of ceteris paribus should also need a no

tion of how plausible particular states are. And this is

precisely the role of probabilities—to tell us how likely

or unlikely we consider various states to be.8

Standard independence definitions do not appear to be

invoking anything other than utilities or preference.

However, this is somewhat misleading because infor

mation about the similarity of states is hidden in the

choice of attributes or framing [DW91]. [DW94] dis

cuss this further, and also argue that making sense of

ceteris paribus requires more structure than just the

utilities (unlike us, however, they do not suggest prob

abilistic semantics). [DSW91] also speculates upon the

connection to counterfactual logics, but does not de

velop the suggestion.

4 Reasoning

4.1 The problem

We suspect that the sound "logic" corresponding to

any particular notion of preference is likely to be

a weak one. For instance, the sequence of papers

[DSW91, DW91, DW94] present various (related) def

initions of preference, each of which is, in itself, far

stronger than the technique of comparing of condi

tional expected utility. Yet the associated logics are

quite limited. As Doyle, Shoham, and Wellman say in

the conclusion of [DSW91]:

"While the logic displays some intuitive prop

erties . . . some common and seemingly nat

ural goal operations are not always valid.

It might seem that we are exaggerating the connection

to counterfactual logic, because semantics for counterfac

tual logics generally do not use probabilities. However, it

is easy to show that standard counterfactual semantics are

largely equivalent to certain well-known theories of quali

tative probabilities (such as the K-calculus [Pea93]).

The numerous restrictions . . . limit the appli

cability of the inference rules presented here."

Even among these inference rules, not all are (at least

in our opinion) reasonable. For example, in the system

of [DSW91], whenever <p logically entails xp, then each

of tp and ip must be at least as desirable as the other.9

In other words, their notion of relative desire cannot

be used to distinguish between stronger or weaker as

sertions. This seems very unintuitive to us.

The truth seems to be that there are rather few

"logical" laws governing preference which have strong

and general intuitive support. The makes it diffi

cult to develop a usefully rich logic for qualitative

decision making. We are aware of two responses to

this problem. The first approach is that taken by

[Bou94, TP94a, TP94b]. These papers augment a

rather weak underlying theory with some form of non

monotonic (and hence, unsound) reasoning. For exam

ple, [TP94a] are able to draw stronger conclusions by

looking at what follows in preferred models that min

imize the distinctions between the utilities of states.

[Lou90] gives a general discussion and defense of the

idea of non-monotonically reasoning about utilities.

Although the idea of using non-monotonic reasoning

is surely a promising one, it seems too early to assess

its success. One difficulty is that the choice of non

monotonic reasoning system used can appear rather

arbitrary. For example, [TP94a] do not provide any

extended justification for the definition they present,

although there are clearly many alternatives that they

could have used instead. Nor we aware of any specific

proposal that has been applied to more than one or

two examples.

The alternative to non-monotonic reasoning, that we

are suggesting, is equally speculative. The idea is that

instead of finding a logic for a single definition of pref

erence or desirability, one should consider all the di

verse sources of qualitative or semi-qualitative infor

mation one has—probabilistic independence, logics of

likelihood, extreme probabilities, logics of preference

and obligation, extreme utilities, independence asser

tions about utility and preference (the specific contri

bution of this paper), and more. Even quantitative

information should be considered (so long as one is

not asked for all of the numbers). Our conjecture is

that together all these sources of information may en

able quite sophisticated reasoning even though (in the

absence of non-monotonic reasoning) this may not be

the case for any one or two of them alone.

This paper is a step towards supporting this hypoth

esis. By considering in detail a formalism that al

lows one to state independencies of various types, we

9Note that it does not follow from this that their sys

tem collapses, because their notion of comparison is not

necessarily transitive.
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show that such information can support some useful

inferences about preference. Nevertheless, in isolation

such independence assertions are still not that power

ful. Examining combinations of various pieces of in

formation in the context of larger and more realistic

problems remains important future work.

In the next section we present a small selection of

sound reasoning patterns that take advantage of inde

pendence. These results are no more than suggestive

of the usefulness of independence assertions in more

realistic settings, but they do demonstrate that inde

pendence can be used to support some intuitive infer

ences that one might want to make about preferences.

In fact, independence is often needed to ensure that

these inferences are sound.

4.2 Some results

Suppose we prefer tp to ->tp and xp to ->xp (i-e-» <P y ~"P

and xp >- -<xp using the semantics for >- given in Sec

tion 3.1). Would we prefer to have them both be

true to having just one true, or to them both being

false? At first glance one's response might be yes, this

seems like a reasonable inference. Yet it is easy to con

struct counter-examples. Suppose, for instance, that

Sue likes John and she also likes Fred. She might pre

fer to be married to John over not, and also prefer to

be married to Fred over not. But at the same time

might reasonably prefer to be married to neither over

being married to both!

This leads to the obvious (and important) question of

when it is in fact legitimate to assert that the combina

tion of preferred goals is preferred. There are presum

ably many pieces of additional knowledge which could

validate such reasoning. As our first result shows, util

ity independence can sometimes help.

Proposition 4.1 : // tpy ->tp, xp y ->xp, and either10

tp is utility independent ofxporxpis utility independent

of tp, then tp r\xpy -up A ->xp

Intuitively, if one believes that the direction of pref

erence for (or against) tp, say, would not changed ac

cording to the value of xp, then there is a limit to how

undesirable their interaction can be. The result shows

that getting two goods is preferable to getting neither

when independence holds. In the example with Sue it

is clear that utility independence does not hold.

"Monotonicity" of preferences is another very im

portant pattern of reasoning. That is, when does

tp A 7r y xp A 7r follow from tpyxp, where 7r is another

formula? This is actually quite a strong conclusion.

One straightforward way of justifying it requires both

utility and probabilistic independence.

10 Utility and preferential independence are not

symmetric.

Proposition 4.2: If tpy xp, {tp, xp} is utility indepen

dent of 7r, and {<p, xp} is probabilistically independent

of ir,11 then tp A 7r y xp A n.

Both independencies are necessary, and utility inde

pendence cannot be replaced by preferential indepen

dence, if this result is to hold. On the other hand,

there are different assumptions that lead to the same

conclusion. For instance, suppose we assume that util

ities are qualitative, in the sense of [TP94a]. (We omit

a formal definition, but the basic idea is that utili

ties are ordinal ranks, in which maximization replaces

addition.12) Then with qualitative utilities of this type

the assumption of probabilistic independence in the

previous result can be dropped.

Proposition 4.3 : If tp yxp and {tp, xp} is utility in

dependent of it, then <pAir y xpAn if utilities are qual

itative.

Additive independence can also be used in conjunction

with other knowledge to obtain useful conclusions, as

the next result illustrates. Suppose tp is preferred to

rp. Although it might seem intuitive at first that tp

alone (i.e., tp A -<xp) should be preferred to tp alone

(i.e., -xp A xp), a moment's reflection shows that this

does not necessarily follow. For example, the news

that one didn't win the state lottery (tp) is probably

not as upsetting as learning that one's monthly pay

check has been canceled (xp). But losing the lottery

and receiving one's regular pay on time (tp A ->xp) may

well be inferior to winning the lottery but losing one's

pay (-xpAxp). If we have additive independence (which

may be plausible in this example) and that the second

event is less likely than the first (not true in this case),

such situations cannot occur:

Proposition 4.4 : If tpyxp, {tp, xp) is additively in

dependent, and xp is less probable tp (i.e., Pr(xp) <

Pr(tp)), then tp A ->xp y -tp A xp.

5 Actions and Decisions

In the presentation of this paper we have ignored any

explicit discussion of actions and decision-making. In

principle, what one really wants to do is to consider a

family of probability distributions (parameterized by

possible actions). Preferential comparisons are usually

(but not invariably) of interest because they relate to

two or more possible courses of action one might take.

A good response to this concern is given by Jeffrey. As

he notes, it is usually possible to treat actions simply as

new propositions. Thus, we might have propositions!

uBy which we mean that, for any atom A over {tp, xp},

Pr(A\n) = Pr(A\^n) = Pr(A).

12An alternative but equivalent semantics considers stan

dard utilities of the form ±(l/e)*, then considers the limit

as e 0.
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symbols do-A, do-B, ... that are interpreted as true

if and only if the corresponding actions A, B, ... are

being performed. In this fashion, it can be argued, one

avoids the need for any special treatment of actions.

The decision between A and B reduces to deciding if

do-A >- do-B, and if we have a detailed domain theory

this may be resolvable within the current framework.

Furthermore, we are advocating that (where possible)

knowledge be used that is in the form of qualitative

assertions that constrain, but by itself does not fully

determine, probability distributions. Such qualitative

knowledge may be sufficiently robust that it applies to

all possible actions being considered.

However, these responses are incomplete. We believe

that the most important extension of the current paper

is to investigate the idea of merging the work in this

paper with a rich model of action. We believe that this

would not require any changes to the basic semantics

of preference and independence assertions that we are

proposing here. Nevertheless, there remain many de

tails that need to be investigated in order to make the

formalism more useful. For example, an approach that

might be integrated with the current work is the idea

of distinguishing between "controllable" and "uncon

trollable" propositions (for instance, as in [Bou94]).

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we have argued that independence con

cepts for utility and preference provides a category of

qualitative information that can be useful for decision

making. This is made more plausible by the analogy

with probabilistic independence. By combining Jef

frey's notion of conditional expected utility with def

initions from multi-attribute decision theory, we have

given formal definitions that allow independence con

cepts to be used in a very general fashion. Our results

show that these concepts can indeed be useful when

reasoning about preferences.

Despite these results, one of the conclusions we reach

is that the step from a numeric utility function to sim

ple qualitative information about utilities is a large

one. No single source or class of qualitative informa

tion seems to be that powerful in isolation. We suspect

that a strong qualitative decision theory will need to

take advantage of many diverse classes of information.

Knowledge about independence is one such class, and

should not be overlooked.
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Abstract

This paper introduces and investigates the

notion of qualitative equilibria, or stable so

cial laws, in the context of qualitative deci

sion making. Previous work in qualitative de

cision theory has used the maximin decision

criterion for modelling qualitative decision

making. When several decision-makers share

a common environment, a corresponding no

tion of equilibrium can be defined. This no

tion can be associated with the concept of

a stable social law. This paper initiates a

basic study of stable social laws; in particu

lar, it discusses the stability benefits one ob

tains from using social laws rather than sim

ple conventions, the existence of stable social

laws under various assumptions, the compu

tation of stable social laws, and the repre

sentation of stable social laws in a graph-

theoretic framework.

1 Introduction

General coordination mechanisms are essential tools

for efficient reasoning in multi-agent AI systems. Co

ordination mechanisms are a major issue of study in

the fields of mathematical economics and game the

ory as well. Much work in these fields concentrates

on the notion of an equilibrium. An equilibrium is

a joint behavior of agents, where it is irrational for

each agent to deviate from that behavior. The no

tion of an equilibrium discussed in the game theory

and mathematical economics literature refers to agents

which are expected utility maximizers. However, much

work in AI has been concerned with more qualita

tive forms of rational decision making. In particular,

work in AI has been concerned with agents which at

tempt to maximize their worst case payoff. Although,

at first, this behavior may look questionable from a

decision-theoretic perspective, it is known to capture

the behavior of risk-averse agents (Luce & Raiffa 1957;

Dubois & Prade 1995; Brafman & Tennenholtz 1996),

and it is appropriate in the context of qualitative

decision theory (Boutilier 1994; Tan & Pearl 1994;

Dubois & Prade 1995; Darwiche & Goldszmidt 1994).

Moreover, in (Brafman & Tennenholtz 1996) Brafman

and Tennenholtz have shown general conditions under

which an agent can be viewed as if it were a maximin

agent (i.e., an agent which maximizes its worst case

payoff). However, the corresponding notion of equi

librium has not yet been investigated. In this paper

we introduce this notion and investigate its properties.

The concept of qualitative equilibrium for risk-averse

agents turns out to coincide with the notion of a sta

ble social law, to be introduced later in this paper. For

ease of exposition we introduce the notion of a stable

social law in a self-contained fashion, as an extension

to previous work on artificial social systems.

Some work on multi-agent systems assumes that

agents are controlled by a single entity which dictates

their behavior at each point in time, while some other

work is concerned with decentralized systems where no

global controller exists. A significant part of the theory

developed for decentralized multi-agent systems (Bond

& Gasser 1988; Demazeau & Muller 1990) deals with

conflict resolution in multi-agent encounters. The ba

sic theme of work on this subject is that in decentral

ized systems agents will reach states of conflict and

appropriate negotiation mechanisms would be needed

in order to resolve these conflicts. The result of the

negotiation process is a deal that the agents will fol

low. Work in AI has been mostly concerned with

agents that conform to agreed-upon deals. Agents

may not follow irrational negotiation protocols, but

will conform to deals obtained by following rational ne

gotiation protocols (Kraus & Wilkenfeld 1991; Zlotkin

& Rosenschein 1993; Durfee, Lee, & Gmytrasiewicz

1993). 1 This differs from work in game-theory (Owen

1982; Fudenberg & Tirole 1991) where a joint strat

egy is considered unstable (and therefore unsatisfac

tory from a design perspective) if an agent has a ratio-

'See (Sandholm & Lesser 1995) for a detailed discussion

of this point.
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nal incentive to deviate from it. The Artificial Social

Systems approach (e.g., (Moses fe Tennenholtz 1990;

Shoham & Tennenholtz 1995)) exposes a spectrum be

tween a totally centralized approach and a totally de

centralized approach to coordination. The basic idea

of the Artificial Social Systems approach is to add a

mechanism, called a social law, that will minimize the

need for both centralized control and on-line resolution

of conflicts. In a mobile robots setting, for example,

such a social law may consist of various traffic con

straints (Shoham & Tennenholtz 1992). More gener

ally, a social law is a set of restrictions on the agents'

activities which allow them enough freedom on one

hand, but at the same time constrain them so that

they will not interfere with each other. In particular,

a social law makes certain conflicts unreachable, and

as a result improves the system efficiency. Notice that

mechanisms for conflict resolution can serve as part of

the social law; they will be used in situations where

conflicts can't be prevented in advance.

The motivation for the theory of artificial social sys

tems has been the design of artificial multi-agent sys

tems, and as such it assumes that the agents will obey

the law supplied by the designer. However, if each

agent is designed by a different designer then some laws

might be considered irrational. Therefore, at the cur

rent stage, the artificial social systems approach and

approaches to conflict resolution are somewhat com

plementary; the resolution of conflicts in multi-agent

encounters is part of a more general theory of social

laws, but the theory of artificial social systems has

neglected the stability of social laws in multi-agent en

counters. In this paper we wish to bridge part of the

gap between the theory of artificial social systems and

the theory of conflict resolution in multi-agent encoun

ters, by considering stable social laws for multi-agent

encounters. A social law for a multi-agent encounter

is a restriction of the set of available actions (in the

encounter) to a set of socially allowed actions. Stable

social laws make deviation from them irrational. No

tice that a convention is a particular type of a social

law; a convention determines a particular joint action

for the agents to follow (e.g., keep the right of the

road), while a social law allows several such actions

and prohibits others. As it turns out, this distinction

is quite important and useful in the non-bayesian con

text frequently adopted in AI.

We will discuss social laws for multi-agent encoun

ters using a game-theoretic framework which is tai

lored for assumptions made in the AI literature, and

especially in recent work on qualitative decision mak

ing. In particular, we will assume that the agents are

risk-averse agents, which use the maximin decision cri

terion. More specifically, given a set of possible be

haviors of the other agents, the aim of an agent is to

optimize its worst case outcome assuming the other

agents may follow any of these behaviors. This kind

of behavior is appropriate where there is some ordinal

relation on possible outcomes. In such situations all

that matters to agents is the order of payoffs and not

their exact value. The precise conditions under which

such modelling is an appropriate one are discussed in

(Brafman & Tennenholtz 1996). We will require that

a social law suggested for a particular encounter will

guarantee to the agents a certain payoff, and that it

will be stable; there should be no incentive to devi

ate from it assuming the agents are risk-averse agents.

Hence, a stable social law corresponds to a notion of

qualitative equilibrium for risk-averse agents.

We start by introducing our framework. In particular,

we define the notion of stable social laws. Having the

basic framework, we show that the set of multi-agent

encounters for which a stable convention exists is a

strict subset of the set of multi-agent encounters for

which there is an appropriate stable social law; how

ever, we show that there exists situations where no

stable social law exists. Then, we initiate a compu

tational study of stable social laws; we formulate the

corresponding computational problem and show that

the general problem of coming up with a stable social

law is intractable; in addition, we point to an inter

esting restriction on our framework under which the

synthesis of stable social laws is polynomial. We then

return back to the question of the existence of sta

ble social laws; we first show how this question can

be formulated in standard graph-theoretic terms, and

then expose a class of encounters where simple graph-

theoretic conditions imply the existence of stable social

laws. Sketch of proofs can be found in the appendix.

2 The Basic Framework

In this section we introduce our basic framework,

which is built upon a basic game-theoretic model.

2.1 The Basic Model

In general AI planning systems, agents are assumed

to perform conditional plans.2 A conditional plan is

a (perhaps partial) function from the local state of an

agent to action. Conditional plans can be treated as

protocols in distributed systems terms, or as strategies

in game-theoretic terms. In the sequel we will make

use of a game-theoretic model; therefore, we will adopt

the term strategy.

Multi-agent encounters can be represented as a game.

In this paper we will consider two-person games, where

two agents participate in an encounter. We will be

concerned with finite games where each agent has a

finite number of strategies. A joint strategy for the

agents consists of a pair of strategies, one for each

2Plans with complete information and other forms of

plans will be taken as restrictions on the general form of

plans considered in this paper; this point will not effect the

discussion or results presented in this paper.
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agent. Each joint strategy is associated with a cer

tain payoff for each of the agents, as determined by

their utility functions. The above-mentioned terms are

classical game-theoretic terms which capture general

multi-agent encounters.

Formally, we have:

Definition 2.1:

A game (or a multi-agent encounter) is a tuple

(N, S, T, Ui, U2), where N = {1, 2} is a set of agents,

5 and T are the sets of strategies available to agents

1 and 2 respectively, and U\ : S x T —► !R and

11% : S x T —» 5R are utility functions for agents 1

and 2 respectively.

One interesting point refers to the knowledge of the

agents about the structure of the game. In this work,

we assume that agents are familiar with the sets of

actions available to the different agents, but an agent

might be aware only of its own payoff function. Our

results are appropriate both for the case where the pay

off functions are common-knowledge among the agents

and for the case an agent knows only its individual

payoff function.

How should agents behave in a multi-agent encounter

prescribed by a given game? The system's designer

may wish to guarantee to the agents a particular pay

off. Methods of negotiation for guaranteeing partic

ular types of efficient behavior are discussed in the

Distributed AI literature. Most of this literature as

sumes that agents do not deviate from agreed-upon

joint strategies, although agents may adopt only ratio

nal negotiation protocols (Zlotkin &: Rosenschein 1993;

Kraus & Wilkenfeld 1991). On the other hand, work

in Game-Theory has been concerned with finding joint

strategies which will be stable against rational devi

ations, where rationality is associated with expected

utility maximization. We are interested in guaran

teeing efficient behavior for the agents; this behavior

should be stable against rational deviations; however,

the notion of rationality we adopt would be different

from expected utility maximization and would be in

the spirit of qualitative decision theory (Luce & Raiffa

1957; Dubois & Prade 1995; Brafman & Tennenholtz

1996). In this paper we borrow a most classical deci

sion criterion in order to model a rational decision by

the agent. Namely, we use the maximin decision cri

terion to be discussed below. The precise conditions

under which an agent can be viewed as if it uses this

decision criterion are discussed in (Brafman fc Tennen

holtz 1996). This modeling perspective becomes espe

cially appealing if an agent does not know the payoff

function of the other agent.

Definition 2.2 : Let 5< be the set of strategies

available to agent t, and let u, be the utility func

tion of agent i. Define ui(s, S2) — mint^s2ui(3} *) f°r

s € Si, and u2(Sl,s) = mtnte51u2(t, s) for s £ 52.

The maximin value for agent 1 (resp. 2) is defined by

max,£SiUi(s, S2) (resp. maxt£s3 ^(^li t)). A strat

egy of agent i leading to the corresponding maximin

value is called a maximin strategy for agent i.

In the sequel, we will assume the agents adopt the

maximin decision criterion (i.e., choose a maximin

strategy), although many of our results and observa

tions do hold for other qualitative decision criteria as

well.

2.2 Conventions and Social Laws

Given a game and a requirement that the agents will

be able to obtain a payoff of at least t, the designer

may supply the agents with an appropriate conven

tion: a joint strategy for which the utility for both

agents is greater than or equals to t. A convention is

a special case of a social law. A social law in a multi-

agent encounter is a restriction on the set of strategies

available to the agents; a convention will simply re

strict the behavior to a one particular joint strategy.

When selecting a social law the designer may wish to

select it in a way which allows each agent at least one

strategy which guarantees a payoff of at least t.

Definition 2.3: Given a game g = (N, S, T, Ui, U2)

and an efficiency parameter t, we define a useful social

law to be a restriction of S to S C S, and of T to

T C T, which satisfies that there exists 5 € S such

that Ui(sj f) > t, and that there exists kef such

that U2(S, k) > t. A (useful) convention is a (useful)

social law where |5| = |T| = 1.

In general, a useful social law is a restriction on each

agent's activities which enable each agent to act in

dividually and succeed reasonably well, as long as all

the agents conform to the law (see the discussion and

the general semantics in (Moses & Tennenholtz 1995;

Shoham &; Tennenholtz 1995)). At this point the idea

of using social laws for coordinating agents' activities

in a multi-agent encounter may seem a bit strange;

why should we care about social laws if every efficiency

degree which can be obtained by a social law can al

ready be obtained by an appropriate simple conven

tion? However, as we will see later, social laws can

serve as much more useful entities than simple con

ventions for agents participating in a multi-agent en

counter. We will elaborate on this point later.

3 Stable Social Laws

The concept of a social law which has been discussed in

previous work is a general and most powerful tool. In

this work we are concerned with social laws for multi-

agent encounters. Although that's a most popular set

ting for the study of the resolution of conflicts, up to

date the power of social laws has been illustrated in
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more complex settings (Shoham & Tennenholtz 1995;

1992). As we shall see, social laws may serve as useful

tools for multi-agent encounters as well.

Definition 3.1: Given a game g = {N, S, T, Ui, U2)

and an efficiency parameter q, a quasi-stable social law

is a useful social law (with respect to q) which re

stricts S to S and T to T, and satisfies the following:3

there is no s' _£ 5 — S which satisfies U\(s\T) >

§{Ui(s, T)}, and there is no t' G T - f which

satisfies U2(S,t') > mazt€3*{J72(5, t)}.

Hence, a quasi-stable social law will make a deviation

from the social law irrational as long as the other agent

obeys the law. However, the above definition of sta

bility may not be satisfactory in our context. In a

multi-agent encounter an agent has a specific goal to

obtain, and there is no reason to assume an agent will

execute a strategy which yields to it a payoff which is

lower than the payoff guaranteed to it by another strat

egy, assuming the other agent obeys the law. Putting

it in other terms, given that we talk about a specific

encounter with specific goals, there is no reason to in

clude in the set of allowed strategies a strategy which

is dominated by another strategy in that set. This

requirement is consistent with models of stable so

cial situations discussed in the game theory literature

(Greenberg 1990).

Formally, we have:

Definition 3.2: A quasi-stable social law is a stable

social law if the payoff guaranteed to each of the agents

is independent of the strategy (conforming to the law)

it selects, as long as the other agent conforms to the

social law (i.e., selects strategies allowed by the law).

Notice that a stable social law is the equilibrium con

cept which one may wish to associate with the moi-

imin decision criterion. Hence, our study of stable

social laws can be interpreted as a basic study of equi

libria in the context of qualitative decision making.

In the rest of this paper we discuss stable social laws.

Given a multi-agent encounter, a stable social law will

guarantee to the agents a particular payoff, similarly

to the way a particular payoff can be guaranteed by a

simple convention. As it turns out however, the differ

ence between social laws and conventions stems from

the fact that social laws may be more stable than con

ventions in multi-agent encounters. This will be the

topic of the following section.

3 Our definition is in the spirit of classical game-theory;

we require that deviation by one agent will be irrational

given that the other agent sticks to the suggested behavior.

4 Social Laws vs. Conventions

Having a definition of stable social laws, one may ask:

what are these laws good for? If we wish to guarantee

a certain payoff for the agents, why can't we look for

stable conventions, i.e., select a joint strategy from

which a deviation would be irrational, assuming such

a strategy exists?

The answer is supplied by the following result:

Theorem 4.1: There exists games for which there

are no stable conventions, but where appropriate stable

social laws do exist.

The above theorem reveals a new contribution of the

theory of social laws: restricting the activities of the

agents to a set of allowed actions rather than to a

particular action is useful even in simple multi-agent

encounters. This is due to the fact that social laws

may be more stable than simple conventions. The in

tuition behind the above result is as follows. Although

different strategies may lead to similar payoffs, differ

ent strategies may block different deviations by the

agents. Therefore, the fact that the agent's behavior

is only partially defined may improve the system effi

ciency. Assume for example that there are two agents,

each of which can invest its money using four options,

A, B, C,or D. If they will invest only in options A and

B then they will get reasonable payoffs. However, if

they are told to invest in particular options, e.g., one

is told to invest in A and the other is told to invest

in B, then one of them may take this opportunity in

order to gain more on behalf of the other using op

tion C or D. But, if both C and D yield low payoffs

when they are applied against A or B (although not

against both of them), such deviation can be prevented

by telling each agent to choose (non-deterministically)

from among options A and B (i.e., by supplying the

social law: "don't use C and D" , rather than pointing

to particular investments). The reader may get addi

tional understanding of this situation by considering

the proof of Theorem 4.1.

We have shown that social laws are more stable than

conventions. We can also show:

Theorem 4.2: There exist games for which no stable

social laws exist (for any efficiency parameter).

Hence, stable social laws are powerful but do not al

ways exist. Given this observation, it may of interest

to supply a procedure for computing when a social law

exists. Naturally, in cases where a stable social law ex

ists it may be of interest to compute such a law. In

addition, it may be of interest to characterize condi

tions for the existence of stable social laws. These are

the topics of the following sections.
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5 Computing Stable Social Laws

In this section we take a look at the computation of

stable social laws. In order to do so, we first need to

decide on the representation of our input. We will use

the standard game-theoretic representation in which a

multi-agent encounter is represented by a game ma

trix.

The problem of computing a Stable Social Law (SSLP)

is defined as follows:

Definition 5.1 : The Stable Social Law Problem

[SSLP]:

Given a multi-agent encounter g, and an efficiency pa

rameter t, find a Stable Social Law which guarantees

to the agents a payoff which is greater than or equals

to t if such a law exists, and otherwise announce that

no such law exists.

Notice that if we restrict ourselves to simple conven

tions, the computational problem is easy; however, as

we have observed, conventions are not as useful as so

cial laws. As the following Theorem shows this does

not come without a cost. We are able to show:

Theorem 5.2: The SSLP is NP-complete.

The importance of the above theorem is twofold: first,

it supplies an initial result in the computational study

of stable social laws. Second, the proof of this result

teaches us about the structure of stable social laws.

Further understanding of this structure is obtained

in the following section, where we supply a graph-

theoretic representation of stable social laws.

Given the previous Theorem, it would be of interest

to identify general cases where the problem of coming

up with a stable social law (if such a law exists) is

tractable. One case which is of interest is when the

parties involved are of unequal power. One way of

capturing this fact is by assuming that one party has

much more strategies available to it than the other

party does. Formally, we say that an agent is logarith

mically bounded if the number of strategies available

to it is 0(log(n)) where n is the number of strategies

available to the other agent. In this case we can show:

Theorem 5.3: The SSLP when one of the agents is

logarithmically bounded is polynomial.

6 Graph-Theoretic Representations of

Stable Social Laws

We can learn about the structure of stable social laws

by studying the reduction in Theorem 5.2. More gen

erally, the study of a new equilibrium concept and of

its use can greatly benefit from representation theo

rems which show what does this concept mean in terms

of known concepts. In addition, in the context of this

particular work, such representation theorems can sup

ply conditions for the existence of stable social laws.

The reduction used in the proof of Theorem 5.2 shows

that a special case of the problem of finding a sta

ble social law is isomorphic to a well-known problem.

This has been useful for proving the above-mentioned

result. However, it would be of interest to character

ize the general Stable Social Laws concept by means

of well-known terminology. In particular, in this sec

tion we make use of graph-theoretic terms in order to

characterize the stable social law concept.

We will make use of the following standard terms:

Definition 6.1: Let G = (V, E) be a graph, where

V is a set of nodes, and E C V2 is a set of edges.

G is undirected if, for all v\,v2 £ V, (vi,^) £ E iff

(f2i"i) £ E, and is directed otherwise. A set V C

V is an independent set if there are no v',v" £ V

which satisfy [v',v") £ E. A set V C V is a clique

if {v',v") £ E for all v',v" £ V. A node v £ V is

non-isolated relative to V C V if there is a vertex

v' £ V such that (v,v') EE. A set V C V is a

dominating set if for each node v' € V — V there is a

node v" £ V such that (v',v" ) £ E. A node v £ V

is a sink if there is no v' such that (v,v') £ E. The

graph G is k-colorable if we can color the nodes of the

graph with k colors in a way that (v,v') £ E implies

that v and v' have different colors.

We would now like to make a connection between

the above-mentioned graph-theoretic terms and our

notion of a stable social law. In the sequel we will

be concerned with games where the sets of strate

gies, 5, available to the agents are identical. We will

also assume the game is symmetric in the sense that

Ui(s,t) — U2(t,s) (i.e., the outcome of the agents is

independent of their names). We will be interested in

social laws that are fair, in the sense that if a strategy

is prohibited for one agent then it is prohibited for all

agents. For ease of exposition we will be concerned

with social laws guaranteeing the value t and no more

than t.

Definition 6.2: Given a game g and an efficiency

parameter t, let Gi = (V,Ei),G2 = {V,E2),G3 =

(V, E3) be directed graphs where V is associated with

the set of strategies 5, and Ei is defined as follows:

(s, q) £ Ex iff Ui{; q) > t; (s, q) £ E2 iff U^s, q) = t;

(s,q)eE3iSU1(s,q)<t

Given the above-mentioned graphs which are built

based on the game g and the efficiency parameter t,

we can show the connection between stable social laws

and standard graph-theoretic concepts:

Theorem 6.3: Given a game g and an efficiency pa

rameter t, the corresponding graphs G\, G2, G3 satisfy

the following: a stable social law for g exists iff there
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is a subset V of the nodes of the related graphs, such

that V is a clique in G\, a dominating set in G3, and

all nodes in V are non-isolated, relative to V , in G^.

The above theorem supplies an additional graph-

theoretic understanding of the notion of stable social

laws. A further look at such representations enables us

to prove additional general existence theorems for sta

ble social laws. One interesting general type of multi-

agent encounters refers to games which are a combi

nation of pure coordination and zero-sum games. The

importance of such type of games is obvious; they allow

agents either to agree and obtain "reasonable payoff"

or to "fight" for "high payoff" taking the risk of ob

taining "low payoff". These basic games are formally

defined as follows:

Definition 6.4: Assuming w.l.o.g that the efficiency

parameter t equals 0, a symmetric game g is a mixed

coordination- competition game, if the utility functions

satisfy:

1. Ui(s, s) = 0 for every s € S.

2. Ux(s, q) > 0 iff U^q, s) < 0 for every s, q € 5.

An interesting point about mixed coordination-

competition games is that they can be represented by a

single graph, G, which is defined as follows: the nodes

of G — (V,E) corresponds to the different strategieSj

and the set of edges E is defined as follows: (s, t) € E

iff U\(s,t) < 0. Given this graph structure, we can

prove the existence of stable social laws for an inter

esting class of encounters:

Theorem 6.5 : Given a mixed coordination-

competition game g, if the corresponding graph G has a

sink or is 2-colorable then an appropriate stable social

law exists.

7 Discussion

In this work we have introduced a theory of sta

ble social laws, or qualitative equilibria, for risk-

averse agents. Our work bridges some of the gap

between work on Artificial Social Systems and work

on conflict resolution in Game Theory and AI. Social

laws have been shown to be a basic and useful tool

for the coordination of multi-agent systems (Moses

& Tennenholtz 1990; Shoham & Tennenholtz 1995;

Briggs k Cook 1995; Minsky 1991). However, the

stability of social laws in a system of rational agents

has been neglected so far. This work extends previous

work on social laws for artificial agent societies by con

sidering stable social laws for multi-agent encounters.

Two major lines of research related to our work are

work in the field of Game Theory and work in the field

of Distributed Artificial Intelligence [DAI]. Related

work on rational deals and negotiations in DAI (e.g.,

(Rosenschein & Genesereth 1985; Zlotkin k. Rosen-

schein 1993; Kraus & Wilkenfeld 1991)) have adopted

a game-theoretic perspective. A very interesting prop

erty of this work is that it considers deals among ra

tional agents who will not deviate from agreed-upon

deals.4 In difference to this assumption, our work is

concerned with agents who will deviate from agreed-

upon deals if they have a rational incentive to do so.

Much work in Game Theory has been concerned

with devising rational conventions for a group of ra

tional agents; a rational agent may deviate from a

prescribed joint strategy if this deviation will im

prove its own situation. More specifically, much work

in Game Theory (Luce & Raiffa 1957; Owen 1982;

Fudenberg &: Tirole 1991) has been devoted to the

study of equilibrium in games; an equilibrium will have

the property that there is no rational incentive for an

agent to deviate from the equilibrium as long as other

agents stick to it. The notion of an equilibrium has

been adopted to the AI and DAI literature in various

settings (e.g., (Wellman 1993)), as part of a general

and important attempt to introduce social and orga

nizational metaphors into the AI context (Simon 1981;

Fox 1981; Malone 1987; Durfee, Lesser, & Corkill 1987;

Doyle 1983; Davis & Smith 1983; Jennings 1995;

Ishida, m. Yokoo, & Gasser 1990; Cohen &: Levesque

1991; Gasser 1993). A central notion in this regard

is the notion of a rational agent adopted from the de

cision/game theory literature. Most work in Game-

Theory has associated the notion of a rational agent

with the notion of expected utility maximization. This

is not however the usual way a rational agent is

viewed in the AI literature, such as in work on con

ditional planning (Warren 1976; Peot & Smith 1992;

Etzioni et al. 1992; Genesereth & Nourbakhsh 1993;

Safra & Tennenholtz 1994).

Using a Game-Theoretic terminology, in this work

we developed an equilibrium theory for risk-averse

agents (Luce & Raiffa 1957; Dubois & Prade 1995;

Brafman & Tennenholtz 1996). It turns out that the

notion of stable social laws is a powerful tool in this

regard. Consider general multi-agent encounters, the

notion of social law seems to serve as a useful mech

anism for obtaining stable situations for risk-averse

agents, similarly to the way mixed strategies serve as

useful tools for expected utility maximizers. Our the

ory and results can therefore be interpreted both as

an extension to the theory of Social Laws presented in

the AI literature, as well as a contribution to the foun

dations of discrete/qualitative Decision/Game Theory.

We hope it can lead to further cross-fertilization be

tween these fields.

4 This is not to say that other assumptions are not

treated by the DAI literature; see for example (Sandholm

& Lesser 1995).
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Appendix: Sketch of Proofs

Proof of Theorem 4.1 (sketch):

The proof follows by considering the following game:

agent 2

agent 1 A B C D

A (1,1) (1,1) (2,0) (0,2)

B 1,1 (1,1) (0,2) (2,0)

C (2,0 (0,2) (0.5,0.5) (0.75,0.25)

D (0,2) (2,0 (0.25,0.75) (0.5,0.5)

Assume the designer wishes to guarantee the payoff 1.

The fact that no stable convention exists follows by

case analysis. On the other hand, if we restrict both

agents to perform actions taken from {A, B} then a

payoff of 1 is guaranteed for both of the agents and no

deviation is rational. I

Proof of Theorem 4.2 (sketch):

The proof follows by considering the following game:

agent 2

agent 1 A B

A (2.5,1) 1.5,3)

B (2,2) 4,0.5)

A case analysis shows that no stable social law exists

in the above-mentioned game.

I

Proof of Theorem 5.2 (sketch):

The proof that the problem is in NP is straightforward.

The proof the problem is NP-hard is by resuction from

3-SAT (Garey k Johnson 1979). Given a 3-CNF for

mula ip we generate a game g, for which a stable social

law exists if and only if <p is satisfiable. We take the

efficiency parameter t to be equal to 0, and let t' be a

positive real number.

With clause number i in ip we associate the strategies

cj, cj and di ; each Cik is associated with a differ

ent truth assignment to clause i (there are seven such

assignments), and d, is an additional distinguished

strategy which is associated with that clause. The set

of strategies for each player in the game g is the union

of all strategies which are associated with the different

clauses in ip.

We take g to be a symmetric game, and specify the

utility function of agent 1:

1. Ux{di,dj) = -t' for all

2. r/i(c',cj) = 0 iff ck and c' correspond to consis

tent assignments.

3. U\(ck,clj) — —t' iff c* and clj correspond to incon

sistent assignments.

4. Ui(di, ck) = t' for all i ^ j and every k.

5. Ui(cj,cL.) = —t' for all i ^ j and every k.

6. Pi(di,eJ) = —t' for every i and every k.

7. Ui(ck,di) = t' for every i and every k.

Now, consider a truth assignment T which satisfies ip.

We can define a social law which leaves each agent only

with the strategies which their corresponding assign

ments are as determined by T (and with no strategy of

the form di). It is easy to see that we get a stable social

law; the social law guarantees a payoff of 0 since the

agents are left only with "consistent strategies", and

deviations are irrational since there is a representative

strategy of the form ck for each clause.

If there exists a stable social law then it can not leave

the agents with strategies of the form di, and must

leave each agent with exactly one strategy for each

clause (since otherwise a deviation to some dj would

become rational, or the agents may execute "incon

sistent strategies"); these strategies need to be consis

tent (with respect to their corresponding assignments);

hence, by combining the allowed strategies (i.e., their

corresponding truth assignments) into a satisfying as

signment, the other direction follows as well.

I

Proof of Theorem 5.3 (sketch):

W.l.o.g let agent 1 be the logarithmically bounded

agent. We can efficiently enumerate the set of pos

sible restrictions on its strategies since there are only

polynomially many such possibilities. For each such

restriction r, let us denote the set of non-prohibited

strategies by 5j(r). Given 5i(r) we can gather the set

of strategies of the other agent (i.e., agent 2) which

guarantee a payoff greater than or equals to t for agent

2 and exclude from them the ones that are dominated

by other strategies of that agent (2). Let us denote this

set of strategies by 52 (r). Now, if there are strategies

in Si(r) that are better than other strategies in Si(r)

or if there exists a strategy in Si(r) which does not

guarantee a payoff of t (given the previously generated

set of strategies for agent 2) then we should move and

try a new restriction r' on the strategies of agent 1.

If that's not the case then we need to check whether

there is a strategy for one of the agents which is not in

cluded in Si(r) and S2(r) respectively, and may yield

a better payoff for the respective agent than what is

guaranteed under Si(r) and S^7")- If there is such a

deviation then we should try another r' (if exists) and

otherwise we should stop (an appropriate law has been

found).

The above procedure exhausts in a systematic man
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nei all possible stable social laws since each possible

restriction on the behavior of agent 1 is checked, and

for each such restriction the most general restriction

on the second agent's behavior which still may be pos

sible is generated. Checking stability of a given set of

restrictions is polynomial, and the above enumeration

procedure is polynomial as well.

I

Proof of Theorem 6.3 (sketch):

Assume that V satisfying the above properties exists;

one can easily check that by prohibiting all strategies

in V — V we get a stable social law. The efficiency

is guaranteed by the requirement from G\, and the

fact that no deviation is rational is guaranteed by the

requirement from G3. The fact that no allowed action

can be ignored is guaranteed by the requirement from

G2.

If there exists a stable social law then a payoff greater

than or equals to t should be guaranteed regardless

of the (allowed) actions selected; this implies that the

nodes associated with the allowed actions constitute a

clique in G\. Similarly, since no deviation is rational

these nodes should correspond to a dominating set in

G3. In addition, since there is no reason to consider

behaviors which are inferior to others in a stable so

cial law we get that no node which corresponds to an

allowed strategy would be isolated in G2.

I

Proof of Theorem 6.5 (sketch):

If there is a sink in the graph then we can choose

the corresponding strategy as a convention (i.e., both

agents will be required to play only the corresponding

strategy). Otherwise, if the graph is 2-colorable then

we can color the graph by red and blue and prohibit

all (and only) red strategies (for both agents). Clearly,

two blue strategies will yield the desired payoff since

the graph is 2-colorable. No deviation to red strategy

is rational since the graph has no sinks and neighbors

of a red strategy should be blue (i.e., a deviation may

result in a negative payoff).

I
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Abstract

Reasoning often involves deliberations in differ

ent perspectives. Distinct perspectives or views

support knowledge acquisition and representation

suitable for different types of inference in the

same discourse. In decision analysis, for instance,

state transition diagrams, influence diagrams, and

decision trees provide alternative perspectives to

the same decision problem; the different frame

works are best suited for different stages of

decision modeling, evaluation, and analysis. This

paper presents a new methodology for decision

making over time and under uncertainty. We iden

tify a formal basis that supports representation

and reasoning from different perspectives. We ad

dress how to integrate information from various

prospects. We propose how to incrementally ex

tend the reasoning ontology. We also discuss the

practical potential of the proposed paradigm.

1 INTRODUCTION

Dynamic decision making concerns problems in which

time and uncertainty are explicitly considered. For exam

ple, a common medical decision is to choose an optimal

course of treatment for a patient whose conditions may

vary over time; a common financial investment decision is

to determine an optimal portfolio with respect to fluctuat

ing market factors over time.

Research in control theory, operations research, decision

analysis, artificial intelligence (AI), and other disciplines

has led to various techniques for formulating, solving, and

analyzing dynamic decision problems. These techniques

include Markov decision processes (MDPs), dynamic deci

sion models such as dynamic influence diagrams (Tatman

and Shachter 1990), Markov cycle trees (Beck and

Pauker 1983), and stochastic trees (Hazen 1992), and plan

ning in AI. They adopt different assumptions, support

different ontologies, and have different strengths and

weaknesses.

Reasoning about dynamic decision problems often in

volves integrating information from different perspectives

or viewpoints. For instance, at one stage of problem delib

eration, it might be essential to consider the possible

physiological states that a patient would go through; at an

other stage, it would be illuminating to estimate the

uncertain effects of a treatment that would lead to different

physiological states.

One major difficulty of decision modeling is to fit the com

plex decision factors into simple, parameterized models.

Many assumptions and constraints are implicit in the re

sulting models. The limited decision vocabulary

contributes toward solution efficiency, but obscures model

transparency. Moreover, all of the existing frameworks sup

port single perspective reasoning; the decision models

conform to the fixed vocabulary or graphical presentation

convention of the chosen framework. For instance, states of

the world are represented as state nodes in a Markov state

transition diagram, as combinations of outcome values of

the chance nodes in a dynamic influence diagram, or as

branches of the Markov nodes in a Markov cycle tree.

We introduce a general dynamic decision modeling para

digm that supports multiple perspective reasoning and

incremental language extension. Multiple perspective rea

soning allows the modeler to visualize and examine the

same information in different ways; it facilitates effective

formulation and analysis of dynamic decision problems.

Incremental language extension enables the framework to

be customized through the use of translators; the scope of

the dynamic decision problems addressed can therefore be

gradually expanded.

This paper illustrates a language design, called DynaMoL

(Dynamic decision Modeling Language), and a prototype

architecture that adopt the proposed paradigm. We demon

strate the practical promise of the system via a brief

description of a comprehensive case study in medicine. We

address how to integrate and organize information from
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different perspectives. We also examine how to extend the

framework and discuss some future research issues.

2 DESIGN MOTIVATION

The DynaMoL design is motivated by an in-depth analysis

of existing frameworks (Leong 1993). An effective lan

guage for dynamic decision making should provide

representational and inferential support for the different

tasks involved, while balancing the trade-offbetween mod

el transparency and solution efficiency. In particular, such a

language should satisfy the following desiderata:

First, the decision ontology must address a wide range of

issues in typical dynamic decision problems. The language

components and their organization should be expressive,

succinct, and transparent.

Second, the language should have a formal theoretical basis

with simple and rigorous syntax and semantics. These

qualities would facilitate examining and analyzing the for

mal properties of the problem and its solutions.

Third, the language must support reasoning at multiple lev

els of abstraction, so that a user can deal mainly with the

relevant ontological concepts, instead of the specific math

ematical definitions.

Fourth, the language must support graphical visualization

of the decision factors and constraints in multiple perspec

tives and across different levels of abstraction.

Visualization in multiple perspectives reflects a common

pattern in human decision making.

Fifth, the language should be incrementally extensible. Ex

tensions involve incorporating additional language

constructs for new types ofdecision factors and constraints.

Modularity should be preserved through the translation

across multiple levels of abstraction and multiple perspec

tives of visualization.

Sixth, the language should be systematically adaptable.

Adaptation involves changes in the organization of the lan

guage constructs; it does not necessarily affect the

expressiveness of the language.

Finally, the language should support implementations that

can be put into practical use. A practical language is mod

ular, comprehensive, and explicit.

3 DESIGN APPROACH

To address the transparency-efficiency trade-off, the

DynaMoL design aims to separate the representation and

inference support for modeling and solving dynamic deci

sion problems. It incorporates the general idea of

programming language design: translating a high level lan

guage for modeling into an object language for execution.

The language has four major components: a dynamic deci

sion grammar, a graphical presentation convention, a

formal mathematical representation, and a translation con

vention. The decision grammar supports problem

formulation with multiple interfaces. The presentation con

vention, in the tradition of graphical decision models,

governs parameter visualization and specification in multi

ple perspectives. The mathematical representation, in terms

of a semi-Markov decision process (SMDP), provides a

concise formulation of the decision problem; it also admits

various solution methods. The translation convention es

tablishes correspondence among the different perspectives

and representations of the decision factors and constraints.

Figure 1 shows the dynamic decision modeling paradigm

adopted in the DynaMoL design.

 

Figure 1 : A new modeling paradigm.

Figure 2 shows the system architecture of a prototype im

plementation of DynaMoL. The system is implemented in

Common Lisp with the GARNET graphics package (Myers

et al. 1990). The graphical user interface allows interactive

model specification. The base-language defines the model

components. The translator contains the correspondence

rules among the model components and the SMDP. The

solver implements several solution methods for SMDPs.

I

Graphical Interface

i

Solver ^Translator — Base-Language

Figure 2: The prototype system architecture of DynaMoL.

The blocks indicate system components; the arrows

indicate information inflows.

4 DynaMoL: THE LANGUAGE

The syntax of the language is defined by the dynamic deci
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sion grammar and the graphical presentation convention.

The semantics is defined by the mathematical representa

tion of an SMDP and the translation that bridges the

grammar, the presentation, and the mathematical represen

tation of the decision factors and constraints. This section

summarizes the decision ontology and the features of the

language components.

4.1 BASIC DECISION ONTOLOGY

We adopt a knowledge formalization approach similar to

first-order predicate calculus (FOPC), as presented in (Gen-

esereth and Nilsson 1987). In DynaMoL, a

conceptualization of a decision situation includes the rele

vant decision parameters and the interrelationships among

them. Formally, a conceptualization consists of a universe

ofdiscourse, a functional basis set, and a relational basis

set. The universe of discourse is the set of decision param

eters about which knowledge is being expressed. Various

functions and relations can be denned among these param

eters. The functional basis set is the set of relevant

functions in the universe of discourse. The relational basis

set is the set of relevant relations in the universe of dis

course. Based on the conceptualization, we define the

expressions in DynaMoL in terms of the following compo

nents: basic concepts, variable concepts, functions,

relations, and constraints.

4.1.1 Basic Concepts

A basic concept is a description of the world, within the

universe of discourse, at a single point in time. There are

three types of basic concepts: events, actions, and states.

Event

An event is a partial description of the world at a single

point in time. It corresponds to a proposition or atomic sen

tence in FOPC. In particular, it describes an occurrence or a

lack ofoccurrence ofa phenomenon. Both "presence ofred

dots" and "absence of red dots" are events. In the clinical

context, an event represents either an occurrence or a lack

of a physical or physiological condition of one or more pa

tients, e.g., "stroke occurred" and "stroke did not occur."

Action

An action is a special type of events which involves an ac

tor. The actor can be the decision maker concerned, in

which the action is controlled; the actor can also be un

known and the action is subject to chance, in which case the

action is embedded. In a clinical decision situation, relevant

actions include different tests and treatments, and their

combinations, e.g., "surgery performed" and "surgery not

performed." The effects of an action are expressed in terms

of events, e.g., a complication of the action "surgery" is the

event "presence of excessive bleeding."

State

A state is a complete description of the world at a single

point in time. The state description comprises a set of

events or proposition as defined above. For instance, the

state WELL in a typical clinical decision problem is defined

in terms of the events: {status = alive, disease-X = ab

sence, disease-Y = absence, ... }. Every state has an

associated value, indicating the desirability of being in that

state.

4.1.2 Variable Concepts

A variable concept corresponds to a random variable in

probability theory. It represents the uncertainty on centain

aspects of the world, as described by the basic concepts, at

a single time point. We only consider discrete variables in

this work.

Chance Variable

A chance variable corresponds to a chance node in a deci

sion model. It has several possible outcomes or values; the

outcomes can be events or states. Each possible outcome

occurs only by chance and cannot be explicitly chosen.

There are three types of chance variables: event variables,

state attribute variables, and state variables.

a) Event Variable

The outcomes of an event variable are events. An event

variable usually represents a possible consequence of an

action. In particular, it can capture an observable or unob-

servable phenomenon that directly or indirectly describes

the states.

b) State Attribute Variable

A state attribute variable is a special kind of event vari

ables; it represents a characteristic or property directly

relevant to describing the states. The outcomes ofa state at

tribute variable are events. Given a set of such variables, a

state is usually defined in terms of the Cartesian product of

their outcomes. Some heuristics, however, may be used to

reduce the number of the resulting states. For example, in a

typical clinical decision problem, any outcome combina

tions with the outcome "dead" for the state attribute

variable status will result in the DEAD state.

c) State Variable

A state variable represents the uncertainty about the actual

state that the world is in at a single point in time. It corre

sponds to a state space in an SMDP and a state variable

node in a dynamic influence diagram at that time point. All

the outcomes of a state variable are states.

Action Variable

An action variable denotes a decision or choice point at a

single point in time; it corresponds to part or all of the ac
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tion space in an SMDP or a decision node in a dynamic

influence diagram at that time point or decision stage. An

action variable has several possible alternatives, which are

actions. Any alternative action can be explicitly controlled

or chosen as the decision.

Function Variable

Afunction variable denotes the value function or desirabil

ity measure structure at a single time point. It corresponds

to a value node in a dynamic influence diagram at that time

point or decision stage. Each outcome of the function vari

able is a number, a table, or a function representing the

value or desirability of a state given an action. In other

words, the outcomes of the variable are determined by

functional combination of the outcomes of a state variable

and those of an action variable.

4.1.3 Functions

The basicfunctions defined over the concepts and the rela

tions are probability functions and value functions.

Probability Function

A probabilityfunction is either a probability mass function

(PMF) or a cumulative distribution function (CDF).

Value Function

A valuefunction measures the desirability ofa state. It may

have different dimensions, e.g., monetary cost and life ex

pectancy, and is usually conditional on an action.

4.1.4 Relations

The basic relations among the concepts are probabilistic

dependences and temporal dependences.

Probabilistic Dependences

A probabilistic dependence relation between two concepts

corresponds to the conditional dependence notion in prob

ability theory. Such a relation indicates that a concept is

conditionally dependent on another. The direction of a

probabilistic dependence relation reflects the definition of

the underlying conditional dependence; it has no temporal

implication.

Temporal Dependences

A temporal dependence relation between two concepts in

dicates that one temporally precedes another; it has no

causal implication.

4.1.5 Constraints

The constraints are meta-level descriptive or prescriptive

conditions imposed on the concepts, the relations, and the

functions as defined above. They correspond to the logical

sentences and quantification sentences in FOPC. Some ex

amples are the applicability of actions with respect to the

states or time or both, and the validity of states and events

with respect to each other or time or both.

4.2 DYNAMIC DECISION GRAMMAR

The complete dynamic decision grammar for DynaMoL is

documented in (Leong 1994); it contains the following

components:

• A finite set of names of constructs;

• A finite set of productions, each associated with a

construct.

The structure of a construct can be specified in terms of

"aggregate" productions, i.e., the constructs have speci

mens comprising a fixed number of components, "choice"

productions, "list" productions, etc.

The DynaMoL grammar is an abstract grammar, it allows

the decision ontology to be extended incrementally and im

plemented in multiple ways. The grammar defines the

structure of a dynamic decision model in terms of its com

ponents; the structures of these components are recursively

defined in a similar manner. There can be many ways to

manipulate such information. In other words, the abstract

grammar can support different interface implementations.

Moreover, the grammar can be extended by defining appro

priate translators for the new constructs.

4.3 GRAPHICAL PRESENTATION

The presentation convention in DynaMoL prescribes how

the decision factors and constraints in the grammar are dis

played; it determines how the same information can be

visualized in multiple perspectives. The current convention

includes two established graphical representations. Addi

tional perspectives such as partial decision tree view,

information flow view, and two-dimensional Cartesian

plots, can also be incorporated in future.

4.3.1 Transition View

The transition view corresponds directly to the Markov

state transition diagram. Given an action, the transition

view depicts the possible state transitions. As shown in Fig

ure 3, the nodes denote the states, and the arcs the possible

transitions given the action.

A ► c

Figure 3: A transition view for an action.
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4.3.2 Influence View

Given an action, the influence view depicts the possible

event variables that affect the transitions from one state to

another. The event variables correspond to the chance

nodes in an influence diagram; the influence view, there

fore, is analogous to a slice of a dynamic influence

diagram, including all the chance nodes relevant to a spe

cific decision stage. Figure 4 shows an example influence

view for an action. The index "n" indicates the relevant de

cision stage. The nodes depict the possible event variables

that affect the state transitions, and the links the probabilis

tic dependences. The states are captured as outcomes or

values of the state variables.

 

Figure 4: An influence view for an action.

4.4 MATHEMATICAL REPRESENTATION

The central idea for supporting multiple perspective rea

soning is to establish a common basis among the different

views or aspects of a decision situation. In DynaMoL, the

theoretical basis of a dynamic decision model is an SMDP.

Briefly, an SMDP is a mathematical model of a sequential

decision process. An SMDP has the following basic compo

nents: a time index set T, an action spaced, a state space S,

a set ofone-step transition functions with PMFs q\"\.) and

CDFs q\"\.), and a set of value functions vjo)(.), where

i, j e S, a e A . The stochastic nature of the transitions are

reflected in both the destination of the transition and the

time lapsed before the transition, both governed by the one-

step transition functions. An MDP is an SMDP with constant

inter-transition times at one time unit.

A solution ofan SMDP is an optimalpolicy; it is a guideline

for choosing the optimal actions over the decision horizon,

for all possible evolutions of the states, that maximize the

expected value or reward. Many solution methods are avail

able for SMDPs.

4.5 TRANSLATION CONVENTION

Two types of translation are involved in co-ordinating mul

tiple perspective reasoning in DynaMoL: inter-level

translation and inter-perspective translation.

In inter-level translation, a model specified in the dynamic

decision grammar is translated into an SMDP. The model

may involve more constructs than those defining an SMDP.

A set of translators or correspondence rules are employed

to establish the proper correspondence. The general idea is

to map a construct or a set of constructs in the grammar to

an entity or relation in the mathematical representation.

Inter-perspective translation, on the other hand, establishes

correspondence among the different representational for

mats. Since the same information is involved, inter-level

translation can be defined in terms of any covering set of

representation constructs among the different perspectives.

Figure 5 illustrates the idea ofinter-perspective translation.

 

Figure 5: Translation by mapping. An arrow indicates a

translator or correspondence rule.

5 A DYNAMIC DECISION MODEL

A dynamic decision model in DynaMoL is a well-formed

or complete model when it corresponds to a well-formed

SMDP with an evaluation or optimality criterion. Some

model constructs directly correspond to the underlying

mathematical definitions, others need to be translated. The

default optimality criterion is finite-horizon discounted to

tal expected value.

Definition: (Dynamic Decision Model) A dynamic deci

sion model M in DynaMoL is an 8-tuple

( T, A, S, E, ClE, E, c,, K, T) together with an optimality

criterion, where:

• The decision horizon T = {0, 1, 2, 3, ... } denotes the

time frame for the decision problem;

• The action space A = {a,,a2, ....a^i} denotes the set

of alternative actions to be considered;

• The state space S = {s ,, s2, ■ • ., Ji* } denotes the set of

states or conditions that would affect the value func

tions. The states are defined in terms of a set of state

attribute variables;

• For each action a e A , its action-specific event variable

space Ea = {e,, e2, C|£j} denotes the set of event or

chance variables that constitute its effects. The event
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variable space E = \Ja eAEa denotes the set of all

event variables for all the actions;

Each event variable e has an associated event or out

come space (le = {<»,, co2, •••.<»*};*£ 1 . which

denotes the set of possible outcomes for e. The action-

specific event space ClE and the overall event space

CiE are similarly defined;

Conditional on each action, a set of possible transitions

E = (4(a, t) | i,j € S, a e A, t e T) is defined

among the states;

A transition relation ^c^xjxjx T between any two

states i, j eS, given an action a e A at time / € T , de

notes the accessibility ofj from i given a at t. The nature

of this accessibility is characterized by a one-step tran

sition function with PMF q\"\.) and CDF Q(°\.) as

defined for an SMDP;

Conditional on each action, a set ofprobabilistic influ

ences *F = { y(a, x, y, t) \a e A, x, y e Ea, t e T } is

defined among the event variables;

A probabilistic influence relation y cA x Eax Eax T

between any two event variables x,yeEa, given an ac

tion a e A at time leT, reflects the probabilistic

dependences, conditional on the action, among the out

comes of the two event variables at time t;

Conditional on each action, and with respect to the eval

uation criterion, a set of value functions

S = (m) /' e S; a e A, m = 0, 1, 2, ... are defined

for the states;

• A value function v:<4xSxX-><R determines the ob

jective value achievable in state i e S over time

duration m e X , conditional on action a e A;

• Definitions of the above components can be subjected

to a set of general or domain-specific constraints

K = {k I kc (iufijUHufu;}"; n>2) , where

k is a constraint which may establish, among other

things, the valid conditions of and the logical relation

ships among the actions, states, events, and their

associated relations; and

• T is the set of translators, i.e., the set of correspon

dence rules or functions that establish equivalence

relations among the language constructs.

To illustrate the language components and the modeling

and solution processes in the DynaMoL framework, we

briefly describe a case study in medicine.

6 A CASE STUDY

Atrial fibrillation (AF) is a kind ofcardiac arrhythmia or ab

normal heartbeat. It has two major undesirable side-effects:

hemodynamic deterioration and embolization. AF can oc

cur in paroxysms, i.e., sudden, periodic episodes. Both the

frequency and the length of the AF episodes may increase

with time; constant fibrillation often develops eventually.

AF management involves using antiarrhythmic agents to

control heart rates and to restore normal sinus rhythm. Be

cause of the risk of embolization, anticoagulants such as

warfarin and aspirin are often used to prevent blood clot

formation in the atria. The treatments, however, have corre

sponding undesirable side-effects. In particular, a common

antiarrhythmic agent, Quinidine, increases the risk of sud

den death; an anticoagulant may cause excessive bleeding,

which in turn may lead to strokes or death.

The case in question is based pn an actual clinical consult

at the Tufts-New England Medical Center in Boston, Mas

sachusetts. The patient is a 52 year old white male with a

history of paroxysmal AF. He has been on warfarin and on

Quinidine. The clinical decision problem is as follows:

Quinidine decreases the proportion of time that the patient

spends in AF. Does the decreased risk of embolic compli

cations justify the increased risk of sudden death?

We have assessed the effectiveness of DynaMoL for mod

eling and solving the dynamic decision problem with

respect to three criteria. First, we demonstrated how the rel

evant decision factors and constraints can be expressed in

the DynaMoL ontology. Second, we compared the solu

tions to the results of the actual clinical consult or the

clinical judgment ofdomain experts or both. Third, we con

ducted sensitivity analysis on the solutions to ensure

reasonable behavior of the parameters involved. The de

tailed discussion, data interpretation, and analysis are

documented in (Leong 1 994).

7 MODEL FORMULATION

In DynaMoL, we formulate a dynamic decision model via

interfaces that implements the dynamic decision grammar,

through multiple perspective visualization.

7.1 STRUCTURE SPECIFICATION

In the case study, the decision horizon T is 600 months or

50 years. The evaluation criterion for the decision problem

is life-adjusted quality expectancy (QALE).

The decision objective is to maximize the total expected

QALE of the patient by choosing the best alternative among
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four strategies: Start without any drug, with warfarin, with

Quinidine, or with both, and stop warfarin when necessary.

The action space A = { NoDrug, Quinidine } consists of

the two externally controlled actions for the strategies in

volved. The effects of warfarin are modeled as embedded

actions in the state descriptions.

The state space S denotes the set ofstates in which the con

trolled actions can take place. The states are denned in

terms of the following state attribute variables: Sinus

rhythm indicates heartbeat pattern. Cerebral vascular acci

dent indicates history of obstruction of blood flow to the

brain, which may result in a stroke or temporary weakness.

Warfarin eligibility affects the applicability ofthe action war

farin. Warfarin status reflects the status of the embedded

action warfarin.

Based on the state attribute variables, a total of20 states are

defined in the case study. For instance, a relevant state in

the case study is: AF-STR-WNE, which indicates that the pa

tient is in atrial fibrillation (AF), has a history of stroke

(STR), and is not eligible for warfarin (WNE).

Conditional on each controlled action, a set of possible

transitions H is defined among the states. Each transition

I, is associated with a one-step transition function with

PMF q]f(.) and CDF q\°\.) , governing the destination of

the transition and the time remaining before the transition.

The transition view supports graphical presentation of the

state transition diagram. Transition functions can be speci

fied directly on the links representing the transitions. A

simplified transition view for the action Quinidine, includ

ing only the state attributes related to the embedded action

warfarin, is shown in Figure 6.

 

Figure 6: Transition view for the case study.

At times it is difficult to specify the transition functions di

rectly, especially when the action effects are partially

observable or unobservable. Such effects are modeled as

event variables and their associated relations.

In the case study, the event variable space E includes event

variables indicating the presence or absence ofthromboem-

bolization, cerebral hemorrhage, gastro-intestinal bleeding,

and whether the patient survives the events should they oc

cur. Conditional on an action such as Quinidine, these

events probabilistically influence the state attribute vari

ables mentioned such as warfarin eligibility, cerebral vascular

accident, etc., which in turn define the physiological states

of the patient

The influence view supports graphical presentation of the

event variables and probabilistic influences for an action at

a particular decision stage. Conditional probabilities can be

defined directly on the nodes representing the event vari

ables. Figure 7 shows an influence view for the action

Quinidine in the case study. The values or outcomes of the

two state variables, represented by the nodes named "state-

n" and "state," are the different states defined in the model.

 

Figure 7: Influence view for action Quinidine.

Conditional on each controlled action, a set of value func

tions c, is defined for the states. A value function vja)(.)

indicates the QALE achievable in a state over a time dura

tion, given the action.

7.2 CONSTRAINT DECLARATION

The components of a model in DynaMoL can be subjected

to a set of general or domain-specific constraints K . The

constraints impose logical relationships among the the ac

tions, states, event variables, and their associated relations.

In general, a constraint k corresponds to a logical or quan

tification sentence or well-formedformula (wff) in FOPC.

The set ofdeclaratory constraints concern the definitions of

the states, event variables, and their associated relations.

Many constraints are inherent in the definitions supported

by DynaMoL. For instance, the definition of "absorbing

states," or "validity of a state."

In addition, DynaMoL supports a logical language for

specifying some logical relations among the language com

ponents. The constraint language is currently very limited.

A major constraint incorporated is as follows:
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7.2.1 The Disjunctive Definition Constraint

The disjunctive definition, or "partial OR-gate," for event

combinations is analogous to a canonical model (Pearl,

1988) for specifying Bayesian networks. The partial OR-

gate facilitates conditional distribution specifications of

event variables. It allows us to express statements such as:

"a patient is dead ifhe dies from natural causes or dies from

a stroke or dies from cerebral hemorrhage or dies from gas

trointestinal bleeding." In other words, we can specify

some indices of the conditional distribution table as dis

junctions of events, as opposed to the usual conjunctions.

With respect to the generalized noisy-OR model developed

by (Srinivas 1992), of which the binary noisy OR-gate as

described in (Pearl 1988) is a special case, the partial OR-

gate is different in the following ways. First, in the

DynaMoL vocabulary, the former is a function on the event

variable space E, while the latter is a function on the event

space n£ . Second, in the former, the combination con

straint is imposed on an event variable and all its

predecessors, while in the latter, the combination constraint

can be imposed on an event variable and any subset of its

predecessors, hence the name "partial."

The disjunctive definition constraint has the general form:

e, ve2v...ve,=>f(

where et, e2, ■ ■ -, ek are the constraining events and ec is the

consequent event. The constraint is read as: "If e, or e2 or

... or ek , then ec ." The constraint is on the specification and

interpretation of the conditional distribution table of an

event variable x. The constraining events are outcomes of

the probabilistic predecessors ofx; the consequent event is

an outcome ofx.

In DynaMoL, a user can explicitly specify the partial OR-

gate constraints for the different event variables in terms of

a set of logical statements as shown above. The conditional

distribution tables with the correct dimensions and labels

are automatically created. The numerical parameters in

volved can then be specified accordingly.

7.3 PARAMETRIC ASSESSMENT

The numbers, functions, and probability distributions asso

ciated with the variables and relations are usually assessed

after the structure of the model is in place. Some guidelines

for directly specifying one-step transition functions in an

SMDP, corresponding to the transition view in DynaMoL,

are documented in (Leong 1994). When direct estimation

of the one-step transition functions is difficult, the parame

ters can be specified in the influence views, in terms of the

conditional distributions of their constituent event variables

instead.

For the Markov case, each entry C[x, y] in a conditional

distribution table or matrix C is:

P{y\x,a,t) (EQ1)

subject to

^P{y\x,a,t} = 1 (EQ2)

y

where a: is a row index representing a combination of out

come events of all the probabilistic predecessors for an

event variable y, y e Cly is a column index representing an

outcome ofy, a e A , and / e T . The entry, which is usually

a function /(/) of time, indicates the probability of event y

in the next decision stage, given that event x occurs and ac

tion a taken at the decision stage at time t.

For the semi-Markov case, there are two ways to assess the

one-step transition functions in terms of the constituent

event variables. Consider specifying the PMFs of one-step

transition functions, q\" \.) . The PMFs of one-step transi

tion functions can be defined either in terms of the

transition probabilities P]J (.) and holding time PMFs

A^O.such that

a e A,i,j e S,t e 7", m £ 0 ^

or the conditional transition probabilities p)f(-) and wait

ing time PMFs h-Jo)(.) , such that

#W) = p};W)w{aW);

a e A, i,j e S,t e T,m>0 ^

The first approach, corresponding to (EQ 3), is to assess the

probabilities of the transition destinations first, then decide

on the holding times with respect to those transitions. In

this case, we interpret the probability given in (EQ 1 ), which

is a function f(t) of time, as an eventual transition proba

bility, i.e., the probability of event y over those of other

outcomes of>>, given that event x occurs and action a is tak

en at the decision stage at time /. The collection of

conditional distributions in the influence view will then

constitute the eventual transition probabilities Pj, (/),

where i,jeS,aeA,te T for the underlying SMDP. We

then estimate the holding time PMFs directly for the corre

sponding transitions. In the clinical context, this approach

first determines the transition destination of a patient, and

then depending on this destination, estimates the time du

ration spent in the current state before making the

transition. For instance, there is a probability of 0.3 that a

patient who has undergone surgery A will develop compli

cation B; the probability for such a patient to develop the

complication is 0.2 in the first month after surgery, 0.5 in

the second month, and 0.3 in the third month.
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The second approach, corresponding to (EQ 4), is to first

decide on the waiting times, and then assess the probabil

ities of transition destinations with respect to those

waiting times. In this case, we directly estimate the wait

ing time PMFs for each state s e S . We then interpret the

probability given in (EQ 1), which is now a function

f(m,t) of both duration and time, as a conditional tran

sition probability, i.e., the probability of event y over

those of other outcomes ofy, given that event x occurs,

action a is taken, and the waiting time is m at the decision

stage at time /. The collection ofconditional distributions

in the influence view will then constitute the conditional

transition probabilities p]' (m, /) , where

i,jeS,aeA,te T,m>0 for the underlying SMDP. In

the clinical context, this approach first estimates the time

duration a patient spends in the current state before mak

ing a transition, and then depending on the this duration,

determines the transition destination. For instance, the

probability that a patient who has undergone surgery A

will remain well is 0.2 for a month after surgery, 0.5 for

two months and 0.3 for three months; if the patient is

well, the probability for him to develop complication B is

0.6 in the first month after surgery, 0.5 in the second

month, and 0.3 in the third month.

Validity, adequacy, and relevance of the numeric param

eters are determined by established techniques when

appropriate. Such techniques could be incorporated into

the DynaMoL ontology in future.

8 MODEL TRANSLATION

As mentioned, a dynamic decision model is translated

into an SMDP for solution and analysis. We now briefly

illustrate how to employ the translators to support multi

ple perspective reasoning and incremental language

extension in DynaMoL.

8.1 TRANSLATING TRANSITION VIEW

CONSTRUCTS

When completely and consistently specified, the transi

tion view components correspond directly to the

definitions of an SMDP. Hence no special translators are

needed in this case. Details of the model, however, usu

ally cannot be easily specified directly in the transition

view; inter-perspective translations are almost always in

volved in translating constructs in other views into those

of the transition view.

8.2 TRANSLATING EVENT VARIABLES AND

INFLUENCES

The mathematical definitions of SMDP do not include

event variables and influences. The probabilities in

volved in the event variables and the corresponding

influences between any two states, therefore, should be

translated into the one-step transition functions charac

terizing the transitions between the two states.

The influence view translator handles this task. The algo

rithm is based on the expectation of conditional

probabilities; it is analogous to the chance node reduction

algorithm in influence diagrams (Shachter 1986).

Given random variables x, y, and z, conditional expecta

tion of z given x with respect to y means, for

x e Qr y e Cly, z € CI, , where Qe denotes the set of

outcomes or values for an event variable e:

P{z\x) = ^P{z\y,} ■ P{y,\x } (EQ 5)

With reference to Figure 7 and Figure 8, the overall idea

of the algorithm is to reduce the intermediate event vari

able nodes between the two state variable nodes, so that

the final diagram contains only a direct influence be

tween the two state variables. Assuming static action

space and static state space, the conditional distribution

table associated with the state variable on the right con

tains the set of PMFs or CDFs for the one-step transition

functions or its components, conditional on an action.

 

Figure 8: Final influence view after reduction.

In essence, the influence view translator iteratively iden

tifies an event variable node to be reduced, updates the

conditional distributions of other event variables affected

by it, and removes it. The main algorithm is as follows:

INFLUENCE-VIEW-TRANSLATOR (ID)

0 ID is a sequence of event-variable-nodes

X <- FIND-REMOVABLE-EVENT-VARIABLE (ID)

while x

do

ID <- ABSORB-EVENT-VARIABLE (ID, x)

x <- FIND-REMOVABLE-EVENT-VARIABLE

(ID)

return ID

8.3 MAINTAINING CONSISTENCY

Decision modeling in DynaMoL involves working with

different graphical views at the same time. While the

views should reflect the same information, modifying the

constructs in one view may render the information in an

other view obsolete. This calls for some measures of
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consistency checking and management. There are two

types of consistency checking in DynaMoL:

Intra-view consistency ensures that the structural and nu

merical parameters in a particular view are specified

correctly, e.g., the probabilities add up to 1, the number of

states displayed are in accordance with the state-space, etc.

Such consistency is maintained by incorporating simple

checking mechanisms on the interfaces.

Inter-view consistency ensures that updated information is

reflected in all the relevant views when the translators are

invoked. Most of the translators are unidirectional, e.g.,

translating event variables and influences into transition

functions. When such a translator is invoked, we have to

make sure that the target view is updated, e.g., new transi

tion arcs with associated one-step transition functions are

displayed in the transition view. Under this convention,

however, information of the translation origin may become

obsolete when the target is modified, e.g., updating a tran

sition function directly after translating the influence view.

A consistency table can keep track of the translations in

voked during a modeling session, and a flag is signalled if

the relevant target information is modified.

For bi-directional translations, e.g., updating parameters

with direct correspondence in different views, modifica

tions are reflected throughout the model; inconvenience is

minimized by requiring that changes are reflected only

when they are saved or confirmed.

9 MODEL SOLUTION AND ANALYSIS

Problem solution in DynaMoL involves solving the corre

sponding SMDP. A variety of solution methods are

available for SMDPs. Applicability ofthe different solution

methods depends on the problem characteristics. The solu

tion methods implemented in the prototype system are

based on value iteration of the dynamic programming

equation (Howard 1971). (EQ 6) shows the general form of

the optimality equation for discrete-time MDPs, with an ar

bitrary discount factor 0 < p < I :

K,*(p, 0= maxa^'v]a\ 1 ) + JV^O • VfW, t + 1)};

' i,J eS,a e A, I e T

(EQ 6)

where rS\t) is the transition probability from state to

statej, given action a, at time /. The solution to (EQ 6) is an

optimal policy that maximizes Vini*(Q), the optimal ex

pected value or reward for an initial state at time 0.

Default solution methods in existing dynamic decision

modeling techniques are all based on value iteration. These

methods, however, are usually restricted by the graphical

structure of the corresponding models. By dealing directly

with the mathematical definitions of SMDPs, the DynaMoL

design potentially admits all existing and future solution

methods for SMDPs.

For the case study, the solution produced by the solver is a

set of two policies, corresponding to the four strategies

considered; each policy includes the expected value achiev

able for all possible starting states and all possible decision

stages. We assume that the patient has a probability of 0.25

to be in atrial fibrillation, has no history of thromboembo

lism, and is not on warfarin at the beginning of the decision

horizon. The solution indicates that the strategy that admin

isters only warfarin initially is the preferred strategy over a

long-term decision horizon of 50 years or 600 months. Qui-

nidine does not decrease the risk of embolic complications

enough to justify the increased risk of sudden death.

Structural and parametric analysis can be done by changing

the event variables. The influence view supports such local

structural changes. In addition to determining and analyz

ing the information involved in the changes, the revised

models will also be translated into and solved as SMDPs to

examine the changes in solution results. On the other hand,

the transition view facilitates detection of improperly spec

ified parameters. For instance, there should not be a

transition from a state where warfarin is ineligible to one

where warfarin is administered.

Only numerical parametric analysis is conducted in the

case study. This is done by simply changing some of the

numbers and invoking the solution method again.The re

sults indicate that the strategy of administering only

warfarin to the patient is the dominant strategy for all rea

sonable ranges of the numerical parameters involved.

As compared to the original solutions for the clinical con

sult, our prototype system achieves correct answers and

provides extra capabilities in terms of expressiveness and

efficiency for modeling and solving the decision problem.

For instance, DynaMoL allows direct accounting of vary

ing relative risk of bleeding for warfarin with respect to the

duration of treatment; expression of such duration-depen

dent factors are difficult in most existing decision modeling

frameworks.

10 RELATED WORK

(Egar and Musen 1993) has examined the grammar or

higher level language approach to specifying decision

model variables and constraints. This grammar is based on

the graphical structure of influence diagrams; it captures

prototypical patterns at a high level abstraction for model

ing trade-offs or dilemmas in clinical decision problems.

The grammar, however, has not been extended to handle

dynamic decision models.

Recent efforts in decision-theoretic planning have devised

methods based on MDPs for planning in stochastic do
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mains. These works focus on developing and bounding

approximate solution methods (Dean etal. 1993a),

(Dean et al. 1993b), (Haddawy et al. 1995). They apply

the mathematical formulation directly, and do not ad

dress the general dynamic decision ontology.

Graphical representation ofcontinuous-time semi-Mark

ov processes has been explored in (Berzuini et al. 1989)

and (Dean et al. 1992). Similarly, recent work on dynam

ic network models (Dagum et al. 1992), (Dagum and

Galper 1993) capture the general time-series analysis

techniques in Bayesian networks. These frameworks,

however, focus only on single-perspective presentation

of the relevant decision and probabilistic variables as

Bayesian networks or influence diagrams.

On integrating dynamic decision model and SMDPs,

(Provan and Clarke 1993), (Provan and Poole 1991) have

developed techniques that automatically construct dy

namic influence diagrams from the data of underlying

SMDPs, but they only employ algorithms for evaluating

dynamic influence diagrams. In this framework, the state

attribute variables involved in each decision stage are

represented as a Bayesian network; the overall structure

corresponds to the dynamic influence diagram represen

tation ofan SMDP. Tailoring ofparameters, however, has

to be explicitly done for each decision stage.

11 DISCUSSION

We presented a new dynamic decision modeling para

digm that supports multiple perspective reasoning. The

practical promise of the DynaMoL framework has been

demonstrated through a prototype implementation and a

comprehensive case study in medicine.

DynaMoL is more expressive and efficient than existing

dynamic decision modeling frameworks. The high-level

modeling constructs and the multiple graphical perspec

tives allow simple and explicit specification of the

decision factors and constraints; the underlying SMDP is

a more general mathematical model than the MDP that

underlies most existing frameworks. The prototype sys

tem can handling a large class of dynamic decision

problems in medicine and other domains. The system is

being used to model various real-life decision problems

in clinical and pharmaceutical decision analysis, e.g., fol

low-up studies of colorectal cancer, diabetes

management, evaluation ofnew drugs for AIDS, etc. Ap

plications in other domains are also being planned.

Our immediate technical challenges fall into three cate

gories. First, we will enhance the expressiveness of the

modeling language to handle more complex decision sit

uations; this includes extending the decision vocabulary

and adding more visualization perspectives, e.g., a tree

view which allows expression of asymmetric probabilis

tic relationships. Second, we will improve the efficiency

of the solution methods; this includes analyzing model

and solution complexities under different decision situa

tions, incorporating more solution methods, and

developing new solution methods for time-critical deci

sion situations. Third, we will provide automated support

for many aspects ofthe modeling and solution processes;

this includes interactively or automatically derive deci

sion parameters from distributed knowledge sources,

e.g., large medical databases, medical information de

positories on the Internet, and human experts.

Our immediate practical challenges include identifying

the types of decision problems that the proposed frame

work can or cannot adequately handle, building a

sizeable user group, and implementing a stable system

for routine use.
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Abstract

Class hierarchies have been used tradition

ally in Knowledge Representation and Rea

soning for a number of purposes such as in

heritance, classification and transitive closure

reasoning. In the last several years we have

been following two lines of investigation to

extend this kind of research. From a con

ceptual level we have worked on techniques

to extend such reasoning to hierarchies other

than the IS-A hierarchy. Specifically, we have

developed a model of inheritance for part hi

erarchies (Halper 1992, Halper 1993, Halper

1994). From an implementation point of view

we have worked on building fast reasoners

based on massively parallel representations

of IS-A, Part-of, Contained-in, etc. hierar

chies (Lee 1993, Lee 1995, Lee 1996a, Geller

1991a, Geller 1991b, Geller 1993a, Geller

1993b, Geller 1994a, Geller 1994b). How

ever, in all this work we assumed that there

exist separate hierarchies. In an often-cited

paper by Winston, Chaffin, and Hermann

(Winston 1987) a model of reasoning is intro

duced that permits the combination of IS-A,

Part-of, and Contained-in in a single hierar

chy. The purpose of our paper is to present

representational constructs and reasoning al

gorithms that combine these three ingredi

ents: mixed relation hierarchies, transitive

closure reasoning, and massively parallel al

gorithms. It is hoped that this combination

will lead to progress both in better approx

imating human commonsense reasoning and

in better approximating human speed of rea

soning. We conclude the paper with a brief

description of a medical vocabulary that we

have been using as a source of test data.

1 INTRODUCTION

The use of IS-A hierarchies has been a main staple in

Knowledge Representation and Reasoning since Quil-

lian's inception of semantic networks (Quillian 1968).

The number of papers that deals with other hierar

chies of transitive binary relations is, comparatively,

much smaller. However, the Part-of hierarchy has re

ceived some attention (Schubert 1979, Schubert 1983,

Schubert 1987). Specifically in (Schubert 1987) the

importance of transitive closure reasoning in IS-A and

Part-of hierarchies has been well explained. We have

previously done research on reasoning in Part-of hier

archies, especially inheritance reasoning (Halper 1992,

Halper 1993, Halper 1994).

Schubert et al.'s approach to transitive closure reason

ing has been an inspiration for us for another reason: It

permits transitive closure reasoning in constant time,

practically independent of the size of the knowledge

base. This scalability of reasoning power with growing

knowledge bases has been recognized as a very impor

tant factor for improving implemented Artificial Intel

ligence (Hendler 1995). In the past several years we

have developed techniques and algorithms for dealing

with two weaknesses of Schubert's approach: (1) Up

date algorithms are not independent of the size of the

knowledge base, and (2) Schubert's original approach

is limited to trees. We have dealt with problem (1)

by using massive parallelism, following the paradigms

of Shastri, Kitano, Waltz, Hendler, and Evett (Shastri

1988, Shastri 1989, Shastri 1990, Kitano 1991, Kitano

1991b, Kitano 1991d, Kitano 1991e, Waltz 1990, Evett

1989, Evett 1993a, Evett 1993b). We have dealt with

problem (2) by adapting a representation of Agrawal

et al. (Agrawal 1989, Agrawal 1990) that permits di

rected acyclic graphs instead of trees. As a result we

have developed and implemented massively parallel al

gorithms for fast retrieval and update in hierarchies of

any kind of binary transitive relation (Lee 1993, Lee
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1995, Lee 1996a, Geller 1991a, Geller 1991b, Geller

1993a, Geller 1993b, Geller 1994b, Geller 1994a).

In this paper we are adding another ingredient to our

research. In (Winston 1987) it was pointed out that

it makes sense to combine different binary transitive

relations into a single reasoning process. However, not

every conclusion that can be drawn in such a case is

correct. Winston et al. describe a condition when such

reasoning is correct.

As an example, if the following premises are given:

(1) Wings are parts of birds.

(2) Birds are creatures.

We can consider the following two conclusions:

(3) Wings are parts of creature.

(4) Wings are creatures.

We have obtained a reasonable conclusion (3) while

(4) is an invalid conclusion (Winston 1987).

Winston et al. introduced a hierarchical priority order

ing among the hierarchical relations (Winston 1987),

such that mixed inclusion relation syllogisms are valid

if and only if the conclusion expresses the lower rela

tional priority appearing in the premises. For an alter

native approach to transitivity reasoning with mixed

relations, see (Cohen 1988).

We have encountered a practical example of this kind

of reasoning in our test bed domain which will be de

scribed now. J. Cimino et al. of Columbia Presbyte

rian Medical Center have created a large Medical En

tities Dictionary (MED) on top of a semantic network

model (Cimino 1989, Cimino 1992, Cimino 1993). The

MED is a very large vocabulary, incorporating over

43,000 terms, 55,000 IS-A links, 2,500 Part-of links,

etc. We have chosen to focus on the InterMED, an

offshoot of the MED (Cimino 1994).

The question was posed whether Aspirin can be

coated. Aspirin itself would be represented in the

MED as a concept. This concept might have several

descendants according to different common prepara

tions, such as pills, drops, or capsules. Capsules con

sist of two parts, the active ingredient and the coating.

Thus, the answer is "yes, Aspirin can be coated." In

our research, we want to answer a question that a hu

man could answer quickly in a similarly quick manner,

avoiding the overhead of a general-purpose reasoner.

One way to answer this question quickly within our

framework would be to use mixed transitivity reason

ing which combines different hierarchical relations into

one single hierarchy. The combined hierarchy would

permit a fast positive answer to the given question.

In the next section we will describe our previous work

on massively parallel reasoning in detail (Lee 1993,

Lee 1995, Lee 1996a, Lee 1996b). In Sections 3 and 4

we will concentrate on the definitions and algorithms

necessary for intuitively correct reasoning with mixed

relations and for implementing this kind of reasoning

within our massively parallel paradigm. Section 5 de

scribes experimental results of our work with the In

terMED. Section 6 contains our conclusions.

2 EFFICIENT REPRESENTATIONS

FOR CLASS HIERARCHIES

This research has focused on building a massively par

allel transitive closure reasoner, called Hydra, that can

dynamically assimilate any transitive, binary relation

and efficiently answer queries using the transitive clo

sure of all those relations (Lee 1996b). Hydra can

dynamically insert new concepts or new links into a

knowledge base. Hydra can respond to questions using

transitive part relations (Schubert 1987), or to ques

tions of the kind "Is an elephant bigger than a can

opener"? if it knows that an elephant is bigger than a

person, and a person is bigger than a can opener.
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Figure 2: IS-A Hierarchy

Our tool of choice for achieving fast query and update

operations is fine-grained parallelism. This raises the

question of how to map the IS-A hierarchy onto the

available space of processors. The most obvious intu

itive choice is to assign every class of the hierarchy to

a single processor. However, this intuitive choice does

not carry over to the links between classes (Lee 1996b).

We have developed a three step mapping (Figure 1) to

deal with this problem.

Step 1: In the first step, an IS-A hierarchy of classes

of the real world is mapped onto an isomorphic DAG

of nodes, with one class per node. In the simplest

possible case this hierarchy is a tree. It consists of

nodes, which stand for classes, and connecting arcs,

which stand for the IS-A relation. In Figure 2, an

example of such an IS-A hierarchy is shown. The IS-A

relation is transitive. The node Feline is connected by

one IS-A arc to the node Mammal, which means that

every Feline is a Mammal. Due to the transitivity of

the IS-A relation, every Siamese is also a Mammal,

etc.

More interesting than trees are directed acyclic graphs

which open the possibility of multiple inheritance. In

Figure 3, Siamese has another parent, Domestic An

imal. In addition, we have also extended the rep

resentation to mixed inheritance hierarchies, i.e., hi

erarchies that combine relations such as IS-A, Part-

of, Contained-in, Greater-than, etc., in one reasoning

module.

Step 2: In the second step (Figure 1), the hierarchy of

nodes is mapped onto a set of those nodes, so that ev

ery node is annotated with one or more number pairs.

This is called the node set representation. The number

 

Figure 3: Directed Acyclic Graph of Class Hierarchy

pair assignment was developed based on Schubert et

oi.'s (Schubert 1983, Schubert 1987) special-purpose

reasoner for subclass verification. Schubert et aVs ap

proach (in a tree) permits transitive closure reasoning

in constant time, practically independent of the size

of the knowledge base. Note that in Figure 2, we may

conclude that a Cheetah is an Animal, because [7 7] is

contained in [3 9]. Based on techniques that appear in

(Schubert 1987, Agrawal 1988), we have extended this

work to directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) (Figure 3).

In Figure 3, Siamese is a Domestic Animal because

[8 8] is a subinterval (or equal to) (8 8). This is

explained in more detail in the next section.

The node set representation makes it easy to represent

class hierarchies on arrays of processors. The node set

representation is completely order independent, i.e.,

node sets are used without loss of relevant hierarchy

information. This simplifies the parallel update oper

ations necessary to maintain, e.g., a class hierarchy.

More details on our node set representation can be

found in (Lee 1993, Lee 1996b).

Step 3: In the third step (Figure 1), this node set

and the associated number pairs are mapped onto the

processor space of a fine-grained parallel computer.

We have developed and implemented two methods for

mapping this set-based representation onto the pro

cessor space of a Connection Machine (initially CM-2,

then CM-5). These two representations, the Grid Rep

resentation and the Double Strand Representation suc

cessively improve transitive closure reasoning in run

time and processor space utilization.

In brief, our three step mapping (Figure 1) can be sum

marized as follows: class hierarchy -> directed acyclic
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Figure 4: A Backbone of Mixed Relational Hierarchy Figure 5: An Example of Mixed Relational Hierarchy
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graph —► node set + number pairs —► processor space.

We repeat that as a result of this mapping we get,

within certain limitations, constant time responses for

transitive closure queries (Lee 1995). In other words,

it takes as much time to verify that a Cheetah is an

Animal as it takes to verify that a Cheetah is a Feline

(Figure 3).

3 EXTENSION TO MIXED

RELATIONAL HIERARCHY

Our main idea for constructing a mixed hierarchy rep

resentation is to extend our previous approach (Lee

1995) and combine all hierarchical relations into one

mixed relational hierarchy. A mixed relational hierar

chy of the real world is mapped onto an isomorphic

directed acyclic graph of nodes. Then a special span

ning tree of IS-A relations becomes the backbone of

the structure while other hierarchical relations form its

branches. Figure 4 shows the backbone and Figure 5

shows the backbone and the branches of an example.

The following questions regarding the mixed relational

hierarchy arise: First, how do we distinguish one rela

tion from another? Second, how do we combine them

when required? These questions relate not only to the

construction of the hierarchy but also the transitiv

ity reasoning. In order to avoid any possible conflict

due to a combination of relations, we should design

the mixed relational hierarchy to efficiently distinguish

one relation from another. Let us consider the exam

ple in Figure 6. There, three relations IS-A, Part-of,

and Contained-in are involved in a mixed relational

hierarchy.

Our representation, extending what was described in

Section 2, is generated as follows: (1) Construct an

optimal spanning tree of a given DAG such that at

every node with multiple parents, we select the link to

the parent with the maximum number of weak prede

cessors. Informally, a weak predecessor V of a node

X is a predecessor which is reachable from X by an

upward path containing at least one graph arc and Y

is at the head of a graph arc. A graph arc is an arc

that was found not to belong to the spanning tree. As

suming a top-down algorithm, all relevant graph arcs

are known by the time they are needed. (2) Assign a

pair of preorder and maximum number to every node.

Preorder numbers are generated by a right-to-left pre

order traversal of the spanning tree. The maximum

number for every node is the maximum preorder num

ber in the subtree rooted at that node. Tree pairs

result from this step. (3) All the arcs that are not

part of the optimal spanning tree are used to propa

gate number pairs upward. Graph pairs result from

this step. (4) The set of all nodes together with the

tree pairs and graph pairs is sufficient to represent a

class hierarchy. In Figure 6 we use the notation [n /j.]

for tree pairs and the notation (n fi) for graph pairs.

For instance, "Water is a Fluid" exactly because the

number pair of Water [8 8] is contained in the pair for

Fluid [5 11]. For more details, see (Lee 1993, Lee 1995,

Lee 1996a). We need to integrate the different kinds

of relations into our numerical representation. For this

purpose, we introduce a data element, called "relation

type." Each relation is associated with a relation type.

In this paper we assume that the possible relation

types are s (for IS-A), p (for Part-of), and c (for

Contained-in). As shown in Figure 6, we assign the

lowest priority (1) to IS-A, the intermediate prior

ity (2) to Part-of, and the highest priority (3) to

Contained-in. In this assignment we follow (Winston

1987). Now we need to define rules how the relation

type is assigned to a number pair.

Rule 1: The relation type of a graph pair that was

created by propagating a tree pair along one edge is

identical to the relation type of the edge.

Rule 2: If a pair with a relation type K with relational

priority X is propagated along an edge with a relation

type L with relational priority Y then the result

_ J K iff Y < X

\ L iff y > X

is the relation type of the pair at the head of the edge.

In our example (Figure 6) assume that a Part-of arc

from Plasma to Blood was just inserted. Now the tree

pair s[9 9] and the graph pair c(8 8) need to be propa

gated to the nodes (Blood, Heart) (Lee 1996a). There

fore, this pair s[9 9] is propagated through a Part-of

relation from Plasma to Blood, and a Contained-in re

lation from Blood to Heart. The tree pair s[9 9] of

Plasma is propagated through Part-of to Blood, result

ing, by Rule 1, in the pair p(9 9). Continuing from

Blood to Heart, the pair p(9 9) needs to be changed to

c(9 9), by Rule 2. In contrast, the graph pair c(8 8)

at Plasma has a Contained-in relation type and its pri

ority is higher than the Part-of relation of the arc from

Plasma to Blood and is equal to Contained-in of the

arc from Blood to Heart. Therefore, the pair c(8 8)

is propagated to Blood and Heart with its own rela

tion type, by Rule 2. At this point, because Heart has

a pair c(8 8) that is propagated from Water, we can

conclude directly that Heart contains Water, using the
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Figure 6: An Example of Constructing Mixed Relational Hierarchy

relation type c.

4 TRANSITIVE REASONING IN

MIXED RELATIONAL

HIERARCHY

In this section we show that we can achieve constant

time responses (for a given machine size) for parallel

transitive closure queries in a mixed hierarchy. Assume

that i?i , i?.2, . . . , Rn are hierarchical relations.

Definition 1: A target of transitivity, r, is a node

at the end (top) of a path that is used for transitive

closure reasoning.

Definition 2: A source of transitivity, a, is a node at

the start (bottom) of the path that is used for transi

tive closure reasoning.

We will now define paths with two different kinds of

transitivity.

Definition 3: A path P from a to t is purely transi

tive iff P = a R\ o\ Ri oi ... Rn t and Ri — R2 =

... = R„.

Definition 4: A path P from a to r is mixed tran

sitive (a R* t) iff P = a R\ o\ R2 o% . . . Rn f and

R.x is such that Priority(i) = Maximum(Priority(i?i),

Priority(i?2) , • . ., Priority(i?^)).

Both transitivities satisfy the following property: If a

Ri o\ . . . an R.„ t holds, then (a R. r) & (J? = R.\ or

. . . R. = Rn)- Importantly, pure transitivity reasoning

and mixed transitivity reasoning can be done in one

step. We will present how these mechanisms can be

integrated during reasoning.

We now query which relation holds form a to t. Our
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transitive reasoning mechanism works based on an ex

tension of a number pair propagation algorithm intro

duced in (Lee 1996a). There we proved that if the

relation type of the path is IS-A, i.e., there is a tree

path from a to t, we can achieve the effect of having

all graph pairs of a at t, without actually propagating

these pairs to r, resulting in an additional saving of

space. Above "achieve the effect of having all graph

pairs" means that we can perform constant time sub

class verification and all operations that rely on sub

class verification, including propagation itself. We now

have to prove that the algorithm still works after in

cluding the concept of relation type.

In Figure 7, the left part shows propagation based on

Agrawal's approach (Agrawal 1989) and the right part

shows propagation based on our approach. When a

graph arc is inserted from n to a with the relation

type x, we propagate the pair i(7r fx) only to a instead

of propagating x(ir fi) up to all tree predecessors of

a (including t). Our approach is called Maximally

Reduced Propagation and its advantages are explained

in (Lee 1996a). This example shows how we reduce the

number of graph pairs for all tree predecessors of a.

That the relevant algorithms work was proved in (Lee

1996a). We now show how we can achieve constant

time mixed transitivity reasoning for the x relation

type from fi to all tree predecessors of a (including a

and t) with the maximally reduced pair propagation.

S

x(n li)

T9

0

\ \ x

■ I

«
: :

\ : '■ :

9

i i

X 1 ' //' X 1*",>* xi

sin Hi Q. <3 s[n [i] fl»6

Figure 7: Maximally Reduced Propagation

Lemma 1: Pure Transitivity in IS-A Path

Let R* be an IS-A relation (R.x = R*). If a R* t holds

through a pure inference path, then after applying our

propagation algorithm from (Lee 1996a), the target r

or one of its tree successors will have a number pair

with the relation type x = s propagated from a or

from one of its tree predecessors.

Proof: By contradiction, assume that the target r has

a graph pair s(irs fi„) from the source a, although an

arc A in the inference path from a to r is not an IS-A

relation. Since the IS-A relation has the lowest rela

tional priority among all relations, the pair s(tt, /*,)

ran not be propagated through A unless the relation

type of s{ir, p,) changes to the relation type of the

arc A (Rule 2). Therefore, the pair (tt, n,) cannot be

associated with the relation type x = s. This results

in a contradiction. ■

Lemma 2: Mixed Transitivity

Let Rx be a relation. If a source a relates by Rz to a

target r because of a mixed inference path from a to r,

the target r or its tree successor must have a number

pair with relation type x propagated from the source

a or its tree predecessor.

Proof: By using Rule 2, this is trivial. ■

Theorem 1 : If t (or a tree successor of t) has a pair

that contains (or is equal to) a pair from a (or a tree

predecessor of a) then the relation type of the pair

of t (or a tree successor of r) tells the relation which

actually holds between a and t.

Proof: We prove it by using the above two lemmas.

If the relation is an IS-A relation, the query is an in

stance of IS-A pure transitivity reasoning (Lemma 1).

Otherwise, the query is an instance of mixed transitiv

ity reasoning or pure transitivity reasoning with other

relations (Lemma 2). ■

Now we will show how to answer mixed and pure tran

sitivity queries within our paradigm in parallel. We

divide pure transitivity into two subcases: one for an

IS-A relation and another for other hierarchical rela

tions. A formal description of pure transitivity with

other relations will be omitted for space reasons. For

more details, see (Lee 1996b). Our massively parallel

Double Strand Representation (Section 2) uses pairs of

adjacent processors to represent a sequence of graph

pairs. In each pair one processor has an odd processor

ID and is used to represent a node which propagates

its tree pair and its right adjacent processor has an

even processor ID and is used to represent a node from

which a number pair is propagated (Figure 8).
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We now introduce some CM-5 terminology. A par

allel variable (pvar) is an array (possibly multi

dimensional) where every component is maintained by

its own processor and all values are usually changed in

the same way and in parallel (TMC 1988).

In the algorithm, variables marked with !! are parallel

variables, and operations marked with !! or involving

parallel variables are parallel operations. The paral

lel variable pre!! contains for every node its preorder

number, and the expression max!! stands for a par

allel variable that contains for every node its maxi

mum number, and the expression reltype!! stands for

a parallel variable that contains for every number pair

its relation type. The functions prenum(), maxnum(),

and tree-pair() retrieve the preorder number, maxi

mum number, and the tree pair, respectively, for the

given argument.

Additionally, the variable $7 represents the lower

bound of the graph pairs strand and $r represents

the upper bound of the tree pairs strand. The parallel

function self- address!! returns IDs of all active proces

sors and oddp!! contains TRUE on a processor if the

processor's ID is an odd number. The parallel control

structure ACTIVATE-PROCESSORS-WITH consists

of two parts. The first part describes a set of proces

sors to be activated. The second part, starting with

DO, describes what operations should be performed

on all active processors.

Algorithm: Pure Transitivity with IS-A (<7, r)

• Activate every processor that contains a pair with

the IS-A relation type (s).

• (Case 1: a tree path from a to r)

Among active processors, check whether the tree

pair of a is contained in or equal to the tree pair

of r.

• (Case 2: a graph path from a to t)

Among active processors, check whether any pro

cessor has a tree pair of r or a pair of a tree suc

cessor of r at an odd processor ID = x, and the

processor with ID = x + 1 contains a pair [prop

agated] from the tree predecessor of a.

• Iff Case 1 or Case 2 is the case, return "yes."

We now show a function IS-A-VERIFY that performs

pure subclass verification. As we mentioned above, if

r is a tree predecessor of a (by IS-A-VERIFY- 1) or r

is a graph predecessor of a (by IS-A-VERIFY-2), then

a IS-A r. Note that as every tree pair has associated

with it a single relation type a, it is not necessary to

check the relation type for IS-A-VERIFY- 1.

; B is-a A iff IS-A-VERIFY returns TRUE.

IS-A-VERIFY (<r, r: Node): BOOLEAN

return(IS-A-VERJFY-l(<r, r) OR

IS-A-VERIFY-2(<t, t))

IS-A-VERIFY- 1 (a, t: Node): BOOLEAN

; If t is a tree predecessor of a, then

; the tree pair of r subsumes the tree

; pair of a.

ACTTVATE-PROCESSORS-WITH

prenum(tree-pair(<7)) >!!

prenum(tree-pair(r)) AND!!

maxnum(tree-pair(<r))<!!

maxnum(tree-pair(r)) AND!!

self-address!!() <!! $r

DO BEGIN

IF any processor is still active THEN

return TRUE

END

Now we will show how to verify that a IS-A r when

t is a graph predecessor of a. Remember that a pair

of processors (U, V) in the graph pairs strand is used

to represent a graph pair propagation. The tree pair

in the odd processor (U) is used to represent a node r

and the graph pair in the even processor (V) is used

to represent a node which propagates its tree pair to

r. Therefore, we are looking for a pair of processors

(U, V) such that the tree pair of r or of one of its
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tree successors is contained in processor U and the

graph pair of a or its tree predecessor is contained in

processor V . In the following functions the expression

marfc!![x] := y means that the pvar markU on the

processor with the ID x is assigned the value y. We

omit the initialization of mark!!.

IS-A-VERIFY-2 (a, r: Node): BOOLEAN

; Activate every occurrence of the tree pair of

; t or its tree successors associated with the

; s relation type in the graph pairs strand. Set

; the parallel flag mark!! on the right neighbor

; processors of the active processors.

ACTIVATE-PROCESSORS-WITH

reltype!! =!! s AND!!

pre!! >!! prenum(tree-pair(r)) AND!!

max!! <!! maxnum(tree-pair(r)) AND!!

self-address!!() >!! % AND!!

oddp!! (self-address!!())

DO BEGIN

mark!![self-address!!() +!! 1]:= 1

END

; Test whether any marked processor has the tree

; pair with the relation type s from a or from

; a tree predecessor of a, as a graph pair. If this

; is the case, return TRUE.

ACTIVATE-PROCESSORS-WITH

reltype!! =!! s AND!!

pre!! <!! prenum(tree-pair(<r)) AND!!

max!! >!! maxnum(tree-pair(<r)) AND!!

mark!![self-address!!()] =!! 1

DO BEGIN

IF any processor is still active THEN

return TRUE

END

MIXED-RELATION-VERIFY

(£ Relation Type: a, r: Node): BOOLEAN

; Activate every occurrence of the tree pair of r

; and of its tree successors associated with the

; relation type s. Set the parallel flag mark!!

; on the right neighbor processors of the active

; processors.

ACTIVATE-PROCESSORS-WITH

reltype!! =!! s AND!!

pre!! >!! prenum(tree-pair(r)) AND!!

max!! <!! maxnum(tree-pair(T)) AND!!

self-address!!() >!! <t>~, AND!!

oddp!! (self-address!!())

DO BEGIN

mark!![self-address!!() +!! 1]:= 1

END

; Test whether any marked processor has the tree

; pair from a, or from a tree predecessor of o,

; as a graph pair with the relation type £. If this

; is the case, return TRUE.

ACTIVATE-PROCESSORS-WITH

reltype!! =!! £ AND!!

pre!! <!! prenum(tree-pair((7)) AND!!

max!! >!! maxnum(tree-pair(<7)) AND!!

mark!![8elf-address!!()] =!! 1

DO BEGIN

IF any processor is still active THEN

return TRUE

END

Consider again our example of pure transitivity in Fig

ure 6: Is Water a Fluid? The tree pair of Fluid a[5 11]

contains the tree pair of Water s[S 11]. The answer

"yes" can be given by comparing these two tree pairs

(by IS- A-VERIFY). What about the mixed transitiv

ity example? Is Water contained in Organ? As the

query is about Contained-in (c) and a is Water and r is

Organ, the procedure MIXED-RELATION-VERIFY

will be invoked with a list of arguments (c, Water, Or

gan). We are first looking for Organ and its tree suc

cessors. These are nodes with tree pairs contained in

s[3 4]. However, as we are interested in propagations,

we are looking for these tree successors (or Organ it

self) in the graph pairs strand. There we find Heart

a [4 4] with a right neighbor Water c(8 8) (Figure 8).

In the second stage we are looking for a tree prede

cessors of Water s[8 8] (or Water itself), but with a

replaced by the value of f , which is c. This perfectly

matches the pair c(8 8) identified in the first step,

and we can conclude that the answer is "yes, Water

is contained in Organ." Due to parallel processing,

the mixed transitive closure query can be answered in

constant time.

An analysis of the parallel operations involved shows

that both kinds of queries can be answered with our

parallel representation in constant time, independent

of the size of the knowledge base (assuming constant

machine size) (Wang 1989).

5 EXPERIMENTS WITH InterMED

We have performed a set of experiments that ana

lyze the run-times for purely transitive IS-A queries

and mixed relational queries using data from the Tn-

terMED. For this experiment, we have used 2495

nodes, 3372 IS-A links, and 682 Pharmaceutic-

component-of links from the InterMED. Note that the
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Figure 9: An Experiment of Mixed Transitivity Reasoning

fan-in and fan-out of the hierarchy are not of imme

diate experimental importance because the node set

representation eliminates the explicit IS-A links. The

only relevant factor is the number of graph pairs gen

erated. The experiments were performed on a Con

nection Machine CM-5 (TMC 1988) programmed in

*LISP. For this purpose, we constructed a hierarchy

for each experiment as follows: (1) We created an IS-

A hierarchy (SubClass Hierarchy, SCH): (2) We cre

ated a mixed relational hierarchy (Mixed Relational

Hierarchy, MRH).

The results in Table 1 show that the run-times for

transitive reasoning in both hierarchies are the same

within unit processor space (8K virtual processors).

We show run-times for "normal" transitive reasoning

in the SCH hierarchy, for pure transitivity reasoning

in the MRH hierarchy, and for mixed transitivity rea

soning. Specifically, IS-A-Verify-1 and IS-A-Verify-2

represent the first and the second cases of the parallel

pure transitivity reasoning algorithm in Section 4.

As another experiment, we measured how the number

of relations is related to the run-time of mixed rela

tional queries. For this experiment, we tested the run

times by increasing the number of relations in tran

sitive closure queries within constant processor space

(8K). These additional relation types were created by

a random generator. Figure 9 shows that the run

time for mixed relational transitivity reasoning is in

dependent of the number of relations in a hierarchy. In

summary, we can conclude that our mixed transitive

queries can be executed in constant time, as in a pure

IS-A hierarchy.

6 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have discussed techniques for fast

evaluation of transitive queries in mixed relational hi

erarchies. We have introduced a paradigm based on

number pair propagation with a relation type. This

paradigm avoids any invalid conclusions of mixed re

lational transitivity and integrates several relations

when needed. Due to our new mixed relational rep

resentation and parallel processing, it is possible to

perform fast mixed transitivity reasoning. Experimen

tal results using an existing medical vocabulary show

that mixed transitivity reasoning can be executed in

constant time assuming constant processor space.
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Abstract

Ford Motor Company's Direct Labor

Management System (DLMS) utilizes a

knowledge representation scheme based on the

KL-ONE family of languages to represent the

world of automobile vehicle assembly

knowledge. DLMS is an implemented system

that has been utilized by Ford personnel since

1991 and it remains an integral part of Ford's

worldwide manufacturing strategy. This paper

will describe the rationale for the use of KL-

ONE, provide an overview of how KL-ONE

was implemented into DLMS, discuss the

advantages and disadvantages of using a

knowledge representation scheme such as KL-

ONE in a production environment and present

an evaluation of how knowledge representation

and reasoning systems can be successfully

utilized in industry.

INTRODUCTION

Ford Motor Company's Direct Labor Management

System (DLMS) is the knowledge-based subsystem of a

complex multiphase manufacturing process planning

system. Since its original deployment in 1991, DLMS

has been utilized by hundreds of users throughout

Ford's automobile and truck assembly plants in North

America. Currently DLMS is being expanded to Ford's

assembly plants around the world. The knowledge that

is used to drive the manufacturing assembly process in

DLMS is stored in a KL-ONE knowledge

representation scheme.

This paper will discuss the long-term implications of

utilizing KL-ONE in a dynamic environment such as

automobile assembly planning. Issues such as

knowledge base validation and verification,

maintenance and adaptability to changing market

conditions will also be discussed.

DLMS OVERVIEW

The Direct Labor Management System (DLMS) is an

implemented system utilized by Ford Motor Company's

Vehicle Operations division to manage the use of labor

on the assembly lines throughout Ford's vehicle

assembly plants. DLMS was designed to improve the

assembly process planning activity at Ford by achieving

standardization within the vehicle process build

description and to provide a tool for accurately

estimating the labor time required to perform the actual

vehicle assembly. In addition, DLMS provides the

framework for allocating the required work among

various operators at the plant and builds a foundation

for automated machine translation of the process

descriptions into foreign languages.

The standard process planning document known as a

process sheet is the primary vehicle for conveying the

assembly information from the initial process planning

activity to the assembly plant. A process sheet contains

the detailed instructions needed to build a portion of a

vehicle. A single vehicle may require thousands of

process sheets to describe its assembly. The process

sheet is written by an engineer utilizing a restricted
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subset of English known as SLANG (Standard

LANGuage). Standard Language allows an engineer to

write clear and concise assembly instructions that are

machine readable.

Figure 1 shows a portion of a process sheet written in

Standard Language. This process sheet is written by an

engineer at the Vehicle Operations General Office; it is

then sent to the DLMS system to be "validated" before

it can be released to the assembly plants. Validation

includes the following: checking the process sheet for

errors, generating the sequence of steps that a worker at

the assembly plant must perform in order to accomplish

this task and calculating the length of time that this task

will require. The DLMS system interprets these

instructions and generates a list of detailed actions,

known as allocatable elements, that are required to

implement these instructions at the assembly plant level.

These allocatable elements are associated with

MODAPTS (MODular Arrangement of Predetermined

Time Standards) codes that are used to calculate the

time required to perform these actions.

MODAPTS codes are utilized as a means of measuring

the body movements that are required to perform a

physical action and have been accepted as a valid work

measurement system around the world. [IES 88]. For

example the MODAPTS code for moving a small object

with only a hand is M2; utilizing the arm gives a code

of M3. The MODAPTS codes are then combined to

describe a entire sequence of actions. MODAPTS

codes are then converted into an equivalent time, which

is needed to perform that action. Figure 2 shows the

output generated by the DLMS system including a

description of each action with its associated

MODAPTS code.

The work instructions generated by DLMS are known

as allocatable elements. These allocatable elements are

then used by the engineering personnel at the assembly

plant to allocate the required work among the available

personnel. DLMS is a powerful tool because it

provides timely information about the amount of direct

labor that is required to assemble each vehicle, as well

as pointing out inefficiencies in the assembly process.

A more complete description of the DLMS system can

be found in [O'Brien et al. 89].

Process Sheet Written in Standard Language

TITLE: ASSEMBLE IMMERSION HEATER TO ENGINE

10 OBTAIN ENGINE BLOCK HEATER ASSEMBLY

FROM STOCK

20 LOOSEN HEATER ASSEMBLY TURNSCREW USING

POWER TOOL

30 APPLY GREASE TO RUBBER O-RING AND CORE

OPENING

40 INSERT HEATER ASSEMBLY INTO RIGHT REAR

CORE PLUG HOSE

50 ALIGN SCREW HEAD TO TOP OF HEATER

60 SEAT ASSEMBLY UNTIL ENGINE BLOCK AND

ASSEMBLY ARE FLUSH

70 SECURE SCREW USING POWER TOOL TO TIGHTEN

HEATER ASSEMBLY

TOOL 20 1 P AAPTCA TSEQ RT ANGLE NUTRUNNER

TOOL 30 1 C COMM TSEQ GREASE BRUSH

Figure 1.

Resulting Work Instructions Generated by DLMS

LOOSEN HEATER ASSEMBLY TURNSCREW USING

POWER TOOL

GRASP POWER TOOL (RT ANGLE NUTRUNNER)

<01M4G1>

POSITION POWER TOOL (RT ANGLE NUTRUNNER)

<01M4P2>

ACTIVATE POWER TOOL (RT ANGLE NUTRUNNER)

<01M1P0>

REMOVE POWER TOOL (RT ANGLE NUTRUNNER)

<01M4P0>

RELEASE POWER TOOL (RT ANGLE NUTRUNNER)

<01M4P0>

Figure 2.

The DLMS system consists of five main subsystems:

parser, analyzer, simulator, knowledge base manager,

and the error checker. The input into DLMS is a

process sheet; it is initially parsed to break down the

sentence into its lexical components which includes the

verb, subject, modifiers, prepositional phrases and other

parts of speech. Since Standard Language is a restricted

subset of English, the parser has a very high rate of

success in properly parsing the input from the process

sheets. The parser utilizes the Augmented Transition

Network (ATN) method of parsing [Charniak, et. al 87].

Any process element that is not parsed successfully will

then be flagged by one of the error rules that will

(hopefully) suggest to the user how to correct this

element. The analyzer will then use the components of

the parsed element to search the knowledge base (or

taxonomy) for relevant information describing that item.
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For example, the input element contained the term

"HAMMER". This term will then be searched for in the

taxonomy; when it is found the system will then learn

all of the attributes that "HAMMER" has: (it is a Tool,

its size is medium, it can be used with one hand, etc.)

The system will perform this analysis on all of the

components of the input element in order to select what

work instructions are required.

The work instructions are then found in the taxonomy

based on all of the available input and are passed on to

the simulator. The simulator will use the taxonomy to

generate the sequence of instructions and MODAPTS

codes that will describe the input element. These work

instructions will then be sent back to the user. The

knowledge base manager is used to maintain the

knowledge base; this maintenance may be performed

by the user community or by the system developers.

All of the associated knowledge about Standard

Language, tools, parts and everything else associated

with the automobile assembly process is contained in

the DLMS knowledge base or taxonomy. This

knowledge base structure is derived from the KL-ONE

family of semantic network structures and is the integral

component in the success of DLMS. DLMS also

contains a rulebase of over 350 rules that are used to

drive the validation process and perform error-checking

on the Standard Language input. DLMS was

implemented in Common LISP and ART (Automating

Reasoning Tool from Brightware Corporation) on the

Texas Instrument Explorer platform. It is currently

being ported to the Hewlett Packard UNIX platform.

Figure 3 describes the current DLMS architecture.

1USER pa # MPPS

 

KNOWLEDGE

BASE MANAGER

PARSER

ANALYZER

SIMULATOR

ERROR

SUBSYSTEM

Figure 3: Current DLMS System Architecture
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KL-ONE OVERVIEW

The KL-ONE knowledge representation system

[Brachman, Schmolze 85] was first developed at Bolt,

Baranek and Newman in the late 1970's as an outgrowth

of semantic net formalisms. KL-ONE was selected for

use on the DLMS project because of its adaptability for

many diverse applications as well as the power of the

KL-ONE classification algorithm. KL-ONE is derived

from research done on semantic networks.

The principal unit of information is the "concept". Each

concept has a set of components or attributes that is true

for each member of the set denoted by that concept.

The main form of relation between concepts is called

"subsumption". Subsumption is the property by which

concept A subsumes concept B if, and only if, the set

denoted by concept A includes the set denoted by

concept B. The KL-ONE knowledge base as used in

DLMS can be described as a network of concepts with

the general concepts being closer to the root of the tree

and the more specific concepts being the leaves of the

tree. A concept in a KL-ONE knowledge base inherits

attributes from the concepts that subsume it. The power

of the KL-ONE system lies in the classification scheme.

The system will place a new concept into its appropriate

place in the taxonomy by utilizing the subsumption

relation on the concept's attributes. A much more

detailed description of the KL-ONE classification

scheme can be found in [Shmolze, Lipkis 81].

KL-ONE USAGE BACKGROUND

The requirement for a system to automate process

planning in automobile assembly at Ford Motor

Company was very evident since the early 1980s.

Previously, process sheets were written in free-form

English and then sent to the assembly plants for

implementation. The quality and correctness of process

sheets differed greatly based upon which engineer had

written a particular sheet. There was no standardization

with similar process sheets and industrial engineers at

the assembly plants would be forced to implement work

instructions based on differing process sheets. The

process sheets could not describe the amount of labor

required and the assembly plants were not able to

accurately plan for labor requirements. Work usage

instructions were written manually and the time

required to accomplish a particular job would have to

be measured manually.

These manual "stopwatch" time studies suffered from

several major disadvantages. A time study consisted of

an industrial engineer watching an assembly line worker

doing their job and measuring how long each job would

take. These measurements would vary from worker to

worker, so that multiple time studies were required for

each particular job. Since there may be hundreds or

even thousands of jobs in an assembly plant, the time

studies were very expensive and time-consuming. Time

studies also have a very adverse effect on worker

morale and are a source of resentment among the

assembly personnel.

Since labor is a very significant portion of the cost of

producing an automobile, there was a very strong

incentive to develop a system that could both

standardize the process sheet and create a tool for

automatically generating work instructions and times

from these process sheets. The first attempts to create

DLMS were done utilizing standard third generation

programming languages (COBOL) and existing IBM

mainframe databases (IMS). The sheer complexity of

the knowledge required to accurately generate reliable

work instructions could not be represented in either a

database or in a program. A database could easily store

the amount of data required, but the relationships

between the various components in the database could

not be adequately represented. A program could be

written that could explicitly list all of the inputs and

desired outputs, but this program would quickly become

obsolete and be impossible to maintain.

At this time expert systems and Artificial Intelligence

were beginning to be accepted into industry, so Ford

contracted Inference Corp. to develop a prototype of

the DLMS system. A rule-base approach was also

considered, but the complexity and future

maintainability of a system containing explicit

knowledge about a dynamic domain such as automobile

assembly ruled this approach out. A requirement for the

DLMS knowledge base included the ability to make

frequent and complex changes without affecting other

components of the knowledge base. This required that

the objects in the taxonomy be stored in classes that

were analogous to the real world of automobile

assembly planning. This approach led to a semantic

network representation of the automobile assembly

world where classes and subclasses corresponded to

their appropriate equivalents in the real world. This

type of semantic network representation was very

similar to the KL-ONE representation language. It was

decided to model the Ford automobile manufacturing

knowledge base utilizing KL-ONE in order test the

feasibility of this approach. This prototype proved very

successful and the basic KL-ONE model proved to be
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both robust and flexible as the knowledge base evolved

over the years. Changes were made for processing and

memory efficiency (i.e. the use of a hash table to store

the list of concepts), but the KL-ONE logical design has

been successful in terms of our problem domain.

concept through the entire taxonomy. Figure 4 shows

how the DLMS taxonomy is organized.

DLMS KNOWLEDGE BASE

STRUCTURE

As mentioned previously, the DLMS taxonomy or

knowledge base contains all of the relevant information

that describes the vehicle assembly process at Ford

Motor Company. This includes all of the lexical classes

included in Standard Language such as verbs, nouns,

prepositions, conjunctions and other parts of speech,

various tools and parts utilized at the assembly plants,

and descriptions of operations that are performed to

build the vehicle. Currently the DLMS taxonomy

contains over 9000 such concepts.

The organization of the knowledge base is based on the

KL-ONE model. The root of the semantic network is a

concept known as THING which encompasses

everything within the DLMS world. The children of the

root concept describe various major classes of

knowledge and include such things as TOOLS, PARTS

and OPERATIONS. Each concept contains attributes

or slots that describe that object. The values of these

attributes are inherited from the concept's parents.

Ranges of valid values can be given for any particular

attribute. Any attempt to put an invalid value in that

attribute will trigger an error. All of the information

dealing with the organization and structure of the

taxonomy is also contained in the taxonomy itself.

There are four types of links that describe the

relationship between any two concepts: subsumes,

specializes, immediately-subsumes and immediately-

specializes.

The subsumption relation describes a link between a

parent concept and all of its children, including

descendants of its children. The "immediately-

subsumes" relation describes only the concepts that are

direct children of the parent concept. The "specializes"

and "immediately specializes" relations are inverses of

the subsumption relation. A concept "immediately

specializes" its direct parent concepts and "specializes"

all of the concepts that are ancestors of its parents.

These relationships are stored as attributes of any given

concept and can be utilized as a tool to trace any

PART

Attributes:

Size, etc...

BUMPER

 

o

DOOR-BUMPER

Attributes: Size. ...

FRONT-BUMPER ARM-BUMPER

FIGURE 4: A Sample from the DLMS Taxonomy

KNOWLEDGE BASE MAINTENANCE

The DLMS Knowledge Base is maintained through the

use of two different tools: the Knowledge Base

Manager (KBM) and the Knowledge Base Update

facility (KBU). The Knowledge Base Manager is a

graphical tool that is used by the system developers to

make important changes to the knowledge base that will

affect the actual output generated by the system. Since

this output will have a major impact on the assembly

process any such change must be approved by a

committee representing all of the interested parties. All

changes made to the knowledge base are logged by the

system to keep a record of the system's modification

history.

The Knowledge Base Update (KBU) facility is used by

system users to make minor modifications to the

knowledge base. A minor modification is a change that

will not impact the output produced by the system.

Examples of minor modifications include the addition

of new words into the taxonomy. The KBU facility

allows users to incorporate these changes directly into

the taxonomy without any kind of system developer

intervention. All changes made through the KBU

facility are also logged for future reference.
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KNOWLEDGE BASE VALIDATION

AND VERIFICATION

The DLMS system has been in production for over five

years. In the highly competitive automobile industry,

five years is a relatively long time as the cycle for

bringing new models to market is steadily decreasing.

Therefore, the DLMS knowledge base is being

constantly updated and modified. It was necessary to

develop tools that would prevent errors from being

introduced into the DLMS knowledge base when

making modifications to it.

One such tool is the use of an automated regression

testing tool that runs a suite of test cases against the

knowledge base. The results of the test cases are

compared against a baseline file and all discrepancies

are then flagged. These discrepancies are then

examined manually in order to find out if this change is

correct. The suite of test cases is constantly being

updated to incorporate as many different test scenarios

as possible.

Another approach that we are taking toward knowledge

base validation is the use of automated tools that

analyze the taxonomy. This analysis is based on

knowledge of the problem domain as well as

information about the structure of the DLMS taxonomy.

For example, one requirement of the DLMS system is

that all physical objects must have an attribute that

describes their size. A scan of the taxonomy can then

search for concepts in the class of objects that do not

have a valid size. All concepts that may have an error

are then flagged for future investigation by the systems

organization. These types of utilities are very useful in

finding errors which may contribute to decreased

system accuracy. Our future plans for DLMS include

moving a large portion of the knowledge base

maintenance activity to the user community, which will

not have a technical background. To accomplish this

we are also developing various automated knowledge

base verification and validation routines that will point

out errors as they are being introduced into the

knowledge base.

This utility is based on the concept of a "knowledge

base metric", that is roughly analogous to software

metrics that are used as a quantitative measure of

software quality. Software metrics are computed by

measuring various attributes of code in order to develop

a value that can be used to predict the complexity and

maintainability of this program [Khoshgoftaar, Oman

94]. Our goal is to develop a knowledge base metric

that will be computed automatically when the

knowledge base is modified. This number is computed

by counting the number of discrepancies that have been

found by applying the specific DLMS utilities to the

knowledge base and using that number as a baseline.

After each modification this number is recomputed and

then compared to the baseline. If the new metric is

greater than the baseline this change will be flagged as

it may have introduced additional errors in the

knowledge base. This metric will provide us with an

additional tool of verifying the knowledge base

correctness.

CLASSIFICATION IN DLMS

The DLMS system utilizes a classification algorithm to

create concepts and place them into their appropriate

position in the taxonomy. The classifier utilizes various

attributes of the concept in order to place it into its

correct position. These "classifiable" attributes are slot

values that play a major role in determining where this

concept belongs. For example, the attribute "size" is

very important in classification, while the "output

format" slot has little value in classification. This

classification is performed by finding the appropriate

subsumers, linking the concept in and then locating all

the concepts that should be subsumed by the new

concept. The system narrows this search procedure

considerably by selecting the appropriate node in the

concept to begin the classification process. The concept

which is to be classified is placed at the starting node;

the system then tries to push the new concept node as

far down the tree as possible. The classifiable attributes

are used as a objective measure to determine if the

concept is in its proper place. Within DLMS this

classification algorithm is applied to all of the instances

of the input string that describe the process element. In

a simple element this may include a verb, an object and

an associated tool. When the classifier is complete,

each of the above instances will inherit necessary values

from the knowledge base in order to build the

appropriate operation to describe required actions. For

a more complete explanation of the DLMS classifier see

[Rychtyckyj 94]. Figure 5 illustrates a diagram of a

simple classification procedure.
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Figure 5. Taxonomy Classification Structure for Secure Operation

This figure describes the classification procedure for an

operation of type "Secure Nut Using Power Tool".

The concept "Nut" belongs to the class of "Threaded

Fasteners". The analyzer subsystem also finds the class

of Power Tools and then attempts to find which

operation most closely matches the derived objects. In

this case, the classifier has identified the power

tool, the "Secure" verb and the object "nut". It will now

try to find the "Secure Operation that most closely

matches these parameters. In this case the Secure

Threaded Fastener Using A Power Tool is the closest

match and the classifier will then use this operation to

start building its output solution.

EVALUATION OF KL-ONE IN DLMS

This section will describe the advantages and

disadvantages of the KL-ONE representation scheme as

it has been utilized within DLMS. Along with Classic

[Brachman, et al. 91] DLMS has been one of the few

KL-ONE-based systems that has been utilized in

production for a considerable amount of time. KL-ONE

was selected as the appropriate tool for this project

because of the requirement for a flexible and powerful

knowledge management tool. The knowledge base

required to store information about the vehicle assembly

process is both complex and dynamic. Over the last

two years Ford Motor Company has replaced or

changed more than half of its product line in North

America, including its two top selling vehicles: the

Taurus and F-Series pickup truck. Such a rate of
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change requires that the DLMS system be able to

incorporate continuous updates to its knowledge base.

These changes also included major modifications to the

structure of the taxonomy, as well as those related to

maintaining the actual automobile assembly knowledge

itself.

The most complex part of the DLMS taxonomy is the

class of concept known as an OPERATION. An

operation is a concept that describes all of the

individual actions that must be done at the assembly

plant. A simple operation, such as "Hammer Object"

contain the following slot values: Tool (tool required),

Modapts (Modapts codes that describe this operation

and an Actions slot. In this case the Actions slot will be

empty, because no additional actions are required.

However, the vast majority of operations require a

multitude of actions, so this value will contain a list of

the other required actions. The system will then process

each of these actions in turn, and it is quite likely that

the secondary actions may also contain subordinate

actions. Therefore, the output generated from a single

operation may be accessed from many different places

in the taxonomy. This flexibility makes it possible to

model the real world in DLMS, but it also makes it very

difficult to trace where an error may have occurred.

This is very analogous to tracing the execution of a

large rulebase to find a single rule that has incorrectly

fired. It is also possible to introduce cycles into the

taxonomy; an indirect cycle of the form A -> B -> C ->

A will usually not be noticed until an actual run goes

into an infinite loop. This tradeoff between flexibility

and ease of maintenance is common as the complexity

of the world we are trying to model increases. As

described previously in the section on knowledge base

validation and verification, our approach is to build

more sophisticated tools that incorporate intelligence

about both KL-ONE and the automobile assembly

process in order to improve the overall maintenance.

Another problem we have encountered is the

requirement from various user organizations to produce

documents describing the various taxonomy outputs.

The complexity of the taxonomy makes any general

reports extremely long and difficult to follow. Our

approach has been to educate the user community about

the structure of the DLMS taxonomy in contrast to a

spreadsheet or a database, which are well understood by

most people. Another issue that we must be careful

with is the fact that taxonomy modifications may change

the output from a previous run. The user community is

not very receptive when a process sheet that worked last

year is now flagged as invalid, because we have

improved the error-checking capability of the system.

To forestall most of these problems we disseminate any

such changes to the user community when they are

implemented in order to prevent any future

misunderstandings. Overall, based on our years of

experience with the KL-ONE representation system, we

are quite satisfied that KL-ONE has proved to be a very

capable tool and has contributed greatly to the success

of the DLMS system.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have tried to describe our experience at

Ford Motor Company with the KL-ONE representation

system. The DLMS system is a production system that

is utilized by hundreds of users throughout the

company. Therefore, the reliability of the system is of

the highest priority and any new technology must be

robust enough to operate successfully in this

environment. We have discussed the ongoing problems

of knowledge base maintenance and knowledge base

validation and verification. Our solutions to both

problems include automated tools and manual

intervention by the system developers as required. Our

goal includes the development of more sophisticated

tools that would eventually pass all knowledge base

maintenance activity to the user community. We have

also discussed the ramifications of using a complex

knowledge representation system in the realm of a

corporate business environment and the steps we have

taken to improve this situation. Our extensive use of

KL-ONE within DLMS has convinced us that the KL-

ONE representation system is an excellent tool for

modeling the complex world of vehicle assembly

planning and we are planning to expand our usage of

KL-ONE into other problem domains in the automobile

industry.
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Abstract

A knowledge representation for chronicles is

proposed. It enables to model temporal scenarios

whose occurrences need to be recognized on-line,

e.g., for supervision applications. It relies on

domain attributes reified by predicates event and hold

for expressing change and persistence, and on

temporal constraints. It has been chosen such as to

keep the algorithmic complexity of the recognition

system reasonable while maintaining expressive

ness. It has been field tested in several applications.

The paper describes the representation, the on-line

recognition process, and a learning-based approach

for synthesizing chronicle models from samples.

1 INTRODUCTION

The supervision of a complex dynamic process requires the

surveillance, through sensing devices and signal processing

systems, of specific events. But it also requires a reasoning

mechanism, above the detection system, for recognizing

particular evolution described as set of temporally related

events. This is the kind of chronicles we are interested in

here. A chronicle model is a description of generic scenario

of a normal or an abnormal evolution to be surveyed. It is

represented as a set of events and a set of temporal

constraints, between these events and with respect to a

context. A chronicle model may also specify events to be

generated and actions to be triggered as a result of the

chronicle occurrence. Deduced events can in turn be taken

as input by other chronicles, hence enabling a recursive

chaining.

On-line, the chronicle recognition system receives as input

a stream of time-stamped instanciated events. A sensory

stimulus, once detected by a signal processing tool, may

become an event. If some observed events match the model

events of a chronicle, and if their occurrence dates meet the

specified constraints, then an instance of this chronicle

occurs. Its recognition may generate in turn new events, it

can permit the focus of attention enabling the detection of

forthcoming events, or it can trigger alarms, messages,

data logging or other actions. This recognition system

recognizes all instances of occurring chronicles, on the fly,

as they develop. It does not account for all observed

events, but only for those matching available models. The

system generates as output deduced events and triggered

actions associated to recognized chronicle models. It is

mainly a temporal reasoning system. It is predictive since

it predicts forthcoming events that are relevant to partial

instances of chronicles currently hypothesized as taking

place; it focuses on them and it maintains their temporal

windows of relevance.

Several areas of research investigate problems close to

ours. In plan recognition for example, one is interested in

recognizing that a sequence of observed actions matches a

previously described plan. In that area, a top-down

approach similar to ours where recognition is guided by

the plan to be recognized, is proposed in [Rao 94]; in

addition to several restrictive assumptions (mainly the

synchronization between observations and action

occurrences) this work, as most others in plan recognition,

does not take into account explicit temporal and real-time

constraints. Time is explicit in the event calculus of

Kowalski and Sergot. This representation, mainly

developed as a question-answering system for temporal

data-bases [Kowalski 92], which has been extended for

planning or scheduling by several authors (e.g. [Borillo et

al 91]), does not address the recognition issue. A variant of

it based on the interval calculus [Kumar 87] is closer to

our problem, but with a more restricted representation and

without algorithmic concerns. In diagnosis, several authors

consider dynamic systems; among which [Console 92] and

[Nejdl 94] explore available knowledge on temporal

constraints between states (called modes) mainly as a way

to focus an abductive diagnosis. On-line recognition is not

their main focus, they do not provide complexity analysis,

nor performance results.

In contrast, our knowledge representation has been chosen

such as to keep the complexity reasonable for on-line

processing, while maintaining a sufficient expressiveness

for practical applications. The algorithms developed rely
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on extended pre-processing and carefully chosen data

structures. The corresponding system, called IxTeT, has

been field-tested on industrial applications, mainly for the

supervision of gas turbines. IxTeT exhibits good

performances, compatible with real-time requirements.

This paper summarizes the proposed knowledge

representation. It gives an outline of the chronicle

recognition approach developed and performance achieved

so far. It describes a learning-based approach which

synthesizes chronicle models from positive and negative

examples. It discusses in conclusion the limitations and

advantages of the proposed contribution.

2 KNOWLEDGE REPRESENTATION

FOR CHRONICLES

Our knowledge representation relies on temporally

qualified domain attributes. We consider time as linearly

ordered discrete set of instants, whose resolution is

sufficient for the dynamics of the environment (i.e., any

change can be adequately represented as taking place at

some instant of the set). For algorithmic complexity

reasons our time-map manager uses time-points as the

elementary primitives. Intervals and relations of the

restricted interval algebra [Vilain86, Nebel93] can also be

represented at the user level in IxTeT, but they are

translated internally into time-point constraints (we'll not

develop that issue here). We can handle the usual symbolic

constraints of the time-point algebra (i.e. before, equal,

after and their disjunctions), as well as numerical

constraints. The later are expressed as pairs of real

numbers (e2-el)=[I-, 1+] corresponding to lower bounds

and upper bounds on the temporal distance between two

points el and e2. For complexity reasons, we do not allow

disjunctions of numerical constraints, since the constraint

satisfaction problem becomes NP-Complete [Dechter91].

We rely on a propositionnal reified logic formalism

[Shoham87], where a set of multi-valued domain attributes

(fluents) are temporally qualified by two predicates: hold

and event. The persistence of the value v of a domain

attribute p during the interval //, /'[ is expressed by the

assertion hold(p:v, (t,t')).

An event is an instantaneous change of the value of a

domain attribute, the predicate event is defined through the

predicate hold:

event(p:(v]tv2),t) = 3r<r<T'| hold(p: v„(T,f))

* ' def

Ahold(p : v2,(f,T')) a(v, *v2)

The representation allows multi-valued attributes with

variable arguments, each instance of the arguments

corresponds to an independent fluent (e.g. p(?x) gives p(a),

p(b)...). However the representation does not allow free

variables in detected instances of events (semi-unification

only between model events and observed event instances)

nor in recognized instances of chronicles.

A chronicle model is a conjunction of event predicates and

constraints. It may also involve the description of some

context that is required to hold over some interval

independently of when the corresponding fluents became

true. For example, we want to survey the correct reaction

of a turbine to a load increase (fluent LOAD). The response

must be an increase of the shaft speed (SHAFT) followed by

an opening of the fuel valve (Valve) and an increase of the

mean exhaust temperature (EXHAUST). We must also

observe an increase then a decrease of the angle of the

nozzles coupling the high pressure and the low pressure

parts (Nozzle). During all this chronicle, the turbine needs

to be in a particular state at least until the Valve opens

(state represented by the fluent Alarm set to None). This

chronicle model is described as follows:

chronicle IncreasingLoad

{ timepoint U,t2,t3,t4,t5,t6;

//- forthcoming events and context assertion

event (LOAD:(Steady, Increasing),tl);

event (SHAFT:(Steady, Increasing),t2);

event (VALVE:(Steady, Increasing),t3);

event (EXHAUST:(Steady, Increasing),t4);

event (NozzLE:(Steady, Increasing),t5);

event (NOZZLE:(Increasing, Decreasing),t6);

hold (ALARM:None, (tl, t4));

//- temporal constraints

(t2-tl) in [1.00,3.00];

(t3-t2) in [0.00, 1 .00] ; (t4-t3) in [0.00, 1 .00] ;

(t5-t2) in [0.00,1.00]; (t6-t5) in [0.00,2.00];

when recognized

report "Successful increasing load"; }

The system receives and processes only events. The

chronicle recognition is complete as long as the observed

event stream is complete, i.e. any change of the value of a

domain attribute produces an observed event. This

hypothesis enables to manage context assertions quite

naturally through occurrences and non-occurrences of

events. To process assertion hold(p:v, (t.t')), the system

checks that there has been an event (p:(v',v),t") with t"<t

and such that no event p:(v,v") occurs within [t",t'[. To

initialize the system, a set of events corresponding to the

initial state of the world must be sent with an occurrence

date equals to Consequently a chronicle model

corresponds to a network of temporal constraints where

each node is an event. The network for the previous

chronicle is the following:
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[0,1]

[0,1]

[0,1] ^

(3) -^(rt)

[0,2]

with the condition that no event ALARM:(NONE, ?t) occurs

during [t'IMl-

The user can also specify some actions to be performed

during or after a chronicle recognition. These may generate

a new event with occurrence date relative to those of the

instance events, may display messages, or run a user

specified procedure (external action). The generation of a

new event allows to relate different chronicles. An action

can be linked to a complete recognition of a chronicle

instance, or to a partial recognition after the occurrence of

some event. This provides afocus ofattention capability.

3 ON-LINE CHRONICLE

RECOGNITION

The chronicle recognition system has to detect, on the fly,

any subset of the stream of observed events which matches

the set of model events in a chronicle and meets all the

constraints and context assertions. A match between some

observed events with a subset of model events is a partial

instance of a chronicle. A complete match requires the

observation of all model events. However, not all observed

events have to be accounted for: an event is meaningless

unless it happens within a context and a sequence of events

matching a chronicle

Let us illustrate the recognition process with a simple

scenario corresponding to the chronicle model given above:

initially Alarm is set to None, the LOAD increases at time

10', the Shaft speeds up at 12' and so on. On receiving a

LOAD increase event at 10', the system detects a possible

instance of this chronicle, it predicts what are the expected

events for this instance and what should be their respective

temporal windows compatible with this partial instance

(top figure on the right).

Reception of an event on Shaft speed up at 12' is

propagated to the windows constraining the remaining

events (bottom figure). If, on some alternate scenario, after

receiving these two events, either Valve or Nozzle events

do not occur at time 13', or if ALARM changes its value

before occurrence time of EXHAUST event, then the

corresponding instance will not meet the specified

constraints and will be disregarded.

A compilation stage is useful for testing the consistency

of constraints in a chronicle model and for coding it into

data structures efficient for the recognition process. It

mainly consists into propagating all the constraints into a

complete network. At preprocessing time, propagations are

local to each chronicle model. For each chronicle model,

we propagate constraints with an incremental path

consistency algorithm (derived from [Mackworth85]). The

result of this algorithm is (for each chronicle model) the

least constrained complete graph equivalent to the user

constraints, or a subset of inconsistent constraints if any.

-°° 10' IT 13' 14' 15' 16"

ti

t2

t4

10 12 13 14 15

ti

ti

t2

t3

u

t5

i Sv3■■:

I MS-:;

On-line, an event e is observed with a variable delay, due

to sensor processing and data transmission. We suppose

that for each domain attribute this delay for corresponding

events is upper and lower-bounded within an interval A(e)

given by the user. If d(e) is the occurrence date and tie) the

reception date of event e, we always have: r(e) e A(e) +

die).

An observed event may trigger a hypothesis of a chronicle

instance. Such a partial instance corresponds to a network,

grounded in time, predicting expected events for this

hypothesis. Events that may trigger a recognition

hypothesis are those at the root nodes of the model

network as well as at any further nodes compatible with

the bounds on detection delays A of the predecessor nodes

and the constraints.

The recognition process relies on a complete forecasting of

expected events predicted by chronicle hypothesis. We

define an interval, called window of relevance D(e), which
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contains all possible occurrence dates for a predicted event

e of a partial instance 5, in order for e to be consistent

with constraints and known dates of observed events in S.

Furthermore, for each chronicle instance, we maintain

some time bounds. The deadline of an instance 5 is the

latest date for the nearest non-occurred event. Similarly, we

compute the holdline of an instance which is the latest date

for ensuring that the nearest assertion holds, i.e. when we

are sure that an occurrence of a forbidden event cannot

violate the assertion (for the previous example, at time 10'

deadline=\6 and a holdline=\5'). We can compute the

recognition interval for each chronicle instance: the user

can know when a recognition is expected and which

events will be necessary to achieve it. This is used for

performing some actions such as a focus of attention on

what is expected or what needs to be avoided.

A hypothesis of chronicle instance may progress in two

ways: (i) a new event may be detected, it can be either

integrated into the instance and make the remaining

predictions more precises, or it may violate a constraint for

an assertion and make the corresponding hypothesis

invalid; or (ii) time passes without nothing happening and,

perhaps, may make some deadline violated or some

assertions constraints obsolete. The system manages its

own internal clock by receiving clock updates. Let now

denoted the value of this clock. When an observed event e

matches of model event ek, we always have the reception

date r(e) - now, and either

- d(e) e D(ek) : e doesn't meet the temporal constraints

of the expected event ek of S,

- d(e) e D(ek) : DfeJ is reduced to the single point d(e).

More generally, if the window of relevance of some

expected event ek in S has been further constrained (that is

D(eJ reduced), we are sure that this constraint remains

consistent with what is already known. We need however

to propagate the reduction to other expected events, which

in turn are further constrained.

propagate(ek, S)

for all forthcoming event e; *ek of 5

D{e,) <- D(eJ n [DfeJ + I(e, - ek) ]

This produces a new set of non-empty and consistent D(eJ.

We never need to verify the consistency of events that fall

into their windows of relevance. We just need to propagate

further their new value of D(e).

When the system updates its internal clock, this new value

of now can reduce some windows of relevance D(eJ and,

in this case, we need to propagate it over all expected

events of an instance S (by D(eJ <— D(eJ n ( [t, +«/ -

D(eJ ) ). This instance remains consistent as long as all

D(eJ remain non empty.

Notice that a clock update may not require propagation: it

is necessary to propagate a date only when a time bound is

reached (before that we are sure that constraints in a

chronicle instance remain consistent). Time bounds enable

an efficient pruning.

Checking hold assertions requires a special care. Let us

consider a chronicle instance S which requires that an event

e shouldn't occur during [el,e2]. If e occurs before D(el) or

after D(e2), S isn't concerned. Otherwise, there are two

basic cases (depending on the overlap between D(el) and

D(e2)) and each one leads to a processing according to the

localization of the occurrence date of e.

In four cases out of six (illustrated below), we only reduce

D(el) or D(e2), but S can also die (case 2) or can be cut in

two more restricted instances (case 5). We propagate these

new dates by processing propagate(e.S) if D(e) is reduced

and/or propagate(e',S) if D(e') is reduced.

D(e,)nD(e2) = 0

el r—!—I

e2 ! I 1

l-H

! I 1

death ofthe

instance

i 1 i
■

M

D(e, ) n D(e2) * 0
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Hypothesis management

Before propagating a second observation into a hypothesis,

the original chronicle instance must be duplicated and only

the copy is updated. For each chronicle model, the system

manages a tree of hypotheses of current instances. When a

hypothesis of chronicle instance is completed or killed

(because of a violated constraint), it is removed from this

tree. Duplication is needed to warranty the recognition of a

chronicle as often as it may arise, even if its instances are

temporally overlapping.

To illustrate this need consider for example a simplified

chronicle model with 3 events where : el < e2 < e3 with

(e3 - e2) < 3'. If we receive the stream of events: el at

time 0', e2 at 3', a second instance of e2 at 8', e3 at 11' ,

the first occurrence of e2 (if matched) will kill this

chronicle instance hypothesis because of the non

occurrence of e3 before time 6'. By keeping a second

instance of the chronicle (when receiving the first e2), we

can recognize the instance matching the second instance of

e2 at 8'. The size of the tree of hypotheses is the main

source of complexity. Duration bounds in a chronicle

model is first way to reduce it. Further knowledge

restricting multiple instances of events is also beneficial.

There may also be chronicles that cannot have two

complete instances which overlap in time or share a

common event; the user may also be interested in

recognizing just one instance at a time. For both cases,

when a chronicle instance is recognized, all its pending

instances must be removed, this can be done by using an

assertion overall a chronicle.

Applications and Performance results

The IxTeT recognition system has been extensively tested,

on laboratory data as well as on industrial applications.

One of these was concerned with the supervision of gas

turbines. It took place in the context of Esprit project

TIGER, which demonstrated its results on a large turbine

powering a petrochemical plant, as well as on an aircraft

APU turbine. The corresponding supervision system is

currently marketed [Milne 94]. The proposed representa

tion has also been integrated to a system for the supervi

sion of a blast furnace. IxTeT is currently being tested for

the supervision of the electrical power net.

The algorithms developed here have a polynomial time

complexity: each elementary event propagation or clock

propagation runs in 0(m2), where m is the number of

pending events in a chronicle instance; m < n the total

number of distinct events in a chronicle model. For K

instances of chronicle models with n events each, the

proposed system processes incrementally a new event (or a

clock update) with a complexity in 0(Kn2). K is larger

than M, the number of chronicle models. If K is kept of

the same order than M, which is the case if the duration of

all chronicle models is upper-bounded, the overall

complexity is quite manageable.

A large number of experiments were run on different sets

of chronicles (up to a hundred chronicle models). One

experiment aimed at characterizing the practical

"bandwidth" of the proposed algorithms and

implementation: up to which frequency of events the

system is able to follow-up without accumulating delays.
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For a given set of chronicle models, we systematically

generated scenarios of random but meaningful sequences of

events (i.e., leading to recognized chronicles). Each

scenario corresponds to some average event frequency.

Temporal constraints where parametrized with respect to

this frequency such as to keep chronicle models in

accordance with the test scenario, and to maintain the

number of of recognized chronicles significantly large and

independent of the event frequency.

The preceding chart summarizes the system performances

(measured on a Sparc II station) for a set of 80 chronicle

models, each involving about 10 events and as much as

constraints, 2 or 3 of which referring to context assertions.

For each event frequency, 1 00 scenarios involving about

3000 events each where ran. For each scenario, about 150

chronicle instances were recognized.

The figure plots the response time x with respect to v the

average period between 2 events (1/v is the event

frequency), n is the average processing time of an event, it

does not depend on v. The response time x is the difference

between the reception date r(e) and the time at which event

e has been completely processed and the system starts

processing the next waiting event. Hence x takes into

account the delay in a wait buffer from reception time to

the beginning of processing time: X > 7t. The figure shows

the maximum values and the average values (with few

standard deviations) of X. Three interesting points with

respect to the diagonal curve x = v define four bands

• vs <, v : a secure band where there is never a delay,

• vc £ v < vs: a safe band, there may be a delay from one

event to the next which does not grow since the average

response time is smaller than the average period,

• Jt < v < vc: a critical band in which the system may or

may not catch up after some sequence of events, and

• V ^ it: a forbidden band where cumulated delay grows

with the number of events; the system cannot follow up.

Similar curves were obtained for other sets of chronicle

models. The processing time n grows clearly with the

number of chronicles, with values 71 = 6, 8, and 9 ms for

20, 50 and 80 models respectively. A similar remark holds

for vc (vc = 16 and 20 ms for 20 and 80 models).

4 LEARNING CHRONICLES

Expressing a domain knowledge as a set of chronicle

models is not a trivial task. To ease down the modeling

efforts, we explored a learning-based approach. Its purpose

is to generate from a set of recorded examples of a given

behavior a chronicle model which recognizes each instance

of this sample set, but does not recognize any sample from

counter-examples, i.e., other recorded behaviors. The

method described below, inspired from learning techniques

used in syntactical pattern recognition and now explored in

biogenetics, synthesizes automatically discriminative

skeleton models containing only events and constraints,

without context information (i.e., no hold predicate).

These skeleton models have to be completed by the

programmer with context information and eventually with

some tuning of the bounds of numerical constraints.

Typically, for handcoding a chronicle model, the

programmer analyses a set of charts recording raw sensor

signals focused over periods exhibiting the behavior to be

modeled, e.g. periods preceding a fault or a transition

between control modes. Not all available sensory signals

appear in such a charts, but only those possibly relevant

for the behavior to be modeled. Simple patterns are

extracted from these signals, such as a significant change

in the value of the signal or of its derivative with respect

to a threshold. More complex patterns, e.g. oscillations or

wavelets may be used if needed. For our purpose, a

recorded example for a particular behavior is a set of time

stamped patterns on raw signals which constitutes a

sequence of event instances. Typically for a dozen of

behaviors, there are about 10 to 50 recorded examples for

each one, an example is sequence containing 20 events

from a total of about 100 event types.

The learning method developed takes as input a collection

of sequences of events, each sequence labeled by the

corresponding behavior. The method gets rid momentarily

of temporal information and reduces these sequences of

events to strings over some alphabet. If we assume that

this set of strings can be characterized as a regular

language, efficient polynomial algorithms are known

which enable to synthesize from positive and negative

examples a finite automata which recognizes this language

(see [Oncina 92]). However this assumption seems not to

fit our representation. We preferred to rely instead on a

more flexible structure: automata of subsequences of a

string and their Cartesian product [Hebrard 84]. Our

apporach clusters a set of strings with respect to an

adequate measure. To each cluster is associated an

automaton of maximal common subsequences. A conjunct

of maximal subsequences, discriminative with respect to

counter examples is extracted from this automaton. This

provides the skeleton of a chronicle model, to which

temporal bounds from recorded sequences are further added.

The result is interactively checked out and augmented by

the user.

More formally let S, S', S", ... be a collection of samples;

each sample S= {s,, s2, sm] is a set of strings over an

alphabet Z (i.e., propositionnal letters denoting possible

event types). Sample S corresponds to a behavior X(S); the
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strings in S are recorded examples of this behavior. With

respect to X(S), all strings in the other samples S', S", ...

are counter-examples.

We note a string s= s[l]s[2]...s[p]. A subsequence of s is a

string a of length k, k<p , such that there are k indexes

i,< i2< ... < ik with : a[l]=s[i,], o[2]=s[i2], ... and

a[k]=s[ij. For example "choice" is a subsequence of string

"chronicle" (but not a substring of it).

Let A[s] be the automaton of subsequences of s. A[s] is

easily defined. It has (p+1) states: the initial state and one

state for each letter in s. Transitions from state [i] are

labeled by all distinct letters in s following letter s[i]. A

transition labeled by the letter s[j] leads to state [j] if j is

the first occurrence of this letter following s[i], we note

§([']> s[j])=rj]. The figure below shows the automata of

subsequences for strings "cab" and "abcb". Note that all

arcs leading to [j] are labeled by the same letter, and that

A[s] is acyclic. While checking some input string, if

automaton A[s] is in state [i] and if it reads a letter a

which does not label any arc outgoing from [i], then this

input is rejected. Otherwise one proceeds to state 8([i], a)

until either the input is rejected or until the input is

finished being read; in that case the input is accepted as a

valid subsequence of s. A[s] recognizes all and only the

subsequences of s. One may use a straightforward

algorithm for building A[s] in time complexity

0(p. min{p, |Z|).

 

The Cartesien product of 2 automata A[s]xA[s'] is an

automaton with an interesting property: it recognizes all

and only the subsequences common to the 2 string s and

s'. A state in this automaton is denoted by the product

[i, j]. If [i] and [j] are states in respectively A[s] and A[s']

with transitions 8([i], a) and 5([j], a) labeled by the same

letter a then there is a transition in the product automata

labeled by letter a: 8([ij], a) = [8([i], a), 8([j], a)].

Since [i] and [j] are not necessarily followed by identical

letters, the product automata has usually much less states

then the maximum number of 1+pp'. One may also merge

two equivalent states (i.e., those with the same label on

their incoming arcs and with identical outgoing arcs) in the

product automaton to reduce it. The result is still a

deterministic acyclic automaton. The following figure

shows the Cartesien product of the two automata given

above (where states [3,2] and [3,4] have been merged).

 

The Cartesien product of m automata A^Jx-.-xA^,,,],

which can be computed incrementally and independently of

the order of processing, provides the same nice property: it

recognizes all and only the subsequences common to the m

strings s„ sm.

Let us note LCS(s, s') a longest common subsequence to s

and s', and lcs(s, s') its length. An LCS corresponds

simply to a longest path in the acyclic product automata

A[s]xA[s']; there can be several LCS with the same length,

e.g., "ab" and "cb" in the above automaton. The measure

lcs provides a good distance between two strings: the larger

is lcs(s, s') the closer the two strings are. This measure

appears to be more robust than other well known distances

on strings (e.g. the Hamming distance); it is closely linked

to the editing distance [Hebrard84]. For our purpose, lcs

also provides the common characteristic features to two

strings. Note that lcs is a commutative and associative

measure.

The idea is to characterize a set of strings by their longest

common subsequences and to extract from these LCSs the

squeleton of the chronicle model. The problem is that a

sample S= {s,, s2, sm} may not be homogeneous with

respect to the lcs measure: their LCSs could too small or

even empty and hence meaningless. We may need to

cluster the sample S into homogeneous classes with

respect to lcs.

This is just what we have done. We did not rely however

on the technique of the Cartesien product automata for the

clustering purpose, but on more specific and efficient

algorithms. Indeed, for clustering S we just need to

evaluate the measure lcs, but do not need to exhibit

common subsequences. The algorithm of [Hunt 77] gives

the exact value of lcs(s, s') in quadratic time; it is inspired

from and improves significantly over a dynamic

programming approach. We use it to compute the binary

distance between all couples of strings in sample S. The

algorithm of [Guenoche 92] gives a lower bound estimate

of the lcs(s„ sk) for k strings; its complexity is in

0(|Z|kl), where 1 is the value of the found estimate for lcs.

This algorithm is quite efficient and provides meaningful
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estimates (in the average, about 90% of the exact value for

k=10 strings of length 100 characters each). We use this

algorithm to augment a cluster of strings, starting from

the closest pairs given by algorithm of [Hunt 77]. For the

moment our clustering method is a heuristic compromise

between over generalization (few large clusters with small

lcs) and over specification (many small clusters with large

lcs), with a bias towards the former case, since we are

using counter-examples to choose among the LCSs of a

cluster. Our heuristic criterion is mainly the difference

lcs(s, s') - l(s, s', sk), 1 being the estimated longest

length; i.e., we augment the cluster with sk as long as this

difference is below some threshold. At the end of this

procedure, we compute for each cluster on strings in S the

Cartesien product of the corresponding subsequence

automata. Let Ac be this automaton.

The figure below gives the product automata Ac for the 3

strings "abdcfe", "adbcef' and "daecbf'.

 

Ac provides not only all the LCSs of the strings in the

cluster, but also an interesting superset of these LCSs :

common subsequences maximal with respect to the

subsequence partial order. A subsequence s is maximal if

there is no other subsequence recognized by Ac of which s

is a proper subsequence. Note that s can be maximal and

not a longest one. Any subsequence common to the

strings in the cluster is a subsequence of some maximal

one. Hence maximal subsequences in Ac account for all

subsequences common to the cluster. These maximal

strings are directly obtained from Ac.

We can as easily transform Ac into an automaton AM

which recognizes all and only maximal subsequences: we

just need to remove from Ac any arc between the two

states which are linked by another longer path. The

corresponding automaton AM is displayed hereafter (the

maximal subsequences are "ae", "de", "abf, "acf and

"dcf).

 

It would be nice if we could use AM not only as a

synthesizer of the structure common to strings in a cluster,

but also as a recognizer of other strings which exhibit such

a structure. In other words, instead of recognizing whether

a string is a common subsequence to the cluster, let us use

AM to recognize if a string has a subsequence which is a

maximal one in AM. We may try the following

interpretation procedure: while checking some input, if in

state [i] AM reads a letter a, either there is transition

d([i], a) then one proceeds to the following state, or there

is no such transition then one reads the following letter.

The input is accepted if it is finished being read in a leaf

state (one without outgoing arc), otherwise it is rejected.

This procedure is sound but not complete: it accepts only

strings which have as a subsequence a maximal one in AM,

but not all of those. For example in the above automaton

we'll accept rightfully string "eacbdfc" (in state [6] with

the maximal subsequence "abf) but we'll reject wrongfully

string "edce" although it has the maximal subsequence

"de"/ (in state [5], because of the subsequence "dc"). To

overcome this incompleteness we can rely on a non-

deterministic interpreter: at a transition d([i], a) the

interpreter duplicates itself, one version proceeds normally

to the next state and one version stays in state [i] and reads

the next letter in the input. Successful termination is when

a version accepts the input. Notice that this procedure

gives all the maximal subsequences of the input (for

"eacbdfc" it provides "abf but also "acf)

The reader has certainly linked this interpretation procedure

of automaton AM with the chronicle recognition procedure

of previous section: in both cases we skip letters (events)

in the input stream that are irrelevant for the model at

hand, and we manage a tree a partial recognition

hypotheses. Can we consider AM as a skeleton for a

chronicle model describing a cluster of observed

examples ? Not yet. Although both structures appear to be

quite close (partial orders on events), there is a major

difference: AM is a disjunction of maximal subsequences

whereas a chronicle is a conjunction of equivalent

subsequences. This is taken care of in the next step.

A maximal subsequence in AM is characteristic of the

strings in a cluster (it appears in all these strings), but it is

not necessarily discriminant: it may account for counter

examples as well. Hence AM is not a robust recognizer. Let
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us look for a conjunct of maximal subsequences which

rejects all counter-examples. This is done by checking

with automaton AM each counter example in turn and by

associating to each maximal subsequence the counter

examples it account for. One may construct a lattice of

conjuncts (a rooted and/or graph) starting from single

subsequences as its leaves. Those which account for all

counter-examples are useless and will be removed. Those

which reject all counter-examples are kept as discriminant

conjuncts. The rest are checked pairwise, removing pairs

which do not improve the discrimination and keeping pairs

which are discriminant conjuncts. This can be pursued for

remaining pairs over triples, etc, until all discriminant

conjuncts are found. In principle we do not need all

discriminant conjuncts of maximal subsequences, just one

is sufficient, since it accounts for all examples in a cluster

and rejects all counter examples. However, in practice one

may require the selection of few "good" conjuncts which

improve the robustness of the recognition. We considered

some additional criteria (such as the distance of a conjunct

to counter-examples), but we have no results yet to report

on that selection issue.

In the example of the AM above assume that

"acf'A"dcf'A"abf is a discriminant conjunct of maximal

subsequences. The reduction of AM to this conjunct is

given below. The recognition of a string with this final

automata should now proceed exactly as the recognition of

a chronicle, since we require all elements of the conjuncts

to be subsequences of the accepted string. In other words,

we require the 5 letters (or events) a, d, b, c, and f to

appear in the observation according to the specified partial

order.

 

We can take this final automata as a skeleton for a

chronicle model corresponding to the cluster of examples.

We need to enrich it by numerical temporal constraints.

These can be obtained by going back to the recorded

sequences of events from which the strings of cluster have

been abstracted. Remember that these events are time-

stamped. For each sequence of events we compute the

temporal distance between its significant events, as

recognized in the final automata (it has at least one, and

eventually several recognized instances). The minimum

and maximum distances provide lower and upper bounds of

the temporal constraints between two events. A chronicle

model with such constraints accepts all recorded sequences

of the cluster it represents. But this can be over selective

with respect to unmet cases.The final step of the approach

relies on the programmer. Interactively, the chronicle

model found so far is displayed. The programmer may

reject it (in that case another discriminant conjunct of

maximal subsequences of the cluster is looked for) or he

may accept it. Here the procedure should query the user for

an upper and a lower bound of the total duration of the

chronicle. Those bounds should be larger or equal to those

computed from the examples (otherwise some examples

will not be accounted for), they are used to relax uniformly

the constraints on the temporal distance between the events

in each path. The programmer has also to enrich the model

with context information (hold predicates)

To summarize the approach, sequences of events are first

extracted from recorded data selected and labeled by the

user. These sequences are reduced to strings. A sample is

clustered into a subset of close strings with respect to the

les measure. To each cluster is associated an automaton

AM of maximal common subsequences. A conjunct of

maximal subsequences discriminative with respect to

counter examples is extracted from AM. This provides the

skeleton of a chronicle model, to which temporal bound

from recorded sequences are further added. The result is

interactively checked out and augmented by the user.

But of the first and last interactive steps, this approach has

been implemented and tested [Marois 95]. A file of simple

synthetic examples containing a hundred sequences of

about 30 events each from an alphabet of 20 event types is

processed in less than a minute. The costly step of

extracting automaton AM from a cluster of 30 strings

(about 60 states and 100 maximal subsequences) takes in

the order of a second. These figures (not intended as

significant measurements) are indicative of the feasibility

of the approach given the fairly short strings we'll be

concerned with.

5. CONCLUSION

This paper proposed a knowledge representation which

enables to model in a fairly generic way temporal scenarios

whose occurrences need to be recognized by a supervision

system. This representation admits some restrictive

assumptions, e.g., solely conjunctions of events,

assertions and constraints within a chronicle. These

assumptions were not found too restrictive in practice. In

fact, the main restriction is that the completeness of the

chronicle recognition requires the completeness of the

event detection. Notice that the plan recognition work or

the abductive diagnosis approaches referred to earlier

[Console 92, Nejdl 94, Rao 94] make the same

assumption. But one has seldom a such reliable
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observation system, although at the level of symbolic

events we are concerned with here, comfortable robustness

is achievable. We need to extend the representation and the

robustness of the approach by taking into account general

domains knowledge expressing dependency between fluents

to enable cross checking and eventually the inference of

accidentally non observed events.

We described here an efficient real-time recognition system

for the proposed chronicle representation. Giving our

assumptions, this system is able to manage a complete

hypothetical reasoning for all instances possibly taking

place. This system reads its input flow only once; it does

not manage a working memory in the classical sense since

predicts expected event instances and their windows of

relevance, and hence it never has to backtrack. The system

has been field-tested in real industrial applications. It

exhibits good performances.

Finally we proposed a learning approach for extracting

chronicle models from examples. This approach considers

chronicles as a particular case of automata. It relies on the

large body of algorithms for synthesizing finite automata.

We have adapted and extended few of them for our purpose.

Although this learning method has not yet been field tested

as the recognition system has, it seems promising and it

enhances the interest of the chronicle representation.
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Abstract

Human responses to a large number of prob

lems that are relevant to the literature on de

fault reasoning are examined. Two founda

tional assumptions of the literature are iden

tified: chaining of defaults is possible; chain

ing is not possible beyond a negative default.

These assumptions are used as strict crite

ria to select subjects who always behaved in

accord with them. Their within-subject pat

terns of response are examined. The paper

identifies 5 reasoning strategies: skepticism,

explicit link acceptance, shortest path rea

soning, most paths reasoning, and a com

bination of the latter two reasoning. Of

these, the literature has hitherto regarded se

riously only extreme skepticism; for example,

shortest-path reasoning has been discounted

since (Touretzky, 1986). The strict inclu

sion criteria are then relaxed, and over a

space of consistent reasoners the same rea

soning strategies remain useful in classifiying

human response. If we want machines to rea

son about defaults the way people do, or rea

son about people who reason with defaults,

the field must address these easily formalized

modes of reasoning.

1 INTRODUCTION

Hierarchies are ubiquitous in native human organiza

tion of information and often contain tangles and de

faults (e.g. conceptualizations of social/honorific hier

archies). Path-based default inheritance reasoning is

interesting as a form of nonmonotonic inference with

tangled hierarchies because of its attractive computa

tional properties. Inheritance can be viewed as a vari

ant of the monadic predicate calculus, with a guaran

tee of inferential acyclicity, and for this reason should

always be decidable, sometimes tractable.1 For ex-

1 Thanks to Jeff Pelletier for making that clear to us.

ample, the skeptical theory of inference proposed by

Horty et al. (1990) is polynomial, and of course more

restricted systems perform even better (Niemela k.

Rintanen, 1994). However, efficiency is not always a

property of inheritance reasoners (Selman & Levesque,

1989, 1993) and certainly not of nonmonotonic infer

ence at large. Complexity is introduced in the vary

ing ways that inference can be defined on the acyclic

graphs isomorphic to inheritance theories. There are,

of course, any number of ways of defining this infer

ence, and competing methods appeal to 'intuitions'

about which methods are most appropriate (Touret

zky, Horty, & Thomason, 1987). The intuitions at

stake are those which define the most plausible con

clusions on the basis of particular interpretations of

graphs for those graphs which different conclusions de

pending upon the reasoner applied. Arguments about

plausibility, rather than validity, are made because in

heritance is designed to be a psychologically plausible

model of human reasoning with defaults.

Inheritance reasoners purport to provide a psycholog

ically plausible model of reasoning with defaults, par

tially motivated by the ubiquity of tangled hierarchies

themselves in the organization of information, and par

tially because the efficient decision procedures associ

ated with the representation make it seem a reason

able descriptor of human reasoning, which is relatively

efficient. Until very recently there have been no psy

chological investigations designed to elucidate the se

mantics of reasoning with generics with respect to the

idealizations of inheritance theory. Elio and Pelletier

(1993) present results about the way people classify

exceptional objects in light of default theories in rela

tion to the way general default logics classify the same

exceptional objects. They also present the first pilot

study applying similar scrutiny to inheritance reason

ers. Hewson and Vogel (1994) and Vogel (1995) di

rectly test the plausibility of inheritance reasoning, in

an attempt to assess the degree of fit that popular in

heritance reasoners (like that of Horty et al. (1990);

hereafter called H90) have with the data supplied by

human reasoning. This paper describes an extension

of that work.
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The data from their experiments is pooled into a sub

stantial body of evidence on human reasoning with sets

of defaults. Rather than assessing the degree of fit of

extant systems with the data (since none of the path

based systems fit very well), observations are made

concerning the features of reasoners which would pro

vide a good predictor of human reasoning, and a set of

reasoners derived from these observations are charac

terized. We proceed by outlining our assumptions and

characterizing the experiments from which the data

analyzed here are drawn. Then we define a consistency

criterion with respect to satisfying transitivity and

negative reasoning which we apply strictly to select

those subjects who were most consistent in their over

all replies, and outline the reasoning strategies which

are predictive of their responses. We then provide a

similar analysis for subjects grouped according to a

range of degrees of satisfying the inclusion criterion.

The same basic patterns are apparent at each stage:

primarily full skepticism, and among the nonskeptics,

a mixture of a kind of shortest-path/most-paths rea

soning.

1.1 DEFINING PLAUSIBILITY

The psychological plausibility of a logic can be de

fined as the degree to which it captures the reason

ing patterns that people ordinarily use. One can de

fine logics of 'ideally rational agents'; however, those

logics are nearly always undecidable, and therefore

are far from ideal for a rational agent to be driven

by them. Goldman (1986) also argues that the con

cept of rationality should be dictated more by what

human behavior demonstrates, instead of rating hu

man reasoning as defective. We are not immediately

concerned with whether logics provide a correct mor-

phism to the processes that actually govern human

reasoning; rather, our interest is the sort of logic that

provides the best description language for expressing

exactly those inferred sentences that people are likely

to agree are true or worth acting upon. If one's goal

is to describe human reasoning, then this is a reason

able way of proceeding. If the goal is to develop a

machine that reasons more correctly than humans, if

it is to interact with humans it will require a model

of human reasoning. From this perspective, plausi

bility can be measured in terms of the degree of fit

between the conclusions licensed by a logic about a

set of premises, and the conclusions reached by peo

ple. Depending upon the logic, there may be corre

spondences between proof theoretic parameters and

reasoning strategies that people use (consistently or

in different circumstances).

1.2 TESTING PLAUSIBILITY

Hewson and Vogel (1994) addressed inheritance rea

soning directly by attempting to determine what sorts

of conclusions people find in sets of abstract defaults.

The statements in the sets were abstract in the sense

that uninterpreted roman letters were used as labels

for concepts (Bs are normally Cs) rather than given

concrete interpretations (Marines are normally short

haired), to allow control over the influence of other

knowledge, belief or opinion (Kaufmann & Goldstein,

1967). Subjects were supplied five possible answers to

each problem, with appropriate instantiations for X

and Y depending on the exact problem: As are nor

mally Ys\ Xs are normally not Ys\ Xs are normally

Ys and Xs are normally not Ys, it is indeterminate

whether Xs are normally Ys or normally not Ys, I

don't know. The materials were questionnaires com

prised of 40 problems, each problem containing a set

of statements constituting a default theory about ab

stract concepts. Subjects were asked to give the an

swer they thought appropriate on the basis of the in

formation given in each problem alone—it was stressed

that there were no right or wrong answers, and sub

jects were to say what they thought could be con

cluded. Materials were supplied with the default the

ories in three modes of presentation: sentence only,

graph only, sentence and graph. Each of 72 subjects

(in a range of ages and generally with non-technical

backgrounds) received all 40 questions (in a random

order or the reverse) in one mode of presentation. The

40 problems were designed to encompass a number of

inheritance networks specifically disputed in the liter

ature in relation to the conclusions they should 'in

tuitively' license, the choice of answers constrained

by the sorts of classifications of the problems made

in the the literature. An example problem from the

graph+sentence mode of presentation is given in Fig

ure 1. The problems were comprised solely of defaults.

In the graph-only condition, subjects were told only in

the instructions that the arrow meant 'are normally',

and thus had substantially less priming of 'defaultness'

than subjects in sentential conditions. It is convenient

to index each problem by its graph presentation. In

each problem, the respondent is asked to characterize

the relationship between the 'leftmost' and 'rightmost'

class mentioned in the premises.

Some problems were set to test the more foundational

assumptions of the inheritance literature: transitiv

ity, negativity, redundancy and preemption. The re

maining problems were controls. Hewson and Vogel

(1994) reported surprising findings. Firstly, most of

the problems were rated indeterminate.2 Of the deter

minate response, while there was considerable support

for transitivity, and some support for simple cases of

preemption, there was little evidence for redundancy

(redundant statements/links seemed to be interpreted

as providing additional information rather than re-

2Answers in categories 'c' or 'd' are referred to as inde

terminate classification of a problem. An answer in cate

gory 'a' is positive classification; 'b', negative classification.

An answer of either 'a' or 'b' is a definite classification or

determinate.
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• As are normally Bs.

• Bs are normally Cs.

What can you conclude from these statements? Asterisk

(*) the appropriate answer.

that were consistently 'employed'. The strategies are

identified in examining patterns of responses within

subjects to sets of problems from the described experi

ments and sets the groundwork for examining their be

tween subjects systematicity. These strategies are then

taken as formal definitions of inheritance reasoners and

the predictive efficacy of each will be evaluated.3

(a) As are normally Cs.

(b) As are normally not Cs.

(c) As are normally Cs and normally not Cs.

(d) It isn't definite whether As are normally Cs or nor

mally not Cs.

(e) I don't know.

If you wish, explain why you reach this conclusion.

Figure 1: An Example Question

dundant and disregardable information), and people

seemed to reason with negative information in a way

wholly unpredicted by the inheritance literature (Vo-

gel, 1996). Hewson and Vogel (1994) did not report ev

idence about the various specific forms of preemption

or subpath ambiguity. There was no clear finding with

respect to mode of presentation, except that graphic

presentation seemed to polarize responses more, sug

gesting that the graphic syntax of inheritance rea

soning has much to do with the strength of 'intu

itions' that have been discussed in the literature. Vogel

(1995) partially replicated the experiment of (Hewson

& Vogel, 1994), dropping the graph+sentence condi

tion and testing the materials on an additional 98 sub

jects (undergraduates in English literature and com

position courses); the results corroborated the earlier

findings.

This paper pools the data from the 2 experiments. Af

ter removal of unattempted questionnaires, and those

for which collation errors during material preparation

resulted in different questionnaires than other subjects

had (due to repetition & omission of sheets), there are

162 questionnaires in total. With 40 questions each

there were potentially 6480 datapoints. However, al

together there were 71 unanswered problems, leaving

6409 datapoints in total. This is a substantial body

of data which is open to a great deal more analysis

than Hewson and Vogel (1994) or Vogel (1995) sup

plied. Here we will examine particular descriptors of

response patterns that can be articulated as reasoning

strategies. For discursive convenience, this paper will

refer to the descriptors of reasoning patterns as if they

were strategies that determined responses. Thus, this

paper outlines three nonskeptical inference strategies

2 PSYCHOLOGICALLY

PLAUSIBLE REASONERS

In this section we examine response patterns of sub

jects who satisfied criteria of regularity in responses to

related problems. We initially adopt absolute consis

tency criteria relative to basic assumptions of inheri

tance reasoners and then examine the results among

subjects who satisfied these criteria in gradual degrees.

The hope is that by identifying such systematicity in

response patterns we can identify or define reason

ers which yield the closest approximation to observa

tions. We consider within-subject patterns of reason

ing (the previously mentioned analyses considered only

between-subject systematicity for individual problems;

the current work attempts to assess between subject

systematicity over sets of related problems). There

are two rational patterns of reply which we considered.

The first was dictated by basic assumptions of the lit

erature and the second by systematic behaviors which

actually appeared. For both patterns, under the abso

lute criteria, data obtained from subjects who did not

conform to predictions of positive and negative transi

tivity (measured by problems containing no conflicts)

were eliminated; this left 88 questionnaires. This is

motivated by the consideration that the reasoning of

those subjects whose responses were not predicted by

transitivity on graphs containing no conflicts would be

better predicted by classical statistical models (and are

thus outside the scope of default inheritance) or were

otherwise relatively inconsistent in response patterns.

The latter possibility is examined in § 2.2.

2.1 ABSOLUTE CONSISTENCY

2.1.1 Negative Chains are Indeterminate

In the first absolute inclusion criteria, additional sub

jects whose responses to problems containing non-final

negative links (e.g. ©-*-©—0) propagated negativity

(i.e., concluded definitely that As are normally not Cs)

3An informal aside on complexity: interesting (but in

conclusive) facts about the time it took subjects to com

plete the experiments (we emphasize that these were not

reaction-time experiments), conjoined with estimates on

average reading time (e.g. Rayner & Pollatsek, 1989), sug

gest that linear reasoning methods (e.g. Niemela & Rinta-

nen, 1994) are too efficient and that polynomial methods

(e.g. Horty et al., 1990) are just about right.
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were also eliminated,4 leaving the materials of 8 sub

jects. While this is a rather small resulting dataset, it

should be pointed out eliminations were taken to be

stringent: in the transitivity case, subjects were elim

inated if they did not respond in accord with transi

tivity in each of the 8 graphs without conflicts; in the

negativity case, subjects were eliminated if they prop

agated negativity with any of the 7 (different) graphs

involving nonfinal negative links.5 In this initial anal

ysis we were less strict with respect to negativity can

cellation than to propagation, in homage to the fact

that humans find negative reasoning in general more

difficult: if a subject gave a positive classification to at

most one problem involving double negatives, we still

admit them into this analysis. This resulted in the

inclusion of one subject; thus, the inclusion criteria re

main quite strict. A larger number of subjects satisfied

the inclusion criteria to lesser degrees. In the context

of the detailed within-subjects analysis, extreme strin

gency is most appropriate since it still illustrates the

main points. Clear reasoning strategies emerge and

are satisfied by other subjects as well. The elimina

tions made are both justified in that they leave only

those subjects who are at least in accord with the foun

dational assumptions of default inheritance reasoning.

The subsequent section (§ 2.2) examines subjects sat

isfying the inclusion criteria to varying degrees. The

same basic reasoning patterns emerge among the ad

ditional 43 subjects as we find here among the 8.

Of the 8 subjects who satisfied the strict inclusion cri

teria, 3 were more or less credulous.6 The remainder,

with 2 exceptions, rated graphs as indeterminate un

less there were no conflicting paths. In terms of the

literature, they were skeptical in the face of conflict

ing defaults, yet still accepted chaining of uncontested

defaults (which is classically invalid). The exceptions

in this remainder are rather interesting, because they

involved positive classification of 2 problems which

are canonical for the dispute over whether ambigu

ity in a subpath should be cascaded (Touretzky et al.,

 

The graphs in question are and

To the former, which the literature as

sumes to contain no conflicting paths because of the

status of propagation of negativity, three of the 'skep

tics' responded by giving it a positive classification: As

are normally Ds. The other 2 skeptics classified the

4We refer to chains containing nonfinal negative links

as negative chains.

5If a chain contained two negative links, it would be

possible for the negativity to either intensify, yielding a

definite negative classification, or to cancel, yielding a def

inite positive classification.

6,Credulous' in the sense of the inheritance literature,

means willingness to draw definite conclusions where oth

ers might be skeptical and draw none (e.g. faced with

ambiguity).

graph as indeterminate. The latter graph was clas

sified positively by one of the skeptics, and as inde

terminate by the other four. Curiously, none of the

skeptics who determined that As are normally Ds of

■©said the same of ©-*■©— This means

that the five skeptics were partitioned into: the one

who classified both as indeterminate, the three who

found the first one positive, and the one who found

the second one positive. As far as adjudicating inher

itance proof theory is concerned, this would argue for

both forms of skepticism, with the restricted skepti

cism of Horty et al. (1990) fitting 25% of the time.

Of the three 'credulous' reasoners, 2 classified both of

the problems positively. Given that 'credulous' is be

ing used in a rather nontechnical sense here (referring

not to the sanctioning of a multiplicity of extensions,

but to likelihood to make some consistent and def

inite classifications of problems) this actually means

that there was equal support for both ambiguity prop

agating skepticism and the non-propagating restricted

skepticism of Horty et al. (1990). No wonder there is

a clash of intuitions.

The 3 subjects who made more definite classifications

than the skeptics supply interestingly consistent re

sponses. Subject #62 was the most credulous. With 2

exceptions, the response strategy of #62 would most

aptly be labeled affirmation: if a positive path existed

#62 gave the problem a positive classification. The

2 exceptions areo, which #62 classified as inde
 

terminate ('c') and \y (the nixon diamond with

a direct negative link), which #62 classified as nega

tive. However, the remaining 32 problems which did

not involve a nonfinal negative link in a single chain

of links were all given definite classifications, and the

only other negative classifications among these 32 were

of those problems in which there was no positive paths

available.

Subject #12 was the next most credulous of the

3 in the sample under focus. Subject #12 fa

vored the response of shortest path reasoning where

conflicting paths existed and shortest path reason

ing predicted a definite classification

Q^?©, G-*5=^©, G^^,

Q^C^P^b Q-_:^^^))

est path reasoning is the best classification of this re

sponse strategy because, Q^^5^~^was evaluated
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by this individual as indeterminate, and this partic

ular problem is the canonical example of why sim

ple shortest path reasoning is not desirable (Touret-

zky, 1986), leading to the definition of more com

plex path preference strategies (which classify this

problem negatively using answer 'b'). Subject #12

agreed with the shortest path prediction for this prob

lem by classifying it as indeterminate. Interestingly,

this pattern of classification also holds for 2 problems

canonical for the dispute between on-path and off-path
 

preemption: and . Sub

ject #12 classified both as a shortest path reasoner

would. As it happens, this is the same classification

predicted by off-path preempting reasoners like Horty

et al. (1990) and Al-Asady and Narayanan (1993).

This is interesting because off-path preempted chains

can be seen as a species of 'redundant' links, and in

the simple case this subject did not disregard the re

dundant information. However, in the simple case

the 'redundant' link rendered the problem indeter

minate with respect to shortest path reasoning. In

response to problems which shortest path reasoning

did not resolve to a definite solution, Subject #12

gave a most paths reply:

 

 
(note

that TEX was classified with answer 'a'). Thus,

Subject #12 seems to be representative of the fol

lowing reasoning strategy: shortest path where that

makes definite conclusions available, most paths where

that makes definite conclusions available if shortest

path reasoning doesn't, and indeterminate otherwise.

Given this classification of the responses of Subject

#12, it is interesting in addition that this subject clas

sified ( 0—*■©—'—©) positive determinate, consistently

with off-path preemption and non-cascaded ambigui

ties. Moreover, this subject was in a sentence only

condition, thus exhibiting remarkably complex con

sistency for problems whose presentation did not di

rectly support graphical classification; thus, this sub

ject stands as an argument for the predictive efficacy

of some aspects of path-based inheritance reasoning.

Subject #51 was the most skeptical of the credulous

respondents. The four problems involving conflicting

arguments which #51 classified definitely

\ET , and were all clas

sifiable by shortest path reasoning. While shortest

path reasoning seems to be the simplest description

of the strategy at work, it is interesting to note that

in 3 of these cases, the shortest path was only one link

long.

It is worth pointing out that the affirmer participated

in the graph-only condition of the experiment, the

shortest path reasoner participated in the sentence-

only condition, and the explicit link acceptor (#51)

was in the sentence+graph condition. Of the 5 skep

tics, one was in the sentence-only condition; another,

sentence+graph; the other 3, graph-only. This is an in

teresting distribution with respect to the distribution

discussed in the next section and the overall inconclu

sive mode-of-presentation findings of Hewson and Vo-

gel (1994). Only in the most consistent category are

there so few subjects who were in the sentence-only

condition. This is the clearest evidence to date that

the conditions that offered graphical stimuli polarized

response patterns. This is intuitively to be expected,

since the sentence-only condition is quite difficult with

out visualizing the problems.

2.1.2 Negative Chains are Negative

In the last section we reported the within and be

tween subjects response patterns among the 8 sub

jects whose behavior was most consistent, and which

respected certain foundational assumptions of inheri

tance reasoning: we ruled out subjects who did not

answer according to the predictions of transitivity in

problems without conflicts, as well as those subjects

who did not classify negative chains as indetermi

nate. For the first criterion subjects must have 'cor

rectly' classified each of the 'valid' transitivity prob

lems with determinate classifications, making positive

definite classification of : ©—©—"©, ©~~© ©

©^©^©"^3 and Q—^^O^, as well as an

swer category 'b' to each of, ©—■©-*-©, © <J5—-©-^©,

and©—©—©-*-©. In the case of neg

ative chains, subjects must have classified each of the

following problems as indeterminate: ©-"©—

©—<•>-—<£>-*•©! ©—©—©—©, and ©-©—©. As

we've seen, this reduced the pool of 162 subjects down

to 8. In this section we examine the data admitted

by an absolute relaxation of the negativity criterion.

This is the approach taken by Vogel (1996) who found

most paths reasoning to be a robust predictor.

First we describe the relaxation of the negativity cri

terion. It is a basic assumption within the inheritance

literature that a negative link can occur only in a path-

final position. A chain of links with a nonfinal negative

link is a negative chain. In general, there is no valid

information to be had about a definite relationship ex

isting between the endpoints of such a chain. Thus,

rating negative chains as conveying definite negative

information is a different sort of divergence than label

ing some cases of uncontested transitivities as indeter

minate. However, it should be no surprise that nega

tive reasoning is problematic, this result often appears

in psychological investigation of human reasoning, for

instance Wason and Johnson-Laird's (1972) card selec
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Biespor

b

se

c/dProblem a
I

5 0-(^O^

3 13 15

12 2 18

5 12 15

15 3 14

3 14 14

15 1 16

1 10 20

31 ^^T^^^^

1 13 18

17 0 15

1 11 19

1 12 16

Table 1: Between-Subject Patterns of Response to

Problems

tion task, and Evans' (1983) model construction task.

The fact is that people are not very good at negative

reasoning. Our conclusion, given that we think we

should be interested in modeling human rationality,

is that invalid negative reasoning involves rational, if

pragmatically suspect, strategies. Given that we want

to develop models of human reasoning, we should have

a model which is inclusive of objective flaws in human

reasoning.

Vogel (1996) analyzed the data using exactly this re

laxation (all of the transitivity cases as predicted, and

all of the negativity cases contrary to the literature's

prediction) and thus obtained a pool of 32 subjects.7

Table 1 depicts a between-subjects summary of re

sponses to 11 problems for which significance obtained.

Results for an additional 13 problems for which sig

nificance did not obtain are excluded here, one other

problem which could have been used as an inclusion

criterion was also excluded. Refer to Vogel (1996) for

the full table. Table 1 shows that there is mainly inde

terminacy, and in many cases a roughly equal amount

of determinacy. For discursive convenience, call the

problems with a preponderance of 'a' responses (5,

7, 17, and 31) among the determinate replies the A-

7By the definition of the inclusion criterion, these are

exclusive of the 8 subjects discussed above.

Problems. The problems with significant numbers of

'b' classifications are 3, 6, 8, 22, 26, 33 and 35. Call

those the B-Problems. Note that when negative chains

are allowed to be classified as providing definite nega

tive reasoning, then the pattern of reply on these prob

lems fits with the predictions of most path reasoning.

A within-subject study of the data revealed that 11

subjects classified all of the A-Problems positively and

all of the B-Problems negatively. That is, a full third

of the subset were rather consistent internally. An

other 3 subject did not classify all 4 of the A-problems

positively, but did classify all of the B-problems neg

atively, and a further 6 subjects classified most of

the A-problems affirmatively and tended to classify

the B-problems negatively as well (3 or more). Thus,

two-thirds of the subjects in this subset were in fact

largely consistent with respect to the predictions of

most paths reasoning in these cases. It is important

to emphasize that the subjects were drawn from both

the graphical conditions and the sentence-only condi

tions with the same patterns of reply in both of those

conditions. Thus, it would appear that at least within

this partition of subjects, with the allowance of neg

ative chains as negative paths, most paths reasoning

is the best predictor of replies. Note that the replies

to problem 5 is counter to what is ordinarily predicted

by the literature on path-based inheritance, as well as

most paths reasoning.

2.2 DEGREES OF CONSISTENCY

We have reported the within and between subjects re

sponse patterns among the subjects whose behavior

was most consistent with respect to transitivity. We

also considered two different absolute inclusion crite

ria regarding negative reasoning: the first (and most

prolifically exclusive) was the assumption that nega

tive chains are indeterminate; the second, that neg

ative chains are negative. With a consistent pattern

of reply, both patterns are rational. In the first case,

the subject pool was reduced from 162 to 8, and in

the second to 32. We reported the patterns of definite

response to problems not among the inclusion crite

ria and identified potential reasoning strategies which

would predict those patterns.

However, the patterns of response are in general sys

tematic, even among subjects who were less consistent

over the whole questionnaire. In this section we exam

ine the data admitted by relaxing the inclusion criteria

and demonstrating that the same patterns of response

hold in the larger pool of subjects, albeit with increas

ing inconsistency of within-subject predictability cor

responding to increasing inconsistency with respect to

the inclusion criteria. There are three basic system

atic strategies that can be used to do this. One ap

proach is to hold fixed the idea that negative chains

are indefinite and consider degrees of satisfaction of

transitivity. Another is to hold transitivity fixed and
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consider increasing degrees of definite response to the

negative chains (the extreme point of the latter relax

ation yields exactly the subjects considered in the last

section, and the minimally inconsistent along the for

mer relaxation are exactly those subjects considered in

§2.1.1). The third approach is to consider degrees of

satisfaction on both axes of inclusion simultaneously.

At this point, since more problems will have definite

answers as we progressively relax the inclusion criteria,

it becomes useful to tabulate the 25 noninclusion prob

lems along with the categories of response appropriate

to the main reasoners we have addressed here: explicit

link acceptance, shortest path reasoning, most paths

reasoning. For comparison, we also give the answer

to each problem according to H90 and to a reasoner

just like H90 except more skeptical, using on-path pre

emption and not discounting paths with nonpermitted

subpaths. The headings on the following list — EL,

SP, MP, H90 and SK — correspond to those rea

soners. As we have also considered the possibility of

negative chains being either indeterminate or negative,

we mark responses made by a reasoner with an an

notation indicating if its answer depends on negative

chains being negative (*~) or on them being indeter

minate (*?). The following table summarizes this in

formation. Note that in some cases the reasoners are

in agreement. In the analysis which follows we make

within subject examinations of consistency in deter

mining which strategies are most often representative.

Prob. Resp. EL SP MP SK H90

1. a

b

c/d • * * * •

a

b

* * * *

c/d •

3. a

b *

* *

c/d * *

a

b

*

c/d * * *

5. a

b * * •

c/d * *

6. a

b *— *

c/d * *? •

7. a

b

*

• *

c/d * *

g a *7

• ~~

* *O.

b

c/d * •7

Prob. Resp. EL SP MP SK H90

9. a * * * *

b *

c/d

16. a

b * * * *

c/d •

17. a *? • * •

b

c/d

18. a

b * * *

c/d *

20. a

b

c/d * • * * •

a

b *

c/d * * *

22. a

b •

c/d * • * *

26. a

b * * « * *

c/d

27. a *

b «
—

c/d * * *? •

28. a *

b

c/d * * * •

29. a * • •

b

c/d * *

31. a *

b *

c/d * *

33. a • *

b • —

c/d *
*?

35. a *

b *
~

c/d * *
*?
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Prob. Resp. EL SP MP SK H90

38. a

o b

c/d * * • * *

39. a • •

b

c/d • *

40. a

b * * *

c/d *
*?

2.2.1 Relaxing Transitivity

For the present analysis, we considered subjects whose

response patterns were less consistent with respect to

the transitivity requirements. We examined the pat

terns of response over the remaining problems which

were given definite classifications. That is, we held

fixed the negativity requirement from the stringent

consistency criteria in which negative chains are in

determinate, but analyzed data from subjects who did

not answer as predicted on all of the transitivity cases.

This admitted another 8 subjects; however, inspection

revealed that 3 of them did not get any of the tran

sitivity cases as predicted, and 1 got only 2. Their

materials were hard to find patterns in. Of the remain

der, 3 subjects answered 6 of the transitivity problems

according to the criteria and 1 of them answered 3 as

predicted. It is those 4 subjects (#18, #54, #57, #81)

whose patterns of reply we examine next.

Subject #81 was the most skeptical of these 4. This

subject gave only 5 definite classifications among the

25 problems outwith the inclusion criteria. Of these,

one classification was in accord with the only path

in the network under the assumption that the nega

tive chain was deemed indeterminate (an assumption

that is, of course, consistent with the inclusion cri

teria assumed in this section). Another 2 problems

were consistent with explicit link acceptance, and 2

more with shortest path reasoning. Thus, the behav

ior of this individual in problems classified definitely is

best predicted by shortest path reasoning. However,

we lack a classification of problems for which shortest

path reasoning or explicit link acceptance could have

been used, but wasn't, by this individual.

Subject #57 gave 13 definite responses; 4 of them were

in accord with an explicit link in the problem, and

the remaining 9 classified by shortest path reasoning.

Similarly, subject #18 gave 12 definite replies, 4 of

them agreeing with explicit link acceptance, another 3

consistent with shortest path reasoning. Two of this

subject's responses were in accord with the polarity of

the only path through the network under the inclusion

assumption regarding negativity, and 3 additional def

inite replies could not be classified by any reasoning

Response

Problem a b c/d

3 0 1 3

5 0 3 1

6 1 1 2

7 0 0 4

8 3 0 1

17 3 0 1

22 0 1 3

26 0 4 0

31 0 3 1

33 1 1 2

35 0 0 0

Table 2: Transitivity Relaxed, Between-Subject Pat

terns of Response

strategy we have so far considered. Finally, subject

#54 gave 3 answers agreeing with explicit link accep

tance, 4 agreeing with shortest path reasoning, 4 agree

ing with most paths reasoning, 3 which were in accord

with the polarity of the only path given the inclusion

assumptions, and 1 more which was not predicted by

any strategy we've addressed.

Overall among the subjects who consistently acted in

agreement with the literature's assumption that nega

tive chains are indeterminate shortest path reasoning

(with explicit link acceptance as a special case) seemed

to be the most frequent predictor of subject response.

Assuming that the classification of negative chains also

applied in larger graphs, these subjects tended to agree

with transitivity applied to the remaining links. Most

path reasoning was a reasonable predictor where short

est path reasoning was not. While this demonstrates

that the reasoning patterns identified under the strin

gent reasoning criteria are also apparent elsewhere in

the data where the transitivity requirement is relaxed,

this relaxation still generates only a very small pool of

subjects to consider.

2.2.2 Relaxing Negativity

Holding transitivity fixed but allowing increasing

amounts of determinate responses to negative chains

yields 20 subjects. Table 3 encapsulates the between

subject patterns of reply for those cases where signifi

cance obtains.

A within-subject analysis reveals that there are 9 skep

tics. Of these, 5 were already discussed in § 2.1.1, be

fore the relaxation of the inclusion criteria, as well as

the affirmer, and the explicit link acceptor. There were

3 whose behavior was consistent with preferring short

est path reasoning in cases in which it could resolve

the problem, and most paths reasoning otherwise (one

of these was #12, also discussed above). An additional

3 were best predicted by the reverse preference: most

paths reasoning and then shortest paths. A final 3 be

haved as if guided by most paths reasoning (and are

not predicted by the acceptance of explicit links). The
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Response

Problem a b c/d

6 1 14

6 0 15

7 3 11

6 1 14

0 17 4

11 0 10

0 7 14

1 5 15

28^^^©^^

1 8 12

4 1 16

6 2 13

5 0 16

35 C/ 4 0 17

0 0 21

1
c

15

Table 3: Negativity Relaxed, Between-Subj. Patterns

average number of definite answers for these subjects is

6.86 (a = 6.07). Thus, apart from affirmation, we see

in this relaxation of the inclusion criteria the same pat

terns of response that were found among the smaller

set of absolutely consistent subjects. Increasing use

of most paths reasoning accompanying increased like

lihood to classify negative chains negatively.

2.2.3 Degrees of Transitivity and Negativity

For the final set of analyses, we considered simultane

ous relaxation of both the transitivity and the nega

tivity requirements. We examine the results accord

ing to participation of subjects in groups defined by

a certain degree of consistency. We with the excep

tion of affirmation, we find the same representation

of reasoning strategies in each group, although with

less consistent internal applicability as the groups tend

towards greater deviation from the inclusion criteria.

The groups, as a function of degree of meeting the in

clusion criteria, broke down into 5 classes, encompass

ing 51 subjects eligible for consideration through being

systematic in their responses. The inclusion function

was defined from a matrix with increasing intransitiv-

ity as one axis and decreasing negative chain indeter

minacy as the other axis. The group that a subject

falls into is then determined from this matrix.8 Below

we consider variances among these groups.

For these purposes, it made sense to make the strict

criterion even more strict, so that the one subject con

sidered above (#12) who gave a positive definite clas

sification to a negative chain with 2 negative links was

instead placed in the second group.9 This means that

Group 1 is comprised of 4 complete skeptics, one ex

plicit link acceptor and the one afnrmer. Also, this

entails that the revised Group 1 is the only group

comprised solely of subjects in just the graphical con

ditions. In the remaining groups there was roughly an

even distribution between subjects in the sentence only

condition and subjects in the graphical conditions.

An exception is Group 2 which had 5 subjects in the

sentence-only condition. That so many subjects from

this (the most abstract and taxing) condition were in

the group second-most consistent with respect to foun

dational assumptions of inheritance is a concrete sup

port for the rationality of those assumptions. This sec

tion proceeds by summarizing the results of an analy

sis like the detailed one given in above for the Group 1

subjects—we examined the within-subject patterns of

response, but report just the between-subject averages

of those within-subject patterns.

Group 2. The 6 subjects in this group tended to

respond definitely to more problems than subjects in

Group 1 (there the average was 5.9 (<r=8.2), apart

from the affirmer who answered 23 definitely, rather

exceptionally for the study as a whole); in Group 2, the

average was 10.6 (ct=4.8) definite classifications per

subject, beyond those required by the inclusion crite-

8If t is the group number, then subject n is in group i

if that subject's number of 'incorrect' responses to transi

tivity and negative chain test cases falls into the region of

the matrix defined by the g(i) cells of the matrix closest

to the origin uniquely corresponding group t. This func

tion is defined as follows: g(0) = /(0) = 0, /(i) = i2 + i,

g(i) = /(») — /(i — 1); essentially, this describes a regular

series of encompassing rectangles. There are 2 cells in the

first group, one empty as there were no subjects with all 7

negative chain problems 'correct' but one of the transitivity

problems 'wrong'.

9The subjects considered in the second absolute crite

rion (Vogel, 1996), do not appear in the following analysis.

This is because those subjects were required to rate all of

the negative chain criterion problems contrary to the lit

erature's predictions. According to the present criterion,

those subjects all fall into group 8, and are thus outwith

discussion. On the other hand, subjects from the first ab

solute and its relaxation (in which negativity was held as

the literature predicts and transitivity was relaxed) do par

ticipate here in groups 2 and 5.
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rion, with no outliers.10 These subjects' responses are

classifiable in terms of the same basic reasoning strate

gies for those problems classified definitely as described

for Group 1. Two of the subjects' definite responses

were mainly those predicted by shortest path reason

ing (8 problems) and the remainder by explicit link

acceptance (a flavor of shortest path reasoning; 3 and

4 problems, respectively). One of these 2 subjects is

#12, whose responses were detailed above. Moreover,

there was a high rate of consistency between these sub

jects with respect to the problems they found classifi

able in the way they did. Of the 4 remaining subjects

in this group there was a more even distribution of

correspondences to the three strategies. One of these

subjects gave positive definite classification to 4 addi

tional problems from which a definite reasoning pat

tern cannot be abstracted.

Group 3. There were 6 subjects in this group as well,

with an average of only 5.2 definite answers (<r=3.3)

(one subject was deemed an outlier in this group and

excluded from further analysis, including the just-

mentioned average: this subject did not give answers

to 16 of the problems; 6 of those were among the in

clusion criteria (which include this subject because in

appropriate answers were not given) and 10 among

the remaining 25 problems). One subject's (#75) def

inite responses were all predicted by explicit link ac

ceptance. The remainder were split between explicit

link acceptance, shortest path reasoning proper, most

paths reasoning, and non-predicted reasoning. One of

the latter 2 subjects was in the sentence-only condi

tion and gave 2 answers which upon inspection were

consistent with the polarity of the first path traceable

as a chain of sentences, given the order presented.

Group 4. This group marks a transition into greater

inconsistency. It contains 16 subjects, with an average

of 11 problems each (ct=5.0) classified definitely, be

yond the inclusion criteria. Among those, most paths

reasoning was most frequently the best classification of

responses (on average, 2.3 times per subject (ct=1.3)).

Explicit link acceptance was the best predictor 1.1

times per subject (c=0.8), and shortest path reasoning

proper, 2.0 times (<r=1.3). Of the remaining problems

classified definitely, an average of 2.9 (ct=2.4) could not

be easily predicted by any current theory. There was

an even distribution of subjects in this group between

graphical and sentential conditions. The subjects with

many problems answered 'strangely' definite tended to

be in the sentence-only condition. Their responses, on

inspection, coincided with the polarity first chain of

sentences available, according to the order in which

they were presented. In sum, this group also tended

to skepticism, and most path reasoning was the best

classification of definite responses.

Group 5. Although the average number of problems

'"Recall, such figures refer to problems other than those

which defined inclusion.

per subject given definite responses was 9.7 (tr=5.3),

Three skeptics made 3 or fewer definite classifications

(two were in the graph-only condition, and one in the

sentence-only condition, with 10 of the 17 total sub

jects in this group in sentence only, and 7 in the graphi

cal conditions). Of the remaining subjects, 1.2 (cr=1.3)

was the average number of times/subject that explicit

link acceptance was predictive; 2.2 (ct=1.6), short

est path reasoning, 1.8 (ct=1.2) most paths reason

ing. There were 3.1 problems on average (a=2.3), per

subject which were not classifiable by any known the

ory of inheritance. Again, these tended to follow from

subjects participating in the sentence-only condition,

and were consistent with the polarity of the first path

constructible between the queried classes, according to

the order in which the sentences were listed. Again,

in sum, we have support mainly for skepticism, and

among definite (nonarbitrary) responses, for a com

bination of shortest path and most paths reasoning.

Note that group 5 is the closest group within consid

eration to the subjects analyzed in § 2.1.2 in terms of

relaxing the negativity criterion. That is, subjects in

group 5 are much more likely than group 2 (say) to

rate negative chains as negative. Examining the an

swers of subjects in this group in light of the possibility

that they tended to consistently rate negative chains

as negative yields 3.4 (er=2.2) as the average number

of times most paths reasoning was applicable.

2.2.4 Analysis

Now we examine the commonalities and variances

among the groups. There were 8 groups altogether,

but, as mentioned, after the level of relaxation repre

sented by group 5 we did not find significant consis

tency. Taken together, groups 1, 2 and 3 had roughly

the same number of subjects as each of groups 4 and

5 individually had; thus, we examine patterns which

obtain among the regrouping gl23, g4 and g5.n How

ever, we also found roughly similar degrees of skepti

cism in groups 1, 2 and 3, and a significantly different

(Tukey,12 p < .05) degree of similarity between 4 and

5, so for other purposes we will also compare gl23 with

g45. Both of the regroupings are in simple supersets

of the initial groupings described above.

First we mention systematicities across all groups. For

example, there was not a significant difference in effi

cacy of explicit link acceptance in any of the groups.

Also, there is not a significant difference in inde

terminate ratings of 'classically' ambiguous problems

11 We hope the naming scheme is obvious — g4 is just

group 4; gl23 is the sum of groups 1, 2 and 3; and so on.

12This is the Tukey H. S. D. test, useful for post hoc

analysis of differences in means; it is a more critical test

than a t-test, for instance. Henceforth, in this section the

name will be dropped and only the corresponding measure

of significance given.
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As tin interesting example, among the 51 subjects who

comprised the 5 groups, 77.6% rated the Nixon dia

mond indeterminate, 6.12% gave it a positive definite

classification, and over double that, 16.3%, gave the

problem a definite negative classification.13 Both of

these constancies serve to emphasize the generality of

the consistency patterns observed in the original very

small sets of absolutely consistent reasoners.

However, there remains evidence suggestive of par

titions in reasoning strategies corresponding to the

groupings that we defined by degrees of satisfaction

of the inclusion criteria. First note that while a sig

nificant increase in 'arbitrary' responses does not oc

cur through all 5 groups, it does obtain between gl23

and both g4 (p < .05) and g5 (p < .02), as well as

between gl23 and g45 (p < .01). Also, there is a sig

nificant trend towards determinate responses between

gl23 and g45 (p < .05). Both of these facts should be

anticipated by the very nature of the group definitions.

For shortest path reasoning there is a very high mean

of within subject applicability of the strategy for sub

jects in group 2. If explicit link acceptance is included

as accepting the shortest path, then the difference in

means for group 2 and each of the other 4 is significant

(gl: p < .05; g3, p < .01; g4, p < .05; g5, p < .05).

Group 2 seems to be best described then as shortest

path reasoners. As for most paths reasoning, there is a

significant difference in means between groupsl23 and

both group4 (p < .01) and group5 (p < .05), as well as

one between the combined gl23 vs. g45 (p < .01), with

a rise for the number of problems that could be classi

fied by most paths reasoning for the more inconsistent

groups. As the negative reasoners in Vogel (1996) also

could be classified best as most paths reasoners this

could point at a correlation between increasing nega

tive chains rated negative and most paths reasoning.

The attentive reader will recall that the answers pre

dicted by the various reasoning strategies agree in

some cases with predictions made by systems that ex

ist in the literature. Indeed, roughly the same patterns

of between-group significance obtain for H90 as does

for the shortest-path reasoner we've described (e.g.

distinguishing group 2 from the others, and setting

gl23 as more in accord with the predictor than g4 or

g5). However, these results follow almost exactly from

the problems on which H90 agrees with shortest path

reasoning. In fact, the shortest path reasoner was a

strictly better predictor (by 50%), on the problems for

which the two reasoners predicted different responses.

The skeptical reasoner, different from H90 in allowing

13In comparison, the pilot study reported by Elio and

Pelletier (1993) had 50% indeterminate response to the

Nixon diamond, with the remainder split equally between

positive and negative definite classifications. The between-

subject analysis in the initial experiment of Hewson and

Vogel (1994) yielded: 65% ind., 15% pos., 19% neg.

ambiguities to cascade and in demanding only on-path

preemption, does in fact predict answers quite well for

groups 1, 2 and 3, in comparison to H90, mainly be

cause it is skeptical. We've already seen that subjects

in those groups are more skeptical than the others.

We've also claimed that the definite classifications of

group 2 in particular is best predicted by shortest path

reasoning. The cases in which skeptical reasoning out

performed shortest path reasoning were also just those

which generated indeterminate classifications.

3 FINAL REMARKS

We have identified five reasoning strategies based on

patterns of response within individual subjects clas

sifications of the problems. Subjects responses were

mainly skeptical, skeptical but accepting of explicit

links, accepting of shortest paths generally, and/or ac

cepting of most paths reasoning. The result is a fam

ily of reasoners which can, on the basis of evidence so

far collected, be regarded as psychologically plausible.

We have given details of the structure available in the

data which supports these judgements. We found that

the basically consistent subjects were roughly split be

tween being very skeptical and less so (having found in

the context of these experiments that people behaved

mainly in accord with skepticism). Among the more

skeptical, shortest path reasoning was the best predic

tor of definite responses. Among the less skeptical, and

particularly among those who rate negative chains as

definitely negative rather than as indeterminate as the

literature expects, most paths reasoning was the best

fitting predictor.

We emphasize that this has been an exercise in min

ing the data accumulated by Hewson and Vogel (1994)

and Vogel (1995). While those experiments were de

signed with in mind the sorts of scrutiny we have en

gaged in here, we also investigated other issues which

were apparent in the data by surprise. This consti

tutes a caveat with respect to accepted psychological

methodology, and certainly future experiments we con

duct will be obliged to investigate these issues directly

from the outset. Nonetheless, the clarity of the re

sults and the degree to which these conclusions are

supported let us feel secure that they are not actually

based on spurious significances.

This paper has reported within-subject analyses of the

data accumulated during the initial experiments inves

tigating the plausibility of inheritance reasoning as a

model of human reasoning with defaults. Our ongo

ing work in this area includes replications and a bat

tery of other experiments to clarify some of the issues

that have been opened during analyses like the present

one. For example, we are very interested in obtaining

a clearer understanding of the role of mode of presen

tation. The current results hint at a more polarized

response among those subjects who received the prob
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lems in a graphical condition than those who had only

the sentential presentations of problems to work with,

however, we do not yet understand how to interpret

these facts, particularly since the same basic patterns

of response that we mention here obtained in both the

sentence-only condition and the graphical conditions.

The exception is that group 2, which was mainly com

prised of subjects in the sentence only condition, was

the group that also best satisfied the predictions of

shortest path reasoning. We lack evidence suggesting

that these two facts are related, but it is a fact which

begs further investigation.

Additionally, we are designing another style of experi

ment which involves a task following the classification

of a problem and depending on the classification made.

We hope that in such a context we can induce a greater

proportion of definite classifications, since there will

be a need to act on the conclusions which was lacking

in the experiments discussed here. The differences in

patterns of response, if any, will be rather interesting

to learn. One of the problems with the design of the

experiments which generated the data analyzed here

is that the questionnaire was rather long, and the time

required to deal with it seriously would certainly have

encouraged frequent use of the psychologically 'easiest'

of the available answers: indeterminate. Of course, we

cannot enumerate here the full range of experimental

questions that this work has raised in our minds. We

hope, though, to have made clear that there is an ex

tremely interesting set of issues to consider through

further experimentation, and that the result will be

informative to researchers who desire to build psycho

logically plausible formal models of default reasoning.

We have offered preliminary suggestions for nonmono

tonic reasoning strategies that people might be using

in some circumstances, but our basic point is that

plausibility judgements should not derive solely from

a logician's introspection on examples but rather from

observation of consistent rational behaviors that peo

ple actually exhibit.
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Abstract

My aim in this paper is to make and defend

three claims. First, it is incumbent on the

knowledge representation and nonmonotonic

communities to demonstrate that their ideas

will eventually lead to improvements in the

performance of implemented systems. Sec

ond, a reasonable working definition of "com-

monsense" reasoning is that it is the process

of using polynomial techniques to convert a

large instance of an NP-hard problem to a

smaller instance on which search techniques

can be applied effectively. And finally, it is

a consequence of these first two claims that

the most pressing problem facing the com-

monsense community is the identification of

realistic problems and problem structures for

which commonsense reductions are both nec

essary and effective.

1 INTRODUCTION

One might study formal aspects of knowledge repre

sentation for at least two reasons. In the first case,

the elegance of the associated theories might itself be

compelling; formal theories of reasoning might attract

interest in the same way that number theory might

enthrall a French jurist.

The other potential justification is more pragmatic.

Knowledge representation, many of us have argued,

will eventually be good for something. We remain in

some disagreement with regard to what, and our critics

(this author included) are becoming increasingly harsh

over our failure to deliver the promised goods.

While the rest of artificial intelligence was similarly

lacking, these criticisms could be deferred. Recently,

however, the rest of AI has begun to pick up the pace:

In areas as diverse as game playing, manufacturing

scheduling, and natural language processing, results of

practical importance are beginning to appear. In all

of these cases, programs' successes have been a con

sequence not of insight and commonsense understand

ing, but of raw computational power. Commonsense

is our human way of muddling through situations that

are too complex for us to deal with exactly; the general

impression from AFs successes is that machines may

not need to do this.

At a fundamental level, however, this must be wrong:

Interesting problems still appear to be NP-hard or

worse, and the fact that useful approximating tech

niques have been found for narrow applications does

not appear to mean that similar methods will work for

broader-based projects. Machines may need common

sense for the same reason we do: It is the only effective

approach on problems of interesting size.

At the moment, however, the empirical evidence is

against this. It is no longer appropriate for the knowl

edge representation and reasoning community to sim

ply assume that commonsense reasoning is a neces

sity and proceed with business as usual. Instead, we

need to develop a coherent theory of application areas

in which nonmonotonic and commonsense capabilities

will lead to practical payoffs.

Let me begin by discussing three specific focuses of

AI research and potential applications: game playing,

scheduling, and planning. I will then try to draw some

common observations from these domains and suggest

the impact these observations should have on future

work.

2 GAME PLAYING

Machine game-playing programs are getting better.

What's more, they are progressing not by imitating

human methods for solving problems, but by exploit
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ing the vast computational power that is available on

current platforms.

Consider chess. A human player will consider some

tens (or perhaps hundreds) of positions when selecting

a move in a particular position. A machine, on the

other hand, will consider millions. The February 12,

1996 report by the Associated Press on the match be

tween Kasparov and Deep Blue says in part, "Deep

Blue [is] an IBM computer that has a calculating ca

pacity of 200 million moves a second."

There have been attempts to produce computer chess

players that play the game in a more human-like way,

such as Wilkins' PARADISE system [30]. Unfortunately,

the performance of these systems is at best modest.

Simon draws similar conclusions from this example,

saying, "It could be that, because of the radical differ

ences between electronic devices and brains, programs

designed to be efficient [intelligent programs] would be

totally different in architecture and process from sys

tems designed to simulate human thinking [26, p. 121—

122]." 1 Other games are similar; in checkers [24] and

Othello [21], for example, machine performance (now

exceeding human in both domains) is a consequence

primarily of raw speed.

More recently, games of imperfect information have

begun to have a similar feel. Roller and Pfeffer suggest

that it will be possible to use novel pruning techniques

to solve poker exactly, presenting preliminary results

for an 8-card deck [19].

Bridge is another game of imperfect information that

has thus far eluded competent computer play. But

here, too, the power of exhaustive methods is begin

ning to be felt. Smith and Nau remark that, "Some

programs ... do decision making by repeatedly gen

erating random hypotheses for what hands the oppo

nents might have, and doing a full game tree-search

for each hypothesized hand - but this approach is fea

sible only late in the game, after most of the tricks

have been played [28]." I have made a similar sug

gestion that Monte Carlo methods can be effectively

combined with exhaustive search [13].

The time needed to search the full game tree in bridge

has fallen dramatically, due in part to increasing speed

in hardware and in part to the discovery of new prun-

1It is not clear, however, how sanguine Simon is about

accepting this conclusion. He says earlier, "It would be

of enormous interest today to know what knowledge, how

organized, would be required for a chess program to play

at grandmaster level without needing to search more (100

branches?) than a human grandmaster [26, p. 103-104]."

The assumption is made that it is at least possible to get

machines to behave like people.

ing methods [14]. A recently implemented system

plays full hands of bridge in tournament-acceptable

times using the method described in the previous para

graph; the performance of this system is far superior

to any of its predecessors [10].

In all of these cases, Simon's speculation has proven

correct. The strongest machine players do indeed

bear little resemblance to their human counterparts.

The only games for which this observation is not cur

rently true appear to be backgammon (Tesauro's TD-

Gammon program is neural-net based and appears, at

least on a surface level, to have a human-like architec

ture [29]) and Go, for which no competent computer

program exists at all.

3 SCHEDULING

On a different note, consider the domain of job-shop

scheduling. In a problem of this class, there are a

variety of tasks that need to be completed, each of

which uses a specific type of machine and lasts for a

given duration. Given that the number of machines

of each type is limited and that some tasks must be

finished before others can start, the goal is to produce

a schedule that completes all of the tasks as quickly as

possible.

There are many examples of problems of this type;

typical is the construction of artifacts such as air

craft. Indeed, a large problem that is related to aircraft

manufacture specifically has been made available over

the web (http://www.NeoSoft.com/~benchmrx). This

problem involves 575 tasks competing for 17 resources,

with each task using multiple resources.

Work on automatically solving problems of this type

has progressed through three distinct phases. In the

first, expert systems technology was used to capture

human expertise in finding effective solutions. Typical

here is Fox's ISIS system [9].

In the second phase, more general search tools were

used, but human intuition was still exploited to guide

and focus the search. Typical here is Sadeh's work [31];

the search engines themselves exploit intuitive notions

such as "bottlenecks" that are specific to job-shop

scheduling problems.

Current research simply applies the fastest search tools

available, typically combining both systematic and lo

cal search methods in a fairly generic way. The best

known solutions on the benchmark problems men

tioned above, for example, combine the systematic

technique of limited discrepancy search [17] and a lo

cal optimization technique known as "schedule pack
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ing" [6].

In all cases, performance has improved as the search

techniques have come to rely more on speed and less on

human insight. Sadeh's methods outperform Fox's on

academic problems involving 25 jobs using 5 machines;

these problems themselves are no longer challenging

for more modern methods [7]. Our earlier observations

remain valid: Effective machine methods and effective

human methods are virtually unrelated.

Other areas of AI are similar. There has been a great

deal of recent progress in natural language process

ing, resulting in substantially greater accuracy in au

tomated parsing of the large corpora that are used as

case studies by this community. Almost all of this

progress has been a consequence of the community's

recent focus on purely statistical techniques [4].

4 PLANNING

Finally, consider generative planning. This area is

somewhat different from the preceding two in that lit

tle practical progress appears to have been made, but

the lessons to be learned are unchanged.

In a typical generative planning problem, one is given

a situation in which a handful of blocks has been scat

tered on a table and the goal is to build a tower of

some kind. The problem is either to construct a se

quence of block movements that achieves the goal, or

to construct one that achieves it in minimal time.

From a pragmatic point of view, these problems are

best solved using simple state-space search. Start

with the initial situation, and work forward. Simple

pruning heuristics can be constructed that allow this

method to quickly solve problems involving some 40

blocks.2 Slaney and Thiebaux have improved the per

formance to hundreds of blocks [27] by ignoring the

planning problem altogether, instead replacing it di

rectly with the NP-complete problem that theoreti

cally underlies it [16].

AI planning research, however, has focussed on a com

pletely different approach. Actions are selected that

achieve each of the goals, and an attempt is then made

to sequence the actions in a way that avoids possible

conflicts in which a block is placed on top of another

that is about to be moved, and so on. The interest

in this kind of approach appears to be a consequence

of the fact that backward reasoning is a much more

"humanlike" planning mechanism than is state-space

search.

2Bart Massey, personal communication.

As usual, there is an intuition that there is some po

tential computational payoff to the backward reason

ing, action-based approach. Perhaps by selecting an

action to achieve a goal in general as opposed to in a

specific situation, the resulting planner will be more

robust against changes in the domain or other diffi

culties. In actuality, however, these arguments have

yet to yield effective implemented systems - a gener

ative planner constructed in this fashion is typically

incapable of dealing with more than seven or eight

blocks. Penberthy and Weld's UCPOP system [23], in

fact, cannot reliably handle more than four without

the inclusion of domain-specific control information.3

Interestingly enough, it appears that a continuum is

emerging in the planning community, with pure "gen

erative" planners at one end and state-based planners

on the other. This work began with Blum and Furst's

GRAPHPLAN system and their observation [3] that the

performance of generative planners could be improved

if one committed to specific times at which the se

lected actions would be taken. Kautz and Selman took

this idea further, extrapolating away the actions as

well and producing an axiomatization that simply con

structed potential states from their predecessors [18].

The axiomatization was then passed to one of a vari

ety of propositional theorem provers, and the resulting

system proved still more effective than graphplan,

solving problems involving 17 blocks. The axiomati

zation itself, however, is strikingly similar to a propo

sitional encoding of the associated state-space search

problem; as such, the Kautz/Selman planner is itself

outperformed by dedicated state-space engines.

The range of tools available here raises the question of

which of these implementations can actually be con

sidered "planners." Massey's and Slaney/Thiebaux's

blocks-world planning programs, incapable of solving

any problems in any other domain, are clearly not

planners. Ucpop clearly is. Kautz and Selman's work,

which contains no action descriptions and relies on

the encoding being propositional instead of first-order,

seems somehow intermediate with regard to this met

ric. The Kautz/Selman "planner" cannot be extended

to either use a first-order axiomatization or to manip

ulate action descriptions without substantial compu

tational cost.

In fact, the inference engine underlying the Kautz-

Selman planner is wsat [25], a fast tool for finding

models of satisfiable propositional theories in which

each clause consists of three randomly selected literals.

Wsat's performance appears to degrade when it is ap-

3Will Harvey, personal communication; also cited else

where [12].
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plied to realistic problems with more structure [7, 20].

McAllester and I have explained this by suggesting

that:

The most difficult random problems ap

pear to be tangles of closely related individ

ual variables while naturally occurring prob

lems tend to be tangles of sequences of related

variables. [15, p. 227]

Wsat and related algorithms appear to be strongest

at solving problems involving "puzzle mode" reasoning

(tangles of closed related variables) instead of "com-

monsense" reasoning (tangles of sequences of related

variables). Problems in commonsense reasoning seem

to involve lengthy partial analyses in which the branch

ing factor is low.

As an example, imagine the search involved in buying a

friend a birthday gift. Deciding what to purchase sim

plifies the remaining problem enormously because we

are not tempted to do things like look for a fishing pole

at a jewelry store. Binding one variable (the choice of

gift) immediately restricts the choice for many other

variables (the choice of store and thus travel route,

etc.). This is not true in puzzle mode reasoning. In

the zebra puzzle, for example, knowing that the Hun

garian smokes Lucky Strikes gives you no direct infor

mation about the color of the house occupied by the

Norwegian.

The reason WSAT can be made to function effectively

as a planner is because Kautz and Selman have man

aged to find a prepositional encoding of the blocks

world that highlights its puzzle mode nature; this en

coding has extrapolated away all of the domain's com

monsense features. The fact that they have removed

the actions is no accident - the actions were, in some

sense, the last vestige of commonsense reasoning in the

blocks world. By using an axiomatization that avoids

the inclusion of actions and refers to the state space

alone, Kautz and Selman retain only the puzzle mode

aspects of the problem.

Kautz and Selman appear to argue that their wsat

encoding is still a planner because it is possible, gen

erally in linear time, to recover the plan from the state

sequence they produce. In their words, "Each pair of

adjacent states corresponds to the (easy) problem of

finding a partially-ordered plan of length 1 ." But we

have argued that commonsense reasoning is different

from puzzle mode work only because of the presence

of an additional polynomial complexity at each node.

Planning is hard not because the associated puzzle

mode problems are computationally challenging, but

because the automatic reduction from the original for

mulation to the puzzle mode problem is so difficult.

Kautz and Selman admit explicitly that they are un

able to automate this reduction process within their

framework [18], and there are reasons to believe that

this difficulty will not be easily surmounted, if at all [2].

Kautz and Selman have sidestepped the commonsense

aspect of the planning problem. In doing so, it is not

clear to me that their results embody a more com

pelling message than the fact that planners working in

puzzle mode (i.e., using state-space search) will out

perform planners that need to deal with more com

monsense representations. A dedicated blocks-world

planner such as Massey's or Slaney/Thiebaux's makes

this point even more compellingly.

5 COMMONSENSE REASONING

What does all of this say about commonsense reason

ing? The observations that we can draw from the pre

ceding sections are completely uniform: Machines are

far better than we are at puzzle mode reasoning, and

we are far better at common sense. Furthermore, it

often appears to be possible to encode problems in

volving common sense in a way that allows them to

be solved using the machine's substantial puzzle-mode

capabilities. Let me in fact take this observation one

step further, and elevate it to the status of a definition:

Definition 5.1 Commonsense reasoning is the tech

nique whereby an inference problem is solved by re

ducing it (perhaps unsoundly) to a modified NP-hard

problem on which exhaustive search is practical.

My aim in presenting this definition is to say some

thing sharp enough that instances of commonsense

can be identified in a reasonably objective way, as op

posed to by an appeal to an intuitive but otherwise

unspecified standard. As with any attempt to define

a previously unformalized notion, the justification for

the definition should be that it does indeed manage to

capture a wide range of examples of the phenomenon

in question. Before moving forward, let me examine

some instances of commonsense reasoning and see how

they fit in this framework.

Consider the commonsense observation that the names

of the individuals crossing the river are irrelevant in the

missionaries and cannibals problem. Naming the mis

sionaries Jimmy, Billy and Jerry (to pick three com

pletely unmotivated choices) serves merely to increase

the size of the search space without changing its struc

ture in any interesting way. By recognizing that the

names are not important to the solution of the prob

lem, we reduce the problem to one that we can solve
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using exhaustive search.

The mutilated checkerboard problem is similar; the

commonsense observation that one should consider

only the colors of the covered squares corresponds, as

in the previous example, to a reformulation for which

exhaustive search becomes practical.

Other examples of commonsense reasoning are non

monotonic. Consider the recognition that the best

way to get to the grocery store is to drive, assuming

that there is still gas in the car, that it's still parked

where you left it, that the supermarket hasn't moved

either, and so on. Without these assumptions, the

problem of getting one's groceries would simply be in-

solubly difficult. As I have suggested elsewhere, the

purpose of nonmonotonic inference rules is to focus

our attention on aspects of the problem that render

it tractable [11]. McCarthy takes a similar view in his

typology of uses for nonmonotonic reasoning, mention

ing the use of nonmonotonicities as "rules of conjec

ture" [22].

Kautz and Selman's "compiling away" of the common-

sense elements of blocks-world planning provides a fi

nal example. Our definition suggests that in this case,

it is Kautz and Selman who are solving the common-

sense aspects of the problem; their "planner" is solving

the puzzle-mode kernel of the problem instead of the

problem itself. This explains both the computational

success of their method and the fact that they have not

yet managed to automate the process by which a con

ventional description of a domain in terms of actions

and fluents can be changed into one suitable for their

planner. The fact that their planner is so incapable

of dealing with the commonsense aspects of planning

also explains the cognitive dissonance in calling it a

"planner" at all.

Note, however, that Definition 5.1 views commonsense

reasoning as fundamentally a heuristic activity, as op

posed to an epistemological one. Although in keep

ing with my understanding of nonmonotonic reason

ing [11] and with work such as Kautz and Selman's,

this focus is very much at odds with the conven

tional view in the knowledge representation commu

nity. Nevertheless, I would argue that the definition

works: Most if not all of what we refer to as common

sense is covered, and little else is.

Given Definition 5.1, the work on scheduling and on

game playing supports the view that automated com

monsense reasoning is unnecessary because machines

will simply deal with large NP-hard problems in their

entirety. The commonsense portion of the reasoning

exploits human insights regarding the nature of the

search space. In scheduling, for example, progress in

AI accelerated when we adopted the operations re

search community's idea that the branch points in the

search space should not be the times at which vari

ous tasks are executed, but the selection of jobs that

should be given priority when there is a resource con

flict. In game playing, there is a long history of algo

rithmic developments, ranging from alpha-beta prun

ing to more recent work on singular extensions [1].

This last idea, for example, captures our commonsense

intuition that forced moves should not contribute to

the depth limit to which a machine searches. Alpha-

beta pruning captures the fact that moves provably off

the main line need not be considered.

In all of these cases, human insight is applied globally,

transforming a problem in game playing, scheduling

or planning into a modified form for which brute-force

search is effective. The uniform success of this method

ology supports the view that human and machine abil

ities simply differ. Perhaps we are meant to comple

ment one another, with the humans reducing problems

requiring common sense to problems that don't. Our

job is to translate the problems into a form with which

machines can cope effectively.

A more optimistic tack, however, and certainly the

one best in keeping with AI's overall goals, is that

machines will need common sense themselves. Such

a need has been presupposed by the knowledge repre

sentation and reasoning community, and the time has

come to justify that presupposition. The most com

pelling justification would involve the construction of

algorithms that do just this, automatically modifying

large and (apparently) intractable problems in ways

that allowed them to be solved effectively.

This may be too hard, however. Only slightly less com

pelling would be the identification of problem types for

which commonsense reductions were necessary. What

structure can a problem have that will make an ef

fective reduction possible while the problem itself be

comes intractable for blind search methods? What

evidence is there that such structure is present in nat

urally occurring problems? We need to be able to

answer both questions here, finding problem features

that can be exploited both in theory and practice.

This is clearly a problem with both a theoretical and

an experimental component, but theory and experi

ment have diverged. Far too much theoretical work

in this area foscusses simply on identifying structures

with computational value, presenting no arguments

whatsoever that these structures will or do occur in

interesting problems. One need not look far in the lit

erature on tractable deduction to find a variety of ex
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amples; indeed, the justification McAllester and I give

for "crystallographic" problem structure [15] seems, in

retrospect, far too flimsy.

Much of the methodology that has been proposed on

the experimental side is similarly off target. Consider

Cohen's "modeling, analysis and design" proposal for

AI research in general, where the thrust of any par

ticular piece of work is expected to be a theoretical or

(more likely) experimental investigation into the per

formance of an implemented system as a parameter

is varied continuously [5]. This "MAD" methodol

ogy (the acronym is Cohen's) completely ignores ques

tions involving the theoretical identification of situa

tions or problems for which classes of algorithms are

well suited.

Other experimental work has focused almost exclu

sively on randomly generated problems that are de

signed specifically so as not to have the kind of struc

ture that might support reasoning mechanisms other

than puzzle-mode. This work has been an invaluable

source of insight with regard to puzzle-mode reasoning

itself, but to believe that it can lead to similar insights

when applied to problems of common sense seems to

me to miss the mark completely. As such, I am dis

tressed to see recent work such as that of Ethering-

ton and Crawford [8] proposing to investigate experi

mentally the viability of nonmonotonic techniques in

a random setting. If our goal is to identify structures

for which commonsense reductions are a necessity, ran

domly generated problems are exactly the wrong place

in which to look.

Overall, the problem of finding structures that sup

port or require some kind of commonsense reasoning

is initially a theoretical question as opposed to an ex

perimental one. We need to find conditions under

which some large instances of NP-complete problems

can be made manageable by exploiting their structural

properties. Having identified the structures, we then

need to then provide experimental evidence that these

structures actually appear in interesting and difficult

problems. It is unfortunate that these sorts of ques

tions are receiving so little attention from the knowl

edge representation and reasoning community: Not

only are we the best placed to solve them, but we also

have the most to gain from doing so.
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Abstract

This is a philosophical 'position paper*, starting

from the observation that we have an intuitive

grasp of a family of related concepts of "possibil

ity", "causation" and "constraint" which we often

use in thinking about complex mechanisms, and

perhaps also in perceptual processes, which ac

cording to Gibson are primarily concerned with

detecting positive and negative affordances, such

as support, obstruction, graspability, etc. We are

able to talk about, think about, and perceive pos

sibilities, such as possible shapes, possible pres

sures, possible motions, and also risks, opportu

nities and dangers. We can also think about con

straints linking such possibilities. If such abilities

are useful to us (and perhaps other animals) they

may be equally useful to intelligent artefacts. All

this bears on a collection of different more tech

nical topics, including modal logic, constraint

analysis, qualitative reasoning, naive physics, the

analysis of functionality, and the modelling de

sign processes. The paper suggests that our abil

ity to use knowledge about "de-re" modality is

more primitive than the ability to use "de-dicto"

modalities, in which modal operators are applied

to sentences. The paper explores these ideas,

links them to notions of "causation" and "ma

chine", suggests that they are applicable to vir

tual or abstract machines as well as physical ma

chines. Some conclusions are drawn regarding

the nature of mind and consciousness.

1 Introduction: possibilities everywhere

This paper is a conceptual exploration and does not pretend

to offer any formal results. It suggests some new ways of

looking at old problems which may be relevant both to AI

researchers designing robots or systems that need to rea

son about complex mechanisms, and to cognitive scientists

investigating human and animal capabilities.

The orientation is primarily ontological, i.e. concerned

with the sorts of things whose existence we (or animals or

future robots) take for granted both in our perception and in

our problem solving and reasoning. Exactly how we (and

other animals or robots) represent and reason about the sort

of ontology described here is a topic for future research,

which will have to formalise the ideas and embody them in

useful mechanisms. Much vagueness is inevitable at this

stage and not all questions raised will be answered nor all

the conjectures justified.

The key idea is that the world contains not only objects

with properties and relationships, but also possibilities and

links between or constraints on possibilities. The latter are

the causal powers of objects. Some of the possibilities are

things we like or dislike, hope for or fear, and we label

them risks, dangers, opportunities, prospects, temptations

and so on. Others, described more neutrally, are of interest

because of the role they play in explanatory and predictive

theories, for instance, possible velocities or accelerations

of an object, possible voltages across a conductor, possible

pressures in a gas. Often the functional role of an object is

concerned with possible states or processes that object can

enter into, which, in turn, will change the possibilities for

other things. An old example from planning is an action

whose effects influence the preconditions for another action.

1.1 Perception of possibilities

In Gibson's theory of perception as the acquisition of af

fordances (Gibson 1986), the key idea is that for an organ

ism merely to be given information about the structures of

objects in the environment is not sufficient for its needs.

Gibson's claim is that many organisms have evolved the

ability to perceive what he calls "affordances", which in

volve sets of possibilities and constraints on possibilities.

For instance, a surface affords support for the animal, an

opening in a wall affords passage, a berry affords picking

and eating. He makes a second claim that these are not infer

ences made by central cognitive mechanisms on the basis

of structural information delivered by the visual system.

Rather the detection and representation of affordances hap

pens deep within the perceptual mechanisms themselves.

The first claim may be true even if the second one is not.
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I tried to elaborate both claims in Sloman (1989). Compare

Pryor ( 1 996) for related ideas regarding "reference features"

used by reactive planners. I'll return below to questions

about the nature of the various types of affordances that

animals can perceive and use in their actions, and about

how their knowledge is represented and manipulated.

1.2 Possibilities, causation and change

Some features of an object are permanent while other fea

tures and relationships can change1. Objects may change

their size, their colour, their temperature, their orientation,

their distance apart, their containment relationships and so

on. The properties and relationships of an object that are ca

pable of changing may be thought of as "selections" from

ranges of possible properties and relationships. (I don't

mean that selections are conscious or deliberate). When

things change different selections are made.

Some of these sets involve global features, such as size,

weight, or orientation. Some involve relations of the whole

object to other things, e.g. containment, distance and direc

tion from other objects, motion towards something, attrac

tion between objects, and many more.

Some of the sets of possibilities inherent in an object are

analysable in terms of possibilities involving parts of the

object. For example whether an object is striped or not

depends on whether parts have the same colour. The shape

of an object depends on spatial relations between parts of

the object. The degree of compression of an object depends

on both spatial relations between and forces between parts

of the object. The degree of flexibility involves possible

changes in spatial relations between parts.

The sets of possibilities inherent in an object help to define

the nature of the object, or at least what it is about the object

that needs to concern an animal or robot that interacts with

it, or a designer who embeds it in a larger configuration.

Some of these possibilities will be perceivable simply on the

basis of sensory qualities (e.g. those that depend on shape,

spatial relations, observed motion, resistance to pressure,

tactile qualities, etc.) while others require inference or

learnt associations, e.g. edibility, risk of being stung, what

an agent can see, etc.

13 Constraints and causal links

Selections from different sets of possibilities cannot all be

made independently: there are laws or constraints linking

different ranges of possibilities. These links, which may

depend on context as well as the nature of the object, are

themselves higher level properties, and insofar as the links

or constraints can change they too may be selections from

more abstract (higher order) ranges ofpossibilities, i.e. pos

sible constraints between possibilities.

Certain properties of an object can be directly altered from

'Degrees of permanence are discussed later in connection with

remoteness of possibilities

outside, for instance, its temperature, or the voltage across

it. This involves a selection from one of the ranges of pos

sibilities. Typically this will cause the selections from one

or more other sets of possibilities to change. For example,

changing the temperature may cause the length to change.

Exactly how changes in one set cause changes in another

depends on the object (and possibly its environment). We

can think of the object as a "transducer" linking sets of

possibilities.

1.4 An example: electrical resistance.

Many physical properties of objects involve transduction

relations between possibilities, for instance electrical resis

tance of a conductor.

This can be understood without knowing about deep expla

nations of electrical phenomena. It suffices to know that

some objects are able to conduct electricity, that flow of

an electric current can be produced by applying a voltage

across the conductor, that both voltage and current can be

measured and that there is always a fixed relationship be

tween the two states.

More precisely, talking about resistance of a conductor pre

supposes that there is a set PI of possible voltages across

the conductor, a set P2 of possible currents in the conduc

tor, and that the conductor has a property R that limits the

selections from the two sets of possibilities so that the ratio

between voltage and current is constant.

So a piece of wire can be seen as a transducer from one range

of possibilities (possible voltages, PI) to another range of

possibilities (possible currents, P2) with the ability to con

strain the relationship between inputs (voltages) and outputs

(currents). That ability is its electrical resistance.

Although we measure both the voltage and the current using

numbers, the numbers are multipliers for something phys

ical, unit voltage and unit current, which depend on the

system of measurement in use. So resistance is not just a

numerical ratio, though it can be represented by one.

Thus construed, resistance is an abstract property of con

ductors. Abstract properties typically are implemented in

other properties. Some time after learning about resistance,

physicists learnt more about the architecture of matter, in

cluding underlying mechanisms and properties in terms of

which resistance (and the ability to conduct electricity) is

"implemented". I shall not discuss the philosophical ques

tion whether the resistance IS those other things or not.

Certainly physicists knew about resistance as characterised

here before learning about electrons, quantum mechanics,

etc. So there is at least an epistemological distinction be

tween resistance and the underlying properties, whether

there is an ontological difference or not.

There probably still are many engineers who know nothing

about the underlying physics, and manage with concepts of

properties defined solely in terms of ranges of possibilities

and constraints linking those ranges of possibilities, like
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the constraint expressed in the equation V = RC. For engi

neering purposes, that sort of "surface" knowledge is often

more useful than deeper knowledge about the underlying

physical implementation. However, the deeper knowledge

may be required for the task of designing new conducting

materials. In that case we have to understand how features

of the architecture of matter are relevant to the possibility

of electrical currents.

2 Other physical properties

Electrical resistance is just one among many examples of

properties linking sets of possibilities. A conducting piece

of wire may also have a modulus of elasticity, which is a

physical property associated with two ranges of possibili

ties, namely possible tensile forces that can be applied to

the ends of the wire and possible changes in length of the

wire. As with resistance, the wire links particular possibil

ities in the first range with selections in the second range,

and within a sub-range of each set the ratio between the

measures of the input possibility and output possibility is

fixed. Beyond that subrange inelastic deformation occurs.

In some conductors changes in temperature produce

changes in resistance. Here we have a range of possible

temperatures P3, linked to a range of possible resistances

P4, where each resistance is itself a particular link between

sets PI and P2, i.e. possible voltages and possible currents

through the conductor. So some physical properties involve

second-order possibility transducers. The extent to which

temperature changes elasticity is another second-order link.

Some conducting devices are designed so that turning a

knob or moving a slider changes the resistance between

two terminals, by changing the length of wire used between

the terminals. Here the set of possible orientations of the

knob is mechanically linked to the set of possible lengths

of wire through which the current flows, and this is linked

to a set of possible resistances. Thus the relation between

knob position and resistance is another second order link.

Not all causal links between possibilities involve linear re

lationships. In an amplifier's volume control the link be

tween possible orientations and possible resistances might

be logarithmic. In a gas held at a fixed temperature changes

of pressure produce changes in volume and the first is in

versely proportional to the second, at least within certain

pressure and temperature ranges. However, a monotonic

non-linear relation can often be transformed into a linear

one by remapping either PI or P2. (E.g. replace volume

with its inverse.) But there are more interesting exceptions.

2.1 More complex interactions

Many of the possibility-linking properties are expressible in

terms of mathematical functions linking numerical values,

but we also have names for linkages between qualitatively

different possibilities. For example a vase admits a va

riety of possible interactions with other objects: it could

be struck by a fast moving bullet, hit by a slower moving

sledge hammer, squashed between two plates moving to

gether very slowly, or dropped on a hard floor. Call the set

of possible damage-causing interactions PI . The vase is

also capable of changing into a very wide variety of states

in which its wholeness is lost: it may break into two pieces

in many different ways, or it can break into large numbers

of fragments, also in very many different ways. Call that

set of possible states P2. Depending on the material and its

shape, it will have a causal property linking the occurrence

of any element of PI to a selection from P2.

We have various names for such properties, including "frag

ile", "brittle", "breakable" and "delicate". (The latter is

sometimes used to describe the type of appearance that is

associated with the causal property of being delicate, i.e.

easily broken because components are very slender.) If the

vase is made of glass or china it will probably be both brit

tle and fragile. If the material is very thin it may also be

delicate. It is interesting that we also use these words to

describe more abstract properties of non-physical objects,

for example a fragile personality, delicate health, fragile

ecosystem, etc. because of strong analogies between dif

ferent sorts of causal properties linking quite different sets

of possibilities.

These are all standard examples of dispositional concepts,

concerned with "what would happen if...", i.e. all referring

to linkages between sets of possibilities. Many engineers,

technicians and craftsmen have to become familiar with a

wide range of such properties, including knowing how to

recognise when they are present, knowing how to make use

of them when designing, making or fixing things, knowing

how to recognise the conditions that will trigger the link

ages, knowing how to prevent such conditions arising, e.g.

by choice of storage conditions or packing materials.

2.2 Combinations of inputs are sometimes relevant

So far I have written as if all possibility transduction in

volves a link between two sets of possibilities PI and P2.

However, there are many cases in physics where one mea

surable depends on two or more others. E.g. in every

case where I talked about a second-order transducer, it is

possible instead to talk of a first-order transducer with two

inputs. E.g. current in a wire can depend on both voltage

and temperature. We just don't happen to have a name for

this relationship between three sets of possibilities, though

perhaps we could find one useful.

Many of the properties linking sets of possibilities depend

on a combination of factors such as the material used, the

shape or structure of the object, and the environment. For

instance a vase made of lead will behave very differently

from a vase made of glass when dropped. Moreover the

properties may change when the vase is at a very high or

very low temperature, or immersed in a liquid, e.g. treacle.

Thus in general the selection from the set P2 can depend

not just on a selection from one other set PI , but on a host

of selections from other sets, Pla, Plb, Plc, etc. some in
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volving internal states of the object and others relationships

with or states of the environment. Full replication ofhuman

abilities to use knowledge about objects in deciding what to

do, making plans, controlling actions, would have to take

account of all these different cases.

23 The input and output sets may be hard to

characterise

The sets of possibilities linked by a causal property may be

very hard to characterise in a formal and general way. We

have an intuitive grasp of the range of possibilities PI that

would trigger a manifestation of fragility in a vase but would

find it difficult to list necessary and sufficient conditions.

Similarly the set of possible outcomes P2 associated with

notions like fragility or brittleness can be very large and

varied, and hard to characterise.

Nevertheless people can learn about both sets as well as

learning how to detect objects which link PI and P2. That

raises interesting questions about how the learning is done

and the form in which the knowledge is stored and used.

It seems that the expertise of a craftsman or engineer can

include the ability to distinguish far more different sorts of

cases than we have words for in our language. For instance

the word "fragile" can describe both a vase and a spider's

web, yet different classes of input and output possibilities

are relevant to their fragility.

2.4 The causal links may have different forms

The knowledge we have concerning the causal links be

tween PI and P2 may be very different in form, depend

ing on the case. For example, knowing the resistance of

a conductor involves knowing a very precise relationship

between possible voltages and possible currents. The map

ping between members of PI and P2 is one to one and

easily formalised. In the case of a fragile and brittle vase

all we know is that each item in PI will realise one of the

possibilities in P2.

Common sense knowledge includes the ability to make

coarse-grained predictions, for instance about the differ

ence between dropping a vase and squashing it between

two sheets of metal, or the difference between striking it

on the side with a hammer and striking it with a downward

blow. An expert may, as a result of years of experience,

learn more about the relationship between members of PI

and members of P2, and on that basis can at least partially

control the manner in which something breaks, for instance

the occupant of a house breaking a window in such a way

as to make it look like the work of a burglar doing it from

outside, or a demolition expert using explosives to bring

down a large disused chimney safely.

2.5 Discrete outcome devices

Gambling devices, such as a roulette wheel or a device in

which a descending ball bounces against pins until it falls

into one of a set of slots also allow only limited prediction.

The difference is that, unlike a fragile vase, these devices are

constructed so as to have a small finite set of end states (so

that there's a well defined set on which to place bets). It is a

remarkable fact about such devices that although particular

outcomes are unpredictable their statistical properties are

predictable: they have well defined probability distributions

and these can be adjusted, e.g. with hidden magnets and

the like.

So here we have a set of initial possibilities PI and out

comes P2 where we cannot find specific links between se

lections from PI and P2, whereas we do find a very strong

link between sequences of selections from PI and global

numerical properties of the resulting selections from P2:

hence the concept of a probability distribution as a property

of an object. There are many philosophical puzzles about

the concept of probability but I shall not go into them here.

(Popper's notion of "propensity" is relevant.)

2.6 Causal determinism

In the case of a shattered vase we do not have the vocabulary

to describe all the possible initial events nor the possible out

comes in precise detail. In the case of precisely engineered

gambling devices we may have the vocabulary, but we still

have no way of predicting precisely the outcome of an inter

action, even if we use very precisely engineered machinery

to replicate initial conditions (which is harder when we have

to manufacture multiple vases under identical conditions).

A causal determinist will argue that in all these cases there

is a precise and rigid linkage between initial and final states,

but it is merely our knowledge that is incomplete: knowl

edge of the fine details of the initial conditions and knowl

edge of all the physical laws involved. The assumption is

that if our knowledge were complete, predictions could be

precise. That assumption is often taken to be a feature of

classical physics.

Where chaotic phenomena are involved only infinite pre

cision in the initial states could uniquely determine future

outcomes. Clearly we cannot, even in principle, obtain

infinitely precise measures of physical states (especially if

those states can vary continuously, in which case most of

the states could not be described using any finite descrip

tion). Whether the actual states of physical systems could

have infinite precision is not clear. It is normally taken to

be an assumption of classical physics that they do, but since

no classical physicist ever had any reason to believe that

infinitely precise measurements or descriptions were pos

sible, it is not clear how they could have believed that the

states themselves were infinitely precise.

This opens up a new line of thought: even if the laws of

physics are totally determinate, e.g. expressed in simple

differential equations, it might still be the case that the

states and boundary conditions cannot be infinitely pre

cise. In that case systems with non-linear feedback such

as produces chaos might be intrinsically unpredictable even
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within classical physics.

That makes it even more remarkable that when the geometry

of a chaotic gambling device forces a finite set of possible

outcomes the long run frequencies should be determinate.

This line of thought reduces some of the differences be

tween classical physics and quantum physics: both can

involve non-deterministic selections among finite sets of

possibilities where the selections obey only statistical laws.

The difference is that in these devices the classical possi

bilities are constrained by the geometry. This may not hold

for all classical processes, e.g. the breaking of a vase may

be unlike the process on a roulette wheel.

We've seen that engines that use no principles of quantum

mechanics involve linked networks of possibilities. Any

particular state of such an engine, or any particular ex

tended piece of behaviour over a time interval is but one

among many possibilities inherent in the design. All those

possible voltages, currents, rotations, velocities, forces, etc.

are real possibilities in the sense that the configuration of

the machine allows them to occur, while other combina

tions of possibilities occurring in particular spatio-temporal

relations are ruled out by the configuration. We'll look at

different sorts of dynamics later.

As explained above, even when the details are unpredictable

we may still have useful qualitative knowledge, which can

guide our decisions regarding how to transport objects, how

to predict types of breakage in a vase, how to make a broken

window suggest a burglary, etc.

3 Types of knowledge and contexts of use

When a craftsman makes an object, some of the properties

ofthe material in an object are particularly important during

the process of construction and manufacture, others most

important in the finished product.

E.g. the fact that wood can be cut, planed, sanded, etc. is

important when an article is being made, whereas in the

finished article hardness, rigidity, and low thermal conduc

tivity may be more important.

Similarly some aspects of the shape of a building may be

important during the process of construction, for instance

making a partially completed structure stable, thereby re

ducing the need for scaffolding.

A particularly important sort of knowledge that the crafts

man uses is knowledge of how to combine or shape materi

als so as to constrain the causal linkages. This may include

grasping ways in which causal powers of some parts of an

object combine with or constrain causal powers of other

parts to produce properties of the whole. The global shape

of an object, for example, involves various parts interacting

with other parts to produce not only global geometric and

topological features, but also global causal powers.

For instance, some shapes will make an object less liable to

break under stress. Some shapes, such as boxes and bowls,

will enable an object to hold other objects in place, which

might otherwise roll around e.g. while being transported in

a bumpy vehicle. Some shapes will contain a liquid. Some,

but not all, will do both. I'll return to the role of knowledge

in design later.

3.1 What do other animals know?

It is an interesting question to what extent animals that

build nests or use tools or select where to walk or dig, or

which branch to leap onto, have some grasp of the causal

powers of different materials and of different structures.

Do nest building birds have any grasp of the difference

between ways of assembling materials that will produce a

rigid structure and those that will not?

If Gibson is right about perception and affordances, then

perhaps the magpie that uses its beak to insert a twig (which

may be tens of centimetres in length) into its partly built

nest, selects the location and direction of movement at least

partly on the basis ofperceiving the affordances for insertion

and relative motion. The twig is held roughly at right angles

to the beak, and even flying back to the nest with it, avoiding

collision with branches on the way, is no mean achievement.

Insertion then requires first moving forward to one side of

the insertion point (e.g. to the right of it), then inserting the

end of the twig with a sideways motion of the head (e.g. to

the left), and then repeatedly releasing the twig and grasping

it nearer the free end and pushing it deeper into the nest

with a sideways motion. Because of the intrinsic variability

of shapes and sizes of twigs, partly built nests, and the

configuration of branches in the supporting tree, no rigidly

predetermined sequence of movements could achieve the

task. So it looks as if the magpie needs some understanding

of what it is doing.

Whether it also understands the consequences for the long

term properties of the nest is doubtful. But even the ability

to assemble the nest seems to involve using knowledge and

abilities in a way that goes beyond what we currently know

how to program into robots. This includes (a) the ability to

perceive the affordances in the environment, (b) the ability

to use the affordances to select actions (including selecting

items for the nest, choosing route details while flying back

without crashing into branches, deciding where to insert

new bits into the nest) and (c) the ability to perform the

actions, e.g. controlling fine details of the movement using

visual and tactile feedback of changing affordances. In

humans studies of how different sorts of brain damage can

limit sorts of sub-skills may give clues as to which abilities

to perceive, understand and use possibilities are used for

different tasks.

4 Possibility transducers in virtual machines

So far all my examples have involved physical objects with

physical properties which link and constrain sets ofphysical

possibilities. Interactions with other information process
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ing agents (not all of which are friendly) make new classes

of possibilities and possibility transduction important. For

example it may be important to think about possible items of

information another agent can access (e.g. what it might see

or hear), what information it might have gained previously,

and how it could use different items of information, e.g. in

taking decisions or making predictions. Our perception of

faces uses mechanisms designed not only to discriminate

and recognize individuals but also to detect a variety of

types of internal states. These must have evolved together

with mechanisms for displaying those states. Similar capa

bilities are found, though in simpler forms, in many other

animals, though it is very hard to tell exactly which possi

bilities they detect and reason about.

Machines can also have information processing capabilities.

In computer science and software engineering, it is now

commonplace to think about abstract non-physical entities

as having causal powers.

For instance, a word processor includes characters, words,

sentences, paragraphs, lines, pages, page numbers, and

other abstractions. It also allows a host of possible changes

in any configuration of a document, for instance, inserting,

deleting moving, changing font sizes, changing line spac

ing, etc. Each such change has potential consequences,

such as altering the length of a line, changing line breaks,

changing the contents of a page, changing page numbering,

triggering a spelling checker and so on. How a particular

change affects the configuration may be controlled by other

aspects of the state of the program that can be changed by

different sorts of actions. For instance setting the line length

or the page size will alter the effects of inserting a word. So

here too there are higher order possibility transducers. But

most of the possibilities are not physical.

Although the wordprocessor may display part of its current

state in a physical image on the screen, the program primar

ily constructs and manipulates abstract structures. They

are datastructures in a virtual machine, like the structures

in operating systems, compilers, theorem provers, plan

ners, plant control systems, office information systems, etc.

Some of these will be entirely concerned with processes in

virtual machines. Others are part of a larger structure that

includes physical states and processes of complex systems

linked to the software.

One of the features characteristic of such systems is that

typically the changes that occur are not continuous changes

in the values of a set of numerical variables. In general

there are discrete changes in more or less complex structures

and many of the events involve changes in complexity, or

structural changes such as switching two sub-trees in a tree.

A formal characterisation ofsuch a set of possibilities would

therefore typically require something more like a grammar

defining a class of possible structures than a fixed list of

variables whose values can change. I.e. the dynamics

of such structures cannot easily be construed in terms of

motion in a high dimensional vector space.

Ofcourse, the underlying implementation machine will typ

ically use a large boolean state vector: but that's normally

irrelevant to understanding the design or principles of be

haviour of a complex piece of software, just as the precise

configuration of atoms in a car may be irrelevant both to

the driver and the car mechanic, since both operate best at

higher levels of abstraction. However, some of the high

level behaviour of the car may be best characterised in

terms of equations linking a fixed set of numerical vari

ables, e.g. speed, acceleration, torque, fuel consumption,

air resistance, coolant temperature, and many more.

Describing and explaining changes in a computer will nor

mally require quite different sorts of mathematics.

To illustrate: understanding how to use a word processor

or compiler or operating system involves acquiring a grasp

of the ontology used by the software. That in turn involves

not only learning which objects and configurations of ob

jects can exist but also grasping the additional possibilities

and constraints on or links between possibilities inherent in

various configurations. In a software system, like a word

processor, these will constantly be changing during use,

just as the physical affordances constantly change during

the building of a nest or some other physical structure. Ex

pert users of software systems have to develop the ability

to perceive, represent, and make use of these affordances,

including the high level affordances.

A software design environment is one in which the affor

dances involve very high orders in multiple domains. For

example there is typically some sort of editor which has

its own affordances for text construction and manipulation,

along with the file management system. Then there may

be one or more compilers which afford transformations of

the text being constructed so as to produce new software

systems with their own affordances. The process of editing

not only changes the structures and the affordances in the

source text configuration but also the affordances for the

compilation process and structures and affordances in the

resulting software. Moreover as the program text develops

not only are there new possibilities for textual changes there

are also new possibilities at the level of the program design,

for instance, introduction of a macro provides opportunities

to simplify syntax both in existing text and in new text, and

development of a procedure changes possibilities for use

of that procedure as a subroutine in future procedures. If

the development environment involves an interpreter or an

incremental compiler and the editor is part of the same soft

ware system, as in many AI development environments, all

these possibilities are linked in very intricate ways, which

can be hard to learn, but once learnt can speed up develop

ment of sophisticated software considerably.

But what exactly does the user learn? How is the infor

mation about all these abstract and rapidly changing affor

dances represented? How is that representation used both

in the process of high level design and the relatively low

level choice of text manipulation operations while coding,

running tests, inspecting test output, etc.?

These examples show that virtual machines in software
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systems, like vases, admit of complex and varied sets of

possibilities. However, like gambling devices, the under

lying machinery is designed to allow only discrete sets of

possibilities, and unlike both breaking vases and gambling

devices the machinery constrains the dynamics to be totally

predictable and repeatable (provided that the external envi

ronment and initial conditions do not change). It may be

that these features are essential for reliable long term mem

ory stores and intricate intelligent behaviour. Some people

think the digital nature of such systems is a disadvantage,

compared with neural nets allowing continuous variation of

weights or excitation levels.

5 When are causal links mathematically

expressible?

Both the electrical resistance of a wire and the fragility of

the vase are features of the causal power of the object to

"transduce" elements from one set of possibilities to an

other. In the former case we can express the relationship

in a simple and precise mathematical formula, whereas the

second case is far less rigid and precise and we do not have

an appropriate mathematical representation. E.g. we have

no set of mathematical descriptions of either range of possi

bilities (PI and P2), even though we have an intuitive grasp

of both since (a) we learn which forms of treatment to avoid

so as to protect the vase and (b) we know which sorts of

behaviours would be surprising and which would not, if the

vase is struck, or dropped, or squeezed hard, etc. How our

brains represent those classes and whether similar represen

tations could work on computers is an interesting research

question. Even if we had a precise way of characterising

the two ranges of possibilities it is not clear that we could

specify which element of the second range would be caused

by an occurrence in the first range.

There are other cases where the causal link cannot be ex

pressed as a simple mathematical formula linking numerical

values. Computing systems are full of examples. For exam

ple, the behaviour of an interpreter for a simple program

ming language may be best expressed as a multi-branch

conditional expression embedded in a looping construct of

some sort. Here the range of input possibilities and the

range of output possibilities may be expressible using lan

guages with well defined grammars, and the transduction

capability can be formally expressed in terms of rules for

transforming input "sentences" into output "sentences".

In more complex cases the computer also stores records

of what it has done, and these records can change future

behaviour, in arbitrarily complex ways, for example if some

inputs are programs that are compiled into internal stored

instructions that can be invoked by later inputs. Organisms

that learn also keep changing the affordances that some

components offer to others.

From our present viewpoint these are just special cases

of the general fact that as objects realise their possibility

transducing potential they can change their future powers,

for instance, by wearing out, becoming more flexible, stor

ing information, losing energy, gaining energy, hysteresis,

and so on.

6 Combining linked sets of possibilities

So far I have described, albeit in a sketchy and shallow

way, some cases where we naturally see an object as hav

ing a collection of properties, where those properties are

possibility transducers. Further work is needed to classify

different cases, e.g. according to the structure of the set of

possibilities, and according to the form of the relationships

constraining possibilities.

One of the uses of a grasp of possibilities is in thinking

about designs for new objects. This requires understanding

the implications of combining objects into more complex

objects. There are many instances of this in everyday life,

some of them very simple, others more complex. Sim

ple examples involve mere agglomerations with cumulative

influences.

For example, a sheet laid on the ground has many possible

motions, some of which will be produced by gusts of wind

of various types. By placing a stone on each corner we

can transform the links between possible gusts and possible

motions, essentially by reducing the set of gusts that will

result in the sheet blowing away: only the stronger gusts

will produce that effect. By adding stones we can reduce

the set even further. There are many examples that are

very similar in form to this. If I stand against a wall with

shelving containing books or other articles there is a range

ofpostures I can take up that will enable me to reach objects

on the shelves. If the shelving is high, many objects will

be out of reach. By placing a block of wood on the floor so

that I can stand on it, I can extend the range of possibilities.

By adding further blocks, stacked vertically I can continue

to extend the range of possibilities (though the blocks may

also eliminate a subset by obstructing access to objects on

lower shelves).

Combining objects into more complex wholes does not al

ways have an additive effect on sets of possibilities. An

interesting example is the case of two identical electrically

conducting wires Wl and W2, which can either be joined

at one end of each to make a new conductor of double the

length of the original (joined in series) or joined at both

ends to make a conductor of the same length (joined in

parallel). Each piece of wire initially has a collection of

properties, each linking sets of possibilities. But they are

separate sets: possible currents in Wl are different things

from possible currents in W2. Normally, the properties of

Wl do not constrain the possibilities associated with W2,

only the possibilities associated with Wl . However if wires

Wl and W2 are joined in series their currents are forced to

be the same (at least in standard conditions). Similarly if

their ends are joined in parallel, the voltages across them

are constrained to be the same. Moreover in those two

cases there are new relationships linking possible voltages
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to possible currents: i.e. the combination has a different

electrical resistance from either of its components, and the

resistance will depend on the form of combination. More

complex interactions occur when two conductors are adja

cent and the current is changing in one, or one is moving

relative to the other. These are facts that can be used in the

design of dynamos and electric motors.

6.1 Towards a theory of design?

All this suggests a further research topic: investigation of

forms of combination of objects into more complex objects

and the effects of different sorts of combinations on the

possibility-transducing powers of the new structures. Par

ticular subsets of cases are to be found in books on circuit

design, and the design of various sorts of mechanical struc

tures, e.g. linkages which allow parts to move relative to

one another but with constraints on the possibilities. Car

boot lids and engine bonnets are familiar examples.

Many physical mechanisms, including both mechanical de

vices and electronic machines, both digital and analog, con

sist of collections of physical objects each of which has

properties that associate different ranges of properties and

limit combinations of possibilities from those ranges. We

have discovered how to make the "output possibilities" of

one physical object the "input possibilities" for another, and

to construct networks ofsuch such possibility transducers in

such a way that the complete configuration does something

useful, which might not happen naturally.

That is the task of a designer, and there are many very

sophisticated designers, assembling fragments of various

kinds into larger structures, including cars, gas turbines,

aeroplanes, houses, football teams, commercial organisa

tions and software systems. Walls and doors of houses link

and limit very complex networks of possibilities: including

transmission of sounds, of heat, of temperature, of people,

of furniture, and, with the help of glue and nails, also con

strain motion of pictures, wallpaper, etc. They also link and

limit sets of possible psychological states of occupants.

In an old fashioned clock all the possibilities involve clearly

visible state changes, such as rotation of wheels, downward

movements of weights, oscillation of pendulums and ratch

ets, etc. In an electronic clock with a digital display the

collections of interlinked possibilities are of a very differ

ent kind, and the laws associated with the various possibility

transducers are very different, involving discrete rather than

continuous changes, for example. But the general principle

is the same in both cases: a complex machine is created

from simple components by linking them in such a way that

the associated possibilities are also linked, and thus we get

large scale constrained behaviour that is useful to us, and

emergent capabilities such as telling the time and providing

shelter.

It seems that some people and some animals can only grasp

the perceivable possibilities (Gibson's affordances) and can

understand a complex design only insofar as it links together

perceivable structures. However, good human designers

can also think about more abstract cases including both

unobservable physical structures (chemical structures, sub-

microscopic digital circuits) and also abstract structures in

virtual machines. Are very different forms ofrepresentation

used in these two sorts of cases?

7 Damage vs change: more and less remote

possibilities.

We have talked about complex systems where some com

binations of the possibilities associated with components

are permitted and others ruled out, at least while the con

figuration is preserved. Breaking a machine in some way

destroys the configuration and allows some new possibil

ities to come into existence, and perhaps removes others.

Can we make a principled distinction between changes that

should be regarded as damage and changes that preserve

the integrity of the system?

This depends on whether we can identify certain sorts of

objects as having some sort of self-maintaining capability.

Holland (1995) discusses many cases, including individual

organisms, cities and social systems. For now it is not im

portant for us whether there is a well defined set of cases.

There may be a range of different sorts of objects with dif

ferent combinations of capabilities, including for example

ocean waves, tornados, the planetary system, as well as

plants, animals, ecosystems, and many sorts of machines,

all of which maintain some sort of coherence over time

despite considerable physical changes and despite external

perturbances and internal development. These systems ex

hibit different sorts of stability depending on the variety and

intensity of disturbing influences that they can resist.

Where parts cooperate to maintain global relations we can

talk of those parts having a Junction, whether they were

designed for that function or evolved biologically, or not.

Many possible states and processes are consistent with the

normal state of such a system, but when a change irre

versibly interferes with one or more functions we may speak

of "damage". The damaged system has a different set of

inherent possibilities. In the normal undamaged configu

ration both the old and the new sets of possibilities exist.

However some sets are "more remote" than others: they

cannot be realised without a change in the configuration,

whereas the "less remote" possibilities are all able to be

actualised without changing the configuration and without

damage. A less remote possibility might include a lever

changing its orientation. A more remote possibility might

include the lever breaking.

The notion of an undamaged configuration needs to be made

more precise. In the case of an artefact there will be a set of

possible states that will be described as undamaged states of

the machine and others that are described as damaged states,

the difference being related to the intended use of the ma

chine. For now I wish to disregard such purposive notions

and consider only classes of states that are identifiable by
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their physical properties.

Instead of talking about damage we can describe a config

uration as preserved as long as the components continue to

have certain properties and stand in certain relationships.

Thus, for a clock, rotation of the hands and the cogwheels

to which they are connected preserves a certain sort of con

figuration, whereas removal of a tooth from a cog does not.

We could clamp two parts of the clock together and de

fine a new configuration as one that includes all the previ

ous relationships and also the clamping relationship. The

new configuration will directly support a smaller range of

possibilities. Some of the possibilities that were directly

supported by the previous configuration are remote rela

tive to the new configuration. However the restriction may

also enable new possibilities, such as the unattended clock

remaining wound up for a long time.

A configuration then is defined not just by its physical

components, but by a particular set of properties and re

lationships between those components (e.g. those in which

all components of the clock retain their shape, their pivot

points, the distances between pivot points, etc.).

I shall say that the configuration directly supports the col

lection of possibilities that require no change in the config

uration (e.g. no change of shape of the rigid components)

and indirectly supports larger classes of possibilities, which

would require more or less drastic changes in the configu

ration. We could define a technical notion of "damage" to

a configuration as removal of one of its defining relation

ships. Then achieving one of the more remote possibilities

requires damage to the configuration.

What sorts of configurations are worth considering as hav

ing "defining" properties is a large question I shall not con

sider. Living organisms and machines designed by intelli

gent agents would be obvious examples. Others might be

cities, rampaging crowds, galaxies, the solar system, stable

complex molecules, tornados, clouds and other naturally

occurring complex behaving structures with some degree

of integration or coherence. For now I shall merely as

sume there are some interesting cases without attempting

to delimit the whole class.

8 Do we need new forms of representation?

De-dicto and de-re modality

So far I have used informal language to talk about possi

bilities. Can we represent them precisely so that a machine

can manipulate them? Modal logic might look like an op

tion. It is concerned with operators that can be applied

to sentences to produce new sentences, e.g. "It is possi

ble that P", "It is necessarily the case that P". However, in

ordinary language, the adjectives "possible" and "impossi

ble" can be applied directly to objects, events or processes,

and not only to propositions. This "de-re" form of words

might be construed as an abbreviation for an assertion in

which a modal operator is applied to a complete proposition

(de-dicto modality).

We should at least consider the alternative hypothesis that

there is a more basic notion of possibility than possible

truth or falsity of a proposition, namely a property of ob

jects, events or processes (de-re modality). I am making

both an ontological claim about the nature of reality, and

an epistemological claim about our information process

ing capabilities. For all the sorts of reasons given above,

it seems that de-re modality plays an important role in our

perception (e.g. perceiving affordances), thinking and com

munication, that it is used by animals that cannot construct

and manipulate complete propositions, and that it will fig

ure in the internal processes of intelligent robots. However,

this remains a conjecture open to empirical refutation.

When Gibson claimed that the primary function of biologi

cal perceptual systems is to provide information about pos

itive and negative affordances, such as support, obstruction,

graspability, etc. I don't think he meant that animal visual

systems produce propositions and apply modal operators to

them. Is there a different form of representation which cap

tures in a more powerful fashion information which enables

the animal to interact fruitfully with the environment?

8.1 Possible world semantics for modal terms

Readers familiar with possible world semantics for modal

operators involving notions of degrees of "accessibility"

between possible worlds will see obvious links with the

notion of more or less remotely supported sets of possi

bilities. However there is no simple ordering associated

with a degree of remoteness of possibilities supported by a

configuration.

For example the sets of possibilities that become accessible

when one of the levers is broken, when some of the teeth are

broken off a cog wheel, when a belt is removed from a pul

ley need not form a set ordered by inclusion. If we consider

different combinations of kinds of damage or other change

to the configuration, we get a very wide variety of sets of

possibilities with at most a partial ordering in degree of re

moteness from the set of possibilities directly supported by

the original configuration. If there are different sequences

of kinds of damage leading to the same state there need not

even be a well defined partial ordering. In one sequence

getting to state A requires more changes than getting to state

B. In another sequence it could be the other way round.

Thus there need not be any well-defined ordering or metric

that can be applied to notions of relative degree of remote

ness of possibilities, and these ideas will not correspond ex

actly to a possible world semantics which requires degrees

of accessibility to be totally or partially ordered. (Where

there is no such requirement the two views of modality may

turn out to be equivalent.)

There is a deeper problem about sticking to modal logic and

current semantic theories, namely that we have no reason to

presuppose that an adequate ontology for science or engi

neering would have the form ofa model for a logical system,
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with a well defined set of objects, properties and relation

ships, so that all configurations can be completely described

in the language of predicate calculus, and all changes can

be described in terms of successions of logical formulae.

For example the wings of a hovering humming bird or a

gliding seagull are very complex flexible structures whose

shape is constantly changing in such a way as to change the

transduction relationships between various possible forces

(gravity, wind pressure, air resistance, etc.) and possible

changes of location, orientation and speed. Is there some

useful decomposition of the wings into a fixed set of objects

whose properties and relationships can be described com

pletely in predicate calculus (augmented if necessary with

partial differential equations linking properties, etc.) Or

do we need a different more "fluid" sort of representation

for the dynamics of such flexible structures. An attempt

to represent changing fields of influence diagrammatically

can be found in Lundell (1996).

When a child learns how to dress itselfcan its understanding

of the processes of putting on a sweater or tying shoe laces

can be expressed in terms some articulation of reality into

a form that is expressible in terms of names of individual

objects (e.g. well defined parts of the sweater besides the

obvious global parts such as sleeves, head opening, etc.),

predicates, relations and functions? Or is some totally dif

ferent form of representation still waiting to be discovered

that is required for such tasks (Sloman 1989). Could the

neural mechanisms in animal brains teach us about new

powerful forms of representation.

9 Possibilities causes and counterfactual

conditionals

Physical properties such as electrical resistance, tensile

strength, fragility, flexibility, rigidity, all involve relation

ships between ranges of possibilities, as described above. In

some cases the range of possibilities forms a linear contin

uum (e.g. possible voltages, possible currents) and in those

cases the property linking them imposes a constraint that

may be expressible in a particularly simple form, such as an

equation linking two or more numerical measures. Other

sets of possibilities may have more complex structures.

For example, a fragile vase may be struck or crushed in

many different ways, and the resulting decomposition into

myriad fragments can happen in many different ways. Here

the two ranges of possibilities do not form linear sets, and

therefore the links between them cannot be expressed as

a single simple equation linking two numerical variables.

In the case of a digital circuit or a software system there

may be ranges of possibilities, both for inputs and outputs,

that are not even continuous, for example possible inputs

and outputs for a compiler, or possible startup files for an

operating system and possible subsequent behaviours.

Despite the diversity, in all the cases there is a relationship

between the sets of possibilities which can at least loosely

be characterised by saying that the properties of the ma

chine or configuration ensure that IF certain possibilities

occur THEN certain others occur. Moreover some of these

possibilities may not actually occur: the fragile vase sits

in the museum forever without being hit by a sledge ham

mer. We can still say that the IF-THEN relationship holds

for that vase. In that case we are talking about counter-

factual conditionals. However, there is no difference in

meaning between counterfactual conditions with false an

tecedent and other conditionals with true antecedent. In

both cases the conditionals assert that there is a relation

ship between elements of certain sets of possibilities. I.e.

the truth of a conditional and the existence of a possibility

transducer may come to the same thing.

When we say that one thing causes another, as opposed to

merely occurring prior to it we are referring implicitly to a

set of such conditionals. However, this is a large topic on

which huge amounts have been written (e.g. Taylor 1992)

and I do not intend to address the problem in this paper,

merely to point out the connection. If the previous point

about expressions in predicate logic being insufficient to

express all the types of possibilities that an intelligent agent

needs to perceive and understand is correct, then the notion

of a conditional has to be construed as something that does

not merely link assertions in familiar logical formalisms.

We may have to generalise it to cover new types of rep

resentations. (Some feed-forward neural nets can already

be seen as an example of something different: namely a

large collection of of parallel probabilistic IF-THEN rules.

(Sloman 1994))

10 Levels of virtual machines

I previously remarked that a property like electrical resis

tance may be implemented in lower level physical structures,

whose properties and relationships would be defined in the

language of contemporary physics, or perhaps physics of

the future. This is a simple example of a very general

phenomenon. There are many properties of complex sys

tems that are best thought of as "implemented" in other

properties. This is commonplace in computer science and

software engineering, where we often talk about virtual ma

chines, as in the wordprocessor example. Similarly, phe

nomena typically studied by biologists (including genes) are

implemented in mechanisms involving physics and chem

istry, and phenomena studied by chemists (e.g. in drug

companies) are implemented in mechanisms of quantum

mechanics which the chemists may not understand. Social,

political, and economic phenomena are also implemented

in very complex ways in the physical world, but with many

levels of intermediate virtual machines.

The points made previously about physical objects having

properties which are essentially causal linkages between

ranges of possibilities apply also to objects in virtual ma

chines, including social mechanisms and abstract or virtual

machines running on computers. In other words, it is not

only the "bottom" level physical constituents of the uni

verse, whatever they may be, that have causal powers: all
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sorts of more or less concrete objects also do. In fact a

great deal of our normal thinking and planning would be

completely impossible but for this fact, for we think about

causal connections (e.g. connections between poverty and

crime) without having any idea about the detailed physical

implementation. Sometimes without knowing the details

we can still interact very effectively with relevant bits of

the world, like engineers thinking only about current and

voltage but not the underlying quantum mechanics. As the

vase and gambling machines show, we don't even need to

presuppose complete causal determinism.

Admittedly social and economic engineering are very diffi

cult, but we constantly interact with and bring about changes

in people and their thought processes, desires, intentions

and plans. Similar causal interactions can happen between

coexisting abstract states entirely within a brain or an office

information system.

11 Causal powers of computational states

An important implication of all this is that whereas many

people have the intuitive feeling that somehow computa

tional processes are incapable of having the properties re

quired for mental states, events and processes, such as de

sires, pains, pleasures, emotions, experiences ofcolour, etc.

this may be because they think of computations as if they

were simply static structures like collections of symbols on

a sheet of paper.

However, when symbolic information structures are imple

mented in a working system which is actually controlling

some complex physical configuration, such as an airliner

coming in to land, the limbs of a robot, or the machinery in

a chemical plant, then it is a crucial fact about the system

that the information processing states and events and the

abstract data-structures, all have causal powers both to act

on one another and also (through appropriate input and out

put devices) to change, and be changed by, gross physical

structures in the environment. A further development of

this line of thought would show how to defend AI theories

of mind against charges that no computational system could

have the right causal powers to support mental states and

processes. But that is a topic for another occasion.

12 Grammars for things and for processes.

Can we move towards a scientific theory of sets of possi

bilities and how they are related, with sufficient precision

to provide a basis for designing robots which perceive and

think about possibilities? I suspect we are not yet ready to

complete this task, though much work in AI can be seen

as addressing it. (Recent examples are Chittaro & Ranon

(1996), Lundell (1996), Stahovich et al. (1996) as well as

much work on constraint manipulation).

Perhaps the notion of a formal grammar will turn out to

be relevant. Grammars are specifications of sets of possi

bilities: usually sets of legal formulas within a formalism.

However various attempts have been made to generalise this

notion to accommodate, for example, grammars for images,

grammars for 3-D structures, and grammars for behaviours

(e.g. dances). I am not aware of any grammatical formal

ism that is able to cope with some of the kinds of continuous

variability mentioned above (e.g. changes of configuration

as a child dons a sweater.) Nevertheless it may be that

some future development of some existing grammar for

malism will suffice, perhaps combined with techniques for

constraint propagation.

The main point for now is that the components of the

grammar do not need to be propositions or constituents

of propositions. So a grammar provides a different view

of ranges of possibilities from that provided by a modal

logic. Roughly one is object-centred (de-re) and the other

fact-centred, or proposition-centred (de-dicto). However it

is not clear whether these are trivially equivalent.

13 Conclusion

Many common sense and scientific notions of things are

inherently modal (i.e. to do with possibilities and rela

tionships between possibilities), including both explicitly

dispositional concepts (e.g. "brittleness", "risk", "irritabil

ity"), and many others (e.g. "electrical resistance", "vol

ume", "shape").

I have offered a view of objects (both physical objects and

more abstract objects like data-structures or procedures in

a virtual machine) as having properties that are inherently

connected with sets of possibilities, some of the possibili

ties being causal inputs to the object and some outputs, and

I have suggested that many of the important properties of

the objects are concerned with the relationships between

possibilities in different sets, i.e. causal links between pos

sibilities. These properties are often implemented in lower

level properties of different kinds. Moreover, by combining

them in larger configurations we can use them to implement

higher level "emergent" machines, producing many layers

of implementation.

In some virtual machines we find causal powers linking

events in ways that might later provide detailed models of

how human mental processes work. Similar but simpler

cases already exist in software systems.

One consequence of this way of thinking is that we don't

have to go to quantum mechanics to be faced with is

sues concerning collections of coexisting possibilities from

which reality makes selections.
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Abstract

It is not surprising that reaching human-level

AI has proved to be difficult and progress

has been slow—though there has been def

inite progress. The slowness and the demand

to exploit what has been discovered has led

many to mistakenly redefine AI, sometimes

in ways that preclude human-level AI—by

relegating to humans parts of the task that

human-level computer programs should do.

In the terminology of this paper, it amounts

to settling for a bounded informatic situation

instead of the more general common sense

informatic situation.

Overcoming the "brittleness" of present AI

systems and reaching human-level AI re

quires programs that deal with the com

mon sense informatic situation—in which

the phenomena to be taken into account in

achieving a goal are not fixed in advance.

We discuss reaching human-level AI, empha

sizing logical AI and especially emphasizing

representation problems of information and

of reasoning. Ideas for reasoning in the com

mon sense informatic situation include non

monotonic reasoning, approximate concepts,

formalized contexts and introspection.

By the time of the conference there

will be a paper with the above

title and the URL http://www-

formal.stanford.edu/jmc/human.html.

1 What is Human-Level AI?

The first scientific discussion of human level machine

intelligence was apparently by Alan Turing in the lec

ture [Turing, 1947]. The notion was amplified as a goal

in [Turing, 1950], but at least the latter paper did not

say what would have to be done to achieve the goal.

Allen Newell and Herbert Simon in 1954 were the first

people to make a start on programming computers for

general intelligence.

Many tasks that humans can do, humans cannot yet

make computers do. There are two approaches to

human-level AI, but each presents difficulties. It isn't

a question of deciding between them, because each

should eventually succeed; it is more a race.

1. If we understood enough about how the human

intellect works, we could simulate it. However,

we don't have have sufficient ability to observe

ourselves or others to understand directly how

our intellects work. Understanding the human

brain well enough to imitate its function there

fore requires theoretical and experimental suc

cess in psychology and neurophysiology. See

[Newell and Simon, 1972] for the beginning of the

information processing approach to psychology.

2. To the extent that we understand the problems

achieving goals in the world presents to intelli

gence we can write intelligent programs. That's

what this article is about.

What problems does the world present to intelligence?

More narrowly, we consider the problems it would

present to a human scale robot faced with the problems

humans might be inclined to relegate to sufficiently in

telligent robots. The physical world of a robot contains

middle sized objects about which its sensory apparatus

can obtain only partial information quite inadequate

to fully determne the effects of its future actions. Its

mental world includes its interactions with people and

also meta-information about the information it has or

can obtain.
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Our approach is based on what we call the common

sense informatic situation. In order to explain the

common sense informatic situation, we contrast it with

the bounded informatic situation that characterizes

both formal scientific theories and almost all (maybe

all) experimental work in AI done so far.

A formal theory in the physical sciences deals with

a bounded informatic situation. Scientists decide in

formally in advance what phenomena to take into ac

count. For example, much celestial mechanics is done

within the Newtonian gravitational theory and does

not take into account possible additional effects such

as outgassing from a comet or electromagnetic forces

exerted by the solar wind. If more phenomena are

to be considered, a person must make a new theory.

Probabilistic and fuzzy uncertainties can still fit into

a bounded informatic system; it is only necessary that

the set of possibilities (sample space) be bounded.

Most AI formalisms also work only in a bounded in

formatic situation. What phenomena to take into ac

count is decided by a person before the formal theory

is constructed. With such restrictions, much of the

reasoning can be monotonic, but such systems cannot

reach human level ability. For that, the machine will

have to decide for itself what information is relevant.

When a bounded informatic system is appropriate, the

system must construct or choose a limited context con

taining a suitable theory whose predicates and func

tions connect to the machine's inputs and outputs in

an appropriate way. The logical tool for this is non

monotonic reasoning.

2 The Common Sense Informatic

Situation

Contention: The key to reaching human-level

AI is making systems that operate successfully

in the common sense informatic situation.

In general a thinking human is in what we call the

common sense informatic situation first proposed in1

[McCarthy, ]. It is more general than any bounded in

formatic situation. The known facts are incomplete,

and there is no a priori limitation on what facts are

relevant. It may not even be decided in advance

what phenomena are to be taken into account. The

consequences of actions cannot be fully determined.

The common sense informatic situation necessitates

the use of approximate concepts that cannot be fully

defined and the use of approximate theories involv

ing them. It also requires nonmonotonic reasoning in

'http://www-formal.stanford.edu/jmc/ailogic.html

reaching conclusions.

The common sense informatic situation also includes

some knowledge about the system's mental state.

A nice example of the common sense informatic situ

ation is given by the problem of grading solutions to

a physics problem that was extensively discussed in

the American Journal of Physics some years ago. The

exam problem is to find the height of a building using

a barometer. The intended solution is to measure the

air pressure at the top and bottom of the building and

multiply the difference by the ratio of the density of

mercury to the density of air. However, other answers

may be offered. (1) drop the barometer from the top

of the building and measure the time before it hits the

ground. (2) Measure the height and shadow of the

barometer and measure the length of the shadow of

the building. (3) Rappel down the building using the

barometer as a measuring rod. (4) Lower the barom

eter on a string till it reaches the ground and mea

sure the string. (5) Offer the barometer to the janitor

of the building in exchange for information about the

height. (6) Ignore the barometer, count the stories of

the building and multiply be ten feet.

Clearly it is not possible to bound in advance the com

mon sense knowledge of the world that may be relevant

to grading the problem. Grading some of the solu

tions requires knowledge of the formalisms of physics

and the physical facts about the earth, e.g. the law of

falling bodies or the variation of air pressure with al

titude. However, in every case, the physics knowledge

is embedded in common sense knowledge. Thus before

one can use Galileo's law of falling bodies s = \gt2 ,

one needs common sense information about buildings,

their shapes and their roofs.

Bounded informatic situations are obtained by non-

monotonically inferring that only the phenomena that

somehow appear to be relevant are relevant. In the

barometer example, the student was expected to infer

that the barometer was only to be used in the conven

tional way for measuring air pressure. For example,

a reasoning system might do this by applying circum

scription to a predicate relevant in a formalism con

taining also metalinguistic information, e.g. that this

was a problem assigned in a physics course. Formaliz

ing relevance in a useful way promises to be difficult.

Common sense facts and common sense reasoning are

necessarily imprecise. The imprecision necessitated by

the common sense informatic situation applies to com

puter programs as well as to people.

Some kinds of imprecision can be represented numeri

cally and have been explored with the aid of Bayesian
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networks, fuzzy logic and similar formalisms. This is

in addition to the study of approximation in numerical

analysis and the physical sciences.

3 The Use of Mathematical Logic

What about mathematical logical languages?

Mathematical logic was devised to formalize precise

facts and correct reasoning. Its founders, Leibniz,

Boole and Frege, hoped to use it for common sense

facts and reasoning, not realizing that the imprecision

of concepts used in common sense language was of

ten a necessary feature and not always a bug. The

biggest success of mathematical logic have been in for

malizing mathematical theories. Since it is necessary

to use imprecise facts and imprecise reasoning, the use

of mathematical logic for common sense has had lim

ited success. This has caused many people to give

up. Gradually extended logical languages and even ex

tended forms of mathematical logic are being invented

and developed.

It is necessary to distinguish between mathematical

logic and particular mathematical logical languages.

Particular logical languages are determined by a par

ticular choice of concepts and the predicate and func

tion symbols to represent them. Failure to make the

distinction has often led to error. When a particular

logical language has been shown inadequate for some

purpose, some people have concluded that logic is in

adequate. Different concepts and different predicate

and function symbols might still succeed. In the words

of the drive-in movie critic of Grapevine, Texas, "I'm

surprised I have to explain this stuff."

The pessimists about logic or some particular set of

predicates might try to prove a theorem about its in

adequacies for expressing common sense.2

Since it seems clear that humans don't use logic as a

basic internal representation formalism, maybe some

thing else will work better for AI. Researchers have

been trying to find this something else since the 1950s

but still haven't succeeded in getting anything that is

ready to be applied to the common sense informatic

situation. Maybe they will eventually succeed.

Mathematical logic has been concerned with how peo

ple ought to think rather than how people do think.

We who use logic as a basic AI formalism make pro

grams reason logically. However, we have to extend

logic and extend the programs that use it in various

2G6del's theorem is not relevant to this, because the

question is not one of decideability or of characterizing

truth.

ways.

One important extension was the development of

modal logic starting in the 1920s and using it to

treat modalities like knowledge, belief and obligation.

Modalities can be treated either by using modal logic

or by reifying concepts and sentences within the stan

dard logic. My opinion is that reification in standard

logic is more powerful and will work better.

A second extension was the formalization of nonmono

tonic reasoning beginning in the late 1970s—with cir

cumscription and default logic and their variants as

the major proposals. Nonmonotonic logic has been

studied both as pure mathematics and in application

to AI problems, most prominently to the formalization

of action and causality. Several variants of the major

formalisms have been devised.

Success so far has been moderate, and it isn't clear

whether greater success can be obtained by changing

the the concepts and their representation by predicate

and function symbols or by varying the nonmonotonic

formalism. 3 "

We need to distinguish the actual use of logic from

what Allen Newell, [Newell, 1981] and [Newell, 1993],

calls the logic level and which was also proposed

in Ascribing Mental Qualities to Machines4

[McCarthy, 1979].

4 Approximate Concepts and

Approximate Theories

Other kinds of imprecision are more fundamental for

intelligence than numerical imprecision. Many phe

nomena in the world are appropriately described in

terms of approximate concepts. Although the concepts

are imprecise, many statements using them have pre

cise truth values. We offer two examples: the con

cept of Mount Everest and the concept of the wel

fare of a chicken. The exact pieces of rock and ice

that constitute Mount Everest are unclear. For many

rocks, there is no truth of the matter as to whether

it is part of Mount Everest. Nevertheless, it is true

without qualification that Edmund Hillary and Tenz-

ing Norgay climbed Mount Everest in 1953 and that

John McCarthy never set foot on it.

The point of this example is that it is possible and

even common to have a solid knowledge structure from

which solid conclusions can be inferred based on a

3 One referee for KR96 foolishly and arrogantly pro

posed rejecting a paper on the grounds that the inadequacy

of circumscription for representing action was known.

4 http://www-formal.stanford.edu/jmc/ascribing.html
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foundation built on the quicksand of approximate con

cepts without definite extensions.

As for the chicken, it is clear that feeding it helps it

and wringing its neck harms it, but it is unclear what

its welfare consists of over the course of the decade

from the time of its hatching. Is it better off leading a

life of poultry luxury and eventually being slaughtered

or would it be better off escaping the chicken yard and

taking its chances on foxes? There is no truth of the

matter to be determined by careful investigation of

chickens. When a concept is inherently approx

imate, it is a waste of time to try to give it a

precise definition. Indeed different efforts to define

such a concept precisely will lead to different results.

Most human common sense knowledge involves ap

proximate concepts, and reaching human-level AI re

quires a satisfactory way of representing information

involving approximate concepts.

5 Nonmonotonic Reasoning

Common sense reasoning is also imprecise in that it

draws conclusions that might not be made if there

were more information. Thus common sense reasoning

is nonmonotonic. I will not go into the details of any

of the proposals for handling nonmonotonic reasoning,

supposing them to be substantially familiar to most of

the readers of these proceedings. In particular, get

ting from the common sense informatic situation to

a bounded informatic situation needs nonmonotonic

reasoning.

Unfortunately, there is not time to discuss further

what developments in nonmonotonic reasoning must

lie between the present situation and human-level AI.

6 Elaboration Tolerance

Human abilities in the common sense informatic situ

ation also include what may be called elaboration tol

erance—the ability to elaborate a statement of some

facts without having to start all over. Thus when we

begin to think about a problem, e.g. determining the

height of a building, we form a bounded context and

try to solve the problem within it. However, at any

time more facts can be added, e.g. about the precision

with which the time for the barometer to fall can be

estimated using a stop watch and also the possibilities

of acquiring a stop watch.

A draft on elaboration tolerance5

[McCarthy and Amir, 1996] gives more detail. It

5http://www-formal.stanford.edu/jmc/elaboration.html

discusses about 25 elaborations of the Missionaries

and Cannibals problem.

What I have so far said so far about approximate con

cepts, nonmonotonic reasoning and elaboration toler

ance is independent of whether mathematical logic, hu

man language or some other formalism is used.

In my opinion, the best AI results so far have been

obtained using and extending mathematical logic.

7 Formalization of Context

A third extension of mathematical logic involves for

malizing the notion of context6 [McCarthy, 1993].

Notice that when logical theories are used in human

communication and study, the theory is used in a con

text which people can discuss from the outside. If

computers are to have this facility and are to work

within logic, then the "outer" logical language needs

names for contexts and sentences giving their relations

and a way of entering a context. Clearly human-level

AI requires reasoning about context.

Human-level AI also requires the ability to transcend

the outermost context the system has used so far.

Besides in [McCarthy, 1993], this is also discussed

in Making Robots Conscious of their Mental

States7 [McCarthy, 1996].

Further work includes [Buvac, 1996] and

[Buvac et al., 1995].

8 Reasoning about

Events—Especially Actions

Reasoning about actions has been a major AI activity,

but this paper will not discuss my or other people's

current approaches, concentrating instead on the long

range problem of reaching human level capability. We

regard actions as particular kinds of events and there

fore propose subsuming reasoning about actions under

the heading of reasoning about events.

Most reasoning about events has concerned determin

ing the effects of an explicitly given sequence of actions

by a single actor. Within this framework various prob

lems have been studied.

• The frame problem concerns not having to state

what does not change when an event occurs.

• The qualification problem concerns not having to

state all the preconditions of an action or other

6http://www-formal.stanford.edu/jmc/context.html

'http://www-formal.stanford.edu/jmc/consciousness.html
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event. The point is both to limit the set of pre

conditions and also to jump to the conclusion that

unstated others will be fulfilled unless there is

evidence to the contrary. For example, wearing

clothes is a precondition for airline travel, but the

travel agent will not tell his customer to be sure

and wear clothes.

• The ramification problem concerns how to treat

side-effects of events other than the principal ef

fect mentioned in the event description.

Each of these involves elaboration tolerance, e.g.

adding descriptions of the effects of additional events

without having to change the descriptions of the events

already described. When I wrote about applica

tions of circumscription to formalizing common

sense8 [McCarthy, 1986], I hoped that a simple ab

normality theory would suffice for all of them. That

didn't work out when I tried it, but I still think a com

mon nonmonotonic reasoning mechanism will work.

Tom Costello's draft "The Expressive Power of Cir

cumscription"9 argues that simple abnormality theo

ries have the same expressive power as more elaborate

nonmonotonic formalisms that have been proposed.

Human level intelligence requires reasoning about

strategies of action, i.e. action programs. It also re

quires considering multiple actors and also concurrent

events and continuous events. Clearly we have a long

way to go.

Some of these points are discussed in a draft on

narrative10 [McCarthy, 1995].

9 Introspection

People have a limited ability to observe their own men

tal processes. For many intellectual tasks introspec

tion is irrelevant. However, it is at least relevant for

evaluating how one is using one's own thinking time.

Human-level AI will require introspective ability.

That robots also need introspection11 is argued

and how to do it is discussed in [McCarthy, 1996].

10 Heuristics

applications by the millions-fold speed advantage of

computers. The general purpose theorem proving pro

grams run very slowly, and the special purpose pro

grams are very specialized in their heuristics.

I think the problem lies in our present inability to give

programs domain and problem dependent heuristic ad

vice. In my Advice Taker paper12 [McCarthy, 1958]

I advertised that the Advice Taker would express its

heuristics declaratively. Maybe that will work, but nei

ther I nor anyone else has been able to get a start on

the problem in the ensuing almost 40 years. Another

possibility is to express the advice in a procedure mod

ification language, i.e. to extend elaboration tolerance

to programs. Of course, every kind of modularity, e.g.

object orientation, gives some elaboration tolerance,

but these devices haven't been good enough.

Ideally, a general purpose reasoning system would be

able to accept advice permitting it to run at a fixed

ratio speed of speeds to a special purpose program,

e.g. at 1/20 th the speed.

II Summary

Conclusion: Between us and human-level intelligence

lie many problems. They can be summarized as that of

succeeding in the common sense tnformatic situation.

The problems include:

common sense knowledge of the world Many

important aspects of what this knowledge is in

and how it can be represented are still unsolved

questions. This is particularly true of knowledge

of the effects of actions and other events.

epistemologically adequate languages These are

languages for expressing what a person or

robot can actually learn about the world13

[McCarthy and Hayes, 1969].

elaboration tolerance What a person knows can be

elaborated without starting all over.

nonmonotonic reasoning Perhaps new systems are

needed.

The largest qualitative gap between human perfor- contexts as objects This subject is just beginning,

mance and computer performance is in the area of See the references of section 7.

heuristics, even though the gap is disguised in many

introspection AI systems will need to examine their

8http://www-formal.stanford.edu/jmc/applications. html own internal states.

9http://www-formal.stanford.edu/tjc/expressive.html

10http://www-formal.stanford.edu/jmc/narrative.html 12http://www-formal.stanford.edu/jmc/mcc59.html

nhttp:// www-formal. st anford.edu/jmc/consciousness.html 13http:/ /www-formal.stanford.edu/jmc/mcchay69.html
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action The present puzzles of formalizing action

should admit a uniform solution.

I doubt that a human-level intelligent program will

have structures corresponding to all these entities and

to the others that might have been listed. A gener

ally intelligent logical program probably needs only its

monotonic and nonmonotonic reasoning mechanisms

plus mechanisms for entering and leaving contexts.

The rest are handled by particular functions and pred

icates.

12 Remarks and Acknowledgements

1. To what extent will all these problems have to

be faced explicitly by people working with neu

ral nets and connectionist systems? The systems

I know about are too primitive for the problems

even to arise. However, more ambitious systems

will inhabit the common sense informatic situa

tion. They will have to be elaboration tolerant

and will require some kind of mental model of the

consequences of actions.

2. This work was partly supported by ARPA (ONR)

grant N00014-94-1-0775.

3. I got useful suggestions from Eyal Amir, Sasa

Buvac and Tom Costello.

4. Some additional relevant papers are in my book

[McCarthy, 1990] and on my Web site14.

5. My understanding that I should prepare a print

able version of this invited talk came rather late. I

expect that both the spoken version and the 1996

November Web version will have better explana

tions of the important concepts.
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The complexity of a large number of knowledge repre

sentation formalisms was studied during the last five

years. Among others, the following logics or tech

niques were analyzed: default logic [25, 44, 39, 24, 27],

autoepistemic logic [25, 14, 23], nonmonotonic modal

logics [25, 42, 23], circumscription [8, 17], logic pro

gramming (including disjunctive LP) [45, 32, 1, 12,

16, 11, 33], reasoning about temporal relations [36],

abduction [4, 15, 20], planning [5, 35], theory revision,

and counterfactual reasoning [34, 13, 18]. For a survey,

see [9]. Complexity results for both the propositional

case and the function-free first order case were derived

and recursion-theoretic characterizations for the gen

eral case were obtained [10, 2, 30, 31, 40, 41]. In addi

tion, relevant results on approximate reasoning and on

the intertranslation between various formalisms were

shown.

In this talk, a brief overview of (a selection of) these

results is given, and a few key results are explained

in detail. It is argued that the complexity-analysis,

in addition to expressing a quantitative measure of

the worst-case behaviour, leeds to a deeply qualita

tive understanding of the algorithmic nature of KR

reasoning problems. Moreover, by applying methods

of descriptive complexity theory (a subfield of finite

model theory), we are able to determine the precise

expressive power of several KR logics. Latest results

are discussed, and directions for future research are

given.

There are several reasons, why one should be inter

ested in studying the (worst case) complexity of KR

formalisms.

The worst-case complexity is a very good indicator

of how many sources of structural complexity are in

herent in a problem. For example, if a problem is

NP-complete, then it contains basically one source of

intractability, related to a choice to be made among

exponentially many candidates. If a problem is Ej "

complete, i.e., one level higher than NP in the Poly

nomial Hierarchy, then there are usually two intermin

gled sources of complexity. For instance, the problem

of checking whether a formula if is in an extension of

a propositional default therory is Ef complete. The

two sources of complexity are (1) the choice of a suit

able set G of generating defaults and (dependent on

this choice) (2) the proof that G is valid and that the

corresponding extension entails <p.

Moreover, once the sources of complexity are identi

fied, one can develop smart algorithms that take these

sources into account. In addition, it becomes eas

ier to discover tractable (i.e., polynomial) subcases

by considering syntactic restrictions that eliminate all

sources of intractability.

Finally, a precise complexity classification gives us

valuable information about the algorithmic similarity

and intertranslatability of different problems. For in

stance, both cautious reasoning in autoepistemic logic

and cautious reasoning with disjunctive logic programs

are nf-complete. Therefore, there are simple (i.e.,

polynomial) translations between these two reasoning

tasks. In particular, this means that if one has imple

mented a reasoning engine (theorem prover) for one

of these formalisms, this system can easily be adapted

to become a reasoning engine for the other formalism.

In most cases, the translations between two decision

problems that are complete for the same complexity

class can be easily be deduced from the respective com

pleteness proofs. At least, the underlying intuitions in

these proofs may help to find a suitable translation

scheme. On the other hand, if it is known that two

problems are complete for different complexity classes

in the polynomial hierarchy, the existence of a polyno

mial translation from the harder to the easier problem

is unlikely. For example, it is known that cautious rea

soning with non-disjunctive logic programs under the

stable model semantics is co-NP-complete [32] . There

fore, unless the polynomial hierarchy collapses, a poly

nomial translation from disjunctive logic programming

(under the stable model semantics) to nondisjunctive

logic programming (under the stable model semantics)

cannot exist.

In summary, the complexity analysis of a problem
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gives us much more than merely a quantitative state

ment about its tractability or intractability in the

worst case. Rather, locating a problem at the right

level in the polynomial hierarchy gives us a deep qual

itative knowledge about this problem.

A finer grained level of comparison between prepo

sitional formalisms is obtained through the study of

logical translations. For example, it can be seen that

even though there exist polynomial translations from

default logic to autoepistemic logic [26, 43], there is

no modular translation [26]. Moreover, by interesting

results in [22], Boolean logic is weaker in expressive

power than circumscription, which is weaker than De

fault logic, which in turn, is weaker than preferential

default logic (see also [38]).

Computational complexity can also be fruitfully ap

plied to nonpropositional formalisms, i.e., to first and

higher order logical systems for knowledge represen

tation. In this case, powerful methods of finite model

theory can be used to classify the expressive power of

such systems over finite structures, i.e., finite bases of

factual data.

Since Fagin's famous discovery that the (generic) prop

erties of finite structures expressible in existential sec

ond order logic are precisely those computable in non-

deterministic polynomial time [21], finite model theory

has become one of the most important tools for the

analysis of logic-based formalisms in computer science.

In particular, the most useful branch of finite model

theory in this context is descriptive complexity theory.

Given a language C that can express properties over

finite structures (e.g. relational databases), describe

the set of all properties expressible in C by use of com

plexity classes. By methods of descriptive complexity

theory, we can show that disjunctive logic program

ming and default logic are more expressive than clas

sical reasoning or normal logic programming [20, 6].

In other terms, there are problems that can be solved

with the former but not with the latter formalisms.

Interestingly, the difference in expressive power van

ishes when infinite structures are considered. For

example, it was recently shown that in presence of

function symbols, well-founded logic programs, nor

mal logic programs and disjunctive logic programs all

have the same expressive power over infinite Herbrand

structures [41, 40, 19]

Other interesting results discussed in the talk are on

knowledge compilation and Horn approximation [7, 28,

29, 38], and on NP approximation algorithms (see Sec

tion 13 in [37]).
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Ontologies: What Are They, and Where's The Research?

Panel Abstract and Position Paper

Richard Fikes

Knowledge Systems Laboratory

Department of Computer Science

Stanford University

Stanford, CA 94305

1 INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the AI community has been evolving a

notion of ontologies as artifacts that play significant roles

in knowledge representation and reasoning (KR&R).

The objective of this panel is to contribute to that

evolutionary process and to promote a greater degree of

consideration of ontology-related research in the KR&R

community.

The panel will focus on the following two questions:

• What is a definition of "ontology" that is both

precise and useful for AI?

• What are the primary research issues involved in

enabling the effective creation and use of

ontologies?

We adopt the premise that it would be worthwhile for the

KR&R community to converge on a formal definition of

what it means by an "ontology". We are particularly

interested in precisely relating ontologies to symbol-level

artifacts and to the roles they play in KR&R so that

ontologies can be distinguished from arbitrary

knowledge bases, the formal properties of ontologies can

be studied, reasoning methods specifically for ontologies

can be developed, effective tools for building and

maintaining ontologies can be developed, etc.

The following comments represent some of my personal

views on these issues.

2 ONTOLOGIES: WHAT ARE THEY?

Ontologies are generally considered to provide

definitions for the vocabulary used to represent

knowledge. However, definitions in standard logic

languages only enable occurrences of the symbol being

defined to be replaced by expressions containing other

symbols. Sets of definitions necessarily "bottom out" in

expressions containing undefined (primitive) symbols.

The undefined symbols are typically given "meaning" by

requiring that any interpretation of the symbols satisfy a

given set of sentences (axioms) in the conceptualization

being represented. Such sentences are not definitions in

the classical sense and often constrain more than one of

the primitive symbols so that there is no compelling

rationale for exclusively associating the sentences with

any one symbol. Such sentences must be included in an

ontology if it is to "define" the knowledge representation

vocabulary. Indeed, one might argue that these sentences

that restrict the possible interpretations of undefined

symbols are the essential portion of an ontology.

Ontologies must therefore contain both sentences and

definitions.

What kinds of sentences can be included in an ontology?

There does not seem to be any precise way of

differentiating between sentences that are "definitional"

and sentences that express "contingent facts". Nor does

there seem to be any rationale for prohibiting the

inclusion of any sentence in an ontology that restricts the

interpretations of the symbols occurring in it since any

such sentence can be considered to contribute to the

specification of the "meaning" of those symbols. It

therefore seems that any sentence that is not a tautology

and that is satisfied in the conceptualization being

represented by the intended interpretation is suitable for

inclusion in an ontology.

If an ontology can be any set of sentences and

definitions, then what is the significance of the

"ontology" notion? I suggest that the significance of

ontologies is not in what they are, but in the role that

they play in representing knowledge. In particular, I

suggest that we consider an ontology to be an integral

part of a declarative knowledge representation language.

That is, consider a declarative knowledge representation

language to provide a syntax, a set of inference rules, a

vocabulary of non-logical symbols, and an ontology that

restricts the acceptable interpretations of the symbols in

the vocabulary.
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If a representation language is assumed to include an

ontology, then any knowledge base expressed in a given

representation language will implicitly include the

axioms and definitions from the language's ontology.

Also, when agents agree on the representation language

to be used in an upcoming interaction, they will have

agreed on an ontology and therefore on a set of mutually

shared assumptions about the vocabulary to be used in

the interaction.

"Domain-specific" representation languages typically

include a domain-specific vocabulary and therefore can

naturally be considered to include an ontology. Note that

even "domain independent" representation languages

often include a vocabulary of relations and functions and

have implicit ontologies associated with them. For

example, frame languages typically includes vocabulary

such as "subclass of, "instance of, "slot value type",

and "slot cardinality"; and implementations of those

languages assume a set of axioms (e.g., stating that

"subclass" is transitive) regarding that vocabulary.

Indeed, the entire frame language in our Ontolingua

system [Farquhar, et al 96] is defined as an ontology

added to KIF [Genesereth & Fikes 92], and KIF itself

has been redefined as a core language augmented with

ontologies for sets, numbers, lists, etc.

3 ONTOLOGIES: WHERE'S THE

RESEARCH?

Ontology creation and use inherits all the research issues

of knowledge base creation and use. However, the role

that ontologies play in knowledge representation

provides important distinguishing features for those

issues. For example, since ontologies are not intended

to change during the use of the representation language

they are a part of, they are particularly suited for

"compiling" into reasoning methods and acquisition

tools.

A primary difference between ontologies and arbitrary

knowledge bases is that there is a much greater emphasis

in ontologies on usability in multiple tasks and multiple

situations since the ontology is intended to be part of a

representation language. Thus, for example, the

emphasis is on describing classes of objects rather than

individuals and on representing general properties of

relations and functions rather than on describing specific

situations.

Much has been said about the need to develop reusable

encoded knowledge in order to enable the development

of large scale intelligent systems. (See, for example,

(Patil et al 92).) Ontologies are intended for multiple

uses and are therefore an appropriate focus for research

on techniques for knowledge reuse.

Adopting reusability as a primary goal for ontologies has

a significant impact on the tools and methodologies that

are needed for ontology creation and use. For example,

developers need to make their ontologies accessible and

understandable to a community of use. So, new

techniques are needed for translating ontologies between

representation formalisms and for describing the

competency of an ontology. Also, when knowledge is

encoded specifically for use throughout a community,

one would expect there to typically be involvement by

that community in the encoding process. So, tools that

support collaborative development and evolution of

ontologies would appear to be important in achieving

desired levels of reusability.

There is an apparently inherent tension in reuse of

represented knowledge (as there is in the reuse of any

software) between level of detail and breadth of

applicability. The knowledge that may be appropriate to

assume as part of the representation language will vary

dramatically from application to application. Thus, even

though it is very appealing to have large general-purpose

ontologies to include in our representation languages, it

seems critically important for ontologies to be available

in small composable modules so that the knowledge that

is appropriate to assume for a given use can be

assembled. A key research challenge, then, is to address

the tension between depth and breadth in knowledge

reusability. A promising approach to meeting that

challenge is to develop both broadly applicable

ontologies containing "common sense" knowledge that

can be included in general-purpose representation

languages and a capability for augmenting that

knowledge by assembling composable modules retrieved

from online libraries.
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Ontologies as the Representation (and Re-Representation) of

Agreement

Position Paper for the Panel: "Ontologies: What Are They, and Where's the Research?"

William S. Mark

Architecture Laboratory

National Semiconductor Corporation

Santa Clara. CA 94052

1 INTRODUCTION

As a veteran of a number of ontology workshops, I can

attest that ontologies are a slippery subject. There is

disagreement about their definition, role in knowledge

based systems, and their technology (i.e., how they

should be built and used). I will use my time on the

panel, and this brief note, to argue a few points:

We should bound ontologies by creating them to

support a specific set of inter-agent interactions.

Ontologies are needed because independent agents

(human, software, or both) share knowledge. As Tom

Gruber and Nicola Guarino have argued, ontologies are

representations of the agents' agreements about the set of

concepts that underlie the information to be shared. I

will argue that it is useful to think of ontologies in terms

of the inter-agent interactions they need to support.

Ontologies must specify enough information about

shared concepts to enable the agents to behave

appropriately when they receive the designated

interactions. They need to be broad enough to include all

of the concepts in the set of interactions and deep enough

to clearly distinguish the behaviors that should occur

when the interactions are received. I think that we may

be able to create a design methodology for ontologies

built around specifying them in terms of the interactions

they must support.

We should design ontologies to be useful to agent

developers.

I will argue that, by analogy to standards, ontologies

become useful when interfaces are built to handle the

interactions they support. Following the analogy,

ontologies must be expressed in a form that allows agent

developers (in particular, agent interface developers) to

understand how to make their agents behave when they

receive an interaction supported by the ontology.

We need research into how to adequately support the

evolution of ontologies after their initial

implementation.

Any implemented ontology is just a starting point: it is

impossible to see all of the ramifications of the initial set

of agreements. As agents begin to interact, there will

inevitably be some shared concepts that need to be

further elaborated in order to really express how they are

being used. As technology changes, new meanings for

shared concepts will develop as existing concepts are

used in new ways. Supporting this process requires

research progress in at least two areas:

• representation for ontologies as a set of

agreements;

• methods for propagating the ramifications of

those agreements.

The rest of this note motivates these points in the

framework of the panel questions.

2 ONTOLOGIES: WHAT ARE THEY?

The panel will make an effort to define "ontology", and

this will be valuable — more from what we will learn

from the discussion than from the precise definition that

results. One theme that I think will emerge is that an

ontology can be thought of as a set of agreements about a

set of concepts.

I would like to emphasize the process nature of ontology

creation. In particular I compare ontology creation to

standards creation. Standards arise because of the need

of independently developed elements (hardware or

software) to interact with each other. A decision must
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be made on exactly what to standardize, i.e., what must

be agreed upon and what can remain unshared. This

decision is the result of an often lengthy process of

design, with both technical and political design

constraints. (De facto standards are simply preexisting

designs that become adopted before other participants

enter the discussion). Usually the design is intended to

give the standard a "lowest common denominator"

character: there is an attempt to keep complexity, or at

least detail, in the individual components rather than in

the standard. Almost always the standard is subdivided

into levels or is otherwise segmented in order to simplify

the design problem or reduce the number of stake

holders. The standard is then implemented when the

participants create interfaces to their elements that cause

them to behave in a specified way when a specified

interaction occurs.

So:

• Standards are designs for how components should

behave when certain interactions occur.

• A key issue is bounding the set of interactions that

are covered by the standard, with a goal of keeping

the standard at the lowest common denominator.

• Standards are almost always divided into levels or

other segments.

• Standards have real impact when they are adhered to

by real interfaces.

I think that there are lessons to be learned — positive and

negative — from the standards process. On the positive

side, I think that the ontologies community should

consider how bounding the set of included interactions,

use of levels or other segmentation, and interface

implementation map into the world of knowledge-based

systems. It might be worth looking at ontology creation

as a design process whose objective is to focus on what

must be shared to support a set of interactions. Levels

and other forms of segmentation can help to achieve this

objective by isolating subsets of the interactions that

involve different sets of components. Building

ontologies to support interface design provides solid

criteria for determining whether specific ontologies are

broad and deep enough, appropriately expressed, etc.

Of course, standards have negative aspects as well. First,

standards take a long time to create. Second, they often

end up acting as a barrier to necessary change. The first

problem arises because it is hard to get agreement and

even harder to specify exactly what has been agreed

upon. The second problem arises because it is

impossible to see all of the ramifications of the initial set

of agreements. As components begin to interact, there

will inevitably be some shared concepts that need to be

further elaborated in order to really express how they are

being used. As technology changes, new meanings for

shared concepts will develop. For example, use of the

Internet for transmitting video and speech data has

changed the concept of "packet". Packets containing

multimedia data must be treated differently by the

interacting components of the Internet system (viz., they

must be delivered within certain time boundaries and in

certain sequences). The transport level of the Internet

standard must be changed to cope with this expanded

meaning.

I believe that we have the potential to greatly ameliorate

the negative aspects of standards. In terms of the first

problem, while we can't help with getting agreement, we

should be able to represent agreement as it is being

developed. In terms of the second problem, we should

be able to automate the process of incorporating new

meanings. But to deliver on this potential will require

research progress.

3 ONTOLOGIES: WHERE'S THE

RESEARCH?

We need to concentrate some research on the

representation of agreements. That is, we must be able to

construct knowledge bases that clearly delineate the

agreed-upon aspects of concepts, and that specifically

support the partial nature of agreement knowledge.

Different kinds of knowledge (e.g., symbolic definitions,

assertions supported by a set of data, probability-based

characterizations) must be tied to a central "core of

agreement": it must be clear to agent developers and

interacting agents what has been agreed upon and how

that agreement has been expressed.

We must also do research on treating ontologies as ever-

evolving bodies of knowledge. The key is to allow

ontologies to grow, but to preserve their underpinning set

of agreements — and to know when (and how) these

agreements need to be changed. Usually evolution will

come through the need to incorporate recently

understood ramifications. The research problem is to

automatically determine when these ramifications require

agreements to change (i.e., when they go beyond

specialization of the existing representations) and then to

demonstrate what changes are required to accommodate

the new ramifications.

Another important kind of meaning evolution — indeed

the Holy Grail of knowledge base design — is using an

existing set of concepts to support an unplanned set of

tasks. Here the issue is often in understanding what

elaboration will be required to incorporate the new uses

for the ontology. This is a major research issue, but I

think that a possible way to bound the problem is to

define it in terms of an enlarged set of interactions that

must be supported. That is, if the ontology is originally

defined in terms of the set of inter-agent interactions it

must support, it might be possible to definitively

determine the differences that are introduced by a new

set, and how the ontology must be changed to support

them.
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Abstract

The amount of transfer between theory and practice in the field of knowledge representa

tion (KR) is open to debate. One measure of the utility of theoretical results in KR is the

degree to which these results have influenced the design of implemented KR systems.

Each of the panelists has participated in the construction of a significant knowledge

representation system. We have asked them to address the following questions:

1. How have you, as an implementer of a KRS (KR system), benefitted from existing

theoretical and/or other published results in AI?

2. What future research directions would you like to see, i.e., what kinds of research

would benefit future KRSs?

3. Where are KRSs headed? What new kinds of inference capabilities do you

hope/expect to see implemented? Are general-purpose KRSs a viable concept, i.e.,

can they compete successfully with niche KRSs?

Panelist's position papers follow.
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Panel Position Statement

Implementations and Research: Discussions at the Boundary

Robert M. MacGregor

University of Southern California, Information Sciences Institute

4676 Admiralty Way

Marina del Rey, CA 90292, USA

macgregorfiisi . edu

The Loom team at USC's Information Sciences Insti

tute has developed Loom, a KR system in use world

wide, and is working on a follow-on called PowerLoom.

Our goal is to produce a system that is representation-

ally expressive, provides a variety of efficient inference

modes, and integrates well with complimentary com

mercial tools and standards (e.g., World Wide Web,

CORBA, and RDBMSs).

A KR system designer must (i) define a semantics for

the system's representation language, and (ii) invent

an architecture for representing and reasoning in ac

cordance with that semantics. The Loom systems are

logic-based—the major semantic decisions involve ex

tensions: knowledge base revision; default logic; rea

soning over an inconsistent knowledge base; contexts;

temporal logic; and production-rule triggering.

In the area of semantics, the most valuable contri

butions from the theoretical literature are (i) to pro

vide a vocabulary for conceptualizing semantic issues

(e.g., "stratified", "skeptical", "shortest-path", "pos

sible worlds", "analytic", "decidable" ), and (ii) to pro

vide evaluation criteria for accepting or rejecting var

ious semantic possibilities. Specific logics proposed in

the literature seldom bridge the gap between theory

and practice. In no case did we adopt a published logic

specification wholesale into Loom; we always found it

desirable to modify an existing proposal, or to invent

our own semantics. For example, in the area of belief

revision, Loom adopts a (semantically-based) mecha

nism called "clipping" derived from a similar notion in

the FORBIN system. We consider syntactically-based

notions such as those based on "minimal-mutilation"

to be completely unsuitable. For default reasoning,

we consider the complexity of skeptical inheritance

to be unacceptably high ("polynomial-time" does not

equate with "efficient"). Loom adopts a more restric

tive scheme for handling conflicts that is simpler and

faster.

We find the theoretical literature less useful (with re

spect to our own research) when it comes to architec

tural issues. For an expressive KR system, complexity

issues are irrelevant, except as a means to justify in

complete reasoning. Most of the published algorithms

apply only to restricted logics (e.g., the propositional

calculus, Brand X temporal logic, Brand Y description

logic) and may find utility only in niche systems (e.g., a

CSP solver, a scheduler, or a configurator). Our most

valuable sources of architectural ideas have come from

conversing with other system implementers and from

reading system source code (NIKL, SCREAMER, and

O-PLAN).

One of the principal challenges in the Loom systems is

finding an acceptable means for characterizing incom

plete reasoning. For PowerLoom, we plan to establish

"islands of completeness" within an otherwise incom

plete system. For example, PowerLoom will be able

to reason completely with a Horn-rule knowledge base

and with a propositional knowledge base. It may also

provide complete inference for some description logics.

Users will be able to add their own rules of inference to

correct "holes" in the built-in inference scheme. How

ever, we are finding that writing rules to reason about

negation or disjointness is difficult—we would like to

see more work in this area.

We see a tension in the AI marketplace between

general-purpose KR systems like Loom, and the niche

systems. For any application for which a niche system

is applicable, the niche system can be expected to out

perform a more generic system. On the other hand,

"Al-complete" applications such as natural language

processing seem to demand generality. We expect the

emergence of large-scale ontologies to provide another

field where expressiveness and generality are prerequi

sites.

We would like to see theoretical advances in the fol

lowing areas:

1. Reasoning in the presence of inconsistency—we

expect that large knowledge bases will inevitably

contain inconsistencies;

2. Characterizations of incomplete reasoning and/or

identification of sublogics contributing to new "is-
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lands of completeness";

3. Logics of abstraction hierarchies;

4. Combining classical logical deduction with prob

abilistic reasoning;

5. Other hybrid logics that combine classical logic

with something else.
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James Hendler

Computer Science Department

Institute for Systems Research and Institute for Advanced Computer Studies

University of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742, USA

hendlerBcs . umd . edu

Before I answer the questions addressed to the panel,

I wish to make it clear that I think that absolutely

the most critical issue for KR systems of the future

is scaling to very large knowledge bases. As such, my

answers are driven by the need to develop better algo

rithms and systems, not by the desire for ever more ex

pressive languages that can only handle toy problems.

To put my money where my mouth is, my research

group's KR System, PARKA, works with knowledge

bases with millions of assertions in interactive applica

tions needing rapid responses. My answers are moti

vated by my need to push this still larger and faster in

response to the requirements of the information tech

nology and datamining applications my students and

I are building.

(1) How have you, as an implementer of a KRS (KR

system), benefitted from existing theoretical and/or

other published results in AI?

Most of the work in KR has focused on improved ex

pressivity. Unfortunately, as all KR implementors are

aware of, there is usually a tradeoff between expressiv

ity and efficiency. Thus, much of the work has been

useless as it has been unimplementable. One excep

tion to this is the work in inheritance, which includes

some significant algorithmic work (the work leading to

the IDO algorithm for skeptical inheritance). By ex

ploring the problems with these algorithms, my group

was able to find polynomial algorithms for inheritance

that allow a large class of exceptions to be handled.

This has allowed us to gain a lot of expressivity (the

exceptions and exception handling) without giving up

efficiency (the polynomial nature of our algorithm). As

the AI community learned many years ago (although

many of us seem to have forgotten it), inheritance is

the basis for most of the needs of KR users, and is one

of the primary things we can bring to the table which

other communities (especially DB researchers) don't.

(2) What future research directions would you like to

see, i.e., what kinds of research would benefit future

KRSs?

In looking at expressivity vs. efficiency, it is instruc

tive to look at the other end of the spectrum from

KBs. The database community has largely focused on

efficiency and sacrificed the expressivity of KR Sys

tems. The result? They outsell us by several orders

of magnitude!!! We must start looking more seriously

at intermediate points in the spectrum and develop

systems which are more expressive than DBs with

out sacrificing efficiency. PARKA, for example, can

now support complex inheritance, recognition queries,

structure matching, and even prolog-like logic on very

large KBs on single processors in times sufficient for

the interactive needs of many applications.

What is the magic behind Parka's performance? An

swer: a lot of use of database technology (where ap

propriate) coupled with a lot of concentration put into

our algorithms. The system we have now is efficient

on PCs and workstations and efficiently parallizable on

the fastest of supercomputers. In addition, we have re

cently shown that the key algorithms will scale well on

distributed systems (including fast networks of PCs).

I believe that there is fundamental work yet to be

done on exploring the tradeoffs between space and

time that separate knowledge representation systems

from databases. There are some exciting applica

tions in datamining, case-based reasoning, and scien

tific support systems, to name just a few, which need

knowledge-based expressivity at data-based speeds

and sizes. The AI/KR community must start look

ing at these issues and claiming them for AI. Other

wise, the DB folks will get there first ( Ullman recently

gave an invited talk at the AAAI conference. Get my

point?)

(3) Where are KRSs headed? What new kinds of in

ference capabilities do you hope/expect to see imple

mented? Are general-purpose KRSs a viable concept,

i.e., can they compete successfully with niche KRSs?

It should be clear from the above that I think KRSs

are actually heading "back down" a bit. We must tem

porarily move away from the full richness of higher-

ordered logics and non-parallelizable exponential algo

rithms, and move towards systems that actually work
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and do things for people.

There is a great need to expand the range of capabil

ities of such systems - handling temporal inferences,

context mechanisms, etc. The theoretical research in

such systems is out there, let's now look at how to

make these things really work! The middle of the ex

pressivity is largely unexplored, and my group is en

joying a lot of visibility right now for being the first

ones there. However, there's a lot of room for others,

and I hope the community will realize the importance

of this "nuts and bolts" work (as the reviewer who

rejected my paper for KR so eloquently put it).

Finally, as to the question of "general-purpose KRSs",

I'm a firm believer in these and think their time is

coming. We can't beat niche KRSs in their niches,

but damned if we can't do a lot more than any niche

language across a wide spectrum. The DB community

has lots of general purpose system that can't outper

form special purpose DBs, but they sure as heck outsell

them!! The situation in AI should be the same - gen

eral purpose KRSs, implemented efficiently enough to

do well across a wide range of tasks are clearly doable

- let's get off our butts and get them built!
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Lenhart Schubert
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schubertOcs . rochester . edu

1 The EPILOG System

EPILOG is the computational system developed for

Episodic Logic (EL), a very expressive, NL-like logic.

Its goals are to support NLU and commonsense rea

soning using large KBs of commonsense knowledge.

EPILOG has been under development at U of Al

berta and U of Rochester (with Boeing support '87-

'92) for over 20 years. Previous versions were called

ECONET and ECOLOGIC; EPILOG was first deliv

ered to Boeing in 1990. It is fully implemented, and

has been demo'd for story fragments, aircraft main

tenance reports, and the notorious Steamroller theo

rem proving problem. EPILOG will shortly become

available by anonymous ftp to cs.rochester.edu, di

rectory pub/packages/knowledge-tools. A web page

is in the works. A stand-alone, new version of the

time specialist can be obtained by anonymous ftp to

cs.rochester.edu, directory pub/packages/knowledge-

tools, files tg-ii.readme and tg-ii-l.tar.gz. (This is a

scalable inference system, to our knowledge the fastest

of its kind.)

The knowledge representation, EL, is "natural" in the

sense that it allows direct expression of many NL con

structs. This makes it relatively easy to map NL to

EL and vice versa, to browse a KB, and to formulate

commonsense inferences. More particularly, EL is a

first-order intensional logic featuring

• explicit episodes (situations, events) associated

with arbitrary sentences (wffs)

• lambda abstraction

• sentence and predicate modifiers (sim. to adjec

tives, adverbials)

• sentence and predicate nominalization (reifica-

tion) operators

• a DRT/DPL-like mechanism for making referen

tial connections

• statistical conditionals, and epistemic probabili

ties

EPILOG uses input-driven inference for understand

ing and goal-driven inference for question answering

and problem solving. Both modes are based chiefly

on replacing positively embedded subformulas by their

consequences, and negatively embedded formulas by

their anticonsequences (this subsumes resolution, but

is not based on skolemization). Forward inference

termination is by probability threshold and "inter-

estingness". General inference is supported by effi

cient, uniformly integrated specialists for time, tax

onomies, parts, colors, episodes, sets, numbers, strings,

schematic axioms, etc. These perform simplification,

factoring, and the equivalent of narrow theory reso

lution. The key to scalable knowledge access and in

ference is an indexing scheme based on <topic (predi

cate), participant type, role> triples, plus mechanisms

for "hierarchy climbing" and modal embedding.

2 Theoretical influences

The KRS design was inspired originally by the se

mantic net literature (Quillian, Shapiro, Rumelhart,

etc.) and later by Montague-style logical form,

Turner/Chierchia type theory, Barwise/Perry situa

tion theory, and Kamp/Heim discourse representation

theory, among others. The inference techniques were

originally resolution-based, but were subsequently in

fluenced by natural deduction techniques (e.g., a la

F.J. Pelletier). However, our style of "polarity-based"

inference could be said to hark back to pre-Fregean

"natural logic" - see van Benthem's discussion in ch.6

of his Essays in Logical Semantics).

The integration of the specialists benefited from

early work on procedural attachment, and later from

Stickel's notion of theory resolution. Probability

chaining is based on work on probabilistic logics (Bac

chus, Halpern, etc.); evidence combination is Bayesian

at times, and more ad hoc at other times. The knowl

edge accessing structure was inspired by the semantic

net literature; the notion of "topic hierarchies" used

in accessing turns out to be similar to Pustejowsky's

more recent notion of "qualia" .
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3 Needed research

Some of the most urgently needed research concerns

the interface between KRSs and the user/world. A

KRS, no matter how elegant and powerful its mech

anisms may be, is useless if it is hard to build up a

substantial knowledge base, and hard to communicate

with the system.

Thus we need research on how KRSs can "learn by be

ing told" (and by making generalizations, etc.), so that

we can begin to break through the knowledge bottle

neck. And we need research on more effective, natural

interaction with KRSs. Both goals require good ways

of transducing between the KR and ordinary language

(as well as other media - graphics, menus, gestures,

etc.)

In representation proper, we need further development

of the model theories and proof theories of highly ex

pressive logics such as EL, as a basis for well-founded

implementations. Weak representations with efficient

proof methods are of interest as a basis for "subrou

tines", but not as a basis for stand-alone systems.

Important research topics in inference include

1. better-founded, more complete, incremental

methods of "adjudicative inference": computing

propositional probabilities or probability bounds

for arbitrary wffs in the light of various lines of un

certain inference supporting that wff, or its nega

tion;

2. more general, more effective methods of PLAN

NING (and plan recognition); planning should be

probabilistic and incremental. This is crucial not

only for systems specifically designed to help with

planning, but ANY intelligent system that can

communicate naturally with a user;

3. better-founded, more complete methods of pre

dicting propositional attitudes (beliefs, plans, de

sires, etc.) of other agents who "think like us"

based on what we know they know, and on what

we know they find out (through perception, being

told, etc.);

4. further development of "general-purpose special

ists" (e.g., for envisioning dynamic, interacting

objects) and integration with general reasoners;

the completeness problems that arise for hybrid

systems are very hard.

ing emphasis on access to KBs via natural, discourse

like interaction.

The most important development goals for EPILOG,

over the next few years, are (a) the addition of in

cremental, probabilistic planning capabilities, based in

part on stored plans that are represented and indexed

much like facts (with goals providing indexing keys),

and on methods for synthesizing, modifying, and com

bining plans; (b) developing more complete, better-

founded (Bayes-like, or entropy-maximizing) proba

bilistic inference methods; and (c) building sufficiently

large core KBs to allow knowledge bootstrapping via

NL.

I see general-purpose KRSs as providing the "common-

sense core" of various application systems, containing

the knowledge essential to natural interaction with

computers, regardless of the application. The core

KRS could mediate access to many special-purpose

applications packages, based on knowledge about the

functionality of these packages and about the goals of

the user.

4 Prospects

KRSs seem headed for greater expressiveness and gen

erality, coming closer to matching the resources of NL.

In part this is driven by the growing emphasis on shar

ing ontologies and KBs. It is also driven by the grow-
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Panel Position Statement

Implementations and Research: Discussions at the Boundary

Stuart C. Shapiro

Department of Computer Science and Center for Cognitive Science

State University of New York at Buffalo

Buffalo, NY 14260-2000, U.S.A.

shapirofflcs . buffalo . edu

I will respond to the questions posed to the panel in

three parts: niche vs. general-purpose KRSs; the past;

the future.

1 Niche vs. General-Purpose KRSs

At the most basic level, a KRS is a system that stores

data and computes new data from what is stored. Al

most any computer program satisfies that description.

So I conclude that a KRS for a narrow enough domain

D is just a program for D, and, however valuable, is

neither a KRS nor even an AI system, although it

might be a useful subroutine for a KRS.

At the other extreme, completely general KRSs merge

imperceptibly with DBMSs, theorem provers, and

logic programming languages. Researchers and imple-

mentors in these four fields should, indeed, interact

with each other even more than they do now, but I

believe that the field of KR has a niche that distin

guishes it. from the other three.

1 believe that the defining characteristic of a KRS is

that it should have human-level abilities. I, person

ally, do not care if a KRS exactly mimics the human

mind, to the extent, for example, of making the same

mistakes people tend to make, but I would want its

behavior to be within the human range in terms of

ability, generality, and ease of "use." The touchstone

of "ease of use" is the ability to take part in a con

versation in natural language, including the natural

accompaniments such as gestures, and drawing dia

grams. Therefore, I believe that the right level in the

special purpose-general purpose spectrum is the level

to support I/O in a human natural language. This is

very general, yet still puts severe constraints on the

KRS.

2 The Past

SNePS, the KRS my colleagues, students and I have

been responsible for, is and has been an implementa

tion of our own theories of KR and natural language

competence, which we have published in an extensive

series of papers. So one answer to the question of how

we have "benefitted from existing theoretical and/or

other published results in AI" is that the implemen

tation of SNePS has always been carried out in close

coordination with the development of our own theo

retical and/or published results. We have also kept

abreast of the theoretical and/or published results of

others, and adapted or built on their work when we

felt that was appropriate. One significant example of

this is that the unification algorithm currently used in

SNePS 2 is a direct adaptation of the one described in

[!]•

3 The Future

As I indicated above, KRS implementors can benefit

from the work in DBMSs, theorem provers, and logic

programming languages. There has been some inter

action among these communities, but I think we could

benefit from even more. For example, a KRS may be

viewed as a logic programming language programmed

by the informant in NL which is then translated into

the LP language. We probably need some of the LPL

researchers to look at some of the more useful logics

developed for KR, and to develop efficient techniques

for interpreting or incrementally compiling the LP lan

guages, rather than just at compilation techniques, so

that the input-query cycle is fast, and so that enough

of the original input is preserved to provide data for

explanation in NL.

I think more work needs to be done on using negation

in KRSs. We have known about "the problem of fast

negation" since Collins and Quillian, but it has usu

ally been swept under the rug of "negation by failure."

Recently, some good work has been done on negation,

but more needs to be.

I think we need to look more at incorporating con

straint satisfaction techniques in KRSs. Constraint

satisfaction has proved useful in expert systems, and

logic programming people are looking at it. It is proba-
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bly a useful additional reasoning mechanism for KRSs.

I think we need to do more with reasoning about

propositions about sets and collections, which derive

from NL sentences containing plurals.

Finally, I think we need to look at how KRSs can derive

pragmatically correct answers to questions. People do

not just answer questions with "logically correct" an

swers, but with pragmatically appropriately answers.

Currently this is viewed as a stage above that of the

operation of the KRS, but perhaps it could be pushed

down into it.

References

[1] G. Escalada-Imaz and M. Ghallab, "A Practi

cally Efficient and Almost Linear Unification Al

gorithm," Artificial Intelligence , 2 (Sept. 1988),

249-263.
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Abstract

The following conferences, symposium, and

workshops are detailed:

1. TARK VI: March, 1996, Renesee.

Johan van Benthem, Yoav Shoham

2. NONMON VI: June, 1996, Timberline.

Moises Goldszmidt, Vladimir Lifschitz

3. FAPR: June, 1996, Bonn.

Dov Gabbay

4. CD II: June, 1996, Bonn.

Thomas Gordon

5. DL: November, 1996, Boston.

Lin Padgham

6. KRNL: November, 1996, Boston.

Lucja Iwanska

1 TARK VI

Theoretical Aspects of Reasoning

about Knowledge

According to the call:

The mission of the bi-annual TARK confer

ences is to bring together researchers from a

wide variety of fields - including Artificial In

telligence, Cryptography, Distributed Com

puting, Economics and Game Theory, Lin-

"Prepared by R. Loui with help from B. Verheij.

guistics, Philosophy, and Psychology - in or

der to further our understanding of inter

disciplinary issues involving formal reason

ing about rationality and knowledge. Top

ics of interest include, but are not limited

to, semantic models for knowledge, for be

lief, and for uncertainty, bounded rationality

and resource-bounded reasoning, common-

sense epistemic reasoning, knowledge and ac

tion, applications of reasoning about knowl

edge and other mental states, and belief re

vision.

The invited speakers, invited tutorials, and invited

talks were:

Gardenfors, Belief Revision and Knowledge

Representation

Kalai, Rational Interactive Learning in Eco

nomics and Game Theory

Papadimitriou, Games, Information, and

Computational Complexity

Pearl, Causality, Counterfactuals and Implicit

Actions

Rubinstein, Imperfect Recall in Decision Prob

lems

Sundholm, Constructive Proof Theory and

Epistemics

Veltman, Dynamic Update Semantics

The papers were:

Aumann, Hart, Perry, The Absent-Minded

Driver

Boutilier, From reinforcement learning to emer

gent conventions

Fagin, Halpern, Moses, Special Session:

Common Knowledge Revisited in Computer Sci

ence
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Farrinas del Cerro, Herzig, Belief Change

and Dependence

Flach, Rationality Postulates for Induction

Halpern and Lakemeyer, Multi-Agent 'Only

Knowing'

Halpern, Time consistency and Strategy in

Games of Imperfect Recall

Kfir-Dahav, Tennenholtz, Multi-Agent Belief

Revision

Minelli, Polemarchakis, Knowledge at Equi

librium

Morris, Special Session: Common Knowledge

Revisited in Economics and Game Theory

Nayak, Foo, Pagnucc, Sattar, Changing

Conditional Beliefs Unconditionally

Ramanujam, Local Knowledge Assertions in a

Changing World

Rodrigues, Ryan, Schobbens, Counterfactu-

als and Updates as Inverse Modalities

Schlechta, Lehmann, Magidor, Distance Se

mantics for Belief Revision

Thomason and Horty, Nondeterministic Ac

tion and Dominance: Foundations for Planning

and Qualitative Decision

van der Meyden, Knowledge-Based Programs:

On the Complexity of Perfect Recall in Finite

Environments

Vardi, Implementing Knowledge-Based Pro

grams

Vardi, Review of knowledge-based programs

2 NONMON VI

Workshop on Nonmonotonic Reasoning

According to the call:

The aim of the workshop [was] to bring to

gether active researchers interested in the

area of nonmonotonic reasoning to discuss

current research, results, and problems of

both a theoretical and practical nature. The

field of nonmonotonic reasoning includes

work on circumscription, autoepistemic and

default logic, truth maintenance, closed-

world databases, logic programming, proba

bilistic reasoning, and related systems.

Additionally:

The theory of nonmonotonic reasoning has

helped provide a clear and formal framework

that can be used to understand and compare

issues in action representation, planning, and

other areas. This workshop will emphasize

pushing the state of the art, to ensure that

focus is directed towards the applications of

these notions in the current problems being

addressed by AI researchers.

Some organizing themes:

Innovative approaches

Implementation and practical issues

Describing applications

Theoretical foundations

Relations between different approaches

The papers presented were:

Amati, Aiello and Pirri, Modal nonmono

tonic reasoning via boxed fixpoints

Aytekin-Kurban and Kurtz, Feasible com

mitment in predicate circumscription

Bamber, A doubly probabilistic approach to a

nonmonotonic logic of generalizations

Baral, Gabaldon and Provetti, Value mini

mization in circumscription

Barwise, State spaces and nonmonotonicity

Boutilier and Goldszmidt, The frame prob

lem and Bayesian network action representation

Brewka, A framework for well-founded default

logic

Delgrande, Towards a first-order conditional

logic for default properties

Engelfriet, Minimal temporal epistemic logic

Froehlich and Nejdl, A model-based reasoning

approach to circumscription

Ginsberg, Do computers need common sense?

Grosof, Practical prioritization for logic pro

grams

Lehmann, The structure of subjective plausibil

ity

Lobo and Uzcategui, Abduction and change

Risch, Cumulative default theories vs noncumu-

lative default logic

Suchenek, Indefinite models and parallel posi

tive resolution for disjunctive stratified logic pro

grams

Zaverucha, On cumulative default logics with

filters

The panels were:
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Do computers need common sense?

Implementations of nonmonotonic reasoning

systems

The future of nonmonotonic reasoning as a

subfield of AI

3 FAPR

Formal and Applied Practical

Reasoning

According to Gabbay and Ohlbach (eds.), in Practical

Reasoning, Springer, 1996:

The main purpose of ... FAPR was to ... in

troduce [AI, philosophy, psychology, and lin

guistics] to each other, to compare the cur

rent state of research in these areas, and

to make such research available to all re

searchers involved.

The main idea:

Significant communities of researchers, faced

with the shortcomings of traditional deduc

tive logic in modelling human reasoning and

argumentation, are actively engaged in devel

oping new approaches to logic (informal logic,

dialogue logic) and argumentation (rhetoric,

pragmatic and dialectical) that are better

suited to the task.

The invited talks were:

Hintikka, Logic as a Key to Good Reasoning

Reiter, Cognitive Robotics

Walton, How Can Logic Best Be Applied to Ar

guments?

Zadeh, The Role of Fuzzy Logic in Common-

sense Reasoning and Knowledge Representation

The workshops were:

Cunningham and Caferra, Medlar Workshop

on Formal and Informal Reasoning

Dubois, Farinas del Cerro, Herzig and

Prade, Is Logic + Ordering Enough for Formal

ising Common Sense Reasoning?

Gordon and Brewka, Computational Dialec

tics: Models of Argumentation, Negotiation and

Decision Making

Sigmund and Thielscher, Reasoning about

Actions and Planning in Complex Environments

The tutorials were:

Blair, Evaluating Arguments

Cohn, The Challenge of Qualitative Spatial

Reasoning

Demolombe and Jones, Modal-logical Speci

fication of Security Requirements

Geffner, Default Reasoning

Gabbay, Elements of Labelled Deductive Sys

tems

Jameson, Perspectives on Belief Ascription

Stilman, Linguistic Geometry: A Formal Model

of Human Reasoning for Solving Search Prob

lems

The organization was:

User Modelling and Belief

Legal Reasoning

Reasoning about Real Systems

Miscellaneous Reasoning 1

Argumentation 1

Philosophical Aspects

Default Reasoning 1

Analogy

Calculi

Default Reasoning 2

Reasoning and Change

Temporal and Procedural Reasoning

Modal Logics and Metareasoning

Actions and Agents

Miscellaneous Reasoning 2

System Descriptions

Argumentation 2

The papers were:

Antoniou, A Comparative Survey of Default

Logic Variants

Balbiani, Farinas del Cerro, Tinchev and

Vakarelov, Geometrical Structures and Modal

Logic

Balbiani, Modal Logics with Relative Accessi

bility Relations

Cimatti and Serafini, Mechanizing Multi-

Agent Reasoning with Belief Contexts

Das, Fox and Krause, A Unified Framework

for Hypothetical and Practical Reasoning(l) -

Theoretical Foundations

Doherty, Lukaszewicz and Szalas, General

Domain Circumscription and its First-Order Re

duction

Due, Reasoning about Rational, but not Logi

cally Omniscient Agents
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Engelfriet and Treur, Specification of Non

monotonic Reasoning

Engelfriet, Herre and Treur, Nonmonotonic

Reasoning with Multiple Belief Sets

Errico and Aiello, Intelligent Agents in the Sit

uation Calculus: an Application to User Mod

elling

Farinas del Cerro, Frias Delgado and

Herzig, Talkin'bout Consistency, or: when Log

ically Possible becomes Possible

Feteris, The Analysis and Evaluation of Legal

Argumentation from a Pragma-Dialectical Per

spective

Finocchiaro, Reasoning about Reasoning

Fisher, Wooldridge, Dixon, A Resolution-

Based Proof Method for Temporal Logics of

Knowledge and Belief

Fox and Das, A Unified Framework for Hy

pothetical and Practical Reasoning(2) - Lessons

from Medical Applications

Garigliano, Type Theoretic Semantics for Sem-

Net Simon Shiu, Zhaohui Luo and

Geffner, A Formal Framework for Causal Mod

eling and Argumentation

Gilbert, Goals in Argumentation

Giordano, Martelli and Sapino, An Abduc-

tive Proof Procedure for Conditional Logic Pro

gramming

Girle, Commands in Dialogue Logic

Giunchiglia and Giunchiglia, Ideal and Real

Belief about Belief

Gotoda, An and Fujiwara, Analogical Rea

soning of Organic Reactions Based on the Struc-

turized Compound-Reaction Diagram

Governatori, Labelling Ideality and Subideal-

ity

Green, Arguments and Mental Models: a Posi

tion Paper

Grootendorst, The Future of Argumentation

Theory

Grste, Herrmann and Sandner, SEdit -

Graphically Validating Technical Systems

Guarini, Mind, Morals, and Reasons

Hansen, Aristotle, Whately, and Taxonomy of

Fallacies

Johnson, The Need for a Dialectical Tier in Ar

guments

Kerber and Metis, Two Kinds of Non-

Monotonic Analogical Inference

Kloosterhuis, The Normative Reconstruction

of Analogy Argumentation in Judical Decisions:

a Pragma-Dialectical Perspective

Kreitz, Lau and Ornaghi, Formal Reasoning

about Modules, Reuse, and their Correctness

May and Schmitt, A Tableau Calculus for

First-Order Branching Time Logic

Meyer and Leeuwen, Possible World Seman

tics for Analogous Reasoning

Montesi, Renso and Turini, Using Tempo

rary Integrity Constraints to Optimize

Databases

Neumann, Graded Inheritance Nets for Knowl

edge Representation

Oliveira, The Implementation of CondLP

Oliveira, The Implementation of LENA

Omelyanchyk, How to Reason About Akratic

Action Practically?

Parsons and Fox, Argumentation and Decision

making: a Position Paper

Parsons, Defining Normative Systems for Qual

itative Argumentation

Plug, Complex Argumentation in Judicial Deci

sions: Analysing Conflicting Arguments

Pohl, Combining Partitions and Modal Logic for

User Modeling

Pollock, Reason in a Changing World

Prakken and Sartor, A System for Defeasible

Argumentation, with Defeasible Priorities

Prendinger, Modal Logic for Modelling Actions

and Agents

Radzikowska, Formalization of Reasoning

about Default Action

Reed, Long and Fox, An Architecture for Ar

gumentative Dialogue Planning

Rodrigues and Gabbay, AA Methodology for

Iterated Theory Change

Schaub and Thielscher, Skeptical Query-

Answering in Constrained Default Logic

Tindale, From Syllogisms to Audiences: The

Prospects for Logic in a Rhetorical Model of Ar

gumentation

Van der Acker and Vanthienen, Integrating

Statistical Audit Evidence with Belief Function

Theory

Vogel, Human Reasoning with Negative De

faults

Weber, On the Semantics of the Unknown

Weydert, System J - Revision Entailment - De

fault Reasoning through Ranking Measure Up

dates

Woods, Deep Disagreements and Public Demor

alization

Wooldridge, Practical Reasoning with Proce

dural Knowledge

Yi, Towards the Assessment of Logics for Con

current Actions
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4 CD II

Computational Dialectics Workshop

According to the call:

The workshop [discussed] formal models of

argumentation and negotiation as well as ap

proaches that model group decision making

processes. In each case it is necessary to

weigh reasons for and against a certain op

tion. Both symbolic and quantitative ap

proaches [were] welcome.

Additionally,

The term "Computational Dialectics" de

scribes an area of Artificial Intelligence which

investigates computational models of the pro

cesses by which groups of natural or artificial

agents construct judgement, agreement, or

other forms of social choice. Special emphasis

lies on methods for recognizing or achieving

an outcome in a fair and effective way.

The papers were:

Bonet and Geffner, Arguing for Decisions: A

Qualitative Model of Decision Making

Gordon and Karacapilidis, The Zeno Argu

mentation Framework

Krabbe, Critical Discussion and the Problem of

Retraction

Pollock, The structure of defeasible argumenta

tion

Prakken, Dialectical proof theory for defeasible

argumentation with defeasible priorities

Prakken and Sartor, Representing legal prece

dents as defeasible-argumentation structures

Reed and Long, Argumentation as Intention-

Laden Persuasive Communication

Verhey, Two Approaches to Dialectical Argu

mentation: Admissible Sets and Argumentation

Stages

Vreeswijk, Representations of Formal Dispute

with a Standing Order

5 DL

International Workshop on Description

Logics

Having just concluded at the time of this conference

DL is:

devoted to discussing developments and ap

plications of description-oriented knowledge

representation formalisms based on logic.

The main themes were to be:

Foundations Extensions

Integration with other formalisms

Specification

Applications

The papers were to be:

Artale, Franconi, Guarino, Open Problems

with Part-Whole Relations

Baader and Sattler, Knowledge representation

in process engineering

Beeri, Levy and Rousset, Applying Descrip

tion Logics to Database Problems: Position

Statement

Bermudez De Andres, Illarramendi,

Blanco, Goni, Incorporating New Languages

into DL Systems

Borgida, Isbell and McGuinness, Reasoning

with Black Boxes: Handling Test Concepts in

CLASSIC

Buehrer, Liu, Hong, Class Algebra as a De

scription Logic

Cadoli, Lenzerini, Palopoli, Datalog and De

scription Logics: Expressive Power

Calvanese, De Giacomo and Lenzerini,

Representing SGML Documents in Description

Logics

De Giacomo, Donini, Massacci, Exptime

Tableaux for ALC

Elhaik, Rousset, Gaudel, A Proposal for a

Glass-Box Approach for Subsumption Checking

Gil and Gonzalez, Subsumption-Based Match

ing: Bringing Semantics to Goals

Giunchiglia, Roveri and Sebastian!, A new

method for testing decision procedures in modal

and terminological logics

Haarslev, Using Description Logic for Reason

ing about Diagrammatical Notations

Haraguchi, Towards a Legal Reasoning System

based on Description Logics

Horrocks and Rector, Using a Description

Logic with Concept Inclusions

Kamp and Wache, Using description logics for

consistency-based diagnosis

Kudenko and Hirsh, Representing Sequences

in Description Logics

Lambrix and Padgham, A Description Logic

for Composite Objects for Domain Modeling in

an Agent-Oriented Application
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Larab and Benharkat, Terminological Model:

Correspondence Refinement

Latourrette, Simonet, An Approach to Sub-

sumption in a DL with Implication

Liebig, Roesner, Extending Description Logic

for the Modelling of Technical Objects

Mihoubi, Simonet, Simonet, A Translation

Scheme for Domain Ontologies Based on Model

Ontologies of KBS

Moeller, Integration of Description Logics with

other formalisms, such as object-oriented lan

guages

Napoli, A Proposal for a Layered Architecture

for a Hybrid Object-Based Representation Sys

tem

Nijhuis, The use of Description Logics in the

Condorcet conceptual information retrieval sys

tem

Oles, Mays, Weida, The Algebraic Essence of

K-Rep

Rosati, On the semantics of Epistemic Descrip

tion Logics

Speel, Can Description Logics be used in Real-

Life Knowledge-Based Systems?

Ventos, A deductive study of the C-CLASSIC

Description Logic

Weida and Mays, The K-Rep System Archi

tecture

Many philosophers, linguists and cognitive

scientists believe that mental-level represen

tation of knowledge (human mind) is close

in form to natural language. While some AI

researchers believe that it is feasible and nec

essary to design KR systems closely mimick

ing natural language, others are pessimistic

about success or even possibility of designing

such KR systems. This pessimism might ac

count for the general lack of interest in the

problems of NLP within the KR community.

The list of papers was not available at the time of this

writing.

6 KRNL

Symposium: Knowledge

Representation Systems Based on

Natural Language

This symposium follows KR as a part of the AAAI Fall

Symposium Series. According to the call:

The Symposium addresses the theoreti

cally and practically important problem of

knowledge representation (KR) systems that

closely parallel the representational and in

ferential characteristics of natural language

(NL). Advantages of such NL-based KR sys

tems would be enormous.

... The goal of this symposium is to address

in-depth such arguments for and against de

signing KR systems closely simulating natu

ral language.

Additionally,
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